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What will student
council do
without
Chris Cheng?
See page 3.

Cantonese tuna salad:
The lance reviews the
newest near-campus
eatery - the Ritz Place.
See page 8.

Up close and
personal with
Lance editor
Laila Farrell.
See page 19.
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Weathering
the
~
o ~Construction of University Centre
almost back on original schedule
by Ty Daniels
Lance news editor

The $14 million tlollar cxpanol the Lniver-.it) Centre.
\\ hile behintl -.d1eJule. shoultl
lin"h on lime.•1n:mtlinP '" Nor
man Wright. Manager of Fac1lil)
Planning.. lk,1g.n ,111<.l Cons1ruct11111.
A t,H1-,, ed. pnl\ ince-\\ illl'
,trike b~ labourers antl concrete
,, orker:-- 1-. prim,1ril) n::--pon,ihle
lor the tlcl.i,. During he <.trike.'.
c11n,truct11n1 l'.lnte almost to a
,1.1nd,till. sa1tl 1\,,1.,r)
I liu
I hiller!.
lkpartmc:nl
llcatl.
L niver-,it\ Ccntrc.
,\ccmjmg to rl11hcrt. lhc onl)
,,mker-. Lo c10,s p1ckct lines
,, crc elcctriciuns. wh1l do not
hdong. 111 a union. All other
\\ mker, re,peck·d the strike.
Con.,truuiun ma) he further
dcla)ed since painters ha,·e been
un ,trike for .ipproximatcl) two
,,eek,. Wright remains confident
that the ,ite \\ ill open on time for
September I 99J.
.. In the original plan we expected to encounter unforeseen
conditions and madl' an effort to
allo\\ for sui.:h contingeneie,."
'-Hlll

Frozen concrete
Wright noteJ crews encountered other problems during
demolition which have delayed
conMruction ol the facility. The
concrete lloors in all three levels
of the focilit) appear to have
been poured in the winter and
may have partially fro1en before
the concrete set. This has powdered the concrete and rendered
it almm,t useless for loadbcaring
purposes.
Workers also discovered two
10 000 gallon oil tanks beside
the loading docks. When ihc
tanks were no longer useful. they
were filled with concrete and left
in place. The tanks had to be
demolished and removed before
construction could proceed.
Cinder blocks used in the
kitchen facility also had to be
removed and replaced because
they were not structurally sound.
Site Supervisor John Ursu also

saitl that part of the steel structure, more than JO years oltl. was
loo corrotletl lo be useful. This
too had to be replaced.
Ur,u said the unseasonally
wet summer has also contributed
the dehn 111 lhl· prnject
.. During the \\.inter "e expect
about 25 percent dim n lime due
111 rain or indemenl \\Cather. antl
signilicanLI) less <luring the summer. J'his ,ummcr though we
had more than 25 percent dcm n
time due to thl' rain."

Opening drla~·ed
As a result. the opening of thi:
GranJ
Market
Place.
the
Centre ·s calcteria. has been
pu,hed hack ahnul three weeks
lo September 28.
Thi: ,atdlitc operation \\ill be
,ct up with lntlges. ,oup. salad.
chili. baketl gooJs and the
popular Coffee Tree. said Joe
Spiteri or Food Services.
Microwaves
\\ ill
also
be
provided antl a kio,k will be
open. The facilil) should scat
approximate!} 4(,0 sail.! Thibert.
Until the cafeteria opens. services will be provided in a tent
set up b~ student council between Memorial Hall and the
West building of the library. The
lenl (opening September 9), will
serve most of the food that
would have been supplied by the
cafeteria, p)u<; events such as a
barbcquc antl beer tent open
from 11 :00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m ..

Perfect timing
Thibert said even with the
delay, the timing of the SAC
orientation tent worked out well.
"Even though the (cafeteria)
won't be open. all we had to do
was move some of the satellite
food facilities into the tent. We
will also be moving some of our
services outside to prO\ ide as
much acccssibilit) to students as
possible.··
The entire project is still expected to come in on budget
even though the move of offices
out of the centre has cost more
than expected.
"The biggest challenge of this

proJeCt has been the relocation .
It has been a nightmare," said
Thibert. She said even though
the relocation is over budget, Lhe
original budget allov.ed for such
expenses.
Thibert hope" to 1, oid co,t
O\Cr-runs in the move back into
the centre hy meeting with the
displaced organizations to discw,s
problem!>
experienced
during the move out.
"I ~expect \\ e \\ ill have the
same problem., going back in as
v.e did mm rng out. If \\e can get
together and talk. hopcfull) we
can avoid rcpi:ating the same
mi.,takes and keep cost.. lo\\ er."
Wright and Thibert both
stressed that an) pre\ious or future delays ,, ould not add to the
total cost of the project. or more
importantly. to the S 10 million
student contribution.

Intensive constructio~
The most intensive phase of
the construction is yet to come
this spring when about 180
workers will be on site. Current!\ there arc about ~O or 50 worki~g. Thibert said the plan is to do
the noisiest construction after
winter classes have finished to
avoid disrupting classes.
Ursu expects the exterior
covering will be in place over
the existing steel structure by the
end of this year and the glass
enclosed structure to the north of
main centre will be completed
by early April.
Thibert said interest in the
project over the summer has
been intense.
Visitors
from
Dalhousie.
University of Waterloo and
University of Calgary were extremely interested in the project
and in the added features
planned by architect Moriyama.
Moriyama has planned for a
prism of glass to be installed in
the east side of the building
which will act as an sundial inside the seating area.
Thibert expects that it w:ll
take a full two years before the
facility is up and running at 100
percent efficiency.
[Q

With the University Centre (top) enpt1ed out during expansion.
student council and student media have found new homes SAC and
CJAM-FM are housed 1n trailers al the centre of campus (middle).
while the Lance has been relegated to the far reaches of the
un1vers1ty (bottom). See map Page 19. (photos by Mark Crane)

University integrates
Mac and Laurier Halls
by Mark Crane
Lance associate news editor
Single-sex residences are
out of style at the University
of Windsor. MacDonald and
Laurier Halls, the last all-male
and -female residences on
campus, will each house both
men and women this year.
Roxy
Denniston-Stewart,
Associate
Director
of
Residence Services. saw a
number of reasons for the
change. Foremost among them
was resident's requests.
"The majority of students
prefer a co-ed environment,"
she said.

Other reasons for the
change include a higher number of female students requesting resid'cncc rooms, and
lower maintenance costs for a
co-ed
building. ··Reseach
shows that a co-cd en\ ironmcnt can create a better community atmosphere," Mrs.
Deniston-Stewart added.
The residences ~ 111 have
designated male and female
floors.
Jody Austin, the first female
Head Resident of Mac Hall.
said she thinks it is a positi\ie
step. " It will help to get rid of
the stigma of Mac Hall,'' she
said.
(g
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a weekly calendar of events

Are you an artiste?

Wednesday. September 9

The Lance is now accepting artwork - photographs,
graphics, cartoons, etc., to be displayed every week In our
calendar of events. Selections will be made at our Monday
staff meetings, and all interested are invited to make
submissions. Just drop off your work, addressed to: Lance
Diversions Art. Please include the correct spelling of your
name and a phone number. Submissions become the
property of the Lance and will not be returned.

IE The Art Gallery of Windsor hosts Local Images:
Views of the Windsor Area, works spanning two
centuries by local artists until September 27. The
gallery also presents Vincent Trasov's Word
Paintings, stencilled fire-treated words until September 20. 445 Riverside Dr. West, 258-7111.
The SAC tent, located in front of the Leddy
Library, will be open as an alternative to the
University Centre until September 18. Beer will
be served 11 am - 3 pm.

Thursday, September 10
IE Perennial campus favourite Cliff Erickson will
entertain at the Thursday Night Vanier East
Pub (Madame Vanier Lounge) from 8 pm · 1 am.

Friday, September 11
IE Canada's bad boy, Mordecai Richler, will sign his
latest: Oh! Canada/Oh! Quebec at South Shore
Books, 164 Pitt Street West from 5 · 5:30 pm.
Call 253-9102 for more information. Get a book
signed and be sure to ask "Whatebver happened
to hamburger Oh! ketchup?" He loves that.

We'll point you in
the right direction!

IE The Ann Arbor Blues and Jazz Festival presents
big-name acts like Bonnie Raitt, James Cotton
and Sonny Rollins within an hour's drive. The
festival runs through September 13. For more information, phone (313) 99-MUSIC.

The Vanier Hall Cafeteria offers hot and cold breakfast, lunch
and dinner for a balanced diet. Mon
- Fri 7:50 am - 6:30 pm; Sat - Sun
10:30 am · 6:30 pm.
of Vanier Hall, is the spot to grab a
burger or sub and enjoy our big
screen TV. Open every night 6:00 ·
11:30 pm.

Sunday, September l3

Crocodile, or phone for on-campus delivery. Open every
night 6:00 - midnight.

•

The University Club* in Vanier Hall is a new restaurant
that provides modern fine dining at a reasonable price.
Open Tues - Sat 5:00 - 9:00 pm.
store, open Mon- Fri 10:00 am - 11 :30 pm; Sat - Sun 12:00
noon - 11 :30 pm.

IE Visual and performing arts.

l

sandwiches. soups. and fresh fruit. Open Mon-Thur 8:00
am . 9:00 pm: Fri 8:00 am - 2:30 pm.

Lectures, seminars. etc.

BY-ELECTION

§

The annual barbeque of the Organization of
Part-time Students (OPUS) will be located in a
tent in front of the West Library Building from 4.
7 pm. All part-timers welcome. Come enjoy free
hot dogs, chips and juice.

•

Socials. parties, mixers. etc.

Club and society meetings.

§

Notices, demonstrations.

® Sports events.

::::::::::::~
···:·.···.-.~

TCI Colour VGA Systems

serving coffee. muffins. and confectionary ,terns. will be
opening soon.

For more information. please call
.,uG . ~
253-4232, ext. 3272 .
~'i,\1 1~ DIAL-A-MENU otters daily information
. ~..
on what's cooking at Vanier Hall.
•~
Just dial 973-7054.

Wednesday, September 16

Back to School Special

The Coffee Tree and Kiosk* in the University Centre.

;v

Join the members of the Windsor Feminist
Theatre at Fem Fest at the Grad House,
beginning at 7 p.m. Only one dollar admission
includes food and prizes in a coffee-house
atmosphere featuring an open-mike. live
performances and fun theatre games.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Dividends. in the Odette Building, offers salads,

-•
.=~

§

® The Lancer men's and women's soccer teams
meet the Western Mustangs at 1 pm at the soccer
field at the Human Kinetics Building.

The Gavel. located in the Law Building, provides soup,

With an off-campus meal plan, your purchases are GST
and PST exempt at campus food outlets. You can buy a plan
in amounts ranging from $300 · 600 from the Cashier's office, and just use your meal card instead of cash. Best of all.
unused money will be refunded at academic year end!

Toronto Dominion Bank presents TD's
Travelling Techno Tour, a trade show exhibit
displaying many products and services offered by
the TD bank, from 10 - 5 today and Wednesday.
September 16.. The show features A Look to the
Future, and includes many seminar
presentations. Plus: enter your name for the
Grand Prize Draw of an IBM PS/1 computer and
printer (value $2000). Contact the TD branch
near you for more info.

B-Maibrith members are invited to join its winter
mixed bowling league starting today at Bowlero
Lanes at 9:30. As k for David Lazarus or Irene
Schenn or bcall 252-3059.

Assumption University hosts its orientation
celebration, a 10:30 Mass followed by a
community picnic; 4:30 Mass followed by a
barbecue. Call 973-7034 for information.

The Mini Mart* in Vanier Hall is the campus convenience

Save 15°/o every time
you open your mouth!

l

® The Lancer men's and women's soccer teams
kick off their season against the Laurier Golden
Hawks. Game time at 1 pm at the South Campus
field outside the Human Kinetics Building.

The Pizzeria makes fresh, Italian-style pizza for the

* Tax exemption on meal plan does not apply.

Tuesday, September IS

Saturday, September 12

The Crocodile. in the basement

sandwiches and more. It's open Mon· Thur 8:00 am - 2:00
pm: Fri 8:00 am · 1:00 pm.

(photo by SUZANNE NGUI)
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80386 SX-25 MHZ CPU
Mhz Landmark Speed
2 M RAM
14" VGA Colour Monitor
16 bit VGA Graphics Card
80 Mb Hard Disk Drive
5.25" 1.2 Mb Floppy Disk Drive
3.5' 1.44 Mb Floppy disk drive
IDE FD/HD Controller
2 Serial, 1 Parallel and 1 Game Port
101 Keys Enhanced Keyboard
Stylish Desktop Case

TCI 386 SX-25

$1189

FREE Mouse
Free Hard Disk Menu
Word Processor.
Spreadsheet. Games and
OOSTulorial

TCI 386 DX-40

$1299

•••••.•••.•••1

TCI 486 DX-33

$1749

i

11fJ
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;.....1

2 Years Parts and 3 Years Labour Warranty

1-----·--···---··-t------ w-11
f"....;T•f•f•T. . . . . . . . . . '/LJ

Offer Ends September 30th/92. Cash and Carry Only.

( ~............................................,

200W Power Supply
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For the position of President
Thursday, September 24, 1992
Nominations open Wednesday, September 9
Nominations close Wednesday, September 16

For information and nomination forms,contact the Social Science Society at 253-6065 or in our office, G 130 Windsor Hall N

.
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Drug plan fees jumping by 30 percent
also contributeu great!~ to pharmacy CO'>ls. Script fees arc those
fees charged by pharmaci.,ts to
simply fill the prc~ription. According to Clemen,. these fee'>
have increased 25 p.:rcent a year
for the past two ) car-. He also
attributed rising pharmaceutical
costs to a 20-year p,11cn1 protection law which prnh11'tts the
production of ma"' numbers of
cheaper generic urug'>.
Each year bet\\ cc n L,OO and
1500 people opt 0ut ,,f c,n,crage.
Clemens said that did not greatly
affect the cost of the program.
"If we climiniltC the opt-out
option that v.ould only dccrca ...e
our costs by six percent.·· he
said. which would onl) result in
a student saving of $2.50.
Clemens ia against a · no opt out'
polic) since he "uoe,n't want to
double charge tho ....:: '>tudents
who already have urug plan!-..''
Clemens ju,tifie, the im:n:a!'.c
without retcrcnuum ... incc thc
plan it.,elf ha!-.n ·1 changed anu
they arc only making ;in inflationary adjustment.
He said council discu-. ... cu the
issue of raising fees v. ithout
referendum with the Universit)
of Windsor Rc.,ourcc Allocation
Committee.
According
to
Clt:mcns, the committee informed SAC memhcrs they diu
not have to pas.., a rdcrcnuum to
incrca.,e the fecs
SAC plan!'. to incluuc a quc,tionnairc in the Oc111bcr rcfrrcndum to learn what ,tudcnls \\ant
Imm the drug plan. From that
quc!-.tionnairc council v. ill c.Jccic.Jc
whether to ask a 4ucsti11n concerning the future of the c.Jrug
plan at the general clccti11n.
Ii I

by Ty Daniels
Lance news editor
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Student Health and Drug Plan
fees will increase this year by
$8.50 per semester to total
$36.75, according to SAC vicepresident
finance
Jason
Clemens. The raise pushes student council fees to $151.50 per
student per year.
Clemens said the increase is
due to inllation and general price
increases outside of the university plan. He spent the summer
preparing a detailed report on the
drug plan and options for new
drug plans. The complete report
will be released at SAC's first
meeting September 8.
Clemens compared drug plans
at IO other Ontario schools. N inc
of the l O have nearly the same
program as that offered at the
University of Windsor and at a
somewhat comparable rate, he
said.
The
prohlcm
with
the
Windsor program is in its usage
level. said Clemens. "Most
schools have about a 50 percent
usage ratio. At Windsor what we
have is a lower usage ratio
(ahout 40 percent) but those who
do use it do so at a much higher
level.··
The
two
highest
used
prescription categories highlighted in the report arc facial
creams and skin ointments. and
oral contraceptives. "Together
they compo.,ed ahout 80 percent
of the plan and hasically that
wil l he an expense you will sec
every month."
Last year Green Shiclu.
SACs carrier for lhe plan. lost

Just a few of the many skin creams available on the drug plan. (photo by TED ANDKILDE)

money on the drug plan.
According to Clemens their
loss ratio wa, 116, which meant
that for every $ IOO Green Shield
collected in drug fees. they h,1d
to spend $ I 16 in pharmacy
costs. Surpluses gained hy Green
Shield in previous years allowed
the company lo sustain a loss
this year. In 1989-90 the loss
ratio was 5J. in 1990-91 it was
65 - which rnnvcrt to profits of

47 percent and 35 percent
respectively.
Clemens hases the sharp increase in this year's costs on helter publicity. the change to
12-month coverage anu 1he inclusion of oral contraceptives.
"After all the changes arc
finished is when we start seeing
some consistency in use and a
con,i!-.tcnt opting out. I think
next year we will sec a 118 to

120 loss:· Clemens said, "hence
the need for a rate increase."
Clemen'> .,aid he had approached ,even companies for
coverage yet none would submit
a 4uote.
"Ba.,ically v. hal thi!-. confirm'>
is that Green Shiclu i'> going to
lose money" and that other companies dnn·t want to in!-.urc a
money-Jo.,i ng prnposi Iion.
The incrca'>c in script fees h.1s

Custom Designed
University Clothing
Catering to: Fraternities/Sororities • Clubs and
Societies • Residences

C

D
We have: Paisley • Floral • Plaids • Boxer Shorts
Old Style Ball Shirts and Caps
·
2053 Wyandotte Street West

977-- 5921
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OSAP applications up
by 12% over last year
by Ty Daniels
Lance news editor

SAC Vice President University Affairs John Stout has been busy since the resignation of VP
Administration Chns Cheng. Stout proposes not filling the position, which would leave President
Kristine Robinson the only one of three SAC executives elected. (photo by SUZANNE NGUI)

Cheng resigns student council vice presidency

Council reconsiders by-laws
by Mark Crane
Lance associate news editor

A proposal before council
could leave the SAC executive
one elected member short this
year. Chris C heng was elected
Vice President - Administration
in last year's election. He
resigned the post in April.
After the resignation, SAC's
Board of Governors directed the
executive to assume the VPAdmin 's duties throughout the
summer, until a by-election
could he held in the fa ll.
A motion before the first
council meeting will call for the
position to he left vacant for this
year
In his summer report. Vice
Prcsilknt University Affairs
John Stout outline'> '>Onl\: reasons
for the motion. I le claims that

most of the work of the VPAdmin has been completed and
space limitations in the council's
temporary office wi ll make it
difficu lt for another person to
work. Fi nally he argued it would
be useless to elect an officer
when policies and budgets have
already been set for the year.
"To have a by-election would
be a waste of student money and
an imprudent decision," he concluded.
SAC
President
Kristine
Robinson echoed Stout's conclusions, add ing, "while I am uncomfortable being the only
elected repn.:sentative on the executive, I wouldn't want lo hire
someone when all the work is
done."
Cheng's resignation as VPAdm in of SAC has also
prompted some proposed chan-

ges to the corporation's by-laws.
John Stout, appointed VP-UA
in May, has spent the summer
re-writing the by-laws.
One of the proposed changes
to the by-laws is to have the VPUA position elected, and have
the VP-Admin (renamed VPSecretary) position appointed.
"T he VP-UA position should be
responsible to the students. It's
one position where there are issues; what kind of issues arc
there with an administrator'?"
asked Stout.
Other changes to the by-laws
include: more representation for
residences on SAC, new disclosure obligations, as well as
the creation of a presidential advisory committee.
The new by-law package will
he presentcd to counci l al its fi rst
meeting. September 8.
(g

Over half of University of
Windsor students have applied
for student aid before school
even begins.
As of August 28, according to
Director of Student Awards
Marie Renaud, a total of 5324
OSAP applications had been
received, up 12. l per cent over
the same period last year. Of
those, almost 3000 assessments
have been received by the office.
To deal with the large influx
of students seeking their assessment in the first week of classes,
Renaud has decided to process
applicants out of Student
Awards main office in the
ground floor of Dillon Hall.
Students will congregate in a
confere nce room that holds approximately 100 people. From
this room, 10 applicants at a time
will be escorted to the main office to receive their awards.
In the past, application
processing has taken place in
Ambassador Auditiorium in the
University Centre. With the expansion project now in full
swing, that facil ity is no longer
available.
In terms of space, Renaud said
the awards office could have
used classrooms for the first
week of processing hut would
have had to relocate as soon as
classes started.
··1 hall to find a place large
enough
with
computer
capability. There is the gymnasium hut they don't have computer I ines ...

In the recent St. Denis Hall
expansion, most of the computer
lines were cut, making it unsuitable as a space for the
registration process.
"We hope that the system we
have implemented will work to
everyone's advantage but we
won't know until the first week
of classes."
As of Thursday, September 3,
Renaud said the office was
processing about 200 applicants
a day. She said she expected the
office to complete 800 to I 000
applications by Friday, which
leaves about 1800 to be
processed this week.
Not moving the office has allowed the awards department to
process more than 500 applications that arrived in the first
week of distribution.
"We simply would not have
had the staff to process these
latest assessments," said Renaud.
"People would have had to wait
until after the distribution period
was over before we could even
get time to look at them."
Student contributions towards
the grant assessment have increased. Students arc now expected to contribute $80 per
week during the summer to
education expenses, up$ I 0.
'T his means that what students don't gel in grant. they will
probably get hack in loan."
Renaud said.
The awards office has also
streamlined the emergency loan
process. Renaud said students
needing help u,ed to wail nver a
week. The new pmn:ss should
take 2-l hours.
[Q

Strapped for cash but need to read?

SAC's Used Book Sale
is happening now in Madame Vanier lounge
SEPTEMBER
SUNDAY

6

13

20

27

MONDAY

1992

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

1

2

3

4

5

10-7
drop off

10-7
drop cff

10-7
drop off
& selltng

10-7
drop off
& selling

closed

7

8

9

10

11

12

Labour
Day
closed

10-7
drop off
& selling

10-7
drop off
& selling

10-7
drop off
& selling

10-7
last day
drop off

11 -3
sell ing
only

14

15

16

17

18

19

10-6
selling
only

10-6
selling
only

10-6
selling
only

10-6
selling
only

10-6
sell ing
only

closed

21

22

23

24

25

26

1-7
pick up
books/cash

1-7
pick up
books/cash

1-7
pick up
books/cash

1-7
pick up
books/cash

1-7
pick up
books/cash

11 -3
last day
for oick uo

28

29

30

Save money on new books, make money on old books
You must come to pick-up books and/or money during the times specified.

No

exceptions!!!

For further information contact: SAC office 253-6423. or 253-4243, ext. 3905/3906

Failure
to adhere
to the
deadlines
in this
schedule
will result
in forfeiture
of books
and/or
money.
Student
council
regrets it
can make

NO
exceptions.
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U of Win sor students
get free ride (so far ...)

FLINGS

I

Eat in

by Ty Daniels

We pay GST and
PST for students!
Typing

l A ., ,~ R !'i

IJ

Deliveries

•

NUGGETS

S3 •s
S5 55

1 2 lb
11b

Parties catered

{W",th l•t~r$ o, lr,.S and UCK,~J

$2 75
$4 45
$5 49
$695

SJ 85
$5 35
$7 95
$9 95

6 PCS
9 pcs
15pcs
20pcs

WINGS

CHICKEN FINGERS
tw#fh 1at6rs"'

,,,,s u,.d artd u,vc•J

:; pcs

S5 49

fChO<f of hO( m,ld UfJC~ I

CHICKEN SANDWICH

SALADS

On a ka,ser

,n,aca,°"'. eoitosra.,.,. ,x,,atoJ
Small t4 011

89
S 99
s, 75
$

Mcd•um 18 o,

large 11601
6 PCS
9 PCS
12 PCS
15 PCS

TATERS OR FRIES
Small

SI 25
S2 35
SJ 60
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$7 69
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$19 49

20 PCS

$3 39
54 25

With taters or fire~
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Free

Ride now, pay later: Transit Windsor 1s extending free bus
service to U of Windsor students in hopes they will support a
fee increase to pay for the passes. {photo by MARK CRANE)

•••••••••••••••••• ·······~

med. order of taters (value $2.35)
totally awesome-try 'em!

FLINGS

:L m,1 one coupon per otter nol vahd w11h any olhN ottc•
• va1,c, crily a1 561 Nyantiotfe st Easl location

• ~ending & receiving

N'

We offer:
•
•
•
•
•

Convenient location to the University of Windsor
CIBC Instant Teller~ available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week
Student Loan Centre
Student VISA* applications
Various Deposit Accounts to meet your needs

Come in and see ZLS--we are here to help.

To address your Banking needs more efficiently, please see below.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·

CIBC Account Pre-Opening Registration
This account pre-opening form will accelerate the account opening process at CIBC.
You will be required to complete an official form when you personally visit the CIBC Banking Centre.
Please tell us about yourself
L--

,::.ORESS

FIRST NAME ANO •N TIAl (S
STREET

VE.ARS THERE THE~ONE 1RES10ENCE

(

...
NAME ,No ADDRESS O' YOUR EMPLOYER
-

SOC AL l~SURA~CE ~u',18ER

CANAOIA~ RESIDENT

No
APT

0Wli CITY

PROV ~:f

...TELEPHONE 8US1NESS)

PREFERRED I llE

(

1

)
~ OCCUPA 1'CN

Who do you bank with now?
PRIMARY ANANCIAL •NSITUTION

~

Mr

Mrs

YEARS THERE

Miss

-

D

Ms

MON'HLY INCOME

·
BRAIICH

SAVINGS ACCO\.•NT I

CHEOUIHG ACCOUNT I

OTHER

"'stm,.,,. ""'•"'' flC J

0°HfR ANANCIAL INSTITUTION

Complete and return to CIBC Banking Centre, Sandwich St. West & Mill St., Telephone 252-3411

.

Get usv.iorfW39faryou!

Phone
&FAX:

MORE 944-1205

:

CIBC Banking Centre, Sandwich
St. W. & Mill St., is proud to be
of service to you for all your
Banking needs.

'BANKING S E R V I C E ( ~ $ ) - - ~ - - - - - - - - - -

4555
COPIES Tecumseh
Rd. East

~

Welcome
Back
Students!

~---1

Photocopying
and Fax Service

:
:

i~t~(':! !:?!~~~.~r.~'~::~ ~~~ ~;~?.................................................... J

ALL TYPING IS LASER PRINTED

• term papers
• resumes, books
• reports, etc.

•

1 PC
2pcs
3pcs
4 pcs

lAST UME

Check out our great rates on:

• Take out

A "

CHICKEN DINNERS
(compt~,~ 1111,rr, taters o, l~s •r.d taJa.dJ

Lance news editor

City council has approved a
pilot program to allow Univcr!.1ty of Windsor students to ride
t·1ty hu,e!. for free, but it has an
ulterior motive.
The program, scheduled to
hegin October I, will provide
lull- anc.l part-time students with
free bus passes for a I 0-weck
period. The program will continue past the tridl period if student!. approve a referendum to
innease student council fees by
$JO a !.emestcr to subsidi.1.e
Transit Windsor.
SAC
president
Kristine
Robinson plans to hold the vote
in late November. The bus levy
would increase total student
council fees to $105. 75 a
semester. Windsor bus passes
arc currently $52 per month or
$208 per semester.
Robinson expects students
will approve the referendum
once they sec its advantages.
"If we promote it correctly,
arc honest with the students,
describe the benefits of it, with
the parking problems the way
they arc und as bad as they are
going to get, I hope that it (the
referendum) will be successful. I
personally don't have a problem
paying the $30 to get the pass."
The city is asking the province
to fund 80 percent of the cost of
the program. It ts expected the
pilot project will cost $130 000.
According to city councillor
Sheila Wisdom, "even if provincial funding support does not
come, the cit} is committed to
financing the project."
The bu, pass plan comes after
council agreed in principle to
implement permit parking on the
streets surrounding the univcr<;ity. This proposal, which Wisdom said is "still in the fine
11111ing ,tagc,," follow, recom1111·11dat1011s m,1de in the final
rcpurt of the Student I lousing
Advi<;ory Commillcc and would
eliminate virtually all of the free
parking located around the
university.
The city's Traffic Engineering
Department is seeking ways of
implementing the plan. It is
~ orking with the Student Housing Advisory Commillee and the
Arca Ratepayers' Association to
prepare a report for council approval by mid September.
~

C H l C K E N

®Aegietered hde Mark ol CIBC
'CIBC Registered u,er Of Mark

~
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PUT YOUR BEST FOOT
FORWARD

Student loans
under the gun
R eport ca lls fior
limits on access
by Ty Daniels
Lance news editor

The federal government has
outlined a proposal which would
dramatically change the Canada
Student Loan Program.
The Secretary of State's
report, "Lending for Learning,"
proposes increasing the full-time
eligibility from 60 percent of a
full course load to 80 percent. It
also calls for a limit on eligibility
of 340 weeks, or 10 academic
years. The current limit is 15
years.
The three per cent loan
guarantee would be eliminated
under the proposal. The tax was
originally
implemented
to
recoup some of the almost
$ l 000 000 000 of student loans
lost since the program started in
1964.

VANIER DINING HALL EAST
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 2ND
11 :00 AM TO 6:00 PM

Currently about nine percent
of loans fall into default.
Kelly Lamrock, National
Chairperson of the Canadian
Federation of Students, said "if
the government was truly interested in servicing the best interests of students they would have
dropped the three percent Joan
guarantee ... in the last budget."

The report calls for increasing
allowances and costs lo accoun
for in~ation, which has not beei
done smce 1984. Also schedul~
to be updated is the curret
weekly loan limit of $105 1
week.
The interest free status ol
loans would remain during the
period of study but the six mont
interest free grace period wou~
be eliminated, a move Lamroct
says is opposed by the banks.
Under the current system tf
government pays the interest
the outstanding loan to the bank
"If the grace period wer
removed, that would put addej
costs on the banks because the,
would have to retroactively c.
culale the amount of interest a.
cumulated. The banks aren't
opposition to it because it will~
bad for students but because
will be bad for them."
Lamrock expressed concen
over the government's plan k
have banks share in the risk c1
giving out student loans. Th
could mean that to obtain a loar
a student would have to have
parent or other responsible ad~
co-sign the agreement.
~~
"When I started school l w
18, I had no job, no assets, a
no credit rating. What ban
would consider me for any t )
of loan?" Lamrock asked.

CFS
seeking
50%fee
•
increase

1 TOLD HER
l'O CALL, .. BUT

I oo"'T HAVE
A pHO"E!

by Mark Crane
Lance associate news editor
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Bell
Answering your call '

Another referendum is in th
planning stages for this year <
next. It will ask students to su1
port a Canadian Federation e
Students fee increase of S.t to S
per student each year.
The proposed increase wa
passed at the federatron'
general meeting held in Ma,
Although the University o
Windsor had no direct reprc
sentation at the meeting, prox
was sent, and Windsor abstainr
from the vote.
The original motion asked fo
an increase to $8, but wa
amended to $6. It was alsi
amended
to
include th
provision for student referend
at each member institutio1
within two years. If 80 per cen
do not implement the increa~
within the two year period. CF'
will re-examine its position.
The fee increase motion wa
moved by the CFS National C\
ecutive, representing studen
from across the country. The e1.
ecutive told delegates fees ha1
not increased since 1981. arM
that inflation makes the increa~
necessary .
SAC
president
Krisunt
Robinson is concerned about 1 '
increase. "I don't think the 1
crease is warranted bv the wo
they do," she said. addin£
"We'll have to discus<, it
council."
CFS is a national stud,
lobby group, of which I
University of Windsor <,tud,
council is a member.
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Take a recess •••• at Bentley's
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Bentley's still has
UNBELIEVABLE
food specials
Monday • Wednesday
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Bentley's Big Big Burger ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $2.95
Served with fries and up to 20 different toppings
Chicken Wings •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 20¢ each
World famous wings served in orders of 1o
Wings & Skins ................................................ $4. 99
A fabulous combination!
Wings & Ribs ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $5. 99
Diabolically delicious ribs and chicken wings
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755 Ouellette • Downtown Windsor • 256·2385
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RICHLER
by Sarah Roebuck
Lance arts editor

In celebration of Oh Canada!
Oh Quebec! Mordecai Richlcr is
coming to Windsor this Friday,
September 11.
He will be available to sign
copies of his new book at South
Shore Books between 5·00 and
5:30 p.m ..
He will then appear at 6:30 for
a black-tie dinner at the Hilton
where Richler is to receive the
Quill Award. an annual honour
given b) the Windsor Press Club
for journalistic excellence. Tickets are $50
Born in Montreal, Mordecai
Richler is considered one of the
most
outspoken,
informed,
politically aware and controversial contemporary Canadian
writers whose frankness and
criticisms of the country have
gained him widespread support
and scorn.
He is kntm n for sa1ir11ing the
tensions bel\\ een French and

English Canauians. sh1l\\ ing
ridiculous consequences of the
language laws, com,titutional
debates. and other concerns or rather lack of concern - of
Canadians and our government.
Richler is a prolific writer of
both fiction and nonfiction. Hi'>
noveb include Joshua Then and

]

Now. St. Urbain's Horseman,
Cocksure and The Apprenticeship of Duddy Kral'itz, the

Jailer of which was made into a
movie. the screenpla) also written by Richler.
South Shore Books is located
at 164 Pitt St. West, Windsor.
just a block from Ouellette. All
arc welcome to meet Mordecai
Richler and to bring a cop) of
Oh Canada.' Oh Quebec.' (or the
Richler book of ) our choice) to
be signed b) the author.
South Shore also plans to host
a book-,;1gn111g b) quintc-;scnlial
Canadian feminist Margaret Al\'vOOd in early November Vi'iit
South Shore Book.., and keep on
top of things.
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Shampoo Planet
satisfies the scalp
by Archita Ghosh
Lance arts staff
Shampoo Planet
Dougla~ Coupland
Pod,l't Books

The Ritz Place. located at the corner of Randolph and Wyandotte in what once was the Olympic
Restaurant. offers fine dining close to campus {photo by SUZANNE NGUI)

Off-campus eatery fe eds a
hunger as big as the Ritz
by Mike Borshuk
Lance arts editor
The newly opened Ritz Place
Restaurant promises fine food
and is sure to add a new navour
lo the alread} hu,tling restaurant
district located ju,t off-campus.
Proprietors Jan and Roxanna
Cheung hope to introduce
Windsor to a more sophisticated
dining out trend that has enjoyed
increasing popularity in Toronto
over the past decade.
Modelled after Hong Kong
eateries which cater to a variety
of palates, Ritz Place features
dishes from all over the world
including
Russian
Borscht,
Szechuan Shrimp, Malaysian

Fried Rice Noodle. and special- Milk - a traditional Chinese
izes in Cantonese entrees.
dessert.
The Ritz Place seeks to cater
Our taste buds were nothing
to the university crowd, and the but pleased. It ·s no wonder since
prices arc indicative of that. The the restaurant's chef is an exentrccs arc relatively inexpen- perienced cook of more than 20
sive and generous enough Lo fill years.
two stomachs adequately, if apThe Ritz Place, located on the
petizers arc ordered as well. corner of Wyandotte Street and
From 3 p.m. to 5:30 p.m., there Randolph Avenue, seems like a
is a $1.50 pastry and beverage sure-fire winner. The service
special intended to lure students was exemplary and the food outwishing Lo take a snack and standing.
study break.
It is evident that a conOn a recent visit to the Ritz, siderable amount of planning has
members of the lance arts staff gone into the genesis of the
sampled the hot and sour soup, eatery's menu and design.
orders of Fried Rice Noodle and
Stop in for lunch sometime.
Singapore Fried VermicelJi, and You 'II be back for dinner, I'm
an order of Deep Fried Crisp sure.
~

You Jp.. e on a planet?
Definite!). You shampoo your
hair'! Not inlrc4uently. But the
n:al question is. huw often do
~ou ,hampoo your planet?
Whether it is a curt command
ur a confusing coupling, Shampoo Pla11e1, Vancouver-based
\\ ritcr Douglas Coupland's follow-up effort to last year's
Cie11cratio11 X. orbit, the realities
or life in the '90s under the
direction of its 20-ycar-old
trouhlcd lour guide, Tyler
Johnson. What with supporting
his ex-hippie mother Jasmine.
,ati..,fying
his
independent
girllriend Anna-Louise. and suc<:umhing lo his foreign ning
Stephanie. ambitious Tyler finds
him,ell challenged by adversity.
His troubles arc only compounded by the presence and inllucncc of his friends. siblings,
and cx-Mepfather.
Tyler takes us on an engaging
voyage that begins in his
\Vashington State hometown of
Lancaster. moves through the
\\ ilderncss of British Columbia,
and Lo the cafcs of Paris. His
.... anderings, though, arc not exclusively within the material
world. Europe. as is widely
known, is a most appropriate
place Lo \'isil to - dare I say it
- find oneself.

Of course. one must first be
lost. So Tvler loses himself in
the Old World (specifically, in
Stephanie's bedsheets) before
any worthwhile self-discoveries
are made.
The story is at times tired. but
it is not without its surprises.
Coupland manages to inject
some vitality into a polcntiall)
mundane routine. Stephanie
visits Lancaster and convince~
Tyler to run away with her lo
California.
Her true motivation, however,
is to exploit Tyler's confused
vulnerability for her ultimate
goal of fame. On the way to Hol·
lywood, the couple takes a
detour to visit Neil, Tyler's
bigamous,
dope-ranching
biological father, with whom
Tyler enjoys a cathartic and enlightening reunion.
Entertaining sequences and
poignant events pile up until
Tyler. having been abandoned
and betrayed in Hollywood. is
driven back Lo Lancaster by his
own capitalistic aspirations.
There he saves Jasmine from the
violent persuasions of his ex·
stepfather Dan, and auempts a
reconciliation with Anna-Louise.
Not a perfect happy-ever-after
talc but not far from it
The lather from this Shampoo
Planet maintains an abundance
of humour despite dried-out
cliches and nat story lines, and.
more importantly, maintains a
healthy level of relevance to
readers of the '90s.
ls
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Beasties' latest a
progressive step
by Johnny Deck
Lance arts staff

Check Your Head
Beastie Boys
Capitol

Few bands today, particularly
rap groups, turn out successive
albums that are as dynamically
different as those recorded by
the Beastie Boys. Having established themselves within the hiphop idiom and clearing their
names as a joke act with Paul's
Boutique in 1988, they now take
a progressive step further with
their latest release entitled Check
Your Head.
The

'(

:s

ii

SPECIAL

make them any easier to dige~l.
Amazingly enough though. at
least one member, Adam Yauch
(aka MCA) can actually sing. On
a few '60s-innuenced tracks the
mellow vocals renect a sort of
Hendrix-inspired narcotic feeling.
Also, many years in the studio
have educated the group and
made the trio production
wizards. No other rap release, or
any release as of late, outshines
the incredible mixing on this LP.
It manages to stand as a unit
while combining the best ideas
of the band's past. Feedback that
bites a frequency higher than

members of the

anything the Young Gods ever

group forego oversaturating the
album with their trademark nasal
whines - juvenile vocals all but
obscured the fantastic samples
on their first two albums - and
let the music speak for itself.
And yes, most of the music on
Check Your Head is played by
the Beasties themselves. lt 's
plain to see that a great deal of
practising has gone on in the
decade since the self-parodying
'hardcore' act first appeared.
Although some tunes are pure
instrumentals, the majority feature very sparse vocals that seem
almost like an afterthought
added to the funk and punk jams.
This album has more groovy
organ and wah-wah guitar than a
Blaxploitation soundtrack! The
lyrics are the least progressive
element. The rhythms of speech
don't vary from other rap efforts,
and the heavy distortion in
which they're drowned don't

endeavoured to sample nows
freely into a disco revival sound
modelled after Curtis Mayfield's
Superfly album. Mike D. ·s
drumming is the most developed
component of the compositions,
and transcends the sometimes
typical funk guitar and bass.
Mark Ramos Nishita 's organ
provides the essential compliment and backbone for the instrumental numbers, and wisely.
the group has resurrected distorted guitar, last heard on their
debut work, License to Ill.
While it is diametrically opposed
to the soul-ingrained cuts on the
album, this guitar sound does
reaffirm an undeniable heritage
of the trio's music.
In their own words, the Beastie Boys are "expanding your
parameters," i.e. the sometimes
limited perception of what rap
music can be, in a sort of self-indulgent way.
[D
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THE LANCE NEEDS volunteer
reporters, especially tor our
news department. Interested?
call our news editor Ty Daniels
at 253-4232, ext. 3909. Or
come to a staff meeting, 6;00
p.m. every Monday at the Grad
House.
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WICKER CABINET and 2 fanback wicker chairs; love seat;
office desks with walnut top.
Call 253-8973 (8:30 am - 4:30
pm).
GET IN TOUCH with people
you want to reach with a Lance
class1f1ed ad. Just $5 00 buys
you 20 words to sell your
books, find an apartment, or
send a message. Come to our
office in Clark Residence
Phase II or send a note 1n the
mail with payment through lnteruniversity mail or 1ust c 1o the
university
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THANK YOU TO St. Jude and
St. Olaf for favours granted. As
promised. 1f you would intercede on my behalf just twice. I
would rrake a public statement
of faith.

Looking for a
Catholic Mass?

Join us at
Assumption University Chapel
Sunday Mass: 10:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m.
Monday, Wednesday, Friday: 11:50 a.m.
Tuesday Mass and Supper at 5:00 p.m.
Located between the University Centre an the Bridge.
Also : Regular Programs , Retreats, Spiritual Direction,
Counselling, Library and Cafe.

Phone 973-7034 or Drop In
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CAMPUS COMICS
2062 University Ave, W. Phcne 254.2,7t,5

WITH
THIS AD

HOURS:
FRI
12-5

SAT
11-5

SUN
12-4
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T he Financially Challenged Radio Station
CJAM (91.5 FM. 258-6397)
CBE (CBC) Radio (89.5 FM and 1550 AM, 255-3411)
CJAM is, in 1hc football commentators· idiom, "Mosaic
Music Personified." What variety!! The student's own station has something for everyone, except those who don't
like music or intelligent talk radio.
CBE (CBC), and CBEF for francophoncs, provides
eclectic programming not just for old folks only. CBC has
Brave New Waves (weeknights, starting around midnight)
presenting genuine alternative music. very reliable news
and arts programming and voices that will make you proud
to he Canadian.

*
Books Worth Reading
Book room at the Court (3277 Sandwich, 258-2726)
South Shore Books ( 164 Pitt W., 253-9102)
A reliable test for deciding whether a bookstore is any
good is to look at its Philosophy section: if it contains three
copies of The Good News Bible, Hubbard's Diarrhetics and
Auto-Erollcism as a Path to Nirvana, get the hell out of
there.
The Bookroom and South Shore are exceptions: not only
are their Philosophy sections great, but so is every section
of the store. South Shore has a very sophisticated selection
of non-generic books. The Bookroom, located in MacKenzie Hall, has this and a huge used books section, as
well. The uwm:r, Anne Beer, will take used books for a little cash or credit.
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The Friendly Public House
The Used Clothing Store
Goodwill (743 W)andolle E.. 252-4004)
St. Vincent de Paul (3177 Sandwich, 252-1445)
Let us get something straight right off ... there is no
reason lo feel guilty about shopping at these stores or others
like it. if you arc a student living in poverty. They exist for
people like us.
The clothes are of a good quality and have that vintage
character achieved through years of wear. By the same
token, one should attempt lo send any unwanted clothes to
these stores: ii is appreciated. Great old furniture also can
be found, if you are having trouble furnishing your new
apartment. And remember, it is all for charity.

m,

The Grad lluuse (458 Sunset. 256-4196)
There arc many places to get pissed in Windsor. and
most students will become acquainted with them all. The
old Subway puh a11rac1ed few people, but at least we had
one. Due to University Centre renovations, we don ·1 even
have that this year (though there will be the SAC tent in
front of the library until September 18). Therefore, before
running ofl campus to find a bar. the Univcr<,ity of Wind.,or
has another: The Grad House.
Located n a renovated house on Sunset Avenue. The
Grad House is .ihout as close to an actual pub that you will
find in Windsor. It has a vcr) refreshing, laid-hack, no-nonsense atmosphere: a great place to visit after a night cla<,<, or
for lunch (they have a great sandwich menu). Besides, the
money stay~ within the univer<,ity communit).
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The Earth-Friendly Shop
Green Earth Environmental Products (2148 W)andc
253-4302)
The ecologically minded will find this small shop
hop from campus, a boon. The store, opcncd two yea
b) two U of W grads, offers products that promote c
vation anu recycling. including a full range of
products, cards aml non-toxic alternatives lO cl,
paints and insecticides. The store also stocks some
perishables. such as organic corn chips, coffees and te
Finally, it is the ideal source for non-wasteful r
sources. including solar baltcry rcchargers, and lo\\·C:
fluorescent bulbs that fit into conventional sockets. B
all, the staff can provide information and Jitcrat~rc
range of green techniques from composting to making
own paper

by Todd Schaus

*

Produce Fresh from the Farm

*

\

The Windsor Market (corner of Chatham and McDougall)
Open seven days a weck. the Windsor Market is the he,t
place to shop ii fresh lood i.., lo your liking. Saturday, c,pc·
cially in the morning, is the day to shop. If you arrive after
2 p.m., fresh cut !lowers arc two for one and the meat
counter upstair1, auctions off all left-overs. Whoda thunk
that grocer} <,ll(lpping could he fun? Bring a cloth bag or
some of tho1,e annoying plastic bags that accumulate in the
house; they're environmentally the wiser choice for packing
the groceries.

Healthy Alternative Dining
Vegetarian Delight ( I JI Park W., 252-1058)
Whether a practising vegetarian or not, the Vegetarian
Delight provides an interesting alternative lo the u ... ual
greasy options. The formal is an all-you-can-cal buffet al an
affordable price. featuring healthy foods such a<, salad,. rice
di,hn,, and a variety of cnln:cs. Open for lunch and c.Jmncr

The Alternative Cinema
The Windsor Film Theatre (2135 Wyandotte W., 254-3456)
Grind Haus Cincmaphilia ( 121 University W., 254-FILM)
Do you ever feel that mainstream movies have one common plot that is only slightly varied from film to film'! Do
you ever feel that even the better of these pictures is not
sati..,fying or inll:resting al all? These two theatres provide
Wimhorites with an alternative.
The Windsor Film Theatre is committed to playing noncommercial films, whether foreign or domestic. Not that all
the films arc of award-winning calibre, but they arc at least
interesting. The Grind Haus Cinemaphilia will play
whatever is nauseating or conflicts with "family values"
(but only on Sundays, Mondays and Tuesdays). Oh. another
thing, it's cheap. too: about half the price of $8 mainstream
movies.

I
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Art That Challenges

The Complete Record Store

Artcitc (109 University W .. 977-6564)
Common Ground (two doors west of Artc1tc, 977-6372)
An artist-run gallery that showcases predominantly
Canadian talent, Artcite charges no admission and will
challenge your pcrccpliom, on almost anything. Opening
nights arc fun, lhe beer is pretty cheap, and it provides an
excellent opportunity to schmoo7e with the art crowd.
Common Ground, which is scheduled to reopen SLptembcr 18, present.., non-juried exhibits, and therefore oilers
more student work Like Artcitc, admission is free (although some artists may request a contribution).

Dr. Disc (659 Ouellette, 256-7400)
"Only $0.50 credit for ABBA ·s Arrival and Scan
Cassidy's Under Wraps?"
Okay, if you bring in records or albums that arc a lillle
more desirable, you might establish a greater line of credit,
but the point is that you will be gelling some. Like
bookstores, independent record stores arc far better stocked
than chains and can actually offer you deals. Dr. Disc. in
particular. has a massive selection with an impressive Imports section. Just don't attempt to exchange a K-Tcl record
for a Fuga?i album.

In this city, there are bars, restaurants and shops to which nearly every
student will be introduced before graduating. However, many smaller, less
commercial places are ignored in the process. It is surprising that more
students don't become colossally bored with the narrow choices presented to
them.
Here is a small list of alternative places to eat and shop. There are others
in the city, but the following have at least two things in common: they are
owned independently (except CBC, as we all know) and attempt to offer
something different. If you do not already frequent these places, give them a
try, you will be pleasantly surprised.
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by Lance Arts Staff
Get this: a semest1:r's worth of
good'n'pknty
guns.
grind,
kni\1:s, h1:rmaphmdit1:s, chopp1:rs. dwan1:s, pill poppers. and
a wrnucopia of carnal ddighh
- anll with a slot or so of n1:arupright mat1:rial to boot - cutting a cultural span through
Meyer to Fellini. in spite or the
increasing!)
lame
Industry
prndu<.:t or Spielberg. Lynch and
Stone.
And for those born too late to
survive a tr1pll.. kature of 99
Women. Orgy of tlte Dead, and
Blood of tltl' Virgim at The
Skywa}. too square (or scared)
to hm, c kno" n the kick of a
S\I.Caty 42nd Street grind joint,
or just pc, haps have ne\er
known heller than to revel in the
onscrecn cc II ,pse or Polanski or
Bergman. this is it - the 1992
Grinllhaus Cin1:maphilia film
orgy - hot out ot the gutter fo r
one last stanll.

Scptcmher 13-15, 9:001>.m.
Dennis Hopper

Ha ,y Rider,
( J969)

Dennis Hopper's Easy Rider
was an intell igent. sympathetic
a nll rightfu lly box-office successful trat:king shot of the terminal American odyssey. It was
an e nd-all. an appropriate and altoge ther necessary requiem for a
deal.I era of impotent ideals,
peace, love. and ''doing your
O\',n thing,"'
Anll although nearly 7-11
m<> crial in terms of villeo accessibility, iL should nonetheless be administered
only as a full
frame, big screen
bombastic live
you

r------------------------------...

powerful. 11 ·., no womkr that all
of those people got so shook
up."

Sl·ptembcr 20-22, 9:00 p.m.
Performance, Nicholas Rocg(
Donald Ca mmell ( 1970)
Reviled by most and championed by few. Pe,formance is a
delirious exercise in drug-induced decadence and psychoviolence that. when first released
in 1970, fast became associated
\\ ith the smell of vomit wherever
it scrolled. If anything, Performance is \\Orth the go alone for
a pre-lame Mick Jagger cutting
the drug-crazed and demonic
"Memo from Turner" '>cquence.
Futurist novelist J. G. Ballard
approves. pra1stng N 1cholas
Roeg as among the "most
mysterious and fascinating of
present-day film directors." and
Performance as "indicative of
Roeg's Lalent and vision ."
Se1>tcmbcr 27-29, 9:00 p.m.
Jfatador, Pedro .\hnodo\'ar
( 1986)
Killing. tucking. and all the
good stuff in w hat is the tastefully lurid crown of achievement
fro m someone who went out, got
discovered, shrink-wrapped, and
as a result, has c ul some pretty
bad frames to dale (ie., Tie Me
Up.' Tie Me Down .', High Heels.
etc.). lvlatador, Almodovar's
fifth filmic affair, is a c harming
thesis on the healthy correlation
of murder and copulation. thankfully much akin to the sensitive
manners of brother Luis Bunuel,
an uncouth Billy Wilder, and a
pre-budget John Waters.
October .t-6, 9:00 p.m.
Santa
Sa11gre,
Alejandro
Jodorowsky ( 1990)
Only a sponge cursed enough
to concoct l97ll's El Topo that deep-fried drug culture epic
reel that c v1:n had the likes of
Hopper, Fonda and Le nnon
green and tripping - could be
damned with the unforgivably
warped and excessive vision of

-~-~111a1~~ Sa11ta

Sangre .

AT

Inspired

Jodorowsky's acquaintance of a
Mexican serial killer who had
murdered 30 women and disposed of them all in his garden
(and who today. after 30 years of
incarceration. is happily married
with two children in Mexico
City), Sama Sangre is the
Oedipal recount of an eightycar-old circus rat who, after
"itncs'>ing the dismemberment
of his mother by his father, is
rendered an irrevocably insane
"mama's boy." Twelve years
after the fact. he cuts loose from
an asylum and reunites with his
mother's living remains for a
twisted song and dance stage
number - anll killing spree to
boot.

October 11-13, 7 and 9 p.m.
Breckinridge. Michael
Sarne ( 19701
Beyond the J ·alley of the Doll\,
Russ Me}er ( 1970)
Myra
Breekm ridge
and

i\lyra

Beyond the Valley of the Dolls
were 1970s two comely ·x·rated coin magnets that sank
studio 20th Century Fox to the
level of a peep show. In Myra
Breck111 ridge. Rex Recd pulls a
Christine Jorgenson and comes
to as Raquel Welch without even
soiling the shores of Denmark. in
w hat is thankfull y a sub-gutter
adaptation of Gore Vidal pulp. ··1
don' t want subtlety," said director Michael Sarne. " I want vulgarity in this film ."
In Beyond the Va lley of the
Do lls (penned by Roger Ebe rt).
all-girl rock band The Kelly Affair go west, are baptized the
Carrie Nations, score the charts,
are deflowered in the process (a
la Tinseltown) by teen rock
tycoon Ronnie "Z-Man·· Barzell
and his (her?) bevy of human
anomalies. Miss at the peril of
your

O\.\. n

~

hipne<;s.

All films will be shown in
35mm at the Capitol Cmema,
12 I University A ve. West, in
downtown Windsor.
Dial 254-FILM or 253-8065.
for further uzformation. Admission for all shows is $4.

by

A frame and
cotton and foam
core futon
package

$139.00
475 Wyandotte St. E.
Hours: Mon-Fri: 10-8; Sat: I0-6

-

256-9222

-

SOUTN SNOllt BOOKS
invites the public
to meet

MORDECAI
RICHLER
AUTHENTIC TEX MEX FOOD
• CHEAPEST PITCHERS of DRAFT AND WINE
* WEDNESDAY NITE WI NGS - 20¢
* I /2 PRI CE APPETIZERS

THURSDAY - SUNDAY

MONDAY-FRIDAY 3:00 - 6:00

STARTING IN SEPTEMBER
* $8.95 BBQ SPECIAL 5:00 - 11 :00
• NFL SUNDAYS: FREE MUNCHI ES & WIN FREE LI MO TRIP TO
BEARS vs LIONS GAME
SUN DAY. DECEMBER 20th

signing

Oh Canada!
Oh Quebec!
Friday, September 11
5-5:30 p.m.
Student discount 10%
164 Pitt Street West
253-9102

-

s-
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SAC PRESENTS
Thursday Night Vanier East Pub
Hours Of Operation:
Thursday 8:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m.
Don't miss out ... Cliff Erickson
September 10, 1992-no cover
Mentalist Mike Mandel
September 17, 1992
2 shows
•8:00 p.m. Vanier Eastfree for Shinerama volunteers
•10:00 p.m. show Vanier West
$4.00 in adv., $5.00 at the door
Co-sponsored by the Social
Science Society
Clubs, Societies and Residences can sponsor events in the Vanier pub and earn
money while having fun; for more information call Dave Benusa at ext. 3600

SHINERAMA 92
Volunteer your time for cystic fibrosis on September 17

YOUR TEAM CAN WIN
• $250 grand prize
• Dinners
• and other great prizes
EVERYONE is invited for
• FREE FOOD
• Mike Mandel concert

Prizes sponsored by:
The University
Bookstore, the
University Centre,
Deloitte and Touche,
Canadian Tire, Rudy's
of Windsor, Trillium
Cable, Dr. Disc,
Belamy's, Buzz's Bar
and Grill, Cadillac
Jack's, Casey's,
Dominion House
Tavern, Faces on
College, Hurricanes,
Top Hat Supper Club,
The Keg, Scott's Food
Services, Studebaker's,
Red Lobster,
and The Lance

Further details available at SAC trailer or come to
Shinerama H. Q. Oak Room, Vanier Hall on Sept. 17
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College
Party
Headquarters

I

WEDNESDAY:
No cover until 9 pm.
25¢ Cocktai Is 7 -1 O pm.
75¢ Cocktails & $1.50
bottled beer - 10-close
THURSDAY:
Same Deal, but Canadian
money at par.
FRIDAY:
No cover all night
FREE 30 foot Dinner Buffet
& $1.00 beer until 9 pm.
SATURDAY:
No cover all night!!!
50¢ Cocktails until 1O pm.
SUNDAY:
75¢ Cocktails & $1.50
bottled beer all night.
Canadian money at par

A•t•.Wj•,1111'8•~
,ra

~

ALL THIS ONLY AT
BAJA BEACH CLUB!!

201 Atwater at Civic Center, Detroit, Michigan. Surfline: (313) 567-4689

I
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Summer '92 a washout
by Mike Mouat
Lance sports columnist
Do you feel cheated out of
summer this year?
The baseball season is almost
over, the Summer Olympics
came and went, and an entire
summer of golf and arena football were held in the only five
days of summer weather.
Of course, we should have
seen it coming. The summer was
kicked off by Mario Lemieux
and his Penguins winning their
second consecutive Lord Stanley
in June. Who can blame Mother
Nature for being a little confused
about the seasons?
Ironically, one of the hottest
topics of the summer was on the
ice. The Quebec Nordiques
somehow managed to trade Eric
Lindros' rights twice, leaving the
Next One in limbo. The National
Hockey League took one week
to settle the entire affair after
sending in an arbitrator. Lindros
and the "No-dekes" finally
parted ways, but not without
some embarrassment. The arbitrator made the right decision
in the end, awarding the Great
88 to the Philadelphia Flyers.
The only place that did enjoy
some nice weather was the city
of Barcelona. host of the
summer's other big sports story,
the Summer Olympics.
The "Dream Team" captured
the spotlight al these Olympics,

OUAA notes

Quebec
schools
granted
extension
by Lance sports staff
Three schools expected to
be leaving the Ontario
University Athletic Association (OUAA) have been
granted an extention to compete for one more year. Concordia, Trois-Rivicrcs, and
McGill will be members of
the OUAA for the 1992-93
sports season due to a
decision made at the May
OUAA annual meeting in
Kingston.
This extension was granted
to the three Quebec-based
schools at the request of the
universities
across
both
provinces. \ The
Quebec
universities had not been able
to finalize a plan for the upcoming season and could not
set
up
an
acceptable
schedule. It was also felt that
now was not a good time to
alienate the Quebec universities.
Previously the OUAA had
votcd three times against extending the Quebec schools·
three-year agreement which
had expired at 1he end of last
..,ea,on.
Abo scheduled to havc
heen dis<.:U\'.'.ed ,it thi.., meet
ing wa'.'. thc n::tlignment ,,r
the h11ckcv le;1!!,11C hut tl11s
t11pi<.: \\,Is· pul ,;n hold until
nexl year.
[1]
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Pressbox
Perspectives
restoring basketball glory in the
U.S.A., while boring everyone

else to death. "Dream Team" is
the right name for them because
by the 17 second mark of the
opening quarter most of the
viewers, myself included, were
on the couch sound asleep and
dreaming
The scoring systems also
caused problems in the Summer
Olympics.
Canadian
synchronized swimmer Sylvie
Frechette was robbed of a gold
medal when a judge accidentally
entered an incorrect score on a
computer, and was not allowed
to change it despite the mistake
being openly admitted.
While we arc on this subject,
how
can
one
individual
synchronize swim without someone else?
More scoring confusion came
from the boxing ring. Boxing
judges would have you believe
that during a three-round fight in
which over I 00 punches were
thrown. only nine landed, and
the winner connected with seven
of those. Now I don't know
about you and your math

abilities but those don't look like
very good percentages to me.
I've personally scored better
than that in some bouts at the
pub.
The
American
television
coverage, or should we call it
'cheerleading', was enough to
make me gag on several occasions. When Bob Costas and
Dick En berg weren't heaping
praise on the "Dream Team",
they were glorifying the other
American athletes in those endlessly long, but gripping features, claiming the U.S. would
certainly win another gold
medal. Then, as if on cue, the
American athlete would fall just
like the rain did around here so
often.
The Olympics weren't all bad
though.
The
absence
of
American
decathlete
Dan
O'Brien, who failed to qualify
because of a stupid mistake, put
an end to those extremely annoying "World's Greatest Athlete"
ads by Reebok.
The Olympics even had a few
inspiring moments, including
one by a Canadian athlete.
Silken Laumann showed the
world what determination can
achieve. Overcoming an injury
that should have prevented her
from competing in the Games,
Laumann not only competed but
won a silver medal in rowing.
American hoxer Oscar Delahoya al..,o demonslratl!d great

(Graphic by DA VE LAITINEN)

dedication, winning the gold
medal he had promised his
mother two years ago before she
passed away, losing a battle of
her own with cancer.
American sprinter Carl Lewis
has shown great discipline for
over a decade to remain the
premier sprinter in the world.
His hard work paid off as he
strode effortlessly through the
anchor leg of the 4x I00-metre
relay to help set a new world
record in the event.
Derck Redmond, a British
sprinter, typified the Olympian
spirit. You must remember Redmond. He fell to the track after
tearing hi:,, hamstring on the
back...tretch of a 400-'metrc heat.
Instead of laying on the track he
got up and tried to hop to the
finish linl.!, finally crossing it

with the help of his father who
came down from the stands.
Redmond said later that after
four years of training to compete
he was not going to let an injury
prevent him from completing the
race. The thrill was in competing. not necessarily winning.
Other sports also took place
during the so-called summer. Of
course the only thing I can
remember of the baseball season
is a series of three doubleheaders between the Expos and
the Dodgers played in only three
days. The L.A. riots allowed
them to take advantage of the
good weather. Then again. the
other teams must have had the
same scheduling prohlems or
else how would the) have played
DO game-. in tho . . e five day:- ot
nice wl.!athcr.
(g

Lancer athletes find optimism in fresh season
by Dave Briggs
Lance sports columnist
If you listen closely, you can
hear his whispers in the corridors
of the St. Denis Centre.
It happens every year around
these parts. Just as the wind
turns cool, and the students flock
back to the campus, Optimism
pays a visit to Lancer headquarters.
Unlike previous years when
Lancer Optimism served merely
as a prelude to disappointment,
this year, his visit may well be
justified.
After all, it's hard to believe
the contingent of 19 Windsor
teams could do worse, as a
whole, than a year ago. That, at
least, is good reason for Lancer
loyalists to breathe easier.

Basketball
The
men's
basketball
program, under the leadership of
second-year coach Mike Havey.
looks, by early reports. to be
turning around. An influx of new
talent should make the hoopsters
a viable threat. leaving Havey
reaping the benefits of some
hard work in off-season recruiting. Joanne Maclean returns as
the women's basketball coach.

Cross country
Meanwhile, the men ·s and
women's cross country teams
arc following the lead of their
parent unit. the track and field
teams. Interim coach and former
track runner. Doug Tilson. is
said to have the hcst talent in
Wind..,or hi..,tory. whii;h i.., '.'.aying
a lot con'.'.idering thl! men
finished third in the country fa..,I
ye.1r.

From the
point of
the Lance
Track and field
While Windsor's track messiah Dennis Fairall takes four
months off to finish his Human
Kinetics Masters' thesis, Molly
Killingbeck will handle the
team's administrative duties and
fall term practices.
Fairall and his talented assistants have been said to have had
another good recruiting year.
That, plus low attrition from last
year's men's and women's
double national championship
squads, should see the Lancers
at, or near the top of the
Canadian university track scene
for the fourth consecutive year.

Swimming
Windsor Aquatic Club (WAC)
coach Randy Bennett. will handle the Lancers' pool activities
this year. Bennett takes over
from former Lancer swimmer
Matt Butlcr, who deserves high
marks for keeping the swimming
program from extinction.
Windsor Athletic Director
Boh Boucher cautions that Bennctt may end up with too much
on hi.., plate.
··The one thing we hav..: to
realize \\ ith that situation i.., that
anybody that come, from WAC
i'.'. heing cs..,enti.illy paid by
WAC. and their hl)altiei,; arc to
WAC. We can ·1 put too many
d,·111.inds 1111 thl'm."

Football

Hockey

John Mu..,sclman return:,, for
his sixth season at the helm of
the Lancer football squad. and
essentially mu,t ..,tart from
scratch following a disac,trow,
·91 season. Windsor celebrates
the 25th anniversary of Lancer
football this ..,cason. and an obviom, improvement in attitude
during training camp is a sign
they will mark their silver year
with some dignity.

On the ice. Ru.:k ( ranker will
have a tough assignment replacing all-star goaltender Mark
Seguin, who i.., expected not to
return. The ice men had a better
season last year than was
predicted. and should be able to
carry that momentum into this
season and make further strides.

Golf
Last year's interim-Athletic
Director Jim Weese will handle
the golf coaching duties for the
Lancers this year. The team will
be based at Sutton Creek Golf
and Country Club, where Weese
is the president.

Tennis
Ernie Philis is another addition to Windsor coaching ranks.
Philis. a local semi-pro player,
will be in charge of women's
tennis. The team's prospects for
a promising year are improved
by the addition of local star
Shayna Clark, the daughter of
long-time Lancer football assistant coach. Morgan Clark.

Curling
Also new to the Lancer coaching staff is Dave Moncur, who
will coach men ·s curling. while
his wife Cathy returns to head
the women·:- curling team
Dave Moncur take.., over from
Boh Rumfddt. who is on sah
hatical. ,\'.', Bnuc.:hl!r joke..,, the
hu'.'.hanJ and wife te,1111 will at
ka..,t '.'.a'>e 1hc universit) the c,ist
of an addititinal hotel mom for
an out-of-Im\ n hunsrid.

Soccer
Vancho Cirovski returns for
his second year as coach of the
mcn·s soccer team, while Gord
Caldwell is back following his
best year leading the women's
soccer team.

Volleyball
Mike Palenchar is back for his

second stint as the men's volleyball coach. while Marge Holman will guide a strong group of
returning women.

Fencing
The men's fencing team will
again be coached by fencing
master Eli Sukunda.
The administrative side of the
athletic department is back to
normal as Boucher returns from
a sabbatical. Maclean has
rc:claimcd her title of coordinator
of women's athktics, after a
leave last ycc1r to pursue her doctorate. Havey takes over from
Fairall as the coordinator of
men's athletics.
··rm really excited about the
year for a numha of reasons."
iJouc.:hcr said. "l•ir,t. everyhody
i'.'. hack We have sort of hecn a
departml!nl in the st.1IL' ol flux
here \\ hik all the:-.e pcoplc ,,cnt
"" a) and got cduc.11ed."
[t]
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Scrimmage!
Members of the Lancer football
team prepare for the start of the
season, Saturday September 12 at
Wilfrid Laurier University. Last year
the Lancers finished seventh after a
disappointing campaign.
This season marks the team's 25th
anniversary in OUAA competition
(photo by TED ANDKILDE)
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Squad
rebuilding
for success

1/
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by Alex Meyer
Lance sports staff

Cost-effective tools for professionals.
From Texas Instruments.
Engineenng professionals need the
latest and best cools available. Texas
Instruments offers two: The TI-68 for
around $70* and the Tl-85 for about
$180.* Both calculators are loaded
with the functions you can use every
day. And both are incredibly good
values for the money.
The Tl-68. A remarkably
powerful, yet cost-effective calculator,
the TI-68 solves up to five simultaneous
equations with real or complex
coefficients. Evaluates 40 complex
number functions and shows results
in polar or rectangular forms.
Features last equation replay and

formula programming. And that's
Just the beginning.
The Tl-85 Graphics. Ta king the
functtonality of the Tl-68 and building
on it, the Tl-85 adds a wide range of
capabilities. Jc graphs, analyzes, and
stores up to 99 functions, parametric
and polar equations, and a system of
nine first-order differential equattons.
Features a powerful one-equation
SOLVER. And offer~ 32K bytes of
RAM. A handy 1/0 port even allows
data transfer between two TI-85s, as
well as to IBM® or Macintosh® PCs.
No matter which TI model you
choose- the Tl-68 or the TI-85

Graphics-you can be sure you're
gemng the latest and best in calculator
technology. At a pnce you won't
mind paying.
See the TI-68 or Tl-85 at your
nearest TI retailer. For further
information, call.. .Ont. (416)884-9181,
Que. (514)336-1860, B.C. ((i()4)278-487l
or toll free l-800-661-2007.
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Last season Gord Caldwell led
his Lancer women ·s soccer team
to a sccom.l pl,11..c finish i11 the
OWIAA West Division, the best
fini,h in the tcam·s history. At
th,: same timi:. Caldwell's season
ktl to personal honours as he
\\ a" named both CIAU and
OWIAA Coach of the Year.
Caldwell built last year's succe<,sful team with a great deal of
~oung taknt. This year not all of
tho-,c young players have
rcturncu. and at least one key
veteran is gone: former AllCanadian striker Susan Brogno
was not accepted in the Faculty
of Education here.
Other important players not
returning arc Cath} Rchoric,
rccovcri;g from la'>t season ·s
kni:e injur}, Tess lsaksson. an
OWIAA West All-Star, who
returned to her home 1n Sweden,
anu Katie Vandcrknapp. Rehoric
hopes to return later this season.
Among the good news for the
Lancers is that Julie Pallot, their
Most Valuable Player last season
and a CIAU second-team AllCanadian, is back in goal.
New players mclude Lindy
and Janet Basmski, Larina Heath
and Diane Lulic, who is returning after a two-year absence.
Deanna Wehrle, who played on
the basketball team last season,
has decided to switch over lo
soccer this year.
The team's first regular
season game is Saturday, September 12 al I p.m. when they
will face the Wilfrid Laurier
Golden Hawks at South Campus
field outside the St. Denis
Centre. The Laurier team will
pose a challenge for the Lancers.
The squad finished last year in
fourth place.
Caldwell said the Hawks team
looks very strong on paper.
"You might sec the best game of
the season right there," Caldwell
said.
[g
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Looking towards the offense
by Alex Meyer
Lance sports staff

The Lancer men ·s soccer team
is looking to adtl more offense to
their game this year after missing the playoffs last year by one
place. "We'll score more goals
than last year. If we keep the
goals against down, we'll be
challenging," said coach Vancho
Cirovski.
h was with this end in mind
that Cirovski went recruiting
over the summer and came back
with Steve Flay, John Roma,
Peter Eftyhymiou, and Dan
Campana who will be replacing
veteran
goalkeeper
Dave
Hodgson.
These newcomers will be
playing alongside returning
players such as Nayaze "Chico"
Khan, Peter Roscoe, and John
Olafson.
Hodgson, the team's Most
Valuable Player last season, and
Tony Facchineri are both ineligible to play this year.
However, Cirovski
expects
players like Gavin McDonald,
Chris
Georghiades,
Curtis
Langley, Mike Sesar and the
towering newcomer Gert-Jan
Pruin to put some power into the
team's play.
In exhibition games early this
season the Lancers are already
trying to make their intentions
known. So far their record is 2-1
with wins over St. Clair College
( 4-3). the University of Detroit

Try
Windsor's
newest and
finest billiards club

BACKROOM
BILLIARDS
LOCATED IN THE BACKROOM OF THE TILT ARCADE

With wins over St. Clair College (above) and the University of
Detroit, the Lancers are 2-1 in exhibition play. The team opens
its season with a game Saturday against the Wilfrid Laurier
Golden Hawks at South Campus field, 1:00 p.m Admission is
free. (photo by SUZANNE NGUI)

(2-1), and a loss to Bowling
Green State University (3-2).

The team's first regular
season game is Saturday, September 12, at 1 p.m. when they
will face the Wilfrid Laurier
Golden Hawks at the St. Denis

Centre South Campus Field.
Laurier finished in first place in
the South-West Division of the
Ontario University Athletic Association last season and are expected to be tough opponents
again.
~

We have B brand
new tables and
30+ video games!
Show your University
student ID and get

Regularly $5.50/hour,
with discoun t j ust

30 o/o off table rates!

$4.00/hour

same rice l -4 la ers)

Ask about our lunch specials and group rates
2109 Wyandotte Street West at Rankin Avenue
Open 7 days 11 :30 am - 12 midnight

CAMP
USI,J =t3
The Campus Recreation
Department is gearing up
for the school year with new

Coordinator
Sandra
Ondracka. Ondracka is a
graduate of the University
of Windsor Human Kinetics
program who went on to
complete a Master's tlcgrcc
in Exercise and Sport Sciences at York Universit). She
returned to the University of
Windsor last ) car to receive
a teaching degree, and
brings her enthusiasm anti
expertise back 10 Windsor's
campus.
The Department has also
been staffed with a new
lineup of student supervisors for the im,tructional
and intramural programs.
These
programs
are
designed to be enjoyed by
students, staff and faculty.
Campus Rec is always in
need of sport managers,
referees, and volunteers and
encourages everyone to become involved with the
university's
recreation
program. Applications are
available al the Campus Rec
office in the St. Denis
Centre.

Calendars
available
The 1992-93 calendars
are now available and contain all the needed information regarding registration
for instructional programs,
intramural entry deadlines,
and clubs or special events
offered by Campus Rec.
These calendars can be
found in the St. Denis
Centre, the Campus Rec office, the Athletics and
Recreation Department in
the Human Kinetics building or at various other locations on campus.
"Campus Recreation something for everyone."

Scotiabank chalks up a uni~e
no-fee banking package for students.
Establishing a good credit rating will
help in your financial dealings after
graduation. Why not start now? If you're a
full-time college' or university student,
you're eligible for the Scotia Banking
Advantage™. The package includes an
automated banking machine card, a daily
interest chequing account, a Classic VISA
Card2, and for qualified graduating

students, an auto loan:!. Drop by your
nearest Scotiabank branch and ask us for
details. We'll be happy to show you all the
ways we can help.
you cocLD
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Secretive
society
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Who has the right to know what student societies
do with their money?
The issue was raised this week when a paid member of the Social Science Society. who happened to
be lance news editor, was refused access to the
society 's expenses budget. Its executive handed him
a waiver form that included a promise not to publish
information in any official document, including
meeting agendas and minutes.
[ • Ty 0•1ueta r-•coqtu.:z:•
the ":.,nfh::t. ,t 1:,-:.@:eat
Why? Because, the execu,n •Y M:.1n9 • . .lltler of
the Soel•l SC'i•nce soe1.ety
tive
alleges, there is a conflict
•nd n~v • edu.or of the
L• nce. A• • eeab4tr I h•ve
of interest in being a member
aec•u to the booll:a of the
S0cu1 I Scae nce soe,ety •t
of both the lance and an
.any a-.e, ~ e yer I •qree
tl\a t.
l
vU1
not
ue
about. the t 1n•nc:1al af•
academic society. However,
f•1r• of u,e aoc 1et.y b•1ed
on the ,n(On'l• Uon I have
the conflict exists only if one
derived r roa the1111, o r a oy
oth•t
otftcu l
•ource
assumes
the documents should
ta1n1.1t.••, a9end• •, budqet
r e port•, etc . ) a nd t turbe kept secret. If the member1~~=~ ~~ee~:~:t i~ f: ~ t7:! ship is entitled to them, they
t.o •ny othec 1nd1,vldu•L
are in the public domain. And
what is public, the media has the right to publish.
Over 3000 students paid a mandatory fee for
membership to the society and yet the executive
resists any inquiry into the expenditures of those
funds, let alone what is on the agenda for the next
(graphic by KRISTEN PALMER)
meeting. If the students are barred from receiving
full and reliable information, then a vital check on
political actions has disappeared.
These extreme actions indicate that the executive
of the Social Science Society is needlessly paranoid.
If the expenses budget is in order, what could be the
motive behind the confidentiality?
by Elaine Saunders
Lance sports editor
Regardless of the content of the expenses budget,
it is imperative that the students know where their
h,r the pa~t few years, since the
fees have gone so they can determine if they arc
al>oli~hment
of Fro~h Weck,
getting value for their money.
rc~idcncc ~tuJcnls have not hccn
allnwcJ to move into residence
until the weekend before Labour
Day. ju ... 1 days before classes begin.
Students who rent monthly
through the summer mu~t vacate
their living quarkrs by the first of
1he month and residence rooms arc
Student newspaper of the University of Windsor
not available until the following
Volume LXV, Number 1
September 8, 1992
week.
What arc the stuJents to do
c o University of Windsor, Windsor, ON N9B 3P4
in the interim'!
Editorial: 253-4232, ext. 3909; Advertising: 971-3604
Circulation: 10,000 weekly
Students arc allowed to move in
earl).
hut an; charged from $12 to
Editor in Chief Lalla Farrell
News Editor Ty Daniels
$14.75 a Jay. Pricey for a ~tudcnt.
Associate News Editor Mark Crane
Some ~tuJents abo stay in the
Arts Editors Michael Borshuk
residence system over the summer
Sarah Roebuck
Sports Editor Elaine Saunders
anJ [lccta Hall is the only building
Features Editors Sarah Atkinson
to house them. They must move
Todd Schaus
out
of Uecta Hall within 24-hours
Photo Editor Suzanne Ngui
Associate Photo Editor K1ran Pal
of their last final exam, which is
Ad Artists Lisa Fortin
the checkout time requirement for
Lucy Perfetto
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Residence move-in dates defy logic

'=9Iance

Circulation Manager Kevin Manias
Production Manager Kevin Johnson
Advertising Assistants Mark Bab,y
Robyn Martilla
Contributors Ted Andkilde, Dave Briggs,
Terry Brown. Otto Bui.
Andrew Burke. Jason Cox,
Johnny Deck, Sophia
Farrell. Archila Ghosh,
Dave Laitinen. Alex Meyer,
Mike Mouat. Martina
Obersat, Kristen Palmer.

The Lance 1s published every Monday of the fall and
winter semesters by the Student Media Corporation Its
offices are located in Phase Two of the Clark residences.
on Walnut Street between Sunset and Patricia Avenues.
Unsigned editorials are produced by the Lance ed,torral
board, and may not reflect the beliefs of all ,ts members.
Opinions expressed 1n the Lance are not necessarily
those of the University of Windsor or Students' Ad·
m1nistrat1ve Council.
Submissions are welcome and become property of the
newspaper Subm1ss1ons must include contributor's name
and phone number and must be typed, legibly handwril·
ten, or on floppy disk (IBM compatrble) .
The Lance welcomes letters to the editor. but reserves
the right to reJect or edit fetters for length, clarity and
legality. No material of a rac,st. sexist or homophobic nature will be accepted. Letters must be signed and include
a telephone number for purposes of verif1callon .
Contents copyright 1992 ReprOducllon in any way ,s
forbidden without the permission of the editor.
The Lance ts a member of the Ontario Community
Newspapers' Assoc,allon and the Canadian University
Press

each term. These students then cannot move back into another
residence until the weekend before
Labour Day. These desolate students were homeless this year for

move out. All students must be out
of residence within 24 hours after
their final exam or April 30.
whichever comes first.
Law School exams finish later

fiw days unless they gave in to the

than the deadline that requires stu·

Residence Office.
dents to stay beyond the end of
An important question is, why April. Some pay five to ten days of
arc the students not allowed to additional residence fees for cirmove in earlier? Residence Ser- cumstances that are beyond their
vices argues that buildings must be control.
cleaned after a summer of hosting
Residence Services continues to
conference delegates. Also, stu- ignore the protests of the Student
uents arc not allowed to move in Law Society about the additional
until the Resident Assistants have costs.
completed their training. This trainWhy Residence Services docs
ing is completed in the few weeks not follow the same time schedule
before school begins.
as the rest of the world is beyond
I worked close to Clark me. It seems reasonable to let SIU·
Re~idencc this summer and I could dents move in and out on the fir~t
sec what was going on. The con- of the month without penally.
ference people left in time for stuResidence Services shou Id not
dents to have moved in on put such unrealistic time requireSeptember I.
ments on students. They must
Just as there is a deadline to believe we don't live in the real
move in there is also a deadline to world.

Raising drug plans fees without a vote unfair
by Ty Daniels
Lance news editor

This was decided in consultation
with the Resource Allocation Committee of the university. Strange
that the university administration
was consulted instead of the students who the plan benefits.

The stuucnt council executive
has lost sight of democracy. A
decision has been made, without a
student vote, to raise drug plan fees
30 percent this year. SAC insists
that all other organizations on campus that collect levies hold a
referendum if they wish an increase. Apparently, there is a
double standard.
Members of student council are
here for only one year. The student
body doesn't get the chance to express their discontent by booting
councillors out of office.
Jason Clemens, vice president finance, has tried to justify the drug
It would be more responsible if
plan fee increase by saying it was the
executive
would
have
an inflationary measure, therefore, shouldered the added cost by cuta referendum was not necessary. ting the fat off their own budget in-

Strange that the
university
administration
was consulted
instead of the
students.

stead of delving into the empt} student pocket. Perhaps cut the
salaries of those who arc being
paid for jobs that have been made
redundant during University Centre
expansion.
A more likely option would be to
suspend coverage or maintain a
partial plan until a referendum was
held. The last drug plan referendum passed by students asked for
approval to add 12-month coverage
for oral contraceptives, but never
included an inflationary question.
It is completely undemocratic to
raise the fees now because of an
oversight on the original referendum.
Council plans to include a qucs·
tionnaire in the next by-election
finally asking what the students
really want out of the drug plan.
but it is too little, too late.
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Meet the press
by Laila Farrell
Lance editor-in-chief
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The staff of tlte L,ma is looking forward to publishing the
JMJll:r for this school year. What
\\ e lack in social skills, we make
up fur in enthusiasm.
Our intrepid news editor, Ty
Daniels, is our resident hirsute
country
boy.
He refuses to
explain
the
evolutionary
advantages of
hairiness when
you live in the
country, saying
only "If you lived there, you'd
know," with a mysterious smile.
I le brings to his job a healthy
distrust of student council, since
he has failed in several attempts
Ill gain a position there.
Ty will be assisted by his associate editor, Mark Crane.
Mark is almost a
fixture in campus
media,
having
,crved
pre" ious
,t111ts here and at
CJAM-f.M before
heading off to head
up a new'-paper in
Sioux Lookout. Now he's back
here. Why'? We don't know: all
Mark will say ic; "If you lived
there. you'd know."
S,iullul arti~t and arachnophile
Kristin Palmer will grace the student, v. ith more of her cartoon
talent. She round that her work
in the l.a11c<' wasn't quite completed without the publication of
her masterpiece cartoon: a
great steaming pile of dung as
a political archetype. Look for
future fc1.:al funnies.
hatu1n editor Todd S1.:haus
ha!'- taken hb responsibilities
a, ., p,eudo-intcllectual pretty
d.1rncd serious!} (as pscudointl'llcclu,tl" always do) lie
hardly
ever
tells
people
about his days
as an army
cadet, preferring to wax
:'*'
rhapsodically
about
the
\\lllHkrs of tree planting. (Ir
pre"ed, however. he will cxp(lund on his talents as a bagpiper.)
Todd defers in his philosophical powers to his partner, Sarah
Atkinson. Sarah is a long-time

/.,111('(' hand, Iir-,t d.1rkcning our
<.Joor in ... !!Od, I don't know. I

wasn't born yet. Since then,
she's done the West Coast thing,
she's squalled, she worke<l for
Greenpeace, hut now 1,he's at the
heart of Lhe revolution - the
ccntrcsprcad of Llw l.a11ce.
Last ye,1r'1, a"sociatc photo
editor, Su,anne Ngui, has come
back this year to take
the top job. Now that
the univer1,ity built
our new darkroom
just two weeks afh:r
it was alreaJy too
late, Suzanne can
take on the important
task of making our newspaper
look good. That's for all those
who only look at the pictures.
Boy, they're dumb, arcn ' t they?
I can say that because none of
them got this far.
As for our associate photo
editor, Kiran Pal all I can Sa)' is:
She moved. Out of town. I
don't have her telephone
number. She doesn't have
mine. Kira11, where are you?
Our sports desk duties will
be taken up by Elaine
Saunders who also happens
to be ,:vcrybody's
best
friend on campus. She embodies the kind
of ,;chool ,piril
that
coaches
dream
about,
but just don ·1 get her mad.
Sarah Roebuck returns to
another term as arts editor. After
swearing
she
would never work
here again, she
promptly applied
for the exact same
Joh! Ma:,.be she
feels responsible
for our spiritual
growth, a, a reli)!inus studies
major amn11g ,o many agnostics
anti atheists.
She 'II share her duties this
year with newcomer Mike Borshuk. Mike has promised to
branch out from last year's
specialty, film reviews, to offer
much better coverage of all
hands he belongs lo.
Our ad arti,ts, Lisa Fortin and
Lucy Pcrfctlo. arc looking forward to great things. As any ad
artist will never fail lo mention,
the ads arc almost one-half of
the paper, so if they don't look

good, we don't louk good. Now
lhal we've got a couple more fun
computer things to play with, the
ads should look even better. Like
I care.
The person who does care is
Ad/Production Manager Kevin
Johnson . Kevin is a fixture at the
lance as anyone who attended
school in the '80s will tell you.
How he manages to keep
his sense or humour with
new
computer-illiterate
staff every year is a
mystery, but considering
this is a man who ponders
who wrote the words to the
Batman theme, J guess it
isn ·1 so surprising.
Mark Babiy and Robyn Martilla are filling new positions this
year, in hopes we can offer even
better service and value to our
beloved advertisers. Kev in made
me say that because he has to
make sure our budget balances.
Ads are important because
they help pay for the paper, but
there ·s one person without
whom none of our work would
ever be read: our circulation
manager. It's kind of a thankless
job; you only hear complaints.
No one ever calls up and says,
"Hey, got the paper. Good job!"
But this will be Kevin Manias'
third year at it. What more can I
say? I said it was a thankless job.
At the top of the heap, stomping down hard, is myself, the
winsome Laila Farrell. J was arts
editor last year, a position which
for
the last
three years has
been the fast
track to the
editon,hip
(being as anyone with an arts
degree can ·1 get
a joh in the real world). But I
think I bring something unique
lo the position: an aloe plant.
Despite this incredible slate of
talent, the lance needs more
people. There are so many ways
in which you can express yourself; writing, taking photos, helping with production, making
submissions to our free space on
the diversions page, or by being
selected to answer the campus
opinion poll "The Question."
If you are interested in becoming part of our little family. meet
us upstairs at the Grad House,
Monday nights at 6 p.m. for the
general staff meeting.
gJ
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Where stuff is:
The University Centre renovation has relocated the following
organizations. We arc pleased to present this map.
A) the University Centre and the Graduate Students' Society
B) Students' Administrative Council and CJAM-FM
C) Peer Support and Women's Centres; OPUS
D) The Lance

Where you will go with the University Centre closed?

Glenn
Swinkels

Tammy
McManus

Angela
Russell

Scott
Delorme

2nd year
Sociology

2nd year
Visual Arts

1st year
Social Science

4th year
Political Sci.

To cat, I' II go to Eros
Restaurant because it ·s
cheap and the food is good.
Between classes I don't
know where I'll go but I'm
sure SAC will come up with
something ... not!

I' m usually at the Visual
Arts huilding. We have a
room there; it ·s got a
microwave, so ...

I'm in residence, so I feel
I have the opportunity to
meet a lot of people. But I
guess people who arc
off-camp~s might feel
cheated.

I'm president of the Social
Science Society, so 1·11 just
go to my office. I realite
there's a prohlem on
campus, that's why we
supported (SAC"s Vanier
Hall Puh Night).

The Lance
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SAC DRUG PLAN
"OPT-OUT" AND "OPT-IN TIMES
LOCATION: MADAME VANIER LOUNGE

FULL-TIME UNDERGRADS WISHING TO 0PT-OUT OR PART-TIME
UNDERGRADS WISHING TO 0PT-OUT TOTHE S.A.C. DRUG PLAN,
MUST DO SO DURING THE FOLLOWING DATES AND TIMES:
11

11

••«•
•
: TUESDAY,
•«
••
: WEDNESDAY
«
«
«

!•
••
•

THURSDAY,

: FRIDAY,

SEPTEMBER 8
SEPTEMBER 9
SEPTEMBER 10
SEPTEMBER 11

«
«
«

11

11

.
..
.•
.
!.

•

:
•

:
:
•]

••••

•
10:00 A.M. TO 6:00 P.M. :
••

••
10:00 A.M. TO 6:00 P.M. :
•
•
•

10:00 A.M. TO 6:00 P.M. :
••
••
10:00 A.M. TO 4:00 P.M. :•
•
•

«

«

: SATURDAY

SEPTEMBER 12

11 :00 A.M. TO 3:00 P.M. :

:« MONDAY.
«
••
: TUESDAY,

SEPTEMBER 14

10:00 A.M . TO R:00 P.M.

«
«
«

ii:

•
«
•
•

SEPTEMBER 15

10:00 A.M. TO 6:00 P.M.

••
ii:

SEPTEMBER 16
SEPTEMBER 17

••
•
: LAST DAY TO OPT-OUT
•..
••
: FRIDAY

SEPTEMBER 18

10:00 A.M TO 6:00 P.M.

•

10:00 A.M. TO 4:00 P.M.

j.,.

IMPORTANT TO KNOW FOR OPTING-OUT:
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NO ONE WILL BE ALLOWED TO OPT-IN OR OPT-OUT AFTER
THE ABOVE TIME

.

:

•••
10:00 A.M. TO 6:00 P.M. :
••

:+:
•
:«

•.«

•
•

: WEDNESDAY,
••
•
: THURSDAY,

«
+:
«

••
:

••

ii:

«

:•

•

Please be advised that you must present a corresponding
certificate/card or photocopy of the insurance policy covering your
prescription drugs.

: ,,a
: ,o
,f(

If

:
! ;:
!: ,a

.
•

: You will not receive reimbursement until S.A.C. confirms full payment of
:
your fees through the University of Windsor Cashier's office.
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Men and feminism .
See Centrespread .

Lancer football season
off on the right foot.
See story, p. 11 .

Getting
to school.
Three views,
pp. 14 & 15 .
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Project
challenges
views of
Windsor
by Kevin Johnson
Lance arts staff
If a group of Windsorites has
its way, thinking of the cit)
won ·1 always conjure up images
of the Detroit skyline .
Sarah Atkinson,
Deirdre
Chisholm and Bernard Helling
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Postcard Project, an art exhibition that will produce altemati\es to the usual view, ot
Windsor hy inviting memhers
of the public to descrihc their
city visually.
According to Chisholm, "A
postcard is an intimate ohject.
something to be sent to a friend .
Here's a chance for people to
personalize their vision of
Windsor."
Helling adds, "Anyone can
make a postcard. It's just a
snapshot.'' But he hopes with
public participation, the project
can he much more than that.
.. It's an old commun1t) -planning exercise. This 1s using pictures of an area to reflect hack
a1 the inhahitants. lm,tcad of the
usual safe, horing pictures. you
u,c the artists to stimulate a
creative investigation." he s.1id.

"Postcards
have the Peace
fountain,
the ~
fireworks
in
front of the
Renaissance Centre and the
Ambassador Rridge al night.
Let's get some different views.
A pen,unal image can find
10.;011u1•ww 1n a-C\'71'TTTITU1Jl~

The community will have the
opportunity to express that
resonance. Besides inviting the
public to submit designs. the
curators encourage everyone to
view the submissions and vote
for their favourites. The five
most popular will be induded
in the project's culmination, a
set of 15 postcards professionally printed and distributed for
sale throughout the city.
The other postcards will be
divided between selections by
the show's curators, and five
works commissioned from established Windsor-area artists.
The five arc University of
Windsor instructors lain Baxter,
Syh ic Belanger. and Barrie
Jones. arti,t and Wmdwr
Reader
editor
Christine
Burchn,111 and Art Gallay of
Wind'<>r curator Vincent Varga.

Monday, September 14, 1992

Mac resident
arrested for
false alarm
Charge may result in criminal
record for first year student
by Ty Daniels
Lance news editor

Varga. a photographer, called
the projcct ''exciting''.
"It's the kind of communityoriented prOJCCI that can get
JJC'CIPk" 1rr ~~~11tc-1r1:ommumty and ma}be redress some
of its problems," he ,Jtd.
"Anvone can suhm11 their idea
of ~hat a postcard of this city
could be. Together. mayhc
we·11 lind touchstones a
common under:,tanding of what
the city h."
It is that aspect that attracts
Helling. "At the show, you 'II
look at the walls and sec
thousands of pictures. Each one
is what Windsor means to one
person." he said.
Adds Chisholm: ''If art can
inspire action and change. then
.1 g, ,o<l postc.ird design can improve the quality of lite.''
ID
T/1(•
Windsor
/>o~tcard
Project ltope\ to hegi11 uccepl·
ing .\ulnninim/\ Octoher 13 in ,,
dow11tmw1 storefront. For more
i11form111io11, and <'lllr\' fonm,
mil or 1·N1 Artdte, <J77-h5h./.

A \;nhcrsit\ of Windsor student was arr;,tcd and charged
\.\.ith criminal mischief for selling
off a false alarm on the fifth noor
of Macdonald Hall, Mondn),
<; rt rn'1 .,
The su,;pect was arrested and
taken into custod) b) \\ indsor
Police. He "'as hclu at Wind~or
Police cells until hail of $500
could be arranged .
The suspect has since been
evicted from residence .
It is alleged that at approximately 1 a.m. on Monda),
September 7, the suspect was observed selling off the fire alarm,
said academic don Todd Wood .
He said the suspect sprinted past
the office of Glen Payne, resident
assistant for the noor. Wood and
::>ayne then gave chase and apprehended him on the fourth
floor of the building.
The two escorted the suspect
to the front desk of Macdonald
Hall and returned to the fifth
floor to make sure all residents
were off the Ooor.
At this point the suspect apparently aucmpted to flee the

building. His progre:,s "'as impeded b) a female resident \\ ho
held onto him until three men
from Lauricr ga, c assistance and
helped bring him back inside to
v.ait untal Campus Police arri\ed
Rox,
Ocnniston-Stc,, art
dcpan.;,cnt he d of Rc.,1ueric1..
nd ( \ ,
'o,
II
there ha\ e been
falst:
ularmc; in the first four d , <. of
residence .
"We arc ,er) concerned about
false alarms because people become desensitilcd to them and
may not ac1 appropriate!) \\hen
there is a real fire," she said.
According to inspector Bill
Tape of Windsor Fire Department, a false alarm is an indictable offense \.\. hich could result
in a maximum two )Car sentence.
Tape added that ''If \\ hilc
responding to a fire alarm
vehicles arc damaged or persons
arc injured, the person "ho set
the false alarm ma) ha\c a civil
lawsuit laid against them for
rcco, cry of damages result in£
from that response:·
Arrc.,tcd was Trevor J Drake.
a first ) ear student from Kincardinc, Ontario. A trial date for
Drake has not yet been ,ct.
~

j.-----------Permit parking proposal produces pass panic

.
••
t

by Ty Daniels

Lance news editor
------------

:
Campus police have been int mdatcd this week with com; >laints about parking. Director of
fl :ampus Police Services, Jim
• =oreman described the scene ru.
• 'organized confusion."
Hysteria produced hy the city's
t ,Ian to restrict street parking
1round the university com• >ounded the situation.
•
''A lot more students and staff
• 1ave been requesting parking this
• {car because they expect that
• ,oon, if the plan is implemented.
hey won't have anywhere to
• )ark at all."
Tuesday's sale ol parking peraf: nits was originally planned to
• 1cgin at ~ p.m. hut hegan around

•

!
!

•
•

!
!

.~

••
¥

noon. Foreman cited safety
reasons for beginning early.
"By 12 p.m. we had over 500
people in line for just over 400
parking spots. If there had been a
lire or similar emergency. there
was a possibility that everyone
could not reach safety in time .
We saw no reason to make
people wait another eight hours
in a possibly unsafe situation:'
The spots sold out in ahout two
hours, he said.
Foreman is studying the
feasihility of running a lo11ery to
decide who would get the p..:rmits.''l'his would eliminate the
line-ups but wouldn't really solve
any other issues surrounding
parking," he said.
After ,1dding 260 parking
spaces over the summer, the

univer.;ity has 2181. About 700
arc reserved for faculty, over 400
for students, and 969 are pay and
display.
Foreman said one solution may
he to swiich lots to pay and display. Since permit holders don't
occupy their spo~ all day every
day. those lots arc often not usd
to full efficiency. The pay and
display lots would free up more
parking for those students who
need it on a transient basis.
Faculty members arc not given
spots and have to purchase their
own. Fori:man added many new
professors and sessionals have
had to he put on a waiting list
until spots hccomc availahlc.
Faculty ha,c to pay $149 for a
permit while students pay $ ll)l)
for a one year parking pass.
[I

More drivers w,11 see these parking tickets ti the city restncts
parking on streets bordering campus. (photo by SUZANNE NGUI)
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Lance calendar of events

Whatever the
subject, we keep
you informed.

...

Tuesday, September 15
Student Council hosts Club Day today and
tomorrow. Many university groups will set up
information tables to attract new members. Get
involved outside the SAC trailer, 10 a.m. - 3 p.m.

§

Assumption University Chapel hosts Mass
and a cost supper every Tuesday at 5:00 pm.
Located between the University Centre and the
bridge,phone:973-7034.

(

Wednesday, September 16

Subscribe to The Globe and Mail
now at the special student rate

t

i:

The annual barbeque of the Organization of
Part-time Students (OPUS) will be held in a tent
in front of the West Library Building, 4 - 7 pm. All
part-timers welcome to enjoy free hot dogs,
potato chips and juice.

§

of 50% off.
••••••••••••••

s
d
(photo by MARTINA OBERSAT)

Assumption University Chapel , located
between the University Centre and the bridge,
holds Masses at 10:30 and 4:30. Other Masses
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, 11 :50 am .

Thursday, September 17
SAC and other campus groups including the
Lance. are sponsoring Shinerama '92.
Volunteer your time to shine shoes and raise
money to help fight cystic fibrosis. For more
information contact the SAC trailer or come to
Shinerama headquarters, Oak Room, Vanier
Hall on the day of the event.

Sunday evening at Iona College starts today
at 208 Sunset. Especially intended for students.
this gathering will meet at 7 pm, and the
programme will include lively discussion,
reflection, singing, refreshments and social time.
On the first Sunday of each month the evening
will commence at 5:30 with a meal for students.

§

JE Student council and the Social Science Society
present mentalist Mike Mandel performing two
shows; 8 pm at Vanier East and 1O pm at Vanier
West. $4 advance and $5 at the door (free for
Shinerama volunteers).

Monday, September 21
l

Computing Services Professional Development
Courses offers Introduction to MS-DOS and
WordPerfect, 12:30 - 1 :30 pm, Computer
Centre basement. This course will be offered
again on Wednesday, September 23. Call
253-4232, ext. 2740 one week in advance to
register.

l

Guy Williams, new director of the Can-Am
Indian Friendship Centre, will discuss Native
Renascence: Why it Matters. At Iona College.
208 Sunset, 1:30 - 3:00. Admission: $2.

Friday, September 18
JE The 3rd Annual Olde Sandwich Towne Festival opens with the official dedication of a
reconstructed working windmill. Entertainment
includes the Border City Cloggers and the
Hoedown Polka Dogs. fresh from their
European tour. It all begins at 8:00 p.m. at Mill
St. Park, corner of Mill and Russell. Over the
weeekend, the festival features exhibits, activities, and entertainment. For information, contact Mackenzie Hall Cultural Centre, 255-7600.

Saturday, September 19
@

The football Lancers' home opener against the
tough U of T Blues will be played at South
Campus Field at 2 pm. Free to U of W students.

l

l

@

Notices, demonstrations.

@

Sports events.

PUT
,---------------------- --,I
.'.1AILTO: The Globe and Mail, Circulation Dept., 444 Front St. W.,

YOU R

Toronto, Ontario, Canada MSV 2S9

I want to become a Gobe and Mail subscriber.
Begin my special-rate subscription for
•C / O 13-weekterm: $29.58 + $2.07 GST = $31.65
0,
D 26-weekterm: $59.15 + $4.14 GST = $63.29
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CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
SEMINAR SERIES
INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
VANIER HALL I THE OAK ROOM I NOON TO 1:30 PM

STNAI - 21

CANADA'S NATIONAL NEWSPAPER

I THE GLOBE AND MAIL

FRIDAY,

I

L------ - ------------------~

OCTOBER 2ND
11:00 AM TO
6:00 PM

s
II

s

The Lancer women's soccer team meets - M1trngan ::,tate. 1ne game 1s at 4~30 pm, South
Campus field outside the St. Denis Centre

"' Club and society meetings.

Lectures. seminars, etc.

tc
I\.

Tuesday, September 22

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------··
§ Socials, parties. mixers. etc.
JE Visual and performing arts.

r;
V

Iona College presents employees of the
Windsor Utilities Commission discussing
inexpensive ways to convert equipment and
appliances to energy- conserving status
Admission is free. 7:30 - 9:30 pm at 208 Sunset

Sunday, September 20

St. Denis Centre pool inyites those interested
in lifeguarding to mandatory staff training, 9 am
in the HK Building, room 201. Newcomers
welcome; bring your swimming quallflcatrons.
Everyone bring your oatn1ng suit ana 10we1. t-or
info contact Peter Powell: 253-4232, ext. 2422.

II

$

"' The Lance invites all those interested to attend
its weekly staff meeting, 6:00 pm in the Grad
House. Volunteers are especially welcome.
since at this time stories and photographs will be
assigned.

------@

d

It

ARTS DEGREES: TRANSFERABLE SKILLS
FOR THE WORKPLACE
DILLON HALL I ROOM 115 I 10:00 - 11:30 AM

SOCIAL SCIENCE DEGREES:
WHERE THEY REALLY LEAD!
VANIER HALL I THE OAK ROOM I 10:00 TO 11:30 AM

-

--....
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Fun raiser!

LLU31:.

by Ted Ankilde
Lance news staff
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Shinerama is back and
promises to be better than ever.
Students will take to the streets
September 17 10 raise money for
Cystic Fibrosis research.
A new feature this year will
have students washing cars and
polishing windows, as well as
shining shoes, in exchange for
donations.
Teams of volunteers will be
dispatched around the city. The
team collecting the most donations will receive a plaque and a
$250 award. Other prizes will be
rafned off and the first 300
volunteers receive free admission
to a performance by mentalist
Mike Mandel.
Volunteers can sign up at the
SAC office, or at the Oak Room
in Vanier Hall on the morning of
September 17.
[g
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by William Heckadon
Lance news staff
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The University Centre expansion fee, originally set at
$5 per course, has increased
this year to $5.19. The 3.8
percent increase is an inflationary adjustment, said
Trudy Schaafsma, Secretary
to the Director of Finance.
A copy of the ballot indicated that "a consumer price
index adjustment will be applicable beginning September 1992."
The university used data
compiled
by
Statistics
Canada to set the inflationary adjustment.
L

•
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The bar in the U of Windsor Club was ready for Wednesday's
Open House in the new facility. (photo by TED ANDKILDE)

Faculty Club gets
$500 000 Jace lift
by Jennifer Out
Lance news staff

80386 SX-25 MHZ CPU
34 Mhz Landmark Speed
2 M RAM
14" VGA Colour Monrtor
16 bit VGA Graphics Card
80 Mb Hard Disk Drive
5.25" 1.2 Mb Floppy Disk Drive
3.5' 1.44 Mb Flcppy disk drive
IDE FD/HD Controller
2 Serial. 1 Parallel and 1 Game Port
101 Keys Enhanced Keyboard
Stylish Desktop Case

FREE Mouse

$1299
TCI 486 OX-33

.
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$1749

200W Power Supply

(

2 Years Parts and 3 Years Labour Warranty
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Offer Ends September 30th/92. Cash and Carry Only.

ALPHA AUTO SERVICE
take the stress out of car care

...
LNIVEASITY W

..

Student members
needed for Committees
Presidential Advisory Committee
Electoral Monitoring Committee
Club Committee
University Affairs Committee
Crime Stoppers Board of Directors

Your life 's too busy to worry about your car ...let

also

n

J
1290 Wyandotte St. W. (corner of cameron & Wyandotte W.)
Windsor, Ontario
255·7415 or 255-7998

-

Club days Sept. 15 &
16, 10 a.m.-3 p.m.

Free Hard D•sk Menu
Word Processor
Spreads,eel Games and
DOS Tuloroal
•

TCI 386 DX-40

SPECIAL: Lube, OIi & FIiter
PLUS 32-po/nt free checkup ..... $18.95

T_HE CA Me_u_s _ SO FTWARE PROMOTION .

Get Involved

$1189

• CM APPROVED

Wh1C'h should m.1~~ thtng\ NtS1cr this se-mester on both you and your compute-r
After all, wht>n at romes 10 cornputM sortware u·s 1mponan1 you rl'me-mber t.o save

propriate,'' he said.
Zora Sanson, Assistant Head
of Promotions and Liaison, justified the renovation saying, "For
the past fiv~ years the Food Services Advisory Board requested
that Food Services provide a fine
dining alLernative as part of the
resident meal plan program."
Made up of 18 students and
two
administration
representatives, the Food Services Advisory Board acts as a liaison
between students and Food Services. The members of this board
are selected by residence House
Council executives during the
first two weeks of classes.
The board had visited the
University of Guelph ·s Whipple
Tree restaurant, and used it as an
example for the renovations. [g

TCI 386 SX-25

• engine diagnosis • tune-ups • brakes • steering
alignments • tires • batteries • electrical work
• exhausts • safety inspections • major and minor
rep~irs on most makes • licensed mechanics

FOR A UMfTFD TIME, the campm store 1'> oft.._-nng select Microsoft software .al reduced pnces.

MS WORKS FOR WINDOWS .............. $85
pressed concerns over the
renovation. "Spending half a mil- ' MS EXCEL FOR WINDOWS .............. $139
lion dollars renovating a bar,
MS WORD FOR WINDOWS ............... $139
especially at this time, is innap-

Soon faculty , staff and students will have the opportunity to
experience fine dining on campus. However, not everyone has
greeted the arrival of cultured
cuisine with anticipation.
Campus Food Services is
paying for a $500 000 renovation
to the dining hall of the university Faculty Club out of its
reserve fund. The fund is made
up of profits accumulated since
Food Services took over operations from Marriott in the summer of 1990.
The University of Windsor
Club, which seats 72, is open to
faculty and staff for lunch, and to
students after 5:00 p.m.
rn an interview with the
Windsor Star, former president
of the Graduate Student's
Society, Chris MacIntyre, ex-

UC fee rises

:au

L EARN THE FIRST
RULE OF COM l! UTING .

Check us out at our new location (formerly affiliated with Petro·
Canada on University Avenue)
Open 7 am • 6 pm
Peter Gounakis, owner
Complete automotive service since 1980, all work guaranteeo

One person is needed for the
position of Environmental Issues
Commissioner
Deadline for applications is Sept.
23, 1992 at 5 p .. m. at the SAC
trailer. For more information,
contact Kristine Robinson,
President, at 971-3600
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COURSE CHANGES
1) The last day to REGISTER or ADD COURSES for Fall is Tuesday, September 22, 1992.
Follow the procedure outlined on the "Course Change Form," which is available from the
Registrar's Office.
2) You will still be able to DROP a one-term course until Tuesday, November 3rd, 1992, but
the last day for any partial tuition refund is Tuesday, October 13th, 1992.

3) You can use the Touch Tone phone registration system to verify your registration through

Tuesday, September 22nd. Follow the procedures on the Worksheet in the Fall Course Offerings
newspaper and use the "List" function, [L] (#].
4) An official "Confirmation of Registration" will be mailed to you on or shortly after

September 23rd. To receive this important document as soon as possible, be sure to provide
the Registrar's Office with your current, LOCAL ADDRESS. Otherwise, we must mail to

Special Needs Advisor Mike Houston demonstrates one of the
many types of services available to special needs students in
the Leddy Library. (photo by MARK CRANE)

Facility serves special needs

your permanent/home address.
by Suzanne LaCoursiere
Lance news staff

NEW!
5) After Septen1ber 22nd, further additions/corrections to your Fall registration will be accepted

only until-AND UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AFTER-Wednesday, October 7,
1992. To make such changes, you must complete and submit an" Appeal For Late Registration
Form," which is available from the Registrar's Office.

Starting this semester, the Special Needs Office has established
a Special Needs Annex centre in
the ground noor of the Leddy
Library (0104).
Through provincial funds, the
centre has purchased equipment
designed to aid Special Needs
students with their course load.
Along with a Perkins Brailler,
text magnifiers, and personal
voice synthesizers, personal at-

tendents and note takers will be
provided.
The Annex also has a physically challenged employee to help
provide greater insight into student needs.
Mike Houston, Special Needs
Advisor, expects the facility will
encourage more students to seek
aid. At present 140 Special
Needs students are assisted b)
the centre.
The Annex will be open year
round Monday to Friday from
8:30 to 4:30.
~

Council
briefs
by Ty Daniels
Lance news editor
J..li 0 hlightr of tho Sopetembc., o -

SAC general meeting:
• Council voted to fill the vice
president administration position. After several councillors
left, the meeting reconsidered
the motion and eventually
decided to leave the post
vacant for the 1992-93 year.
Social Science representative
Doug Brink was the only
councillor opposed to the
change.

Scotiabank chalks up a uni~e
no-fee banking package for students.
Establishing a good credit rating will
help in your financial dealings after
graduation. Why not start now? If you're a
full-time college 1 or university student,
you're eligible for the Scotia Banking
Advantage™. The package includes an
automated banking machine card, a daily
interest chequing account, a Classic VISA
Card2, and for qualified graduating

students, an auto loan2. Drop by your
nearest Scotiabank branch and ask us for
details. We'll be happy to show you all the
ways we can help.

Scotia bank

..,
,r:.~

·-,..

·Toe Bank ol ~ova Scotia registered user ol mark TM'frade Mark ol The Bank of ~o...a Scotia 'Comraunity Collei(e. Technical Institute or Cegep ·'SubJecl to credit approval

• Council approved amendments to its by-laws that make
the vice-president university
affairs an elected position.
The vice-president secretary
(formerly
administration),
which is currently vacant, will
be appointed.
• Other
by-law
changes
clarified the rules on conduct·
ing election campaigns. The
most notable amendment forbids nominees from maintain·
ing affiliation with the student
media.
• The fall by-election is set for
October 21 and 22. Council
w ill hold elections for posi·
tions not filled at the general
election or those which have
since become vacant.
• The Student Media Corpora·
tion will hold a referendum in
conjunction with the October
by-election to increase Lance
fees. If approved, the referen·
dum would raise Lance levies
from $I. 75 per semester to
$2.25. Student council also al·
located $50 to support a "No"
campaign against the fee hike.
• Council tabled a motion to al·
locate $200 to support the
development of the Crime
Stoppers Program on campus.

I'I

University of Windsor
Student & Faculty Special
OJ

HURRyt

Ervos so 0 ,v
3850 DOUGALL RD. (at Cabana)
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JOIN THE LARGEST AND MOST
EQUIPPED CLUB IN THE CITY

·!:
I!

io

·l=
S:>

• Monthly fees from as low as $15/month
• 0 INITIATION
• NO LONG TERM Commitment
• Great Atmosphere
• Shape up Now, We'll show you how
• Must present 92/93 student ID card
• Programs for weight loss or weight gain
• Largest selection of cardiovascular equip:ment
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Dy namic duo
com ing to town
by Todd Schaus
Lance arts staff

Whether you enjoy World
Beat, Reggae, Celtic or Folk
music, you should not miss the
Juno Award-winning duo Bourne
& MacLeod who will appear at
Mackenzie Hall on Thursday,
September 24 at 8 pm. Their
sound has been described as
"Afro-Celtic Fusion" and must be
experienced first hand to be truly
appreciated.
Bagpipe music has needed a
group like Bourne and MacLeod
for literal centuries. The bagpipe
is an ancient instrument, originating in the Middle East prior to
Christ's birth. and serving many
purposes: to celebrate, lament,
and call to battle.
Roman soldiers spread its use
throughout Europe until the Celts
got a hold of it. Through the
Middle Ages to the Renaissance,
European aristocracy's tastes in
music became subdued and
refined, leaving no room for the
obnoxious bagpipe. Nol true with
the Scots, though, who perfected
the instrument and developed
music unique to the bagpipe,
"piobaireachd." So, between the
15th and 18th centuries. there
was a great deal of experimentation with bagpipe music.
Unfortunately, at about this
time, for reasons any Scot will
never hesitate to divulge, the
wearing of the kilt and the playing of the pipes became illegal.
The Crown, along with its
military, appropriated the pipes,
standardizing how it was to be
played and the fo rms its music

should take. In essence. the bagpipes became predominant!} a
militar) instrument and musical
development stagnated.
Until the last twenty years, that
is. The piping world is in the
middle of a renaissance, spearheaded by bands like the 78th
Fraser Highlanders of Toronto
and celtic folk bands like Rare
Air and of course, Bourne and
McLeod.
What sets Bourne and MacLeod apart from the rest is their
carefree fusion of celtic and
african sounds, which gives the
relevant lyrics of Bill Bourne
greater potenc1 . Poetry is in
Bourne's blood as his greatgrandfather was Stephan G.
Stephannson, lceland"s poet
laureate. Ian Macleod is considered a virtuoso in all piping
circles and what is the insular
piping world ·s loss is the rest of
the music world"s gain.
So, if you are someone who
appreciates bold experimentation
or simply loves good music
pla)cd by masters of form or
enjoy sensitive. human lyrics.
you must atiend this concert.
Look for other such presentations
in the future from the recenth
formed Windsor Folk Music and
Arts Society.
Tickets arc $15 and arc available in advance al The Bookroom
at Mackenzie Hall, Casa Cha, ela
(405 Pelissier), Judy's In the Sk~
(300 Ouellette), South Shore
Books <164 Pitt). T.on,2...R· M,·.
Quade ( 1311 Tecumseh E.) anu
the University of Windsor
(Centre Desk or from the Lance
office).
[;:

Kilodney 's new vision apparent in collection
by Terry Brown
Lance arts staff

-

Suburban Chicken-strangling
Stories
Crad IGlodney
Charnel House
One might not expect a selfpublished book with such an
alarming title to have a crisp,
readable prose style, but in these
seven collected stories, Crad
Kilodney delivers sharp social
criticism with deft humour. Tales
of debauchery, violence, mutilation, despotism and death are
delivered
in
calm,
even
benevolent tones that give the
tragic events a meditative yet
comic quality.
The title of the introduction,
"How to make the Chinese explode by psychic power," immediately sets off the political
correctness alarms, but as with
most of these stories, the irony is
soon clear. In this instance, the
narrator reveals the secret and ancient Chinese art of dealing with
enemies: go-wai kwik. At first, it
seems like the "gee, aren' t them
foreigners different" brand of
humour, but the piece is an
analysis of the psychological
processes involved in hatred.
In "O'Driscoll, Chickenstrangler," the euphemism "choking the chicken" is given a sexual
and literal meaning, which
Kilodney uses as a device to expose the hypocrisy of the select

few "authorities" who act as arbiters of community standards
and public decency .
Each night the protagonist,
Judge O'Driscoll, sits alone in his
basement, considering a box of
allegedly pornographic magazines that is to be the evidence
in an upcoming obscenity case.
Afterwards, reeling from a
pulsing lust, the judge escapes to
the backyard chicken coop to
avoid "polluting" his wife. It is
safe to say that what follows is
"unnatural." The judge ponders
his role as moral protector of "the
community that he served, a
community that had standards,
even when they were fast asleep."
The next sketch, "Spiritual
Preparation for Castration," deals
with a confusion of cause and effect, this time in a religious context. This spiritually resonant
guide for castration candidates
asks, somewhat rhetorically, "Is
it not better to go to Heaven
without balls than to go to hell
with them?"
"The
Professor
Enoch
Padolsky Fan Club Newsletter,"
is not a cautionary tale but a
hilarious lampoon at another institution, the tenured professor/
media celebrity. The format of a
teen idol fan letter recasts an
English professor (with an exceptionally pointless specialty) into a
jet-setting. muscle-bound. perpetual-motion
sex-machine.

Author Crad Kilodney peddles his wares in the streets of Toronto.

Under the section, " Rumor Mill":
" ... as for the prof's legendary
kielbasa, [actress Margot] Kidder
referred to it as a ' destroyer. ' But
what about his mind, Margot?
Kidder again: ' He's so fucking
intellectual, he makes Trudeau
sound like Jughead. "'
This story might be directed at
a particular Carlton University
professor, but the story is still accessible (and thematically consistent) as a parody of the
self-appointed arbiters of literary
respectability.
In " Life Without Drama,"
Kilodney again casts events in an
unusual form - the daily routine
set in a hard-boiled detective
story highlights the hallowness of
both.
In "Somali Peepee Car," a car
transporting jars of urine and
feces across Somalia is a literary

device bringing innocent villagers into the relatively absurd
capital city. One villager,
Haroun, is soon taken advantage
of by prostitutes and witnesses
government executions of political dissidents. This story is unfortunately timed, as Somalia is now
in the midst of a famine, but
Kilodney does present the villagers sympathetically, if somewhat stereotypically. Although
preserved human waste is the
basis for most of the jokes, .the
sustaining wonder of the
Somalian villagers throws into
sharp relief the lack of "discovery and achievement" in our
own country.
The final story, "Nazi Nuclear
Power Plant Janitor Dog," takes
place on the brink of the 21st
century. The Nazis, having won
World W ar II 50 years before,

have established the Third Reich
globally. Germany is an Ayran
paradise with "a love of leather ...
an air of discipline [and) the
smell of bondage ... "
There is also a melodramatic,
passionate romance between a
spinster school teacher and a ...
dog.
(Bestiality is featured in two of
the stories; first as a violation and
second as the end of a long
search for personal fulfillment.
Go figger.)
Suburban Chicken-strangling
Stories is a hilarious collection of
social criticism; much better and
more consistent than his last
Chamel House collection of short
stories, Junior Brain Tumors in
A ction. He is also showing a
maturation in his themes, a
"vision," if you will.
You still can 't judge a book by
its cover, not with a economical,
accessible writer such as Kilodney putting out titles like £xcre·
ment, Lightning Struck My Dick,
World Under Anaesthesia, and
Bang Heads Here, Suffering Bas·
lards. But for five bucks (plus the
GST) it' s worth the risk.
[g
Autographed copies of Suburban Chicken-strangling Storie!>
are available at South Shore
Books for a mere $5. Kilodney, a
real, live Canadian author, wel·
comes correspondence at Char·
11el House at I 7I 2 A 1·enue Road.
P.O. Box 54541, North York.
Ont. M5M 4N5.
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Hew at Faces
Cocl<tails by the

~

Thursday, September 24, 8:00 p.m.

Court Auditorium • Mackenzie Hall - 3277 Sandwich St.
Tickets: $15. 00 ($12.50 for members of Windsor Folk Music & Arts Society)
Available at: The Bookroom (Mackenzie Hall), University of Windsor (Centre Desk),
South Shore Books (164 Pitt W.), Long & McQuade Music (1311 Tecumseh E.)
Judy's ln The Sky (300 Ouellette• 256-1551 ), Casa Chavela (405 Pellissier• 254-6865)
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every Thursday
in Vanier East
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IN CONCERT

The Pub is
available
for your
club/society
bookings.
Call Dave
Benusa at
971-3600
for details.

Tall boys for regular beer price*
Draught pitchers •• cheapest in town*
Huge dance floor •• awesome light show
Doors open at 8:00 p.m. every Thursday

WHY TAKE THE BUS?

Your pub is on campus.
* Limited supply so be early!

Violence, 'Tl'

h} Todd Schaus

even thousand children in
London, Ontario have seen
their father beat their
mother.
Fifty-six
percent
of
women surveyed in seven
urban Canadian cities feel
unsafe when walking alone
in their neighbourhoods
after dark.
One federal government
department has indicated
that four percent of female
employees had suffered
from overt sexual harassment.
Women graduating from university get paid
only 70 percent of their male counterparts.
In Canada, the male suicide rate has risen 50
percent in the last 20 years, whereas the female
rate has remained the same.
Violence is everywhere: not only in the form
of physical force, but in the form of oppression.
When conceived in this way. sexism in all
manifestations is violent. Feminism and the
Women's Movement can be thought of as
methods of combating gender violence; the first
step in feminism has been to empower women
against it. In order for it to be obliterated,
however, it has to be treated at its source. Where
is that? Many would say with men since the
majority of violence occurs at the hands of men.
The Men's Movement is a way of addressing
violence by assisting men with their violent nature (this presupposes certain views regarding
the nature/nurture debate, but will be referred to
as "nature" for the sake of expediency). If they
succeed, most violent acts committed by men
would be obliterated.
Many early feminists heJ('l the belief that "the
personal is the political," meaning that as women
become enlightened to oppre,;sion, they are compelled to take political action. For the continued
success of the feminist movement, modern man
must follow suit; integrate himself by examining
gender roles and, eventually, be willing to bow
out of patriarchy. But the problem of interpretating male identity remains.

What should men do, then, in the face of
feminism? Some men acknowledge gender issues, but remain inactive politically.
Inaction is dangerous, often as dangerous as
counter-action. In general, men's movements
have followed either a path of self-reflection or
political action, or a combination of both.

The personal:
masculine identity
Many theorists in the burgeoning men's movement feel th t the.. key to putting an end to
violence in all forms, especially as manifested in
racism, sexism and homophobia, is to examine
our notion of what it is to be a man. Many feel
that the present conception of male idcntil) does
not work and they attempt lo present a new notion of masculinity.
Of the masses of literature that have already
been written on this topic. three approaches have
received recent media attention: the mythopoetic approach as typified by Robert Bly, a
strictly Jungian
psychoanalyic approach
presented by Guy Corneau and a relatively new
non-sexist. gay-positive and anti-racist approach
espoused by Kenneth Fisher.
f Robert Bly should be
recognized for anything, it
is as a rallying point for the
men's movement. Rallying
points usually havr severe
problems, but there is merit
to recogn1Z1ng that a
problem exists So, setting
all drum-beating jokes and
any other misconceptions
aside, let us examine where
Bly is coming from.
Iron John, Bly's now infamous book on the men's
movement, puts Jungian principles to modern
readings of Blake and Yeats, hence the
"mythopoetic" approach. Central to the book is
the story of Iron John (or Hans) from which Bly
finds endless amounts of relevance to modern
male identity.

I

---W/1\~

The story, from the Brothers Grimm 11 a
the "wild man," Iron John, who is ja1 sing
king. Upon release. Iron John raises th 11 ean
young son with emphasis on "wild rnrNhen
sibilitics. Thus initiated into manhood. t, bo
matures into the proverbial good guy. ..:ir fa
In short. we. as men, must get in to otion
our own "Wild Man." Bly points out hou~
king. with a traditional sense of masculir.:ictly
trusts Iron John and locks him away witlxling t
attempt at understanding him. We. too y to t
same with our inner man and must learn he m1
him in his ugliness and beauty.
~radit
Bly's gu)S have done this in a variet) ress1c
usually involving a weekend '\ictaw · ~
includes the use of ritual and defercncmoph1
cider. The result can be quite spiritual. terns
doubt man) m1..n face a side of thcmschod o
has been long repressed, but what does th ducer
man" archetypL look like'! There docs no 'ornc,
to be a coherent picture. When asked, B le (y,
will respond with references to "childhk takes
tancity", "exploration of emotions·· and,onsil
found sensitivity." So far. so good, so \\h blc u
problem?
Jpe'Thc existence of a problem lies in the rcise
tance of action and accountability. No:> poi,
there is a change in consciousness in thcsole. '
but hov.. permanent is this change and,, unfa
is it, if not played out political!)'? In other rcss i
ho\'. will the roles placed on \\ omen in DI feel
Ji,es change after one of those weekends• ~or t
men approach Bly completely ignorant of om o
issues. feminism and the women's mo1.!r mer
their change of consciousness is without.:>alllc
text. As a result, they feel hctter, but \;l ~an
patriarchy change?
alive
Jungian psych ·c of
based in Montreal, c.ptanc.
1,ascs his conclus· 't min
observations dra\\ n:nchar
h Is pi .,cticc, and, thcoring
has more in the 11you.
documented
"e,i~owev
than Bly. What isneau·i
cu line identity for 1.
p
neau?
1oscxt
In his book /!• In I
Father.'i, lost Sons e, wri
_...,4 \
neau states that idcn
any form, is recogil! ~l)
that you, either physically or emotionally, ,<httond~
'd
. h someone e Ise. I mlla
· . II) ,iavc ,1
, cnt1'f'1ed wtt
identify with their mothers, but a rupture' sex.
happen for the boys to begin idcntifyingance <
· f alhers. A phys1ca
· I 1'dent1'f.,cation
· ·rs es:1ef sam
lhe,r
emotional identification is problematic a •~n 1
modem industrial world, with its creation
nuclear family, finds Mom at home with 1h(a .
and Dad at work all day, coming honi.'n~ts ~
hausted and ready to sleep. As a result, thei8r s

°t ?
1

u~•;g

t

•

•

,n,n,sm and the men's movement

1m,!n a breakdown in what Corneau term<, "the
jail,,sing down, from father to son, of\.\. hat it realtheneans to be masculine."
ma:.Vhen fathers arc physically or emotionally ab,d. t, boys experience male identity by default.
;ir fathers appear as hard-working but almost
tou,otionlcss beings. If the father is not present in
ut · house at all, "being a man" becomes being
1lin1ctly what mother is not, usually caring and
•ith(ling to express emotions. Finally, all boys arc
oo, y to the conceptions of masculinity presented
1rn he media.
rraditional male identity is a form of mass
ty crcssion, Corneau believes, resulting in
tv"le11ce in all its manifestations: mis<~.
ncenophobia, racism. Also, certain stereotypical
ii. terns of behaviour result, ie. the "hero,'' the
;cl1Jod boy," the "eternal adolescent," and the
th,ducer."
101:orneau is quick to state that he sees blame as
BHe (your parents cannot be blamed for their
like;takes any more than their parents can), but
ndJonsibility for one's self is essential. To
,·h ble us to break out of the "silence that cn)pcs us all," Corneau provides a number of
he rcises and experiments that he believes \Viii
foo point towards a new masculinity. For cx1N>lc, men should, when experiencing an cmovh 1 unfamiliar to them, try letting the emotion
er ress itself, rather than repress it. If the cmoB,. feels dangerous, try to find innocuous chanjs,; for them. Another form of therapy might be
of Join or organize a men's group. Seeing that
0 1 :r men feel the alienation you do can help one
ut Jattlc with it.
111 many ways, Corneau provides a healthy alative to Bly, and a great deal of the accep1oz;e of his approach will have to do with the
cr-ptance of Jungian thought in general; if you
;io ·t mind a tendency towards Euroccntrism and
rn:nchant for over-exaggerating similarities and
hePring differences, then Corneau is probably
11YOU.

vi!Owevcr, certain men may feel alienated by
is neau 's writings, in particular, homosexual
Psychology
usually
looks
upon
01 1.
1osexuality as an undesirable and unhealthy
/• In his favour, Corneau does address this
,s, e, writing that "the debate on homosexuality
!fi~ off on the wrong foot when we conceive of
,g1ality in monolithic terms, as an existential
, ti,iition, and when we fail to acknowledge that
~.1ave desires and fantasies about people of our
re• sex." Having written this, stressing the imngance of individuation and freedom, Corneau

eale same time addresses the importance of the
ic. ation of boys into manhood by their fathers.
n1uming that, if "properly" initiated, wouldn't
lhiall be heterosexual? There appears to be an
rn~nsistency between Corneau 's attitude
1e.ards homosexuality and his recommendations

for breaking from our traditional notions of masculinity.
Though Corneau is among the best of the identity theorists, it is the lack of political commitment among them that prompted the existence of
a pro-feminist, gay-positive and anti-racist men's
movement.
isher presents four parts to
the Men's Movement: the
Kiwanis/rotary style of
male business bonding, gay
men's support groups,
father's rights groups and,
Fisher's own, "men who
are supportive of the
changing roles of men and
women, men who want to
take responsibility for their
behaviour and help ccatc a
new cgal itarian culture."
In an interview in his Ottawa home, Fisher stated that, unlike the mythopoctic approaches, he is not as concerned about
defining a new conception of masculine identity,
but instead feels that "masculine identity will
take care of itself as we commit ourselves to
breaking do"' n patriarchy and the present hicrarch} that accom panics it."
In terms of action, Fisher feels that Men's
groups provide a very effective means of helping
men examine themselves in a sociological context. Men have often gotten together in groups.
but alv.. ays around a motorcycle, a case of beer
or a football game. Unfortunately, intimate
relationships between men rarely happen in those
settings; men's groups provide that intimacy.
Fisher makes a point of addressing certain issues
in the context of his groups, gently challenging
any member's sexist, racist or homophobic
beliefs.
In addition, Fisher has maintained a dialogue
with many Women's Groups, feeling that
progress with both genders can only come about
if that dialogue is maintained. Fisher's ideal future is one where men and women work together
in rewriting a more egalitarian Social Contract.

The political:
ending oppression
through action
If you are still unsure as to what can be done,
it might be best to follow Fisher's example and
consult a feminist writer for suggestions. Naomi
Wolfe is one such author, best noted for her
recent book The Beauty My1h which theorized
about the oppression caused by commercial
beauty ideals. The twentieth anniversary issue of
Ms. magazine included an article by Wolfe en-

titled "Radical I Icteroscxuality" where <,he attempts to reconcile her love for men and her
resentment for their oppression. Wolfe devi.,cd a
list of attributes of men who can be respected by
feminists. This list can be reinterpreted as an informal guide for men who are sympathetic to the
feminist cause.
These men:
• realize that relationships are essentially crosscultural; women know much of our world, we
know little of theirs, so we must accept that
there is much that we do not know.
• do not tell women what to feel about sexism.
Wolfo cites the example of a postcard depicting a dashing young fellov.· leaning over a
doc-eyed girl saying "Let me explicate to you
the nature of your oppression."
• read the books they love (sec recommended
readings)
• accept that "successful training in manhood
makes them blind to phenomena that arc a fact
to women" ic.lcers, kisses. etc. while walking
down the street: when two or more men get
together we tend to drmvn out the "'omen that
arc with us
• undertake half the care and cost of contraception. ''It is not fair to wallow in the fun
without sharing the responsibility"'
• recognize the necessity of being reminded.
daily, of sexism.
• realize that unlearning gender oppressi"encss
means understanding the primary stuff that
makes us be or become male and female: this
pursuit could take a lifetime of commitment.
Hopefully, men and women reading this article
will, at the least, recognilc that this is an issue
that merits attention. Whether the theories and
ideas presented arc agreed with docs not matter
as much as realizing that violence exists and
must be dealt with. What arc you doing to help?
Recommended Readings:
Absent Fa1/zers, lost Sons by Guy Corneau
Boston, MA: Random House, 1991
A Choice of Heroes: the Changing Face of
American Manhood by Mark Gcrzon
Boston, MA: Houghton-Miffin, 1982
Backlash: The Undeclared War Against
American Women by Susan Faludi
New York: Crown Publishers Inc., 1991
Hidden From History: Reclaiming the Gay and
Lesbian Past. Duberman, Vicinus and Chauncey
Toronto: Meridian, 1990
The Creation of Patriarchy by Gerda Lerner
New York: Oxford University Press, 1986
Working With Men: Professional Women Talk
About Power, Sexuality and Ethics by Beth Milwid, PhD.

Hillsboro, Oregon: Beyond Words Publishing
Inc., 1990
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by Lisa Fortin
Lance arts staff

Now & The11

Df'S 5 D~S
JVI~" ..

AUTHENTIC TEX MEX FOOD
• CHEAPEST PITCHERS of DRAFT AND WINE
• WEDNESDAY NITE WINGS - 20~
• 1/2 PRICE APPETIZERS
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THURSDAY - SUNDAy

MONDAY-FRIDAY 3:00- 6:00

STARTING IN SEPTEMBER
• $8.95 BBQ SPECIAL 5:00 - 11 :00
• NFL SUNDAYS: FREE MUNCHIES & WIN FREE LIMO TRIP TO
BEARS vs LIONS GAME
SUNDAY, DECEMBER 20th

...

Michelle Wright
Arista
If you listen to nothing but "alternative" music, you might as
well not bother reading any further. Michelle sings country
music -the slick, commercial,
melodic kind- and on her latest
album, Now & Then, she does it
quite nicely. But before you start
imagining a Dolly Parton clone
... this is '90s country music.
Maybe you've seen the video for
the lead song, "Take It Like A
Man," on Much Music.
There is some very smart
marketing going on here. The
clothes are sleek, the shiny dark
hair is short and modern, the
sound is extremely palatable and
the lyrics are surprisingly cutting:
"l keep looking for a friend and a
lover/ I find one, he ain't the
other/ Sometimes I just want to
quit/ One wants a maid, one
needs his mother/ They either
want space or they want to
smother me/ And my poor heart
needs somebody who/ Can take it
like a man ... "
It may be not quite politically
correct, (some people may have
problems with the song's lyrics)
hut Wright's deep, throaty voice
makes the talc of dating woe very
appealing.
It's a voice strong enough to
rise ahove the standard Nm,hvillc
production here; with the right
matcriul (the singk, the title

Michelle Wright.

track, "The Change" and other.;)
she stands out from the recent
crop of country singers.
Like most of them, she doesn't
write her own songs, but she
tends to choose cuts that have the
point of view of a very independent woman, which is a
pleasant change from the plaintive "Oh, my broken heart!"
routine you'll hear from the likes
of Dolly, Tammy, and the rest.
With her slightly gravelly
voice, and a little hard living, she
could probably get away with
being more bluesy - in a Bonnie
Raitt vein.
There are some weaker numbers in this collection, especially
"He Would Be Sixteen," a sappy
song about a woman remembering the baby she gave up for
adoption. Hopefully, her taste
will improve with time. moving
away from the somewhat lw,h arrangements to something more
traditional.
As a Canadian from a small
town near Chatham, she ·s worth
rooting for. She may not he k.tl.
lang, hut she is an original voil:c
in a genre that c.:an never ha\i:..
enough of them.
[y
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Lancers look to
rookies for help
by Dave Gough
Lance sports staff
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Members of the University Men's Rugby Club are
trying to organize an equivalent women's club
this year. Posters have appeared around the
campus inviting interested women to attend the
men·s practices which are held Monday-Friday,
4-6 p.m. at the St. Denis Centre practice tield.
No other university in Southwestern Ontario has
a women·s rugby team . Schools such as
Waterloo and Guelph operate the teams on a
club basis since they have not yet been
recognized as varsity teams. according to men·s
club representative Heath Chantler. Interest has

only been minimal so far for this new endeavour.
Five women attended the practice held last
Tuesday, three of them having previous rugby
team experience.
No game schedule has been discussed yet
although games with other Ontario university
rugby teams are anticipated as well as matches
against some of the teams playing out of
Michigan.
"We·re trying to get them a coach, we have to see
what the turnout and interest is." said Chantler.
(photo by TED ANDKILDE)

High-performance 'pounders'
by Dave Briggs
Lance sports columnist

6

.. One of the first things you're
going to need to be a successful
cross country runner is a high
pain threshold.··
Staring blankly at the distance
ri•'lner, my brain begins to go
into shock.
"A high pain threshold?" I say
with disbelief. "Well, you see,
I've got these great new running
shoes, and ... "
"You·11 also have to run about
50 miles a week ...
"Did you say 50 miles a
month?"
·'No. a week. By the way. how
do you feel about running in intense heat, extreme cold, rain,
snow, sleet, through mud, water,
and over hills and various objects
in your path?''
"Did you say a week?"
For the life of me, I can't
fathom why cross country runners do what they do. Talk about
a sport where you must thrive off
self-gratification, and need immense internal motivation.
One thing is clear after talking
to a group of University of
Windsor cross country runners,
it's obvious they aren't in it for
the glory.
I think they are in it because
they have a slight chemical imbalance, but that's just me. I have
difficulty understanding a sport
that requires its participants to
run about seven miles a day in
training, and have a body fat percentage lower than their shoe
size.
One also needs a ton of guts.
As most runners will tell you,
there isn't a lot of skill involved

From the
point of
the Lance
in running, just the ability to push
yourself through pain.
"There is not much technical
stuff in it. You just go out, and
run as hard as you can. It's guts,
and that's all it comes down 10,"
said Lancer Jason Boyle.
This loony mentality of running until you are ready to throw
up seems to have infected the
Lancers' interim-coach, Doug
Tilson, as well. The former Lancer distance runner says he often
runs with his athletes to gauge
the severity of the workouts.
"I try to get out every day. I
like to feel what they are feeling
so I can judge my workouts," Tilson says. "I like to feel what I am
putting them through."
Such pounding has earned the
team
the
nickname
"the
pounders" and is what encourages Windsor runner John
Cress to caution health nuts about
taking up his sport.
"I wouldn't recommend competitive racing for someone who
just wanted to get fit because it is
unhealthy. The joints just take a
beating," Cress said.
On top of that, there's the
potential for long distance runners to become addicted to their
sport, as Lancer Crystal Garrett
can attest.
"It's like an addiction, just like
smoking. If you miss a day of
running you get so cranky," Garrett said.

Believe it or not, there are
some advantages to being a Lancer cross country runner. Apart
from the fact that the men's team
placed third in the country last
year, the self-discipline inherent
in the sport has carried over into
the classroom, at least where the
women arc concerned.
For three of the last four years,
the women have won the
university's Academic Team of
the Year award for the team with
the highest overall academic
average.
Apart from that, members of
both cross country teams are extremely close. The social aspect
of the teams is the thread that
keeps them a tight-knit group.
The men, at least, are professed
"jokers'' willing to do anything
for a laugh.
Runner Wayne Riley says part
of the sport's appeal is the ability
to succeed with hard work and
not need a lot of innate talent.
Tilson sees the hard work as
increasing the reward.
"The more intensity you put
into it, the harder the sport, the
more you get out of it emotionally. You just give everything you
can. physically give, and so it is
that much more emotionally
satisfying afterward," Tilson
said.
Hhhmmm ... .let's see. High
pain threshold. Fifty miles a
week. Severe pounding on the
joints. Running through woods in
all kinds of crazy weather. Potentially addictive.
Maybe I'll trade in my running
shoes. After all, something tells
me I'm not cracked up to being a
cross country runner. How many
people are?
(g

The Lancers football team has
just embarked on a quest to improve on its 1-5 record of a year
ago. An added incentive for the
team is that 1992 marks the 25th
anniversary of this sport at the
University of Windsor.
The Wind5or squad Jost its·
only exhibition game to the
Bishops Gaiters, ranked seventh
in the country. The Lancers held
an impressive 7-1 lead at halftime, but could not sustain the
advantage and lost 2.1-7.
Head coach John Musselman,
beginning his sixth season al the
helm, said, ''the final score does
not mailer, we did a lot of good
things. We just beat ourselves."
The Lancers will miss several
players who finished their five
years of eligibility. Not returning
are Mike Hawkins, Craig Davies,
Rick Dugal and two-time allCanadian offensive guard Gerald
Hlady, the cornerstone of the offensive line.
Top rookies filling some of the
holes for Musselman include 22year-old
quarterback
Rick
Lachance. Lachance has gained
valuable experience and skill
playing for the AKO Fratmen,
who have had several successful
seasons recently.
Doug Dragecivic steps into a
starting role on the offensive line,
and two transfer students from
Division 1 NCAA schools, Brad
Cairns and Darren Lalonde, are
also expected to contribute to the
new Lancer team. Cairns is a

defensive lineman from Central
Michigan
University
while
Lalonde is a running back from
Eastern Michigan University.
On the offense. the key Lancer
players will be Kevin Strong at
fullback and Mike Scratch at tailback, with the rookie Lalonde
also expected to get some carries.
Lachance will start at quarterback, but Musselman will occasionally call on last year's
quarterback, Rob Zagordo.
Ozzie Nethersole takes his
blazing speed from the running
back position to flanker and will
be counted on to handle the punt
and kick return duties this year.
The linebacker corps is strong
as Mark Campbt!II is back, and
Peter Gosling, who "had a great
camp", according 10 coach Musselman, has moved over from
tight end. Another player to
watch is first-year linebacker
Steve Grona, who Musselman
sees as already a great player
with even greater potential.
The strength of the defensive
line is the defensive backs who
are all experienced and very
solid. Musselman thinks cornerback Wayne Campbell is "one of
the best players in the country."
The Lancers started their
regular season with a challenge.
They met the Vanier Cup (CIAU)
champion Wilfrid Laurier Golden
Hawks, the top-ranked team in
the country Saturday.
Their first home game is September 19 at 2 p.m , at the South
Campus Field, when they host
the University of Toronto Varsity
Blues, also nationally ranked.
Musselman says "it's a tough
start, it's a bitch, but we cannot
feel sorry for ourselves:·
~

The sinking season
~

by Mike Mouat
Lance sports columnist
.
:
Warning! Warning!
It's time for the Blue Jays to
start their annual choking routine.
The signs are all there. Kids have trade, giving up rookie utility inreturned lo classes, the NFL fielder Jeff Kent in return.
schedule is under way, and there
However, this won't be
seem 10 be more Leafs and enough to turn the Jays into fall
Expos shirts around. That can pcnant winners. because the A ·s
only mean one thing; Blue Jays one-upped the Jays with a trade
fans are already jumping off the of their own. Trading Jose Canband,., agon.
seco for Juan Gonzalez, who has
Actually, the signs have been more home runs than Canseco,
around all summer. Third- and two good pitchers who will
baseman Kelly Gruber said at the help an already strong staff. now
start of the season 1hat if the Jays gives the A's playoff advantage.
weren't 15 games ahead in their
Over in the National League,
division by this point in the it's the same story, just different
season then something was teams.
wrong. Well, something must be
Like the Jays, the Pirates will
wrong with the Jays.
once again advance to the
Another telltale sign has been playoffs and will once again
the Blue Jays' poor performances watch the World Series on
on the road, which will become a television. The Pirates are also
factor in the playoffs.
great at home but are only slightSince home field advantage in ly better than .500 on the road.
the playoffs depends on finaJ Therefore, they also will not have
league standings, the Jays are in home field advantage m the
trouble. Merely .500 on the road, playoffs.
the Jays need Dome-field adThe Atlanta Braves, led by
vantage if they are to advance in perhaps by the best pitching staff
the playoffs. This is something in baseball, have come back to
they don't have at this point, as prove last year was no fluke, by
the Oakland A's sport a better posting the best record in the
record. The A's are also extreme- maJors. The Braves are deadly at
ly consistent, as their record on home, outstanding on the road,
the road is as good as at home.
and seem to be just now hitting
The Jays did themselves a their peak. Overall a better team,
huge favour by recently aquiring they should be able to sink the
pitcher David Cone from the Pirate ship and return to the fall
New York Mets in a lopsided classic, the World Series.
(g
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FLINGS
CHICKEN

Eat in

• Take out

AND

Parties catered
NUGGETS

CHICKEN DINNERS
(compHJt• Wlflt t•t•rs o, Inn Mtd salMJ)
t pc
S2 75
2 pcs
S4 45
3 ccs .
S5 49
4 tCS
S6 95

BAR AND GRILL

TATERS

• Deliveries •
(Witn

tar.rs o, Inn and sauce}
S3 85
$5 25

6pcs
9pcs
15 pcs
20pcs

S7 95

S9 95
TATERS OR FRIES

WINGS

SI 25
S235
S3.60

Small
Me<11um

$3 15

1•2 lb
1 lb

S5 55

Large

• Coldest and cheapest
beer around
• Charbroiled burgers,
chicken and more
• Coney Island hot
dogs and fries
• Vegetarian menu
• Take-out

SALADS

CHICKEN FINGERS

(m~ron,. COIIIS/.aW potatoJ

(witlt tatttrs or Inn. 11.tJIHJ MwJ sauce)

S 89

Sma11 (4 oz)
Medium (8 OZ)

ss 49

3 pcs

SI 75
S3 15

Large (16 oz)

CHICKEN SANDWICH

CHICKEN

On a kaiser

.
With 1aters or fries

S7 69
$10 39
$13 25
$15 25
$19 49

6pcs
9pcs
12pcs
15pcs
20pcs

S3 39
S4 25

MOZZARELLA STICKS
4 sticks and sauce
S3 75

561 Wyandotte St. East - Commerce Plaza

252-8319

Wyandotte at
Campbell
254-7900
Seven days a week

Free

med. order of taters (value $2.35)
totally awesome-try 'em!

l.Jm,t one coupon pe, otter. not valid with any 01her offer
Valod only al 561 WyandoUe St East tocato0n
O~er e,p,res February 28 1993

SeF

FLINGS

..............·········..... ········· ····· ....................................

Arc you interested in meeti~
new friends and having fun whi
being active? Do you strive .
stay in good physical shape whir
escaping academic stress an;
strain? If you answered yes
these questions you should gil sit)
Campus Recreation a try. The de2
have something for everyone.
mo
is
Fitness Programs tryI
These include Low Impact an a IC
Step Aerobics, High Intensi ouc
Cardio Pump, Aquafitness, ar pre
Personal Fitness Programs. Cl~
I
ses are available for you no m. SIU
ter what your experience.
tho
cru
Aquatics Programs she
Activities also take place in ti sur
pool area. There are Red Cro sur
Learn-to-Swim Classes, Bron to
Cross/Medallion Courses, a soc
Stroke Improvement Lessons f
those wishing training. Natior. luc
Lifeguard Recertification course pre:
are also available and an Earl nai
Bird Swim is offered.
pre

Intramurals
Three types of leagues
available, men's, women's,
co-ed. in both recreational
competitive sections. Vollcyb
(3-on-3 or team), Basketball, It
l Iockc), Slo-Pitch, Flag Footb
Soccer, and Floor Hockey a
taking place this semester.

Personal
Enhancement
Courses
These programs combine ne
skills that will pique intcre,
Scuba. Tai Chi, Tennis, CP
Courses, Social Dance, and Se
Defense Awareness for Worn
are all being offered this ye.
Fees vary for each course.

Clubs

WELCOME TO THE BUSINESS WORLD.
DO YOU HAVE
YOUR CMA DESIGNATION~

As a university business student, you 're aware of

of the two-year CMA Professional Program

some of the challenges that may cross your path

hold a designation that is much valued and

in your chosen profession. It won't alv.:ays be

richly rewarded in today's business world.

easy. And you 'II need more than your wits -

Give yourself a competitive edge in the

you'll need the CMA designation to succeed.

marketplace. Enroll in the CMA Program.

Certified Management Accountants arc trained

Call the Society of Management Accountants

to develop a distinctive competence in manage-

of Ontario at (416) 977-7741 or phone

ment knowledge, skills and practice. Graduates

toll free 1-800-387-2932.
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These include instruction a
competition while providing ga
social environment for member, Sc
Clubs include Badminton, 0
diac, Aikido, Tae Kwon De
Judo, and lsshinryu Karate.
Further information on all c
these activities can be obtaine.
from the Campus Recreation~
fice in the St. Denis Cenu
Fieldhouse, or by calling 25:
4232, extension 2456.
'
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by Alex Meyer

Research proves it
A listing in the Lance means results!

Lance sports staff

If your campus group is holding a meeting, social,
Making the roster of a univeror other event, send a notice to the Lance's calendar.
sity athletic team takes a great
We 'II print it free. You get publicity and we get to serve our readers hetter.
deal more time and effort than
Just jot down the sponsor, event, date, time and place. Drop it in the un iversity mail. We' ll take care of the rest. It's that easy.
most people realize. The problem
is there are always more people
trying out than positions open on
a team. One soccer hopeful found
out just how difficult the whole
process could become.
Becki England is a first year
student from Hamilton. Even
though she had a torn anterior
cruciate ligament in her left knee,
she played soccer at home in the
summer. England is slated for
surgery in December, but decided
to tryout for the Lancer women's
soccer team.
It did not take long for bad
luck to strike. "On the way to
practice, I stepped on a rusty
nail," she said. She continued to
practice anyway.
Her luck didn·t change. The
Drama in Education student attended some tough practices in
Hamilton, but nothing compared
to the pace Coach Gord Caldwell
put his team through. "Practices
at home weren't nearly that intense," she said.
Nevertheless, England intends
to try out again next year when
she is healthy. She also realizes
she must be in better condition
when she goes to try out again.
England expects that the team
will do well this season, stating
that the Lancers are very fast,
well conditioned, have many
returning players, and that the
team plays very well together.
The team will be busy trying
to fulfil this prophecy in the next
weeks. TheJ meet Michigan
State on September 72 ai'4:3U- - r - - =
p.m. and the Brock Badgers on
September 26 at 1 p.m. Both
games will take place at the
South Campus Field.
~

The Blues Now Come
In Compact Discs

SMALLER 296ml. CANS Now AVAILABLE AT AGREAT Low PRICE.
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We pay GST and
PST f or students!

on of.

Check out our great rates on:
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25}

Al.l TYPING IS l.,\SLR PRINTFO

,1

T yping
• term papers
• resumes, books
• reports. etc.

Photocopying
and Fax Service
• scmling & receiving

COPIES
Te!~!~seh
I
Rd. East

N

Ill

D!

Phone
&FAX:

MORE 944-1205
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STADIUM COATS - CUSTOM JACKETS
LETTERED TO YOUR SPECIFICATIONS
AND MANUFACTURED IN WINDSOR
ALLOW 4 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY
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Campus-area residents have every right to be
upset about the parking congestion on their streets.
However, bringing in permit-on!) parking will do
little to solve the problem, and plenty to escalate
tensions between the university and its neighbours.
On the face of it. the plan has something for almost ever) one area residents arc assured parking
in front of their homes. Some home owners hope
the change will keep rowdies away The uni\C.. rsit)
will have more luck filling its pay-and-display lots.
which President Ron Ianni has complained often la)
underutilized. Public transit officials look forward
to greater ridership. Even the em ironment gets a
break as some who now drive switch to buses and
bicycles.
We 've seen who hopes to benefit. Who stands to
lose?
Although few in number. students in res idence
who own cars and were unable to secure a parking
permit will be hard-pressed to store their cars.
And for those who live off-campus, parking just
outside the restricted area is still better than hoofing
it from Belle River or LaSalle. Will moving the
parking problem out a radius of four blocks make
more friends for the universil)?
The university administration's hypocritical
denunciation of the automobile in favour of
'greener' alternatives cannot obscure the fact that
almost twice. as many parking spots arc reserved for
faculty and staff than for students For that matter.
\\. hen was the last time you saw Ianni on a bus'?
As long as students own cars, and we do, we will
continue to use them. That much is clear
What is, or should be, equally clear is that students do not expect a free ride forever The quick
sell-out of campus parking permits proves students
are willing to pay for guaranteed access to parking
when ll is available.
To the university, we offer some simple advice:
make it so.
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Survival of the fittest:
parking adaptations.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

appalled
Dear Ed itor:
I am writing in my capacity as
Treasurer of the Social Science
Society and as one of the
individuals who granted your news
editor. T) Daniels, an interview. I
am

appalled

by

your

editorial

ensure the confidential ity of the
recipients of various societ)
donations.
Access to our records has in the
past and will in the future be
available to all society members.
Special
requests
must
be
considered by council and at the
time of the interview I could not
am.I will not in the future act
without the expressed written
consent of the body that represents
Social Science students.
It is difficult to have faith in a
newspaper that chooses to report
events without first collecting all
relevant data. Premature reporting
creates a negat1v1sm in the minds
of the students towards campus
life, at a time when students are
faced with with so many numerous
and
varied
difficulties
and
concerns. One would hope the
student newspaper could reflect on
positive events and issues rather
than focus solely on the negative.
Mark Babiy
Treasurer
Social Science Society

"Secretive Society" and the
implications that it raises. Never in
my university career have 1 ever
seen such a blatant and absolutely
ingnorant reporting of an event.
To begin with, given the
hierarchal structure of the student
organizations
within
this
university, I resent the implication
that two executive members,
namely myself and Jon Ricci, the
Director of Student and Club
Affairs, can be assumed to
represent a full executive of eight
members.
Access to our records was not an
issue. Ty Daniels was given a copy
of our 1991-1992 budget. In fact
Ty Daniels had access and even
marked, in pen, the documents that
he was looking at. Access to any of
our detailed documents has never
been restricted.
·
However, since there was onl.y Dear Ed itor,
I would first like to welcome
one copy, society policy has
dictated that no member may everyone back to a reasonably
year
on
campus
remove these detailed documents chaotic
from our office. He and any other Unfortunately, without a university
paid member have access to these centre, things will be difficult, but
documents at any time, and he was we have been assured that it will be
simply told that his demand for a worth it.
detailed copy would be dealt with
SAC looks forward to providing
• at the next society meeting. Ty the usual essential services such as
Daniels instead chose to blatantly the drug plan and the used book
disregard this information.
sale. Due to the closure of the
I have a difficult time Subway Pub, SAC has arranged to
comprehending how someone who have pub nights every Thursday
had access to these documents can night in Vanier East. Special nights
disregard the facts and state that will featu re Mike Mandel and a
access was denied. This can only Molson Canadian Rocks Party Kit.
be viewed as misrepresentation on We anticipate keepi ng school spirit
behalf of the Lance. Cooperation and the student market on campus
was offered, unfortunately not on in preperation for the opening of
the terms demanded by your the new pub in September 1993.
reporter. The waiver he was asked
Don't forget to contribute some
to sign was a temporary measure to volunteer time to the Womyn 's

welcoming

Centre (496 Sunset), if you·rc ab
The commisioners arc located th
as well to answer your qucstioo
and assist you wherever possible'
Parking on campus is
nightmare this year. With more·
being converted to pay and d1splo
permits are certain! )' at a prem1L
Transit Windsor would like
encourage students to I •ave tm
cars al home and nde the bus f
free!! This pilot project will be
effect until the end of the fi·
semester. Before that time. studcn
will be given an opportunil) to , oi.
on whether they would be wilhll;
to pay $30.00 a semestcr
subsidize this service. Don't forg
- it's your choice. Weigh the pr
and cons and call the SAC offi
for
additional
informati
(971-3600).
As this new year begins, let II'
be cognizant of the communit~ \I
live
in.
Let's
keep th
neighbourhood safe and cnjo~abk
A few Sandwich Police Patrol ,,1
be around to help along \\1
Campus Police. Don't be afraid
call on them if you need help.
Campus Patrol will be in fo
swing again this year for escorts
campus. Use extension 1234
you· d like to be escorted after da•t
The patrollers volunteer their ti'1l
to be of assistance to you
Fi nail), this year is going to h
interesting for all of us. A'ft
transition year with the Uni, erst
Centre under construction, \\c·r,
going to become very familiar \\it
machinery and finding alternati,e
in a lot of areas. Let's be patien
and work together to make it th
best year possible.
Also, please feel free to visit th
SAC trailer cast of Memorial Ha
for any questions or problems )OC
may have. Don't forget wc'r
students working for student
trying to do the best Job possible ...
for you!
Respectfully,
Kristine Robinsoi
Presidrtl
Students' Administative Counci
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Will we go bust
to get bussed?

••

by Terry Brown
Lance editorial staff
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Windsor City Council has
agreed to finance a proposal to
offer university students free bus
passes for a 10-week trial period,
beginning October l.
Near the end of this trial
period, the Students' Administrative Council (SAC) intends to
hold a referendum asking students to approve a $60 annual fee
increase in exchange for unrestricted use of Transit Windsor
buses during the school year.
The Board of Transit Windsor
has taken a great risk, as during
the trial period they will lose an
estimated $138 000 in revenue
from the approximately 1000 students 'who currently pay $52 a
month for bus passes. Taxpayers
are picking up this cost.
The bus company, however,
stands to take in at least $960 000
annually if students approve the
tuition increase. With SAC president Kristine Robinson and
university president Ron Ianni
supporting the proposal, the city
must feel it's a safe bet.
What seems to have been overlooked is that the all-or-nothing
proposal will benefit some students at the expense of many.
As noted. of the approximately
16 000 full- and part-time stu-

Faculty club renovations

Wrong time to dine
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dents, only 1000 currently buy
monthly passes. Many other students pay as they go. This suggests that, potentially, many
thousands of students could be
paying for a service they will
never or only infrequently use ...
essentially, subsidizing those who
will. There is, as yet, no
provision for individual students
to opt-out of the pronnsed bus
pass plan.
What about:
• part-time students who only
take night classes, when Transit
Windsor service is poor at best?
• Students who live m
residence, right on campus?
• Students who live within
walking distance of the university?
• Students whose bus passes
are already subsidized by various
branches of government?
• Students who use HandiTransit?
• Students who ride bicycles
during the mild Windsor winters?
• Students who get dropped off
by parents, spouses or friends?
Will all these students, most of
whom would likely vote against
the tuition increase. be forced to
pay the $60?
What about other students who
would underusc the system, such
as:
• Students who carpool?

by Mark Crane
Lance editorial staff

Fine dining on campus is hardly an inalienable right, but it is
one of those luxuries that makes
life liveable.
On the other hand, with the
campus in such disarray due to
the rcnnovations of the student
centre, is fine dining important
enough to us to have other groups
on campus suffer for it?
I don't think so. Right now is
definitely the wrong time to be
using up valuable space for an
exclusive dining (sec story page
3) room when other. more important services arc suffering due to

space constraints.
The conditions faced by
CJAM-FM, the Lance, and
Students' Administrative Council
arc less than ideal. CJAM has a
traffic of over 125 volunteers
during the week, and is more than
cramped in its trailer.
The SAC and Lance offices are
in a similar cramped atmosphere.
This is the price of progress, and
all the departments arc bearing it
because of the new facilities
being built for them.
There may be a positive note,
though. Maybe CJAM can hold
its general meetings in the new
dining room ...as long as they arc
held after 5 p.m.
~

• Students who live out in the
county 0r far from bus routes and
thus have no choice hut to drive
into the city everyday?
• Students who need to drive to
the university, such as those who
have to rush off after class to go
to work or pick up spouses and
children, etc.
• Students who just plain want
to drive to the university?
The bus company doesn't care
because it will receive nearly $1
million student dollars -- whether
the students ride the buses or
not.
It can be argued that the $60
fee is cheaper than a $109 parking permit, of which there were
only 350 this year ... that it is

a month for bus passes ... up from
$30 bucks a month only a year
before (which the school board
paid for, though no longer). If approved, will the university student fee remain the same in
subsequent years or will it be
quietly increased to cover
Windsor Transit shortfalls?
This year the SAC executive
decided to increase the student
drug plan fees by $8.50 per
semester, or 30 percent, although
SAC insists that all their affiliated organizations hold a
referendum to increase existing
student fees. If students approve
the bus pass plan, ostensibly a
SAC fee, will council be able to
increase the $60 fee by executive

defeated.
Perhaps the plan could be
amended before the vote, especially with an opt-out proposal,
albeit at a higher rate. Otherwise,
this is a pointlessly wasteful
proposal. The costs in time and
money (that is. to students, to
hold the referendum) should be
directed toward the laudable goal
of a special student rate.
City Council intends to
eliminate 1000 free parking spots
around campus by October, following recommendations by the
Student Housing Advisory Committee.
They and SAC seem to have
thrown in the towel on securing
access to free parking for stu-

cheaper than paying one parking

decision?

dents. Our student leaders arc

ticket each month ... that students
will be able to park miles away
and then take the bus right to
campus instead of circling the
university for half an hour only to
find a spot in Amherstburg ... but
if the car owners found the
present conditions unbearable
they would already be using a
bus.
And that's the point -- Robinson, Ianni, the Windsor Transit
board of directors and the city
councillors
supporting
the
proposal seem to have no qualms
about taking choice away from
these and, in theory, any student
who would vote against the plan.
That is, even if 10 000 students
voted for the plan, the 5000 who
voted against it (or didn't vote)
would have to cough up at least
$60 a year for their entire stay at
the university.
And there arc other concerns ...
High School students pay $38

What if, in August. -;omeone
from Transit Windsor gets on the
phone and says they had to buy
10 new buses and, heck, they
need a mere $10 more per student
-- still a deal, they'll say -- what
will happen? Will students be
able to block an increase in a
referendum? If not, will the nonexecutive councillors do anything
about it?
Let's be fair. The people who
need bus passes should pay for
them. Even if one argues that $60
a year is still a deal for most of
the students, or thousands of students (which it is), thousands of
others will feel cheated if this
proposal goes through without an
opt-out provision.
As we get nearer the referendum and more details are known,
the true value of the proposal will
become clear, but as it stands
now, in its admittedly sketchy
form, it is unfair and should be

failing us; perhaps they see the
bus pass proposal as a way "out"
for them ... to give the appearance of working in the best
interests of students.
However, they should know
that two wrongs do not make a
right.
If the referendum fails, the
transit board might not be so willing to pick up negotiations for a
reduced rate. Now is the time to
propose changes to the current
proposal, or prepare a back-up
plan for a special university bus
pass rate. University students are
the only underemployed group in
the city that doesn't have a special bus rate. Why?
Robinson said, in a recent
report to SAC, that she'd been
negotiating with Transit Windsor
for a university student rate. It is
unfortunate that she let herself he
sidetracked from this more sensible and equitable idea.
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How do you feel about Mac Hall and Laurier going co-ed?
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Eric
Mattson

Andrew
Robertson

Eran
Farajun

Amy
Beggs

1st Year
Arts

B.A.
Visual Arts

3rd Year
Philosophy

1st Year
Pyschology

It's great because it's
easier to meet people, you
don't have to go outside or
residence as much. Keeps it
neater. You don't go as
crazy because you know
there are girls in the
building. Makes the
evenings better too.

It won't make David
Letterman's wild residence
list anymore. Ahh, Darwin 's
waiting room. It will help
develop social skills maybe.
It always had a certain
stench. Maybe that will

change. Female presence
may enforce a bit of control.

I think it is an overdue and
much needed improvement.
It will quiet things down,
that's for sure. It will raise
the responsibility level and
the grade point average.
Men become less piggish
around women.

I was kind of hoping it
would be an all-female
residence. It was a shock
because the school never
notified me that Lauricr had
gone co-ed and I had applied
specifically because it was
all-female. I'm not a priss,
hut I like my privacy.
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explore the benefits of volunteering ...

(i2J CAREER DEVELOPMENT

~ EXPERIENCE

~PERSONAL GROWTH

~AWARENESS

~RELATIONSHIP BUILDING

~SKILLS

-

(i;1COMMUNITY ENHANCEMENT~REFERENCES

50 COMMUNITY AGENCIES
AIDS Committee of Windsor
Alive (Canada) Inc.
Arts Council-Windsor& Region
Art Gallery of Windsor
Big Brothers of Windsor-Essex County
Big Sisters Assoc. of Greater Windsor & Essex County
Bulimia Anorexia Nervosa Association
CJAM (91.5 FM) Campus Volunteer Radio
Canadian Cancer Society
Canadian Mental Health Association
Canadian Red Cross
Cerebral Palsey Assoc. of Windsor & Essex County
Child Abuse Council of Windsor-Essex County
Citizen Advocacy of Windsor-Essex County
Companion Animal Visitation Program
Community Information Services
Citizen Advocacy of Windsor-Essex County
Child Abuse Council of Windsor-Essex County
Distress Centre
Essex County Association for Community Living
Extend-A-Family
Girl Guides of Canada
Harmony in Action
Heart & Stroke Foundation

Hiram Walker Museum
Hospice of Windsor Inc.
House of Sophrosyne
John R. Park Homestead-Essex Region
Conservation Authority
Lung Association
New Beginnings
Ontario March of Dimes
Reachrng Out
Robinson House
Scouts Canada-Windsor District
Sexual Assault Crisis Centre
Sundowners
United Way of Windsor-Essex County
University of Windsor Peer Counselling Centre
Villa Maria Home for the Aged
Volunteer Services of Windsor and Essex County
Windsor Association for Community Living
Windsor Public Library Adult Literacy Program
Windsor YMCA
Grace Hospital
Youth 2000
Hiatus House
University of Windsor Head Start Program

Sponsored by Windsor-Essex United Way Volunteer Bureau; Windsor-Essex Association for Volunteer Administration 0/VEAVA),
Office of Co-operative Education& Placement; University of Windsor.
For more information contact Caroline Carnerie at 973-0222 (Mon-Fri: 9-5)
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Graduate.
It's worth it,
study says.
Page 3.

Football Lancers
still have spirit.
See page 15.

University
Players season
underway.
Preview, page 9.
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Pub seeking
residence
patronage
Regulations are keeping underage students out of the student council pub, and it is forcing
residents off campus to seek
entertainment.
SAC vice president finance
Jason Clemens said business was
not doing as well as he hoped on
its opening night. "We lost more
money than we had hoped," he

for Cody Hall, claims, "a lot of
students are going off-campus
because under-agers are not allowed in the pub.''
She estimated 20 percent of
her residence is underage. "Our
main concern is to push the pub,
because it is our bar, and we paid
for it," she added, "but the underage students don't want to feel
left out of the fun."
Clemens did attempt to set up
the pub in a way that underage

said. "and we are concerned."

students could use it. However.

by Mark Crane
Lance associate news editor

")
After tempers flared in the long line to the Bookstore. distribution of the Lance helped calm students. It
was this fact that earned the student newspaper the sobriquet "Opiate of the people."

Long lines spaflttrouble
Bookstore's early closure angers students
by Ian Kelso
Lance news staff

Extended
line
ups
last
Thursday prompted an early
closure of the University of
Windsor Bookstore.
A disgruntled student, Julie
Black, became upset when the
bookstore closed early for the
day. The store closed at 7:20 p.m.
although the sign indicates an 8
p.m. closing time. According to
Black, no one told her the doors
would be locked early.
Bookstore
manager
Jane
Beedle disagreed. "She had been
told that she would not get into

the bookstore before closure,"
she said.
Beedle claims she walked up
and down the line informing students not to wait any longer since
their chances of getting in were
unlike!).
Beedle said when she went
outside at 7:35 to again tell students not to wait, the problems
began. Students began lo try to
push their way into the store over
the student patrol member on
duty.
Black was accused of starting
the incident by stirring up emotions in the line. Campus police
escorted Black out of the store

and it officiallv closed at 7:45.
The incident was partially
provoked by technical difficulties
with the cash registers. Beedle
said the bookstore received its
new computer system without a
critical programme, making it unusable.
When the bookstore returned
to its old cash registers, one
broke down. The new system,
which can scan bar codes, will
speed up sales by 20 to 30 percent. Beedle hopes it will be in
place by January.
This year the bookstore has
served 15 950 customers in seven
days.
{g

He said part of the reason for
tlfe poor anenaan~ wnc, mar
residence students are not coming out.
"That [residence studentsJ is
the crowd that has traditionally
come to the pub, but because of
the high ratio of underage students, they are going elsewhere "
Some local bars, including
O'Tooles and Peppermints, admitted students under the age of
majority during the first week of
school. Although they were not
served alcohol, they were allowed into the bar and marked as
underage.
Kim O'Hara, social director

the nature of the agreement wtth

rrre-umvers11y. enc 11quor

Understanding rights key for tenants
by Karin Jordan
The Charlatan

OTIAWA (CUP) - One morning last January, Chris Soulier
woke up to find ice in his kitchen
,ink. His furnace had broken
down. It was -5°C in his house.
For Soutter, a fourth-year
geography student at Carleton
University, and the three other
,tudents sharing the Ottawa
home, the rude awakening didn't
end when their furnace was
repaired. Instead, they became
entangled in a battle with their
landowner, who refused to accept
responsibility for the $350 it cost
the students to repair the furnace.
Soulier and his housemates got
a crash course in their rights and
responsibilities as tenants. Thev
also learned that landowner~

don't always respect tenant
rights.
Being a tenant can have its ups
and downs. As a tenant, you have
rights which your landowner has
to live up to. If she or he doesn't,
you have to know how to take action. But, few students are aware
of their rights.
In Soutter's case, he agreed to
the repair, even though he was
unable to contact his landowner.
"It was an emergency I knew it
was my right to do this," he says.
The Ontario Landlord and
Tenant Act allows tenants to
make repairs in emergency cases.
such as a flooded apartment or a
broken furnace. The act tells
tenants to try and inform their
landowner or superintendent of
the problem and to proceed on
their own if the problem hasn 'I

been fixed in a reasonable
amount of time. Tenants are advised to either deduct the money
from their rent cheque or apply
for repayment through provincial
court.
Sautter and his housemates
kept all the receipts for the
repairs. After CQnsulting their
local legal aid office, 1hey
deducted the $350 they had paid
from March's rent. They informed their landowner in writing of what they were doing.
"That's when things got horrible," says Sautter.
Their landowner refused to accept responsibility for the $350
bill, saying Soulier didn't consult
with him before making the
repair.

See "Tenants," page 5.

tt\..t;rr.;t;

holder on campus. would not
allow it.
"It was a mutual decision between SAC and the university to
follow the policy on campus that
no underage students would be
allowed in licensed areas," said
Dave McMurray, Director of Student Services and holder of the
license.
McMurray added that although
LCBO regulations do allow
minors m a licensed area, "our
information from other campuses
is that it is just not working, it
would be too hard to do."
[g

Hundreds of people, including NAFTA guru Michael Wilson
(above) turned out to pay last respects to Windsor's eldest
statesman, Paul Martin, dead at 89. Story page 7.
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Lance calendar of events

Tuesday, September 22
Jc Artcite presents Hell Screen. an exhibition by Grace
Mamas Until Oct. 11 at 109 University Ave. West. Call
977-6564 for more information.

September 21, 1

__;:·a.=:...__--------11------JE-=--s=Ga=-=-pr--,.odu---,-,cti-ons-pre-sen--tsJ
and Dave's Awesome Env1ro
mental Adventure, an afternOC!
of song and participation to br
green issues to kids. 2 p.m atUi
Capitol Theatre, 121 Urnvers
Ave. West.

!

Sunday, September 27

Jc The Francois Baby House presents Windsor and Area
Scenes. 254 Pitt St. West. 253-1812. Through Oct. 17

Assumption
Universit
Chapel, located between t~
University Centre and the bnd~
holds Masses at 10:30 and 4 :ic
Other
Masses Monda)
Wednesday and Friday, 11 S(
a.m.

Jc CJAM-FM 91.5 presents Kill Your TV with host Dave
Fritz Tuesdays 2:30.
Last day for late registration and change of course
for Fall term. This is your last chance to withdraw from
classes and get a full tu1t1on refund. Campus too
crowded for you? Help the rest of us; drop out!
®

Assumption University Chapel hosts Mass and a
cost supper Tuesdays at 5:00 pm. Located between the
University Centre and the bndge, 973-7034.
The University Players· present Moliere's The Doctor
Spite of Himself. Shows continue until September 27,
and from Sept. 30 • Oct. 4. For tickets and information,
contact the Box Office at 253-4232, ext. 2808.

Wednesday, September 23
Jc The Windsor Symphony presents a free concert to
students, faculty and staff to kick off Windsor's Symphony Week . Starts at noon 1n the lobby of the Odette
Building .
"" The Anthropology Society will hold a meeting 4 p.m.
1n 251 Dillon Hall . New members welcome.
•

Students for Democratic Solutions will discuss the
Or.tober 26const1tut1onal referendum at 5·30 p.m . in the
Oak Room. Vanier Hall. Everyone welcome.

Thursday. September 2-'

-------

.... Men·s and womens curling tryout meetings will be
held at 5 pm. Women's will be held 1n room 204 H.K.
with coach Cathy Moncur and the men·s will be held in
room 206 H K with coach Dave Moncur

Jc If you hke early music (medieval through the early 18th
century}. and can sing and or play recorder. gamba.
lute or other suitable instrument. please 1oin us every
Thursday evening from 7 30 - 9 ·30 at the School of
Music Room 126 Just show up or call Prof. Edward
Kovarik 253-4232. ext 2790 for further information.
Explore the benefits of volunteering by attending the
Volunteer Fair 1992 in Vanier Hall's East Dining Room
from 9 a m. 3 p m Fifty community agencies will be
present to discuss their services and their volunteer
opportunities Adm1ss1on and refreshments are free of
charge For ,nfo call Caroline Carnene at 973-0222.

in

Jc The Windsor Folk Music and Art Society presents
Juno award winning duo Bourne and McLeod in concert at 8 p.m. at the Court Auditorium in Mackenzie Hall.
Tickets available at the UC and at the Lance.

Jc The Art Gallery of Windsor hosts a closing recept~
for Local Images: Views of the Windsor Area. Cathar
M. Mastin, curator of Canadian Historical Art. w1I g1vec
walk-through tour at 2 p.m. Refreshments follow. 44
Riverside Drive West, 258-7111.
§

Friday, September 25
Jc The School of Music·s Soundsation concert series
presents Gillian MacKay (trumpet} and Gregory Butler
(piano) in concert at the Moot Court (law building). starting at 8 p.m Tickets are $8 adults and $5 students/seniors and can be purchased from the School
of Music For information call 235-4232 ext 2780.
§

Campus groups present Summers Last Hurrah.
Septemberfest '92. a charity tundratser. Admission is
$5. Dancing begins at 7:30 p.m. and lasts until 1 a.mat
HMCS Hunter (Ouellette and Ene). A bus will provide
transportation from Vanier Hall at 8 p.m. Proceeds to
the Kidney Foundation .

Saturday, September 26
® Lancer men·s anc women's soccer teams face the
Brock University Badgers at South Campus field.
Games start at 1 p m
Jc Common Ground gallery is exh1b1tmg Just Me. recent
pnnts by Jennifer Nicholls until October 8. 131 University Ave. West. For information. phone 256-2406.

Lancer men's and women
soccer teams will meet 1~
Waterloo Warriors on the So
Campus field at 1 p.m.

Sunday evening at Iona College continues today a
208 Sunset. Especially intended for students. tl1iJ
gathering will meet at 7 pm. and the programme v,
include lively discussion. reflection. singing
refreshments and social time. On the first Sundaya
each month the evening will commence at 5:30 with,
meal for students.

Jc Tonight marks the closing of the Full Circle Theatre
A Coup/a White Chicks Sitting Around Talking. Cater
before this and call 253-7729 for reservations and
formation. At the Capitol Theatre. 121 University Aw.
West.

Monday
September
______
_ _ _.::....___::.._
_ _ _28
_ _ _ _ _ ..J
"" The Student Solidarity Coalition will meet ever
Monday from 4:30 • 6 p.m. upstairs at the Grad House The group organizes for improvement o
post-secondary education.

"" The Lance 1nv1tes all those interested to attend
weekly staff meeting. 6:00 pm in the Grad House r
Volunteers are especially welcome. since at this t1m, a
stories and photographs well be assigned .
i:
"" Campus Patrol will hold its general meeting at 10 pi- s.
1n the Oak Room m Varner Hall. The meeting will mfor l
volunteers of their respons1b1ht1es.

··------ --------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------··

IE V1sua1 and performing arts

"" Club and society meetings.

Lectures serninars etc

Notices. demonstrations.

<-

§

Socials. parties. mixers. etc.

,x> Sports events.
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ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY'S CHRISTIAN CULTURE SERIES

Old Testament Spiritualities:
The Dominant Images
The Differences between biblical spiritualities depend on whether their dominant images
are drawn from politics, the liturgy, education or oppression. A comparison of several
of these images and the spiritualities that developed from them.
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Rev. William Irwin, C.S.B.
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*

$3
$5
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un

Professor of Biblical Studies, University of St. Michael's College.
* Author of articles on scripture published in the Catholic Biblical
Quarterly, Biblica, and the New Jerome Biblical Commentary.
* Former Dean of the Faculty of Theology, University of St. Michael's
College.
* Awarded, SSL, Angelicum, Rome; SSD, Pontifical Biblical Institute; and
STB, University of St. Michael's College.

Assumption University
400 Huron Church Road, Windsor, Ontario
Phone: (519) 973-7033

Sunday, September 27, 1992 - 3:00 p.m.
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• eliminating part-time students'
eligibility for loans.
Loan
applicants would have to take
at least four courses rather
than three.
eliminating the six-month interest-free period after graduation.
• and reducing the period over
which students can borrow to
six- and-a half years from I 0
years.
"It is expected that this will
provide scope to eliminate the
three-per-cent guarantee fee on
loans and to incri:ase the limits on
loan, lo students.'' said Laurent
Marcoux, spokesper:.on for the
Secretary of State.
But the federal government already announced one ,,f the
propo,ed changes. the termination of the ,i, month interest free
period after graduation in its
Fehruary hudget. Caryn Duncan,
a researcher with the Cana<lian

"We want the federal government to come through with
their promises. (The
new
proposals arc) a form of coercion," !-the said.
CFS had claimed victory in the
battle against the tax followi ng
the hudgct announcement in
February.
But government officials say
the new restrictions are the only
way to compensate for the money
lost on loan defaults if the threeper-cent tax is abolished. The
loans arc made by banks, but the
federal government guarantees
them against default. II has paid
$960 million for defaulted loans
since the program began 28 years
ago.
The federal government which
has been trying to reform the loan
program for the past two and a
half years is currently negotiating
with the Canadian Bankers Assoc1at1on. Duncan said the
government is trying to escape its
responsibility to guarantce student loans.
"It wants to share responsibility of the loans with lhc
hanks, making it look less like a
student loan and more like
a
hank loan.'' he said.
Barbara Amsden. director of
financial affair, tor the Canadian
Bankers Assud:ition. sai<l the
proposed changes will make it
harder for students to gct loans
and increase paperwork for the
hanks.
'"\\.'hatever the outcome (of the
go,.ernment"s negotiations with
the hanks) the Y.orkload will he
,igniticantly more for he ,tuucnt-,
and the hanks."' she said .
Martin ,aiu ..,tudenh should
ne\ier have been l,1xed in the

-Federation of Studcnts. said ...--ru-

.fITTt pf:lct·. ·it 1llfccl, lhc pcopk

<lcnt, ... houldn'1 he forced to
choose between two unacceptable
alternati\ie'>.

\\ ho .ire lea,t .,hie to p.1y I he
ver) idea of tax in!!, a student ll>an
,ound, perverse." he s.,id.
[g

TORONTO (CUP)
The
federal government is trying to
get out of lifting the three percent tax on student loans. In its
February budget announcement,
Ottawa said it would eliminate
the tax, which was put into place
last year to pay for the costs of
defaulted loans.
But now government officiab
say the surcharge has to stay unless other measures arc taken to
reduce the cost and number of
defaulted loans.
Instead of having the tax, the
government is proposing changes to the Canada Student Loan
program that student groups say
may make things even worse for
students. The proposed changes
include:

Enrolment keeps growing
by Peter Annan
Lance news staff

Total full-time uniYersity enrolment for 1992-93 is estimated
his time at IO 900 students. up hy approximately 200 over last )Car.
10 p said Frank Smllh, Registrar of the
I mforr University of Windsor.
Combined with approximately
4600 part time students. the total
university population will near 15
500 this academic ycur. Fir:-.t year
tend
Hou

CiiiOliiiCiil

hU\

liiilitcd

l(J

JI()()

,tudents in Januar) of 191P
fhere has heen no estahlished
limit on part-time enrolment, hut

the univer..ily stopped enrolling
new part-time students in early
August when classes became full.
Sm11h said the real increases in
enrolment occurred in returning
full-time second, third, and fourth
year students.
The increase will nol delay a
:-.tudcnt s scheduled graduation.
he said. since students registering
in the Iall ""ill he given priority
according to the year of program.
If studcnts can't get inlo courses
lie

c:"e:!Ot:llll5C • - ~ T O

lravc-

patience.
Since the foll of 1989 enrolment has incrl'a:-.ed more than 11

Degrees are still
tickets to success
by Anita Cloutier
Lance news staff

University graduate, make
considerably more than those will
less education, says a report
prepared for the Secretary of
State.
According to the third edition
of the Profile of Higher Education in Canada, persons under 25
years old with universtty degrees
can expect an average annual
salary of $19 400. From age 25 to
44 the average salary increases to
$37 500. An average salary of
$51 000 can be expected for persons aged 45 to 64 who hold a
university degree.
In comparison persons with
some post secondary education
can expect a peak average salary
of $30 300. Those with less than
a grade 9 education earn an
average of $2 1 700, the highest
average salary for that education
bracket.
University degree holders also
command one of the lowest rates
of unemployment in the entire
labour force, according to the survey. In 199 l. degree holders aged
25 and over had an annual rate of
unemployment of 4.2 percent
while the national average was
10.4 percent for the same period.
Approximately 14 percent of
the labour force have univcrstt)
degrees.
Participation in the labour

force increases greatly with level
of education ohtaincd. For those
in the lahour force with less than
a grade 9 education. the partica1ion rate in 1991 was 33.3 percent. Parltdpation increases with
education obtained to 56.6 percent for those with some secondary, 79 percent for those with a
post-secondary certificate or
diploma to 85 .3 percent for
univcr.ity degree holders.
Over the last decade, the
proportion of undergraduate
degrees granted to women has increased considerably. More undergraduate degrees were granted
10 women in all faculties except
for math !physical sciences and
engineering/applied sciences.
At the graduate level, women
again dominate men in health,
fine and applied arts, the
humanities,
and
education.
Women fall slightly below men
in gaining master's degrees in
agriculture and social science.
In the physical and applied
sciences, women earn only 2 1
and 13 percent of master's
degree's respectively.
Male and female students who
dropped out in 1991 cited
boredom with school as their
primary reason for leaving. For
males. 34 percent said they would
prefer lo work. Prohlcms at home
and pregnancy or marriage .iccounted for 21 percent ot female
drop outs.
~

percent. Social Science is the
largest faculty this year with
4100 students. Arts ""ill ha-. c approx1matdy 1400, business 1700
and science totalled 1350 this
year.
Smith ,aid an effort to ,hift
students into faculties other than
husincss and art:,, is a simple matter of controlltng numhers.
..The strati:gy of the uni\ er,ity
is to try 10 stahilize enrolment in
the Bachelor of Aris programs in
Social Sci~nce." he said. ·· h t
compen,ate for thal decn.:.1,e.
placements in science and engineering have hcen increased." [g

Average annual employment Income of Canadians who worked full-tlrne
during the entire year 1985, by highest level of schooling and selected

age groups.
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Women warned against frat parties-

GraphK Tht M<Goll D11ly

I

MONTREAL (CUP) - While
fraternities gear up to recruit new
members, groups on Montreal
campuses are warning women to
stay away from frat house parties.
"Women arc getting assaulted
at frat parties," said Natalie
Seltzer, a member of the
Women ·s Defense Committee at
Concordia University.
"Often women going to frat
parties have this bizarre attitude
that frat boys will take care of
them," she said. "This just isn't
true."
"There is extreme male bonding at frat parties," said Sylvia Di
Iorio, coordinator of the McGill
Sexual Assault Center. "There is
a tendency to encourage one
another to rape someone."
A McGill student who used to
go to frat parties agreed.
"There is so much booze and it
would be easy for men to corner
women somewhere in the building." the student said last spring.
"There is an overn- helming feeling that things arc out of control
and that very little restrains you
from any form or behaviour."
Two cases of alleged rape at
McGill frats have gone to trial in
the last four years. In 1988, an alleged gang rape at Zeta Psi
fraternity resulted in the acquiltal
of two fraternity members and
one Concordia Uni, ersity student.
The woman later sued
the three, anti the case was ~cttlcd

Scotiabank chalks up a uniQhle
no-fee banking package for students.
Establishing a good credit rating will
help in your financial dealings after
graduation. Why not start now? If you're a
full-time college 1 or university student,
you're eligible for the Scotia Banking
Advantage™. The package includes an
automated banking machine card, a daily
interest chequing account, a Classic VISA
Card2, and for qualified graduating

students, an auto loan 2• Drop by your
nearest Scotiabank branch and ask us for
details. We'll be happy to show you all the
ways we can help.
YOL' CO\.'LD
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out of court. The frat eventualh
had to sell their house, but ha\;co
since bought another.
lo\
In 1990, another case of al-thr
lcgcd rape occurred, this time a'he
the Phi Delta Theta fraternity. Athc
woman charged frat mcmbc•the
Patrick Booth with raping he•
while she was drunk and thro\\.ret
ing up in the bathroom. He waidei
acquitted on the grounds that sh(tra,
had consented despite hernol
protests.
ten
The judge acquitted Boottdcf
citing the woman· s drunkcnnes~ I
and because other frat membcr1ho1
testified to Booth's good rcputa.onl
tion. Frat parties continue to lm1the
"women drink for free·· or "l\\o
for one ladies nights,·· which e0.tak
courages women to be out Oget
control, and more vulnerable.ow
Seltzer said. She suggests that tc I
be safe women should not go 10wil
frat parties ut al I.
son
Bruce Harling. the president o1car
Zeta Psi last year, said that fra C
parties at McGill are no more
dangerous for women than f~
men.
"People get drunk at partie1
and do dangerous things. Bu 3
none of this (negative) behaviou ·
is premeditated," he said.
SC
"There is more of a problem a1
parties of people breaking thing1g 1
than of sexual assault."
Harling said he didn't seewomen coerced into sex at hi,
fraternity. "It's easy to sec if a_
girl consents or not," he said. · I\
don't sec thb kind of bcha,iwos.
at fraternity parties. It jU',t dnciwer
not happen.··
jan
But another frat member ~aid F
that women arc respon,,bk lo•Wo
their actions.
parl
"You ,ire rr,;ponsiblc for }nu,:u..i..i
own actions if you drink too:,roi
much,'' said Jason Merrick oh,or
Tau Kappa Epsilon at Concord1 ob~
Uni\'er-.ity . "No means no and T
the gu) has to use discretion bu:,o.·
the girls shouldn't get so drunk.vcr
Drinking does funny thing\ t 1pp
people."'
he
He claimed there \\ ere 1110175
ways of interpreting sexual cn-~Ull
counters.
Jut
"Mayhc the girl say-. ·1 can he
make some monev out of thi/or j
guy and sa)'S yes, he raped me." l'v
he said.
jen1
Frats at McGill are not rccog-.van
nizcd as an official student or-1uni
ganization by the student council le c
"We don't accept their con· T
stitution because it discriminalei;om
against McGill students:· said.her,
Julie DLerowicz, a student coun-JPP1
cillor. "Frats and sororities arcthis
not accessible in terms of gendcr:k~,
and there is also the problem ol~n1v
high fees."
or
Although Dzerowicz fully sup·:rc~
ports the student council position.ivar
she disagrees that frats are al·'las
ways a dangerous place for l~~·

V

women.

s.-.'.l

"There have been incidents ir'ity.
the past but I wouldn't sa~ frats . In
are generally dangerous:· sh1~1\·c
.d
.ioes
.Sa I .
H
0
Despite the stand taken by stu·r "
dent council, frats still manage toi°r t
have a visible presence at Mc· ~s~
Gill. Their Inter- Fraternit)t ~'.~
Council has a seat on tht h
university's Presidents· Council The
which represents the prcs1'den'c c•·
. ::om.
of the largest student organ1za·
.
prox
t1ons on campus.
10
The campus continues to bt w
. · c1as•
plastered with posters atlver11s1nb R.
frat parties. and frats regular!) ..e O '
up information tahlcs in McG1l cca
buildrngs. The universit) al~~ orc
rents out se,·eral building,; ne~beup~
•
..
en
Mc G·11
I to lratern1t1c:-.
i.
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es~~n?.~~~!p!~ve ro~~~ ~~:d~~.! ~g~n?"o~~u,~m?.: .~~!~ ~!~?.~~d !d~~?,~.·~~,h!~!~~~ayshow the

ntually The landowner also claimed he
Jt havtcould have repaired it himself at a
lower
cost.
Although
he
of al.threatened them with legal action,
time a:he didn't pursue it. The four
nity. Athought he had finally accepted
1embC1the arrangement.
ng he But when their landowner
thro11 returned their last month's rent
k \\:a,deposit in August, he had subhat sh.tractcd $350 from it. He had also
hernot included the six-per-cent interest they were entitled to on the
Bootfdeposit.
:nnes\ He paid it when one of the
~mbcrihousemates reminded him, but
repu1a.only paid it on the lower sum, not
.o have the total deposit.
r ··111, Souttcr and his houscmates are
ich en taking their landowner to court to
out oget the money they feel they arc
erabfeowcd.
that I Like Souttcr, most students
t go 10will deal with a landowner at
some point in their university
dent Ocareer.
1at fra One common problem is land, mor,
an re

1

students, says Lisa Jamieson of
Housing Help, a non-profit housing information and assistance
agency in Ottawa
While the Ontario Human
Rights Code does not specifically
prohibit discrimination against
students, discrimination against a
renter on the basis of age and
source of income are prohibited,
says Jamieson.
If you feel you have been
refused an apartment simply because you are a student, you can
lodge a complaint with the
human rights comission.
Another problem is security
deposits and key deposits. While
a landowner can legally ask a
tenant for a deposit equivalent to
one rental period (usually one
month), this money can only be
used to pay the last month's rent.
It is illegal for a landowner to use
this money as a damage deposit,
to pay for repairs to a tenant's
house or apartment.
Asking for a key deposit on top

and regular rent is also illegal,
says Jamieson.
Before you move in. check
your legal rent. If your building
has more than six units, call your
local rent review office. They
have a record of the maximum
rent that can be charged for your
unit.
Your rent is illegal in Ontario
if: it increases without 90 days
notice being given, it increases
more than once in a 12-month
period, or it is increased by an
amount greater than the guideline
amount approved by the rent
review board.
Jamieson says tenants can also
use recent changes to rent review
legislation as a "lever" to pressure landowners to get work
done. Tenants can now apply to
reduce their rent if they can prove
inadequate maintenance in their
building.
If a landowner does not
respond to requests for repairs,
tenants can make the repairs

from their rent. Keep copies of all
the receipts and prm rJc your
landowner with copies, informing
him or her what you arc doing.
If your landowner refuses to
accept this, you can apply to
provmcial court for repayment,
but you must prove your landowner was responsible for the
repairs, that they were necessary
repairs and that you paid a
reasonable pnce. This information is also essential if your landowner tries to evict you for not
paying your full rent.
As a tenant, you also have a
right to privacy in your home.
Your landowner may only enter
your apartment under certain circumstances and even then she or
he must give you 24 hours notice
in writing. giving the time and
date of entry.
The time must be during the
day.
A
landowner may enter
without 24 hours notice in an
emergency or if it states in the

apartment 1f ) OU have given
notice you arc moving. Showings
mu·,t he at a reasonable time.
A landowner cannot keep your
belongings, even if vou owe rent.
He or she mw,t get a writ of possession from the court to evict
you and only the sheriff is allowed to change the locks on
your apartment. You can contest
the writ of possession in court.
When you decide to move out,
you must give your landowner a
notice of termination telling him
or her in writing. If you have a
year's lease, proper notice is 60
days before your tenancy is over.
If you do not give this notice in
writing, your landowner can sue
you for unpaid rent.
Jamieson 's advice to all new
tenants is to know your rights.
Keep detailed records of everything you do. if a problem arises,
in case you end up in court. If
you are unsure whether your
rights arc being violated. get legal
help right away.
[g

.Work study
fa~~:'.applica tions
1av1ou•
scooped up;
>lcm
a1

•

•

Ill 3 Zip
sce-------------

1hing,gone
't

at hi<
by Tran Longmoore
:e if ____L_a_n_ce_n_e_w_s_s_ta_ff_ __
aid.·. Man) students hoping to land
a,iuu'.OSAP work study jobs this year
I doc<,.,,crc disappointed b) the abunJancc of other applicants.
:r ~ard For c;cvcral vcars. the Ontario
,k forWork Study Plan has provided
:,art-time jobs to students gaining
.
.

r ynu,.u..,....,....iWA~---L.wl.1.1---.L..~~-..Ll.J~-+- -

k too:,rogram allows students to earn
ck o 'TIOnC) while working at various
cordi obs on campus.
o anc The plan currently allows for
Jn bu )0- 70 jobs each year. Students
drunk., ere in line for the applications
1g\ t 1pproximatel) two hours before
he awards office opened and the
~ 1110175 applications were issued
al cn·~uickly leaving many students
)Ut i, the cold. Reneaud blamed
'I can he recession for the high demand
,r th1,"or jobs.
l me. Marie Renaud, Director of StuJent Awards, said she did not
recog,.vant to give "false hope" to
nt o~-1undreds of students who had Iit,uncil..lc chance of gelling a job.
con· The lack of applications gave
ina1e1,ome students the impression that
said.here had been a reduction in job
coun-:>pportunitics. Renaud said that
:s arc his was not the case. Different
,enderJcpartments and faculties at the
~m ofJniversity have put in requests
for 130 job~. The amount of jobs
,1 sup-:reated relates directly to funds
,ition~vailablc to the program, which
re aJ.,as remained constant at $100
: for lOO. Of this, a contribution of
S25 000 is given by the univernts ii;ity.
. rra11 In most cases, the jobs arc
, shegiven to students whose award
Joes not cover their expenses.
y stu·Howevcr, some applicants apply
ige tofor the program and then ask for
Mc·less money from OSAP to keep
,rnit11heir loan debt to a minimum .
- the "There are many advantages to
uncil. he program," said Renaud.
denL'fhese include the flexibility and
iniza·::onvenience of campus jobs. The
proximity of jobs allows students
1,cto
work two hour shifts between
0
tisinflasses.
h set Re~aud said that on numerous
~Gi' occasions she has lobbied for
al, more money from the Student
nea Support Branch of OSAP but has
been rejected.
[g
....

The Blues Now Come
•
In .Compact Discs
•

SMALLER 296ml. CANS Now AVAILABLE AT AGREAT LOW PRICE.

_J

ENROL IN THE ONLY SEMINAR TO HELP YOU PREPARE FOR THE
OCTOBER 31 FOREIGN SERVICE OFFICER ENTRY COMPETITION

• Covers complex apphcation, exam and 1nte,v,ew process In detail
• Sample quesbons with in-class practice/tips, wnbng test instruction,
and crucial interview coaching
• Comprehensive study kit on trade, aid, 1mm1gration, political issues
• Outstanding client success rate

2·DA Y SEMINAR • Locations for Ontario students:
Ottawa U.
Ryerson
Waterloo

Sept.19·20
Sept.22-23
Sept.24-25
York
FEES

Sem nar (tax deduc:bble):
Study Kit only (by couner)·

Carleton
Queen's
Western
Oct.24·25

Oct.13· 14
Oct.21 ·22
Oct.23&26

(GST included)

Student $160; Non-student $185
$75 (with advance 'Tl<>ney 0<der)

INFO ON THIS AND OTHER SEMINARS ACROSS CANADA:
FOREIGN SERVICE EXAM COUNSELLING INC_

104-404 Laurie, East. Ottawa K1N 6R2
Tel (613) 567-9229 Fax (613) 567-9098

---

---

Company finds
ways to replace
ozone-eaters

COURSE CHANGES
I) The last day to REGISTER or ADD COURSES for Fall is Tuesda}, September 22. I 992.
Follow the procedure outlined on the "Course Change Fom1:· which is available from the
Registrar's Office.

harmful ultraviolet rays of
sun.
Scientists predict th
Canadian Science News
depicted
ozone layer will ca
2) You will still be able to DROP a one-tem1 course until Tuesday, November 3rd. 1992, but
A Canadian electronics com- massive increase in c;kin ca
the last day for any partial tuition refund is Tuesday. October 13th, 1992.
pany is claiming a world first and other health problems
with the elimination of environ- humans. and could also
mentally
harmful
chloro- nificantl) harm plants
3) You can use the Touch Tone phone registration system to verify your registration through
nuorocarbons
from
its animals. About 11 per cent e
manufacturing
operations.
Tuesday, September 22nd. Follow the procedures on the Worksheet in the Fall Course Offerings
world's CFC emissions c
Northern Telecom Ltd. of Mis- from the electronics industr~
newspa~r and use the "List" function, [LJ [#I
sissauga, Ontario has developed
Northern Telecom had
alternative technologies that using cfcs in solvents to c
replace
chloronuorocarbons flux resiJue from printed c
4) An official ''Confirmation of Registration'' will be mailed to you on or shortly after
(CFCs) al its 42 manufacturing boards used in Lclecommu
September 23rd. To receive this important document ,ts soon as possible. be sure to provide
plants.
Lions products. Flux is used
Until now. the cumpan\ had solder is appli1.:d.l1,J..he .hood::.
the Registrnr'i; Oflit.:c: with your currenr. LOCAL ADDRESS. Otherwise. we must mall to
been producing one million fasten electronic cnmpon\·nt
your pem1anent/homc address.
kilograms of ozone-depicting stick) residue-. 1, r: after
substances a year, most of v. hich procc<,s is completed \\ere
were CFCs. says Art Fitzgerald, solvents using CFCs.
assistant vice-president for enAfter considering altcrn
vironmental affairs. "We didn't solvents. researchers at Nori
realize how much fCf'Csj we Telecom decided 10 get ml of
were using until v. c sat dov.; n and cleaning ,tcp altogether
looked at it,"' he adds.
A fine mist of flux is
CFCs arc a major environmen- sprayed onto the boards ana
tal concern. They arc widely used boiled off in the manufactw
5) After September 22nd, further additions/corrections to your Fall registration will be accepted
in air conditioning, refrigeration,
process. lea, ing no residue
insulation foam and. as in Nor- no need for cleaning.
only until-AND UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AFTER-Wednesday, October 7,
thern Telecom 's case, industrial
Another approach im ·
1992. To make such changes. you must complete and submit an "Appeal For Late Registration
solvents.
soldering in new, inert ga~
Form," which is available from the Registrar's Office.
In the atmosphere, CFCs at- vironments that are free
tack the earth's protective ozone oxideforming oxygen. Ox
layer, which shields against the create a need for for nuxcs 1
.
cleaned away .
"Northern
Telecom
manufacture its products "i:~
above technologies where f
sible," says Fitzgerald. "OptI
such as other solvents, \\I
based cleaning processes
other alternatives are not be
pursued but would be conside
if certain products could not
manufactured with the chO'
new technologies."
Northern Telecom has ph3!
out the CFCs nine vears ahea
the deadline set b; the Monlf.
Beckers: 2242 W yandotte St. W.
protocol. An inter~ational ag ment signed by 68 nations o
Mac 's: Mill & Peter
for a world wide ban on oz
eating chemicals by the 1
Winks: College & Campbe ll
2000.
The company says the n:
technologies cost $ I million
VISA
.._Plus
develop but have resulted in a
~ System
million savings on solvents
streamlined
manufactur
processes. Northern Telecom
timates savings will reach i
million by the time the CFC~
takes effect in 2000.
The company plans to 111
the technologies available frei
others who wish to reduce t
~Tracie-mark of Royal Bank of Canada • Royal Bank of Canada, regislen,d user of lraclc-mark,
CFC emission levels.
by Sally Johnston

NEW!

e

Cash Counters are a convenient way
to get cash fast at t hese locations:

·~~

Canada's leader in self-serve banking.

ii

ROYALBANK

r 21 1
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\ frame and
<.·olton and foam
core futon
packa~e

$139.00
.ns \\ )antlottc St. E.
lloun: Mon-r ri: 10-8: Sat: 10-6

-

e

Paul
Martin,
1903-1992
by Michel Nehme

Lance news staff

~o

L

~t

256-9222

-

BAR AND GRILL
• Coldest and cheapest beer around
• Charbroiled burgers. chicken & more
• Coney Island hot dogs & fnes
• Vegetarian menu
• Take-out

Appearing Friday September 25:

Friends and relatives
·...·
Black Cat Bone Blues
gathered to honour the
mcmor) of the Right
Knights of Columbus were among the many mou·nP.rs on hand to
Wyandotte at Campbell
Honourahle Paul 'v1artin.
pay tribute to the late Paul Martin as he was lard to rest at
254-7900 Seven days a week
Sm ices were held at AsAssumption Church Sept. 17. (photo by SUZANfllE NGUIJ
'
1O% Student Discount w/ ID
,umption Church on the - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' L..-_ _ _ _ _ _ _:.__ ___:....:_ _ _:::::;;==~=:::.:...J
U ol W campt., Sept I.,
Martin. \\ ho died Si.:pl
14 at 89 years of age. wa"
a great figure in Canadian
politics. During the I.ester

TRIBUTE BANDS

Pcar,on

~1.:cretar) of State for Extcrn1l \ffarrs. and made
an unsucccs..,ful hid to
gain the kadcr,hip of the
l.iheral Part) . He v,as
defeated
hy
another
prominent
Canadian
politician, Pierre Trudeau.
l\f arti n
":1s
an
honourary professor at
- the faculties of I.a" and
the department of political science. The law
Iihrary al"o carries his
name. as well as a univi.:rsit) kcture ,;cries.
Among the dignatarics
present at the funeral
were federal opposition
leader Jean Chretien,
Michacl Wilson, former
Prime
Minister John
Turner.
and
Ontario
Premier Bob Rae.
~

SUNDAY NITES !!
Tuesday is Jam Nite
15 Chicken Wings only $3.25
Tuesday, September 22 >PLANET OF FUN
Wednesday to Saturday, September 23 - 26 > THE HITMEN
Sunday, September 27 > SCREAMER Tribute to LED ZEPPELIN
Monday, September 28 > Jack Daniel's Promo with THE HITMEN
NO COVER WITH STUDENT 1.0. ANY NIGHT ! !
5 minutes west of the U of W on Sandwich
3885 Sandwich 253 - 3777

be
d

PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION
Thursday, September 24, 1992

VOTE!!

at the University Centre trailer
located between Dillon and Memorial Halls
For more information, please call 253 - 6063

arl S;;;;-~ ·~-~
Grace allows us a glimpse into hell
b S
hR b k
YL ara rt oed_tuc
ance a s e I or

Hell Screen and
Co11seque11tial Parallels
Grace Manias
September 11 til October 11
Artcite, 109 UniHrsity Ave. W.

Death and television are two
themes in Grace Manias' multimedia shows Hell Screen and
Consequential Parallels.

Manias, a local artist, has been
exhibiting her original work
since 1974, and these shows are
her latest effort. Each show consists mainly of a series of drawings or paintings, though there
are other surprises as well. No
piece is titled individually; the
work collectively expresses itself
as an ongoing idea, and is certainly worth seeing.
Hell Screen features photo
transparencies on plexiglass and
Manias chooses black paint and
gold leaf as her materials. A
macabre figure is always at the
centre of the works in Hell
Screen, and these bodies are always in the confines of a constraining architectural structure.
In the first piece, a skeleton
rests comfortably on a chair. The
ceiling, from the viewer's
perspective, is very low, as if the
rooms surround the figure. In
another piece, a skeleton lies on a
checkerboard
tiled
floor,
"gazing" at the cityscape. The
use of gold in the works of Hell

I '1Ao
I

OtFF1c111.N 1 fflOFHroK /1>/K"'"'",
CovLl)N'T VNl>f'itsrANO A t.lol(O oF IT

S«w• makes the black more
sinister and menacing, yet very
.
powerful and engaging.
Another work shows a
skeleton standing in an oblong
box that features quaint designs.
The box in the painting is
transparent to display the figure.
The eye catches the glint of the
lock on the box. The skeleton
stands with his "hands" on his
"hips" and sports a lipless grin.
The most striking piece consists of a cage with horizontal
bars and a sloping roof. The cage
is left slightly open on one side,
beckoning the viewer to enter.
Placed in the centre facing upward is a television screen.
The message "Please Stand
By" is written in bold white letters. The screen shows continuous flames shooting up in the
background. The viewer becomes
engaged in the display, compelled to "stand by." This is an
excellent test of our vulnerability,
as well as an insightful way to
exemplify how deeply the media
penetrate us and can command
our every move.
Hell Screen demonstrates the
power of the influence of
television over our worldview,
and how we are conditioned to
perceive reality.
Co11seq11e11tial Parallels is a
series of mixed media drawings.
The artist uses paint, crayons,
charcoal and photographs. Many
of the works feature cool

coulours:

greys,

Ught

b'

creams and golds. On to
.
these 1s some warm shadt 11111
oranges and browns. In the~
piece, a body is buried in_
ground with a tree sproutilll
above. The branches entan ~
bird.
'.;.;.,
Another work, donning
same colour scheme, sho'I.
array of masks, all appean Ii
express degrees of agon .•
seriousness.
....:
Also in Consequential p
leis are three superimposed ~
and white photos, the moi ~
pressive of which is a photo'[
country landscape. It is take .
if from a moving car; place:
top of another photograph "'set of pillars holding up a,
mense, old building.
These pictures together.
the veiling of the building
the sky of the landscape, bt,
one. It takes concentration 1
derstand the photographs,
the technique and the imagr
deciphered, the effect is ama
Hell Screen and Co11sequ1
Parallels are both worth sr
They are insightful critiqu(
modern media and our sum
to it. Grace Manias shows Ill
we need to be aware of tr
fluence media has on our ix
tions, especially our ideas
death, as television cushiol'd
fear of suffering and d.
Manias holds up what we not look at most of the time

·, :;
1
j
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Mcinerney is backinerneJ-

New York puhli,hin8 :hou,_

by Mike Borshuk
Lance arts editor
Brightnes.\ Falls
Ja) Mcinerney
Knopf Publishing

F Scott Fitzgerald said that
there are no second acts in
American lives. Author Jay Mcfnerney, who has been hailed as a
late 20th century successor to
Fitzgerald, seeks to put that notion to rest with his fourth novel,
a panoramic story about the fall
of the Yuppie, entitled Brightness
Falls.

"
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Movie posters
on sale soon
by Jean-Paul Restoule
Lance arts staff
If you are a movie buff, collect posters or simply have a
hole in your wall you wish to
cover tastefully, then the
Windsor Film Theatre poster
sale has something to offer.
Every so often the Windsor
Film Theatre makes their old
posters available to the consuming public.
Unlike past years, there will
be no auction; there are simply
too many posters.
Instead, a list of the available posters has been made and
will be posted at both the
Windsor Film Theatre and the

Capitol Theatre starting on
Sunday, September 20.
If you see a poster on the list
that you want, simply sign your
name, indicate how many
copies you'd like, and how
much you are willing to pay.
Any posters left over will be
sold in the theatre lobbies but
the posters in high demand.
such as Jesus of Montreal, will
disappear fast. So sign up soon
to ensure the poster of your
choice. The sale will run as
long as there is interest. said
organizer Dominic Giglio.
The Windsor Film Theatre is
located at 2135 Wyandotte
West and the Capitol Theatre
at 121 University Ave. West.~

Mclnerney's quick rise to
fame began in 1984 with his
debut work, the immensely
popular coming-of-age-in-Manhattan novel, Bright lights, Big
City. The novel was concise, and
well refined - short on narrative
substance, heavy on style. The
plot was simple enough, chronicling the antics of a twentysomething
magazine
factchecker/aspiring writer through
one hectic week of cocaine snorting and club hopping in the Big
Apple.
The story was enough in the
tradition of past American
writers to win over the hearts of
the literati, yet the author's
clever wit and economic prose
made for an easy-enough read for
the masses. Bright lights, Big
City was an instant best-seller.
and Mcinerney was immediately
recognized as both a highballholding literar} hepcat and, as
well, the Man of Letters for a
revisitation of the Jazz Age in
America.
Not since Scott and Ernest had
a writer so ardently captured the
intangibles of hard living.
Such was not to last, though.
Mclnerney's second and third
novels, Ransom and Story of My
Life, were tired and. under-

Jay Mcinerney, the leader of
the young literary Brat Pack.
developed, with the author trying
both times to breathe new life
into the coming-of-age story he· d
told previously in his first book.
Critics questioned Mclnerney's talents, and wondered if
he'd ever fully realize the
promise he'd shown with Brig/it
lights. When the new Jazz Age
came to a premature end with the
stock market crash in the fall of
1987, and suddenly the high life
ceased to be en vogue, Mc1nerney lost his appeal, and with
it, his position as scribe for our
times.
Four years have passed since
Story of My Life, though, and
Brightness Falls clearly marks a
new stage in the career of Jay
Mcinerney. His work has matured in terms of both style and
content. Gone is the minimalist
prose that so characterized his
first three novels. and in telling a
story about the lives of a handful
of Yuppies in the months just
prior to the 1987 stock market
crash, Mcinerney has, at last,
shown that he has the ability to
work with more than one character at a time.
Brightness
Falls
centres
around the hostile takeover of a

orchestrated by thirty-1110 I
old goh.lcn boy editor R l'l.1
Callo,\ ay. (A character .a·t
bears a su~piciously N'r
resemblance to Mclner
editor and long-time dn ,,11
buddy, publishing w1111de \ f.,
Gary Fisketjon.) The ~tor; I
especially well researchcdtll
coun, of the ins and outs c{rm.
business; ironic. since 1n 11111
notable scene from Brighi L 11,1
Big City, the novel's prota: I '"
disagrees with an older 11n 1l 1
claim that the future tre 'l 1
literature will be to write
I
money.
' 111 •
Mclnernev creates a cast ,ul•
tcresting ch~racters to Oe1h.'• 111
his talc. There's Callowa1 :Lt•
his Wall Street wife. ~,\ii
11
hard-nosed, money-hungr) 1 '.:
Trina Cox; cynical Black~
.
L
. ,,11,·
W as h ington cc; writer .
,tdt
Propp, who has spent d, .
11
.
work mg
on a noveI • an d s.i J.!
11 1
modelled after literary cult "
\ I'll
Harold Brodkey; and also ..
Mcinerney-like Jeff Piere!
prL
young author who producco<, 1
hit novel, but has since ~1· 11
' ll
into a life of excess. It 1111 1,,
1
motley bunch that make 1
book an especially enter! 1111,
read.
. 111 d
. h'1s r·1rst ' ad uII :als
In t h1s,
Jay Mcinerney shows thal '.1rar
of the past praise direcle ,l'a•
way was not totally unme [ ·an
Though Brightness FallJ 11 T
the undeniably great novel ni u
perhaps he is capable of, 11 \1 11 1
show that the author h~,,, 111
squandered the promise _th 1
seemed to possess with hrs :,I\
work. The novel is a strong h~ ,
in the right direction. wit~ .,in
weaknesses. Perhaps thert ~i n1:
be a second act for Ja) ·, 111,
Inerney, and maybe, it v.ill ,\'or
the first.
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The U.P. survey says:

musicals for older audience
by Kevin Joh nson
Lance mis staff

-~

An audience ,urvq hy the
11111,rr,,ty theatre lroupe sho\\.s
th,· )!fillip is Sl'I\ inp. it.., present
audkncl', hut \\ ill have to work
In ltuild an au<lience for the ru-
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1111e.
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University Players' season in balance

!------------by Kevin Johnson

Ill 11111dn11

.111d1rrwr, th.rn d:t"-1·

cal tlil'atrl'.

hllU··-----------~---~ l'l.1\ 1.: 1, pr,,c11t
l'lld .. ,
I

,ln C'(' .1rts st.111

,-1110
<'h1111,ing
the
l ' ni, cr,it,
tor R. Pl.,\ rr, · ,l.,,..1111 ,, .1 h.1l.rnt iIll!
actcr ,ll't . .tnd llfW th, n11np.1n~ t.,~l'

ISi}

('l' llt11J,I ~

~clneri

"It t:1~n. '" .1hnut '" mnnth,."
e drie,.11, puhlicit, nu1rd111.11,11 .kfT1l'~
wunder \ f .1rc 1111 ,lit'
C StOll lldtlll' lhl· l'Plllllliltt·t· l':111 ,ctarchcd 'k 1111 11 hrd1 pb~, t11 prt·,t·nt. 11
outs Q!lll1:,1 n 1 ri-,1drr the ,1rt·11gth, (.111d
ce in 1111111bn,) ,,r thr ,t11dcnt, a\ .11l ig/11 l 1hlc 1hr lt'd1r11t·al 1111111-, 11f 1hr
prola~I "l' \ I Lill rhcatrl'. lht· µrnn· .111d
Jer ,1 •r1111tl 11! l ,1ch pl.1, ..111d \\ h.11 h,1,
c trer. 1 n · 11 prt·,r111nl in rt'l'l'nl ~ cir,
write t l>l·,1•11l' 1;1 ... 1 ~ r.ir·, ,111dir11n:
,111\ l'\. \I hid1 indic11nl 111t1'1
cas1c•ul•,t'1
iht·r, ,, .1111t·d 111 ,er lllllrr
1
:> lk~;.n111rtlic·, .111d 11111,K:il,. bul le,,
lowavl.1"ic.il dr.1111:1. thl' l'tllllp:111\
. C~r '' ill n1111i1111l' 111 pll''-''111 llldcr

At the

fktn

I

I
,l'f.

t ll'

<i,,,,,/111gh1 01°\ ·
,l, ·111, '""· <;,,11,/ If,,, 111n~ ./11/11·1

Pn kct h11 11111 lllll\ l l,it~ "l'tlini;.
ii p.11ndit·, the ;1cidl'11l\. plunµing
.I p1t1k,,t11 into till' \\ 1nld nr
Sh.1h·,prart· ·, tr.1gedil·, .
lh1, ( ·.rnad1;1n n111wd~ \\ ill
prl''l'llt :t rh:rlkn~r lnr dirt·rh1r
l'.ttril'la I knnt'"'' I :1111g. "lw
h.1, 'Jlt't·i:il11l'll hl lurl' thi, in
m 11,il',il,
I hl
I "t
,ht1\\
ht:lt1n:
( ·11,i,tma, 1, thl' 11111,iral comed~
/111,1 i/11
II ,111,/1, ,1 ,;1tirt· llf
pnpul.11 foil\ t.1k, h,1'l'd on the
Jlfl 1111,l·. \\'h.11 h.1ppc11, alkr the
h,lppil~ l'\.l"f I [hl' l'<llllp,111)
1\ antl'll to µ11 c .11rd1cnrl', liµhtrr

pla:,. "hi,: h ha, snmrthing for
\ lllf ll!_.! and nld. g11t the nod.
<Jur ( ·m1111n· ·, ( ;ood. a t'11med: -drama ,, hid1 ,,1111 nrilain's
Oli, il'1 ;mard. "ill Ill· pre,ented
in Januar~. Thl' pla~ ,pe,1b Ill
,Ill' "ay theatrt· can hdp people
,l!fl\\\. The ,tory nrnrcrn, the attt·mpt nl roll\ iri... in a penal
n1i1lll: t11 Jll'rr11r111 .I pl:t:.
The ,t·.tslln · s ,nlc traged~ i,
!111· 1/011\<' of llcrnarda .·I/ha.
St:11tini; in mid-Fehruary. the allfr 111.ile pl.i~ det1 i,.., the Ii, cs of
ihl' wid,m .ind her daughter,.
\\ hom ,hl lorn, 10 rl'main in
mourning. As thr: seek love
despite hn ban. 1hl': find pain.
Tht· se,1,nn d,,.,es ,~ith a mu,iral. Girl.\ 111 th,· c;,111g. about the

moll, a1t.1l'hed to the B11\d (i,1ng.
T1iro11111 h,rnk r11bhe r,. lt llllhl\\,
lhl· gan,I!. . md the ,1oml'n a,s1ll:iated ,, ith it. from lhl'H n,l. lo
their c, l't1tu.1l rap111rc. \1,trt1111.11e
is plca,nl Ill 111 kr .1 Can.1di.111
mu,il-.il
"P,1r1 nf the 1:harm i, , 11u
recni;ni1e place, that .ire 1.il~cd
ah11u1:· hl' ..,aid .
Similarl:. part llf lht· ch.irm nf
the U111\ l'r,11~ Pia: l'f'- i, ,l·cinµ
penpk ~ nu rl'n1gni1c pcrl111111111g
rnk,. The !,!rl':iln part " : oung
ac111r, in pn1k....,it111al-q11.ilir~
theatrl' fpr pi il'l'' 11111d1 111,1 rr
than th,· Dt·troil ,rl·nr.
l'he b;il:mcing au h.1, p.iid 111T
this s1·a,on. a, thl' ..-,1111pan~ olfrr-, ,omethin,I! l11r a , aril·t, ,11

l 1,hcr... <li,trihuted qucstionn:lirt·, during performances la,1
,ea,nn an<l the rc ... ults were encouraging,
said
University
Pl.1yl'r-. publicity coordinator Jcffrl'} Marontate.
"The fact that 94 percent of
rc,p1111dents are from Es...cx
C111111t} indicated we arc <,erving
0111 h11111e market.'' he said.
In addition, the ,urvcy confirmed about 70 pcr<:ent of the
aud1l'ncc ;.., made up of suh,nihcr,, a figure which assures
the group or a stahlc re,enue
ha,r. 011 the other hanu. the large
block of ,uhscrihers may block
art·e,.., lo newcomer.... Mamntate
,aid.
"People who want to sec a particular ... 1ww find out all the scats
an: filk<l . T hey may not come
hack."
More worrying is that the
tn111pl'·.., audience is grm, ing
older. and fewer stuucnts arc atlrnding lo fill in the gap. More
than hall the rcspon<lents were .50
year, old m o\'cr. \\ hile stu<lcnts
:1ct·11unt for only 15 percent 11f
the .1udiencc.
M:irnntate ad.nm, lcdge<l there
arc 111an) factor, <:ontrinuting to
Ihr problem: <li ffieu It ies Ji..,,cminat 111g inlnrmation on campus
and dedining intcrl',t in li\'C
1hea11c t11p the list.
Thl' ,pt·cial We<lnc,Jay night
prrformancl's, ,, hich sometimes
admit ,tu<lent, for full dress rehl·ar,ab. haw hdpcd intrndut:c
,111dt·nh 11, the n1mpany. and at1t·nd.111ce i, p1d111g up.
"\\r Ir) 1111 11ur limitrd hudµl'l
111 .l!l'I lhl· \\11nl ,,u1:· l\.l.ir11nr.,1t·
,:1111 I 111 till· fir..1 t11nr 111 )l·,11,.
tht· n1n1p,1n) h,1' pmduced i11d1111111.il po,tl'r, lor cad1 ,h,111 .
1 ht· 11111, l' ,, ill hdp reach larger
aud11:11rt·,. I a,1 yra,. puhl1c1,i..
\\ <'111 11• I h tr1>il ·, Cirl·t·~ d1,1rit'1 lo
,di/ I \/\/111/11.
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Save on your grad or fac ulty rings this fall.
Order your University of Windsor ring on
Friday October 2~and save big on
14 K Gold and 18 K Gold prices.
See our di splay in the bookstore for all the
details!

Friday October 2 · 10 am-4 pm
UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR BOOKSTORE
Grad rings, Nursing pins and rings~ rings for Human Kinetics, Law, Education and Business

Jostens Cana,!,, & T/1e U11iver~
~itv
B,,okL'il<Jre
•
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ora Cl11e1t. original!~ from Cape Breton, received
her training in phtHography at the Nova Scotia
School of Art and Design (NSCAD). Since then.
she has weathered Toronto. and. for the time
being. chooses Windsor as her respite from the rat

race.
Her work combines different methods of photographic
reproduction. including xerox transfer onto glass and cloth.
She often integrates old photographs into her pieces, creating
with them new contexts. Much of her work tells personal nartext aad photos by
_A_rk_i_11_so_,_'- - - - - - - - - ratives of the body and experience. Cluett is well characterized
by her frank remark "I didn ·1 know art-making was supposed
to be a competition."
Cluett is currently shO\\ ing as part of "(Past)lndustrial" at
Windsor. as an industrial border IO\\ n long dependent on a the Burnham Gallery in Flint. Michigan.
U.S.-based auto industry and hea\ ii) usurped by American
11dy Co111·ery is a recent graduate from the M.F.A.
media, suffers from problems of cultural i<.lentil). politiprogram at the Uni\'ersity of Windsor's School of
cal economic pO\\Cr. difference indifference. and morale
Visual
Arts. He works in sculpture and multimaintenance. Al the same time, Windsorites arc sometimes
media.
He has been known to ser\'e alcoholic
known to take pride in their intimate proximity to Detroit.
be-.:erages
out of his discarded artworks. Com cry
e\Cn using the Motor City as a selling point to out-of-town
has recently shO\\n in Detroit and in Windsor.
friends considering a visit.
"I make art that uses the container as a metaphor for the
Windsor is no cosmopolitan mecca; 1f it's a mecca at all it's
one of cheap rent. jammed airwa\eS, and general humility. self. The container. with distinct inside and outside. is a model
Comparativel) speaking, there's not aw hole Int going cm here for the disjunction between inner and outer self. private and
- but that ·s what makes it a good habitat for people\\ ho have public worlds. The dualities evident in my work stem from the
splitting or twinning of the individual on this level of public
loads of inner resources. Or who like 10 watch TY.
Some see Windsor as a kind of contra-Toronto; not just a and private realms. The work is left with an ambiguous tone.
place to refer 10 nostalgically after you·\e left it for T.O., but a which ideally leaves space for the viewers to position themselplace that \\ ill welcome you (back) when Toronto renders you ves within the piece. Water, as a recurring element, fills as
well as escapes from my objects. Water becomes the nuid of
sick and tired.
To someone who grew up here - wishing desperately that Iife, emotion, thought, feeling - all that is desirable but difshe were some\\ here else - its still often difficult to conceive ficult to control. ..
arah Maloney is in the second year of an MFA in
of the reasons someone would choose to live here, not just end
sculpture at the University of Windsor. She received
up here by default. I'm not realh convinced that anvone does
end up here except by default. '
,
a BFA from NSCAD. Much of her current work deals
with the human body - bits external form as well as
Windsor can be a difficult place to live It's industrial. there
its skeletal form. She incorporates bronze and metalaren't many jobs to be had; many of the jobs that arc 10 be had
leafed plaster reproductions of skeletal parts into often fantasare low-paying and.'or dehumanizing and tedious. Remember,
tical reworkings of the human body.
they invented the assembl) line just across the river.
Maloney is presently showing work as part of the Burnham
In 1988, Artcite Inc., Windsor's artist-run centre published a
Gallery's "(Past)lndustrial" show.
collectively developed book called Industrial Impact: Various
Points of View. It features essays, statements, graphics and
eirdre Chisholm is a print-maker and educator
artwork by artists and writers from the region. All the confrom Montreal. She has studied and worked in
tributors to Industrial Impact take on an issue that concerns
Japan, where she learned traditional Japanese
this area - regarding environment, labour, community, or the
printing and paper-making. She came to Windsor
self in industrial society This book exemplifies the transforas a part-time instructor at the School of Visual
mational. cross-cultural artifact/text that characterizes the Arts, and now on the faculty of the Barrie College of Art. She
artist's role in an environment like Windsor's.
1s also involved in curating the Windsor Postcard Project.
Given the theoretical creativity that a place like Windsor
"While attempting to understand how meaning is produced,
can inspire it probably makes more practical sense to put selfI created an open and continuous structure for my work.
and place-hatred aside (regardless of how much imaginary These works incorporate genetic codes and symbols of genetic
stand-up comedy material it provides), have some socio-cul- irregularities to provide historic and symbolic readings. The
tural fun. and take a look at what is happening here creatively divisions which contrast differences of texture and form are a
and artistically.
vehicle towards identification as one body. This interests me
Windsor houses a surprisingly large number of visual arbecause of my genetic history as a twin. I have tried to create a
tists. The University of Windsor's School of Visual Arts atmetaphor for the "between" spaces, the area of overlap of imtracts plenty of talent, and some of those who migrate here for ages, through printing and collage or from paper, layering
book pages which have been printed and torn apart."
academic credential-collecting end up staying after their term
is done, if only for a short time. The faculty at the School of
ee Rabideau is a visual artist who works as a visual
Visual Arts boasts internationally-renowned artists such as
arts technician for the University of Windsor. "As an
Iain Baxter (of N.E.Thing Co. fame), and Sylvie Belanger,
artist living and working in Windsor, I can honestly
who has speerheaded the School's burgeoning multi-media
say
that I'm in tune with my environment, even as it
program.
constantly changes. My work aspires to be sublime
The arts community in this city is dynamic, alive and kicking, and can truly be defined as grassroots. The pulse of but borders on the reverently comic. As I struggle to come to
terms with my faith, or lack thereof, I am face to face with the
Windsor's art scene arises out of a series of personal and
issues head on, but with kid gloves - you never know!"
public needs: the need to create, the need to make sense of
Pieces from Rabideau's "Lesus Series" can been seen curone's life and place, the need to create community and conrently
at flint Michigan's Burnham Gallery.
tinue a dialogue.
rew Ellwood received a Diploma in Fine Arts
Here is a brief introduction to a few of Windsor's active
from Fanshawe College before coming Lo
visual artists. Most of them have come here from somewhere
Windsor
to complete a BFA. He is Exhibition
else, but all of them have chosen Windsor as a place to live
Coordinator
for Common Ground Gallery, and
and work on their art. Not all of them will stay - artist-friendalso
sits
on
the
Board of Directors at Artcite.
ly jobs are few and far-between in this country - but they're
Ellwood's
work
tends
to
be object-based, rather than
all here now.
material or concept-based. "I work from the object out."
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ernard Helling is an urbani,:,
degrees in community plan
science. who has gradual!, fall
He moved from an origin,al inl~
and photography into arts-wr111 =He currently produces large multi-med..,
which often involve collaboration \\ ith I .
tists. Helling is presently involved in e
Windsor Postcard Project, a communit) 1
the goal of which is to produce ne\\ r
Windsor. Helling currently has several ar,·
at the Burnham Gallery in Flint Michigan.
ay <-ro11i11 is a sculptor and\\,·
ing as programming director !r
obtaining a BFA from NS,o
Windsor where he completed "!.
He's usually good for a mc1t
Heidegger, or the Habs.
"My sculpture is a balance of image ~I
\\ ork has all referenced the human figu~it
represent it. I'm interested in the ph)sic 1cepts in materials, a grounding that hapfX>
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tivity. though it is self-conscious in ari-ro

work I seek strategics for maintaining as a
rapidly changing world."
Cronin is organizer and a participating n
Gallery's "(Past)lndustrial" show.
If you·re interested in getting invohcc1munit) - or just in finding out what goe1 e
some leads:
Artcite, Inc., Windsor's artist-run centr1Y
space with monthly shows featuring the\\,)'
Canadian artists. 1 he show running unti 1tures the work of Windsor artist Grace M.
To look forward to: annual members· 1'1
the Louvre," which happens at Artcite in a
good opportunity to support local artist,. n
artist interested in showing and selling.)' c
a member (membership is $15.00 for ,11·
uisite for participation in "Doin • the Lou1r,
Common Gro1111d is an unjuried gallcC) ~sity of work. Many an art student has ha it
there. This is a good place to go to regula ;e
of what ·s up and coming on the local arts. a
membership is required to participate in ie
difference is that membership at Comm<tu
access to having your own show at the gal
Artcite and Common Ground are both m
the Capitol Arts Centre, at the corner ofF·
sity Ave. West. Both organizations arc ,y
their own fundraising. Bingo voluntecrsrd ·
If you're int~rested in gettin~ to knO\~ ol
humble environment conceivable, give c ·
Artcite 's phone is 977-6564, Common Gr:.
If you· re curious about the matcria ~>f
Windsor's art scene you'll want 10 auc1~0
watch (similar to Toronto's annual Rou. 10
early October. Artseen is sponsored b) A0 r
details.
The Windsor Printmaker's Forum is a r~
for local and out-of-town printmakers. rttB
Pitt St. East.
h
The University of Windsor's Lebel G ~
School of Visual Arts at the corner of Hu~
College Ave., has regular showings or Y
>rwork. Consult the lance Diversions secll
mation.
eAnd finally, " ... in the case where the is
sented and ideally presented, there it is~ r.i
by proxy, it is not." I promised Hegel I 11 t!:J
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Sarah Maloney, detail from Offerings, plaster, paint, gold
and sliver leaf, 1992.
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Drew Ellwood, /an Coffin, prosthetic leg, electric motor,
water, etc., 1992.

Bernard Helling, Ex Nlhilo, video installation, 1992.
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Cora Cluett, detail from They Say... , xerox transfer on
cloth, glass, 1992.

Deirdre Chisholm, detail from Machi Ai: The Waiting
Space, photo-collage, 1990.
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Andy Convery, Survival Tank, wood, water, video tape,
1990.

Ray Cronin, Falling, steel, welder's mask and gloves, 1991

Lee Rabideau, detail from the Lesus Serles, computerdigitized image, xerography, 1992.
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Surprise!
Ringo Starr
is not just
the stz,pid
Beatie
anymore

by Sarah Roebuck
Lance arts staff
of the past and present work of
Rinoo's
fellow ex-Beatles.
The
:::,
. .
..
u,c of the slide guitar 1s remm1sccnt of George Harrison ·s songs.
S1milarlv. the cello used in
Rin••o's "Don't Go Where the
Ruad Don't Go" :.ound, :.imilar
hi Harri,on·s "When We Wa<:,

by Maurice Souza-Leite
Lance arts staff

Time Taki!\ Time
RinJ;:O ~tarr
B\IG
All of thP....: "'ho thought lhat
RinU,l) Starr,.,.,,, the ,tupiJ 8cc1tlc
wht; could not ,ing, arc in for a
~
--,
pleasant ,urpn,c. At age )_,
Ringo 1s ,ounding belier than
ever.
For
Time
Takes
Time.
pwducers Don Vias. Peter Asher.
Jeff Lvnne amJ Phil Ramone
came together to help Ringo
create hi" ml>,ol :,eriou . . anJ ,uccessful work lo date. Near!~
even sonir on thi, alhum 1s good
eno~gh 1~ stand on ii... own
merii..... Ho,\e,er. combined. the
song" form an in,piring collection of good nld ta . . h1oned rock
and roll mu,ic.
The mu . . ic blend, "implc
mcloJ1c" "'ith -.lime das. . ic features of I %Os rock. The twang of
the Quitar an<l the rh\'thrn of the
tamhourinc in ··Weight of the
Wnrld.. make thi, "ting ,tiund
like ,timcthing the B~nh might
ha\C performed.
Like\'. i-.c. the hand clap, tn the
track .. , Don ' t Bclic,c You ..
-.ound lil,.c rho,e in the Simon
and Gartun!..cl tune. "Cecilia ...
or cour,1... the album al-.o
,ho,~, '>l'lllc ,,b, Hill" influence . .

Fah...

The tone in "Weight of the
World." and the song written by
Paul McCartney, called "Carry
that Weight" are quite close. The
title and chorus of Ringo 's ''Gol1.kn Blunders, ·· is a take-off of
"Golden Slumbers." Not to mention that the song "I Don ·t
Bclic\e You·· could blend in \Cry
easily with those on the Beatles·
Rubher Soul album.
The music, in turn. compliment:. the meaningful. introspecti\c lyrics. sung by a crisper.
cleaner Starr. In Time Takes
Time. Ringo tells listeners to foriret about the problems of the
past. and gel on with the rest of
their lives.
Then, he wraps up the album
with a song ahout retribution.
titled .. Wh;t Goes Around."
'" hkh lea, cs li,tencrs feeling
gmid abtlut themselves. and the
future. for this rcJson alone.
rimi.: Takn rime is \\Orthy ol
much rc,pect.
fhc ,trong quality of its music.
and a Ringo Starr who sings in
kc\. \\Ill real!) surpri-.e mu .... ic
lu~ cr-. cver~ '" here.
[g

La-;.er Guided Melodies
Spiritualized
La:er
Guided
Jfelodies,
released in late spring of this
vcar. is the first effort by the new
band Spiritualized.
The group defines their name
thus: "made free from the corrupting secular int1uenc..::s: to
prO\ ide with a spiritual sense of
meaning.'' Founding member,
vocalist and guitarist Jason
Pierce, guitarist Mark Refoy and
percussionist Jon Maddock all
hail from the former band
Spacemen 3.
These
multi-layered, synthesizer-based songs are reminiscent not of GreQorian chants or
any other devotional type. but of
chill-out music, stuff you'J play
when coming down from a druginduced high.
The so;gs Jo not flow into
each other like typical chill-out
music, but they all pretty much
<:,ound the same. This creates a
peaceful. soothing aura unbroken
by any radically changing moods.
Like spirits. the music seem-. to
surge the li,tem:r upward. Whik
ma~y of the songs don ·1 even
have percussions, the <,ense (1f atmosphere reigns: lloating sensations, freedom Irom the kno\vn
an<l un unuasual ability to relax
oneself full} arc not um:ommnn.
Fuzz) riffs. orche . . tration. ri,ing
an<l falling mclm!ies. fluttering
guitar effect, and e,pcrimenta-

classifieds----.

I EMPLOYMENT I
STUDENTS WANTING to sup-

plement their income Transoportat1on an asset but not
necessary Call 973-4967 between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m
WANTED: Energetic. imaginative. caring person to work with
14 yr. old aut1st1c boy 8 hours
per week. Some exposure
to/interest m young people with
developmental disabilities
desirable. Please call 9791357 after 6;30 p.m. or on
weekends.

l'-_s_E_R_v_1c_e_s_ _
SERVICE: Essays.
reports, medical transcription,
etc.. typed accurately. profess 10 n ally. and quickly!
$2.00lpage. Contact Lynda at
735-8902.
TYPING

I-

H_O_U_S_IN_G
__

al.._ _

-

for furnished
3
bedroom:
washer/dryer. TVNCR/stereo
$250/month + utilities. 340
South St 254-1648.
ROOMATE NEEDED

COME JOIN A.1.E.S.E.C. room
322 O B. We offer mternallonal
exchange progarams. U of M

football , parties. contacts, good
resumes. trips. friends. and
much much more•
DO YOU OWN a computer and
modem? Do you care for your
environment? Then call sweet
water mountain BBS at 9712756.
THE LANCE invites all interested students to attend its
staff meetings. every Monday
at 6:00, upstairs at the Grad
House. Set the agenda for the
paper that sets the agenda!

II _...;..;N....;;.O_T...;;.IC_E_S_ _.11 ~PE;;;;.;R....;..;S;;...;O;;...;N_A_L_S__I

'--_F_O_R_S_A_L_E_ _

console
model colour TV. 22· - 10,000
b.t.u air cond1t1oner. Both m
working condition. Asking
$75.00 each. Call 255-9298 or
253-4232 (3440).
AIR CONDITIONER, 5000
b.t.u . one year old. excellent
condition Paid $300 but will
sacrifice for $150. Phone 2525429.
1987 DAYTONA Turbo.
loaded included leather. air,
CD player. all power options,
black with burgandy intenor.
new tires a great price at
$5500. Call Michael at 9690128.
2 RACING BIKES, Fion Almal11 $400 and N1shlti Professional
$500. Call David at 948-0532.
ELECTROHOME 19"

WANTED
NEEDED: original radio
dramas. half hour in length, for
broadcast on C.J.A.M.'s
Downtime. Contact Dave
Brown at C JAM
ORIGINAL CHILDREN'S

stones for broadcast on
C.J.A.M. s Roxann Reads.
Contact (Aox)Ann Cornelius at
CJAM, 258-6397.

L

L.

G-REEl<S & CLUBS
RAISE A COOL

'1000
IN JUST ONE WEEKI

PLUS $1000 FOR TIIE
M&'1BER WHO CAUS!

No obligation. No cost
y OU also get • FREE
HEADPHONE RADIO
just for calling

1-800-932-0528, Ext. 65
for
Wiccans and Goddess oriented
pagans. Dicussions to determme direction of the path. Interested call 977-1740, leave
name. number, and message.
EPILEPSY WINDSOR and
Essex County support group
meetings. 545 Ouellette Ave,
2nd floor, 7 until 9 p.m. First
Monday of each month.
Everyone welcome!

GROUP NOW FORMING

CHINESE STUDENTS As-

sociation. Recruiting members
and executives. Election: October 9 1992. 3 p.m. at ISS.
Contact 971-0105 or 2562998.

MICHELLE GREEN: On April
4 1992 I acted in a very unbecoming manner. I would like to

take this opportunity to
apologise for those actions. I
espically would like to take
back some of the things I said.
They were uncalled for and I
was out of line. M. White
ATTENTION: Art student re;
Betty Goodwin we met at the
library computer terminals.
This Pollllcal Science student
wishes to meet with you. Call
974-7140 ask for Dave.
THANKS for puttmg up with me
cookie. Love You, pookie.
WISTFUL AND BLUE poet
seeks Keeloresque man to be
restless with. Road tnps optional
FRITZ DO YOU WORK as well
as Fritz the cat? Why don't you
try to prove it to me? Kicu1
HEY DAN I wanna be your
cowgirl. Yeehaw!
JLS, So how are we going to
celebrate your birthday this
year? I can·t wait
CRAZV HAIRY BABY seeks
same for lazy afternoons and
cr1me fighting. Short term lease
available with an option to buy.

tion on svnthesizers fill the room
when pl~ying this cas~tte (and
it's probably even more intense
on CD). One does not listen to
this music - one participates in
it, and one experiences it.
"Symphony Space" makes
original use of the combination
of reverb and distortion guitar
and string instruments. The song
is uplifting. yet the vocals add a
discernable touch of despair. The
bass adds depth to many of the
songs, namely "Take Your
Time", in v.hich the bass line is
practically the melody, while the
synthesizers sway in a pleasantly
simpk progression con'>isting of
two or three different note,;.
"Angel Sigh" also revolves
around the drnamic bas:-. line.
"whik the ke~board doddlc<:,
among 1hree notes. ..Shine a
Light:-; is highly textural and atmospheric, and would be a nice
campfire tune as the words never
stray from the chorus: ("Oh/ Oh/
Shine a light, On me/ Hm/ Hmi
Shine, Shin..:: a light. .. )
The vocals of Jason Pierce
echoe randomly, and the volume
of his microphone, while recording, seems to have been turned
down much lower than the accompan) ing instruments. The vocals do not sound natural. as they
seem to have been sung through
a computerized system to create a
droning effect. yet the lyrics arc
seldom audible. However, this i':,
not detrimental to the quality or
1he purpose of the relea,e; the
vocals arc usc<l as musical instruments an<l ha\e proven to have
an equal capacity for c,perimcntation.
I a=er Guided \fe/odie, l'nd,
\>, ith ··200 Bars." a remarkabl)
h, pnotizing song. E. Kate RaJlev. the hand·.., kc) board"!.
n;unh to 1,,n hundred nn each
bc,11, in -+-+ time. ( nuntin~ i,

,uch a simple com:cpt. hut 11
draw, the ti . . tc.:ner in ..ind you'r1
counting along. waiting for th(
next number. This i<. an e,crci~
in concentration as well a1
relaxation and is surprisingly er.
fective.
On the down-,idc, the mus,,
tends to plod after awhile. It SO(\t
becomes background music in.
stead of relaxation technique
Many of the songs do not even
draw attention to them~hes, anJ
there are definitely no surpri'il.~
for the (i<:,tener. The fir;t mcasurt
of each song indicates exacrh
and unfailingly what the rest of
the song \\ ill ,ound li\...e. wi1b
few variation<;.
The write-up on the in'>id.
CO\ er claim, Spiritualizcd \\ill~
the !..cy for the fo,tcner to °"
taken to deeper levels of consciousness. "Step in. Turn out th,
lights. Now you're in and the
sound cascades ... (l)t is about the
wierd old life ... you feel like th(
<:,ky will peel away like a ma~k ..
or ju,t plain cave in ... OK, g,
ahead. All you have to do is stc.
out there. It's coming down ,
sheets." The meaning of this hts
in the meaninglessness. The
lines just seem like pretentio~1
advertising.
This release provides no men,
tat <:,timutation in its attempt IO
create atmosphere. The bano
claims to have divorced themselves from <:,CCular influence,
out there is nothing non . . ccular.
or even spiritual about La:1·1
Guided ,\fdodie,·.
fo ha\1
authentic spiritual c,pcricnce.., r~·
quire, years of meditati(1n. nol a
ca.,sette and cheap narcotK,
1hough that may he part nf it ;011
fhere is also the po,~ihili!\
l.a::c, Guided \ldodrn \\ ill plll
you to ,lcep.
The) 're nnt rt:ally m.:hidi~,
anyway.

1~..wh»»-v.-~w~~:-:--..c-»:.-.«-:v'.«1~
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ITry a Lance classified ad.1
$5 buys 20 words
and 10,000 readers.
Just drop by our office
or send your wording
and payment to:

the Lance, c/o U of W
attn. classifieds dept.
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Orgonizotion of Port-time
Unlverstty Students
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WINDSOR

UNIVERSITY

PLAYERS

FREE TUITION

acrli

Sl of

ONE SEMESTER FULL-TIME (VALUE $947.00)

n\idc
ill ~
0 b.:

S~PT. 24 - 27,
30t- OCT. 4
253-4565
BOX OFFICE HOURS:
4:30 - 8:00 P.M.
Note: WED. SEPT 30
STUDENT TICKETS $5.00
AVAILABLE FROM
SEPT. 29 AT 4:30

FREE FOOD
OFF-CAMPUS MEAL PLAN (VALUE $300)

con-

11 lhi

FREE REST & RELAXATION

[ th1

HOUSE OF TRAVEL GIFT PACKAGE (VALUE $200)

11 the

e th,

FREE ENTERTAINMENT

1sk .

THEATRE TICKETS FOR
UNIVERSITY PLAYERS 92/93 SEASON (VALUE $124)

(, gt

; stco
1n rn

FREE BOOKS or MERCHANDISE

s lie,

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE GIFT CERTIFICATE (VALUE $100)

rhc ...

1tio~,

menpt le
hanc

hcm:ncc\

256-3253

t - - - -1-0 a.m._- lO p---1
.m.

OF

Support the
United Way and Make
Friday the 13th Your Lucky
Day by Winning

'-O(li

\\ilh

0

UNIVERSITY

All concerts, all sports

The Schatz Connection

Ticket Info:
OPUS - 971-3603
or
496 Sunset Avenue

Draw To Be Held:
November 13th. 1992
at the
OPUS Office - 11 :00 a.m.

Together We Make The Difference
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~cttingmeasuredforyour

new career? Signing on
with a major CA firm for
your final training is a bit
like getting a new suit.
It's an investment that
you 'II have to live with
for some time- so you ' ll
want to be comfortable
with it.

I

At Deloitte & Touche your
career plans will be
custom tailored to suit
your interests and abilities.
Our style is relaxed and
flexible - stretches to fit
a variety of individuals.

I

Try us on for size. We can
help you fashion an exciting new career as a
CA. See us during
on-campus recruiting or
check your placement
office for details on how
to contact us.

Deloitte&
Touche
0

'\\\~\OWS !IG cnr
\\\'tt CLUB

sports
Rocket a disgrac~
by Mike Mouat
Lance sports columnist

... .. , .....··•·.

Ri:lgh1b ·Rocket Ismail laughs himself silly over the paltry fine imposed after his v1c1ous attack.

Twins dressing alike

The Rocket flight is now
hoarding at the Dome dock:
please be prompt. this tlight will
he a short one.
Raghib (Rocket) Ismail and his
Toronto Argonaut teammates involved in the brawl during the
fourth quarter of their 31-0 loss to
the Calgary Stampedcrs, arc a
hunch of sore losers, and the
Rocket himself is a coward.
For those of you who do not
follow the Canadian Football
League. which is any student not
from Toronto or Ottawa. let me
explain what happened.
The Rocket was ready to return
a punt but decided not to catch
the hall, and was watching as
players from both team:-. rushed
him on the play. One of the Argonaut defenders. whn was doing
his job blocking, happened to
pu,h the Stampedcrs· Paul Clatney out of bounds.
Clatney went crashing into injured Argo player Darrell K
Smith who was not in uniform.
but standing on the sidelines.
Several Argo players \\>ent
after Clatney. believing he tthlk a
shot at the injured Smith. and a
brawl ensued. Calgary''> Andy
Mc Vey came to Clatney's aid but
was 4uickly wrestled to the
ground by a pair of Argos.
This wm, when the Rockd
decided ll> get involved. With
Mc Vey already dll\\ n and

covered by two Argos, Ro\
came in. gave McVcy a k1c~
the body. then went into ni
over his two teammates. He Ir
to land on McVcy's head
didn't get a good piece of him
the Rocket gave him another~
for good measure. As the rclt
pulled Rocket out of the me\,
took a swing at the ref. then
and hid.
The Rocket, .ifler deciding
to catch this punt saw the \~~
play happen in front of him.
could clearly sec that Cla1
was pushed into Smith. He
showed his courage and
liancc by kicking McVcy ~
wa-, already covered hy two u
players. and wasn't C\'cn
player who ploughed into Sm1
Then to top it off. Rl>ckct ~
on
Speaker's
Corner\
Toronto's
MuchMusiL
apologize for what he diJ. R1
ct. your behavior was unact
table anJ I hope the Stampi:1.:
think the same of your apolo~,
As punishment from"
League. Rocket \\,as g.M
choice of a game su-,pen<,ion
a $1.000 fine, or J110;ii:
$ I 0.000 to a registered dar
Rocket chose to give hi, m(
to charity.
The money is a drop in
bucket for a player who colk
seven-figure salary. Being g1
the chnicc of punishmrnl
goes to prove that the Rodi
higger than the league itscll.
that money docs talk.

share Lancer uniform

by Dave Briggs
Lance sports columnist

ldcnlll',11 tv. 1n, pla~ ing. fm,tn.ill
nn th1: ,.11nc tc.1m .'
1\(lll,il ~. It l11,1kcs a hit of
,cn,c.
1\111 ,,nh Jl, they get tn dre,s
alike Junng pr.1ctice.., ,ind g.1mc,.
hut they c.cl tn u,c their
phcnnmcn.il FSP p1l\\icr, Ill pcrlnrm ,cc1111ngh ,upcrhuman lea,,
nn the ticld
The I ,1nl.'.er fonthall ,quaJ ha,
taken alh,1n1,1gc of JU"l -,uch a
pair of .11hktc, for the l:1-,1 f\lur
\Cars.
Peter anJ Paul Go,llng. ha,c
been l.'.llnlu-,rng coachc-,, lcllow
pla) er,. ,ind ju:-.t ,thout C\icryonc
they rnme in contact with their
entire ti,c,.
l"\e kno\\>n them for four years
and ha\e tell rather ,hccpi,h anJ
-,1upid the entire time t,,r not
hcing ahlc to tell them apart.
When I ,cc them I -.ay. "Hi.
Mr (io-.ling:· thinking they
\\>OulJn't notice that in the eight
million other time'> I've humped
into them I have never called
either of them hy their rir-,1 name.
~hort ,,r their parent<,, 1hcre
arcn ·1 t1Hl many people who
knov. \1,.ho's Paul and who·,
Peter. I Jon 't feel as stupid. but 1t
doc'>n 't help me tdl them apart.
.. Only a few people can,"
Paul...er... Petcr '>aiJ.
The probkm b compounded
hy the fact that the Gosling., .ire
the mo,t inscparahlc twins I ha\ c
e\ier met. I have never -,ecn the
,,.._ o of them apart. Nnl once.
Ever.
"We ju,t get ,dong. Frnm
sp1>rh to music to dolhing to
fricnJs:· Peter ,ay., v. ilh ,1 shnrg.

From the
point of
the Lance
Gel alon!!'! Nm, there·., th1: unJcNatement ot' the )Car
f"he) ha\ e alway-, -,hared a
room. They arc hoth sociology
ma.1ors. They get the same
grudc-,. They sport the same haircut mo,t of the time. .ind their
mother even u,ed to drc,s them
in identical outfits until they were
five year-, olJ.
How cute. I can just see the little tykes running around like
Tv.ccdlcdce anJ Tweedledum. Of
cour,c. that was a long time ago.
hcforc they started playing football. grew to well over
feet
tall. and gained the ahility to ,1uff
,mJrt-alec sptirts writers into a
shoe hox.
£\en their friends arc like
them. One or 1heir better fricnJs.
Lancer teammate Bill Lcerrnakcr,. is so closl.' with the Gosling hrnthers that he lives with
them on Rankrn Street.
·'All three of us arc always
togeth.:r. all the time," Leermakers saiJ.
One night the trio jumped in
the h.ick of a cab on the \\o,1y
home from a har. anJ two women
hopped into the front ,cat. 13ill.
Paul. and Peter were drc-,scJ
'>imrlarily lhat night. .,nJ thc
\\ t>men got 4uitc a surprise "hen
they turned around.
.. !"hey Iurned around .ind ,aill.
·oh my God. lhcy'rc tripkt...!'"

.,,x

Lancer football players Peter and Paul Gosling -

Peter -,aid"" ith a laugh.
One thing i-, clear. their situa1ion i-. ju,t ripe for all ,ort, of
practical jokes. Yet. beyond playing the olJ switch game in some
high :-.chool cl.issc,. the pair have
yet to plan a master practical
_joke.
Coming out ol Catholic
Central Secondary school in I ondon. Ontarni. \\ here they pl,1ycd
footb.ill rm former Lancer P.iul

or 1s 1t Paul and Peter? (photo by Suzanne Ngwi

Gleason. both Paul and Peter
were outside linebackers.
They came to Windsor on their
own initiative. and were soon
switchcJ to the offensive line
after going out for foot ha II.
.lust this year. Peter was madc
an outside linebacker again.
v.hilc Paul is still a tight end.
Being on dilkrcnt' :-.ides of the
b.i II 1111"" ,ti lows them to an.ti) 1.e
each 11ther's pcrformam:es from

the sidelines. and suggc~t
to improve one anoth~;s pla
You know. aftcr .iii
similarities. there i:-. on~
fcrcnn: between the t\Hl. I,,
right handed aml Paul ''
hanJeJ. Or 1-, Paul the 1111~ 11
right handed'!
Oh. just forget it. .ll1 ...1di
of them ·Mr. (i11,ling.' 1
untler-,tand.
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Lancers tromped,
but still optimistic
by Dave Gough
Lance sports staH

The 1992 edition of the
University of Windsor football
team opened its OUAA regular
season with a 47-13 loss to the
I 9'> I Vanier Cup champions, the
Wilfrid Lauricr Golden Hawks.
The Lancers at times played a..,
skillfully as the Hawks. but "we
just made mistakes that cost us,"
coach John Musselman said.
In the offense. the Lancer's
bright spots were tight end Norm
Casola and first-year pivot Rick
Lachance. Together Lachance
and Casola were an excellent tan-

dcm. Lachance hooked up with
Casola eight times for 128 yards.
Casola found the end-zone twice.
with one touchdown culminating
a 57-yard ioss and an outstanding
run
Overall Lachance was 11 for
22 in passing, for a total of 208
yards. lie threw for two touchdown.., and no interceptions.
Defensively, the Lancers were
led hy hard-hitting safety Rob
Mcelwain and Stacey Norton
who each picked off several errant enemy tosses.
The Lancer team faced another
uphill battle with their home
opener opponent the Umvasity

of 'I oronto Varsity Bluec;. who
are ranked seventh in the country.
According to Musselman. the
Varsity Blues arc "a good foot
ball team. well-coached, and very
quick dctcnsively." The Varsity
131ues arc led by quarterback
Eugene I3uccigrossi, a fifth year
pla)er \I.ho recently moved from
slotback.
"Buc~igrnssi 1s a quick
player," Musselman s,1id, '"and
!-.hould keep our hands full."
De,pite the first game loss, the
Lancer football team remain, optimistic. According to \fos!-.drnan. ''This team is still capable
of a lot.''
[g

Golfers tee off to strong start
by Lorne Bell
Lance sports staff

The Lancer golf team collected
its first win of the season on
Monday. Sept. 14, at the Windsor
Invitational. The tournament was
held at the Sutton Creek Golf and
Country Club, which is the
team's home club this year.
The team has a different design
this year. Due to increased interest there arc now two separate
squads, the White and Blue
teams.
The first win of the 1992
"Cason was captured hy the White
team. The White team i.., compri,cd nw,tly of newcomers \\ i1h
one returning player. l'he mern-

15
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selected O\er two
days of qualifyRookies, veterans, share spotlight ing at the Sutton
as teams win first two tournaments Creek Golf and
Country
Club
hers arc Kevin McCulligh. Chris with the individual scores being
Tortorice, Cary Smart. Steve the main criteria. Coach Dr. Jim
Robinson. and John Heatcn.
Weese and his assistants Glenn
On Tuesday, Sept. 15, the Lan- Silver and Eric Widdificld, tried
cers again received top honours.
to create a balanced team.
This time it was the Blue learn
Wcc~c ..,urnrncd it all up. "We
that won the championship in the
arc pleased by the calibre of play.
St. Clair College Invitational at
hov,cver it has been the team atRoseland Golf and Country Club.
mosphere that has imprc:-.sed us
The Blue team members arc all
the mo~t."
previous Lancer golfers. They arc
The University of Waterloo InJohn Shelden. Glenn AnJcr..,on.
vitational on Sept. 25 foll\l\\Cd by
Desmond Kane. Ron Kcnesky.
the Guelph Invitational on Sept.
and Bill Seagris.
28 \\ ill be the next tounaments
The team mernhcrs \I.ere
for the I ,mcer-..
~

Cross country me
win year's first meet
Wo,nen finish
sixth, powered
by strong
second place
effort by
Michelle King
Lance sports staff
The Lancer cross country
teams made an 1rnpre-;si\ c
sho" mg at their first rn~ct of
the season. the Jctf Drenth Invitational in Mount Pleasant
~1ich1gan Saturday Sept. 12.
The men·., team had a fir..,t
place finish "ith a team total of
65 points. This ,hows they are
attempting to mutch or better
last season·.., second placc
lini,h overall.
The women's team tmi..,hcJ
the meet in sixth place with the
Univcr-,1ty of Western Ontario

t.ikmg the top spot.
Individual rcsultc; for some
of the team members .... ere af<,o
irnprcssh e. On the rn~n ·., ..,idc.
P.iul Self had a second place
finish .... ith a fcJU< rn1h.. ume of
20 18, finishing JUSt SIX
seconds behind the "inner
The -women ·s thrce-rn1lc.:
race had a s1m1brly clo'ic
finh,h. Lancer Michelle King ..,
second-place 18 07 w.is onl)
nine -;econds behind lht= le.ider.
The two teams' 1mpr~ssi\C
fini,hcs against ,trung competitors signal the l) pc of
,easons ahead of them
~

Pe,former of t/ze Week:

Leading team propels
Self into week's honours
sponsored by Pizza Hut
Paul Self. a memher l>f the Lancer Cro!-.s-country tc:.im. h,1d a gre,1t
Jay on Saturday Sept. 12. corning in ,cconJ place in 1he lour-mile run
and helping the men's team capture first pl,1cc merall. Paul 1, m h1,
fir,,t year in the Fact1lt} of f·ducatilm. h,"' a Bu,iness degree lrorn
Wilfrid Laurier Uni\er!-.it) and i-. a Stratford native.
Congratul.1tions 1';1ul!
/lie l\•1for111t'r of llii' ll'l•cJ. i, '< h·u<"d 111 co1111111c I/OIi 1111/i 1/1c
l 11ii·,·ni1r of H i11tl,or l1lth·t1c I h'par/111('11/.
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Goalie filt·ng big shoes
by Alex Meyer
L nee p~rts st;:iff
H .... 1s J man v. ho ha::. a,:ccptcd
a J1 fi.:ul~ t ls.,. Dan L'ampan.t has
,h
jot of repl:ic1ng Dave
Hougson as goali.;ecpcr for the
Lancer men :, socer team. It may
be easy to take the pos1t1on. but it
1s going to be harder to live up to
the
reputation
Hodgson
developed for himself.
"Dave ·s kind of a legend
around here:· said Campana.
However. the 21-year-old intends
to do more than live up to the
legend; he expects to build a
reputation of his own.
Campana was backup to the
MVP Hodgson two seasons ago.
but didn't get much playing time.
Conl>cquently. he did not try out
tor the team last ye:u.
With Hodgson not eligible to
pla) this year, Lancer men ·s
coach Vancho Cirovski went out
to re-recruit Campana over the
winter and :-,ummer. Alter all.
Campana has eight years experience as a goalie and has won
MVP and All-City honours here
in Wind-.or. He i-. a welcome and
needed a<ld1t1on to the team.
In the team's fir-.1 league
game-.. on Septcmher 12 and 13.

C.:tmpana proved his worth. He
s.i.,,cd a pcn,1lly shot ~gainst the
Wilfrid l:Jurier Golden Haw ks
anJ earned a shutout ,1gainst the
Univ crs1ty of We-,t.:rn Mu:.tangs.
Saturday. the Lancers matched
Launer to a 2-2 tie on goals b)
John Olafson and John Facchmato. The Lancers were awarded a penalty shot in the final
mmute. but failed to convert.
Sunday's game had highlights
at both ends of the held. A Mustang forward missed a shot from
five metres away atter bemg
forced wide by Campana. Al the
other end. with only seconds
remaining in the game. 1t was
Paulo Carlini who rose to the occasion. Carlini headed m a cross
pass after great set-up work b}
Peter Efthymiou. to lead the team
toa 1-0win.
The women's team began its
regular season poorly with a 3-1
loss to the Golden Hawks. At
times, the Lancers seemed not to
even challenge for control.
Laurier capitalized and took a 2-0
lead going into the :.econd half.
Coach Gord Caldwell gave a
half-time pep tall.. that turned
things around somewhat. The
teams traded goab in the -.econd
half. with Kim Smith getting the
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Lancers work the ball upfield. (photo by Suzanne Ngui)

lone Lancer tally.
··tn the first half. they were just
that half step in front of us. In thc
second half we stepped up. but

WHY MESS AROUl\D

we·re still not crossing enough,"
said Caldwell.
At this stage of the season. the
Lancers were jusl not ready to

play a team of the Hawk
calibre. Laurier is cxpericnc~ ci
and many on the team pla1, ar
together over the su·mmer.
R
P1
ti,

Why recycle the Lance?
What
we asked you.
That isn't good enough?

Get Fit In Canada~s Top Club!

We pay GST and
PST for students!

COURTESY
BICYCLES
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Check out our great rate, on:

Typing
Al.l. l Yl'l"-C, IS I ,\\IR PRI:\ 111)

Sc
Sc
He

• term papers
• resumes, books
• reports. etc.

Photocopying
and Fax Service
• sending & recLiving

4555

'
COPIES Tecumseh
Rd. East

9 ()
AHO MOR(

Repairs Parts Clothing & Accessories

d1,

Male or female, if you want to lose weight, or
tone-up, we are the only people to see. Staffed
by university physical education graduates that
have been professionally trained to guarantee
you look your very best. For the most in
facilities, the best equipment in the world, and
professional one-on-one service, try us.

STUDENT ~o~
SPECIAL f

$99
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Welcome Back
Student\&f;cu ttyOSO

GOOD

LIFE

CLUBS

Devonshire Mall (lower level)
3100 Howard Avenue

966 - 6005
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Phone
& FAX:

MORE 944-1205

Back to School Special
TCI Colour VGA Systems
• 80386 SX-25 MHZ CPU
34 Mhz Landmark Speed
• 2 M RAM
• 14" VGA Colour Monitor
• 16 bit VGA Graphics Card
80 Mb Hard Disk Drive
• 5 25" 1.2 Mb Floppy Disk Drive
• 3.5" 1 44 Mb Floppy disk drive
• IDE FD/HD Controller
• 2 Serial, 1 Parallel and 1 Game Port
101 Keys Enhanced Keyboard
Stylish Desktop Case
• 200W Power Supply

TCI 386 SX-25

$1189
TCI 386 DX-40

$1299
TCI 486 DX-33

$1749

2 Years Parts and 3 Years Labour Warranty
Offer Ends September 30th/92. Cash and Carry Only.

FREE Mouse
Free H.1rd Disk Menu
Word Processor

Spreadslleel Games and
D0STu1orial
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EXCLUSIVE ~NMNG SALONS

Welcome Back Students!
Still offering $4.00 Tanning 8 a.m. - 12 noon Monday Saturday! Receive $2.00 off with this coupon any time
after noon. 125 Wyandotte St. W. 977-7284
Coupon expires October
31, 1992
•.......•..........•..••..............
~ ............••.•...•...... ,

r

METAL FRAMES
Any Slze Up To 24· X 36'

33.50

Regularly up to $8 7

I-

for Jast $13.50. wv'II castom frame
any posm or print op to 24"X36"

lndodlng glass and dry moantfng In a
high qaallty sltvvr or _gold metal frame;
fin tor an INCREDIBLE $33.501

Entl",usiam runs high as participants register for Campus Recreation programs.

CAMPUS RECREATION

1--1.iw~
Campus Recreation has offiricnc,. cially opened its 1992-93 season,
pla1. and the year is off to a great start.
Registration for the Instructional
Programs attracted over 300 participants.
For those
interested
in
aerobics, aquatics. martial arts or
first aid/CPR courses, you can
still sign up. Programs are filling
up quickly, so do it as soon as
possible.
•

?•

Black. and fill other cotoars aNt
available tor only $19.501

Intramural
registration
Intramural sports will begin in
just a fev,: "'eeks. Teamc; or individuals ,, ishing to regi<;ter for
an~ ,port can do ,o al the Campus Rec office. Team entry deadlines arc as follows:
Women ·s Leagues
Sept. 18 - Flag Football
Sept. 25 - Volleyball, Floor
Hocke)

Men 's Leagues
Sept. 18 - Soccer, Flag Football, Slo-Pitch
Sept. 25 - Ice Hockey. Basketball, Floor Hockey
Co-Ed Leagues
Sept. 18 - Slo-Pitch, Volleyball
Sept. 18- 3 on 3 Volleyball

ball. As usual. teams or individuals can sign up. It is a new
sport here, so everyone can learn
together.
To support this new league
you can register at the Campus
Rec office or call Mike Wilson at
977-7264 for more information.

Attention women

Attention staff/faculty

Learn how to protect yourself.
Campus Rec offers a Women's
Self Defense Clinic starting
Tuesday October 6 from 7-8 p.m.
and running for four weeks .
Registration is only $5.
If you are not sure how to
workout or use weight training
equipment, there is a Wright
Training Course for women only.
It is offered September 27 and
October 4 from 9 a.m.-12 noon.
Cost is $30.
For the first time Campus Rec
is offering Women ·s Flag Foot-

Fitnes!\ classes arc being offered at Electa Hall on Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday afternoons from 12:05 to 12:50 p.m.
Certified instructors will help introduce fun, enthusiasm. and a
wide variety of new ideas into
your lunch hour.
For more information or to
register in any of the above
programs visit the Campus Rec
office in the Human Kinetics
building or call 253-4232 ext.
2449 or 2456.
(g

THEY'RE
BACK!
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1335 Wyandotte Street E.
I.

Windsor, Ontario

253-4787
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CAMPUS PATROL
ESCORT SERVICE

ALL DAY ALL NIGHT
60 oz Pitchers
$6.50
including tax

Sunday, Monday, Tuesday, & Wednesday!
0

0
755 Ouellette 256 - 2385

~"/&"' 'n!E 7,fU1ltE S ~

MALE AND FEMALE
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED

APPLICATIONS
AVAILABLE AT THE SAC
TRAILER
*DEADLINE EXTENDED*
SEPTEMBER 25, 1992
4:00 P.M.
FIRST GENERAL MEETING
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 28, 10:00PM.
OAK ROOM INVANIER HALL

L
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New day for gays
Who knew, before this summer's debate, lhal it was
legal to discriminate against homosexuals in Canada?
The recent inclusion of gay men and lesbians under
the Canadian Human Rights Act was surprising because
many have assumed their rights were protected all along.
At least the courtrooms suggested that, as judges "read
in" homosexuals to be included in the list of minorities
protected against discrimination.
Although homosexuals are not among the groups
listed in the Human Rights Act, judges saw the exclusion
as being so obviously wrong that precedence was set to
allow for fair rulings in discrimination cases.
Why were the courts forced to interpret the law this
way? Because parliament has purposely ignored the inclusion of homosexuals in this Act to avoid big controversy. Small controversy in individual courtrooms is
so much cleaner.
Pressured by gay rights activists. the Ontario government finally passed legislation entitling homosexual
couples to provincial pension benefits. In the revised
reading of the Human Rights Act, the words referring to
marriages being made of members of the opposite sex
were removed, giving homosexual partners rights previously reserved for married couples.
The Ontario legislation is gutsy because it assumes
that homosexual relationships are valid, as valid as
heterosexual marriages ... at least in court. Whether the
sv. itch is hailed as progressive or the fast-track to Sodom
and Gomorrah. the Ontario gm crnrncnt has taken the
first step in recognizing homosexual rights.
Although the federal government continues to struggle
over this issue, with legislation blocked by Tor) conservative backbenchers, v.c may relish the victory in Ontario. It speaks well of us as a pro\ incc to be among the
fir~t to recognize and support homosexual relationships.
Why? Because homosexuals arc stereotyped as highly
promiscuous, sexual!) dangerous and influential. Recognition of gay and lc'ibian partners a,; legitimate couples.
like traditional married couples. promotes images of
healthy. mature. monogamous relationships that help to Dear Editor.
I am writing this letter in order to indissipate misconceptions about homosexuality: the same
form
students about a problem \\ hich
misconceptions that. unfortunately. plague the conservathe
lance
has failed to report: the untive and religious sectors opposed to including
homosexuals in the Human Rights Act.
(g a\ ailabilit) of space in expository v.riting classes.
Prior to the beginning of this
semester I informed t!te lance about
thic; problc111. At the lime of my conversation v. ith a reporter from the
lance there was a \\-ailing list of apStudent newspaper of the University of Windsor
proximately 30 people for each of the
Volume LXV, Number 3
September 21, 1992
12 sections of this course. In other
c/o University of Windsor, Windsor, ON N9B 3P4
words.
there were as many students
Editorial: 253-4232, ext. 3909; Advertising: 971-3604
waiting to get into this course as there
Circulation: 10,000 weekly
were enrolled.
Editor in Chief Laila Farrell
This is not a new problem but it is
News Editor Ty Daniels
getting
more serious each semester.
Associate News Editor Mark Crane
The ability to communicate your
Arts Editors Michael Borshuk
thoughts is an essential skill needed by
Sarah Roebuck
Sports Editor Elaine Saunders
students who wish to excel in their
Features Editors Sarah Atkinson
post secondary curriculum. The
Todd Schaus
demand for this course is rising bePhoto Editor Suzanne Ngui
cause students are aware of the imporAssociate Photo Editor K1ran Pal
Ad Artists Lisa Fortin
tance of good writing skills.
Luciana Perfetto
Expository writing is a required
Circulation Manager Kevin Manias
course
for many degrees and with good
Production Manager Kevin Johnson
reason. However, many students in
Advertising Assistants Mark Babiy
Robyn Mart11la
second and third year cannot get into
Contributors Ted Andk1lde, Peter Annan,
this essential course. If students cannot
Lorne Bell, Dave Briggs,
take this course until third year, they
Terry Brown, Anita Cloutier,
have wasted three years where they
Dave Gough, WIiiiam
could be improving upon skills taught
Heckadon, Ian Kelso,
Suzanne LaCours1ere, Tran
to them in expository writing. To say
Longmoore, Alex Meyer,
the least, this is a modern tragedy.
Mike Mouat, Martina
To make matters worse, many stuObersat, Kimberly O'Hara.
dents
in other courses arc not given the
Jennifer Out, Kristen
Palmer. Daniela Ranieri,
opportunity to write research papers.
Jean-Paul Restoule.
Many professors use standard objecMaurice Souza-Leite.
tive multiple choice exams. These
exams only test ability to memorize inThe Lance 1s published every Monday of the fall and
winter semesters by the Student Media Corporation. Its
formation for short periods of time.
offices are located in Phase Two of the Clark residences,
There are even some professors who
on Walnut Street between Sunset and Patricia Avenues.
refuse to ask students to submit written
Unsigned editorials are produced by the Lance editorial
research papers because of their
board, and may not reflect the beliefs of all its members.
Opinions expressed in the Lance are not necessarily
frustration marking papers by students
those of the University of Windsor or Students' Adwho
lack adequate writing skills.
ministrative Council.
To quote a student who approached
Submissions are welcome and become property of the
newspaper. Submissions must include contributor's name
me with this problem, "this is the most
and phone number and must be typed, legibly handwritimportant student issue on campus
ten, or on floppy disk (IBM compatible).
today."
The Lance welcomes letters to the editor, but reserves
We are here for an education and we
the righ: to reiect or edit letters for length, clarity and
legality. No material of a racist, sexist or homophobic naare being denied the opportunity to
ture will be accepted. Letters must be signed and include
learn. Many students are graduating
a telephone number for purposes of verification.
without ever having the chance to
Contents copyright 1992. Reproducllon 1n any way ,s
forbidden without the permission of the editor. The Lance
write a research paper. The skills on
is a member of the Ontario Community Newspapers· Aswhich post secondary scholarship has
soc1a!Jon and the Canadian University Press.
been built are not being provided for
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
u,zavailable
perceptive

-:51.ance

students.
The most embarrassing event of all,
however, is that the students' own
newspaper has failed to report this important story. This would be like every
newspaper in Canada not reporting the
events surrounding the upcoming constitutional referendum.
Perhaps the lance has centred too
much of its m:w:, department on student council muckraking and forgotten
its responsibility to the v.hole student
body.
T!te lance docs have a responsibility to be critical of mistakes made
by the student government and to
report on student government activities. However, the lance also has a
duty to inform students about the important issues at this university. I can
think of no issue more important than
the fact that students arc not receiving
an adequate education!
It is a question of agenda setting and
the lance seems more interested in an
anti-student government agenda. Well,
student government cannot be successful unless the students take a stand and
demand their rights.
So I ask students to take a stand and
demand that the university provide
them with the choice they need in
order to formulate a successful curriculum.
Only by the voice of student activism can we obtain the choice so
many demand. That choice is to learn
and be able to communicate one's
thoughts in written form. Let us ensure
that the time we spend at university is
productive and assists us in our future.
I urge any student who has had a
problem obtaining enrolment in expository writing to please write Dr. W.
Jones, Vice President Academic for the
university. Please send me a copy for
my files. Students must unite and fight
for their right to an education or we are
all just wasting our time at university
preparing ourselves for a disappointing
life.

John Stout
Vice President University Affairs
Students' Administrative Council

The Lance accepts
your letters and
opinion pieces!

Dear Editor,
Todd Schaus's article ... Rc11
the Social Contract" [T!te Lance
tember 14, 1992], is a perccp1i1e
useful introduction to what I rcgar
an important social developmefll
the men's movement. Congratul.r:
to the lance and to Todd for a job
done.
The title of his article reminds II'
a phrase I first heard from Asa B
who has stated that we are 1r
process of "renegotiating the sc
contract" - which is perhaps a1
and insightful characterization as
I've heard to describe what· s gorn,
these days.
As Schaus points out, the m
movement is not a monolithic i
There are many voices. and it is in
best interests of us all that clear 1
be heard in this process of reneg
lion. Baber's is one of the clea·
which is why I strongly recomrr
his Naked at Gender Gap [Birch L
Press, 1992).
Sincerely yours,
Dr. Ralph JI. Johi
Department of Philosi
University of Win

j'i.,,

appreciative

•

Dear Editor,
On behalf of the AIDS Comm
of Windsor and the people we se~
would like to take this opportunil.
publicly thank the Phi Sigma Si,
Sorority AJumni for their efforts on
behalf. On Saturday, September
members from this group ,;pent
afternoon washing cars at two I
lions in the city of Windsor. The rf'
was a benefit to the AIDS Comm
of Windsor in the amount of $300.
funds raised will be used to help r
sons living with AIDS and HIV in
community.
We thank the members of this gn:
for thinking of our non-profit 11
planning their benefit and we conl
to appreciate all of the efforts of
university community as a whole.
Yours truly,

Guv W. Lap
•
Presi
AIDS Committee of Win~

•

•

op1n1ons
Student activism losing its punch
by Mark Crane
Lance editorial staff

In a way, student activism is
becoming more popular. Mure
students arc involved now in issues concerning their education
than ever before. We could ask,
though, "Is quantity helter than
quality?"
I don ·1 think so. Students have
~uen getting more involved over
the past five years because, simply, it has become more acceptable to do so. The issues have
remained the same: underfunding. accessibility to education,
overcrowding, and more recently,
racial and sexual equity. These
issues have received a more
widespread acceptance through
years of student lobbying, and I
\, would argue, have lost some of
': their punch.
Student organizations across
the country arc increasingly
focusing their efforts on creating
large
infrastructures
and
bureaucracies. While seemingly

I

working for student interests,
they arc taking student voices,
churning them through the
bureaucratic system, and ultimately produce small and slow
change.
A case in point is the Canadian
Federation of Students. The main
focus of the Federation is to be
the national lobby group for students, voicing student concerns
to the federal government. rt has
just passed a fee increase from $6
to S8 per year per student, so it
may put more money towards its
services branch. I would prefer to
see less services, and more direct
lobbymg.
Right here on campus, student
activism has become student administration. Student council's
has become increasingly concerned with the administration of
the drug plan, running a pub, and
being a springboard for law
school. Not to discount the positive efforts put forth by SAC
over the past few years (and there
have been many), the general

tone is not one of progressive
change. but of maintenance of
the status quo.
Consumerism has reared its
ugly head in the new activism.
evident in the amount of I-shirts,
mugs and other activist paraphernalia. For example, a student
entered my class wearing an En-

vironmental Awareness Association shirt, and carrying a
styrofoam
cup
of coffee.
Granted, we all forgct our refillable mug sometimes. but if the
shirt docs nut serve at the very
least as a reminder to bring your
mug, what purpose docs it serve
other than fashion? The student

was being more fw,hion <.:onscious than environmentally conscious.
We need more traffic in ideas,
less in fashionable movements. If
we don ·1. we arc contributing to
the decay of our education system, and not toward its betterment.
Herc are some tips on how to
become an activist: let your voice
be heard through student media;
both the l.ance and CJAM-FM
arc here to voice your concerns.
Find out which group on campus
best represents your interests and
volunteer some time. Finally,
when electing students to represent you. find out about their acti\'ist records. and ensure that
they want to be elected to stand
up for c,tuc.lent rights. not to pJc.l
their resumes.
Student groups argue that the
only wa) to change the s)stem is
to work the system heller than
opponents. That auituJe "ound,
more like "1f you can't heat ·1:m.
join ·cm·· philosophy 111 me
[t]

Parking situation getting desperate
by Stacey Maskery
Three hundred parking passes
for this school year were supposed II) go on sale at 8 p.m ..
Sept. 8, in Vanier Hali Lounge,
but by 11 a.m. there were already
more than 400 people lined up
throughout the lounge, down the
stain, and throughout the base-
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ment hall of Vanier.
Most students. some waiting
for more than 20 hours, had to
tight off people cutting in lines.
since campus police and student
patrols could not handle the job
of keeping everyone in the lines.
The passes were supposc to be
sold on a first come, first ~erved
basis, but because students were
not given numbers or marked in
any way as they arrived, it was
very easy for people to cut into
the line.
When the passes started to go
on sale, word spread down the
stair~ and into the basement
hallways and students who were
at the end of the line rushed to try
to push into the main stairwell.
They cut off all the students who
had been waiting for seven hours
or more.
All of this happened while
campus police in the basement
did and said nothing. Had some-

one immediately taken charge ut
the situation. this mass chaos
would never have occurred.
Many students who had lined up
for hours and hours, who had
hcen in line and were Jssurec.1 of
getting permits, enc.led up with
nothing.
Any person who was in Vanier
Hall lhaL Tuesday morning would
have to ac.lmu that parking at this
university is a seriou~ problem.
Thae were 300 parking spots
that went on sale for approximatcl y 15 000 students.
There were only L75 spots (Lot
U anJ V) that went on sale near
the university. The remaining
125 spots were for parking lots
near St. Denis Centre and Huron
Hall (near McDonald's). The
parking lots under the bridge
have been turned into pay and
display lots.
The administration want<; to
deal with the parking problem
with pay and display lots.
But according to university
President Ron Ianni, as cited in a
Windsor Star article this summer,
"students don't want to pay for
parking, they don't want to use
the pay and display lots for that
reason and therefore there arc
often many spots open."
It is blatantly obvious that

1m
se~
nit1

Ianni, unlike -.tuJents. docs not
ha\'e to come to class 15 to 20
minutes early in order tu sit in the
pay and di,play lots and wait for
people to leave to get a parking
spot. If Ianni would like to sec
this problem personally. he could
get an excellent view from the
ceiling to tloor windows in the
MBA Lounge in the Odelle
Bu tiding.
As far as the new re~ide11t only
street parking permits. Kristine
Robinson. Students' Administrative Council president, was
quoted as saying "The only solution I sec to our current parking
problem 1s getting students to pay
an extra $60 a year in tuition fees
to receive an unlimited student
buss pass."
When asked if SAC would be
addressing City Council in a bid
to save some street parking for
students, Robinson said, '"I don't
feel there is anything SAC can
do." This is very easy to say
when SAC members have always
had easy access to parking permits.
It docs not seem like much is
being done to solve the parking
problem. Ianni feels a parking
garage would not be feasible
since students do not wish to pay
for parking. This assumption is

wrong. More than 5011 students
lined up to pay SJ09 each for a
parking space. It is ohviou, \.\ e
need some sort of parking ,tructure.
Kristine Robinson and the rest
of ,tuc.lent council feel that
everyone should pay an extra $60
in tuition fees to ride city buses
e,ery day. even though quite a
fcv.. students live in the areas surrounding Windsor, \' here bus
service is not even availahle.
The administration and SAC
support the idea of allowing only
the residents that live around the
university to have perm1tc, allowing them to park on the street,.
even though must res1Jents ha"e
driveways. This i'> not in any
way, shape or form a ,olution to
the problem.
It is time fur the students to
demand that a viable solution to
the University of Windsor parking problem be attained. Parking
problems have been going on for
a very long time, and it's time
they are adequately addressed. So
if this issue affects any of you,
speak up, write lellers to City
Council members, to university
President Ron Ianni. and demand
that SAC work tu find solutions
for every single student who
finds parking tu be a problem. (g

Where will you park if they restrict on-street parking?
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Shelby
Rocheleau
3rd Year
English

I rark in the pay and
display lot at Human
Kinetics. I'm not even in
that building. but I don't
want to spend an hour
llloking .iruund here.

Mike Tocco
1st Year
Education

I have no idea.
I'm from the county so I
can't take a bus or ride with
someone, so I have no
choice. When they brought
the whole (Faculty of
Education) over here, they
only had provisions fur half
the parking.

Steve
Ralph

Cynthia
Collavino

2nd Year
Biology

1st Year
Business

I'll come earlier and try
parking farther away. I'll
park in pay and display lots
as a last resort. IL' s
impm,sihlc to find parking
on the street unless you
come early. I come at 7:50
for my 8:JO a.m. class.

I've been parking in the
lots around here although I
have a parking permit. I \.\ as
in line for 12 hours anJ I got
a permit too far away to he
useful. This is terrible. You
drive around for 45 minutes
and then you' re late for class.
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Two fairs offer chance to get
an edge in the job competition

Whatever the
subject, we keep
you informed.

by Lance news staff

With today's tight job market,
many students arc looking for ways to
get an edge. There arc two obvious
means: in the next few weeks, the
Vanier East dining hall will host the
one-da) extravaganzas, Volunteer Fair
and Career Fair.
Volunteer Fair will feature over 50
community-based charitable organizations discussing available volunteer
opportunities. suitable for everyone,
not just students.
Most employers look for jobrele\ ant experience on resumes. and
\·olunteering is a great \\ ay lo get experience. skills. and all-important
references.
Besides the benefits to yourself,
\\Orking to enhance your community
pro\ ides benefits to everyone. It 'II
gi\c )OU something important to do
with your free time, and most volunteer positions take only a couple of
hours a week.
Finally, community agencies arc
perfect places to meet people with
common interests - perfect places to
make ne"" friends!
Volunteer Fair runs Thursday. Sept.
2~. from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. and will include free refreshments. For more information.
contact
coordinator
Caroline Carneric at 973-0222.
On Friday, Oct. 2. 11 a.m. - 6 p.m.,
Vanier East will host Career Fair '92.
The Career Fair brings recruiters from
many employers who are cager to
meet students. This year's fair includes companies"' ho hire from every
discipline.
Also featured is a seminar series on
job opportunities in various fields.
The Career Planning and Placement
Centre pro\idcs training in interview
technique,, resume preparation, and
other job-seeking skill& Put you best
foot forward and contact the Career
Fair offic,:: at 253-4232. ext. 3553. [g

Subscribe to The Globe and Mail
now at the special student rate

of50% off.
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FORWARD
VANIER DINING

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
SEMINAR SERIES
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INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT

(

VANIER HALL I THE OAK ROOM I NOON TO 1:30 PM

FRIDAY,
OCTOBER 2ND
11:00 AM TO
6:00 PM

ARTS DEGREES: TRANSFERABLE SKILLS
FOR THE WORKPLACE

u
b
a

p

DILLON HALL I ROOM 115 I 10:00 -11:30 AM

SOCIAL SCIENCE DEGREES:
WHERE THEY REALLY LEAD!
VANIER HALL I THE OAK ROOM I 10:00 TO 11:30 AM
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Failing the earth:
who can we
blame Rio on?
See centrespread.
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The computer centre
is open 24 hours
no more.
Story, p. 3.

Our intrepid food
critic takes a short
jaunt up the street.
review, p. 5.
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Last year's Social Science
Society spent more than $7000
on personal phone calls and exclusive parties, including more
than $1400 on a year-end feast
for 22 people.
The dinner, held at the Keg
restaurant. featured free drinks
and such delights as lobster and
scallops
and
was attended
primarily by incoming and outgtiing LOUncillors.
A source close to the exeLulivc
who aucndc0-mi:_ dinner said
then-president Petrina Bura cared
little about expense:
"Petrina arrived at the meal
late. When the waiter asked her if
she would like to sec a menu she
simply replied 'Just bring me the
biggest most expensive thing on
the menu."'
Students'
Administrative
Council (SAC) president Kristine
Robinson, who also attended.
doesn't consider the expense out
of line.
.. If the money was allocated
through the council and was approved then that is their prerogative to spend it how they feel,"
she said.
Council treasurer Mark Babiy,
however, promised an end to
such extravagance.
.. We plan this year to look into
the t'casibility of having the year-

end meal at the new University
of Windsor Club," he said. "For
about $15 a head we can get an
excellent meal and won't have to
pay this amount ever again."
Sura. now a Social Science
representative on SAC, did not
return me.,sages.
The 1991 92 Social Science
Society also spent S l 161 in
telephone chargcs over a sevenmonth period. Babiy admitted
that the bill covered some personal calls.
''Within the executive we had
man~ heated discussions about
lht· telephone JJOlic:v la,t year hut
the issue was never brought up
before council." he said. '·This
year we plan to not allow any
personal telephone charges to be
paid for by the society."
Babiy said the personal calls
"were one of the few benefits of
the job·· and that the executive
worked long hours without compensation.
Other questionable expenses
exist.
The society's year-end semiformal gala at MacKenzie Hall,
for instance, cost $5236, and
drew between "40 or 50 people,
at the most,'' Babiy said.
The evening\ total price tag
was $6326 - including $4489
for the meal, provided by caterer
Maison Van Blommestcin though the society raised $ I 090
which was put toward the bill.

No permit parking yet
by Ty Daniels ,
lance news editor

Permit parking won't reach
the streets surrounding the U of
W for a few months yet, according to Jerry Hancock,
manager of Parking Operations,
City of Windsor.
The plan has been postponed
until a steering committee can
be struck to investigate options
and implementation of the
proposal.
Hancock said that the steering committee will consist of
Students' Administrative Coun cil (SAC), Graduate Student
Society
(GSS),
the
local
Ratepayers' Association, and
city councillor Sheila Wisdom.
City council is awaiting
reports from the university and
other committees before it ap-

proves the permit plan.
"If the plan is finally approved, it will be implemented
in a graduated system probably
beginning January 1993," Hancock said.
City councillor Sheila Wisdom said that the ratepayers'
association was in the final
stages of completing its street
by street study. This will allow
the city to customize the plan to
accomodate all situations.
"Those streets that have an
abundance of driveway parking
do not necessarily have the
same parking requirements as
those who only have curbside
parking," she said.
Wisdom said that after the
ratepayers' association had
completed its study, another
general meeting of all concerned parties would be held. [y
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Bill Na19er a.1d Tim Boise passed through campus last week, spreading their environmental me:i~ge
They are touring the U.S. and Canada speaking at urnvers1ttes about ways to be environmentally
friendly. (photo by Mark Crane)

Though
Babiy
couldn't
remember the exact menu, he
said it contained simple dishes
like chicken. as opposed to anything extraordinary.
The Social Science Society
also tipped well last school year,
handing the Subway Pub bar staff
$200 after its Pub Night in
March .
In comparison, the society
gave $150 to the Sexual Assault
Crisis Centre, the same amount it
gave the Aids Committee of
Windsor.
But Babiy said har employees
deserved the gratuity because
they "had to put up with a lot that
night and they don't get paid a

lot."
Expenses also included $21)()
to send a social science student to
a provincial Liberal Party con·
\ention.
"A student came to the societ)'
who said he was hroke and
needed money to attend the convention, since he was chosen as a
delegate,'' Babiy said. "No policy
exists on what event essentially
qualifies for subsidy so we gave
him the money."
Babiy said that although the
Liberal convention "has lit1le or
nothing to do with Social Science
students. nothing in pre" ious activities of the council indicated
that this was improper he-

ha\iour."
Club funding was also inrnn.,istent last year. Funding fur spccwl events ranged twm S IOO to
S 1740. In total thc sllcicty spent
S 10 020 on special e\Cnts. The
society does not have a funding
policy.
Jon Ricci. Director of Student
Club
Affairs.
is
LUrrently
developing guidl!line:-.. to en'iure
com,istcnt special-events funding.
"In the past. clubs ha\'e been
J:-..kcd to 'iuhmit hudgets to the
society hut few rare!) did. This
year I plan to scrutinize the dubs
much more intcn:-..d)' ... he said.
"We won·t .,cc the problem'> of
last year occur this year...
EJ

Crimestoppers could be coming to campus

Tips may help stop crime
by Ty Da niels
Lance news editor

Pending
ratification
by
Crimestoppers Incorporated and
the university, the U of W could
become the first campus in Ontario to have its own Crimcstoppers program.
Campus
Police
Constable
Floyd Porter, who had been
working on the proposal since
mid June, said after ratification,
the only rema10mg obstacle
would be finding the required
space and money to start.
He estimates that to get the
plan started would require about
$5000 to $7000. The bulk of the
funding for the program would be
supplied by the university.
''I've had many verbal assurances of possible fundi ng from dif-

fcrcnt associations on campus but
nothing has come to me in w riling with guaranteed amounts. If
all goes well, we should be able
to get the program off near the
end of October," he said.
Constable Porter has been
working on implementing the
program on campus since midJune and can no longer develop
the plan. Porter has been chosen
as an instructor at the Ontario
Police College and begins teaching m about a week.
The program would work in
the following manner: Tipsters
would call extension 8477 (TIPS)
with any information concerning
a crime that has been committed.
They would then be assigned a
confidential number for later
identification.
It would then become the

responsibility of the informant to
to sec if their information had led
to a conviction and a possible
reward.
If a reward is due, the individual would he directed to one
of three possible locations from
which the money could be picked
up.
The person would simply identify him/herself with their identification number to receive the
reward.
Porter said that the locations
would be moved randomly and
would be discrete to assure
anonymity.
"The benefits of this type of
program could be phenomenal.
With this in place we hope to
have access to information that
was not available before,'' he
s~d.
[y
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Lance calendar of events

Thursday in Vanier East.
Doors open at 8 p.m.

IE. Soundsation 92/93 presents

Assumpti o n University
Chapel holds Masses at
10 :30 and 4:30. Other
Masses Monday, Wednesday
and Friday, 11 :50 a.m.

John McCabe (piano) at 8
p.m. in Moot Court, Law Building.

IE. The Art Gallery of Windsor
(445 Riverside W.) hosts Co,.

Tuesday, Sept. 29

Friday, Oct. 2

Assumption
University
Chapel hosts Mass and a
cost supper Tuesdays at
5:00. between the UC and the
bridge, 973-7034.
i,

The Third World Resource
Centre presents Dina Abad
(Director of the Philippines Canada Human Resource
Development Program) to
discuss her experiences as a
development worker. Iona
College (208 Sunset), 7:30.

i,

Career Fair brings employers
in every field to meet students
in every discipline to Vanier
Dining Hall East from 11 a.m.
to 6 p.m.

IE. Common Ground

(131
University Ave. W .) presents
Just Me. an exhibition of prints
by Jennifer Nicholls. Tuesday
- Thursday, 1 - 5 p.m. through
Oct. 8. Call 256-2406.

i,

§

CJAM (9 1.5 FM) presents
Campus Controversy. a
weekly talk show with a focus
on the University of Windsor.
From 12:20 - 1 p.m.

VVednesday,Sept.30
IE. Artcite (109 University Ave.
W.) presents Hell Screen, an
installation by Grace Manias.
Through Oct. 11. For more information, call 977-6564.
_._
1
.,. Stud en t s f or a D emocra t·c
·
11 h Id
t·
So Iut1on
w1 o a. mee mg
·
to d eveIop furth er discussion
on the Oct. 26 constitutiona1
referemdum. 5:30 in Trillium
Room B in Varner Hall
IE. The University Players offer
· IdeaIforstu dens:
t $5
aspec1a
·
d ·
seats to see th eir pro uct1on
· s 1·t
f H.
T,h e D octor in
P te bo
im. k t
If
T
se · ic es mus
e pur·
d
ch ased24 hours in a vance.
Performances cont, nue
through 0 ct. 4 at regu Iar
· . c a 11 253 -4232 ext ·
prices

The Humanities Research
Group presents University of
Toronto professor Jane Abray
speaking on Holy Chastity:
Sexual Morality in Sixteenth
Century Europe. T he Oak
Room in Vanier Hall at 8 p.m .

(photo by SOPHIA FARRELL)

"' The Organization of Gay
and Lesbian Students will
hold its meeting at JB's (1880
Wyandotte St. E.) from 7:30 9 p.m. All are welcome.

Thursday, Oct. 1
The Faculty of Education
asks Is Teaching m Your Future? at an information session at 5 p.m. in room 1101
Education Building. Co-sponsored by the Academic Adv1sory Centre.
..,; Pro 1·ect Ploughshares
presents the Academy
Award-winning documentary
Deadly Dec eption. which
documents how GE brings a
tot more than good things to
life. The second floor of the
Grad House at 12 noon.

;

..,

§

The Department of English
,s hosting a reception for
English majors and faculty in
MacPherson Lounge in
Electa Hall from 4 - 8 p.m.
"' The lnterVarsity Christian
Fellowship has meetings
every Thursday from 5 - 8
p.m . in the Oak Room in
Vanier Hall. Everyone is
welcome!
"' If you like early music
(medieval through the early
18th century) and can sing
and/or play recorder, gambe,
lute. or other suitable
instrument, please join us
every Thursday from 7:30 9:30p.m. mRoom126Scool
of Music . For more
information call Prof. Edward
Kovarik, ext 2790.

CJAM-FM is hosting a Coffee
House at 9 p.m. at the Grad
House. The evening will
feature an open mic forum as
well as CJAM's own Marc
Fedak. Donations received
will be used towards CJAM's
tong-awaited power increase.

Saturday, Oct. 3
IE. Wayne State University's Hil·
berry Theatre opens its 30th
Anniversary Season with Neil
Simon ' s Rumors through
Dec. 5. For information call
(313) 577-2972 .
IE The Third World Resource
Centre presents Dance
Brigade, the renowned multitalented troupe presenting its
show, Goodbye, Columbus! 8
p.m. at the Capitol Theatre
(121 University Ave. W.) . For
tickets and information. call
the Capitol or the TWRC at
252-1517.
© The Lancer footballers meet
the Guelph Gryphons on the
South Campus field at 2 p.m .

respondences: Jack Shad.
bolt, a 60 year retrospective at
the Canadian artist's work
Shadbolt will give a talk at the
opening of the exhibition, 1:30
p.m. Refreshments follow.
§

Sunday Evening at Iona
College continues. The
gathering will start with a meal
for students at 5:30 and
includes lively discussion,
reflection,
singing
refreshments and social time.

(

IE. Grindh aus Cinemaphilia
presents
Alejandro
Jodorowsky's Santa Sangre
at 9 p.m. at the Capitol
Theatre. Playing at various
times until Oct. 6.

Monday, Oct. 5
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The A IDS Comm ittee Of
Windsor will hold its annual
fund-raising Hair-Cut-A-Thon
in the Odette Building. Get
your hair cut by a professiona!
stylist and make a donation to
a worthy cause!
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"' The Student Solidarity
Coalition will meet from 4:30
- 6 upstairs at the Grad
House. We work for
improvements to student life
so come on out and demano
a say in your education!
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"' The Lance invites all those
interested in volunteer
reporting. photography
reviewing .
or
othe,
newspaper work to its weekly
staff meeting. 6 p.m. upstairs
at the Grad House.
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____ 2808for1nformation. ----- --- - ------------------------ -- ---- ------------------ ------------------------------------------------ - ---------------- --------- --- ---§ Socials parties. mixers, etc.
"' Club and society meetings.
IE. Visual and performing arts.
© Sports events.
Notices. demonstrations
" Lectures. seminars. etc .
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• valid until October 31. 1992 •

Centre no longer 24 hours
by Tran Longmoore
Lance news staff
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The U of W computer centre
has closed its doors on late night
students scrambling to meet
deadlines.
Due to rising labour costs, the
Computer Services Department
has decided the centre will no
longer be open 24 hours a day.
Ted Dodds, director of computer
services, said the increase in the
minimum wage, combined with a
frozen operating budget, forced
the closure.
The duties of the Student
Patrol include assisting students
on the computers and repairing
equipment. They also count the
people in the centre each hour.
This data was used to determine
which hours students use the
centre the least.
The centre will he open between 8 a.m. and IO p.m. Starting Oct. 13. when the centre
hecomes congestetl with students

doing assignments, the hours will
be expanded until 2 a.m.
Many students on campus
were unaware of the changes.
Paul Gazo, a second year computer science major, did not mind
the alterations.
"The system is up all the time.
You can take advantage of it if
you have a machine at home. I'm
sure that the computer consultants would let you stay late it you
talked to them."
Mark Labreque, a third year
computer science major, was not
pleased with the new hours.
"At the beginning of the year
students arc adjusting, partying
and wind up falling behind.
Having a 24-hour computer
centre helps them catch up." he
said. "Sometimes it's too busy to
get a computer in the daytime.
With students working part-time
jobs, a 24-hour computer centre
hecomcs a necessity."
Carrie Bryan. ,he senior cooruinator of the StuJent Patrol, nor-

mally hires ten new students a
year to maintain a staff of 25. Of
the 25, about 15 arc employed at
the computer centre. As a result
of the cuts she could not hire any
new students this year.
Dodd plans to eliminate use of
the Student Patrol in January
favouring hiring his own staff.
This he says will increase the interaction between stuuents and
his office.
Br)an disagreed. "Most of the
Student Patrol who work in the
computer centre have some kind
of computer background," '>he
said. "There haven't been complaints about the Student Patrol."
For the most part. the SAC has
remained uninvolved with the
computer centre's situation. Over
the summer. SAC President,
Kristine Robinson, sent a letter to
Douu slating her concern over the
reduction in hours. llo\.\-ever. no
further communication was made
and con ...equcntly. no alternative
pl.ins were proposed.
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We ;ire a full service salon,
offering top qu;ility products, by: Paul Brown
Hayashi, GolJwdl. and Yonka.

J:!2 PARK STREET WEST

Victoria Park place
977-6556

DRAW FOR THE UNITED WAY
WIN
One Semester FREE TUITION
4 other valuable pnzes

Tickets $1 each or Book of 10 for $8
Available at OPUS
496 Sunset

971 - 3603

Lance news editor

The distribution of free Transit
Windsor passes to the university
campus, originally scheduled to
occur on Oct. I, has been pushed
back until the week of October
13. Passes will become valid Oct.
19 until Dec. 3 l.
City council has agreed to subsidize the plan which Transit
Windsor has estimated will require$ l38 000 to implement.
City councillor Sheila Wisdom
said council is still seeking
provincial funding for the
project. The money requested by
Transit Windsor is not firm.
"The amount of $138 000
could only at best be a

guesstimate. Transit Windsor has
not <lone a study of the student
ridership to sec how much students use it or how much it will
cost," she said.

Transit
Windsor has
not done a
study ... to see
how much
students use it.
Transit Windsor public relations director Larry McNeil said
that the passes will incorporate

the bus company's new Fast Fare
system. Magnetic cards will
provide Transit Windsor with a
detailed analysis of ridership patterns. Transit Windsor is also
planning on expanding service on
the Transway IC and Crosstown
2 lines. The lines will now run
every 15 minutes until l l p.m.
A referendum date of Nov. 24
and 25 to decide upon continuation of the plan has been suggested, said Mary Lou Thibert,
Department Head University
Centre, who is facilitating the
referendum.
Thibert also said payment of
the $30 per semester fee would
not begin until September 1993
since it is university policy not to
implement new fees in January. [g

KEYNOTE SPEAKER: His Excellency Andre Kd,an

Ambassador Embassy of The Repubhc
Of South Afnca. Ottawa
PANEL: Mr James R Sellars. BA. MA (Windsor),

PhD. Candidate Wayne State Un1vers,ty.
Detroit M1ch1gan. U SA
Mr Gary Parent
Elected Member. Board of Governors Un1vers1ty of Windsor. F,nanc,al ::5ecretary.
CAW Local 444. Windsor. Ontario
MODERATOR : Mr Kot, Adomako
PLACE : MOOT COURT LAW SCHOOL

University of Windsor
TIME:

12:20 P.M.

DATE :

October 7th. 1992

SPONSOR: Adomako & Associates. Inc.
International Trade Group.

CRocoiitE

Enjoy a hot, fresh pizza in the
or for free delivery anywhere on
campus any night of the week!
PIZZERIA

HOTLINE

Qlgor,zor,on ot Pan.r,me
Unlvers.ry Stuaenli

PEACE THROUGH TRADE
"The Future of Africa Development "

Bus pass plans rolling along
by Ty Daniels
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Haircuts to fight AIDS
by Lillian Camilleri
Lance !\Jews Staff
Students will soon be losing
their hair and actu.i ly feel good
about it.
The AIDS Committee of
Windsor will host a fundraising
AIDS Awareness Weck Oct. 5 9 that will include its annual
Hair-Cut-A-Thon.
The mop cropping takes place
Monday, Oct. 5 at the Odette
Building. Haircuts, punky or
plain, will be available from 10
a.m. to 6 p.m. for $ 10. Proceeds
benefit the AIDS Committee
Hairstylists
from
various
Windsor salons, including Antoine Griegc, La Salon, Act l,
Cosmic Hair. For You Only and
Salon 510, will volunteer their
time and talents.
Organizer. Janice Moroun and
Jamie Pitts think this year's HairCut-A-Thon will generate even
more awarcne~~. education and

the AIDS epidemic has affected
his life. As one of the lirst
physicians in the area to treat
AIDS patients, Mackie offer:-. a
wealth of exp\;rience in hts
educational speeches.

This year 's
Haircut-A-Thon
will generate
more education
and money.
In
keeping
with
the
remembrance
theme,
The
Canadian Names Quilt will be on
display at the Windsor Armor,
Oct. 30 to Nov. l. Local panel,
will be added to the massi~
work. Music will be provided b,
a string quartet from the Windsor
Symphony Orchestra and the
Detroit Together Men's Choir. ~

Panel, public,
debate casinos

Back to School Special
TCI Colour VGA Systems
• 80386 SX-25 MHZ CPU
• 34 Mhz Landmark Speed
• 2 M RAM
• 14" VGA Colour Monitor
• 16 bit VGA Graphics Card
• 80 Mb Hard Disk Dnve
• 5.25" 1 2 Mb Floppy Disk Dnve
• 35" 1 44 Mb Floppy disk drive
• IOE FD1HD Controller
• 2 Serial, 1 Parallel and 1 Game Port
• 101 Keys Enhanced Keyboard
• Stylish Desktop Case
200W Power Supply

money than previous efforts.
Moroun says she is inspired by
what is already a surge of volunteers offering their well-trained
scissor fingus .
Money raised will help pay for
educational and support services
throughout Windsor, Maroun
said, especially those which
"help those people who are both
directly and indirectly affected
by AIDS: nurses, ministers,
counsellors, people with HIV or
AIDS, and their families as well
as those who have lost loved
ones to the illness."
In addition to the Hair Cut-AThon, the AIDS committee is
holding a " Remember Their
Names" vigil at All Saints'
Church in City Hall Square, Oct.
8 at 7:45 p.m.
Dr. lain Mackie, Director of
the HIV Care Program in London, will talk about the barriers
he faced opening an HIV care
clinic in London. a'> well as how

TCI 386 SX-25

by Suzanne LaCoursiere

$1189

FREE Mouse

Lance news staff

FreeHa<clO , Me a

TCI 386 DX-40

Word h

K>r

Spreadsheel Games a"<!
OOSTulortal

$1299
TCI 486 DX 33

$1749

2 Years Parts and 3 Years labour Warranty
Otter Ends September 30tn '92 Cash ana Carry Only.

TCI Data.systems Inc.
2175 Wyandotte St. W. (519) 254-2721 FAX (519) 254-3017
Bus. Hrs. Mon.-Frl. 10:30-7:00, Sat. 12:00-6:00
Locations throughout Ontario, Mississauga, Toronto, Ottawa, Whitby

TH E Ut\J I VE RSI TY C LU B
OFFERS A FU LL SER V I CE
DINNER BUFF ET FE AT U RIN G
EV ERCHANGING THEMES
HIGHLIGHTING SE A SON A L
SPECIALTIES .
JOIN US FOR AN
O R A CA PPU CC INO
OF OUR DEC A DENT

ESPRESS O
A ND O N E
DES SERT S.

STUDENTS HOLD ING A FOOD
SER VICE PLAN RECEI VE ME MBER 'S
PRI CE. ($2.00 0 FF)

A public forum held Sept. 16
at Mackenzie Hall invited
Wind'>oritcs to voice their
opinion-. on the possibility of
casino gambl ing.
Sponsored by the Windsor
Jaycees and ho:-.ted by CKWW
radio announcer Wayne Stevens.
the forum prod Jct:d a multitude
of opinion!>. There was no fence
sitting on this night: people felt
that the c.1sino wou ld 111.:come a
profitable venture for the city. or
that its inception would erode the
moral Iramcwork of our community.
The casino, to be how,cd in the
proposed downtown arena. is to
be government-operated m a
similar manner to the succes~ful
Winnipeg casino project.
Local developer Bill Docherty.
who is planning the construction,
argued that Windsor gambling
would he "the h1,!gest JOh creation opportunity (about 2,500
jobs) that th is city has ever seen."
Approximately one million locals and visitors arc expected to
patronize the casino each year.
Panel mcmhcr Rev. Chris·opher Pratt did not share
Dochcrty's enthusiasm.
""Do we need to exploit the
dreams of those who gamble a lot
to gain so little?" he asked. Pratt
,tddcd he wanted Wi ndsor
citiLen, to put an "'honest effort in
earning their way of life,'' and not
to squander their hopes, fanta,ic,
:ind fund, at the ca... ino.
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At the end of the forum. 1h~
issue rcmain..:d unresolved .
Windsor Jaycee and univcrslt)
student Drew Dilkcn .... who .it·
tended, was undecided.
"'I haven ' t 4uite made up rr1
mind right now. but I tend to h~
for it (casino gambling). It V,.ould
he a ;ood shot in the arm fo·
Wind.,or. I ikc Docherty ..,,t)'S,
one casino. controlled h) the
government v.. ill not cau,e com·
plctc, uncertain pandemonium."
The '.!nd year business major
added that the casino ,houlu tic
done on a trial basis, anu 11 "lhc
citi1cns of Windsor find 1hat 11
has become sc\erel} detrimental
then we can alway'> t,1kc hack our
city."
On the U of W campu.... !>tUdcnh asked to comment ,Hrc
mostly supportive of th..: ca"no
plan.
Communications major F· d
Fagan laughed when ;i-,kcd ahoul
the morality of l',..,ino 1 mhhng.
"Wimt...or i, the ,trip har c.1p1
tal of Canaua. and 1 douht th.II
c.hino gamhling i, g11ing to brute
u, d,mn:·
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OPEN:
5:00 p.m.
9: 00 p. m.
TUESDAY TO SATU RDAY

:ai
i\ fram e and
cotton and foam
core futon
packa~c

$139.00
LOCATED IN THE SOUTHWEST
CORNER OF VANlfR HALL.
FOR RESERVATIONS :

2'il-~232 , EXT. 1293 .

-'75 Wrnndottc St. f..
H oun: Mon-( ri: ·10-8 : Sat: I 0-6
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Moliere's Doctor worth examining
by James McLaughlin
Lance arts staff

11

.

The Dortor i11 Spilt: of Hi,m e/f
Univer,ity Players
through Oct. -'
The University Players staged
a sneak preview of Moliere's The
Doctor In Spite of Hi,melf on
Wednesday night at Essex
Theatre. Their inaugural effort of
the 1992/93 season is a richly
entertaining working of a
memorable satire by the legen
dary French dramatist.
Moliere's characterization i!'>
incredihlc, and the delivery of the
dialogue by the actors adequately
reveals this. Moliere shaped his
characters from accepted principles of determinism guided by
the theory of dominant humours,
prevalent in hi:> day
17th Century Physiology con
ceived of personality in terms of
the dbtribution and mixture of
four basic fluids: blood, phlegm,
choler
(yellow
bile),
and
melancholy (black bile). This
concept, extending as far back in
time as to the ancient days of
Hippocrates and Galen, included
the belief that excess of any one
of these fluids would produce
disease. Moliere accepts this
theory to a point but pokes fun at
the mechanistic application of
,uch thcoric!'> ts practised by doctors of his lime. He also applies
pseudo humours or cultivah:d eccentricities to motivate his
characters to action.
These theoretical abstractions
provide the ch:m.ll'tl..'r, with thl..'ir
outer frame in some in,t:.mcc,
.md acccntuall.: the farcical ckmcnt of the play to unequaled
heights. These charadcrs arc a

joy to watch, and through the
actors' adept handling of their
roles Moliere·, genius as a
playwright comes to light.
Mark Macham as Valere and
Chris Keelan as Lucas. each do
especially :.plendid johs in capturing the spirit of these characters Throughout the play they
provide the audience with amusement. The pair arc well-cast. and
very colourful, with their contra\ting mannerisms adding a a
warm texture to the fabric of the
play.
Gcronte, as played by 5ean
Carthew, 1s acted brilliantly, as
well. It is in this role that the split
between the abstracted character
and the refined human voice
finds its greatest expression.
Joanne O'Sullivan as Lucinde•
Catherine Mackinnon as Jacqueline and Cate Barnes as Martine
also
gave
notable
performances.
The most difficult role in the
piece, that of Sganarellc the doctor, is challenged by Ty Chidlow.
Chidlow makes a brave attempt
at it, but in \p<)tS needs more
energy to mesh the whole thing
together.
Satirical comedy such as this
has a long history in (3uropean
theatres. From the Dottore of the
Italian playhouses to the doctors
of Molicn: satire, display a common clement of fanta,y, and incorporate dan:ling d1'plays of
learning, and dogmatic insistencics on the infallibility of their
art. Comedic plays like this arc
qull<: ..:nll.:rtaining, amJ 1hh one.
in partil:ular. b certainly \\llfth
invc... tigating. The University
Players have h1:gun their :-cason
\\ ith a winner.
(g

\

Catherine Mackinnon, Ty Chidlow and Chris Keelan star in the University Play•?rs production. the
Doctor m Spite of Himself, running through Oct 4 ,n the Essex Hall Theatre. (photo by Sarah Roebuck)

Pure colours help depict tragedy
by Lisa Fortin
Lance arts staff
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Buzz's eclectic interior. (photo by James Perrault)

Palates satisfied at Buzz's
by Archita Ghosh
Lance Arts Staff
Hearty food, reasonable prices,
a friend ly host and an eclectic atmosphere all are key m
gredients for a successful student
eatery. Buzz's Bar and Grill. on
the corner of Wyandotte and
Campbell, definitely fits the bill.
The pleasingly paint-splattered
noor, the psychedelic mural on
the hack
wall,
and
the
planetarium-type ceiling design
are all characteristics of the
restaurant's relaxed atmosphere.
These qualities, coupled with coowner/host
John
Buzz''
Matijevic's friendly demeanor
make you feel welcome, and
beckon you to sample something
scrumptious from the basic, yet
diverse menu.
There arc the traditional student satisfiers: burgers ( 1/3 of a
pound of meat. no less!). that
come with your choice of fries or
spicy wedges: sausages: and fries
t.!tc. Hut don't come expecting
only the basic!'> - there's plenty

of plates to soothe adventurous
palates, as well.
Some examples: Thai and
Jamaican Burgers. falafels, and a
variety of other vegetarian
cntrees. Everyth1ng's made fresh
daily, and Buzz keeps the kitchen
open till l im. a bonus for those
voracious and erratic student appetites.
Buzz ·s Bar and Grill features
live music on Friday and Saturday nights, encompassing a
variety of musical genres. ranging from folk to blues to ska. On
Wednesdays, the eatery offers a
25<t chicken wings special. and
on Wednesday and Thursday
nighcs, pitchers sell for $6.50.
Buzz's was originally intended
to he a Coney b land-style restaurant, but after consideration,
the owners opted to get their liquor license. and showcase many
different types of popular foods.
This change in design was a good
idea; Buzz's differs from other
casual restauranls in the area, and
offers an interesting. original experience in dining.
~

hy Glyde Stewart
Odette lluildinj? Atrium
until Octohcr 3 1
You have entered the Business
Huilding Atrium for the first
time. Ordinarily you would avoid
the Odette, but someone told you
there was an art show going on
there. You·ve made your way up
to the third floor to check it out,
and all you ...cc is a stone sculpture in the centre of the room. It's
nice. but ... 11 isn ·1 quite what you
were expecting.
Then a flash of bright colour,
way up, catches your eye. You
crane your neck, and sure
enough it's art. There are five
pieces. You wander around until
you find a box with flye~ in it,
just outside the main entrance.!.
There's a brief bio of the artist
Glydc Stcwar• on one side, and a
few words from the artist about
the show on the other.
The five portraits arc done in
pen. ink and acrylic on 30" by
'.''.' \ ~chcs paper. They are of the
artist's friend Jim, who died of
\IDS m February 1992. She tells
of his love of cats and art. of his
guitar playing and Ficstaware
collection. of his excellence at
work and s4uash, of his great
!'>pirit. The ,cries developed from
a portrait llf him Stewart was
working on a few months before
his death.
Suddenly you understand and
you try to look more closely at

the images in the portraits. You
sec beautiful pure colours O\ier
the wonderfully detailed hlack
ink drawings of Jim·-. lace and of
the different aspects of his life some simply too detailed to make
out from this d1!'>tance. They uc
almost like mosaics or collages
rather than coherent scenes.
The dominant image in the
portrait on the far left seems to be
of an arm commg out of ...,atcr.
like that ot a swimmer. A second
glance reveals that the upper part
of the arm is actually a sitting cat,
seen from behind. Above it is a
very young face, perhaps frc m a
chi ldhood photograph, Stewart
mentions that Jim ga\t her ,nme
photo!'> to work trom " when he
was too ill for me to draw 'from
the original' as he put it." In this
portrait there is also a vertical
pile or dishes; presumabl) this is
Lhe Ficstaware he loved.
The second portrait .,hows two
faces of Jim. The larger one in
the foreground is rather serious.
even sad, hut essentially hcalthylooking. The smaller face in the
upper right hand corner is
emaciated, yet smiling ,incercly.
In the middle is the most
vibrant uf the portraits. There's a
large grey cat, and Jim's face has
a ,oft, romantic quality about it.
To the right there is a sort of hall
with blue and white silhouettes of
two squash players.
All around seem to he work, of
art. These mu,t be from Jim·.,
friend Scott's studio. Stewart
sa), "No series about Jim cnuld
omit a reference 10•• .Jim's ad-

miration and .,uppurt for what
wa, made there
The fourth portrait show, Jim
playing the guitar. His cat ...ccms
to be dancm~. In the final portrait
he is !'>miling again, and a
Siame;-.c c·tt is curled up, a,lcep.
The love in these portraits i,
clear: you don ·1 nc,:d Stewart to
tell you that the scnes is meant to
cclchrate his life • despite her
apprehension at continuing the
work after his death - or that the
"prevailing mood or the work is
upbeat"' because ol Jim's ability
to laugh and to hope. You want to
scream at the idiotic bureaucrat
who hung these portraits so for
off the ground. no matter how
glad you arc to sec art on campus
by a Windsor-based artist.
After all, b art not sup1xhed to
he a dialogue? How can a
dialogue take place "hen you can
barely sec one another'! The
descriptions of the portraiL-. are
incomplete bccau-.e of the difticulty in seeing :,,m,1ller, p<1ssibly
enlightening clements in them.
And yet. ,1ccording to Caroline
Rourke of the university's Art
Among U.\ program, Glyde
Stc...,art is the one who chose to
hang the portraits so high up. Part
of the reason is surely the policy
against putting nail., or screws in
the wall: the p<mraits had to be
suspended from above. Perhaps
,he feared vandali:.,m?
In any case. viewing these fi\c
heautiful portraits at ,uch a distJnce is a very lru:,,trating experience, when closer up it could
be so much mure satisf) mg.
IQ
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iE:»114i!t-1 Husbands love wives in Allen's latest
I
I
HOUSING

by Judge Brisson

BED ANO BREAKFAST. Ideal
for v1s1t,ng parents and friends
Ten blocks from campus Call
256-3937
WANTED: STUDENT to share
clean apartment Will have own
room. Parkdale Tower, 5
minutes from campus Only
$280 month(mcludes ut1hllcs).
Call 252-2352

Lance Arts

Staff

llmlumd., and JJ'in•,
Directed b~ \\ ood~ ,\lien
Palace Cim·ma,
The succes!> of Wood) Allen ·s films arc
large!) dependent on his ability to have the
audience relate to characters who are unusually cerebral and equally self-indulgent. His
most recent work has appealed lo the
\Oyeuristic nature of the audience more
directly by crafting dialogue that has a secretive tone and emplo) ing cinematic techniques
"hich arc simultaneously evasive and invasive.
In Husbands and Wii·es-, Wood) 's homcmo\ ie documentary
format serves
his
audience well in this regard and the willy
dialogue treats the subject of marriage with a
billcrsweet irl, ny It 1, the personal in tel'\ iews
of the characters themselves within the film
by the narrator ho"'
r ·hat arc pivotal in establishing their "true" feelings.
Considering the cynical nature of the attitudes tO\\ ards "modern·· marriage revealed
throt 11 lhL script. \\ hat comes as a surpri<.;e is
the me<.;sarc All-en conveys through his
ccntr ,I ch·,r 1cter<:;, Sally and Jack (Jud) Davis
and Sydney Pollack) \\ ho. deciding to
separate, lose their sense of identity only to
find real happiness in reconciliation.
Jud) and Gabe, pla)ed b) Mia Farro\\ and
Allen, find themselves in a situation much
likr their friends. Sall) and Jack, hut their
personalitiC's do not kad them lo a similar
solution to their problems. Jud) is an overl)
self-conscious but manipulative wife \\ ho is
de.,cribed h), LTIL I) b) her ex-husband a..,
"pa.,sive-aggrcssi\ c ·. Gabe. an Fnglish
professor. is amb1\aknt towards his wife's
concerns about her biological clock and sagging frame. He takes pleasure in his work and
in one of his brightest students, Rain.
Rain (Juhclle Lrn b) is a ueal :\ c \\ riling
,tudcnt \\ ith a liking fo r older men. but as of
late, has sworn them off. lier semi nal work,
"Oral Sex in the Age of Deconstruction... has
captur ctl the a1ten1ion of Gabe who becomes
enamoured with her Oerridean prose and
demure sm ile; She is a complex character
" ho is brilliantly d1.:\ eloped through a series
of scenes that c,tablish her intellectual
prow e,s and her subtle sexuality.
The <.;lrong comedic performances on the
part of the entire ca<,I provide the necessary
\\ eight to counterbalance the seriousness of
the ... ubjcct mailer. Unlike the melodramatic
Cmnt's and ,\fisdc111('t111on-. an earl ic r Allen
\\Ork that addrc<.;scd the subject of marital infidclit). Hu t . · d and Wi1 es is an uplifting
film which has 11s characters resolve their
inncr-connicls h) turning to the comranionship of their spou,es, \\ ho arc \\ illing to accept them as they arc.
[g

LOST
LAOV"S SUNBURST design
broach pendant Lost September 19 at St Denis Centre.
female locker room Extreme
sentimental value. Reward, call
948-4221.

FOR SALE
ELECTROHOLME 19" CONSOLE model colour T V 22· 10,000 b tu air cond1t1oner.
Both 1n working cond1t1on As
king $75 each. Call 255·9298
or 253 4232 (3440).

SERVICES
HIGH QUALITY word processing, fast and eff c1ent Guaranteed
low
price
Call
253 0630.(11 no answer leave
message). Close to the university
WORDPROCESSING:
Essays, reports. manuscripts.
S2 50/page double-spaced.
$4 00 page single-spaced
Fast, professional service.
Free pickup and delivery.
Shoreline Computing 7338890
TYPING SERVICE: essays.
reports. medical transcnpllon
etc.. typed accurately, profes·
s,onally and quickly! S2/page
Contact Lynda at 735·8902

NOTICES
ADULT CHILDREN of Alcohohcs support group meets
every Wednesday from 7 30 • 9
p m on campus Students welcome
Contact
either
Stephanie (97 1 8098) or Janet
(253-7310)
NE F DED: An experionced

goahe tor Womens Travel Ice
Hockey Team. Call 733,5075
ASAP

GREEI< S & CLUBS
RAISE A COOL
51000

IN JUST ONE WEEKI

PLUS $1000 FOR THE
MEMBER WHO CAU.S!
No obligation. No cost.
You also get a FREE
HEADPHONE RADIO
just for calling

1-800-932-0528, Ext. 65
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WOODY ALLEN: unusually cerebral and equally self-indulgent

LOOK HOW FAR you got in
this column of classified ads'
Thank how many people are
doing the same thing nght now!
Consider that 20 high-impact
words cost only S5 1 Z,p on
down to the Lance and buy
yourself one of these little
beauties before it's too late!

-

-

We pay GST and
ST for students!

-

Check out our great rates on:

T)·ping
Al I T Yr1 -... c; I!'> I ASI R PRl'-Tf:D ,

• term papers
• resumes, books
• reports, clc.

Photocop)·ing
and Fax Service
• sending & receiving

COPIES
Te:~~;seh
I
Rd. East

N

MORE

Ph one
& FAX:

944-1205

Save on your grad or faculty rings this fal I.
Order your University of Windsor ring on
Friday October 2, and save big on
14 K Gold and 18 K Gold prices.
See our display in the bookstore for all the
details!

Friday October 2 · 10 am-4 pm
UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR BOOKSTORE
Grad rings. Nursing pins and rings~ rings for Hurnan Kinetics. Law, Education and Business

Jostens Can,11/,1 & Tlie University Book~~tore
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Dance Brigade will perform a benefit for the Third World Resource Centre and the Capitol Arts Centre
Oct. 3 The San Francisco Bay-area troupe includes Windsor product Sarah Crowell (left)

Goodbye, Columbus!
Dance Brigade comments on quincentenary
by Lance arts staff
Dance Brigade returns to
Windsor for another show of "socially relevant dance theatre.''
The troupe will perform a benefit
for the Third World Resource
Centre at the Capitol Theatre,
Saturday Oct. 3, al 8:00 p.m.
Dance Brigade, a multi-ethnic
women's troupe from the San
Francisco
Bay
area,
has
pioneered and popularized the
genre, which involves clements
of theatre, dance. the martial arts
and humour to challenge the
stereotype of female dancers. The

sty le is expressive and athletic.
able to appeal lo people. who may
not consider themsclve:-. dance
afficianados.
Last year, the group attracted
600 Wind:-.orites to two performances of its show Pandora ·s

Box.
This year, it will perform On

the Edge of the World, Goodbye
Co/11mhus, a commentary marking the quincentenary of the
Columbus landfall, addressing
women's
issues,
m ilitarism.
AIDS, apartheid. and the environment.
Goodbye Columbus!! is based

on native American poetry,
rnw,ic and dance. It represents a
voyage from the old world of
separatism to a new world
embracing divcrsll~.
Those from the University of
Windsor will recognize local
product Sarah Crowell, whose
dance education started in
Windsor.
~

The Capitol Theatre is located
at 121 Univer.\ity Avenue West.
For Tickets ($15) or information,
contact
the
Third
World
Resource Centre at 252-15 I 7 or
the Capitol Theatre Box Office at
253-7729.
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WINDSOR'S ONLY 7-NITE A WEEK
ALTERNATIVE DANCE/VIDEO CLUB

Pizzeria
QUALITY MAKES THE DIFFERENCE

NOW OPEN
FOR LUNCH
Specials from $2 - $5.95
*20% off p · ! Za orders*
with student ID
minimum order of $10
2215 Wyandotte West at Randolph
256-SAMS .
EAT IN • PICK UP • FAST FREE DELIVERY
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overnmen;
n attempt was made to address
global environmental
issues
during the United Nations Conference on the Environment and
Development (UNCED) at Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
in June of this year. You will remember that. at
the time. the media gave the summit a great deal
of attention. As a matter of fact, there were more
media at the summit than delegates.
What the majority of anticipatory reports said
was the summit prom ised to be "precedent setting··. making 'headway towards sustainability."'
Follow-up reports tended to be somewhat more
negative. stating that the summit was not a success. and stopped there . In the mainstream
press. nary a murmur has been uttered at all
since the summit. It would seem logical to
provide some kind of analysis of the event,
whether another look at the summit itself with the
power of hindsight or a follow-up to see if the few
promises made have been kept.
So, why the silence?
An answer can be found in the book The
Barefoot Channel by Kim Goldberg. She believes
that "silence on a subject that logically warrants
attention is often a clue identifying something that
threatens the status quo."
What is the existing state of affairs in this case
and who is threatened by what we all, presumably, want - to save our planet? The powers that
be in the North stand to lose profit if there were
worldwide regulation on environmental affairs.
Though it is insane, the North chooses economic
health over environmental health.

The Rio summit, and the international politics
and economics surrounding it, are extremely
complex. Nevertheless, many recent articles in
the alternative press (Buzzworm, E magazine,
Earth Keeper and Environmental Action) suggest
a strong connection between North/South relations and any press cover-ups. The United States
in particular has a vested interest in maintaining
the present economic imbalance.
Actually, the present status quo is relatively
new in this regard. Michael McCoy, in an article
entitled "Whither the New World?" (Buzzworm),
states that Southern governments, in ttie past,
would strengthen their own national interests by
playing off the U.S. or U.S.S.R., whichever
helped the most. Now that the Cold War has
ended (the U.S.S.R. is no longer a superpower),
many in the South worry that the U.S. will run
roughshod over anyone standing in its way.
For various reasons, the South lives in abject
poverty. McCoy quotes the Watch lnstitute's
"State of the World 1992 Report", as saying
some one billion people [in the South] survive on
less than $1 a day. "One in three children is malnourished in the developing nations and 3 million
children die annually from diseases that could be
averted by immunizations."
Of particular environmental concern is the fact
that some 200 million people live in rural poverty
in the tropics and are forced to cut down huge
portions of the forests to make room for farms
and pastures. The South has been put in a position where it must turn to the North for support
(initially U.S. and U.S.S.R., now mostly U.S.) .
._

~

The requests have been numerous: fa'jdlin
agreements, access to Northern markets I the
goods and raw materials, cancellation o· 'ear
and transfers of environmentally sound lE)ut r
ogy. These requests, which have been ma dev,
the survival of these countries. put the So.istar
vulnerable position.
1h s
Kofi Awoonor, representative of Ghanaiob
United Nations and president of the Groucts in
has said, "The simple fact remains t Oct
alarming environmental deterioration 1r
developing countries is the direct result ol he h
ty, and the principle cause of this povert1mde
economic imbalance that characterizes·Jrne
South relations ... developing countries , to th
rich because we work hard , but because eak
historical role in an increasingly exploitive,e 01
national economic system."
~tac
However, in spite of being fully aware,ducE

South's situation, the North maintains t aterr

sustainability of the Earth's environment dnnse
on all nations. Maybe so, but the South feel type
the majority of the planet's woes exist dire:3ak c
indirectly, as a resu It of the actions of the ~,res 1
seems only reasonable that the North bHspitE
majority of the financial burden. The S0ulr1ve.
gaining chip is this: "You want our co-oper, d
or e
global clean-up, you help us develop econc0 d
ly as well as foot the bill for any environ-~ e,
0
measures that will ensure sustainability id
chip relied on the desire of the Northern '·velo
to approach sustainability, as well as dead c
ment. President Bush had no such desire i bit~
As Andy Feeney, in an article entitled ,els t
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TODD SCHAUS and TRACEY ROBINSON

fa·jdfing to Brazil" (Environmental Action) points
,ts\ the U.S. was uncooperative from the start.
1
o· early as March 1991, Bush was adamant
d lf)ut not providing any "new and additional'· aid
1
m, developing nations. With Bush's steadfast
So istance, did anything get accomplished at the
1h Summit?
3naiob Simpson contrasts the hopes with the
OUHs in an article entitled "Rio Recap, .. found in
, t~ Oct'Nov issue of Earth Keeper. He states:
1n

t of he hoped-for Earth Charter, which was inem:nded to be the visionary and inspirational
es·Jrnerstone of the new world order denigrated
~s ,to the Rio Declaration, a bureaucratic and
Jse eak statement of 27 principles.

itive1e original desire of the developed nations to
~ta Convention on Forests ... ended up
are duced to a "Non-legally binding authoritative
s tratement of pnnciples ... on the management,
1t demservation and sustainable development of
1 feel types of forests." This short and extremely
dire~ak document contains language that as1e ~1res national autonomy over forest practices
1 bHspite the global impact these practices may
)utt1ve.

1

~er; order to get President Bush to the Summit,
0
:
developed nations sacrificed the Convenn
on Climate Change by omitting timelines
11
r'd targets, despite the fact that many
·rnde1veloped nations, Canada included, have al, ady set themselves the modest goal of
~ed i bilizing greenhouse gas emissions at 1990
tels by the year 2000 or sooner.

:e

1.;~
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• Agenda 21, a document which was supposed
to set the course for the 21st century, also fails
to set any binding targets or timelines. It commits nations to nothing concrete, and has no
legal power.
If you are depressed by now. it 1s no wonder.
Did anything good come out of the Summit?
As a matter of fact. yes, and Canadians played
a role in it. It was the Convention on Biodiversity.
Johanna Bernstein, National Cordinator for the
Canadian Participatory Committee for UNCED
(CPCU), stated that "the Canadian government
effectively saved the Biodiversity Convention."
The Convention will stimulate the flow of funds
from North to South while trying to preserve tropical rainforests and the endangered species
within. It is no mere cO'incidence that this is the
Convention that Bush tried desperately to stymie:
it threatened the interests of giant pharmaceutical
and biotechnological companies.
In addition, according to Bernstein, the
Canadian government "fought to keep the Non
Governmental Organizations involved and informed." The importance of this cannot be overemphasized. If progress is to be made in saving
the environnment, governnments can never be
fully trusted.
At their worst, they are like the Bush administration, which only pays lip service to these
issues (Bush actually made some anti-environmental comments at the Summit). At their best,
they are like the Canadian delegation, which may
have made worthwhile promises, but needs

monitoring to ensure that it keeps them.
Our future lies with the efforts of grassroots or
non-governnmental
organizations
(the
university's own Environmental Awareness Association, for example). The less likely an organization has financial interests that conflict with
environmental concerns, the more likely it will
properly represent our interests.
A movement has been organized, called hRio
Watch.·· which "seeks to establish Rio Watch
committees in every community across Canada.
These committees will be provided with copies of
the UNCED documents, and will attempt to formulate ways to act on the principles they outline.··
To Join Rio Watch. write:
Elizabeth May
Ste. 420, 1 Nicholas St.
Ottawa, Ontario
K1N 787

If you would like additional information on Rio
and the Earth Summit, check out "Earth Summit:
Is Rio an event of the past?" Wednesday, September 30. It is a workshop organized by The
Well Centre for Spirituality and Growth. Their
guest speaker is Martin Urtrosa, manager of
Green Earth. The cost is $5 and you can register
by phone at 253-2497.
Let us not become lulled into a stupor that the
summit is all over and everything is being taken
care of. It is not over, and our governments cannot be trusted to act in our best interests. Only
we can.
gi
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Lancers shut down in home opener
l

C
l
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by Dave Gough
Lance sports staff

The Lancers had a hard time controlling the line of scrimmage against a tough Varsity Blues squad. Toronto went on to hand Windsor a
painful 37-0 loss, the Lancers' second of the season. At press time, there was no score available from Saturday's game against York.

Soccer team encouraged by win
by Alex Meyer
Lance sports staff
The Lancer women ·s soccer
team has finally begun to play
the wa)' it can. earning its first
win of the season on Tuesday,
Sept. 22. Unfortunately. this
game was against the University
of Michigan Wolverines and not
a regular season game.
However. beating a top-ranked
team 2-1 is a very encouraging
sign. Lindy Basinski got both
goals for Windsor.

The women lost 2-1 to McMaster on Sept. 20, with Debbie
Snow getting the lone Lancer
goal. T he team had chances but
could
not
capitalize.
"We
deserved at least a tie," said
coach Gord Caldwell.
Windsor is at home to Brock
and Waterloo on Sept. 26 and 27.
and Caldwell expects two wins.
The team will also play Guelph
on Oct. IO and L aurier on Oct.
11. both on the road. The Lancers
have alread} lost to Lauricr.
Caldwell expects a stronger per-

Cross country men
reach top ranking
Lance sports staff
The Lancer mens' cross
countr~ learn i s ranked first in
the CIAU follo\\ ing another
!cam v. in al the Western Invitational on Salurda~. Sept IQ.
This is the first 11mc in Lancer
history that this team has been
ranked first. This win also
gives the men ' s team a record
of 24 wins and O losses.
The team had three runners
finish in the top ten or the
men 's ten kilometre race. Paul
Self pl aced second, finishing
only five seconds behmd the
winner, with t e two of them
both breaking the old course

record. Scott Manser placed
eighth and John Cress finished
tenth.
The women ·s cross country
team also atlended the W estern
Invitational. The team finished
the meet in seventh place and
nov. have a record of nine wins
and 11 losses.
Michelle King was the lone
Lancer to finish the five
kilometre race in the top ten .
King finished the race m
second place, 1ust ten seconds
behind the leader
The CIA U rankings for this
week have the wom en·~ team
fifth,
c
hi ,he,; ranking
p

ever.

r.L''
I!:.

formance now that his players
know each other better.
The Guelph game will be very
important, as Caldwell sees them
to be one of the teams the Lancers have to beat. "We are looking for a good result against
them," he said.
In men's soccer action, the
Lancers tied the McMaster
Marauders 0-0 on Sept. 20, leaving their league record at 1-0-2.
The Windsor men played Brock
and Waterloo as well.
" Brock beat us last year, and

Waterloo is always a tough
physical team. Every game is a
battle," said Coach Vancho
Cirovski.
The Lancer men are also on
the road the Oct. 11 weekend to
meet Guelph and Laurier. Teams
change and get stronger as the
season progesses, so these midseason meetings will not be easy .
"We want to be in a position to
win," said Cirovski. " We want
to increase the pace as we get fitter. Hopefully that will translate
into finishing and goals."
[J

Tlmty-sevcn to 1ip, J7
trente-sept a zero. no matter ho,
you look at it. the Lancer footb.
team was hu mi l iated b\
University of T oronto Vari
Blues at its home season open
Five hundred fans turned out
the game at South Campus Fte
Scn . 19. on a 'Jcautiful ai:· 0
da) ideal for football.
The Lancers were beaten
c, er) facet of the game, \\ ith
f1r-.t dnw n, rn comparison to
Varsity Bl ues' J.:\. foronto n
ed up (108 total \'ards rn offc
compared to the Lancer,;' pJ
lo~. Th,-. lo,s drop, Windsor
0-2 111 recul.ir sc.1<,un play.
f-ourth-\c ,r tailback \I
Scratch was me of the
pla) crs to sho" any inter1
gai ning 91 yard~ on 14 carr
On defen,;c, Rob McElwam ~t
out. playing a solid game b) CC'
tributing on many tackles.
The Lancers will try to sah
the season, heading to York
play the 0-2 Yeomen in a ba
of winless OUAA teams. Surpr
ingly, the other 0-2 team is
perennially powerful Un iver1
of Western Ontario Mustangs.
T he Yeomen are nol only 11
less this season, they arc also
the midst of a 23-gamc lo
streak. Therefore it i s very impu
tant that the Windsor team doc
not just mail this game in. Tu
definitely do not want to be
team that gives the rebuild
York team their first win in 01
three years.
The L ancers· only victor)
season came at York's exper
The L ancers shut down
Yeomen, winning 24-0.
T he Lancers will need intr.
sity during practices to prcpz
for this important game. Sm
blamed the loss to the Blue~
this fact. "We had a good pr
tice on Monday and then
downhill.'"
The Lancers' next home ga·
is Oct. 3 against the Universil)
Guelph Gryphons. The game,,
South Campus Field. with
opening kickoff at 2 p.m. Adrr
sion is free to students with '
student identification cards.

Shayna Clark
serves as Michele
Hodut waits at tne
net The pair with
Clark s powerful
serves and Hodut s
strenQth 1n front ol
the net won their
exh1b1t1on worren s
match on Sep! 14
agat'1St Henry Ford
Commun ty
College. Although
the team was only
formed two weeks
prior to the match
and final pa,r
match-ups were
not completed,
tenn s looks hkc 1t
should be an
exc,t ng sport to
watch this year
(photo by TED
ANDKILDE)
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B-ball women retreat

r

-

Weekend for
communication
a new twist on
training camp
by Dave Briggs
Lance sports columnist

For the past five years, the
philosophy of the University of
Windsor women's basketball
team
has been to retreat before
JOI!'(
moving
forward.
y
Each year. before the team ·s
first road trip, the Lancers spend
a weekend in the heart of Essex
lUl
; F County at the Gesstwood Church
retreat.
Ulu
Surrounded by some of the
finest
farmers' fields this area has
tcr.
to
offer,
the team sets goals for
ith
the
season.
get to know one
to
another
better.
and basically open
1n
up
lines
of
communication
beIle
tween players and coaches.
pa
It's a simple concept that head
lsor
coach
Joanne
Maclean
developed and initiated five years
ago. To date. including this
year's retreat which was held two
weekends ago, it has been a rousarrr. ing success. So much so, that
~to- other teams in the Canadian In) c teruniversity Athletic Union
(CIAU) have copied Windsor's
ah
idea.
Jrk
"I guess the buzz word, if there
b3' ww, any. in terms of why we
!rpr
would go on a retreat, is just
is
communication." Maclean said.
1er1
"I believe in being strictly honest
gs.
with our athletes. They need to
f'II
know what I am thinking, they
Ji

1

lso

need to know how we are making
decisions. They have to have
some basis for understanding
what we arc trying to accomplish."
Nonetheless, the word retreat
does tend to carry a stigma with
it. The good part is the Lancers
stop short of placing a basketball
in the centre of the floor, joining
working on the mental aspects of
hands in a circle and singing
basketball.
Kumbaya.
"Sometimes in the gym where
They do, however, cook their
you arc really focussed on the
own meals, fill out a stack of mechanics of playing the game
eligibility forms, outline what
it's difficult to focus on the
they expect from each other, and
psychology of playing the game,''
manage to get in a little touch
he said.
football in the process.
On the retreat. Maclean also
Coaches are also able to find
has a prime opportunity to outline
out what best motivates each
exactly what she expects from the
player, and build the team around
team in an atmosphere where she
an atmosphere that makes them
has their undivided attention. The
comfortable. Maclean espouses
key is implementing what the
a coaching philosophy that adapts
team
discusses
during
the
to the athletes she coaches.
weekend, throughout the season.
This year, assistant coach John
Lancer
veteran,
Nancy
Corlett tried something new on
Gyurcsik has been on the last
the retreat by having players inthree retreats, and says they arc
troduce each other. He started by
especially good at developing
introducing Maclean to the team.
team cohesiveness.
then sent players off in pairs to
"The guys around here call it
h!arn things about each other
female bonding." Maclean said
before they had to introduce their
with a laugh.
partners to the group.
Call it whatever you want. It
"For me, it's much easier to
seems to be working just fine. No
coach someone that you know."
matter how many games the team
Corlett said. "I think a personal
wins this year they will have
relationship develops as a result
gained immeasurable life exof heing there together, and getperience.
ting to talk to people away from
"There's more to sports and
the prcs:-.urcs of school and •sport
basketball than just heing here
and so on."
two hours a night (for practice),"
Corlett. a professor of sports
Gyurcsik said.
psychology in the department of
If the team's annual retreat is
Human Kinetics, feels it's also
any indication, !here's abo more
important to spend the weekend
to life than just haskethall.
~
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by Lorne Bell
Lance sports staff
The foothall season is upon us,
the baseball playoffs are just
around the corner, but snow is
still a distant thought Therefore
it comes as no surprise that it is
Lancer hockey season once
again.
This season the Lancers will
have a new look. Many key
players will not be returning. On
the offense, the team lost several
players due to graduation. They
included captain Jeff Mascarin,
assistant captain Grant Larsen,
and Dirk Gebhardt.
Other forwards not returning
arc Pete Dobrich, Paul Sloan who
is injured, and Steve Allen who
will instead play Junior 8.
Another essential member of
the team not returning due to
graduation is OUAA all-star
goalie Mark Seguin. Already an
interesting battle for the job of
goaltender is taki ng place, with
eight hopefuls attending tryouts
already.
The final team cuts have not
been made yet, and several newcomers will be gavcn the opportunity to crack the line-up this
season.
The addition of Pete Deboer
and Jeff Gardiner. previously
from Junior A, should add to the
team's depicted offense.
To be ,ucccssfu l this season
the team will have to overcome
the abundance of inJuries, specifically
shoulder
separations,
players suffered last year. Some
of the players had the problems
hefore the season hegan but
<.:oach Rick Cranker could not explain the additional injuries.
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One of many goaltending hopefuls shows his stuff as he vies'°'
a position on the Lancer squad {photo by Ted Andk1/de)
"It was a lluke, last year was
one of those years. If we remain
healthy, succe,s should follow."
The coaching staff expects the
Lancers will he the hardest working team in the league. Cranker
said, "we expect the players to

work hard and our goal i,
make the pla}olh."
The first exhibition game.,
the hockey Lancers will
place Saturday. Oct. J .ind\
da). Oct. 4 al the York Un,,~
Tournament.
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TRIBUTE BANDS
SUNDAY NITES ! !
ROCK

I ROLL

Tuesday is Jam Nite
15 Chicken Wings only $3.25

..........................................................................
Tuesday, September 29 • PLANET OF FUN
Wednesday, September 30 • THE HITMEN, MISTRESS,
and a surprise band!
Every Wednesday• 3 Great Bands on Stage - Win FREE T-shirts,
hats, stickers, & VIP cards!

NO COVER WITH STUDENT 1.0. ANY NIGHT !!
5 minutes west of the U of W on Sandwich
3885 Sandwich 253 - 3777

Goalie Campana
shuts down Mac

Mon
look
gam,
Cam

sponsored by Pizza Hut

Danny Campana, goalkoo
of the Lancer Mt!n 's Soo
Team, had two outstan~
games in matches Sept. 14 and
against Western and McM~
He let in only two goals in
first four games of the season
In the Sunday game, Camp.;;
was instrumental in shutting
the McMaster Marauders in a
draw. This was an incredible ~
since the Marauders ha\C
strong offensive team.
Campana is a third year
dent and a graduate of Brent
High School. He is currcc
coaching the St. Joseph's If:.
School senior boys soccer d
When he is not playing .
Campana can be found on
sidelines at the Detroit Li
games where he is employed t
ball boy.

STADIUM COATS- CUSTOM JACKETS
LETTERED TO YOUR SPECIFICATIONS
AND MANUFACTURED IN WINDSOR
ALLOW 4 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY
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~ Hockey makes history
by Mike Mouat
Lance sports columnist

Professional sports history was
made on Wednesday, Sept. 23,
and only 8,223 people were on
hand to witness it. Manon
Rheaume became became the
first woman to play in any of the
four major professional sports.
Rheaume, 20, who started in
4 goal for the expansion Tampa
Bay Lightning, turned aside
seven of the nine shots s he faced
in the first period of an exhibition
game against the St. Louis Blues.
Aside from Jeff Brown beating
her through the pads with a long
slapshot from just inside the blue
,,. line, Rheaume looked like she
belonged in the net. Brendan
Shanahan's goal would have
beaten any goalie, and Rheaume
made some stops. especially one
against Nelson Emerson from
point blank range, that some
other NHL goalies may not have
made.
Rheaume left the game after
the first period with the score tied
at two, which means she played
at least as good as the goalie at
the other end of the ice. The
Lightning eventually Jost the
game 6-4.
Although Rheaume has been
sent to the minors, she will be
back. Just 20 years old, she is
lor still young, and with practicing
every day for a season in the
1~ minors, she will improve her
"God-given talent··, as Phil
ncs Esposito calls it, enough to earn
I
herself a start in a regular season
Ll S game in the future.
wr,
By no means do I put
Rheaume in the same category as
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Northwestern offers:
percent of employees in Ontario
who miss more than six months
work due to a back injury will
never return to their previous
work on a regular full-time
basis."
So Gretzky has a 50-50 chance
of returning. Will he, at 32 years
of age, want to return to the hectic schedule, constant demands
on his time, Oying (which he
hates), and the physical pounding
which he endures?
What is left for him to accomplish? He has done everything. He has everything he could
possible need and enough money
to buy anything he wants.
He is "The Great One·· and
should not tarnish his accomplishments by hanging on
and having sub-par years, like so
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General requirements at time ofentry include:

better than Patrick Roy for one
night. How many goalies can
make that claim?
Also in hockey this past week,
the greatest ambassador the NHL
has ever had and one of its
greatest players, Wayne Gretzky,
announced that he may not play
this season.
In essence, I read this to mean
he might never play the game
again. The timing of this anher friend Patrick Roy of the
nouncement i,-, some\!\. hat Ironic
man) others have. He ~lioulu
ee~ Montreal Canadienc;, but Roy because it coincides with the walk away from the game v. ith
looked terrible in an exhibition beginning of Eric Lindros· dignity, and let Eric Lindros.
~a game against the Vancouver career.
"The Next One" carry the league
Canucks on the same night.
Statistics from the Canadian on his broad anu strong
ic Rheaume can at least Sa) she was Back Institute indicate that "50 shoulders.
~
iul , _ _ , , , - -.........__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...,
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Last week's Canadian University Press article
"Women warned against frat parties" has sparked
surprising reactions from men on campus: a defensiveness that betrays a dangerous ignorance about
~,.,..... w1aP.111.f~;
.,..
.\~ ;
.. ,:1i1;J,'ift.!!l!!JMll!f~/h
sexual assault on a fundamental level.
Women are victims of sexual assault. Whether it
happens at a party, in residence, or at a bar, it still
w
\>l'~et'tael'teci se~
If someene el\ee>GC'O.CJe" yo\l
happens. The focus should, and in this paper will,
\oak tot wo1'\el'\ w\\a~l\\
remain on ways to stop the violence.
CJet cll'1>al;, eert\aps Ile
ove .. f>e>Yle~ :
.
The article was not meant to point the blame at eo.~,
fraternities. Organizations do not rape women, inil\tc~ic.o.t-e.c[ c:>r ul\o.c.tc.fflt41\ted doesn't hove yovr be$t il\feC'est,
.,----·=·
dividuals do. The article warned women about vH>menlic,C'
\e.
potentially dangerous situations, such as parties that
so loot ~c.c, \ll\l)O\ittd.
involve heavy drinking and arc without the means
sit\Jo.i-tol\s, 4'.\lC~ o.s \a.C',e
of putting a check on out-of-control behaviour.
ties ~ l\eC'e o.lca\\ol ts.
Women have little control over the fact of sexual
assault. One article is not going to make women
\,ei
seC'ved.
needlessly paranoid as women already live in fear
of violence. Authorities acknowledge that incidents
of sexual assault arc much greater than reported,
and of those reported very few go to trial.
If people need to have "fun" in an environment
~
that's conducive to sexual assault but refuse to enI
sure the safct} of their guests. what choices do
r!QrLJ.../ 1
/'J~
women have? Unfortunately, one way is to avoid lB1BS 10111 tTt
' ~~ ~(lr4.: ,fl$1011£BITOl lETIBS 10 H Bll'Ol lETIBS 10TifmtORtmBS101ll BllO
such situations; it's pathetic if women can only find
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Dear Editor,
In regards to Mike Mouat's
column in the September 14th edition which comments on the Toronto Blue Jays' history of "choking"),
I must first commend him on
having the willingness to journalize
in t/ze Lance about major league
baseball in general - he no doubt
loves the sport, as the feverish pitch
of his article indicates - yet I
nonetheless must take offence to
his personal ideologies on the
game, since I can contend that they
circle around the false notion that
"home field advantage in the
playoffs depends on final league
standings."
In reality, the system presently
'standing' is much more randomly
deduced (much like all the other issues in major league baseball today
which have less to do with money
and simply address the issue of
fairness than that which is depicted
by Mr. Mouat's article.
Home-field advantage, then, is
simply a matter of being in the
right division at the right time, the
result of a system which simply
bounces from division to division,
and from league to league, from
year to year. I'll gently explain.
Since the consistency of this alternatively-based post-season format was adhered to by MLB in
1986, part of, and probably the
main, reason why the Jays have always floundered in the post-season
is because they have unfortunately
captured the American League East
Division on odd-numbered years.
Conversely, then, should Toronto
prove to win the AL East in 1992,
they will most likely defeat Oakland in the playoffs, since we already know that the ALCS' 2-3-2
format would be controlled by the
East champion.

This same playoff format also
applies in the National League,
other than the fact that it alternates
between divisions in opposition to
its American League counterpart.
Thus there should be little doubt
then, indeed, that the Atlanta
Braves will win the National
League Pennant.
For not only have they earned the
best record in baseball in 1992, but
they are fortunate to have done so
in a year when the West winner has
the home-field advantage in the
National League Championship
Series.
Furthermore, their abundance of
timeliness and luck will spill into
the World Series, as well, since we
also already know that the National
League Champion will have the
home-field advantage in this year's
Fall Classic. And so not only was
the National League West the lucky
division to watch all year long, but
the team coming out of it also has
the best record in baseball! Put
your money on the Atlanta Braves
in 1992. Bottom line.
Seems like such a simple way to
predict a winner, ... and it is. Yet,
this system is incredibly biased. As
it turns out, it is thus impossible for
an East champion of either league
to have home-field advantage in
both the League Championship
Series and the World Series (should
they progress that far).
It is no mere coincidence that the
last East team of either league,
period, to win a World Series was
the New York Mets in 1986. And
what did they have to do to beat
this sometimes "inhumane" system?
Oh, simply battle for their lives
in order to win the longest postseason game in baseball history,
a16-inning Game Six marathon at

the Houston Astrodome, all
knowing that they would have
remain at the Dome to battle t,.
National League ·s best pitcher
Mike Scott (having proven himse
impossible for the Mets to stop)
a Game Seven should they ha1
lost it.
And so it took a team with I
regular-season wins, the most w1
ning season of any baseball club
the 1980s and even up to tt
present time, to dethrone this
most criminal system that still e1
ists in 1992.
Also, in my opinion, I belie1
that it is really the media whi1
owns any playoff series in maj
league baseball. Their job is
generate enthusiasm about ti:
reason why they arc there in I
first place, which usually mea•
being most attentive and favourab
to the home team, both by the
biased coverage of the event i1se:
and their mere presence at what
such a spectacle for any spo'
town in North America.
ClearIy, it is th is medicr
phenomenon that depicts whether
certain team feels that they poss,
a series over their opponent,
alone the knowledge of whet~
they are actually winning it or n1
which historically seems to have
most inevitably produced a liken.
result.
Use this system itself, and n
simply the teams involved. as
most predominant factor
forecasting good fortunes I
division-winning teams in the Pt))'.
season and we can then see v.h)
may be a very long time before
Toronto Blue Jays (or any ft
team of either league, for that m
ter) can truly be expected to win
World Series.
John Marcntel
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Wan ton wastage a sign of decline
by Ty Daniels
Lance news editor
After a brief struggle, the
budget for the Social Science
Society has gone public.
The Social Science Society is
the largest society on campus, yet
there exists no scrutiny of its actions. Its fees are mandatory but
when a copy of last year's expenses budget was requested, the
society freaked. Reviewing the
data, it's understandable why
some wanted to keep its contents
hidden.
Last year's council approved
spending $1400 on an all-youcan-eat feast for 22 people. A
semi-formal attended by less than
50 set social science students
back
more
than
$5000.
Telephone charges amounted to
almost $1200 in a seven month

period, an amount that was at
least partially attributed to personal calls made by the executive. Could they have found more
ingenious ways to waste our
money? Unfortunately, yes.
The society's council also
decided funding a delegate to the
provincial Liberal convention
would serve members. How
electing the Liberal leader
benefits social science students
escapes me, especially since the
delegate supported Beer.
The society did do some
charitable services by donating
$150 to the Sexual Assault Crisis
Centre. It then decided to give
$200 to bar staff at the pub because
they
were
"inconvenienced" by the society's beer
night. Sexual assault prevention
seems not to be the top priority of
the society.

Petrina Bura, then president of
the society, was in the best position to stop the waste of funds,
but she didn't. All those who sat
on the council can be held equally accountable for the flagrant
waste that occurred. That some of
those councillors still serve the
society or SAC is deplorable.
For the society to regain some
credibility the executive should
ask all those involved in this fiasco to resign. At the very least
they should be forced to pay for
thcrr phone calls and meal tab.
It's unlikely they assumed the
money was their own, but the
evidence suggests otherwise.
Also, they incorrectly assumed
no one would find out.
Spending the money of over
3000 people for a bacchanal attended by only 22 is outrageous.
Allowing personal long-distance

phone calls to be paid for by Social Science students is an example of how last year's
executive considered the budget
to be their own personal bank account. Justifying the expenditures
by stating the workload of the
society's staff is so great it should
classify as volunteer work. is no
excuse. Hundreds of students on
this campus give their time for
worthwhile causes and don't use
it as an opportunity to funnel
money for their own benefit.
This society receives more
than $40 000 in student funding
per year and could play a significant role on campus in
promoting social justice. Instead,
the executives have served their
personal interests and blamed student apathy for their inability in
reaching the student body.
Society treasurer Mark Babiy

motorbuses
Dear Editor,
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John Rosa questions motorcycle t1cket1ng policy. (photo by SUZANNE NGUI)

motorcycles
Dear Editor,

~ t

My first question is "why'?"!
I e• Why is it that people who ride
motorcycles need to pay for a
1ie1 parking permit? For what turns
,hj1 out to be the majority of the
,aJ school year, the motorcycles (and
therefore, the permits) are not
s
used because it is too cold. Furtl thermore, the space that we park
1
I in is inaccessable to anyone exea• cept those with motorcycles. The
rab spot is clearly marked with parkthi ing blocks to prevent cars from
itsr parking there and no bicycle
racks arc present for bicycles.
Moreover, where arc these perpo'

mits to be displayed'! The
majority of motorcycles I've seen
don't have windows or dashboards. One idea I have heard is
to put the stickers on the licence
plate.
I imagine the Ministry of
Transportation
and
Windsor
Police will love that. An alternative would be to place the sticker
around a spoke of a wheel. I
wonder how long the sticker will
last being so close to, what could
become, extreme exposure to
water and dirt.
My next question is "since
when?" I have been parking in
that spot for over a year and have
not received a ticket until this
week.

Is it because the Campus
Police arc now out looking for
funds to pay for their new cars '>0
that the university won't have to
raise our tuition agarn?
Or is it because the overflow
tends to drift on to the sidewalk?
Probably the latter. But who really knows for sure'? If this is so,
fine! Ticket them. For the p:.ist
year or so the parking has been
on a first come, first park basis
without a problem, so f doubt that
ticketing those on the sidewalk
(who
should
know
better
anyway)
will
cause
any
problems.
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car and get to the university rn
ten minutes.
Additionally, with the hours
that Transit WincJ.,or keeps,
taking tran-.it is not tca,ih/e. As
someone who work-. hclore ancJ
after class in an rncJu,trial area,
Transit Windsor cJoes not evcn
,er\ ice the are:.i I need to get lo
h} 7:30 a.m .• and cannot get me
from there at 9 a.m. in trme tor a
9:JO class. something that hoth il
bicycle or a c,1r \\ rll accomplish
with case.
Transit WrncJ,or pas..,cs arc
also of no u,e tu studer.ts that
happen to live out ... ide the houndaries of fhe City of Win1hor.
The { c:rn't even take the hus
home without having to either
transfer to their e:ir at the city
limits, where it may have been
vandaliled during the day.
If it won't start, they arc
stranded at night with no help
available, or they must then pay
the fare of another transit -.ervicc
(assuming that it is strll running)
to get them home.
The people who designed this
plan have sold out the students in
an effort to help Tram,it Windsor.
which is depcratcly scrambling to
find new sources or revenue to
offset the Windsor Board or
Education's cancelling bus passes
for high school students.
The only way this waste of student money is acceptable, is if the
semester-long trnnsit pusses arc
made availahk and charged to
only the student'i that rnluntarih
want them and are w1/li11g to part
wit/, their 111Cm('\'.

How do you feel about casino ganzbling in JiVindsor?

SSI'

,e

C. :\taclachlan
faculty Of Arts
\lotor<:)de Rider

I have been following this plan
by the university to contract with
Transit Windsor to provide hus
passes at a recJucecJ rate. as a
solution to dealing with the lack
of parking arouncJ the university.
which will be exaccrhated when
the areas around the univcrsit)
get declared .. permit parking
only" with permits only J\ailhalc
to residents.
I cJo gi,c the university credit
for starting these negntiJtions
wnilc most students \Vere ,1111 at
their homes. unav.. arc that this
was going on, and depriving them
of their chance to speak up, Brian
Mulroney \\Ould he cmious.
This bus pass idea is at best
dcscrib.:d as a ··hare-brained"
scheme.
Most students happen to live
within a 3 block radius of the
main campus, and walk to class,
with the rest living a cJistance
from the university that makes
public transit unreasonable. I
have a bachelor apartment in
downtown Windsor near the
river.
I have walked along University
Avenue from Ouellette to the
university, a 45 minute hike,
without being passed by one
Transit Windsor bus. How is this
going to make getting to class
more convenient?
Leaving an hour or so earlier to
catch a hus, or walking up to
WyancJotte hopefully catching
one, when I can gn cJown to my

said people and clubs have been
getting funding from the society
because they know how the "system" works. Babiy and club
director Jon Ricci assure this will
not happen again; the point is, it
shouldn't have happened in the
first place.
SAC needs to seriously look
into the financial activities of this
society. In light of this information an audit of the society should
be forthcoming.
This socict} has betrayed the
students who cntru..,kd it with the
respom,ibi Iity of protecting and
promoting their rights and
freedoms. The members who
acted in thi'> manner must be held
accountable for their actions.
Until then, the society will
remain a pathetic example of how
weak and futile '>tudent organizations have become.
[g

--Bob
Chouli

Chris
Susko

Robert
Small

1st Year

4th Year
Geography

4th Year

4th Year

Criminology

ComlT'. Studies

Economics
I think rls a good thing:
good economically. Myself,
I like gambling. In fact, I
have a blackjack casino
license, so hopefully, I can
get a job as a dealer.

I think it's a great idea. It
will provide jobs for people.
Our economy has been
dependent only on the auto
industry. Downtown could
he a type of Bourbon Street.
' 1t will help merchants by
attrncting new tourists.

I think that the Windsor
economy needs promoting.
It's helped the economy in
places in the United States.
Canada in not tlzal innocent
that it will be marred by
casino gambling.

Vicki
Van Linden

I dl)n't like Atlantic City
since it became a casino
town, but it's unlikely
Windsor would go !hat way.
We would he similar to
other Canadian cities that
passed casino gambling and
survived socially.

Chris Farrar
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College
Party
Headquarters
WEDNESDAY:
No cover until 9 pm .
25¢ Cocktails 7-1O pm.
75¢ Cocktails & $1 .50
bottled beer - 10-close
THURSDAY:
Same Deal, but Canadian
money at par.
FRIDAY:
No cover all night
FREE 30 foot Dinner Buffet
& $1.00 beer until 9 pm.
SATURDAY:
No cover all night!!!
50¢ Cocktails until 1O pm.
SUNDAY:
75¢ Cocktails & $1.50
bottled beer all night.
Canadian money at par
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ALL THIS ONLY AT
BAJA BEACH CLUB!!
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201 Atwater at Civic Center, Detroit, Michigan. Surfline: (313) 567-4689:~:
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Another restaurant
review? You bet.
See page 13.

Does Fay know
what's best for the
game? See page 16.

AIDS is no joke. Check out
Informative article, page 5;
preachy editorial, page 18.
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Third year for
Campus Patrol
by Chris Boyd
Lance news staff
More than 250 students have
come forward 10 volunteer their
time to the third year of the Cam' pus Patrol Service.
The service will begin to
provide escorts to and from campus for all U of W students Oct.
13, free of charge. The Patrol
operates within the boundaries of
the Human Kinetics Building to
the south. Indian Rd. to the west.
Riverside Dr. to the north and
California to the cast.
The hours of operation are
6:30 p.m. 10 1 a.m. ;:,un<.lay
through Wednesday. and 6:30
p.m. until 2 a.m. Thursday to
Saturday.
Windsor's program, patterned
after one at the University of
Toronto, has · inspired other
schoob such as Waterloo and
Guelph to start their own patrols.
With growing awareness of the
program, the Patrol has grown
and last year alone provided
hundreds of escorts.
Absenteeism has been a recur-

ring problem for the patrol. On
numerous occasions last year,
members would not show up for
shifts, leaving the system shorthanded and loyal volunteers disgruntled.
Co-coordinator Chris Zelezney
has addressed this problem by
changing the format of patrols.
This year, four patrols of two
hours will be offered, and patrol
pairs will be co-ed. "Our new
system is almost foolproof. because we have so many extra applicants on hold," he said.
Finance is also an area of concern to the patrol's executive.
This year. the patrol has to
operate entirely on a $500 grant
from Students· Administrative
Council. This sum is to be
stretched to cover all operations.
Head
Co-ordinator
Chris
Maich said that most of this
money would be used up in
photo-copying, printing posters,
and in having service recognition
certificates made.
"We ·re doing the best we can
with what we've got," he said.
What funding remains will be

Enumerators Dave Miles (left) and George Ludschuweit (nght) , along with Cody Hall Resident Terry
Plumb are on campus to register students for the Oct. 26 referendum {photo by TED ANDKILDEJ

used for patrol social events.
Campus Police donate equipment
such as two-way radios and
flashlights. and have. in the past,
donated funds.
"We'd really like to thank
Campus Police for all of their
help," said Maich. "They have
been really supportive throughout
the program."
Applicants will be required to
attend a training course organized by Doug Ellis. Ellis

stated training will c,wcr practical use of radio equipment as
well a<, "non-confrontational '>elfdefcnce.''
He stressed patrolkr<, arc not
vigilantes. but rather serve as a
deterrent lo potential offenders.
Members are reminded that
they must attend the training
course starting at I; 15 p.m. in
Vanier's Oak Room Schedules
arc posted in the Student Patrol
office in the basement of the new

Campus Police station locat..:d at

320 Suns,:t. Patrol ID can he
picked up in the SAC trailer
during regular business hours,
Oct. 5 to 9.
Students are encouraged to use
Student Patrol by calling the
university switchboard and asking for ext. 1234.
"We'd really like to encourage
students to use the service and
not feel cmbarrassc<l or shy:·
said Maich.
(]

East Timor refugee to visit university

\

by Shawn Hupka

tode op~rtun;1y and attend the
seminar.

Lance news staff

East

In December 1975, just ten
ays after declaring its inde' pendence from Portugal, the tiny
Southeast Asian nation of East
·imor was invaded by neighouriog Indonesia. Seventeen
cars later, 250 000 peopie, over
third of the East Timore<;e
opulation, have been killed.
The history and present situaion in East Timor will be the
ocus of discussion when Abe
arreto Soares visits the University of Windsor thi:. month.
Soares is presently touring
Canadian cities to educate people
llbout East Timor and will host a
cminar at Iona college Oct 14 at
7 p.m.
. Genocide and massive human
rights violations continue in East
rimor
to this day. So docs the
t
s ~ugglc for freedom of the East
if1morese people.
It is through the inactivity of
Countries
like Canada • however ,
"This is the fir.;t time a
th
al has allowed Indonesia to
Timorese will visit Windsor. I am
maintain its illegal occupation of
looking forward to gaining first
E.ast Timar.
hand knowledge of the country
Dr David Wurfel u of w
from a very different perspcc-
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kcturc in Wurfcl's Politics of the
Third World class.
Jason Amyot, third year polilical science student and founder
of the Windsor hrJnch of the East

Wurfcl agreed. ..Although
there is little hope for a tree East
Timor. it is only through polirkal
pressure that the East Tirnoresc
will receive greater autonomy.''
Indonesia has received no such
pressure from the Canadian
government. lo fact, Indonesia
remains Canada ·s l.ugest trading
partner in Southeast Asia. The
count,y has also benefittcd from
direct bi-lateral aid from Canac.la.
which ranked it second in the
world at an average of 49.5 million dollars per year for the 198790 period.
Political Science professor, Dr.
Terry Keenlcyside, commented,
"There is no doubt that as lndoncsia grew in importance to
Canada. with n:spcct to trade,
Canada's bi-lateral aid to Indonesia also grew. There docs
exist a need within Indonesia for
the aid, however. hether those
who truly need the aid receive it,
is unclear."
For more infonnation about
East Timor contact: East Timor
Alert Network 104-2120 West
44th St. Vancouver, B.C. VfiM

~

.
(visit) is an important
step towards increasing public
awareness about the massive
human rights violations in East
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3p.m.
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Lance calendar of events

Tuesday, October 6
•

•

®

;,

Campus group A.A.
meetings every Tuesday and
Thursday at noon. Held in
Assumption Building. Room
126. For more information call
258-7227.

•

The university Senate, the
academic governing body, will
meet in the Board of
Governors Room at 3:30 p.m.

"' University Affairs Advisory
committee will hold a
meeting at the Grad House at
5 p.m. All are welcome.

Golf OUAA championships
hosted by Laurier at the
Oxford Golf and Country Club.

The AIDS Committee of
Windsor hosts its annual
candlelight
vigil
to
commemorate those who
have died of AIDS. All Saints'
Church in City Hall Square at
8:00 p.m.

The Graduate Communications Student Colloquiam
Series presents Stuart Ewen
speaking on Image and Imagination in Contemporary
Culture. Held in the Oak
Room in Vanier Hall at
7·30p.m.

JE Artcite presents Hell Screen,
an exhibition by Grace Manias
continuing through to October
11. For more information call
977-6564.
"' The Special Needs and
Accessibility Committee will
meet in the Trillium B room in
lower Vanier Hall at 10a.m.AII
are invited, refreshments will
be served.

Wednesday, October 7
;,

®

Thursday, October 8

Adomako & Associates
presents a forum on the Future of African Development.
Speakers include South
African ambassador Andre
Kilian, U of W alumnus Jame::,
Sellars and local labour leader
c;;:.a J Poronk 1?·'.'.\n f).m. in the
Moot Court. Law Building.
Men's and Women's Lancer
soccer at Western. Games
starting at 4:30 p.m.

The lnterVarsity Christian
Fellowship meets every
Thursday evening from 5 - 8
p.m. in the Oak Room in
Vanier Hall. Everyone is
welcome to attend!

Friday, October 9
JE The University Players, in
collaboration with the English
Shakespeare Company,
presents a special Double Bill:
Enemy to the People and God
say Amen, themed works
drawn from Shakespeare's
plays. Today and tomorrow,
matinee at 1:00 p.m. evening
shows at 7:00 p.m. Tickets
just $5-7, call 253-4565.

.tE Closer Than Ever, a new hit
musical will be presented at
the Capitol Theatre at 8 p.m.
Continues Oct. 10 at 8 p.m.
"' The Badminton Club will
host its first meeting of the
year. Membership fee for the
semester is $5 but the first
meeting is free. For more
information call campus rec at
ext 24:>o.
The
Can-Am Indian
Friendship Centre is holding
a
demostration
and
information session on the
real meaning of 1492. From
1-4 p.m. at Dieppe Park

®

Hockey Tournament at
Waterloo through Oct. 11.
Games against Waterloo,
Laurier, Western, Guelph,
and Brock.

.. t "
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Saturday, October 10
® Lancer Football vs. Western
Mustangs at home. Game
starts at 2 p.m.
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Sunday, October 11
For
Breast Cancer
Awareness Month a 5K
run/walk and 1K fun walk will
be held at 8:30 a.m. For more
information call 252-5775.
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JE Erie St. Business Association of Windsor presents
Messa Di Gloria by Pietro

bac
dat

Mascagni. Admission is free
and the show starts at 3 p.m.

der
fun
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JE GrindHaus Cinemaphilia
presents the Myra Breckinridge and Beyond the Valle}'
of the Dolls at the Capitol

anc

Cinema, 11 O University
Avenue West. For more information, phone 254-FILM.
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Monday, October 12
Hey,
it's
Canadian
Thanksgiving! A school
holiday for U of W students.
Ever notice how we celebrate
Thanksgiving in October, and
the U.S. in November? Since
we are first. we must have
mvented it. (Ripped-off joke.)

Tuesday, October 13
The n, ::,t dQy to pick up free
Transit Windsor passe3. ~or
complete schedule and
location information. please
see page 6.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------JE Visual and performing arts.
"' Club and society meetings.
§ Socials, parties, mixers, etc.

(photo by MARTINA OBERSA T)

Okay, some of our readers are unclear on the
concept of our Diversions art space.
We invite any and all submissions of artwork photographs, sure, but also graphi~s. paintin~s,
lithographs, sketches, xerography, prints, anything
that will reproduce okay in black and white.
People who haven't been involved. are ~specially
encouraged to submit works for cons1derat1on._W~at
happens is, we discuss them at our editorial
meetings and then the most popular one goes in. We
got a few at the beginning of the year, buit we're
~mo~o~.
Any artists out there looking for exposure?
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Nominations open Wednesday, October 7, 1992 at 8:00 a.m.
t·~ominations close Tuesday, October 13, 1992 at 4:00 p.m .
For the following Positions:

-

ONE BUSINESS ADMIN. FACULTY REPRESENTATIVE
ONE FIRST YEAR REPRESENTATIVE
ONE SCIENCE FACULTY REPRESENTATIVE
TWO STUDENTS AT LARGE TO SIT ON U.C.A.B.*
Pick up your nomination packages at the S.A.C. office front desk.
*University Centre Advisory Board
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~Shinerama falls short of '92 target

e

By Ted A ndkilde
Lance News Staff
Shinerama organizers and participants did a commendable job
by raising approximately $2550
for cystic fibrosis research this
year. Unfortunately this was well
short of the $6000 goal they had
set for themselves.
The largest core of Shinerama
support came from the fraternities and sororities, lead by
Delta Chi, whose shine team, in
addition to collecting the most
money, donated their $250 prize
back to the cystic fibrosis foundation.
John Stout, SAC vice president, cited the Paul Martin
funeral, "which basically shut
down the city for the whole day,"
and poor volunteer turnout for
the shortfall.
Windsor's
accomplishment
pales in comparison to other
universities. Wilfrid Laurier

(with 5600 full time students)
raised
$46
000,
Carleton
$54 095, and the University of
Western Ontario raised $95 000.
Shinerama co-ordinators at
other universities provided suggestions on how to improve next
year's campaign on the U of W
campus.
• Make Shinerama mandatory
for first year students
• create competition between
different residences and/or
floors
• Get free advertising from local
media (ie. The Star & Cable
11)
• Enlist the services of local
politicians, university administration and faculty (both
to shine themselves and encourage/coerce
their
students/friends to help)
• Try to co-ordinate the event
with the most common
payday in the city
• Pray for sun
gJ

U ofWShineramatotals, 1968-92
THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS
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NDP considers tuition hike
by Naomi Klein
The Varsity University of Toronto

;,

TORONTO (CUP) - Ontario's
provincial government will consider raising tuition by 500 per
cent, taxing provincial student
Y grants and selling student loans
tt to banks, according to a memo
ti from the province's deputy minie ster of revenue.
e
The leaked copy of the confidential government memo dated
July 28 lists a series of ideas
designed
to
increase
the
government's non-tax income
- a nd reduce the province's $10
billion deficit.
If university tuition was increased 500 per cent in Ontario,
students would pay at least
$ I0,000 a year.
Among the proposals are plans

g

to levy a three-per-cent tax on
Ontario
Student
Assistance
Program grants and to increase
tuition to "full cost recovery" making 'itudcnts pay the full cost
of their education. Currently, undergraduate tuition represents approximately 18 per cent of the
full cost of a student's education.
The rest is funded by government
transfer payments to universities.
Student loans arc presently admin istcred by the government,
not by private banks, and although there is a three-per- cent
federal tax on student loans, student grants are not subject to the
tax.
Government officials at the
province's Ministry of Colleges
and Universities and Ministry of
Treasury and Economics said the
list of civil servants' ideas will be

considered by the government.
" f can't rule out anything,
can't rule in anything either,''
said Bob Parker, -.enior advisor
to the minister responsible for
post-secondary education. "This
is for the treasurer's information,
he may decide some are viable."
Parker added that the ideas
came from the treasurer's office
and not his ministry. "For these
projects to sec the Iight of day,
they would have to go through
the ministry's (of colleges and
universities) office."
Nicole Seguin, spokesperson
fo r the Ontario Federation o f Students, said she was surprised the
government is considering actions that oppose the party's
policy of freezing tuition in the
short-term and eliminating it in
the long-term.
gJ

PEACE
THROUGH
TRADE
The Future of African Development
KEYNOTE SPEAKER: His Excellency Andre Kilian
Ambassador, Em bassy of The Republic of South Africa, Ottawa
PANEL: Mr. James R. Sellars, BA, MA (Windsor), PhD Candidate,
Way ne State Unive rsity, Detroit, Michigan, U.S.A.
Mr. Gary Parent, Elected Member, Board of Gove rnors, University of
Windsor; Financial Secretary, C.A. W. Local 444, Windsor, Ontario
MODERATOR: Mr. Kofi Adomako
PLACE: MOOT COURT, LAW SCHOOL, Uni versity of \Vindsor
TIME: 12:20 P.M.
DATE: Wednesday, October 7th, 1992
SPONSOR: Adomako & Associates, Inc. In ternational Trade Group

HOURS.

Mon-Thurs. 8 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Fri. 8 a.m. - 3 p.m.
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U of T secret society placed on probation
by Naomi Klein
The Varsity, University of Toronto

scribe (the head of the group) and
the editors (the group's other officials)
who
organize
Episkopon 's "readings" three
times a year. At readings, the
scribe reads gossip about fellow
students to the rest of the college.
Those readings have included
male members describing how
they would rape female students,
and rape and murder a university
administrator.
Leaders of Episkopon have
also been accused of physically
assaulting a student and dumping
feces and urine in the room of the
group's most vocal campus critic.
Last month, Ontario's minister
responsible for the Status of
Women, Marion Boyd, and the
federal NOP status of women
critic Dawn Black, called on
Ontario's minister of colleges
and universities to launch an inquiry into Episkopon.
After the group's suspension,
the college struck a task force
which substantiated the allegations of harassment.
The task force's report,
released in March, included
recommendations designed to
allow the group's 134-year-old
tradition to continue, but prevent
future harassment.

TORONTO (CUP) -- Some students at the University of Toronto arc threatening to sue the
school for lifting a ban on one of
its college\ secret societies.
The society. Episkopon, was
suspended by Trinity College last
October after it was accused of
harassing members of the college
because of their gender, race and
sexual orientation.
"This group has absolutely no
right to exist on thil. campus,"
said Farhan Memon, a member
of Students Against Episkopon.
The student group's lawyer
sent a letter to the university
president early this month saying
it would go to court if the university doesn't eliminate
the
"relationship between Episkopon
and Trinity College."
Episkopon is a secret and exclusive society similar to a fraternity and funded by the Trinity
student council. There are men's
and women's chapters of Episkopon; each holds sex-segregated
activities.
Although all students at
Trinity College are automatic
members of Episkopon, it is the

Episkopon rejected some of
the recommendations, including
one which called for the scribe
and editors to be elected by the
Trinity student body.
Currently, Episkopon's outgoing scribe appoints the next
scribe and editors.
Earlier this year, the college
decided to provisionally lift the
ban, angering critics.
"They were found guilty. The
task force recommended a compromise," said Memon.
"It became the duty of the college to implement that compromise. It was in a certain
framework that the abuses occurred. You have to change the

framework to prevent further
abuses.''
But Trinity Dean of Men
Bruce Bowden said the group
deserved to have their suspension
lifted provisionally because it did
implement some substantial
reforms.
The changes included drafting
a constitution, allowing students
to opt-out of Episkopon membership, and giving the student
council the power to remove the
scribe if they commit a serious
offence.
Bowden said the college will
decide whether the reforms are
adequate hy mid-October.
David Neelands, a University
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AT KAO ~, WE ASSURE QUALITY BY MAINTAINING C OMPLETE
CONTROL OVER OUR MANUFACTURING PROCESS . EVEN TO THE
POINT OF MIXING OUR OWN PROPRIETARY INGREDIENTS FOR
OUR COATING MATERIAL. THAT'S ONE REASON WHY EVERY
PRODUCT WE MAKE IS

.. 00% GUARANTEED TO BE ERROR-

FREE. IF YOU'RE INTERESTED IN THIS KIND OF QUALITY IN A
LINE OF DISKETTES, DATA CARTRIDGES AND OATS YOU DON'T
HAVE TO LOOK FAR. JUST LOOK FOR KAO.

KAO DISKS - IMPRINTED:
Available at:

U

N

I

V

E

R

S

I

T

Y

MF 2 DD .... . $1.49
O

MF 2 HD ..... $2.49

F

WINDSOR

BOOKSTORE

Open Monday - Friday 8:30 - 4:30 Saturday 1o - 4

of Toronto assistant vicc-p
dent, said the changes arc in
quate. He said the task for
recommendations for an acco
able and democratic Episko
should be enforced.
"We are talking about
thorough break from these ,
credited past traditions," \
Nee lands.
Andrew
Comrie-Pie
Episkopon's new scribe, rcce
told Trinity College council
Episkopon is unwilling to im
ment the recommendation
scribes be elected, saying sul
move would go against then
of the organization and its r
for "continuity."

Campu
Clips
• Student's
Administra
Council president Kri1
Robinson has suggested
plementing a student IL
hours at the new Univcrr.
Club dining room . Robins:
is concerned over the fact•
she (in her official capal
would be able to attend m,
ings at the facility in the al
noon, while 10 000 stud.
would be left outside
doors until 5 p.m.

• The Coffee Tree has
opened its doors in the
university centre. Java
snacks will be served fro~
a.m. til 9 p.m. weekdays.
cept Friday when it will c
at 3 p.m. The centre itself
be open from 7:30-11 p
(closed at 4:30 on Frida)
The centre has a scat
capacity of about 1
Depending on safety aspte
and how students maintain
facility, the centre is consix
ing staying open 24 hou~
day for the exam period.
• Pending ratification by S
at the Oct. 14 meeting, the
of W will soon have an 8
vironment Commissioner
charge of proposing gri
policy and education on car
pus. The Commissioner pcs
lion was part of S1
president Kristine Robinso
campaign pledges.
• The U of W is one of o
seven Ontario universities I
do not have an accumula•
operating deficit. The uni"
sity has netted a slim bud1surplus of $31 000 for
I 991-92 year, but a deficit
$1.5 million has been forea'.
for the 1992-93 year and 11
more than double for the i
lowing year. To cover I
projected deficit, faculties
departments have been ask
to cut their budgets by t\\0
four percent.
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Robert Cruise leads discussion. (photo by MARK CRANE)

Students seek solutions

-

by Mark Crane
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Lance associate news editor

How will you vote in the
October 26 referendum on the
Charlottetown Accord? This is
the question that Students For
A Democratic Solution are
grappling with.
At their second meeting held
last
Wednesday,
students
gathered to find ways of getting more public discussion
about the effect the Charlottetown Accord will have on
Canada's future.
"We as Canadians feel we
are being left out of the
decision making process, and
we want to get involved on a
community level." said Vera
Cruise, one uf the club ·s organizers.
The group also passed a motion stating that the group will
be non-partisan, and will work
to foster real discussion on
constitutional issues.
"We will endorse all initia-

1speC:

DCL*

Anonymous AIDS test here
by Ian Kelso
Lance news staff

Until May of this year, it was
Oblll~
·act 1 impossible to get an anonymous
ipa AIDS test in Windsor. Now it is
possible.
d me
To get tested, set up an apIC a'
;tud. pointment by calling the AIDS
de Clinic at 254-6115, located at
2240 Kildare on the second floor.
Anonymous testing is also available at the downtown Public
as
Health Centre and at the
lC .
Sandwich Community Health
,a
Centre.
from
To keep the testing process
1ys r
confidential, a number is asII C signed which appears on all test
elf u
results and samples in place of a
I p·
name. No results are given over
ida1 the telephone; all results have to
scat· be picked up in person.

,~

tives that encourage meaningful debate on constitutional issues. Our group is made up of
those who support the yes, no
and mostly undecided side,"
said Bob Cruise, the group's
chair.
"We don't like to be forced
into a yes/no answer on constitutional issues, we want
more
discussion,"
added
Cruise.
The group is planning some
other events, including going
off campus to speak at town
. hall meetings, and a more
general forum on campus. The
group also decided to publish a
newsletter to promore the free
now of ideas on constitutional
isssues.
"(The group) is as much as
students want to put into it,"
said Cruise. saying that it is in
every student's interest to be
informed.
The organization is currently
seeking club status through
SAC.
~

Immediately prior to the actual
test, 30-45 minutes or pre-test
counselling outlining what options arc a\.ailablc is given. If the
test result is positi,·e, Dr. Anton
Mackie, a consultant al the clinic
(and a specialist in infectious diseases), will urge the patient to go
to their family physician or assist
them in locating one if needed. In
either case, Dr. Mackie v. ill work
in tandem v,ith the family
physician.
In addition. the clinic provides
two support groups for people
who are HIV-positive: one for
men and one for women.
Also, nurses inform the patient
about the importance of nutrition
for HIV carriers, safe-sex practices and the possible affects of
drugs that can combat the HIV
virus.
ill

Espresso &
Cappuccino
now available
on campus!
Then try one of our
sumptuous desserts!
Just $3.25,
Member's price $2.75.
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Students holding food serl'ice
plans receive 1nell1ber's prices.

we'll give you a foot
Actually, give us 8 1/2 x 11
and we'll blow it up to 3 feet or morel
The University Centre is now offering a

Feast more than )'our eyes on these treats:
Banana Chocolate Chip Torte,
Chocolate Raspberry Bash, Bourbon Street Pecan Pie,
White Chocolate :Macadamia Cheesecake, Peanut Butter Torte,
Fudge Brownie Sundae, Tartufo, Fresh Seasonal Berries with Cream

Poster Making Service
HOURS of OPERATION:
We have a machine that will
expand your poster for you
The cost is $1.50 per foot and we can
make it as big as you want.
For more information, call us
at ext. 7024 or come see us in the UC Trailer
(for a nominal fee, we can design your poster, too)

Tuesday - Saturday
5:00 - 9:00 p.m.
Southwest corner
Vanier Hall
For reservations:
253-4232, ext. 3293
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TRANSIT WINDSOR BUS PASSES
DISTRIBUTION SCHEDULE
Transit Windsor is running a pilot project for the University of Windsor student
community whereby all students will receive a free bus pass to be used for the
remainder of this semester beginning on Monday, October 19, 1992.
,:r

(

I

Part-time undergraduate students will receive their pass by mail. All full time
undergraduates and graduate students may pick up their pass according to the _
following schedule:
ha1
Dates: October 13 - 16
pre
Hours: Tuesday - Thursday 11 A.M. - 7 P.M.
To
rec
Friday
11 A.M. - 4 P.M.

WC

WC

vie

SITE

FACULTY

tra

un

thl

ly

Human Kinetics Lobby
Odette Building Lobby
Essex Hall Lobby
Lambton Tower Lobby
Dillon Hall Lobby
Windsor Hall N. (outside G 133)
Law Building
Education Building
Graduate Student Society (Trailer)
•

Human Kinetics and Visual Arts
Business
Engineering/Science (minus Nursing)
Arts (minus Visual Arts)
Social Science (last names A - M)
Social Science (names N -Z & Nursing)
Law
Education
Graduate students

If you do not receive your pass during the distribution times, passes will be
available at the University Centre Trailer beginning Monday, October 19, 1992
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A validated student card must be presented to receive a pass.
In order to use the bus, you must present the pass and your student card.
Passes are valid for use beginning Monday, October 19, 1992 through
December 31, 1992, unless otherwise advised. Transit Windsor reserves
the right to cancel the use of the passes with proper notification.
• You may only pick up a pass for yourself.
• Passes are non-restrictive (excluding Tunnel Bus service). They may be
used seven days a week during all regular transit hours.
• PASSES CANNOT BE REPLACED IF LOST OR STOLEN~.F=lialiili~
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c:tlc:>
by Julie Keip
Lance arts staff

A new and unique Canadian
hand swept through Windsor on a
promotional tour of Ontario last
week. Lisa Boudreau and Terry
Tompkins of Lost and Profound,
recently signed with Polygram,
were available for a lance interview on Monday in the CJAM
trailer. After working together
under that name for five years,
they are looking forward to finally doing what they enjoy.
"We have no formal education
in music," said Boudreau. "It's
hogus. If you want to sing, you
just gotta do it."
Adds Tompkins, "If you feel it,
it doesn't matter if you ever study
the theory."
Hailing from New Brunswick
and
Hamilton
respectively,
Boudreau and Tompkins met in
Calgary and began recording on a
J9,ur-track in her apartment. They
started a band called Psychedelic
Folk Virgins, and played gigs
around town, mostly performing
cover songs.
"It was real melancholic stuff,''
said Boudreau, and likened the
tone to the final product of Lost
and Profound's debut self-titled
release.
However, according to one listener, the CD features a wide
variety of moods, and in most
cases, beats out the Cowboy
Junkies in life-affirmation.
"Terry's a sensitive guy," said
Lisa. "It comes very natural to
Terry to write lyrics and set the
tone for the songs." The lyrics arc
soph_isticated and refined, crying
out trom experience the depth of

iit: ,,
the human capacity for feeling.
While playing a New Year's
Eve show in New York a few
years
ago,
Boudreau
and
Tompkins met their current
drummer, David Quinton Steinberg. Steinberg had, in the past,
played with Dead Boys and
recorded with Strange Advance.
Through Steinberg, the band
connected with bassist Anton
Evans. Since then, Lost and
Profound has enjoyed many useful additions into their realm
giving their sound a distinct full:
ncss, and variety of approaches
and emotional atmospheres.
New members include Vic
D'Arsie on Hammond organ and
piano. Dave Allen and Kate
Smith on violin, Kevin Gould on
accordion. Corrina Linguini playing the essential belly dancer
bells and a host of backup
vocalists for extra richness. Still
others were found through NOW
magazine.
Their debut CD came out on
the market in May of this year,
and the single "Brand New Set of
Lies'' has been recognized as a
refreshingly original song all over
Canada. The video for "Winter
Raging" has been shot and will
be featured soon on MuchMusic,
along with their other productions.
Lost and Profound's debut CD
and cassette is available in music
stores in Windsor, and is one of
the newest additions to the faithful CJAM library. The band is
hoping to tour and possibly perform locally in late October or
early November, as they will
probably be working on their
second release in December.
[g

Rushdie's essays mean never having to say you 're sorry
by Mark Crane
Lance arts staff

Imaginary Homelands
Esliays a nd Criticism 1981-1991
Granta Books

Supporting
independently
owned bookstores who keep a
good stock of literature on their
shelves keeps them in business
and allows us to avoid drivel
writers who fill up big chain
bookstores. The one good thing
to be said for the big chains is
t~at their bargain bins are someh~es full of gems, at a significantly reduced price.
The most recent gem I've
found. while digging through the
bargam
bin
is
Imaginary
Homelands.

While Rushdie is a household
name thanks to the Ayatollah's
death threat following publication
of The Satanic Verses, he is hardly universally read. He has been

and is well known in literary
circles as a sharp critic and
writer, and an anti-racism activist.
The book contains 75 essays,
ranging in topic from Pakistani
politics to censorship, as well as
several essays on writers, both
Third World and western. He

reviews books by more conventional writers like Graham
Greene and John Le Carre, as
well as lesser known authors like
V.S. Naipaul and ltalo Calvino.
One of the most insightful essays in the collection is on Gunter
Grass. for whom Rushdie holds
the highest respect. lt also gives

us some insight into the title of
the collection.
Rushdie's affinity for Grass
stems from the task that they both
hold so dear: that is, imagining,
or creating a homeland. Grass
grew up in the Free State of Danzig in the inter-war period, lived
through the war, and after the war
set to create, out of devasted Germany. some sort of cohesive
identity.
The similarities between the
two are obvious, as Rushdie was
born on the eve of Indian independence, and took on as his task
the search for a post-independence Indian identity.
As one might suspect, the last
two essays deal with a defense of
The Satanic Verses and his
embrasure of Islam. Ten years
after the fact, Rushdie is no
apologist, and still defends his
writing on an intellectual level.
He argues vehemently against ac-

cusations that it was his intention
to get publicity for the book by
taking on as touchy a subject as
Islam.
Likening his plight to that of
Jodie Foster in the movie The Accused, he asks, "Even if I were to
conceive (and I do not) that what
I oid in The Satanic Verses was
the literary equivalent of flaunting oneself shamelessly before
the eyes of arou,cd men, is that
really a justification for being, so
Lo !>peak, gang-banged?"
He also makes a plea for understanding. saying,"The Satanic
Verses is a serious work, written
from a non-believer's point of
view. Let believers accept that,
and let it be."
Overall, the collection contains
some good insight into racism.
sexism, politics and literature.
And if you keep your eyes open,
you might be able to pick it up at
a quarter of the original price. ~
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Essence of '90s capture<)

COURTESY
BICYCLES

by Dana Dragunoiu
Lance arts staff

Singles

directed by Cameron Crowe
Parkway Cinemas

SELL • TRADE
RENTALS • REPAIR

\~ fJ

ANO MOIU

Welcome Back
Students & Faculty

~

Repairs Parts Clothing & Accessories

252 -0080

l1M a.UllhlfT(M c•UII UM1wu1m, Of •11rtoso• >

A
B.B.9. FEAST
Talk of the Town Ribs Every Day & Night

··-,.
lncWes ffench Fries or Rice Pitaf, Cole Slaw. Bread 8uttef &
Coffee or Tea Also Many Selectioos of Fist\, Seafood & Meats.

Tuesday, Wednesday, & Thursday

FREE ENTERTAINMENT
With Any Dinner $8 and up

Featuring...lNTRIGUE
Free Parking Res 253 1644
73 Ur11vers1ty E.. Windsor

Finally, here's a movie orbiting the confused, insecure
generation of the '90s stumbling
towards happiness in the adult
world. With tremendous realism,
writer and director Cameron
Crowe delves into the lives of
five singles using the contemporary Sea11le scene as a cultural
backdrop.
Beginning with the all-toofamiliar maxims "Have fun, stay
single" and "love disappears,"
the movie strives past night club
pick-up lines, deception, pregnancy, breast implants and career
failures, to the hopeful, "Does
this (love) happen to everyone?''
Kyra Sedgewick plays a passionate environmentalist afraid to
commit herself because she's had
bad luck with boyfriends before.
Doug (Scott Campbell) is simultaneously pursuing Sedgewick
and soloing the gridlock traffic
crisis with a Supertrain where the
Seattle suburbanites ride in
leisure, enjoying good coffee and
good music. Cliff, played by a
shaggy Matt Dillon, is a mildly
successful mus1c1an suffering
from a loss of words and
repressed
feelings,
delivers
flowers and works at the corner
coffee shop to make a living.

Singles artfully reveals how youth today see the world and deal
with the unique dilemmas of the '90s.

Everyone seems to relate to his
girlfriend, Janet (Bridget Fonda)
who comes from T ucson with the
dream to meet a guy who will tell
her "Bless you" when she
sneezes and spell out her name in
rose petals.
However, loving Cliff she has
to scale down these expectations,
and now she's throwing Kleenex
in the garbage bin saying "If I
make this basket, it's a sign that I
should call him."
The soundtrack is as varied as

~ATCRDAY NOVEMBER i~ &~UNDAY NOYE~IBER i~ . CLEARY AUDITORIUM

~,

Learn from the Professionals. A full day of classes of Self
Improvement & Modelling to give you a professional edge!

~

*
'

*
*

FEE STRUCTURE

Child Model search - 3-6 yrs. old - $15.00
Saturday Morning
Mtn1 Clinic & Searer. - 7· 11 yrs. old - $40.00
All Day Saturday

,

the circumstances in the mo1
from the saxophone of J~
Coltrane lo the leading bands
Seattle, such as Pearl Jam a:
Soundgarden. The script
funny, the roles were well.ca,
and the action, despite lolling
the middle, make the crec
seem to come too soon.
And even though love is no!
simple as a poster of a cour
kissing in the boulevards of Pa•
it's still a better option than be1
single in the streets of Scallle.

EXTRAS

Full Clinic & Search - 12-16 yrs. old - $50 00
Saturday & Sunday
17-31 yrs. old
31 + yrs. old

Petite Model ~earch · $10.00 (You must be 5'5" & under & at least 12 years of age)
Oversize Model ~earch · $10.00 (You must be a size 14+ & at least 12 years of age)
PHOTO CONTEST · $30 00 - A PROFESSIONALLY TAKEN PHOTO MUST BE PR0VIDED. PICTURE WILL
APPEAR iN SHOW PROGRAM. CASH PRIZE FOR 1ST & 2ND PLACE WINNER 11'. EACH AGE DIVISION
r

ALL REGISTRANTS WILL RECEIVE A JUDY WELCH CLINIC T-SHIRT *

1ST & 2ND PLACE WINNERS (IN EACH AGE GROUP) WILL RECEIVE A CASH PRIZE & PRIZE PACKAGE
Cash or Cheque Please. G S T. Applicable. No Refunds. (Please note · ltm1ted space
tn each age category. Students will be registered on a ftrst come, ftrst serve basis)
MAIL IN REGISTRATION

Name:

Phone:

Birthdate:

I am registering in the following categories:
3-6

Address:
Emergecy Contact:

City:

Postal:
Phone:

Photo
(include photo)

7-11

Subtotal
G.S.T.

12-16

Petite

Total

17-30

Oversize

Cheque

---

31+

Mail to: NOUVE,\U EVENT PLANNING, 2346 Woodlawn Ave, Windsor, N8W 2H5

Money Order _

or call 253-9222
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OCTOBER 26: THE CONSTITUTIONAL REFERENDUM

YOUR
GUIDE TO
CANADA'S
PROPOSED
CONmrunONAL
CHANGES

no1

~our
'Par

bci·
le.

f

LL
)N

Get all the facts!
Many Canadians say they want more

information
before answering the referendum question on October 26.
Between October 9 - 12, households throughout the
country will receive an 8-page summary pamphlet that
contains another publication - the entire unedited
Constitutional Agreement, reached in Charlottetown,
August 28. Please look for this information in your mail
and take the time to read it so that you can make a
truly informed decision on the upcoming referendum.

If you haven't received this publication
by October 13, coll the toll-free number below
and a copy will be sent lo your home.

1·800·561·1188

,GE

.,

I

£•

Deaf or hearing impaired:

~

1-80(),,465-7735 (TIY{rOO)

Canada

by Mark
A constitution is not meant to h
ritten in
stone. It is a \\Orking document at changes
with time. Although underlyin principles do
not change as often as stru ure, they also
need, from time to time, to
changed.
That said, voting Yes m the upcoming
referendum seems to be
logical course.
Thinking back to the Magn
· rta of 1215,
which set up the first constitut n
narchy,
many of the underlying prin
a· the
same.
Through time it has evolved, both i
and in its extension to the colon
Canada, and we will continue to c
(Mind you, Mulroney - like King
may try to eat the final copy of the
arlottetown Accord once he realizes how much
power has been taken over by the provinces.)
The No argument seems
emb
principle: that we can find a
stitution if only we try harder,
of the hands of politicians. But w; o her than
politicians could we entrust
th s ,ask?
Lawyers? I don't think so. Could we. fo rm
committees from each voting region to prepare
a draft copy, and have them all joined .togtther
to form the constitution? Again, we ca ~ e
the many problems that would ham~ r 'me
group trying to make a cohesive docume out
of so many drafts.
We have lost sight of the fact that we are fl
representative democracy, and that we should
elect politicians who we feel will represent our
best interests, and as such, let them do their
jobs. Voting No in the referendum will not
change this reality of the Canadian polity.
Voting No, despite Preston Manning's call
for a moratorium on constitutional issues, will
set a mandate for the present government to
attempt another round of constitutional talks,
all at the taxpayer's expense. It may or may
not cause the separation of Quebec, but that's
beside the point (that's up to Quebec to
decide). The real point is that the arguments
for voting No are as a whole, unsolvable. Ob-

s include those hy the National
tio,
ittee on t
Women, tne
m Party, an
ratists, (and
mor {eccntly Pier
all of \vhom
object o the whole Be
ingle part.
Ac rding to Mr. Trude , the Charlottetow Accord has an air of finality to it. This

voting No will
Canadian society.
Economically, tit bean counters claim th' a
No vote and su equent Quebec separation
would cause cha.t)s for Canada's economic
system, making bsurd claims that separat n
will cost each pe son outside Quebec $10 000.
Although scare tactics like this are being u d
politically by the Yes side, there is probably
an underlying ng of truth in the Jess thlln
rosy economic fo,.cast. It may not be the Qfst
reason for voting ye$, but the economy sho1.1 ld
not be completely lef~ out of the picture.
The Accord sets in motion the three J~in
goals of current consti tu ·onal reform: distinct
s"ciety status for Quebec, ielf-government for
ir. t Nations peoples, and senate refqrm.
hiie
~
.d.. ~ no be perfect, it is a
workable compromise. ft ·
.~
should not pretend, to solve all the problems
of Canadian politics. Politics are not conducted in a vacuum: there is no such thing as a
final solution in politics. There are, though,
frameworks within which we can practice
government. The Charlottetown Accord is one
of them.
Regardless of the refen!ndum results, it will
not be the end of constitutional talks for all
time. However, voting yes will give us a document upon which we can base further and continuing discussions on constitutional issues.

by Judge

In the summer f 1991, The Special Joint 'he f
mittee on a Rendwed Canada was former.outl i
act of parliament. Whe purpose was to incl .tion
voice of the Canapian people in the deve nntec
of the government pla t ellew the cc/Jr. Yto t
amending the consUtwtion of 19~.
it~xt 1
The report's findings have ee culm~att.~ 1ght
series of proposals t~at are now he foe~ of he
tional referendum on the- 4'0i\y iS"u . In M'~ posal
come to be known \ls the C~rlqtJjtolfl, Jern7
ment, the federal, provincial and terrftori g.~te ft
ments, and representatives of aborigina 181 .a
reached a consensu on constitutiona
ndtn
.:ffNllarh~· ·
·
s of th
Committee's report, as well as recommend!';· Ei
of various provincial, territorial and abo : If
ct,on:
groups.

Do you agree that the
Constitution

of Canada

should be renewed on the
basis of the agreement
reached on August 28, 1992?
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D0n t believe the hype. The
Accord is a foundation without
substance. It will solve nothing.

by Terry Brown, Lance editorial staff
"Do you agree that the Constitution of Canada
should be renewed on the basis of the agreement
reached on August 28, 1992?"
The question seems simple, but it can't be adequately answered with a simple "yes" or "no." The
government-supported Yes campaign, despite the
experience of Meech Lake. has used coercive
rhetoric to reframe the question along the line of:
Are you for Canada or against Canada?
Last Monday. Prime Minister Brian Mulroney
d a Quebec audience that for those who vote
n the assumption that they can then make

ing the text that the final form will 1101 be available until after October 26.
Determining the legal text will be a serious
problem if the Yes side is victorious as Premier
Robert Bourassa 's image has taken a beating in
Quebec. His own advisors, including Jean Allaire.
have publicly denounced the deal. There is strong
dissent within the Quebec Liberal party: Bourassa
will have to demand a stronger deal if he wants to
convince the rest of the province to continue his
tenure.
Bourassa walked away from the Victoria cont
e )Otiating table, "there v.. ill be no table
stitutional agreement in 1971 after drafting and
altern ·ve is the beginning of negotiations
promising to sign it. On July 7 of this year. Joe
r sep
Clark and nine premiers reached an agreement on
The ma1 oppo ''-"'~
an accord to submit to Quebec. Bourassa rejected
consistent!_
id the co
it after loud complaints from his constituents over
the Yes campa
fails.
drastically reduced Senate representation. This
The Yes ad cates
rejection shocked Clark and the nine premiers,
referend
who said that Bourassa, although not in attenSeptem
2, Constitutional Affai
dance had been kept informed during the negotiaClark sc\KI.
h d approved of the final accord.
Canada
er 25 Bourassa said. "Obviously if
against the
ou
vote there will be negotiations... adtegration of Cana .
tigation, "but you won't have a concrisis. ''
The Yes campaign has also u
'
cion. The Royal Bank rec:.
._Msa:I
s campaign is selling the concept of "get)in1'he proposed ame ments t<) the constitution claiming the breakup of-tfie court - re: failure
ting this behind us," however, such statements are
1ed outlined in the "Cori nsus Re art on the Con- t vote "yes" - will co$J,
~ verage l!tmi·1
in direct contradiction of the political reality. It is
1cl#)
..tion," _available at g<wer ent bpokstores and
1P 000 in lost incon,e an adt(ilional 71J 0
simple deceit. How can Canadians determine the
•e#rmted m some newspat*~- The document is ~ pie will lose theil"j(j,s, and 1.25. million oft l
aJue of the deal if they can't see the substance of
r Y to understand and should
cgrn;idered in the ""tfest and brightest" tft leave fire u'}t!Y. -See,k
it until after the vote?
1text of the constitution of 1982 apd the Charter opportunity elsewhe,e.
Some residents of Quesnel, British Columbia,
te~ights and Freedoms.
Bob White, pre deot- of the Canadi' Lab
have made a strong political point by forming a
of'he issues in this referendum s tem from Congress (and a Yes a9vocate-) said that tlris''kjttl
Maybe committee called the Information Out
M'~posals which would lead to aborisinal self- of economic blacr:mail just detracJS ro"} the
Committee. Bob Simpson, who heads the group,
eernrn, distinct society status for Quebec and debate around the con$titution. We sno b alk- said "we haven 't been able to make up our minds
gcate leiartn. In addition, a clause on C anada's ing about the merits of the deal."
because we don't have sufficient information ...
ial _and ~
ic union and change to the
Mulroney has lon~ aimed that the pu se of we're taking on the job of just trying to foster
ndm
rmula
o presented.
his con · utio
initiatives is to bring Quebec
public debate so that people vote on the basis of
th
erendum w1
e place on October ~
o
ution which was imposed by former
knowledge rather than on the basis of ignorance."
~nd:'2. Enumeration conti
thro
J)~ober 8, Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau in 1982. Yet the
This desire is natural, and springs from a
.bo 2. If you would like mo
call Yes c paign's words and actions are directed
genuine interest in deciding what's best for
ctions Canada Windsor West 969-8
t
a imposing this deal on Quebec, and the rest Canada. Conversely, the government-sponsored
f the country, by offering no recourse but chaos.
Yes campaign is using emotional and financial
Another significant problem with the referenblackmail to subvert the democratic process.
Acceptez-vous que
um is that Canadians are being asked to approve
The referendum question asks Canadians to apa proposal before they see its final form. The No
prove the Charlottetown consensus report as a
Constitution du Ca
campaign in Quebec has correctly likened a Yes
basis for nation building. However, it is a foundasoit renouvelee s
a
vote to signing a blank contract.
tion without substance, and Canadians would be
base de l'entente conclue
Clark hopes to have some of the text available
foolish to say "yes'' to such a "mess.''
about two weeks before the referendum, but he
On October 26, put an end to this abusive
le 28 aout 1992?
won't commit to releasing the entire legal text.
process by voting "no."
There have also been statements from those draftDon't believe the hype.

r.
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We pay GST and
PST for students!'
Check out our great rates on:

Typing
AL.I TYPING IS L.ASl.:R PRINTED

Photocopying
and Fax Service
• sending & receiving

4555

COPIES Tecumseh
Rd. East

N'

Phone
&FAX:

MORE 944-1205

-

I EMPLOYMENT I

WANTED: Creative, energetic,
fuuny, compassionate person
to care for our creative, energetic, funny, compassionate
two-year-old daughter. Approx.
20 hours/week, which days negotiable. Must be able to leap
tall buildings in a single bound.
References required. Call 2563585 and ask for Marie.
$$$$, F RE E TRAVEL and
resume experience!! Individuals and Student Organizations wanted to promote
Spring Break, call the nation's
leader.
Inter-Campus
Programs 1-800-327-6013.

The Novus Sampler
tells you it is a
major jazz force.

by Darrin Keene
Lance arts staff

.\'orns Jaz;:. Sampler 1992

The reincarnated label Novus
has become a major force in the
jazz world. One listen to its 1992
sampler will tell you why.
The
label
boasts
such
prodigious talents as pianist Marcus Roberts and trumpet player
Roy Hargrove. As well, Novus
now features the youngest
musician of the famed Marsalis
family, trombonist Delfeayo.
Most of the artists presented
on this sampler are rooted deeply
in the traditional bebop mode. As
a result, the listener is treated to a
plethora of sparkling tunes that
recall the glorious bebop days of
the '50s and '60s.
There are exceptions, mind
you. Veteran vocalist Carmen
McRae contributes a soothing
tribute to the late Sarah Vaughan
with the bluesy "Sarah.·• Newcomer Vanessa Rubin will light
up any room with her uplifting
vocals on "I've Got The World
On a String." Listening to her
dramtic phrasing style, it becomes obvious that Rubin has

Lance arts staff

FOR SALE: Cannondale SM1000 bicycle frame. Call 2530204, ask for Ted or leave
message.

SERVICES

I

TYPING SERVICE. Essays,
reports. medical transcription,
eel., typed accurately, professionally, and quickly! $2/page.
Contact Lynda at 735-8902.
WORDPROCESSING:
Essays, reports, manuscripts.
$2.50/page double spaced,
$4/page single-spaced. Fast.
professional service. Free pickup and delivery. Shoreline
computing 733-8890.
HIGH QUALITY word processing, fast and efficient. Guaranteed low price. Call 253-0630 (if
no answer leave message-will
call back). Close to University.

(WANTED TO BUYI
WANTED: Psychology Applied
to Modern Life: W. We1ten, M.
Lloyd and A. Lashley, 3rd ed.,
1990. call 977-5914.

HOUSING

BED AND BREAKFAST: for
visiting parents and friends.
Ten blocks from campus. Call
256-3937

NOTICES
ROLE PLA Y ING GROUP
seeks fresh blood for AD= D
campaign, or we could join
yours. Also forming a Star Trek
(TNG) campaign, no eperience
necesary. See David 1n 2159
WHN. 735-6995.
ONE LADY'S sunburst design
broach pendant lost Sept. 19 at
St. Denis Centre lady's locker
room. Extreme sentimental
value reward 948-4221.

RAISE A COOL

•1000
IN JUST ONE WEEK!

PLUS $1000 FOR 11IE

MEMBER WHO CAI..U!
No obligation. No cost.
You allo pt a FREE
HEADPHONE RADIO
jlJlt b calling

1-800-932-0528, Ext. 65

Play With Toys
Basehead
Imago Productions

In the early days of rock and
roll, an album was rated on the
strength of its first single. Artists
were concerned with composing
one decent hit, to be played on
AM radio, that would serve as a
starting point from which they
could go on to attain fame and
loads of money. The other nine
or ten cuts on the album were insignificant - filler music, so the
12 inches of vinyl on which
records were pressed wouldn't be
put to waste.
After the dawn of FM radio,
and its liberated album-oriented
format, this changed. The creation of the album as a whole
began to take priority over the
creation of the record's lead cut.

Marsalis brother Delfeayo.

Without delirium, rave just noisy
by Max Nelson
Lance arts staff

For Those About to Ra1·e ... We
Salute You
BKS
Last Tango Productions

If you're like me, you're
probably getting sick of all these
groups which call a compilation
of three letters a name: KLF,
EMF, TLC, TKA, KWS. Well,
here's another one to watch out
for - BKS. This time it's the
Canadian production team of
Bekker, Kavanagh and Sheppard.
And no they're not a firm of
lawyers, they're a leash of ravers.
For Those About to Rave ...

We Salute You conforms in
general to the standard technoravc abhorence of melody and its
headstrong reliance on a heavy,
pounding bass. In fact, on the
second cut, after the sounds of a
symphony orchestra tuning up, a
voice indignantly
interjects:
"Where's the bass?''
The best song is surely the first
major single on the album entitled "The Godfather,'' which,
though slightly sombre, is highly
energized with
intertwining
dance sequences. As if to acknowledge its roots, BKS
samples here from "Dominator"
by Human Resource, a rave
staple. The songs "Psychological

With their latest album Play
With Toys, pseudo hip-hop artists
Basehead travel back through
popular music history, eschewing
the advances in artistry brought
on by FM radio, harkening back
to the pioneer days of rock and
roll, when albums were created
around track one on A side. The
process is entirely de-evolutionary.
Play With Toys does have one
decent track. The lead cut, "2000
B.C." is a great single. It's got a
really good funk-inspired hook
line. played on guitar by
Baschead braintrust Michael
Ivey, and a really hopping
rhythm track, provided by live
drummer, Bruce "Kool Aid"
Gardner. Record scratches on the
song, orchestrated by Paul "'DJ
Unique" Howard are reminiscent
of rap's renaissance, when artists
like Run-DMC and Grandmaster
Flash reigned. Ivey ·s mellow

lyrics give the cut a nice
psychedelic feel. All in all, a
good tune.
The album's second song,
though, is more of the same.
More guitar-inspired funk, live
drums, groovy vocals, ad
nauseum. The LP is ridiculously
monotonous. Each song comes
off sounding like "2000 B.C."
Basehead never ventures away
from the formula used to create
the first tune. The only thing that
indicates the progression of
songs on the album is the instudio horsing around by the fellas that they chose to record and
put in between each song. This
schtick is common to artists of
this sort, but Basehead takes the
routine beyond self-indulgence.
If you're not keen on the idea
of paying 13 bucks for a cassette
or $20 plus for compact disc just
to listen to one decent tune, Play
With Toys should be avoided. gJ

Warfare" and "FM" also provillt
more lugubrious surging maten.
with some classical influences
the latter.
The highly touted secor~
single "Living in Ecstacy" featur.
ing the recording trio of In 3
begins as a bombardment o:
sounds which is interspersed wit
a more digestable and simple·
vocal strain. In 3s also cor
tributes to an appropriate!\
named "Ambient Ecstacy" ra1
tune (Xtasy is a drug consume
by the underground Europea·
rave culture) which is punctuate
by the mechanical sounds c
some sort of device which m,,
be an assimilation of a typewrill
and the contraption in Barbare/
la.
The rest of the album is r
times droning, at times uplifting
but always composed of o~
mixtures of beats, synthesize
sounds, musical samples and w
bal snipets.
Tn "Can We Dance," a chik
asks: "Mom, what is tcchno?" 1
question which is by no mcar
puerile. Some will certainly sa,
its technological ravishing of 1h,
creative impulses and person·
talents of the artist. \,\;ith the sarr
piing board replacing the true ii
strument. And in a wa) it is. BKI
is after all a "production team
and not a group of musical ar·
tists. Admittedly, ra\C, a wor,
designating a form of introrntcr
dance techno, is a phenomenO'
which can only be appreciated i
the delirious mood which accom
panics a wish of departure fro~
reality - preferably in som
dark, crowded, underground du!
in Munich - othern- ise it can Ixcome simply tiresome, repetitive
and downright noisy.
•

I

RO O M A VA ILABLE
Immediately Five minute walk
from the University. $267 00
per month plus Ut1lit1es.
Kitchen, and Laundry Facilities.
253-8526.

GREEI< S & CLUB

been highly influenced by Ella
Fitzgerald.
Alas, the disc is tarnished by
the contributions of John Pizzarelli and Warren Hill. The
fonner's nasal vocal delivery on
"S 'Wonderful'' ruins an other-

wise fine bossa nova arrangement. Saxophonist Hill has obviously attended the Kenny G
school of bland songwriting. His
cut "Promises" is a piece of saccharine-coated swill that will inevitably be heard in an elevator
near you.
Thankfully, the sampler's
other tracks compensate for these
flaws. Jazz fans should seek out
this reasonably priced disc.
gJ

Atavistic LP ridiculously monotonous
by Mike Borshuk

FOR SALE

199l

Sampler proves jazz still alive
Various Artists
No,us/BMG

• term papers
• resumes, books
• reports, etc.

October 5,

NO COVER
WITH STUDENT I.D.
ANY NIGHT!!
Every Monday: The Hitmen
Wed. Oct. 7 - Sat. Oct. 10: United Snakes
Sun. Oct. 11: 3 Bands• Hitmen , Vagabond , &
United Snakes
Coming up Oct. 31: Hallowe'en Party• Cash Prizes
for best costumes
5 minutes west of the U of W
3885 Sandwich 253-3777

---1991

October 5, 1992
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WIN One Semester

•

""'FREE TUITION

:r a

DRAW FOR THE UNITED WAY
4 other valuable prizes
Tickets $1 each or Book of 1O for $8
Available at OPUS
496 Sunset
971 - 3603
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* valid until October 31, 1992 *
We are a full service salon,
offering top quality products, by: Paul Brown
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Kwan's Kitchen fills a gap in the Wyandotte strip of Chinese eateries. What gap, you ask? The gap
between Josephine and Campbell. (photo by SARAH ROEBUCK)

A taste of China ten
minutes from campus
by Maurice Souze-Leite
Lance arts staff

Just minutes from campus, a
former co-owner and the head
chef from Ing 's restaurant on
Goyeau Avenue. have opened
Kwan's Kitchen.
It is an impressive, new and
refreshing restaurant that serves a
wide variety of Canadian and
authentic Chinese cuisine.
The menu offers choices ranging from the ordinary egg roll or
steamed rice, to the more exotic
frogs legs, lobster and squid.
Here, the chef serves up generous
portions of dishes that are as attractive as they are delicious.
The food contains the freshest
of ingredients, with crisp

vegetables and a fair bit of spice,
in a colourful presentation. Il ·s
easy to see the quality and care
that has gone into their meals.
These dishes are served in a
very clean and comfortable atmosphere by an atlentive, friendly staff.
Because Kwan's Kitchen is a
small, family run restaurant, the
staff is able to give customers excellent and reliable service.
However, if customers are unable to visit the restaurant, the
staff
will
deliver
orders
throughout Windsor. They also
provide some catering services.
All of this is available at fairly
reasonable prices. Some entrees
are priced as low as $4.50, such
as some chop suey, chow mein or

rice dishes.
There are two combination
meals at $6.95, which include
egg rolls, chicken soo gai or
sweet and sour chicken, beef
chop suey and chicken fried rice.
Kwan's offers a special family
deal, and dinner for two up to
dinner for six.
However, all of the dinner specials
feature
meats.
For
vegetarian
tastes,
Kwan 's
Kitchen serves meatless soups.
chop sueys, mixed greens and a
catalogue of seafood dishes, most
for under$ I0.
Kwan ·s Kitchen is a mere ten
minute walk cast of the campus,
and is located at 1790 Wyandotte
Street West, at the corner of
Josephine.
[g

Lance photo by Andrew Chiang

Not much of an obstacle?
To a person in a wheelchair, these bicycles locked
on the access ramp rails are like a lock on the door.
Wheelchair ramps are intended to allow disabled
and differently-abled students to share equally in
educational and social opportunities.
Sometimes the bike racks are crowded, and you
can't leave your bike unlocked, but please always lock your bicycle somewhere else.
Thi, public ,crvice mc,,agc was provided by the l.ance m cooperation
wrth the SAC Special Need~ and Accc!>.,ihility Coordinator.

A Cot 1abor•t•on of
The S<hool of Or1m,1t1< Art

•nd
Th~ El"lgt ~~ Shaktspeare Cornpan.,.

Casablanca
Nightclub & Restaurant
Daily & Nightly Specials, DJ. 9pm-lam
Mon., Tues. & Wed.: Free order of Chicken Wings 8-10pm
Thurs.: Dancing to the Top Hits - D.J.
Wed., Fri. & Sat.: Live Bands every week!

enemy To The People
and

God Say Amen
October 9 & 10
1 00 pm & i 30 pm
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Now appearing "Motown Majic"
Coming soon "Rockin' Rascals"

NO COVER CHARGE ANYTIME
ESSEX HALL THEATRE

2477 Dougall 972-9189
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King reigns
over rivals at
Monarch
by Elaine Saunders
Lance sports editor

...

She went to Warren, Michigan,
she ran, and she conquered.
Michelle King of the Lancer
Cross Country team won the
Monarch
Invitational
five
kilometre race, setting a new
course record of 17:42.
King gave a solid perfonnancc,
beating her closest opponent by a
margin of 41 seconds. Tanya
Bielby abo had another top ten
mcc with her ninth place finish.
The team finished the meet in
third place, putting its record at
I I wins and 13 losses.
At the culmination of this
meet, the women's team was
ranked fifth in the Canadian lnterunivcrsity
Athletic
Union
(CIAU) for the second consecu-
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tive week.
The men's cross country team
also
travelled
to
Warren,
Michigan and four runners came
away with top ten honours in the
eight kilometre race.
John Cress put in an outstanding performance and finished in
second place, just four seconds
behind the leader. Wayne Riley
finished fifth, Chris O'Annunzio,
eighth and Mark Broi:aw<,ki.
tenth.
As a team the men finished in
second place, behind host team
Macomb Community College.
Their record now stands al 28
wins and one loss and they arc
ranked second in the conutry this
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This is the best '>howing of a
cross country team in Lancer hbtory.
~

Next stop:
OUAA finals
Hopes high as golf team heads
into provincial championship
by Lorne Bell
Lance sports staff

The proper term may be
·'fore!" but the Lancer golf
team is aiming to be yelling
number one when it goes to the
OUAA championship.
The finals take place in
Woodstock on Monday, Oct. 5
and
Tuesday,
Oct.
6.
Representing Windsor will be
Kevin McCullig, Chris Tortorice, John Heaten, Bill
Seagris, and Glenn Anderson.
The Lancers head into this
final meet with the outstanding
record of two team wins, one
team tic and one individual
title.
The team played its third
tournament of the year, the
Waterloo
Invitational,
on
Friday Sept. 25. At the end of
the tournament the team stood
tied for first with the University
of Guelph.
However, the use of a tiebreaking formula awarded the
win to Guelph. In regular play,
only the team's top four in-

dividual scores count. In the
event of a tie the score of the
fifth member is calculated into
the team scores. This led to
Guelph's win.
Also al the Waterloo tournament, Bill Seagris captured the
individual title, with a two over
par score of 74.
Although the coaching staff
have been pleased with the performances of all the team
members, they feel one member has stood out from the rest.
Coach Or. Jim Weese said,
"Seagris has been solid all year
and should continue this trend
at the finals."
On Monday, Sept. 28, the
Lancers competed in the
Guelph Invitational at the Cutten Club. The top Lancers were
Seagris and Heaten, who both
shot a four over par 75. The
team finished fifth out of the 11
teams at this tournament.
Weese believes the upcoming finals will be competitive.
"It will come down to Queen's,
Western, Guelph, and Windsor.
Expectations are high."
(g

Playing with a depleted squad, the Lancer soccer team managed a split. (photo by SUZANNE NGUI)

Soccer men s~lit weekend

-

Women still looking Jor first league win by Alex Meyer
Lance sports staff

It was an extremely physical
weekend for the Lancer men's
soccer team. Recent injuries and
players with other commitments
forced the team to play with a
somewhat shifted line-up in the
last two games of September.
In these two games the team
took a split, losing to Brock 1-0
and downing Waterloo l-0.
Nayez "Chico" Khan scored the
lone Windsor goal.

No superstars
The shifting of the line-up did
not bother Coach
Vancho
Cirovski, "this team has no superstars, but we do have good talent,
and people are playing beyond
their limitations."
Cirovski also is not silent
about what he expects from his
players. "Athletes play to the
level of their coach's expecta-

lions," he said.
Right now Cirovski wants to
keep his players healthy and
motivated. Since he can only
dress 16 players per game, this
could make things difficult, but
the players have accepted their
roles. "Everyone should get playing time," said Cirovski.
The league is strong this
season with many teams evenly
matched. "One lapse and you're
done," said Cirovski.

Concussion
In women's action, the Lancers
are still searching for their first
league win and now have even
more things to worry about. In a
practice, all-star goalie Julie Pallot received a concussion from a
blow to the head. It was unsure as
to whether she would be able to
play in the next games.
This injury can be added to the
list of several Lancers who have
heen sidelined with the flu,

detracting from the team's overJI
play.
On the last weekend of September, W indsor tied Brock 0-0.
but lo::.t to Waterloo 1-0. Th1 1
leaves the women's record a:
0-1-3.

Playoff hopes
Windsor is only three poinu
out of the playoffs because of t!K
set up of the division. Howevethe team is quickly running out ct
time to make a move for thal la.spot. It will have to take ao
vantage of the spotty play of o~
posing teams.
Overall, coach Gord Caldwe
is hopeful that the team can comr
up with some wins. "We've,
the talent, it's just a matter ofpul·
ting it together," he said.
The men's and women's ~c;.
cer teams will travel to tt
University of Western Ontario Ci"
Wednesday, Oct. 7 to meet l~
Mustangs.

Win over York revives footballers' flagging enthusiasm
by Dave Gough
Lance sports staff

The sun was shining on North
York's Esther Shriner Stadium on
Saturday, Sept. 26, and the football Lancers came home from
York University beaming themselves. They beat the Yeomen 2724, giving Windsor its first
victory this year, improving their
record to 1-2.
They gave the rebuilding and

improving York team its 26th
straight defeat and came away
tied for third place in the always
tough and competitive OUAA.
"The Lancers played with lots
of enthusiasm. The win was nice,
they have been scarce lately," according to head coach John Musselman.
However he quickly added,
"we made a lot of mistakes and
we have a lot of work to do."
The Lancers came back from

8-0 and 18-14 deficits in the
game to beat the Yeomen. The
Lancers were dominating on the
ground, rushing for 272 yards.
They had not one but two l 00
yard rushes. Mike Scratch carried
the ball 18 times for 119 yards,
while Eastern Michigan transfer
Darren Lalonde, seeing his first
significant action, averaged over
ten yards every time he touched
the hall. La londe carried the ball
13 times for 134 yards.

Pivot Rick Lachance scored
two majors on short runs, while
Scratch also rushed for two
touchdowns.
Musselman explained his team's sudden rushing
dominance, "the York defense sat
hack and just gave us goal opportunities to run with the ball. We
just took what they gave us."
The Lancers will try to even
their record when they meet a
tough University of Guelph team,
who beat the University of

Western Ontario Mustangs are
nearly upset the number one
in the country, the W11fnLaurier Golden Hawks last wee
Musselman is worried abt
Guelph's size, and the fact th
this is yet another good team
the strong OUAA league.
The Lancers will meet 1
UWO Mustan!!S on Oct. 10 a;
p.m. Admissi~in to the Sii'.
Campus Field is free to stlld~·
with their identification carJ~.
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Building a sports tradition a worthwhile task
by Dave Briggs
Lance sports columnist

It docsn 't take an astute observer to notice the lack of a
~ports tradition at the University
of Windsor.
As a whole, Lancer teams do
not win all that often. Student attendance for home games is
shockingly low. And few people
speak of anything other than
Wind, r·s track and field
program when discussing the alh·
letic strengths of the school.
All of which is not surprising
when you consider the generally
poor quality product o!"fered, almost \\ ithout exception, year
after year. Reaching and maintaining a state of athletic prowess
is almost entirely incumbent on
the athletes a school attracts.
Recruitment by some Lancer
coaches is not on a par with rival
universities in Ontario. for admittedly, recruiting athletes to this
university can be quite difficult.
Part of the problem is that
Windsor has no sports tradition.
Whether we like it or not, most
athletes are conditioned to win,

and they seek environments that
foster winning.
The first step in attracting athletes is to push aside a stream of
misconceptions and negativity
ahout the University of Windsor.
While tradition may not he on the
Lancer's side, many of the other
monikers the university has hccn
tagged with arc outdated.
Academically, the perception
of Windsor as "last chance
university ' is one that should
have died at the end of the '70s.
As demand for post-seconday
education increas..:s. students are
finding it harder to gain entrance
to any school where enrolment
caps push up acceptance levels.
Windsor 1s no exception.
Windsor is also not the grubby,
crime-infested, blue-collar hellhole depicted in the media. While
its proximity to Detroit may he
seen as a detriment hy some. an
equal number would rate that as
one of Windsor's advantages.
The school al,o has the advantage of having a small, cozy
campus which fosters greater
socialization among students. The
number of students on campus

also removes the stigma of larger
universit es where students be
come out of touch \\ith their
professors and co.1ches, and arc
seen as liltle more than nurnhers.
While the ahsencc of a stadium
on campus is a negative for outdoor sports, the St. Denis Centre
is one of the hest indoor athletic
facilities ,tn)where is Ontario.
Windsor also has the distinct
advantage of having one of the
best climates in the country, and
contrary to popular belief. the
university is not located at the
end of the universe. There is in
fact, life past London.
Even a lack of sports tradition
can be an advantage in attracting
athletes to Wind'>or. For example.
a football player in Win&,or has a
better chance of becormng a
starter at some point in his career
than a player at Western.
It is also a greater challenge.
and more satisfying, to ,ucceed
when you are an underdog. Lancer athletes can have the distinct
honour ol starting a tradition with
a successful season, or a championship year. Look at the men's
track and field team of two years

ago. They will always be remcm·
hered as the first Windsor track
team to rise to the top.
To follow the exemplary lead
of track coach Dennis Fairall. one
simply has to overturn as many
stones as possible to find the athletes a team needs to ..., in. It is
undeniahly hard work, but if
someone at the U of W i, not
willing 10 do it. -;omeonc at
another university will.
Considering the competitiveness of the OUAA. it's simply
not enough to target universityhound
athletes who
h:n c
Windsor penciled in on their applications. Recruiting has to ,tart
earlier. Even if athletes decide to
go elsewhere. they must alwa},
understand that Windsor will
welcome them, should they
change their minds.
In short, if we want to \\ in,

some coaches and their assistants
must srcp up their recruiting.
After all, that is part of their joh,.
Winning games and championships is not, and !:>hould not he,
the only measuring stick
to
determine a team's success. But it
is undcniahly the starting point to
positive achic"'emcnt. We also
have to strike a careful halance
hetwecn heing academically and
athletically successful.
If varsity teams exist merely
for the fulfilment of our athletes.
non-athletes aren't getting vcr)
good return on their mandatory
inve,tment in the program.
We mm,t decide whether we
want an athlet1<: program students
aspire to he involved v. ith. or one
that exists as little more than an
extra-curricular acti\ ity for the
athletes.
For me the choice is simple.
Tradition is not something
garnered overnight. It is earned
~\iCr time thro~gh hard work.
Along the "ay there arc heartm:hes before 1he final payoffs.
At the Uni\icr,ity of Windsor.
we·\e mastered the heartache.
Why not take the next step?
jg
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Some say ignorance is bliss.
When it comes to sex, ignorance is far
from bliss. It's just plain dangerous.
If you want to do the smart thing,
get out of the dark.
Find out how HIV/AIDS and other
STDs are transmitted.
Use condoms. Not occasionally,
not usually, but always.
Talk. Talk to your partner. Your friends.
Your doctor.
If you're embarrassed about buying condoms,
remember that after you've bought them once
it will be much easier. Being embarrassed
is a small price to pay for your health.
If you know someone with HIV infection or AIDS,
reach out to them and break the silence.
No more fear. No more ignorance.

®Ontario
668 2437
Call the Ontario Ministry of Health AIDS Hotline: 1•800 -
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What's best for baseball?

A LITTLE ICE CREAM

WITH 'YOUR FLOWERS?!
,n,J till' FTD ~"eetest Day
Bouquet . and

\\l

I, 1mludt· a

<:oupon tm\ ;trtl tht· pun:h.hl'

by Mike Mouat
Lance sports columnist

tX;: ~

Major
League
Baseball owners are a
fickle bunch, and Fay
Vincent was a victim
of the owners, in a
case that exemplifies
what can go wrong
with sports.
The Major League
team
owners
appointed Vincent as
commissioner,
and
with the position came
the so-called power to
act in the best interest
of the game.
When Vincent went
ahead and made a
decision which was
best for baseball, but

1-::.,c.'",<t

ol 11.tJgan lh1, I. l l' l rt·am
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686 Janette Ave.
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253-1101

not for all the owners,
Former baseball commissioner Fay Vincent.
he was forced lo
resign .
Vincent's decision to re-align
the National League divisions by
moving the Atlanta Braves and
the Cincinnati Reds out of the
National League West, and at the
same time moving the St. Louis
Cardinals and Chicago Cubs out
of the East division into the
Chicago's beef with the move
West, makes perfect sense.
was that they would lose money
How does a geography teacher from their television contract betry to explain the United States to cause of sponsors pulling out due
a student who loves sports when
to the later start on the west
the sports teamc; are called East coast.
teams when they are in the west
Chicago won the court case,
and vice versa?
and also picked up some support
The move makes sense to from other team owners to oust
everyone, except the owners of Vincent, stopping the re-alignthe Chicago Cubs who took Vinment. They in essense stripped
cent to court over whether he had
Vincent of his power to do what
the authority to make the change. is right for baseball.

Pressbox

\\'HY )IESS ARO[l\D
Get Fit In Canada~s Top Club!

r

\
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Perspectives

This all comes
down to money, and
its a shame that a
sport can turn out
like this. Sports were
originated as simple
games which should
be played for enjoy.
menl and relaxation,
but unfortunately the
introduction
of
economics into the
picture has changed
all that.
The Cubs were
worried about losing
money.
Well, I
haven ' t heard Allan.
ta complain about
the money they have
lost over the years
because of late starts
in the West, nor the
Cincinnati Reds for
that matter. The Car.
dinals also didn't do
too much whining when they
were told about the re-alignment.
Another complaint was that
the re-alignment would weaken
some of the traditional rivalries.
These teams play a 162-game
schedule against 11 other teams.
I think they will still face each
other enough times to maintain
any rivalries.
Fay Vincent tried to do what
was best for baseball, and was
forced to resign because one of
the owners was going to lose
money on a television deal.
Perhaps the owners should
take a closer look at themselves
and see if they really want the
best things for baseball or if the)
would prefer a puppet for a commissioner.
@

ALPHA AUTO SERVICE
take the stress out of car care

......

• engine diagnosis • tune-ups • brakes • steering
alignments • tires • batteries • electrical work
• exhausts • safety inspections • major and minor
repairs on most makes • licensed mechanics
• CAA APPROVED
SPECIAL: Lube, OIi & FIiter
PLUS 32-point free checkup..... $18.95

1

;Jt. \
Male or female, if you want to lose weight, or
tone-up, we are the only people to see Staffed
by university physical education graduates that
have been professionally trained to guarantee
you look your very best. For the most 1n
fact11t1es, the best equipment in the world, and
professional one-on-one service, try us.

~~~g~NLT~~o~ $99

#1 NAUTILUS
THE

GOOD

LIFE

CLUBS

Devonshire Mall (lower level)
3100 Howard Avenue
966 - 6005

1290 Wyandotte St. W. (corner of Cameron & Wyandotte W.)
Windsor, Ontario
255-7 415 or 255· 7998

Check us out at our new location (formerly attitialed with Petro·
Canada on University Avenue)
Open 7 am · 6 pm
Peter Gounakis, owner
Complete automotive service since 1980, all work guaranteed

FREE Mouse

Free Hard Disk Menu,
• 33 MHZ CPU
Word Processor.
Spreadsheet. Games and
• 2 M RAM
DOS Tutorial
11
• 14 Super VGA Monitor
• Super VGA Card
• 80 Mb Hard Drive
• 1.44 Mb 3.5 Floppy Disk Drive
• IDE HD/FD Controller
• 2 Serial, 1 Parallel & 1 Game Ports
• 101 Keys Enhanced Keyboard
• Mini Tower Case
• 200 W Power Supply
• MS Dos. 5.0
2 Yrs. Parts and 3 Yrs.Labour Warranty

$1 189

-

TCI
DATA SYSTEMS INC .
21 75 Wyandotte St W (519) 254 - 301 7
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Your life's too busy to worry about your car ... let
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FREE GIFT

upon purchase
Business Hours. Monday - Friday 10.3:) - 7·00, Saturday 12 00 - 6:00 of this system
with ad
Locations throughout Ontario. Mississauga. Toronto . Ottawa. Whitby
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is free. Singles, doubles. and
mixed matches will take place.

Aquatics

Campus Rec is now offering
Personal Exercise Programs for
students, staff, faculty and St.
Denis Centre members. There are
three programs; Guidance-beginners, Personalized Program, and
Fitness Evaluation.

The St. Denis Centre pool is
the in place to be on Saturday
mornings from 9 a.m. to 12 noon.
Red Cross Colour Level classes
are being taught for swimmers of
all levels interested in aquiring
new skills or polishing up old
ones.
Recreational swimming is also
in vogue. The Early Bird swim is
offered for recreationalists on
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday
mornings from 7-8:30 a.m.

Self-Defense

ars

For the nominal fee of only $5,
women can aquire greater selfconfidence to defend themselves
by enrolling in a Self-Defense
Awareness course which begins
Oct. 6, and lasts for four weeks.
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It's not too late! Even though
many of the Campus Recreation
programs ~ave been kicked -~ff,
there are still many opportunities
10 gel involved.

IVC
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Basketball
Windsor's annual 3 on 3 Basketball Tournament is just around
the corner. This year's version
takes place on Saturday, Oct. 31
(9-5), and Nov. 1 (9-1). Prizes to
be awarded are provided by
"Canada 125''. Interested participants are advised to sign up
early to guarantee themselves a
place in the tournament. The last
day for registration is Friday,
Oct. 23.

Badminton Club
The Badminton Club has its
birdies ready for a new season.
They will meet every Friday
from 7-11 p.m. starting Oct. 9.
Membership in this group is only
$5 per semester but the first ~veek

Personal Exercise
Programs

Summaries
Some eye-catching Campus
Rec I-shirts are currently on sale
al the equipment desk in the St.
Denis Centre. The first fifty customers pay only $10 for their
shirt, after that the price will go
upto$16.
The 1992-93 sports season
kicked off with soccer. The SelfExciting Dynamo and the Dice
locked horns in a tightly contested match that saw the
Dynamo prevail J-0. The Undesirables and the Hooligans are
beginning a fight for the lead already, each with two victories
and no defeats.
In one of the few Flag Football
games that did not result in a

default, (come on guys, show up
for your sche<luled games) the
Outlaws handed down their own
justice to the Cherry Pie Guys.
beating them 36-21.
The Co-ed Slo-pitch league
got off to a rousing start, with
several games unfolding on the
partially drenched grass of the St.
Denis Centre fields. One game
saw the Kinetics Grads Stars gain
a 9-3 truimph over the Cloud
Nine team.

Staff/Faculty Wcllness
Give me one good reason why
you shouldn't join the Noon
Walk 'N' Munch walking
program. Every Tuesday and
Thursday, starting on Oct. 6, a
qualified instructor will lead a
safe and stress relieving walk
from 12:05-12:50 p.m. Feel free
to start or drop in any day, either
just for that day or for the rest of
the semester.
Anyone interested in registering for an sport/activity or needing more information can stop by
the Campus Recreation office in
the St. Denis Centre or call 2534232 extention 2456, Monday to
Friday from 10 a.m to 5 p.m. [g

Performer of the Week:

Lalonde leads Lancers
sponsored by Pizza Hut

Darren Lalonde of the Lancer football team was instrumental in the Lancer's first
victory of the season. The team
beat the York Y co men on
Saturday, Sept. 26. Lalonde
totalled 134 yards on 13 carries
and ran 12 yards on one interception. Also. his excellent

blocking resulted in Mike
Scratch obtaining 119 yards on
18 carries. This type of allround play won Lalonde this
week's honours.
The 5' 11" running back is a
second year student in the
Faculty of Social Science. He
is also a Windsor native and a
graduate of Assumption High
School.
[g

Busy?
Here at the Lance, we try to cover all
the stories we can, but ...
We need help. If you are interested in
reporting on the zillion of news and
culture stories we miss every week,
come on over to the Lance. (Unit 10,
Clark residence, Walnut Street at
Sunset.)
Or call up our news editor Ty Daniels
or arts editor Sarah Roebuck at
253-4232, ext. 3909. If you're shy,
just come to our weekly staff meeting
(usually Mondays at 6:00, but Tuesday,
Oct. 13 to allow for the Thanksgiving
holiday. )

20% OFF
PIZZA ORDERS
With Student I.D.
minimum order of $10

QUALITY MAKES THE DIFFERENCE

Now Open For Lunch!
Specials from $2 - $5.95

Pizzeria
2215 Wyandotte West at Randolph

256- SAMS
EAT IN• PICK UP• FAST FREE DELIVERY
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e:El:i:I a ~i a l_s
AIDS and
bad attitude

Alt)5 A~A,ENE~S ttJE.t.~, ,e:t Cl~~,W\J
ancl \11\\1 \tUUI-\~ to he..Y" mor~ clo\"n bt<l+
"~"'s Abo->t ,~., ,, &ntl !lei Clt\tl clea~ .

It is easy to think that we, as students, live in a
world apart from the surrounding community. One
can spend an entire week in this city without leaving the campus. An attitude of "we're not so much
residents of Windsor as we are students of the
University of Windsor" prevails. If the city's
problems are not our problems, why worry about
them?
However, some of the city's concerns are not as
easily divorced from ours. The AIDS epidemic, for
instance.
Did you know:
Windsor has the fourth-largest number of AIDS
cases of any city in the province.
Per capita, we sit at number two in the province.
Since 1984, according to the Windsor-Essex
County Health Unit, 103 people have developed
AIDS in the city of Windsor. 31 people are alive.
72 have died.
Another 154 people are HIV-positive but have
not developed AIDS. This puts the total of known
cases at 257. The Health Unit is made aware of only
a fraction of the carriers in the city; no one knows
exactly how many there arc.
Read the Ministry of Health booklet called Condom Sense, inserted in this paper. Get tested (see
Ian Kelso ·s article on page 5).
People are still dying and few people seem to be
listening.
Don't be stupid.

~lance
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Inane
Dear Editor,
I have been hearing around campus
that some students have organized a
pelltion condemning the article
"Women Warned Against Frat Parties"
because the) feel the article gives frats
a bad name. If the article was read
properly they would find it is a well
balanced report. The article clearly
docs not take sides. It just warns
women about the possibility of danger
at frat parties. It seems such a waste
that all your work in organizing the
petition was wasted on such an inane
stand.
With all the problems in the world
they decide to take a stand on the
image of frats. Whoever prepared the
petition or signed it should take some
time and rearrange your values in life.
Have they placed the frat above the
freedom of the press or a simple warning to women based on fact? It would
be quite interesting to sec the world
through your eyes.
Sincerely,
Jason Amyat

Disgusted
Dear Editor,
I am writing this letter to share my
anger and disgust with all those who
are responsible for administering
OSAP loans and the money for the Ontario Work Study Plan, and on behalf
of those who did not get a job. On September 28 (at 4: 10 p.m.), I received my
referral giving me the contact names.
On the 29th (at 8:45 a.m.), I called for
interviews and had them completed by
10:30 a.m. However, by 2:30 p.m., I
was told the money had run out and
there were no paying jobs. I was
floored. I had a little under three hours
to find a job and attend classes.
First. the government expects me to
live on less than $1000 for the whole

RS

LETTERS

LETTERS

year an<l now I cannot get v.ork with
the Study Plan.
It is dear to me the organizational
abilities of the Awards Office is partially at fault for not allowing those in
need sufficient time 'to conduct interviews and attend class. and also knowing that Tecumseh residents receive
their mail after 4 p.m.
The main fault for this, r feel, is the
Deputy Minister for the Ministry of
Colleges and Universities, Mr. Richard
Allen. It seems perfectly obvious that
Mr. Allen and the rest of the government are trying to create an elite status
within the education system, favouring
those with wealth and stepping on
those with lesser means.
I am completely appalled and disgusted with this prospect that would
hurl our society back to the Middle
Ages. I caJI on anybody and everybody
to barrage Mr. Allen with letters stating their views and opinions.
This is what I intend on spending
my five to ten hours per week doing,
time previously set aside for a real job.
Sincerely,
Steve Rennie

Outraged
Dear Editor,
I am a third year student attending
the University of Windsor enrolled in
the Drama in Education program.
Along with many students attending
the school, I am on my own and supporting myself.
When I became aware that there was
a new club on campus that offers a
break from the ordinary food cooked in
quantity as found in Vanier, I was intrigued and impressed. I was told that
some of the building of the new restaurant was paid for by the students,
faculty and other supporters. I believe
this is a wonderful idea, and did enjoy
a nice dinner there a few weeks ago.
I enjoyed the atmosphere and food
so much that I invited a friend there for

LETTERS

LETTE

a lunch buffet tu finu our<,cl\e.., being
turned away at the door. I could not
help but feel not worthy of a first rate
meal.
To add 10 my disgust. I v. alchcd two
professors greeted with warmth and
welcome walk past my friend and I to
their table. It is a certainty that I will
not be back to support your Elitist
Club and I know of several studen1s
who feel the exact way that I do.
You (The Faculty Club) will be
receiving a petition soon, informing
you of just how many students do feel
the way I do. I wonder why it is that
students are forced to eat when the
price is at $12.95, and the professors
are allowed to eat when the price is
$4.00! This is an outrage.
Perhaps a suggestion would be 10
open a buffet for students a few days
out of the week: Monday, Wednesday.
and Friday.
Sincerely,
Denise Dumont

Islam
Dear Editor,
In the name of God, most gracious.
most merciful. Welcome back to
school, hope your summer was an en·
joyable one. T he Union of Muslim
Students (UMS) is looking forward to
the upcoming year and hope to see a
lot of new members to the club. This is
made up of students at the university
who are Muslim and would like lo get
involved with their fellow students.
Islam is God's religion for all ages
and for all the human race, therefore.
we would like any comments of questions about Islam. In our next Jetter, we
will be answering any questions you
send us and telling you more about this
profound religion. Until then, may God
guide you and us to the right path and
inspire us with wisdom and truth.
Yours truly,
Hussein Ban i
U:\IS Club
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Dear Editor,
For several weeks now, students have been barraged by
Lance articles depicting the
priorities of the Social Science
society (SSS) executive last year.
Mr. Ty Daniels, the author of
these articles. had some excellent
points. points th~t he was within
his mandate to raise.
Had he made the effort to adequately research this topic, and in
doing so contact myself. perhaps
the student body and the some
4100 students in the Social
Sciences, would not have been
in•t,rmed of many misconstrued
circumstances.
I would have been able to
provide him wath information
relevant to the SSS in this
academic year. Daniels would
have learned each of the issues
he raised in the September 28,
1992 assue of the lance was addressed by this year's executive
anywhere from two weeks to four
months ago Libel (to use the
term very loosely) is an inappropriate way to initiate change;
as any reasonable and ethical person should be well aware.
First of all, Mr. Daniels points
out that, "telephone charges
amounted to almost $1200 in a
~vcn month penod, an amount
that was at least partially attributed to personal calls made by
the executive." This is true.
While I am not in a position to
jus1ify the executive ·s policy last
year, 1t must be noted that that
policy (long distance calls on the
SSS phone) no longer exists
Several weeks ago, this year's
SSS executive resolved to create
a log recording all long-distance
phone calls and their purposes.
Anyone making a long-distance
call for reasons other than SSS
business must reimburse the
scx:u.:ty when the ball comes in.
No exceptions!
Daniels reports of the $5236
loss incurred by the SSS on their
semi-formal which was attended
by ''40 or 50 people at the most"
This, also, is unfortunately true.
However, by inferring that this
'has an "exclusive party." Mr.
Daniels is dead wrong.
The executive last year worked
very hard to promote this event
(through Lance ads, fliers campus-wide, sitting endlessly at a
table at the UC, etc.). Lack of attendance can only be attributed to
student apathy.
When I was elected last spring,

the

one of the issues on ":'Y platform
was that of the semi-formal. ~t
was my resolve n~t to ~o one this
year. The executive 1s m total
agreement with this, and has
been for months!
. My question to _Mr. Da~icls is,
did you attend t~1s function and
suppo~ your Society? No!
Daniels_ wrote_, "Club funding
was also inconsistent last year...
:nc soci_ety .~oes not have a fu~dmg policy. All clubs receive
base funding from us according
to thl. size of their membership.
Any additional funding must be
requested in written form, then
debated and either passed,
amended, or declined by the
whole council.
This year's Director of Student
and Club Affairs has been formulatmg a stnct funding policy
for clubs and non-affiliated
groups and individuals ror the
past several months. With an
issue of such import and sensitivity, no policy can be hastily
formulated, but we did recognize
the need and are currently refining one.
Daniels writes, "Last year's
Social
Science
Society
spent...more than S 1400 on a
year-end feast for 22 people."
Once again, the facts ring true.
Last years' transittonal dinner for
outgoing and incoming executive, which I attended, was expensive. The policy for the
dinner this year has been radically changed.
If funds arc again passed by
council for such a dinner, each
executive member will have to
pay for his/her own drinks. and
all non-executive persons in attendance. t agree with Mr
Daniels that a dollar limit should
he set for each executive member
in accordance with council ·s
directive...
While the SSS has a responsibility to he accountable for their
actions, Mr Daniels and the
Lance staff should, as ethical
reporters, realize the repercussions of printing narrow and incomplete articles. With such
depictions 1t is hardly surprising.
to quote Mr. Daniels, .. how weak
and futile student organizations
have become."
Articles such as those against
the SSS create student apathy
and a negative image of the
University of Windsor to rcsidents of Windsor and others
across Canada.
If indeed Mr. Daniels. as
lance news editor is so concerned that the SSS should be

~
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acco~nt_able for their ,.11:t1ons,"
why 1s 1t _that no menl10n was
m~de by h1mscll or the l.a11ce of
this years' SSS Presidential byelection. The paper gives an opportunity for SAC candid,lles to
state their platforms.
~hy have they neglected a
Society that ser,es roughly 40
percent of all full-time U of W
students? Our only means or informing So~ial Science studcnL'>
of the elections were to pay the
Lance to place ads in their paper.
Perhaps Mr. Daniels could have
saved students over $200 if he
would have made an effort to intervicw the candidates.
Talk is cheap. Mr. Daniels.
Actions speak for themselves.
Lisa A. Colwill
Actinj!-Pre,ident
Social Science Societ}

Compelled
Dear Editor,
Once again I foci compelled to
write you about the content of
your newspaper. In the Scptember 21, 1992 issue of the Lance
there appears an article which I
presume acts to warn women
against frat parties. In the same
issue there appears an opinion
piece concerning student activism or lack thereof on our
campus. I find it peculiar that the
lance has space to print Campus
University Press stories, hut docs
not have ,pace for University of
Windsor stories.
I wish to point out th.at rhc•
Lance itsc.:lf has perpetuated the
lack of student activl',m hy not
reporting to studenrs issue, ot
serious concern on this c;ampus.
Approximately .Sil', 111 the
La11n· 's new, !'>ection on Scptemher 21. 1992 consisted ol ,tories
acquired from outsiJe ,ourcc,. In
particular, the article on fraternities did not addrc,s any of the
issues concerning fraternities on
this campus.
To set the record straight I
would like to inform students that
the fraternities and sororities on
this campus have not, to my
knowledge. been involved in any
incidents
involving
sexual
harassment or for that matter
sexual assault. further, these
groups have sponsored selfdefense seminars for women as
well as being a major driving
force in the establishment of our
Campus Patrol on this campus.
As well, fraternities and
sororities at the University of
Windsor have raised money for

qu~.!?1t9Jl

Dave
Charborek

Laura

2nd Year
Drama

2nd Year
English

I'm not all that up on it. A
voter who really isn't up on
the issues. Someone is going
to. pay for it. My ignorance
ot the situation would make
it unfair for me to vote. l
shoul<ln 't ju.,t vote yes or no
fnr the hell of it.

Jay

I'm voling no hecause
I've read some of the stuff
over and I'm not in total
agreement with most of the
issues on the referendum.

many
charities
including
Children's lfm,p1tal. March of
Dimes and most recently the
Aids Committee of Windsor. f
believe it should be noted that the
fraternities and sororities also
raised the most money in our
recent Shinerama campaign. J
would like to personally thank
these groups for their assistance
and in particular, thank Delta Chi
for donating their fir'>l place $250
prize money to our Shinerama
campaign.
I do not believe one can
stereotype organizations based
upon the m1s1Jkes of a few stupid
individuals. If we were to he
cautious of fraternity parties
based upon the article in the
La11ce, then we should also ask
,tudcnts to be cautious of living
in residence because sexual
harassment and sexual as<;aull<;
have occurred in some university
residences on other campuses in
the past.
The fact is that residence students need not be cautious because this issue has been
addressed on this campus by the
competent people working in
Re!>idence Services. The same
can be said about fraternities and
sororties here at the University of
Windsor.
Sexual assault and violence
against women is a serious
problem in our society. The fact
that women do not feel safe
walking home alone at night is a
tragedy. Further. one cannot deny
that there is a correlation between
the consumption of alcohol and
incidents of sexual assault.
However we. at the University of
Windsor, can try to addrc,s the
problem through education and
programs such as Campu., Patrol.
Inc fraternities on campus
have tal,.en an ;active role in addres,ing the problem of violence
again,t women and I hope they
continue to do so. At the same
time, fraternities and sororities
have helped promote our school
through their philanthropic activitics and provided a great deal
of badly needed school spirit.
l would ask all students to put
aside negative stereotypes and
biases when dealing with any
group on campus. We arc in an
eovironment of higher learning
and people should be able to experience divergent views and formu late their own opinions.
Finally, if any group docs become involved in unacceptable
behaviour then of course action
should be taken by the appropriate authorities. As of this

date I have not been informed of
any inappropriate behaviour by
any fraternity of sorority.
Sincerely,
John L. Stout
Vice President
Unh·er,ity Affairs
Student Council

GluttO ny
Dear Editor,
I would like to respond to a set
of comments made by Ty Daniels
of the Lance l n his article entitled "SSS Priorities in Question" (September 28, 1992. p. l ).
he cite., a comment made by
Petrina Bura, former President of
the Social Science Society. The
comment that I find particularly
offem,ive ii. as follows: "Petrina
arrived at the meal late.
"When the waiter asked her if
she would like to see a menu she
simply replied ·Just bring the
biggest most expensive thing on
the menu.'"
I was at this event and was
seated next to Miss Sura for the
entire meal. When it was time to
order our food, Miss Bura.
myself and a few others in attendance had not decided what to
order. We, Petrina and myself,
decided together. This was all
done while looking at a menu Ill
Miss Bura did not make this
statement during the meal and
she did not say this to the waiter.
If <;he made thi, comment

during the night it was not in the
context that Mr. Daniels imputes
and !'>hould not he u-..cc.f to as.,umc
Miss Bura had lack ol concern
foa cost. This remark is !lawed
and other uhscr, .1t1om, arc
wrong..
Mr. Daniels said he received
this 1nlormation from a ··smm:e
dose to the exel·utivc"; w,iuld
Mr. Daniels plca,e check hi'>
,ource, and would this informant
step forth and dari(v their
remarks. Mr. Damel, know,
many of the people who were in
attendance at the dinner, however
contacted a select lcw "ho may
have provided a negative
perspective on the ..,ituation.
Ty Daniels· article is tncompletc and lacks the sobriety one
would expect to find in a unhersity newspaper. If Mr. Daniels
had contacted more of those who
attended, his article would
present other recollections ol the
event.
Sincerely.
Scott Delorme

How will you vote on the constitutional referendum?

Chris
Kolar

Tina
lampietro

2nd Year
English

2nd Year
Social Work

1•d vote yes to end the

wrangling temporarily and
mo, e on to the real issues to
keep Canada together... the
ccon(lmic issues. By
bringing people together we
ran work on the economy.
We have to start somewhere.

What I like about the
referendum is more power to
provincial government. For
that rea'il>n I'm voting yes.
Each province has its own
probkms and it would he
better for the premiers to
have power over the money
.,llocatcd to their province.

The Lance
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There's a
better way
to make
your point.

October 5, 199i
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The Lance welcomes
your feedback.
The Lance has an open letters section, and
undertakes to print all submissions. No material of a
racist, sexist or homophobic nature will be published,
and letters will not be returned.

Letters may be edited for length, clarity and libellous
content. To help ensure our accuracy, please type
your letters. We also can accept them in most word
processing programs on 5.25" floppy disks.

To submit a Letter to the Editor, drop it off or send it
by university post by Thursday of each week. Letters
must be under 300 words in length and include the
name, faculty, and phone number of the author.

The opinions page is an open forum for articles and
concerns of individuals and groups. To inquire about
submitting, please contact editor in chief Laila Farrell
at 253-4232, ext. 3909.

YEAR EIGHTEEN

1
9
9
2

1
9
7
5

LifeStyles condoms are
manufactured by Ansell9 , the
largest condom manufacturer
in North America.

For the love of your life!

11:

ART SALE
Posters For Every Taste And Budget
Hundreds of Art Reproductions $3.00 - $8.00
Over 1400 Different Images - Most Far Below List Price

DATE: NOV. 30-DEC. 2 HOURS: 9-5
PLACE: ODETTE BUILDING LOBBY

OFF

YOUR NEXT PURCHASE

OFA BOX OF12 CONDOMS

•

Available at au

pt,em,acies .

MR DEALER:

Ansell C8nada will reimbunle the , _ value_?.'.!:

C01Jpon, pkls our epec:lfled handling .... P'~oi
you acx:epl It from your c:ua10mer on 1he ~
one box of 12 LlfaStrles condoms. Othfl
applicatoona conatolute. fraud. Failure lo send 111
upon requ..t, ~ that auffocienl stock,...
P<JfChased In the previous 90 daY8 to ~
prMentad, woll void coupons. Coupons l t l ~
become our proper1y Aaom~ wffl be "-only to retail <1i81ributw who redeemed coopon GST
is included where applicable. For rec1emp11on. ,,_
to. Ansell Canada, 30 Boulevard de l'Aerol)Olf;
Bromont. Quebec, JOE ILO. One coupon pf
purchase. No facsimilM accepted.
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Coupon expires June 30, I 993
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The beginning of a
beautiful friendship:
Casablanca comes
back to the big screen.
See page 7.

Lancer golf team finishes
second on strength of
Bill Seagris' provincial win.
See page 10.

Born to buy or
bound to buy?
See page 5.
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Lance seeks
50¢ fee raise
by Ty Daniels
Lance news editor
Protestors greeted
the South African
ambassador when he
came to Windsor's
law school last week.
See story, page 5
(photo by TED
_...__...._______ ........-.., ANDKILDE)

SAC polling on drug plan
Council may enter insurance business itself
by Ty Daniels
Lance news editor

Students' Administrative Council (SAC) is seeking student
opinion on the drug plan.
Jason Clemens, vice president
finance. has compiled an extensive questionnaire to poll the
campus on student feelings
toward the current drug plan. The
results will be used to phrase the
referendum question for the
February general election.
In addition to specific ques~ions on how the plan is being
implemented, Clemens is also
seeking feedback on the \ iabilitv
of SAC becoming their own in-dependent drug plan insurer.
"While there would be some
mks to SAC, students could
benefit greatly if we were to take
over operations. We could
operate it to just break even and
sa\:e students the profits Green
Shield currently takes," he said.
Clemens estimated that Green
Shield operates at a 15 percent

"

profit margin.
In order for SAC to become an
independent insurer, Clemens estimates a three to five year transition period would be required.
SAC would also have to set up a
contingency fund to account for
those years when the plan does
incur a loss.
To build up this fund, profits
for approximately the first six
years would be channeled into a
separate account. After this base
fund amount of about $500 000
was obtained, Clemens said the
plan could then operate at a zero
profit margin.
The risk to students is any loss
in the plan would have to be paid
by SAC. Last year, Green Shield
lost 16 percent on the plan, and
estimates for this year are they
will lose 18 to 20 percent.
To help cut costs, Clemens has
suggested limiting the number of
pharmacies that would accept the
pay-tlirect card currently being
used.
His idea is that by dealing with

only those pharmacies close to
the university. costs could be
controlled more rigidly. "By
using only a few pharmacies we
may be able to negotiate lower
fees or better services for students, since they would be
guaranteed
our
business.''
Clemens said.
Insurance would still cover the
cost of prescriptions purchased at
other pharmacies. The difference
would be that students would
have to pay the full cost up front
to be reimbursed later through
SAC.
"The questionnaire will be
onl} used as a guideline to direct
me in my research," he said. "Jf
the results come back that students don't even support the drug
plan, then there is no sense
spending time researching something people don't want. Although, if students decide they
want the drug plan but want it
changed somewhat, I can explore
all viable options before the final
referendum."
(g

Special Needs looks to hike levy
by Ty Daniels
Lance news editor

The Special Needs Accessibility Committee is seeking to
double its levy at the Oct. 21 - 22
Students' Administrative Council
~~·-election. The committee is asing students to contribute an
extra 25 cents each, bringing its
total levy to 50 cents per student
per semester.
Brian Lclievre, chair of the organization, said the added
rcvcn
uc would allow the committee to fulfill its responsibility to
students
"We arc committed to spread-

ing awareness that students with
special needs have a right to an
education. Students with different needs should not be impeded in their education because
of physical or attitudinal barriers," said Lelievre.
The committee funded an
emergency telephone to be
placed by the Essex Hall parking
lot this year. Lelievre said ~he
university had not planned to install one there.
"This is where the university
has placed the handicapped parking lot, yet they would h~ve .~ee~
denied emergency service, he
said.

Plans for the upcoming year
involve modifying entrances into
the Paul Martin Law Library.
Currently, students with special
needs have to enter the facility
through doors not suited for their
purposes. Lelievre said they are
committed to contributing $2500
to the renovations.
If students approve the funding
increase Lelievre said special
needs students would have more
of a voice on campus.
"With the funds we have now,
we can really only act as an advocate for special needs. If we
get the increase then we can im':i
plement c hanges ourse Ives. .. e:,

On Oct. 21 and 22, students
will be voting not only for
Students' Administrative Council
positions, but also on how they
will fund their student newspaper
Tire lance.
Full-time undergraduate students will be asked to vote Yes or
No on this question: "Arc you
willing to contribute an additional 50 cents per semester to be
paid to the Student Media Corporation for the operation of the
student newspaper, Tiu: Lance?"
Proponents of the increase
argue it is necessary to ensure the
newspaper stays open.
"Due to its own budget
problems, SAC has said if we
lose any money whatsoever, they
will shut us down," said production manager Kevin Johnson.
"This money will just give us a
small measure to set aside in case
of emergency."
Last year, the paper turned a
surplus of about $800 on a total
budget over $100 000, largely
through cutbacks and aggressive
account collection.
"T:1at could easily have been a
loss, and the students would have
no paper this year," Johnson said.
Editor in chief Laila Farrell
believes the fee increase will help
the paper to better serve students.
"Having to depend so heavily

on advertising weakens our position as an advocate of student
concerns," Farrell said.
"Sometimes we have to be
more concerned about our
advertisers· concerns, because of
budget constraints, than student
issues," she said.
Currently,
the
newspaper
derives about 70 percent of its
funding from advertising.
Tn 1984, students voted to give
tire lance a source of revenue independent from student council.
In a referendum, students approved a Lance levy of $1. 75 per
student per semester. This
amount has not been increasl;d in
eight years.
Currently the budget for the
Lance does not allow for any
capital expenditures. Most of the
computers and software at the
newspaper arc five to six years
old and becoming obsolete,
Johnson said.
Lance sub-editors earn $75 per
issue; the editor-in-chief is paid
$250 a week. With a circulation
of 10 000 copies 26 limes a year,
the Lance is Windsor's secondlargest newspaper.
"For eight years inflation has
increased at more than five percent a year," Farrell said. "We
are asking for an increase after
operating with the same levy for
almost a decade. We can't cul
costs anymore than they have
been cut."
~
9

1. CJAM-FM
$10.00
2 The Lance
$3.50
3. Legal Aid
$5.50
4. Special Needs

so.so

5. Society Funding
$6.50
6. SAC Fees
6
$43.50
7. Entertainment
$1.50
8. Drug Plan
$73.50
9 CFS'OFS
$7.00

8

7

Student council fees: Where they go
Total student council fees are $ IS i.SO per year.
All funds collected on behalf of CJAM-FM, the Lance, Special Needs
& Accessibility Committee, Community Legal Aid and the Canadian and
Ontario Federations of Students are redistributed to the respective agencies in full. SAC fees include funds for such student programs as the
Womyn's Centre, Campus Patrol and the Pub, as well as general student
council administration.
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Lance calendar of events

Tuesday, October 13

ISN'T IT TIME
YOU GOT RID OF
AN OLD FLAME?
STOP-SMOKING CLASSES
ON CAMPUS

;,

First Nations' Law Students Society hosts
Native Awareness Day featuring Mike Mitchell,
the Grand Chief of the Akwesasne. All are invited
to the Faculty of Law from 4 · 9 p.m.

•

OPUS Class Representative Meeting: All
part-time students invited , 5 p.m. at the Grad
House. Light supper will be served.

•

Students Administrative Council meets at 5
p.m. in the Board room, 5th floor Windsor Hall
Tower. Issues to be discussed include club
ratification and executive member bonuses.

Classes are Thursdays from 12:00 P.M. - 1:00 P.M.
Starting OCTOBER 22, l 992

•

The Organization of Gay and Lesbian
Students will meet upstairs at the Grad House
at 7 p.m. A $3 membership fee is due.

;,

The East Tlmor Alert Network and the Third
World Resource Centre present Genocide in
East Timor featuring Abe Barreto Sores. 7 p.m.
at Iona College. For 1nformat,on call 252-1517.

WIN One Semester

FREE TUITION

•
j'

DRAW FOR THE UNITED WAY
4 other valuable prizes
Tickets $1 each or Book of 1 O for $8
Available at OPUS
496 Sunset
971 - 3603

~'ftl (~
~r•:..
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tE A Tribute to Adele Wiseman will be held at
Mackenzie Hall to honour the playwright and
author. The public is invited. Call Lenore Langs
at 253-4232 ext. 2288.

fa
st
C

Thursday, October 15

----

The Progressive Conservative Club will meet
at 3 p.m. in the Tr·llium Room A , Vanier Hall.
Elections to be held. All members please attend.

•

0roon1zot,on ot Pon-time
UM1e1S1ty Stuoent$

PROFESSIONAL & EFFECTIVE SERVICES
To Help You STAND OUT
In Today's Tough Job Market:
• Resume and Cover Letter Composition
• Consultation
,1nrcr
327 Chatham St. West
--::;.:.•:.111;.; iiilillllllA"" Phone: 977 - 5101

D it;•
RESUME

1

Wednesday, October 14

To register contact:
Uni\'ersity of Windsor Health Sen ices
(extension 3260 or 7002)

There are NO FEES for the\·e classes.

•

Nominations open for the election of the Social
Science Society President and will close Oct.
19. Forms can be picked up at the SSS office in
the basement of Windsor Hall North.

1

Serving Windsor for
over Seven Years

The lnterVarsity Christian Fellowship has
meetings every Thursday from 5 - 9 p.m. in the
Oak Room in Vanier Hall

•

fe
(photo by JASON VICZEN)
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Lancer Hockey Classic at 4:30 and 8 p.m
Teams include Guelph, York and Ryerson More
games Oct. 18 at 3:30 and 7 p.m.

ur

ut
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Sunday, October 18

Friday, October 16
;,

The Third World Resource Centre presents
slides. food and updates on the peace accord in
El Salvador to date. 6 p.m. for food and 7 p.m.
for the shde show and discussion.

Sa tu relay, October 17

fa

®

Lancer men's and women's soccer home vs
the Guelph Gryphon's. Games starts at 1 p.m.

gi
pl

•

The Christian Culture Serles presents In
Search of a Corporate Chr,stlamty featuring
Detroit Free Press publisher Neal Shine at 3 p.m
at Assumption University (400 Huron Church
Rd) Donation: $5, $2 for students.

sp

® Lancer men's and women 's soccer home vs. A: Soundsation 92193 presents Carolyn Re1fe
____ the McMaster Marauders. Games start at 1_p.m. ______ (soprano) at 8 P:m. in Moot Court. Law BuildmQ._
tE Visual and performing arts.

•

Club and society meetings.

§

;,

I

Notices, demonstrations.

® Sports events.

LP.ctures, seminars. etc.

m

s

Socials, parties, mixers, etc.

ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY'S CHRISTIAN CULTURE SERIES

In Search of a
Corporate Christianity
What is religion's place in the board room and should Christianity be part of our daily
9 to 5 routine? A look from the eyes of the publisher of a major newspaper at how we
manage our work lives and our spiritual lives - and at what point they need to intersect.

...

Mr. Neal Shine
* Publisher of the Detroit Free Press.
* Former Professor of Journalism and Director of the Journalism
Department at Oakland University.
* Former Senior Managing Editor of the Detroit Free Press.
* Degree in journalism, University of Detroit.

Assumption University
400 Huron Church Road, Windsor, Ontario
Phone: (519) 973-7033

Sunday, October 18, 1992 - 3:00 p.m.
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Accountability
task force
seeks local
consultation
by Tran Longmoore
Lance news staff

p.m.
v1ore

e vs.
1.m.
s In

Jring

p.m.

The Task Force on University
Accountability visited the U of
w last week to gain Windsor's
input.
The primary goals of the task
force are to examine the
university's accountability in
respect to finances, academic affairs, admission and research, institutional
governance
and
community relations.
"Students at the U of W pay
fees and provide additional
revenue to the university by
utilizing services of which the
university holds a virtual
monopoly," said John Stout,
SAC vice president university affairs.
"Therefore, we should be
given access to records that explain how this money is being
spent."
Currently, SAC has not been
granted access to budgets on a

1urch

departmental level.
Another problem cited is the
lack of student input on the
university's Board of Governors,
who make decisions on how the
university is to be operated.
SAC would like to have three
representatives on the board.
Currently, the president of SAC
is the only representative of fulltime undergraduate students.
SAC used the building of the
recent $500 000 University Club
to show how the university lacks
accountability to the student
body.
They have been denied access
to financial records that would
fully explain the sources of the
revenue.
Although unsure of the success
of the task force's efforts, Stout
saw it as a step in the right direction.
"What is encouraging is the
very existence of a task force that
will at least hear our concerns,"
he said.
[Q

PREGNANT
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etc.

and need he lp?

Call ...
NO COVER
WITH STUDENT 1.D.
ANY NIGHT!!
Every Monday: THE HITMEN
Thurs. Oct. 15 - Sat. Oct. 17: INTUITION
Sun. Oct. 11: 3 Bands • INTUITION,
VAGABOND, & CYPRESS
Coming up Oct. 31 & Nov. 1: Hallowe'en Parties es
Cash Prizes for best costumes
5 minutes west of the U of W
3885 Sandwich 253-3777

Birtbrigbt
at 252-3322
or vi sit our office at
380 Chi l ver Road
We provide :
Free pregnancy
tests,
11 • .::;,.:.)
Community
1
,\
.
...
)
1 • "::::refe rrals
~, ~ . Accommodation~
,1,, ., , , <·~
t'~··~'It
~' .,•.
and
·.~
Legal advice
-.,,h , .,~\"\ I

t~
r~,t,~l·
-~ \\\1.

Toll-free 1-800-328-LOVE

Wear
Custom Designed University Clothing
Catering to: • Fraternities/Sororities • Clubs & Societies • Residences
We have: • Paisley • Floral • Plaids • Boxer Shorts
• Old Style Ball Shirts and Caps

• •

••

•
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The Lance
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New in town?
Trying to figure out
Windsor nightlife?

Look
, ., · ~in· the Lance

(
tJ,<~~'
-·

for the best
places to go,
things to do,
and people to see.
You can always
find something
right for you in
our ads, calendar
of events or reviews.

The Lance: 1f a tree falls in the forest, we hear.

CO-OP EDUCATION
AND STUDENT
PLACEMENT
PRESENTS:

~

CAREERS IN
BANKING
WITH: Marie Pronovost
Personnel Officer
Canada Trust
and
Ken Jeffries
~...
Human Resource Counsellor
Toronto-Dominion Bank
DATE: Wed. Oct. 21, 1992
TIME: 2:00 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.
LOCATION: Room 115,
~~
Dillon Hall

- --

TYPING SERVICE: Essays,
reports. medical transcription,
eel., typed accurately, professionally, and quickly! $2/page.
Contact Lynda at 735-8902.
$$$$, FREE TRAVEL and
resume experience! Individuals and student organizations wanted to promote spring
break. call the nation's leader.
Inter-Campus Programs 1 •
800-327·6013.
WORDPROCESSING:
Essays, reports. manuscripts.
$2 .50/ page double spaced.
$4/page single-spaced. Fast,
professional service. Free pickup and delivery . Shoreline
computing 733-8890.
ONE LADY'S SUNBURST
design broach pendant lost
Sept. 19 at St. Denis Centre
lady's locker room. Extreme
sentimental value; reward 948·
4221.
BED AND BREAKFAST: for
visiting parents and friends.
Ten blocks from campus. Call
256-3937.
HIGH QUALITY word processing, fast and efficient. Guaranteed low price. Call 253-0630 (if
no answer leave message will call back). Close to university.
DIVISION OF CONTINUING
Education extended hours:
beginning October 5. the office
will remain open until 6:30 p.m.
Mondays and Thursdays.
WANTED Bar Fridge
(medium · large). Must be in
good condition. 253-9813,
leave message.
ON CAMPUS MARRIED student apartments available
December 1 and January 1.
For information and an application contact Canterbury College at 172 Patricia Road.
Phone 256-6442 or 973-1866.
EPSON 286/12 IBM compatible computer. 20 meg hard
drive, 14'" TTL amber monitor,
DOS 4.01. A-1 condition.
$650.00. 969-7373.
LAW SCHOOL BOUND? For
information about a complete
manual designed to guide you
through every step of the law
admissions process. call 1800-567-PAEP (7737).

a-

The banking industry offers
career options for students
from a variety of academic
backgrounds. Find out what
might suit you!

OWN YOUR OWN BUSI·
NESS. Work a hard 6 hours approx. a week on your schedule
and you will make $3000.00 a
month. For the right businessminded person your initial cost
of $160.00 will be waived. No
selling. Call Denis at 979-9402.
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Stuart Ewen on consumer imaging. (photo by TED ANDKILDE)

Speaker denounces
consumer culturalization
by Maurice Souza-Leite
Lance news staff

Stuart Ewen, a communications professor at New York's
City College, opened the Communication Graduates colloquium series last Tuesday
evening. His presentation on the
pervasiveness of the mass media
image painted a dark picture of a
world in which the image has become all.
Ewen, author of All Conswning Images, explained the process
of transforming visual images
into a tool for society's elites to
manipulate the masses into
adopting their agendas.
In this process he portrays
people as mindless, highly suggestible beings, in search of an
identity. Ewen reminded the
audience that they are bombarded
from dawn to dusk with new images created by society's business elites.
"The cracks of our lives are
filled with more and more images," he said. "Out of laziness,
viewers adopt these images as a
model for their behaviour."
Ewen claimed that people rely

on these irresistible images to
make sense of every aspect of
their daily lives. The images
provide a ready-made belief sys.
tern which instructs viewers as to
who they are, who they are not,
and who they should be.
These images "sell desirable.
illusionary identities based on the
adoption of conservative ideal1
and politics and, most importantly, the consumption of products;·
he said.
People adopt these ideas and
behaviour with religious fervor.
"We live at a moment when the
idea of the market is being held
up as an object of religious devotion," Ewen said. "It is a market
driven not by need but by consumerism."
Ewen blames these images for
creating the ills of a selfish
capitalistic society.
Ewen suggests that the educa·
tional system could be used t_o ir·
radicate
media
illiterac}
However, he gave no practical
ideas on how to implement sue~
an educational system, that he
says "would protect humanil)
from the scourge of the media
image."
r-
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If rou're a C;111,1<.lian c1t1zen and
18 .re,1rs of age
,. or older In. ( ktober
26, you c.1n vote in the foden1l

referendum.
But to exercise .vour right
.. to \"Ote,
your name must first 1,e on the
Voters' List. If you haven't been enumerated at your present address or
back home, you have until October 19
to add your name to the list.

0

You'll find the answers to any questions you might have in: "The
Student Voter's Guide", now available at your Student Association,
Registrar's Office or campus
bookstore.
Pick one up today and you'll see:
Voting's a breeze!

)I,
ELECTIONS

CANADA

The 11011-pm1is1111 agen,y re.,ponsihle
for the conduct of the fedl'rnl r~ferwd11111
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South African ambassador
Andre Kilian was met with
strong opposition by students and
faculty during his visit to the U
of w last Wednesday.
Kilian was scheduled to
present a lecture on peace
through trade in South Africa.
The event, organized by the International Peace Through Trade
Group, was intended as a forum
on the future of African development.
Kilian's address illustrated
how lifting sanctions from South
Africa would improve the
economic solution and bring
"stabi lity and peace."
A number of students and
faculty
opposed
to
the
ambassador's visit held a peaceful demonstration outside the
doors of Moot Court where the
lecture was held.
The group asked for a boycott
of Kilian's speech to show support for continued sanctions
against South Africa.
Dr. Allan Sears, U of W
sociology professor, explained
that "the South African state
which he (Kilian) represents is
trying to pretend that apartheid is
over. It makes it particularly important right now for people who
oppose apartheid to speak out."
A statement was circulated
under the heading, Rea.~ons Why
The South African Ambassador is

not Welcome at the University of
Windsor.
The document notes that "Invitations to South African embassy staff only serve to legitimize
the apartheid regime.''
The paper indicates the
groups' support of the demands
of the African National Congress,
specifically:

• an interim government of national unity must be created in
order to bring the apartheid
forces under control.
• democratic elections be held
for a constituent assembly that
would draw up a new constitution.
• democratic elections he held
for a new government under
this constitution.
At the beginning of Kilian's
speech only eight people were in
attendance.
Law professor Emily Carasco,
felt the protestors "made a bigger
statement"' by not attending the
lecture.
"There are more people interested in protecting human rights
at the University of Windsor than
in their oppression,'' she said.
During Kilian ·s introduction
the protestors marched silently
through Moot Court directly in
front of his podium, passing out
their statement to those on the
panel and holding up placards
and a large sign, "human rights
before trade."
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FEATURING T H E LIVE DEBUT OF

CA LArt'iITY JANE
DUANE PICKERSGILL
FORMERLY OF CLASSROOM ZERO
WITH

LIVE TOP 40 D.J. !
PRIZES! PRI ZES! PRIZES!

Doors Open 8 P.M.-5923 Tecumseh Road East

Stoks P eking Restaurant
~~~j~~
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
CHINESE and CANADIAN FOOD

SU PER DAILY LU NCH SPECIALS: $3.55
SPECIAL LUNCH OFFER:
Choose from 12 items .. .$3.95
20% OFF ON ALL ORDERS
DINE-IN or TAKE-OUT
2127 University Avenue W. (at Rankin)
256 - 6193

Fast Home Delivery

@
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SAC
REFERENDUM
,

The following referendum questions
will be voted on at the Advance Poll
and at Polling Stations on Election Day:

8:30 a.m - 4:00 p.m.

W ednesday, October 21, 8:30 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. at:
The Grand Market Place*
Ode tte Building**
Essex Hall
Education Building
Vanier Hall
Law Building
*Only polling station for Science Rep
* *Only polling station for Business Rep

11

Are you willing to contribute an
additional 50 cents per semester to be
paid to the Student Media Corporation for
the operation of the student newspaper,
The Lance?"
Would you agree to pay an additional 25
cents per student per semester to the
Special Needs and Accessibility
Committee to continue to help make the
University of Windsor a more accessible
place for all? 11
11
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THURSDAY, OCTOBER 15, 1992
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at the Grand Marke t Place
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General Advance Poll Tuesday, October 20
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Despite the lack of attendance
and protests, the speech continued.
Kilian proposed that "Africa
can be helped to help itself."' He
cited numerous examples of
countries who had entered into
trade with South Africa (France,
Germany, Britain), and sa\'s that
it was no secret that ' manv
countries had been doing so f~r
quite some time.
A catalogue of examples of
South Africa ·s trade links were
followed by "an appeal to you as
Canadians and Americans ... to
encourage trade and in doing so
please become part of the African
plan for peace.''
Kilian would give no assurances that segregation and violence
in South Africa would end before
formal trade agreements are dic;cussed.
"Until political leaders of
South Africa come together and
stop the violence as one. I am
afraid it can ·1 be stopped any
other way:· he c;aid. Kilian
believes the best feasible solution
to end South African strife is b)
means of trade.
Subhas Ramcharan, U of W
Race Relations officer and Ombudsperson, was pleased with the
way students and faculty dealt
with the contlict of interest, on
campus.
"I am glad the campus community refused to endorse
(Kilian), and ha"e c;poken for
themselves." he said.
~

ADVANCE POLLS

t •• :

,.......................................
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Protest greets South
African ambassador
by Teena Ward
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Judge's
verdict:

CD s ruJe

by Judge Brisson
Lance arts staff
Sony corporation introduced
CD
technology
to
the
audio/visual electronics market
more than a decade ago. The
naysayers of the music recording
industry and consumers have discovered this format has been a
great benefit to them. The
recording industry has been able
to produce music thrqugh digital
production that is of a higher
quality than analog production at
a lower cost.
Consequently, the consumer
has benefitted from the higher
quality and durability of the CD
and has seen the market price fall
with respect to inflation.
The CD has perhaps had its
greatest impact on the content of
the music available in wide distribution through retailers. By
digitally re-mastering old recordings, the industry has made
available to the consumer, an entire range of music recordings
from jazz, classical and popular
artists. The CD has breathed new
life into artists who's music was
trapped on the warped vinyls of
obscure radio stations and record

collectors.
The CD player has also
evolved over the past decade and
its market price has made ii
widely available to the public
The remote control feature or
many of these models are invalu.
able to the Lazy-boy listener or
those who suffer from coitus 1n.
terruptus. The multiple disc for.
mat of other machines are 1hr
equivalent of mini jukeboxes an,
can be programmed to pla1
songs from different discs in dif.
ferent orders. The availability of
these machines for the car ha1?
offered the consumers from th~
market high quality sound an,
ease of use. Search, Rcpca'.
Loop, Skip are the code word1
for moving effortlessly aero~
the CD's selections; a task that~
cumbersome if not impossible o
vinyl or cassette.
The
CD
revolution hai
touched the world of video ai
well and will have an equalh
great impact in this market ove,
time. It will be commonplace t
see the viseodisc player hc~itk
your audioCD player on the \he,
vcs beneath your High RcsolL
tion television !>Ct in your ... wel
it's possible.
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"Power to the vinyl," proclaims arts editor
by Sarah Roebuck
Lance arts editor

It has been said that vinyl did
not die - it was murdered. In
Memoriam, consider the importance of this medium, and its
ghost that continues to haunt the
music buyers.
Several years ago. when it was
officially and finally announced
the production of records would
cease, it came as a surprise
But what were the hard core
reasons for taking vinyl off the
market? To argue pro vinyl goes
beyond the sentimental or the
nostalgic; it is highly unlikely
records would ever return to the
racks, and even if enough of us
pouted about it. we most likely
couldn't amass the power to
make changes, and the executives who finalized the deal
probably wouldn't admit to
making a mistake.

Look at what happened when
Coca-Cola changed their recipe.
The company advertised months
hefore the release of the product,
kindly asked Bill Cosby to come
on television and give the impression that something historically significant was about to
happen. and finessing an aura of
mystery and anticipation for the
impending appearance of the
new Coke. People trusted Coke;
it had never let them down. Due
to the uproar, Coke Classic is
back by popular demand.
The rap group Arrested
Development is fighting to keep
alive a fundamental ingredient in
rap music - vinyl. Lead rapper
Headliner has started Power to
the Vinyl, a movement supporting the making and buying of
records. Rap also gets much of
its exposure from club DJs who
make their living mixing records
or blending one song into

another. Compact discs can be
mixed. but not as effectively.
If one cannot afford a CD
player (and, thus, CDs themselves) but would like to bµy
recorded music, one is forced to
purchase cassettes. There is 110
other medium but the cassette in
which to buy music, if you do not
have or ca11not afford a CD
player.
Yes, cassettes are portable,
convenient and compact, but
they arc extremely unreliable.
One cannot be played more than
three times without it resulting in
damage. The chromium dioxide
digital mix pitch was convincing
at first and the words sound
professional and masterful, but
when played on a stereo, the
truth comes out: cassettes cannot
deliver good sound quality.
Nuances, tonal changes, accompaniment
and
especially
dynamics all go down the tube.

And this is what we 're left with.
We have no choice since the
vinyl music died.
Also, the artistic clement of
!.1JUSic i\ lost on casscites and
CDs. Records are a worlc of art.
The medium of the compact disc
scarcely allows for nor leaves
room for bands to present their
image adequately. There is hardly an opportunity for groups to
experiment graphically, nor are
they assured that the visual message of their release will be discerned, deciphered or even
understood. I don't even want to
go into the "Magnifying Glass
Factor" when it comes to CDs.
Lyric sheets may as well not be
included.
In Harper's magazine a few
months ago, Neil Young wrote
an opinion piece on the
record/CD
controversy.
His
thesis was that the new technology of recording and packaging

drastically stoic the personalit1
of his music. Young believe~ th.
compact discs arc cold product,
that reduce the intimate C\·
P.erience of his music to the tcc~j
nical cynicism of modernn1
While producers strive for tha!
crystalline sound, they strip
away the potential for imperfec·
tion, which is, in part, where th
character of the music lies.
What makes us think CDs ar,
superior to vinyl? Classic.
music on disc often has an un·
dcrcurrent of toe tapping, cough·
ing, clicking and sighing. Wh~
differences can nonexpcrt lis·
tcners find between records an,
discs: tone, colour, technique
recording technology impro~e·
mcnts, treble and bass balanm
dynamic handling?
It may be the media that led m
to believe that CDs are the supe·
rior form.
The medium is the message.:

No second thoughts for Malcolm's performance
by Sarah Roebuck
Lance arts editor
Windsor composer and musical virtuoso Trevor Malcolm is
jamming with himself.
Malcolm, member of local
band Luxury Christ, returns this
year for a free performance of
his compositions at Artcite, on
Friday, Oct. 16, to perform two
interactive pieces, "God Sends
His Spaceships to November"
and "Second Thoughts." The
compositions are "interactive"
because they blend live and
recorded music; the vitality and
intimacy of performance and the
impersonal engineering of technology.
Taking years to compose each
piece in his head, Malcolm
began working on the first piece
two years ago. "God Sends His
Spaceships to November" features the mixture of guitar lines
on tape and live.

The performance prom iscs to
be powerful. Vocalists Nancy
Drew and Andrea Garthsidc accompany Malcolm in the theatre,
along with Peter Burton on the
double bass and viola, and Chris
Yoshida on violin.
Malcolm's plan is to try the
Lesley
Cabinet
experiment:
suspend the speakers from the
ceiling with rope and rotate them
to create a vibrato sound.
However, this is technically difficult, due to the weight of the
unboxed speakers.
"The live guitar is minimalist," says Malcolm. "The
song deals with the humanization
of technology. Technology can
take on a human quality, or melt
with humans in a copacetic way.
It can be done, I think. Technology can essentially save us all.
It's the only thing going for us
right now. This piece started out
as a poem when I was insane."
"Second Thoughts" is a short

piece, again performed over a
pre-recording of
Malcolm's
making.
Gina
Lori
Riley
Dance
Enterprises bought "Second
Thoughts" and used it for a
dance work called "Lifelines."
This piece has a multi-layered
effect of digital piano, percussion, voice, and possibly brass
and guitar. All these instruments
will be played by Malcolm, as
well as on the tape, which he will
accompany.
"There are abrupt changes in
attitude in this piece," says Malcolm. "This requires the drastic
change in instrumentation with
the change in 'episodes'."
Malcolm, with his band
Luxury Christ, has surprised and
delighted audiences across Ontario on a recent tour. At home in
Windsor, their quirky sense of
humour and progressive sound
keep them at the top of the local
music scene.
IQ

Trevor Malcolm returns for his third performance of original
composition at Artcite Oct. 16. (photo by SARAH ROEBUCK)
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Lance arts staff
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Casablanca.
The
word
resounds with exotic myth.
A city of thieves, refugees and
(overs, though we ponder if
Washington's "White House"
was the intended Hollywood
reference in 1942.
for years, critics have reduced
the film's complex riches to
political allegory: Rick ("I stick
my neck out for no one") as
FDR, moving from neutrality to
active participation in World War
II under the urging of Lazio as
Churchill.
But when the luminous quality
of Ilsa ·s face, her eyes shining
with silver tears, fills the large
screen in an exquisite close-up,
those critical urges amount to a
hill of beans.
There are
other,
more
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dangerous ideas that conspire to
steal the mystery from the night
in Casablanca.
Last week in my film studies
class, one of my young students
said: "But back then, they were
so corny!" Corny? When slimy,
obsequious
Ugarte
slithers
around to beg Rick a favour?
When the fabulous cast of fugitives stands in the cafe to sing
The Marseillaise? When Rick
and Ilsa fall in love in Paris? Yes,
right off the cob. But if it's understood that the stalk was still
firmly rooted in the live theatre
tradition of melodramatic gestures and delivery, corniness can
be laid to rest in historical
perspective.
As time goes by has the world
stopped welcoming lovers lovers torn by a war whose outcome was uncertain when their
stories were being told?

An exact replication of life is
not the only criteria of truth in
art. Yet, characters' dramatic
hearts were full of passion,
jealousy and hate, just as much
as they are now, in this age of
cinematic, ultra realism.
Fifty years later, Casablanca
is back on the big screen,
resplendent in restoration - silver tears, foggy airport, corn and
all.
So ask them to play it again.
You can have your own corn
popped, and eat it from a bag
with butter and salt. And it's the
same old story, a fight for love
and glory, a case of ... but you
get the idea.
~
Casablanca is playing at the
Capitol Cinema from October 715. Check listings for specific
times. The Capitol Cinema is located at 121 University Ave
West.
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A LITTLE ICE CREAM
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Movies, Nintendo, SuperNintendo,
Adult Movies & Much More!
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OPEN
Monday - Saturday 11 :00 - 9:00
Sunday 12:00 - 9:00
LEARN THE FIRST
RULE OF COMPUTING.

3223 Sandwich St. at Mill (beside Hurricanes)
971 - 9291
---------·-------- ----- ------ --- ------ -------------- -------------------------------------------·

MIDTERM SPECIAL
Rent 1 movie and get the
second for only 99¢ with this ad
arc
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MS WORKS FOR WINDOWS .............. $85
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CURRENT, PART-TIME UNDERGRADS:
Timetables will be available at the REGISTRAR'S OFFICE
and elsewhere on campus beginning October19th.
You can register by phone immediately .
(Your "Personal Access Code " was printed on your Fall
"Confirmation of Registration" recently mailed to you .)

CURRENT, FULL-TIME UNDERGRADS:
You must pick up your registration package, including your
Telephone Registration Appointment Notice" and
Degree Audit Report at the REGISTRAR'S OFFICE.
11

Follow this schedule for pick-up:
Year 4 and Year 3 students .. .week of October 19th;
Year 2 students ... week of October 26th ;
Year 1 students ... week of November2nd.

PART-TIME GRADS:
Materials will be mailed to your current LOCAL address·

FULL-TIME GRADS:
Registration materials will be available in your department.
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Northwestern College of Chiropractic
is accepring applicarion\ for it\ 1993 entering classes.
(January. ~by and September)

General requirements at time ofentry include:
I .-\ppro,. 2-J yc:m <H u>lll'gl' ,n J Ii(· or ~L.1lrh ,1.1rn(e degn:l' prugram.
I AC.P.A. ot 2. 'i or Jht:\l'.
I .\ personJI in rt'rl',c in .1 ,,HL'L'r J, .1 pn m.m· ,.1rt' phy,JCiJn.

Northwestern ojfers:
I :\ prot~~s1onJI ,chool of 'iOO ,tudt·nr) w11h ,rudt'nt faculty w10 ot I~: I.
I AspJ(ious 25 acre campus 111 ,uhurhJn .\linneapoli,.
I l-ull JCLrcdiCJCion b, :--.:onh Ct·nrral :\,,ouacion ot College~ Jnd ~chools
and rhe Council on Ch1ropr.1ct1c FducJcion.

Call: 1-800-888-4777 or
Write: Oirt'lfOr ot Admi,siom
250 I \X'esc Eighry-fourch litrett I ~1tnneapolis. ~1N 'i'iqj J. J599
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By Janisse Browning

-

IT HAS ALWAYS BOTHERED ME THAT
some people can package images of other people,
their characteristics and experiences, interpret
them according to trendy, whimsical fashion, and
market them for a fast buck. I'm talking about that
sensitive subject of cultural appropriation.
Different forms of cultural production - film,
TV, literature, visual art, theatre, dance - help to
shape our understanding of ourselves, others, and
the environments we inhabit. However, from my
perspective, the scales have been tipped to favour
some ways of seeing and understanding over
others. The way the scales are tipped has a lot to
do with power, money, and history ... those who
have control over the means of production and
dissemination of their wares, and those who have
had limited or no access to the means of cultural
production and distribution. Cultural appropriation, as Metis film- and video-maker Loretta Todd
has described it (Parallelogramme 16: 1) is the inverse of cultural autonomy. Cultural autonomy,
writes Todd, signifies a right to one ·s origins and
histories as told from within the culture and not as
mediated from without. Read on. and you might
see why I believe cultural autonomy is a necessary
step towards the liberation of people like myself. I
will also give a recent and obvious example of an
incident which describes the insidious nature of
appropriation. I conclude that people from the
dominant culture who engage in practices of appropriation and misrepresentation obstruct the
process of achieving cultural autonomy for people
like myself.
I'm writing from personal experience here,
especially when I think about the various levels of
cultural awareness I've moved through in my life
so far. I haven't always had a strong identification
with my African heritage, and my awareness of
the Native blood which courses through my veins
was rarely spoken about. My understanding of the
importance of his/herstory, as I embody it, didn't
happen overnight.
Like many people of colour and First Nations
people in this society, I've been engaged in an ongoing bout against the inner workings of racism those voices in the head that almost convincingly
whisper, "White is the norm." My earliest, most
vivid realization of this inner battle was in grade
four. There was one other Black student in my
class. The teacher set up a bulletin board display
of drawings that all of us students had coloured in.
Only one picture had the faces of people coloured
in brown. That picture wasn't mine. It was a shock

to discover that I was illustrating what I saw as the
world around me (or m) imaginary ideal world)
and this world did not include dark-skinned, curlyhaired people like myself. I think this was the
beginning of a long and ongoing Journey towards
conscien tization.
THE HERSTORIES A~D HISTORIES OF
indigenous Black Canadians (many of whom,
much like my family, are a melange of heritages
including African, First Nations, and some
European) have been conveniently excluded from
textbooks. Our existence in this country's
recorded social memory has been represented only
in relation to Euro-centric cultural perspectives.
For those of us blessed with an abundance of skin
pigmentation, all that seems to remain visible of
our herstories and histories to the rest of societ) is
our difference
from
"mainstream
white
Canadians." The masks of colonialism, imperialism, racism, sexism - various forms of
domination that most of this society chooses to accept as "normal" must be exposed and
removed. Each of us should be learning how we
can best contribute to the process of attaining sclfdetermination. community empowerment,~ nd cultural autonomy for disenfranchised people ...
especially if that means steppin& aside to make
room for the cultural expression of those who
have been affected by racial, class. and sexual
domination most directly and painfully. That's
how real learning and growing takes place.
Cultural producers need to understand the
degrees of complexity that come with racial and
cultural differences. While many white cultural
producers - writers, filmmakers, visual artists,
etc. - have been busy trying to piece together the
fragments of my experiences and herstories/histories. I've been trying to find my own truth, let
alone communicate it to other people in a
mediated art form. But while I've been doing this
- living my life, trying to get by, and searching
for my own cultural truth/ pride 'understanding I've been perturbed by the abundance of cultural
appropriation that's crossed my path.
ONE OF THE MOST DIFFICULT CASES OF
cultural appropriation I've recently confronted involves an upper-middle class, white North Vancouver artist who paints highly sexualized images
of Black women as her primary motif. In the
predominantly white, mostly male alternative art
scene in Vancouver, this artist displays and has
sold her interpretations of Black women, fetishizing our bodies, maternity, and eroticism. The artist, Katerina Thorsen, exoticizes black women in
paintings with erect, larger-than-life breasts,
sometimes with splayed open vaginas that invite

the gaze of onlookers. Her representations out
many images acquired mostly from ,, but
films and TV as a child - magnify the, ow
prowess of Black women. Such images co· all
and reinforce dangerous stereotypes that ~ ghte1
exist in many white people's imaginations right
expressing my disdain to the artist and ht rsen
porters at an opening last April, I realizeo1ges 1
concretely power relations are reproduced .Jlptuc
image-making business.
alogu
One of my concerns (similar to those of stterica
other black women and our supporters \I rpiritt
tended the opening at a downtown Vancomt't ji:
lery) was the over-zealous and insensitive nv2
in which a white woman wa~ selling her isco
interpretations of sexualized "womanhooi:i" i as g,
embodied in Black women. The white wie al
once again, assuming the role of "interprel. tion
Black women's experiences. I have not seer t friet
Black Canadian woman artists granted as ir i,ng E
tention as Thorsen. But then again, I have -~age~
had the privilege of seeing images of Ca ust ~
women of African descent who directh en r
those experiences of oppression created b)·w ing.
(especially in Vancouver, where we const critic
relatively small segment of the population). her
It was almost two years ago that I was fi
fronted by Thorsen's paintings, while writ tatior
article for a Vancouver arts magazine abo Iexoti
galleries and interviewing owners of the h re
pendently owned gallery where her paintintf&cr-t
exhibited. Feeling uncomfortable with be1rufle t
rounded by sexualized images of warner h wi1
resembled women like myself, I finished m) oma
view with the four white male gallery owne Th~r:
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 e VISI
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Like many people of col ~;Joe
m rac
and First Nations people more
ur ex1
this society' I've b 01ed 1tc
engaged in an ongoing~
against the inner worktn .~~
of racism - those voices e~:w:
the head that aim p~e:~~
convincingly whis
"White is the noi inde

;:~I
0

I issi

ns- out as fast as I could. The paintings disturbed
Wa', but I wasn ·1 sure why. I asked one of the galhe 1y owners about the artist and he assured me
cor 1. although the artist was white, she had a
31 a ighter who was "part Black." That still didn't
)ns. right with me, so I attended two more of
I he:orsen's exhibits over a six month period. Her
izeaages only seemed to get increasingly wild and
:ed uptuous. She also added an explanatory
alogue in which she cited various Africanof suerican women writers as her inspiration' whpiritual sources. However, her explanations
>uve n't justify the stereotypes that were produced
em.canvas.
er r:>iscouraged by the lack of meaningful dialogue
1
d'" as getting from people in the predominantly
\\ ite alternative arts scene regarding Thorsen's
,rete stionable images and with the encouragement
eenB friend, I spread word about the April opening
mu;ong Black women friends and allies of various
ve 1tages and racial backgrounds. The outrage and
Caigust spread. About 15 of us, including some
tly men more outspoken than myself, attended the
y 11jning. Other than those who planned to attend
1sti critical purposes, I could have counted the
1). ber of people of colour on one hand. The
firsi w was a voyeuristic adventure into, and exriti{tatio~ ?f, our so-called "mysteries of strength
,oulexot1c1sm." Even, and especially, one painting
he ch represented Sojourner Truth was upsetting.
ng, ger-than-life and with exposed dispropor!inf ate breasts, Thorsen painted her image of
neu th with excerpts from the well-known "Ain't I
n) oman" speech painted below the bust. None
ne~ Thorsen's images represented women who
_J.e visibly aged beyond their so-called "prime"
hey were all sexualized and inviting/inticing
1/0 .onlookers'
gazes. The reality is that growing
In
.
racist Canada, a Black woman is made to
1/e more alienated than "exotic," and this aspect
rur experiences was virtually ignored. Whether
(f'1°t Thorsen realized this, her images con,ed .to racist representations which perpetrate
bl 11White as norm"myth, implying that whites are
, 1:ctually and socially superior, while Black
n once again are relegated to the realm of
hon and sexuality. Black women were
eS~Ced to foreign images, hung for sale in a
lie-owned
d
Lct
an operated art gallery (richly
n,r- 1 a~~ sold to mostly white patrons) while the
ex1ties of our daily exeriences and herstoriruggles for autonomy were neatly discarded,
Yswept out the back door.
rl't HAPPENED AT THE OPENING WAS
minder
of th e ignorance
·
around cultural and
1.
issues that pervades this society. When

b

cznr

g!
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h

ticipated, the event was comprised of a
predominantly white audience c;urroundcd by
Thorsen ' s offensive images of nude Black women
(some with colours squirting from bet~een their
legs). The artist and her supporters were seated at
the front of the gallery in a traditional hierarchical
speaking arrangement. I was later informed by
several sources that the "discussion" was
dominated by the panel, which was mostly supportive of Thorsen's "right" to image-making.
Questions of representation were pushed to the
margins. The real issues were ignored. If I had attended the meeting, my blood pressure would
have sky-rocketed. Why didn't these people start
this important dialogue with us at the opening? ...
Because they wanted to control who would speak
and when. They wanted to set it up in their
familiar bourgeois fashion and attempt to diffuse
Thorsen and I had a chance to talk that evening,
(negate) the imperativeness of our arguments.
she said her work was an attempt to explore "godThey wanted to assume a facade of "objectivity''
dess" culture and to create positive images for her
and sterility despite the inherently subjective and
daughter. Some of us pointed out the conemotional nature of the problems associated with
tradicitons between her desire to create positive
cultural appropriation and representation. They
images for her daughter and her perpetuation of
wouldn't honestly face up to the consequences of
uni-dimensional stereotypes of Black women and
their implication in white domination of Canadian
Black women's "cultures." After some explanacultural production and colonialism. Typical.
tion about the roots of my disapproval, Thorsen
BLACK WOMEN'S PAIN MUST HEAL
apologized to me, acknowledging that women
before its absence can be fully celebrated. We are.
were feeling hurt and exploited. However, she also
and have been, visible targets for sexist and racist
tried to avoid confrontation with us, thus failing to
aggression. Our not-too-distant past of forced
accept responsiblility for her actions. When others
maternity in slavery and the everyday threat of
gathered around to engage in our dialogue, Thorrape and abuse must be acknowledged. Others,
sen appeared uncomfortable, then quietly retreated
like Thorsen and her supporters, must assume
to a room removed from public access. The galresponsibility for their transgressions. Those who
are unfamiliar with our pain and the nature of our
lery owners and Thorsen's (mostly white) supracially- and culturally-influenced ways of seeing
porters failed to understand our outrage. Many of
them simply didn't want to deal with our anger beand experiencing life should tend their own garcause it disrupted the comfortable social scene
dens before they jump into hoeing ours. They
might be cultivating weeds instead of flowers they had constructed. They refused to acknowwithout even knowing it. As women of colour,
ledge that they had walked into a battle over Black
Aboriginal women, and women of mixed heritage,
women ·s rights to culturally defined self-reprewe must continue to create art because this is
sentation. They attempted to diffuse our argunecessary to our survival. Not all of us will be
ments by claiming the right to play in the
considered "professionals,'' but we can assert our
"never-never-land'' of fiction and artistry without
images and stories to represent our multiple idenrespecting our herstories of artistic disenfranchisetities and experiences. If our images and stories
ment in mainstream Canadian society. They were,
in effect, securing their power over the images of are not produced or told, our voices will go unheard - or (as with cultural appropriation) someBlack women ·s bodies. The paintings hung in that
one else will take the liberty to "speak on our
public space for almost a month - for all to either
behalf' before we can get our utterances out. Let's
enjoy, disregard, or be disgusted.
.
get to it and not let others get away with their atThe owners of the gallery which housed
tempts to control us - or images of us.
Thorsen 's exhibit organized a panel discussion the
Janisse Browning, a former Lance staffer, grew up in the
week after the opening to address the controversy
Windsor area where some of her ancesrors sellled after esthat had erupted. Although a close friend asked me
caping from slave planrations in rl,e United States. Her First
to attend with her, I refused to go. Apparently, my
Nations ancestry has not been institutionally recognized because those ancesrors were women.
instincts to avoid the event were right. Just as I an-

The reality is that growing
up in racist Canada, a Black
wo,nan is made to feel more
alienated than "exotic," and
this aspect of our
experiences was virtually
ignored.
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OUAAsecond
for golf team
by Lorne Bell
Lance sports staff

Windsor may not be the first
place that comes to mind when
you think about tremendous golfing in Canada. That is beginning
to change thanks to the performance of the Lancer golf team.
Ar the OUAA finals in
Woodstock, Bill Seagris led the
Lancers to a second place finish,
just two strokes behind the
University of Guelph team.
Seagris also walked away with
the individual title.
It was an exciting two days of
competition to conclude a very
successful year. Of the four tournaments in the 1992 season, the
Lancer golf team won two, and
placed second in the others.
In the first round of the finals,

both Chris Tortorice and Bill
Seagris shot a 4 over par 75, to
lead the Lancers. Heading into
the second round, the team was
only two strokes behind Guelph.
On the final day of competition, Kevin McCulligh shot a 4
over par 75, and Bill Seagris shot
a very impressive 3 under par 68.
However, it was not enough to
win the championship.
"Our team played well under
pressure. We gave it all we had,
but we came up a little short,''
said coach Jim Weese.
Lancer golf should continue to
be a sport to follow. Weese expects the main nucleus of the
team to return next year. "This
year we worked as a team, practiced hard and we were
motivated. Expect our team to be
there again next year."
[g

Playoff hopes fading
for soccer women
by Alex Meyer
Lance sports staff

The past three games may
have spelled disaster for the
playoff hopes of the Lancer
women's soccer team.
After seven regular season
games the team is still winless,
with a 0-5-2 record.
On Oct. 3, the Lancers fell to
Guelph 1-0, on Oct. 4 came a 2-2
tie with Wilfrid Laurier, and on
Oct. 7, a 2-1 loss to Western.
Yvette Schinkelshoek and Deb
Snow scored the goals against
Laurier with Snow also netting
the lone marker in the Western
match.
"You don't help yourself by
not scoring very much," said
coach Gord Caldwell.
The match against Western
was very physical, sidelining two
Lancers
with
separated
shoulders. Jen Hayes' season
may well be over, but goaltender
Julie Pallot 's injury does not
seem as serious.
Losing Hayes is bad, but if
Pallot is out for even a few

Performer of the week

Golfer Seagris
tops in OUAA
sponsored by Pizza Hut

Bill Seagris of the Lancer
Golf team was instrumental
in the team's second place
finish at the OUAA Championships.
Seagris shot a threeunder-par 68 and won the
two-day tournament by eight
strokes to cap a season in
which he won three other individual titles.
His outstanding performance has not only made
him our Lancer athlete of the
week but also won him the
honour of OUAA Athlete of
the Week.
The 20-year old golfer
from Thunder Bay is a third
year student in the Faculty of
Business Administration. [g
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games, it could be the final blow
to the faltering team.
While it is still possible to
make the playoffs, the team
would have to win its five
remaining games just to tie for
the fourth and final spot.
The men's soccer team also
had a tough weekend on Oct. 3
and 4, losing to Guelph 2-0, and
Laurier 3-1. It charged back
during mid-week to down
Western 1-0.
Nayez "Chico" Khan scored
on a cross misplayed by
Western's keeper to take the
Wednesday
victory.
Coach
Vancho Cirovski called it "a
break we deserved."
Cirovski feels that if the
Lancer's split the next four
games they should make the
playoffs, but would like to win
the next three just for insurance.
Windsor will try to create
more offense by involving the
defensive line in the build-up to
the attack, and in the attack itself.
Cirovski said that in order to win
games, "You still have to execute
up front."
[_iJ
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Defensive back Walter Hanson covers his man in the Lancers' 24-18 loss to the Guelph Gryphons.
Hanson's first-half interception was a high point for Windsor fans. (photo by SUZANNE NGUI)

Close doesn 't count infootball
by Dave Gough
Lance sprts staff

Unfortunately for the Lancer
football team, close only counts
in horseshoes, hand grenades and
kissing. On Saturday, Oct. 2, the
team came close to beating the
University of Guelph Gryphons,
eventually losing 24-18. The
Lancer's record has fallen to 1-3.
Windsor challenged Guelph
because of its dominating
defense allowing the Gryphons to
rush for only 82 yards. The Lancer defense forced three turnovers in the first half, including a
sprawling interception by Walter
Hanson and two Jim MacDougall fumble recoveries.
The offense also made a strong
impression. The Lancers had 277
yards in offense and 17 first
downs, compared to Guelph's
242 yards and 11 first downs.
What cost the Lancers the

game was a failure to capitalize
on good field position resulting
from Guelph turnovers. In the
second quarter, with Guelph
leading 10-5, Joseph Klym
missed a 22-yard field goal that
would have edged the Lancers
within two points, to 10-8.
Instead, moments later Darren
Lalonde fumbled deep in Lancer
territory. Guelph capitalized on
the error, scoring a touchdown
just four plays later. This sent
Guelph to the locker room at
half-time with a 17-5 lead.
Coach John Musselman was
impressed by his gutsy squad that
gave the Gryphons, ranked fourth
in the CIAU, a tough game.
"We proved we can play with
people in this league based on
today's performance," Musselman said. "We just have to play
with confidence and stop making
critical mistakes".
The Lancers were looking for-

ward to hosting the University of
Western Ontario on Oct. 10.
Western won the Vanier Cup in
1989 and have perennially been a
power., always near the topof
OUAA standings. However, due
to key players graduating, includ·
ing lanky wide receiver Tyrone
Williams, a ninth round dra[:
pick by the NFL's Phoenix Car·
dinals, the Mustangs are rebuild·
ing this year.
There is fierce rivalry betweer
these two clubs, based on the per·
ception of some of the Windsor
student body that Western 11
preppy, elitist and looks down o·
Windsor as a "last chance univer·
sity" somewhere west of Lam·
beth. Also, with Western ju~
down the 401, geographic
proximity adds fuel to the fire.
The Lancers will continue
their season by heading to Hamil·
ton to face the McMaster
Marauders on Oct. 17.
~

Ramblings of another so-called hockey ''expert"
by Mike Mouat
Lance sports columnist

What do Tom Paton, James
Stewart, Allan Cameron, Alex
Cameron, Alex Irving, Haviland
Routh, Archie Hodgson, Billy
Barlow, A.B. Kingan, and J.
Lowe have in common?
They were members of the
first Stanky Cup championship
team, the Montreal AAA, back in
1892-93.
The opening of the National
Hockey League season on Tuesday started the l 00th quest for
Lord Stanley. Unlike 1892-93
when the Cup was awarded to
Montreal AAA as champions of
the Amateur Hockey Association, 24 professional teams will
compete for the mug this season.
Among this year's favourites
are two teams who haven't won
the Stanley Cup since well before
most of us were born.
The Detroit Red Wings are the

pick of many experts to win it all
this season while several other
experts favour the New York
Rangers. You can't overlook the
two-time defending champions
Pittsburgh Penguins or last year's
finalists the Chicago Black
Hawks.
However, after the performance of three of these teams in
the opening nights of the season,
you may wonder if these "experts" are watching the same
teams as you, and what they have
been taking to hallucinate.
The six-million dollar Mario
Lemieux and his Penguins
opened at home tying the lowly
Philadelphia Flyers and their
three-million dollar superstar
Eric Lindros.
In this marquis match-up on
opening night, most of the fans
came to see the two big guns.
Judging by the performances of
the other players there should
have been a player admission

.Pressbox

Perspectives
charge. Instead of playing, many
spent most of the night watching.
Worse yet, the Penguins let the
Flyers come from behind in the
third period and almost lost their
home opener in the overtime
period. So much for the Penguins
three-pealing.
The Detroit Red Wings'
season opened in Winnipeg
against the multi-national Jets.
Countries represented on the Jets
score sheet include: USA, Finland, CIS, Canada and Sweden.
The Jets did all the fly ing that
night as Detroit flapped their offensive wings but couldn't get off
the ground. Detroit blasted 40
shots at the Jets goalie Bob Es-

sensa who kept the Wing1
grounded, turning aside 39 11itn
some spectacular saves.
If the Wings hope to win 1he1r
first Cup in 38 seasons, they mus!
play with more grit.
Chicago began the quest for
the Cup with a 7-2 pounding. a1
the hands of the expans1011
Tampa Bay Lightning, who d1i
no wrong in its first NHL game.
Ed Belfour must have rakeo
the hallucinogenics the "experts'
took· he looked awful in neL
With little offensive punch anc
goaltending like this, the Ha~k~
quest for their first Cup s1ni:t
1960-61 will come up short.
T he New York Rangers wil.
try to win the Stanley Cup for tr.fi rst time in 53 seasons. Thi
Rangers have a good mix 0
talent and grit, defensemen a~·1
forwards, and two of the league.
better goalies but with their
streak of coming up short, wha
chance have they really got? ~
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Badminton Club

Wellness ... well what?

Racquet addicts will be
pleased to know the Campus Rec
Badminton Club is now in full
5wing, or is it stroke? Play takes
place Friday nights in the Field
House from 7-11 p.m. The fee to
join this club is only $5 per
semester.

A series of free seminars
aimed at raising awareness of
health and lifestyles issues begins
Wednesday Oct. 14 at 12 noon in
Vanier Hall East. The topic for
this initial Brown Bag Lunch
Seminar is "Wellness ... Well
What?" Those attending can expect to pick up valuable tips
about improving their state of
wellness.

3 on 3 Basketball
Tournament
Basketball devotees who wish
to enter a team in this year's 3 on
3 Basketball Tournament should
register SOON! Last day to enter
at the Campus Rec office is
Friday, Oct. 23. Prizes donated
bv "Canada 125'' will be
a~varded for the Oct. 31 and Nov.
J tournaments.

Heart Saver C.P.R.
Anyone wanting valuable life~aving skills should take part in
the Heart Saver C.P.R. course at
the Human Kinetics building Sat.
Oct. 17 from 9 a.m.-1 p.m.
Registration costs $30 for students, $35 for staff/faculty/alumni St.Denis members, and $40 for
the community. Registration for
this four hour course is at the
Campus Rec office.

Personal Exercise
Programs

J

, or
JO.

I

IQ

The Lance

A comprehensive array of Personal Exercise programs are now
available
through
Campus
Recreation at the St. Denis
Centre. Those seeking personalized guidance from qualified fitness instructors can choose from
four different programs, priced
from $10-50. Topics include:
choosing the right activity, how
to tailor exercise to meet various
fitness goals, and analyzing and
improving one's nutrition habits.

Men's Flag Football
It's mid-season and Campus
Ree's gridiron heroes are doing
battle on the field for standing
supremacy! Carbolic Smoke
clashed with the Oldtimers and
came through with a one point
victory in a controversy-filled
game. The Red Devils rallied
from a 20-0 deficit against the
first-place Outlaws only to run
out of time still one point short.
Cloud 9 broke into the win
column with a 33-14 routing of
Carbolic Smoke right after the
Smoke's big win. The Oldtimers
rebounded from their earlier
defeat by outgunning the Cherry
Pie Guys 25-6. Finally, the
diplomats forced the Young
Guns to surrender in a 40-20
blasting.
This sets up the big showdown
between the league's two remaining unbeaten teams, the Outlaws
(4-0) and the Diplomats (3-0). It
should be a great game!
Every team has shown great
taJcnt so no game is ever a sure
victory. The second half of the
season is certain to provide even
more
excitement.
Everyone
makes the playoffs and anything
can happen.
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We pay GST and
PST for students!
Check out our great rates on:

Typing

1

ALL TYl'IN(i IS l.ASLR PRINTED

I

COURTESY
BICYCLES

• term papers
• resumes, books
• reports. etc.

Photocopying
and Fax Service
• sending & receiving

COPIES
Te:~~~seh
I
Rd. East
N &FAX:
Phone
MORE 944-1205

NEW• USED
SELL• TRADE
RENTALS • REPAIR

OUR LOWEST PRICE EVER!
386 33 MHZ Power

• 33 MHZ CPU
2M RAM
· 14" Super VGA Colour Monitor
Super VGA Card
• 80 Mb Hard Disk Drive
3.5" 1.44 Mb Floppy disk drive
r··------------·--,
IDE FD/HD Controller
: FREE GIFT :
2 Serial. 1 Parallel and 1 Game Port :upon purchase:
101 Keys Enhanced Keyboard
: of this system :
Mini Tower Case
:L_______________
with ad ...J:
200W Power Supply
MS Dos. 5.0

$1189

FREE Mouse
Free Hard O•sl< Menu
Word Processor.
Spreadsheet Games and
DOS Tu1or,al

2 Years Parts and 3 Years Labour Warranty ~\:.::;:.:;_·;::;:.:: ___ - ··

Provided by Andrew Lindsay
and Ben Cattaneo of the Campus
Recreation Department
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Facilities poor, but service is great
"I think we have a lot of respect from
the administration, the whole faculty, and
Lance sports columnist
specifically the Department of Athletics
and Recreational Ser.
Inside a room that's a
vices." Stoute's hope is
little smaller than a volthat should the campus
leyball court, the sounds
From the
someday be graced with
of classic rock emanating
point of
a stadium, building ar.
from a radio in the corner
the Lance
chitects will consult him
are barely audible above
about adding proper
the din of athletes.
IL is the peak hour during the fall prac- therapy facilities.
For the time being, the therapists could
tice schedule and various Lancer athletes
vie to claim one of the four non-descript use more Tens machines for pain relief, an
black medical benches that line the drab, ice maker to replace their old model, and
white cement wall. Others grab a seat on perhaps some laser therapy machines.
Stoute said a Tens machine would run
any available flat surface, or merely stand,
about
$500, and a laser would run be.
waiting their turn. Amid the chaos,
Windsor's head athletic therapist, Dave tween $3500 and $5000. His ultimate
Stoute, calmly weaves his way through the dream would be adding some computerassisted machinery which runs somewhere
assembled contingent.
Across the hall from the pool in the between $50 000 and $100 000.
Currently, the main function of the athHuman Kinetics building, Stoute, his
partner Kathy Harvie, and a group of part- letic therapy department is to help
time student therapists, work in a room rehabilitate injured athletes, provide them
similar to a doctor's office circa 1960. The with training regimens, and diagnose their
main tools of his trade are tensor injuries. The facility is also open to
bandages, tape, ice, and a couple of well- university faculty and students for quesused ultra-sound machines with large dials tions and therapy, but does not handle
that look like they belong on the old Star- worker's compensation cases.
The good part is Stoute is the right pership Enterprise.
Extra electrical outlets hang from the son to run the program. He is a rare breed
ceiling like tentacles, and on either side of who works with what he is given, doesn't
the room are old whirlpool tubs reminis- complain, and thoroughly enjoys every
cent of gigantic milkshake mixers. It is minute of it.
"The big positive is I am duing someclear the university should seriously think
thing I really enjoy. I think I am one of the
about improving therapy facilities.
"The big picture would be expansion, few people in the work force who doesn't
maybe even a whole new clinic. Or expan- mind Monday mornings."
While it is clear Windsor's administrasion in the area we're in right now both in
tion
has not short-changed athletes in
the way of physical room size and equipterms
of basic care, the athletic therapists
ment," Stoute said.
One thing is for sure. Stoute, who has have simply outgrown their room and
worked at the university for eight years, some of the equipment in it.
After all, we owe it to our athletes to tr)
goes a Jong way on a limited budget. He
does his job quietly in the background, to keep them healthy, and to help
secure in the knowledge the Department rehabilitate them when they aren't. At
of Athletics and Recreational Services present the job is being done. Wh)
hasn't forgotten about him, even if it shouldn't therapists have the environmen
to do it better?
~
doesn't have the money for his wish list.

by Dave Briggs

SENATE COMMITTEE
ON UNIVERSITY AFFAIRS

BY-ELECTION
Nominations open Friday, October 9, 1992 at
8 a.m.
Nominations close Thursday,
October 15 at 4 p.m.
for the following positions

SIX STUDENTS AT LARGE
ELECTION DATE
Friday, October 23, 1992
From 8:30 a.m. - 4 p.m.
at the Grand Market Place
Pick up your nomination packages at the
S.A.C. trailer front desk
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same-day ,etum shoppers from Detroit.
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Shop .Duty-Free!
r----------------------i Find us right off the Bridge!
Look for the orange circles!

50¢
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FreeStore

On Canadian Beer
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including deposit
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THE NEW CONSTITUTIONAL AGREEMENT
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Over the past two years, federal, provincial, territorial and Aboriginal
leaders have consulted with thousands of Canadians and concerned groups from
coast to coast. These consultations included Royal Commissions, participatory
conferences, parliamentary hearings, and hearings in the provinces and territories held by provincial and teffitorial legislatures.
Federal, provincial, territorial and Aboriginal
leaders have agreed unanimously on August 28,
1992 in Charlottetown on a package of constitutional proposals that recognizes the equality of
all Canadians and represents all of our interests.
The agreement is now before Canadians.
The agreement proposes that the new
Constitution would contain a statement of key economic and social objectives
shared by all of the governments in the federation. The objectives include
comprehensive, universal, portable, accessible and publicly administered health
care, adequate social services and benefits, high quality primary and secondary
education and reasonable access to post-secondary education, collective bargaining rights and a commitment to protecting
the environment. The economic policy objectives to be entrenched would be aimed at
strengthening the Canadian economic union;
the free movement of persons, goods, services,
and capital; ensuring full employment and a
reasonable standard of living for all Canadians;
'
ensuring sustainable and equitable development.
Exclusive provincial jurisdiction would be recognized in the areas of
forestry, mining, tourism , housing, recreation, municipal affairs, cultural matters
within the province, and labour market development and training. In addition,
to ensure the two levels of government work in
harmony, the government of Canada commits to
negotiating agreements with the provinces in areas
such as immigration, regional development and
telecommunications. Federal-provincial agreements on any subject could be protected by the
Constitution from unilateral change.
The new Canadian Constitution would
recognize the distinct nature of Quebec, based on its French language, unique
culture and civil law tradition.

A Social
and
Economic Union

Avoiding
Overlap and
Duplication

In the reformed Parliament, the Senate would reflect the equality of the
provinces while the House of Commons would be based more on the principle of
representation by population. As well, various
provinces would be assured a minimum amount
of seats in the House of Commons.
The proposed Senate would be made
up of six elected senators from each province
and one from each territory. Additional seats
would provide representation for Aboriginal
peoples. The reformed Senate's powers should
significantly increase the role of the elected Senators in the policy process.
The proposals recognize that Aboriginal peoples have an inherent
right to self-government and that the Constitution should enable them to
develop self-government arrangements and to take their place in the Canadian
federation. The proposals recognize Aboriginal governments as one of the
three constitutionally recognized orders of government in Canada. In addition,
the proposals provide for a negotiation process between Aboriginal leaders and
provincial and federal governments to put this right into effect. The recognition
of the inherent right would not create any new
rights to land, nor dilute existing treaty rights.
Now that Canada's federal, provincial,
territorial and Aboriginal leaders have reached
a consensus, it is the right of all Canadians to
understand the new proposals. Call the toll-free
number below to receive an easy-to-read
booklet on the new constitutional agreement
or a complete text.
It's your right to know what the constitutional proposals say, before
voting on October 26.

Aboriginal
Self·
Government

FOR INFORMATION CALL:
1·800·561·1188

&.ii Deaf or hearing impaired:

~ 1•800•465•.1735

' TYnDDJ

Canada

.

..

Say Yes!
The referendum to increase Lance fees by 50 cents per
semester will ensure the existence of the student
newspaper at the University of Windsor. It ensures a degree of autonomy from the factors that influence the
mainstream media, mainly, ownership.
The Lance belongs to the students at the University of
Windsor. Your $1. 75 per semester supplements our
operating expenses. It is automatically earmarked for our
use, but that doesn't mean that we run right out and blow
it. Our budget and individual expenditures must be approved by the Student Media Corporation and are subject to scrutiny from student council's finance
department.
Here's the catch. SAC's current financing agreement
will not allow it to operate a money-losing department.
Should the Lance lose any money this year, there will
not be a student paper on this campus next year. No one
wants that. That is why this referendum is necessary to
the life of the lance.
In the distant past, SAC sold our ads and contributed a
donation to make up any budget shortfall we incurred. In
1984, students voted to pay a levy of $3.50 per year
directly to the newspaper. That amount has not increased
since then, and student council continued to make up
Lance budget deficits.
In 1990, SAC was forced to make drastic cuts to its
budget. The position responsible for selling lance and
CJAM advertising was eliminated. Our production
manager had to take on the advertising responsibilities
and has performed both jobs for two years. Despite this,
severe restraint on the part of the staff has helped the
lance to its best financial performance in years - last
year, we broke even, and this year, we look to do the
same.
This in the midst of the worst recession since the
1930s.
However, the fact remains that we are skating "n thin
ice. A dollar a year won't make us rich; it may make the
difference between having a student newspaper on campus and losing that service.
The Lance provides students with a voice. Don't let
yourselves be silenced.

~lance
Student newspaper of the University of Windsor
Volume LXV, Number 6
October 13, 1992
c/o University of Windsor, Windsor, ON N9B 3P4
Editorial: 253-4232, ext. 3909; Advertising: 971-3604
Circulation: 10,000 weekly
Editor In Chief
News Editor
Associate News Editor
Arts Editor
Sports Editor
Features Editors
Photo Editor
Associate Photo Editor
Ad Artists
Circulation Manager
Production Manager
Advertising Assistants
Contributors

Laila Farrell
Ty Daniels
Mark Crane
Sarah Roebuck
Elaine Saunders
Sarah Atkinson
Todd Schaus
Suzanne Ngui
Kiran Pal
Lisa Fortin
Luciana Perfetto
Kevin Manias
Kevin Johnson
Mark Babiy
Robyn Marttila
Ted Andkllde, Lorne Bell,
Dave Briggs. Judge
Brisson, Terry Brown, Dave
Gough. Ian Kelso, Tran
Longmoore. Alex Meyer,
Mike Moua!, Martina
Obersat, Kristen Palmer,
Daniela Ranieri, Sharon
Roebuck, Maurice
Souza-Leite. Jason Viczen,
Teena Ward

The Lance 1s published every Monday of the fall and
winter semesters by the Student Media Corporation. Its
offices are located in Phase Two of the Clark residences,
on Walnut Street between Sunset and Patricia Avenues.
Unsigned editorials are produced by the Lance editorial
board, and may not reflect the beliefs of all its members.
Opinions expressed in the Lance are not necessarily
those of the University of Windsor or Students' Administrative Council.
Submissions are welcome and become property of the
newspaper. Submissions must include contributor's name
and phone number and must be typed, legibly handwritten, or on floppy disk {IBM compatible).
The Lance welcomes letters to the editor, but reserves
the ~ight to reje~ or edit letters for length, clarity and
legality. No material of a racist, sexist or homophobic nature will be accepted. Letters must be signed and include
a telephone number for purposes of verification.
Contents copyright 1992. Reproduction in any way is
forbidden without the permission of the editor. The Lance
is a. member of the Ontario Community Newspapers' Association and the Canadian University Press.
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Unmasked
Dear Editor:
In regards to last week·s le1ter to the
editor by Scott Delorme: r am the unnamed source quoted in Ty Daniels'
article "SSS priorities in question" and
I am coming forward as a witness to
the comments made by Petrina Bura on
the night in question.
Unfortunately, I too was at the Social Science Society year-end dinner
and am in remorse for wasting the
students' money.
I do not harbour any ill will toward
any part, past or present, of the SSS. I
just feel that the students have a right
to know how their money is being
spent. I sat less than 10 feet from Bura
at the dinner, and heard her say, "Bring
me the most expensive thing on the
menu." The waiter told her it was steak
and she readily agreed to have it. She
felt it her inalienable right as the
resigning President to glorify the end
of her term with the most expensive
item on the menu.
I want to apologize to the student
body for any part I took in the SSS's
actions. It is important that the Lance
exposes what the SSS and any other
group does so that students can make
sure that it won't happen again.
The bottom line here is an attempt
by the SSS to minimize their own irresponsible actions, and to divert attention away from themselves by
attacking the character of Ty Daniels.
Let's face it guys, you got caught. The
Social Science Society needs to be
held accountable. They made their bed
and now they can lie in it.
Dianne Small

Misleading
Dear Editor:
John Stout's comment in last week's
Opinions section which read, "The fact
is that residence students need not be
cautious because this issue (sexual assault) has been addressed by the competent people working in residence
services," is not only very misleading,
it is also very dangerous.
The fact is that one in eight women
are sexually assaulted while attending
post-secondary institutions and one in
three will be sexually assaulted some
time in their lives. And yes it has hap-

pcncu in our campu~ residences.
The original article regarding fraternities and sororities was a general one.
In no way was it necessarily addressing Windsor's own frats and sororities.
I believe it was important to address
the issue of sexual assault so early in
the year and I praise the lance for that.
I am quite aware that the work that
the frats and sororities do and I commend them and hope that they will
continue to do positive work.
With regards to Residence Services,
I question their "competence'' in addressing the issue of sexual assault.
There is still room for improvement.
Ligaya Byrch
Womyn's Centre Co-ordinator

Petition
Dear Editor:
At present, a petition is circulating
which essentially argues that because
the Lance does not serve students and
has committed violations of journalistic ethics, it should be shut down by
withholding those student fees directed
to the paper. I am urging students not
to sign this petition: the charges that
have been brought against the Lance
are not well founded, and even if they
were proven to be true, closing the
paper down is an extreme act which
would create more problems than it
would solve.
To say that the Lance does not serve
students or deal with student concerns
is to neglect to mention the many obvious ways the paper does serve students. It is the only publication that
regularly provides coverage of U of W
art shows, sports, and other campus
happenings. Moreover, it attempts to
give students a broader vision by
reporting on important off-campus and
province-wide educational and campus
developments.
Finally, it fulfills the crucial role of
watchdog over student council and its
affiliates as well as the university administration by asking questions and
challenging abuses of power in the absense of students who, due to time constraints, are unable to always scrutinize
these organizations' activities. (To effectively fulfill its watchdog function,
an effective student paper must have
the freedom to be adversarial as well
as positive in its coverage.)

Tho~e who claim that the Luna
does not address student concerns do
not state what these concern~ arc. Even
if they did, though. what constitutes
one student's concerns might be trivial
or objectionable to another - there
can be as many interpretations of ·'student concerns," "the student interest:·
etc., as there are students.
Keep the Lance alive - don't sign
the petition to cut off student funding.
!\lark Fedak
CJA.M-F;\I
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Unaware
Dear Editor:
This letter is a response to the
lengthy letter written by John Stout,
SAC V.P. University Affairs, as seen
in the lance Opinions page. Stout is
guilty of everything he accuses the
lance of, "mudraking" among the
most obvious.
Stout accuses the lance of ''not in·
forming students of important issues al
this university." I find these words
ironic coming from an individual who
had no idea that last week was National AIDS Awareness Week. The VPUA job description stipulates he is
responsible for education and aware·
ness surrounding issues of social justice on campus. In other words.
informing students of important issue,
is Stout's job, yet SAC-initiated AIDS
Awareness Week events were nowhere
to be seen on this campus.
Moreover, since when are tuition
hikes, irresponsible Society spending.
student loans taxing, enrollment in·
creases, AIDS, or environmental issues
(to name a few) - all covered by tlrt
Lance - not important issues to stu·
dents at this university? I am afraid to
know what Stout thinks is newsworthy
(there's only so much frats-praising
you can fill a newspaper with).
Stout also accuses the lance of per·
petuating the lack of student activism
that exists on this campus. A student
union leader, paid by students to repre·
sent their interests/rights, should
recognize that the role of fostering stu·
dent activism on campus, is the student
union's. The student newspaper is nol
a lobby organization, the student
government is ... supposed to be.
.

Sue Morin
SAC V.P. University Affairs, '91-92
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Whose Lance is it, anyways?
by Mark Crane
Lance editorial staff

\Vhat We Arc
The Lance is owned by every
full-time undergraduate student
at the univerist} of Windsor. By
referendum, it has been established that all students will pay
St.75 per semester for the running of a newspaper.
More specifically, its funds are
administered through the Student
Media
Corporation
(SMC).
SMC's board of directors is made
up of three members from SAC,
two from tlte lance and two from
CJAM-FM. SMC makes policies
on where and how to spend
money to operate the two media
operations.
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University Press Statemem uf
Principles to reflect the realities
of the lance at this point in time.
The Stateme111 of Principles
reflects what the staff at 1he
Lance feel are the principles that

The mission statement of The Lance
The ~ance~ the student newspaper of the

University of Windsor, affirms its
role as.an agent of social change,
performing both an educative and
activist function.
These principles are based on those of
the Canadian University Press.
1. The Lance recognizes the diversity in
ethnicity, culture, gender, sexual
orientation, age, physical and mental
ability and economic status of our
audience, and reflect it in our
content.
2. By examining issues and different
perspectives other media avoid, the
Lance recognizes that many
Who We Are
disadvantaged groups in society do not
Anyone can get involved with
have equitable access to the media. we
tire lance, whether it is writing,
affirm our responsibility to give
taking photos, designing ads or
these groups voice and recognition.
learning how to produce a
newspaper. Tlte Lance excludes 3. The Lance is committed to acting
against the oppression of socially,
no one: but please remember that
culturally, politically and
any organization has to have
some rules.
economically disadvantaged groups. In
Membership on the Lance staff
addition, we oppose the abuse of power
goes to those who earn it. To be
in any form.
considered a voting member of
4. The Lance will not print material that
tire Lance, a person must have
is sexist, racist, ageist,
contributed to two of the preheterosexist,
or that maligns
vious four issues and attended
differently-abled
peoples or the
two of the previous four staff
economically
disadvantaged.
meetings.
So if you sign up on Monday 5. The Lance will work against the
and aren't editor by Friday, don't
proliferation of conventional and
get discouraged. Like any ornuclear arms and the systems which
ganization, you are judged on
promote
them, which preserve and
your merits and what you can
extend
unjust
economic and political
contribute. You don't need any
hegemony,
diverting
resources from
special skills, just a willingness
genuine
human
needs.
to learn and a thinking mind.
• If you are interested in getting 6. The Lance promotes non-violent
involved, show up to the general
resolutions to any and all disputes.
staff meeting, held every monday 7. The Lance promotes ecological
at 6 pm, upstairs at the Grad
responsibility, both in content and in
House. If you are otherwise ocits day-to-day workings.
cupied on Mondays, come to the
office, (located on Walnut Street
in Phase II of the Clark
Residence), or call and arrange to
talk to one of the editors: 2534232, ext. 3909.

Editorials
Have you ever wondered how
th~ ~once comes up with
edttonals? All the topics on the
Edit?rial and Opinions pages (excluding letters) are voted on by
the editorial board. It is made up
of all the editors, and two staff

members at large elected by the
staff. All of the meetings are
open, and are held in the Lance
offices every Thursday at 4 p.m.

Letters to the Editor
If, in the final analysis, you
feel you don't have time, or you
are generally uninterested in tasting the fruit of journalistic excellence, you can still have your
piece heard. Write a letter to the

editor under 300 words, sign it
with your faculty (if applicable),
and include your phone number.
It will be published, as long it is
not hate literature nor libelous. It
may be edited for space or
clarity, but your point will get
across. In the history of the
Lance it is very rare to find an instance of a letter meeting these
minimal criteria and not being
published.

1n

What Is Our Mission
While the lance has been in
existence for a very long time,
and most of the staff and volunteers are aware of it's sense of
purpose, there is no document
which clearly states it.
For that reason, it was felt important by the staff to assimilate
and localize the Canadian

guide what we will print, what
we will focus on printing, how
we will run our office, and, ultimately, how we will react to issues both in the community we
serve and the world at large.·
Because the Lance is, as it
were, a specialty newsweekl), it
gives us the opportunity to explore issues not normally tackled
by the mainstream media. While
part of our goal 1s to report on the
happenings in the university
community, the other, and perhaps more important goal is to
objectively promote the free now
of ideas and opinion.
Because "the free flo"' of ideas
and opinion" is very broad. and
as a goal is rather vague and up
to debate, it is important to focus
further on more tangible and
specific goals. Ethically, of
course, we strive for objectivity
in all of our "NEWS" items. As
members of the Canadian
University Press we subscribe to
their Code of Ethics. which are in
line ""ith those of the Canadian
Press. Objectivity, though, means
nothing without a clear focus.
Our goal is not to duplicate
publications already out there,
but to focus on ideas from a
.uni.versi1y perspective. The Lance
is concerned with issues facing
students on a local level, and on a
national and international level.
We try to put events and issues
into context, and to provide
analysis of them.
The Mission Statement does
just that for us. It gives us direction on what we feel is important,
and where our resources and attention should be concentrated.
In no way does it limit us to the
issues outlined there, but merely
outlines the perspective from
which we are looking at issues.
While the staff feels that it
reflects the needs and interests of
the university community, it is by
no means meant to be a testament
for all time. As the rest of the
world changes, our principles
will change along with it. It is in
fact a working document which
will help us, (and maybe even
you), gauge our success or
failure.
[Q

What is your favourite part of the Lance?
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I like the Feature articles.
They're good reading when
l_don't want to practice. I'd
like less politics and more
entertainment.

Very informative sports
section for the university.
It's in-depth and tells you
who docs what. More than
just the scores. it gives you
the inside scoop.

I used to read it last year,
but this year I haven· t seen it
around. They should be
more accessible. Last year
everywhere you went you
saw people reading it.

It's different from our
regular city paper. It tells us
what's going on around the
university and keeps me up
to date on educational stuff
as well as the bar scene.

II

The Lance
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TRANSIT WINDSOR BUS PASSES
DISTRIBUTION SCHEDULE
Transit Windsor is running a pilot project for the University of Windsor
student community whereby all students will receive a free bus pass to be
used for the remainder of this semester beginning on Mon. Oct. 19, 1992.
Part-time undergraduate students will receive their pass by mail. All full
time undergraduates and graduate students may pick up their pass
according to the following schedule:
Dates:
October 13 - 16
Hours:
Tuesday - Thursday 11 A.M. - 7 P.M.
Friday
11 A.M. - 4 P.M.
SITE
Human Kinetics Lobby
Odette Building Lobby
Essex Hall Lobby
Lambton Tower Lobby
Dillon Hall Lobby
Windsor Hall N. (outside G 133)
Law Building
Education Building
Graduate Student Society (Trailer)

FACULTY

Human Kinetics and Visual Arts
Business
Engineering/Science (minus Nursing)
Arts (minus Visual Arts)
Social Science (last names A - M)
Social Science (names N -Z & Nursing)
Law
Education
Graduate students

• If you do not receive your pass during the distribution times, passes will
be available at the University Centre Trailer beginning Mon. Oct. 19, 1992

PLEASE NOTE THE FOLLOWING:
• A validated student card must be presented to receive a pass.
• In order to use the bus, you must present the pass and your student
card.
• Passes are valid for use beginning Monday, October 19, 1992 through
December 31, 1992, unless otherwise advised. Transit Windsor
reserves the right to cancel the use of the passes with proper notification.
• You may only pick up a pass for yourself.
• Passes are non-restrictive (excluding Tunnel Bus service). They may
be used seven days a week during all regular transit hours.
• PASSES CANNOT BE REPLACED IF LOST OR STOLEN.
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More referendum stuff?
sure, the most complete
coverage. This week: the
·no' side. pp. 3 & 15.

Lance reviewer peeks at
the One Hour Photo Show.
Arts, p. 6.

University of Windsor
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.. '

25 years
of Lancer
football.
pp. 8 - 9.
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Windsor political fixture Clarence Williams comments on the performance of the Canadian
government. For more discussion of the Charlottetown Accord see pp. 5 & 15. (photo by KIRA.N PAL>
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"Dean of Business wanted
no education necessary"
by Mark Crane
Lance associate news editor

The univer:,1ty 1s looking for a
of Business Admmi~tration, and it is debating
whether to look for an academic
or a businessperson.
An advertisement rn the
Sept. 14 Globe & Mail described
the position. and gave no
academic requirements for the
po_st. This was done on purpose,
said Andrew Templer, chair of
the hiring committee.
"We tried to write the ad to be
as_ open ended as possible," he
said.
Above it. the Globe ran
another U of W advertisement
this_ ~ne for an assistant professo;
po~11ton available in another
faculty. The ad stated a PhD is
required for this position.
Dr. Templer outlined the
debate most business schools go
thr~ugh when choosing a dean.
Some people think you
should get a traditional scholar
~hil~ others think we may b~
ooking for a business man or
~oman, who might have an
•VJBA," he said.
The current dean Eric West
ex ,
· pressed some of 'his thought'>'
about the debate.
"Som~ business schools have
0
~Ith a dean ~ho _did not
ac· • a. PhD Icoming from an
th:demic_ background] ... l think
..experience has been mixed."'
fhcre have bccn some cases
where ·
·.
·
I . un1vcrs1t1es have seen the
:tunship between the school
the faculty as poor,'' he
new Dean

•n.

fa~:

added.
'They are often naive of
academic enterprise: they have a
different ethos of understanding
the organization fhey often get
frustrated because they have a
different approach "
On the positive side, West said
"the advantages arc that they
have a wide circle of friends, and
can use them for fundraising purpo~s."
West said he believes a move
to a non-academic dean will not
have an effect on scholarly research at the U of W.
"The faculty has a very strong
record in scholarship. The culture
is well developed enough to continue."
The search committee is currently looking for more input on
the subject, and will be consulting with several groups on campus.
"We arc going to the faculty
council, first. to get input on the
desired direction of the business
faculty, and what kind of person
we would like as a dean. We will
also have meetings with the
Commerce and MBA sociedes to
hear their views." said Templer.
Commerce Society presidentChristina Pozar said a move to a
non-academic dean would be
wrong.
"It should be somebody who
has run an educational facility.
Thev should have experience
run~ing an educational institution, and not just a corpora1ion,"
she said.
The U of W Faculty Association is concerned about the word-

ing of the ad in the Globe & Mail
since it docs not outline any
academic requirements. Faculty
Association president Dr. Edwin
Habib said the issue will be taken
up both in the Senate and in the
Faculty Association .:xccutive.
··1t does not look satisfactory
to me," he said, commenting on
the information in the ad. ··usualIv the dean of any faculty is a
~ember of that
faculty's
academic unit - you can't be attached to an academic unit if you
don't have the qualifications."
Habib remarked that the issue
will be discussed over the next
few weeks "It is definitely something we will have to look at." ~

by Elaine Saunders
Lance news staff

The schedule of exciting
Homecoming events to commemorate the 25th Anniversary
of the Lancer football team
promises enough events to keep
everyone busy.
On Thursday, Oct. 22 SAC is
sponsoring a Road Rally and
Scavenger Hunt. The entry fee is
only $5 and proceeds will go to
The Alumni Way. which will be
an outdoor art gallery with
benches, sculpture and sitting
areas on campus. The rally winner will receive a $100 prize and
the hunt winner will receive $50.
The
Homecoming
Headquarters n:g1:,1ration and reception for alumni will take place in
the lobby of the Odette Building
Friday Oct. 23 at 6:30 p.m.
Also at the Homecoming
Headquarters will be complimentary food from Conference Services and Food Services, a cash
bar. and live music by the Gerry
Brannagan Trio.
Alumni can also check out display hooths by Athletic and
Recreational
Services.
the
Windsor Centennial Committee,
The Alumni Way at the Univers1t}' of Windsor and Conference
Sef"\.iccs.
The new Faculty of Education,
reccntlv moved into the lorml!r
Busine~s huilding. will have its
official opl!ning Friday, Oct. 23
at 8 p.m.
Also taking place at ~ p.m. on
Friday is the SLhool of
Music/Windsor S}mph1rny Inaugural ('(1-1iperutive Concert at
th; C.1pitol Theatre. The concert

will be followed hy a reception.
Tickets arc available al the
Cleary box office or at the door
of the Capitol Theatre.
Registration for the Homecoming Annual 4K Fun Run Walk
will take place at JO a.m. on
Saturday, Oct. 24, at the Odette
Business Building with the run
tollowing at 11 a.m. This event is
sanctioned by WRACE with all
proceeds going to The Alumni
Way. Awards will he given out
following the run.
The most-awaited festivities
will get under way at l p.m. on
Saturday The Residence Quad is
the place to be for SAC's Face
Painting and Tattoo Competition.
·1 he Department of Athletics •nd
l{ccrcauonal Services is co-sponsoring this event.
At 1:30 p.m., SAC-s paradl! of
decorated vehicles and cclehrating students will begin at M
parking lot. between Assumption
Church and the Leddy lihrary.
The par<1de route will follow
along University to Sunset. continue south on Sunset lo Union.
turn right onlo California and
do\\-n College directly to the
South Campus Field for lhl ·,1g
game. The group w 1th the hcst
<.lecorated car will recl!ivl! a prize
of$100.
Kickoff is at 2 p.m. with the
l.ancl!rs meeting the Waterloo
Warriors.
Half-time festivities \'- ill include a presentation of memhers
of the Iirsl Lancer toothall team,
and a tield-goal contest. The
ptist-gamc 5th Quarter Party ,., ill
commence at 5 p.m. in the Mulllrurpose Room in the St. Denis
Centre.
E

Timorese genocide topic of discussion
by Shawn Hupka
Lance news staff
Indonesia
is
waging
a
genocidal war against th_e people
of East Timor, and outside pressure can help stop it, a representative of the East Timor
Action Network told a forum at
Iona College Oct. l5.
"The majority of Indonesians.
because the tlow of information
is heavilv restricted. arc unaware
ot the t~uth about East Timor,"
said Abe B.meto Soares. "The
violence in East Timor is the
fault of Suharto and his military
regime. The lndone.,ian people
l'annot he hlamed for what is
happening.''
.
.
What is happening is forced
migration into "strategic ham-

McMaster Univerlet<;," torture of
sity
There, a specpolitical and nontator stood up and
political prisoners.
claimed Abe knew
and genocide nothing about East
which has already
Tim
or
or
the
claimed l/3 of the
prohlcms
there.
nation's
in"He was yelling
digenous populaand waving his
tion.
hands in the .11r."
"East Timor's
Abe
said. "He kept
resistance
conasking
for what
tinues because we
I
benefit would Inknow that our
A
donesia do such a
cause is right.
Abe Soares (photo
thing. Then some
however, a vktory
by KIRAN PAL)
students
yell ell
against the In.
doncsians is only possible back, For ,lit' F,ir oil!''
Later Abe learned that the
through outside political prcsspectator represented the In:-.ure."
The Winllsor forum proved donesian consulate, anll his l'Ompanion, "h,, r .·1:iins unknown,
less c, entful than the lecture Abe
fil
deli-.ercd just 24 hours before at took several photos of Abe.
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diversions--------------.
Lance calendar of events

Tuesday, October 20

l

lsn ·tit time you got rid of an old
flame? Health Services
presents Stop smoking
classes on campus. They will
run every Thursday from noon
to 1 p . m and no fee is
required. To register. contact
ext. 7002 or 3260.

l

The lnterVarsity Christian
Fellowship
hosts
the
Academy
awards:
a
discussion entitled If Jesus
was not God, then he
deserves an Oscar at Iona
College (208 Sunset) at 5:30
p.m. Everyone is welcome!

Assumption University
Chapel hosts Mass and a cost
supper Tuesdays at 5 p.m.
between the UC and the
bridge, 973-7034.

l

Honorary Accounting
Society presents Angie
Bjornson of the Society of
Management Accountants of
Ontario will be here to speak
on hiring trends, strategies
and networking. Admission is
free. Room 507 of the Odette
Building, 5 · 7 p.m.
Information on the C.M.A.
program will also be available.

Wednesday, October 21

Friday, October 23

JE The Windsor Postcard
Project has opened its doors
at Artcite, 139 University Ave.
West. Submissions will be accepted from now until midnight of Oct. 26. They are
open Mon-Thurs 10 · 6 , Fri 10
• 9 , Sat 1O - 6, and Sun 12 6. Entry tee is $5 and entitles
you to up to four entries and a
set of the final 15 postcards.

Thursday, October 22
l

VoteyesandstoptheTories!
Come out to a meeting of the
lnternationalSocialistClub
a~d hear Colin Mooers
discuss the upcoming
referendum. 7:30 p. m.
upstairs at the Grad House.
JE Visual and performing arts.

the Windsor Symphony Orchestra performing a world
premiere of a new work commissioned by Susan Haig for
Jens Hanson entitled Alleluia.
The Capitol Theatre (121
University Ave W) at 8 p.m.
For more information and tickets, call 973-1238.
® The OWIAA Tennis team
championships will be held
Oct. 23 and Oct. 24 at
University of Western Ontario.

Saturday, October 24
Befriending
Anger/
Becoming Free: a workshop
sponsored by Assumption
Campus Community. 9 a.m.
to 4 p.m., registration fee $25
per person. For more
information call 973-7034.
® The Alumni Way presents the
Fun Run/Walk at 11 a.m.
Proceeds go to the installation
ofsixoutdoorsculpturestobe
placed on campus. For more
information contact the Office
of Alumni Affairs.

l

s
rt

a

p
(photo by ERIC S. DESROSIERS)

SI

® The Grad House is hosting a
chess tournament. Games
will be played on a speed
basis (5 minute max.); please
bring boards, pieces and
clocks. Registration starts at
noon and costs $5, prizes
based on turnout.

Assumption University
Chapel holds Masses at
10:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m.
Other Masses Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday,
11 :50 a.m. Located between
the UC and the Ambassador
Bridge.

® The Lancer football team

JE Soundsation 92/93 presents

plays its Homecoming game
against the Waterloo Warriors
at 2 p.m. at South Campus
stadium. Refreshments will be
available.

Sunday, October 25

The 99th Annual I.A.C.P.
Conference
Special
Olympics run starting at 8
a.m. You can run. 2 - 4 · ? miles. For. more 1nformat1on
call Detective Ken Powers of
Windsor Police at 255-6647.
"' Club and society meetings.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------l

0

n

JE Soundsatlon 92/93 presents

JE Student council is holding
two referenda today: full-time
undergrads are asked to consider increases in Lance and
Special Needs fees. Polling
boxes are stationed in the
Odette. Law, Education buildings. Vanier, Essex Halls and
the Grand Marketplace

,.

•

l

l

living Longer living Better
presents the Fall Series from
1:30 - 3 p.m. at Iona College
(208 Sunset Ave) For more
information call 973-7039.

Computing Services offers an
introduction to MS-DOS and
WordPerfect from 12:30 · 1:30
p.m. Bring a 5 1/4" floppy
diskette. Call ext 2740 one
week in advance to register.
This course will be offered
Oct. 28.

The School Of Music Alumni
Showcase to celebrate
Homecoming Weekend and
the School's 25 Anniversary.
Show starts at 2 p.m. at the
Capitol Theatre, 121 University Ave. West. For more information call 235-4232 ext.
Tuesday, October 27
2780.
JE Grind Haus Cinemaphilia
Red Cross Blood Drive from
presentsHenry:Portraitofa
12 - 5 p.m. today and
Serial Killer at 9 p.m. through
tomorrow in Madame Vanier
Oct. 27 at the Capitol Theatre
Lounge, basement of Vanier
( 121 University Ave W)
Hall. Give the gift of life!
~---------------------------------------- ----§ Socials, parties. mixers, etc.

Notices. demonstrations

Lectures. seminars. etc

Monday, October 26

©

Sports events
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HALLOWEEN
HOMECOMING WEEKLY
WEDNESDAY
FRIDAY
SPECIALS
LUNCH AND
LADIES
GUYS NIGHT
PARTY
NIGHT
DINNER
• Barn Barn
$6.50 Pitchers
October 31st
SPECIALS
Deluxe $4.95
$2.95 Drink
$6.50 Pitchers
• St. Sandwich
Deluxe $6.95
• Corned Beef
on Rye $3.00

15% Student
Discount (Meals
only over $4.00)

9 P.M. - 1 A.M.
$2.95 Drink
Special (Dragon's
Breath)

Special (The
Boner)
Win a Dungeon
Shirt!

8 P.M.

$100 Cash
1st Prize!!!
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The Lance should look elsewhere for the funds it needs, say
organizers opposing the student
newspaper's Oct. 21 referendum.
Steve Alexander and Social
Science Society Club Administrator Jon Ricci are chairing
a campaign against the 50 cents
per semester levy increase.
"If this fee increase is passed,
students would be setting a
dangerous precedent. This means
that every time a department
"ants a fee increase they will be
going to the students for more
money,'' said Alexander.
Alexander said it is unreasonable lo ask for the increase
since the Lance balanced its
budget last year.
"If the Lance needs extra
money, they should ask their advertisers for it, and should stop
reaching into my wallet."
Alexander said the newspaper
could increase its advertising
revenues two ways: by raising
the price of ad space, and "getting more advertisers."
"The paper may lose one or
two advertisers, but it is the
responsibility of the entire staff
10 find more clients,'' he said. "If
it is explained to the businesses
that the increase is needed to
compensate because of higher
administrative costs, they will
still advertise."
Advertising manager Kevin
Johnson said Lance advertising
rates have doubled since 1985,
while the newspaper's student

Council
Briefs
Other business discussed at
SAC's Oct. 14 meeting:

Bonuses tabled

Clubs ratified

Mailbox approved
Students who want to get in
touch with their senate representatives will soon be able to do
so by electronic mailbox, a form
of telephone answering machine.
Council approved an expenditure
01
about SI 0/ month to extend
this service to the student
senators' office in room 2103 at
~he Leddy Library. Senators can
e reached at 253-4232 exten.s1 on 3208, and once the 'mailbox
;~ •n place students will be able to
eave messages at this number. ~

...• ·: •

.

,·

fee has not increased in that time.
Alexander
blamed
"mismanagement" as the reason the
Lance needs more money. When
questioned as to how the paper
has been derelict in its finances,
Alexander cited distribution and
solicitation of advertising funding.
"f went into the Law building
and saw three or four bundles of
papers just sitting there. The
paper should be distributed better, perhaps to local businesses in
the area. This would go far
toward increasing revenue."
The Lance is currently distributed to about 100 off-campus
locations, almost all businesses.
Alexander said he is opposed
to any increases in student fees,
which he said were already high
enough.
He does however favour the
increase in the Special Needs Accessibility Committee increase
since, "That is a completely different situation. That committee
serves students with special
needs and falls in a different
category from the lance."
When questioned on the matter, Alexander said he was not
aware that Students' Administrative Council had raised drug plan
fees $8.50 this year without holding a referendum for approval.
He went on to complain it was
another example of "outrageous"
fees.
"With this increase and the bus
pass referendum coming, student
fees could be over $200. Raising
student fees even a single dollar
for the Lance is too much."
~

.

.

•.
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Where to vote
The Students' Administrative
Council Oct. 20 - 21 by-election will
fill only one council vacancy. Business Admini!,tration students will
elect a single representative from
Dave Barron, Andrew Dilkens, and
Natalie B. Sotak.
In addition, all full-time undergraduate students will have the opportunity to vote on two proposed
fee increases. Special Needs and Accessibility is asking for a 25 cent increase to 50 cents per semester. The
Lance is seeking an increase of 50
cents, raising its student levy to
$2.25 per semester.
Polling stations will be located in
the Grand Market Place, Odette
building, Essex Hall, Education
building, Vanier Hall, and the Law
building. Students may vote at any of
these locations, but business students
can vote for their representative only
in the Odette building.
~

SAC closes Vanier pub operation
by Mark Crane
Lance associate news editor

The Subway Pub, previously
operated in its minimal form of
Thursday nights at Vanier Hall,
has been abandoned.
Student council voted to close
the regular venue at its Oct. 14
general meeting.
"I'm upset about it because I
campaigned on providing oncampus entertainment,'' said
President Kristine Robinson, "but
we can't lose our whole budget
just on Vanier."
Jason Clemens, vice president
finance, said SAC had done
everything possible to gel people
to go to the pub. He had estimated the pub would make
$4000 per nigh!. In three successive weeks of providing free
entertainment,
the
highest
amount reached was $3200.
"When we are providing what

T o make
your busy life
a healthier one...

'Vegetarian rJJe{igfit
is open T ues - Thurs 12 - 8 pm
Frid ay Noon - Midnig ht
131 Park Street West
252-1058

Council tabled a motion to
gh·e each student council executives a $1000 bonus. The finance
committee proposed the move on
the grounds that the executive
took over work not in their job
dtscriptions since the resignation
of VP Admin. Chris Cheng.
Councillors voted to table the
plan to give them time to gauge
reaction from students.
. Councillors approved without
discussion ratification of all 32
clubs recommended by the club
committee.

•.•·
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Fee increase
unwarranted:
opponents
by Ty Daniels

·, •.• ' . • . ·..•

residence students requested, and
we don't even break even, the
only thing I can infer is that because of location, people didn't
want to come," he said.
SAC executives tried to drum
up support for the pub in the
residences by meeting with their
house councils.
"They've ignored residences,
they come around when when
they want support for the pub or
during elections the only
reason they came (to us) was to
get support for their pub," said
Mac Hall House Council president Edward Collins.
He added he was not surprised
with the decision because, "All
the people I talked to d1dn t want
to go to a high school dance,
which is what the pub was hke.''
Although there will be no permanent Vanier operation, campus
groups can still book events in
Vanier through pub manager

Dave Benusa. Benusa will be
splitting his pub and liquor services duties, for the time being,
to about a third of his time. The
other two thirds ""ill be spent
maintaining the SAC drug plan.
"Dave ""ill be invohed in
claims, matlouts, getting registration packages ready, as well as
helping around the office." said
Clemens. His salary will remain
the same.
Benusa declined to comment
on the change.
Benusa will also be involved
with directmg the newly formed
Pub Advisory Committee. He
will sit along with tht: finance
department, residence represenfatives and four counc,rre-p-re~- ---~____,
sentatives, to discuss pub
policies, programming changes,
entertainment and furnishings.
The committee will be open to all
students who wish to raise issues
concerning the pub.
~

PROFESSIONAL & EFFECTIVE SERVICES
To Help You STAND OUT
In Today's Tough Job Market:
• Resume and Cover Letter Composition
• Consultation
327 Chatham St. West
Phone: 977 - 5101

DIRECT
RESUME

Serving Windsor for
over Seven Years

&ROLL
ROLL

:°3

NO COVER
WITH STUDENT I.D.
ANY NIGHT!!

Wed. Oct. 21 - Sat. Oct. 24: VAGABON.D
.
Sun. Oct. 25: VAN HALEN TRIBUT~ with special
guest FRITZ from Helix
Thurs. Oct. 31st: Halloween Party with THE H ITM EN
• $300 Cash Prizes for best costumes!
Fri Nov. 1st: The Halloween Party continues with
.
BILLION DOLLAR BABIES • More
prizes for best costumes

5 minutes west of the U of W
3885 Sandwich 253-3777
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THE NEW CONSTITUTIONAL AGREEMENT
...

Over the past two years, federal, provincial, territorial and Aboriginal
leaders have consulted with thousands of Canadians and concerned groups from
coast to coast. These consultations included Royal Commissions, participatory
conferences, parliamentary hearings, and hearings in the provinces and territories held by provincial and ten-itorial legislatures.
Federal, provincial, territorial and Aboriginal
leaders have agreed unanimously on August 28,
1992 in Charlottetown on a package of constitutional proposals that recognizes the equality of
all Canadians and represents all of our interests.
The agreement is now before Canadians.
The agraement proposes that the new
Constitution would contain a statement of key economic and social objectives
shared by all of the governments in the federation The objectives include
comprehensive, universal, portable. accessible and publicly administered health
care, adequate social services and benefits, high quality primary and secondary
education and reasonable access to post-secondary education, collective bargaining rights and a commitment to protecting
the environment. The economic policy objectives to be entrenched would be aimed at
strengthening the Canadian economic union;
the free movement of persons, goods, services,
and capital; ensuring full employment and a
reasonable standard of living for all Canadians;
ensuring sustainable and equitable development.
Exclusive provincial jurisdiction would be recognized in the areas of
forest!)', mill!_ng,_tourismi housing, recreation, municipal affairs. cultural matters
within the province, and labour market development and training. In addition,
to ensure the two levels of government work in
harmony, the government of Canada commits to
negotiating agreements with the provinces in areas
such as immigration, regional development and
telecommunications. Federal-provincial agreements on any subject could be protected by the
Constitution from unilateral change.
The new Canadian Constitution would
recognize the distinct nature of Quebec, based on its French language, unique
culture and civil law tradition.

A Social
and
Economic Union

Avoiding
Overlap and
Duplication
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In the reformed Parliament, the Senate would reflect the equality of the
provinces while the House of Commons would be based more on the principle of
representation by population. As well, various
provinces would be assured a minimum amount
of seats in the House of Commons.
The proposed Senate would be made
up of six elected senators from each province
and one from each territory. Additional seats
would provide representation for Aboriginal
oeoples. The reformed Senate's powers should
significantly increase the role ofthe elected Senators in the policy process. ·
The proposals recognize that Aboriginal peoples have an inherent
right to self-government and that the Constitution should enable them to
develop self-government arrangements and to take their place in the Canadian
federation. The proposals recognize Aboriginal governments as one of the
three constitutionally recognized orders of government in Canada. In addition,
Nle proposals provide for a negotiation process between Aboriginal leaders and
provincial and federal governments to put this right into effect. The recognition
of the inherent right would not create any new
rights to land, nor dilute existing treaty rights.
Now that Canada's federal. provincial,
territorial and Aboriginal leaders have reached
a consensus, it is the right of all Canadians to
understand the new proposals. Call the toll-free
number below to receive an easy-to-read
booklet on the new constitutional agreement
or a complete text.
It's your right to know what the constitutional proposals say, before
voting on October 26.

Aboriginal
Self·
Government

FOR INFORMATION CALL:
1·800·561·1188
~

Deaf or hearing impaired:

~ 1•800•465•1735('1YfTOD)

Canada
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386 33 MHZ Power

33 MHZ CPU
2M RAM
14" Super VGA Colour Monitor
Super VGA Card
· 80 Mb Hard Disk Drive
3 .5" 1.44 Mb Floppy disk drive
r-·--------------,
IDE FD/ HD Controller
: FREE GIFT :
• 2 Serial, 1 Parallel and 1 Game Port :upon purcfiase:
101 Keys Enhanced Keyboard
: of this syste,'1 :
• Min, Tower Case
:l _____with
__________
ad ..J:
200W Power Supply

$1189

I ,beral Herb Gray. Conservative l:3ruck Easton, U of W president
Ron Ianni. and New Democrat Victoria Cross defend the
Charlottetown Constitutional Accord. (photo by MARK CRANE)

Ianni takes heat
by Ty Daniels
Lance news editor

Discussion on the Charlottetown Constutional Accord is
heating up as the Oct. 26 referendum draws near.
An open forum on the deal, organized by the Windsor Ycs office, was used to criticize the
deal, and U of W president Ron
Ianni.
Robert Cruise, chair of the
Windsor and Essex County Committee to Vote No, questioned
whether Ianni was using his position as president incorrectly.
Cruise began to ask the president if he had asked the university Board of Governors its
position on the accord when he
was interrupted by Ianni.
'"I know where you are taking
this." said Ianni, "and the Board
of Governors do not take a position on this and I resent the point
you arc trying to make."
Cruise said since Ianni is the
primary representative of the U

reading intcrpctalivc clau-.c:-. arc

giving us a load of hogwash." [g
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THE JAPAN EXCHANGE
AND TEACHING PROGRAM

STADIUM JACKET DAY
Poly/Cotton NAVY or ROYAL
Shell Flannel Lining

U ofW
(On the back in gold and white letters)

~¥~~

Free Hard o ,sk Menu
Word Processor.
Spreadsheel Games and
DOS Tuloroal
.
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MSDos.5.0

2 Years Parts and 3 Years Labour Warranty ~:,.,;;:,:::~·.,,,,;.;:·_.::::.
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Applications are now open for the 1993 Japan Exchange and
Teaching (JED Program. a youth exchange program sponsored by
the Government of Japan. Assistant English Teachers help with
English language education in Japanese junior high and high
schools. Coordinators of International Relations (CIR) assist
regional Japanese governement bodies involved 1n interna)ional
activities. Both positions are open to Canadian university
graduates. but CIRs must also have a very good knowledge of
Japanese. Both are one-year contracts beginning late July, 1993,
and pay a salary of 3,760,000 yen
(approx. $30,000) per annum.
For application forms contact:
The Japan Information Centre
Ste. 2702. T-D Bank Tower
P.O. Box 10, T-D Centre
Toronto M5K 1A1
Ph .. (416) 363·5488 Fax: (416) 363-6074
Deadline for application is December 4, 1992. Do not send
resumes. Former program participants may not apply.

On the left chest,
embroidered in script:

FREE Mouse

partisan stance in the referendum.
"If Or. Ianni is in favour of the
accord, he should make it clear it
is his own personal view and not
the university's," he said.
Cruise said the constitutional
process itself was flawed and that
the country had not been consulted fully.
"This has been an example of
powerbroking," he said.
"This deal has satisfied the l l
first ministers and left the people
unsatisfied."
Ianni disagreed. "I have never
seen a more open process in all
of my years. If you are trying to
tell me that this was not an open
process, f have difficulty accepting that."
Ianni continued later to say
that people arc reading too much
into each individual clau,c,
specifically the distinct society
clause for Quebec.
''The individuals in this room
have all turned into cardboard
lawyers," he said. ''The people

of W he should be taking a non-

On the right chest,
embroidered in script:

~~~

On the left sleeve:
~liWak

Place: University of Windsor Bookstore
Main Floor
Date: Wednesday, October 21, 1992
Time: 11 :30 A.M.- 3:00 P.M.
Price: $115.00 plus tax
$125.00 plus tax with faculty on back
Payment in full at time of order.
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OUR LOWEST PRICE EVER!
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Sunday, November I
Monday, November 2

Tuesday, November 3
Wednesday, November 4

10:00 P.M. Sharp

**DCL**
Answer our SKILL TESTING
QUESTION and have a
chance to WIN!!
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Film made in sympathy for the devil
by Otto Buj
Lance arts staff

Henry: Portrait of a Serial Killer
directed by John McNaughton
Capitol Cinema

Shot in Chicago in 1986 for a
paltry $112 000, Henry: Porrrait
of a Serial Killer is a film of
serious intentions and integrity,
forsaking the suspense conventions and cartoon explicitness of
industry fodder like Silence of the
l.ambs and other insanity-for-fun
charades for a somewhat austere,
dramatically deadpan study of a
man who is completely alienated
from normal concepts of right
and wrong.
Insofar as film art is concerned, Henry: Portrait of a
Serial Killer is arguably one
among the most relevant films of
the '80s. Recorded on 16mm to
maintain the grimness of its
(sub)urban environs, this volatile
effort has been seriously acknowledged and pressed by critic
Roger Ebert and director Martin
Scorsese (Taxi Driver, King of
Comedy, Cape Fear, etc.) as a
landmark in American cinema.
In fact, director John McNaughton is currently handling
the Scorsese-produced Mad Dog
and
Glory
with
career
psychopath Robert DeNiro in the
lead. Once fin ished, McNaughton
will work alongside William
Burroughs (Naked lunch) to
adapt his screenplay The last
Words of Dutch Schultz to film.
Well-acted and resolutely unexploitive, Henry is superficially
little more than a victim-to-victim account based loosely on the
deeds of convicted serial murderer Henry Lee Lucas. But the
portrait is intentionally sketchy,
cutting just enough into a mind
twisted into psychosis and
violence by poverty, bitterness,
failure and inadequacy.
The sociopathic nipside of the
American Dream comes to terms
with its damaged conscience and
misery, exercising its "demon"
out of more than just boredom,
and with absolutely no sense of
apology, guilt or fear.
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Michael Rooker utilizes the neck of writer/director John McNaughton to get into character on the set of Henry: Portrait of a Serial Killer.

As insight into the utter
banality of human evil, it is
thankfully free of didacticism,
making it intellectually refreshing and provocative. But with its
amoral attitude towards violence
and its unsettling authentic matter-of-fact treatment, the film encourages the viewer to identify
with (and be sympathetic to?) its
seemingly "normal" subject - a
serial killer. For that very reason,
Henry was blessed with an 'X'
rating - and not for explicit sex
or excessive violence as an 'X' is
usually assigned only to the coarsest examples of pornography but simply for its grave general
tone.
Likewise, in France, Henry
was released to theatres with a
"health warning" for fear of it inciting violence and homicidal behaviour. Anchored with an 'X'

, '>Wef{Jf(Wy\
::'.,;::.,(..:;: ..n·Yd~i:t:x@.,;:

and a stigma to boot, Henry was
shelved for four years before enjoying an official American
rekase i n 1990 and is only now
going to affect Canadian screens
- and barely too, considering
the recent effect the public's sensitivity to the Kristin French murder has had on its Canadian
distributor and reluctant film
houses.

Grisly deeds
Of all the grisly deeds committed in Henry, the most disturbing sequence is undoubtedly
the videotaped slaughter of one
suburban family in their home. It
is a difficult scene, not only because the grainy, unedited
videotaped images confer an artless immediacy to the murder,
but because the killer's enjoyment of "violence as spectacle"

by Laurel Anderson
The One Hour Photo Show

Untitled, by Drew Ellwood. (photo by LAUREL ANDERSON)

Salo, The 120 Days of Sodom.
the
film
embarrasses
the

audience for its guilty complicity
as an enthusiastic member of this
"spectacle." Not surprisingly,
director John McNaughton cites
this unforgettable image as the
key scene of the entire film. he
explains:
"You sort of think that you're
actually seeing them doing the
killing. then by the end of the
segment you realize that you're
actually sitting on the couch
watching the video of them doing
it, being entertained, like them.
by this extremely abhorrent.
violent image. If you use your
mind at all, you're forced to ask
yourself, 'What am I doing
here?' .... I knew that by shooting

!his in viU\!l) it woulu bl!come lO·
tall> real, unlike film. which has
a distance. Video has total immediacy. And that is the key

scene in this picture because in
the United States I believe that
we entertain ourselves with
violence all of the time. We
staged the Gulf War. for instance,
and the ratings were at an alltime high. So how much have we
really changed since the days of
ancient Rome and violence as a
form of entertainment? Very little, I'd say."
[
Henry: Portrait of a Serial
Killer will be shown at the
Capitol Cinema, 121 University
A1·e. West on the following dates:
Sunday, Oct. 25, Monday, Oct
26 and Tuesday, Oct. 27 at 9:00
p.m,; Friday, Oct. 30 at midnight; Saturday, Oct. 31 at 9:00
and midnight. Dial 254-F/LM.

One Hour Photo Show displays
fragments of a great conjession
Common Ground Gallery
Mackenzie Hall
It's big, garish. It has flash,
verve. It has photos.

•

calls into question our own
relationship to the film as a
whole. Like Pier Paolo Pasolini's

The One Hour Photo Show
brings together photo-based conceptual artists whose work defies
all preconceived notions of what
photography is about. Artists
using the one-hour process in
their work is not new. Artists admitting that they use the one-hour
process, however, is. This group
not only admits to its transgressions in photography, but justifies it by exploring the one-hour
process as a medium.
As would be expected from a
group exhibition, the work varies
in tone and presentation. Carleen
Hone's metaphoric installation of
a print processor is fun. Alison

Ouelette 's strange photos of past
phantoms are hauntingly beautifu I and murderous as they attack
the familiar.
Also dealing with time and
mell"ory, Barbara Bondy's toy
box suggestc; our childhood is
being recorded only in our photo
album. Lisa Canzi offers a sublimely crafted series of images
with text demonstrating that images are interpreted linearly and
often depend on language to justify or explain.
Looking at his work, one can
hear Andrew Burke saying, "It
seemed like the illogical thing to
do." The photos in his piece are
not readily visible as they are
jammed into a crumpled piece of
metal, on which is painted a
cheesy smile.
Dennis
Chadwick
strung
together thousands of waste
photographs to create a monu-

ment to the countless intimate
moments that, in the sense of
Georges Bataille, become a failed
commodity, discarded.
Grahame Lynch challenges the
viewer to step on the concrete
slabs that form the base of hi,
piece, and examine the central
column. This work speaks aboul
finding one's way, and is as tac·
tile an experience as it is visual.
The show is significant
cause the artists are using th11
type of medium as a theme, even
though it is a photographic trans,
gression. It gives integrity to the
one-hour process and leads !he
way for further experiementauon
in this field of artistic confession.
The One Hour Photo Slro~
will be exhibited at Common
Ground Gallery until Oct. 21. ~
Laurel Anderson is a pseudonym for a local writer and
p hotographer.
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Death and sex perennial themes
by Tran Longmoore
Lance arts staff

llo11ey :,; Dead
The J esus and \far)' Chain
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In keeping with the current
musical trends, The Jesus and
Mary Chain has produced a harder. more polished sound than in
previous albums. This new approach should have helped them
fit in "'ith all of the other bands
"ho performed v. ith them at Lollapalooza 11, but The Jesus and
\tary Chain has never been about
fitting in.
Once it became clear that the
:u,: ience was using their set as a
hot dog break, Jim began ranting
1bout the hypocrisies of the
e\ent. Later came the tales of
William getting punched out by a
m~mber of Ice Cube·s posse.
Despite the greater emphasis
on distorted guitars. Honey',;
Dead hasn ·1 lost 1he black lyrics,
sexual metaphors, and the simple
guitar riffs that anchored pre\ ious albums. The new album
features keyboards and relies on
dri\ ing rhythms more than past
\\Orks. Combined with the droning an<l sometimes piercing
\01ces of the Reid brothers, The
Jesus and Mary Chain has
charted their sound into new tcrritol').

ti:
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·00
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·00

As before, the band still sings
about dying. "Reverence," which
was banned in England by BBC
Radio, welcomes you to the
album with the lyrics "I want to
die just like Jesus Christ/ I want
to die on a bed of spikes "
And they still sing about sex,
too. "Teenage Lust" is a throwback to The Mary Cham· s older
music. Slow, rhythmic guitars
and Jim's slithering voice
describe the denowcring of a
young woman in an original and
powerful way. In contrast to the
million other c:;ongs written by
men about sex, it presents a
binrre attempt of the man to understand the woman's feelings.
The Mary Chain has stretched
the realms of their music and
have come out with their purest
love song yet. As if to offset the
rest of the album, "Almost Gold.'
has a melody that brightens much
of the surrounding darkness.
The most d) namic song on the
album is "Sugar Ray." T he funky
bass sequencing. screeching
sound effects and wailing guitars
mesh with the Reids' painful
shrieking vocals to create an assault that leaves listeners· ears
bleeding. Headphones arc suggcc;ted for the full effect.
Unfortunately the twelve track
album goes slightly do\\ nhill at
times. Because the peak of the

PROFESSIONAL TYPING
Student Papers, Manuscripts & Resumes

hill is so high, there arc still some
bright moments on the way
down.
The songs arc all. at the absolute worst, listenable. This cannot be said for " I Can' t Get
Enough of Y ou:' T his is the only
bad song. It contains none of the
ingredients that make the rest of
the album a success.
Like a runaway train. 11 starts
off on the wrong track and goes
nowhere fast. Could it be that
T he Mary Chain stuck this on to
make us appreciate the rest of the
album?
The final track is "Frequency"
A short. less distorted extension
of "Reverence" in which Jim
sings "I want to die just like
Jesus Christ ... with the r·1dio on."
It's greatest attribute is the clarity
of the lyrics. which allows listeners to understand most of the
words from " Reverence•· th at a rc
drowned out by the guitars.
Taken as a whole. J/oney 's
Dead is excellent. Every year it
gets harder to find a release that
has more than two or three good
songs. The Jesus and Mary Chain
is tvolvng, and seem \\-illing and
able to change certain aspects of
their mu~ic.
[Q
Tlte Jems and Mary Cltai11 will
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STILL AHEAD or THE TIMESII
SHOW YOUR STUDENT I.D.
ARD HEYER PAY COV£RII mcpt spc,:,al c,cnr<

Hallowe'en Bash
$1000 in prizes for best costumes
min, 200 people

Vertigo "in concert" Thursdays

OCTOBER22
Luxury Christ
Mescaline Ritual
Lesser Known
NOVEMBERS
Son) recordingar1is11. 0 Seconds over Tokyo
w/ Porcelain Mary

be performing at the Michigan
State Theater wttlt Cun•e a11d
Snirit11alized Friday, Oc:wber 30.:,___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Whether you are buying for home
or small business use. for university
or school, or for holiday gifts, you'll
find excellent values and selection .

*Competitive Prices*
DOWNTOWN OFFICE SERVICES
ate
of

327 Chatham Street West 253-3571
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BAR AND GRILL
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 23
Wish We Knew
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 24
Homecoming '93 Party
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 31
H~llowe'en Party, costumes a must!
Pnzes for best costume. $1 .00 cover

Between 50 and 7U c mpan1es will
be off er1ng great buys 1n computers.
software. games, peripherals.
shareware. and courses. In add1t1on
yo;; will be able to get ideas and
1nformat1on and membership details
from local computer clubs.

Admission rs $5 C1nclud1ng PST and
GSTl Ct"l1ldren 1 0 and under are
free. Y ou save $1 . 00 w ith
thr~ attached discount coupons

in concert

Wyandotte at Campbell
254-7900 Seven days a week
10% Student Discount w/lD
GO LANCERS, GO!

'

'

ONTARIO
COMPUTER
FAIR
Sunday, Oct. 25

1 la.m. to 4p.m.
WINDSOR
CLEARLY
INTERNATIONAL
CENTRE
From 401. take downtown (tunnel) exrt whrch
becomes Dougall St., stay on Dougall to
Ouellette St. Take Ouellette to Riverside Dr
and turn left to 201 Riverside Or. West

$1.00 OFF
If you wish additional coupons, or
1nforrnat1on on exh1b1t1ng or attending, please call 1-800-465-828 6.

i

REGULAR
ADMISSION
(NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER COUPON)

25 years

a

by Dave Briggs

n a corner office in the Human Kinetics
stands the unofficial shrine to Lancer football
balls rest neatly on a window sill surrou
trophies, photos and mementos so meticulously arrat
looks like a museum exhibition Next to a bullctir.
featuring snapshots of Windsor gridiron greats
trademark yellow and blue Lancer football hcl
in half and mounted on a plaque. No words cou
ter describe 25 years of Lancer foothall tha~
mosphere in Gino Fracas· office. Even the a
rich with memories warmly spun by the
of Lancer football.
Fracas is the embodiment of r
and at the age of 62, Windsor cmg
sion of Bo Schembechler \lin~
looks like he could pl Lan
\
game. He possesses large,
hands, wide, muscular ,ho;
and the compact,
like feature<; of a line
Talk to Fracas aboi.
sport and his eyes
with excitement. Bring up his days with the Lancers and you could be there a
noon.
In an effort to capture 25 years of Windsor football history in conjunction 11
silver anniversary celebrations, Fracas produced a stack of 19 seasonal scra~
Each book was lovingly compiled by his wife Leona from boxes of ne\\'-papc!
ptngs they had itheir basement.
Sorting through them gives a good idea of where this team, and the sport. ha1
in a quarter century. In fact, clippings from the first scrapbook sa) foot~
played on this campus, off and on, between 1903 and about 1949, when the
was known as Assumption College. But let's start at the hrginning of the
era ...

1967
Following four years as the head football coach at the University of A
and earning three conference championships, Fracas returned to his home
be closer to his parents. Prior to Alberta, he was an all-star fullbad
linebacker for both the University of Western Ontario Mustangs, a lltspit<
CFL 's Edmonton Eskimos. He joined the School of Physical and H ge tc
Education amid talk that athletic director Dick Moriart) and\\ Andy
students wished to start a football program.
6hton
After a strong proposal to the administration by Moriarty. P · II pl
dent J. F. Leddy approved the bid, and the Lancers were offi r 163
admitted into the Central Canada Intercollegiate Football
ference (CCIFC) (now defunct) on November 25. 1967

1968
On March 7, 1968 ahout 65 prospective pla)C~
with coaches. Until the late '70s, the Windsor
mainly included players from the Wind.,or high
one of the best city leagues in the pro11 ince.
The team was cut down to 41 players b) the
they played their first game. The Lancers scored
pressivc 25-13 exhibition victory over RMC. lf()II
against stiH CCir-C competition, the I ancers ra,•,
notch a victory in regulation play that year.

1969

SEPTEMBER 22, 1975:
Quarterback Dave Pickett
threw two interceptions in leading
the Lancers to a 19-6 victory over the
defending national champion Western Mustangs.

A quick turn around from the previous )Car
Lancers posted their first winning ,;eason \\ilh
record, despite losing injured starting quarte
Steve Rogin for the season.
The team's fin,t league victor) came al
University, do.,., ning the Yeomen 19-7. \\
defeated Waterloo Lutheran 16-1 O on Nov. I to
the western division of the CCI FC. Led by qu
back Andy Parici and running back 1't>n) o·~
Windsor claimed its first conference champ1
with a 23-22 win over Bishop's. Lancer
Terry Moore booted the game-winning 1
with less than two minutes to play. Happ)
dents greeted the victorious Lancers al
airport upon their return from Bishop·~
The College Bowl semi-final
Windsor against the undefeated Ma
Bisons in Winnipeg's below-fret
temperatures. The team bov.ed
Manitoba 41-7.

uean
Lancer ootball tradition
1970
oming off a tremendous season, hopes were high for
e~pi:ricnced Lincer squad. Ho"'ever. expectations
ly ',(lured due to a rash of injuries and th1. Lancers
dthdr season with a 2-4 record. By the second regularcontest, Winusor hall 10 players out "'ith injuries.
suited up only 31 (out of a possible 36) for the home
er against Guelph.

1971
Tbe new Ontario Universities Athletic Association
M) greeted the Lancers at the \lart of the sca\on.
ng the CCIFC.
'indsor rebounded from a tough season to end up 6-3.
Lancers held a 3-2 record before being blasted by
. The following week, OB Andy Parici responded
three touchdown passes to leau Windsor to a 28-15
0 over Guelph during that \Chool's homecoming
;t1ons. A rematch with Western proved more
rahlc as Winusor downed the Mustang-.. 18-6. but the
failed to qualify for the playoffs.

1972
c Lancers picked up where they left off with a sueI campaign that netted them a 5-2 record. The blue
gold fell Lo 1-2 on the year before 27-ycar-old Parici
the team's record. He completed 18 of 28 pas.,cs for
),rd, and four touchdowns to guide his team to a 21-15
over Waterloo l .utheran.
110 Lancer victories in succession set the stage for a
oown with Western. After scouting his alma mater
gtheir homecoming weekend, Fracas saw enough to
his team pull out an 18-17 victory over the previously
featcd Mu-.tangs. The win gave Windsor the right to
the conference semi-final against the Mustangs a week
Western won the more important contest, 23-8. ending
nccrs' season.
~pite being knocked out of the playoffs, Windsor did
ge lo capture one major prize in '72. Diminutive OB
Andy Parici (5'8", 145 pounds) was named the Hee
ghton Award winner for the outstanding university
II player in the country That year, the OB completed
f 163 passes (57.6<'i:) for 1402 yards. \\ ith 13 touchn1, and 11 interceptions.

1973
ch Fracas began by calling this a rebuilding year. But
Lancers <liJ more than rebuild. the) finished \\ ith a 5-J:J.
th~ team's first-ever meeting with Tl1ro11to. the LanNapcd with a thrilling 39-J7 win. Lancer 4uarterback
O"Rcill) threw a ro pa"s to Brian Plendcrleith on 3rd
Jod I at foronto's one )ard line with 40 seconds left
in. The Lancers went on to tic Wcst~rn ( 7- 7). lose to
r (31-9). and de I eat W.itcrloo (30- 14 ). hut the) \\Ould
alif) for post-sl'ason play.

1974

1

:cbuildmg year. '74 was marred b) injuric:-. and mis·nddlcd play. Windsor finished fifth in its di\'ision with
record.
e l?wcsi turnout in Lancer history reported to training
Pth,~~car. Of the 50 at camp. only 19 \\erc returning
rs. S1111, the team won its first two games. downing
i:-15, ..and Waterloo 23-10 on the leg of Dave Pegg
led live fid<l goals acainst the Warriors.
lean, dropped its fin,;I live games ol thc season. In
~: a high number ol injuries plagued the Lancers
an bad form.
n~backer Gary I lowell was sclcctcd as an all1an.

1975
infamous Dave Pickett year b the pinnacle in Lancer
1
I lore. Pickett, a transfer from the University of Sas;~n, was rulcd incli~ihlc to play for the Lancers by
a • hut not by OUAA rules. At the time, CJAU rules
:l~yer only had five years of eligibility in university
· owever, OUAA rules stated that a ,1udent could

ha\e li\e ) cars eligihilit) in each ~port. Pickell h,1d pl;i~ ed
two years of basketball. and three of football at U of S.
Pickett, the lice Creighton award winner in '73, was a
hot quarterback prospect. and after numerou, meeting,, the
OUAA ruled him eligible to play for the Lancers. The
CIAU did not budge, and responded mid-season bv
suspending all Lancer teams from compding in CIAU
competition for two years.
Schools from around the OUAJ\ rallied around Windsor.
and threatened to pull out of the CIAU. Wind"or student
council president Tim Do;rlc sent telegram., to MPPs. MPs
and university administrators requesting intervention in the
school's ,uspcnsion.
Meanwhile, the Learn was having its hest sea.,on C\ er.
Fracas decided to play Pickett in the fir,1 game again._,
Western. and the OB re,pnnded b) thro\, ing for 274 yards
ma 34-17 downing of the Mustangs.
Windsor finished the seaon undefeated.
Meanwhile. the CJAU ruled Windsor \,ould not be
eligible to play in the Yate, Cup (Canadian univcr,il) ,emifinal) , should they make it that far.
HO\\C\er. the Lancers kept on rolling. The univer'>it~
took the CIAU to court over their right to compete in the
next rounu On Nov. 11, university lawyer Fdgar Sexton announced the CIAU had lifted its ban against Windsor. Three
days later, the Supreme Court of Ontario prohihitcd the
CIAU from suspending member institutions for eligibility
violations, and s;1id Wiml,or would be all<l\\cd to compete
in the semi-finals.
Fracas had earlier submitted to the OUAA that Pickett
was ineligible for CIAU competition, and agreed not to play
him should Windsor reach a game falling under that jurisdiction. Fracas kept the star OB out of the Yates Cup game
and Ottawa downed the Lancers 45-6. ending their season
with a 9-1 record.
Pickett, despite being named male athlete of the year at
W mdsor, and ha\ ing a pass completion percentage of .643.
was not named to an all-star team.

1976
The Lancers kept going where they left llff. I ed by
quarterback Ed Skowncski. the team rolled up an impre,sive 6-2 record ba,ked b) 15 returning starters. and fhe
conference all-star... Unfortunately, the te,m1 "'as stopped
short of its national championship dreams when the Mustangs handed the Lancers a 20-13 loss in the first round of
the playoffs.

1977
A high turnover in personnel had a big effect on Wind,or
in '77. With only seven returning starters. the l.,incers
managed to play .500 ball, and enued with .1 4-4 record.
Following t\\O great OB's;. Scott Mallender. u Wind,or
product. took over the pivot duties under the tutelage of
Frm:a,. The team responded h) "'inning its fiN three game,
over Guelph, WJtcrloo and York, rc'.',pect1\ ch . ll1en the~
fell 29-7 to 'I ownto. an<l tie<l l.aurier at ~:i. alter l,1iling 111
convert nn extra point in the closing ,ccomb ul ,1 ram-filled
game. Windc;or defeated McMaster 27-.14 to qua~il) for -~he
playoffs, but lost for the second year In a rn\\. In the llrst
round 10 Western.
Fracas \\ as named the conference coach of the year for
his efforts and fivc of his playcf" were selc<:tcd Ill the conrerence all-star team.

1978
Despite bd11g on s.1hh.itilal. l"r;u:,..., "'as asked hy the
players to sta) and conch the '7X squ.,d. W11h .!I returning
starters. hopes were high th,11 Wind,or would have a strong
vear.
• Scott Mallcnder and his brother Craig guidcd their team
tu a 36-7 win over McMa:-.ter to start the season. Windsor
then split a home-anu-home seric~ with We~tern before
downing 1he Varsity Blues 27-24 with a go<1I hne ~tand on
the last play of the game. Win<lsor kicker Rob Geier con·
vertcd a 14-yard field goal with one minute 1.0 play.
.
The Lancers clinched a playoff berth with a 34-22 wm
over the same Toronto team the next weekend. Western
proved to be Windsor's nc~esis ~gain. as they eliminated
the Lancers with a 38-7 victory m the first round of the

playofls.
Wide receiver Bruce Walker. who would I.Iler play for
the CFl."s Ott.ma Roughridcrs. "'a" named .tll-Canadinn
ah,ng with teammates Jim Lynn (offensi\c tackle). and Jim
Cimba (defensive hallback).

1979
The ·79 season \\.US the last time the Lancers would
qualif) for post-season play under coach f-racns .
Thi" \Vas the ) car the Mallcnder brothers starred. In the
first game the duo helped the Lancers amass 581 yards in
offense to beat Waterloo 28- IJ. By the fourth game of the
season Craig Mallender was leading the league in both
rushing and pa,s receiving. rhe follo\\.ing week he gained
137 yards on 15 carries. had 63 yards in rccei\ ing and
scored 3 TDs. His team rebounded, \\On t\1.n straight gaml.'..,
and tied Laurier to ad\ ance to the playoffs. Wind,or fell 3117 to Laurier in the fir.,, round and began n ne\\ era in Lancer loothall. The next few ycnrs would turn oul 10 he quite
disappointing for the team.
Despite playing the final I\\ o games "'ith a hrokcn bone
in his hand, !:icoll Mnllender completed 96 of 181 passes for
1821 yards and 12 touchdowns. He wa, namell the lice
Creighton av,ard winner, anu both he :ind hi, hrother Craig
"'ere selected as all-Canadianc;

1980
Following his stellar '-Ca...on. Scott t-.lallendcr signed with
the Toronto Cl· L team under hea\: y pressure from the club.
The deal turned sour when Mallcnder \\ as cut without even
having a tryout: he had fallen victim to the CFl: s import
designation rule that allowed teams to seek pla)ers from the
U.S. for that po~ition. Mallcndcr eventuall) got a 1ryout
with 011awa, and failed to make the team. lie !hen attempted to return to the Lancer.. for his fifth year. Ho""ever,
the OUAA ruled him ineligible as he had played for Laurier
in an exhibition game in ' 75.
In the middle of the season, Mallcnder received an Ontario Supreme Court injunction allowing him to play, but it
"'as too liule. too late, and his team failed to make the
pla)offs for lhc first lime in seven years.

1981
As recruiting in C,madian uni\ersity football e,calated,
Fracas; was unahle to keep up"' ith his competitors because
he was required lo teach two lhirds of the lime. The beginning of the 80s "'a., mcreasingl) frustrating for the coach
who was allacked by I he local media.
Windsor ended the '81 campaign with a 3-4 record.

1982
The Lancers could only muster one victor, in se\en attempts and slumped 10 1he1r lm,est point ... ince the first )e,1r
ol the program in Il/<,8. All told, the L.incer, lost to W111erloo 16-h. l'ornnto 48-7, York 35-5. t-.,kM,1ster 16-11.
Western 65-19, Launer 45-7. l'hey m.111.1ged lo defeat
Guelph in the s;econd game ol the se,,.,on \\ hen quarterback
Rob Daile) scored a touchdown on a hootlcg with five
minutes left in the gnme.

1983
Fr,1cas expected hct\\ cen 60 and 70 plJ) ers at tram mg
camp, and wns disappointcu "'hen only 44 ~ho\\ed up. Lack
of depth \\as the main reason Wind,or finished 1-6 for the
second straight )Car.
Toronto rookie coach Doug Mitchell infuriated Fracas
an<l uther OlJA,\ cuJChl'' h~ .1ttading Windsor's program
folio\\ ing a 35-7 "'in O\ er the Lancers. Mitchell was quoted
as saying, "I am di,appointed in Windsor... they should improve their program. or get out of the league." Windsor athletic director Dick Moriarty complained to the OUAA, and
Mit1.:hcll was forced to tender .in official apology to Fracas
anu the Lancers.
Windsor's only win in '83 "'as n J4-21 victory over
York in the last game of the season.
Fracas entertained the idea of retiring folio\\ ing another
year of intense criticism from the media.

<.:ONTINUED ON PAGE 13.
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Band to add
some pep to
Homecoming
by Michael Staruck
Lance sports staff

Western kicker Frank Jagas had little punting to do, but made one field goal and eight extra-point
conversions against the Lancers Oct. 10. {photo by MOM/KO HIND)

Mustangs stampede Lancers
by Alex Meyer
Lance sports staff

The Lancer football team is
grateful that its meeting with the
University of Western Mustangs
took place during a long holiday
weekend. That way its embarrassing performance was not observed by the legions of fans it is
still attracting despite a disappointing performance this year.
This traditional rivalry turned
into a blowout for the Lancers
when they fell 59-9 to the Mustangs.
Joe Klym got Windsor on the
board with a single point in the

Performer of the week:

King runs
away with
the gold
sponsored by Pizza Hut
Michelle King of the Lancer Cross Country team had
an incredible run at the Mustang Invitational held at the
University of Western Ontario on Oct. 9.
King took first place in the
four-kilometre run with a
time of 13 minutes and 46
seconds, breaking the old
course record by 90 seconds.
The 20-year old runner is
a student in the Faculty of
Social Sciences and a
graduate of East York Collegiate in Toronto.
[y

first quarter, cutting the Western
lead to six points.
The Lancer's lone touchdown
was scored by slotback Troy Holmes on a pass from quarterback
Rick Lachance. Holmes also
crossed the goal line for a two
point convers ion. making the
score 38-9 for the Mustangs at
12:32 of the third quarter.
Western added three more touchdowns to virtually end hopes of a
Lancer comeback.
Western running back Sean
Reade trampled the Lancer
defense, rushing for 192 yards
(including one 62 yard rus h) and
four touchdowns. The Mustangs

rushed for 308 yards while the
total Lancer offense amounted to
327 yards.
The Lancer attack was lead by
ru nning back Mike Scratch, who
rushed nine times for 68 yards.
Following the game, Scratch was
third in the OUAA in rushing,
with 355 yards on 56 carries for
an average of 6.3 yards per attempt.
The Lancers host the University of Waterloo Warriors in the
Homecoming game, Oct. 24 at
2 p.m. Windsor will have to shut
dow n Waterloo running back
Tom Chartier to have a chance of
vanquishing the Warriors.
~

Rising from a lost weekend
Runners redeem
losses with seconds
at Western meet
by Elaine Saunders
Lance sports editor

The gruelling cross country
season is begining to take its toll
on the Lancers. The men's team,
recently a CIAU favourite, has
now dropped to fifth in the weekly rankings, while the women's
team has fallen to eighth.
These rankings are a stronger
reflection of two poor team performances on Oct. 2 at the Notre
Dame Invitational than their most
recent invitational meet.
At Notre Dame, the men
finished ninth in the five mile run
against a tough field of experienced U.S. runners. The top
Lancer finisher was Jason Boyle

who finished in 19th position.
The women's meet was even
more disappointing with the team
posting not finishing the five km
run. Only Crystal Garrett completed the race in 44th position.
The Lancers returned to their
usual
form
the
following
weekend at the University of
Western Ontario, Mustang Invitational. Both teams finished in
second place, each time behind
the hosts, Western.
Michelle King put in another
exceptional performance, winning the four km run and setting a
new course record. King was
backed up by a solid team performance with Crystal Garrett
finishing eighth, Julie Inglis 13th,
and Jennifer Graham 15th.
On the men's side, Wayne
Riley fi nished second, Ryan Leef
fifth, Chris D'Annunzio seventh,
and Jason Petro eighth.
~

Garbed in yellow, playing
" Blue" , until they are red in the
face. This could only be a
description of one group on campus; the University of Windsor's
very own Pep Band, the
Windjammers.
Through the years, the Department of Athletics has wanted to
organize a pep band. Last year,
eight music students made this
fading wish a reality by creating
the Windjammers and appearing
at 12 gam&s. This year, membership has expanded to 18 and their
schedule has tentatively increased
to almost 20 games.
The Windjammers are directed
by Professor Gillian Mac Kay,
who just arrived at the university
this year.
The group is comprised of a
variety of instruments including;

saxophones, trum pets. clarincis,
flutes, tro mbones, and pcrcu~
sio n. Its reperto ire includei
po pular game songs such as "I);
Who", '' Peter Gunn", and "G
Blue". Sometimes the band evt11
combines its performance wi 1
the cheerleading routine.
Second year honours mu1ic
major Fionna McClure is an ac.
tive coordinator and member 1
the Windjammers. She said th
at the moment the group is com
prised of only music majors, b,
an open invitation is given to an,
student who wishes to join.
·
McClure also acknowledge,:
that the team is searching for 1
new school fight song and wouf;
encourage and welcome ideas.
The Windjammers will be a:
tending Lancer football and bdl·
ketball home games througho,
this season. Their next a~
pearance
will
be
at th:
Homecoming Game Oct. 24.

Basketball strategy
pegged ''Intense defense"
by Alex Meyer
Lance sports staff

They have retreated. They
have regrouped. Now it is time to
charge.
The Lancer women's basketball team has a new strategy. This
year, Coach Joanne Maclean is
going to count on all 12 players
to beat their opponents with what
forward Heather Quick calls "intense defense.''
The idea is to be able to play a
game
with
interchangeable
players, with player changes
every four to five minutes. This
would quickly wear down opposing teams.
It is a new system for a team
that is comprised largely of newcomers to the Lancer squad.
There are only four returning
players from last year's team:
Heather Quick, Kellie Norris.
Lisa White, and Nancy Gyurcsik.
Both White and Gyurcsik arc
currently not physically at 100
percent. White has a hack injury
and Gyurcsik is recovering from
knee surgery. Gyurcsik rates her

knee at 70 percent.
"It still hurts, but it's belt\!
than last year," she said.
Even though the team h·
many newcomers, Gyurcsik fee
that "its going to surpns
people." The Lancers have mo·.
depth on the bench, more heiglt
inside, and better guards oubic.
this season.
"The rookies are vets in tht
own right," said Quick.
An example of this is Wend!
Langley. She is a f1fth·\f
Masters student from St. Fran,
Xavier, having played three yc,r•
at the Nova Scotia university.~
the true newcomers, it will be 1,
the-job training for the twcl\
games before regular season pl
begins.
The team's first games ;ire
the Ryerson Tournament th
weekend. Windsor will play J.
host squad, then either Com:or
or Brandon. Maclean is an,11
to have the team play. wanting
compare the Lancers to anc1tl
team after six weeks of prai:ti"
"We're going to feel it 11ut
she said.

Homecoming weekend marks opportunity to return to tradition
by Dave Briggs
Lance sports columnist

Homecoming weekend.
At most universities that means
a lot. At the University of
W indsor it used to.
Through the '70s, when interest in Lancer football was at a
peak, our staff and students, not
backers of the opposition, filled
the stands at South Campus Field.
Those were the days when we
had a parade, students made banners, painted their faces, and at
least acted as if they were having
a good time.
Students drinking themselves
blind on T he Hill is the only

traditio n that survived the down
years the football program has
faced in the last decade or so.
This year, that too looks to be a
tradition head ing for mothballs.
All the inserts in the Lancer football programs have contained a
note inv iting fans to attend the
ho mecoming game, amid warnings that d rinki ng is not allowed
o n T he Hill.

Admittedly, that area is not
licensed for the consumption of
alcohol. Students, choosing to
drink, are well advised to do so
before, o r after the game in
proper locations. S igns are imminent that the university could
take an active role in controlling
those who ignore the warnings.
It's unfortu nate this may keep
some students away from the
game. People used to enjoy
taking part in ho mecom ing
celebrations that ran beyond
choosing the appropriate brainnumhing beverage.
T his Saturday, W indsor will
officially mark 25 years of Lancer footba ll. Present at the game

versus Waterloo will be as many
of the players on the 1968 team
as the athletic department can dig
up.
It's a special time in the
school's athletic history. Plans
exist by both SAC and the athletic department to make this
homecoming better than any in
recent memory. T hat shouldn't be
hard. We haven't had a real
parade in years.
Homecoming has always been
more than just footba ll . It's basically the one weekend officially
set aside for celebrating university life, welcoming alumn i, and
b lowing off steam in the midst of
mid-term exams.

Sadly, apathy has run ram~
in recent years. As studt
population has grown. attendani•
at homecoming games t
dropped. At most games, our faJI'
don't fill the smallest stadium •
theOUAA.
The good news is there's '
time to revive 25 years of Lance
history the way the '68 tc
remembers it
The athletic department ·
SAC can o nly do so much. It\
...J.
lo the students to '"
homecoming '92 what they"
it to he. Let's hope the imag~ t
lingers is more than just one
dru nken students staggi:rin~
T he Hill.
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Series to featur

tes vs. Jays

by Mike Mouat
Lance sports columnist

The Toronto Blue Jays will go
boldly where no Canadian team
has gone before ... the World
Series, finally.
On a day when both of
baseball's perennial chokers of
recent times were playing, the
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Pressnox

Perspectives
three goddesses of the Fates from
class1cal mythology, Atropos,
Clotho, and Lachesis had a more
pressing date with the Pittsburg
Pirates in Atlanta.
Unlike "Neon., Deion Sanders.
of the Atlanta Falcons and
Braves, the Fates, despite being
multi-sports stars Uust ask New
York Ranger fans), couldn't afford three tickets and air fare to
two sports events per day. Since
thev always travel together they
we~e forced to make a choice between the Jays and the Pirates.
The Fates spared the Jays last
Wednesday, since it was only
game six in the American League
Championship Series.

Instead, they had to be present
in Atlanta, where the Pirates had
come back to even the series at
three games each, and the deciding game was to be played that
night.
As only the Fates can, they sat
back and let nature take its
course, only stepping in al the
very last moment. Just when it
seemed as though the Pirates
would actually win the National

League Championship Series for
the first time on their third consecutive attempt, the Fates took
the form of Francisco Cabrera.
They came into the game with
the outcome in the balance,
breaking the Pirates' hearts
again.
The Jays were wise to take advantage of the Fates' more pressing engagement by pounding out
the Oakland A's in game six of

the American League Championship Series while they had the
opportunity.
The Jays and their fans have
great reason to celebrate. They
are going to the World Series,
and are actually living up to all
the promise that their lineup
would dictate.
The argument can and has
been made that these arc not the
same Jays players who choked in
the past and that is true.
Players such as Roberto
Alomar, Joe Carter, John Olerud,
Kelly Gruber, Candy Maldonado,
and Pat Borders were all members of last year team that did not
ful fi II their goal, and arc all a bit
hungrier, and a bit closer together
this season.
The additions of Dave Winfield, David Cone late in the
season, last year's World Series'
most valuable player Jack Morris
and Juan Guzman with a complete season under his belt. all
make the Jays even better than
before.
So why won ·1 they win it all?
The first reason is they don't
have home field advantage.
The second reason? Although
the faces have changed, the Fates
will still recognize the uniform.~
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Here's an opportunity that's worth
considering ...
Travelling on the bus is so easy.
All you have to do is Zip ~tliehbusthe

electronic fare processor on
and you're on
Nowait,No

b~:,8Y·

Justgo.
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The Transit Windsor 11Zipcard11 pass is being
distributed free or charge to aH University of
Windsor students - full and part-time, graduates
and undergraduates - valid for unlimited travel,
seven days a week,* beginning October 19
through December 31, 1992.
The three major student groups on campus - fulltime undergrads (SAC), pa~-time undergrads
(OPUS), and graduate students (GSS), will be
independently asked to vote in November 1992 as
to whether or not they support a $30 per faff and
winter semester fee (beginning in September
1993) in order to receive a Transit Windsor
"Zipcard 11 pass for each of those semesters.

cndi

·)et'

The "Zipcard" pass is a non-restrictive, alternate means of transportation that students
should consider in light of current and projected parking restriction~ in _and ar?und the
University of Windsor campus. Beginning October 19, 1992, Transrt Windsor 1s
increasing its 1C and Crosstown 2 service (the two major routes to campus) to 15
minute intervals, and has committed to enhancing other services if students accept
the 11Zipcard 11 proposal.
Look for all rate and schedule information in the ''Yellow Pages" of the Bell Telephone
Directory. For further information, contact Transit Windsor, Customer Services, at

944-4111.
* You must show your valid University of Windsor 1.0. card to utilize the "Zipcard".
Not valid for Tunnel service

REFERENDUM DATES
NOVEMBER 24 AND 25, 1992
WATCH THE LANCE FOR
DETAILS!

We pay GST and
PST for students!
Check out our great rates on:

Typing
ALL TYPING IS l.ASLR PRINTED

• term papers
• resumes, books
• reports, etc.

Photocopying
and Fax Service
• sending & receiving

.rss
COPIE
Tec~mseh
S Rd. East
I
N &Phone
MORE 944-12os
FAX·

TYPING SERVICE Essays,
reports. medical transcription,
eel.. typed accurately, professionally. and quickly' $2 page.
Contact Lynda at 735-8902
WORDPROCESSING.
Es·
says. reports, manuscrrpts
S2 50 page double spaced,
S4,page single-spaced. Fast,
professional service. Free pickup and delivery. Shoreline
computing 733-8890.
TYPING,WORO processing -essays, theses, reports, term
papers, etc. ·- fast, accurate,
reliable service -- reasonable
rates. Disc storage 948-9359.
BED ANO BREAKFAST. for
vis1t1ng parents and friends.
Ten blocks from campus. Call
256·3937

I LOST & FOUND I
ONE LADY'S SUNBURST
design broach pendant lost
Sept. 19 at St. Denis Centre
lady's locker room. Extreme
sentimental value. reward 9484221.

I EMPLOYMENT I
LAW SCHOOLS IN CANADA
For information about a complete guide to each of Canada's
law schools which includes a
discussion of how each school
1s unique - call 1-800-567PREP(7737) .
EARN $2000 + free Spring
Break trips' North Amenca·s #1
Student Tour Operator seekrng
motivated students, organizations. fraternities and sororities
as campus representatives
promotrng Cancun or Daytona
Beach! Call 1-800-265·1799.
STUDENTS OR organizations.
Promote our Florida Spring
Break packages. Earn money
and free trips. Organize small
or large groups. Call Campus
Marketing. 800-423-5264.
$$$$, FREE TRAVEL and
resume experience! Individuals and student organizations wanted to promote spring
break. call the nation's leader.
Inter-Campus Programs 1800-327-6013.
MAKE $3000.00 A MONTH in
your 3rd month of owning your
own business. An OAC student
says: "After 3 weeks rm already at the $3000.00 level.
With approx. 6 hours of hard
work (no selling) a week the
results are overwhelming. I
have to pay for university, a
place of my own and a car This
business will give me the
money needed." For the right
person the S160.00 initial cost
will be waived. Call Denis 9799402.

FELLOW STUDENT attending
part-time needed for child care
rn my home (between school
and downtown). Must be willing
to claim income Hours will
change with semester. Fall:
Mon-Wed afternoons, TuesThurs mornings. plus 20 addition a I hours flexible and
available throughout week.
Candidate must have references/experience with infants.
must be religiously reliable, imaginative and willing to mesh
lovinglywithourlittlefamily. We
trust you with our greatest gift.
Call 977-0964 after 6 p.m. and
no later than 9 p.m. or leave
message.
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Pictures will he taken

NOV EM BER 2-5
in the ODETTE BLOG.
(Room 207)
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Homecoming '92
October 22 - 24!
Thursdal7; .Qct_9ber 22
ROAD. RAttv\¥+4;00 p.m.

<$iiiifpiiteJti :_._.
SCAVENGEF( HU.Jil/+\i ~QP p.m.

oc

A qualified fitness instructor
will provide you with the
guidance and motivation to get
better results from workout time
and effort.
Program # 1 - Guidance Learn exercises that will suit
your needs and learn how to
avoid injury by using equipment properly.
Program #2 - Personalized
P rogram - Receive individual
attention to help you decrease
body fat, stress and blood pressure while increasing muscle
mass, strength and endurance.
Program #3 - Fitness Evaluation - Determine your current
level of fitness by assessing
Your body composition, cardiovascular fitness, muscular
strength, endurance, flexibility
and blood pressure.
Program #4 - Nutritional
Analysis - To function at your
peak mentally and physically
you need to eat healthy. It will

ter and live better.
For more information or to
book an appointment, contact
Campus Rec at 253-4232 Ext.

2456.

Intramurals
The
Men's
Basketball
League has had a successful
start. Hangtime, headed by
d
Chris Rollins, has emerge as a
dominant force, topping the Al
Division. It outscored opponents 124 to 56. Vinnie's
Men became its second victim
going down to a S6-28 defeat.
Neck and neck w ith Hangtime
are Running Freshmen and
White Jumpers, all tied for first
place. This week will indicate
the team to posess first place
when the White Jumpers face
Hangtime.
In the A 2 Division the Law
Pistons emerged as number one
with a solid win over the Grad
Stars. An early prediction
would favour Paul Filipiuk's
Law Pistons to going un-

I

battle had Law Heat face Law
Kings. A controversial las1
minute of play resulted in a vie. 1
torious 33-32 for the Law Hea1.
The B Division had EZRA
and Who Cares rise lo the top
with two wins each. EZRA
crushed Cody 54-26, while
Who Cares edged the Water
Bu ffa Ios 49-42.
I
'1

3 on 3 Basketball

I
1

This is yet another reminder
for those addicted to pick-up 1
hoops. There is now less than
two weeks left to sign-up for
1
the 3 on 3 Basketball Tourna.
ment. Entries will be ~ccepted I
at the Campus Rec office until
Wednesday, Oct. 28. Enough 1
entries for both a Men's and
Women's
tournament
are
wan te d . Th e "Canada 125"
committee will be providing
prizes.
~
Provided by Rob Simmons,
Robin Cooper and Andrew
Lindsay of the Campus Recrea.
tion Department.
I
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WINTER 1993
REGISTRATION
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CURRENT, PART-TIME UNDERGRADS:
Timetables will be available at the REGISTRAR 'S OFFICE
(ext. 3313) and elsewhere on campus beginning October
19th.
You can register by phone immediately.
(Your Personal Access Code was printed on your Fall
Confirmation of Registration recently mailed to you.)
11

FAC.E·P.)itNli~f&·.·1·nthe quad
resideo.6.~s)4.f 12:45 p.m.
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CURRENT, FULL-TIME UNDERGRADS:

1 :30 p.m.
.· -::\_\\\:{$..1.tiQ :prize)
FOOT'.BALt\:GAME - 2:00 p.m.

You must pick up your registration package, including your
Telephone Registration Appointment Notice" and Degree
. Audit Report at the REGISTRAR'S OFFICE.

Lahcers\ ,s~·) Naterloo Warriors
"ThEtHilli(+>sobjt, end of stadium
\CJQ~~s at9 :30 p. m.
R~ffeshmen1s available
Ar~~i::ts'.l:No.t licensed
\}·\.//.\ i.\.)}}{
I

Follow this schedule for pick-up:
Year 4 and Year 3 students ... week of October 19th;
Year 2 students ...week of October 26th;
Year 1 students ...week of November 2nd.

,: : :.: : .: .
'92
Homec.:om1ng

Materials will be mailed to your current LOCAL address.
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PART-TIME GRADS:

•

FULL-TIME GRADS:

is sponsored by:

Registration materials will be available in your department.

Social Science Society • Inter Fraternity and Sorority Council
Students' Administrative Council · Windsor Society of Criminology

a

g

WESTSIDE VIDEO
Movies, Nintendo, SuperNintendo,
Adult Movies & Much More!

OPEN
Monday - Saturday 11 :00 - 9:00
Sunday 12:00 - 9:00
3223 Sandwich St. at Mill (beside Hurricanes)
971 - 9291
---- --- ----------- --- ------ ----- -- --- ----- ---------------------- -------- ------- ---------- --- ---·

MIDTERM SPECIAL
Rent 1 movie and get the
second for only 99¢ with this ad

r.
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~a
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Word of Life Seminar

I

1111

Presented by It Is Written
Topics to include:
Why suffering?
Freedom from guilt.
Can you be controlled by
supernatural power?
Highways to health and happiness.
The Mark of the Beast, 666.

•

All discussions begin at 7:15 pm
1
every Monday, Tuesday, Friday, and Saturday
from October 23 till November 28, 1992
at the Windsor SDA Church
(corner of Rivard and Haig, south of Tecumseh E.)

All are welcome, admission is free.
For information or transportation
please call 945 2388 or 723 4508.
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·2s years of Lancer football: the tradition continues
Continued from page 9.

1984
\
p
\

fracas stayed on, and numbers
increased at the team's training
camp helping the Lancers improve to a 2-5 season record.
Windsor started the year
strongly by beating Bishop's 35-8
in an exhibition game, before.
killing Waterloo 3 l-3. That victory ranked them tenth in the nation.
However,
numerous
injuries, in particular a sprained
ankle suffered by star running
back Gino Castellan, hurt the
Lancers' cause significantly.
Fracas paid Mitchell back for
hh remarks when the schools met
on the field in '84. Windsor
crushed the Varsity Blues 35-9.
Still heavily criticized by the
media. Fracas
again
contemplated retmng after the
sea~n. but decided to stay on for
two more seasons.
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1985
The program began its rebuilding phase when nearly 80 players
turned out for training camp.
Despite the fact that the team
finished a dbappointing 1-6, the
foundation had been laid for fu.
ture strong Windsor squads. The
team started well, defeating
Bishop's 14-9 in exhibition play,
then downing Waterloo 42-15,
before dropping the remainder of
their contests.

1986
After year of futility, the team
started to improve in '86. A
strong returning nucleus helped
the team win three and lose four.
The Lancers nearly defeated
Toronto, rallving from a :?1-10
half-time deltcit. Windsor came
back to lead 31-21 into the fourth
quarter. ln the last two minutes of
the game, the Varsity Blues came
hack to win 36-32. Two more
los.,;cs followed, hefore Fracas
ended his coaching career with a

48-21 victory over Laurier, and a
49-14 win over Waterloo.
Ironically, as news of Fracas'
impending retirement spread,
Alan Halberstadt, one of his earlier critics, praised the coach for
the many innovations he brought
to the game.
Fracas officially retired Nov.
I 0, 1986. At the CIAU football
banquet he was presented with a
silver tray by Canadian University Football Coaches Association as a special Jward for his
contribution to Canadian university football Despite never winning a national championship.
Fracas says the highlight of his
career is a large file in his office
stacked with letters and cards
from former players, faculty, and
fans thanking him for giving
them much more than football.
As he said recently, ..That's my
Vanier Cup."

1987
By the start of the '87 campaign. former Lancer John Musselman was in place as the new
head coach. Musselman had been
an all-city player at Riverside
Secondary School, an OUAA allstar lineman with Windsor, the
foothall head coach at St. Francis
Xavier University from '78- '83,
and coach at the University of
Guelph from '83-'86. In 1984, he
took the Gryphons to the national
championship game, and came
away with the Vanier Cup.
Upon being selected as
Wind,or's coach, Mus,clman
was quoted as !>aying, "It's a
good feeling to be home again. I
remember being misty-eyed
when l left Windsor. The opportunity to he had, here and lo
make a contribution tn the
University of Windsor fo1llball
program is a chance of a
lifctir..e." Unlike Fr.icas. Mussel man was hired without a teaching
commitment, though he was temporarily placed in the pm,ition of

men's athletics coordinator.
The Lancers won their first
three games, despite losing running back Chris Porter to injury
in a game against Toronto. In the
last game of the season. Windsor
defeated Waterloo 24-7 in a torrential downpour to qualify for
the playoffs for the first time in
eight years. The Lancers lost to
Laurier 32-13 in the first round of
the playoffs to end a successful
inaugural sea!>on for Musselman.
He was named OUAA coach of
the year.

HEC CREIGHTON AWARD winners:
Lancer quarterbacks Andy Pane, (1972)
and Scott Mal!ender ( 1979) were named
Canada's most valuable player m
university football.

1988
After losing four ot their first
five games, the Lancers slipped
to a 3-4 record. but not before
winning their last two test!>. In a
19-7 loss to Toronto in the fourth
week, Porter rushed for his IOOO
career yard. and linebacker Mike
O'Neil collected his 200th tackle.
To qualify for the playoffs, the
Lancers needed to defeat McMaster by 15 points. They won
by a 13 point margin to narrowly
miss post-season action.
Meanwhile,
receiver
Rob
Cecile ended his career as the
Lancers' career yardage leader
with 1805 yards. Defensive
lineman Nick Lavalle was
selected as an all-Canadian.

sad statement."
Highlights during the year included pint-sit:ed running back
Ozzie Nethersole being named
OUAA rookie of the year.
Quarterback Walt Tazzman also
left a long lasting highlight from
'89. In a game against Laurier
televised nationally on TSN, Tazzman threw a spectacular touchdown bomb. Just after releasing
the hall, Tazzman was hit extremely hard by two rushing
Lauder players. TSN subsequently used the clip of Tazzman sustaining the vicious hit in
its ads for CIAU football games
for two years.

1990

1989

The Lancer!> played through a
year tilled with emotional turmoil. Prior to the campaign,
Windsor learned that teammate
Todd Thomas had drowned while
canoeing. Later in the year. Lancer defensive lineman
Ed
Chisholm \\a, killed on high"ay
40 I when a drunk driv1.:r c ossed
the median and struck his car.
Only 24 hours after karn ng of
Chisholm's
death.
Windsor
managed to defeat Waterloo IS-6
in the third lilt of the year. The
team went on to defeat Guelph,
before ending the ,eason with
two los,e,. De,pite the odds, the
Lancers managed to qualify for

For the sccond year in a row.
Windsor narrowly missed making
the playoffs by losrng 11s last
game of thc season. Heading into
a showdown al Waterloo. the
Lancers and Warriors held identical 3-J records. The winner of the
contest would qualify for postseason play.
The Lancers lost 2 l- lo to a
poorly officiated affair 1hat
causcd the normally reserved
Musselman to say at the time.
.. For the first time in tifteen years
I can hom::-..tly say th.it they (the
officials) determined the outcome
of the game, and that's a pretty

the playoffs with a 4-3
record.
The
emotional
season came lo a close as
the Lancers lost in the ffo,t
round of the playoffs to
Toronto, 32-6.
Defensive back Jimmy
Aspropotamitis
and
linebacker Mike O'Neil
were named I st and 2nd
team all-Canadians. re!>pectively.

1991

Last year proved to be
the worst season in Lancer
football history. The team
followed a playoff appearance
with only one regular season victory. Ihat victory ( 24-0 over
York) was the squad's fir..t
shutout since 1976. Statistically
speaking, the team gave up 272
points in seven contests, their
most ever. As well, they only
scored 69 points the "hole year.
The average score between
Windsor and its opponents in '91
was 39-10.
The one positive note of the
year was offensi\C lineman
Gerald Jllady being named an allCanadian for the second straight
year.

1992
1'hus far, team play surrounding the 25th annivers<1ry of Lancer football has produced little
cause for celebration. Continuing
from the script they used in '91,
the team has produced only one
win mid-way through the campaign. That victory again came
again,t the York Yeomen. thoul.!.h
the score wa, much clo~r this
year than last (27-24). So far. the
team· lo,~, ha, c hcen to
l.auricr (47-13). Toronto (.17-0),
Guelph (24-18). c1nu for the 15th
straight time. \\ c,t1.;r1 (.59-9).
Public dispb1sun.: ,1ho11t the
Lancer footh~ I pr• am h.1s increased in the pa,t t\\ o year, putting Mu,selman on the hl,t sc.it. E)
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The power of the media

Balance
The media are big business. The media are supposed to act in the public interest. It's a combination that doesn't always mix well.
The current campaign against Ontario's labour
law reform is a case in point. Newspaper owners,
through their business associations, have started
running full-page ads in newspapers across the
province condemning legislation they say threatens
the Ontario economy.
Journalists and media critics have argued the
campaign exposes a massive conflict-of-interest.
The ads warn of the dire effects if the government
outlaws scab labour. Never do they mention that
newspaper publishers are among those most likely
to resort to scabs during labour disputes - this
summer's Toronto Star strike just the most recent
example.
This ad campaign is unethical. Publishers are
manipulating public opinion to their own advantage
instead of presenting balanced information from
which readers make decisions; the latter should be
the media's function.
There is room for opinion in the media. We
would argue journalists have a responsibility to ensure their readers fully understand important issues.
However, the proper place to express opinion is on
the editorial pages, certainly not in full-page advertisments. High-pressure tactics and lobbying make
no attempt at balance cost newspapers their
credibility.
For that reason, the Lance has joined student
newspapers at U of T, Trent and Guelph in ending
our association with the Ontario Community
Newspaper Association (OCNA), a newspaper
umbrella group that co-sponsored the ad campaign.
It's important that we retain our credibility as we
continue to speak out against abuse of power - including the power of the media.
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Plug
Dear Editor:
Sarah Atkinson's feature article
in the Lance of Sept. 21 was extremely interesting, and it was great
to see the visual arts highlighted
when they are so often marginalized.
However, in the paragraphs
where you mention places to get involved with the arts community,
you didn't mention the Art Gallery
of Windsor. We offer a vigorous
program of contemporary art exhibitions, artists in residence, lectures by contemporary artists and
curators, and a Resource Centre
which carries contemporary art
publications. In 1993, we will again
be organizing Southwest Biennial,
a juried show of the work of local
and regional artists. In charge of
contemporary arts activity at the
AGW is Senoir Curator/Interim
Director Vincent Varga.
I mention contemporary art since
that was the subject of your article.
We also maintain and exhibit an
extensive permanent collection of
Canadian Historical Art, and our
historical curator is Catharine Mastin. At the AGW we are attempting,
whenever possible, to view contemporary art in the context of the
historical, and historical art with
reference to contemporary life; in
1993 we will be rearranging our
permanent collection installation on
thematic rather than chronological
Jines.
Perhaps you could do a feature
on us!
Sincerely,
Dee Douglas
Information Coordinator
Art Gallery of Windsor

Drugs
Dear Editor:
I find it ludicrous that SAC is so
confident in themselves that they
can perform the services of Green
Shield (or any other insurance firm
for that matter) more efficiently.
Our present health insurance firm

is made up of highly skilled professionals in their area industry with
several years of service to Windsor. Dear Editor:
SAC, I will admit, is made up of
I regret that I could not par·
dedicated students to represent the ticipate in AIDS Awareness weel
student body in their best interests. however it is not because I did no!
However, SAC running our rn- want to participate. Rather I wa1
surance needs is NOT in our best tending to other very important
interest. Leave our insurance needs matters. During the week in questo the professionals.
tion, I wrote and presented a brief
As for Mr. Clemens, take two to a goverment committee oo
aspirins.
university accountability. Please
Karl Mroczkowski see the October 13, 1992 edition of
Business the Lance for their coverage of this
event.
During this same week I wa1
contacting our Student Senators in
order to organize them for the pur·
Dear Editor:
pose of blocking the acceptance of
Why are we here, anyway? Are the
University
Governmenl
we here to get a high quality educa- Committee's recommendations to
tion? Or are we here to be cash the Senate. This report called a sig·
cows for the administration of this nificant depletion in full-time rep·
university?
resentation on Senate Committees
The university community is full I felt this situation was top prioritJ.
of people who have differing I would also like to thank our Siu·
schedules and needs. One thing that dent Senators for doing a great joh
has always been a constant advocating student views. Thi1
throughout my university career report has been tabled and students
was the fact that I could go to the can rest assured that we will nOI
computer centre at 3 a.m. if I was allow their voice to be silenced.
in a pinch to get work done on
My job is to represent all the stu·
time.
dents of this campus to the best of
Recently, the administration of my ability. I have tried to·do thisb)
the computer centre has announced raising
questions
about the
that it does not have the budget to university's accountability to st~·
further allow 24 hour operation.
dents both financially and academ1·
Why docs everything have to be cally. I have also tried to make
reduced to money? Every student student goverment more open to
pays fees at this university. If you students.
want to get good marks, you'll pay
If what I am doing is perpet~a.t·
the bookstore's inflated prices. ing student apathy (as Sue Mon,1 s
Most of us pay the steadily increas- letter last week charged) then I ask
ing tuition fees. Try to tell me that for someone to come to me with J
there aren't enough students on better solution. In the past stude.nts
campus this year to cover the costs. have been justified in being
Post-secondary education is not apathetic. Their student repre·
cheap, nor should it be. But with sentatives have pissed their mone)
those fees should come the services away and forgotten about who th.ey
that are necessary to get things were responsible to. As far as 1111
done properly. C'mon guys, let's concerned student apathy will no'
throw away the feasibility studies be cured until we, as student repre·
and provide the services that are sentatives, prove that we are
necessary for an institution of responsible and willing to assert
higher learning.
students' rights.
GregMcCosh
John Stou1
4th Year
VP Unh·ersity Affai~
Criminology Students' Administrative Council
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op1n1ons
Constitutional vote
a burning question
by Kevin Johnson

Lance editorial staff
A cartoon in Frank magazine
pictured it best: a smug Brian
Mulroney faces a room full of
sycophantic journalists
and
reminds them, "You can't put out
a fire unless you light one first."
Many Canadians want to
blame Mulroney for fanning the
names of constitutional discontent. And in fact, it's a fair cop.
The Tories built their electoral
base on Western alienation and
Quebecois nationalism.
This short-sighted strategy has
blown up in their faces, and the
two grievances may yet prove
mutually unreconcilable.
But it is a mistake for voters to
let their anger at the hypocrisy of
Mulroney and the Tories blind
them to the merits of the Charlottetown Accord.
We may believe the prime

Students discuss approaching referendum. (photo by Suzanne Ngui)
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Got them referendum blues
by Steve Alexander and J on Ricci
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As many of you may or may not know, the
Students' Administrative Council will be
holding a referendum on the 20th and 21st of
October to ask students to consider an annual
increase of $1 per student to fund our ailing
1tudent newspaper The lance, which amounts
to a 35 percent increase in funds.
To many onlookers including ourselves, it
has begun to seem as though the student body
has an inexhaustable supply of money and is
called upon almost annually or semi-annually
to fund various projects, assist certain
programs and business interests, pay revolting
prices for many provisions and sundries sold
11ithin the university community, and even
pad the pockets of a subsidized municipal
corporation to the tune of $960 000.
There is the possibility of a dangerous
precedent being set; those organizations or
councils which need money will go directly to
students to fund their latest venture. The issue
is not that of the paltry sum of money that
each would ask for: 50 cents a semester is not
a ridiculous amount of money; it is the simple
law of addition and accumulation. Students
presently pay SAC $151.50 per annum.
The University Centre expansion, which is
also funded by students, amounts to $51.90 a
year for full-time undergrads, coupled with a
S60 request for mandatory transportation fee,
and the 50 cent Lance increase brings student
fee~ to a whopping $264.40 solely for funding
ptoJects, clubs, other ventures and campus
media.
The Lance receives $35 000 a year from
students plus revenue from advertising. Is

there any reason why this amount of money
can't be put to its most efficient use? Total
revenue from the lance last year was $104
840 which with proper management, marketing their advertising capability, better distribution practices, and quality resource
management could make the Lance an efficient, profitable operation.
It is completely unfair to ask students for
another $10 000 a year because of poor
management. The lance is a necessary operation, but poses one of the most substantial
financial burdens on campus to students.
It is not just the lance's request for more
money right now, it is the possibility that
other operations and groups will decide to hit
students for more money when they have exhausted their more than adequate capital
supply. It is more of a concern to stop the
snowball effect that these financial requests
on students may have than to deprive the
Lance of the money that they are asking for.
Where will it stop? Will CJAM want more
money? How about our university administration which is always crying poverty?
If this fee increase passes, there will be no
end to requests on students for more money
for an assortment of plans and ventures.
These requests for money become ever so
taxing on students. It must stop, on principle
alone.
The amount of money is not inordinate, but
the precendent is dangerous and the principle
of the matter should be crystal clear. Students
can ill afford to continue to pay for student
subsidiaries that are worried about being
deemed insolvent.
There is a new loan agreement at the

University of Windsor, stating that no SAC
subsidiar) is allowed to lose money or it will
be closed. It appears that the lance is operating on the premise that it had better secure
some insurance capital from students to save
their hide.
Furthermore, while the lance made $800
last year for the first time in memory, it
wasn't through quality management as has
been insinuated. It was because SAC's director of finance, Debbie Quintal, bookkeeper
Margaret Perrault and VP Finance Sean
Boyle worked overtime to collect defaulted
advertising accounts.
The equipment that the Lance has was
bought by students through SAC, not by
lance profits. It appears as though SAC
worked harder to ensure the Lance's viability
than the Lance staff themselves.
The bottom line is this. The Lance has contributed to SAC's present financial situation
through mishandling of resources. No profit
was turned until SAC threatened closure last
year ... this proves they could make do with
what they have.
Raising fees is the wrong answer: plain and
simple. Make cuts where necessary and improve efficiency. If ever) department or subsidiary asked for a fee increase every time
there was mismanagement, it would breed inaccountability and more mismanagement.
lance: make sure your paper remains solvent with the resources it has. Students are
not an inexhaustable supply of money. Stop
reaching in our wallets and tighten your own.
Let that much be made clear.
[Q
Steve Alexander and Jon Ricci are cochairs of Students Against Fee Increases.

minister deliberately fuelled the
fire of n.:gional complaint, but
that does not alter the fact it is
raging. We may be tempted to let
Mulroney stop what he started,
but this constitutional conflagration threatens to burn down all
our houses.
That said, let us recall the accomplishments of the Charlottetown Accord: a recognition of
native right to self-government,
democratization of the Senate,
some moves in favour of
Quebec's national self-determination. This is no mean feat,
but I have no desire to detail the
virtues of these changes, which I
regard as self-evident. Every
Canadian has the opportunity to
read the Accord agreement and
the legal text, available at post
offices (including the one on
campus).
On the other hand, we have the
diverse arguments of the 'no'
campaigners. There appears to be
as many reasons for voting 'no'
as there are 'no' voters. Jt is this,
more than anything else, that has
led me to support the Accord.
The rising chorus of complaints of exclusion are parochial
to the point of absurdity. The fact
that specific groups were not
mentioned in the text does not
mean they have been 'left out' of
the constitution.
Instead, we should welcome a
document broad enough in its
scope - and rhetoric - to encompass the ac;pirations of all
Canadians.
Those who believe a new
round of negotiations will finally
get them everything they want
are living in a fantasy land. Preston Manning, Pierre Trudeau,
Jacques Parizeau and Judy
Rebick are unlikely to reach
agreement on what sort of
Canada we should build together.
Voting 'yes' on Oct. 26
doesn't mean I accept Brian
Mulroney's view of this country.
I will continue to fight against his
corporatist vision, the GST, and
NAFT A. In the next federal election, I will work to kick his butt.
But vote yes I will. Not for
Brian Mulroney, or for that matter, for Bob Rae, Jean Chretien or
Audrey McLaughlin. I'll vote yes
to the legitimate aspirations of
the people of Quebec, the West
and our aboriginal nations. I'll
vote yes for Canada.
Then we can all kick Brian
Mulroney's butt.
[Q
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How do you feel about the University Club ?
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Jason
James

Lauren
Merkley

1st Year
Music Theatre

1st Year
Orama

The money used to redo
the Club could have been
used for something else ... a
little more scholastic.

I think it gives everyone
in the building a nice meal
for once. Better than Vanier.
I've heard its really good.

Karla
Lopez

Derek
Tustin

3rd Year
Economics

3rd Year
Comm.
Studies

The prices are a little high.
The economic situation for a
student won't really permit
them to go there often. It's
good for a date or special
occasion.

I understand why facu lty
have priority access, but it is
irritating. It looks nice and
adds a little fla ir to that back
hallway.

.
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Report of the Ombudsperson
This is an edited version ofthe Third
Annual Report of the University of
Windsor's Ombudsperson and
Race Relations Officer, Subhas
Ramcharan. Copies of the complete report are available through
his office, 310 Sunset, 253-4232,
ext. 3400.
The office received 137 complaints
and inquiries from July, 1991 to
June 1992, an increase of about 1O
percent over the previous year. The
majority of our caseload has come
from the undergraduate student
population, followed by graduate
students, faculty and staff. The
greatest percentage increase has
been m complaints from full- and
part-time faculty members.
Approximately 80 percent of our
complaints came from students,
which is within the norm for
Canadian university ombudsperson offices.

Academic Issues
While the office has had its share of
complaints related to academic
grade appeals, faculty-student conflicts and problems in obtaining
specific courses needed for graduation, the issue that has caused us
the most concern is the increase in
complaints about cheating in examinations.
This problem has been brought to
our attention by both faculty mem-

highest priority, and because we
believe that societal change will
occur only if educational change is
mandated, we are recommending
that the vice-president academic
begin the process to establish a
Degree Program in Women's
Studies immediately. This program
should build on the existing certificate program in Women 's Studies,
and be adequately funded.
bers and the student body. Our concern is that, if not nipped ,n the bud
by corrective measures immediately, this type of behaviour can have
a demoralizing effect on the general
student body.

timidation, harassment and malice
seem to be a way of life for some.
Behaviour of this nature is occurring
among faculty members, in student
residences, and even in classrooms
and the library.

While it is an area that has to be approached with sensitivity, offenders
must be dealt with severely. I am
therefore recommending that the
vice-president academic and the
dean of student affairs jointly review
the existing policy on cheating in examinations and, if possible, revise it
to provide stronger disciplinary
teeth.

The abuse of power and authority
by a small minority in positions of
responsiubility is to be condemned,
and the human rights of all in our
community protected at all costs.

Personal Issues
Interpersonal conflict among faculty, students and staff have continued to increase.
It is distressing that in an institution
of higher learning, people could be
so callous and uncaring for the feelings of their co-workers, that in-

Sexism
Complaints of bias, prejudice and
discrimination, based on gender,
and degrading portrayals of women
in art exhibits on campus, harassment and violence because of
sexual orientation, gender bias in
curriculum, and unfair hiring practices have increased during the
academic year.
Because the university has an important societal role to ensure that
gender equality issues are given the

~

I

Race Relations Issues
As a microcosm of the wider
society, it is to be expected that the
campus will experience society's increased racial conflict. Fourteen
comnplaints of a race-related nature were brought to the office.
Complaints ranged from racial graf.
fiti on campus buildings, prejudicial
or derogatory statements against
racial minorities; complaints of racial discrimination or bias in a faculty/staff/student
context;
and
race-related interpersonal violence.
The University of Windsor has sown
the seeds and developed the
embryos for policies and programs
that ensure that justice and equality
of opportunity will be the right of all
at the institution,. To this end, all of
its professional programs have
either instituted, or are in the
process of instituting, policies and
procedures
to
ensure
that
minorities find places in their
programs.
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Something woven this way comes:
the AIDS quilt 1s making
a stop in Windsor.
See pp. 5 & 6.

Women in academia:
one strategy for survival.
See centrespread.
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Jays basher eats crow.
See Mike Mouat's
Pressbox prespectives.
It's on page 12.
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Voters say yes to special needs, Lance

Fees up $1.50
by Mark Crane
Lance associate news editor

Both groups seeking fee increases in last week's by-election
were successful.
Voters approved the Student
Needs and Accessibility Committee request for a 25 cent increase
per student per semester, and
gave the student newspaper the
Lance an extra 50 cents per student per semester.
In 1hc special needs referendum. 461 ballots were cast, 376
in favour and 74 against, with 11
spoiled ballots. In the lance
referendum, 443 ballots were
cast, 242 in favour and 196
against. with 5 ,oiolt:d hallots.
The fee increases take effect in
September 1993.
Laila Farrell, Jditor of the
Lance, said she was happy with
the election results.
··1t will really give us an op-

Police
seeking

assault
suspect
by Ty Daniels
Lance news editor
Windsor Police arc seeking information regarding a
sexual assault which occured
last week. A female student
was allegedly attacked and
sexually assaulted at about
I a.m. Oct. 21, near the intersection of University and
Rankin Avenues.
The suspect is described
as a white male, age 25-27,
17~ lbs., with sandy blond
hair about collar length. He
was wearing a blue U of W
huo<led spring jacket and
was clean shaven.
. Persons with any informa110.n arc asked to contact
Windsor police or U of W
campus police at ext. 1234.
Although student patrol
docsn 't escort students off
c-~mpus. campus
police
director James Foreman said
students should take advantage of the service on
cam pus and not to travel
alone it at alt possihle. Campus patrol can he contacted
through ,,.
r.,
-.ampus po 11•cc.
~

portunity to continue pnnltng a
quality newspaper. without always worrying about our financial position."
Chief
Returning
Officer,
David Lafreniere, said he was
dissappointed with voter turnout.
''rt was pretty low - that al1A-ays
seems to be the case at Windsor."
Lafreniere discounted claims
that campaigning times were too
short, saying, "l don't think that
campaigning had any effect, because there was not much campaigning going on. There was a
full week to campaign, it was
more than enough time."
Lance production manager
Kevin Johnson disagreed.
..Since campaigning didn't
start until the Tuesuay before the
election, it did not give either
side enough time to get the message out to students, and it was
compounded by the lack of polling stations."
~

Student casts vote 1n Essex Hall. (photo by TED ANDKILDE)

Two in race for SSS presidency
by Tran Longmoore
Lance news staff

Thursday, Oct. 29, social
science students go to the polls to
elect a president. The Social
Science Society is the largest
society on campus. Candidates
include Tiffany Ulch, a second
year criminology major, and
Marco Albano. a second year
political science major.
Albano says his lack of executive experience will help him. He
spent the past year watching the
politics from the outside and is
working on a number of changes.
Most of these changes involve
spending. Albano feels, since he
is part owner of a successful coffee shop, he has the experience to

Albano, Ulch square off
run the society. ''I'll treat it like a
bw,iness," says Albano.
He said the society mus! be
changed to "clean everything
up."
Albano proposes fundraiscrs
and would like to reopen the pub
for people who arc living in
residences. Another idea of his
involves a Christmas bash that
would involve all the societies on
campus.
Albano says the spending
habits of last year's society were
ridiculous, and that there is a lot
of budget fat he could cut as

president.
'Tm sick of seeing people
playing around in the office.
Let's get to work. The (society)
will make money if I'm in there."
Ulch, this year's society social
events coordinator, says reducing
student apathy and increasing involvement will be her major concerns. Ulch would like to give the
society's large budget back to the
students in the form of high
profile events. such as homecoming and a winter carnival for
residences.
These events would publicize

the society and atlract people to
its meetings. Ulch herself just
showeu up at a meeting. hec.ime
interested and got im.olved with
the society. She encourages new
~oplc and fresh ideas.
Ulch is confident !hat constitutional changes enacted this year
will ensure that previous hudget
problems stay in the past.
'"Past problems have taught me
a Jot. I've lcarm:d from those
mistakes, ' she said
" It 1s very impotant to have experience in leadership, which l
have gained from my planning of
the homecoming," said Ulch.
who added she has ..executive
support."
"They arc comfortable with
me," she said.
~

Students seek to expand University Club access
by Teena Ward
Lance news staff

The new fi ne dining establishment on campus is under fire
hy unhappy student councillors
and activists.
The University Cluh replaced
the Faculty Cluh in the basement
of Vanier Hall early this
semester. It is open to student use
Tuesday through Saturday after 5
p.m. Lunch hours arc reserved
for use of faculty.
Some students arc angry be-

cause they don't have fu ll access
to a facility renovated with
$500 000 of student-generated
funds. The money was drawn
from profits in Food Services
since it came under university
operation in 1990.
Students'
Administrative
Council (SAC} president Kristine
Robinson is concerned because
..student money went towards the
renovations but they arc not getting equal treatment."
. .
Robinson proposed splitting
lunch hours hctwecn students and

faculty. but said "the administration at food services is not taking
my concerns seriously."
Robinson said she's in ·'a
tough situation" because her
predecessor, Nino Papa, approved the renovations. Student
members of the Fool.I Services
Advisory Board also apprnved
the plan last year.
Edwin Hahih, president of the
Faculty Association. said the association "tries not to get involveu with lhcse things. that is
why we gave the Faculty Cluh

complete control over the space."
But Habib did say sharing the
lunch hour with students is an
impractical suggestion because of
the space restrictions in the cluh.
For some students. misuse of
funds is the issue ralhcr than access to gourmet food during 1hc
lunch hour. Members or the Student Solidarity Coalition question
the university's prioritie,.
Spokesperson Sue Morin said
··u niversities arc supposed 10 he
progressive inst itutions and this
is not progressive."
EJ

•
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Assumption University

Lance calendar of events

..

Tuesday, October 27

Wednesday, October 28

A: The Windsor Postcard
Project is now judging the
entered postcards. Go to
Artcite (109 University Ave W)
to vote for your favourites.

A: The School of Visual Arts
25th Anniversary Alumni Print
Exhibition will be held through
Oct. 31 at the Lebel Gallery.

The Red Cross Society will
hold a blood donor clinic in
Madame Vanier Lounge from
12 - 5 p.m. As well, the society
is holding information
sessions on bone marrow
donation at the head office
(3909 Grand Marais E) at 1
p.m. and 7 p.m. For more
information call 944-6866.

Assumption University
Chapel hosts Mass and a
cost supper Tuesday's at 5
p.m. between the UC and the
bridge, 973-7034.
The Windsor Jaycees host a
Haunted House through Oct.
31 at Devonshire Mall. Open
weekdays from 6 - 9 p.m. and
Saturday from 1 - 9 p.m.

§

l

World University Service
Canada presents Dean of
Business Eric West speaking
on
Networking among
Management Developing
Institutions as a Strategy for
National
Economic
Development. 4:00 p.m. in
Trillium Room B, Vanier Hall.
The Environmental Awareness Association general
meeting features a talk on
Great Lakes Pollution and
American contributors.
4:30 p.m. in the Oak Room,
basement of Vanier Hall.

l

Students' Administrative
Council invites the public to
its meeting at 7:00 p.m. in the
Board of Governors room,
fifthfloor,WindsorHallTower.
On the agenda: ratification of
the by-election results.
discussion of executive
bonuses, and funding for
clubs.

l

A: Visual and performing arts.

l

Lectures. seminars, etc.

Chapel holds Masses at
10:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m
Other Masses Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday at
11 :50 a.m. Located between
the UC and the bridge.

A: The Art Gallery of Windsor
hosts Fall Selections '92, an
annual show and sale of
recent works by local artists at
2 p.m. in the AGW's Chrysler
Auditorium. Admission is free
and the show continues
through Nov. 22.

The Red Cross Society will
hold a blood donor clinic in
Madame Vanier lounge from
12 - 5 p.m. Give the gift of life!

l

l

The
Windsor Police
Services Board will meet at
2 p.m. in room 301 City Hall.
Lancer women's soccer will
host Oakland University for
an exhibition game at 4:30
p.m. at South Campus Field.

® Lancer hockey hosts the
UOTR Patriotes at the Adie
Knox Arena, 3:30 p.m.
I

Thursday, October 29
l

l

l

(Ultrasound photo courtesy KIM MAILLOUX)

The Humanities Research
Group presents Robin Myers
speaking on Low Reading
and High Finance at 4 p.m. in
the Oak Room in Vanier Hall.
For information call ext. 3508.

Friday, October 30
The Canadian Names Quilt
has finally arrived. The quilt,
commemorating Canadians
who have died of AIDS, will be
on display Oct. 30 - Nov 1 at
the Windsor Armouries
(37 University Ave E). For
additional information call
977-5438.

The lnterVarsity Christian
Fellowship
hosts
the
Academy
Awards;
a
discussion entitled If Jesus
was not God, then he
deserved an Oscar will be
held at Iona College (208
Sunset) at 5:30 p.m.
Everyone is welcome.

® The OWIAA Individual
Championships in women's
tennis are held today and
tomorrow at Queen's
University.

The Organization of Gay
and Lesbian Students hosts
a Political Forum meeting at 7
p.m. at the Grad House.

The Lung Association's first
annual Chili Fest will be held
at the Windsor Armoury (37
University Ave E) from
11 a.m. - 2 p.m. Come taste
chili from 23 area restaurants.
Tickets are $5 at the door.
l The Union of Muslim
Students present a two hour
documentary on Islam in
1120 Erie Hall at 5 p.m.
Admissionisfree.
Lancer women's basketball
®
will meet the team's alumni in
an exh1b1tion game at 8:00
p.m. ln_~~=-~~-~~~~~-~~~~~~--

The Womanspirit Fall Film
Series presents Goddess
Remembered, discussion of
an earlier time when the
feminine aspect of the Divine
was celebrated. Show starts
at 7:30 at the Merici Centre
(3600 Curry).
A: The University Players
present Goodnight, Des(G
d M
00
demona
orn,ng
Juliet) through Nov 1 For information, call ext. 2808.

l

•

Club and society meetings.

§

Socials, parties, mixers, etc.

Notices, demonstrations.

® Sports events.

Saturday, October 31
® Lancer hockey opens the
regular season hosting the
Ottawa Gee-Gees at 7:30
p.m. at Adie Knox Arena,
1551 Wyandotte St. W.

® The Chinese Students'
Association is holding a
badminton tournament from 5
- 8:00 p.m. at the St. Denis
Centre. All can join, phone
Felicia at 973-0679.
§

St. Clair College's Hangar
Pub hosts its annual
Hallowe'en Party. Doors open
at 7:00 p.m. Tickets $5 in
advance, $6 at the door.

§

The International Students'
Society
presents
a
Hallowe'en Party at 8 p.m. in
the ISS lounge (Cody Hall).
Costumes are optional and
the admission fee is $3.00 for
members,
$4.00
for
non-members.

§

Assumption
Campus
Community invites everyone
to its Hallowe·en party! The
party starts at 9:00 p.m.,
following a Haunted House
which opens at 6:30. Call
973-7034 for information or to
help with the Haanted House
or decorating for the party.

A: Studebaker's is hosting a
Reunion tor Murder. Murder
mystery and cocktails start at
6 p.m.and the sumptuous five
course meal is at 6:30 p.m.
The price is $24.95 (plus tax).
For information or reservations call 972-3138.

l

Iona College (208 Sunset) is
hosting Barbara J. Billey of
the Ontario Breast Screening
Programme. 1 :30 - 3 p.m.
Everyone is welcome, but the
screening is for women aged
50 and older.

•

The Lance invites all
interested students to its
weekly
staff meeting.
6:00 p.m. at the Grad House.

l

Students for Global
Awareness presents the
SAVE (Student Action for a
Viable Environment) tour. The
student action group will hold
discussions focusing on
issues of social and
environment 1usttce. 7.00
p.m at Vegetarian Delight
restaurant, Park Street at
Pelissier. A vegetarian dinner
will be served.

(Room 207)

~!},~
•
NOTICE OF MEETING
There will be a meeting of the

UNIVERSITY CENTRE
ADVISORY BOARD (UCAB)

lli~31
ST. CLAIR COLLEGE
Picture 1.0. only, please
DOOR PRIZES

WITII

MICKEY RAT
and

DJ Bohhy B
SATUIU>AY, OCTOBER 31st
Tickets :$5.00 Adv./ $6.00 At the Door.
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Monday, November 2

SIGN UP NOW at the
Unhersity Centre Trailer
Picture~ will be taken
NOVEl\181-..R 2-5
in the ODETI'E BLDG.

MOLSON

u,

A: Grindhaus Cinemaphilia
presents La Dolce Vita at
8:00 p.m. through Nov. 3 at
the Capitol Theatre (121
University W) $4 admission.

QUALITY GRAD PORTRAITS ON SPECIAL!

CANADIAN

sn
in;
fa,

Friday, November 6, 1992
11 :00 A.M.
Trillium "A", Vanier Hall
Any member of the campus community
may make a submission to the Board for
inclusion as an agenda item.
Submissions should be directed to
the Secretary of the Board,
Ms. S. Chapman,
Room 50 Vanier Hall,
no later than Friday, October 30.
For further information, contact the
University Centre Trailer, ext. 3230.
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Coalition urges student activism
by Tran Longmoore
Lance news staff

U of W students saw the first
snowflakes of the year, confronting them with the cold reality of
facing a winter without the
University Centre.
This is just one of the issues to
be tackled this year by the Student Solidarity Coalition. Colleen
Hendrican, spokesperson for the
group. secs the coalition as an
•·activist group that is loud but
not radical."
Hendrican said she feels student apathy is a major problem
on campus. One of coalition's
goals is to raise student awareness. This is also one of the
Students'
Administrative
Council's (SAC) responsibilities,
but Hendrican said it has been
neglected by a student council
she feels is "self-serving."
Hendrican offers the student
centre crisis as an example. SAC
and the university administration
had a year to plan alternative
sites to shelter students, yet nothing has been done, according to
Hcndrican. At the same time, the
administration decided to build a
faculty lounge that is largely inaccessible to students.
Targetting a
lounge
in
Windsor Hall, the coalition plans
to take it over and give out free
coffee and maps that designate
all of the sheltered free space
available on campus.
Sue Morin, co-spokesperson
for the coalition, said, "We arc
witnessing a serious deterioration
in post secondary cducat ion.
There is a lack of mom::y, space
;ind courses. We arc paying more

Sue Morin and Colleen Hendrican head up the Student Sohdanty
Coalition. (photo by TEO ANDKILDE)

';--;--~---:-:------------_J

for less. On this course, post
secondary education will one day
be available for the elite only.
Students must be active."
Morin also faults SAC for a
lack of awareness raising. Last
year, the coalition organized a
walk-in at a board of governers
meeting to protest the rise in tuition.
Morin says that the protest,
with no support from SAC, was
scoffed at by university president
Ron Ianni. At Carleton University, students staged a similar
protest and gained a tuition
freeze.
The coalition operates from a
funds supplied mainly by the
member's wallets. Currently,
they are undecided as to whether
they will seek ratification under
SAC, which would substantially
increase their budget.
"Ideally, we would like every
student to he a part of the coalition." Morin said.
She rea lizes that time constraints make it difficult for stu-

dents to have outside interests,
but she adds the fact that most
members of the coalition are involved with other groups, such as
the Environmental Awareness

Association, proves it can be
done.
"There is a sense of powerlessness among students. They're
frustrated to the point where they
no longer care," Morin said. To
make the administration listen to
the the student voice, the coalition will "take what the university does not give."
Hendrican tames the last
remark, saying, "We'll be a
public nuisance to gain publicity,
but we must go about it the right
way. We cannot be too radical."
The coalition welcomes any
student to their meetings, which
arc held every Monday, at the
Grad House, at 4:30 p.m. Both
Hendrican and Morin have mailboxes at CJAM for any one who
wbhes to make anonymous suggestions.
~

Barron wins business seat
by Shawn Hupka
Lance news staff

Dave Barron is the new business representative on student
council. He won a close threeway Oct. 21 by-election to fi ll the
vacant position. Barron garnered
28 votes, or 39.4 percent of the
ballots, to beat out Natalie Sutak
and Andrew Dilkens.
"I am looking forward to sitting on SAC,'" Barron said. "And
hopefully this will serve as a
stepping stone to future SAC
positions."
Barron also thanked his opponents for conducting a fair
campaign. Sutak was a close
second with 22 votes, and

Business rep Dave Barron
(photo by MARK CRANE)

Di Ikens received I4. Seventy-one
oallols in total were cast. seven
of which were spoiled.
[g

Campus
blotter
by Ty Daniels
Lance news editor

Crime statistics for the
month of September indicate
that while the month was
busy, incidents were about
normal for the period.
Campus police director
Jim Foreman said they
responded to 679 calls last
month but that incidents of
any serious nature were low.
"While it was busy with
the high influx of new students on campus, I'll take a
month like this any lime," he
said.
Campus police had 77
autos towed for the month,
performed 97 money escorts
and assisted the Windsor and
Ontario provincial police six
times in the month
Only a single theft over
$1000 occured. Apparent! y
some equipment from the
new University Centre was
stolen, the matter is currently
under investigation. There
were 23 other thefts involving mostly bicycles and wallets.
One report of mischief involving a false alarm. nine
incidents of property damage
(primarily automohilcs). and
15 disturhance calls were
responded to.
Two acts of indecent cxp<.>surc where reported to
have occured in the Leddy
Lihrury.
No assaults were reported
during the month .
[t]

1

social science society
announcements:

PRESIDENTIAL BY-ELECTION
CANDIDATES: MARCO ALBANO and TIFFANY ULCH
Vote Thursday, October 29, 1992 outside of G133 WHN from 9 a.m.-4 p.m.

The SSS is offering two scholarships
(each paying one semester's tuition) to two Social Science students on the
basis of academic merit, community involvement, and need.
Applications available through the SSS office
Accepted until 4 p.m . Thursday, November 5, 1992.

POSITION OPEN: Social Events Coordinator
If interested, please submit a resume and cover letter
by 4 p.m. Thursday, November 5, 1992
The Social Science Society office is located in G130 Windsor Hall North (253-6063)
rz:ffl
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LIZ ARMSTRONG
discussing important
environmental and
women's issues in her
book Wh itewash
Tuesday-Friday 10-6
Saturday 11 -5
Sunday 1-5
closed Mondays

:: HarpcrCol I i11sC~v1lld,r Ltd
235 Dalhousie St. S.
Amherstburg 736-8629

COME ALIVE
AT NIGHT
to the music of
ALL SAINT'S DAY
on October 30th ,
and again at our
October 31st
HALLOW EEN
PARTY!
• D.J.
• Costumes
a must!
• Prizes for best
costume
• Cover only $1 !!

€~~
Wyandotte at Campbell
254-7900

Green funds sitting on shelf
by Mark Crane
Lance associate news editor

Funding for a University
Green Plan has been approved,
but it may be a while before it is
implemented.
Though an application submitted this summer on behalf of
the
Environmental Steering
Committee was tentatively approved for $11 258 toward the
project, no funds have yet been
transferred.
"There were a lot of problems
with the initial application," said
SAC vice president finance Jason
Clemens. "When (then-Environmental Comm issioner) Mary
Wilkinson put together the package, she should have had the
Finance Department integrally
involved. We did not have time
to review it.''
Wilkinson provided Environment Canada with follow-up information not provided in the
original application, authored by
the university·s environmental
consultant, Lee Smithson. The

application calls "The problem is we
get going."
for administraThe university
need student leaders administration
tion of all grant
is
funding through to run with this. "
also eager to see
student council.
- Dave McMurray the plan get
moving.
SAC has put
the project on hold until it fills
"The problem is we need stuthe Environmental Commissioner dent leaders to run with this"
post, vacated by Wilkinson over said Director of Student Servic;s
Dave McMurray. "It is the only
the summer.
"When we give the new com- way it will work - it has to be a
missioner all the facts, they can co-operative venture. We're just
decide if the plan needs to be al- waiting for SAC to fill the positered, or if budgets have to be tion so that we can get started."
redone, and finance will also
McMurray added that the
make some recommendations," university will not initiate its own
green plan, but continues to sup.
Clemens said.
He said SAC plans to appoint port the proposals of the Environ.
a new commissioner by the end mental Steering Committee.
of October. "We have been in
Tamara Skerratt, president of
contact
with
Environment the Environmental Awareness
Canada, and a delay will not hold Association, said the student
up the funding."
group also supports the green
Paul Bubelis, who heads the plan, but is frustrated by the
program providing the funding, process.
said that although Environment
"We don't have any control,
Canada is flexible with the time and (SAC) is taking so long to
frame for the project, "the ap- hire someone, I don't think their
plication indicated a September priorities are in the right place,"
start-up, and we are anxious to Skerrall said.
The steering committee was
assembled by U of W president
Ron Ianni at the request of past
newspaper and radio station.;
student council vice president
• coordinating an environmenSue Morin. It was made up of
tal conference;
representatives from SAC, the
• printing
five
recycling
Environmental Awareness As·
boards (indicating what can
sociation, Student Sen ices, the
and cannot be recycled).
Physical Plant, Food Serivccs.
residences, and several other
2) Residence initiatives:
departments.
• meeting with residence Hall
The committee's role was to
staff and house councils;
make recommendations to the
• publishing
a
monthly
president on environmental isnewsletter for residences;
sues on campus. [l recommended
• holding residence meetings
a waste audit be performed. and
on environmental issues.
that a plan be developed for sup·
port funding. The committee last
3) Building-specific initiatives
met in June of this year.
for SAC. Law. and Leddy
The funds provided through
Library:
Environment Canada's Environ• setting up recycling bins
mental Partners Fund will be
near photocopiers to enmatched by the university"s Stu·
courage recycling fine paper.
dent Services Department.
~

University "Grfen Plan" summary
T he plan is to be overseen
by student councirs environmental commissioner, with
financial and labour support
from the Environmental Law
Society. Students for Global
Awareness, the Environmental
Awareness
Association.
university administration, and
residence representatives.
The grant proposal outlines a
three-pronged Environmental
Awareness campaign with:
l) General student population:

promoting a monthly ''Green
Week" with literature, video
and slide presentations, and
information tables;
• involvement with student
media to produce tips for the
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Saturday, Oct. 31
Wllim ll ~
-1\vo Psychics with
Tarot Cards
-Live Band
Ander Cole &
The Edge
-Buffet
-Prizes for Costumes
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Students! Take a Break!
Still offering $4.00 Tanning 8 a.m. - 12 noon Monday Saturday! Receive $2.00 off with this coupon any time
after noon. 125 Wyandotte St. W. 977-7284
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One of the many sections of Names Project Foundation Quilt that will be on display at the Windsor
Armouries Oct. 30 • Nov. 1. The quilt commemorates Canadians who have died with AIDS.
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($5 Jtudent tickets for Noi: 4
available from Nov. 3, 4:30 p.m.)
Box Office Hours
4:30 - 8:00 p.m.
Oct. 26 - Nov. 7

Quilt honours AIDS victims
By Lillian Camilleri
Lance news staff
The quilt is coming! Yes, the
Names Project Quilt is coming to
Windsor as part of the AIDS
Committee of Windsor's Festival
of Life.
The quilt,
which
commemorates those who have died
from AIDS-related illnesses, will
be displayed for free public viewing at the Windsor Armouries, 37
University Ave. East from Oct.
30 through Nov. I.
The Canadian quill was started

~cveral years ago by the Names
Project Foundation of Canada.
Following the example of its U.S.
counterpart, individuals memorialize loved ones by creating a
small square that is later sewn
onto the larger quilt. Because of
its size, the U.S. quilt, made up
of over 20 000 panels, travels in
pieces to various cities across the
United States.
The Canadian quilt is still
small enough to travel in one
piece. Made up of over 350 J'x6'
panels, the Names Project Quilt
tours across Canada to cities that
request it.
Thus far,
this
"mobile
memorial" has travelled to

~

Guelph and London, among other
cities, from its base in Halifax. It
will be in Thunder Bay prior to
its arrival in Windsor. Plans are
being made for the quilt to travel
to Vancouver.
Due to the expense of travel
costs, the quilt's visits must be
sponsored by the host city. Consequently, the host city must feel
that there is a definite need and
desire for the quilt by the community. In Windsor's case, the
quilt's visit is being sponsored by
the ATOS Committee of Windsor.
According to executive director Steve Lough, the quilt will
fulfill three important objectives.
"(The quilt will) act as an
AIDS memorial; to acknowledge
and recognize those individuals
who have died from AIDS as
well as those infected with
HIV/AIDS and their families," he
said.
"It will educate the public on
the people who have died, and
those whose lives have been
touched; as well as the effect this
has had on the community. And
it will build support for those individuals who arc infected with
HfV/AIDS."
Project Quilt representative
Donna Melillo said the quilt will

WIN One Semester

¥FREE TUITION
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call (519) 253-4565
Essex Hall Theatre

Student Supper
Sunday, November 1
5:30 p.m.
Prepared at cost by students
Followed by

"Sunday Evening at Iona"
Discussion and reflection
-

EVERYONE WELCOME 208 Sunset Avenue
Windsor, Ontario
Phone: 973-7039

•
Y

DRAW FOR THE UNITED WAY
4 other valuable prizes
Tickets $1 each or Book of 10 for $8
Available at OPUS
496 Sunset
971 - 3603

allow people to associate names
with the disease, which she hopes
will bring the disease closer to
home and raise AIDS awareness
in the Windsor community.
According to Melitto, the aims
of the quilt are to provide "a
forum that illustrates the global
scope of the AIDS epidemic and
encourages global awareness and
response based on compassion
and concern at the community
level through the use of the community."
Anyone wishing to submit a
square to The Names Project
Quilt is asked to register by calling the AIDS Committee of
Windsor at 973-0222.
Those who wish to help with
the making of the quilt squares
and those who actually want to
make one are asked to go to the
Main Branch of the Windsor
Public Library, 850 Ouellette
Ave., on Oct. 1 from 2 p.m. to 9
p.m. and/or Oct. 17, from 9 a.m.
until 4 p.m.
Please note that persons can
have more than one quilt square
submitted in their honour. Also,
those who wish to commemorate
more than one individual may
submit the appropriate number of
quilts.
[g

by
Ann-Marie
MacDonald

HALLOWEEN BASH
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Black Cat Bone
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individual and
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Members of the Gina Lori Riley Dance Enterprises perform from an earlier production. (Photo courtesy CYLLA VON TIEDEMANN)

Dance celebrates the vitality of life
by Sarah Roebuck
Lance arts editor

Heightened awareness about
AIDS and a broader perspective
o n dance are the themes of The
Festival of Life; a unique event
in commemoration of all those
who have died from the disease.
Bringing together members of
the arts and cultural community
with health and social groups,
the event planners hope to
provide insights into the reality
of AIDS.
The AIDS Committee of
Windsor and Gina Lori Riley
Dance Enterprises will be working together to help develop a
communal sensitivity towards
this epidemic.
The Festival of Life will include the presentation of the
complete Canadian AIDS Quilt
at the Windsor Armouries, 37
University Avenue East. from
Oct. 30 to Nov. l. Here, the quilt
will be unfolded and the names
read off it for the opening
ceremonies (6 to 8 p.m.). The
quilt is 7000 square feet of 3'x6'
panels.
These panels, created by those
affected by AIDS or their family
and friends, display the name of
the person and some personal
items, such as jewellery, clothing
or locks of hair woven into the
fabric. Twenty of these were
crafted at the Windsor Public
Library. The Armouries will host

artists and dancers who have
been victims of AIDS. This work
reflects the devastation to the
arts, whose members have been
shattered by this epidemic. Many
of those struck by the disease
turned their grief into creative
energy.
The dance, however, will be
not directly AIDS-related in
theme.
"View from the Periphery is a
nonlinear dance, expressive of
our society's conditions, and

the quilt because it provides one
of the largest spaces in the city
and is centrally located. The
American
AIDS Quilt,
in
Washington the same week, is so
large a football stadium is too
small to display it in its entirety.
After the opening ceremonies,
the Gina Lori Riley Dance
Enterprises will perform an
original creation at the Capitol
Theatre, 121 University Ave.
West, at 8 p.m. Titled View from
the Periphery, it is a memorial to

suggestive of our voyeuristic
perspective," says Riley.
"It
hopes
to
stimulate
dialogue,
encourage
understanding and awaken a more
profound concern for the vitality
oflife."
The dance will reflect a more
socially relevant aspect of the
disease; many remain misinformed of its implications.
The Armouries will be open
for public viewing of the quilt
Saturday, Oct. 31, 11 a.m. to 6

p.m. Together Alone, a movie
about AIDS victims, will be
shown at the Capitol Theatre.
The closing ceremonies will take
place at the Armouries Sunday at
5 p.m., followed by a candlelighl
procession to Senator Croll Park.
This event aims to bring man)
groups together in remembrance
of the AIDS victims. To recog·
nize their influence in the arts,
and to gain an awareness and ap·
preciation of life; it is a cause for
dancing.
~

A city is born: on stage at the Capitol
The unfolding of the history of Windsor in
the play is seen through the eyes of a child
who has just won a writing contest about cul·
tural history. The play travels back and forlh
through time, exploring our Indian heritage
and launches us to the front lines of the War
of 1812. where the clash between Hull and
Brock figures as an important event. The;e
are historical accounts of the first pioneers.
the development of the railway, and the grcal
fire of Windsor.
The play is written and directed by Brian
Raisbeck, and the original score, written and
performed by Martin Wall, a local musician
who hopes to cut an album with this projccl.
The people involved have worked very hard
to promise an excellent performance.
fil
Birth of a City will be shown Nov. 6 to 8,
and Nov. 13 to 15 at the Capitol Theatre. /11
University Ave. West. Curtain at 8 p.m. fair
all performances. Tickets are $12. and $///
for Sunday shows.

by James McLaughlin
lance arts staff

Theatre Alive has risen to the occasion
again to bring big shows at affordable prices
to the family. This time it is Birth of a City, a
musical based upon the history of Windsor.
The project grew out of an idea that struck
Brian Raisbeck after reading Carl Morgan's
book. Raisbeck has always possessed an intense passion for the genre of the historical
play, having written some of his own in the
past.
The play. a take-off on the Broadway
genre, is a celebration of Windsor's 100th
birthday as a city. The journey begins in
1956, an important year, marking the
development of tension between the old and
new that was to shape the face of Windsor.
Raisbeck tries to capture this idea on stage
in a re-enactment of the day the city officially decided to tear down city hall.
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Book of Strange good for the soul
by Lisa Fortin
Lance arts staff

The Book of Strange
by Sylvia Fraser

Doubleday Canada
Most rationalists would certainly dismiss it as mere co incidence that I should happen to
find the perfect book to echo my
philosophical musings.
However, Sylvia Fraser is
convinced that this seemingly
1rivial occurrence not only suggests the possibility of psychic
p0wer, but is also an example of
the principle Carl Jung called
synchronicity, or a coincidence
in time involving events without
causal connection but linked by
meaning.
According to Jung, she writes
in the chapter about coincidence,
"lo ascribe such a happening to
chance would violate its most
salient feature
its significance." My finding this book
has meaning to me because it
came at a time when I was ready
10 hear its message and needed
to.
Fraser
contends
that
synchronicity is a manifestation
of a universal intelligence, or
God. This is a provocative and
alluring notion that makes a lot
of sense to the spiritual seeker.
Synchronicity is just one idea
Fraser explores in The Book of
Strange. As the title implies,
many of the ideas might seem
quite, well, strange. She divides
the book in two sections. The
first, "We Arc Stranger Than We
Imagine," includes the chapters
MTclepalhy," "Psychic Power,"
"Holi~1ic Healing," and ..The
Self: Who Is That Crowd in the

Mirror?" The second section,
"The Universe Is Stranger Than
We Imagine," (a quote from
Einstein) deals with "Coincidence," 'The Future Foretold,"
"Friendly Ghosts and Soulful
Journeys," " Possession," " Reincarnation," ending in the summation, " The New Mysticism."
Contrary to what might be expected with such chapter titles,
she does not write from the point
of view of a credulous New
Ager, but from that of an openminded, intelligent woman compelled by personal experience to
look into these issues.
Rather than cynically trying to
disprove them, she makes some
compelling arguments in favour
of the paranormal phenomena
that are the subject of her book,
and the evidence she provides is
usually quite convincing. The
angle is more or less "There are
more things in heaven and earth,
Horatio, than are dreamt of in
your philosophy."
The chapter on possession,
which concerns the possible existence of a concrete evil force,
is perhaps the most difficult to
accept, though in context it ,s almost believable. At the beginning of each chapter and
subchapter, she uses a relevant
story from her life - including
incidents that occurred during
her painful healing from incest,
fully recounted in her last book,
Mv Father .s House. Using such
intensely personal material, i.hc
risks pity and ridicule to admirably make her points.
She docs not ba~e her views
solely on those experiences ,
however. The Canadian writer's

theories are also informed
by her travels as well as by
her wide readings in
philosophy - which she
studied in university psychology, the paranormal
and religion, and then supported by documentation
from the sciences, from
quantum physics to neurology. With the. flair of a
novelist, she tics together
many threads of information from all these different
disciplines
to
reach
coherent conclusions. The
writing is remarkably lucid;
she makes difficult ideas
surprisingly easy to understand.
Ultimately, she comes up
with a mystic worldview
Sylvia Fraser.
far removed from the
materialism
that
has
"Great Mind some call Brahma
dominated Western thinking, as and others call God."
she says, for the past 300 years.
Though there is no mention of
Still, it is not implausible in view him anywhere in the book or in
of some recent discoveries in
the extensive bibliography, I am
medicine she relates or the
reminded of Richard Bach; it is
"Many Worlds" and ..Observer- almost as if Fraser had done the
driven" interpretations of quan- research to prove the universe
tum physics.
actually does work according to
Her universe resembles that of the slight!)' goofy-seeming noPlato far more than that of Aristions he sets out in his books.
totle, that of Leibniz more than
One charming idea he has, which
Newton, Jung more than Freud,
Fraser would like. 1s called The
the Tao more than the Bible. It is
Magic Book. Hold some quesa universe where everything is
tion bright and clear in your
interconnected, where life has
mind. then reach for the nearest
meaning and few things arc more
printed material. Look closdy
important than the search tor that
enough. and you will find your
meaning, where humans have
answer. In that spirit, I'd like to
more power than most arc willpick a few quotations from the
ing to believe or give themselves
hook that I found cnlighh.:ning,
credit for. where the spiritual is and hope might he of u~c to
mnn• real than the mate rial. and
someone.
where there 1s a ocnefkcnt
No one ca11 en•r \tep into the

same

river

twice.

Heraclitus

You cannot have a ton
of love ... or a yard of Irate
or a gallon of numinous
awe; but love and hate and
awe are JU.St as real as a
ton of flour or a yard of
linen or a gallon of petrol,
more real indeed, because
they ha~·e i mmediate significance, they are not
simply means tO ends like
making bread, a pillow
case or haste. - Henri
Bergson

Miracles do not happen
in contradiction to nature,
but only in contradicrion
to that which is known to
us ofnature. - St. Augustine

The angry man is the
unloved man. Make anger
real and it will disappear. - Arthur Janov

Though the split between
physical and psychological disease may be convenient in
theory, 11 is illusory in practice.
-Fraser

There 1s something formle\·s
yet complete
That existed before heaven
and earth.
How still! how empty!
Dependent on 11othi11g, 1111changing.. .
I do not know its m1111e,
But I call lt Meaning. If I had
to gii·e it a name, I ~/1<111/d call it
The Great. - Lao-tzu
There is much more. hut I cannot do it justil.:e. Let us ju,t ,ay
1hi~ book is absolutely fasl'.inat ing, and hcauliful. It i, good for
the soul.
(g
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psychologically unresolvable, s/he is said to be i
These marginally marginalized deal with their
"double
bind." This phenomenon bears cl
vacillations in different ways. Some resolve them by
Lance features editor
resemblance
to a Catch-22, a term we ·ve
engaging in a liberating/creative activity such as supemployed,
and
a situation we' ve all encountered.
The bulk of this article was originally written about port/activist groups or art-making; some deny their
how docs one resolve a Catch-22? Often by o !eelini
a year ago; it was triggered by frustration and desire position only to experience recurring upsurges in the
out,
finding a solution that respects neither side of
- frustration with an academic system often subtly form of chronic depression; some chase their tails,
tug-of-war.
(and not so subtly) oppressire to women, and desire to biting their fingers, searching for the perfect text to
In the frame of communicational psycholog). ost im
articulate and strategize about what might make it bet- rescue them from vicious circularity. Don't ask for
double bind, or Catch-22, if persistent and repciii' I'll us
ter. I'm naturally informed by my own experience, but statistics on any of these, they're only conjectured may cause schizophrenic symptoms to a ubjec
I hope that others who have felt arbitrarily excluded out of my own middle-class marginalized experience.
Schizophrenia
(at least seen from this communicau aiel)
can identify themselves within my discourse.
But enough about me.
al
perspective)
characterized by a difficulty in corr
There arc some things rve been wanting to get off
The search for the perfect text has thus far been
ly distinguishing between the different levels
my chest for a while. But an inability to articulate. fruitless. So the next step is to improvise.
want of adequate conceptual apparati and a community that understands, and perhaps the lack of lifethreatening urgency have, for the time being, left those
0
things intact, where they are ... on my chest.
The characteristic common to all these things is
their concern with my gender. Being female has put
me in some confounding situations, which in turn have - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - r · ' t l e t
left me at odds not only with myself but with the inabstraction that language involves, is a recourse of
A good place to start is with an explanation of the
individual caught in a persistent and personally intC'
stitution that I critique, mistrust and yet still respect. aforementioned "double bind." This was a fairly
double bind. (Bateson 's take goes like this:
I'm talking about academia; not as a homogeneous popular psychological metaphor in '60s psychology.
development of schizophrenia most often arises o
mass, but as I have experienced it. But I don't think In his 1956 article "Toward a Theory of
a
dysfunctional parent/child relationship. A child
that I'm an anomaly that just slipped through the Schizophrenia," Gregory Bateson and company outis presented with seriously conflicting messages!
cracks.
line a communicational theory of the origin and nature
one or both parents is a prime candidate for
I have been subject to episodes characterized by a of schizophrenia. They begin by explaining Russell
dynamic that is best explained as something between and Whitehead's Theory of Logical Types, then sum
development of schizophrenic symptoms. ~Iha
vacillation and oscillation - the former describes the up their own claim:
parent/child relationship is always personally inle 11 f
to be noted is the large part that the phenomenon g a g
negative, while the latter suggests a regularity or
0
balance that expresses more desirable aspects of the
power plays in this type of relationship.)
. .f ur
The central thesis of this theory is that there is a
15
Schizophrenia, which involves abnormal ~hlfti
d
condition. The concept of the double bind has become
discontinuity between a class and its members.
logical
typing,
often
to
a
language
that
is
"~1c
,;·
S:
my instrument of self-identification, a perversely comThe class cannot be a member of itself nor can
metaphor," is a way of coping, a way of resolving . ex
forting mantric catch-phrase in a culture that accepts
one of its members be the class, since the term
oscillation
that is incurred by the opposition of tt~ona
me - but conditionally - and still defines me as
used for the class is of a different level of
messages given.
ant:
Other.
abstraction - a different Logical Type - from
So what does all this have to do with women
My episodes: they have to do with unanswered
terms used for members. Although in formal
academia? I dwell so lengthily on this theory beca rguin
questions about what it means to be female in this cullogic there is an attempt to maintain this discon111
think it helps to exemplify the situations into a~t~~
ture in general, and in academia in particular. My
tinuity between a class and its members, we
many women are constantly thrown by members d •~
episodes originate in critical distance (which someargue that in the psychology of real communica(still) prevailing male hierarchy. French f~rn ve
times mutates into critical paralysis), ethical procrastions this discontinuity is continually and intheorist Helene Cixous articulates this maddening
tination, lack of self-assuredness, my cherished
evitably breached
(Double Bind: The
cumstance
in her essay "The Laugh of the Med
nomadism, and most plainly, my not wanting to make
Foundation of the Communicational Approach to
wherein woman is:
the wrong choices. I suspect my predicament is shared
the Family, ed. Sluzki and Ransom, p. 3-4)
by others, namely other members of the middle-class
guilty of everything, guilty at every turn: ~ lw
marginalized, of whom youth and women are the two
Sounds unnecessarily confusing, doesn't it? Well, it
having desires, for not having any; for bet~: ays.
largest sectors. The problems experienced by these sort of is. The following might make more sense of it:
frigid
for being "too hot"· for being too mothe
groups are often not problems of being outright
When an individual is put in a situation in which
'
.'
.
d f n arvil)
and
not
.
rejected, but of being half accepted, conditionally ac- s/he is faced with a set of contradictory demands, or a
. enough; for having children an or ,.~~~
having any ...
cepted.
sequence of experience that is logically and/or

by Sarah Atkinson

In some ways, blatant sexist ignoranc ;;:t
is a more welcome enemy than its subtler cousimm:i;~
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se who hold the power can set the standards,
given the intense and very complicated social
tionships between men and women, and the range
olelings that these relationships engender, those
c of ards, set dominantly by men, are bound to inecontradictions and conflicting messages - of an
,gy. st impossible sort. (This analysis is fairly general ,
Jetit I'll use it as far as it goes.)
atbjection to these impossibilities, which, although
icat atcly arising from the message-giver's self-servcorrf. se.miotic. and logical errors, are still insidiously
vels 1t1oned into many young women's consciousness,
__J frustrating reality. To release oneself from male
~tin~ is not easy, nor even wholly possible. Espeif t~avclling through any traditional institutional
.tory 1s a necessary part of one's life's course.
nit comes to the inappropriate jokes and remarks
male colleagues/professors it can take alot of "I
't let it get to me"s to finally make that assertion

nct(!

im

SC of

int, will use the example of literary history, which,
is: "'hery recently, has been the guarded territory of
:so •. And as long as it continues to be male1ild ''"~led, men will hold the advantage in arguments
:cs
it, often whether or not those arguments are
for d. I submit that it is by virtue of their privileged
s. sthat certain men in academia are actually able to
inteifit from their own faulty reasoning. (Beyond
enc' ga gender issue, this can be true in any relationof unequal power.)
;hift1 this dilemma has been confronted by a number of
"'.iL fies. Sandra Gilbert, in her essay "Literary Pater\'1ng : . exposes the tautologies which have secured
1 of tltonal literary history by drawing on an excerpt
Jane Austen's Persuasion:

ftdmg

eca rguing women's inconstancy over Anne's
·
o 11. ated
h. ob.~echons,
(Captain Harville) notes that
11 istones are against you - all stories, prose,
f~fli :mverse ... I could bring you 50 quotations in a
n1ng . ent on my side of the argument and I do not
d tnk I
'
~fe d ever opened a book in my life that has not
a something to say about woman's inconstanSongs and proverbs, all talk of woman's fickr· .t lwa
ness· To th·is Anne responds ... that the pen has
beiff. ys been in male hands.
ther
arville'
·
~ . s point of view is persuasive only insofar

,er~t

circular nature goes unnoticed. But it will only

be challenged by one who stands to gain from this exposure. This is one way in which power works.
In "Dancing through the Minefield" Annette Kolodny, another literary critic, cites a real life situation in
which she faced a tautology similar to the one faced by
Austen's heroine:
"If Kate Chopin were really worth reading;' an
Oxford-trained colleague once assured me,
"she'd have lasted - like Shakespeare; and he
then p_roceeded to vote against the English
department's crediting a women ·s studies seminar I was offering in American writers. The
canon, for him, conferred excellence; Chopin's
exclusion demonstrated only her lesser worth.
She goes on to describe his position as based on a
"circular and self-serving set of assumptions," which
at the time won out over her more radical, and more
reasonable, stance.
Knowing how to point out faulty reasoning and expose tautology is a potent tool for dismantling much of
this erroneous rhetoric - if you can get the mistaken
to listen - but unfortunately, the resolution of
women's academic double bind involves more than
blowing the whistle on such instances of vicious institutional circularity.
What, for instance, of the woman who is unsure of
a male professor's motives? "Is he sincere? Patronizing? On the make?" "Is he compliant just to get rid of
me?" Or "But he's the best lecturer; even with his
sexist remarks he ·s still the best choice if I want to
learn something."
In some ways, blatant sexist ignorance is a more
welcome enemy than its subtler cousins. Examples of
the type experienced by Kolodny are easily expressed
in black and white terms - obvious logical transgressions, obvious arrogance, obvious closed-mindedness.
The subtler kind are harder to pin down.
And there are also the subtler effects of blatant
sexisms. Gloria Steinem had a point when she shifted
her focus from the political to the personal. Her assertion that women's self-esteem is a huge concern in
matters of feminism should not be underestimated.
Self-esteem and feelings of empowerment in the
academic milieu don't happen automaticaJiy; they
must be nurtured. I understand that certain policy
changes and a more enlightened attention to woman's
issues on campus have been making it more and more
possible for young woman to develop healthy self-es-

teem and self-empowerment, but I can't help but rage
at the damage that has already been done.
Quotas alone are empty. They must be accompanied by a genuine ethically-motivated concern for
equality and compensation.
Self-hatred and self-deprecation used to be coping
mechanisms that I employed to try to deal with the uncomfortabilities and inadequacies that I felt when I
was reminded that I was different. (My major was
philosophy, which is doing a bit better these days, so
I'm told.) When I said there are things J wanted to get
off my chest, I used to mean it literally. I guess now
it's a cute double entendre.
Back to "doubles" - if the schizophrenic move is
to opt out of those achingly confounding situations,
then maybe its time to start opting out, and time to
create a extra-reality that ceases to acknowledge the
old double binds. I'm suggesting that schizophrenia
needn't be a pejorative metaphor, but a revolutionary
one: opting out, refusing to be defined by biases, at
least until such a time as those biases can be dissolved
through change of policy and change of heart.
Strangely, strategies, or the energy to employ them,
often surface after the fact. My hope is that other
women who have undergone their own set of vacillations will find the power and the resources to
strategize for much needed systemic change.
By the way, I've heard that the philosophy department at the University of Windsor is soon going to be
offering an undergraduate course in feminist
philosophy, eleven years after I enrolled in my first
course. I wish the best of luck to the female undergraduates in that department of whom I'm trying very
hard not to be jealous.
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We pay GST and
PST for students!

How to become a key player in the business world.
If you have a keen interest in

and strategic skills that wtll place

position in industry. commerce,

you at the forefront of financial

the government or public practice.

management.

u's time to embark on a career

Check out our great rates on:

Typing

You will sharpen the analyucal

finance and smve towards a leading

ALL TYPING IS LASER PRINTED

• term papers
·• resumes, books
• reports, etc.

The CGA des1gnanon 1s

path chat will enable you to maxi-

completely transferable between

mize your potential

provinces

You can become a Cemfied

If you're looking for the key

General Accountant while employed

co your success. contact us today

in the accounting field . As a CGA

at (416) 322-6520. extensions

you'll be recognized as a top-notch

228. 225 or 217, or coll-free,

professional in Canada's business

1-800-668-1454

Photocopying
and Fax Service
• sending & receiving

COPIES
Te!~~;seh
I
Rd. East

N

communtty
You will earn the designation
through a nauonally uniform,
comprehensive certificanon process
chat provides a full understandmg
of all aspects of the professional

Certified General Accountants
Assocration of Ontario,
240 Eglinton Avenue East , Toronto,
Ontario M4P IK8

Phone
&FAX:

MORE 944-1205
Malh1t Leighl, BA, CGA. Finance V1ce-Pres1dcnt.
The Mtrcant,lt and General Reinsurance Group,
Sttphtn Dnelsma, BA. CGA. Director of Taxation, I.AC Minerals Ltd .
Suto Neal. CGA, Public Pract111oner

Classifieds

Professionals you can count on.

accounting d1sc1phne

SERVICES

Here's an opportunity that's worth
considering ...
11

The Transit Windsor Zipcard pass is being
distributed free or charge to all University of
Windsor students - full and part-time, graduates
11

Travelling on the bus is so easy.
All you have to do is Zip through the

electronic fare processor on the bus

and you're on h~;,a1·
No wait.No
Just go.

I

and undergraduates - valid for unlimited travel,

seven days a week,* beginning October 19
through December 31, 1992.
The three major student groups on campus - fulltime undergrads (SAC), part-time undergrads
(OPUS), and graduate students (GSS), will be
independently asked to vote in November 1992 as
to whether or not they support a $30 per fall and
winter semester fee (beginning in September
1993) in order to receive a Transit Windsor
"Zipcard" pass for each of those semesters.

The "Zipcard" pass is a non-restrictive, alternate means of transportation that students
should consider m light of current and projected parking restrictions in arid arounrj t.1e
University of Windsor campus. Beginning October 19, 1992, Transit Wind.:;or is
increasing its 1C and Crosstown 2 service (the two major routes to campus) to 15
minute intervals, and has committed to enhancing other services if students accept
the 11Zipcard 11 proposal.
Look for all rate and schedule information in the ''Yellow Pages of the Bell Telephone
Directory. For further information, contact Transit Windsor, Customer Services, at
11

944-4111.

* You must show your valid University of Windsor I.D. card to utilize the Zipcard
11

Not valid for Tunnel service

REFERENDUM DATES
NOVEMBER 24 AND 25, 1992
WATCH .THE LANCE FOR
DETAILS!

11
•
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CUSTOM SKI TUNING. wax,
sharpening, flat file and base
repair. Lowest price in town.
Call Kevin 734-1492.
TYPING SERVICE: Essays,
reports, medical transcription,
ect., typed accurately, professionally, and quickly! $2/page.
Contact Lynda at 735-8902.
CHECK IT OUT, quality word
processing to fit your needs.
Close to university. Call 2530630 after 5 p.m. or leave message.
U.S. LAW DEGREE ·· To find
out about a great program
which will allow you to get both
Canadian and U.S. law
degrees or learn how to be admitted to U.S. bars with a
Canadian law degree .. Call 1·
800-567-PREP (7737).
WORDPROCESSING:
Essays. reports. manuscripts.
$2. SO/page double spaced
$4/page single-spaced. Fast,
professional service. Free pick·
up and delivery. Shoreline
computing 733-8890.
TYPING/WORD PROCESS·
ING·· essays. theses. reports.
term papers. etc. -· fast. accurate. reliable service ··
reasonable rates. Disc storage
948-9359.

I LOST & FOUND ]
ONE LADY'S SUNBURST
design broach pendant lost
Sept. 19 at St. Denis Centre
lady's locker room. Extreme
sentimental value, reward 948·
4221.
7" GOLD ROPE bracelet lost
between Computer Centre and
Q Lot. Please call Judy at Ext
7026.

HOUSING

]

BED AND BREAKFAST: for
visiting parents and friends
Ten blocks from campus. Call
256-3937.
535 CARON basement apt. for
rent. Private entrance and
bath. $275/month, everything
paid. 254-4960.
2 BEDROOM UPPER in new
four-plex. Parking. Available
immediately/ Near U of W and
buses. $575 plus hydro First
and last required. 979-9797

I EMPLOYMENTJ
EARN $2000 + free Spring
Break trips! North America·s.#1
Student Tour Operator seeking
motivated students, organ.1za·
lions fraternities and sororities
as c'am pus representatives
promoting Cancun or Daytona
Beach! Call 1-800-265-1799.
STUDENTS OR ORGANIZA·
TIONS. Promote our Florida
Spring Break packages. Earn
money and free trips. Organizfi
small or large groups. Ca
Campus Marketing. 800-423·
5264.
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Lancer squad
in first place
across country
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by Kevin Johnson
Lance sports staff
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Lancer forward Paul Martin works the ball upfield against McMaster. (photo by TEO ANDKILDE)
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Soccer teams fail in final games
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by Alex Meyer
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Lance sports staff
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The last two weekends were
rough for the Lancer men's soccer team, as its once strong
playoff hopes faded and died in
the last games of the season.
The Lancers split their games
on Oct. 17 and 18, downing
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"We've been talking about
finishing, and finally I finished,"
said Roscoe.
The art of fini shing off scoring
chances hasn't always been
present this year. Coach Vancho
Cirovski's plan of creating chances by having his mid-fielders
and defence involved in the attack was working for both

a

games. The work of players like

heartbreaker to McMaster 1-0.
The loss to the Marauders was
especially devastating because it
helped McMaster vault over
Windsor in the standings and
take over the fourth and final
playoff spot. The game was
frustrating for both sides. Two
Windsor players and two McMaster players were given warnings and another McMaster
player was later ejected. .
The game on Oct. 18 against
Guelph went much better, and
the Lancers came away victorious. John Olafson challenged
the Guelph goalie for the ball on
a cross from a free kick, forcing
the keeper to tip the ball away.
Unfortunately
fo r
the
Gryphons, the ball fell to Lancer
veteran Peter Roscoe, who
chipped it over everyone into the
waiting net.

Gavin McDonald and Tony Pella
created many chances in both
games.
This game also saw the Guelph
goaltender Mark Van De Poll
ejected for tripping a Windsor
forward on a breakaway. Yan De
Poll charged out of the crease
and slid towards the ball, but
made contact only with the
Windsor attacker, bringing him
down.
After losing to McMaster and
downing Guelph, the Lancers
were in fifth spot, but still able to
make the playoffs. McMaster
was only one point ahead with
one game left while Windsor had
two games remaining.
Any combination that would
give Windsor one more win than
the Marauders would spell the
playoffs
for
the Lancers.
However, McMaster won its final

Guelph

S·

:s.

1-0

and

losing

game and Windsor lost to Waterloo 1-0 on Saturday Oct. 24 and
the playoff dreams died.
All real hopes of playoff action
had faded long ago for the Lancer women's soccer team. But
after it went winless against McMaster on Oct. 17th and Guelph
on Oct. 18th, it became mathematically impossible for the team
to make the playoffs.
Yvette Schinkelshoek scored
in the second half of the game to
secure a tie with McMaster, and
Julie Hansen netted the only
Windsor marker in a 2-1 loss to
Guelph.
The weekend marked the appearance of Nikki Turco in net
for the injured all-Canadian goaltender Julie Pallot. Turco played
exceptionally
well,
making
several key saves. Diana Lulic
also played well in defense, ending several opponent rushes.
Coach Gord Caldwell feels the
team needs more experience to
play intensely. The team has only
three members that have been
with the program for all of their
years of eligibility: Julie Pallot,
Erin McDade, and Deb Snow.
Now the younger players are
likely to get more playing time at
this stage of the season.
~

Swim teams not wading to improve
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Lance sports staff
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The Lancer swimming team is
out lo make a big splash this time
around and is proving it with
~ven practices a week. According to veteran Scott Shelestynski,
a~t~ndance is up, and so is individual effort. He attributes this
10 the coaching style of Randy
Bennett. He demands a great deal
fro m h'is athletes, and they are
responding.
The season began with a home
rneet on Oct. 17. Six schools at~n?ed,
including
Oakland
?1~ersity, who won the NCAA
~•~ision 11 title last year and the
niversity of Waterlo,o's top
team.
"It was a good home meet,

with strong competition," said
Shelestynski.
The women swam very well,
and Bennett saw signs they
would be able to successfully
compete at the provincial level.
He also rates the men as
stronger this year, expecting
them to finish at least four places
higher than last year.
Two years ago the Lancer men
were sixth at the OUAA championships, but last year they fell
to 12th.
"Realistically we should have
a couple of guys qualify for
CIA Us," said Bennett.
Both teams have a good mix of
veterans and new faces.
The St. Denis Centre pool has
disadvantages when hosting this
type of meet. Since it is only 25

yards long. no Ontario or
Canadian records can be <;et. But
Bennett doesn't sec it as a
problem.
"It's not a big factor. It· s fine
for training, but we can't hold
any big meets," he said.
The Lancers will compete next
at the Brock Relay Meet Nov. 6.
According to Shelestynski, the
Brock meet is basically a
preparation for a Toronto meet
two weeks later.
The Lancer swimming teams
appreciated the support of the
fans and the cheerleaders that
came out to watch them at the
Lancer meet.
"We'd really like to thank
them. Our fans outnumbered opponent fans for the first time,"
said Shelestynski.
[L]

Windsor·s cross country teams
aren·t afraid of Hallowe·en. The
way they're running, they could
win provincial championships in
Toronto Oct. 31.
At press time, the Lancer
men 's team held a number one
national ranking. The women ' s
team was sixth in the country,
fourth in Ontario.
Both teams moved up in the
rankings after the University of
Waterloo Invitational Saturday,
Oct. 17. Windsor men dominated
their meet, placing five runners
in the top ten, led by Scott
Manser's third place fini sh.

Manser's 25:06 time was just
four seconds behind winner Albert Del' Apa of the host squad.
The Lancers accumulated just
29 points, well ahead of second
place Queen's with 77. Toronto,
expected to be Windsor's
toughest provincial competition,
fini shed fourth with 149 points.
In the women's competition,
Lancer Michelle King won individual honours as her team settled for placing third behind
Queen's and Toronto. King
turned in a time of 13:56, a full
23 seconds ahead of her closest
competitor, U of T's Carmen
Lange. Windsor's next best
fini sher was Crystal Garrett, in
eighth.
~

Windsor hockey
settles for second
by Ian Fitz-Gerald
Lance sports staff

A crowd as rowdy as the ticket
line for a Roger Whittaker/Perry
Como double-bill witnessed the
hockey Lancers' second place
finish in its last preseason tuneup. The first annual Lancer
Hockey Classic was held at Adie
Knox Arena Oct. 17 and J 8. The
four-team tournament involved
divisional rivals York Yeomen,
Guelph Gryphons and Ryerson
Rams.
A convincing 9-5 victory over
Ryerson on Saturday vaulted
Windsor into the finals against
nationally-ranked Guelph. The
speed and finesse of the Lancers
provided sharp contrast to the
rugged, "bang'em up'' style of
the Gryphons. But the match
proved to be a contest where survival of the fittest prevailed, and
Guelph hung on to win 6-4.
With the game tied 2-2 in the
first, the Lancers were struck
with the inability to break out of
their own end. One erratic clearing attempt ended up on the stick
of winger Brad Haelzle, who
buried it behind Windsor goalie
Greg Kains to help Guelph take a
4-2 lead into the dressing room
after one period.
Windsor came out flying in the
second. Before the ice had dried,
just 21 seconds into the period,
last year's scoring champion Rod
Anthony scored, narrowing the
margin to one.
Later, Pete De Boer floated a
picture-perfect pass through a
defender's legs to Anthony who
scored to the game at 4.
The Lancers pressed feverishly, however failure to capitalize
on numerous scoring opportunities. combined with the stellar performance of Gryphons
goalie Jeff Wilson, kept Windsor
off the scoresheet for the
remainder of the game.
Haelzle delivered the final
blow to Windsor. A blast from
the top of the circle handcuffed

Ric Keller. who replaced Kains
for the final period.
Anthon}, who struck for two
of Windsor's fou r goals in the
championship game - and three
in the first game was
presented with the team ·s most

valuable player award. Forward
Mike Allen was the Gr}phon
recipient.
In the earlier game, Anthony
and Bill Mazzon notched three
goals apiece against Ryerson,
with DeBoer netting a deuce, and
Jim O'Neill rounding out the
scoring.
This year's edition of Lancer
hockey "'ill undoubtedly prove
exciting, given the scoring punch
the team is able to deliver at any
lime. The team opens its regular
season at home against the
University of Ottawa Gee-Gees
at 7:30 Saturday, Oct. 31 at the
Adie Knox Arena. The following
afternoon at 3:30, the team will
meet defending OUAA champions, the Patriots of the University of Quebec at T rois Ri" ieres.
Notes: Injuries have hampered
the Lancers in the early going of
the season, causing coach Rick
Cranker to do some creative line
juggling. The scratching of Jeff
Gardiner (shoulder), Mike Reeb
(shoulder), Dave Vanderwerf
(wrist) and Kevin Forrest (knee)
has left the forward ranks somewhat depleted.
As a result, Aurelio Cence and
versatile Bill Mazzoni. both
defencemen, have each seen
plenty of action on the wing. For
Mazzoni. who netted three
against Ryerson while playing
forward, this could mean more
than just spot duty.
Ric Keller, Greg Kains, and
Steve Thorpe have all seen action
between the pipes and Cranker
has yet to name his starting goaltender for the year.
Captain Rod Anthony had a
six-point weekend through two
games. Lancer fans can only
hope that this is a sign of things
to come.
[y
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A weighty topic

C

]

by Dave Briggs
Lance sports columnist

..

.
Pat Borders (right) was named World Series MVP Saturday.

Eating a blue crow
by Mike Mouat
Lance sports columnist
Mmphltmfffb/ttmblt !
My apologies, I didn't realize
you were there, don't mind me,
rm eating a little bird right now.
I'm trying to acquire a taste for
it because I have a feeling Toronto Blue Jays fans are going to be
shoving more bird down my
throat soon.
As I write this article, with
tears of sorrow in my eyes, the
Blue Jays lead the Atlanta Braves
three games to two, and are
showing few signs of choking.
How could this happen? What
happened to my friends the
Fates? How could they let me
down like this?
Ring! Ring!
Hello.
Hi Mike, it's Atropos. The
Fates and I are in a bit of a jam.
A jam! What kind of a jam?
We 're being detained by
Canadian Immigration.
What? Why? For how long?
Something about needing a
i·alid passport. Funny we never

needed one before, but anyway,

Pressbox

Perspectives
they say they may hold us until
the end of the World Series.
Sorry Mike, but I have to go now.
I knew something was up
when Ed Sprague hit that homer
in game two, but I just figured
the Fates were in the beer line. At
the time it looked as though the
Braves had the game won. The
Jays were going to the bench,
desperate for a miracle, and the
Fates decided to have a little
snack to celebrate a job well
done, before the game was actually over.
Everything seemed to be normal. Kelly Gruber had set a
record for futility in the postseason going zero-for-infinity.
The Fates looked to be at their
best.
But l definitely knew some
thing was very wrong when

Gruber broke out of his slump,
and hit a key home run in game
two, and Pat Borders actually
threw out a runner attempting to
steal.
As a little side note, all the
fuss Canadians made about our
flag being flown upside down in
Atlanta, will only be a drop in the
bucket compared to the outcry by
the Americans if the Blue Jays
win the World Series. It would
have been even worse had the
Jays won in game five at the
Dome. Not only would they be
the first non-American team to
win the World Series, but it
would have been the first World
Series won outside the U.S .. Oh!
Would that not have caused an
even greater outcry.
Anyhow, I better get back to
eating bird. I'm really going to
have to develop a taste for it because these Blue Jays fans have
endured a great deal of ribbing in
the past for the failure of their
team to win it all.
And l have a feeling that they
are going to pay me back for all
those years.
Mmpltltfflt! Yuk!
(g

Volleyball men take consolation prize
by Lance sports staff
It may only have been a consolation championship but it was
an important win nonetheless for
the Lancer men ·s volleyball
team. The team travelled to the
Brock Invitational on Oct. 17 and
18 and came home having won
the consolation round.
In round robin play on the first
day of the tournament the Lancers did not fare well. They
dropped to Laurentian, Western

and Guelph but won against
York, who last year appeared in
the OUAA semi-finals.
In the consolation round the
Lancers found their winning gear
by beating Brock. The team had
to regroup after dropping the first
game to Brock. Consistent play
netted them a match win with
scores of 11-15, 15-5 and 15-7.
The Lancers then met Guelph
and despite faltering slightly in
the second game came through
with a solid match win of 15-8,

11-15 and I 5-11. The consolation
championship was theirs.
Second-year power hitter Dave
Bailey led the way for the Lancers at this tournament, storming
his oppenents with 46 kills, eight
blocks and two service aces. This
gave Bailey an average of 7.7
kills per match.
This winning performance will
provide a necessary boost to the
team following last season's disappointing finish - tied for last
place.
(g

It is only 7:00 a.m .. and already the sounds of the St. Denis
Centre's public weight room
have started to spill into the
hallway.
The loud whir of exercise
cycles mixes with the hydraulic
squishing sound made by stair
climbers, and the metallic thud of
universal weight machine plates
smacking together. The noise
continues uninterrupted through
the day and long into the night
before finally being silenced
when the doors are Jocked at
10:30 p.m.
In the past few years, the
weight room has undergone quite
a metamorphosis. The stair climbers and exercise bicycles are a
recent development, and a stack
of
new
universal
weight
machines have arrived to compliment the addition of wall-to-wall
mirrors, and a spiffy paint job.
The room has come a long
way from its previous life as a
dance studio. In fact, only a
single
multi-stage
universal
weight lifting station used to occupy a tiny storage room al the
back of the current weight room.
"Many times we actually had
to close the weight room just so
we could have a dance class,"
said St. Denis Centre equipment
technician Rick Mallat.
When the St. Denis Centre
fieldhouse was built in 1980, a
new multi-purpose room replaced
the dance studio and opened the
entire room for weight lifting
equipment.
Dennis Hastings, the Director
of the St. Denis Centre for the
past seven years, says he has attempted to create an atmosphere
inviting to a wide variety of
users.
"Now most fitness rooms are .
designed in a way that is attractive to both genders. They are attractive to people who don ·1
necessarily want to become
muscle-bound, but want to be interested in toning and fitness,"
Hastings said.
The addition of aerobic exercise equipment such as the stair
climbers and exercise bicycles
has helped attract more women in
recent years.
"The women used to be in-

le

Ct

ol

timidated with all the guys in
there," said equipment technician
Jerry Wachowicz. "Now at times
there are more women working
out than men."
As
for
muscle-bound
bodybuilders, Hastings suggests
it is probably in their best inter.
ests to go somewhere else.
"The person that's the serious
bodybuilder probably needs to go
somewhere else anyway. For the
student or faculty person who
wants some general fitness
levels, there is enough equipment
in there that it fulfills most of
their training needs," he said.
Part of the reason the public
weight room has been improved
so much recently is because of
the Community Use Agreement
signed in 1980 that allows the
Windsor community to access
the facility. That agreement
makes the centre eligible for
Wintario grants that normally exclude colleges and universities.
Hastings has been able to tap into
such grants to fund new equipment.
It's all part of a complex that
has carefully balanced the needs
of students, athletes, faculty, and
the community so well that
everyone is satisfied.
In the near future, Hastings
hopes to continue adding new
equipment to the weight room lo
satisfy more of the customers.
"Our difficulty here is we have
to be able to service what we put
in there, so there's no sense in me
going and purchasing some newfangled pieces of equipment if
they go down in a two-day period
and we aren't able to fix them,''
Hastings said.
Of the portion of student fees
allocated for recreation, Hastings
says about 90 percent of that
goes to the department of ath·
letics and recreational services,
while the centre gets the rest.
Community memberships cover
almost the entire bill for the
centre's student staff wages.
In terms of what the students
pay to gain access lo the facilil>,
they couldn ·1 possibly find a bet·
ter bargain.
~
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Football falls to Mac
Lance sports staff
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The best efforts don' t always
lead to the best results. The Lancers turned out one of their best
offensive efforts to date in a 4021 loss to the McMaster
Marauders on Oct. 17.
Windsor quarterback Rick LaChance took things into his own
hands, rushing 12 times for a
total of 57 yards and two touchdowns. He also completed 13 of
29 passes for 207 total yards, including a six-yard touchdown
strike to Troy Holmes.
Ryan Hudecki scored three of
the six Marauder touchdowns, including one from a 92-yard kickoff reception. The Lancers netted

297 yards compared to the 4 t 3
yards accumulated by McMaster.
Windsor was not dominated in
the game, but rather lost it
through attrition. LaChance was
sacked three times and threw two
interceptions. The special teams
gave up a 92-yard kickoff return,
and also fumbled a kickoff.
The defensive squad couldn't
contain the tandem of Rob Ferry
and Hudrecki, who ran for a combined 152 yards, 43 more yards
than the Lancers tallied as a team.
Two of Joe Klym's three kickoffs
totalled less than 50 yards.
The bright spots for Windsor
were the play of LaChance and
Norm Casola who caught six passes for total of 114 yards, including one 45-yard toss.
(g

Roscoe helps
his team keep
its drive alive

PROFESSIONAL TYPING
Student Papers, Manuscripts & Resumes

sponsored by Pizza Hut
Pete Roscoe of the Lancer
men's soccer team scored the
winning goal in a tough
game against the Guelph
Gryphons Sunday Oct. 18.
Roscoe's tally was the whole
story as Windsor won, 1-0.
This was a crucial victory
for the soccer Lancers since
the team needed this win to
continue its driving quest for
a playoff berth.
The 5' 10" forward is a
student in the Faculty of
Human Kinetics.
(g
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MONDAY - Pasta & Pitcher
TUESDAY - Eggrolls 3 for $2.50
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THURSDAY - Penny Wings
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Consultation
Student government took a step forward last week
when those voting in campus referendums filled out a
survey sponsored by the Students' Administrative Council (SAC). Voters were consulted on an array of questions regarding the financing of specific SAC
departments, parking garages, and most importantly, the
future of the drug plan.
SAC should be commended for improving communication with students, especially after the hue and
cry that went up last spring over the role and accountability of council. With the relative inaccessability of the
University Centre the survey also gives students the assurance that it's business as usual at SAC, or maybe a little better than usual.
The drug plan portion of the questionnaire was well
thought out and offered students concrete proposals to
choose from. It is an excellent example of how students
should be consulted and it will help council to improve
the drug plan.
The significant problem with this particular consultation process is that it only reached the approximately ,
450 students who voted last week. Although the number
was lower than usual, perennially low voter turnouts
suggest the samples of future surveys will remain small,
between l O and 15 percent of the IO 000 full-time students. Also, as only full-time students are allowed to
vole on most issues, approximately 6000 part-time students will be left out of this form of consultation.
In future SAC should have its draft questions critiqued
by professors or graduate students in disciplines whose
research relies on surveys (e.g. Psychology, Sociology,
Communication Studies, Marketing). Also, many courses in these departments require students lo develop surveys and canvass a large sample of respondents. Perhaps
SAC could take advantage of this resource by having
students do the legwork and data crunching for course
credit.
Better questions and a larger student sample would
improve the quality of the information gathered and
make it easier for council to be responsive to the will of
the students.
But it's a good start.
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As an alumnus of the University of
Windsor. r always make a point of
reading the Lance when I'm in town.
The Oct. 5 Lance contained a lellcr b)
John L. Stout that I found quite distressing for a number of reasons.
There is something else I would
like Lo bring to your attention regarding this letter. We all know the complex power of language, especially in
this politically correct climate we
now live in. Certain words can subtly
discriminate and oppress - even
when they are not meant to - and, on
the other hand, they can reveal the
latent attitudes of someone who is
good with rhetoric.
When Stout refers to "... the
problem of violence against women,"
- I shudder. H,s use of the words
"the problem" reduces rape and assault to the same level as baldness
and body odour.
Come on people! Stop being lulled
by statements about how "people
should be able to experience divergent views and formulate their own
opinions." The existence of violence
against women is not a problem that
can be cured or covered up, it is a distinctly harsh reality.
As a woman I fear being raped. I
don't live in a state of constant
paranoia (although, who would blame
any woman who does?), but I am
wary. I am careful. If, as a frosh, I
read the article in the Sept. 21 lance I
would not, as a result, eschew frat
parties. Rather, I would go with at
least two other people, keep my
drinking to a minimum and rt}OSt of
all, I would be grateful for the warning.
As a community we must look after
each other acknowledge the
dangers and be prepared to survive in
a world that, as a woman, I find more
and more hazardous every day. If we
do not name the pain how can we
ever heal it?
Finally, if you think me a quibbler,
go ask a rape survivor how she feels

about the problem of violence again~t
women. Watch your words Mr. Stout
and ask yourself just what kind of
divergent views people can have
about a man who has sex with a
woman while she's vomiting into a
toilet.
Sincerely,
Pamela A. Brown
Honours B.A., 1990

Uninformed
Dear Editor:

This letter is in response to Mr.
Mroczkowski's submission to the
lance dated
Oct.
19,
1992.
Mroczkowski suffers from the same
ailment
which
afflicts
many
Canadians, publicly asserting one's
opinion without the proper facts and
information regarding the respective
issues to present an informed and factual depiction of the situation. I formally invite Mroczkowski and any
interested students to the Students·
Administrative Council (SAC) offices
in order to obtain proper and applicable information in regards to any
SAC initiative.
I believe Mroczkowski has either
been mislead or is confused about the
exact natcirc of the drug and health
plan ind ry and the functions SAC
is curr
:, investigating lo assume
from pm· ate firms.
Firstly, SAC has within its finance
department a certified professional
accountant and bookkeeper who have
for the most part been responsible for
the tremendous financial turnaround
in SAC in the past few years.
Secondly, SAC currently manages
reserves which exceed the level required for a self-insured drug and
health plan and has for the past two
years exceeded the reported industry
rate of return, which implies prudent
and efficient cash management administration.
Lastly, a majority of the controls
and administrative requirements for
the drug and health plan are already
established since SAC performs a
number of the duties required for the

ff

opcration of the pl.in 111 onkr 10
reduce overall costs.
The proposal being invc~1iga1c~
currently deals with SAC assuming
larger portion of 1he risk as~ocia1ed
with the plan. Basicall:,. thi~ tran,latcs into SAC retaining all of lhe
funds and disbursing these fund,
when receipts are received b) SAC
for drug and health claims from phar·
macics and/or individuals.
SAC is also investigating the po-sibilily of contracting out the ri\k a1·
sociatcd with epidemics ando•
significant changes in the indu,tn.
which would cause unusual inna1ion·
ary pressure. Furthermore, SAC 1'
also investigating the contracting of a
professional information and researc•
firm to fully analyze and assess ead
year the usage levels, changes in lh
industry and other factors affecurg
the plan to determine an appropria1e
price level for the plan.
McMastcr University current!} ha1
a similar plan in operation which min· I
imizes the costs to students. facilitates I
the operation of the plan and
generates funds for the s1udcn'
government well beyond the currcr.
capabilities of SAC. The focus of the
initiative is to remove outside firm•
who profit from the plan in order 1o
retain the profits within the studer
government so as to minimiz~ 1h:
costs to students while mainta1n10:
control.
I can assure Mroczkowski and al
students that SAC will not enter in' 10
any type of service or contracted ar·
rangemcnt which poses significant
threats to the future viability of th. I
corporation. SAC was created to ser· 1
vice and represent students and ;'
arc attempting to address I e
numerous difficulties which currcnd~
exist within the student drug an j
health plan.
. ,. j
I again formally invite all ,nte_
18
ested students to the SAC offices 1
th1
order to submit any co~ccrns
I
have or to obtain information.

I
I
I

J. Jason Clc~en,Jll'
V.P. Finance and OperallO

Sincerely,

Students' Administrative counc
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Jays decide
fate of nation

"t~

by Tran Longmoore
Lance editorial staff
Usually, a glance at the front
I'· ge of the Globe & Matf in-

liII

,har

CK

of a
:arch

forms readers of the nation's
r1nst important issues of the day.
Judging from the Oct. 15 headlines, one might get the impres~ion that the com,titutional
referendum, the U.S. presidential
Jebates and the Toronto Blue
Jays· victory in the American
League playoffs are the three biggest stories in our country.
Wait a minute. Did I say the
T,,ronto Blue Jays? Yep. In fact,
they were the day's lead story.
What makes the Blue Jays victory worthy of the front page of
Canada's national newspaper,
ahead of such nationally relevant
i~sues as the constitutional issue,
which threatens to tear the
country apart, and the U.S.
presidential race, \\ hich. sadly,
may be just as important? What
is mind-blowing is that the Jays·
,ictory has actuall) crept into
1hose issues that I consider
relevant.
I admit that I am a baseball
nut. I shell out $1.50 each week
fpr m) cop) of Bas('ball Weeki)
and spend several hours each
\\ .. .:k pla~ ing ffi) computer-.,imulatcd ba<,eball ramc (rm proud to
Sa) my team i., iri first place). but
somC\\ here along the way. <,omething weird happened. Perhaps I
\\3~ asleep in m) room. dreaming
of pitching a World Series
clinching no-hiller. \\ hilc subhminal messages stating that
baseball was the centre of the
um,er..,c were communicated
through television sets all over
:-.-orth America. This would explain the bizarre things I've been
seeing recent I y.
The U.S. presidential elections
arc nearing and it is lieginning to
look like Democrat Bill Clinton
will end the 12-year reign of the
Republican Part,. 1 he three candidates are debaiing each other in
front of the entire country. trying
lo convince voters why each
should be the person who runs
the nation for the next four vears
One would assume that· U.S.
lele, is ion networks v. ould grant
these debates priority over anything else.
However, if the Jays had lost
Game Six of the American
League East
Championship
Se~es, the deciding game of the
\tries would have been broad-

casted Oct. 15 at 8:30 p.m. This
is the sam1.c time the debate was
to take place. Obviously, someone would have had to move. It
was decided that, if there was a
seventh game, the presidential
debate would be bumped up to 7
p.m.
Should I really be surprised at
this? Probably not. The President
of the United States, considered
the most powerful person in the
world, makes roughly $250 000
per year. That's less than Blue
Jay bench warmer Rance Mullinicks, who played in a dozen
games this year.
Well, baseball is as American
as apple pie, so maybe we should
expect as much from the people
south of the border. Here in
Canada we don't let baseball dictate our lives. That's why we
have hockey. But since the
NHL's regular season is about as
compelling as blank paper. we
can concentrate on the serious
problems that affect our country,
or possibly, countries.
Canada is facing a constitutional crisis that could tear our
country apart. On Oct. 26,
Canadians v. ill hit the polls to
decide whether or not the current
constitutional accord is fair to all
its citizens. Promoters and oppo!-.ilion to the deal arc very passionate in their stances However,
a majorit} of Canadians don't
know enough about the pact to
use hard facts as the basis for
their decisions.
The other morning. \\ hile listening to a respected local radio
talk .,how. the host said something disturbing. He slated that a
Blue Jays victory in the World
Series might pull this country
together in a fever of nationalism
created b) the ba.,eball talents of
25 Puerto Rican and U.S.
citi1cns. Who cares about the issues? In fac:t, let s go all the way.
At the SkyDome. there was a
sign that said "Dave Winfield for
PM.'

I truly hope the Blue Jays win
the World Series. but let's keep
sports in perspective. Let's gather
all the information we can on this
constitutional deal and make up
our minds logically. But some
people out there won ·1 be convinced. To those people. the Blue
Jays have worked so hard to
dump their choking label ... do
they really need the pressure of
trying to keep the nation together
as well?
IQ

Do you want fries with that degree?
by Judge Brisson
Lance editorial staff
In its quest to hire a new dean,
the
Faculty
of
Business
Administration's hiring committee hasn 'I outlined any academic
qualifications in its published advertisement for the position.
As such. this committee is
being overly pra!?matic and
wrongfully shortsighted in their
choice of candidates By not requiring the head of such a faculty
to hold a PhD, its highest
academic standing, the hiring
committee is sacrificing the
academic integrity of this body
and putting into question the
standards of the uni\,crsity as a
whole.
What does the Faculty of Business Administration gain by
hiring someone who's background is not in academia?
The current dean, Eric West,
describes the advantages of
having a business man/woman
(i.e. corporate/private sector
background) in his position as
follows: "they have a wide circle
of friends and can use them for

the qu~"~tlQJI
p(e'·
~

1hl1

1tll!
olll

"

Mario
Coccimigli
1st Year
Business
I'm going as a caveman
- like Encino Man.

Patricia Fell
Designer
School of
Dramatic Art
Carmen Miranda ... I love
fruit.

fundrnising purposes."
Should the ability to funnel big
hucks into an institution supersede the recognition of scholarly
excellence and administrative
ahility in an academic enterprise
as the fundamental qualification
for the dean's position?
To discount the value of
managerial and adminbtratave
experience of candidates from a
non-academic background would
be wrong. however the University of Windsor is a public institur: ,n. The adminbtrative
practices ot any public im,titution
vary w1delv from their counterparts in the private sector.
In considering candidates who
do no: mec1 1he highest academic
qualifications, the Faculty of
Business Administration is sending out a mixed message to its
members and others in the
uni .. ersity community. On the
one hand, membership in a
faculty's academic unit requires
the necessary academic qualifications, however. to be the head of
a faculty unit, one need not
necessarily meet these same
qualifications.

To the <.;ludcnts, the message is
equally disturhing. Whal can be
said of a faculty that holds iL,
professors to one standard while
holding it!> leader to another. Can
the academic agenda of such a
faculty be lead by a figurehead
who lacks the expertise in
academia and the experience of
most of its members?
ff further advertisements arc to
be run, it would be prudent to
consider the ramifications of not
including any academic requirements. Faculty Association president Edwin Hahib agreed that the
ad wa., not sati.,factory. Andrew
Templer, chair of the hiring committee, is rightfully seeking the
input of a number of groups on
campus with respect to the
decision, however. it was unfortunate that the ad had run prior to
this sort of consultation.
The Dean of the Faculty of
Business Administration is a vital
position in the workings of the
university. To consider candidates who do not hold a PhD
would dbcredit the office and
reflect poorly on the university's
academic community.
IQ

What are you dressing up as for Hallowe 'en?

Johnny
Wilson

Kevin
Anstee

1st Year
Geology

1st Year
Soc. Science

It's my birthday, ( guess
I'll wear my birthday suit.

Believe it or not, Vincent
from Beauty afld the Beast.
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Students'
Administrative .
Council

DRUG
PLAN '
I

GREEN SHIELD CARDS HAVE
NOW BEEN MAILED.
You will receive two copies of this card.
Carry one copy with you and leave the
second copy in a safe place
in case you lose the first copy.
Any Full-Time Undergrads who have not
received their card within ten days
please contact Margaret Perrault at
extension #4504.
If you require a drug prescription
reimbursement, please bring the
receipt along with your drug card to
the SAC trailer.
For future prescriptions please present
your Green Shield card at the drug store
when having the prescription filled and
you will only be charged the 20% fee.
M,n•.-,y ot

Minttt.•1• CM la

Cuttu,e ano

Cultu,e et des
Comm~.a,1ions Com""'ntelllQ05

20% OFF
PIZZA ORDERS
With Student I.D.
minimum order of $10

QUALITY MAKES THE DIFFERENCE

Now Open For Lunch!
Specials from $2 - $5.95

Sam~
Pizzeria
2215 Wyandotte West at Randolph
256- SAMS
EAT IN• PICK UP• FAST FREE DELIVERY
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Worth missing
at a theatre
near you:
Hero. See
review, p. 6.

Student
council
nixes exec
bonuses, p. 4.

Special CJAM-fm
pull-out supplement &
Program Guide, pp. 7 - 1O.
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Albano wins
in landslide;
Ulch protests
by Tran Longmoore
Lance news staff
The results of this year's Social Science Society elections are
in and seem to indicate that social science students would like a
change.
Newcomer Marco Albano
recorded a resounding 63-37 victory over society executive member Tiffany Ulch.
""' ,;vrr, the victory cclchr&-

tion for president-elect Albano
may not last very long.
If Ulch has her way, Albano
will have no future as president
of the society. Ulch claims that
Albano's campaign broke election bylaws. She plans to lodge a
formal appeal at the next council
meeting, hoping to overturn the
b} -election results.
According to the society's
constitution, all posters must be
down within 12 hours of the election. Albano's posters were apparently up until 2 a.m. the
morning of the election.
"He blatantly broke the rules.
If he doesn ·t know the constitution, he shouldn't be president,''
said Ulch.
Albano admits he wasn't
aware of the bylaw and removed
the posters as soon as he was told
of the rule. He has also charged
that Ulch's signs were up in ii-

legal places, but that nothing was
done about it.
"She was on the executive that
created these bylaws and she
broke the rules,'' added Albano.
Chief returning officer Todd
Davies has heard the complaints
and said as far as he· s concerned.
"We ran the election. Marco Albano won. It's now up to the SSS
council to hear the appeal."
An exhausted Albano was
'iurpriscd by the forg" margin .t\(
victory. He was well aware that
most of the current executive
supported his opponent.
Albano attributed his victory
to a desire for change. and
thanked voters, who turned out in
greater numbers than last year.
Immediately after recieving
word of his victory, Albano
began looking to the future. He
spent $34 on his campaign, an efficiency he feels he can carry into
office.
"There are a lot of ways to
make money with $50 000. ·· Albano said referring to the
societ) ·s budget.
Albano is also wary of dealing
with an executive tha1 is made up
of the "old crew."
While he admits he might have
a tough time creating change. Albano is ready for the challenge.
adding, "the better the oppositon.
the stonger the leadership."
~

Administration may alter
class scheduling system
by Ian Kelso
Lance news staff
The university is considering
changing class schedules so that
courses would not be held at the
same time throughout the week.
The idea will ensure that classroom space is used to its full
'
P~tential. Registrar Frank Smith
sa,d. t~e the plan "is only in the
pr~.hminary stages of dicussion."
b The system in place now will
be r'hanged to adapt to our needs,
e. ore a new system is tried " he
sa,d.
'
The scheduling change would
work
in th e ,o
'" II owing
.
th
manner:
~dday would be divided into
th tr s· m ·
ev . • ornmg, afternoon and
en,ng. A class scheduled in

any one of these periods would
remain in it, although not necessarily at the same time each day.
For example, a class scheduled
for Mondays at 9 a.m. could be
offered Wednesday at 10:30 a.m.
and again on Friday at JO a.m.
Smith said using such a system
would "ensure that Friday is used
all the time and to its full potential."
Psychology professor Dale
Woodyard has opposed the
change, stressing the need for
more study of the proposal.
"I think something like this
must be thoroughly looked into
before implementation," he said.
"This could seriously affe~t
the academic qualit) of thb institution.''
g

Happy revellers party it up en route to the Homecoming football game. Unfortunately, the Lancers lost
Waterloo warriors 10-8 More on t.h'? game on o 11 (nho'o by Momiko Hino)

p ,..,arro·• .ded sion to thP

Accord-sfailure doesn't spell doom
for nation, campus observers predict
by Ty Daniels

Lance news editor
Now that the Charlottetown
Accord has reached its final resting place beside the Meech Lake
Accord, the question about
Canada's economic and social
status remains. Will Canada be
plunged into the despair suggested by the Yes ~ampaign?
Opinion on campus has been
varied yet most students and
professors don ·1 expect the
country to fall to pieces.
Ron !anni. U of W president,
said he was only mildly surprised
with the results
"People were caught up with
general malaise of the country.
The substance of the constitution
was used as a tool over concerns
about the GST, free trade and
political parties:· he said.
The feeling that the accord was
rejected nol on ils merits but as
action against the establishment
was noted by political science
professor Howard Pawley.
''This is a backlash against
Mulroney and the other political
leaders, including the editorialists
and the business establishment as
well.'' he said.
Pawley said the absence of any
economic disaster following the
vote has hurt the credibility of
the banking industry.
"The Ro) al Bank has made a
colossal error during the referendum and I seriously question
whether people will be able to
trust the judgement of the banks
in the future."
The economy. seen as the
focus of the "Yes" campaign. ap-

pears to have improved in the
days following the vote.
Economics professor Leon
Sydor attributed the recent
strengthening of the econom) to
the widespread unpopularity of
the accord.
"If anything, the fact that this
deal was rejected so solidly by
the entire country should give
the economy top priority," he
said.
"Maybe now lhe government
will do something about the 1524 age group who have been
straddled with more than 20 percent unemployment."
The possibility of a fractured
country was rejected by Abdalla
Adlan, a first year science student.
''Nothing "ill happen to
Canada. the country will not
separate," he said. "Quebec voted
the same way as the rest of the
country. The country as a whole
united against the accord."
Cindy McGarroch, a pre-dentistry student, said the deal was
probably condemned to fail from
the beginning.
"Everyone is Mulroney bashing these days. It doesn't matter
who is in power, we have so
many people who are antigovernment, we were bound to
have more people against than
for the deal,'' she said.
All agreed politicians should
deal with the more pressing issues facing Canada than to continue on with the Constitution.
"A written constitution is not
nearly as important as what goes
on in country," said Ianni. "We
should just let it settle and then

come back to it."
Ianni said following constitutional proposals should be dealt
with on an individual basis.
"It's too easy for a complete
package of ideas to be rejected
because there will always be
something that doesn't appeal to
all individuals,'' he said.
Others found hope thal Canada
will benefit from the deal's
death.
"Once a country realizes its
limitations, it strengthens itself.
You are in a weak position when
you don't know where your
faults lie,'' Sydor said.
[Q

__..

Jays fever
infects Ianni
Students aren't the only ones
who fall prey to the steel hook
and chain.
During homecoming weekend,
U of W president Ron Ianni had
his car towed from in front of
Vanier Hall.
Ianni said he had been travelling between locations on campus
and, hurrying because he was late
for an engagement, he left his car
illegally parked. He stayed later
than he expected, glued to the
television as the Toronto Blue
Jays won the World Series.
When he left, his car had been
towed.
Ianni said he doesn't harbour
any ill feelings toward the Jays
for the inconvenience.
"It was good to see them win
the game. We've waited a long
time to see it happen," he said. liJ
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diversions-----------Lance calendar of events

Thursday, November 5

Tuesday, November 3
SNAC is hosting a post
mid-tenn pizza party for all
special needs students. Pizza
and refreshments will be
served from 5 - 9 p.m. at the
Grad House. If interested sign
up in Leddy Library G104.

§

•

The lntervarslty Christian
Fellowship will be holding a
meeting in the Oak Room in
Vanier Hall from 5 - 8 p.m.
Drop by and see what the
fellowship is all about.

§

The
Communications
Students Association is
having a Communication
Studies staff - student lunch at
the Grad House on the
second floor. Lunch is
expected to run 12 noon until
1 :30 p.m. For more
information call CSA at
252-3806.

l

The Department of Geology
presents Dr. Jan Veizer
speaking on the Earth
System:
Geological
Perspective ofGlobal Change
at 4 p.m. in room 211
Memorial Hall.

Assumption University
Chapel hosts Mass and a cost
supper Tuesdays at 5 p.m.
between the UC and the
bridge, 973-7034.
The
Communications
Students Association will be
holding a meeting on the
second floor of the Grad
House 4:30 - 5:30 p.m. New
members welcome.

•

Citizen's Environmental
Alliance presents Megan
Williams of the WEED
Foundation (Women and
Environment, Education, and
Development) speaking on
the Stop the White Wash
campaign to ban the use of
chlorine bleaching in feminine
hygiene products. Grad
House at 7:30 p.m.

Wednesday, November 4
® The
Lancer
men's
basketball team take on the
Alumni in an exhibition game
to start at 8 p.m. at St. Denis
Centre Fieldhouse.
IE Hilberry Theatre presents
Rumors through Dec 5. for information call the theatre box
office at (313)577-2972.
IE The University Players
present Goodnight Desdemona (Goodmorning Juliet)
through Nov. 8. For more information call the box office at
253-4232, ext. 2808.

Friday, November 6
•

The
University Centre
Advisory Board will hold a
public meeting at 11 a.m. in
Vanier Hall Trillium A. All
students interested are
welcome. For infonnation call
253-4232 ext. 3230.

® Lancer women's volleyball
vs. Lakehead Nor'westers at
the St. Denis Centre
fieldhouse. Game starts at 7
p.m. A second match will be
played Saturday. Nov. 7.
same time, same place.

IE The Bookroom at the Court
presents Austin Clarke reading from his current works at 8
p.m. at the new Sandwich
Street Cafe (Mackenzie Hall,
3277 Sandwich). For more information call 258-2726.

Schizophrenia as a Positive Metaphor by Amy Bradley.
IE Theatre Alive presents Birth
of a City, a history of Windsor
based on Carl Morgan's book,
at the Capitol Theatre, 121
University Ave. W. For more
information call 256-2240.

l

The Academic Writing
Centre invites you to an Open
House at 1 - 4 p.m. in the
Academic Writing Centre (470
Sunset).

IE The Chinese Students' Association presents a Tiananmen Memorial Art Exhibit on
the Main Floor, Leddy Library
through Nov. 27.

l

The Humanities Research
Group presents Martha
Vicinus giving a lecture
entitled Understanding Dress
Codes: Women who dressed
as men. 8:00 p.m. in the Oak
Room. Vanier Hall.

Saturday, November 7
l

The Windsor Philosophy
Association
presents
Feminism in Academia: What
is its role? a panel discussion
- at 7 p.m. in the Education
Building Room 1101. Panel
members include Dr. Pamela
Milne, Dr. Linda Fisher, and
Dr. H. Mcivor.
The EAA Leaf Collection
Drive invites volunteers to
assemble at 11 a.m. in the
basement of Vanier Hall to
encourage neighbours of the
university to bring their leaves
to composting areas. As well
volunteers will be need to rake
leaves and drop them off.
Bring rakes and vehicles if
possible. Beer and chili party
to follow.

Sunday, November 8
You are not alone - survivors
of incest anonymous for
lesbian and bisexual
women holds meetings every
Sunday from 7 - 9 p.m. at
Metropolitan Community
Church (3301 Edison Street at
the corner of Brock Street).
For information, please call
977-6897.

Monday, November 9
Iona College presents Lay
Theology - Pastoral Care.
Open to all interested
persons. Held at Iona College
(208 Sunset) from 7:30 · 9
p.m. and a registration fee of
$30.00 is required. For further
information, please call
253-4232. ext. 3440.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------§ Socials, parties, mixers, etc.
IE Visual and performing arts.

l

Lectures, seminars, etc.

"°

Club and society meetings.
Notices. demonstrations.

® Sports events.

20% OFF
PIZZA ORDERS
With Student I.D.
minimum order of $10

QUALITY MAKES THE DIFFERENCE

Now Open For Lunch!
Specials from $2 - $5.95

Pizzeria
2215 Wyandotte West at Randolph
256- SAMS
EAT IN• PICK UP• FAST FREE DELIVERY
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(Manicure, Pedicure, Brow- and lip-waxing, Make-up, etc.}

Salon

WE USE AND RECOMMEND

wmatrix·
ESSEN TI ALS

(519) 973 -0727
131 Park SL W .

fERFECT r~~

~~~

~~

PAPERS

~~

-

An On-Campus Student Service providing
Professional Output at Reasonable Rates
We Do:
•Term Papers
• Resumes
• ACCIS Forms
• Cover Letters
• Flyers, etc.
• FAX service, Photocopying, and Laser Copies
Hours: 8:30 A.M. - 7:00 P.M. Monday - Thursday
8:30 A.M. - 1:30 P.M. Fridays
Location: OPUS Office 496 Sunset Aven ue
Phone:
971 - 3603

CROWN&

Sexual Harassment Advisor Heather Metcalfe. (photo by
SUZANNE NGUf)

available early this month.
The university's policy on
sexual harassment can be ob-

tained from the Sexual Harassment Office located at 310 Sunset.
(g

Forum to discuss women 's issues
promote women's issues at the
university.
The newly formed Windsor
Philosophy Association will host
a forum entitled "Feminism in
Academia: What Role Should It
Play?" on Monday Nov. 9, in
Room 1101 of the Education
Building.
The association's president,
Sean Brennan, said there is not
~nough public dialogue about the
important topic.

•

{Relaxer, Hair Braids, Hair extensions, etc.)

park

Members of the U of W facul-

••

Sandra specialized for esthetics

Reports of sexual harassment
have doubled since the university
opened the Sexual Harassment
office four years ago.
Heather Metcalfe, Sexual
Harassment Advisor at the
university, has published the
fourth Annual Report on Sexual
Harassment
According to the report, from
Sept. 1, 1991 to Aug. 31, 1992,
there have been only 15 cases of
sexual harassment that were
authorized for investigation and
t 2 cases
that were not
authorized. Of the 12 cases not
investigated, nine involved alleged sexual assault.
This, in a student population of
approximately 15 500 students.
Metcalfe stated that these
numbers are relatively good for a
campus of Windsor's size.
Unfortunately, the reality of
the situation has been that most
people do not want to report
sexual harassment for fear of not
being believed, and the possibility of being victimized a
second time.
Metcalfe points out that
Windsor has a small campus in
comparison to·other schools. In a
small campus, making public the
cases of sexual harassment can
alienate the victim, even if done
anonymously.
Metcalfe hopes to provide
every student with a list of
resources open to them in cases
of possible sexual harassment.
Students wili be issued a personal
safety card that will include this
information. The cards will be

ty have taken an initiative to

:

Brandee specialized for people of colour

on the

Lance news staff

'

Fall Specials -15% off!

Lance news staff

by Todd Schaus

' •

J

by Dianne Small

"Discussion has surrounded
the topic of feminism in
academia, yet it has been in relatively private fora," Brennan
said.
Topics of discussion will include the viability of a Women's
Studies degree program (presently only a certificate program) and
the importance of employment
equity
in
the
university
workplace.
Slated to sit on the panel are
professors
Pamela
Milne
(religious studies), Linda Fisher
(philosophy), Heather Macivor
(political science) and Charlene
Senn (psychology).

Fisher, in her first year at the
university, has done research in
the area of Feminism in
Philosophy. She will teach a new
course on the topic next
semester.
Macivor is in the process of
writing a book, including a chapter devoted to a history of women
in the social sciences.
The association sees providing
public forums like this one as an
important part of its role.
The association meets twice
monthly. Its next meeting is at
6:30 p.m., Thursday Nov. 12,
upstairs at the Grad House. All
are invited to attend.
(g

OUR LOWEST PRICE EVER!
386 25 MHZ Power
25 MHZ CPU
2 M RAM
14" Super VGA Colour Monitor
Super VGA Card
40 Mb Hard Disk Drive
3.5" 1.44 Mb Floppy disk drive
IDE FD/HD Controller
2 Serial, 1 Parallel and 1 Game Port
• 101 Keys Enhanced Keyboard
• Mini Tower C ase
• 200W Power Supply

$998

Data systems inc.

2175 Wyandotte St. W . (519) 254-2721 FAX (519) 254-3017
Bus. Hrs. Mon.-Fri. 10:30-7:00, Sat. 12:00-6:00
Locations throughout Ontario, Mississauga, Toronto, Ottawa, Whitby

ANCHOR PUB
Friday, November 6 &
Saturday, November 7
Live Band:

MONSOON RAIN
After School Specials 5 - 8 p.m.
MONDAY - Pasta & Pitcher
TUESDAY - Eggrolls 3 for $2.50
WEDNESDAY - Burger & Fries $ 1.00
THURSDAY - Penny W ings
FRIDAY - Pitcher & Wings

ALL DAY SATURDAY

FREE Mouse

Hot Dogs & Fries $1.00

Free Hard Disk Menu,
Word Processor.
Spreadsheel Games and
DOS Tutorial
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STUDENT DISCOUNT trldt

15% off regul ar meals (incl. buffet)
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Sexual harassment
cases reported double
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Know anyone
else who
needs ajob?
The Lance is looking for
an associate news editor.
The associate news editor
works under the news
editor: reporting, assigning
and editing stories. This
position
pays
an
honorarium of $40 a week.
Experience not required.
Contact editor Laila Farrell. 253-4232, ext. 3909
for more information.

Executive denied bonuses
bonuses as a misuse of funds.
"This will send a very bad
message to the student body,"
said nursing representative Brian
Green. " If we approve these
bonuses they will be very pissed
off, and they already are."
Social science representative
Emma Talbot, a member of the
finance committee, said the
$3000 expenditure should be interpreted as a saving.
"The message that we are
giving out to students is that we
are saving them money by not
spending the $13 000 originally
allocated to (Cheng's) position,"
she said.
At SAC's first general meeting
this fall, council decided not to

by Ty Daniels
Lance news editor

Student council denied executive members a $1000 bonus
designed as payment for extra
workload assumed following the
resignation of vice president
Chris Cheng this summer.
The motion, brought forward
the
finance
committee at
council's Oct. 27 general meeting, fa iled after 45 minutes
debate. Nine councillors voted in
favour, 11 opposed and two
abstained. The three-member executive absented itself during the
discussion.
Councillors expressed concern
that students would see the

fill the vacated position, arguing
most of the work had already
been done over the summer.
President Kristine Robinson
vice president university affai~
John Stout and vice president
Jason Clemens split Cheng's job
description between them.
Robinson said she was no1
really concerned that they did not
receive the money.
"We were mostly looking for
support from council for the extra
work that we had done over the
summer. We just wanted a pat on
the back," she said.
"The money didn't really
mean anything, we got our sup.
port from council with their support in other issues."
~

Electoral officer's neck on the block
votes were then destroyed.
"By recording the ballot number beside your name, theoretically, one could calculate how
you voted in the election since
they can trace your ballot," said
social science representative Jennifer Johnston, who moved for
Lafreniere 's impeachment.
Vice president university affairs
John
Stout
agreed
Lafreniere "has screwed up in a
number of ways," but argued
council should wait until he was
present before laking action.
"If you want to bring him up
here and give him shit, then do
that next week so at least he can
defend himself," Stout said.

by Ty Daniels
Lance news editor

Northwestern College of Chiropractic
is aclepcing applic.uion~ for ic, 199.J entering cla~,es.
(Janu,iry. ~b~· ,rnJ St:pcember}

General requirements at time ofentry include:
I ~pprox .. 2-J Hm of ulllrgt m J Ilk or hrJlch \lll'IKl' drgm.· program.
I ;\ C.P.:\. of 2 5 or Jbmr.
I A personJI 1ntt're,c in .11.: Jrra J, J prmw, 1..1rt' ph\ ,1e1Jn.

Northwestern ojfers:
•

I A proie,\1onal ,chool ol '500 ,cu<ll·nc, "ich ,cuJrnt IJ(Ulty mio ot I 2: I.
• A \PJI.IOU) 25 acre campus 111 ,uburhJn \linn1.·Jpoli~
I I ull J1.Lrtd1CJ110n b.1 ~orrh ( t'ntr.11 ·h ouJuon ol Colkgn JnJ ,hooh
J11d rhe Counul on Ch,ropr.11.CJL hluL,HHHl.

Call: 1-800-888-4777 or
Write: Dm.·uor of \dm1mon~
250 I \X'N 1 ,ghry- hnmh \crrr1 I \1mncJpol". ,\ 1:,-..: '5'>1 H -1'599

Perceived improprieties in the
recent SAC by-election have put
the Chief Returning Officer
David Lafreniere under the gun.
Council discussed a motion to
impeach Lafreniere, who was not
present al the Oct. 27 meeting.
When the motion failed, council
approved a resolution to "compel
lhe present Chief Returning Officer to attend the next council
meeting."
Members expressed concerns
the voting procedure could have
resulted in students voting more
than once, and complained
Lafreniere 's
countermeasures
violated the principle of secret
balloting.
Lafreniere allowed students to
vote at any polling station. Electoral officers recorded the number of the ballot beside students'
names as they voted. After the
electior.. officers checked the
registry at each station to see if
anyone voted twice and reported
no one did. The records of the

•••

Other happenings at the Oct.
27 SAC general meeting:
Council ratified three additional clubs for the 1992-93 year.
They are CARISA, AIESEC and
the Windsor Association of
Macedonians.

•••

Council
approved special
events funding in the following
amounts:

•

•
•

•

Chinese Students' Association
received $350 lo fund the
Tiananmen Art Exhibition.
The Debating Society was
given $1000 to finance several
of its planned competitions.
The society suffered funding
difficulties since it was forced
to give up fundraising bingos.
The Philosophy Club was allocated $100 to help fund a
conference.
The Student Law Society
received $100 to help finance
attendance at the Law Games.
The Chinese Students' Association was turned down for
a $50 to fund a badminton
tournament.

11
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Council approved sending
president Kristine Robinson, social science representative Emma
falbot and student senator Morgan Elliot to a week-long conference
of
the
Canadian
Federation of Students in Rockland. Delegate fees for the conference are $485 per student and
travel costs will be approximate·
ly $400.
~

PROFESSIONAL TYPING
Student Papers, Manuscripts & Resumes

*Competitive Prices*
DOWNTOWN OFFICE SERVICES
327 Chatham Street West 253-3571
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Understanding Dress Codes:
!Jo
Women Who Dressed as Men, 1660-1950
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8:00 p.m. Friday October 2, 1992
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Theatre devoted to women's issues

11

by Suzanne Ngui
and Sarah Roebuck

11

Lance arts staff
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The
Windsor
Feminist
Theatre, the oldest of its kind in
Canada, was founded 12 years
ago by a group of five local
women
already
active
in
Windsor Women's Liberation
Group.
Unhappy with the presentation
of women in traditional theatre,
they decided to establish their
own, as a venue for exploring
women's issues, focusing on social change and offering alternative views.
Their first production, Voices,
included Pat Noonan, Elanore
Paine, Sheila Wisdom, Betty
Wamsley, Mary Lou Atkinson,
Susan Meretsky, and Barbara
Sharon.
Since its initial step, the company continues to focus on issues
affecting not only women, but all
people in an oppressive society.
"To the theatre, feminism is a
recognition of women as individuals and equals," says artistic director Heather Majaury.
"It's a forum for all women to
explore issues important to
them."
A feminist theatre provides the
opportunity for an equal presentation of women; rather than exercising reverse sexism, it gives
women equal billing - after all,
if only one side is presented,
stereotypes emerge. Most of the
pieces chosen by the company to

perform are written by women.
Although they have used plays
written by men, according to
Majuary, it takes a very sensitive
individual to write about the opposite sex.
The community-based company encourages people interested in theatre to participate,
regardless of their previous experience. It hopes to empower
the individual to act on stage and
in life. Auditions for any
mainstage production are open to
all men and women interested in
learning, or practising, in the art
of theatre.
The
company
anticipates
producing professional shows,
with a paid cast, but intends to
maintain a grassroots approach.
The members of the theatre
group want the issues to remain
the important force and to continue to keep profit secondary.
The company generally performs one big production annually, and several smaller shows
commissioned
by
specific
groups. Each show centers upon
one issue important to women,
leaving ample room for growth
and exploration.
The most recent production
exemplifies the group's attempt
to explore new issues. Not
Shown Actual Size addresses the
prevalent problem of eating disorders.
"We're used to dealing with
political issues," said Majuary.
" Politics enter into everything,
its a result of politics, but crcat-

Sandy Weatherhead
(kneeling) tends to the
hem of Bridget Gillen's
costume. The two are
members of the
Windsor Feminist
Theatre, the oldest
troupe of its kind in
Canada.
(photo by
SUZANNE NGUJ)
ing a law won't stop eating disorders."
The purpose of the play is to
educate the public of the deeply
ingrained roots of this disorder.
The preoccupation of the disorder serves as a screen; the obsession with food brings the
focus from real problems the in-

dividual is unable to control, to
their bodies - something upon
which they are able to enforce
control.
Because of the complexity of
the issue, the writing process for
the script has been the most
time-consuming clement of the
play. But the finished product is

unique mixture of traditional
theatre. the theatre of the oppressed and multi-media, all
aimed at prompting audience
participation.
Not Shown Actual Si::e will he
performed Nov. 16-18, as workin-progrcss to gauge auJicncc
reaction.
~

a

Stone Voices still
resounding today
Stone J oices: JJ"artime JJ ritings
ofJapa11ese-Ca11adia11 lssei
Edited by Keibo Oiwa

by Louise MIiis
Lance arts staff

Stone J.,oices is a compilation
of journal entries, poetry and letters written by first generation
Japanese Canadians during their
imprisonment
in
internment
camps. The authors committed
no crimes other than being born
in an enemy country.
Koichiro Miyazaki was arrested in March of 1942 and sent
to first the Petawawa and then
the Angler internment camps. He
was considered a ganbari-ya, a
die hard, because he refused to
co-operate with the government.
His memoirs tell of a man who
resisted on principle bacause he
knew he had done nothing
wrong.
Another of the ganbari-ya,
Kensuke Kitagawa, was also interned at Angler. His writings are
a collection of letters written to
his wife and friends. These letters
detail his unhappiness as well as
his increasing devotion to the
religious movement called Se,cho
no ie (The House of Growing
Life). He credits his spiritual
devotion as his source of
strength.
Kaoru Ikeda represents another
point of view. Women were sent
to "relocation camps," where
they were allow~d to keep their

families together (in some cases)
while still under government surveillance. Her "Slocan Diary" is
in two parts; a memoir detailing
her family's relocation story
along with the events of daily life
there. A selection of diary entries
includes haiku and tanka poems
"Footsteps: Autobiography of
a Socialist"' is the life story of
Genshichi Takahashi, whose
family decided to leave for
Quebec to start a new life.
Takahashi did not suffer much
hardship in Alberta. He had the
freedom to hold different jobs instead of being imprisoned.
The one common thread linking
these
four
JapaneseCanadians is their calm and
humble dealings with injustice.
They all express confusion about
their treatment by their own
government. Each was separated
from family and friends and were
forced to live without dignity
under harsh conditions.
Every Canadian should read
this book to learn what our
government did to these people,
and is capable of doing again.
The recent compensation given
to the Japanese-Canadians by the
government lends this subject
greater social significance, and
heightens the awareness of the
power of racism. The poignant
message of this book is in those

who were treated so unfairly by
the Canadian government still
remain loyal to Canada.
19
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Hero is good ...
if you like TV
Hero
starring Geena Davis, DusUn
Hoffman and Andy Garcia
directed by Stephen Frears
by Duncan Edgar
Lance arts staff

When the American "Dream
Team" was glorified on TV by
U.S. media during the Olympic
games, were you nauseous?
Does watching Joan Rivers address yet another highly personal
and embarrassing question to one
of her guests make you want to
whip a brick at the TV screen?
If so, then you should probably
avoid the movie Hero. But if you
can stomach the more unsavoury
aspects of television reporting,
you might find Hero to be an
entertaining way to spend a
couple of hours. The movie is
like bad TV.
Gale Gayley (Geena Davis) is
a hard-nosed television reporter,
addicted to the high of a good
story. While flying back from
New
York
City
in
a
thunderstorm, her plane crashes
on an overpass. This happens to
be where the car of Bernie La
Plante (Dustin Hoffman) breaks
down moments before. He is a
foul-mouthed petty crook. After
staring at the plane for a few
moments, La Plante comes to his
senses and opens up the plane's
emergency hatch so the passengers can escape.
A little boy pleads with La
Plante to go back in the plane and
reo;;cue his father, to which he
reluctantly agrees. He pulls out
scores of injured passengers
(among them, Gayley), who cannot see him in the darkened
plane. He catches a ride back
home with John Bubber (Andy

~covery
'Boo/&ton
&

Garcia) a homeless man who
lives in his car. He gives him his
remaining shoe, to give to a onelegged friend.
Meanwhile, the ever-vigilant
Gayley is already plotting the
story about the mysterious, oneshoed "Angel of Flight 104." Her
station offers a million dollar
reward to the rescuer if he
reveals himself and grants them
an interview. Bubber comes forward with the shoe La Plante has
given him, and claims he is the
rescuer. Bubber is handsome and
charismatic, and charms the
American viewing public with
his inspiring words and unselfish
acts of charity. La Plante sees the
imposter on TV, and spends the
rest of the movie trying to prove
that he, not Bubber, was the
"Angel of Flight 104."
Dustin Hoffman is excellent in
his role as La Plante, andmanages to alternatively arouse
both our disgust and sympathy
throughout the movie. La Plante
may be a cheap crook, but he
truly tries to be a good father to
his young son.
Andy Garcia is perfectly cast
as the saintly John Bubbcr,
whose only flaw was to pretend
to be the rescuer so that he could
collect the million dollars and
give it to charitable causes. The
only weak link in the acting lineup is Geena Da'-'is, who must
counter the obnoxious, opportunistic side of her character with
a more sympathetic side. She
doesn't quite pull it off.
Hero is an interesting movie, if
you like TV. Unfortunatly only
because its plot is a series of unlikely but still plausible twists
that keep you trying to guess at
what could happen next.
~
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ESSAYS, REPORTS, ANO

resumes typing service
Desktop publishing, advertis.
ing, and flyers. Personal com.
puter sales and service.
Creative Computer Services.
Call 969·8951.
TYPING
/
WORD
PROCESSing · · essays
theses, reports, term papers,
etc. ·· fast accurate, reliable
service ·· reasonable rates.
Disc Storage. 948-9359
CHECK IT OUT, QUALITY

word processing to fit your
needs. Close to University. Call
253-0630 after 5 or leave a
message.

TYPING SERVICE: ESSAYS

reports, medical transcription:
etc., typed accurately, professionally and quickly! $2/page.
Contact Lynda at 735-8902.
WORDPROCESSING:

ESsays, reports, manuscripts.
$2.50/page double spaced,
$4/page single spaced. Fast.
professional service. Free pickup and delivery. Shoreline
Computing. 733-8890.

The Mason-Girardot Alan Manor. {photo by TED ANDKILDE)

Mom's home cooking
just a short jaunt away
by Shannon Van Wattghem
Lance arts staff

By now we are all probably
fed up with the average meals we
eat. It could be Vanier, or the fast
food places around campus, or
our own ill attempts to cook.
Now, all you have to do is take a
short jaunt down to the corner of
Mill and Peter streets to MasonGirardot Alan Manor to get appetizing home cooking.
This is not your average student restaurant. The atmosphere
is relaxing, and the food is not
saturated with cooking oil The
meals are light, and so are the
prices. For lunch, the manor features dishes such as Spinach
Kofte, which is a Turkish-style
garlic meatball in fresh leaf
spinach and spicy red sauce, and
the chicken Kebab, which is
cubes of chicken broiled with
onions and peppers served with
rice and a salad.

IT PAYS YOU TO HIRE THE BEST

IEJL1I1r1E §iECLJ~IT §IEIP&VJI<CIE§
CERTIFIED PROFESSIONALS IN:
• BAR SECURITY
• BODYGUARD SERVICE
• SPECIAL EVENTS
• CROWD CONTROL

4774 Wyandotte St. E

~

974-9044

TYPING, TYPING, TYPING.

Fast, accurate and professional typing. $1 .75 per page
(includes spellcheck) rush service, laserprinting available.
Call Susan, 977-7766.

I EMPLOYMENT ]

The lunch menu normally runs
between $6 and $7 for the
entrees.
The dinner menu remains between $12 and $15, and offers
Karides Kremali, gulf shrimp
sauteed in creamy, hot and spicy
sauce. The desserts definitely
wouldn't be found on a Weight
Watchers program. These include
Victorian peaches or trifle.
There is also a student take-out
menu the restaurant has set up.
This menu includes Shish Kofte
Kebab, which is seasoned ground
beef kebab in pita bread with a
garlic yogurt sauce, and cheese
and spinach boerek, which is
layers of filo pastry filled with
cheese, spinach and zucchini.
Both of these dishes are only $3.
During the winter, the manor
will feature homemade soup for
the extra cold days. For student
take-out, all you have to do is go
to the side door, just like at
home.
~
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RUN YOUR OWN SUMMER

business. Earn up to $10000
installing residential sprinkler
systems, while building excellent resume experience. Join
North America' s largest
residential installing team. Information session at Dillon Hall
Thursday November 5 at 5 p.m.
or call Student Sprinklers at
1-800-256-7691 .
STUDENTS OR ORGANIZA-

tions. Promote our Florida
Spring Break packages. Earn
money and free trips. Organize
small or large groups. Call
Cam pus Marketing ; 1-800423-5264.
LSAT DEC. 5. SINCE 1979

John Richardson s LSAT
course has prepared
thousands of students for the
LSAT It will be taught at the
University of Western Ontario
the weekend of Nov 14. and 15.
Call 1-800-567-PAEP (7737)

HOUSING
BED AND BREAKFAST: ideal
for visiting parents and friends.
Ten blocks from campus Call
256-3937.

WIN One Semester

•

FREE TUITION r z

DRAW FOR THE UNITED WAY
4 other valuable prizes
Tickets $1 each or Book of 1 o for $8
Available at OPUS
496 Sunset
971 - 3603

~~)
~r-

, • • O,gonlzotion of Port-time
University Students

252-7443
QPE.N

'c-\OU SE
(. E.LE SR ATao~
SAT. NOV, 1
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TA I CH I C>tMO
5CHAf.FF£'AI
MASSAG.!:

Opm 'lJai[y 9 - 6
S aturdays 10 · 5

'Decficatecf to those of us
in recovery who seek to
enjoy tfie mirade eacli
cfay brings.
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ROCK& ROLL
NO COVER
WITH STUDENT I.D.
ANY NIGHT!!
Mon. Nov. 2: THE HITMEN
Thurs. - Sat. Nov. 5 - 7 JESTER
Sun. Nov. 8: Metallica Tribute DISASTER AREA
Sun. Nov. 15: Kiss Tribute ALIVE

5 minutes west of the U of W - 3885 Sandwich 253-3777
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PROGRAM
GU ID E~f?2
CJAM-FM, 401 Sunset Ave, Windsor ON, CANADA N9B 3P4
Requests: (519) 258-6397 Business: 971-3606
Detroit: 963-4341 FAX: (519) 971-3601 Attn. CJAM

6 AM

MON
TUES
WED
-r.------r - - - - - , r - - - -

7AM8 AM

PAT
LAUZON

ICAN'T
BELIEVE l'M
AWAKE

TRUE
GROOVE

-t-----11~---·H·----JI

9AM10AM-

1

DIANE B.
KEN
MARTIN

SANJAY
LAKHANA
& KEITH
JOLIE

11 AM-

THURS

FRI

SAT

SUN

EARLY
MORNING
BLUES

4TH
DIMENSION

BRIAN
ROGERS

JAZZ SCENE

JEANNINE
BOURNAIS
&MIKE ,
GELINAS

DAYBREAK
IN DIXIE

DEREK
MORIN
& ROB
TATIC

-9AM
-10AM

JAZZ TRACKS

-11 AM
-12 PM

1 PM-

3PM-

-7AM

..._ _ _ _.. _BAM
SAFARI
AFRICANA

12PM-

2PM-

-GAM

-1 PM
MIKE
BORSHUK
&JOHNNY
DECK

KO BHAMRA

-2PM

LISA FELLS

IRIS
KOHLER

RANDALL
IRSCHIK

-3PM

4PM-

-4PM
COMMUNIQUE
JASON
HOTTE

5PM-

6PM-

BLUES
PEOPLE
(JOHN BAIN)

JEFF KERR
& STEVE
COLE
NIGHT
TRAIN
DOWN IN
THE ALLEY

9PM-

PAUL
WACHOWIAK

DAVE
PETRO

CHRIS
GAGNIER

-GPM
RICHARD
QUIRK

SPIRITS IN THE
MATERIAL WORLD

STEVE
GREY

CRAZV

RADIO

FIRE IN MY
BONES
DAVE
BACHNER

SHREDDING
INTENSITIES

1 AM -

-9PM
-10PM

10PM11 PM-

-7PM
-BPM

FRIDAYS
WITH THE
PAISLEYS

LOCAL
SOUND
DIMENSION

-SPM

20th
CENTURY
LIMITED

FREEDOM
PRINCIPLE

JELLYROLL

PAN NZOID

LEAVING
TO ZION

HOUSE
REACTION

COWBOYS&
INDIES
(MARC
CAZABON,
SCOTT
SPARROW)

RADIO
THAT EATS
COOKIES

TECHNICAL
CHAOS

-11 PM
-12AM

MISANTHROPY
101

-1 AM
-2AM

•
3AM4 AM _

KEVIN
LEWIS,
MARTIN
DEMERS

MARK
BUNNINGHAM

-3AM
DAVE ERTL&
CHRIS MOORE

-4AM
-SAM

SAM-

Special interest
music programs

ETHNOCULTURA
PROGRAMMING

SPOKEN WORD
Current Affairs

..

by Mark Crane
and Laila Farrell

-

f there is one thing that differentiates
community radio from mainstream
radio it is the emphasis on ideas and issues. The Canadian Radio-television
and Telecommunications Commission
(CRTC) enshrined this in its new policy
on campus/community radio published
last fall.
Community radio in Canada was first
officially recognized in 1975, with the
licensing of CKCU-FM in Ottawa.
Since then, most universities in Canada
have facilitated a broadcasting endeavour on campus, many of them with
FM licenses.
Now more than ever, the CRTC is
recognizing and promoting the need for
community radio stations on university
campuses, in remote aboriginal communities and in francophone communities outside Quebec that have no
other French medium for news and local
programming.
To understand the importance of community radio we
must look at the international scene. Community radio
was begun in many countries as a response to stateowned broadcasting facilities that did not serve the needs
of citizens of the community.
Two cases in point are Ireland and Central America,
which throughout the 1970s developed systems of shoestring budgeted stations to counterbalance state-owned
propaganda machines.
Since its inception,
community radio has
served
marginalized
groups in society who
feel they have no other
voice. In the cases of
Northern Ireland and El

Salvador, it is a bit easier to see the allure of radio for
groups being discriminated against for political reasons.
Although blatant oppression of the masses is less evident in Canadian society, it is easy to see the marginalization of groups and issues that the mainstream media
ignores. The list includes such issues as gay-lesbian concerns, the environment, human and animal rights,
spirituality, aboriginal and ethnic concerns, and alternative-oriented art. (In the early days of community radio
"alternative" referred to that which was different from the
mainstream, not the current misnomer for a pop-culture
music and fashion movement.)
This list may seem to include issues that are at the fore
of current journalistic priorities, but this is only a recent
phenomenon partially attributed to community radio.
Notice that the generation of younger journalists currently working in the industry had the advantage of the working in community radio (and of course, campus
newspapers), and it shows in the current coverage of
events that priorities have changed.

JAM-FM, your local campus/community
station, has been broadcasting on 91.5 FM
at 50 watts since 1983. It is staffed by over
120 volunteers, with one full-time and two part-time staffers. Volunteers are really what keep community radio
going across the country, and CJAM-FM is no exception.
Most of the programming is produced by volunteers, and
volunteers are relied upon to do countless other jobs at
the station.
CJAM's programming schedule is specified in its
Promise of Performance, a document renewed every
couple of years by the CRTC. The CRTC approves a
promise of performance based on several criteria, the biggest of which for community radio is that there be little or
no duplication of current radio services.
It stresses that CJAM-FM must be unique, and must
provide programming for and by those under-represented
in the mainstream media. CJAM's programming is also
held up to the scrutiny of its Statement of Principles,
which outlines the different areas that programming in
music, news arnl spoken word should focus on.
The music department, directed by Sanjay Lakhana,
emphasizes local and independent artists, as well as
music from all over the world that is not heard on other
stations in Windsor. Why is it that you won't hear the
latest Madonna single on CJAM-FM? The
reason, simply put, is that you can turn the
dial and hear it somewhere else.
"We choose our music on the basis of
originality and the integrity of the
musicians," states Lakhana. "Our job is to

promote new artists and to set trends by playing mus
's II'•
the cutting edge."
IC
r
By CRTC regulation, DJs are obliged to play 33 ~:
11
cent Canadian content every hour. Local artists ate ~ 1he
vited to submit their work and often appear as guests
the air.
~grarr
nilY IC
The music programming is divided into
·
.
.
• (
f .
ernat1
categories: mosaic music new re1eases o mdepe '11 e
~rtists, the ~J's cho_i~e and .listener re~uests) ands
interest music (spec1f1c music genres, 1.e. free jazz, bl~ tio•
reggae, etc.). The music selection for different sht>J.../ th
depends almost entirely on the taste of the DJ. Acco, .
to Lakhana, this is another way CJAM differs r1 :~ 1
mainstream broadcasting.
~ .c,
"Commercial stations have a playlist," he said.""
have no choice in what to play. Our DJs have denrs
freedom to choose the music they want from our sci~ Rece
tion. They are able to express their individuality over
t
air."
The music department attracts the majority of CJ
volunteers. In fact, the station doesn't have enough
time for everyone who applies to be a DJ. Lakhana
this doesn't discourage new volunteers. "There is alv.'
a big turn-over at the beginning of the new semester resh
people should be patient," he said.
·~sucl
The beauty of music programming on commun •Unfo
radio is its ability to provide a real difference from
rd prr
mercial stations, whose main purpose is to sell records -~01
big recording artists. It also provides a different I orin. '
perspective from CBC and Detroit Public Radio WOP inter
Rather than being exclusive, its programming pol' This
have a focus: to be a unique service to the commu ken,
(To tune in to specific shows, please refer to the CJ,\I eases
Program Guide made available in this week's Lance.) ~t note
mmi:
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he mandate at CJAM is most obvio en bar
reflected in the programming of various But shows. Right now, 20 percent of airtimeeord. S
devoted to "spoken word" programming such as ethrrlico1
cultural shows, special interest, and local and internal "Info
al news. These shows focus on issues important !Our pre
marginalized groups in the community.
~ pub:
Co-ordinating all of the spoken word programming~ered
News Director Sue Morin. Morin, whose job is offici yofs.
part-time, spends countless hours every week heijlpThe I
volunteers to produce their talk shows while fulfilling aply.
news duties. Fortunately, her appreciation for the i ly or
ogy of the station makes her job personally worthwhile ort. Thi
"The information expressed in the various shows drum
so diverse that our listeners can get a more complete v nity I
of our community," said Morin. "Some of our prog
ming is amazingly professional. For example, A/1111

T

h e
-

's work, the show about labour issues, is incredibly inand important to a place with as many labourers as
ose ..
33 llldsor.
.
h
1·k
h'ld .
01her special mterest s ows, 1 e poetry or c I ren s
rnming, give local writers and artists an opporgrato practise their craft. The hosts also try to focus on
:Zative, independent, or "underground" work that lend
· erspective to listeners.
a-cultural programming, although important to int bi
\·:oal students, is integral to the many immigrant
hnic groups in Windsor. Aboriginal, Slovac, and
ho.J.,,u e
f
·
· b
co
·e groups, to name a ew, arc given a voice y
IJ)CS
h
.
M
rs r AM that cannot be heard on any ot er station. ost
r ~~-cultural shows, unlike news and special interest
d. •iijhollS,. are produced by community volunteers instead of

iusic

#J'f
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ver set
~01s.
Recently, the. CRTC has demanded that O:AM in)ver e the of airtime of spoken word programmmg by a
' 1mum of five to 10 percent. This gives Morin an op'0
ity to develop more special interest and ethno-culugh rt~;bows. She plans to bring in programming for.senior
a
ns and the disabled as well as a show focusmg on
:alv., ~~en ·s movement. She would also, like to produce
ester re shows for ethnic groups that haven t been addressed
~such as a Philippino segment.
eUafortunately, few volunteers are interested in spoken
ord programming.
·Most volunteers want to DJ a music show," said
nt I orin. "I'd say three-quarters of the applications we get
WDEi interested in music."
pol' This makes it difficult for the station to fulfill CRTC
ken word requirements. Morin hopes to be able to in: CJ se student and community participation in this area,
cle.) 1n:::itat it hasn't been easy to take airtime away

has been difficult to rewo~k the P~,ogrammi~g
dule to suit the CRTC requirements, she said.
e DJs are forced to give up their time and that has

>vio~nhard."
ous But Morin is happy with the new priority on spoken
rtime rd. She feels there is a great positive influence on
set lie opinion by information programming.
rnatk: "laformation is important to our survival," she said.
rtant IOur programming balances mainstream media. It allows
kpublic to hear the real story. People can be em1mingtwered and change can be promoted. I see CJAM as a
,ffici yofspreading the word, spreading the truth."
help The benefits of CJAM's programming do not come
lling aply. The station depends greatly on students, minie itkc Iv on advertising and barely on the listeners for sup.vhile ort. This year's CJAM executive is taking an active role
drumming up the support of the campus and comnity listeners.

fter a three-year hiatus, CJAM-FM campus/community radio is reviving the drive.
The 50 watt station, broadcasting from the
U of W campus, will hold its on-air pledge drive from
Nov. 16-22.
CJAM held its last pledge drive in the winter of 1989.
"The last pledge drive was very poorly organized, and
compounded with the three previous drives getting
progressively worse results, we needed a break," said
CJAM station manager Marc Fedak. He added that this
year's drive, "will be starting with a fresh slate, and we
won't have to deal with the resentment of previous
years.·•
According to Fedak, the resentment began after the
first pledge drive in 1984. The focus of that year's drive
was to raise money to facilitate a power increase to widen
the station's coverage area.
While that drive was successful, raising almost $15
000, no power increase followed. The same focus was
taken for subsequent drives, and the support from listeners weakened. "People did not want to support us because we kept promising this power mcrease; that never
came," said Fedak.
The focus of this year's drive is to reinstate an annual
fundraising campaign as part of the station's operations.
Dave Price, this year's pledge drive co-ordinator, said, "It
takes money to keep a radio station running, and for us to
be able to keep away from advertisers dictating our
programming, we have to appeal to our listeners.''

ne of the slogans for the drive is "Keep
CJAM Radio Active" and Price said this
sums up why listeners should donate.
"Diversity requires money," he said, "and it has got to
be self-supporting - the station has to survive on the
goodwill of the people who listen. To remain a non-partisan voice we have to be funded through non-partisan
sources, like the listeners."
He added that he hopes to get listeners excited about
community radio so that they will support it without the
promise of a power increase.
"The objective of course is to realize a significant
donation to our fund - but also to see this come off in an
organized manner so that it can be duplicated in future
years," said Price.
Fedak sees the drive playing an integral role in future
fundraising. ''The ideal way would be to have listener
contributions being the number one revenue source," said
Fedak, adding that currently only about 10 percent of
funding comes from outside sources. with the other 90
percent from student fees.

''The other goal is get some publicity for the station,"
said Fedak. "Hopefully people will ask, 'What is CJAM, •
and we will get some new listeners."
Both Fedak and Price hope that morale at the volunteer-staffed station will be raised through the drive.
"We're taking a 'fun sell' approach to the drive: fun both
for the listeners and the volunteers. We're not taJcing the
Jerry Lewis approach for the on-air drive and will give
volunteer hosts a chance to explain what the station is
about without whining about it," said Price.
"Morale is really very high," he said, adding that the
feedback from volunteers is that there is a focus and that
everything seems organized.

A

s for the power increase. it is currently on
the backburner. Last fall the U.S. Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) objected to CJAM's proposed power increase. Negotiations
during the last year have resulted in a proposal that would
allow CJAM to increase its power to 500 watts, with unprotected status. That would mean that should CJAM's
signal interfere with a U.S. radio signal, the FCC could
press the Canadian Department of Communications
(DOC) to force CJAM to either return to 50 watts or have
a new antenna pattern study conducted.
Fedak is currently rewriting the power increase application. "Our consulting engineer in Toronto is looking
into whether we can make minor modifications to the old
application, or if we will have to start from scratch," he
said. He also said that if CJAM is going to pursue the
power increase, it will need at least $50 000 saved up
before it seeks DOC approval.
Funds raised through this year's drive will go toward
creating a reserve fund for CJAM, to save up money for
things like the power increase, new equipment and for the
eventual advent of digital audio broadcasting. ,
This year's "Revive the Drive" campaign not only incorporates a traditional on-the-air pledge drive, but also
reaches out into the community with CJAM sponsoring a
series of events at local night clubs (see sidebar).
Further, the station is working with My Place Rocks to
organize a "Techno-Rave Night" with celebrity DJs. Each
event carries a requested donation of $2 per person, at the
door, with all money going directly to the CJAM-FM
pledge drive.
The traditional on-air fundraising campaign will run
Nov. 16 - 22, covering all program segments. This year,
to encourage listeners to drop off their pledge contributions at the station, CJAM will be offering T-shirts for
$40 pledges and CJAM key chains for pledges from $10
to $40. To make a tax-deductible contribution, please
make cheques payable to the University of Windsor
(CJAM) for an amount over $5.

Keep CJAM·fmradio active!
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MOSAIC MUSIC PROGRAMMING:
A mix of 30% Canadian content, 30%
current releases, and the rest DJ's
choice and/or listener requests.
STAGEDIVIN' (weekdays 4:00 4:05 pm): daily alternative concert
calendar. Host: Frank Presello.
CALENDAR OF EVENTS (weekdays at around 12:55 pm and 4:55
pm): listing of upcoming political, artistic, cultural and recreational events
in the Windsor/Detroit area. Host:
CheRa.
COMMUNIQUE (weekdays 12 noon
- 1 pm, 4:05 - 5 pm): local, national
and international news from an alternative perspective. Current Affairs
segments include:
OPPOSING VIEWS (Mondays 12:15
- 1 pm): open forum/call-in show dealing with current controversial issues.
Interim mediator: Sue Morin.
PHILOSOPHIA (Mondays 4:15 -5:00
pm) with interviews, music, literature
and commentary relating to womyn's
issues. Host: Sue Morin.
CAMPUS CONTROVERSY (Tuesdays 12:15 - 1 pm): news, interviews
and commentary on campus happenings, with emphasis on student council
activities. Hosts: Sue Morin, Jon
Ricci.

WOMYN'S
COLLECTIVE
PERSPECTIVE (Tuesdays 4: 15 - 5
pm): interviews, music, literature, and
commentary relating to womyn 's issues. Host: Lisa Drouillard.
ALL IN A DA Y'S WORK (Wednesdays 4:15 - 5 pm): history, news, and
issues pertaining to labour and the
workers' movement. Hosts: Chris McIntyre and Steve Harvey.
ENVIRONMENTAL
POWER
HOUR (Thursdays 12:15 - 1 pm): interviews, news and issues pertaining
to our environment. Host: Tracey
Robinson.
THIS POWER IS YOURS (Thursdays
4:15 - 5:00 pm): news and commentary from anarchist and radical
perspectives. Host: CheRa.
TBA (Fridays 12:15 - 1
Canadian Politics, host TBA.

pm):

STUDENTS
FOR
GLOBAL
AWARENESS (Fridays 5:15 - 5 pm):
human rights and environmental commentary, interviews, news and music
from Students for Global awareness,
Windsor. Hosts: Lisa and Josephine
Durante and others.
SPORTS RAP (Fridays 1 :30, 2:30,
3:30 pm segments) a look at relevant
issues in sport; also, sports highlights,
with an emphasis on the University of
Windsor Lancers. Copordinator: Paula
Tomlin.

MONDAY SPECIAL
INTEREST PROGRAMS
6 - 8 am SHOW - a mix of mostly
Celtic music, and '60s and '70s
progressive rock. Host : Pat Lauzon.

BLUES PEOPLE with host John Bain.

jazz and blues

THIS WAY OUT - news, commentary and music by/for the gay and lesbian community, along with local
calendar of events. Host: David
Jakoby.
DOWNTIME - soundtrack music
from lesser known films, reviews of
local theatre productions. Hosts: Dave
Brown and Ann Cornelius.
ARTS FOCUS - a look at what's
happening in the local alternative
visual and performing arts communities. Hosts: Mark Lefevbre and
Shannon Bogucki.
20 CENTURY LTD. - contemporary
classical and experimental music by
minimalists, serialists, expressionists,
and the traditionalists. Host: Colleen
Hendrican, Mike Weis on alternating
weeks.
FREEDOM PRINCIPLE - free jazz
from such innovators as Omette
Coleman, John Coltrane, World
Saxophone Quartet, Cecil Taylor and
others. Host: Tom Fleming.

new and old. Host: Jerrald James.

Elliot.

RADIO THAT EATS COOKIES
(formerly "Like a Prayer by Madonna") - contemporary experimental
and classical music. Host: Trevor Malcolm.

SUBGENIUS HOUR OF SLACK the mighty Church of the SubGenius
presents its own radio ministry featuring the Rev. Ivan Stang, Sacred Scribe
# 273. Syndicated from KNON, Dallas, Texas. Praise "Bob"!

THURSDAY SPECIAL
INTEREST PROGRAMS
EARLY MORNING BLUES predominantly acoustic blues by
Robert Johnson, Mississippi Fred McDowell, Memphis Minnie, etc. Host:
Robert Reid.
SAFARI-AFRICANA - news about
Africa and the African diaspora;
music and other cultural expose. Host:
Charles Quist.
FROM WHERE WE'RE HEARD:
news, commentary, music and culture
from the First Nations and local
aboriginal community. Host: Gerri
General.
HOUSE REACTION - emphasis on
house music (some of it locally
produced), also some rap. Host: Rob
Hockley.

TUESDAY SPECIAL
INTEREST PROGRAMS

FRIDAY SPECIAL
INTEREST PROGRAMS

I CAN'T BELIEVE I'M A WAKE a mix of reggae, '60s garage, blues,
jazz,
world
music,
pretentious
progressive
rock
and
expert
meteorological reports. Host: Marc
Fedak.

4TH DIMENSION mostly instrumental music, particularly jazz
fusion, new age and experimental
music. Host: Mary Ann Ryan.

ANIMALS IN OUR COUNTRY poetry and fiction by Canadian and
local
writers.
Host:
Colleen
Hendrican.
NIGHT TRAIN - soul, funk, rhythm
and blues and electric blues. Host:
Russell Chrysler.
DOWN IN THE ALLEY
urban/electric blues, rural/country
blues, R & B, and occasionally some
zydeco. Host: "Blindchild" Gerry
Gaughan.
JELLYROLL music from the
Afro-American tradition, with occasional interviews with prominent
jazz artists. Host: Michael Stout.

PAN N ZOID -

where the pitch
meets the beat. Sound and readings
with host CheRa.

WEDNESDAY SPECIAL
INTEREST PROGRAMS
TRUE GROOVE - Christian alternative rock, metal, rap, etc. Hosts: Jason
Neiuwets, Ryan Richardson.
SPIRITS IN THE MATERIAL
WORLD readings from the
Bhagavad-gita, Vedic philosophy,
spirituality, and devotional music.
Host: Lisa Ackroyd.
LOCAL SOUND DIMENSION - interviews and music by local
Windsor/Detroit artists. Hosts: Rob
Brun and Paul Hoffman.
LEA YING TO ZION -

reggae both

FIRE IN MY BONES - grungy
gar(b)age music from the '60s to the
present. Host: James Nemeth and occasionally Kevin Kostecki.
FRIDAYS WITH THE PAISLEYS musical theme-a-thons and weirdness
from the "Paisley Production Crew".
Hosts: Rob Brun and Al Smith.

SATURDAY SPECIAL
INTEREST PROGRAMS
ROXANN READS children's
literature and music performed by
Rox(Ann) Cornelius.

COWBOYS AND INDIES - the best
of the "indie" scene, featuring new
releases, old favourites, and hard to
find releases from the world wide
"indie" scene. Hosts: Scott Sparrow
and Marc Cazabon.

SUNDAY SPECIAL
INTEREST PROGRAMS
JAZZ SCENE - classic jazz from all
eras. Host: Kevin Venny.
DAYBREAK IN DIXIE - bluegrass
and
banjo
twangin ',
mandolin
strummin', fiddle playin ', bass
slappin' music. Host: Dave Blakney.
JAZZ TRACKS - jazz, with an emphasis on new releases; also, artist
profiles and historical overviews.
Host: Peter Stevens.

ASIAN VIBRATIONS -

music, culture, news, and commentary from the
East Indian community (in English).
Hosts: Shaun Dass and Shaily Vaishnav.

CHINESE RADIO - contemporary
Hong Kong-Chinese music, culture
and information (in Cantonese).
Hosts: Eric Cheng and guests.
MACEDONIAN ROOTS - music,
culture, news and commentary from
the Macedonian community (in
Macedonian).
Hosts:
Oliver
Smilevski, Petar Lazarev-.ki.
KURDISH VOICE IN CANADA news, music and culture from Kurdis·
tan, a nation within Turkey, Syria,
Iraq, Iran and the Confederation of In·
dependent States (in Kurdish and
Arabic). Hosts: Mohammed Sinjan
and guests.

AFRICAN PANO RAMA - news,
commentary, music and culture from
Africa and the Afri-Canadian community (in English). Host: Peter Ijeh.

RADIO FREE LEBANON - news,
music and culture from Lebanon
(mostly in Arabic, though some
English segments). Hosts: Paula
Farah, Toffek Hindi.

VOICE OF CROATIA - news, commentary, music and culture from the
Croatian community (in Croatian).
Hosts: Father Zvonimir Kutlesa and
Sister Anica.

NORTHERN LIGHTS MAGAZINE
music by alternative Canadian
musicians on independent record
labels. Hosts: Sean McConnell and
Barry Arner.

SOUNDS OF UKRAINE - music,
culture, news and commentary from
the Ukraine and the local Ukrainian
community (in English). Host: Irene
Momotiuk.

SHREDDING
INTENSITIES
speed metal and thrash by such bands
as Obituary, Metallica, Septic Death
and others. Hosts: Chris Fields and
Don Speckman, D.B.

SLOVAK RADIO PROGRAM music, culture and news from
Slovakia, as well as calendar of events
from the local Slovak community (in
Slovak and English). Hosts: Mary
Boldizar-Jacko, Mike Jacko, Ladislav
and Cyril Bagin.

TECHNICAL CHAOS - industrial
music and experimental soundscapes.
Hosts: Sergio Forest, Mark Laliberte
and Gustave Morin.

AFRI-CANADIAN AGENDA - issues and concerns affecting the local
Afri-Canadian com unity. Host: Kim

MISANTHROPY 101 -

experimen·
tally deranged music and soundscapcs.
If the Marquis de Sade, Jeffrey Dah·
mer, Enock Light and Jerry Falwell
did a radio show .... Praise Exotica!
Host: Dave Warmbier.
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Windsor men
look to CIAUs
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Always a bridesmaid and
never a bride, the University of
Windsor men placed second for
the second straight year at the
Ontario Universities Athletic Association (OUAA) cross country
championships last Saturday.
On a crisp Hallowe'en afternoon, U of T treated itself to a
37-point victory over Windsor at
the 10km course at Sunnybrook
Park. Meanwhile, the Lancer
women posted their best team
standing ever, finishing fifth in
the 5km event.
Perhaps the most disappointing
Windsor result was Michelle
King's third place finish. As the
Lancer women did not qualify to
compete in the Canadian Interuniversity
Athletic
Union
(CIAU) championships, she
missed qualifying as an individual by three seconds. Only
the top two individuals and the
top two teams in each conference
are eligible to compete at the national championships.

Disappointed
In a telephone interview from
Toronto, King said she was
happy she won an individual
medal, but extremely disappointed she would not be running
at the CIAUs.
'Tm disappointed. I had a
really awful first half of the race.
I came back in the second half,
but obviously not enough," King
said.
Last year, the women's team
placed seventh in the Ontario
Women's Intercollegiate Athletic
Association (OWIAA). Despite
the recent prowess of Windsor's
track and field teams, neither
cross country team has yet to
toast a conference victory.
.Int~rim coach Doug Tilson
said his team ran "average" while
Toronto could not have come up
with a better performance.
"I'm pleased Windsor is that
good - that we can run that
average and still place second in
Ontario," Tilson said. "I'm a little disappointed because we
c~uld have won, but you have to
give a lot of credit to Toronto."
The men's team will get a

chance to avenge the loss this
Saturday at the CIAU championships in Montreal.
At the OUAAs, the Toronto
Varsity Blues placed five runners
in the top ten while Windsor's
top runner, Jason Boyle, finished
tenth with a time of 32:35. Boyle
credited Toronto for a great performance, but doesn't think it
will be able to run at that same
level at the CIAUs.

Interesting
"We know they can't run any
better that they did, and we can't
run any worse," Boyle said. "So
it will be interesting to see what
happens."
Tilson said the men did not run
as he hoped. However, he was
most concerned about King's inability to qualify for the national
championships.
"I am disappointed for
Michelle King coming in third
and not being able to go to the
nationals," Tilson said. "She
deserved to go more than anyone
on the team."
King said it is unfortunate that
cross country runners don't
qualify for the CIAUs by reaching a qualifying time, like they
do in indoor track and field.
However, the difference in cross
country courses makes it essential to select where people finish,
and not their times.
In men's competition, Lancer
Scott Manser finished 11th, right
behind Boyle with a time of
32:40. He was followed by teammates Rich Tremain (14th place;
32:50), Paul Self (16th place;
32:59), Wayne Riley (17th place:
33: 11 ), and John Cress (29th
place 33:52).
For the women, King was followed by Crystal Garrett (11th
place; 18:59), Julie Inglis (32nd
place; 19:54), Jennifer Graham
(33rd place; 19:55), and AnneMarie Carey (45th place; 20:41).
Heading into the OUAA
championships the men were
ranked second in the nation just
ahead of U of T, and behind the
University of British Columbia,
despite holding down top spot
two weeks ago.
The men's CIAU battle will
likely be between Toronto, UBC
and Windsor.
[9
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Th.e At~letic Department unveiled the ne"'." Lancer mascot at the football team's season closer. The
Lunivers,ty plans a contest to name the spirit booster. (photo by DAVE BRIGGS)

Lack offinish haunts Lancer soccer
by Alex Meyer
Lance sports staff
The playoff hopes of the Lancer men's soccer team turned to
dust during the final two
weekends of its schedule. With a
loss to the McMaster Marauders
on Oct. 17 due to a heartbreaking
last-minute goal, the curtain
started to fall on 1992.
That goal put McMaster above
Windsor in the standings, into the
fourth and final playoff spot.
The Marauders held onto that
spot with an Oct. 24 win, combined with a Lancer 1-0 loss to

Waterloo.
In its last four games, Windsor
managed only one win and one
tie and scored only two goals.
The la~t weekend of the season
spelled doom for the Lancers. If
they had won both their games, a
playoff berth was guaranteed.
However, the loss of the first
game,
combined
with
McMaster's win, made the final
game academic.
The Lancers went 4-5-3 this
season, scoring eight goals and
giving up 10. The goals against
were kept down, but the offensive punch was not there. When

Football campaign ends on high note
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~evin Strong (30) gets a block from Mike Scratch (39) against
aterloo's Pierre Lefebvre (5). (photo by DAVE BRIGGS)

The Lancer football season
ended in almost perfect style. Not
with a win but with an admirable
showing against a tough opponent and in front of a
Homecoming crowd to applaud
the Lancers' every move.
The Windsor squad dominated
the Waterloo Warriors in the first
half. A safety by placekicker Pete
Smith put the Lancers on the
board early in the first quarter. In
the second quarter a touchdown
by rookie Rawl Banton, followed
by a convert by Smith put the
Lancers ahead 8-0 at half-time.
A large crowd was on hand to

the league's leading teams each
score over 20 goals on the year,
the team had to at least make
double figures in offensive
production.
Last year Windsor ended the
season on a similar note: with the
chance to make the playoffs if it
won the final game of the campaign. Unfortunately, it tied, and
the playoff door was locked. The
Lancers went 2-2-6 that year.
The two years are very similar.
Last year, it was a "lack of finishing" that hurt the Lancers. That
ghost seems to have been haunting the team once again.
[9

but no victory

witness this outstanding Lancer
performance. Homecoming, good
weather, and the last game of the
season all contributed to the high
fan turnout.
The fans were not disappointed
by the fost half or the half-time
show. A new Lancer mascot was
introduced, with a naming contest
to follow in the upcoming weeks,
and members of the 1968 Lancer
football team were on hand to
join in with the 25-year anniversary festivities.
When the Lancers took the
field again the outlook for the day
changed. Midway through the
third quarter the Warriors put
their first points on the board
with a field goal.

Five minutes into the fourth
quarter the Warriors took over
the lead from the Lancers with a
converted touchdown. The final
score was 10-8 for Waterloo.
The Lancer football season
may be over but accolades for
jobs well done, despite the team's
record, are coming in.
Tight end Norm Casola was
named to the OUAA secondteam all-star based on the
strength of his third-place finish
in the OUAA total receiving
yards.
Andy Vasily holds this
season's single game highlight
for longest punt; 68 yards against
Guelph on Oct. 3 but not long
enough for an OUAA record. [y
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Alumni honour
sports "famous"
by Lorne Bell
Lance sports staff
As you enter the main lobby of
the St. Denis Centre your eyes
drift upwards to the plaques that
line the room. What you are
looking at is the University of
Windsor Alumni Sports Hall of
Fame.
Established in 1986 by the
Alumni and Athletic Departments, the Hall of Fame is
designed to honour the accomplishments of past Lancer
athletes,
coaches
and
administrators.
Selection of new candidates
occurs once a year. Each member
of the Nomination and Search
Committee can nominate one
candidate
from
the
two
categories. These committee
members are chosen for their insight into the history and traditions of the university, and their
fair and unbiased opinions.
Before an individual can be
nominated, a IO-year period for
athletes and a five-year period for
coaches and administrators must
pass after their university attendance or involvement.
Past inductees include some
notable and familiar names. Gino
Fracas, past coach and adminstrator of the football and
wrestling teams, and who is now
a professor in the Faculty of
Human Kinetics. Reno Bertoia,

of university baseball and Detroit
Tigers fame in the late 1950s and
early 1960s, who is now a
teacher at Holy Names High
School. Marg Holman, currently
a professor in the Faculty of
Human Kinetics and the Lancer
women's volleyball coach, was
inducted for her role as an athlete, coach and administrator.
Induction into the Alumni
Sports Hall of Fame is held annually
during
Homecoming
weekend. During the ceremony,
each inductee is honoured with a
plaque. Twenty-one of these plaques now hang at the entrance to
the Human Kinetics building.
At the present time no plans
exist regarding moving the Hall
of Fame to another location.
However, the Alumni would consider relocating the exhibit
should the university build a
stadium in the future.
On Sun. Oct. 26 two more exceptional
individuals
were
honoured. Angelo Mazzuchin
and Marion "Cookie" Leach
were inducted into our Sports
Hall of Fame.
Mazzuchin competed on three
CIAU finalist basketbaJI teams
for Windsor in the 1960s.
Leach was a standout on both
the Lancer basketball and volleyball teams in the late '60s and
early '70s. She is presently the
coach of the Wilfrid Laurier
women's volleyball team.
[g

Windsor winless
streak continues
by Alex Meyer
Lance sports staff
The Lancer women's soccer
team remains winless in league
play.
The team fell to the Waterloo
Athenas 2-1, but tied the Brock
Badgers 1-1. Julie Pallot, who sat
out a week with a shoulder injury, played well in net for the
Lancers in both games.
Wednesday Oct. 28, Windsor
topped Oakland University 3-0 in
an exhibition game. "We beat

them rather handily," said Lancer
coach Gord Caldwell.
Dianna Lulic scored two firsthalf goals to put Windsor comfortably ahead. Erin McDade
secured a third and took over
goalkeeping duties to allow Pallot an try at her first career goal.
The team's season ended Oct.
31 with a game played solely for
team pride, against Western.
Regardless of the result, the Mustangs finished the regular season
in second, and the Lancers will
end up in sixth place.
[g
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Hall of Famers Marion Leach and Angelo Mazzuchin .. (photo by MOM/KO HINO)
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Tournament a lesson for women's basketball
Western side 77-47.
Brandon later went on to lose
to the tournament champions by
one point.
"We played a strong defensive game, but weren't as stong
in the later games," said Quick.
Quick scored 12 points
against Ryerson, 21 against
Brandon, and 13 against
Western. She was also named
the Game MVP against Ryerson.
The weekend was very encouraging and it showed the
team where it stands m the

by Alex Meyer
Lance sports staff
Spending
homecoming
week-end in another city is not
the way to enjoy it, but it
worked for the women's basketball team. The Windsor team
placed fourth at the annual
Ryerson Tournament, and Lancer Heather Quick was named a
tournament all-star.
Windsor started by downing
the host Ryerson 60-35, but fell
to a much improved Brandon
University 66-60, and a strong
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"It showed us what we need
to work on," said coach Joanne
Maclean.
Maclean said the team was
not ready for Western at this
stage of the season and the
score showed it.
"Western is stong, but not 30
points better than us," she said.
The team is still learning to
play its systems and the mem·
bers are learning to play with
each other. The pre-season is
only a small indication of the
consistent play sure to follow.~
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CAMPUS( ,1 =t3
Women's
Volleyball
The women's Campus
Rec volleyball league made
be small, but what it lacks in
size it makes up for in enthusiasm and strong competition. After three weeks
of play, the Spikers closely
follow team Us in the battle
for first place. Meanwhile,
Cody Hall and TKO, though
not athletically superior, are
having more fun than the
rules of volleyball should
allow.

Men's Hockey
Retiring five-year men: Mike Coste, Walter Hanson, Kevin Strong, and Bill Leermakers. (photo by Dave Briggs)

Retirees seek life after football
by Dave Briggs
Lance sports columnist

Walt Hanson looked dazed as
he slowly made his way from the
football field to the locker room.
Dried blood was caked on his
forehead and he couldn't move
his neck. He looked like he
wanted to cry, but couldn't.
In the end, all he wanted was
to be on the field for his team's
last defensive play. Instead,
throbbing with pain, he agonized
over watching the last seconds
slip away from the sidelines.
For him, and three other fifthyear players, it would be his final
game. A part of all four of them
was left in the past in their
procession to the showers.
As inevitable as that transition
was, it did little to ease the
severity of the blow to Hanson
and his teammates Bill Leer-

Carlini's goal
ties final game
to earn award
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Paolo Carlini, a member
of the Lancer men's soccer
team, has been named athlete of the week. Carlini
scored the lone Lancer goal
on Sunday Ocl. 25 to tie the
game against a strong Brock
Badger team. The tie was not
enough to secure Windsor
the final playoff berth.
The 5' JO" mid-fielder is a
third-year student in the
Faculty of Business Administration. Carlini is also a
native of Windsor and a
graduate of Holy Names
Secondary School.
[Q

makers, Kevin Strong, and Mike
Coste.
"When I hang up my helmet
for the last time, what am I going
to do after?" Strong wondered
aloud before the game. "That's
the kind of stuff I've been thinking about."
There's no question there is
life after football for all four Lancers. The trouble is making the
transition. After all, this is something to which they've all
devoted a significant portion of
their lives.
Prior to the game, most of
them looked on their last hurrah
in sombre fashion. They talked of

the emptiness that would be inevitable next fall when they
would no longer be heading to
training camp. They spoke of
missing the daily camaradarie between players, and focussing on
team goals.
"You almost feel like you're a
prisoner and this is your last supper before you get electrocuted,"
Coste said before the contest.
" It's a part of your life that's
going to be gone."
The solace for all four Lancer
retirees was going out in style.
Though they fell to Waterloo 108, the game was the squad's best
of the season. Most likely,
memories of that last game will
remain with them the longest.
Coste and Leermakers, both
mainstays on the offensive line,
beamed following the game. It
was if a great burden was lifted
from their shoulders, and they

by Mike Mouat
Lance sports columnist

Cha-Ching!!
The 1993 World Series title is
now up for sale to the team with
the largest purse.
Available to the highest bidder
are such all-stars as Kirby Puckett, Barry Bonds, Dave Winfield,
Wade Boggs, Ozzie Smith, Tony
, Phillips, Mark McGwire, Benito
Santiago, Greg Maddux, David
Cone and Tom Henke.
Those are just some of the
players who filed for free agency
in the first three days they were
eligible to do so. Other big names
eligible to become free agents include Carlton Fisk, Terry Steinbach, Lou Whitaker and Joe
Carter.
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In men ·s flag football the
8-0 Diplomats seems to be
trying to run away with the
lead. Its closest rival is the
Red
Devils
and
the
Oldtimers who are tied with
a record of 5-3. The recent
match-up of these two teams
saw the Red Devils take control with a 18-6 win. The
Oldtimers responded with a
20-6 win of their own over
the Young Guns.
The weekly blowout game
saw Cloud 9 beating Carbolic Smoke 33-14 in a race
for the bottom of the heap.
In last place is the MBA
team, who has made defaulting a bad habit.
IIJ

The defending World Chamhence, lots of loot.
pion Toronto Blue Jays should
Are you listening Mike llitch?
have the inside track to holding
There have been rumblings of
the title. Packing the Skydome
a new Tiger Stadium in Detroit,
the past few years, they should
but the fact 1s the team has to be
have enough coins to hold onto
a winner to consistently pull in
their own free agents while purthe fans. A new stadium would
suing the services of Puckett.
draw the fans to one game to
In fact, the teams which have
have a look. and if the team was
the luxury of playing in front of like Toronto, Oakland, Atlanta a losing team, only the die-hard
full stadiums have the advantage and Pittsburg offer substantial fans would return regularly.
in the free agent market. But money in hopes of bolstering
Hitch has proven. as owner of
there is a reason why the seats their already outstanding lineups.
the Detroit Red Wings, that he is
are full at those parks; the home
Another team able to make willing to pay for a winner.
team is already good.
serious bids is the Baltimore
Look for the Tigers to address
So the good teams can afford Orioles. The Orioles added their weakness on the mound by
to acquire the best players avail- money to their free agent fund trying to lure two starters to the
able from the weaker teams who this season by fielding a surpris- Motor City, including Cone.
can no longer afford their sole ingly good club at the brand new
The 1993 championship is up
all-star because they don't have park at Camden Yards. A good for grabs. but owners will have to
team at a beautiful new park· dig deep into their pockets before
enough fan support.
So you can expect to see teams equalled plenty of fans and reaching for the stars.
IQ

PST for students!

• sending & receiving

Men's Flag
Football

Serious contenders will make cash registers ring

We pay GST and

Photocopying
and Fax Service

would finally be able to wake up
on autumn Sundays without the
excruciating pain inherent with
the morning after games.
"I got a chance to play the
game I love for the last time, and
I can't help but be happy about
it,'' Leermakers said. "I'm sad,
but I know it will hit me next
year at this time."
Hanson, who admitted he had
trouble sleeping the night before
the game, was thankful that his
body would get a break from
weekly punishment. Despite that,
he says he will always look back
fondly on his experience with the
Lancers.
"It gives you something in
your life you can look back on
and say, 'Hey. l really did something.' It's a nice experience
being a varsity athlete. f couldn't
imagine not playing my full five
years," Hanson said.
[Q

The men's ice hockey fall
semester B Division playoffs
will begin on Thurs. Nov. 6
at 11:55 p.m. at the Adie
Knox Arena. Complete
playoff schedules are now
available at the Campus Rec
office.
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Sexual
Harassment
Education, not enforcement, should be the focus
According to the Sexual Harassment Office, there
were fewer than 30 reported cases of sexual harassment
on campus last year.
Don't let the numbers deceive you - harassment happens here. But a report of only 30 cases in a university
population of 20 000 has ominous overtones, especially
as the figure comes from a agency created to combat the
problem.
It is vital that neither students, faculty, staff or administration take comfort in the low number of cases
reported last year. Rather than a sign that the office's
function is unimportant, it signifies the need for a higher
profile for the Sexual Harassment advisor.
As it stands, the Sexual Harassment Office is open for
only six hours per week, but harassment is happening on
thjs campus 24 hours a day. To be effective, the office
must do more than wait for complaints after an incident
of harassment.
It should be a major preventative force on campus aggressively promoting anti-harassment sentiment. Harassment costs victims self-respect, confidence, and often
more. It warrants a campaign as strong as the anti-rape
campaign that coined the "No means no" slogan.
The introduction of cards bearing information on the
university's services in this area is a beginning. For
many, these cards will be the first they hear of the centre.
Once this contact is made, the centre has a responsibility
to focus its efforts.
It should conduct a survey to help it determine where
it should target. A worthwhile followup would be mandatory seminars for sectors of the university where the
worst offenses take place.
More than enforcement, what the campus needs is
education - explanation of why harassment isn't harmless, and why a stray remark can cause as much damage
and offense as something said in malice.
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Frustration
Dear Editor:
It is that time of the semester again.
A time of frustration and anxiety for
many of us I'm sure - registration.
As the years go by it becomes more
difficult to find courses that interest
you, that count towards your degree,
that you haven't already taken, and
that are actually offered.
I am a fourth year honours psychology and criminology student and do
you think I can find any courses
relevant to my degree? Out of 66
psychology courses outlined in the
course calendar only 28 are offered
next semester. This poses a great
problem when over half of them you
have already taken and most of the
others have nothing to do with your
future studies or occupation.
I absolutely refuse to stay an extra
year or semester to make up for courses because they were not offered.
Not when the fault is not my own.
My question is what are they doing
with our $1000 plus per semester per
student? I have had problems
throughout my three and a half years
here with last semester no better.
Each semester I have had to beg
professors to sign me in.
Not only should we as students not
have to be in such a position but
neither should the professors. The
problem is obvious there is a
shortage of professors and not because the supply of qualified people is
low. The university complains it has
no money but with the student
population increasing every year,
along with our tuition, can they not
find a few extra dollars to donate to
the cause of the student population
and our "Higher Education"?
All I can say is that I am glad that
my four years of frustration and
trouble are almost over. I feel sorry
for those who are just beginning it's not an easy road.
Sincerely,

Katherine Walsh
4th year
Criminology

Amusing
Dear Editor:
I am writing in response to an article, entitled "Judge's Verdict: CDs
rule," which appeared in your Oct. 13
edition. In this article your staff
reporter, Judge Brisson, makes
several rather amusing observations.
The quality of sound on a compact
disc, not unlike vlnvl records, varies

tremendously with manufacturers. powerful want to maintain control of
Has Brisson never listened to a U2 this privilege, they safeguard their
compact disc and wondered why the knowledge for the select few.
Women should be equal in oppor,
sound quality was so shitty? Has he
not noticed that, contrary to popular tunity and quest for knowledge. The)
opinion, CDs skip worse than vinyl are denied their full person hood when
records? Has he never slipped a disc they are left out of the curriculum,
into his machine only to have it jam when they are portrayed as objects of
sexuality and when they are subjected
up on him?
I would like to inform Brisson that to defamation. Men, in turn, learn tha1
there is an argument in the music their power is legitimized.
Habitual exposure to inequalit)
community which puts forth the notion of "audible" versus "inaudible" feeds into low self-esteem. Womeo
noise on recorded music. Vinyl internalize the inequality in the classrecords are known to have "audible" room and blame themselves for not
noise. That is, they develop ticks, understanding, for not succeeding, for
pops, and hisses with use and wear. not having their answers heard in the
This deteriorates the sound quality to classroom, and for not doing well
the point where a user will pitch the enough.
It is surprising that women hal't
record in the garbage.
been
able to make it as far as the)
Compact discs, that wonderful new
have
in
an institution that clearly does
technology,
contain
"inaudible"
noise. That is to say, as the disc is not want them. No one should have to
used and handled, the quality of resort to using self-hatred and sell·
sound fades. It can go from being deprecation as coping mechanisms 10
sharp and clear to sounding flat and deal with their status as Other.
dirty. They do not develop the surface Women should not have to feel
noise common to records, but the ashamed because they are women.
Institutional organizations such as
sound deteriorates just the same.
In Europe, there is now a shift back universities must hold themselves ac·
to vinyl as the source of choice. This countable. This world 1s changing
shift is happening in all types of New traditions are being paved and it
music, whether reggae, blues, jazz, is about time that women's voices bt
heard and acknowledged.
classical, or popular.
Sincerely,
I agree that for the "lazy-boy lisCarla Robinson
tener" compact discs offer a conHonours Art Histol')
venient alternative to vinyl. But for
those of you who want to hear music
as it was meant to be heard, buy a
decent turntable, pull up a chair, and
listen to all your records like you Dear Editor:
We, the students of the Spec1a
have never heard them before.
Needs and Accessibility Committet
Sincerely,
Derek Keegans (SNAC), wish to thank the studentsof
1st Year the University of Windsor for theu
Law generous support for the past thr~
years. And for the recent victor) 16
the SAC by-election for the increa1t
of contributions for SNAC.
The members of the commillct
Dear Editor:
This is a letter in the form of a have very rigorously tried to speod
homage to Sarah Atkinson for her ar- this money in areas that would benefd
ticle "Schizophrenia as a positive all students, for example, the emer·
metaphor: A strategy in academia" gency telephone in the Essex Ha
dated Oct. 26, 1992. It is when parking lot, Law School library dOO[),
women bravely come forward and etc. With this increase, we wish toe!·
discuss their personal experiences of pedite accessibility around camp:
inequality in academia that we begin for all students. A future goal. ed
to see that "the personal is the politi- SNAC is to help install larger. rais
cal." This is not simply one woman's numbers to be placed on ciassrooro
story - this blatant discrimination and office doors.
Thanking you again for your c~
occurs throughout every level, and in
every discipline of academia.
tinued support.
The academic institution of a
Sincerely yours,
Brian Lelieirt
university is one in which mostly
Chairpe~OJI
white men hold the power and
Special
~ced!
privilege. Knowledge has always
'ttif
1
llnd
Accessibility
Contm
been tied to power, and because the

Generous
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Your pledge puts thejam in CJAM
by Mark Crane
Lance editorial staff
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CJAM-FM, the student/community radio station broadcasting
from campus is holding its first
pledge drive in three years, and it
needs your support. The drive
starts on Nov. 16 and runs
through Nov. 22.
The idea behind a pledge drive
is ask listeners to donate money
to help keep the station operational. CJAM has a broad funding base, including student fees
(SS per student per semester),
limited advertising (3 minutes
per hour of paid messages), and
the pledge drive.
The pledge drive gives listeners the opportunity to show
their support for the station, and
moreover for some of the advantages of community radio.
It is almost a trade off. In exchange for a donation, CJAM offers free format programming
where listeners are not continually suffocated by commercial
messages, which both take away
from the integrity of the show,
and are often of little value to listeners.
Limited advertising also ensures that programming decisons
are not influenced by corporate
advertisers.
It also lets CJAM raise
revenue without raising student
fees. CJAM's fees are commensurate with other student funded
radios across the country, but it
would be unfair to ask students to
pay more.
With all the money that CJAM
gets from student fees, why do
they need more? The simplest
answer is that radio is a very
capital intesive industry.
Costs for broadcasting equipment are high, and when looking
at equipment like transmitters,
sound boards and cart machines,
the costs are in the tens of
thousands of dollars.
Like any other electronic
equipment, these things don't last
forever, and need constant maintenance and replacement.
The radio broadcasting mdustry is continually on the
move, and advents like digital
audio broadcasting (the new
wave of CD quality radio signal
transmission), have lots of different costs associated with them.
. For CJAM to stay with the
time, it will have to build up a

-------

Sanjay Lakhana, Sue Morin and Mark Fedak sing the praises of campus/community radio.
reserve fund to ensure that they
are not made redundant by these
new technologies.
On top of the capital costs associated with running a radio station, there are also administrative

costs. These include salaries for
one full time and two part-time
staff, photocopying, phone bills
and other office costs.
All of these eat away at the annual budget, leaving little room

for incidentals (like a piece of
equipment breaking and needing
replacement) and long-term planning.
CJAM offers a unique blend of
eclectic programs, featuring

news, music and culture from aJI
over the world. Furthermore.
there is nothing else like it on the
radio in this part of the country.
Keep the jammin' one alive and
kicking and make a pledge.
[g

Elite has reason to fear referendum result
by Kevin Johnson
Lance editorial staff
The spin doctors are out in
force following the defeat of the
Charlottetown constitutional accord, but it remains to be seen if
Canadians will be taken in.
Almost every politician who
supported the accord was quick
to argue voters were not against
constitutional peace, but just
refused the terms of this deal.
Most media analyses saw the
decisive 'no' victory as a vote of
no confidence in the country's
political elite.
Those who listened to ordinary
voters as opposed to the
'experts' - understand how little
the terms of the agreement mattered, and how irresistable was
the temptation to prove we can

still just say no. After every election, we hear the lament of the
disaffected: "know matter who I
vote for, the government always
wins."
This time, the government lost.
Most 'no' arguments made in
the coffeeshops (if not in the
classrooms) centred on process
and personalities.
"They're ramming this down
our throats" ... "If Mulroney likes
it, there must be something
wrong with it" ... "They're just
trying to scare us" ... "They're
not giving us enough information. We need to see the accord
( ... legal text ... final wording ...
specific constitutional amendments.)"
The Them vs. Us view was
common, encouraged by the very
unanimity among the elite

treasured by the 'yes' campaign.
It allowed voters to define ' the
government' to include what we
broadly term the ruling class.
According to the newspapers,
the rejection of the Charlottetown
package is equal to a rejection of
all those who supported it, including the top three federal parties
and
most
provincial
affiliates, the business lobby, organized Jabour, the arts community, service clubs and civic
leaders.
Most conspicuous by its absence on the list is, of course, the
country's media. The accord was
endorsed in countless editorials,
but more importantly, broadcast
and print media lent the campaign the status of 'crisis', the
very point debated by the electorate. Massive coverage devoted

to the referendum helped foster
the feeling it was being "rammed
down our throats."
This helps explain why
Canada's usually docile media
has been willing to (correctlx.)
identify the result as an act of
rebellion against Canada's ruling
class.
They are furiously trying to
distance themselves from the 'out
of touch· label being pinned on
supporters of the accord.
Publishers, editors and programmers hope to retain t!nough
credibility to ensure the label
only sticks on the constitutional
issue.
If the Canadian ruled class
begins to apply it to a wider
range of issues, the ruling class
will really have something to
worry about.
[Q
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How do you think SAC can improve voter participation ?

Christine
Nattress
3rd Year
Drama

I think the students are too
apathetic and won't vote.
It's not SAC; the students
need to have more spirit.

Marie
Stacey
3rd Year
Social Work

I think we're too involved
in our own faculties and not
enough is known about the
candidates. If they go into
classes it would help, or
schedu le meetings with
individual faculty societies.

Tony
Saric
2nd Year
Business

Have a "hot dog and pop"
day in the middle of the
university. Get information
circulating by word of
mouth.

Gary
Burling
2nd Year
Kinesiology

Voting should be more
convenient to students.
People don't want to trek
across campus to vote. Make
hours more convenient, and
promote the benefits of
voting. Give incentives.

••
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Your life's too busy to worry about your car ... let
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take the stress out of car care
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STUDENTS
When you have a problem of an academic, administrative, or race related
nature with any part of the university, its departme·nts or units, and have
exhausted all normal grievance channels, contact:

Ii THE UNIVERSITY OMBUDSPERSON ]]
You will receive independent advice in an informal and confidential way,
and where possible, a mediated solution to your problem. The
Ombudsperson has been given broad investigative powers, university-wide
access to personnel and information, and the authority to ask questions and
require answers that may resolve your problem.
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For an appointment ···

Subhas Ramcharan, Ph.D.
Office of the Ombudsperson and Race Relations Officer 1
253-4232, Extension 3400
Office Hours: Monday - Friday I I am - 3 pm
310 Sunset Avenue
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Find out in Maclean's
November 9 issue.
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. Lancer hockey settles
for single point in two-game
season start. Page 1O.
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Uncooperative
schools fear
Maclean 'S ire
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Volume LXV, Number 1 O

by Byron Chu
and Carl Martin
The Charlatan

OTIAWA (CUP)
Some
university students and officials
believe that failing to participate
in Maclean 's magazine's annual
university rankings will reflect
badly on their schools.
Simon Lajoie, a student councillor at Quebec City's Laval
University said the risk of not
participating in the survey was
too great for his school.
''No university, be it francophone or anglophone, can ignore the results of this survey. (t
is the only ranking done by a
magazine in Canada," he said.
Some universities refused to
answer sections of the 12-page
questionnaire
sent
out
to
Canadian universities last summer. Failing to answer different
questions resulted in low rankings for a few schools.
The University of Windsor
was ranked 11 of 12 schools in
its size category. The university
cooperated with the survey, but
finished ahead of only the

Univers1te
du
Quebec
at
Montreal, which refused to
respo nd to the Maclean 's questionnaire. (See rankings below.)
According to Ann Dowsett
Johnston, editor in charge of
Maclean 's university rankings,
abstentions by universities ultimately affected their ranking.
"They were put at the bottom
of the list because it would be unfair to give them the average,"
said Johnston.
For each categorical omission,
a university was given the lowest
score in that category. The
Universite du Quebec's Montreal
campus refused to answer the
questionnaire because school administrators felt the questions
were "inappropriate."
The university, which has
campuses all over Quebec,
returned the questionnaire, but
without its largest member Montreal - participating. It was
ranked in last place among
medium-sized universities.
• "We question [the survey's]
value," said Francoise Talbot, a
spokesperson for the Universite
du Quebec at Montreal.

Maclean's Second Annual

Ranking of Canadian Universities

TWO'S COMPANY, THREE'S A MASS DEMONSTRATION: Student councillor Jennifer Jonhston,
Todd Schaus and Steve Lemaire held a sit-in Oct. 28 to protest what they call the University Club's
"discriminatory practice" of not admitting students until 5 p.m. (photo by MARK CRANE)

"We did not answer because
we felt it was misleading on the
methodological side. We find it
questionable to globally rank
universities in this way because
they are so different," she said.
Johnston said. notwithstanding
the Universite du Quebec, there
were few gaps in the survey. But
other schools surveyed returned
the
questionnaire
without
answering some questions.
The University College of

i Trc11t
M011nl Allison (Sackvillc, N.8.)
(Pctcrbor<>Ugh,
!·· "'.•lfnd
A~(a (Wotfville, N.S.)
laurier (Kitchc~r.
Ont.)

Ont.)

~ 8 •5bc>p's (Lcnno,cville, Que.)

St. Mary's (Halifax, N.S.)
7· St. Fr.incis "4ivicr (Anti.,onisb
N.S.)
"'
'

:· Mt. Sa!nl Vincent (Halifax, N.S.)
Lethbridge (lcthbridge, Alta.)
10 1
: • Thomas (Fredericton, N.B.)
11 rock (St. Catharines, Ont.)
lakehead (Thunder Bay, Ont.)
13· Brandon (Brandon, Man.)
~- M?nc.ton (Moncton, N.B.)
· Winnipeg (Winnipeg, Man.)
:~· Lauren1ian (Sudbury, Ont.)
•P.E.I. (Charlonctown, P.E.I.)
18•Cape Brc1on (Sydney, N.S.)

ti

Schools offering a broad program
~ the under-graduate and graduate

111:vel:

i S11no11
~aterloo (Waterloo,
Frai;er (Burnaby, 8.C.)
Ont.)

3. Guelph (Guelph, Ont.)
4. Victoria (Victoria, B.C.)
5. York (Toronto, OnL)
6. Carleton (Ottawa, Ont.)
7. New Brunsw~k (Fredericton, N.B.)
8. Memorial (St. John's, Ntld.)
9. Regina (Regina, Sask.)
HI. Concordia (Monueal, Que.)
11. Wind.,;or (Windsor. Ont.)
12. Quebec (Montreal, Que.)

Schools with major doctoral
programs and medical schools:
I. McGill (Montreal, Que.)
2. Toronto (Toronto, Ont.)
3. Queen's (Kingston, Ont.)
4. U.8.C. (Vancouver, B.C.)
5. McMastcr (Hamilton, Ont.)
6. Dalhousie (Halifax, N.S.)
7. Montreal (Montreal, Que.)
8. Ottawa (Ottawa, Ont.)
9. Alberta (Edmonton. Alta.)
10. Western (London, Ont.)
11. Calgary (Calgary, Alta.)
12. Sherbrooke (Sherbrooke, Que.)
13. Saskatchewan (Sa.,;katoon, Sask.)
14. Laval (Quebec City. Que.)
15. Manitoba (Winnipeg, Man.)

misleading to draw conclusions
regarding the quality of the
programs."
Gallivan
added
that
a
university's reputation was invariably correlated with age.
He said that penalized his institution, which is the youngest
university in Canada. It received
its charter in 1982.
~
The Lance will feature local
reaction to the Maclean 's 1111iversity ranking in our Nov. 16 issue.

SSS election results tabled
by Tran Longmoore
Lance news staff

Schools offering mainly under&raduace progr.tms:

Cape Breton was one of the
schools that refused to answer
questions asked under the
survey's "reputation" category.
"Ranking perpetuates the myth
that there are classes of undergraduate programs," said UCCB
mterim president Bill Gallivan.
"Some people know an institution better than others through
hcmg a student there or doing
business there. Others have less
exposure. It is thus unfair and

The Social Science Society has
a battle erupting over last week's
presidential by-election.
An in camera meeting of the
society council Nov. 5 tabled a
proposal to overturn the election
of Marco Albano for breaking
campaign rules.
Albano
defeated
former
society executive member Tiffany Ulch by a 63-37 margin.
Ulch contested the election
claiming Albano left posters up
beyond the deadline set in the bylaws of the society's constitution.
Albano countered that Ulch had
posters on painted walls, which is
not allowed by the university.
Chief Electoral Officer Todd
Davies said the breaches on
either side were not significant
~nough to invalidate the results.
After council voted to discuss
the matter in camera - barring

members of the media and the
public - it tabled the results
until Davies is able to report in
person to the society.
"For now the election results
stand. But nothing has been
ratified," said society Vice President Lisa Colwill.
Albano said that he no longer
wants anything to do with the
society.
"Each social science student
pays a $5 fee. lf I had a choice,
I'd spend the money on a pack
of smokes," he said. "The Social
Science Society is run like a dictatorship."
He said his election was
democratic and the controversy
has demonstrated the society's
executive wants the president's
position filled by someone in its
circle.
"The students have been
shown that they have no say in
what goes on at the SSS," Albano
said.

Colwill discounted Albano's
claim that friendship with Ulch
coloured the council's judgment.
"( can understand why some
people would perceive a conflict
of interest,"
Colwill
said.
"However, I trust my ethics."
Although Colwill has denied
it, Albano said the executive attempted to appease him by offerring him the position of social
events coordinator, formerly held
by Ulch.
"They've taken this in an unprofessional manner," Albano
said.
When the tabled report is discussed at the next meeting, the
society has the option of letting
the current results stand, disqualifying one or both of the candidates or appointing one of the
current executives to the position.
The society gained campus attention earlier this semester when
last year's budget disclosed
spending improprieties.
(y
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Lance calendar of events
Basketball vs Laurier at St
Denis at 8 p.m.
l NOP
leader
Audrey
Tuesday, Nov. 10
JE A benefit concert will be held
Mclaughlin will speak on
at the Masonic Temple at s
Women and Politics at
JE The Chinese Students' Asp.m. to 1 a.m. Proceeds from
McPherson
lounge
in
Electa
sociation presents Tianthis concert will go towards
Hall
from
1
3
p.m.
Everyone
namen Memorial Art Exhibit
the food bank of Windsor
is welcome.
on the main floor of the Leddy
Tickets are $5 and can be pur.
Library through Nov 27.
® Every Thursday from 12: 15 chased at the door or by call1
p.m.
catch
the
ing 979-9603.
,f,, The
Environmental
Enviro-Power Hour on
Awareness Association will
CJAM 91.5. Host Tracey
hold its general meeting at
Sunday, Nov. 15
Robinson features one
4:30 p.m. in the Oak Room of
specific environmental issue
Vanier Hall. Or. Doug Haffner
i, Assumption University s
every show.
of the Great Lakes Institute
Christian Culture Series
will speak on "Pollution and JE Hilberry Theatre presents
presents Or. Monika Hellwig
the Great Lakes; How it
speaking on the Catholic
Rumors through Dec 5. for inAffects You."
Heritage for the Next
formation call the theatre box
Generation. Speech starts at
office at (313)577-2972.
Assumption University
3p.m.
Chapel hosts Mass and a cost
Friday, Nov. 13
supper Tuesdays at 5 p.m.
Parks and Recreation
between the UC and the
Windsor presents the 9th
l The Windsor/Essex County
bridge, 973-7034.
annual Christmas Flea Market
Branch of the Prayer Book
at College. It will be held from
® Men's and Women's Lancer
Society of Canada will be
11 a.m. to 5 p.m. at College
Basketball
will
play
host to the Venerable David E.
Ave. Community Centre
pre-season games vs. Siena
Mercer. His address will follow
Admission is free and if you
Heights at St. Denis.
a Solemn Evensong at 7:30
want to rent a booth it is only
Women's game starts at 7
p.m. at St. George's Anglican
$20. For more information call
p.m. and men's at 9 p.m.
Church.
255-6528.
JE
Theatre
Alive
presents
Birth
You are not alone - survivors
Wednesday, Nov. 11
of a City today and tomorrow
of incest anonymous for
at
the
Capitol
Theatre.
Tickets
® Lancer volleyball at St.
le sbian and bisexual
are $12 for Friday and SaturDenis vs Guelph. Men's game
women holds meetings every
day performances and $1 Ofor
starts at 6 p.m. and women's
Sunday from 7 - 9 p.m. at
Sunday evening shows.
at 8 p.m.
Metropolitan Community
Church (3301 Edison Streetat
® Lancer Men's volleyball vs
the corner of Brock Street).
Thursday, Nov. 12
Brock at 7 p.m. at St. Denis
For information, please call
Centre.
977-6897.
JE The Art Gallery of Windsor
1s holding Visitors In the Arts JE The School of Music
presents David Palmer at All
92/93 featuring Montreal
Monday, Nov. 16
Saints Church featuring Wm.
sculptor Michel Goulet disAlbright's Organ Book Ill.
(photo by SUZANNE NGUI)
The Student Solidarity
cussing his work at 7:30.
Tickets are $8 for adults and
Coalition invites all students
® The International Students'
$5 for students.
Society presents a bowling
Saturday, Nov. 14
7:00p.m.GuestspeakerEllen
toitsmeetingfrom4:30-6:00
tournament at 9 p.m. at
§ The Organization of Gay
Gabriel,
a
Mohawk
p.m. upstairs at the Grad
Bowlero (675 Tecumseh
and Lesbian Students
§ The Third World Resource
traditionalist
from
House.
West)Costis$1.90+GSTper
present a Pnde Day Dan?e
Centre 1s holding its annual
Kanehsatake,
was
a
• The Lance invites all
game. Shoe rental is free. For
tonight in Electa H~II ,n
fund-raising dinner at the
negotiator at Oka.. For tickets
interested to its staff meeting.
more information call
McPherson Lounge. Tickets
Teutonia Club. The bar will
or other information contact
6:00 p.m. upstairs at the Grad
____ 253-2900. ----------------------- are $5 in advance. _______________ open at_6:00 p.m .. dinner_at ______the TWRC at 252-1517. -----------House. ---------------------

"°

JE Visual and performing arts.
l

Lectures. seminars, etc.
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Club and society meetings.

§

Socials, parties, mixers. etc.
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Notices. demonstrations.
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Sports events.
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20% OFF
PIZZA ORDERS
With Student I.D.
minimum order of $1.0

QUALITY MAKES THE DIFFERENCE

Now Open For Lunch!
~pecials from $2 - $5.95

Pizzeria
2215 Wyandotte West at Randolph
256- SAMS
EAT IN• PICK UP• FAST FREE DELIVERY
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Toronto students want cheaper transit passes
by Pina D'Agostino
The Excalibur
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TORONTO (CUP) - University
snidcnts may be waiting for quite
,;ome time before they get a
reduced rate student metropass.
Students are fed up with the
increased metropass rates which
were hiked to $67 per month
from $56.50 since March.
"High school students get a
discount with a student card we ll,
I'm a student too," said Mike
Kourtsidis, a third year political
science student.
''It costs too much," said
Michael Payne, a second-year
biology student who uses the
metropass and commutes to York
every day.
"For students who don't work
and have tons of expenses to
worry about, the amount we pay
is ridiculous. We need a
decreased rate," said Payne.
According to Jeff Orchard,
Ontario Federation of Students'
communications director, there
are currently no negotiations between the Toronto Transit Commi5Sion and metro university
organizations for the creation of a

university student metropass.
But Mary Lynn Bolton, the
TTC's public affairs supervisor
says things are not that simple.
" (t always comes down to
money who pays for (the
metropass) - and right now we
don't have any," Bolton said.
The commission recently conducted a pass study which recommended the pass be made "More
convenient, more transferable
and more marketable," Bolton
said.
Bolton singled out the removal
of the photo identification card
from the pass as one recommendation, and the removal of the
time restriction from the visitors
pass as another.
However, none of the recommendations included a decreased
rate for university students.
'The problem depends more
on the TTC's agenda," said Bolton. "Instead of realizing that
ridership is decreasing, the commission is more interested in putting in subways and increasing
fares."
"It's not a pressing issue," said
Michelle Chai, York Federation
of Students vice president. Chai

said last week's National Student
Day and Ontario Students Assistance Plan cuts are forefront issues on her agenda.
Chai added that she's tried to
reach
Jeremy
Goldstein,
Glendon 's vice president, to
figure out an approach to the
issue, but no plans have yet been
made.
Goldstein said Chai and himself have had some trouble getting together, but he believes
York students should definitely
get a cheaper metropass rate. A
possible solution could see York
buying the passes in bulk and
then selling them at a cheaper
rate to students, he said.
But Bolton said a cheaper
metropass may not be the best
thing, and students should learn
to budget. Many of them do not
have classes every day and some
also have access to a car in the
evening.
Ryerson university is going to
be heading a submission to Metro
council on the metropass, said
Danielle Holmes, student union
president.
But Orchard predicted the plan
is doomed to failure, remember-
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Late assessments costing student
aid recipients registration spots

d

by Nancy Hui
Lance news staff
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Every student knows the
frustration o f registering for courses, but some students have been
experiencing more difficulty than

usual.
Students who filed late for assistance through the Ontario Student Assistance Plan (OSAP), or
who have not fully paid their fees
for the fall semester cannot
register for the winter term. They
have been told they can o nly
register once their fees are paid
or OSAP assessments
are
received.
This poses a problem for many
many students who have not been
able to pay their fees due to
financial difficulties or other circumstances beyond their control.
By the time fees are paid, students fear all the courses w ill be

full.

Alex Meyer, a third year communications studies major, was
one such student. Meyer was
scheduled to register Nov. 1.
When he called the touch tone
registration system, he was told
that he would was unable to
register and was subsequently
asked to contact the Cashier's o ffice.
"I'm really dissapointed about
it," said Meyer, ''They are holding it against me that l'm an
OSAP student."
Meyer was told that he would
have to begin a payment plan, or
pay $1700 before he could
register.
"I had to come up with the
money or they wouldn't let me
register. My OSAP won't be in
for another one to three weeks,
and all of my courses will be
gone by then," he said.
Marie Renaud, Director of Student Awards, said that almost

6000 students from U of W have
applied for OSAP.
She cites insufficient staff at
both the Ministry of Education
and the Awards office, as well as
minor mistakes on applications
as the main source of delay with
assessments.
About 150 assessments are
still being processed for U of W
students.
According to Dave Smith,
credit manger at the university's
Cashier's office, students who
have not yet been assessed but
applied before the Aug. 19 deadline, will be able to register for
the winter semester.
He added that students who
filed after the deadline and are
still waiting for assessments will
have to come up with the money
in order to register earl y.
Student Awards is still accepting applications for emergency
loans.
[g

DON'T MISS LIVE DRIVE NIGHT

Bus company faces
tough budget choices
by Mark Crane
Lance associate news editor
With less than a month until

U of W students vote in a
referendum on bus passes,
Transit Windsor is facing some
tough financial decisions.
The city's bus company is
considering cutting workers
and routes to stave off its
projected $1.7 million deficit
this year.
The elimination of grants for
subsidizing bus passes for welfare recipients and school
children is cited as reasons for
the deficit.
Larry McNeil, a spokesperson for the transit company,
said that 18 people have been
laid off to date: 10 drivers and
8 administrative staff.
"There have been no service
cuts," he said, "and we have

not recommended any."
On Nov. 24 and 25 students
will be asked if they support a
plan that will have them pay
$30 per semester for a bus
pass.
Asked if the cuts may have
some effect on the upcoming
campus referendum, McNeil
said, ''No. We can' t even look
at those type of cuts. The two
main routes that service the
university are big revenue generators."
Since the announcement of
the vote, the company has increased frequency on the
Crosstown 2 and Transway IC
routes, which service the campus.
As of Nov. 5, 42 percent of
full-time undergraduate students picked up the free pass
offered by Transit Windsor as
a trial for the project.
[y

Percentage of bus passes
picked up by faculty
as of Nov. 4
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- Special Guests -

Effective Novembe r l , 1992
the RAMADA INN Windso r
is offering sing le accomod atio n

FROl\tl

LUXURY
CHRIST

per month

and

ALL

Rate includes

SAINTS'

DAY
REQUESTED DONATION: $2.00 AT THE DOOR

REVIVE ·THE· DRIVE
~
An Autlum:,d .!lJ..Rl[J_;;;:.J,, Fund-Rou1n1

Orchard. But some students like
Leeaa Xidhia, a first year York
student, would not buy one even
if she got a cheaper pass.
"I wouldn ' t take the bus even
if I had no other way to get here,
it's a zoo," said Xidhia, "It takes
a long time."
IQ

RAMADXINN

Sat. Nov. 14

The Spotted Dog

ing there was a s imilar effort in
the 1980s by a Ryerson-led coalition of students and several allies.
Trent University has a transit
pass fee included in their tuition
and presenting the student card is
all it takes to get a bus ride, said

•
•
•
•
•

(plus GST)

cable TV
telephone
parking
..
weekly maid service with change of lmen ·
limited availability

ENQUIRIES: 253-4411 , ext. 604

£'fnl,
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NatiVes in crisis
by Kiran Pal
Lance news staff
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Mary Ellen Turpel, advisor to
Chief Ovide Mcrcrcdi, addressed
the U of W last week to outline
the
problems
facing
the
aboriginal people in Canada.
The topic of discussion for the
seminar was "Accommodating
Difference in Canada: The First
People's Constitutional Package."
Turpel attributes her interests
in this field to her background a Scottish/English mother and
Cree father. "A product of the
Hudson Bay Company," she
laughed.
In her speech, Turpel condemned the status quo of the
Canadian polity .
"The 1867/1982 Constitution
Act has created a situation which
~ utterly and totally reprehensible, indefensible, and unacceptable (for aboriginal peoples]."
she said.
Turpel describes the quest for
justice for the aboriginal people
~ "125 years and still waiting."
She believes that amending the

constitution to the benefit of
aboriginal Canadians will not
happen in the near future. "The
Indian Act system is unacceptable and has to change, as
aboriginals are unable to give
power to their people."
For example, although 80 percent of proposed by-laws are disallowed,
aboriginals
do,
however, have the right to pass
by-laws on such less important
issues as "beekeeping and
noxious weeds," Turpel said.
"One cannot ask what the best
solutions are for the aboriginal
people," she said, "It is not as
easy as looking for the answers ...
there is no shortage of people
telling us what they think are the
answers."
Instead, Turpel suggests the
public should learn to become active listeners and find out more
about the current situation of
aboriginal people. However, she
recognizes that a disadvantage to
this is the lack of an organized
forum where political discussions
can take place.
Other
disadvantages
encountered by aboriginals, noted

Turpel
Turpel, are: limited education
funding, harsh treatment of
women, lack of health and
psychological services, backlogged housing lists, and the
highest rate of youth suicide in
the world.
"Obviously they are in 'self
destruct' mode, they have nothing to live for," Turpel said.
She finds that the odds seem to
be stacked against aboriginals in
terms of access to justice. She
believes that their problems cannot be solved until some form of
self-government is created.
"What we need in Canada is a
Constitutional blanket to protect
aboriginal people from complete
dominance," Turpel said.
A paper written by Turpel
about the seminar will be
published in this year's edition of
the Access to Justice Yearbook.
The "Access to Justice" course
of study offered in the Faculty of
Law is directed at educating law
students toward those people
whose access to the legal system
is limited. Turpel was this year's
the affiliated yearbook's sponsored speaker.
[Q

After rejecting invitations from the Faculties of Do, Re and So,
Ovide Mercredi advisor Mary Ellen Turpel addressed the
Faculty of La last week. (photo by KIRAN PAL)

York cancels classes infavour of Montreal massacre vigil
by Pat Micelli
The Excalibur

TORONTO (CUP) York
University students won 't have to
skip classes Dec. 4 to attend a
vigil in memory of 14 women
killed at Montreal's L'Ecole
Polytechnique three years ago.
The
university's
senate
decided recently to cancel classes
from 12:30 to l :30 that day so
students, faculty and teaching assistants would be free to rake part
in annual Women's Remembrance Day events.
Although no one voted against
the proposal, many faculty members complained there wasn't

enough advance notice of the
cancellation.
" It's not fair to students and
those planning courses," Professor Sydney Kanya-Forstner told
the meeting.
"If we want to send a message
we should do it properly. It
should be announced in advance,
permanent and official," he
added.
York registrar Gene Denzel
also spoke against the proposal.
Denzel said he was concerned
that cancelling classes would affect students' opportunity to
learn.
"Fees and funds are largely
centred around classroom learn-

ing," he said.
But student council president
Nikki Gcrshbain said women's
safety is equally important.
" If we can't guarantee the
safety of the women who come
here to learn, I'm not convinced
we are committed to accessibility," she said.
Gershbain cited examples of
threats to female students at
universities, including a September incident at York where a man
shouted "Long live Marc Lepine.
All the 15 000 women at York
should be killed," in front of a
bookstore line up.
Michele Chai, a student council vice-president, told the senate

a personal experience in order to
convince it of the importance of
the vigil.
"As a woman who has been a
survivor of sexual assault on this
campus in my second year, I find
it frustrating to listen to thoughtless, by-the-way justifications for
not supporting (the cancellation
of classes)," said a visibly angry
Chai.
"How can [ learn if I don't feel
safe going to school?" she added.
Chai said steps have to be
taken so that women feel safe
about organizing in the face of
violence.
"An hour off so women can
empower themselves, mourn and

deal with the reality is not a lot to
ask," said Chai. A similar
proposal was introduced to the
senate last year, but failed to win
support. The senate executive
was instead given the respon·
sibility of creating a policy but
did not follow through.
York's Women's Centre and
student council introduced this
year's proposal, which was supported by the Canadian Federation of Students and a number or
campus groups, officials and lhe
senate's student caucus.
To commemorate the deaths or
the 14 women, Queen's Univer·
sity in Kingston, Ont. cancels
classes for the entire day.
~

OPEN 7 DAYS • NO COVER ANYTIME

LIVE IN NOVEMBER
Vermin
Thursday, 12:
Brainhammer
Chuck Baker
Friday, 13:
Jo Nab
Saturday, 14: Black Cat Bone
Acoustic Cafe with
Sunday, 15:
Gail Nielson
156 CHATHAM ST. W. 253-3494
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UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR BOOKSTORE
LEATHER JACKET DAY

Wednesday, November 18 10A.M. to 3P.M,
LEATHER $294 MELTON & LEATHER $199
JACKETS BY EXPORT LEATHER

FULL PAYMENT REQUIRED - JANUARY PICKUP
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Two students were trapped inside the University of Windsor's
Law Building for an hour last
week. There was no way their
wheelchairs could manoeuvere
around two vehicles which
blocked the only handicapped access to the building.
Law student Debbie Draganits
and a friend had to wait for the
vehicles to leave before they
could use the ramp in front of the
building. The two were coming
out of the Special Needs and Accessibility Committee office, located in the Law building.
This isn't the first time
Draganits has had a problem with
the access to the law building.
She has been unable to get in and
out of the building before when
vehicles blocked the entrance.
"It is degrading to have to sit
outside and wait, you could be

out there for hours. If you are
outside too long you have to miss
your class," said Draganits.
For Draganits the issue is lack
of awareness. "People should
look and think about where
they're parking, whether they are
blocking accessible ways into the
buildings, and keep them clear."
Brian Lelievre, chair of the
special needs committee, pointed
out the futility of spending
thousands of dollars on making
university buildings accessible if
entrances are going to be blocked
by delivery and service vehicles.
The
law
building
has
facilitated the handicapped by installing an automatic door and
elevator. But because the
entrance doubles as a service
entrance/loading dock, sometimes vehicles park bumper to
bumper and block the access to
the door.
The conflict between the two
functions of the entrance was

noted by Gary McMann, director
of the Physical Plant.
"This is the only place for
bringing goods into the building," he said. "So we can't alleviate the trucks being there."
McMann is currently looking
for suggestions and solutions.
Part of the problem is structural. The stairs at the entrance to
the Law building made it difficult
to install a ramp. Instead, the service entrance was renovated to
accomodate the handicapped.
Dr. Ron Ianni, U of W president, pointed out that "The question involves getting money to
structure a new entrance. The
building was designed at a time
when people were not conscious," he said.
Lelievre was informed of the
incident and pointed out that part
of the problem is the area is not
labelled as a handicapped
entrance. Draganits agrees with
Lelievrc, but slates that when

by Ty Daniels
Lance news editor
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With the dire effects the recession has had on Windsor, this
vear·s food drive hopes to surpass last year's haul of l 750
pounds of donated food.
The motto for this year's drive
"Yes you can make a difference"
is directed toward the entire student body.
"I think a realistic goal for this
drive would be for each student
to donate one can to the project"
said Chris Gillett, SAC human
rights co-ordinator, who is heading up the drive.
The project is running for five
weeks, two weeks longer than
last year. Gillett hopes the extended donation period would increase this year's total.
Students can donate food at
boxes stationed throughout campus. Drop off point stations are
located in the Odette building.
the SAC trailers, Education
building. Grad House and at the
Law School.
"I hope to create a spirit of
helping rather than pity," said
Gillett. To keep spirits up, he has
helped to organize several com-

petitions on campus. The residences will be competing amongst
themselves to see who collects
the most food.
Gillett encourages other clubs
and societies on campus to do the
same. The winning teams will be
given a cerificate of appreciation
at the end of the drive.

A Food Tent will be set up on
campus in the near future to
bring attention to the event. The
Student Solidarity Coalition will
be providing a van to further
promote the cause.
Food collected from the drive
will be distributed throughout the
city of Windsor. Last year, the
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We pay GST and
PST for students!

previously trapped outside the
building she was told that signs
had been posted.
"Campus Police told me that
they already had a sign out
there." she said. "I go by there
every day and there is no sign."
Lelievre believes a sidewalk to
bypass the driveway and cement
pillars to keep vehicles from
parking directly in front of the
accessible door arc also necessary to avoid further incidents.
lanni said he hoped signs
would go up next week to solve
the problem, but stated ''The area
is not there for parking. students
should call the police to get offenders towed out of there.''
He added more drastic
measures should be taken if this
does not work.
"The only way to get people to
listen is to institute fines. This
was how awareness was raised in
the situation of handicapped
parking," lanni said.
(g

Check out our great rates on:

Typing
ALL TYPING IS t ASl:R PRINTED

• term papers
• resumes, books
• reports, etc.

Photocopying
and Fax Service
• sending & receiving

food was directed to the Unemployment Help Centre. but
Gillett is looking into a v,. ider
distribution base, with more
focus on the west end of the city.
Gillett noted that not only individuals arc hurt by the current
recession. Many social agencies
have had their budgets cut.
"With the economic difficulties we are in, cutbacks have hurt
many social agencies ability to
pro.,, ide services.·· he said.
Increased demand for social
services compiled with higher
unemployment
levels
have
created a greater need for the
basic necessities this year.
The food drive, running until
Dec. 8. accepts all non-pefr,hable
food items ltems of particular
need are meat substitutes. soups,
legumes, and stews.
"An)thing rich in vitamins and
proteins," said Gillet!. He also
noted that if anyone wants to
bring in tomatoes they would be
welcomed, however, he fell they
have an ample supply alread) on
hand.
Inquiries or interested volunteers sl'ould be directed to the
Human Rights Office located at
496 Sunset or at ext. 3500.
~
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Vehicles block access to Law school
by Teena Ward
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June 26 - August 6, 1993

Course Offerings:
Norwegian Language
Art History • Folklore
Political Science
Culture & Society
Economics • International
Relations
Special Education
Peace Research
International Development
Studies • Energy and the
Environment
Fees: about S2800

(CAD)

Write to:
Oslo Summer School
Sarnt Olaf College
1520 Saint Olaf A venue
NORTHFIELD, MN
55057-1098
(507) 646-3269 (phone)

Pepper Defense
Spray
/~
Dog Deterrent

'3~

• l n\lan1ly effee1i11c
•
• Leather holster at·
Y""·
!aches directly 10 key chain
• Nol much larger lhan a cigarcllc
lighter. yc1 holds 8-12 blasls
• No accuracy required: fires up 10 a
3 mc1re burs!
• 1-2 sec bias! will deter any dog
• Ideal for cyclis1s. joggers, c1c.
• ldcnlifying dye marks animal for
easy idcn1iftca1ion

Pepper Defense affects mucous
membranes (eyes & respiratory
system), causing extreme discomforl and physically preventing an
attacker from further aggression for
up to 30 minutes.
14 Gram Spray Unit: $28.95
To order·
Mail cheque or money order to

PEPPER DEFENSE
260 Guelph Street, Box 74026
Georgetown, Ont. L7G SL!
Or call (416) 873-7737/8-PEPPER
or (519) 254-4056
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Punkadelic band a Windsor ritual
by Todd Schaus
Lance arts staff
Drummer Marc Joffe plays
clever variations on a funky,
James Brown beat. Spiralling
around the drums, Brad Godin 's
bass adds bottom. Lisa Simpson
plays the keyboards. Layer Dean
Cu.sinato's lead and singer Doug
Breault's rhythm guitar on top
and you've got a Mescaline
Ritual.

Thriving music scene
On Devil's Night, Windsor
was treated to a sample of its
thriving music scene. Performing
with Luxury Christ above the
Spotted Dog in an old furniture
store with a view of the river,
graffiti on the walls and half of
the ceiling missing, Mescaline
Ritual showed why it is one of
the area's best bands.
The band, formed in 1986, has
a sound Joffe describes as "Sixties Punkadelic." Punkadelic is
a
twist
on
Parliament
Funkadelic, a '70s group headed
by
George
Clinton
that
epitomized easy funk, taking Sly
and the Family Stone to its
slower musical conclusion. In ad-

]

dition, Joffe cites Gang of Four
as a major influence, a sort of
"fast R&B sound."
The Ramones are evident in
the stuttering guitar riffs, adding
the "punk" to "punkadelic."
Originality comes in the use of
the two 12-string guitars, which,
along with Simpson~ keyboard,
create a rich tone. The result is a
wall of '90s melodic grunge.
In 199 l, Mescaline Ritual
released its first album, Electric,
on their independent label Ritual
Recordings. The album featured
15 songs of unique sound including the title track, "Coleman
Young" and "Final December."
A new album is about to be
recorded, so the band won't perform for the next few months.
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Perfecting new songs
"We want to perfect our new
songs - every cymbal crash,
every guitar lick- so recording
them will be as quick and inexpensive as possible," sa1d Joffe.
The new album should be available in the spring, on CD format.
Electric can be ordered by
contacting: Ritual Recordings,
P.O. Box 43494 Detroit, Ml
USA ($7 US. $8 Canadian).
IQ
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Doug Breault of Mescaline Ritual thrashes about in a punkadelic frenzy. {photo by TODD SCHAUS)

Show's marketability criterion
ensures unassuming selections
by Dennis Chadwick
Lance arts staff

prints, some paintings, a couple
of photographs, and a sculpture.

The Fall '92 Art Sale and Rental Show at the Art Gallery of
Windsor offers residents and
business people an opportunity to
purchase original works from
regional artists. The concerns expressed in the works are generally very focused, but a few artists
do take some risks.

Submissions down

Changing inventory

Scott Gregorey with his piece, Antiquity #26. (photo by DENNIS
CHADWICK)

The show itself is part of a
constantly changing inventory of
paintings, prints, photographs
and sculptures. This season's
selection is comprised mainly of

The work is juried upon submission and is chosen on the
marketability in the Windsor
area. This season, submissions
were down and, as a result, 80
percent of the submissions were
selected for d isplay.
In general the work is highly
polished, design-based, sometimes
ambiguous,
always
unassuming.
Of note are Elaine Bunning's
water colours Pears in a Bowl,
and Maestro. The latter uses
negative space in a way that is

rare for commercial waler
colours. Les A. Jeffrey's NATIVE
hope is a mosaic constructed entirely of paint marks giving it the
textural look of tiling or beadwork. Windsor artist Scott
Gregory offered up his usual
polished work.

University faculty
There was a general lack or
presence by the University or
Windsor visual arts faculty. Their
often unique perspective was
missed. The o nly faculty mem·
bers that did show were Adele
Duck and Tony Doctor.
The Art Sale a nd Rental Show
will continue through Nov. 22. ~

Everything but bluegrass
featured by CJAM host
by Sanjay Lakhana
Lance arts staff
"What is alternative?" There is
no answer for Johnny Deck,
CJAM's Monday afternoon (1 :30
- 4:00 p.m.) mosaic music host.
Deck, a second year visual arts
student, has been polluting the
airwaves with his eclectic blend
of "everything except bluegrass"
since May of this year.

It would be nice
if people were
less narrowminded about
.
music.
Sets of alternative rock, a long
time CJAM staple, are often
spliced with clips of rap, jazz,

reggae, folk, blues and Detroit's
own Motown sound.
" It would be nice if people
were less narrow-minded about
music, although I don't want to
impose," said Deck.
Deck states his interest as "not
to be famous," and to continue
his work in Brainhammer, a local
band.
Deck, a Windsor native, has
been an intense music fan for the
last five years. Preferring vinyl as
the medium for music, Deck calls
compact discs, "annoying with a
sound not really all that much
better and far less human."
Favourite musical artists include Chrome and Helios Creed
"experimental noise type
bands," according to Deck. Other
interests include all types of
folklore and 1950s culture.
Listeners are invited to tune in
to a tradition and broaden their
musical horizons every Monday
afternoon.
IQ

Monday afternoon DJ Johnny Deck. (photo by SUZANNE NGUI)
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Michael Penn should stay in Sean's shadow
by Maurice Souza-Leite

Political punk makes
you want to dance

Lance arts staff

free/or All

by Darrin Keene

Michad Penn

Lance arts staff

RCA

eclaring,
Shit! I'm a
poet!"
Michael
Penn
procedes to confuse and
alienate listeners. The lyrics are
incomprehensible and music is
sloppy in Penn's second release

Lenin and McCarthy
T he 25th of ~1av

D

Arista

G

free For All.
His stirnng pop melodies in
songs such as "No Myth" on his
debut release March won him
MTV I 990 Best New Artist
Award, and an identity distinct
from his actor brother Sean.
The lyrics in Free for All are
100 clever. For instance, "Slipping My Mind" opens:
Rats in my jacket/ l'm so impres.-;ed/ ... give me a suit of
"abardine/ I had a suit/ By the
look on my face/ ... that never
stopped w hat was troubling me/
Like once. it was Monday out/
And dry'>/ Man, it was a drought/
but all that is slipping my mind.
He seems to have forgotten to
include the choruses, except in
two songs. When he delivers
"Bunker Hill," he speaks rather
than sings, in a shaky, squeaky
,oice.
Besides the sooth ing "Long
Way Down" and the upbeat
·Sc.:n the Doctor." the simple,
repet1 t1ve Dylanesque folk guitar
melodics are no better than those
in the repertoire of a high school
hJnd. Plus, the acow,tic guitar.
base line chords and melodics in
"Free f ime'' and "Drained"
~ound like "Losin~ My Re h~ion"
Ii} R.E.M.
Yct. when Penn and his co-

·

iven the title, you don't
have to be an Eim,tein to
realize that The 25th of
Ma} has strong political convictions.
Surprisingly. these English
lads create accessible dance
music. Over infectious grooves,
the band lays down strippet:- of
reports on soccer riots and threats
by members of Britain's racist
National Fron •. Combined with
this are Swindelli's biting lyrics
about the ragged state of modernday Britain. Call it punk music
for the da nce floor.

Eclectic collection
worth looking into
by Steve Rennie
Lance arts staff

Michael Penn relaxes after an especially rough free for all.

producer Tony Berg tried to
make the two s ingles "Now
We're Even" and "Free T ime"
sound more originjl, they haphazardly throw bongo drums and
a pipe organ into the instrumental
mix. The result is has no success.
Furthermore, there 1s no flow
within or hetw·een songs. "By the
Uook·· has the same monotonou,
rhythm ol Gordon l 1ghtfoot s
"Wreck
of
the
Edmunds

Fillgerald," that sounds like a
record stuck in its groove. And
all of the~ songs have simply
been thrown together. " ith no
underlying theme.
The most exciting part of Frl!I!
For All is the album CO\:Cr. Its appropriate a funeral march concludes Side One. hel·ause thi,
album dies I long death from its
meaningle,s lyrics and low
qual ity mu~i1...al crathman,hip.

A Different Man
Peter Kingsbery
Polygram
he long musical journey o f
Peter Kingsbery has finally
come to fru itio n with the
release of his first solo recording.
,1 Diffcre111 Afan.
Born in Phoenix. Arizona,
Kingsbery took up the study of
classical piano and later recei, ed
a degree 10 music composition
from the University of Texa,. He
formed a hand in Lo, Angele,.
called
Cock
Robin.
who
produced three alhum ... together
and emerged as a top hilling act

T

in Europe.
Deciding to go solo, Kingsbcry
began from scratch. He tossed
out his earlier classic rock and
folk influences. such as the Rolling Stones, the Beatles and Joni
Mitchell, prefcring the likes of
Leonard Cohen and Edith Piaf.
fie decided his material in A Different /I.fan would have an underproduced
sound,
the
kind
"oriented to the guy who just sits
do\\ n at the piano and plays for
people."
The unlikely combinations of
instruments on this release blend
together to create an unusual harmony. These include organs,
trombones, accordions. clarinets,
flutes. and euphoniums, as \\ell
as other bras:.es and winds.
The album itself has some
problems which, however, may
be easily overlooked. Kingsbery's lyrics are not equal to the
music. His Prince-like singing
would be better suited for different music. The words often Jo
not tell the story. For instance.
"Red Blood Anger" is supposed
to be about incest: "Arc }OU ever
so/ Yeah, arc you C\er so/ Holy
divine. you can/ Walk on the
water/ Well it's no .1t1itude/ This
I can tell you." Kingsbery's message is not clear.
On the nipside, the music is
ahsolutel} superior. Kingsbcry's
style is very ,mooth and the mixture of in,crumenb is a groovy
experience. Other ,tand-outs indude ·· Helene" and " llov. Can I
Be \un.:·1 (a CO\er of a Young
Rascals tune.) T he alhum i, unlikl.. an) 1 her. If )OU c;m get h}
the lyrical pmhlcms. .-1 1>1/Jcrcnt
Man by Peter Kin!!"hery i,
definitely worth look111g into.

ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY'S CHRISTIAN CULTURE SERIES

What is the Catholic Heritage
for the Next Generation?
So much has changed, that it is time to take stock. So much responsibility has returned
to the laity, that we can no longer take our heritage for granted. We are, of course,
Christians, but what makes us Catholic?

Dr. Monika Hellwig
* Landegger Distinguished Professor of Theology, Georgetown University.
* Author of many books and articles including Understanding Catholicism,
Jesus the Compassion of God, and Christian Women in a Trouble World.

* Recipient of Honorary Doctorates fr~m eleve? universi~ies._
* Associate editor, Joumal of Ecumenical Studies and echtonal consultant
for the Religious Studies Bulletin.
* Former President of the Catholic Theological Society of America.

Assumption University
400 Huron Church Road, Windsor, Ontario
Phone: (519) 973-7033
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Indonesia's massacre of
Jason Amyot and Brian Masse
East Timor Action Network
In December 1975, only ten days after declaring
independence from Portugal, East Timor was invaded by neighbouring Indonesia. Since then, over
a third of the 1975 East Timorese population, more
than 250 000 people, have been killed during the
continued occupation. And the violence continues.
The Santa Cruz Massacre of November 12, 1991
brought East Timor into the international spotlight.
The massacre gained attention last year because of
the video-documentation taped by British journalists
hiding behind gravestones.
The events of the massacre began when Indonesian troops attacked mourners of Sebastiao
Gomes, a youth who had been murdered on October
28, 1991. Gomes was one of a group of twenty
young people taking refuge in the Motael church in
Dili. The church was invaded by troops who sought
to arrest the youths; Gomes was shot in the back as
he tried to escape.

In accordance with East Timorese tradition, the
mourners of Gomes held a mass on the fifteenth day
after his death. After the mass on the morning of
November 12th, between 2000 and 4000 people
made their way to Gomes' grave in the Santa Cruz
cemetery. The procession turned into a non-violent
demonstration calling for self-determination of the
East Timorese people.
As the crowd gathered in the cemetery, armed Indonesian troops arrived and began shooting the
mourners until all were either dead or dispersed.
The soldiers did not realize that the massacre had
been fully documented on video by hidden journalists.
What then followed was the elimination of all
witnesses to the massacre. On Nov. 15, 80 witnesses
were attacked at Be-Mussi, near Dili. Catholic
Church sources say the women were raped, all were
forced to strip naked, blindfolded, and shot. Again
on Nov. 17 ten witnesses to the Be-Mussi massacre
were executed, and shortly after another seven were
reported dead.

Up to 500 witnesses were rounded up and
between Nov. 12 and Dec. 10, 1991. The Indo
government continues to eliminate any witne
the Santa Cruz Massacre.
situati,
The incident resulted in a mock-investiga1 ed ~
the Indonesian army. The trial found a hand g C:
officers guilty and sentenced each to up Ea5t 1
months in prison. Surviving participants . ugal
protest were also tried for subversion. Their been
ces ranged from six to 15 year terms. Tb11 ca,
crepancy is a clear indication of institut' onito
sanctioned injustice in East Timor.
of

The Catholic Church in East Tim

ian
mmec
Nowhere in the world has the Catholic C; ns. B
been so political as in East Timor. The Churl st T
the East Timorese independence movement dian c
separable. The Church is the only institution.· a 19f
Timor not controlled by the Indonesian govern;• Clark
The Church has been instrumental in the tr ,mal
of information in and out of East Timor on ber~te n;
the East Timorese resistance. Clergy suppl) count
and shelter for those being hunted by the lndor: ught
secret police. Their involvement with Jhe

Indonesian troops display the heads of two East Timorese.

-

Dancing Around The Planet Earth
Walt Whitman and Pablo Neruda
were with me in the downtown of Montreal
spending the weekend
We exchanged views on democracy
and freedom
In a twinkling of an eye
I imagined when
the dream of my land comes true:
holding the torch of freedom
and dancing around the planet Earth
with a smile on its face.
-Abe Barreto Soares

By Blood You Build
Indonesia
In scenes of your
Buildings, television and asphalt
Drops of human blood
still stain them all.

I Drank Blood Water
Oh Matebian
On top of you
There are thousands of corpses
Their blood coloured the water
And I drank it
To hold my liberty.
-Aze Jose Maria de Jesus Luis Gutieres
Aze witnessed the Matebian massacre and lost
many relatives during the incident. In his words:
"Matebian is the mountain in East Timor which
the Indonesian military surrounded and bombed,
killing many people everywhere and all the water
filled with blood and we just used it for cooking
and drinking."
Abe and Aze are Canada's only East Timorese
refugees. They were in Canada during the Santa
Cruz massacre, and were subsequently granted
refugee status in Canada.

rone

pendence movement has resulted in constantd ula t
on church buildings and clergy. In 1992 at
four churches were raided by Indonesian
and several priests have been arrested and tori
The horrifying situation has caused Bishop
head of the East Timor Catholic Church. 10
his fear of assasination, like the Sah
Archbishop, Oscar Romero. The clerg) of ral S
Timor arc vocal in their feel ings on the silua' ed im
East Timor. A representative of the clergy de~ ndust
We the priests of East Timor know the suffe
and anxieties of our people and witne,, h
lessly the whole process of annihil
presented under the guise of truth and we ft
the implicable extermmation of the people.
It is not uncommon for the Church to d On De
the atrocities by the Indonesian army. A &
journalist in East Timor was given a grisly a•
by a priest about a 17-year-old woman who 11
rested, raped repeatedly, and her breasts andp.
parts were cut off and stuffed in her mouth. n, it h
The Catholic Church has great influence 01 ndone
people of East Timor. Over 90 percent o! an I
population are Roman Catholic. But the cnnd
Timorese are shocked and disappointed by the ite t
of involvement of the Church outside their cou- ra1 the
There is a feeling of abandonment provok, rtial r
the relative inaction and lack of official commi tTim
by the Church outside of East Timor.
resc
In October 1989, Pope John Paul visited e it I
Timor and celebrated a four-hour outdoor ma-' Cor
the Pope looked on, banners calling for self·,
mination were unfurled by a group of Tim
youth. Soldiers quickly took action, arrestingal
40 of the youth, who were taken away and tortv:
Not a word was uttered by the Pope about~
cident, or on the subject of the ongoing ge.
Nor was there any significant indicauo
solidarity with the struggle of the East Timorest
In May 1983 outspoken Bishop Lopes, the'
head of the Church in East Timor, was asked~
Vatican to resign because of his political vie11 '
people of East Timor continue to feel th~
Church outside of their country should take 1
against the injustice of their government.

t Timar
The Canadian role

, ihe time of the massacre, Canada's Secretary
[xternal Affairs Barbara McDougall described
iiluation as "a shocking turn of events" and antiga ced plans to review foreign aid to Indonesia.
hand g Canada ·s apathetic record with Indonesia
up East Timor into account, it was no surprise that
its ·. ugall froze less than half the aid that was to
been given, and the rest pending a review.
Canadian Exports Control Policy is supposed
onitor nations receiving Canadian aid in the
of trade and investments. For example,
. ian military goods are not to be exported to
Tim ments that violate the human rights of their
'.ic Ctens. Barbara McDougall's review is good news
,hurisl Timor, but hisLorically, such promises by
ent dian officials have amounted to only rhetoric.
ioni a 1988 speech, then External Affairs Minister
vern: Clark stated that "the first responsibility of
he tr ,-makers has always been to protect and
~ be te national interests, and to conduct relations
pplj countries accordingly. But if the 20th century
ndo ught us anything, it is the single-minded purrone's own political or economic advantage is
ula for disaster." However, Canadian officials
chosen to follow through on implications of
·hetonc only when it suits them.
hen Indonesia was ruled by socialist govern~ unaffiliated with Canada's business interest,
· to da halted food aid in protest of Indonesia's
,ah ntation with Malaysia I 964. But in 1965
, of ral Suharto staged a successful coup and
1tua• ed investments for pro-Western governments
ded ndustry. Despite Suharto's communist purge,
uffe g more than a hundred thousand individuals,
da increased aid by $200 mill ion.
einvasion of East Timor violated basic tenets
United Nations, including the respect for terle. I boundaries and the right to sclf-determinad On Dec. 12, 1975, the United Nations General
A & bl} passed a motion deploring the Indonesian
Ya l on East Timor. Ten days later, the U.N.
10 11 uy Council demanded that Indonesia remove
1d r ed forces from East Timor. Since the inn, it has passed several declarations condemn1
: 0 ndonesia 's illegal occupation. Likewise, the
11 oi an Parliament passed a motion I 64 to 12
the cnndemns the annexation of East Timor.
, thi ite this overwhelming world support for East
cou rat the United Nations Canada abstained from
k It' I
'
vo
ia resolution concerning
the encroachment
1
Timor and has since joined Indonesia in op~esolutions since 1980 and lobbying to
cit from the U.N. agenda and the Human
Commission. Canada even sponsored an
azaar in Indonesia in 1985 which showcased
ian weapons makers.
1gal ) has your Canada has taken this stance and
oJ111: 1h gross violations in human rights? I may sugut~ at the answer lies somewhere between
:e~ ~al half·truth from politicians and the claims
illO \ the Canadian International Development
,rehst 's .CiDA) that "there will be a shift of the
t e' •ndustr' I
.
b .
•a an d technological
power to the
:d J ;nn by the year 2000."
th~unat~ly for East Timor, Indonesia has be.dregional superpower via repressive rule
v1 es a
b
isti . sta le economic base for Western
· c investment.

Even non-violent protests result in arrest, torture and often execution.

Chronology of Events in East Timor
Early 1500s - East Timor is "discovered"
and colonized by Portugal.

July 1976 - Indonesia claims East Timor
as its 27th province.

1974 - the Portuguese colonial empire
breaks up.

April 1977 - Indonesia admits to the
killing of up to 80 000 East Timorese.

Nov. 28, 1975 independence.

East Timor declares

Dec. 7, 1975 - East Timar is invaded by
Indonesia, with compliance of the U.S.
government under Gerald Ford.
1975-82 - United Nations adopts ten
resolutions calling for Indonesia to
withdraw from East Timar and for selfdetermination of the East Timorese people.

Oct. 1979 - The International Red Cross
is finally let into East Timar after being
denied entry since the 1975 invasion.
Nov. 12, 1991 - The Santa Cruz
Massacre at D1li receives world-wide
coverage and condemnation.

At present Amnesty International and Asia
Watch have put the death toll at over
200 000.

What you can do in solidarity
The East Timar Alert Network (ETAN)
is a Canadian organization that is working
to pressure the Canadian government to
withdraw its support of Indonesia on the
occupation of East Timar. You can join
the Windsor group of ETAN by calling the
Third World Resource Centre at 2521517.
You can show your support for East
Timor by buying and wearing a "Free
East Timor" T-shirt available for $12 from
the Third World Resource Centre.
Donations are also needed. Please address cheques to:
ETAN
c/o Third World Resource Centre
128 Tecumseh Rd. West, Windsor.
A tax-deductible receipt will be issued for all

donations.

Send a letter to your local MP and to
the minister responsible for relations with
Indonesia. The following is a sample.
Feel free to copy it. Remember no
postage is necessary for letters to the
House of Commons.

Barbara McDougall
Secretary of State for External Affairs
House of Commons
Ottawa, Ontario
Dear Barbara McDougall,
Canada's lack of commitment to independence for East Timar is very disappointing. Since Indonesia's invasion,
Canada has either kept quiet or supported the invaders. Our country has
made a name for itself in the pursuit of
human rights and self-determination in
the developing world, but has soiled its
image by turning its back on the East
Timorese people.
Our government must start working
with the United Nations to stop the
genocide of the East Timorese people. I
hope that this letter and many others will
stress the strong concern among
Canadians for East Timor's plight and our
government's inactive role.
A reply will be anticipated,
Sincerely,
(sign and include your address)

.
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4th for runners
by Dave Briggs
Lance sports staff
Displaying a blue-collar work
effort much like that of Windsor,
the Lancer men· s cross country
runners placed fourth in the nation at the CIAU championships
Sat. Nov. 7 in Montreal.
The finish was the second
highest in Lancer history, one
notch below last year's results.
The Lancers finished only 13
points behind third-place Toronto, a great improvement from the
37-point differential between the
two teams at the Ontario championships. The University of
Sherbrooke won the national
title. followed closely by the
University of British Columbia.
ln Montreal moments after the
race, interim coach Doug Tilson
said his runners attacked a hilly
10km course at Mount Royale by
running hard from the outset
rather than sitting back.
''I'm really pleased. The guys
couldn't have gone any harder
than they did,'' Tilson said.
Jason Boyle was the first
Windsor runner to cross the
finish line. He placed 13th overall, while teammate John Cress
finished 14th out of 51 athletes.
Cress. who ran his last cross
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countrv race for Windsor, said he
was s;tisfied he ran his best. He
made quite an improvement over
last week when stomach flu
caused him to finish 29th at the
Ontario championships.
Cress said the hilliness of the
course made it difficult for the
team to train adequately. The
team trained at the landfill site on
Malden Road.
Wayne Riley, who also ran his
last university cross country race,
said he hopes people's expectations for the team don't detract
from a tremendous season.
"We finished fourth and we
busted our asses," Riley said. "I
hope people aren't disappointed
with our finish."
Lancer Paul Self finished behind Cress in 15th place. Rich
Tremain finished 20th, Riley was
21st, Scott Manser was 29th and
freshman Ryan Leef rounded out
the Lancer results in 37th place.
Had the CIAU counted teams'
top seven runners, rather than
only the top five, Windsor likely
would have finished first or
second. As it stood, Sherbrooke's
win was a bit of a surprise.
"They were the real dark horses of the field, but knowing
what they had ... I knew they
would be tough," Tilson said. [g
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Point well taken
by hockey team
by Ian Fitz-Gerald
Lance sports staff

It Jacked the fanfare of the
NHL's Ottawa Senators' home
opener, but the nation's capital
v. as represented in the Lancers'
first regular season match-up
Hallowe'en night at Adie Knox
arena. The University of Ottawa
Gee Gees stole two points from
the Lancers in a 5-3 contest
where taking the body seemed to
be a priority.
Lancer Rod Anthony put the
only goal on the scoreboard in
the first, despite several offensive
surges by Windsor.
Anthony struck again on a
second-period power play, following a tic-tac-toe passing sequence from Pete Deboer and
Dwayne Brunet.
Deadlocked 2-2 early in the
third period, the Gee Gees took
control, and the Lancers were
soon outweighed and outplayed.
A disciplined Ottawa squad rattled the Lancers by finishing
checks to perfection.
A goal by Deboer at the 16:15
mark of the final period was not
enough as the team's eady offensive play fizzled.
Overshadowed by the loss was
the play of the Lancers' "3-D"
line. Jim O'Neill, Bill Mazzoni,
and Aurelio Cence, all originally
defencemen, wreaked havok in
the Ottawa zone, creating
numerous
scoring
chances
through their grinding style.
Things were not easier for the
Lancers the next day with the arrival of the University of Trois
Rivieres Patriotes. Last year's
conference champions and a perrenial powerhouse, Jes Patriotes
showed no ill effects from the
15-hour bus ride. The Pats
jumped to a quick 3-1 lead over

an awestruck Lancer team.
A gutsy performance saw the
Blue and Gold battle back to tie
the score at 3-3, when Deboer
deked out the UQTR netminder
on a penalty shot, leaving the
goalie lying on his back.
By the midpoint of the second
period, a hockey game had transformed into an all-out war, with
thunderous bodychecks the order
of the day. Both sides took turns
leading this hard-fought, penaltymarred contest, as power play
and penalty-killing units ruled.
The score was knotted at six at
the end of regulation play. A
hard-fought overtime period,
which
Windsor
played
predominately shorthanded due
to Randy Stephenson's near beheading of a Patriotes forward,
failed to produce a winner.
Deboer put on an offensive
clinic, with a hat trick against
Trois Rivieres and eight points
over the two-game weekend.
Windsor goalie Steve Thorpe
was outstanding, facing over 50
shots in the game. With this performance and an equally impressive one the previous night he
has almost secured starter duties.
Anthony went to the dressing
room in the second period against
Trois Riviers and did not return
due to a recurring shoulder injury
aggravated by the rough play of
the game.
The Lancers eagerly await the
return of forward Jeff Gardiner
for additional offensive power.
Gardiner was a standout for the
Detroit Jr. Red Wings last year,
and was a late cut from the
NHL's Tampa Bay Lightning.
There are also rumours circulating that Rick Lachance,
quarterback for the Lancer football team, will begin practicing
with the team.
IQ

Lancer Geoff Hewick goes for a jump shot against Wi~dsor Alumni. The current team dropped an 88-87
decision to the old-timers Wednesday night at St. Denis Centre. (photo by SUZANNE NGUI)

Basketball Lancers take tourney
by Elalne Saunders
Lance sports editor
The Lancer men's basketball
team travelled to Toronto on
Hallowe'en weekend for the John
McManus National Invitational
Tournament and brought home
the gold medal.
This year at the annual tournament, Windsor challenged the
University of Toronto, the
University of Lethbridge and
McGill University.
After two days of preliminary
play Windsor met host team U of
T Varsity Blues in the tourna-

ment championship. Strong play
from Pat Osborne (33 points),
Jamie Pepper (15 points), and
Geoff Hewick (11 points) led to
Lancers' 87-80 win over U of T,
and the team was named tournament champions.
Lethbridge finished the tournament in third place and McGill
placed fourth.
Accolades for the Windsor
team continued when Osborne
was named tournament MVP and
Hewick was named to the tournament all-star team.
While the team was riding
high on the pride of an important

win, it met the Lancer Alumni i•
an annual match-up. Only t!it
strong offensive play of the Lan·
cers allowed them to save face as
the team made a comeback fror
a 52-38 deficit at halftime.
The comeback was not quilt
enough and the Lancers l~st ti\:
game by only one point, with ~e
final score 88-87 for the Alumni
Lancer high scorers were Pil
Osborne with 13 points and E:er·
ton Shakespeare with 12 poioLi
The Alumni players who s~o:
were Jim Kennedy (25 poin
and last year's Lancer b~sketb.,.
MVP Mike Ogley (12 points). -

Loss to Western soccer team's last
by Alex Meyer
Lance sports staff
The final game of the season for the women's
soccer team held no surprises. The trend of the year
continued as Windsor fell 2-J to the University of
Western Mustangs.
The Mustangs took an early 1-0 lead before Kerri
Forsyth tied the score just before the half.
Western tallied the lone second-half marker to
secure the win. Julie Pallot played well in net,
making several key saves.
The team had difficulty scoring all year, netting
only 10 goals, but was strong enough defensively to
keep the games close, only giving up 19 goals.
"We needed one extra goal per game," said coach
Gord Caldwell.

Caldwell was right. One extra goal each gare:
rt!
would have changed the team's 0-8-4 reco~d, w~
four points, to a 4-1-7 record, worth 15 points..
11-point difference would have put the team 10
the playoffs.
tenHowever Caldwell felt his team had the pO_
tial but hi; young forwards had difficulty agair.:
' experienced defenders. If he 1
.s ab1e tO secu"
more
1111
a largely returning squad next year, the ~e~~
record will dramatically improve. The team \he
ready lost eight players from last year, when ·
were third in the league and seventh in Ca~adal ell
For next year, Caldwell is hoping that ~1
from two years ago will return and he will · ·wd~c
few more recruits. He is encouraged by the ati" •
1113
and efforts of this year's team and hopes tha
of them will also return.
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Three-on-three
tournament
The first Three-on-Three Basketball Tournament went off
a hitch on Sat. Oct. 31.
"£le,iihout
en teams competed .m a day
f dribbling and shooting. After
0
und-robin competition and a
0
~eries of playdowns, a champion
1135 crowned. Congratulations to
ihe winners of this inaugural
e\'ent: Edward Mclennon, Jeff
Gaudette. Vince Osier and Gary
Gibson. Thanks goes to Tim
Weber for running a very successful event.

High school
all-nighter
The 13th annual high school
AII-Nighter is approaching. This
\pirited event, which sees students from city and area high
schools compete in a variety of
games. begins at 8 p.m. on Fri.
'Jov. 13 and goes for 12 conseculi\'e hours. Several speakers address the students on issues
ranging from higher education to
inv0lvement in athletics.

Badminton club
For badminton afficionados
who haven't looked into the Badminton Club, there is court space
a1ailable on Fridays from 7- I l
p.m. Club membership is $5.

l\tl en's soccer

Flag football

This weekend will see the
climax of the men's intramural
soccer season. The Undesirables
finished ahead of the Hooligans
on the basis of goals scored since
both teams sported league-best 50-1 records. Third place went to
another undefeated team, the Unwanteds at 4-0-2. All nine teams
advance to the semi-finals.

The playoffs are just heating
up in men's flag football.
Quarter-final play is complete,
and the winners head into the
semi-finals this week.
Carbolic Smoke showed up
short two players against the
Diplomats; not good against an
undefeated team. The Diplomats
prevailed 48-18.
The Outlaws were also two
men short in its game against
Young Gui;s. The Young Guns'
offensive prowess earned the
team a 24-19 win and a spot in
the semi-finals against the
Diplomats.
Although a blowout was expected, the Red Devil vs. Cloud 9
game was a close 20-18 for the
Devils. It shows no win is certain. The Red Devils will move
on to the semi-finals.
The Cherry Pie Guys decided
to call it a year in light of a
frustrating campaign where finding players was the main goal.
The Oldtimers, winning by
default, will try to recapture the
championship title lost last year;
it meets the Red Devils in the
semi-finals.
~

Men's basketball
The men's basketball league
came to an exciting regular
season finish with three teams
undefeated. In the Al division,
Hangtime and the Running
Freshmen emerged with untarnished records. The A2 division
had the Law Pistons, also undefeated, win handily over collegues the Law Heat, 44-24. The
Running Freshmen were challenged by the White Jumpers but
finished with a 12-point win.
This appears to be the team to
beat in the playoffs. In the B
division Who Cares finished on
top with a default win over Cartier B. Cody follows close behind
with three wins after beating the
Water Buffalos 44-36. The team
to watch in this division will be
No Name. It easily beat Athletics
Anonymous 46-32 to win its
third straight game. Playoffs
begin Nov. 17.

Provided by Andrew Lindsay,
Ben Cauaneo and Rob Simmons,
of the Campus Recreation
department.
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Performer of
the Week

Classifieds

Osborne
reaches
for the
stars

SERVICES
TYPING, TYPING, TYPING.
Fast, accurate and professional typing. $1.75 per page
(includes spellcheck) .. rush
service, laserprinting available
•• Call Susan, 977-7766.
CUSTOM
SKI
TUNING.
Wax, sharpening, flat file and
base repair, lowest price 1n
town Call Kevin 734-1492.
CHECK IT OUT, QUALITY
word processing to fit your
needs. Close to University. Call
253-0630 after 5 or leave a
message.
RELIABLE
TYPING /
wordprocess1ng. $2 per page
double spaced. Pick up and
delivery. Call 969-2703 and ask
for Ray. Also competent ed1trng
at negotiable rates
WORDPROCESSING:
essays. reports, manuscripts.
$2.50/page double spaced,
$4 page single spaced. Fast.
professional service Free pickup and delivery. Shoreline
Computing 733-8890.

sponsored by Pizza Hut

Patrick Osborne~ a 6"4"
guard-forward on the Lancer
men's basketball team, is the
new athlete of the week. Osborne had an outstanding
weekend at the Universit~ of
Toronto's 8th annual John
McManus National Invitational
Tournament.
He
scored an amazing 33 points
in the Lancers' 87-80 win
over Toronto in the championship game and was
named the tournament's
most valuable player.
Osborne, a Windsor native
and graduate of J.L. Forster.
is currently in his third year
in the Faculty of Business
Administration.
~

I EMPLOYMENT I
STUDENTS
OR
organizations. promote our
Florida Spring Break packages. Earn money and free
tnps. Organize small or large
groups. Call Campus Marketing 800-423-5264
LSAT DEC. 5. SINCE 1979
students have benefitted from
the systematic principles of approach taught in John
Richardson 's LSAT preparation.course. This course will be
taught on Nov. 14 and 15 at the
University of Western Ontario.
• 1-800-567-PREP(7737).
SUMMER
JOB~
Applications are now being accepted for summer jobs on
cruiseships, airlines and
resorts. No experience necessary For more information
send $2 and a self-addressed
envelope to: World Wide Travel
Club. 5334 Yonge Street, Suite
1407, Toronto, Ontario
M2N 6M2

Transit Windsor Bus Passes
Referendum Information
Full-time undergraduate and all graduate students will be voting on Nov. 24 and 25,
1992 on the following question:

HOUSING
BED AND BREAKFAST, ideal
for visiting parents and friends.
Ten blocks form campus. Call
256-3937.
BACHELOR APARTMENT
for rent, available December 1.
Monthly rent of $375.00 gets
ycu a clean, dry basement
apartment. Includes fridge ,
stove, all utilities. use of laundry
facilities, private entrance and
bath. Call 253-0187 evenings.
Must be seen to be
depreciated!
TWO ROOMS FOR RENT
two minutes from the university. $100.00 • $250.00 a month
plus utilities. Share house. Call
254-0674.

Do you agree to support an incidental fee of $30 each of
the fall and winter semesters to a total of $60 each year,
beginning September 1993 in order to receive a nonrestrictive Transit Windsor 11Zipcard11 Bus Pass for each of
the aforementioned semesters?

nm r.
y (!,/

This incidental fee is guaranteed for the 1993-94 and 199495 academic years, and cannot be increased without
student approval.
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Students will vote at the following sites (based on your faculty):

PREGNANT

th ~I
1mni.

-ePli

El'er·
1oin~

and need help?
Dates:
Hours:

Call. ..

Nov. 24 and 25
11am - 7pm

shone

oin~

Faculty

:e1bJ

s)<

~t

Human Kinetics Lobby
Odette Bldg. Lobby
Essex Hall Lobby
Lambton Tower Lobby
Dillon Hall Lobby
Windsor Hall North (outside G 133)
Law Bldg.
Education Bldg.
Graduate Student Society (Trailer)

Human Kinetics and Visual Arts
Business
Engineering/Science (minus Nursing)
Arts (minus Visual Arts)
Social Science (last names A-M)
Social Science (last names N-Z and Nursing)
Law
Education
Graduate students

Votes will be tabulated on Nov. 26. Each student group (Part-time undergraduate,
full-time undergraduate and all graduate) will be counted separately.

Otrtbrigbt
at 252-3322
or visit our office at
380 Chilver Road
We provide:
Free pregnancy
tests.
Community
referrals,
Accommodations
:;~· .~...~:, <~~
and
,{ 'iA.\fil·~1
~~;
,i-~.\\~\~\
·:,~~:I
Legal advice
~

~· ·-d.J.

:'

,\,~

Toll-free 1-800-328-LOVE

-(
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Lancer Kelli Norris moves the ball upcourt during the team's 72-41 win over the Alumni squad Oct. 30.
High scorers for the Lancers were Nancy Gyurcsik (20 pts.) Lisa White (10 pts.) and Heather Quick (10
pts.). The team's regular season opens Nov. 14 vs. Wilfrid Laurier at home. (photo by MOM/KO HINOJ

Magic returns to retiremenl

It t akes a ll kinds
to mak e a n e vvspaper.

by Mike Mouat
Lance sports columnist

Join the lance!

Magic Johnson·s return to the
NBA was shortlived. In making

Come to our staff meeting Mondays at 6:00
upstairs at the Grad House, or just call

his decision to retire, Johnson put
the feelings of those around him
ahead of his own, just as he has
done on the courts.
There is no doubt that Johnson
is still one of the best basketball
players today, and maybe of all
time. He would have been a big
boost to the NBA this season, but
his decision involved more than
just basketball.
Johnson now has a wife and
family to consider when he
makes decisions, and this
decision was more for them than
anyone else.
Johnson, who is HIV positive,
could have come back and
played for the Los Angeles
Lakers on a limited basis,
without doing much harm to himself physically in the short-term.
With that in mind Johnson
decided to return, and season

253--1:232, ext 3909 and ask to get involved!

f iilr:Jt (Jhl@ike@
#

LOWER
PRICES!
NO G.S.T.

ticket sales in Los Angeles
jumped.
Johnson flirted with a comeback last season after appearing
in the NBA All-Star game. He
won the game's MVP award with
an outstanding performance
despite having retired five
months prior to the showcase.
Then in the summer Magic Jed
the Dream Team to a gold medal
victory in Barcelona, showing
once again that his skills had not
diminished.
The gold medal completed
Magic's trophy case which includes every possible award:
NBA
Championship,
NBA
Playoff MVP, NBA MVP, NBA
all-time assist leader, NCAA
Championship, College AllAmerican, State Championship.
There is no doubt that Magic
loves basketball, and the game of
basketball loves him. It is also
hard to leave something you
love, but Johnson's love of life is
greater.
Johnson quit basketball, not

Pressbox

h

Perspectives

E

)

g

.

because of all the hoopla S'Ji
rounding his return, but for~
family, and the desire to live
long life with them.
Playing basketball could ha1.
quickened the deterioration of
immune system's ability to fig
the disease, leading to an earl!!'
death and robbing him of time
could have spent with his famih
Johnson's wife, Cookie, h
been very supportive, and it Wl!
the only choice for him to give
much of himself as possible
her and their child, Earvin Jr.
The game of basketball 11
certainly miss Magic's glo11-i·,
smile and outstanding skills, ar.
he will miss the game. But
perspective, Johnson's grea1.
1
pass may be his decision to par;
on the game and spend time 11
his family.
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All Students

$6.99

'\\\l~IOR'! !IG CITY

All Others $8.99
$39.99
PERMS

\\\'ttCLUB

Longer Hair Slightly More

WINDSOR
1111
5060
1568
3222

Ouellette Ave (at Pine)
Tee. Rd. E. (Westminster Plaza)
Huron Line Rd. (Ambassador Plaza)
Dougall Rd. S. (Gateway Plaza)

Sllaw ,our student I.D. card
AND NEVER PAY(aaql,..,.,
cam!!,,.,

252-6733
944-2321
252-4053
969-6613

OPEN
MON.-FRI. _ 9 AM · 9PM SAT. _ 9 AM · 6
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One Coupon Per Purchase

:

One Coupon Per Purchase

• Coupon Expires Jan. 15/92 • Coupon Expires Jan. 15/92
l ••••••••••••••••••• JL ••••••••••••••••••• J

Thursday, Nov. 12

The place that started it all
brings if back better than ,,er!

Honey Bone

N• R Gmuro•

Thursday, Nov. 19

Guest DJ every Sunday!

Majesty Crush
with

AR

a benefit for Somalian Relief
sponsored by the university's Human Rights Education Committee

featuring
with

JQ-NAB

Luxury Christ

FOR INFO CALL

25V-CL\l'!.
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Coach's effectiveness under scrutiny
by Dave Briggs
Lance sports columnist

It boils down to accountability.

Six years after John Musselman was hired as the university's
football coach students are still
waiting for him to make the team
competitive.
One can't ignore the results of
the last six years with blind hope
that soon things will be better.
Six years is a fair amount of time
10 turn a program around.
;\,1usselman ·s
performance
can't be judged solely on wins
and losses. The OUAA is a competitive foot~~II
co_nference
,,here the recruiting environment
1s volatile.
One should instead look at the
team ·s competitiveness and the
calibre of athletes recruited. Both
Musselman and Athletic Director
Bob Boucher admit last season ·s
dismal 1-6 performance was the
fallout of poor recruiting years.
"The problem was we had two
horrendous recruiting years four
vears ago and three years ago,"
Boucher said.
"There's no question we're
gelling beaten," Musselman said.
"Now, you want to lay that on
my shoulders? Fine. That's what
I get paid for I suppose."
The coach said in fairness his
competitors have had better environments and more resources.
On the positive side, the addition of the football alumni association will help Musselman's
recruiting efforts. On Homecoming weekend, former Lancers
helped bring 53 players to the
campus. It's a step in the right
direction.
Also, two years ago Musselman was released from duties as
the men's coordinator of athletics
- a position that hindered his
recruiting. For the past two years
his athletic department's travel
coordinator role has freed more
time for football.
It certainly isn't easy recruiting athletes to Windsor. But we
aren't as much of a special case
as some would have you believe.
To be competitive, every coach
in the OUAA must recruit over
everyone else. It is apparent that

Musselman is rarely winning the
fight.
"Let me boil it down to one
simple point. If we want to get
better than Laurier our 30
[recruits] have to be better than
their 30, and not just one year,"
Boucher said.
We have the best opportunity
to flush out the talent in the
Windsor area, yet there seems to
be a rift between some local high
school coaches and Musselman.
Windsor's coach admits he
doesn't get out to every school in
the area each year.
"I have a limited amount of
time to cover a pretty wide area. I
can't always be running off to
schools where I know there just
isn't anybody," Musselman said.
"l certainly attempt to maintain
contact and communicate with
these coaches."
It is inexcusable not to visit all
the area schools each year. A
school that doesn't hear from
Musselman regularly is less likely to be helpful when a talented
player does come along.
"The worst thing I can do is
create false illusions in a kid's
head with regards to his potential
or his future. For me to go out
and actively recruit a kid that I
know is not going to succeed
here, or has very little chance of
succeeding here, is unethical on
my part."
It is only unethical to promise
the player something. Instead,
more should be done to promote
Windsor's program, and encourage younger players to get
involved in academics and athletics, while explaining the high
calibre of play in the OUAA.
Boucher said in some cases
Musselman tends to do better
recruiting out-of-town players
because of the problems he has
had with some local coaches.
It's also no secret that current

WIN One Semester

FREE TUITION

•

and former Lancer players talk
about Musselman being a poor
communicator. ff that's the case,
does it affect recruiting? Boucher
said it is possible.
Evaluating Musselman 's performance occurs every year.
Musselman, along with coaches
Dennis Fairall and Mike Havey,
are part of the faculty union
under the conditions of ancillary
academic staff which frees them
from academic responsibilities in
place of coaching duties.
A
committee
annually
evaluates Musselman on coaching ability and performance.
recruiting, coaching certification,
scholarly and professional activity, and contributions to the
university in areas exclusive of
coaching.
The committee is comprised of
Gino Fracas, Mike Have), Jim
Weese, Mary Lou Deitz (equity
advisor), Mike Salter, Rob
Scherer (student rep.) and
Boucher. They vote on whether
to renew Musselman 's contract,
then send the recommendation to
university President Ron Ianni,
who can accept or reject the
recommendation.
"With Musselman we have to
look at what is in his control and
what is outside of his control. His
evaluations over the last three
years in particular have been very
specific with respect to work
habits, time management, and
methods of recruiting," Boucher
said.
Should we judge Musselman's
performance on the last six years,
or the hopes for the next five?
You decide. Student fees make a
large contribution to the football
program; this is your team.
"If we're going to improve we
have to recruit better than
whoever is above us," Boucher
said. "That takes three sustained
years of results, not just effort. I
know he puts in the effort, and I
know he will continue to put in
the effort.''
Few people fault Musselman
for the effort, most simply don't
think he has been as effectiv<:: as
some of his more aggressive colleagues in the OUAA.
What we need are results.
~

CROWN&

ANCHOR PUB
Monday, Nov. 9:

4 GUYS NAMED JOE
·

Tuesday, Nov. 1O Saturday, Nov. 14:
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Election by-laws are meant to keep the process
democratic. Unfortunately, some rules are easy to break
- intentionally or not - and difficult to enforce.
The by-laws of the Social Science Society have
thrown its presidential election into chaos amid allegations of improprieties on the part of both candidates.
They were charged with campaign poster violations: the
penalty for one of these infractions is disqualification.
The penalties are meant to deter unfair campaigning,
but in this case the punishment is disproportionately
severe - simple fines would be more fair.
Also, the society has failed to consider whether these
rules are enforceable. What stops a candidate from tearing down a competitor's poster, putting it back up in an
illegal place or at a prohibited time, then reporting the
"infraction"? More importantly, the by-laws do not outline a due process procedure for candidates who stand
accused of wrongdoing.
The well-intended get-tough poster policy has backfired and trivialized the democratic process.
Ratification of Marco Albano's victory is now in the
hands of the society's executive. This presents a number
of potential problems. Tiffany Ulch, the losing candidate is a member of the executive; it has the power to
declar~ the election null and void and appoint one of its
members as president. As such, Ulch could be named to
the top office after having been beaten decisively in the
election.
The discussions surrounding the election results are
being held behind closed doors and the participants are
sworn to secrecy. Covert action has no place in deciding
the "validity" of a public election; it is particularly ironic
as membership in the society is mandatory for social
science students.
Understanding that the by-laws in question are unenforcable, they should not be used to overturn the results
of this election. Overturning the democratic process is a
punishment which certainly does not fit the crime.
~
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Degradation
Dear Editor:
In this day and age when women
fight for equality and fairness, fight
against prejudice and put-downs, we
are outraged when we find those who
perpetuate those things in our society.
In one of our classes, a young man
was sitting in front of us wearing a
typical "Salty Dog" t-shirt. It looked
fine, except that on the back was a
picture of a very overweight, brightpink woman surrounded by mounds
of food. She was wearing a bikini top
and short shorts. Written in big,
rounded letters at the top of this picture was "No Fat Chicks."
The cartoon was rude and insulting.
Especially when women try so hard to
defend ourselves and our bodies
against negative images and putdowns. People who are "fat" do not
ask to be that way. Labels are hurtful
and encourage negative attitudes in
others.
Once again women are made to
feel that their weight is an issue when
it comes to acceptance.
We have no qualms about what
people wear, or say, as long as
another is not being hurt in the
process. We hope that the young man
who inspired this article thinks again
before wearing such an offending
item again.
Two 3rd year students
Names withheld by request

Invitation

My office hours are Tues. are
Thurs. 2-4 p.m. and Fri. 12-1 p.m., or
I can be reached at extension 3502.
If you have any comments or questions, please feel free to stop by.
Sincerely,
Peter Smith
Residence Issues Commissioner

Transportation
Dear Editor:
The Environmental Awareness Association supports mass transportation
as a way of reducing fuel consumption and air pollution. But we do not
support the current offer of bus passes
to all students because it does not include an opt-out clause for two classes of people: those that can walk or
bike to university and those that do
not have access to bus routes.
We endorse walking or biking as
the best means of transportation since
they do not result in air pollution. We
would also like to see an opt-out
clause added for those people without
access to bussing in order to give this
bus pass offer a chance of succeeding.
When students are asked to pay an
added $60, on top of already high tuition rates, for a service many of them
will not use, this offer will be refused
for what it is: namely an attempt by
the City of Windsor to subsidize
Transit Windsor's operations by exchanging many students for nothing.
City Council expects students to be
enticed by their provision of free bus
passes from late October to December

r-----------------------------,

: Gentle reader: :
I
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Dear Editor:
This is an invitation to all residence
students and off campus food services
patrons to come speak to me, Peter
Smith, Residence Issues Commissioner. My office is located in the
basement of 496 Sunset Ave, below
the OPUS office.
Your input is important because
your comments are forwarded and
discussed on your behalf at bi-weekly
meetings with students and administration. Your input is also of
concern to your student council.
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The headlines of this week's
letters may be pleasing to the ear
but we have an ulterior motive.
Enter the Lance-89X "Name that
Television Personality" Contest
and win a fabulous prize. The
first 30 people to call the Lance
office at 971-3604 and correctly
identify the character associated
with the -ation suffix receive two
free passes to see the new movie
Traces of Red at the Palace
theatre this Wednesday night.
Don 't miss out!

L••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
..... .J

of this )Car. Unfortunately for our air
pollution and parking problems, that
is not the case. City Council and
Transit Windsor ought to reconsidc,
their offer and add an opt-out clause
before the referendum fails.
Perhaps if our SAC President were
not so impressed that City Council included her in this project, she would
do more to represent student interests
and urge the city to add an opt-out
clause to their offer.
Our association wants nothing
more than a fair offer before we
choose to endorse it. A fair offer
would require adding an opt-out
clause for people within walking or
biking distance and for people 10
whom bus service is not available.
Paul Michaud
Media Committee, EnYironmental
Awareness A~~ociation
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Administration
Dear Editor:
On behalf of the students in 1h1
school of nursing, I would like ID ad·
dress a recently published article en·
titled "Administration may alter
scheduling system."
While I agree that classrooms ~t
this institution should be used to their
fullest potential, I do not agree with
the administration's plan to alter class
scheduling in the manner described.
Due to the heavy schedules of _rnJ
1
fellow students, it is already JU
about impossible to fit recommended
and required options into our
schedules. As it stands now. man!
nursing students are forced to ra~e
"fringe courses" that have absolulC!
nothing to do with our area of stud!_
In my opinion, the jumbling of cl~l'
11
times (as slight as they may b~)
make scheduling totally impossib~\
This is just another example O \
administration's failure to cornplere,
look at both sides of the coin. Per~a~
0
the administration should look '
·
amf'
the views of students at this ~ l!I
before deciding to make detnmen
changes as such.
Sincerely,

Brian J.G;;

Nursing Rep. 10
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op1n1ons
What will
you do to
remember
my name?
by Kristen Palmer
Lance editorial staff
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This past weekend was tiring
for me, both physically and emotionally. As volunteer co-ordinator in the weeks prior to the
arrival of the AIDS Quilt, I was
glued to the phone from 8 a.m. to
IO p.m., never more than two
rings away from the outside
world. After the Quilt arrived, I
was al the Armouries for the entire display, keeping track of
volunteers and filling in the
empty areas. I walked through
the panels many times.
If you have seen the Quilt
yourself, nothing I might say will
add to your understanding. If you
haven ·1 seen it yet, I can partly
describe what it's like. Physically. there are 12x12' quilts, each
containing eight panels created
by families. lovers and friends of
tho~e who have died of AIDS.
The quilts are laid out with three
foot walkways in between, and
individual panels hang against
the walls.

We packed up
the quilts,
which were as
heavy as bodies
and I said
goodbye
Panels are made of different
kinds of fabric, and incorporate
personal items: articles of clothing. photographs, personal messa~es,
paintings,
diaries,
~hildren's toys. Things that
imbue the fabric with the

humanity of the AIDS v1ct1ms,
some rememberance of their
lives. Some panels are funny,
some are angry, and all of them
are affecting.
The words of the survivors
linger. I love you. We miss you. I
remember you. We didn't have
enough time. I'll see you again.
I'll carry on the fight.
There were perhaps 800
people who came to see the Quilt
over the weekend. Most of the
visitors arrived with friends, a
few were alone, and while I saw
tears in some eyes, I was
surprised at how cool and stoic
many people were.
Reasons came to mind: bluecollar Windsor, the chill 0f the
Armourie~. the rain ,)utside. I
worried, because this event was
supposed to reach as much of the
public as possible, to educate
people and move them to compassion. I also worried because I
had been near the Quilt for days,
and never cried.
My job was easy. I made lists,
talked to people and counted
heads. l had hundreds of slips of
paper that proved this experience
was on the outside of me. None
of my family would ever face
sickness and none of my friends
would ever die.
After the closing ceremonies
my nerves were frayed. We packed up the quilts, which were as
heavy as bodies, and I said goodbye to my volunteers.
In the few minutes before I left
I perceived their faces so vividly,
and their voices were so dear to
me. A friend drove me home
Sunday night, and three blocks
from my home I was sobbing
into my coat lapels.
I understand now.
Please be careful, I don't want
to lose you.
[g

the q u~n§.!l9Jl
lizanne
Valiquette

Keith
Mastromatteo

4th Year
Psychology

B.A. Honours
Criminology

The only way to end the
?h0 rtion debate is to
increase education ahout
contraception and to make it
~vailable is_ the first step.
_ontraceptton reduces the
nsk of having to make that
complicated decision.

(photo by SUZANNE NGUI)

Auto capital hostile to cyclists
by Sarah Atkinson
Lance editorial staff

Cycling in the automotive
capital of Canada is weird at best,
hostile at worst. Ask anyone who
rides a bike in Windsor and
you· re sure to get an earful about
the problems of trying to
negotiate with ton after ton of
hurtling steel.
Most seasoned cyclists have
been side-swiped, cut off, cursed
at, car-doored, and possibly hit.
But it can be fun too ... sometimes. Economically, healthwise,
and
environmentally,
cycling makes a lot of sense.
Although drivers like to complain about cyclists who are less
than attentive to the rules of the
road, many motorists refuse to
recognize that bicycles have any
right to be on the road at all. And
when bicycle and car make contact, it's invariably the two-

wheeler that suffers more
damage, regardless of who is al
fault.
A proposed helmet law currently before the Ontario legislature suggests cycling injuries and
fatalities could be reduced if helmets were compulsory gear.
What such the bill neglects is that
a helmet law will do nothing to
prevent accidents. At best, it will
only reduce the severity of an injury. Unfortunately the law will
keep responsibility for preventing
accidents with toe cyclist.
Rather than making bicycling
more expensjve, we should find
ways to encourage it. More cycling-friendly conditions in the
city and on campus could help to
alleviate the parking problem at
the university.
Proper bike storage (more adequate racks, and indoor storage)
might encourage use from those
who fear having their bikes

stolen. Showers and change
rooms in some main buildings on
campus would also encourage
more students to ride.
Vancouver and Toronto both
have extensive cycling activist
networks. A Vancouver group
called the Bicycle People holds
regular theatrical consciousnessraising demonstrations, complete
with gas masks, slogan-shouting,
and educational leaflets.
We may soon be seeing the
same thing in Windsor. And
while bikers can expect negative
reactions to such radical action,
there's nothing particularly radical about wanting safe selfpropelled transportation.
If you 're interested in promoting cycling in Windsor, contact
the EAA (Environmental Awareness Association) at the university or Transportation Options,
427 Bloor St. West, Toronto,
MS$ 1X7, (416) 960-0026.
~

How do you feel about the Pill being included in the Drug Plan?

I don't have any problem
with it. Contraceptives arc
important and those things
arc expensive. It's bad
enough that students arc
gouged for money
everywhere else on campus.

Brian Wall
4th Year
Religious
Studies
It could lead to
a misuse of v. hat the plan is
for. I'm not sure it should be
included because not
everyone uses it. But I guess
it is good in the sense that
women won't have to pay
for it.

Pete
Sekulic
1st Year
Arts

I'm all for it. It is ,ery
crul'ial and (birth contrail
should be sold in all the
girls' bathrooms.
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Monitor

FREE Mouse

$998

3.5" 1.44 Mb Floppy disk drive
IDE FD/HD Controller
2 Serial, 1 Parallel and 1 Game Port
101 Keys Enhanced Keyboard
Mini Tower Case
200W Power Supply
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Beware of our
"mystery" band!
live - in concert

TCI Data Systems Inc. ~
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2175 Wyandotte St. W. (519) 254-2721 FAX (519) 254-3017
Bus. Hrs. Mon.-Fri. 10:30-7:00, Sat. 12:00-6:00
Locations throughout Ontario, Mississauga, Toronto, Ottawa, Whitby
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to a special screening of
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ALL YOU HAVE TO
DO IS CALL THE
LANCE WITH THE
ANSWER TO OUR
SKILL-TESTING QUIZ.
DETAILS ON PAGE 14.
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1!\ominion ~ouse ~abertt
3140 Sandwich Street

MONDAY
NITE
FOOTBALL
PARTY!!
•Labatts Gen. ·
Draft on tap
•Texas Chili and
Jumbo Dogs
special
•Free popcorn
DOOR PRIZES

Phone : 253-7041

APPEARING
November 13, 14,20,21

THOMAS
BUCK NASTY
Great R&B Music!

BEACH PARTY!!
November 27 and 28

*Bikini Contest*
*Hot Male Buns Contest*
(To compete, enter name at
Dungeon Bar with Russ)
CASH PRIZES* DOOR PRIZES
$2 admission goes toward
50/50 draw
50% goes to S. T.A.G.
(Sandwich Teen Action Group)
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KARAOKE
CONTEST
Wednesday
November 11
•Labatts
Genuine Draft
on tap
•Tim is
your host!
PRIZES!!
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Under our thumbs:
students may decide
Transit Windsor's fate.
See pp. 5 & 15.

His master's voice:
r~ck and roller pays
tribute to jazz great.
See page 10.
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Centre lowers
pub rent for '93
Council discussed the pos,ibilit) of increased rental rates
in the centre at the Oct. 27 in
camera general meeting. The executi\C told members that SAC
could be charged a" much as
SSO 000 rent for ils facilities next
\ear, Apparent!~, the executive
feared the SAC corporation could

signed an agreement with the
centre to lower rent on the Subway pub in the new universitv
centre by $30 000. Once the pub
moves back into the centre, rent
will be $25 787 per year. The last
time the pub was in operation,
rental was $55 425.
"We were under the impression that SAC would not be able
to open its pub next year if we
did not lo'wcr the rent," said
Thibert. .. Now that the cut has
been given, the onus is on the
pub to turn a profit."
Sa\ ings have been accumu-

uclim:d as c.:ithcr " ,-er, ice cn-

lated ~1ncc SAC w,11 not have to

by Ty Daniels
Lance news editor

SAC has achieved lower rent
on its pub facility in the new
unl\crsity centre. but at what
CO\t')

'l'

til~ or a rc, cnuc gcncrattng entit).
The executive believed thal if
the l.a11ce, CJAM, or SAC turned
a significant profit the) could be
charged rent.
"Ir there are any \Urpluscs in
our budget, we (students) would
rather keep them than give them
to the univcrsitv," said SAC Vice
President Univ~rsity Affairs John
Stout.
Director of the university
centre Mary Lou Thibert said that
the University Centre Advisory
Board, whi'Ch decides on these
matters, had no such plan.
"We consider the Lance,
CJAM, SAC and its affiliated
services (Womyn 's
Centre,
Huma~ rights, Peer Support) to
be strictly services. We never
planned to charge them rent of
any sort," she said.
The only issue of concern to
the board was the possibility of
the used bookstore operating year
round.
. "If the store only opened for
six weeks, we planned to charge
no rent. Only if SAC had planned
to open the facility full-time
~out~ we have considered al~llng a rental charge " said
Thibert.
'
As it now stands, SAC has

pay housekeeping or campus
police protection.
SAC President Kristine Robinson said that the pub had performed
these
duties
(housekeeping) and had hired
Windsor Police in the past.
"With this deal, we will be in a
great financial position for the future," she said.
To offset some of the lost
revenue from the cheaper rent
given to the pub, SAC said it
plans to share the space original1y designated for a centre
graphics facility. The facility,
closed since I 990, provided
graphic services for students,
clubs and societies.
Thibert said that the space has
been turned over to the centre
and that profits from any revenue
generating outside venture would
be shared with SAC. The percentage of profit to be given
would be discussed at later board
meetings, she said.
Council executive and Thibert
believe that the use of the centre
graphics space would offset any
needed fee increases for students
for three to possibly five years.
The operating budget for the new
CAW Student Centre will be approximately $950 000 said
Thibert.
19

CAW Local 200 president Frank McAnally and labour council president Gary Parent werP. on hand to
announce the urnon s $'1 m,lhon pledge of support tor the new Unrversrty Centre. University of Windsor
president Ron Ianni welcomed the funds and said the building wrll be renamed the CAW Student
Centre, in recognition of their generosity. (photo by SUZANNE NGUI)

Auto workers pledge
$4 million for centre
by Ty Daniels
Lance news editor

The Canadian Auto Workers
(CAW) has announced its inten-

tion to fund the university centre
expansion with $4 million.
The centre will now be
renamed the CAW Student
Centre.
Employee contributions to the
project have not yet been determined, but will probably be
about $100 per year per
employee or about 5 cents per
hour. said Frank McAnally.
president of Local 200. The total
donation will be garnished over a
five year period.
Although the plan has yet to be
approved, McAnally has no
doubt the CAW members agree
with the move.
Waller Austen, president and

CEO, Green Sheild Prepaid Services felt that the university was
not appreciated by the Windsor
community.
"We tend t('I forget the contributions made by the University
of Windsor to our city," he said.
U of W President, Dr. Ron
Ianni was pleased with the announcement and with the naming
of what he believes to be the
most pivotal building on the campus.
"lf anyone had any doubt as to
the importance of a university
centre. they should look al the
campus this year," he said. "The
university campus is for every
walk of life, and now we will
have the letters CAW written.largely on our centre."
SAC Vice President University
Affairs John Stout expressed little concern over the renaming of

the facility.
"Four million for three fellers
is prelty good to me,'' he said.
The donation will be the third
time the CAW has given funds to
the U of W. ln 1964 they donated
$ I million and later in 1969. $2
million to help the university expand.
Since then, they estimate that
10 000 children of CAW members have attended, and current
estimates are that 1500 are currently enrolled.
The original university centre
was constructed in 1961 and
could accomodate a maximum of
3000 people. Current full and
part-time enrnollment is currently
near 16 000.
The centre is scheduled for
completion in early August of
I 993 and, so far, construction is
on schedule.
[Q

Early survey results say don't change SAC 's drug plan
by Nancy Hui
--.. lance news staff
fl.l~e rec~n~ SAC and drug plan
ing y has yielded some interestanswers.
Jason Cl
·
finance .emens, vice president
Used 'said that "the surveys are
SIIJde~~sa;ough gauge to see how
suesa . eel and to see what isre important to them "
A total f
·
lent out O 100O surveys were
lhat 500 and council has hopes
be retu completed surveys will
med. To date, only 128

SAC questionnaires were completed and 122 drug plan forms
have been filled out. SAC is in
the process of compiling the data.
Clemens was surprised by the
number of students who did not
want to change the drug plan. He
had thought students were displeased with the present plan but
the results have shown that twothirds of those surveyed do not
want to change the existing plan.
Clemens said the results of the
survey will help him enormously
bl;cause he has been researching

alternatives to the drug plan.
Clemens has decided that he will
now concentrate on what students have indicated they are interested in: optical, dental and
tenant insurance coverage.
"From this survey we know
what we should be addressing
and where to direct our energies." he said.
The survey also indicates that
students support the following issues; increased hours at the Computer Centre and University
Club. community service, use of

surplus money from the Student
Service budget being transferred
to the academic budget, improved accessibility and human
rights programming.
Students were not as interested
in supporting a Womyn's Centre
and were also against the bus
pass program.
The issue that should be a
priority to SAC is parking, according to survey results. Students responded very favourably
to the idea of a parking garage.
Students suggested several

names for SAC's liquor venue.
Most popular was "The Subway", followed by "The Pub",
"The Pit'' and "The Moose".
Another popular issue with
respondents was access to more
expository writing classes. Those
surveyed felt that they should be
able to take the course in the
semester of their choice.
"I think it was very worthwhile
to do," said Clemens.
SAC will be conducting a
similar survey during their
February general election.
[Q
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Tuesday, Nov.17
World University Services
of Canada is holding an
"Opportunities Abroad Fair", 9
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. in the
International
Students
Lounge in Cody Hall.
•

@

;,

Communication Students
Association
General
Meeting upstairs at the Grad
House between 4:30 and
5:30. There will be a Chicago
trip update - new members
welcome.

"" The
Kundalini Yoga
Meditation Group meets at 7
p.m., at Recovery Book Store,
1495 Wyandotte W .. Call
Sheila at 252-7443 for
information.

Wednesday, Nov.18
•

The
Progressive
Conservative Youth Club
will meet at 11 AS a.m. Please
bring your lunch and
enthusiasm to the upper level
of the Grad House. Contact
Mike 969-0128.

•

i,

The
Department of
Employment and Education
Equity is conducting a brown
bag lunch series. This week's
seminar will be on "Women in
Ontario" 12:00 to 1:00 p.m.

i,

§

i,

Lancer Basketball at the St.
Denis Centre. Women vs
Wayne State at 6 p.m., men vs
Grand Valley State at 8 p.m.
Healthy Lifestyle Serles
presents " living Heart
Smart". with presenter Olga
Almond, Community Health
Nurse at the Windsor-Essex
Health Unit (1275 Walker
Road) at 7 p.m. Women of all
ages welcome at no charge.
Call 253-0903.

Survivors
of
Incest
Anonymous for lesbian and
bisexual women - you are
not alone. Meetings from
7:00-9:00 p.m. at Metropolitan
Community Church (3301
Edison, at Brock), call
977 -6897 for information or
directions.

•

The Philosophy department
presents Professor Thomas
Hurka of the University of
Calgary on "Excellence:
Trying,
Deserving ,
Succeeding". at 4 p.m. in
room 254, Dillon Hall.

;,

- •

...

The Student Solidarity
Coalition invites all interested
students to its meeting from
4:30-6:00 p.m. upstairs at the
Grad House.

The Lance invites all those
Lancer Basketball at St.
interested to its staff meeting.
Denis Centre. The women
6:00 p.m. upstairs at the Grad
meet Carleton University at 6
House. We welcome those
p.m., and men meet Humber
without experience to get
College at 8 p.m. Admission is
involved, but especially need
free with presentation of a
people with graphic skills.
valid student ID card.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------§ Socials.
-Club and society meetings.
parties. mixers. etc.

The
Department of
Economics is holding a
seminar. "Money and Prices:
A Model of Search and
Bargaining" by Professor
Shouyong Shi at Windsor Hall
North, rm 1163 at 2:30.

IE The School of Music
presents Detroit Symphony
cellist Mario 01F1ore with
faculty pianist Phillip Adamson at 8 p.m. Moot Court.
Adults $8, student and seniors
$5, call 253-4232 ext. 2780.

Notices. demonstrations.

@
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Monday, Nov. 23

Self-portrait by AMY BRADLEY.

M

slaP

IE The Art Gallery of Windsor
hosts an opening reception for
The Talented Intruder:
Wyndham Lewis in Canada,
1939-45. AGW Curator and
essayist Catharine M Mastin
will give a tour of the exhibition; essayists Thomas Dilworth and Robert Stacey will
be present. Refreshments
and admission is free, contact
258-7111.

The lnterVarsity Christian
Fellowship presents a
discussion on The Trinity at
5:30 p.m. in Varner Lounge. If
you can't understand why
1 + 1 + 1 =3 drop by and find out.

IE A play about pay equity, Fair
is Fair will be play in the
Education Building Amphitheatre, two showings 10 a.m. and 2 p.m.

ing,

•

Friday, Nov. 20

-'

Lancer Hockey vs Guelph at
3:30 p.m., at the Adie Knox
Arena.

@

There will be a general
meeting of the Special
B.Comm. Club room 507, the
Odette Building at 5:30 p.m.
All are welcome.

A Wine and Cheese Party for
Religious Studies majors
and graduates will be held in
the department common
room from 3 p.m. to 7 p.m.

Lectures, seminars, etc.

Sunday, Nov. 22

Project Ploughshares
presents a new film, Toying
with their Future at 12:30 p.m.
upstairs in the Grad House. It
deals with the influence of
toys on children's attitudes
toward gender roles, violence,
and consumerism.

--JE-Vi;~-~-;~d-~;rl~~;i~;-;~-s~-- ----------------<,

The Big Kids Toy and Hobby
Show through Nov. 22 from
11-9 p.m. (Sat.). and 11-6
p.m. (Sun.) at the Caboto
Club. Admission $1. kids 12
and under free.

Thursday, Nov. 19
i,

Lancer Hockey vs Laurier at
the Adie Knox Arena. at 7:30.

@

® Sports events.
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20% OFF
PIZZA ORDERS
With Student I.D.
minimum order of $10

QUALITY MAKES THE DIFFERENCE

Now Open For Lunch!
Specials from $2 - $5.95

Pizzeria
2215 Wyandotte West at Randolph
256- SAMS
EAT IN• PICK UP• FAST FREE DELIVERY
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Windsor unbothered by Maclean 'S
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by Ty Daniels
Lance news staff

f,{aclean 's
magazine
has
lapped
the
University of
~indsor with a 11 out of 12 in its
national university ranking.
The second annual survey of
Canadian uni~ersities may ~nd
the magazine into a second printing, as it did last year.
,
This time around, Maclean s
has categorized each institution
into areas of specialty. The U_ of
wfalls into the comprehensive
category, those schools which
offer a "signigicant amount of research activity and a wide range
of programs - including professional degrees - at the undergraduate level."
The only school that finished
below Windsor refused to

cooperate and did not fill out the
questionnaire.
U of W president Ron Ianni
criticized the methodology of the
survey.
"Maclean 's is doing a disservice to student by trying to pass
this off as a scientific study. We
give them the information and
they manipulate it any way they
want," he said.
Ianni said Maclean 's was unprofessional in its collection of
information about the U of W
campus. He noted that the day
before the issue went to print the
magazine called his office and
asked if the major focus of the U
of W was part-time students.
"For ten months we have been
on the phone constantly trying to
give them information and they
haven't even been to our campus.

When they ask a question like
that it shows they haven't even
reviewed the data we sent them,"
he said.
Ianni said the low ranking will
have little effect on how the
university is operated.
"We have no interest in being
a mini McGill or U of T. We
have one of the most accessible
campuses I know of and that
should be first priority to students," he said.
Ianni said Windsor is in an excellent position to compete financially, since it is the only
university in its grouping with no
accumulated debt.
''Those schools that have an
$80 million debt (McGill) are
paying $8 million a year to the
banks, not to students," he said.
Not everyone has discounted

the survey. It has been selling extremely well according to area
bookstores.
The
university
bookstore reportedly sold out of
the magazine in 15 to 20 minutes.
A clerk at the Coles bookstore in
the University Mall said while it
still had a few copies of the
magazine in stock, demand has
been very high.
"People were coming in two or
three days before the issue was
out, asking for it," said Sandy
Amlin. "We usually only have 10
to 12 Maclean 's in but for this
issue we had more than 50 and
they're almost completely gone."
High school students may not
be paying any particular attention
to the issue in choosing postsecondary institutions.
Rob Mailloux, a guidance
councillor at Assumption college

high school, said that maybe five
percent of his students will even
look at the magazine.
"For this fall, the majority of
students will be looking at
Windsor because the cost to
leave home would be too prohibitive," he said. Mailloux said that,
most high school students are
looking to local institutions to
save money.
"As a whole we're lucky if
about 10 percent of students actually get the information about
university that they really need."
Mailloux also felt that the
ranking system lacked integrity.
"The rankings are skewed so that
those universities that have been
around long enough, will naturally have the high alumni support
and services in place and will
finish high."
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1.5 tons of leaves rtiked
by Tran Longmoore
Lance news staff
The most recent action of the Environmental Awareness Association was a door10-door "leaf drive."
Fifteen members of the group volunteered to approach houses on Rankin and
Askin avenues raking yards and gathering
leaves for compost. The volunteers took
these leaves to one of the four leaf composting sites, where they will decompose
naturally.
The group got involved to support the
recent City of Windsor leaf composting
program. The program was started in
response to the landfill crisis facing Essex
County.
Lydia Stam, a 2nd year law student and
an active member of the group, said the
event was a huge success.
"People have to realize that things just
don't go away by magic," she said.
"People put the leaves on their curbs and
1hink that it just disappears. It doesn't. It
goes to a landfill."
Stam points out that a major part of the
success of the event was the letter campaign that was initiated by herself and fellow volunteer Therese Hutchinson. They
sent letters to community organizations,

schools and churches to promote and organize the leaf composting programs.
These included bringing the leaves to city
compost, home composting or leaf gathering and composting projects.
The association was hoping to bring 200
garbage bags, or l ton, of leaves to the
designated site at the Huron Chuch Plaza.
Despite having only 15 volunteers due to
cold weather and busy schedules. they
managed to bring in one and a half tons of
leaves.
City officials have said that the program
needs to bring in 150 000 tons of leaves to
make it cost efficient. After only a few
weeks, they have conservatively estimated
a collection of 50 000 tons of leaves.
Residents were receptive to the group's
effons, especially the elderly, some of
whom made donations.
The group is planning to lobby city
council to force garbage trucks to stop
picking up leaves.
Future association endeavours include
an increase in bike racks on the University
of Windsor campus and plans for a new
recycling program to go along with the
current paper reuse program.
Anyone wanting information on the
group should leave a message in its mailbox at the SAC office.
[Q

EAA volunteers had a rakin' good time picking up leaves. The leaves will go to a
r - 1posting site, to save lanfill sites. (photo by TED ANKILDE)
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We pay GST and
PST for students!
Check out our great rates on:

Typing
ALL TYPING IS 1.ASL: R PRINTED

FANNYHS

• term papers
·• resumes, books
• reports, etc.

Photocopying
and Fax Service
• sending & receiving
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The International Student Centre in conjunction with
WUSC presents an information session regarding

OPPORTUNITIES ABROAD
AVAILABLE: Pamphlets, applications, and the
CBIE SOJOURNS program with a database
containing over 2500 entries on work and study
abroad
WHERE: International Student Lounge, Cody Hall
WHEN: Tuesday, November 17
10:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
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Student Papers, Manuscripts & Resumes

DOWNTOWN OFFICE SERVICES

Province gives
unfavourable
review to local
high schools

327 Chatham Street West 253-3571

by Teena Ward

*Competitive Prices*

Lance news staff

·~
CROWN&
ANCHOR PUB

After School Specials ~ - 8 p.m.
MONDAY - Pasta & Pitcher
TUESDAY - Eggrolls 3 for $2.50
WEDNESDAY - Burger & Fries $1 .00
THURSDAY - Buy $2 mug of beer &
get 20 wings FREE
FRIDAY - Pitcher & Wing Night: Buy
a pitcher, get basket of wings FREE

Win1.hor's public high schools
received an untlattering report
card from the provincial school
board in a 1990 test of skills and
attitudes in mathematics. They
scored below the provincial
average in seven of the 12
categories tested.
Windsor's high schools have
always been large contributors to
the University of Windsor
population. This year 2517 students from Windsor high schools
are enrolled in the U of W full
time program. 1130 of those are
in undergraduate programs in
math related subject areas.
Richard Caron, head of the
University of Windsor mathematics department, felt the study
did not indicate any weaknesses
in the university's math students.
"If Windsor math students
were consistently below average
year after year we would be worried, but they aren't," he said.
"Our graduating honours students
arc very good and don't have any
trouble getting admitted to
graduate schools."
The fact that Windsor high
school students did not get a
chance to prepare for the test
was highlighted by Caron. "It is
recognized that there arc certain
tests that require preparation. and
there arc war, to prepare for
tests. that is why in university
test preparation has hccomc such

ALL DAY SATURDAY

by Lisa Fortin
Lance news staff

*** STUDENT DISCOUNT***
15% off regular meals (incl. buffet)
CROWN & ANCHOR

1521
Riverside
Drive West

252-0814
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a big business."
Caron also agreed with
Windsor school board's assistant
math coordinator Todd Romicn
in his assessment of the test
results. Romiens gave several
reasons why results were lower
than the provincial average including student attitudes. the
overwhelming curriculum. lack
of preparation, and the lack of
any reward for test.
The provincial review was not
mandatory, but was encouraged
by Windsor board members in
order to assess Windsors math
program and indicate where
change was needed. The board is
addressing the problem by
workshopping new teaching aids
and techniques in mathamatics,
as well as figuring out how to
motivate students.
Motivation was a considerable
factor in the provincial report. In
the section regarding "Attitudes
Towards Mathematics (Grade
12)", 7l percent of the students
felt math helps outside of
school, and 80 percent agreed
that "II is important to know
mathematics in order to get a
job."
Yet only 27 percent of students
indicated that they spend more
than two hours on math
homework each week, and 62
percent spend an hour or more
each day watching television.
·'The attitude is that students
don't feel responsibility for their
own learning," he said. "When
docs education cease h!.!ing a
game and become a reality in
their own lives?"
Romicn felt math in Windsor
will he come more cllcctivc
through the implementation of a
streamlined curriculum which

"The next prime minister of
Canada" - that's how Windsor
West NDP candidate Emily
Carasco introduced federa l leader
Audrey McLaughlin to a group
of about 30 people at Iona
College's Hoffman Auditorium
last week.
On a brief swing through
Windsor, McLaughlin took an
hour to lead an informal discussion on " Women in Politics"
during her fi rst visit to the
university since her election to
the leadership two years ago.

She said she secs herself and
her colleagues as "setting the
stage" for today's young women
to "make noise," or run for office
and get elected. Currently,
women make up 13 percent of
the House of Commons.
That low number is caused by
the intimidating, adversarial nature of the pol itical process, McLaughlin said: many women feel
they don't know enough about
what's going on.
She pointed to her party's
policy of affinnative action in
nominations as a way to encourage greater participation by
women and visible minority can-
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didates. This controversial move,
along with their support of lhl ,
Charlottetown accord, has ex·
posed the party and its leader 101
"shocking amount of intolerance
acrm,s the country.
McLaughl in said ideological
differences blocked more women
networking across party lines, al·
though she does meet fairl)
.
regularly
with
non-pan1~~
women's groups outside Parlia·
ment.
According to McLaughl!n.
what is important is greater 10·
clusivity for all, including ga}I
and lesbians to make for a
'
. "~
greater sense of "community. ~

---

386 25 MHZ Power
25 MHZ CPU
2 M RAM
14" Super VGA Colour Monitor
Super VGA Card
40 Mb Hard Disk Drive
3.5" 1.44 Mb Floppy disk drive
IDE FD/HD Controller
2 Serial, 1 Parallel and 1 Game Port
• 101 Keys Enhanced Keyboard
Mini Tower Case
• 200W Power Supply

will allow more time for teaehcl\
to introduce new calculator;
computer techniques, and teach.
ing strategics into Windsor cla!I\.
rooms.
Romien noted that at pre!>l!nl
"There is a tendency to teach the
skill first, how to do the mati
and later try to find an applic,.
tion so it makes sense."
New methods are aimed at gci.
ting students to recognize the
relevance and applications t
math around them to give a mOJi
concrete sense of it and lhcn
move into more abstract ideas.
Some feel that the problem
looms larger than just the hi~h
school classroom. In an mtirview with the Windsor Sta,
education
director
Steph,
Payne thought the test rcsulb
revealed a larger "societal
problem." He said Canadilll
schools were not incorporalin,
the Japanese stratagem in educ.~
tion, of emphasizing scholarlv
excellence.
U of W economics professoi
Leon Sydor also felt that 1he
study indicated a larger problem
in the educational sector. He
pointed out that even on 1~
Windsor campus many studen~
''lack the motivation, in<lustn
and discipline" so important 10·1
full educational experience.
Sydor suggested that pcrhaP5
the lower prospects of emplOI
mcnt plays a part in students' d11couragcmcnt
with
th,
educational process.
The future of math in Wind,ur
public high schools is improvin~
according to Romien.
"Math is a high priorily in lh1
~urrkulum and I think you ar<
going to sec us looking hcucr.
he said.
~
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Women in politics a promising future,
federal party leader tells gathering
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Thursday, 19: Crimson Jimson
Honey Bone
the reggae sounds of I
Friday, 20:
Jo Nab
Saturday, 21: Kildare Trio
Acoustic Cafe with
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Bus pass fever
by Mark Crane
Lance associate news editor

Biology professo.r Donovan Thomas plans t~ use this powerful mercury vapour lamp, seized by police
from a hydroponic drug farm, to study aquatic plant growth. (photo by TEO ANOKILOE)

Windsor scores from drug bust
by Ted Andkilde
Lance news staff

IU'II"

The U of W Biology Department was the recipient of cxpen~ive and high tech lighting
equipment. The Windsor Police
Services Board voted three
weeks ago to donate equipment
-eized from marijuana growers to
theUofW.

The Windsor police were conar<

cerned that the equipment would

tt~r.
~

fall back into the hands of other
drug dealers. Often at auctions,
the same dealers will repurchase
the equipment and be back in
operation within a few weeks.
The idea to donate the equipmeent to the university was
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Hugh Macisaac will use it to
study
zebra
mussels and
Donovan Thomas will study
aquatic plant growth with the
help of a powerful mercury
vapour lamp.
Thomas was pleased with the
equipment they had received.
"Current!} we are using conventional flourescent lamps as
our light sources, as these high
output lighting fixtures are too
expensive under current research
budgets," he said.
The university was given first
choice of the available equipment. St. Clair Collcge and the
school boards will also be offered
similar equipment for their horticultural programs.
(g

MASTERS AND PhD
PROGRAMMES IN
ENVIRONMENTAL
STUDIES

10\t

)mea

brought forward by Officer Tom
Turner, assigned the task of disposing the equipment. Since the
equipment was obstructing space
at their office, he made inquiries
across the province and learned
that other forces had similar
programs in place.
In addition to lighting equipment, the university also received
a large quantity of fertilizers and
various (lower pots, pumps and
timers for automatic watering.
The equipment has been
spread about the biology department, with pots and fertilizers
going to the university's greenhouse atop the Biology building.
Two professors have plans for
the equipment already.

Windsor students will decide
'lov. 24 and 25 whether the bus
passes they received free last
month are worth paying for.
Students will be asked to vote
yes or no on the following question: "Do you agree to support an
incidental fee of $30 each of the
fall and winter semesters to a
total of $60 each year, beginning
Sept. 1993, in order to receive a
non-restrictive 1 ransit Windsor
Zipcard Bus Pass for each of the
aforementioned semesters?"
Student reaction to the plan
has been mixed. Kristine Robinson, SAC president, said that it is
up to students to decide for themselves whether or not to support
the plan.
"It was an option that we (she
and U of W president Ron Ianni)
pursued for students because of
the city's permit parking
proposal."
The city of Windsor is currently debating a plan to institute
resident-only parking around the
university, leaving only the
university parking lots for students to park in.
"The ramifications of the election are great, because students
may come back to campus and
find no parking and without a bus
pass," said Robinson.
Jackie Korosek, a third year
psychology student, likes the idea
but not the price.
"I think that it is a great idea
but paying for it isn't,'' she said.
" I think that money should go
toward better parking, maybe
even a garage."
Fourth year physics student
Derek Shpviarsky also likes the
idea, and thinks the price is right.
"It may not seem fair to the
people who don't use the pass,
but if the majority votes for it,

ifs fair. For that matter, I don't
use the St. Denis Centre but I pay
for it.''
There arc other concerns with
the plan, because students have
to vote yes or no on the whole
package.
"I think they should do 11 on an
opt-in, opt out basis. I don't use
the bus, and I don' t think I would
get my money ' s worth,·• said first
year drama student Emily Jeffs.
"The only reason they can do it is
because they know the majority
won't use it.''
Mary Lou Thibert, University
Centre director and administrator
of the referendum, hopes that students get out and vote on this
issue.
''Whether they vote yes or no,
it is important for students to get
out and vote on this," she said.
Another twist has been thrown
into the bus pass debate over the
last two weeks, as Transit
Windsor announced Jay-offs and
the possibility of service cuts.
Robinson said she was worried
by the possible cut~
"(Transit Windsor) has committed to us that the Wyandotte
and University routes will be expanded. I am concerned because
I would not not be happy to see
service go down for this area,"
she said.
David Cassivi, city councillor
and chair of Transit Windsor's
board of directors hopes that the
plan goes through to help revitalize Transit Windsor's coffers.
"Well if it (the referendum) is
positive, it will benefit both the
students and Transit Windsor there is no better bargain for students," he said.
"lf the proposal is not supported, all bets are off for what
kind of service students will get,"
he said. "The referendum, if it is
passed, will be a great boost for
the city and for students."
~
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lntroduc ing the only
reason to wake
up on Sunday•••
Our ull nn·v, all you can l'Uf Sumlay Breakfast Buffet
(11 a.m. to 2 p.m.)! Enjoy Omelette~. Scrambled
Eggs, Bacl)ll, Sausage, Ham, French Toast, Waffles,
an assortment of Pancakes, homemade Hash Browns,
Fresh Fruit, mouth watering Pastries ... and more!

.t\LL YOU CAN EAT.... $4.95
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Art and democracy strange bedfellows
Tiananmen Memorial
Art Exhibit
Leddy Library
until November 27
by Leo Ogata
Lance arts staff
The bitter fruits of June 1989
are a taste not quickly forgotten.
It is hard to forget that heady
summer as the world watched in
awe-struck wonder as a people
discovered the sweetness of
freedom and democracy. Harder
still is the astringent tlavour of
crushing defeat at the hands of
cold, methodical despotism. Art
and politics make strange bedfellows, but they are mirrors by
which we judge ourselves and
each other. As a powerful
reminder of the pnce of freedom,
the Tiananmen Memorial Art Exhibit comes to the University of
Windsor.
Like a desert bloom, freedom
in China bloomed briefly and
brightly before the harsh realities
of the brutal environment re-established thetr dominion. The
pieces on display at the Leddy
Library capture both the timeliness of that event and its anguish.
In "Dead on the Fourth of June,''
Wong Hai reveals that desert
bloom as joyful faces intoxicated
with the heady perfume of
freedom.
T he hlack lines over their eyes
reminds u~ that the~c people no
longer exist. They are the victims
of pcrslinal privilege \o~l to the
sand and wind of political power.
Ka-sing Lee ·s photograph shows
us hits of cloth and thread.
The simple horror of Tiananmen is Jepicted in "The Square

1989-90."
Wong Shun-kit's "The Never
Dying Bird" simultaneously illustrates the hope for revival of
the dream of democracy. yet
shows us the vigilance of the oppressors and their willingness to
rend asunder that hope. There is a
common metaphor throughout
these works of the faceless Orwellian agents of state. The
colourless men who execute the
orders of their taskmasters are all
non-entities. who pretend to be
blameless in their ignorance.
This statement finds its culmination symbolized well in
"Past, Present, Future." Frank
Tam gives us the grey matte,
monolithic singularity of the flag
of the People's Republic of
China dominating the space.
while hands and clothes are
painted over in the same greyness.
Hung Kwong-chak's "Wall" is
reminiscent of another famous
Wall. This painting expresses the
callous nature of the despotic to
use people as mortar for bricks in
creating their walled fortress. The
expendability of human life for
the political aims of others is
poignantly displayed in "Wall."
"Cry'' strikes o ne with the full
force of the Orwellian nightmare
as ordinary faces are obliterated
into a void where only Mao Tse
Tung dominates as a persona of
political rfality. Sam Lam captures the dogma of ideology that
pcrmcalcs lhc life of the nameless mass. Even tears arc silenced
hy the Buddha-like face of Mao.
On the whok. these pieces arc
sad and woeful expressing a
tragic event. There is also anger

fl{ar.
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Tiananmen Square is the type of stimulus which mobilizes the avant-garde arts community and helps
define the role of art in contemporary society. The brutality of events of this kind are best expressed by
the sensitivity of talented artists who capture the mood of the moment m their text or on their canvas.
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expressed here against a cruel
political system that is ruthless in
its application of power. Unuerlying all this emotion is a glimmer of hope.
Yeung Tong-lung·s ··Fruit of
June" gives a sense of optimism
that democracy has a hope of survival. There i-.. a sensation of

something rising out of the blood
spilt of those in the Square. There
is an oasis in the hearts and
minds of those who rcmcmhcr. It
is there that a dream can grow to
fruitio n. Like Pandora's Box.
hope remains.
The Exhihit has t>ccn on tour
to Washington. Los Angeles.

Paris, Hong Kong. Va11cou1,r
Toronto and rcccntl) Lnntk
Ontario. This collection "
brought to the campu, h) th,
Chinese Studcnh · t\,-.11ciJtk141.
CJAM-Chincse Radio. anJ ·
tamongus. II is nn J1,play on I
main lloor nf the Lcdtl) l.ihr
until Nov. '27.
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Australia's the Church
sanctified by die-hard
faithfu l followers
Priest = A ura
T he Church
Arb ta Records

by Amjad Razzaque
Lance arts staff
CJAM DJ Ko Bhamra plays everything from Cocteau Twins to
Digital Poodle. (photo by KIRAN PAL)

CJAM's Dreamtime
Tuesday afternoons
by Sanjay Lakhana
Lance arts staff

Qose your eyes ... open your
mind ... let your ears take over.
"Industrialized
Oreamtime"
seeps over the airwaves and into
your subconscious every Tuesday, 1·4 p.m. on CJAM-FM 91.S.
The show aims to enlighten
listeners with the best of "everything from the Cocteau Twins to
Digital Poodle" according to its
host. Ko Bhamra.
Sining in on friends' shows for
several months eventually Jed to
receiving her own time slot on
CJAM in September 1991. Now

Ko prefers working alone although she does host the occasional guest. "I like to mix
when its appropriate," she said.
Her show' s focus remains on
music.
"I've been a huge music fan as
long as I can remember," admits
Ko. Favourite bands include such
oddities as His Name ls Alive,
Dead Can Dance, and Kraftwerk.
To Ko music is more a lifestyle than a hobby.

"Music is a way of being." she
croons, "a state of mind."
Ko invites everyone to tune in
to her state of miRd every Tues.day afternoon on CJAM.
fil

Let's start with a grand statement. Australia's The Church are
simply one of the greatest bands
in the entire idiom of rock music.
Need evidence? Sample any
one of their soaring, breathtaking, records, beginning especially
with 1985's Heyday to Starfish
(1988) to Gold Afternoon
Fu.(1990).
All of which brings us neatly
to 1992's Priest= Aura.
The theme is. as always, glittering disillusion. It is the central
obsession in The Church's work

the shining emptiness of
everything. Such a thematic
preoccupation might make The
Church seem like a gloomy,
depressive affair.
Instead, the overall effect is
somehow joyful and consoling.
This has a lot to do with The
Church's unerring melodic sense
which sets up such an effcctiv~
cont~ to the dark. wry lyrics.
It is worth pointing out here

that lead singer and bassist
Steven Kilbey is an absolutely
brilliant lyricist. Together with
guitarists Peter Koppes and
Marty W illson-Piper, new drummer Jay Dee Daugherty, T he
Churc h write songs of great
beauty and elegance. Examples
are obvious on Priest= Aura.
"Aura" begins the reco rd, its
half-serious paradoxes sung with

cool assurance: "Love equals
hate ... / Woman equals man/
And pot equals pan." "Ripple"
folluws, building to an incredible
finale, the guitars forceful and
shimmering, amid Kilbey 's notes
about that "summer in Greece"
where you "may not even find
the Golden Fleece." Next is
"Paradox," a very pretty love
song.
Side Two is more expansive
than Side One, featuring one
lengthy,
stormy
number
"Chaos," and a luminous in-'
strumental, "Film." And there's
some spectacular, bitter irony in
"The Disillusionist," the tale of a
very a~pt seducer: "They say
that he s famous from the waist
down/ But the top half of his
body is a corpse."

Such a thematic
preoccupation
might make the
Church
seem a gloomy,
depressive
affair. Instead,

the effect is
somehow joyful
and consoling.
Priest = Aura contains sof!II
of the finest rock songs eiCf
recorded. So if you have ever fclt
disillusioned about anything. bu)
Priest = Aura and let The Chu~
console you.
Better yet, buy all of -~
3
Church 's
records. csJ)CC' l
u..:
from Heyday onwards. t,cca ·
you never know how much "'~
solation you may eventually ' t1
.
6
up need ing.
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Donovan not just a psychedelic poseur
[\[and of Circles
A Tribute to Donovan
Netwerk

...,

by Darrin Keene
Lance arts staff

Toe Hurdy Gurdy Man lives
on! Those who dismissed '60s
legend Donovan as being a
p;ychedelic poseur should give
Js/and of Circles a good listen.
As a plethora of young
talented artists apply their creative touch to Donovan's works
(~ome
are
hits,
others
ob~curities), one cannot deny that
hi~ songs were substantial
chronicles of the late 60s.
Even in a '90s context, The
Posies' version of '·River Song"
and Brix E. Smith's cover of
..The Hurdy Gurdy Man" take on
surreal qualities that make '60s
~ychedelia so enticing.
Other bands such as Hypnolovewheel (they cover "Epistle
to Dippy") and Superconductor
("Colors") prove Donovan could
rock with the best of his peers.
From reggae to thrashing alternative bands, all of the artists featured on Island of Circles
demonstrate how Donovan was a
enigmatic and distinctive voice
of his generation.

J

The Toy Shop
Immaculate Fools
Continuum Records

by Duncan Edgar
Lance arts staff

UHf

1d1

The Toy Shop is a eclectic mix
of rock and Celtic folk music, oftcring up a range from gentle ballad~ to angry political songs.
"Stand Down," the album's
first track, is an open letter from
lead singer Kevin Weatherhill to
Saddam Hussein about war and
its ravages on the weak and
powerless. With a hypnotic heat
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and blistering guitar, this song is
destined to he an FM staple.
Contrasting sharply is "The
Leaving Song" which features
soft acoustic guitar and melodic
lyrics. It is a melancholy song
about leaving loved ones behind.
The quiet violin accompaniment
gives a real Celtic flavour.
"Bed of Tears" bemoans murder based on religious or ethnic
differences, and makes obvious
reference to Northern Ireland.
"The Wonder of Things .. has a
quality of childlike innocence
and shows Weatherhill's lyricwriting skills.
Perhaps the album's finest cut
is the closing track, " How the
West was Won." Its mournful
strains speak of the brutality of
the white man towards the North
American Indian after settling the
continent.
The Toy Shop is certainly an
intelligent and varied album that
grows on you with each listen.

Xodus
XClan
Polydor

.....- . ..
' .... .
,,,_.,,,.,.,
'... ....
~

,

by Darrin Keene
Lance arts staff

,

If XClan would quit rhyming
about "sissees," the rap unit has a
chance of being a powerful hiphop voice. As it is, the group's
Afrocentric stance and expressed
support of the Five Percent Nation of Islam are muffled in with
the aforementioned ambiguous
statements.
Xodus is replete with funky
grooves and strong statements
ahout reforming black urban
society. Unfortunately, for every
rhyme that makes sense, Professor Baha X waxes on ahout heing
"vainglorious." Nevertheless. it is
a better release than your standan.I rap recording.
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Fall Specials -15% off!

Brandee specialized for peop!e of colour
{Relaxer. flair Brmds. Hair extemions, etc.}

Sandra .\pecialized for esthetics
{Afa111cure. Pedicure, Brow- and Lip-wa'<ing. Make -up, etc.}

Salon
on the

park
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Casablanca
Nightclub & Restaurant
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Daily & \'ightly Specials, DJ. 9pm-lam

FR EE order of Chkken Wings \\ ith purchase
of pitcher of beer
Wednt.:sdays arc LADIES NIGHT: Free Wings for

Mon & Tues:

the first 40 la<lit.:s!
Soup and Sandwich ... $4.50 Every day
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Debbie's Dinette i~
your ordinary greasy

As soon as you enter the
small-town Hubbards, Nova
you immediately notice the odo

,hepl
and :
that':

K

B

ment of antiques and relics that
decor. Bizarre lamps made of old br
tion casings sit on the tables, and tack)

_,...

-·--

--r•

Canada has its economic roots in barter - the fur trade. Contemporary bartering systems would be fair to all involved.

an exchange. Anne Beer, a JocaJ
sociologist, feels that bartering is
just what the city needs.
"Instead of involving only a
couple of people, it is
conceivable that a program like
this could involve hundreds of
people, including small

about

businesses,"she said.
Considering the value of such a
system, Beer wonders why no
one has started one. As the
owner of the Bookroom at the

Court, she has tried to implement
a small bartering system with
little or no response. If the work
.is needed, Beer will give $7.SO
credit on used books for every
hour worked.
"ha the two years since Jfirst
_ . dtis offer, 1 have only
fC(til.irecl ~+llalf hoars."
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kitsch adorns the walls.
But what makes Debbie's Dinette tru
mon is owner Jane Kansas· penchant fo•
deal.
If you can offer her a skill, talent or
she needs or I ikes, she· II exchange il
from the cafe 's menu. Kansas runs hf
1
barter basis. a pre-capitalist economic
been largely eclipsed with the (relativel)
of cash currency, Although dollars ari
barter is the encouraged mode of exchan~;
In impoverished and undercmplo)~
Nova Scotia and other parts of Canada
"cash flow", barter is regarded as a fea:
tive to traditional money-based econom1-'
Kansas said running her barter
real learning experience for her and U
community.
"I wanted to turn that American Exr
card) slogan on its head. The one
· pr
'membership -- wealth ·- has its
produces this idea that a buck can gi
thing.'' said Kansas. "The cafc 's barter
· in
· awareness o f what ·1t's· hke
an exercise
currency."
f
Kansas said bartering at her cal
caught on. People have brought her•
0
their attics, cloti,es, and fres~ prod ~
1
gardens. They also offer services - ~
5
water pump or bringing her wood. 1·~
people want to barter for their meals,
what their offering is worth on the m~
strikes a deal.
. s
"I ask people what their belonging

ca\

by Peter Clibbon
.
reprinted with permission
from the McGill Daily
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shepherd's pie, a soup, two or three cups of coffee,
and so on. It takes a little more time than money.
1hat's for sure."
Kansas said "customers" put thought. awareness
and humility into each transaction. and when eslimating the real worlh of their belongings or ser'.vices.
But what does she do with all the stuff she accumulates? Most of the "junk'' - as she described 11
- goes to a local flea market. But what Kansas cannot use is exchanged or donated to local schools.
She saves the more interesting items to decorate the
In. cafe.
for
The Dinette accepts currency from those not willing to barter. But on September's Buy-Nothing Da}
or - a pan-Canadian anti-consuming "holiday" - no
cash was accepted. Onl)' barter.
Kansas said she hasn't made much money in the
barter business, but she said she appreciates the
sense of community around the cafe.
"People behave differently when not dealing with
money. Strangers are a lot more friendly towards
each other in the cafe. ''
She said many people who would never regularly
go out for a meal come to her restaurant. People on
unemployment insurance or welfare often come to
the eafe to barter for meals. Senior citizens come for
her homemade bread and hot meals, and local
tradespeople - plumbers and workers - stop by
For lunch. It also attracts a good number of ga}S and
lesbians from nearby Halifax that are attracted by
the eafe ·s queer-positive atmosphere, she said.
And in Montreal, a group of 40 families has also
Jumped on the barter boat.

cafc

Montreal Baby Exchange

parent acts as "dispatcher" for babysitting exchanges.
Iris Unger works at a local Montreal YWCA as a
community organizer for economic development.
She said the babysitting exchange is especially helpful to single mothers, unemployed and immigrant
families. The exchange provides essentially free
babysitting and introduces parents to a support network of other families.
"h's a reality that people have kids, work and
need free time," said Unger. "Babysitting can cost a
lot of money for families with limited incomes."
The exchange is a good way for children to meet
other children in the neighborhood, and for parents
to make contacts ~ ith other parents. Through the
exchange. families regularly organize picnics, parties. children ·s playgroups and a newsletter.
Unger said many parents benefit more than
economically from the exchange. "Many parents
feel a sense of empowerment and involvement becau"e they're basically running the whole exchange
by themselves," said Unger.
The exchange was originally founded by a local
YWCA, community council and a communitybased health centre. Unger said the exchange is also
working on establishing a Jabour exchange (in addition to babysitting) in its newsletter, and organizing
ne\\- babysitting exchange "clusters·· in other neighbourhoods of the city.
But bartering is not limited to small-scale and
community-orientated exchanges. Several Quebecbased "Barter Banks" run a lucrative business on
non-cash exchanges of products and services.
Large-scale barter banks are a far cry from informal,
community-building labour exchanges, but operate
along similar principles.

Barter Banks

In one of the city's suburbs, a community-run
babysitting exchange provides "free" babysitting
.
services to families. In the labour exchange, mem- 1 Esta Diutcher is trade director at Trans-Amen~an
bers take care of each other's children in exchange Trade Exchange, a 13-year-old product and servi~e
for tokens. Parents can then use their "earned" barter bank with nearly 400 members and $10 miltokens to have their own children babysat.
lion of trade each year. Members include cleaners,
Each family has an up-to-date list of other I garages, hotels, restaurants, bulk food stores, opfamilies belonging to the exchange and one member ticians, dentists, and manufacturers.

The system works b) allowing members to transact with other members without exchanging mone).
The tab is paid with "barter dollars" using a special
credit card. With barter dollars earned. one can
return the favour at businesses belonging to the exchange. The barter dollars exist only on paper and
are not convertible outside the system.
"A printer can go to a restaurant. cat, and then
pay with his or her trade card. With those trade dollars, the restaurant owner can pay for a new set of
glasses or a dentist appointment." said Diutchcr.
However, Diutcher said that bartering is no replacement for cash exchanges. Unabashedly corporate, Trans-American's goal is to increase the
cash flow of its members b) providing them with a
little extra business. It also saves companies from
spending cash that might be needed for large purchases. Before becoming a member of the exchange.
a business must have a profit margin of at least 30
percent, and a high cash flow. Bartering should not
make up more than 10 percent of a company's business, she said.
But membership has its privileges. said Diutchcr.
Depending on a person's lifestyle. big bucks can be
bartered.
"Each individual is different. but if all our
member's services arc used, one can look at bartering as much as $10 000 a year."
Employees of Trans-American troubleshoot, publish a newsletter. and do the accounting. For these
services, Trans-American skims a fce off each transaction and chargt's a membership fee.
Many individuals and businesses are attracted to
bartering as a strategy to avoid taxes. especially the
OST. Although Trans-American has a OST tax
number and charges taxes on transactions. the
majority of informal bartering and Jabour exchanges
pay no heed to taxes.
Corporate-scale bartering has not caught on in the
rest of Canada, said Diutcher. Exchanges like TransAmerican took off in Quebec in the mid-70s and
never looked back.
But she said people in the rest of Canada just
can't understand bartering: "Some people don't look
any further than dollars."

...
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SUMMER JOBS Applications
are now being accepted for
summer jobs on cruisesh1ps,
airlines and resorts No experience necessary. For more
information send S2 and a selfaddressed stamped envelope
to. World Wide Travel Club,
5334 Yonge Street, Suite 1407,
Toronto. Ontano M2N 6M2.
LOOKING FOR BUSINESS
partner to help with personal
protection of students and staff.
For further info call Gary at 944-

7744.
GMAT - JAN. 16 ·· Applications for the Jan. 16 GMAT
must be received by December
4. For information about a
course lo prepare you for this
test - 1 800 567-PAEP(7737).

Services
$1 .25 PER PAGE TYPING. Essays, theses, reports. resumes.
term papers, manuscripts.
graphs/charts etc. Accurate.
professional, fast service and
low prices. Laserpnnting available Call 979-1575 or 735·
7988
ESSAYS.
REPORTS ,
resumes. typing service,
desktop publishing, advertising
and flyers. Personal computer
sales and service. Creative
Computer Services. Cati 9698951.
TYPING/WORD processing ·•
essays, theses. reports, term
papers, etc. ·• fast, accurate,
reliable service •• reasonable
rates Oise storage 948-9359.
CHECK IT OUT. Quality word
processing to fit your needs
Close to university. Call 253·
0630 after 5 p.m. or leave message.

A Tribute to Charlie Parker with
Strings
Charlie Watts Quintet
Continuum

Parker turned to alcohol and heroin, a
move that led him to an
early grave.

by Darrin Keene

A Tribute to Charlie
Parker with Strings

Lance arts staff

256-9424.
CLEAN 2 BEDROOM HOME.
great cond1t1on, parking,
washer, furnished 11 required 2
minute walk from campus.
available begrnntng of December S600 plus ut1htres. Looking
for responsible rnd1v1duals. Cati
Pete. hm 256-5077, wk 945·
1134 (beside the HumRn
Krnet1cs Bu ldmg).

features the music of

For those who know Charlie
Watts as the rock-steady drummer of the Rolling Stones, it may
be surprising to hear that his true
passion is jazz.
While his day job with the
Stones is on hold, Watts is using
his time to indulge in an ongoing
tribute to the late saxophonist
Charlie "Yardbird" Parker. A

Tribute to Charlie Parker with
Strings b the second release from
the Watts Quintet. Recorded
during a live performance at
Ronnie Scott's in Birmingham,
England, it is an extension of
Watts' box set tribute From One

Charlie to Another.
Released last year, From One
Charlie to Another has received
rave reviews worldwide. Containing Watts' book Ode to a
High Flying Bird, the box set
avidly describes the triumphs and
the troubles that Parker experienced throughout his tumultuous lifetime.

From On e Charlie to
Another in the first set.
Tackhcad vocalist Bernard Fowler adds an
ultrahip narration from
Ode throughout the set.
The music takes on a
spontaneous
feeling
that can only be felt
from a live performance.
Saxophonist
Peter King flows and
ebbs with the tides of
From one Charlie to another: Watts
winding
runs
and
ponders the genius of Parker.
graceful
leads
Eighteen-year-old
A true original, Parker was
trumpet prodigy Gerard Presence
scoffed at by well-established,
boasts fluid tones and searing
conservative jazz figures in the
runs. Watts and bassist David
late 40s. His unorthodox methods
Green compliment the double
of improvisation and songwriting
horn attack with their subtle
led him to be ostracized by older
backbeat. Pianist Brian Lemmon
musicians in the American jazz
scene. As a black musician, he
rounds out the quintet with his
was also subject to the usual
melodic support.
racist prejudices of white audienThe second set continues
ces, club owners and record exwhere the first left off. with the
ecutives. To keep himself going,
addition of an eight-piece string

'

sect~on. Althou~h often criticized
for 1t, Parker himself occasional.
ly included string sections to hil
groups.
. ln the c~ntext ~f this record.
mg, the string section works a~a
tastefully
under-.tated back.
ground. Fowler takes the SJXX.
light with his heartfelt vocals OIi
" Loverman."
Although only four of the
CD's 15 so~gs are penned ~
~arker, the disc as a.whole neatly
interprets
Parker s
rnu~il't!
vision.
King and Prescl!Ct
masterfully capture the element\
of creativity and unpredictability
that chartacterized Parker·~ per.
formances.
Some
ind1v1duals
haie
criticized Watts for his conserva.
tive stitchwork on this disk.
should be noted that this
Watts' style. Instead of irnitaling
Max Roach - always a percus.
sive flash onstage with Parker Watts is content to stay ~ithm
his own personal parametres. Al
the power to him!
Like the other musicians in bl!
quintet, Watts delivers a fint,
class perfrormance. A Trib111e to

Charlie Parker with Strings is essential to any jazz collection. ~

The President's Commission on
Traditional Prejudices and Discrimination
Wants to Hear from You!

HOUSING
QUALITY
FURNISHED
Rooms 5 min. walk to university for mature students in
owner occup,ed home Area of
student ar.d faculty residences
4 private rooms available
December. Compare at 732
Mill by calling 977 1687 or 258·
6256
BED AND BREAKFAST: Ideal
for v1s1trng parents and friends.
Ten blocks from campus Call
256-3937.
ROOMATE WANTED, nonsmoker. S153/month + utiht1es.
On campus location, furnished
home, empty room. Call now

..

Tribute to Bird with one Stone

Classifieds

We invite you to tell us of your experiences and observations concerning campus climate for:
• Women
• Disabled men and women

•. Visib1e minorify men and women
• Lesbians and gay men

• First Nations women and men
• Ethnocultural and religious groups

We are seeking descriptions of harassment and discrimination as well as reports of positive experiences. We especially
welcome suggestions about how the University can reduce discrimination and achieve an environment in which all of
its members are ensured fair and equitable treatment. Faculty, staff, students, and alumni are all encouraged to
respond. Responses can be made anonymously. Feel free to comment on any issues of concern to you such as:
•
•
•
•

personal security
classroom environment
counselling services
campus offices & services

• course content
• library facilities
• campus employment & placement

• residences
• recreation
• mentoring/
academic support

Please feel free to contact Commission members:
Students:

• Avonie Brown, graduate student, Communication Studies (x 4507, costem@uwindsor.ca)
• Russell Nahdee, graduate student, Sociology (x 2188)
• Ning-Hong Wang, graduate student, Communication Studies (x 2897, costem@uwindsor.ca)

Staff:

•
•
•
•
•

Adlyn Bieszk, Leddy Library Cataloguing Assistant (x 3177)
Roxy Denniston-Stewart, Residence and Conference Services (x 3279)
Tory James, Photographer, Instructional Development (x 3421)
Raj Patil, Computing Consultants Manager (x 2741, raj@uwindsor.ca)
Silvio Pettovel, Leddy Library Administrative Assistant (x 3162, spettov@uwindsor.ca)

Faculty:

•
•
•
•

Barry Adam, Professor of Sociology (x 2204, adam@uwindsor.ca)
Phil ip Alexander, Associate Professor of Electrical Engineering (x 2572, alexand@uwindsor.ca)
Emily Carasco, Associate Professor of Law (x 2953)
Diana Kao, Assistant Professor of Business Administration (x 3123, kao@uwindsor.ca)

Officers:

• DC James, General Counsel and Commission Secretary (x 2005)
• Alan Metcalfe, Professor of Kinesiology and Commission Chair (x 2439)
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Please provide the following information about yourself:
School or department:
Please specify if member of an above-mentioned group:
Gender:
Faculty, staff, or student?
Student status (full-time/part-time, under/graduate):

1
Un

bas
J
WQI

hist
Viet

Information that could result in identifying individuals will not be released when the data is made public.
Name and Phone (optional):

Send your comments to PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION via campus mail
or drop off at the following loations between November 17 and 19
Vanier, Human Kinetics, Essex Hall, Lambton Tower, Windsor Hall North, Dillon Hall, Library, Law, Education,
Grad House, Odett~, and Lebel. Forms can also be dropped off at the
Campus Post Office at 7 WHT any time until December 11, 1992.
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by Alex Meyer
Lance sports staff
A trip west has shown the Lancer women · s basketball team
what they must do to succeed.
The team finic;hed sixth in the
Uni\'ersity of Manitoba Tournament held Nov. 6-R but pla) cd
\\ ell overall.
Windsor lost its opening game
to the Universitv of Manitoba 78SO. Heather Quick <.;cored 14
points and pulled down se\'en
rebounds. Rookie forward Dana
McCullough added 11 points and
one rebound. \vhile veteran
Nancy Gyurcsik put in 10 points
and pulled down six rebounds.
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Their best game
"We didn't play well. and
r-.tanitoba played their best game
of the tournament.'' said Coach
Joanne MacLean.
After se\'eral meetings the
Lancers bounced right back.
downing the University of Alberta 62-57. Quick had an outstanding game with 29 points anu 10
rebounds.

Strong against Regina
Windsor came out strong
against the Uni,·crsitv of Regina~
but fell 66-60. Gvur~sik wa; the
Lancer high score'r with 21 points
and 10 rebounds. Quick added 13
points and five rebounds with
guard Karen McCulla contributing 11 points and a rebound .
"The tournament was a l!OOd
dose of preparation. We sa,; the
le\ cl of play that we need ... said
:\facLean. "We went out ngain,1

some good. big. tough teams and
held our O\\ n."
Mad.can s,ing the praises ol
Chn,tim:
Nugent.
Wen<l1
Langley. McCulla. Gyurcs1!-. and
McCullough. She was e"peci.111)
ph:ased \\ ith the play ot Quick .

Deserved an all-star
"She scom.l. rchounded ,ind
tldcndctl. I ca n' t sav enough
about what she did. Sh; dcser\~d
an all-star."
But. as :\1acLcan noted. \\ hen
there arc 0nt:, four all-stars and
one MVP a tournament. it v.. a,
hard for a player. who-.c 11.:am
finio,hcJ sixth, lo get one.
Back at home for a l!amt: ~m
Nov. IO. the Lancer~ casilv
defeated Siena Heights 71-51 . ·
Winds0r took control Irom the
start. leading 41-24 at half-time
Quick c;tood-oul again. ,;coring 17
points.

Norris out
Sadly. the \eteran guard. "'-clli
'I orris, fell and broke '1cr ,.trm
above the v.. rist in thi'i game. She
is expected to be out for four to
six weeks.
MacLcan felt that the team
needed more defensive intcnc;itv
agaim,t Siena Height,;;, but ad·mi11ed that. "four games in fh·c
nights can lake that av.ay from
)OU.

The team ' s next games are
Wed. No\'. 18 again<.l Wayne
State Univer ...ity and a rn. No ... .
20. Sat. Nm·. 21 double-header
against the Carleton Ra\'ens. All
three games ... 1art at 6 p.m at the
St. Denis Centre ficldhou,e.
~

CIAU notes

King an all-star
I

I

i

Rookie Dana McCullough (15) goes for two in a 71-51 win over Siena Heights. (photo by SUZANNE NGUI)

Michelle King of the Lancer
women's cross country team
has received some small consolation for not qualifying for
the CIAU finals held Nov. 7 in
Montreal.
She was recently named by
the CIAU to the second team

all-Canadian ....
Th,.., honour camt: after
King's third-place hn,..,h at tht:
QUA.A finals on Oct. 31. King
expre ...scd disappointment at
not qualifying for the CIAUs
follov.. ing an extreme!) successful season.
~

Lancers' pre-season progress encourages coach
by Brian Rogers
Lance sports staff
Things are looking up for the
University of Windsor men's
basketball team.
After suffering through the
;orst season in the university's
~story, the team has gained two
victories be~,ore entenng
. regular
season play.
Th' .
COns"~s ~s a great improvement
La I enng that last season the
ag~cers obtained just one win
~inst l3 )05ses in OUAA West
~ and a 1-30 record overall.
lleted .lancers recently comMich' •n the University of
and J~n-Dearbom Tournament
SU
t <>ugh . they were nO( as
CCesst'ul as in previous touma-

mcnts, the team's performance
was still encouraging.
Havey feels that the Lancers'
success has been partly the result
of a few newcomers to the team.
'<Two new players in particular
made a big difference and that's
Pat Osborne and Ottavio Mannarino. The addition of those two
players have certainly helped us
considerably," Havey noted.
Although the Lancers fared
well against the competition at
the Michigan-Dearborn tournament Havey said playing against
NCAA teams would prove to be
a negative experience.
111c teams we played in the
Michigan-Dearborn and the team
we played last (Tuesday) night,

Siena Heights, those are both

NAIA schools, so they are
small colleges."
Havey added that in the U.S.
there arc two different organizations in college athletics: the National Collegiate Association of
Athletics and the National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics.
"The NAJA is typically the
small schools," he explained.
Windsor has competed against
NCAA schools in the past.
..We played a Division I
school last year, the University 9f
Detroit," said Havey. "They
handed us our tail. They beat us
by 80-plus points. I don't think
that serves any purpose, not for
them, not for us."
Havey feels the team is play-

ing teams it can be competitive
with, but also provide a challenge
for the Lancers.

The team's
newcomers are
making their
presence felt
''These are not 'give me'
games, but we're also not so
overly matched that we are going
to get drilled uni~ we play really poorly. I think that's the ideal
learning scenario as opposed to
where you blow somebody out."
The Lancers won't have to
worry about making the playoffs

this season because all of the
OUAA men's basketball teams
qualify for championship play.
All that is set to change next year
as the number of teams allowed
will be reduced to six.
Surprisingly, Havey is in
favour of this change in policy.
"f don't think it makes a lot of
sense for everybody to make the
playoffs." he said. ..I don't
believe in fairy tales."
Despite all this, Havey has
reason to remain positive about
the long season that lay ahead for
his team.
"We have been in a position
already to win more games than
we were last year. Now we saill
haven't gotten it down yet, but I
think its going to happen."
~
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Hockey questions unanswered
by Ian Fitz-Gerald
Lance sports staff
Making an eight-hour bus ride
to play 60 minutes of hockey is
something that all but a few of
the game's purists would refer to
as "insane". Yet, the Lancer
hockey team, without their big
gun Pete Deboer, endured such a
trip on Nov. 7 up to ·'the Rock",
the nickel capital of the world. A
frustrating 10-6 loss to Laurentian gave the Lancers an 0-2-1
record, and left many questions
about the team unanswered.
The absence of captain Rod
Anthony. who sat most of the
game's second half due to injury,
and Deboer, whose immense law
school workload prevented him
from assuming his normal position as powerplay quarterback,
severely hampered the team's offensive performance.
The team's coaching staff has
had many obstacles to overcome
early in the season. Fifteen
players that coach Rick Cranker
was counting on failed to show
for training camp, including starting goalie Mark Seguin.
The combination of Anthony

Performer
of the week
sponsored by Pizza Hut
Jason Boyle. a member of
the men's cross country
team, is this week's Lancer
athlete of the week. Boyle
led his team to its fourth
place finish by placing in
15th position himself at the
CIAU Cross Country Championships held at McGill
University on Nov. 7.
He was also honoured as
an OUAA all-star.
Boyle is a third-year student in the Faculty of
Human Kinetics, and a
graduate of West Park
Secondary School in St.
Catharines.
[9

Captain Rod Anthony was unable to play a complete game due to
his recurring shoulder injury. (phato by TED ANDKILDE)
and Jeff Gardiner, who combined have performed well filling in at
for over thirty points in the pre- forward, but their size and defenseason, has yet to play together in sive experience is sorely missed
the regular season. Players like on the blueline.
To compound matters, assisAurelio Cence and Bill Mazzoni

tant coach Sal Albano went
AWOL on the team last week
and will not return, due to work
commitments.
However. Cranker remains
both sane and upbeat.
"We haven ·1 practised with
our full roster this year. That
should give you an indication of
the luck we've had thus far:· he
said with a grin as he laced his
skates before practice.
Cranker was also pleased in
getting some point production
from other sources, namel) Jeff
Howard. who netted two over the
weekend. Rick Lachance, a
projct:l who is being brought
along slowly, has looked good in
practice and will make the trip to
Minnesota for an upcoming
series against Mankato State.
One of the highlights of the
Laurentian game had rugged
winger Robb Barban knock home
his first goal of the season. Unfortunately, another highlight
saw Barban get lambasted by a
Sudbury forward with a hit that
will undoubtedly make Don
Cherry's next "Rock "Em Sock
'Em Hits'' video ... coming this
Christmas to a store near you! [Q

Brock a Lancer training ground,
swimmers looking to Toronto
by Alex Meyer
Lance sports staff
The Lancer swim teams
returned from the Nov. 6 .Brock
Relays with some experience,
and a warm-up to the University
of Toronto Invitational, but little
else.
Although the men placed sixth,
and the women placed eighth,
coach Randy Bennett was not
concerned about results at this
meet.

Particpation
"The emphasis was on participation rather than overall
results," he said.
Bennett would also prefer not

ENTER THE

to go back to the meet unless
some things change.
"It's a long way to go for one
swim. The events aren't real,"
Bennett said.

Competition
However, Bennett does want
the team to be swimming in more
competitions. He wants to swim
at more dual meets, involving
two days of competition. In fact,
the team is travelling to Waterloo
in January for this type of meet.
Veteran Scott Shelestynsky
agrees that they need more
meets, citing the need for more
mental practice.
"They [swimmers from other
schools] have as much ex-

$300

Name the Mascot
CONTEST

perience in one season as we
have in three to four years of
university swimming,'' said
Shelestynsky.
Overall, Bennett is very positive about teams outlooks.
"All the athletes are getting
better, but there still is a lot of
work to do," he said.

Appraisal
Bennett is taking the long-term
view when appraising the teams.
"It takes three to four years,
not three to four months," he
said.
The next meet for the Lancers
is the ever-competitive University of Toronto Invitational on
Nov. 20.
[g

CAMPUSI •• :(3
The International Relation\
Society Diplomats captured
their second consecutive intramural flag football cham.
pionship with a 34-6 "ictorv
over the Red Devils. The victory capped a perfect season
for the Diplomats and extended their winning streak to
18 games including last
season. It was a disappointing
conclusion to a successful
season for the Red Devils.
who featured an explosive of.
fence during the season but
were shut down in the finals
by the Diplomats· notorious
zone defence.
The season MVP award
goes to Diplomats' quarterback Fred Klaudi. who helped
his squad score 372 poinh in
11 games this season.
The men's hockey A
Division fall semester season
has come to a conclusion.
Don Cherry's Cherr} Busters
went the season undefeated
with five regular season wins.
Playoffs continue in the A
Division
on
Wednesdav
Nov. 18 at 10:30 p.m. at the
Adie Knox arena with Don
Cherry's taking on the Beer
Squad. Complete playoff
schedules are available at the
Campus Rec office.
Men's intramural soccer
came to an end Sunday Nov.
8, with the Alumni squad
claiming the championship
with a 3-1 victory over the
Unwanteds. Alumni's victory
was especially impressive
since it finished fourth in the
regular league standings.
Congratulations to Michael
Douglas and Chris Gentiles,
officials of the month for October. Both men showed
dedication and enthusiasm for
the Campus Rec officials
program by refereeing several
different sports. Women ·s
volleyball, men's soccer,
men's nag football, men's
basketball, and men ·s and
women·s tloor hockey are all
running smoothly. thanks in
part to these two.
[D
Proi·ided
by
Andrtw
Lindsay, Ben Cattoneo and
Shawn Jackson of the Cam·
pus Recreation Department.

PROFESSIONAL & EFFECTIVE SERVICES
To Help You STAND OUT
In Today's Tough Job Market:
• Resume and Cover Letter Composition
• Consultation
327 Chatham St. West
Phone: 977 - 5101

DIRECT
RESUME

Serving Windsor for
over Seven Years

SUGGESTION

ENTRANT'S NAME

BAR AND GRILL
Thursday, Nov. 19: JAZZ DUO
Friday, Nov. 20:
ALL SAINTS DAY
Saturday, Nov. 21: BLUES with
BLACK CAT BONE

ADDRESS

DATE

Entries can be dropped off 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.
at the Athletic Department in Human Kinetics
or at the Lance, Phase II Clark residence.

$300 for winning name.
(Earliest entrant supplying
the name. Please date entry.)
Winner to be announced
.January :1.6, :1.993.

Every Wed. and Thurs.:
*25¢ Wings
*Pitcher Madness
Wyandotte at Campbell
254-7900 Seven days a week
10% Student Discount w/ ID
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What's happened
to Detroit teams?
by Mike Mouat

Pressbox

Lance sports columnist

What the hell is going on
around here?
The Detroit Lions are more
like a bunch of cats, the Detroit
Red Wings aren't flying, the
Detroit Pistons are not hitting on
all C) linders and the Detroit
Tigers, well ...
When did things go so wrong

Perspectives
have always keyed on him, even
when he led the league in rushing
and they also keyed on him last
year when he finished second for
the rushing title and your team
won 12 games. So give him the
ball more often and take your
chances.

in that city? What's the mailer

Lancer men's vc,11eyball team lost 3-0 to Waterloo Nov. 4. On Nov. 13, the team handily defeated the
Brock Badgers 15-4, 15-3, 15-5. (photo by SUZANNE NGUI)

Double sports equals double the fun
by Dave Briggs
Lance sports columnist

One team calls her Grandma,
the other calls her Bo.
For 27-year-old Debbie Snow,
attending law school simply isn't
enough. She also plays soccer
and volleyball for the University
of Windsor varsity teams.
While being a two-sport athlete has led to some good-natured
ribbing from teammates quick to
compare her with Bo Jackson and
Dieon Sanders, Snow sees her
accomplishment as no big deal.
'·A lot of people come up and
Sa). 'How could you do that?'
and I just say, 'You just do it,"'
Sno\\ said nonchalantly.
As the oldest member of the
volleyball team it's easy to understand why her teammates call
her "grandma.'' It"s also not
surprising that her soccer teammates have dubbed her "Bo."
What's hard to fathom is the
fact that Snow's volleyball teammates consider her a rookie and
have subjected her to the usual
hazing. Having played for two
different
univers1t1es
Snow
laughs at having served four different terms as a "rookie."
A native of Edmonton, she at-

tended the University of Alberta
for undergraduate study and
flirted with both sports at the
time. She played volleyball her
first two years, soccer her third,
and both sports in her final year
at U of A. She didn't play any
sports her first year in Windsor,
but did play soccer last year. She
also finds time to play on the
Law faculty's women's hockey
team every Monday night.
Women's volleyball coach
Marge Holman said the team
looks up to Snow because of her
extraordinary contribution to athletics and academics.
"I think they really admire
what she's done because being in
third-year law, and playing soccer, and playing volleyball, they
just really admire the organization of her time, and the maxim121ng of her ability and
potential," Holman said.
Both teams have been practicing since early September

making it difficult for Snow to
divide her time. On the rare occasions the volleyball team practiced in the morning she managed
to attend a 6:30 a.m. session, go
to her classes. then catch the soccer team's 5 p.m. practice.
Still, Snow says she has only
been devoting her full attention
to volleyball since the soccer
season ended about two weeks
ago.
"She brings a lot of experience
and exposure. Even having
missed all that, when I put her
into the match now she's not rattled at all, she's very calm, and
she goes out to do a job.'' Holman said.
Like the more famous twosport athletes Snow is often compared to, she is somewhat of a
role model, particularly for
women.
"It just goes to show that the
experience is really no different
for women," Holman said. "They
are quite capable of handling all
those stressors the same way men
are. It's just organizing and planning and discipline."
Bo,
grandma,
rookie,
whatever.
Debbie Snow is best called
ambitious.
{g

with these teams? Whv aren ·1
they playing up to their
capabilities?
The
Lions
have
some
legitimate excuses, but they still
shouldn't be playing as bad as
they are.
The Lions have lost two keys
players on the offensive line,
which this season has been their
biggest problem. Eric Andolsek
died over the summer, and Mike
Utley was paralyzed last season
in a game against the Los Angeles Rams. Also one of their
coaches, Wayne Fontes' brother,
also died this past summer.

Uninterested
The
Wings
look
very
uninterested so far. Someone obviously forgot to tell these guys
that hockey is a contact sport.
that requires you to work hard if
you are going to be the best.
The Wings players have been
complaining that there are still
too many players on the roster
being shuffled in and out of the
lineup.
Bull! Players are tired of coach
Bryan Murray's constant drive to
win every night in the regular
season, which they claim wears
them down before the playoffs.
They would rather play at an acceptable level through the season
and then turn up the intensity in
the playoffs.
Wings owner Mike Ilitch has
been very good to his players and
the dressing room has turned into
a country club. Only the players
think they run it.

Best running back
The fact does remain that the
Lions still have the best running
back in the NFL in Barry
Sanders, Mel Gray is the best
kick returner in the NFL, and the
group of linebackers they have
led by Chris Spielman is a formidable group.
So what's the problem?
Wayne Fontes and the offensive coaches have not been able
to lo find ways to get the ball to
Sanders more often. Since they
don't let Sanders run with the
ball they try to pass but the offensive line is a sieve. Certainly
Sanders is the focus of defensive
schemes of aJI teams the Lions
face. To counter this the Lions
don't give the ball to Sanders as
often.
This is exactly what the other
teams want. Sanders is the only
player on the Lions that can beat
other teams single-handedly and
the Lions don't give him the ball
because other teams are keying
on him.
Just a little advice Wayne, they

Trade needed
Murray needs to make a trade
lo shake these guys up. Everything is too cozy and everybody is
buddy-buddy.
There are trade rumours involving the Wings, and the
players are tired of hearing them,
because nothing seems to happen. Murray has to pull the trigger. Trade someone fairly
popular in the room, for the
robust defenseman the team
needs. Let the players know he's
in charge and he is serious about
winning.
{g
1

PREGNANT
and need help?

ROCK I ROll

ROCK& ROLL

Call ...

NO COVER
WITH STUDENT I.D.
ANY NIGHT!!

Btrtbrigbt
1
:

at 252-3322
or vis it our office at
380 Chilve r Road

We provide:

Thursday, Nov. 19: UNITED SNAKES
Friday & Saturday, Nov. 20 & 21:
UNITED SNAKES and INTUITION
Sunday, Nov. 22: BOHEMIAN RHAPSODY
a tribute to QUEEN

5 minutes west of the U of W-3885 Sandwich 253-3777
t

r
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Free pregnancy
tests,
Community
referrals,
~· ...{;_ Accommodations
,11, ... ,~ ~
' ·~· ~[/ ,~
and
1
Legal advice
:~\\~\~

f~
.,. ~~}t~

Toll-free 1-800-328-LOVE
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Sell out
The motives of Maclean 's
School rankings are funny.
When the University of Windsor law and business
schools did well in national surveys, officials here were
eager lo crow. But when Windsor finished at the bottom
of Maclean 's ranking, students, faculty and administrators were quick to denounce the magazine's
methodology - and its motives.
In fairness to the magazine, it has never hidden its
reasoning. Last year's inaugural ranking set new sales
records for the publishers, who gave this year's edition
even more hype.
However, there is no arguing its methodology is
suspect. The magazine's determination to include every
school forced it to punish those who decided not to cooperate. The University of Quebec (Montreal) decided
not to respond to all questions, which automatically
placed it at the bottom of the heap. More importantly, the
published survey gave readers only rankings rather than
raw data, so they have no way to tell if the gap between
best and worst is one point or 1000.
Even if Maclean 's printed tables with statistics rather
than rankings, it would not satisfy our basic complaint:
that any ranking must be subjective.
Of far greater value were the short descriptions of
every university which accounted for five pages of the
60-page supplement. In the magazine's format, these
amounted to thumbnail sketches, affording each school a
half column.
If these were expanded to include analysis of weaknesses as well as strengths, if Maclean 's sent reporters to
learn about all universities instead of a select few, the
survey could have real value.
As it stands, the ranking is a cheap sensationalistic
publicity ploy, more akin to Blackwell's worst dressed
1ist than serious journalism.
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in length, must be signed and include a telephone number
for pwposea of Y9rificatlon.
~ copyright 1992. Reproduction in any way Is
n wilhoul the peJmission of the editor. The Lane.
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Snubbed
Dear Editor:
It may come as some surprise to
you that the regular seasons are well
underway for both the men and
women of Lancer volleyball. Admittedly, neither squad is off to a strong
start, but the women are coming off a
playoff year and the men have the
potential to contend.
And come to think of it, success
has never been a criterion for ink in
the Lance.
So it is very frustrating trying in
vain to find evidence that these teams
- consisting of full-time students
sacrificing upwards of 20 hours a
week from September to March actually exist.
Okay, so maybe volleyball isn't a
"high-profile" sport. But on the other
hand, Windsor boasts one of the
country's largest adult mixed leagues
and co-ed leagues are the annual
leaders in intramural participation. I
therefore find it hard to believe that a)
there isn't one person out there
capable of submitting a few
paragraphs about our games b) there
aren't a few people who would be interested in reading such copy.
It's not easy being snubbed in
favour of: yet another explanation/post-mortem of a football season
that ended three weeks ago, one more
"let's pat Magic Johnson on the back"
article (lest we forget this "family
man" met his future wife in high
school then spent over 15 years

amassing assist records unmatched in
NCAA/NBA history - unless you
count the passes he made off the
court), three columns on Campus
Recreation results and those crucial
pre-season alumni basketball game
summaries.
I'm not suggesting that you replace
other stories with volleyball reports
but rather that we receive the same
coverage/support that other varsity
sports don't have to ask for.
John Lierman
Asst. Coach/Lancers 92-93

Forgotten
Dear Editor:
The Nov. 9 issue of the Lance
remembered the women killed in the
Montreal massacre, showed concern
for those in East Timor, and remembered the names of those who have
died of AIDS.
Remembrance Day was Nov. 11. A
day to remember those who fought to
make our country a better place to
live. Those who fought so we could
be free, and for democracy.
Remembrance Day is no longer a
statutory holiday but this does not
mean it should be forgotten.
In closing, I am glad to say that I
used my right to democracy in voting
No against the Lance fee increase. I
just wish more people had also done
so.
Sincerely,
Curtis David
Nursing Society President

Donation
Dear Editor:
The executive of SAC wishes to
thank, on behalf of all students. the
Canadian Auto Workers (CAW) for
their generous contribution to the ne11
Student Centre.
The value of this contribution,
while primarily financial, extends as
well to a commitment to the future ol
the community as a whole. This
partnership that has been formed be·
tween the university and Jabour is_a
unique one that is unprecedented 1n
any campaigns of this kind. We can
think of no finer organization to con·
tribute to the viability of the ne11
centre and we are excited to supPo11
the CAW - Student Centre and its
anticipated opening in September of
1993.
The executive would also like to
thank the University Centre Advisor}'
Board (UCAB) and especially J.
David McMurray and Mary Lou
Thibert for their dedication and com·
mitment to ensuring the success of the
new Student Centre.
We are sure that the continued CO'
operation between the university ad·
ministration and the entire student
body will make our new facility th~
finest of its kind, first rate and secon
to none.
Sincerely,
Kristine Robinson
John Stout
Jason CJernens
93
SAC Executive t99Z·
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Bus
pass
debate

Is the Transit Windsor referendum a house of cards?
(pholO by KIRAN PAL)

that the vast majority of students, including those in residence, will use it at least
Lance editorial staff
that often. For each student who gets only
Before making an attempt to support the
their money's worth, there will be another
that saves almost $200 per semester.
referendum on student bus passes, it is
Some argue it is unfair for them to subprobably important to clear up some of the
misconceptions surrounding the issue.
sidize other students. In reality, it is impossible to gauge how much of each student's
Once these myths arc pushed aside it befees go directly toward their
comes clear that the Transit
education. For instance, we
Windsor proposal will benefit
all pay for complex apan astounding majority of U
paratuses used only by
of Wstudents.
physics students, and we all
First and foremost. students
Proposal
pay for expensive
seem to think that they are
monographs in the library
being tricked by the transit
will benefit
that very few people read.
company who. in collusion
astounding
The point is we all sub11ith the university administramajority
sidize each other's education.
tion, are trying to raise student
An opt-out clause for the
fees to line their pockets with.
bus passes would be nice, but it would ulThis is obviously untrue.
timately wreck the plan by raising the fee
Transit Windsor is a publicly owned
out of the range students could afford.
company that has to break even to be viFurthermore, students living in
able. While the proposal will obviously be
residence or close to campus will benefit
profitable for Transit Windsor, that does
just as much as those who take the bus to
not discount the benefit to students.
school. The bus pass will give them a
People complaining about poor service
chance to get out into the city, and see
seem not to realize why we don't have a
some of the wonders of Windsor that are a
service comparable to other cities of
mere bus ride away Students with cars
similar size. Joseph Heller would love this
who think they will never use the transit
one: without ridership the company cannot
system
should be rethinking their stand, bemaintain the most desirable routes and
cause if permit-only parking is impleschedules, and without desirable routes
mented (and it probably will be) around
and schedules the company can't get a
the campus there will be no place to park.
large enough ridership. The student pass
Further, promotion of public transport is a
proposal may help to alleviate the problem
more environmentally sound choice than
by_giving the company a guaranteed ridership base. This is hardly a guarantee, but
driving.
A Yes vote in the referendum ultimately
the economy of scale would be profitable
for the company.
will benefit the majority of students, may
help better Windsor's public transportation
Most students will get their money's
system, and may help students realize the
rorth if the plan goes through. Thirty dolimportance of public transport in promotars per semester translates into about three
return trips per month. It is conceivable
ing an ecologically responsible lifestyle. [Q
by Mark Crane
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be scaled back (or climmated). If we vote
Yes now, what guarantee do we have that
Lance editorial staff
when the tuition fee goes into place, the serNext week the university and Transit
vice will be recognizable?
Also, the elimination of free street parkWindsor will be asking students to agree to
a $60 tuition increase m exchange for a bus
ing has been moved back to January, and
pass good the whole academic year. Whoo.
President Ianni is seeking for the ban to be
Okay, as a one-month pass costs $52,
postponed until the next academic year. So
what is our incentive to vote now for a bad
this proposal is a great deal for those who
use the bus service. But how many students deal when there are so many variables?
There is no urgency. We have time to get a
use the service? Transit Windsor estimates
deal fair to all.
that 1000 students had been paying full
Some argue that the proposal is unfair as
price for the passes; of 16 000 full- and
part-time students, that's not much. The
students can't opt-out, but such an option,
for a $60 pass proposal, isn't worth the
first three week<s of the trial period in
trouble for Transit Windsor. The
which free passes were offered,
current opt-out system costs $52
less than half of full-time stua month ... and that doesn't seem
dents (42 percent) thought it
to be working for Transit
worth their while to even pick
Windsor, either.
them up. There is no doubt that
Half of
Instead of scrapping the fair
some of the students who did are
but unprofitable system for an
taking the "If it's free, abuse it"
us don't
unfair but lucrative one, the bus
approach - they might still vote
use it
company should try to improve
No.
for free
the existing system.
What would it take for the
The city, with the support of
other 6000 to con<sider picking
the university and student council, should
up the passes, much less use them? Front
conduct a market survey to find out how
door pick up? Hot buffet at bus stops
much students would be willing to pay to
during the winter months? Live bands (not
take the bus. This would have cost less
folk singers) in the back seats Friday and
than the hundreds of thousands of dollars
Saturday nights? More access to the faculty
forfeited by Transit Windsor (ie: taxpayers)
club?
while the free passes are being used.
This is an all-or-nothing proposal. If the
As has been said before, university stumajority of votes are Yes, all students will
dents are the only underemployed group in
have their fees bumped up $60, whether
the city that doesn't have a special bus fare.
they can use the pass or not. Making
It's about time we did.
anyone pay $60 for a system they won't
But all this can be considered after the
use for free is unfair.
referendum. For now, go vote! If you
There are other considerations: Since the
didn't pick up your free bus pass that won't
$60 bus pass was proposed, Transit
be counted as a No vote!
Windsor has gone public with its $1.7 milLet it be known that you don't want to
lion budget deficit. Some city councillors
throw
good money after bad.
[Q
have been asking if the bus service should
by Terry Brown
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What is your reaction to the Maclean's rankings?
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Marlo
Bondy

Craig
McKenzie

4th Year
Comm.
Studies

3rd Year
Sociology

They did pull more
groupings in. But it is still
unfair because we don't
know what they are ranked
on. Excellence? Who's to
say what the definition of
excellence is?

The low rankings make
these universities look
Jower-cla'iS. I know they
divided them into groups,
but it's still not fair. There is
pressure for the university
alumni to take them
seriously.

Frank
Fagan

Sue
Reaume

4th Year
Comm. Studies

4th Year
Criminology

I think to compare
educational institutions,
each offering different
services and programs, and
to rank them on a uniform
scale is impossibly difficult
at best and seriously
misleading at worst.

Last year's rankings were
only on Arts and Science this year they've taken
samples from more faculties.
The title, "Top
Universities," is misleading.

November 16, 1992
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Transit Windsor Bus Passes
Referendum Information
Full-time undergraduate and all graduate students will be voting on Nov. 24 and 25,
1992 on the following question:
Do you agree to support an incidental fee of $30 each of
the fall and winter semesters to a total of $60 each year,
beginning September 1993 in order to receive a nonrestrictive Transit Windsor "Zipcard" Bus Pass for each of
the aforementioned semesters?
This incidental fee is guaranteed for the 1993-94 and 199495 academic years, and cannot be increased without
student approval.
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Students will vote at the following sites (based on your faculty):

aga
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Me
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Dates:
Hours:

Nov. 24 and 25
11am - 7pm

Site
Human Kinetics Lobby
Odette Bldg. Lobby
Essex Hall Lobby
Lambton Tower Lobby
Dillon Hall Lobby
Windsor Hall North (outside G 133)
Law Bldg.
Education Bldg.
Graduate Student Society (Trailer)

1he

'

me

ma
Th

Faculty

m2

\la
op

Human Kinetics and Visual Arts
Business
Engineering/Science (minus Nursing)
Arts (minus Visual Arts)
Social Science (last names A-M)
Social Science (last names N-2 and Nursing)
Law
Education
Graduate students

Votes will be tabulated on Nov. 26. Each student group (Part-time undergraduate,
full-time undergraduate and all graduate) will be counted separately.
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It probably wasn't
this boring. Senate
meeting, p. 4.

READ WITHOUT FEAR

How wrong-headed is
the Mulroney prosperity
initiative? Check out
feature, centrespread.

This newspaper certified
Home Alone II free.
Review of other
movie, p. 6.
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White ribbons
honour victims
by Teena Ward

Lance news staff
Three years ago, the nation
was stunned by the brutal murder
of 14 women at Montreal's
L'ecole Polytechnique. From this
massacre, a movement was born
10 ensure these deaths were not
forgot1en.
To commemorate the day,
11hi1e ribbons will be worn as a
symbol for men who recognize
1he scope of male violence
against women.
U of W computer science
professor Bob Kent. a member of
Men Walking Against Male
\'iolence, addressed the origin of
lhe campaign.
"IL surfaced out of a group of
men in Ottawa working to end
male violence against women.
The year previous, the Montreal
massacre had occurred, and men
wanled to show that they were
opposed to that type of action."
Kent feels the ribbon should be
worn as a part of "a deep
demonstrable commitment to ending all forms of violence against
women.'' He also recognizes the
importance of the campaign as an
educational process and a method
of keeping the issue alive.
Last year the university took
a~ active part in the campaign
w11h Womyn's Centre volunteers
handing out ribbons and collecting donations for the effort.
E~ Crowley, a retired religious
s.ludies professor, sent informa1100 and ribbons to U of W faculty. asking for their support. He
said he hopes to do the same this
Y~a~ as a way for men to "show a
willingness to break the silence
I
~ publicly accept that most'
violence against women does
come from males."

SAC human rights co-ordinator Chris Gillett and vice
president university affairs John
Stout are organizing the student
branch of this year's campaign.
They plan to have ribbons distributed between Nov. 30 through
Dec. 6 at the SAC and University
Centre trailers, 496 Sunset, and at
the Odette building where an information table will be staffed by
volunteers.
Stout also indicated that deans
and department heads on campus
will be asked to make white ribbons available in their departments.
Joseph Dunlop Adley, member
of the London White Ribbon
Foundation and Men's Network
for Change, stressed the need for
male participation.
"If men are not part of the
solution then they are part of the
problem," he said
Part of the solution this year
for London campaigners is to
collect donations which will be
allocated
to
the
Battered
Women's Advocacy Centre,
Sexual Assault Crisis Centre, and
the
Women's
Community
Centre. Adley feels that the contributions arc one way that men
can begin to make a difference.
While the white ribbon stands
for various levels of commitment
to non-violence toward women,
Kent, Crowley, and Adley all
stressed the importance of not
just taking the stance one day a
year, but committing to the cause
year round, for life.
Information
regarding
memorial events across Canada
and on campus can be obtained
by calling a white ribbon "hotline" in Toronto at 1-800-2636276, SAC, or through the
university Womyn's Centre. [g

Transit referendum
slated/or Nov. 24, 25
A campus-wide referendum on trading increased student fees

...Transit Windsor bus passes will be held Nov. 24 and 25.
lacb student group on campus will have its votes tabulate_d
te)y and results will apply only to that specific group. This
that if part-time students approve the plan while full-t~
~ -.· and grad students reject it, only part-time students wdt
~ the

passes.

1be fee for the pass will be $30 per semester and if approved

~

ntced for the 1993-94 and 1994-95 academic years. Any

~ .!ee increase would have to be passed by the students.
l'.Vll1Dg stations

are open from 9 a.m. until 7 p.m. Wording of
~

qllestaon and locations of polls are listed on page 5.

.11111111.
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Players scramble for the ball, but it's out of hand . The same happened to the Lancers Wednesday. as
they scrambled against Grand Valley State, only to lose 108 - 73. The loss came after Windsor won the
consolation crown at the Hall of Fame Tournament. The story is on p. 11. (photo by BRIAN ROGERS1

Campaign driving up support
by Mark Crane

Lance news staff
The Food Van is coming lo
campus, encouraging students,
faculty and staff to help feed
Windsor's needy families.
The van will be parked on
campus Nov 24 - 27 accepting
non-perishable food donations to
be distributed to food banks
across the city.
The project is being run by the
Student Solidarity Coalition and
SAC's Human Rights Education
Committee, in conjunction with
the campus wide food drive.
The van, donated by Ryder
rentals, will be stationed in front
of the CJAM trailer for the dura-

lion of the drive.
Sue Morin, one of the organizers of the van project, said
that the idea is to promote awareness of poverty on campus.
"We want to make the whole
food drive visible, and by doing
so raise more food because there
is a problem with poverty in our
very own community," she said.
The focus of this year's drive
is on high-protein foods, including peanut butter and baby food.
For further encouragement,
CJAM-FM is offering a challenge. For each donation of five
cans of food, two jars of baby
food, or one jar of peanut butter,
the donor gets one minute on the
air to introduce a song or talk

about anything they wish.
The coalition is also running a
free coffee program during the
week. The group will give free
coffee to anyone with a reusable
mug in the first floor lounge of
Windsor Hall Tower.
Morin said the coalition is
doing this to encouragee reusing
coffee cups and to promote those
areas on campus where students
can go while the University
Centre is under construction.
"We want to encourage students to seek out space on campus they don't know exist, a
place to hang out. This will be
the first attempt to make this
space available to students," she
said.
IQ

Ryerson cen!~.~1i,~~.f ~9..!!~ ,~e~~r!!~.ted•
by Soraya Mariam Pe~rbaye

courtesy of the Excalibur
TORONTO (CUP) - It is a
move that will shock and offend
en who were hoping to
man Y m
be met with support.
The Ryerson women's centre
need last week that it will
one of Canada's leading
organizations of men against
. I ce agai'nst women - the
vio en
·
White Ribbon Campaign.
The campaign, which was
founded after the December 1989
murder of 14 female students in
Montreal asks men to wear a ribbon in December to show their
'd ·
'th
men
so II antyw1 wo
.
However, Libby Zeleke, the
co-ordinator of the women's
centre, claims that many men are
wearing the ribbon without ever

~:;~~tt

1
thought about feminist politics.
In consequence, she told the
Ryerson Eyeope~er, "We'll
probably do everythmg we can to
keep them out."
.
f
Susan Cole, an editor o
Toronto's NOW Magazine and a
prominent feminist, agrees that
women have re~son ~o be skeptical of men JUmpmg
the
feminist bandwagon Espe·
cially," she says, _"w~en Bn~n
Mulroney wears his little white
ribbon on TV."
h 'b
But she believes that t e _n bon campaign is on the nght
track.
. .
Not surprisingly, the media 1s
.
paying more attention
to
women's issues now that men a~e
speaking. A. man wh~ recent y
participated m a con1erence on

~?

"Three women spoke before me,
but it was only when I got up to
spe!k that the TV cameras went
on. .
Private and corporate donors
1
·11·
.
are ~ so more. w1. mg to give to
mens orgamzatJons than to
women's shelters and centres.
Michae~ Ka~fman, a fou~der of
the White Ribbon camp~1gn, acknowledges that wearing the
b I
1· I 'f
d
sym o ~eans 1tt e i men o not
ac~.upon i~. .
,,
"I Whhat _is imtportant,l lhk~ says,,
s t at tt ~~ men~ mg. t
gets men t m mg a ut ways
that weh, e~en thos~ of us who _are
not p ys1ca11 y v101ent agamst
.
· h' h
":o~en, crea!e a c1imate ~n wb 1c
v10 ~~~e ag;nst wo~~? as een
posSsE1 Ee"aWn acce~!e . 3
omen, page .

1·
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presents Pamela Harris
Basketball
vs.
Brock
speaking at 11 a.m. on her
University at 2 p.m. at the St.
"" The university's Board of
Faces of Feminism which
Denis Centre.
Governors will meet at 5 p.m.
runs through Jan. 17 and © Women's Lancer Volleyball
in room 510 Windsor Hall
Christina Ritchie speaking at
vs. Brock University at 4 p.m.
Tower.
12 noon on Gerhard Richter's
at the St. Denis Centre.
Helga Matura which will run
"" Students' Administrative
through Jan. 17. Admission is © Men's Lancer Basketball vs.
Council will meet at 6 p.m. in
free and there will be an openNorthwood at 8 p.m. at the St.
McPherson Lounge (6th floor
ing
reception
at
7:30
p.m.
Denis Centre.
of Electa Hall)
l The Womyn's Centre is
Sunday, November 29
Wednesday, Nov. 25
screening Daughters of the
Dust starting at 7 p.m. at the
§ The Organization of Gay
Grad House, upstairs.
"" The Womyn's Centre's
and Lesbian Students is
general meeting will be held at
Admission is free.
holding a Coffeehouse from 2
5:30 p.m. at the Womyn's
- 5 p.m. at the ACW office.
l The
Communication
Centre (496 Sunset Ave).
Studies Graduate Student § The Lung Association is
Colloquium presents Maude
holding a fashion show
Thursday, November 26
Barlow speaking on the
luncheon at Duffy's in
NAFTA free trade agreement
Amherstburg with the
l The lnterVarsity Christian
at 7:30 p.m. in the Oak Room
proceeds going to the Lung
Fellowship presents a
in Vanier Hall.
Association. Tickets are only
discussion
on
the
$12 and include lunch. For
Resurrection at 5:30 p.m. in JE Famous Players and Disney
more information or tickets
Vanier Lounge. Everyone is
Pictures present Aladdin at
call 256-3433.
welcome to attend.
the Parkway 5 cinemas. To
pick up a free Aladdin activity
JE The University Players
• Survivors
of
Incest
package for kids stop by the
Anonymous for lesbian and
present Into The Woods a
Devonshire Cinemas.
bisexual women mmets every
musical spoof of children's
Sunday night from 7 - 9 at
stories, through Nov. 29 and l Southwestren Ontario
also Dec. 2 - 6. Presented in
Metropolitan Community
Network for Social Justice
conjunction with the School of
Church (3301 Edison at
will host a mini-conference an
Music. For tickets, curtain
Brock). Call 977-6897 for
NAFTA and alternatives.
times, or more information,
Featuring Howard Pawley,
directions.
phone the Essex Hall Theatre
Maude Barlow, and Mary Ann
JE Soundsation 92/93 presents
box office at 253-4565.
O'Connor. From 9 a.m. - 4
the University Wind Ensemble
p.m.
at
Immaculate
l Womanspirit presents The
with conductor Gillian MacConception
Church.
Cost
is
Burning Times: Women of
Kay. At the Capitol Theatre at
$1 O and includes lunch and
today re-visit and re-examine
8 p.m. Tickets are $5 for stumaterials. Preregistration is
that period in history that
dents and $8 for adults. For
appreciated by phoning the
witnessed the killing of
more information call 253Third World Resources
thousands of women as
4232 ext. 2780.
Centre at 252-1517.
witches. Show starts at 7:30
p.m. at the Merici Centre
Monday, Novmber 30
Saturday, November 28
(3600 Curry Ave.)
The
Department of
JE The Art Gallery of Windsor
Friday, November 27
Employment
and
calls for entries for Southwest
Educational Equity
is
Biennial '93, a juried show of
JE McKenzie Hall Cultural
conducting a brown bag
the.. work of artists from southCentre (3277 Sandwich St.)
lunch: Meeting Place from 12
western Ontario. The first
presents an exhibition of the
- 1 p.m. in the Rose Room in
round is Dec. 7. For more inLombards through Dec. 3.
Vanier Hall.
formation call 258-7111.

Lancecalendarofevents

Tuesday, Nov. 24
JE The Tiananmen Memorial
Art Exhibit in Leddy Library is
m its last week and closes on
Nov 27. If you haven't been
it's time to go see the art.

JE The Art Gallery of Windsor
presents The Talented Intruder: Wyndhan Lewis in
Canada, 1939-45 through
Jan. 24. For more information
call 258-7111.
The Student Solidarity
Coalition is giving out free
coffee. All you have to do is
bring your mug to the 1st floor
lounge of Windsor Hall Tower
between 11 a.m. and 1 p.m.
through Nov. 26.
The African Community
Organization of Windsor
presents Victor Moche
(African National Congree
Representative to Canada)
from 12:30 - 2 p.m. in the
Jacklin Foundation Room,
Odette 507, 5th Floor. For
more information call
253-4232 ext 3500.

l

"" There will be a meeting of
university area residents 1 3 p.m. and 6 - 8 p.m. at St.
John's Church
(3305
Sandwich). On the agenda is
a final information session for
permit
parking
recommendations to city hall.
Join the CJAM food van
challenge! Through Nov. 26
between 1 and 4 p.m. Bring 5
cans of food or 1 jar of peanut
butter or 2 jars of baby food
and get one minute of air time.

Assumption University
Chapel hosts Mass and a cost
supper Tuesdays at 5 p.m.
between the UC and the
bndsge. 973-7034.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------§ Socials, parties. mixers, etc.
JE Visual and performing arts.
l

Lectures. seminars. etc.

•

Club and society meetings.
Notices, demonstration::;.

@

Sports events

:?/Fh:e.. Lance
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space.
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sketches, · ,. .
prints, or
any work
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contact
editor Laila
Farrell at
.. 253-4232,
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20% OFF
PIZZA ORDERS
With Student I.D.
minimum order of $1 O

QUALITY MAKES THE DIFFERENCE

Now Open For Lunch!
Specia~s from $2 - $5.95

Sam~
Pizzeria
2215 Wyandotte West at Randolph
256-SAMS
EAT IN• PICK UP• FAST FREE DELIVERY
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Women cautious of pro-feminists
Continued from page I.
The decision of the Ryerson
women's centre ~hould not come
as a surprise. Many women
feminists have watched the expanding "'!1en 's modve'!1en~'f' with
apprehension, won enng 1 men
re actually out to restructure
:ociety or if they are simply
irying to draw attention back to
themselves.
Men's organized reaction to
feminism has mainly been negaiive. The last five years have
seen the rise of the "Men's
rights'' movement, w~ic~ acts on
ihe belief that women s nghts are
threatening men's - often in the
form of fighting an abused
woman's right to custody of her
child.
The pro-feminist men, tiptoeing around actually calling
themselves 'feminist', a label
claimed by many women as
women's own, acknowledge that
men have a position of power
over women, and are forming
their own, often all-male organizations lo address this incquality.
Robert Wallace, an English
professor at Glendon College,
deeply distrusts pro-feminist organizations.
"Male bonding has been
around forever,'' he says. "I don't
understand what the difference is
between these guys talking about

women in an ostensibly new
way, and a bunch of guys sitting
around in a pub. I don't want to
hear men talking about women.
I'd rather hear women talking
about women. I'd rather hear
women talking about men."
But the pro-feminist organizalions suggest that there is more to
it than this.
"Violence is not genderneutral," notes Bob Alexander,
spokesperson for Metro Men
Against Violence. "Since it is
really a behaviour of men, if we
as men don't get involved I don't
think it's going to end. I don't
think it's going to end because
women tell us it's got to end."
Yet Wallace wonders whether
men can be critical of their own
positions when talking among
themselves, when it seems to him
they cannot understand a
woman's position or even a different kind of man's position.
"I know a gay man who has
for a number of years been part
of a sensitivity training group.
The agonies that poor man has
gone through in trying lo explain
to all these heterosexual men that
he's not the same! They want to
get to know themselves better so
that they can have more comfortable relationships with women."
Alexander's observation about
his own group suggests that Wallace may not be far from wrong.

"Not everyone in our group
would identify themselves as
pro-feminist," he concedes.
Many men, he says, may be joining out of "a sense of guilt."
"What is it that they're trying
to achieve in knowing themselves more completely?" Wallace
asks. "Is it really a space for
women that they're trying to
provide? Or is it a safer and more
comfortable zone for themselves
with women, who already know
themselves better and are putting
a claim on that space?"
Cole agrees it's ironic that
men are listening to each other
and not to the women who first
spoke.
The question that feminists are
raising, then, is not whether or
not men should get involved but
how they should get involved.
Cole believes that men are on
the right track and suggests that
there is much more they can do.
She suggests they raise money
for women's organizations, fight
men's rights groups, "Stand on
the sidelines on the [women's]
march and cheer."
Wallace is concerned that men
are spending too much time organizing and talking, and not
enough listening.
"They should remember," he
says, that a better role for men
may be simply "to let women
have power."
~

Feminism has role in academia: panel
by Todd Schaus
Lance news staff

Feminism is nothing less than
lhe rescue of her discipline, says
political
science
professor
Heather Macivor.
"Feminism is sorely needed
because political science has almost nothing good to say about
women, it ignores 52 percent of
lhe population!" she said at a
panel discussion on the role of
feminism in academics Nov. 9 in
the Faculty of Education.
Voting studies illustrate this
ignorance, said Macivor. When
voting patterns change from election to election, men arc credited
with rational thinking, but
women are "Just being fickle."
Religious studies professor
Pamela Milne said feminism
frees intellectual space to enable
women to parallel men.
"Women should be producers
of knowledge, not just ingesters,"
she said. "As a female student, I
~as always relating as an outsider - an 'other' without the
smallest space to fit in."
Milne added that since
reminism developed in a white,

North American context, it has
sometimes forgotten other oppressed minorities.
"In the inclusive university of
the future, space will be made for
all those that have been excluded."
Psychology professor Charlene Senn highlighted the difficulties women have had
advancing in her field. The first
woman to write a dissertation, in
I 876, argued that women don't
require special mental and bodily
rest during menstruation. Her
doctorate was not awarded, and
no woman received a PhD in
psychology until J963.
Feminism
has
informed
psychological theory, forcing researchers to consider how their
work will benefit women. Senn
herself has specialized in, among
other things, the psychological
effects of violence on women.
Linda Fisher, a professor of
philosophy, believes fe?'inism
can enrich our theories of
knowledge. She drew a distinction between feminist theory as a
study itself, and feminism a~ it
influences other t!leorellcal
studies.

She said that knowledge is
contextually
generated,
not
neutral.
"Knowledge
or
knowledges generated from a
discipline docs not appear from
nowhere, but are a social construct."
She cited the example of
primate studies which showed
male apes surrounded by a
"harem'' of females.
Male researchers interpreted
this situation as indicative of
masculine virility; the males
need so many females to serve
them.
As women entered the field,
they found the opposite was true,
a high number of females require
one male, for reproduction only.
The speakers acknowledged
change has been slow.
"This is not a revolution I'm
asking for this week," said Macivor. But she also said feminism
will not preclude a role for male
colleagues.
"Anyone can use these analytical toois, any social change requires all hands on deck."
The forum was organized by
the student club Windsor
Philosophy Association.
~
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NOVEMBER 26-29 , DECEMBER 2-6
CALL (519)253-4565
ESSEX HALL THEATRE
BOX OFFICE HOURS .. 4:30 - BP.M., NOV. 23 - DEC. 6

Best Choice
Beauty SaloJ! . .
Christmas
Specials
Hair cut ..................... $6.00
Hair style ................. $12.00
Perm ............ $28.00-$32.00
Spiral perm .............. $50.00
Colour ..................... $20.00
Manicure & design. $12.00
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- Call or walk in welcome -

We're open 9:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.
1064 Wyandotte St. East • 252-8288
1992 OPUS/United Way Raffle
WINNERS
ONE SEMESTER'S FREE TUITION ($947 value)
Ed Snelgrove - Ticket #393
OFF CAMPUS MEAL PLAN ($300 value)
Michelle Haarsma - Ticket #1074
REST & RELAXATION GIFT PACKAGE ($200 value)
Tamsin Hunter· Ticket #1102
ONE PAIR OF UNIVERSITY PLAYERS
SEASON TICKETS ($124 value)
Caroline Carnerie - Ticket #394

MEN WORKING TO END
MEN'S VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN

GET INVOLVED.
nw Whit<' Ribbon campaign needs
Wonwn t'verywlwre in Canacla liw in
vour linancial support. and in:iles y_ou
ft•ar of vioknrl'. Th<' Whit<' Ribbon Camio help start a \\'hill' Hibbon ( omm1ttee
paign is an effort by ml'n to brl'ak the
in vour workplarl'.
silence on this issue. and make a difft•rsriwol. plan• of
ence. By wearing a Whitl' Ribbon
worship or
December I to 6, kading up to tlw roml'Ollllnttnily.
memora1; ·1n ofthl' Monlr<'al \1assarn·.
we help focus the rdl<'ction.
discus~ion and rommitnwnt
which can lead men to
WHITE RIBBON
join women in t;1king n·sponCAMPAIGN
sibility for ending men's
IN TORONTO
violence again-;t women.

GET INVOLVED.

1-800-263-6276
416-596-1513

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE GIFT
CERTIFICATE ($100 value)
Colleen Ryan - Ticket #098
OPUS wishes to sincerely thank this year's prize donors:
• Dr. Ianni and OPUS for the Free Tuition
• Food Services for the Off-Campus Meal Plan
• House of Travel for the R & R Gift Package
• University Players Theatre for the Theatre Tickets
• University Bookstore for the Gift Certificate

• THANKS TO ALL WHO PURCHASED TICKETS
• THANKS TO ALL THE VOLUNTEERS
WHO SOLD TICKETS
•THANKS TO PROFESSOR CHARLES JAMES FOR
OVERSEEING THE DRAW
OPUS appreciates your participation in our
annual fundraiser for the United Way
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UofT?
Graduate Studies· at the University of Toronto?

WATCH OUT!
UoIT wants you. But for how long?
RIGHT .\'OW

November 23, 1992

_ Senate
addresses
task force

You are wonh BIG BuCKS ($15.000-10.000 per year) in government funding to
UofT. But those big bucks only last so long-not as long as 11 takes to get a degree.

THE FUTURE?
Cwrent UoIT conn-act proposals attack the shm margin of Job ~cunty that now CJUSLS
for graduate srudeots employed as teaching a~smants. Why come here 1f your funding
only takes you pan way through your degree?

CAN YOU AFFORD THAT RISK?
COl'ITACr t'S. <:anadlan tNOn or t::.duaUONt.l Wortc.tn. Local l

~,-1.kat unad.wn d« c.n•a.Utun tl cr-.•adN:un en ,due•~ ~d>on loc:.ue l
U9 CoU~it !>ltttt. !>u1tc J04. To,tonto. Ontano MST 1R4
" ' - "161 S9.l-7t57, FAX 14161 S9l-9l!66

Ttaching Assistants and Stud•nt lns1ruc1on
at th• Univtn,ry or Toronto

NOi
Make learning a global experience

by Tran Longmoore
Lance associate news editor

• Under new student exchange programs, you may be eligible to
study in the State of Baden-Wurttemberg, Germany, or the
Region of Rhone-Alpes, France.
• Both graduate students and undergraduates in most
disciplines may apply.
• As a successful exchange candidate, you will get a financial
award from the Ontario Government.
Contact the program co-ordinators listed below or your university
international liaison officer.

®Ontario

The university senate is
responding to a government task
force appointed to examine the
quality,
accessibility
and
autonomy of post-secondary
education.
Task force member Vivian
Nelles will visit the U of W to
seek out the opinions of faculty,
staff and students.
U of W president Ron Ianni
said he welcomes the committee
if it can actually make the
university
more
efficient.
However, he hopes Nelles and
the task force will look at some
of the many studies the U of W

· Don't tell us we're unrepresentative," members of the university
senate seem to be thinking as they ponder the accessibility of
post-secondary education. (photo by SUZANNE NGUI)
has already done on accountability and responsiveness.
"We are one of the most accountable institutions in society.
No one seems to be worried
about the hospitals who have
never been accountable," said
Ianni.
The senate also discussed the
university's new Aboriginal
Education Council. The council,
which consists mostly of mem-

bers of local aboriginal communities, will interact with the
university's senate and Board of
Governors. to ensure it meets the
needs of aboriginal students.
The council aims to promote
greater understanding of natives,
to increase the participation of
aboriginal students in the university and to advance the amount
of native-controlled education in
the province.
@

Co/will to fill vacant SSS presidency

~

Or. Mark Webber
Ontario/Baden-Wurttemberg
Student Exchange
York University
4700 Keele Street
North Yori<, Ontario M3J 1P3
Phone: (416) 736-5927
Fax: (416) 736-5461

by Maurice Souza-Leite
Lance news staff

Dr. FraserTaylor
Ontario/Rh6ne-Alpes
Exchange Program
1506 Dunton Tower
Carleton University
Ottawa, Ontario K1 S 586
Phone: (613) 788-2519
Fax: (613) 788-2521

For the first time since August,
the Social Science Society has an
official president.
After three weeks of controversy stemming from failed
society elections, vice president
Lisa Colwill was unaminously
voted president by the society
council at its general meeting last
Thursday.
The vice president position she
vacated will be occupied by the
SSS executive.
Marco Albano won the Oct. 29
presidential by-election, defeating society executive member
Tiffany Ulch 63-37. But the election results were called into question because both candidates had
broken election by-Jaws.
While the official in charge of
the election, Todd Davies,

originally let the results stand,
council decided it should resolve
the dispute. At the society's
emergency meeting Nov. 13,
Davies recommended council
disqualify both candidates.
Before the councillors could
make a decision, both candidates
removed their names from consideration.
Ulch continued to deny breaking any rules, but removed her
name from the ballot because she
has decided to run for a SAC
position next year.
"I would have to resign the
presidency to run for SAC. I
wouldn't want to leave the
society without a president," explained Ulch.
Albano severed all ties with
the society two weeks ago, calling the council a "dictatorship."
Council voted overwhelmingly
to disqualify the candidates.

Doug Brink was the only council
member to vote against the diqualifications.
"Marco Albano should be
president," said Brink, adding
that the council's emphasis on
reinforcing the strict by-laws has
damaged the society's reputation.
Colwill
disputed
Brink's
claim, citing a need for following
rules, even if they are flawed.
"I admit that the rules must be
changed. But for now, they
stand. Any organization must act
responsibly in respect to its own
rules or it won't fuction effectively," said Colwill.
Colwill plans to spend a lot of
her term working on the society's
slighted public image.
"This reputation will probably
follow the society around for
years. It's understandable, but
it's not fair. The SSS hasn't done
anything wrong," she said.
~

We're
outta
here!

BAR AND GRILL
Friday and Saturday, Nov. 27, 28:

GREEN EGGS & PAM
Every Wed. and Thurs:
*25¢ Wings*
*Pitcher Madness*
Wyandotte at Campbell
254-7900
Seven days a week
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Transit Windsor Bus Passes
Referendum Information
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Full-time undergraduate and all graduate students will be voting on Nov. 24 and 25,
1992 on the following question:

It

n

Do you agree to support an incidental fee of $30 each of
the fall and winter semesters to a total of $60 each year,
beginning September 1993 in order to receive a nonrestrictive Transit Windsor "Zipcard" Bus Pass for each of
the aforementioned semesters?
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This incidental fee is guaranteed for the 1993-94 and 199495 academic years, and cannot be increased without
student approval.
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Students will vote at the following sites (based on your faculty):
Dates:
Hours:

Nov. 24 and 25
9am - 7pm

Site
Human Kinetics Lobby
Odette Bldg. Lobby
Essex Hall Lobby
Lambton Tower Lobby
Dillon Hall Lobby
Windsor Hall North (outside G133)
Law Bldg.
Education Bldg.
Graduate Student Society (Trailer)

Faculty
Human Kinetics and Visual Arts
Business
Engineering/Science (minus Nursing)
Arts (minus Visual Arts)
Social Science (last names A-M)
Social Science (last names N-Z and Nursing)
Law
Education
Graduate students

Votes will be tabulated on Nov. 26. Each student group (Part-time undergraduate,
full-time undergraduate and all graduate) will be counted separately.
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Lee faithful to X life
by Darrin Keene
Lance Arts Staff

Malcolm X
Directed by Spike Lee
Starring Denzel Washigton
Malcolm Xis a three-hour-plus
cinematic tour de force that exposes the flaws and triumphs of a
complex man. It is, undoubtedly,
Lee ·s best effort to date. Using a
script written by black novelist
James Baldwin and
white
screenplay writer Arnold Perl,
Lee pulls no punches in this film
of Malcolm's turbulent life.
The film is a brutally honest
chronicle of one of America's
most charismatic and controversial figures. Lee shows Malcolm
as a man that would, as he frequently stated, protect his interests, "by any means necessary."
Much like the autobiography,
many parts of this film do not
offer flattering views of him. Lee
presents Malcolm as an individual who succumbs to the
glitz and glamour of street-hustling, only to tum to a life of radical activism. Each act begins
with a man who seems to be
secure and focused, only to have
his world crumble around him as
time goes by.
Typical of a Lee project, the
cinematography is superb. Credit
is due to Ernest Dickinson for his
vibrant and colourful camera
shots. One scene is particularly

outstanding: as Malcolm hides
from the FBI and Muhammad's
hitmen in a New York hotel
room, the phone starts to ring. An
overhead camera then circles
around Malcolm, creating a
claustrophobic image. At this
point, the audience realizes that
he is trapped by the powers that
be.
Baldwin and Perl's screenplay
stays faithful to Malcolm's
autobiography. Excerpts from the
book are used frequently as
voiceovers to explain Malcolm's
motivations and beliefs. As well,
Lee presents television coverage
of the civil rights struggle across
America, showing countless images of brutality against blacks.
All of this serves to enlighten the
audience about the turbulent
struggles that American blacks
faced during Malcolm's career of
activism.
Like Lee's previous films,
there is a direct message within
this film: black and white
America have not learned to live
with one another. As Malcolm X
preaches
Muhamammed's
propaganda on "the white devil,"
actual footage of the Rodney
King beating is flashed on the
screen, alternating with scenes of
a burning American flag.
Indeed, if one looks at the
three
different
periods
of
Malcolm's life, one can see him
balancing between extremes. At

first, he endorses a materialist
world where he goes through
painful measures to make himself
appear "white." Lee shows this in
scenes
where
Malcolm
straightens his hair with a powerful scalp-burning solution. The
flamboyant appearance of him in
his zoot suits makes him look
like a clown. In his pursuit of the
American
Dream,
Malcolm
sacrifices
his
dignity,
his
freedom. and part of his sanity.
The next period shows him as
a dignified individual who leads
masses of ghetto dwellers into
protests and Nation of Islam
temples. Over time, however, he
eventually realizes that he is
merely a disposable pawn in
Elijah Muhammad's quest for
power. Malcolm himself admits
at one point that Elijah Muhammad was the only man he ever
feared. His conversion from a
hustler in the "white devil's
world" to a radical black activist
has led him to another dead end.
Malcolm
X's
post-Mecca
period of enlightenment allows
him to soften his radical views.
He becomes willing to work for a
peaceful compromise between
blacks and whites. The FBI and
Nation of Islam intervene, according to Lee, and take
Malcolm's life. In attemping to
promote cultural integration, he
falls victim to both black and
white organizations. Lee's mes-
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sage is clear: by promoting integration, Malcolm X has undermined the cultural power struggle
in America.
There are many fine performances in this film. Albert Hall
stands out as Baines, the inmate
that brings Malcolm into the Nation of Islam. His persuasive tone
and insightful commentaries on
white America are convincing.
Denzel Washington is equally as
good in the lead role. He commands the screen throughout the
film.There is one major problem
with this film. Lee chooses (or
perhaps was forced by Warner
Brothers) to skirt the issue of
Anti-Semitism, a theme which

Malcolm frequently addressed
while with The Nation of Islam.
This is rather unusual, given that
Lee does present Muhammad's
unflattering views of women and
whites.
It is by no means as vivid and
descriptive as the autobiography,
but Malcolm X is one of the most
enlightening films ever made by
a Hollywood company (that
being Warner Brothers). Without
the persistence of Lee, Hol·
lywood would
have never
released a film of such high
quality about this controversial
subject.
As it stands, Lee has created a
cinematic masterpiece.
~
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Knives, lipstick and short skirts hardly original
by Lisa Pignotta
Lance arts staff

Traces of Red
Palace Theatre
directed by Andy Wolk
Yet
another
mediocre
suspense/sex melodrama has
creeped its way into the theatres.
How do these scripts get a
second glance, not to mention
consideration for production on
the big screen?
Andy Wolk incorporates the
usual blend of short skirts, knifings and corrupted in-laws into
this sorry excuse for a home
movie, let alone a mystery

thriller.
James Belushi (Mr. Destiny,
Only the lonely) plays Jack Dobson. a questionably skillful detective and lady's man who lures
women to his bedroom almost as
fast as one wishes he or she
would have stepped into the
wrong theater.
Jack, an affable jokester with
an unfortunate receding hair line,
would not be so promiscuous if
he could just find the right gal.
Yet he receives a rather poorly
written poem which basically
states, ''Hey. I'm watching you
so you better get a handle on
things."

After a less than steamy seduction scene, the young waitress he
had slept with the prior week is
found murdered in her bedroom.
The women who are subsequently murdered had all been
close to Jack, and are all discovered with Yves St. Laurent
Ruby Red lipstick smeared
around their mouths, and the
lingering aroma of Night Wind
Perfume in the air.
Jack's partner and closest
friend Steve Frayne (Tony
Goldwyn - the bad guy from
Ghost) is the most one-dimensional character in the film, and
wanders through it like a lost

child in a shopping mall.
Together the two attempt to untangle the skein of mysterious
circumstances surrounding the
deaths and the possibility that the
murderer could be one of them.
Lorraine Bracco plays Ellen
Schofield, Jack's sultry, wealthy
and widowed girlfriend, whose
voice sounds as if she's had a little too much to drink. For the
majority of the movie she is the
main suspect because of her apparent jealousy over Jack's many
woman callers.
She also possesses a daisy
wheel; the poems were printed
with a daisy wheel that had

Blind Child Gerry still spinning the blues
by Sanjay Lakhana
Lance arts staff

.....

Blind Child Gerry, Mama
Gaughn's pride and joy, gives
you "blues, news, views and
reviews" every Tuesday from 8
p.m. to 10 p.m. on CJAM 91.5
FM.
Gerry Gaughn has been spinning the best of the blues at the U
of W's campus station since its
inception in the late 1960s. Even
during CJAM's pre-1973 days as
CBRW, Gerry could be found
crooning along with the samplings of his 3000 plus record
collection used in his weekly
broadcasts.
Gaughn, blind since birth,
received his undergraduate and
graduate degrees in sociology.
He has held a sessional instructor
position in the sociology department. Currently he teaches and is
social science coordinator at

Windsor's St. Clair College.
Gaughn discovered the blues
as a child in Northern Ontario.
Because of his blindness, he
could not attend school until he
was 16, so he spent late nights
listening to the blues on U.S.
radio stations. Soon he found
himself sneaking into parties at
Tortonto blues clubs where his
love for the music grew.
"Blues is basically the origin
and basis for most of North
American pop music," professes
Gaughn, whose favourite blues
instruments are the guitar and
piano.
Although he does not play an
instrument himself, he has written for such blues greats as
Chicago Pete and Wild Child
Butler. He has also sung and
recorded with Big Star Records
in Detroit.
Close friends include the late
blues legend Muddy Waters and

CJAM's blues expert Gerry Gaughn. (photo by TED ANDKILDE)

Jimmy Rogers, the last surviving
member of the Muddy Waters
Band for whom Gaughn has
recently written songs.
In addition to his spot on
CJAM every Tuesday night,
Gaughn hosts "Down At The
Crossroads," a blues show heard
Thursdays 12 p.m. to I p.m. and
Saturdays 7:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.

on the Detroit radio station
WDTR 90.9 FM. He recently
received a Detroit Mayortorial
Award for efforts in promoting
the blues in the Detroit area.
But he's here in Windsor, so
be sure to tune into this local
legend's show on CJAM-FM
every Tucs<.lay evening for an
authentic taste of the hlues.
[Q

detectably faulty letters. Her performance is stealthy and calcu·
lated; Bracco and Belushi work
well together.
Other than some lovely shots
of West Palm Beach at evening
tide, however Traces of Red ha~
not a trace of originality, charac·
terization, or suspense. The
characters could be plucked from
the editing room floor and their
public and private lives are hardly consequential to an audience
when the looming backdrops Jre
knife-fondling and the interjection of an archetypal decrepid
woman in a wheelchair.
The actors are, nevertheless.
quite competent and work as well
as can be expected with the
script. However, this can onl)
take a movie so far. Belushi's
definitively marked acting style
energetic, lightweight and
humorous - prevents the movie
from sinking abysmally, and
livens the stereotypical "thriller"
devices. Belushi's coolness jux·
taposes Goldwyn's anxious ten·
dancies
and
creates
an
embellishing contrast, bringing to
light the movie's underlying
serious tones of deception and
murder.
Despite the impotency of the
script and the transparency o.f !he
plot, there were some surpris1~g
twists that were quite comic, '"
spite of itself. Needless to say
these factors are hardly substan·
tial enough to raise eyebrows or
fascinating enough to muster t~e
energy to nudge a friend out ~I a
deep sleep in irrepressible excite·
ment.
Suffice it to say that waiting
three years until it crops up 0~
CITY-TV is your best hct.
~
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Phi raises spirits in One •
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by Maurice Souza-Leite
Lance arts staff
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In his debut. Me Phi Me
blends the best of hip-hop. funk,
h\"thm and blues, rock and folk
~ith Beat poetry in an album that
shaners any preconceived notions
about rap music. One provides
some of the most meaningful
dance music around today.
Despite growing up in an impaverished family of nine in
Flint, Michigan, Me Phi Me
maintains a strong outlook. He
tries to impart this perspective on
his audience, as he guides us
through a meeting of his
namesake fraternity. This consists of chants and songs meant to
promote individuality for the betterment of humankind.
His messages arc all positive.
In "Sad New Day,'' the artist
warns us of the oppression of
conformity
which
prevents
realization of individual potential. In "Keep It Goin,"' he
speaks of hidden talents and encourages people to use them to
shape destiny. In "(Think) Where
Are You Goin;' he urges to break
the cycle of cynicism.
Because he alludes to such
things as the Berlin Wall and the
Elvsian Fields to deliver messages, there is an intellectual clement to the music that creates a
more refined rap.
In turn, these lyrics are complimented by a softer, melodic
mu~ic that is not overpowering
like many other rap acts. The
synthesized violin in "Keep It
Goin"' and the blues harmonica
in "Not My Brotha .. blend for a
kinder, gentler rap style. These

tracks are unified by "poetic moments" between them similar to
the recitals of Jim Morrison on a
Doors LP.
While Me Phi Me redefines
the boundaries of rap with intriguing sound combinations and
introspective lyrics, he raises the
consciousness of listeners to new
heights. These powerful songs
are not only creative, but good
"therapy." Yet before One can
motivate change, rap lovers and
haters alike must open their
minds and hearts to experience
this new and unconventional
sound.

by Steve Rennie
Lance arts staff
The Po wer of Money
T he Vibrators
Continuum Records
If you like it fast, loud and

nasty - especially nasty - then
the latest by punk/new wave
pioneers The Vibrators is worth
looking into.
The Vibrators lept onto the
scene during the punk movement
in 1976 with their first single
"Whips and Furs," and opened
for the Sex Pistols at the nowfamous I00 Club.
Signed by Epic Records in
1977, their firsl release Pure
Mania reached the Top 30 charts
in the U.K.
"Waverers about punk, though,

should beware,"Rolling Stone
stated in a review. "[The music]
can be enough to push you over
the edge into true belief."
In The Power of Money, The
Vibrators' founding members
Knox (Ian Camochan) and Eddie
(John Edwards) are joined by
newcomers
Nigel
Bennett,
Mickie Owen and Mark Duncan.
"Automic Lover" is a charged
anthem that introduces the listener to the band's sadomasochist approach to music, and
their penchant for aggressive
women: "Run for cover/ Run for
cover/ She's the kind of thing I
was warned about by my mother/
Automic lover."
Their trademark S & M themes
as well as their vulgarity have
helped the band's success on the
charts, considering the public's
dark attraction to the taboo. Such
examples are "Whips and Furs,"
"Baby, Baby" and "Judy Says
(Knock You In The Head)."
There are some rather dull
spots on the record, such as
"Disco on Mosco" and "Sweet
Sweet Home." These seem to be
"fillers" and lack the energy and
the intensity of the rest of the
album.
"Rip Up The City" is a great
tune, calling for people to be individuals and not believe in the
existing norms; in other words,
be different. The song is replete
with the images that dominate
punk attitudes and the problems
of the late 70s in the U.K. : "The
city's full of poor citizens/ The
city's full of hate/ The city·s full
of false promises/ Let's open up
the prison gate."
If you're into that kind of thing
then The Vibrators' latest is an
interesting album that deserves a
listen.
[Q
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OUR LOWEST PRICE EVER!
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· 25 MHZ CPU
· 2M RAM
• 14" Super VGA Colour Monitor
• Super VGA Card
· 40 Mb Hard Disk Drive
· 3.5" 1.44 Mb Floppy disk drive
· IDE FD/HD Controller
· 2 Serial, 1 Parallel and 1 Game Port
• 101 Keys Enhanced Keyboard
• Mini Tower Case
• 200W Power Supply

FREE Mouse

$998

F,ee Hard O,sk Menu
WOid Processor.
Spreadsheet Games and
DOS Tutonal
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All Students $6.99
All Others $8.99
$39.99
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LIVE IN NOVEMBER
Thursday, 26:
All Saints Day
Garden Weasel
Friday, 27:
the reggae sounds of
Jo Nab
Saturday, 28: from N.Y.: the Ultra 5
Sunday, 29:
Acoustic Cafe with
Gail Nielson
156 Chatham St. West
253-3494
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Business sets govt.9nme
by Damion Stodola
additional reportmg by Naomi Klem

At last the government has claimed it has a
solution for our economic and educational
woes.
A $20 million report was introduced to parliament recently which claims to "recapture the
pioneering spirit that built our nation and apply
it Lo the challenges that confront us. .''
The report's mandate was to discover what
Candians thought of the educational system,
Canada ·s economic situation and opportunities
for aboriginals. The result is a 75-page report
comprised of 54 action plans. It aims to provide
governments and Canadians with an agenda for
getting the country back on track.
Specifically, the report allempts Lo change
the focus of education to a competence-based
system which places more importance on
resulls and performance.
The report also encourages educational institutions to develop stronger ties with businesses to better enable students to enter the
workforce.
While business leaders and the Tory government praise this report as a progressive document, some student politicans condemn the
report as a license for the government to neglect
the most important student concerns and educational problems.

Committee and report biased
Student politicians criticize the commillee
for not representing a \\ ide spectrum of viewpoints. All 20 members of the steering committee hail from large Canadian corporations and
educational administrations.
McGill Principal David Johnston is a member of the steering committee. Jason Prince,
president of the Students' Society, said the
commillee is obvious!} biased. "Just look at the
members of the committee."
Johnston said the committee was not entirely
composed of business leaders, citing the example of committee co-chair Marie-Josee
Drouin, executive director of the Hudson Insitiute of Canada. The Hudson Institute is a
public interest group.
Drouin and the other co-chair David McCamus, CEO of Xerox, were appointed by minister of trade Michael Wilson and minister of
immigration Bernard Valcourt.
While the report claims to have "opened up
dialogue among Canadians from every walk of
life," critics claim the white-collar bias of the
committee is to blame for its narrowness.
Kelly Lamrock, chair of the Canadian
Federation of Students (CFS) said the report
does not address the most pressing student issues, namely accessiblity of education, tuition
levels, student aid and diversity.
"It is a $20 million waste of taxpayers'
money," said Lamrock. "There are practically
no concrete ideas in the report. It's a collection
of the same platitudes that got us into the
economic problem we're in now."

l\lany proposals -

proviuing more scr\'itc\ 10 ,1
Lacey claimed large exp,:r
propriatc during these hard c
said the government had O
commillee ·s recommendatiOClt
''I'm a vol untcer on
wouldn ·1 be doing this if I
would result." said Lacey

no money

While the report calls for a refocusing and
retooling of the education system, it is unclear
where the money is going to come from. Lately
the government has been far from generous, and
the report's call for further reductions in the
deficit is unlikely to change the situation.
University of Toronto economics professor
Mel Watkins says that if the government
reduced the deficit, as the report advised, then
increased spending on job retraining would be
useless.
"The notion of doing job training while
destroying jobs is a basic contradiction. It"s
called a prosperity initiative but what is happening in Canada is certainly not prosperity," says
Watkins.
According to a CFS report, cuts in federal
spending on education over the past two years,
combined with the recent three year freeze on

ap·
but
1he

ing

Priorities inqu.

tran~{er payments for higher education, will

result in a $9 billion dollar loss in real terms for
education by the year 1994-95.
Lamrock said the moderator of a Kingston
meeting between committee members and students made it clear that no proposals requiring
government spending would be considered.
"The committee already had a predetermined
set of answers," said Lam rock.
Steering committee member Veronica
Lacey, director of the North York Board of
Education, said Lamrock misinterpreted the
moderator's comment, and that allhough minor
expenditures on some programs would be allowed, the recession made it difficult for the
government to spend a lot or money. "We simply said major government expenditures are unrealistic at this time," she said.
But Lamrock said limiting government expenditures narrows the discussion regarding important student issues. "Already you have ruled
out the possibility of dealing with student aid
and accessibility," she stated.
Lacey said issues such as tuition and student
aid were not discussed in the report because of
the multitude of issues covered, and not because
of government expenditure cuts. "There are so
many issues. We had to make a choice and
prioritize the issues we wanted to discuss."
Lacey maintains a discussion of all the issues
would result in a report too lengthy to be
digested by the population. "Discussing all issues would have resulted in 150-page report."
Lamrock said the report is merely a document reinforcing the status quo. "The government knew what they wanted and this report
only enforces its course of action."
Calling for a 30 percent yearly increase in
computers and software in schools, the report
lays this responsibility on cash-strapped school
administrations and communities who can expect no federal or provincial aid.
The report also recommends that schools
"tailor programs to individual student needs and
adopt flexible teaching methods," all of which
imply high costs in retraining teachers and

1

It's a political
exercise more than
an economic one.
The report cost . . .
about $1000 a word.

We didn't get our
money's worth.
- Mel Watkins

While Prince agreed \\ith form
the educational system, he, ,!x>ut
the partnership between indu
proposed by the report.
"The report attempts tor
education,'' said Prince. "The-. 1he
humanities or the value of r a)n."
Lamrock said the new focus l:ool
partnerships could eventual!,
become solely skills factories
slitutions.
"When you talk about tl ~ust
learn how to learn and
marketable skills,·· said La
based solely on training and
out critical thought."
Unfortunate!} the report de
partnership between union1
education.
Ron Duhamel, Liberal cri
of State emphasized the need
"1 · m not concerned a~
partnership, provided other~
same access... Duhamel said
student unions become invoh.
Lacey said unions and~
clients ~f the system and 11
"The education sy5tcr,, n.. -ore
responsive to all its dicnts," 1
Lacey argued that busrr ·on
too often work independent :!her
without adequate consultation
"The largest problem is tht
lated societies," said Lacey.
University of Toronto man sor
J. R. D'Cruz, also a mcm[(l •mg
committee, said stronger linki te
sector were necessary to r. gh.
quality, relevant education SJ'
"Right now we are cncoor
You don't build excellent
spreading your national rei~ ou
do it by specializing." said D
But economist Arthur Krug; the
Ontario Institute for S1udic1 laid
he had grave misgivings 31
lo
education. He said that by tbc
trained. the needs of the marl
dramatically.
"I am quite concerned a~ ndation that the needs of the Oue
..
r
what the university does.
.
. . to foresee the needs~ lie
ability
very poor. Any forecast 3 40,
years ago would have b:en a ~e
Krugar added that if P
private sector became a high pr: er.
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Report is Ottawa's
educational roadmap

agenda for schools
silles, then resources wouh.J be directed awa,
general meetings, said Lamrock.
from the humanities and pure sciences, because
Bur Johnston !->aid extensive efforts were
they don ·1 p:ovide a quick enough financial
made to inform the public and any proposal<,
return.
from student groups \\Ould have been strongly
"II raises concerns about their understanding welcomed. "The same invitation was made to
of what the university is all about. Would they all groups...
hire a Plato or an Aristotle? There would be no
The commiltec called general meetings in 23
place for them," he said. '"We have to make different schools across the country between
sure our kids are literate and numerate and have mid-February and mid-June.
knowledge about computers but also about
Duhamel said the exclusion of student
literature, history and languages.··
groups is a weakness in the report. "They
Critics have also attacked the report for its should have been consulted. It is terribly dissapvagueness and redundancy. A recent Gazette pointing."
editorial criticized the report for proposing no
Lacey maintained extensive efforts were
new ideas. Duhamel agreed the proposals are engaged in contacting all sectors of the popularedundant.
tion. "We contacted groups and individuals who
"There is nothing particularly dramatic in the would not normally have a voice in these
report,"' said Duhamel. "They have talked about reports," said Lacey. "We contacted single
these proposals for decades in the educational mothers on welfare in one of the most difficult
field." Duhamel said what needs to be done is areas of North York ...
to devise ways of putting ideas into practice.
Copies of the report arc arnilable free of
Lacey argues that the report is not vague. charge hy callmg l-800-387-960/.
"The report outlines the criteria for a successful
educational system," said Lacey. "II answers
how to motivate institutions to become responsive to society."
Lacey said that if ideas are good, we
shouldn ·1 refrain from talking about them.
"When you can demonstrate you have learned
it, then I will stop teaching it.'"
The report also set deadlines for its
proposals, with the latest expiring five years
from now. Duhamel said he hoped the government wasn't trying to boost its popularity by
setting demanding deadlines.
"I hope the government did not set unrealistic goals to impress upon Canadians that they
arc doing something,"' he said.
"h's a political exercise more than an
economic one," said Watkins. "The report cost
er $19 million to make, that's about$ IOOO a word.
I think we have to say we dido 't gel our
money's worth."

reprinted with
permission from
the McGill
Daily and

CUP

Student groups not consulted:
the general public unaware
Sandwiched between the demise of the
referendum and the U.S. election, the report
received almost no media coverage. "Few
Canadians knew what was going on," said
Lamrock. "There was a zero publicity budget.''
But Johnston said the report was made available to the public. "A lot of money was spent to
alert people," said Johnston. ''There was no absence of know ledge of the report."
The McGill Daily obtained the report after
three phone calls trying to locate the 'report
hotline.'
lamrock said a reason the the report was
very low key was it doesn't contain any conc.rete suggestions. "The report is akin to a dilulio~ of the status quo," said Lamrock. Lamrock
claimed the report which supposedly reflected
What "everyday Canadians" think neglected to
contact student groups.
Consultation of students was limited to open

The government's answers to our economic and educatio~al
problems have been neatly compiled in Ottawa's new prosperity
report. Written by a 20-member steering committee comprised
mainly of business CEOs, the report suggests 17 ways to improve
the ailing educational system.
.
The basic premise of the report is the need for more business
and school interaction. To achieve this, Action 27 of the report
supports changing the focus of the educational system to a competance-based system which bases performance on results.
The aim or competency-based education is to give students
"the ability to do certain things and accomplish specific tasks'' by
focusing on results. Action 31 favours bringing the world of
work into school ''to ensure young people arc ready to enter the
world of work when the) leave schools, colleges and universities."
B) favouring the sciences and technologies, and encouraging
teachers to spend time in local businesses. the report hopes to encourage business-community relations. Action 32 tries to co'.'1e to
terms with the high school drop-out rate hut its first suggestion 1s
"to ensure that all students have a mentor.··
McGill student council president Jason Prince said the report
ignores many important factors. •· f'hc study makes no anempt to
link the drop-out trend with poverty, unemployment or the
economv."
The ;eport calls for more flexible teaching methods but docs
not recommend what changes to make or where the money for
such changes is supposed to come from. Action 33, 36 and 37 encourage educational institutions to increase their use of tel_c~~mmunications and computers in order to realize more nex1b1lll).
The) suggest "using existing tclcph~ne and_ cable lines .~o create
an effective and inexpensive electronic learning network.
Actions 41-42 specify ways in which indi\'idual Canadians can
expand their horizons and achieve greater learni~g. While ma~y
of these actions arc worth retaining, the report fails miserably in
dealing with issues such as diversity and student aid.
Phrases such as "increasing pcitential" and "learning success''
simply dilute the worth of the proposals. Prince said the report
focuses too much on performance and results.
''What happened to independent thought?" said Prince. "We
are not cogs in a machine...
[g
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For your residence or student society?
Jostens Canada is now publishing FOUR books on campus,
all of which wi11 deliver before exams in April! It's still not
to late for you. Call for more information today.

Jostens Canada · Your Local Publishing Consultant
Proud to be involved with
Curt HaITimond · 977-85 51 Commerce
Cody Hall, Ca rtier Hall,
and Law Societies
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t/ Resumes 733-8890
t/ Essays, manuscrip11
Classifieds
SERVICES
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TYPING, TYPING, TYPING.
Fast. accurate and professional typing. $1.75 per page
(includes spellcheck) •• rush
service. laserpnntmg available
·· Call Susan. 977-7766
CUSTOM SKI TUNING. Wax,
sharpening. flat file and base
repair. lowest pnce m town. Call
Kevin 734-1492
CHECK IT OUT. Quality word
processing to fit your needs.
Close to University. Ca11 2530630 after 5 or leave a message.
$1.25 PER PAGE typing Essays. theses reports. resumes,
term papers. manuscripts,
graphs?charts etc. Accurate.
professional last service and
low prices. laser pnnting available Cati 979-1575 or 7357988.
ESSAYS,
REPORTS,
RESUMES. Typing service,
desktop pubhshmg. advert1s1ng
flyers Personal computer
sates and service. Creative
Computer Services. 969-8951.
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SALES STAFF • $7.50 an
hour. Immediate openings for
full and part time sales staff. for
the new Columbia Sportswear
outlet store at 527 Ouellette
Retail experience and a basic
knowledge of skiwear and outerwear a definite asset. Please
drop off resume at store or
phone 252-5203
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STUDENTS OR organizations.
promote our Florida Spring
Break packages. Earn money
and free trips. Organize small
or large groups. Call Campus
Marketing 800-423-5264
LSAT-GMAT-GRE!
Since
1979, John R1chardson·s courses have taught a unique multiple choice oriented approach.
Our specially trained instructors help you attain your best
possible scorel - 1-800-567PREP (7737)
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MY DEAREST FREDDIE. you
were the most romantic, fast·
loving. hard-rocking mother·
fucker this world will ever know
Those who inspire us live in our
hearts forever. Memones of
you comfort me in my time of
need In loving memory.
Claudio.
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BED ANO BREAKFAST, ideal
for v1s1t1ng parents and fnends
Ten blocks from campus Call
256-3937
QUALITY
FURNISHED
ROOMS: 5 mm walk to university for mature students in
owner occupied home Area of
student and faculty residences
4 private rooms available Dec
1. Compare at 732 Mill by call·
mg 977 -1687 or 258-6256
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CLEAN 2 BEDROOM HOME.
great cond1t1on Parking.
washer. furnished 11 required 2
minute walk from campus (beside Human Kinetics bu ld1ng
available beginning of December, $600 plus utilities Looking
for responsible md1v1duats
I
Pete home 256·5077. wor!I
945 -1134
ROOM FOR RENT en 4
bedroom house Jan 1 •
Apr. 30. Fanchette Street (2
minute walk). Washer, dryer
fully furnished. 2 bath, cable
phone, parking. very clean
Best offer 252·9300.
TWO ROOMS FOR RENT two
minutes from the university
S 100 00 . $250 00 a month
plus ut1hties Share house.
254-0674.
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CANTERBURY COLLEGE
Worship and Bible Study· Holy
Communion 1s offered Sun·
days at 9 30 a m. and Wednes·
days at 5:00 p .m with Bible
Study held on MOndays from
4 ·00 to 5 00 pm m the Col ege
Admin1strat1on Building
Chapel at 172 Patricia Roa 1
Everyone is welcome with a
baptized Chnst1ans invited to
receive the sacrament
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Limited team
shows promise
not scoring more points. Heading
into the final eight he was the top
ranked fencer.
Undaunted by a dwindling
Despite the elimination of the
,earn size an? a limited. budg~t women's fencing program and
the University of Windsor s both epee and foil divisions for
men's fencing team posted sig- the men at Windsor, coach Eli
nificant results at Penn State Sukunda was still able to field a
University·
team of men in his specialty Fifth-year fencer Rob Fallen- sabre. Fallenbuchl, who as a
buchl placed fifth out of 69 of the senior athlete occasionaly helps
best sabre fencers in the NCAA, with the coaching duties, was
narrowly missing qualifying for blunt when discussing why the
the final round. Teammate Mark Lancers will field just a sabre
Scarfone placed 24th, and begin- team this year despite a history of
ning fencer Chris Kierkus ended strong results in the OUAA.
up 54th.
"It's our specialty, that's what
Steve McAd~m, who rounds we·re best at, that's what we
out the four-member Lancer focus on, and that's all we have
fencing contingent, did not com- money for," Fallenbuchl said.
pete at Penn State.
The team will not attend any
In his final bout, Fallenbuchl more tournaments until after
fell subject to a faulty electronic Christmas. Fallcnbuchl, Scar~nsing device that failed to fone, and McAdam's high narecord some of his touches.
tional ranking has made the team
"In those three bouts there ineligible to fence at Ontario
were four hits where I clearly meets where other university fencame forward, made an attack, cers hone their skills. ft is unable
and hit the guy across the face to afford to travel out of the
no light," he said.
province to other meets.
In 1he end, Fallenbuchl lost the
"H's hard to provide good
final bout by scores of 6-4, 3-5, tournaments to go to. You can't
and 6-5. A bout is scored by the just fence over and over and over
Lancer newcomer Joe Davis-Nawagesic, a 245 lb. forward, heads upcourt. (photo by BRIAN ROGEHS)
best two-out-of-three up to five in the gym;· Fallenbuchl said.
points. One has to win by two
Instead, the Lancers must wait
points to a maximum total of six. until the new year to participate
Thus, should Fallenbuchl's four in OUAA qualifiers. Despite that,
uncounted touches have scored Fallenbuchl said the team is
he would have advanced to the talented enough to win the
the problem of wanting to dribble
"We also did a better job. parby Brian Rogers
final four.
OUAA sabre team title, and is
the
ball
against
the
pressure
inticularly
in the game against
Lance sports staff
Still, Fallenbuchl does not also attempting to grab -the top
stead of passing the ball before Michigan-Dearborn, taking care
blame the equipment failure for three individual medals in the
The University of Windsor's they were double-teamed.
of the ball and managing the
his result. He blames himself for conference.
~
men's basketball team split a pair
"We got ourselves into too clock at the end of the game."
of games to win the consolation much trouble, so we were the
This is something Havey feels
final at the Urbana University masters of our own fate there. that they were unable to acHall of Fame Tournament held But had we done a better job complish in the past.
on Nov. 13 and 14.
against pressure, I still don't
"With four minutes to go, [it
for a time.
by Ian Fitz-Gerald
After a devastating 104-60 loss think we would have beat Ur- was) basically a one-point game.
Unfortunately, due to the play at the hands of Urbana UniverLance sports staff
bana. They were very good."
We were able to slretch it out to
of Mankato's goalie Langlo!, sity. the Lancers retaliated, beatUrbana University was rated eight, so we were able to go from
Manka10 State, the recurrent Windsor's third period shot total
ing
the
University
of third in the National Association a close game to building on a
"Goliath" amidst the ranks of the of 21 was not enough and the
Michigan-Dearborn
88-81 in the of Intercollegiate Athletics tour- comfortable lead at the end of the
NCAA Division II hockey Lancers found themselves on all
consolation final.
nament last season.
game."
1chools, played host on Nov. 13 too familiar grounds once again.
The tournament, which conThe NAIA is comprised of
On Nov 18, the Lancers
and 14 lo a Lancer hockey team Final
score:
Mankato
5,
sisted of four teams, was run in a smaller but exceptional schools played at home against Grand
lha1 has fallen on hard times.
Windsor 3.
elimination process with the win- in athletics.
Valley State University and lost
B01h games were played in
This game marked the longners
of
the
first
two
games
meetDespite
its
loss
to
Urbana,
by
a score of 108 to 73.
fron1 of capacity crowds in ex- awaited return of forward Dave
ing
in
the
championship
game.
Havey
sees
an
improvement
in
"It's
probably not a good game
ecs~ of 800 people, on a modern Vanderwerf off the injured list,
Although Lancer head coach his team.
for us, not to be a pessimist, but
Jet-tee surface that makes the who - once rounded into playMike Havey was reasonably
"We did a better job against they are NCAA Division II and
Adie Knox rink, the Lancers' ing shape - should bolster the
pleased
with
the
team's
perforpressure
which has been a thorn they're good," Havey said before
~ome rink, look more like black offense as well as add some
in
my
side,
and we have been the game.
mance
overall
at
the
tournament,
ice on Hwy. 401. The dark cloud stability to the forward lines.
spending time in practise workHavey said that he would like
he
felt
that
it
could
have
had
a
10
all this excitem1. .it was that the
The following evening, yet
ing on breaking pressure.''
to have fewer Division II teams
better
game
against
Urbana
~ncers dropped both ends of another sold-out crowd witnessed
Havey admitted that this is on the Lancers' schedule.
University.
is double-header, and returned a penalty-filled game where no
more than a little ironic when
"It's tough though,'' Havey
"Urbana
came
out
and
pressed
home lo Windsor's cozy confines one doubted who would win.
us all over the noor right off the considering that the Lancers are said. "The guy at Grand Valley
emp1y-handed.
A flat performance by the Lanstart and we dido 't respond very adept at putting on pressure caJled me last year and browbeat
Friday night's game saw a rare cers saw the ejection of forward
themselves but have a lot of me into putting them back on the
well,"' said Havey.
sl(lart by second-year goalie Ric Arelio Cence via a spearing call
trouble breaking it.
schedule."
(g
He
admitted
the
Lancers
had
eller wh
.
des • •
o was outstanding, and was exploited by a hungry
pite spotting Mankato a 4-0 Mankato squad who cruised to an
1
ea_d by the game's mid-way uncontested
5-1
victory.
po1n1 F ·
of h acing a perpetual barrage Windsor's Jone marker came
M s ots, compliments of the when Robb Barban netted his
team could not keep up its out- against us before."
Alex Meyer
fu~n~alo power play, Keller took second of the year on the power
standing effort and fell to Wayne
However, MacLean was disapLance sports staff
sile a vantage of the ice time and play.
State. A general failure to ex- pointed with the game in terms of
need the partisan crowd on
The Lancer women's basket- ecute early in the game hurt the scoring.
This weekend failed to solve
:u~erous occasions while tum- any mysteries about this team,
"Thirty-eight points is a haJf.
ball team began their regular Lancers, and Wayne State led 27\'" a stellar performance.
time
score," she said.
21
at
the
half.
season on the right foot in 1ln exand left coach Rick Cranker
SCo he Lancers finally got on the
Right
now, the team is in an
Quick
led
Lancers
scorers
with
tremely physical game against
scratching his head. The Lancers
13 points, but Wayne State took analysis period. It must either
Ma~t~~ard w~en Russ Press beat will soon face crucial tests when
the
Wilfid
Laurier
Golden
Hawks
generate some offense, or change
16·l l O goalte Brian Langlot at divisional rivals Guelph and
the game 46-38.
on Nov. 14.
ne~I ~f the_ secon_d period, with Laurier each pay a visit.
Coach Joanne MacLean took the whole system. It also needs to
Windsor came away with the
loan toecruned Bill Seagris, on
victory 54-45. Laurier was one of some consolation that the team's get rid of unforced errors.
The ineffective power play,
The Lancers' next games are
draw· rn the Lancer golf team
only two teams that the Lancer tough opponent was a NC~
Ing th
.
' combined with the senseless
Division II team. It was also sig- Nov. 24 at Siena Heights and
linued
e assist. Windsor con- penalties in Minnesota, has
women's team defeated last year.
JlCri0d to battle back in the third proven to be the team's nemesis
Top scorers for Windsor were nificant that the Lancers held the Nov. 28 home against the Brock
0
Badgers at 2 p.m.
and ro k~ goals by Pete Deboer so far this season.
Heather Quick, 16 points, Nancy Wayne State to only 46 points.
The team then leaves for a
"Defensively,
it's
where
we
the SCoo •e Jason Day to make
Gyurcsik, 11 points, and Lisa
Needless to say, Cranker's
4
Florida
training camp from Dec.
want
to
be,"
said
MacLean.
Steal th r~ ·3 and managing to "boys" can ill-afford to just "go
White, 10 points.
30
to
Jan.
4.
IQ
"They've
scored
70
and
80
points
e orne team's momentum through the motions."
In a later game on Nov. 18 the
IQ

by Dave Briggs
Lance sports staff

Lancers settle for consolation

Penalties cost hockey
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Volleyball shows strength --I
by Duncan Edgar
Lance sports staff

The men ·s volleyball team is
fast approaching the high level of
play of which they are capable,
according to head coach Mike
Palenchar.
This was in evidence Saturday,
Nov. 14 as the Lancers hosted the
first annual Can-Am Invitational
Tournament, finishing second out
of six teams.
Windsor defeated Michigan
State 2-1 (15-11, 10-15 and 1513), then Ohio State 2-1 (10-15,
15-11 and I 5-9), before losing to
Sheridan College in the final, two
games to one.
This caps off several strong
showings by the Lancer men in

recent weeks. Windsor defeated
Guelph 3-0 in a Nov. 11 confron·
tation, with match scores of 15-5,
15-13, and 15-9. High scorers
were Dave Bailey with 19 kills
and 3 stuffed blocks, and Geoff
Kempe with 15 kills and 4
stuffed blocks.
Windsor was in jeopardy only
once, in the second match, when
Guelph came back from a nine
point deficit to make the score
14-13 before Windsor finally
sealed their doom.

Defense improving
"The team has been playing
much better on defense," according to Palenchar. "They've really
been picking up some balls for a
change."

Windsor swept Brock in all
three matches in a Nov. 13 ga111
15-4, 15-3 and 15-5. High score;;
of the game were Dave Baile~
with 12 kills and 2 stuffed
blocks, and Montgomery Fer.
guson, with 7 kills and 5 stuffed
blocks.
This is a vast improvemeni
over a rather dismal October
with losses to Laurier and a "dis:
mantling" at the hands of Water.
loo, according to Palenchar
Windsor's present record is 2.2·
putting them in the middle of th~
pack for the OUAA West.
Palenchar said that the team's
great talent and size should make
it a strong contender in the future
games. The next men's volleyball
game is Nov. 25 at Western. @

Sherbrooke a learning experience
by Lorne Bell
Lance sports staff

Lcalhcr Accessories
-'OS l'eli,,ier

252-50.'3

CROWN&
ANCHOR PUB

On the weekend of Nov. 13-15
the Lancer women's volleyball
squad competed in a tournament
at the Univesity of Sherbrooke.
The Lancers soundly defeated the
University of Montreal 3-0, and
came back from an early deficit
to defeat Carlton 3-2. However,
the team lost three hard-fought
matches against Concordia, Mt.
Allison and McGill.
The coaching staff was impressed with the exceptional play
of Jodi Beaugrand, Renee
Michiels and Yvonne Richards
during
the
tournament.
Beaugrand scored 25 kills against
Montreal, 19 against McGill and
23 against Carleton.
Michiels contributed for 21
kills and six blocks against
Montreal, 20 kills against McGill, and 16 kills and eight blocks
against Carleton.
Richards was especially impressive on the defense, receiving

an average of two out of a possible three in passing on serves
received
To add to the Lancers' impressive results, the exciting performance of Michele Daignault
earned her an all-star selection at
the tournament.
"Her selection reflects the
team as a whole, " said Coach
Marge Holman. "She is a very intense individual, well deserving
of the honour."
Many of the teams at this tournament were nationally ranked,
making it a true learning experience for the Lancers. Holman
concluded that the team had improved as a group by competing
at the tournament.
"A better understanding of
capabilities was needed in order
to grow as a team."
The team used this new understanding in its game against McMaster on Nov. 18. The Lancers
won 3-1 (16-14, 14-7, 8-15, 15-6)
over the Marauders in a game
that showed outstanding perfor-

mances from several Lancers.
On the defense, Michiels had
an impressive 46 digs and
Beaugrand had 25 digs. Thev
both had a high efficienc~
average in addition to having fe;
kills scored against them, leading
to a solid performance.
The offensive line was equally
effective. Michiels had 18 kills
and a 48 percent hitting efficiency, while Beaugrand had 21 kill~
eight team blocks and a 2.27 ef.
ficiency average on passing on
the serve received. The team also
tallied six ace serves, with
Beaugrand serving for three.
Holman was especially impressed with the way the team
came out strong right from the
start of the game. She attributed
this new team attitude to the
aftermath of the Sherbrooke tour·
nament successes.
The team's next home game is
Saturday, Nov. 28 at the S1
Denis Centre fieldhouse. The
team will challenge the Brock
Badgers at 4 p.m.
~
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After School Specials 5 - 8 p.m.
MONDAY - Pasta & Pitcher
TUESDAY - Eggrolls 3 for $2.50
WEDNESDAY - Burger & Fries $1.00
THURSDAY - Buy $2 mug of beer &
get 20 wings FREE

ALL DAY SATURDAY
Hot Dogs & Fries $1.00

*** STUDENT DISCOUNT***
15% off regular meals (incl. buffet)
CROWN & ANCHOR

1521
Riverside
Drive West

252-0814
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h~od?1,an ~~~,~~dg~!ht~!~w~,~ ~h~~ustment

by Mike ~ua . t
in all
Lance sports co umrns
game, There have a.lways be~n
corer~ rumours that certain players in
lailey,
fessional sports have had a
luffed rro d in running the teams they
1 r:r- h~:v for.
u ed PFor example, it has been wideI believed over the years that
~:nt tyne Gretzky has some say in
" .r, ·ho plays on the Los Angeles
I d1s.
" ngs. And there m1g
• ht be some
K
1
11
ahter.
r·,t to those rumours. Since
nc ar me
.
• Lo A
I
s nge es,
22 Gretzky arrived in
sf · · ,eral of his former Edmonton
Othc\t
d
Oilers teammates have . ma e
ineir way t~ ~a-La Land, mcludeam's nl! Jari Kum, Paul Coffey, and
~harlie Huddy.
II was also believed that
ey~
Detroit Red Wings captain Steve
• @ )zerman's testimony ended Jaequc~ Demers· reign be~ind the
\\'ings· bench. Rumour 1s Yzerman~ in discus~ions with team
I oirner Mike II itch, did not en'S.

for the team.
Also in Detroit, it has been
rumoured the Pistons' captain
Isiah Thomas was responsible for
the Pistons aquiring Mark
Aguirre. Aguirre had been a lifelong friend of Thomas and thus
Thomas used his influence to
persuade the Pistons to trade
Adrian Dantley so he could play
ball with his pal.
AJI t he a bove cases may be
true but for a real case of a player
.
d
I
running a team we nee on y
look as far as Dennis Rodman
dh
.
an t e Detroit Pistons.
Rodman and his mood swings
have become more important
than the performance of the team,
and this will continue until the
team stands up to this prima
donna.
The Pistons should have deaJt
with Rodman as soon as the
problems began to surface, when
they let Chuck Daly go. Had they

.s had
and
They
:ienci
1g few
:ading

A plan to improve Windsor athletics
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Performer of the week:

1

Ferguson's
kills pace
volleyball
Lancers
sponsored by Pizza Hut
Montgomery Ferguson of
the Lancer men's volleyball
team is this week's athlete of
the week.
Ferguson is a 6'4" middle
blocker and had seven kills
and five stuffed blocks to
lead the Lancers to a 3-0 win
over the Brock Badgers on
Friday, Nov. 13.
On Saturday, Nov. 14 at
the Can-Am Tournament he
also played very well with
11 kills, eight stuffed blocks
and a service ace in the
leam's loss in the tournament final to Sheridan.
Ferguson is majoring in
accounting and economics
and is a native of Nassau,
Bahamas.
[g

by Dave Briggs

Lance sports columnist
Tmproving the University of
Windsor's athletic program has
long been an important issue.
Having pondered some past attempts at enhancing the quality
of campus athletic life I sat down
to map a plan for success. Here's
some of the changes we should
make:
• Intimidate the opposition by
changing our team name from
"the
Lancers",
to
"the
Teamsters."
• Make our new mascot the
meanest, baddest, mascot ever.
• Change our team colours from
blue and gold to the black and
silver colours of the L.A.
Raiders to benefit from free
publicity from local gangs.
• Design a special faculty for
athletes whose grades aren't
high enough to gain entrance
into other faculties. The faculty
of Jockular Pursuits could feature such courses as: "10 l uses
for athletic tape", "Introduction
to colours, letters and num-

r*)ERFECT
rPAPERS
An On-Campus Student Service providing
Professional Output at Reasonable Rates
We Do:
•Term Papers
• Resumes
• ACCIS Forms
• Cover Letters
• Flyers. etc.
.
• FAX service, Photocopying. and Laser Copies
Hours: 8:30 A.M. - 7:00 P.M. Monday - Thursday
8:30 A.M. - 1 :30 P.M. Fridays
Location: OPUS Office 496 Sunset Avenue
Phone:
971 - 3603

Rodman 's discontent perhaps the
situation would
not
have
progressed this far.
Rodman didn't attend Pistons
training camp due to personal
problems, which includes a
divorce, as well as a stated lack
of enthusiasm for the game.
Upon Rodman 's return, just in
time to start the season and collect his paycheck, Rodman was
f"med the league maximum by the
team but little was said of any
f
urther consequences.
Rodman was then inserted into
the lineup, next to players who
did attend training camp and
were not pleased that despite
Rodman's absence, he would
play beside them.
.
r
Making matters worse ,or himself, Rodman stated the only
reason he returned was because
he was contractually obliged to,
otherwise. he would be headed
for Texas in his pickup truck.

~

From the

point of
the Lance

•

•
•
•

•

•

bers", "Advanced sand castle
building", and "The history of
the athletic supporter."
Get together with the Biology
department and see if they can
clone track coach Dennis
Fairall.
Have coaches and athletes hug
more.
Petition Playboy to have U of
W included in their "top party
schools" issue.
Have food services offer special "food nights" at Lancer
home events to attract more
students. You will pack them
in at "Liver and Bacon Night"
and the ever-popular "Cod on a
Stick Night."
Film a music video featuring
our track team doing the "Lancer Lambada."
Intimidate the opposition by
renaming the St. Denis Centre,
"Satan's Pleasure Palace."
Hey, isn't Bo Schembechler

Pressbox

Perspectives
Now Rodman is out of the
lineup again, claiming his knee is
bothersome. Rodman has in fact,
had a mood swing and again
doesn't feel like playing, and will
stay out of the lineup until he
either feels like playing again or
is traded.
This will continue until the
Pistons force the issue with Rodman. The team needs Rodman in
its lineup in order to be a contender, and to ensure this they
must impress upon him the} are
in charge, not him.
Instead of worrying about
hurting Dennis' feelings. they
need to discipline him and show
him he is not bigger than the
team, for his own sake, and the
sake of the other 11 players "ho
are committed to the Pi\tons. [g

free?
• Start an annual nude fan night.
• Give Morgana the Ki.,sing
Bandit an honourary degree.
• Enlist God as a "<;pecial"
recruiter.
• Open a referee hall of fame on
campus.
• Steal
the University of
Michigan fight song and claim
they stoic it from us.
• Make our own championship
banners to hang from the
rafters.
• Contact Shirley Maclaine for
coaching tips from when she
used to be Vince Lombardi.
• Steal the Blue Jays' thunder by
claiming we 're Canada's team.
• Have athletes taunt the opposition by constantly yelling,
"Our track team will kick your
butt!"
• Petition ABC to produce a lovable Saturday morning cartoon
featuring the exploits of
Windsor athletes.
• Splatter the Lancer name on
everything from underwear to
steak knives, and from foot
odour pads to condoms.
[g

CAMPUSI ,J =t3 The 13th Annual High
School AII-Nighter successfully took place the night of
Friday Nov. 13 and ended
Saturday morning. Student<;
from various local high
schools arrived at 8 p.m. and
after a brief marshalling
period, began competing in
various events against rival
schools. Some of the activities
included inner-tube water
polo, blanket volleyball, basketball, an obstacle course,
and a school cheer contest.
The AJI-Nighter ended with a
breakfast for the students.
Many thanks to Sandra, Tim,
Gary, Shaun, Peter, Jenn, and
Graham who made this year's
event a great experience for
the students.
Those who ha\.e previously
resisted the urge to give
aerobics a try will never get a
better chanc~ than the .. Fitness
Finals" classes being offered
at the St. Denis Centre from
Nov. 30 to Dec. 18. These
classes arc open to everyone
and are intended tu provide
participants with a taste of the
fitness programmes offered by
Campus Recreation.
The long gruelling season
of men ·s slo-pitch is final!)
over and after the smoke
cleared, only t\\o teams were
left standing. The A Di\ i.,ion
champions \lo ere the Ten Lillie
Indians who defeated The
Tigers 6-4. in a tense defensive struggle. In the B
Division, Batter's Box came
out victors over the Jokers
during a slippery, mud-filled
game with the final score 137. Both games had great competition and could have went
either way.
The women's volleyball
playoffs are now under way
with the first round just completed and the championship
and consolation games being
played on Monday, Nov. 30 at
9:30 in the St. Denis Centre
fieldhouse. Us and the Spikers
are presently tied for first
place with records of 5-1. (g
Provided
by
Andrew
Lindsay, Jim Wawrow, and
Debbie Hamilton of the Campus Recreation Department.

ENTER THE $300

Name the Mascot
CONTEST

-------------------------------SUGGESTION

----------------------------

ENTRANT'S NAME

----------------------------------

-

ADDRESS

----------------------PHONE

-

------------------------DATE

Entries can be dropped off 9 a.m. • 4 p.m.
at the Athletic Department in Huma.n Kinetics
or at the Lance, Phase II Clark residence.

$300 for winning name.
(Earliest entrant supplying
the name. Please date entry.)
tNlnner to be announced
January 16, 1993.

Wearing white

v.\~ Y\e\l~<" SQ.\d.

Recent actions by some women's groups have thrown
a new wrench into men' s participation in memorials of
the Montreal massacre.
The Ryerson women's centre's boycott of the white
ribbon campaign on that campus has sent many men
back to the drawing board to find a new way to empathize and show solidarity without offending women's
efforts.
Women have struggled to raise public awareness
about violence against women and now many feel their
cause will be slighted by men's involvement. Their fears
are not unrealistic. Women have had to break away from
men in order to find their voice and now they're worried
about playing a secondary role in the women's movement.
They have also objected to men 's movements drawing
public attention away from programming begun by
women. Men's groups have been too vocal or ignorant of
women's issues. Or they have attempted to articulate
women's issues instead of listening to women to form
their opinions.
These are all valid reasons to be pissed off. Working
hard to unify women, educate and change public opinion
and then to gain media attention and corporate funding
only when men begin to get involved is a painful
reminder of the powerlessness of women. They can't
even have their own revolution.
But the white ribbon campaign is subtle solidarity. It
is men who will wait silently for women to tell them
how to help. Perhaps the white ribbon campaign will be
a spring board for men to become aware of other
women ·s issues.
Women have struggled for so long to create an atmosphere of intolerance for violence against them, to get
men to be responsible for the actions of other men and
themselves. It would be a shame to lose them now that
they're interested.
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Chicken
Dear Editor:
In response to Mike Mouat 's article
"Magic Returns to Retirement," I
think it's important to correct the assumption that Johnson ·s motives were
solely based on his desire to spend
more quality time with his family.
Magic's return to basketball sent a
powerful message to the world - one
which people with HIV/AIDS have
been struggling for years to convey
- that people with HIV/AIDS are
capable of contributing to society in a
vital way and should be allowed to do
so. They do not have to be victimized
by this virus.
For a brief moment, it looked as if
Johnson was going to join the fight.
Instead, he acquiesced to the unfm~nded fears of fellow players who
in their panic believed that his return
to basketball would bring with it the
inevitability of exposure for each and
every one of them.
Unfortunately it seems that it is his
unwillingness to confront
the
paranoia of his peers, not the needs of
his family, which has taken
precedence. Once again ignorance has
won.
Beth Lyster
1st year
Drama/Communications Studies

Silence
Dear Editor:
This is an open letter to the president of the university, Dr. R. Ianni,
and the president of SAC, Kristine
Robinson.
If anyone cared to remember, two
weeks ago on Wednesday was
Remembrance Day. Did you stand in
silence for a moment? Did you wear a

~\)~e()l("\\~ ~ CAU\t.

C.Cl~'j.

poppy this month? Did you even stop
and think?
Apparently, the University of
Windsor did not. Remembrance Day
was like any other day here at the
university.
The only way that most people
knew it was Remembrance Day was
that there was no mail and they could
not go to the bank. It was probably
this inconvenience that made you
pause in annoyance for an insignificant moment.
It is saddening that this institution,
whose founding fathers were probably among the ones who should have
been remembered, were not. Not even
an official moment of silence was
recognized.
Remembrance Day is a day to
remember peace and to remember the
sacrifices of many. Most people in
North America don't know and will
never know what it is like to live in a
war-torn country.
You might not agree with the
politics of these wars, but the
sacrifices that were made in World
War I and World War II must not be
overlooked. It is only fitting that the
university salute and pay homage to
those who gave more than we could
ever possibl imagine.
It sadder us to see that the University of \\ indsor and SAC did not
recognize the gift that many people
gave, but were content to reap the
benefits. We observed our moment of
silence and were thankful that we
could do so, but we question why the
university and SAC did not do the
same. We hope that this situation will
be rectified in the future because to
forget our past is to relive it.
Dianne Small
3rd Year
Political Science
Marian MacGregor
Law I

Projected
Dear Editor:
Regarding the article "Centre
lowers pub rent for '93," it should be
clarified that the amount indicated as
a "lower rent" for the SAC pub in lhe
new CAW Student Centre is nOl
"rent" but fixed operating cost for thal
space reflecting actual heat and air
conditioning, water and hydro and
garbage dumping costs.
The figure $27 787 reflects these
projected costs for the 1993-94
operating year.
Sincerely,
Mary Lou Thibert
Department Head
CAW Student Centre

Responsibility
Dear Editor:
I would like to take this oppor·
tunity to put in my two cents' worth f
about the Transit Windsor referen·
dum.
First of all, thank you for printing
your informative debate on this iss~e I
in last week's Lance. That said, I will I
vote Yes in the referendum.
Why?
Because I think it is time for us to
face our responsibilities as citizens ~r
this community. Our public tra~si.t.
which is so important to any cit) s
liveability, is in trouble. If we ~
make a contribution to preserving this
important service, we should.
Those students who want to belieie
they are outside this city should sto~
to consider the $4 million the CA'w
has donated to our university.
Sincerely,
k
Helen Bae
Social Scienct

I

•

•

~ ap1n1ons
Hats off to our boys in blue ribbons
by Judge Brisson
Lance editorial staff

The provincial government's
propased use-of-force legislation
haS created quite a stir in the law
enforcement community. At issue
is the regulation that would have
palice officers file a short report
in situations where they have
drawn their weapons. For their
effort to make the police more accountable, the NOP government
is coming under fire from law enforcement unions as well as local
palice leaders for turning a deaf
car to their concerns.
Those in the law enforcement
community argue this legislation

will endanger the lives of police
officers. When faced with the
split-second decision of drawing
a weapon in self defense, an officer may hesitate because an explanation of his or her actions
would be required in writing.
Moreover, should the explanation
be inadequate, the statement may
potentially implicate the officer
in some wrongdoing.
In an attempt to reach a
reasonable compromise, Solicitor
General Allan Pilkey assured officers that the reports would not
be used for disciplinary purposes
and would only be kept on file
for two to three years.
This was not an adequate com-

promise according to police community leaders who demanded
nothing short of a total revocation
of the proposed legislation. Not
getting their way, the police took
action by violating their uniform
code and refusing to issue tickets
for minor traffic offen!>Cs.
Although the actions may
seem petty, they arc disturbingly
symbolic. The police are refusing
to abide by the laws of a
democratically elected government to whom they arc accountable. Worse yet, police chiefs arc
turning a blind eye to the actions
of their troops by not enforcing
regulations. This amounts to a
quiet endorsement of these ac-

resisting accountability lo the
public they arc mandated to
serve. One need look no further
than law enforcement's ambivalence towards police review
boards and other such bodies who
attempt to keep them in check to
qualify this point.
As it becomes more apparent
that incidents involving police
brutality and the use of lethal
force arc a severe problem, especially in the Metro Toronto area,
it is imperative that steps be laken
to remedy the situation. The
proposed legislation is a step in
the right direction and will justly
serve - both the public and the
po 1ce.
IY

tions and is a cowardly move on
the part of these law enforcement
leaders.
Windsor police chief Jim
Adkin's claim that Pilkey's legislation is undemocratic is completely unfounded. He criticizes
the consultation procedure claiming the police had no voice in the
legislative process but the
evidence docs not support this allegation. Police were consulted in
the process. but the fact that they
were not given the authority to
write their own rules has embittered them.
This however, is more than a
case of sour grapes. It is another
indication of how the police arc

1

The economics of racism: the rise of the Fourth Reich
by Mark Crane
Lance editorial staff
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Over the past few weeks
newspapers across the country
have been running stories about
nco·Na.mm in Germany. Rightwing groups have been coming
out in force to demonstrate
against the influx of refugees, and
to promote changes to an asylum
law to cut back on them.
Police have made efforts to
quell violence over the issue.
most recently in the town of
Halbe. a rallying centre for neoNazis because it is there the German Wehrmacht made its last
~land in World War JI. The
problem, while often perceived as
the forces of racism, is also one
nf the forces of economics. The
world-wide recession has left
many Germans fearing for the fu.
lure of their economy, and, like in
the past, some groups arc ad~ocating the promotion of racist
policies to solve what is esscntiall) an onomic problem.
History may help us underland the problem a little better.
German
government
has.
throughout history. used the
Aryan supenonty thesis to
promote its own agenda. The
Nazis used it as a rallying cry
bo1h to blame Jews for the defeat
of World War I, and ultimately
attributing the cause of the failed
Weimar's economy to them. The
sincerity of their hatred cannot he
overlooked. nor can the pragmatic political gains of such a
policy.
The Nazi's overriding concern
Y.as with economics. and the su-

Graffiti in Florence, Italy. (photo by SUZANNE NGUI)

pcriority thesis was a way to take
.,.. h t .,.. s then common belief
(racism). and use it as a tool for
legitimizing th •mselves among
the general public to gain office.
The image of a man carrying a
wheelbarrow full of devaluated
Oeutschemarks to buy a loaf of
hread is an image we've all seen.
and one that ha'.'- been intcrnaliLed
by German socil!ty.
The current outcry again..,t
refugees is a product, partly. of
that image of the German middle
class losing its purchasing power.
leaving them without enough

the qu~.§.!l9Jl
Paul
O'Neill

Ken
Drouillard

3rd Year
Business

4th Year
Biology

I'd have to tum them
down because it's my
money, you know. It all
depends on who it is. I'm
not a rich guy and handing
out my cash is not high on
my list of priorities.

money 10 buy bread. as well as
other modem consumer goods
(TVs. stereos) that have become
staples.
Fear of job losses for Germans
to so-called outsiders is the biggest motivation behind the neoNati movement. Minorities arc
again becoming the scapegoat for
a failed glohal economic sptem.
While the prohlcm is currently
limited to Europe. can we expect
the ,ame sort of outcry from the
Canadian middle class a.., more
people arc unemployed?
Prohahly.

While Ontario's Anti-Racist
Secretariat, as well as grass-roots
groups like Skinheads Against
Racial Prejudice, try to promote
construc11vc race relations, raci'.'-t
skinhead groups and right wing
partic:. arc adrncating cutting off
immigration from countries with
oppressive governments.
The link between high immigration and joh losses for the
white middle class is sure to he
one that rightist group., will siezc
on in the near future, especially
once election time roll, around.
While politicians will undoubted-

ly call it economic development
and job security. it is still first
and foremo,1 racism.
Let's make sure not to take the
..German Solution" lo the immigration problem. It i, in
Canada's humanitarian interest lo
ensu re that refugees have somewhere in the world to turn to
rather than face human rights
ahuscs in their own country.
It is in Canada·, oc'.St interests
10 ensure that i1s immigration
policy is based on humanitarian
principles :md not S} stcmic
raci,m.
~

ff someone on the street asked you/or money, what would you do?

Living in Ottawa I'm used
to it so I'd probably give
whatever change I had in my
pocket.

Donna
Ryder
2nd Year
Sociology

It depends on who they
were and where it was but I
would probably give them
some money. If it were in
Detroit probably not. but if I
were at home in Windsor, I
probably would.

Raj Saini
1st Year
Social
Science

I'd send them on their
way! I had to wait months
for my OSAP.
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Now On Campus!!

ROCK& ROLL

• Typing
• Resumes
• Copies

NO COVER
WITH STUDENT I.D.
ANY NIGHT!!
t:,C\p.\..
sP 1€.s:

0~

Tuesday, Nov. 24: Jam Nite: PLANET OF FUN
Thursday, Nov 26 - Saturday, Nov. 28:
VAGABOND
Sunday, Nov. 29: SANCTUARY
a tribute to THE CULT

5 minutes west of the U of W-3885 Sandwich 253-3777

LASER PRINTING

253 -TYPE
We sell resume
paper, too!
Assumption University
University of W:ndsor

PREGNANT
and need help?

Call. ..
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Toll-free 1-800-328-LOVE
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We pay GSTand
PST for students!
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Check out our great rate!> on:

Typing
ALL TYl'IN(i IS l.1\Sl R PRINTEIJ

• term papers
·• resumes, books
• reports, etc.

Photocopying
and Fax Service
• sending

ART SALE

& receiving

COPIES
Te:~~;seh
I
Rd. East
Phone
N &FAX:
MoRE 944.120s
1

Posters For Every Taste And Budget
Hundreds of Art Reproductions $3.00 - $8.00
Over 1400 Different Images - Most Far Below List Price

DATE: NOV. 30-DEC. 2 HOURS: 9-5
PLACE: ODETTE BUILDING LOBBY
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Coppola's Drac latest in a
long line. Read what our
reviewer thinks: p. 8.
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Women's basketball team is
racking up the points _ 216
in its last three games; p. 14.
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Voters reject
bus pass plan

T Transit Windsor cancels free service
by Tran Longmoore
Lance associate news editor
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Students decided overwhelming!) to reject Transit Windsor's
hus pass plan last week. Voters
turned out in record numbers to
defeat the proposal by a 2-1 margin In a counter move Transit
\\ 1ndsor revoked passes for the
duration of the semester.
Just two hours after the results
were made public, Transit
\I. indsor voided the tnal passes
,,~ued to U of\.\' students m Oct t, • Th card., were original!)
supposed to last until Dec. 3 I
Transit Windsor said the decision
to revoke the" passes was due to
financial constraints and the
railed referendum.
The cost of the tnal period ~as
borne by Windsor City Council.
Transit Windsor had stated when
the passes were distributed it
reserved the nght to cancel the
passes at any time.
Company spokesperson Larry
McNeil said the likely losses in
ridership will result in a reduction in the frequency of bus ser\icc. The Crosstown 2 and the
Transway IC will contiue to run
every 15 minutes until 7 p.m.

However. from 7 to 11 p.m., the
busses will operate ever) half
hour.
McNeil said Transit Windsor
would be willing to work with U
of W students in the future .
"We ' ve seen that the students
use the busses when lhcv arc affordable . We'll certainly.listen to
anything students would have to
say if the} ever wanted to work
out any similar agreements."
McNeil noted that ridership
had increased during the trial
period.
~
' There w.is a huge ncrcasc m
hus patrons during the trial. The
fast fare processers recorded
2700 fares per day. We look forward to keeping those patrons."
he said
McNeil said that Transit
Windsor had earlier informed U
of W president Ron Ianni that if
the referendum failed the trial
bus passes would be voided immediately
"We can ·1 afford to maintain
the losses. If students want to use
the bus, they will have to pay the
$I.JO fare or huy the $52 a
month hus pass."
SAC president Kristine Robinson was disappointed with the

Bill Lloyd, member of the un1vers1ty area ratepayers' assoc1at1on, shows off the permit-only parking
signs that may soon dot s1destreets near campus The story 1s on page 3 (photo by TEO ANDKILOEJ
decision to cancel the passes.
efficient bus system they ' ll never
"I'm ecstatic with the turnout.
''It's unfortunate. I recognize
use'!"
I've never seen such interest in
their right to cancel. but I had
Not all students shared this an election on this campus." said
hoped. in good faith. that they view. Julie McCall. a first year Robinson.
would continue the program."
communications student. supVoter turnout was almost
Initial campus reaction has ported the proposal.
double that of any general elecbeen mixed.
"I think we should have had
tion and the highest Robinson
Third year '>tudcnt Nicole
the bus passes. Not only so stu- cuuld remember.
Noel. a bus rider. felt the results dents would have saved money,
"I'm not surprised by the
were fair.
but because it is belier for the en- result. But the Yes or No vote is
"I understand it completely. If
vironment than having hundreds immaterial. I'm just pleased that
I didn ·1 need the pass I wouldn't of cars on the streets."
the students felt so strongly about
vole Yes:· she said. "People in
However. Robinson was more an issue."
~
the county don ·1 need it. why
impressed with voter turnout than
For a breakdown of 1·01111g
should they have to pay for an in- with the actual results.
reJti/t\·, please see page 3.

Police seek assault suspect

Fl)

by Ty Daniels
Lance news editor

5

Po(ice are looking for ~nformation on this man, believed to be a
University of Windsor student, suspected of a sexual assault
near campus. He is described as a white male about 23 years
old, over 6' weighing approximately 250 lbs. He has a
~oust~che and brown hair and wears it short on the sides, collar
ength 1n the back. If you have any information, please contact
Campus Police at 253-4232, ext. 1234.

A composite sketch of a
suspect involved in a sexual assault that occured behind the 71 I at Wyandotte and Patricia
Streets has been released hy
Windsor Police Special Investigation Branch.
The assault occured Nov. 4 at
approximately 9 p.m. A U of W
student was sexually assaulted in
the pathway between the store
and the parking lot while returning home from from class.
The assailant was deterred
when a car in the T Lot turned on
its headlights. He was last seen
walking west away from the
store.
The suspect is a white male,
about 23 years of age and 6'0" to
6'4" in height weighing around
250 pounds. He has short brown
hair on the sides. about collar
length in back and wears a moustache. The individual has a well
built upper body, a clear but
tanned complexion, and has been

described as "attractive''.
At the time he was wearing
light lcvi jeans, a black leather
dress style jacket (not motorcycle
style) to the waist, and black
cowboy boots.
The individual is believed to
he a student of the university and
has been seen in two classes on
campus. He usually sits in the
back of the class and has been
seen talking to other men in each
class. Police are encouraging the
men who talked to the suspect to
contact them and provide insight
into his identity.
The classes in which he has attended are: Sociology of Sex in
Windsor Hall. Wednesdays at
2:30 p.m. and in Introduction to
Psychology, on
Wednesday
nights at 7 p.m. in Erie Hall.
While he had been in the classes
since September it has not been
determined if he was registered
in them. He has not been seen in
either class since the assualt occured.
However, Windsor Police are
assuming that he is J>rObably at-

tending other classes on campus.
The police arc encouraging the
driver whose car was in T Lot at
the time of the attack to come
forward with any information
concerning the incident. Also, a
number of pedestrians passed
through the pathway both before
and after the assault, and may
have unknowingly witnessed the
departure of the suspect.
Police are asking that the
driver of the car come forward
since they may have witnessed
the auack or seen the assailant
flee. Also a number of people
who passed through the pathway
before and after the attack may
also have unknowingly seen the
atlacker and can provide useful
clues as to his identity.
Any information regarding this
assault will be held in complete
confidence and no individual wilt
be required to testify in court. Information can be forwarded to
constables Ken Gungle or Bill
Hunt at 255-6632, 255-6633 or
through the U of W campus
police at ext. 1234.
fil
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diversions-----=--~
Lance calendar of events

Tuesday, December l
A: The Art Gallery of Windsor
presents Pamela Harris:
Faces of Fem ,n ,sm at
Tabachnick Gallery through
Jan. 17, 1993.
De Party Pro ductio n s
presents the Windsor1Detro1t
connection at the College
Community Centre with
Toronto's
finest
DJ,
Michigan ' s Q-Dogs Step
show at 12 p.m., Toronto's
1 00-mile Posse making an
appearance. 9:30 p.m. - 3:30
a.m. Dance, hip-hop, reggae,
calypso, and house music all
night long. Call 252-2894 for
tickets and information .

§

Wednesday, December 2
;,

The Womyn's Centre and
other groups present a video
screening of After the
Massacre from 12 - 1 p.m.
upstairs at the Grad House.

;,, The Windsor Society of
Criminology
pp resents
Jamie Alan Fox. Dean of
Criminal
Justice
NorthEastern University.
Presentation at 7 p.m. m the
Moot Court of the Law
building. Book signing at 6:30
p.m. Entry is $3 or free to
Criminology Club members.

Thu rsday, December 3
A: The Art Gallery of Windsor
presents Gerhard Richter:
Helga Matura at Photography
and Atkins Gallenes through
Jan. 17.
"' The lntraVarsity Christian
Fellowship meets tonight at
5:30 p.m . 1n Varner Lounge.
Everyone is Welcome.

The
White
Ribbon
Campaign against male
violence agaiunst women will
set up a display and
information table in the foyer
of the Odette building where
white ribbons will be
distributed from 11 a.m. - 3
p.m. Continues Friday, Dec.4.

Friday, December -I
A: Performances by the
Windsor Feminist Theatre
will be held in McPherson
Lounge (Electa Hall) at 8 p.m.

Saturday, December S
The 24th annual Windsor
Jay ce es S anta Cla us
Parade will be held today
starting at 1O a m. From
Riverside Dr. West at AGW to
Ouellette

A: The Art Gallery of Windsor
presents Sacrtfic,al Ornament: Spnng Hurlbut through
Feb. 7 1993 at Hiram Walker
Gallery. Spring Hurlbut will
lecture on her work Dec. 4 at
11 a.m . in the Chrysler
Auditorium.

Sunday, December 6
A: Soundsation 92/93 presents
the University Singers, the
Windsor Classic Chorale,
University of Windsor Chamber Choir and the Windsor
Community Choir at Assumption Church at 6 p.m . Tickets
are $8 adult and $5 students/seniors. For more information call ext. 2780.
AMemonalCeremony for the
Montreal Massacre will be
held at 6 p.m. in Mme. Vanier
Lounge. Bnng a friend and a
candle.

(by MARC NGUI)

Monday, December 7
A: The Art Gallery of Windsor
presents The Talented Intruder: Wyndham Lewis m
Canada, 1939-45 at Graybiel
and Eansor Galleries through
to Jan. 24 1993.

Thursday, December 10
"' The lntraVarsity Christian
Fellowship is meeting at 5:30
p.m. in Vanier Lounge.

Friday, December ll
Artcite's 11th Annual Ooin '
the Louvre through Dec. 23.
Opening Dec. 11 at 7:30 p.m.

Sunday, December 13
Local musicians set fo r
Windsor's second annual
Blues for the Hungry concert.
Fanny's Starhght Lounge (53
Pitt E) Call 944-0376.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------§ Socials. parties, mixers, etc.
A: Visual and performing arts.

l

"' Club and society meetings.

Lectures, seminars. etc.

Notices. demonstrations

@

The Lance
still
•
requires
submissions
of artwork
for our
weekly
Diversions
space.
If you have
any photos,
drawings,
sketches,
prints, or
any work
suitable for
publication
(preferably
B& W),
please
contact
editor Laila
Farrell at
253-4232,
ext. 3909 or
3604.

Sports events.

Financial Help for
Students

The Ontario Stlldtnt
Assistanu Program

(OSAPJ gives monsy to
students who need
help paying for a
postsecosdaty

Changes Next September

educalian.

•

OSAP helped 131,51)1
Why OSAP is Changing

• Government costs are growing but
our income 1s going down because
of the recession
• Every year more students need
OSAP Theamount of assistance
over the last two years has gone up
by two thirds

--

More Loans, Fewer
Grants

• We can give more money lo more
students 1f they pay more back when
they finish their studies and are
earning asalary
• So next fall the average student will
get more assistance than before but
a bigger portion of

the assistance will have to be
pad back
Making Education More
Accessible

• By going to loans. we can help more
students and increase access1b1lity.
• Total financial a,d available will
increase from $668 m1lllon to $800
m1ll1on to postsecondary students
• OSAP will cover tuition fee
increases for 1993-94
• $11 m1lhon will be available in
bursaries that don't have to be
paid back. They are for disabled
students and Ior sole-support
parents and married students
with child-care costs.

• On the average. students who
borrow more than $5,570 a year
wont have to pay back anything
over that amount for that year.
• Students will still have up to 9 1/2
years to pay back their loans alter
they graduate
• Tt1ese changes will take effect
July 1 1993

stuUllts ltt 1992,

Tut's.,._, foBf Ill

of,,,,,, tMI s,_,.
"' flnta'il.

•

M,re tlwl 80% II tlJI

COM ol yosr

In January you II be able to pick up a
pubhcat1on mlhe Financial Aid Offices
of all colleges and univers11tes that will
give you more details on the changes
coming next fall.
You can also call this toll-free number
1-800-265-8529

ttdacatlon II paid I#
by ,,,. ,,,,.,,,,.,.,.
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Area permit parking on its way?
same concerns we do with parking, housing, and parties," he
Lance news editor
said.
The four month reprieve U of
''The concern being raised now
w students have enjoyed from is because nobody expected us to
permit parking may finally be
progress as fast as we did. Solvover.
ing the parking problem was the
The area Ratepayer's associaeasiest and fastest we could action met last Tuesday to discuss
complish. Once it is solved, we
the final recommendations conwill concentrate our efforts on
cerning the permit parking plan
other problems in the community
they would be making to city
so all residents, including our
council Dec. 7.
students, will benefit."
The report in its entirety will
If city council approves the
be given to council Nov. 30
recommendations
of
the
where it will be tabled to allow
Ratepayer's association, permit
councillors and the public to have
parking would take effect midtime to review the document.
January. The plan however
At the meeting, many area
would be a pilot project, subject
residents vented their frustration
to evaluation in September of
concerning late night student parnext year.
ties and the general rowdiness
Student representatives will be
generated from a few student
chosen from SAC, the Graduate
residences. This frustration and
Students' Society and from the
inability to deal with the disturOrganization
of
Part-time
bances has been transferred to the
University Students, said Wistack of free parking on streets
dom.
surrounding the university.
Enforcement of the permit byCity councillor Sheila Wisdom
law would be conducted by Parksympathized with the residents
ing
Enforcement
Traffic
~nd students.
Engineering department of the
"It has been the behaviour of a city.
few students that has become the
However residents doubted the
lightning rod for all concerns in
ability of the city to catch ofthis area, " she said. "With the
fenders. To combat this, Mary
rapid expansion of the university
Touma, Supervisor of the departpopulation, residents have seen
ment, encouraged residents to act
the balance of their community
as their "eyes and ears."
disrupted."
''We have to depend on you,
Ratepayer's association presithe residents to let us know when
dent Dave Flitt agreed.
people are abusing the permits,"
"The majority of students we
she said. "We have a full-time inhave talked to have shared the
dividual patrolling the university

by Ty Daniels
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area. We have a 15-minute
response time to any call we
receive."
In particular, Touma emphasized that visitor permits arc
to
used only for visiting the
residence to whom they arc issued and not for visiting area
businesses or the U of W.
"If anyone has information
that someone is loaning their passes to go to the university, simply
call us and we will investigate
and issue a fine if warranted,"
she said. Penalties for abuse of
the parking privelege is a fine of
$75 Touma noted.
For students renting, the lessors must prove they are legal
tenants at the residence to pick
up their passes. However, Flitt
said that they had yet to formulate a plan to prevent land owners
from picking up permits in advance.
"Since one of the passes will
have a name and plate number,
the only concern is for the
visitors pass {which is transferrable ]," he said.
Residents planning special
events would be able recieve
one-day temporary permits for
their guests. Precise details of
what would qualify for the special consideration were not given.
Touma said that they would be
"evaluated on a case by case
basis."
She did however assure residents that "under no circumstances will students be given passes
for their parties."
III

?c

Parking plan's
points of interest
While proposed permit
parking in the university area
has not been officially
passed by the city, below are
the possible restrictions and
highlights:

.

The study area encompasscs Mill Street to Bridge
Avenue, and from the
railroad tracks north of
College Avenue to the
Detroit river.

Permits will be valid for
one year (if the pilot
project is extended) and
replacements for lost permits will cost $25.

.

• Temporary one day passes may be issued on a
discretionary basis,
depending on the circumstance.

. To park in restricted

.

areas, vehicles must display a registered pass in
their windshields corresponding to the area
that pass is assigned.
Most areas will have permil parking in effect
from 8:00 a.m. to
8:00 p.m. Monday to
Friday, school holidays
excepted.

. Two passes will be is-

sued to each residence.
The first is assigned to a
specific person and
vehicle plate number and
will cost $10. The second
is a transferable visitors·
pass that costs $25.

(f city council approves
the plan, permit parking
could take effect as early
as mid-January.

.
.

The city has assured rcsidents that students will
not be given passes for
parties.
Apartment dwellers may
not receive any passes.
The problem of dealing
with the number of
vehicles has not been
determined.

. City council will hear

concerns about the plan
at its Dec. 7 meeting,
open to the public at City
Hall, in City Hall Square
just south of University
Avenue.

Commission distributes prejudice questionnaire
by Mark Crane
Lance news staff
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Over the past two weeks, students, faculty and staff have been
filling out a form asking them
their feelings about prejudice and
discrimination on campus.
The President's Commission
on Traditional Prejudices and
Discrimination is looking to get a
wide variety of responses to help
it make recomendations to the
university president.
The questionnaire asks students only one question: to tell of
experiences and observations
concerning the campus climate
for women, visible minorities,
lesbians and gays as well as other
marginalized groups in society.

The commission was struck in
the middle of the last school year,
and underwent a change shortly
after because it was felt that it
was not representative of the target groups it had identified. The
current membership reflects an
equality of the sexes, and all of
the target groups are represented.
There arc three graduate students,
five faculty and and five staff
members.
The commission is currently
meeting with campus groups and
clubs, university officials and
staff to get input, and encourage
any groups or individuals not yet
contaced to get involved.
The commission is looking to
consult with groups right through
to the middle of next semester,

,5/JO

Results of the Nov. 24 - 25 referendum

and will begin analyzing data by
the middle of next semester. It
will then make a series of
recomcndations to the president
on a range of policy and orginizational issues on campus.
Sociology professor and commissioner Barry Adam believes
the process will be effective.
"I think we can make policy
decisions that are worthwile," he
says, "but we are not a judicial
body. We don't have a mandate
for that...all we can do is assess
the perceptions that people have
about the process."
Some students are concerned
that the commissions efforts are a
stalling process for the implementation of real change.
Kim
Elliot,
a
Student

Education
Human KineticsNisual Arts

Ans

Law
Science
Engineering
Business
Soc!al Science (N-Z) and Nursing
~1al Science (A-M)

No

Spoiled

8

2

27
103
59
107
75
133
156
194

115
101

0
0
0

110

2

209

436

0
0
l
0
l

862

1923

4

PART~TIME UNDERGRADS
Voter turnout 29 percent.

244

697

2

PART AND FULL-TIME GRADS
Voter turnout 16 percent.

65

60

0

fotal

226
436

288

Voter turnout 26 percent.

their comfort zones to really face
the problems of racism and
prejudice in this community," he
added.
Commissioner Avonie Brown,
a graduate student. said she had
initially fears that the committee
was a stall tactic. but changed her
mind once she got involved with
the committee.
"Some administrators may feel
it is a year of grace on this issue,
but the group of people who are
involved led me away from that,"
she said.
"The student groups are really
the ones who will be making
policy (since they art." the ones
being consulted), so they can
make sure things happen."
fil

Electoral officer to keep his job

FULL-TIME UNDERGRADS.
Yes

Solidarity Coalition member.
said, "I can't beleive that they
would ask people whether they
feel racism exists on this campus
- of course they know."
He added, "How could they
agree to re-invent the wheel for
the hundredth time? The problem
is institutional racism. We have a
problem on this campus and we
have to do something about it."
Elliot said that events have to
take place to raise awareness so
that people on campus and in the
commmunity can fight racism
and rrejudices. He. along with
other student groups, is planning
an anti-racism street fair for
March, to promote alternative
ways of looking at anti-racism.
"We have to get people out of

by Tran Longmoore
Lance associate news editor
SAC has decided to keep
Chief Returning Officer David
Lafreniere for the rest of the year.
A motion calling for the resignation of Lafreniere was brought
forward on the basis of alleged
improprieties that occured in the
October by-election.
The motion was defeated
eleven votes to four. There were
eight abstcnsions ..
Lafreniere has denied committing any improprieties during the
election.
"There wasn't any merit to the
motion. There were no improprieties," Lafreniere said.
The allegations surrounded
Lafrenicre's attempt to encourage
a larger voter turnout. Students

were allowed to vote at any of
the six polling booths.
To prevent students from
voting at more than one booth,
Lafreniere numbered each ballot.
Social Science representative,
Jennifer Johnston, was concerned
that this system would allow the
possibility of a the student's vote
being traced.
Lafreniere said this was impossible. Immediately, after the
students voted, their names were
blackened off of the voter's list.
This list was later destroyed he
said.
Despite Lafreneiere 's claims,
the council still responded as if
Lafreneiere had admitted mistakes. However, many councillcrs felt forcing him to resign
would be a harsh judgement.
"He tried to bring an apathetic

campus to the polls. He made a
mistake, but he had good intentions. It wouldn't be fair to ask
him to resign,'' said student
senator Morgan Elliot.
Others councillors did not
share Elliot's understanding.
"We have a big election coming up," said Johnston. "I don't
think we should leave it to
chance."
SAC president Kristine Robinson, who abstained from voting.
explained her vote.
"I hired him, so I am responsible for any mistake he might
make. On the other hand. I don't
feel it is my right to condemn
him."
Robinson said that. in the future, the officer will work closely
with the executive to prevent further problems.
III
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Malcolm X's message
one of huma di nity
by Steve Rennie
Lance news staff

Fi fty people attended the
Black Student Alliance meeting
Nov. 18 to hear Chris Gi llett,
SAC Human Rights Coordinator,
g ive a presentation about Malcolm X.
M alco lm X, who w as assassinated in February of 1965
1w hile lecturing in Harlem, is the
subject of a movie directed by
the fi lm maker S pike Lee, starring Denzel Washington. The
meeting was to function as a
prelude to the film ·s opening that
night.
He gained noteriety as a black
leader during the '50s and '60s
civil rights movement, and was a
spokesperson for the Nation of
Islam while under the teachings
of Elijah Mo hammed.
In J 959, he was expelled from
the Nation of Islam. He journeyed to Mecca and came back a
changed man, even changing his
name to Malik El Shabazz.
"The impact of Malcom is that
he placed Africa on the agenda
of North America, at a time
when black North America
would never identify itself as
Africans," said Gillett. A portion
of his presentation also included
footage from a speech by Malcom X and a clip from a video
entitled The Hate that Hate

.;....),...

Produced.
The purpose of the presentation was to educate people about
Malcolm X and to show them a
different image than the distorted
one that has been portrayed by
the media.
"We should educate ourselves.
We just can' t go see a three hour
movie and expect to know what
there would be in a 300-page
book," said Robert Small, vice
president of the alliance.

Defense argues for
•
•
privacy
in
arson case
The defense has argued that
the video recording is in direct
conflict with the Privacy Act,
and is therefore not submissable
as evidence.
Although the case has not
been dismissed, no future hearings have been announced.
A pattern to the fires was established by investigating officers, but the arrest was the
result of evidence gathered from
this specific fire.
The fi res had campus police
concerned about the safety of
students and faculty.
"There was a legitimate fear
that one of the fires could have
developed
into
a
major
catastrophe," said Campus Police
Director Jim Foreman.
U of W student Matthew
Kocut has been charged with
public mischief in this matter. [I

by Shawn Hupka

,r;_:;;~=.,x:::,;,fa, , ;: ., . · · ··
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100 College Drive, Box 5002, North Bay, Ontvio P1B 8L7

lance news staff

Hearings surrounding charges
laid against a U of W student in
connection with 14 fires set last
semester have been postponed.
Defense for the accused is arguing the admissability of key
evidence in the case.
Using a video camera, located
on the roof of the University
Centre,
campus
police
videotaped an individual starting
a fire in the wastepaper basket in
the second floor washroom of
Dillon Hall on April 3.
The tape shows him checking
stalls for people, and then placing a supply of paper towel into
the can. The suspect then drops
an object into the can. Within a
minute, the contents of the can
are visibly on fire.

We pay GST and
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Check out our great rates on:
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"No human being should have
to compromise their dignity,"
said Gillett commenting on what
the message of Malcolm X
means to people today. He also
encourages people to read his
autobiography, as well as see the
movie.
The members of the group
also debated the validity of the
"X" products that have been
heavily commercialized to hype
the film's debut. Many felt that
the merchandise is positive factor
in spreading the word about Malcolm X. Others expressed the
concern that the new interest
might just be a fad.
The alliance is celebrating its
fifth year in existence and encourages active involvement
within the community, reaching
out to high schools as well as
other universities.
"We're growing in the aspect
that we're talking to other
universities and other black students on campus about issues
that are directly related to us,"
said Small.
Small feels that Canada and
the United Stated share some
similarities in racial inequalities.
However,
in
comparison,
Canadians are more accepting of
blacks. On campus, Small thinks
there is no "vibrant" strife.
The BSA meet twice monthly
to discuss issues that are important to blacks and people of
African descent. Its next meeting
will be held on Nov. 30 at the
Rose Room in Vanier Hall and is
open to all university students. ~
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Charity food
drive gets off
to a slow start
by Kiran Pal
Lance news staff
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Despite the size, visibility,
hours and promotion of the food
van, donations have been less
than anticipated.
The first day of the drive, Nov.
24, only ten or so cans were
received by late afternoon.
Tamara Skerratt, one of the organizers of the drive, expected
the slow beginning. "We knew it
was going to be slow today tomorrow we're offering coffee
and hope to have more people,"
she said.
The purpose of the van,
donated by Ryder, is to be a
visual reminder about the need to
feed the hungry in Windsor.
Support for the drive increased
as the week progressed, after one
day donations had risen to a recycling bin full of cans.
As the week progressed, so did
the quantity of donations
received. People have been handing in bags of four or five cans at
a time, and although CJAM-FM
advertised a minute of free air
ume for every five cans, the offer
has been continuously turned
down.
Sue Morin, another organizer
nf the drive, stated they hoped to
get another van for the coming
week. if someone was willing to
donate one to replace the Ryder
van.

If no van is available, drop-off
points will be located at the Grad
House and the SAC trailer until
Dec. 8.
As well as being available 24
hours for donations, the van has
also been a place where students
are encouraged to approach participants for locations of food
distribution centers around the
city.
Morin stressed that the van
was not a location for the individuals to receive food, as this
aspect is handled by the distribution centers, who make meals
from the donations.
Although the donations have
been steady, the need for food
contribution is constantly rising.
Skerratt encouraged students
to consider the low cost of
making even a small donation.
"Just about everyone buys a
coffee at the Marketplace every
<lay:· she said, "students can take
that buck and buy a can."
Although the organization has
received an abundance of positive feedback, some negativity
was also encountered <luring the
first two <lays of the drive.
When promoting the drive at
Vanier Hall on Mon. Nov. 24. a
student told Morin and Skerratt
to 'shut up.·
"There b a bad reaction to
anyone who speaks out at all.
You· re supposed to conform:·
said Morin.
~

Volunteer Colleen Hendrican puts out a call for can donations. (photo by KIRAN PAL)

Police warn of campus area assaults
by Ty Daniels
Lance news editor
Windsor police are seeking information regarding eight sexual
assualts that occured from late
May until the end of October. Six
of the eight assaults occured in
close proximety to the U of W.
The description in each of the
assaults aproximates the following; The suspect is a white male,
clean shaven. in his m1d-2(b,
about 6" tall. weighing 150-180
pounds. He has dark brown hair
that is shaved on the sides and is
slightly longer on hack. In each
of the assaults. the individuals
were attacked from hehin<l.
Windsor police helieve that
two cases in Snulh Windsor may
he related to the six around the

university.
There is no particular time pattern to the incidents as they have
occured from early morning to
mid-evening.
Shortcuts to and from Assumpti<1h High School and across
campus have been targets for the
assaults. Police warn against
using the following shortcuts: a
pathway from California Avenue
to the rear of Assumption school,
a second path off California to
Century high school, located
closer to Tecumseh.
A path off College Avenue
where Askin and Grove streets
merge across the main field
through the tennis courts of the U
of W has heen the site of at lea!-.I
one m,sault. Individual... arc also
warned to avoid taking a shortcut

along the railroad tracks by the
Human Kinetics building behind
the fire station.
Two other assaults occured in
South Windsor along a path that
runs beside Grand Marais drain.
This area, like the others, has
heen described as "providing a
close cover" which allows the assailant to attack from behind with
little warning. In all cases the assailant has tlcd on foot.
Police note that the suspect(s)
seem familiar with the traffic patterns of the pathways meaning
that he can effectively plan his
assaults ut time, of lea,t possihility of detection.
/\ny information on thc..,e or
pos,ihly related assaults can be
rel;iyed to detectives Jack White
or Lanny Ron,on at 255-6637. liJ
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There are many issues in the long and often violent conflict between Israelis and
Palestinians. These issues include "mutual recognition," the creation of a Palestinian
state the integration of Israel in the Middle East, and a "special status" for Jerusalem.
The ieader of the Catholic Church in the Holy Land confronts these issues.

Archbishop Michel Sabbah
* Latin (Roman Catholic) Patriarch of Jerusalem.
* President of the Conference of Latin Bishops of the Arab Region.
* Advocate of a just and lasting peace in the Middle East.
* Former President of Bethlehem University.
* Permanent Member of the Vatican Synod of Bishops.

Assumption University
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400 Huron Church Road, Windsor, Ontario
Phone: (519) 973-7033
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Apartheid still
a problem,
ANC rep says
by Steve Rennie
Lance news staff

-

African National Congress
representative Victor Moche was
on campus last week to refute an
earlier presentation given by the
South African ambassador Christopher Westdale.
The South African government
has been sponsoring publicity
tours in North America, often
using blacks as a front to gain
legitimacy. They have been
claiming that apartheid has been
stopped and are asking Western
countries to end all sanctions.
''They're trying to divide and
conquer by having a black face
hosting these functions," said
Chris Gillett, SAC human rights
co-ordinator, who had asked
Moche to speak at the university.
Moche insists that apartheid
still exists in many forms, most
of which arc economic. Many of
the problems in South Africa
remain, including white only
voting and the banning of all
black political activity.

"For Nelson Mandela, it's
okay; but for the little guys, they
are heavily censored," said
Moche.
Moche's family was removed
from a suburb near Pretoria,
where he was born, and moved to
a township settlement, known as
Bantustans, so the white establishment could mine the land.
Moche
claims
Western
governments are more inclined to
regard the regime who "makes
the right kind of noises" by lifting certain sanctions and having
informal talks with South African
bus iness people.
The DeKlerk governme nt has
also stepped up the violence that
has plagued South Africa since
apartheid was introduced. Over
7000 deaths have occured in the
last two years.
At first, says Moche, the
violence was directed towards
the ANC, but has since become
broader based and included
whole communities.
"It commands a feeling of fear
within the community, and thus,

Apartheid continues in many forms, including economic discrimination and bans on political activity.
African National Congress representative Victor Moche said. (photo by SUZANNE LACOURSIERE)

feelings toward the ANC," he
said. "The violence is completely
under control of the regime for
the puposes of retaining power
for as long as possible."

South Africa is trying to undo
the ANC at all times, and is
trying to convey a false image of
itself to the world.
"Apartheid is the same as they

want it," said Mochc, comment·
ing on govcrnnment policies,
"They are never going to let the
ANC live, they strive to break iL~
back."
~

Salvadoran peace process underway, twinning conference told
by Mark Crane

-

Lance news staff

The first-ever conference on
twinning cities in El Salvador
and Canada was held Nov. 20-21
in Windsor.
Windsor was chosen for the
conference as it was the first city
in North America to be twinned
with a Salvadoran community,
Las Vueltas. Since then, the
program has grown to include 19
cities and communities.
Manuel Vanegas, executive
director of CIOEP, a Salvadoran
non-governmental organization
that deals with education and
labour, economic development,
and human rights issues, was the
opening speaker. He talked about
the process of reconstruction in
El Salvador and the role that nongovernmental organizations and
popular groups will play in it.
For the past ten months a
process for peace has been underway in El Salvador to end the
civil war which has been going
on for over a decade.
Since 1934, El Salvador has
been ruled by a series of
authoritarian governments that

have been increasingly backed by
the United States since the '60s.
Faced with armed uprisings, the
government has been trying to
stop popular movements which
have been in armed conflict with
the government forces.
Since 1980, many of the
revolutionary groups have joined
forces to create the Farabundo
Marti National Liberation Front
(FMLN) to fight the ruling
regime.
The peace accords, signed in
January of this year, were to have
brought an end to the war by Oct.
31.
The new deadline, Dec. 15, is
the date by which all aspects of
the peace accords are to be complied with. The new deal is the
product of negotiations between
the UN secretary general Boutros
Boutros-Gali and Salvadoran
president Alfredo Christiani's
governement.
The accords call for; complete
disolution of the Farabundo
Marti National Liberation Front
armed forces, a cut in half of the
government armed forces and the
creation of a civilian police force.
A process of land distribution

must be created, as is the removal
of army officers who have committed human rights abuses, plus
a series of electoral reforms are
to be enforced.
The peace process has been
stalled by opposition to the peace
accords from the armed forces
and the land owning oligarchy.
Some high ranking officers
have refused to comply with the
plan to dismiss some 110 officers
whose human rights abuses had
been documented.
Other problems come from the
oligarchy, the main land owning
families, and the plan to distribute land to ex-combatants
from both the FMLN and the
government forces.
The oligarchy wanted assurance that it would receive a
fair market value for the land it
would give up. Since foreign aid
donors have specified that aid
money should not go for land
purchases, a land credit and
deferred payment plan has been
created, although the cost was
left as negotiable in the accord.
Human rights groups are concerned about death threats that
continue to come in against

-11,,:

FMLN leaders and other activists.
The dissolution of anti-insurgency groups (funded and trained
through American military aid),
also known as "death sqauds", is
one of the terms of the accords
that has yet to be complied with
by the government.
"In the next ten weeks leading
up to the deadline for the the
peace accords, we will continue
with political pressure to ensure
that issues of development are
looked at," said Vanegas.
He added that many popular
groups in El Salvador are rethinking what their role will be in
the country once peace comes,
because they have always been
working in a crisis atmosphere.
"Because
their
(popular
groups') role was to struggle
during the war to find a political
solution, now that peace has
come the work or reconstruction
must begin."
The issue of sustainable
development is high in the
priority list for these groups, said
Vanegas, and as such they will be
working to find a model that is
best suited to the country's

needs.
"We want to create an alternative to the economic, social and
political systems we have had in
the past, and create something
that will include everybody," he
said.
Concerns include issues like
farming for sustenance versus
farming for export and accepting
foreign aid
The Canadian government has
pledged $26 million to the
country over the next five years.
Since it is bilateral aid, it will go
directly
to the Salvadoran
government.
Organizations in El Salvador
and Canada are lobbying the
government to have the aid go
directly to them.
In terms of technical aid,
Vanegas said the approach h~ to
be one-on-one. Meaning that
foreign technicians must c;eate
the infastructure that Salvadorans
want, and feel good about.
without imposing their 011-n
models on them.
"Communities have to be able
to tell them what the need, and
must be directly involved in the
planning."
~
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BABY

12·
SMALL

14•
MEDIUM

(6 slices)

(B slices)

8.00
6.50

CHEESE+
1 ITEM

1s·
LARGE

2-14•
QUEEN

2-16·
KING

(12 slices)

(16 slices)

(24 slices)

(32 slices)

9.25
8.00

11.45
9.95

14.50
12.75

21.85
19.85

25:15
23.15

8.30
6.75

9.75
8.25

12.55
10.75

15.05
13.30

22.85
20.85

26.15
24.15

CHEESE+
2 ITEMS

8.55
7.00

10.25
8.50

13.05
11.55

15.55
13.80

23.85
21.85

27.15
25.15

CHEESE+
3 ITEMS

8.80
7.25

10.75
8.75

13.60
12.10

16.10
14.35

24.85
22.85

28.15
26.15

CHEESE+
4 ITEMS

9.05

11.25

14.10

16.65

25.85

29.15

7.50

9.15

12.60

14.90

23.85

27.15

S4M 4- SPECIAL

9.30
7.75

11.75
9.50

14.65
13.50

17.20
15.45

26.85
24.85

30.15
28.15

.75

.75

1.00

1.00

1.50

2.00

''CHEESE

Cheese, pepperoni,
mushrooms, bacon,

~

-

grHn peppers, ham

DOUBLE ITEM

~

Cheese, Pepperoni, Mushrooms, Bacon, Green Peppers, Shrimp, Olives, Ham, Anchovies, Hamburger,
Hot Peppers, Banana Peppers, Pickles, .Onions, Pineapple, Tomatoes, Italian Sausage.

GOURMET
PIZZA'Z...

'I'he Garden Pizza

The French Pizza

The Chef Pizza

Asparagus •· Mushrooms
Red Sweet Peppers
Med. 14.10
Large 16.10

Escargot • Mushrooms

Shrimp • Scallops

The B.C. Pizza

The Rockefeller

Cordon Blue

The Hot Charley

Smoked Salmon • Black Olives
Capers
Med. 17.20
Large 19.20

Oysters • Spinach

Ham • Swiss Cheese

Hot Banana Peppers • Tuna

Med. 17.20

Large 19.20

Med. 16.20

Med.15.20

Large 18.20

Large 17.20

Med. 17.20

Med.15.20

20% Off Pizza orders with Student I.D.
minimum order of $1 O

Pizzeria
Now Open For Lunch! Specials from $2 - $5.95

QUALITY MAKES THE DIFFERENCE
2215 Wyandotte West at Randolph

256- SAMS
EAT IN• PICK UP• FAST FREE DELIVE_RY

~

Large 19.20

Large 17.20
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There's a mythic to Coppola's madness
by Judge Brisson
Lance arts staff

,.._

.
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Dracula
directed by Francis Coppola
Odeon Theatre
In 1931, director Tod Browning cast Bela Lugosi as Dracula
in the screen adaptation of Bram
Stoker's late Victorian shilling
shocker. The role immortalized
Lugosi and gave birth to an eduring modern myth in film.
This myth has undergone a
series of transformations in
recent years, diluting its potency
and resulting in a substantial
decline in the quality of its
cinematic allure.
John Badham 's 1979 film,
Dracula, with Frank Langella
and Laurence Olivier, reprised
Stoker's legend but is more
closely related to the succesful
Broaqway production of the late
'70s. Badham recognized the
sexual underpinnings in the
broadway script and manifested
them beautifully on screen but
the tongue-in-cheek humour
which contrasted the scarier elements of the production were
marginalized. Consequently, the
film succeeded on on! y two of
three levels.
Where Badham attempted to
unify the sexual, scary and funny
sides of the new-gothic, Tony
Scott focused too narrowly on the
erotic element in his L983 film,
The Hunger. The images of
kinky New York club life are
arousing as is the homosexual
love affair between Catherine
Deneuve and Susan Sarandon but
the script is tired and anemic.
Scott's work is far better
however.than the host of Vampire films which attempted to
C-.lSh in on the myth's comic clement. Among these arc the legendary love at Fint Bite 1979,

Once Bitten 1985, and the unforgettable Vamp 1986. These
productions are marketed to the
predominantly male teen-sex
comedy audience whose primary
interest in the work is focused on
the possibility that a not so major
star will disrobe.
Robert Bierman's Vampire's
Kiss, 1989, is a mildly funny representation of the Dracula myth
which parts company with the
teen-sex motif. Nicholas Cage's
wildly frantic character, a
neurotic literary agent, is well
developped but the supporting
roles do not fill the gaps of a tattered screenplay. Bierman relied
on cheap cinematic surprises to
support the .horror half of this
horror/comedy
and
failed
miserably in giving the audience
any real scare whatsoever.
The same can be said of Joel
Schumacher's, The lost Boys
1987, who's pack of young biker
vampires achieves little in the
way of cinematic terror. r ,pile
an effective performa
by
Kiefer Sutherland as the group
leader, the film languished in the
shortcomings of its production.
Schumacher's direction was
ironically sentimental and turned
this horror film into a misguided
melodrama.
In spite of the aristic disasters,
the vampire thriller lives on. The
continuing saga of the Dracula
myth in film stems from one
simple premise - profit. The
cost of production is considerably lower than the average action
adventure or comedy picture
while the myth itself is still a
legitimate and cheap drawing
card. Why then would Columbia
pictures allocate $45 million to
produce yet another Dracula
flick? Profit.
Rolling the dice, Columbia
pictures entrusted Francis Ford

Coppola, of all people, with the
big bucks to create a modem day
classic horror feature. In return,
Coppola has rewarded Columbia
with a film of singular quality
and mass market appeal.
Coppola has captured the essence of Stoker's epistolary
novel by holding true to its
original narrative. Unlike the
films which have predated it,
Coppola has struck the necessary
balance between the horror, the
sexual and the comic elements
inherent in James Hart's well
structured screenplay.
The film is almost entirely shot
on sound stages giving it a highly
theatrical quality. The sets,
created by Thomas Sanders, are
busy and exquisitely lavish but
do not draw attention away from
the players. The visual effects
rely heavily on traditional plays
of light and shadow. They are
further crafted through turn of the
century photographic techniques
like reverse images and double
exposures which thoughtfully
capture the nostalgia of the Bmovie experience. Cinematographer Michael Ballhaus brings
his own touch of excitement to
every scene with his marquee
camera movement which neve1
seems to find a resting point.
The costumes are of the
highest quality and could easily
find their way onto any haute
couture catwalk. Eiko lshioka
brings a post-modern interpretation to a classic Victorian look
for these characters without
violating the puritan aesthetic.
Wojciech Kilar's score follows a
similar path by reinventing the
style of 19th century eastern
European composers. While
Kilar
owes
a
debt
to
Tchaikovsky's "Pathetique," the
haunting sound more often points
to Dvorak's ..Slovanic Dances."

Bela Lugosi's Dracula of 1931 remains the classic
interpretation of The Impaler.
maniac confined to a hellish
The lead performances by
Gary Oldman, Winona Ryder and asylum while he eagerly await~
the return of the ghost of Vlad
Anthony Hopkins are notable in
that they are not overacted as is the Impaler.
Many had predicted another
the case in many horror films.
This allows the script to develop Coppola collapse with this film
their charcters and define their and even billed it unflatteringly
limits. Keanu Reeves, on the as "Bonfire of the Vampires." A
other hand, would be better $30 million take in the first
served by his role had he not weekend has quelled the fears of
used Kevin Costner's Robin the producers and silenced the
Hood as a model for his uncon- cynics. Bram Stoker's Dracula is
vmcmg
British
statesman. a commercial and artistic sue·
Coppola's best casting move has cess.
America awaits the sequel. ~
Tom Waits as a bug-eating

•

University Players have their own tales to tell
by Sarah Roebuck
Lance arts editor

:r-

Into The Woods
directed by Rod Menzies
musical direction by Ian Smith
Unh:ersity Players
Essex Hall
l'iov. 26-29, Dec. 2-6
Into the Woods is a remarkably
lively musical production that
revamps familiar fairy tales. The
University Players capture all the
energy and fantasy of childhood
in this mesh of metafictional fun.
The play opens with scenes of
three fairy tales on stage simultaneously, each taking turns in
the spotlight. Under the guidance
of a storyteller, the plots for each
are introduced in song. One has
an idea that the they will all
eventually meet and entangle
their roles in other stories, as they
all make plans to go "into the
woods." This happens, yet in the
spirit of humour and awareness
of itself.
Cinderella wishes to attend the
festival, Jack (of the Beanstalk)
must sell his cow, Little Red
Riding Hood is off to Gramma's
house, eating the sweets on the
way, and Rapunzel is in her

Little Red Riding Hood (Jennifer Grant) meets the wolf (David W.
Smith) ... or so the story goes. (photo by TRACY SANDS)
tower. Each character holds some
discontent, and yearns for something more. The woods will soon
be seen as a magical place where
strange things happen.
The play is generally very
busy and colourful. The main
conflict in Part [ concerns the
Baker and his wife, who wishes
to have a child. A grim
enchantress comes to them and
makes them a deal: if they bring
her a cape as red as blood, a
golden shoe, a cow as white as
milk, a lock of hair the colour of
corn, among other things, they
will bear a child.
Little Red Riding Hood is a

loud, self-centred girl who has
surprising abilities of self-protection. Though she cries when the
Baker steals her cape to fulfill the
enchantress's request. it is all for
show to instill pity. She gets her
way every time.
Later, when the wolf is killed
and Granny and Hood step out
and stretch, the canine is skinned
and her red cape is replaced with
a fur throw. Little Red Riding
Hood decides to carry a knife
with her wherever she goes to
fend off evil intruders. This is but
one instance of the alterations
L.ipine incorporated in his mix of
tales. Jennifer Grant pounces on

the role and carries out Red
Riding Hood's character as the
playwright intended.
In between major changes in
scenes, sometimes the characters
would run on the stage. come to
the forefront and state words of
wisdom, such as "The greater the
good, the harder the blow," "Nice
doesn't always mean good," and
"The wolf's jaws are not the end
of all." These were the funniest
scenes of the play. The characters
were learning from their experiences, and claiming universal
.ruths they wished to share with
the audience.
The central conflict in Part II
revolves around capturing a giantess who is upset because Jack
(Chris Keelan) killed her husband by chopping down the
beanstalk. Houses are destroyed
because of her; Riding Hood
moves in with Grarnma, and
Rapunzel
is
killed.
The
storyteller is captured by the cast
and is thrown to the giantess,
leaving only a dusty book behind
on the floor of the stage. The
play continues ''without the objective observer," because "some
of us don't like the way you've
been
telling
it."
as
the

enchantress claims.
The witch's voice often geb
drowned out by the music, as she
sometimes did not project her
voice enough. She also could
have been more maliciou1.
scarier, and menacing. The pla)
dragged in parts, but considering
Into The Woods is a musical. the
plot is sopposed to slow dow~ for
the character to expand on his or
her sentiments in song. Part I
could have been an entire self·
contained play, so the production
seemed a bit too long. The music
was very well produced and ~r·
ranged, and fit well with the ,n,
tended moods and shades 0
emotion, giving a certain anj
relevent rhythm to the dialogue.
Archetypal love objects art
misplaced and replaced, castl~
are destroyed, and parents a~e
killed, but in the end, the chaf<l'·
ters retain the innocence and 0P'
10
timism they arc meant
represent.
1
Though the audience kn?"
each tale inside and out since
ha1t
childhood, there is much we . 1
forgotten. Into The Woods is
good refresher's course ,o
· our mnocence
·
and ,;en~
rec1aim
nf the marvelous.
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The Lance

Lance arts editor

fhc university. Jlong with the
generosity of Windsor Salt, has
come up with a very unique artt:.·
1,c competition.
All student:, arc invited to submit a proposal to a design for
using a donated sat crystal in an
artistic manner [1 will he placed
in the front entrance glass alcove
of the new Faculty of Education
(the old Business Building on
Sunset). The critiena for the
proposals will he based on
design cost and teasability.
Designs will be judged hv mine
manager Ron Ellis of Windsor
Salt, Professor Michele Goulette
of the Faculty of Education,
Professor William Law from the
School of Visual Arts. Vincent
Varga of the Art Gallery of
Windsor, and Dr. Barbara Budkowska of the Department of
Civil and Environmental Engineering. Materials for the

sculpture, assistance, and the
mechanisms for mstallation will
be provided, and the \\ inning
design will he displayed by
August 2, l 993.
fhe winner of this design contest will receive one semester's
tuition at the University of
Windsor lf a graduate the winner will receive a $500 cash
award
The compet1 ion was begun
last year when \\, mdsor Salt
donated the crysta that weighs
approximatelv to 1.5 tons and
valued at $12 000 to $14 000.
Carolyn Rourke from art-amongus organized the competition, but
there were no winners. Only two
students submitted proposals
All entries must be delivered
to the Lebel Building before
noon on Friday, March 26, 1993.
and applications for the competition are available at the School of
Visual Arts, the Un1ver:sity
Centre desk and the Lance
fices in Clarke Residence.

Alan Pavan and Stephen Spencer rehearse a scene from Novel Excerpts. Spencer (as The Director)
and Pavan (as The Writer), discuss their opposing visions of the play within the play.
Novel Excepts 1s a play by Evie Snider, a graduate student in the Univensty of Windsor's English
department. The play will be directed by Paul Korosec. Novel Excerpts will headline a festival of
one-act plays, including Haunted Theatre, Lip Service and Rendezvous. to be performed by Theatre
Windsor at 2250 Seminole on Dec. 3-5, 10-12. For ticket information call Theatre Windsor at
944-1968. (photo by TOM PIDGEON)
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Your wedding should be the essence of what dreams are made. So for everythin? .
from the bridal shower and rehearsal party to the big day itself, our Ambassador Aud1t?num,
McPherson Lounge (with spectacular riverfront views) and our other equally attractive
· rooms, prov1de that storybook atmosphere. Attentive staff will serve your guests
recept10n
.
·
·
d
·
artfully
prepared
Our
experienced
people
in
Conference
Services
the cuisme you es1re,
·
.
. .
will arrange every detail to complete this special picture.
The storybook recep tt·on at the University o'' Windsor- you 71 dream about it forever.
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they had gained access to a preserve of traditionally

.

male-dominated studies, and because they would become professional engineers and so disrupt that masculine hegemony, can only be interpreted as an act of
misogynistic reprisal. There is no mistaking Lepine's
savage defense of misogynistic supremacy: "You are
all feminists. I hate feminists," he said, and fired.
The shockwaves still reverberate. I, and all women
of my generation, can remember where we each were
when we heard the news. I remember how my bilious
anguish turned first to rage then to action. Today,
when I gather with other women in small groups or in
a mass protest, the memory of the 14 dead sisters is
an indelible part of our collective history. Unlike any
other event, their deaths acted as a galvanizing force
for personal and political mobilization.
And there is much to mobilize around. Reading the
news I am reminded that violence against women is
alive and well in my community. A woman's body
found raped and strangled, in my neighbourhood, and
another in the McGill student ghetto; numerous
reports of rapes and assaults in these areas since classes began. I am sickened by these statistics, but not
surprised.
The positive side is the collective organizing
against such violence. I am encouraged by the campus and community efforts to form volunteer walksafe networks to accompany women walking at night.
But despite these efforts, women still live in real and
symbolic ghettos of fear and violence because
nowhere is safe.
Violence against women has become a major form
of communication between the sexes. Each incident
of it is symptomatic of a more significant malaise,
that of a prevalent cultural misogyny. Some men still
refuse to accept women's personal and economic empowerment, ur uur reproductive and political rights,
and so seek to erase our status as fully realized persons through abusive control. Institutional sexism,
pornography, battering, exploitative advertising, rape,
and murder are among the expressions of this attempt
to control women.
This anniversary is an occasion for the kind of collective remembering and naming that leads to social
change. Dec. 6 is a point of consciousness enabling
each of us to mourn while protesting the misogyny
behind such violence, and while accepting the responsibility of working to end it.
Remember the women murdered. Remember that
one in four Canadian women aged 18-24 is sexually
assaulted. Remember Chantal Daigle. Remember that
"No Means No," not "No Means Kick Her in the
Teeth." Name these realities. And then work to
change them. Silence and inaction signal a passive
collusion into cultural misogyny, so speak out. On
Dec. 6 observe a minute of silence to remember the
dead; then observe a minute of screaming to honour
the dead and the living.
Lynn Mastellotto is a recent graduate in literature
and women's studies of McGill University.
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sjb/y be blamed for some man's failure, they could

must continue to overstep traditional barriers and

not understand. It was as though we were speaking

make our presence felt in positions of power.

two different languages, so thoroughly did we fail to
communicate. It was as obvious to me that I was right
in my interpretation; it was equally obvious to them
that I was being irrational and paranoid. This chasm
between my anxiety and their denial caused me much
pain for a long time. I could not forget that my male
friends and colleagues, even my male partner at the
time, could see the world in such a different - and
incomprehensible - way. Could we ever be the
same? Could I ever trust them again? Could we communicate across the chasm?
Time has passed. The wound has closed. but is not
yet healed. I am not sure that it can ever be. I am still
conscious, at times, that men and women live in different worlds of thought and experience. This is a
profoundly lonely feeling when I am reminded of it
in a conversation with a man I care about; it is a
frightening feeling when I am confronted with incomprehension or the outright dismissal of my viewc; by a
male colleague or employer. I am lucky that many of
my male friends listen to women and try to understand.
But nothing can erase the heartache of those
December days three years ago when I stared into the
abyss of fear, anger, and worst of all, isolation. I did
not know any of the women who died, but in my own
way, I too experienced a little death. None of us will
ever be the same again.
Heather Macivor is a professor ofpolitical science
at the University of Windsor.

Charlene Senn
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for a candlelight vigil were defaced with slogans of

I've often fought this in the past: deliberately
avoiding male dominated fields because I did not
want to face sexism and misogyny; forcing myself to
face uncomfortable situations because I felt I could do
well in a role usually held by a man. I never imagined
anyone wanting to kill me for it, rm sure the women
at L 'Ecole Polytechnique three years ago couldn't
have imagined it either.
Above and beyond the ordinary incidents of
sexism, women must fear for their lives. It's the same
fear present in third-world countries where people are
subject to continued psychological intimidation by
government forces; there it's called "low-grade warfare.'' Here it is called "isolated incidents" and we are
told not to worry about it.
One month into my first semester as editor I
received a phone call where a strange man drew a
comparison to my editorship, as a woman, and the
women who were killed in Montreal. Now Marc
Lepine's work can be used to intimidate by even its
mention.
Laila Farrell is editor of the Lance and an En1?,lish
major at the University of Windsor.

hatred such as "blow 'em away" and "only 14, loo
bad." (The latter in the Law School, of all places.)
Similar responses were reported across Canada.
Somehow. the isolated incident had spread.
However, in analyzing the violence toward women
in Canada, Marc Lepine is not a cause but an effect.
A single violent act doesn't start a series of smaller
acts. Rather, a long series of small, subtle acts
facilitates the contemplation of a horrific one.
There are more obvious results, such as church
vocational hierarchies, sexist corporate hiring, disproportionate election of male political candidates,
and the excision of women from " history." It is not
hard to understand how some men would infer from
this institutionalized sexism that women belong to a
lower order over which men have dominion.
I did not know those 14 women, but I know why
they died. They were killed by a society unaware of
ito;elf, blind to a power structure that destroys its
citi7cns. And this societal ignorance is willful - not
innocent. not "isolated."
For this reason I grieve.
Terrence Brown, a former Lance editor, is an
English major at the University of Windsor.

Linda Fisher

Gino Mastellotto

Thewomen killed in the Montreal massacre were Myfirst encounter with the news of the murders
killed because they were women. The event serves as
a vivid and tragic reminder that the position of
women in our society is as precarious as ever, and
that a formidable and compelling task of education,
resistance, and social .-and political change still confronts us as women and as a society. None of us.
women or men. can forget the event nor forsake the
task.
Linda Fisher is a professor of philosophy at the
University of Windsor.

Like many other feminists who have been working
to end violence against women, I was profoundly affected but not surprised by the massacre of 14 women
in Montreal. Hatred of women was something I dealt
with in my day to day professional life. The question
is whether society will come to reali7e how the mas- Lisa Fortin
sacre is related to our values about women and men.
The answer too often is that many people would
prefer to view the event as the action of a cr~zed I 'm angry, and not just at Marc Lepine. I'm angry at
lunatic created by faulty biology or disturbed child the media's avoidance in portraying the act as one of
rearing.
premeditated murder. I'm angry at those who won ·1
I believe that what occurred in Montreal is near admit that this brutal crime could be symptomatic of
one end of the continuum of male violence against societal attitudes. I'm angry at the limited initiatives
women. Many men dislike women, some tell for prevention - slightly stricter gun control laws misogynistic jokes, pay women for sex but won't hire while funding for women's groups has decreased and
them for work in their factories or offices, sexually the rape shield law has been taken down. I'm angry
harass their female coworkers, molest their daughters, that it took a mass murder to get us talking. I'm angry
rape their dates, physically assault the women they because so little has changed; death threats at Carlove, or kill them. Take a stand against even the smal- leton University this fall remind us that such,. iolence
lest acts of women-hating and you say "I want could explode again. I'm angry because it could hapviolence against women to end.'' And I believe that if pen here. I'm angry that I always have to watch my
each of us did that, the memory of those 14 women back when I walk alone at night. And I'm angry that
who died would truly be honoured.
there are still people who don't understand my rage.
Charlene Senn is a professor of psychology at the
lisa Fortin is a fourth year English major at the
University of Windsor.
Uruversity of Windsor.

was sketchy. J was told "there've been some women
killed at a university in Montreal." My heart jumped,
my thoughts flew immediately to my sister Lynn,
who was studying at McGill. My first reactions were
predictably self-interested. Was Lynn okay? I flipped
on the T.V. to get more detail about what seemed to
me a dreadful "American" shooting spree. I soon
culled the details. I felt an odd relief when I realized
my sister was okay, but I continued to gape with horror at the spectacle on the tube. I called my mother;
she had talked to Lynn, who was quite shaken.
When I finally spoke with my sister, her voice expressed obvious and palpable anxiety. The massacre
continues to affect her; the intensity of her personal
dread has not dissipated, but has become part of what
she must deal with in her life as a woman and
academic.
Lepine 's act was not just one of physical violence,
but one of psychological and emotional violence as
well, affecting all who fall within the concentric ripples that radiate from his brutal act. Many women
were now afraid for their lives - simply by virtue of
being women.
rn the confrontation ignited by the massacre men
had to judge themselves on how they, as individuals
or in groups, had aided and abetted the construction
of a world in which women feel unsafe. Every decent
man must confront this burning issue - which inevitably means brushing against its flame.
Gino Mastellotto is a graduate ofphilosophy and a
BFA dsual arts major at tire University of Windsor.
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Academics have both the responsibility and lhe

power to combat this backlash and practically apply
the humanistic principles espoused by our institutions. If education is to play a fundamentally
liberatory role, issues of social inequality must be in
corporated into pedagogical praxis.
The murdered women must be kept alive in our
collective memory by transforming our outrage into
action.
Rhonda Hammer is a professor of comm11111cations; Val Scatamburlo is a graduate student of communications at the University of Windsor.

The following commemorative
events are sponsored by the
Womyn's Centre, Women's
Studies, Women in the Arts,
the Employment and
Educational Equity Officer:

Wednesday, December 2
Video screening of Affer the
Montreal Massacre.
Grad House (upstairs).
12:00 noon - 1:00 p.m.

Thursday, December 3
& Friday, December 4
Display and information table,
distributing literature, white ribbons, buttons, t-shirts. etc.
Odette Building Foyer
11 :00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.

Friday, December 4
Performances by: Windsor
Feminist Theatre; Me, Her, and
Her; Linda Girard; also open
mike, all welcome.
McPherson Lounge, Electa Hall.
8:00 p.m.

Sunday, December 6
Memorial Ceremony
Vanier Lounge, Vanier Hall.
Bring a candle, bring a friend.
6:00 p.m.

For info about a rally, call the
Womyn 's Centre at 4507.
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The following is a collection of responses to the Montreal Massacre.
On December 6, 1989, Marc Lepine entered L'Ecole Polytechnique in Montreal and opened
fire on the women students. Fourteen women died. They will never be forgotten.

Genevieve Bergeron
Helene Colgan

Nathalie Croteau
Barbara Daigneault

Anne-Marie Edward
Maud Haviernick

Barbara Klucznik-Widajewicz
Maryse Leclair

Maryse Leganiere
Anne-Marie Lemay

Sonia Pelletier
Michele Richard

•
Nous ne devons pas nous ta1re.

Nous n'avons pas peur.

Nous sommes ICI Re!n~ar

We can~e!ced.

Lynn Mastellotto

Heather Macivor

L,

For me, Dec. 6, 1989 was both a revelation and a

a world where language and nammg are power,
silence i.\ oppression. is violence
Adrienne Rich
Too many women have died. and continue to die.
We need to remember and name the reasons why.
Claiming a semantic space for speaking the implacable truth of the Montreal Massacre is vitally important. It is a painful task since to interpret and
articulate the political meaning of the event involves
confronting the personal dimension of the experience
of misogyny The personal and the political are inextricably bound in this tragedy ever since Marc
Lepine·s act of political terrorism against specific
women who he summarily defined as "feminists"
shook the lives of all women with its clear message:
The price of liberation - is death.
r was a student at McGill in December 1989 and
couldn't help but wonder: Why those women? Why
not me or my friends? Just that autumn l had added a
minor in Women ·s Studies to my literature major in a
conscious attempt to align m) academic interests with
my developing feminist consciousness. The exposure
to theoretical feminism gave me some interpretive
tools with which to analyze the massacre, but that
more studied response came much later.
I reacted with my guts first. spilling them into a
snow bank bn my way home from work after hearing
the news of the murders on the radio.
The calculated brutality of the murders was not
immediately seen as existing on a continuum with
other daily acts of violence against women. Instead of
perceiving this event as an amplified version of the
same o\u f.hi\ \ha\ happen, to w.-men every llay. \he

0
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Kristine Robinson

horrifying confirmation of things r already knew. A
revelation because, despite my own experience of
men's resistance to women who tried to break out of
their traditional roles, l hadn't expected a man to pick
up a gun and go hunting for feminists. A confirmation, because it clarified many impressions, intuitions
and fleeting glimpses reality which had troubled me
for years. Since then there have been a number of
aftershocks from that mental earthquake, like the
sight of Anita Hill confronting the Senate Judiciary
Committee. But nothing has rearranged my mental
landscape as instantly, or as brutally. as the news that
14 women had been murdered because a man had
made them scapegoats for his own failure.
The most painful thing it confirmed was the gulf
which yawned between my world view and that of the
men I knew, liked, loved, and worked with. It was instantly clear to me that these women had been murdered because they were women. The gunman
ordered the men to leave the classroom before he
started shooting. When he fired, supposedly at random, in the hallways and the cafeteria, he did not hit
men, who must have been the majority of those
present. He deliberately set out to exterminate
women. But this truth, which to me docs not admit of
a doubt, was not so clear to most of the men r knew.
Some went along with what women were saying,
either to be politically correct, or because they wished
to avoid offending us. But most of the men I talked to
were baffled by my insistence that this was a
deliberate cnld-blood.:d nn1rder of women: "The isoru..:c,I rc~is"''"·!c rr.._.,,. u1cn 0 .c,ru.J :1 h,:11 I
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Judi Remigio

Being a women in 1992 is a difficult task. Being the
first female president of SAC is proving 10 be a series
of difficult tasks. As ·r think back, I shudder to mentally recreate the though:s of the students involved in
whal has become known as the Montreal Massacre:
the horror, the confusion, the injustice.
The slain were all female, .students in a male
dominant field. They were segregated by virtue of
their gender, and mad~ to pay with their lives.
While one man's reaction is nol indicative of the
feeltngs of all males, <?ne cannot help but feel that the
underlying motive was triggered in part by social influence. Lepine suffered from serious psychological
problems; but troubled or not, it should not be overlooked that his actions do speak for a portion of our
population.
The massacre is a constant reminder that l am not
safe in a world that should accept women in any role
we choose. It is a blatant reminder that surviving is
the prime objective and 1ha1 there :ire still deep
problems to be overco~e before all women feel comfortable entering, succeeding in, and changing, this
"man's world."
Knstme Robinson is president of Students' Administrative Council and a ,;tudent of public administration at the Uni,\·ernty of Windsor.

Laila Farrell

The more I have tried 10 put the Montreal mas..,acrc

How

many times do we have to hear about these
shocking facts before it no longer shocks? I remember
sitting down that day three years ago to my morning
coffee and taking in the news of a man who took his
rage into his own hands and killed 14 women. By his
act. he created a rippling effect that raised the issue of
violence and put it in the limelight.
I condemned his actions. Yet l sat idly by as a
friend confided that her boyfriend sometimes beat her
up. It turned my stomach, but I was paralyzed to
respond.
You probably know at least one person who gets
the shit kicked out of them occassionally. How can
we neutralize this mentality? I want to be part of the
solution.
Judi Remigio is a graduate of psychology and
education at the University of Windsor.

Terrence Brown

J find it difficult to feel a specific sense of loss for
14 people I never met. I cannot put Marc Lepine's act
into a personal context. I have tried to imagine someone killing all of my friends ... but I can't imagine it
happening ... in Canada ... at a university.
At the time. many men proclaimed their sense of
loss. They claimed that Lepine was a lone
psychopath. This seemed incongruent. How could
they fe~·I personal loss while distancing themselves
from the implica1ions of a M.1rc.: Lepine? Speaking in
con,ululiun. lhc,c n1cn we-re. rc;1Jly protecting them•
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Rhonda Hammer and Val Scatamburlo

out of my mind, lhc ·morl' ii has haunted me. Whnt
n

. . ihly be hlamcd for some man•s 1'11lure, they could

Annie St-Arneault
Annie Turcotte
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S~san

Faludi's disturbing yet convincing testimony
documents the contemporary female condition: the
ba~lash against women has reached epic proportions. The success of hate campaigns, which has incited an escalation of violent action against women,
owes much to the contribution of university scholars.
Feminists have become a major target of right-wing
critics such as Allan Bloom, Roger Kimball, and
Dinesh O'Souza.
In his book Tenured Radicals Kimball claims that
feminism is the single biggest challenge to the canon,
while D'Souza states that no one dares to question
feminist ideology in the ''politically correct" climate
of the campus. The backlash is levelled against those
faculty and students who seek to develop an inclusive
curriculum embodying all voices, histories, and experiences.
It is ironic that even though the "feminist"
stereotype repels many women from aligning themselves with it, the paradoxical nature of the ideology
equates all women, at some level. with this label.
Within this context, Lepine's actions, and his charge
that feminists had impoverished his existence, begins
to make sense.
But the demonization of feminists is not always as
blatant. Some of the subtlest offenders are those
academics who pay lip service to their commitment
by wearing a white ribbon, but who are yet so embedded in the canon that they neglect to include in
their cour.<,c.s and/or rese11rch the scholarship of those
who do nm embrace the patriarclwl code.
rhe bu,·kliish a~ainst women is reinforced b)• tho_se
intellect11'1lii
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This Christmas,
help protect an
acre of rainforest
for just $25.
With help from Canadians,
World Wildlife hmd has
protected thousands of
acres of tropical forc,t --through the Guardian of
the Rainforest campaign.
But fore:-.ts are being
de,trm e<l at the rate of
one ac-rc C\ er) ,ccond !
To protect an acre for
your friends and family
this Christmas. call
1-800-26-PA!'il>A.
y,.,,rJ Y. ,1<11,1t J-unJ
... lH• 1·1.!lmtnn \,., I Su111..• '\O,l
WWF l11ron1 ... o, \141''/I

Shoreline
Computing

t.

ti' Resumis 733-8890
ti' Essays. manuscripts
Classifieds
NOTICES
CANTERBURY COLLEGE
Worship and Bible Study - Holy
Communion is offered Sundays at 9:30 a.m. and Wednesdays at 5 00 p.m. with Bible
Study held on MOndays from
4:00 to 5:00 p.m. in the College
Administration Building and
Chapel at 172 Patricia Road.
Everyone is welcome with all
baptized Christians invited to
receive the sacrament.

SERVICES
CUSTOM SKI TUNING. Wax,
sharpening, flat file and base
repair, lowest price ,n town. Call
Kevin 734-1492.
TYPING SERVICES By experienced secretary and
university
graduate.
Reasonable rates. Tel: 9456966.
TYPING, TYPING, TYPING.
Fast. accurate and professional typing. $1.75 per page
(includes spellcheck) -- rush
service, laserprinting available
-- Call Susan. 977-7766.
CHECK IT OUT_ Quality word
processing to fit your needs.
Close to University. Call 2530630 after 5:00 or leave a message.
$1.25 PER PAGE typing. Essays, theses, reports. resumes,
term papers, manuscripts,
graphs, charts etc. Accurate,
professional fast service and
low prices, laser printing available. Call 979-1575 or 7357988.
ESSAYS,
REPORTS,
resumes. Typing service,
desktop publishing, advertising
flyers. Personal computer
sales and service. Creative
Computer Services. Call 9698951.

HOUSING
BED AND BREAKFAST, ideal
for visiting parents and friends.
Ten blocks form campus. Call
256-3937.
NICELY FURNISHED ROOM
in quiet home (non-smoking)
on Riverside. Utilities included.
Parking and public transportation. Call 945-6966.
ROOM FOR RENT in 4
bedroom house. Jan. 1 - Apr.
30. Fanchette Street (2 minute
walk). Washer, dryer, fully furnished, 2 bath, cable, phone,
parking, very clean. Best offer:
252-9300.

I EMPLOYMENT I
LAW SCHOOL applications
should be treated like job applications. You must market
yourself differently to each
school! To find out how call 1
800 567.PREP (7737).
SPRINGBREAKERS.
Promote our Florida Spring Break
packages. Earn MONEY and
FREE trips. Organize SMALL
or LARGE groups. Call Campus Marketing 800-423-5264.
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Wallace sings with a onsc
By Lisa Pignotta
Lance arts staff

When must people think of
folk music, hrics from Peter,
Paul and Ma;y's famous 60's
tune "Blowin' in thL ''ind"
comes to mind, o vrs1ons of
strangely clad three-person bands
in crowdy. smoke-filled pubs.
But Len Wallace has a different
approach to folk music, and it
begins with an enduring age-old
instrument known as the accordian ...
Wallace dubs the accordion
"The People's Instrument" because it is the instrument of the
working class about which many
of his songs revolve.
With strong conviction Wallace states that this particular
music genre "Comes from the
bottom up, not the top down, like
much manufactured and mass
produced pop music, which is
derived from the lowest common
denominator:·
Wallace identifies folk music
as "A blend of blue grass,
country, folk rock and, at times,
gospel music.'' But he stresses
that folk music, like poetry or art,
is an outlet by which opinions
can be aired because one has the
ability to "say things in music
that one can't say in speech."
By the enthusiastic crowd
response which he inspired
Friday, Nov. 20 at St. George's
Anglican Church, he certainly
causes people to sit up and take
notice and, more often than not,
clap along in time with his music.
Wallace, who writes most of
the songs he performs, is a social
commentator who, through his
music, speaks out on a variety of
issues ranging from the political
labour movement and free trade,
to equality and natural disasters.
His lyrics are hauntingly
thought-provoking, and his periodic interjection of a rustic a cappella resounds with the genuine
inflections of a man with many
messages.
Even his seemingly comic ballads are suffused with serious undertones, "Why am I painting the
living room when there's a hole
in the ozone as big as Brazil?"
He often incorporates an elf
skin drum into his performances
- a stirring choice of accom-

--ce

November 30, 19

paniment to his " ng "'Sing the
Eagle Home." It is a :.ong aboul
an native man Leonard Peltier.
who wa:-. unjustly accuseel of
murder and hac; been in jar I sine!
the early '70s.
Wallace ,; sont! "'Mary Ellen
Carter"' is a song about people
who wish to ~onfront the realilies
of life and death head on. But
above all, it is a ballad of hope a common thread interwoven into
each of Wallace's man) songs.
Hts all-encompassing aspirallons to encourage people to hold
fast to this ideal is simply asserted when he states: "Music is
for shanng ' Len Wallace 1s
definitelv a positive voice for our
times
Len Wallace has two albums
present!) in circulation- Open the
Doors and Wi11ds of Change and
is currently at work on his third
He is president of The Windsor
Folk Music & Arts Socrety and
will be performing next in Redford Michigan for "The Ancient
Order of Hibernians" on Friday,
Dec. 4.
ror more information about
becoming a member of The
Windsor Folk Music & Arts
Society, contact 973-3981.
~

•

Len Wallace

Stompin' Tom a true Canuck
by Kevin Johnson
Lance arts staff
\f)' Stompi,t • Grounds

Stompin' Tom Connors
Doubleday Canada
Canadian icon Stompin' Tom
ha~ hooked up with Torontobased illustrator Kurt Swinghammer to produce a delightful book
of his songs aimed at the
Christmas children's market.
The book's theme ties into
Canada's
I 25
anniversary
celebration and plays on the
desire for unity felt strongly
across the country in the wake of
the constitutional referendum.
For Connors, of course, these
topics are nothing new.
He has been making music
about the people and places we
know for years. (One thinks of
the reference to Windsor in the
popular "Ketchup Song," a story
about a Leamington tomato who

marries a PEI potato.) I!is
Canada isn't a land of constitu·
tional wrangling over Senate representation, but one where he has
met friendly people on the road
who have been kind enough to
lend a hand.
And why not? That has been
his experience as Canadians have
welcomed his message. His
patriotism, worn unconsciouly on
his sleeve, is more infectious
than I'm used to admitting. You
may find his enthusiams corny,
but he's like the uncle who was
embarassing in front of your
friends, but always took time to
share with you.
This collection of five songs
reads a little too large for the
printed page. The lyrics are so
rollicking, you can almost hear
Connors' boots tapping.
It 's Canada Day, up Canada
way, on tlte first day ofJuly,
And we 're shoutitt' hurray! up

Ca11ada way,
Whe11 the Maple Leaf flies
high.

Like
Connors'
song\
Swrnghammcr's cartoons are so
good-natured even in their crude
characterizations you can't help
but laugh. (ls Quebec really the
Bonhomme or is it "The Lan<l of
Pou tine?'')
It is the attempt to reduce
Canada to its essentials while
recognizing its diversity lhat
makes the book fun. How can
you argue with Connors' classic
description?
The goalie jumps and the
players bump and tlze fans all go
insane;
Someone roars, Bobby scores
at the good old hockey game.
My Stompin' Grounds may not
appeal to fans of all ages, but if
you know any young people who
could use a dose of Canadiana,
you could do worse.
~

ROCK& ROLL
NO COVER
WITH STUDENT I.D.
ANY NIGHT!!
Appearing NEW YEAR'S EVE:

•JESTER•
only $5 per ticket
call for reservations
Saturday, December 5: IN THE FLESH
a tribute to PINK FLOYD
Sunday, December 13: TRICESS--a RUSH tribute

5 minutes west of the U of W-3885 Sandwich 253-3777
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by Kim Mailloux
Lance art~ staff
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Contrary to appearances.
Dave Fritz is possessed by
Rock'n Roll. {photo by

KIRAN PAL)
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We Wish We Knew
Dean Drouillard
the reggae sounds of
Jo Nab
Doomsday Dogs w/
Elephant
Acoustic Cafe with
Gail Nielson

Friday, 4:

253-3494

,,

and Andrew.
Throughout the play Lauren
Bacall (as Melissa) reads the letters that she writes over the years
to Richard Kiley' s character,
Andrew, and he reads the letters
that he has sent to her. This correspondence chronicles 50 years
of birthday invitations, high
school dances, college graduations, wedding invitations, birth
announcements, divorce announcements, her gallery openings, his senate appointment.
their brief love affair, her alcoholism and institutionalization
for psychological problems, ending with Andrew's letter of condolence to her mother upon the
death of Melissa.
The simplicity of the play

Lance arts staff
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Lauren Bacall and Richard Kiley.
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156 Chatham St. West

by Sanjay Lakhana
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LIVE IN DECEMBER
Thursday, 3 :

Sunday, 6:
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OPEN 7 DAYS • NO COVER ANYTIME

Saturday, 5 :

enables the audience to become
more emotionally involved with
the characters and empathize
with the dynamics of the relationship between Melissa and
Andrew. The members of the
audience find themselves emotionally participating as the letters unfold.
Throughout this narration
neither actor looks at the other
until the final moment when
Melissa turns to Andrew and
pleads with him to not be upset
that she's dead. He doesn ' t hear
her, however, and the audience
realizes that the communication
has come too late though Andrew
and Melissa wrote a life's worth
of lo1·e letters.
[g
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Love unfolds in Letters
with Lauren Bacall
and Richard Kiley
The George Burns Theatre
Li\ onia, Michigan
The George Burns Theatre was
once home to a motion picture
theatre and seats approximately
J400 people. The small size of
the theatre provides an intimate
setting for productions such as A.
R. Gurney's Love Letters.
The stage was set simply with
a single desk with a throw rug
and two chairs. No backdrops, no
props, no fancy lighting.
The house lights dim and onto
the stage walks Lauren Bacall
dressed in a very nondescript
black pantsuit and Richard Kiley,
equally nondescript, in a simple
suitcoat and slacks. No fancy
stage makeup, no elegant
wardrobe.
They seat themselves, put on
1heir reading glasses and begin to
read the letters of Melissa
Gardner and Andrew Makepeace
Ladd III. At this point, it is somewhat disappointing and you
wonder what to expect from the
rest of the play. But suddenly
something changes from the initial reading of an invitation to the
birthday party of seven-year-old
Andrew. One begins to feel in1ima1ely involved with Melissa

f

It's Tuesday afternoon, 2:30
p.m., and the soaps are as boring
as ever. Why not " Kill Your
Television" for the next hour and
a half with the one and only Dave
Fritz on CJAM 91.5 FM.
The 20-year-old guitarist and
Communications Studies student
started broadcasting several years
ago at McMaster University's
student radio station, CFMU.
Moving to Windsor, Dave
decided to continue his intersts in
the
best of "independent
Canadian and popcore" music at
CJAM.
" I like to experiment and make
things interesting for the listener." beams Dave. Often his
show includes various selfproduced sound bites and promos
designed to amuse even the dour
of listeners.
Favourite bands include the
Wonderstuff. Doughboys and
Big Drill Car. Speaking of bands.

Dave heads his own, Good Dog
Nigel. In need of a drummer and
bass player, he urges anyone interested to stop by CJAM during
his show to discuss the possibilities.
Promising his listeners his
show will be in 4/4 time, Dave
claims to be "possessed by the
devil of rock 'n' roll." Dave
holds this "devil" responsible for
much of his broadcasting enthusiasm.
Like many CJAM volunteers,
Dave will be heading home to his
native
Hamilton
for
the
Christmas holidays, but will be
makming a definite return to the
airwaves in January.
CJAM will continue to broadcast 24 hours a day, seven days
per week, throughout the
holidays. Any potential volunteers willing to be trained and fill
in shows over the holidays arc
urged to drop by the CJAM
trailor (a few feet south of the
Leddy Library) as soon as possible.
[g

CROWN&

ANCHOR PUB
Mondays: JOE KONAS JAM
with Special Guests
MOTOR CITY MUSIC BAND
Tues. Dec. 1- Sat. Dec. 5:
CROSS-EYED CAT

After School Specials 5 - 8 p.m.
MONDAY - Pasta & Pitcher
WEDNESDAY - Burger & Fries $1 .00
THURSDAY - Buy $2 mug of beer &
get 20 wings FREE

ALL DAY SATURDAY
Hot Dogs & Fries $1.00

*** STUDENT DISCOUNT***
15% off regular meals (i ncl. buffet)

..

CROWN & ANCHOR

1521
Riverside
Drive West

252-0814
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WYANDOTTE ST.

OUR LOWEST PRICE EVER!
386 25 MHZ Power

BAR AND GRILL
Friday and Saturday, Nov. 27, 28:

GREEN EGGS & PAM
Every Wed. and Thurs:
*25~ Wings*
*Pitcher Madness*
Wyandotte at Campbell
254-7900
Seven days a week

• 25 MHZ CPU
• 1 MG RAM
14" Super VGA Colour Monitor
• Super VGA Card
• 40 Mb Hard Disk Drive
3.5" 1.44 Mb Floppy disk drive
IDE FD/HD Controller
2 Serial, 1 Parallel and 1 Game Port
101 Keys Enhanced Keyboard
Mini Tower Case
• 200W Power Supply

FREE Mouse
Free Hard O,sk Menu,
Wo,d Processor.
Spreadsheec Games and
DOS Tulonal

$998
.
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2 Years Parts and 3 Years Labour Warranty (t.=::=
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Inconsistent play
hurting men's
volleyball team
on the road
Lancers come
up winless at
Guelph
Invitational,
Western

"We were very incons istent,"
said Lancer Mark Mailloux. " We
should have won some of those
games we lost. Other than Winnipeg, we played some pretty
weak teams."
Coach Mike Palanchar's comments were similar.

by Robert D. Way

"I thought we played well," he
said. "Many of those games we
lost could have gone either way;
volleyball is such a game of
momentum. Too often we lost
our focus late in matches and it
cost us."
Hoping for better results
Windsor once again hit the road,
this time to visit the Western
Mustangs on Nov. 25.

Lance sports staff

There was no rest for the
weary as the University of
Windsor men·s volleyball team
travelled north to take part in the
two-day
Guelph
Invitational
Tournament held on Nov. 20-22.
Just two days after having
faced fifth-ranked McMaster,
Windsor met up against Winnipeg, ranked number four in the
country, in its first match on
Friday.
Winnipeg is an experienced
team featuring two Canadian
Junior National players. Predictably Winnipeg won the match
handily, 3-1. Scores were 15-5,
15-4, 14-15, 15-6.

Laurentian loss
Later that evening the team
played Laurentian and suffered
its second defeat in as many
matches, losing 3-2. After winning the first game Windsor
stumbled in the next two, then
rebounded to take the fourth, but
the team was unable to put it
away in the fifth. Scores were 155. 14-16, 7-15, 15-8, 15-11.
To close out the tournament,
Windsor confronted Waterloo.
The Lancers built up a 2-1 lead
after three then dropped the final
two games to lose the match.
Scores were 5-15, 15-6, 10-15,
15-12, 15-9.

Game of momentum

Change of venue
A change of venue however
didn ' t affect the outcome as the
Lancers lost again, dropping
three straight despite the excellent play of Dave Bailey and
Geoff Kempe. Score of the
games were 15-13, 15-9, and 1716.
Bailey led the Lancers with 26
kills, four stuffed blocks, and
three serving aces, for a total of
33 points. His performance impressed Palenchar.
"Dave was probably the best
player on the court the whole
night."
Kempe for his part added 17
kills and two stuffed blocks.
This "disheartening loss", as
Palenchar described it, leaves the
Lancers with a record of 2-4 and
tied for fourth as they enter the
Christmas break. The next game
for the team will be Jan. 13 when
the Lancers host the McMaster
Marauders.
(g

,Swim teams need to
work harder: coach
by Alex Meyer
Lance sports staff

The University of Windsor
swimming teams got a "wake up
call" at the University of Toronto
Invitational on Nov. 20.
Coach Randy Bennett was not
pleased with the results of the
swimmers. There were some top
16 finishes but it was generally
felt that the results could have
been better.
"We talked about it and
decided that we have to either
work harder or lower our expectations," said Bennett. "Hopefully
everyone decides to work harder."
Jodi Caverzan, Juli Paranosic
and Tim Searcy swam well, while
Scott Shelcstynsky was the one
Lancer who was exceptional.
Shelestysky finished in the top
five for the men's SO-metre freestyle and in the top IO for the
men's JOO-metre freestyle. He

········~··--··········l

figured his SO-metre time would
rank him somewhere in the top
20 in the CIAU.
"It's where I wanted to be," he
said.
Shelestysky
also
coaches
swimming with the Windsor
Bulldog Disabled Club and Assumption High School. This experience has helped his progress
as a swimmer, keeping him near
the pool and giving him a strong
work ethic.
"You have to come to practices
and work," said Shelestynsky.
The next swim meet is Jan. 15
at Wilfrid Laurier University.
This will give the swimmers six
weeks to buckle down and work
hard. The provincial championships arc also only nine weeks
away, so if they want to do well
they have to start now.
"It's not too late. but ynu really
have to work now," said Bennett.
"If you want to swim at the varsity level then get going."
(g

Lancer Nicole Miller (11) avoids her defenders while deciding her next move as Windsor beat the
Carelton Ravens 84-39 at the St. Denis Centre Nov. 20 (photo by KIRAN PAL)

Lancer offense erupts
by Alex Meyer
Lance sports staff

If you thought the Lancer
womens' basketball team had lost
its offensive power guess
again. In its last three games,
Windsor erupted for a total of
216 points.
The Carleton Ravens were
skewered by the mighty Lancers,
falling 84-39 and 68-49 in a
double-header Nov. 20 and 21. In
the first game, rookie Danielle
Bottineau was 3-for-6 from threepoint territory, leading the scorers
with 15 points. Heather Quick
added 12 points and five
rebounds with Dana McCullough
putting in 11.
In
the
rematch,
Nancy
Gyurcsik led the Lancer scorers
with 16 points, with Quick adding 13. Karen McCulla and

Wendy Langley each had eight
points.
The story was much the same
on Nov. 24, with the Siena
Heights Saints falling before the
charging Lancers, 64-47. The
first half was difficult for
Windsor, as it had to adopt to US
rules, which include a smaller
ball.
The Lancers trailed 30-20 at
half time. Led by the rookie McCullough and veteran Gyurcsik,
Windsor took the game by 17
points. McCullough had 16
points and six rebounds, with
Gyurcsik putting up 14 points
and pulling down nine rebounds.
This marks the fifth game in a
row that Windsor's opposition
has scored less than 50 points.
"It was a good game," said
coach
Joanne
Maclean.
"Defense and rebounds win you

games."
Still, it seems that the team has
also found its offensive groove.
Players are running, making better shots and better decisions. If
the unforced errors are ke~
down, they will be tough to stop.
It is also very encouraging to
see the rookies stepping up into
the game. Coach Maclean -:vanlS
to use everyone, and if Botttn~au
and McCullough are playing
well, then the plan starts to work
even better.
The Lancers played their last
game of the fall semester on Nov.
28 against the Brock Badgers but
results were unavailable at press
time. The team goes to its Florida
training camp Dec. 30 through
Jan. 4, returning to face the
Guelph Gryphons Wedncsda) ·
Jan. 6 at 6 p.m. at the St. Den,~
Centre.
b

Performer of the Week

Beaugrand a volleyball leader
sponsored by Pizza Hut
Jodi Beaugrand, a 5'7" power on the Lancer
women's volleyball team, is this week's athlete of
the week.
Beaugrand has played a significant role in the
team's record of three wins and three losses so far
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this season.
d.
In league play she is averaging 21 k1.11 s, 1"- IC'·
•
two ace serves and two blocks per match. . . l(MI
Beaugrand is a court leader and always give~
. a t h.trd year P"-..
,·•·lwh1CI
percent to the game. She 1s
··
·11~ ,11
student, a native o f Windsor. and a gra<l u,
Bn:nnan ll igh Sc hool.
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Healthy taste
·at AFFORDABLE prices
Buffet $5.75 ... LllJdcd with salads.
naked dishes and tksscrh!

'Vegetarian '1Je[iglit
oprn Tue,· rhun I:? - X pm
Frida,\ ~oon · \lidnighl

/JI Park Street West

MEN
WORKING TO END
MEN'S VIOLENCE
AGAINST WOMEN

Scott Arbuckle, Kyle Hartley, Liam O'Connor: U of W students by day, boxers by night.

Students on boxing card
Robert D. Way
Lance sports staff

What do textbooks and boxing
opponents have in common?
University of Windsor students
and amateur boxers Liam
O'Connor, Kyle Hartley, and
Scoll Arbuckle know the answer.
They hit them both.
Members of the Windsor
Amateur Boxing Club, O'Connor
and Hartley will competing Dec.
6 as part of an "all-star boxing
card" featuring a total of 12
bouts, taking place at the Giovanni Caboto Club.
For O'Connor, 28, a veteran
boxer of 10 years, the sport
enables him to remain physically
active - he trains four days per
week. As well, boxing is a great
opportunity to relieve tension and
pass time, not that he has much
free time.
Currently in his final year in
lhe Faculty of Law, and having
already completed an English

Literature/Political Science degree, and yet another in history,
O'Connor describes the combination of school and sport as "one
big balancing act."
More interestingly, O'Connor
considers boxing to be an "irrational and perverse sport'' and
also compared it to courtroom
litigation, saying that they both
present one with "a similar rush
of adrenaline."
A third-year sociology major,
23-year-old Hartley, likewise
cited physical fitness as a
primary benefit of his boxing endeavors. Realizing that his career
as a hockey player was at its end,
he turned to boxing five years
ago in an effort to stay in shape.
Along the way, Hartley has
also become quite successful. In
1989 he was crowned middleweight champion of Southwestern Ontario, and in 1990 he
finished second in the Ontario
Championships, losing only to
Chris Johnson, Canadian Olym-

pie bronze medalist this past
summer. Although it was one
fight he didn ·1 win, Hartley said
the loss to Johnson was nevertheless his "most gratifying experience in boxing."
To achieve such results,
Hartley has obviously had to
train many long hard hours, occasionally interfering with his
schoolwork. Still, he says he does
find the time to do both.
Arbuckle, also a club member,
and a student in the Faculty of
Business, was scheduled to fight
on the same card, but unfortunately had to withdraw, having
recently re-injured a hand he
fractured some months ago.
Tickets for the Dec. 6 program
are $8 for general admission, $10
for ringside, and are available in
advance at the Caboto Club, 2528383, or the Windsor Amateur
Boxing Club, 252-1797. Tickets
will also be sold at the door the
night of the program, which is
scheduled to begin at 7 p.m.
~

252-/058

GET INVOLVED.
All men must take responsibility
for ending men's violence against women.
The White Ribbon Campaign is a grassroots
effort by men to work with women to break
the silence on this issue. We need your
commitment and financial support. Please
call now. White Ribbon
Week, December 1 to 6.

GET INVOLVED.

1-800-263-6276
IN TORONTO

WHITE RIBBON

416-S96-1S13

CAMPAIGN

------------------------------Sportswear Company
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OUTLET
STORE
527 OUELLE I IE AVE. 252-5203
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Winter brings us
Lancer curling
by Chad Suitor
Lance sports staff

The winter season is almost
upon w, and with it come:-. the
beginning of curling season at the
University of Windsor
The first stop on this year's
schedule was supposed to be the
Waterloo Invitational held at the
Westmount Curling C lub m
Waterloo on the weekend of Nov.
21.
Bui there were no results for
the Windsor teams from the
bonsp1el A m ix-up in the Athletic Department kept them fro m
m aking the trip. Instead, the two
teams competed in a m ixed
bonspiel at Beach Grove on Nov.
21.
In the first event the team
skipped by John Sheldon lost to

Gerry Stecyk 's rink from Beach
Grove 8-, In the second eve nt
the team skipped by Dave Corey
lo:-.t 8-2 in the semi-finals to John
Bortolotti' s rink from the ho:-.t
club.
On Nov 22 the two Windsor
teams
played
head-to-head.
Using what the men's coach
D.:1ve Moncur described as ..aggressive curling", the women's
team was victorious.
These two teams play every
Sunday eveni ng in a league at the
Roseland Golf and Curling Club.
They both sport identical three
w in and two loss records m
regular league play.
The next bonspiel for the
teams w ill be Jan. 16-17 when
they travel to Wilfrid Lauricr
University to compete in the
West Sectio nals.
[g
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Lancers Rob Kardas (#2) and Dwayne Brunet (#10) avoid a downed Golden Hawk in Windsor's 9-4
loss to Wilfrid Laurier Nov. 21 The next afternoon the team fared as poorly, dropping a 6 -3 decision to
the Guelph Gryphons. (photo by MOM/KO HIND)
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Available Now:

the
1

On Campus Student Housing

ui t
Out

(adjacent to the Leddy library and the law Building)

-

SINGLE MEN AND WOMEN

MARRIED STUDENTS

• four house units, newly
constructed and furnished
Each self-contained house
accom - modates 12 students
in air-conditioned single
rooms
• seven former homes
converted for student living,
each self-contained and
accommodating S to 12
persons in single or double
rooms

• Geoffrey Fisher Hall
Apartments
• all 38 suites are one-bedroom
and unfurnished
• accomodat1on available for
intersession & summer school
• apphcallons being accepted
for 1992/93 & 93/94 academic
years

For information and applications contact:
Canterbury College
172 Patricia Road
Windsor, Ontario N9B 389
(519) 256-6442
Between 9:30 am . 4:30 pm

ALARM LIGHT

BOX SI
M AIDST ONF.. ONT. NOR tKO

Our al/ new, all you can eat Sunday Brea kfas t Buffet
( 11 a.rn. ll) 2 p.m.)( Enjo) Omelette~. <;crambled
Eggs, Bac(in, Snu~nge, Ham, French Toast, Waffl es,
an as~ortment of P.1ncakes . homemade I lash Browns,
Fresh Fruit, mouth watering Pastrie~ ... and more!

ALL YOU CAN E.~ T.... $4.95

This perfect combination unites n personal nlann for
your protection with a sm:ill flashlight. A must for
today 1s times and all for the small pr ice of $9.95 + 8%
each plus $3.00 S & H.
SEND
CHEQUE OR MONEY ORDER
TO
B&G F.NTERPRISES

Introducing the only
reason to wake
up on Sunday•••

T

~-<S
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FREE PARKING
755 Ouellette • Downtown Windsor • 256-2385
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il Quarter-season
NHL summary
-

by Mike Mouat
Lance sports columnist

to

_J

r

The National Hockey League
has 1ust reached the quarter pole
of the season and there have been
afew surprises so far.
Perhaps the most surpnsmg
'1as been the expansion Tampa
sa,· Lightning. The Lightning
ha; actually been in first place in
~c Norris division for a day and,
unul a recent five-game losing
s:rcak. had a winning record
The Lightning took advantage
of the expansion draft. With the
intention of competing m its first
icar, the team chose NHL
~cterans such as Rob Ramage,
who would be of immediate
benefit to the team
The
Lightning's strategy was to use
the expansion draft to build for
1he present, then to select players
at the NHL Entry Draft for the
future.
The expansion counterpart, the
ouawa Senators, had an eye to
the future at the expansion draft.
Selecting such unproven but
young NHL talent as Darren
Rumble, as their 2-20-1 record
~hows, was the wrong strategy.
Then the team used the entry
draft for the distant future, picking a Soviet player who will not
be available to them for at least
two seasons due to contract
o!,ligalions.
Other surprises include the St.
Louis Blues, now last in the Norris division, when just 19 months
ago they were the second-best
ltam in the league. The
Washington Capitals are somehow last in the Patrick division.
Were they not the second-best
learn in the NHL just last season?
At the other side of the
division, the Penguins are 13
points ahead in the Patrick
division, and the Detroit Red
Wings are just two points up in
the Norris.
. There are even mild surprises
ui the middle of the divisions; the
Ouebec Nordiques are second be-

hind Montreal, the Buffalo
Sabres have a losing record, and
the Toronto Maple Leafs are
ahead of the Chicago Black
Hawks. Finally, the Philadelphia
Flyers would make it to the
playoffs if the season were just
21 games long.
Here's another shocker! Thirty-five players are on pace to
score I 00 points or more. Of
course, Mario Lemieux leads the
\\ay, on pace to score 205 points,
and Jari Kurri is second in league
scoring, on pace to score 175
points.
There arc a few names that
should make hockey poolsters
cringe and say, "should have
picked 'cm."
One group is crazy eights in
Philadelphia; Mark Recchi, Eric
Lindros, and Brent Fedyk. That's
right, Fedyk. The same guy who
couldn't a get regular spot in
Detroit after being a prolific
scorer in junior and the American
Hockey League. Recchi is on
pace to score a whopping 164
points, Lindros 112, and Fedyk

104.
The Bruins also have a big line
which includes two rookies.
Centre Adam Oates has Joe
Juneau and Dimitri Kvartalnov
on his wings and scoring like
bandits. Oates is on pace to score
124,Juneau 111, and Kvartalnov
100.
With surprises there are always
disappointments.
Ray
Bourque is on pace for just 75
points, and Steve Larmer, struggling lately, is on a pace to score
65 points. Esa Tikkanen has forgotten where the offensive zone
is, and now traded to the Maple
Leafs, maybe John Cullen will
regain his touch. Trevor Linden
has really struggled an Vancouver
this season, and the entire Capitals team has been a big disappointment.
IQ

The pressure is on as Windsor guard Kevin Gallivan (20) goes up for a jump shot in the Lancers' close
76-73 loss to Humber College. (photo by JUDGE BRISSON)

Lancer basketball gets tune-up
20 points, Kevin Gallivan came
off the bench to chip in 15, while
sharp-shooting guard Jamie Pepper popped in 15 as well. Pepper
had a good touch in the game,
shooting 66 percent from the
floor including two three-pointers
in the last 18 seconds to allempt
to close in on Humber's lead.
The following evening the
Lancers hosted Division JI
NCAA Ferris State at the St.
Denis Centre. The Lancers were
overpowered and overplayed by
32 points with the final score
119-87 in Ferris' favour. Pat Osborne was the top point-geller
with 24 points, while Joe DavisNawagesic, a promising rookie
from Thunder Bay, ~ored 12
points.
On Tuesday Nov. 24 the Lancers travelled to Siena Heights
and were on the wrong end of a

by Dave Gough
Lance sports staff

The Lancer men's basketball
squad played exhibition games
against Humber Hawks, Ferris
State, and Siena Heights recently
in tune-ups for the OUAA
regular season. The Lancers unfortunately dropped all three
games.
On Friday, Nov. 20, the Lancers played the Humber Hawks
who recently won two Canadian
community college titles, and annually field tough teams. The
Lancers played a close game but
Humber prevailed, 76-73.
The Lancers started strong,
leading 13-6 at one point, but
Humber went into the dressing
room at half-time holding a 4237 lead.
Pat Osborne led the team with

103-78 score. Geoff Bewick led
the Lancers by scoring 16 points.
while Everton Shakespeare and
Osborne each added 14.
The Lancers have two exhibition games left. They played
Northwood at the St. Denis
Centre on Saturday, Nov. 28 but
results were not yet available.
The Lancers play at NCAA
Division JI Wayne State on
Saturday Dec. 5. The Lancers
will have a tough time against
this team that was voted the top
team in the division in a
preseason coaches' poll.
After a preseason training
camp during the Christmas
holidays in sunny Florida the
Lancers will open the regular
season at home on Wednesday
Jan. 6. The team will meet the
Guelph Gryphons at 8 p.m. at the
St. Denis Centre.
IQ

! Shopping around before you buy?

ENIER THE $300 I For sales, student discounts, and coupons -

Name the Mascot
CONTEST

-------------SUGGESTION

1

I

Look in the Lance

.---~--

Every one of our
advertisers is making a
special effort to reach
students
at
the
University of Windsor,
so you know they'll
treat you right.
The Lance: No purchase necessary.

-~~·---~---~-

ENTRANT'S NAME

--------------------

.

ADDRESS

Holiday Sale until Jan. 4, 1993!

---·-----PHONE

--DATE
Entries can be dropped off 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.
at the Athleuc Department in Human Kinetics
or at the Lance, Phase II Clark residence-

A-frame and fo:im
core futon package:

$139.00
Lg. Bean Bag Chair.
$300 for winning name.
(Earliest entrant supplying
the name. Please date entry.)
Winner to be announced
January :J.6, 3.993.

$99.00
475 Wynndoll~ St. I·..

flours: Mon-rri: I0-8: Sat: I0-6
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Grants no hand-out
In an effort to cut $241.3 million from a $10 billion
budget deficit, the Ontario government plans to
elimininatc its post-secondary student grant program.
The days of the free lunch are over and students are now
going to face greater financial difficulties as costs continue to rise at a rate considerably higher than inflation.
To soften the blow, the OSAP loans program will be
expanded to accomodate a greater number of students.
However, previous administrations have outlined the
problem of defaults on guaranteed student loans as being
a considerable financial burden to the province. By increasing the number of students with loans, as well as individual debt loads, the number of those defaulting will
surely increase. In essence, the government is not so
much cutting costs as diverting and deferring them.
Most disturbing is the fact that these cuts are a burden
to those least able to afford an education. The thought of
shouldering a debt load in the tens of thousands of dollars might deter some from entering the post-secondary
system. Specifically, those students who don't live in a
university town and must incur residency costs, which
easily outpace tuition fees.
The grant system was created to make higher education accessible to individuals who were previously excluded. This regressive action is a step in the wrong
direction.
The government's knee-jerk reaction to the budget
crisis will have long-term effects on the post-secondary
institutional environment and the economy as a whole.
OSAP grants are not pork-barrel handouts but an investment vehicle the Ontario governemnt can ill afford to
eliminate. A healthy and vibrant economy is undeniably
linked to an educated and innovative workforce. Abandoning essential funding for the students who need it
most will impede the growth of the economy in the fu.
ture, resulting in a similar financial fiasco.
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Trigger-happy
Dear Editor:

In response to Judge Brisson's article, "Hats off to our boys in blue ribbons," I would like to express my
point of view. He feels that police officers are "resisting accountability to
the public they are mandated to
serve."
The 21 000 police officers in Ontario put their lives on the line 365
days a year. Laws that require police
officers to file a report every time
they draw their weapons might cause
a young constable to hesitate before
drawing his weapon, not wanting to
be labelled 'trigger-happy' by his superiors.
The job actions the police are
engaged in do not endanger public
safety in the least, they are simply a
way of raising public awareness about
police objections. Many members of
the general public as well as a number
of students on this campus have
chosen to show their support by wearing blue ribbons or buttons.
Ribbons can be picked up at any
Windsor police station. I sincerely
hope that the public will continue to
support our police men and women in
their struggle to continue to do their
jobs of protecting the public.
Melanie Coulter
4th year, Criminology

Above the law
Dear Editor:

Hats off to Judge Brisson for his
courageous article condemning actions by Ontario police to undermine
our elected government!
By the same token, shame on our
own political science professor Lloyd
Brown-John for his Windsor Star
opinion piece on the same topic.
Brown-John's article, I thought,
started off well by outlining why it is
important for police to respect regulations set by civilian governments.
But then he overturned all his evenhandedness with the ridiculous conclusion: "We need our police more
than we need Bob Rae." Whether or
not you are NDP, you can see this argument buttresses those who want to
see our country tum into a police
state, with no constitutional protection against abuse of power by those
with the guns. Obviously, we need
police, but I think we need democracy
more, and I haven't yet heard a good
argument why the police are above
the law.

line every day, etc ... ?" More miners
and construction workers die on the
job as a percentage, but we don't hear
people hailing the courage of roofers.
When members of minorities afraid
of police abuse ask us "Who guards
the guardians?" let's have the courage
to stand up and say "We all do,
through our elected representatives."
Mark Whitville
1st year, Business

Historical
Dear Editor:
On page 15 of your issue of
November 23 your editorial staff
writer Mark Crane alerts your readers
to his concerns about "The
Economics of Racism." I very much
applaud his effort in this regard, especially so since he makes a gallant attempt at supporting his reasoning
with some historical underpinnings.
Allow me just a few remarks to
help him along. The article states that
"German government has, throughout
history, used the Aryan superiority
thesis to promote its own agenda."
Far from it. One German government
did this, for the twelve years between
1933 and 1945. During the other one
thousand years of German history no
German government ever dreamt of
adopting a similar attitude.
Further on Crane claims we all
have seen "the image of a man carrying a wheelbarrow full of devaluated
Deutschemarks to buy a loaf of
bread." I have not seen that image,
nor would I know why the man
should carry the vehicle. But if it was
full of money, the bills cannot have
been Deutsche Mark. The latter was
created only in 1948, and blessed be
the man who has a wheelbarrow full
of it.
Udo Sautter
Dept. of History

Interpretation
Dear Editor:

Darrin Keene was undoubtedly correct in identifying Malcolm X as one
of Hollywood's most important films,
but his review illustrated two fundamental difficulties with Lee's interpretation of the Muslim's life.
First, in his interpretation of the
Nation of Islam, Lee selectively
chooses to examine the organization's
political message, but not its religious

doctrine. The Nation was, and con,
tinues to be, fundamentally a religious
group; that omission is therefore
problematic.
Second, the Nation's interpretation
of Islam was one of the cen1ral
reasons for Malcolm's conflict wi1h
Elijah Muhammad - prior to his expulsion from the group. From i1s
origins in the late 1920s, until 1he
early l 950s, the Nation of Islam al·
tracted African Americans of lhe
lower classes. Through Malcolm's
proselytizing, the Nation attracted
better-educated middle class and
upper-middle
class
African
Americans, individuals who could
identify with the group's political
message, but not with the peculiarities
of its religious doctrine. That split in
membership was a central issue in 1he
1960s. It also explains the rise of
Louis Farrakhan, who was adroitly ig·
nored by Spike Lee. {Incidentally, in
recent interviews Spike Lee has staled
that his decision to ignore the group's
anti-Semitic message was entire!)
voluntary.)
Spike Lee's movie Malcolm X is
appropriately Spike Lee's interpreta·
tion of Malcolm's life. Remember
that, and before you see the movie.
read the Autobiography.
Prof. Martha Lee
Dept. of Political Science
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Angry
Dear Editor:

There have been some sexual assaults on or around campus lately.
There was an incident behind the 7-11
on Wyandotte and one on Universily
Ave. For all I know there may ha1·e
been more.
As a female student, I want to
know why the hell I wasn't informed
of this danger. If a story was in the
Lance, that's a good step but not near·
ly good enough. I've noticed that
bushes around campus would make
great hiding places, there are not
enough emergency phones around.
(I've never even seen one) and ~he
campus patrol is understaffed causing
a two hour wait at times for an escort.
I have also heard that residen~
females are not properly informed 0
the locations and functions of man)
resources they may need one day. t,e
Every female student must
reached. There is no excuse for lht~
university's ignorance, tolerance a~
complacency. It is time for fema ~
students to get angry and make SOJTI
noise.
Wendy TelasCO
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White ribbons
no solution to
male violence
by Mark Crane
Lance News Staff

J am a white male. I grew up

a middle-class family. I have
oe-er been refused a job, refused
entrv into anywhere or had
derisive remarks directed at me
~ecause of my sex. I have not
been marginalized by the society
I live in. With all that said, I still
will not be sporting a white ribt,on this week.
Male violence against women
is a problem. And, as some argue
qmte correctly, if you are not part
of the solution you are part of the
problem. Further, one could
argue that by not wearing the
white ribbon, I am not part of the
~lution, and as such that I am
part of the problem. The error in
this argument is that the white
ribbon is not the solution.
The white ribbon, when conceived, was a great idea. It was a
way for men to show both that
they supported the work of
feminist movement in the aftermath of the Montreal Massacre.
and that they were fundamentally
against violence against women.
Like all images though, the
white ribbon·s message has been
toned down to such a level that
we must ask: are men wearing
the ribbon as a renection of the
way they feel and live their lives.
or as a way to gain acceptance
from their friends? Does ribbon
wearing encourage men to listen
to the concerns of the women
who they intimidate and marginalize bv their actions. or is it a
1eil behi~d which men can hide
their ignorance of the concerns
women have about male violence
against them? By doing so, men
are belillling the cause of activist
women, because they are not listening to what women are
saying. It is almost as though
some men feel that it is a battle
to see which sex is more
nghteous, without promoting
solutions to male violence
against women.
The problem will not be
solved until we get away from
the simplification of the issue
into an image, and start inter-
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nalizing some of the concepts
into day to life. Actions speak
louder than images, although not
in the short term, and it is only
through action that a a society
devoid of male violence against
women will evolve.
The white ribbon campaign is
a political answer to what is essentially a moral question: Can
we as a society accept violence
against women? The answer, unequivocally, is no. The white ribbon campaign was a step in the
right direction when it was
begun. It has served its purpose
well, it has brought the issue that
men have to deal with out into
the public eye, but men must
move forward from this one campaign. Rather than taking the
confrontational approach of
reacting to the women's movement with a defensive men's
movement, men have to learn,
from women, what the problem
really is, and what women feel
are
the
manifestations of
violence perpetrated against
them by males.
My own campaign against
male violence directed towards
women stems less from guilty
feelings about being a man, and
more from the feeling that a fundamental moral wrong is being
perpetrated upon women in our
society. Only very slowly and
reluctantly is the white-male
dominated world giving up its
privileged status as the leaders in
society. And while the elite of
males are bowing to lobbying
and political pressure from
women· s groups. it is obvious
that the message of the women' s
movement is not being internalized into everyday life, and for
that reason the women's movement continues.
As men, if we are going to battle the problem of male violence
toward women, we need to be
armed with more than a white
ribbon. We need to open our ears
and our minds; we have to stop
being defensive for a minute and
listen to what the problems really
are, then we can work towards
really solving them, and not
bandage them up with ribbon. [Q

AIDS and the artworld: A Day Without Art
Sarah Atkinson
Lance editorial staff

On Tuesday, Dec. I, art communities across the world will
be in mourning. Dec. l is the
date chosen by the World
Health Organization as "International AIDS
Awareness
Day." It is also the day chosen
by artists to be "Day Without
Art."
This day is designed to
celebrate the achievements and
lives of artists who have died of
AIDS ~hile mourning their
loss, to encourage action to cure
and care for all people with
AIDS, and to educate the public
about HIV infection.
On Dec. 1, artists and arts organizations mourn those whose
lives have been claimed by
AIDS by closing up shop, drap-

ing artworks, cancelling performances, and holding commemorative services.
l might add that in the spirit
of this mourning, this article is
itself without art; it's easy to
wax poetic about something as
tragic as deaths from AIDS, but
it's also easy for those poetics
to aesthetically obscure the real
pain, horror, and loss that comes
from the disease.
I'm used to alchemizing in
my writing
redeeming
whatever subject is at hand with
the use of creative language.
But on this occasion, I have
chosen to face the black hole
that I might otherwise try to
gild.
If art is meant to please, to
stimulate, to redeem, a day
without art should trouble,
stupefy, and confront.

This year, for the first time,
Windsor's art~ community will
officially participate in Day
Without Art. There will be gallery closings, cancellations of
arts events, removal and covering of public artworks, installations, and a procession.
Participating organizations
include Artcite, the AIDS Committee, the Arts Council, the Art
Gallery of Windsor, the Capitol
Theatre, CJAM, the Lance,
Common Ground, the graduating class of the School of Visual
Arts, Noir, Windsor Feminist
Theatre, Windsor Printmakers
Forum, the Windsor Public
Library, and individual artists in
the community.
(g
If you wish to participate in
Day Without Art, contact
Deirdre Logue at Artcite, 9776564.

Malcolm X, the Nation, and Islam
How charismatic
leadership spread
the religion among
Black Americans
by Naseer Syed

"In the name of Allah .. .''
begins the newly released movie,
Malcolm X. These words are
heard and seen throughout the
film. They are also the words that
a billion Muslims use when
beginning their prayers. Until
now, at least one generation has
grown to maturity knowing
either nothing about this man, or
misunderstanding what he stood
for. The same applies to the faith
that he professed at the end of his
life.
After seeing the movie, I
would recommend others to see
it. However, I would even more
strongly recommend that they
read the autobiography of Malcolm X as told to Alex Haley.
Even a three-hour film fails to
adequately capture the mental
and spiritual evolution of so
complex a figure.
Even before I had heard of
Malcolm X, I had come across
his legacy; the legacy of Hajji
Malik Shabazz. The Nation of
Islam movement orginated by
Elijah
Muhammed,
oncepromoted by Malcolm X, and
now continued by Louis Farrakhan, is not part of the religion of
Islam. It is however, a part of

Islam's
history
in
North
America.
The first documented Muslims
in America were those brought
from Africa as slaves. Their
religion was suppressed as was
their culture and identity. They
were given or adopted the names
and the faith of their slavemasters. Their new culture
evolved only along the road that
was permitted; much of it as
means to ease the anguish of
their bodies and souls.
The fortunes of the Nation of
Islam rose, in part, to the incorporation of teachings from Islam.
Something touched the hearts of
thousands of African Americans,
and offered them a chance to
regain the dignity once had by
their distant forefathers.
The fortunes of the movement
were, however, even more closely tied to the charisma of its
leaders. In a time when the
African
Americans
were
desperate for heroes and leaders
of their own, virtual personalitycults arose when one was found.
As long as these figures were
benign or inconsequential, the
larger society and its government
allowed partial accomodation.
Fortunes fell when leaders
showed flaws not attributable
solely to their simple humanity:
greed and exploitation.
Tens to hundreds of thousands
of people were affected by the
Nation of Islam. Where are they
today? Familiar names such as

Muhammad Ali and Kareem
Abdul-Jabbar were direct contemporary
products,
while
"Rocket" Ismail and Paula Abdul
inherited some of the legacy.
Many found their way to "orthodox" Islam. In fact, at this
time, "Black female, mid-30s'' is
the profile of the apparently
fastest growing segment of the
Muslim population in the United
States. "Apparently" because
figures are not available for the
numbers of conversions to Islam
of Black, male prison inmates; a
repeat of the events of the 1950s
and '60s.
What does this mean to
university students at Windsor?
It depends on whether you want
to recognize and correctly interpret history as it's being made, or
leave it up to opinion-makers
with their own vested interests.
Muslims of immigrant descent
should appreciate the links with
their
"indigenous..
African
American "brothers,·• and also
learn of the next twist of the history of Islam in North America:
The first immigrant Muslims
came from the Balkan Peninsula.
As the next wave of Muslims
to Canada wiJJ likely come again
from the former Yugoslavia, the
diversity
of
"Assalam-waaJaikums" will carry another historic irony.
[Q
Naseer Syed is a member of
the Muslim Students Association.
For more information call the
MSA of the U of W: 256-8000.
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What do you do to relieve exam stress?
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Jamie
Mcqueen

Nina
Martin

1st Year
Criminology

1st Year
Psychology
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be
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ale

I close my door and put on
my earphones. It's about the
only thing you can do in
residence. I just like to get
away from it all.

(TIC

--

Sit, focus and relax
yourself. Think of doing
something you like to do for
about 20 minutes. Then you
can get to work. I don't ever
think of it as my last chance.

Tanya
deJong

Mark
Ruttle

3rd Year
Social work

1st Year
Science

I party. I just go out and
let go. I don't go out much
during the year and so I let
off steam before my exams.
I make time for myself to
make sure I don't overload
on studying.

I don't worry about them.
I just study the best I can
and then do the best I can
when I get there.
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Grants axed in OSAP restructuring program
Loan and Work Study programs to see increase in funds to offset difficulties incurred
by Teena Ward
Lance news staff
University students across the
province will no longer receive
grants from the Ontario Student
Assistance Program (OSAP)
beginning in the fall of 1993/94
school year.
The decision was made public
on November 26 by the Ministry
of Colleges and Universities,
echoing the policies in place in
British Columbia and Saskatchewan.
At Windsor, 34 percent of students receive full or partial
OSAP grants as financial assistance. This year, 2466 eligible
students share a total grant sum
of $8 579 165.
Any course which starts before
July I, 1993 would still qualify
for the discontinued grant
program.
The official changes to the
OSAP grant program were
released by the Ministry of Colleges and Universities as follows
(precise policies and procedures
will be available in January or
February of 1993):
• A vcragc student debt loads
will increase. The maximum
for two term loan students
will remain the same, $5570.
• Loan debts in excess of
$5570 per year will be forgiven when the student leaves
school.
• There will he a 20 percent increase to available loan assistance.

• Child care assistance for married students and sole support
parents will continue to be
provided as grants.
• Ontario Special Bursary and
the Ontario Work-Study
programs have had funding
doubled, to $5.4 million, and
will be targeted towards students traditionally under-represented in the postsecondary
system.
Students on the U of W campus have mixed feelings about
the change in OSAP policies.
Second year Psychology student Colleen Caza said she saw it
in two ways.
"Now that I have become
eligible for the program it isn't
available to me," said Caza. She
also noted a positive aspect of the
change.
"Since the money is for education. it is an investment to help
get a job and pay it back."
Duane Labonte, a fourth year
business student, was just happy
that he will finish his degree
before the rules are changed.
Marie Renaud, Director of Student Awards at the university,
felt that by continually going
over budget. the OSAP grant
program burnt itself out.
"They can't be going over
their hudget by $50 million every
year. The cuts are a reflection of
the economic climate across the
country," she said.
Over the years the numher of
students applying for and receiving OSAP has increased making
it "the fastest growing program

next to social services" and creating funding problems.
Defaults on student loans have
also been noted as part of the
problem with the grant/loan system.
The defaulted loans have
forced the government to cover
those funds for banks. This has
effected funds available for
grants.
Renaud, however, sees an increase in defaults on student
loans with the eleviation of
grants.
"The more borrowed means
the more defaulted," explained
Renaud.
Renaud feels the decision to
end grants does not mean that
students will receive less money.
She stressed that "Only the grant
part of OSAP is changing, they
will be increasing the loan part of
the program."
Renaud guesses that the new
OSAP policies won't affect enrolment, considering limited job
prospects for those without an
education.
At present. Renaud awaits data
regarding the reluctance to borrow within lower income brackets.
"The present state of the joh
market has something to do with
it as people question their ability
to repay later." she said.
Students deht load after 1993
is going to increase, hut Renaud
asserted that "If someone got
money this year they should still
get money next year - it looks
like some might he getting
more."
EJ

Construction on the CAW Student Centre continued over the holidays as the "envelope" nears
completion. (photo by SUZANNE NGUI)

Province caps trans[er
payments, raises tuition
by Ty Daniels
Lance news editor
The u,,iv1.,rsity will see its
funding hase erode and tuition
fees jump during the final two
years of the NDP's term.
Announced changes to funding
hy Ontario Treasure Floyd
Laughren indicate that the
provincial
government
will
freeze base funding for 1993/94
and for 1994/95 and hike tuition
by 7 percent.
Director of Finance Dale Horniachek indicated that a small
decrease will be incurred for next
year's budget.
·The government has removed
over ten million dollars from the
pool of money available for postsecondary education and we
share in that reduction in our
operating budget," he said.
The decrease has been estimated to be approximately .5
percent.
"The goverment announced
that it would not be able to
provide the two percent increase
it had originally forecast," said
Horniachek. "As a result we will
sec a very real reduction in terms
of real dollars being given to the
university, once inflation is accounted for."
The financial position of the
university and its previous debt
free status could be in jeopardy
as a result of the funding cuts.
Projected budgets for next year
will be largely effected by
negotiations with the major
unions on campus and the
majority of union contracts expire in June.

Salaries account for about 80
percent of budget costs.
Currently departments have
been told to decrease their
budgets by two to four percent, a
number that has not been increased - yet.
"Depending on the size of the
settlement reached at negotiations this spring, a better determination of where cuts (if any)
will have to be made," he said.
A fund of $56 million has been
set up for transitional funding
purposes only, but Homiachek
was not entirely optimistic about
Windsor's chances of securing a
portion of it. The university is
looking into reducing its second
largest funding allocation, utility
costs by creating a co-generation
project.
"So far the government has
been unresponsive to our request
for transitional funding for cogeneration. Ontario Hydro has
also not been as supportive of
projects of this type since they
cut into their financial base as
well," said Horniachek.
Overall, Horniachek believes
that the university is in a far helter situation than many other in
the province.
"In the past two years some
universities have been faced with
compounded ten percent cuts in
their budgets because they
entered this recession in a poor
financial situation. Those kind of
cuthacks rips an institution
apart," he said. "The kind of cuts
we could be facing (if necessary)
will effect class size but we
won't see entire programs being
cut."
EJ
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20 %

OFF Resume Copies

Classifieds

(quality paper)

20 %
30 o/o

Lance calendar of events

I EMPLOYMENT I

OFF Fax (Send/receive)
OFF Do-it-yourself copies
(standard white paper)
'93 only)
253-TYPE(8973) FAX: 253-8658

(Sale runs through Jan.

ATTENTION STUDENTS!
U of W Private Off-Campus Residence Riverplace
• Excellent location-5 minute walk to U of W, on bus route
• Furnished, clean, quiet, comfortable rooms
• Fridge & phone jacks in all rooms
• Captain' s beds with storage drawers
• Lounge with satellite & cable TV; exercise & games room
• Private study rooms; parking & laundry facilities
$290 & $400 including utilities

Call 254-.i557 or 255-1697, 10 a.m .. 8 p.m.

FRENCH TUTOR REQUIRED,

hourly rate, call Alan at 9457888.
MARY POPPINS MINUS her
more fascist tendencies? We
need you• Bright. friendly but
hopelessly disorganized family
seeks creative babysitter for
their two year old daughter,
Tuesday 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. and
Thursday 11 :30 a.m. · 5 p.m.
Please call 256-3585.

Transportation. 7 nights accomodatio~. Daily
acitivities program. Tour itinerary available.
Tour cost from $479 quad; $599 doubh:.
Tax and service charge extra.
Departure from Detroit.
Feb. 27 - ,\far. 6
7 nights accomodation. Transport?tion ~y .":1otor
coach, Sen. ices of on-site rep. Daily act1v1taes
program. Itinerary a, ailable.
Tour cost from $229 five per room: $2~9 quad.
Taxes and sen ice charge extra.
Departure from Detroit.

For information and reservations call:

CLARKE TRA \'EL SERVICE LTD.
261 Peli<.c.ier St. (at Universily)

254-4397

regrets to inform its members
that the president for the
1991-93 term has resigned.
The position is open to EAA
members and nominations
will be taken until 5 p.m.
January 20 and can be left in
the mailbox in the SAC office.
Nominations require a
nominator and a seconder.

.LE The Art Gallery of Windsor
will hold a story hour every
Saturday from 11 a.m.-12
noon for 4-8 year olds. Call
Marie Lopes, 258-7111 for
more information.

® Lancer basketball vs . the
Waterloo Warriors at St.
Denis. Mens begins at 2
p.m., womens at 4 p.m. The
Lancer mascot name will
also be announced between
the two games that will be
televised live on cable 11.

through Jan. 22. A closing
reception will be held Jan 22.

TYPING, TYPING, TYPING.

Fast, accurate and profes·
sional typing. $1.75 per page
(includes spellcheck) -- rush
service, laserprinting available
-- call Susan, 977-7766
$1.25 PER PAGE TYPING. Essays. theses. reports, resumes.
term papers, manuscripts.
graphs/charts etc. Accurate,
professional, fast service and
low prices. Laserpnnting available. Call 979-1575 or 7357988.

Cancer Centre is offering an information session on Sat. Jan.
16 at 9:30 a.m.and 11 a.m. in
regards to radiation therapy
education program which a two
year program commencing 1n
Sept. ·93. For more information
call Claire Copp at 253-5253.

7:30 against Western
Mustangs at the Adie Knox
Arena.
§

® Lancer volleyball against

.LE No Pink. No Peach. No Persimmon prints by Nancy
Johns through Jan. 29 at the
•

Thursday, January 14
.LE The Art Gallery of Windsor
presents Pamela Harris:
Faces of Femmmsm through
Jan. 17. Admission is free.

Visitors in the Arts 92/93
presents Richard Sewell at
Artcite beginning at 7:30 p.m.
Admission is free.

Lifeguard meeting for the
St. Denis Pool at 9 a.m. room
201 in the HK building. New
gaurds welcome, bring
swimming qualifications.
Mandatory staff training in
pool after meeting- bring
bathing suit and towel. For
more info call Peter Powell
253·4232 ext 2422.

Tuesday, January 19
;,

Friday, January 15
;,

Students

Sunday, January 17

Windsor Printmaker's Forum
(384 Pitt St. E.) For more information call 253-9493.

;,

Indian
Organization

in v1tes
students to participate in a
culture night. Those wishing
to enter any talent call Amber
253-2640 or Anu 735-7609.

McMaster Marauders at the
St. Denis Centre: womens at
6 p.m. and mens at 8 p.m.

HOUSING
rent. 1660 Cataraqui St.. on the
Crosstown 2 bus route. Fridge
and stove, $420 month + ultl.
252-1769.
ROOM FOR RENT. Share occom oda tio ns.
Laundry
privileges. 2 minutes from campus. Male or female, nonsmoking, non-slob. Rent
negotiable. 254-0674.
BED AND BREAKFEST. Ideal
for vis1tmg parents and friends.
Ten blocks from campus. Call
256·3937.

® Lancer hockey begins at

Wednesday, January 13

TWO BEDROOM APT. for

DA\'TONA BEACH

Saturday, January 16

.LE There will be a faculty art
show at the Lebel Gallery

SERVICES

THE WINDSOR REGIONAL

Feb. 15. Jfar. 12 & Mar. 12. 13

The
Environmental
Awareness Association

Tuesday, January 12

NOTICES

CANCUN

11, 1993

Prof. John Woods. University
of Lethbridge will deliver a
paper entitled 01alect1cal
Blmdspots at 2:30 p.m . in
Canterbury College, 172
Patricia.

Quick Quit Seminar: the
patch is not enough. Just in
time
for
Weedless
Wednesday, the two-hour
program can help you quit
smoking Contact the Lung
Association to register.
$10.00 fee. Jan. 18-23 is
Non-Smoking Week.

----------------------------------------------------------------Notices, demonstrations.
.LE Visual and performing arts.
;,

Lectures. seminars. etc.

§

Socials, parties, mixers, etc.

•

Club and society meetings.

®

Sports events.

•

..

I

•

Dominion House
JANUARY LINE-UP

1.95
ottle
Beer

Black Sheep
'70s & '80s ROCK
Jan. B & 9

The Shannon Bros.
IRISH FOLK
Jan. 15 & 16
I

Celtic Cross
IRISH FOLK
Jan. 22 & 23

Thomas Buck Nasty
R&B
Jan. 29 & 30

Karaoke

Dominion House

3140 Sandwich

253-7041

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Every Thurs. 9:30 - 1:00

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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The proliferation of credit cards through campus distribution packages has some
students into more financial difficulty than bargained for. (photo by SUZANNE NGUI)

Students facing credit woes
by Tran Longmoore
Lance associate news editor
As students return to classes, many are
being faced with stacks of bills and phone
calls from irate creditors demanding payment.
Ted Lang, Executive Director of the
Credit Counselling Service of Metropolitan
Windsor, says there are two ways that
people fall into debt.
Many people fall into debt because of circumstances beyond their control, including
job loss or illness.
Others carelessly fall into debt and take
no actions to help themselves out of it in
what Lang calls "the ping pong effect."
"Once it starts. people spend all of their
time running around trying to make all of
the payments, but never take the initiative to
evaluate their financial position and change
their spending habits," said Lang.
According to Lang, there arc a number of
reasons that more and more students arc
falling into <lcht.
·Today's students arc the children of a
spoikd generation," said Lang. '·They were
horn with the idea that things should he
handed to them. Many carelessly use the
cre.dit cards a.s a sub~tilute for money they
don't have."

Lang also tags secondary institutions for
"teaching teenagers how to make money,
but not how to spend it."
The sophistication of advertising and
sales techniques have lured many people
into buying products they don ' t neccessarily
need or want.
Lang also cites the fact that it is simple
for students to aquire credit cards. The credit
card kits that were all over campus last fall
offered ten cards, five of which were very
easy to obtain.
These factors have created a section of
the population that lives beyond their
means, he said. Studies have shown that
cash users spend considerably less money
than credit users.
While Lang does feel that it's too easy for
students to aquire credit cards, he doesn't
blame creditors.
"They' re marketing a product. Ninetyeight percent of accounts pay in full and on
time. They're not going to change their
screening system for the other two percent."
Last year, a student from the U of W
came to the counselling service in a poor
financial position. Her OSAP hadn ·1 arrived
and she needed money to buy food and pay
rent.
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KAO DIDAK Disks Imprinted
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WHERE THE INDUSTRY REOUIRES WEAR - TESTS OF 3
PASSES.
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BOOKSTORE
Open Monday F11day 8 30 4 30 Saturday 10 4
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11'-C

ROCK& ROLL
NO COVER
WITH STUDENT I.D.
ANY NIGHT!!

c,~\sPf. '{'f.S: Mondays: THE HITMEN
0~

Tuesdays: PLANET OF FUN
Thurs. Jan. 14- Sat. Jan. 16: UNITED SNAKES
Sun. Jan. 17: DISASTER AREA - Tribute to
Metallica!

5 minutes west of the U of W-3885 Sandwich 253-3777

Are you
living in
a vacuum?
Looking for an opportunity
to be creative, get valuable
experience, make a little
money and get involved in
the arts community?
The Lance is now soliciting
applications for the position
of Co-Arts Editor for winter
semester from individuals
interested in layout design
and, of course. arts writing.
Drop off resumes at the
Lance office, Phase 2 of
the Clark Residence, or at
the SAC trailer, addressed
"attn: editor-in-chief'.

Students'
Administrative
Council
invites applications
for the position of

CHIEF
ReturninG
OFFICER
This position is
responsible for
organizing and
running elections
and other full-time
undergraduate votes.
A full j ob descrip tion is available
from the SAC office.
Remuneration: $500 per semester.
'"

The sun worshiping. The primitive dances. The mating
rituals. The primal screams. Only one beach can hold this
much culture on its 23-mile sandy stretch. This Spring

...

Break, head for Daytona Beach. For more infom1ation, call . . . . .All
1-800-854-1234 for your free Spring Break Planning Kit.

Please submit applications to the SAC
trailer in the centre of campus no
later than Atlonday, January 18, 1993.

....------------------------------------------------------------------~5
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Credit history important lesson
Continued from page 3.
Unable to find a part-time job
and with no help from her
parents, she tried the credit card
kit and recieved eight cards.
The student obtained cash advances on each card, intending to
pay the bills when her OSAP
came in. When her loan was
processed, it was only enough to
pay for her books and tuition.
The counsellors assessed both
the creditor's and the student's
position to work out a table of
payment that suited both parties.
"The only way they can help
themselves is to put on the brakes
and evaluate what i~ going on
around them. This office helps
plan their way out of a bad financial position, by analyzing their

incomes and expenditures," said
Lang.
The service was funded by the
provincial government until last
year when it was assistance was
terminated. Presently it operates
with the support of the United
Way, several creditors and with a
small contribution from the client
(usually $20 a month).
Currently there are three U of
W students who are using the
service.
Those students who damage
their credit rating are creating a
rocky path into the future. For
example, many employers will
not hire someone with a history
of credit problems. The credit
rating is updated every seven
years.
Consequently, if one has a bad

Campus
Blotter

rating, it may be impossible finding a loan to buy a house or car
until the seven years are up.
Lang feels th.it the weight of a
massive load of debts can negatively effect a person's self esteem.
"It does a lot for a student's
self confidence when they get
themselves back on their feet. Instead of sitting in class worrying
about how to pay the Visa bill,
they can concentrate on their
studies." ·
Despite the trend, Lang feels
that people can stay out of credit
trouble if they live by three
simple rules.
"Always know exactly what
your situation is. Nothing is free.
And, finally, keep the future in
mind."
[Q

By Ty Daniels
Lance news editor
Campus Police were busier
this year than last, but criminal
occurances are on the decline.
For the year, police responded
to 8238 occurances, up about 500
from last year, said Director Jim
Foreman. While over-all statistics involving federal
law
(criminal offenses) have not been
compiled, Foreman expects the
total to be down for the year.
Last month, 13 federal statute
violations were reported, a
decrease of ten over the same
period last year.
Two thefts were reported for
the month, sound equipment was

O tario Sweater A sistance Program

SWEATER
SALE
Our entire stock of handmade sweaters
from Ecuador are now priced to clear.
Hundreds to choose from.

•Columbia
r, Sportswear Company
OUTLET STORE
'.!52-5203

527 OUELLETTE A VE.
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Bentley's Sunday
Breakfast Buffet

$4.95

stolen from Essex Hall theatre
and one minor theft.
Parties in residence and an unwanted guest in the Grad house
accounted for five disturbance
complaints. Six cases of property damage were also noted, mostly cars being damaged to steal
property inside.
Three trespass complaints
were filed, two against students
who had heen barred from
residence and another on a nonstudent who was trying to gain
access to residence.
Eleven autos were towed for
the month, a number Foreman attributed to complaints lodged
against cars blocked other
vehicles in.
"We are usually more leniant
during the exam period but if
people complain we have to tow
vehicles that arc in violation of
parking by-laws," said Foreman.

~

Cable 11
The Community Chumzel

Coverage of Lancer
Home Sports Events

January 13
Men's & Women's
Volleyball vs. McMaster
6:00 & 8:00 p.m.

January 16
Men's & Women's
Basketball vs. Waterloo
2:00 & 4:00 p.m.

January 23
Hockey vs. AMC
7:30 p.m.

February 12
Team Track Challenge
6:00 p.m.

February 13
Hockey vs. Laurentian
7:30 p.m.
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I) , aries.
But D) Ian is forgiven. Good
As I Been To You is nostalgic.
This tape features an older, perhaps tired D) Ian, yet he covers
these songs\.\ ith the wisdom and
patience of a skilled storyteller.
"Frankie And Albert," an entertaining narrative, shows Dylan's
guitar picking precision. He captures a bitter loneliness in his version of "Jim Jones:· simply
because he must struggle in his
raspy
voice to reach the
dynamics required of the melody.
"Step It Up and Go" is the most
energetic of all the tunes. Dylan
screeches, keeps the rhythm
tight. and emanates the spirit of
guitar pick in· so well the listener
feels invited to try it himself.
"Froggie Went A-Courtir)'" is the
most delightful. Even children
would enjoy this song because of
its lovely narrati\'e, sung by this
voice from the hill,:;.

by Sarah Roebuck
Lance arts editor

It takes a lot to laugh. it takes a
train to cry. But it takes Bob
Dylan to make us rethink the
direction of rock and roll today.
Holding a career of over 30
years of songwriting and performance. Dylan is the best lyricist
of rock history. He has now
returned to reclaim his wellearned fame with As Good As I
Been to You. This recording
showcases music at its purest: the
man. his guitar and his harmonica. Dylan has recaptured innocence in these old folk cover
songs with a mature approach. In
light of the overproduced "cutting edge" development in
popular music, Dylan's midDecember release is. as they say.
a breath of fresh air; and a timely
breath, as the music industry has
been polluted by empty beats and
unreflective lyrics for too long.
Producers today haven ·1 seen
true talent and musical sincerity
for awhile; it may be difficult to
recognize.

Political wisdom
His first album released at the
age of 17, Dvlan glowed with the
confidence, political wisdom and°
sensitivity that matured in later
productions. Ellen Will is wrote
in the 1960s: "As composer, interpreter, most of all as lyricist,
Bob Dylan has made a revolution. He expanded folk idiom
into a rich, figurative language,
grafted literary and philosophical
subtleties onto the protest song,
revitalized the folk vision, then
all but destroyed pure folk as a
contemporary form by merging it
with pop. Since then, rock and
roll has been transformed.''
Though
simultaneously
prolific and varied while retaining a creative consistency, Bob
Dylan is better-known today than
he was at the peak of his
popularity in the 1960s. Commercial radio standards restricted
selections to songs of under three
minutes long, and Dylan's
material often exceeded this. The
Beatles and The Rolling Stones
pervaded the airwaves at the
time. Folkies like Peter, Paul and
Mary and The Byrds covered
some of Dylan's songs, and these
were played on commercial
radio. However, it stood that
Dylan would not be recognized
in the eye of the public until
much later.
Bob Dylan's poetry reveals his
commitment to the subjective;
the intimate experience rather
than the general routine. He succeeds in projecting a vision of the

Penetrating style

personal. from which the universal must follow.
Blonde 011 Blonde ( 1966)
demonstrated the poetic quality
of his lyrics that shaped his
metaphysical approach. "Visions
of Johanna,.. a piece dedicated to
his companion Joan Baez,
epitomizes his
mastery of
metaphor and image-making:
"And Madonna, she still has not
showed/ We see the empty cage
now corrode/ Where her cape of
the stage once had nowed/ The •
fiddler now steps to the road/ He
writes everything's been returned
which was owed/ On the back of
the fish truck that loads while my
conscience explodes."

l\1astery of metaphor
Paul Nelson of Rolling Stone
wrote on this song: "Physical objects become moral and intellectual; the world is Oattened into a
plasticity that is cerebral, as we
are free to noat with the images
in all their kinetic brilliance."
Whatever the interpretation, fans
still dispute today over the true
meaning of his work.
He continued to release albums almost every year, but he
lost his edge. Expectation ran so
high. the disappointment seemed
all the deeper. He also suffered a
booing-off-the-stage in Newport
when he first experimented with
the electric guitar.
Pat Garrett and Billy the Kid
reclaimed old sentiments, but
Dylan's sense of urgency had
waned. Paul Nelson comments
on Dylan: "Dylan resorted to the

delirious pace and pose of a Bmovie gangster, sacrificing both
style and meaning for sheer
speed in order to create the impression of anger."
Haunted, uncertain and no
longer a prophet, he returned to
writing meaningful poetry alone.
Blood on the Tracks reflects this
solitude in a beautiful, wellproduced album. This is the stuff
of an intelligent man, alone in a
rented room where a train may be
heard nearby. This is not depressing; this is existential beauty and
rawness of self-probing, a catharsis.
Desire is a mature album
fcaturi ng acoustic and electric
guitars as well as violin. Dylan
tells of travel, legends, and
spends lyrical energy on character revelation. Griel Marcus
writes of Desire: "A shattering
attempt to force memory, fantasy
and the terrors of love and death
to serve an artist's impulse to
redeem disaster by making
beauty out of it."
A few live albums and some
greatest
hits
compilations
throughout the years ... then Bob
Dylan surprises all. Dylan
embraced Christianity, which became the all-encompassing theme
in his albums for about ten years.
Slow Train Coming, the first
album of the Christianized series,
may itself be a metaphor for the
Second Corning. Contrasting the
half-heartedness of the material
preceding
his
conversion,
Dylan's Christ-intoxication was
whole-hearted, yet musically, he

stagnated and was lyrically
bland. In light of what was happening in music in the 1970s,
even Dylan's stuff sounded outof-date. Though he had lived as a
revolutionary and a recluse, his
insights were not reflected in his
work.

Later work
His later work was pure rock
and roll, proving he gave religion
a rest. He kept up with the trends
in popular music of the '80s, and
remained on top of the most
prominent talents. But sales were
down and hysteria was channelled towards new acts. A fiverecord set, Biograph, arrived to
arouse attention, and a collaboration with The Grateful Dead ensued in 1989 for the same reason,
showcasing some of his wellknown stuff. Oh, Mercy arrived
on the shelves in the same year.
Good As I Been To You follows these up very nicely. It is a
departure from the material he
has been producing for the last
15 years, and it is a return to the
traditional. His trademark voice
holds appeal only in its character
and certainly not because of its
beauty. "It is a voice from the
hills. It is old; it seems craggy
and weatherbeaten, like a voice
that had been left out in the rain
amd rusted," wrote Daniel
Kramer, Dylan's photographer.
Now that Dylan is older (the
press did not fail to widely
celebrate his 50th in 1991) his
voice is a nasal whine. He no
longer howls, and his range rare-

Probably the most impressive
aspect of Dylan's style is his
ability to penetrate the collective
unconsciousness of our culture.
The precise details of his emotional narratives often parallel so
many listeners·, that to read
material on Dylan is to read firstperson accounts of experiencing
his music, rather than hard, fast,
journalistically
formatted
reviews. For instance, playwrite
Sam Sheppard's famous logbook
of touring with Dylan is full of
dialogues and digressions, rather
than facts about Dylan.
Dylan's personalized style
continues with Good As I Been
To You. The fact that it is all
acoustic is significant. However,
it is unlikely this release will be a
big seller. The public is not in an
acoustic mode at this time.
However. Neil Young has also
made this move, and has toured
several times taking with him
only his guitar and harmonica.
Dylan's decision to go all
acoustic was wise. There is a
need to return to the authentic
musical experience, unrnediated
through overdubbing and technical
music
illusion-making
machines. Good As I Been To
You is a necessary addition to
any music collection. It is an
honest representative of the folk
tradition and is pure in production, sophisticated in narrative
and natural in presentation.

Inside the museum, infinity
goes up on trial; voices echo this
is what salvation must be like
after awhile. But Mona Lisa
musta had the highway blues,
you can tell by the way she
smiles.
~
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W:JtRT more than-an epidermic protrusion
by Sarah Roebuck
Lance arts editor

A wise 111an will make more
opportunities than he finds (Francis Bacon), but it is a fearful
thing to fall into the hands of the
living Wart (2 Hebrews).
A Windsor group called
WART International has banded
together to initiate a "war on art,"
giving local artists the chance to
air their stuff in any medium.
Holding their WART Fests about
every other month, usually at the
Press Club, everyone is invited
and anything is possible.
"It's art for art's sake," says
Chris Mangin, W ART's Minister
of Propaganda. "It's art for annoyance. No training required.
Just show up."
The group was founded last
summer under the guidance of
local artist Stephen Gibb. There
is no question in his mind there is
a vicious need in the city for a
free-for-all artistic venue, void of
all restrictions.
"WART represents an individual vision for everybody,"
says Gibb. ''But 'WART' is just a
tag. It could mean something different to everyone. AJot of
people are intimidated by labels.
But I like labels. You know what
you're getting. Kinda like buying
detergent."
'"WART is giving the middle
finger to everything," adds Chris
Mayville, another WART representative. "Artists go for grants
and get snubbed, unless you 're
someone's favourite. There's too
much politics. WART is for
delinquent artists or anyone who
wants to do anything in any
medium: spoken word, music,

performance, visual art. Not
everyone can benefit from the
government. You have to do it
yourself, if you're not given the
opportunity. Fuck."
Many of these kinds of groups
are appearing in other cities. Fear
of Poetry in Detroit and Artspace
in Peterborough are two examples of which the WART
operatives are aware. Many expressed that it is essential for
each generation to start their own
group with the purpose of providing total freedom of artistic expression, an expression unique to
the times and the individual
perspective and message.
"We're not about casting
stones," continues Steve. "We
don't really wanna bash anybody,
or be destructive. But you can't
help but be cynical, sometimes.
The esatablished arts institutions
aren't necessarily limiting or censoring, but I was getting no
response. So I thought the only
way to do it right was to start my
own thing."
Mayville was less lenient.
"Art scene in Windsor? What
fuck in' art scene in Windsor?
People in Windsor don't care
about art. They go out to places
and just sit there. I've seen the
worst bands in Detroit get the
best response. It's not good when
you 're not supported. If you were
somewhere else, there'd probably
be a better response. But people
are pretentious. We're not saying
you should buy what we're
saying. We're not about social
commentary. We just wanna
promote ourselves. And we're
definitely not a melting pot.
Everybody's still welcome."
Adds Mangin. "Everyone has

different influences; everything's
messed up, and we're trying to
spit something back."
WART International receives
no funding from any sources.
Whatever they need, they can
scrounge from people they know.
Freebees are always possible.
There is usually a $2 charge at
the door to cover expenses such
as t-shirts and assorted WART
memorabilia - stickers (assume
this phone is tapped) and bumper
stickers displaying the WART insignia of an opened head with a
salt shaker seasoning the unseen
brain.
The operatives meet several
times a week in their Pitt St.
studio to discuss the future of
WART, and to try to outdo the
previous fest. Plans include integrating Noir more often into the
shows, home video and experimental film night at the Press
Club, a mock fashion show,
releasing WART balloons and
various untold pranks. The next
fest will be tentatively held at the
end of January. WART advertises with CJAM, 89X, Orbit,
MetroTimes and The Windsor

Star, just to warn you.
"We turned away the lance
when they approached during the
summer," mentioned Gibb, "because we knew we'd be painted
in a stupid light. We'd be misconstrued. So now, we're taking
the risk and talking to you."
A telling WART sentiment
may be found in their fall '92
issue:
"We are all murderers behind
masks of feigned contentment
that we make in the factory and
buy at affordable prices in the
street. Wake up. Quit your
degrading job. Throw away your
T. V. Divert your anti-capitalist
aggression into the creation of
self-fulfilling
pop-philosophy

pedantry, like the shit you just
finished reading."
We shrink from war. We
shrink from art. We must shrink
from WART. Or just shrink the
wart with some medicated pads.~
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SAC DRUG PLAN
"OPT-OUT" AND "OPT-IN " TIMES
LOCATION: MADAME VANIER LOUNGE
11

FULL-TIME UNDERGRADS WISHING TO "OPT-OUT OR PART-TIME UNDERGRADS
WISHING TO "OPT-IN" TO THE S.A.C. DRUG PLAN, MUST DO SO DURING THE
FOLLOWING OATES AND TIMES:
JANUARY 5
TUESDAY
JANUARY 6
WEDNESDAY
JANUARY 7
THURSDAY
JANUARY 8
FRIDAY
JANUARY 9
SATURDAY
JANUARY 11
MONDAY
JANUARY12
TUESDAY,
JANUARY 13
WEDNESDAY,
JANUARY 14
THURSDAY,
JANUARY 15
FRIDAY
MONDAY
JANUARY 18
LAST DAY TO OPT-OUT
TUESDAY
JANUARY 19

10:00 A.M. TO 6:00 P.M.
10:00 A .M. TO 6:00 P.M.
10:00 A.M. TO 6:00 P.M.
10:00 A. M. TO 4:00 P.M.
11 :00 A. M. TO 3:00 P.M.
10:00 A.M. TO 6:00 P.M.
10:00 A.M. TO 6:00 P.M.
10:00 A .M TO 6:00 P.M.
10:00 A.M. TO 6:00 P.M.
10:00 A.M. TO 4:00 P.M.
10:00 A.M. TO 5: 00 P.M.
10:00 A .M. TO 5:00 P.M

NO ONE Wilt. BE ALLOWED TO OPT-IN OR OPT-OUT AFTER THE ABOVE TIME
IMPORTANT TO KNOW FOR OPTING-OUT:

Please be advised that you must present a corresponding certificate/card or photocopy of the
insurance policy covering your prescription drugs.
You will not receive reimbursement until S.A.C. confirms full payment of your fees through the
University of Windsor Cashier's office.

Strained relations
A Ruined House, by

John Sell Cotman.

~yTODD
SCHAUS
"We're moving and
90 percent of the reason
is because of the students
.
Ill the neighbourhood ...
the area has gone to pot."
Home owner
"If [someone] said
.
to turn the music down, ...
as soon as she's a couple
houses down, we'd go and
turn it back up."
Student tenant

"To be honest, most
[landlords] don't care
what happens to the
neighbourhoods."
Landlord

im Morris is eight and a half months pregnanl
works full time. Her husband attenas teacher'
college in London, often leaving her alone. r,
doors down from their home on Indian Road·
house filled with male university students wh,
has repeatedly confronted about all-night part
"I have to get up early in the morning," she
says. "Being pregnant, I need my sleep. But
that's hard to do when your student neighbours
party almost every night until two and three in
the morning. I don't know if they know how
loud they are but to be sitting on your porch and
screaming at the top of your lungs in the middle
of the night is kind of ridiculous."

f

Morris'

feelings are shared by many who live in the
neighbourhoods surrounding the university.
Given the youth and lifestyle of many students,
a certain amount of tension is to be expected.
But residents say they are fed up by increasing
noise and partying, decrepit and messy student
lots and a general disrespect for the
nl.'. ighbourhood com mun iIy.
In February 1991, the city's Student Housing
Advisory Committee issued a questionnaire to
area residents, asking respondents to rank their
concerns; after parking, the top complaints were
vandalism, noise and poor property upkeep.

- The area around

the university has had problems with vandals:
windows and car antennae broken, food thrown
at houses. With so many students around, it is
tempting to scapegoat them. Morris mentions
that each September, year-round residents take
in their lawn furniture and barbecues, to keep
them safe.
"It's not necessarily the students,'' she claims,
"but we don't have these problems in the
summer when they're not here."
Greg Pastorius, a sales representative of
RE/MAX REALTY for the past 14 years, feels
vandalism i~ ,oo strong a word for the majority
of incidents.
"Some kids are just having fun," he said.
"I've had clients wake up and all their 'For Sale'
signs have been moved to other houses. It's

mischief more than out-and-ommal
Nevertheless, property hasm t
and to attempt to deal with it, ii St
Housing Advisory Committcerecor
Chief of Police extend the boulllari
Sandwich Community Patroltoincl
neighbourhoods around the unirers.
force has neither the money nOlthc
Campus Patrol co-ordinatorChri
says Campus Police are lookingintc
the student volunteer patrol in101he
community. "I like the idea. Ow:sec
responsibility, after escorts, islObe
of eyes and ears for the police. llit t
happen if we receive whole-h•d
from the

univlm

students who move out of campi~ n
avoid them, sympathize with hmlec
it comes to noise.
"I got tired of beer, puke and-1:iuc
disturbing my studies," saysonefor
Hall resident. But this revulsioitis n
all students.
Lance Brissette, a secon<l yeatlm
Relations student who rents a rooni
Street near Huron Church Road 1yp
mentality.
•
"We (he and his housematesJ ire
hard-core but we never get an) o:im
anything," he said. "We way ovklo t
across the street and there's }.to' th,
three of us. A cop once came by 113
morning and asked why we were mt
that frat house seven days a wee~··
When asked if he thinks tha11he r
neighbourhood is a problem, Brnset
walk along here late at night, Friday
don't think it's that bad. I thinko ce
weather comes, it's not as muchl pr
A block from Brissette, Hcnr)'Ch
real name) is negotiating the sale of
with Pastorius.
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our un1vers1ty neighbourhoods

"We 're moving and 90 percent of the reason
is because of the students in the
neighbourhood," Chase said. "They forget that
lcher's
they Iive in a residential area. I can ·1 talk to
ne.Two
them at al I ... the area· s gone to pot."
Many residents are afraid to confront
load is
noise-makers. Students, especially those who
tswhom she have been drinking, can be intimidating.
'Tm not gonna call the police and be labelled
t parties.
as a troublemaker;· Morris complains. 'Tm not
1-ootmaliciousness." going to go dO\vn at two in the morning and say,
asm damaged,
'Uh, could you guys be quiet?' Could you
it. ilr Student
imagine being a girl living in a nearby house?
tcerecomme11ded the Are you gonna tell a bunch of drunk guys to
,ouillaries of the
shut up?"
ol to include
Brissette agrees complaining would not be
unimsity. But the
effective.
· northe manpower.
"If a pregnant mother came to one of our
1torChris Zelczny
parties and said to turn the music down,'' he
king into extending
says, "we'd be, like, 'Yeah, OK, no problem!!'
intothe surrounding and we'd turn it down a notch and as soon as
. Our secondary
she's two houses down we'd go and turn it back
istobe an extra set
up."
ce.llit that can only
Further, many students feel that their lifestyle
-headed suppor.t
is often very stressful, with intense studying,
long hours, and extreme financial constraints.
SAC President Kristine Robinson believes
partying and student life to be intrinsically tied.
"l have a real problem with residents who
complain about the noise. It is like that old
impos_residences, or adage: Are you gonna move next to an airport
hhoneowners when then bitch about the noise?"

defended the university's practice.
"They tell you right on the list that they don't
inspect the places or the landlords. If the
university was to go and start checking things, it
could be held liable if something goes bad. It
would also take a lot of people to Jo that and the
university can·t afford to pay. The priority
should be on education and we're having
problems doing even that."

gnant and

a
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andliud music

,one former Mac

sio1tis not shared by

Garbage strewn

lawns and decrepit structures are common
year International
complaints. "As more students move into a
a room on Peter
neighbourhood," Chase alleges, "property value
oad, typifies a party decreases.''
However, the blame is often misplaced on the
1tes} ire pretty
student tenants when unavailable and
1nyollllplaints or
irresponsible landlords are at fault. The property
, out•lo the fraternity owned by some landlords is terribly unkept
J2ol"them and
giving the renters no inclination to do repairs or
~ by .113:30 in the
even keep it in any order.
were louder than
"I'm not going to bother making it any
week."
cleaner than it was before I got it," said a
hat ri1e noise in his
student tenant. "Face it, this place is a dump and
, Bri!sette replies, "I it makes me want to keep it that way."
, Frictay night, and I
One landlord who owns five houses around
inkoice the cold
the university says many owners, herself
uch: problem."
included, own the house only as a tax write-off.
enry Chase (not his
"Though most of my houses arc in good
saleofhis house
condition," she said, "I would have to say that
one of them is a bit of a slum ... and I'm one of

F

ortunatcly

..

RE/MAX agent Greg Pastorius welcomes
business from home owners near the university
campus. (photo by TODD SCHAUS)

'~sfar as I '111 concerned, if
you 're a resident and you
don't like it,just move."
the better landlords. So, to be honest, most don't
care what happens to the neighbourhood .. ,
Real estate agents like Pastorius benefit as
single-family dwellings are sold to landlord
investors.
"I'm from that part of the city, and I do a lot
of business out there," said Pastorius, "and as far
as I'm concerned, if you 're a resident, and you
don't like it, just move. In our business you
can't discriminate. There's no better place to
invest your money, for return on your money,
than renting to students.
"Besides, property value does not really go
down. As more students move in, and more
families leave, more landlords buy up the
property. If anything, the property value goes
up."
Houses being sold near the university are
advertised as "A great investment!" rather than
"A nice neighbourhood!" perpetuating the
increase in student housing and the decrease in
permanent residents.
Morris complains the university offers
students rental listings without checking
properties or owners.
"If slumlords are on the list, it's as if the
university supports them," she said.
Student council vice president John Stout

communications between students and
permanent residents can be improved as Dave
Flett, president of the University Area
Ratepayer's Association, attests. Flett feels that
a sense of "community'' is lacking in most
off-camrus students and he thinks if more
students made an effort to become involved in
their neighbourhoods, their stay would be better
for everyone.
"It may not make life perfect, but it will
certainly make things less painful for all
concerned.''
Chase said he has made an extra effort to
make students feel welcome and included in
community life. He held a barbeque in
September and invited all the students in the
area. By getting to know them by name, and
letting them know him, the communication lines
were open and the students were much more
approachable and receptive to area complaints.
In addition, Flett thinks that if residents knew
more about what goes on at the university, and
how much could benefit them, they would be
more receptive to their student neighbours.
"The university should be an asset to the
community," Flett said. "It should be a focal
point. Unfortunately, many residents conceive
of it as a big, black tower of know-it-alls."

•
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roblemslike

noise and vandalism can be softened with
increased communication and tolerance between
the residents and students. Property upkeep,
though, often arises from the indifference of
absentee landlords who should take their
position in the community much more seriously.
If students are living in sub-standard conditions,
how can they care about their homes, much less
their neighbourhoods? Until conditions improve,
poor housing is another pitfall of student life.
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Basketball women undefeated
by Alex Meyer
Lance sports staff
The Lancer women's basketball team is on top of the
OWIAA West Division at 3-0 in
an amazing turnaround from last
season when it won only two
league games.
Back on Nov. 28, Windsor
downed Brock '54-53 at the St.
Denis Centre in what Coach
Joanne Maclean called "probably the best women's basketball
game this facility has ever seen."
"We handled their strengths
well, .. said Maclean, "their running and pressure. and outrebounded them."
Heather Quick had 17 points,
and Nancy Gyurcsik had 15
points and 13 rebounds.
Brock, the team that many
consider the one to beat,
managed to hit a 3-pointer in the
dying seconds of the game to
narrow the deficit to one point,
but it was not enough.
The Lancers then left for their
first-ever Florida training camp.
The trip can be an incentive
\\ hen recruiting and allows the
team to train without distractions.
While everyone else was ringing
in the new year. these players
were running, watching game
films, devising strategies, and
spending lime on the court.
MacLean called it "one of the
best experiences I have had with
any team. as a coach or a player.''
These are very strong words
cons1denng
that
Maclean
received all-Canadian honours at
the University of New Brunswick
as a player, coached to a high
school provincial title, and has
experience with Canada's national women·s program.
"They learned an incredible
amount in six days," said Mac-

Coach Joanne Maclean called guard Karen Mcculla (above) "the
glue holding us together" during the Lancers' thus-far flawless
regular season. (photo by TED ANDKILDE)
Lean, "especially the freshmen
curfew violators warming the
Dana [McCullough] and Lesley bench, Kelli Norris not back
[Daniels)."
from a broken wrist, and Wendy
II wasn't all good though;
Langley out with a twisted knee,
three players were benched for things didn't look good.
the following game for violating
When you add Gyurcsik
curfew.
played while suffereing from the
On Jan. 6, the Guelph
nu, and Christine Nugent played
Gryphons came to Windsor, and with a sore ankle, knee and
had their wings clipped by a shoulder, things looked even
weakened Lancer team. With the worse. Also, three of the remain-

ing six players were freshmen.
All this combined for a shaky
Lancer first half, with the
Gryphons holding a 31-29 halftime lead. Windsor came out
strong in the second half to take
the lead 43-40.
Karen McCulla led the chargl!,
distributing the ball for some
easy baskets. The Lancers also
stepped up the defensive pressure, forcing several turnovers,
including forcing Guelph to run
out their shot clock.
In the end, it looked very easy
with the Lancers winning 65-54.
Overall. Maclean was happy
with the results, and praised the
efforts of McCullough and McCulla. The rookie McCullough
has made the transition to university basketball better than most.
Once she learns a good fake. she
will be a truly complete pla~cr.
According to Maclean. McCulla deserves "all the credit in
the world. She is the glue holding
us together."
The team is now 10-5 overall.
and 3-0 in league pla). However.
all of Its league games have been
home games. "Now we have to
win some games on the road:·
said Maclean.
There are two keys to the Lancers winning. The first is holding
the opposition to 55 points or
less. When the Lancers do that,
they take control of the game and
have control of the ball more
often, therefore scoring more.
The other key is the elimination of unforced errors. Poor
passing. and a general failure to
execute have hurt the Lancers.
If the Lancers play the "intense
defense'' style of game that they
have prided themselves on and
don ·1 beat themselves, they will
be a strong force in the OWIAA
West and beyond.
~

U of W student
wins with speed
by Robert D. Way
Lance sports staff
Although it wasn't the
most exciting. it was perhaps
the most effective performance of the evening, as
University of Windsor law
student Liam O'Connor won
his amateur boxing match by
unanimous decision over his
opponent Craig Dunn.
The match, along with 10
others sponsored by the
Windsor Amateur Boxing
Club, was held before a full
house of vocal boxing enthusiasts at the Caboto Club
Sunday Dec. 6.
A few inches taller but
nearly 20 pounds lighter than
his opponent, O'Connor
used his superior hand speed
and a punishing left jab to
control the fight.
Although O'Connor did
not knock Dunn down
during
the
three-round
match. there was never any
doubt about the outcome.
O'Connor said he "ill
take a short break and begin
preparations
for
the
Michigan Golden Gloves
Tournament this spring.
Kyle Hartley, a student in
the faculty of Social Science,
was also scheduled to fight
that same night. but had to
withdraw. He is suffering
from an injury to his nose
which unfortunately may
prevent him from ever competing again.
If it does, Hartley says
while he will continue to
train to stay fit, he would
also like to lend a hand in
training some of the club's
younger fighters.
~

Blue and gold meet puts track and field into perspective
by Dave Briggs
Lance sports columnist
As the gun went off, Alex
Stanat lumbered out of the starting blocks about as quickly as a
rhino runs uphill.
A cup of coffee and 60 metres
later his 260+ pound frame got
up to speed and crossed the finish
line just moments ahead of fellow
shot putter Jim Harrison.
The Lancers' annual Blue and
Gold intra-squad meet had again
begun in fine style. After all,
what could be a better kickoff to
the 1993 Lancer track and field
season than having a group of
shot putters running a sprint?
Prior to Christmas exams and
the team's envied trip to a sunsoaked port for training camp, the
Lancers commence the season
with the only meet that allows
athletes to dabble in events that
aren't their forte.
Mike Salter, Dennis Fairall's
predecessor as track coach, began
the meet some 12 years ago, as a
way to breed camaraderie among
a group of athletes separated
greatly by the diversity of events.
Stanat found that he got to know
a lot more of his teammates by
teaching them his event.
"I've met some people coming
in here to throw shot that I've
never talked to before." St.anal
said...There arc people who have

never thrown before so they ask
you, 'how do you throw?"'
Lancer cross country coach
Doug Tilson said trying different
events is a good measuring stick
for one's own athletic ability.
"It puts you in your place. It
puts you in perspective of how
you are as an athlete," Tilson
said.
It is a perfect example of
seeing how the other half lives.
"The whole idea is getting to
know each other," Lancer sprint
coach Molly Killingbeck said.
"From September to now all the
different event athletes are training on their own and doing different things. This is probably the
first time we're all going to be in
this building at the same time."
Beyond team bonding, another
reason Salter wanted athletes to
try different events was to flush
out the field. The Blue and Gold
is an official meet where athletes
can reach ClAU standards,
making them eligible to compete
in the national championships
held in March.
Sprinter Mike Gingras says
most of the athletes tend to stay
in groups and don't tend to get to
know the athletes who compete
in other events. He likes having
the freedom to experiment with
diverse events.
"It's a nice change. You get
stuclt in a rut a lot of times," he

said while waiting his turn at the
shot put circle.
It was about an hour after
Stanat and his rock-throwing
cronies rumbled through the
extra-slow heat of the 60m. They
got the last laugh watching
Wayne Riley and other wiry runners of his ilk try to throw a shot.
Riley, who's so thin he would
disappear if you turned him
sideways, looked like he was
going to tip over as he held the
16-pound shot under his chin.
Looking a little like Goofy
having a spastic fit he shuffled
forward, let out a bloodcurdling
scream and extended his right
arm, dropping the shot about 10
feet in front of him. Judging from
his laughter, it was obvious he
wasn't taking himself too seriously in this event.
The good-natured
ribbing
traded between athletes is simply
part of the package at the Blue
and Gold. That, and the spirit of
people like long jump coach
Ritchie Coughlin, make this perhaps the most unique track meet
around.
Salter believes it was Coughlin
and his friends who started a
tradition many years ago of
dressing up for the meet. This
year he didn't disappoint. He
came sucking on a pacifier and
wearing a diaper, a bib, and a
baby bonnet while dragging a toy

NOBODY'S BABY: Ritchie

Coughlin clowns around.
(photo by DAVE BRIGGS)

From the
point o f
the Lance
behind him.
He competed in the 60m wearing that outfit and had one of the
best times of anyone, including
Lancer sprint king O'Brian Gibbons.
However, the meet wasn't always fun and games. When
Fair.di replaced Salter he had

used the meet as a serious competition.
''When I came in we used it as
selection for training camp and
the intensity was too high, so the
next year I put in that the best
dressed costume gets one of my
season tickets to a Detroit Red
Wings game to try and lighten it
up," Fairall said.
Fairall also removed some of
the pressure by dividing the Lancer squad into Blue and Gold
teams to have athletes compete
for team points and to see which
team pays for the pizza at the end
of the meet.
Even after most of the pressure
was removed, it took some athletes longer than others to get into
the spirit of things. Fifth-year
veteran sprinter Irma Grant says
she dido 't exactly understand the
point of the meet her first year.
"I didn't want to try anything
else. I just came, ran a 60m and
went home," she said with a
laugh. "I don't think l realized
what it was all about. The second
year I did a lot."
In past years the perennial
CIAU 60m champ has tried
events such as the I ()()Om, the
long jump and the pole vault.
Irma Grant doing the pole
vault? Now there's something
you don't see every day. At the
Lancers' annual Blue and Gold
meet. that's precisely the point. ~
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Fan balloting_
lacks merit
by Mike Mouat
Lance sports columnist

The holiday season gives us as
much sports to digest as food,
and we're all pretty full of both at
this point.
For a quick recap of the
holiday sports, congratulations
must go to: Manny Legace and
the Canadian Junior National
Hockey team for winning the
gold, Tyrone Wheatley and the
University of Michigan football
team for winning the Rose Bowl,
the Alabama Crimson Tide football team on their 13-0 season
and winning the national title, the
Buffalo Bills for being so lucky
against the Houston Oilers, Reggie Jackson on his induction into
the baseball Hall of Fame, and
the players selected as starters in
this season's NHL all-star game.
However, the hockey fans
once again prove that being allowed to select the all-stars is an
exercise in narrow-mindedness
and not the best idea.
The Campbell Conference
starters are Steve Yzerman at
centre, Brett Hull and Pavel Bure
on the wings, Paul Coffey and
Chris Chelios on defense, and Ed
Belfour in goal.
Brett Hull? He doesn't deserve
to be on the starting line. He led
the league in goals last year, but
this year he has ... well, el stwrko,
and let his team down.
Put Gary Roberts of the Calgary Flames, who by the way
finished 13th in fan balloting, in
his place. Roberts has been the
leader of the rejuvenated Flames,
and had more points than Hull at
the close of the balloting.
Also, defenseman Joe Reekie
of the Tampa Bay Lightning
finished fifth among defensemen
in fan balloting. Reekie is a big
defensive guy, but fifth-best in
the Campbell Conference is quite
a stretch.
Speaking of the Lightning, you

Pressbox

Perspectives
would think if its fans were going
to stuff the ballot hox they would
help centre Brian Bradley, who
leads the Lightning in scoring
and is among the top 25 scorers
in the league. He didn't even
place in the top IO centres in the
division.
Over in the Wales Conference,
Patrick Roy will start in goal,
Ray Bourque and Brian Leetch
are the defensemen, Mario
Lemieux centres for teammates
Kevin Stevens and Jaromir Jagr.
Ray Bourque? Jaromir Jagr?
Ray Bourque is a great hockey
player, but not this year. Fans
should have recognized Steve
Duchesne as more deserving,
considering he is the league's
top-scoring defenseman, and is a
big reason why the Quebec Nordiques are battling for top spot in
the Adams Division.
Jaromir Jagr ·was great in the
playoffs last season, but hasn't
been a force this season. In his
place you can take your pick:
Mark Recchi, Alexander Mogilny, Mats Sundin, Rick Tocchet or
Owen Nolan.
Defenseman
Brad
Marsh
received more votes than fellow
defensemen Kevin Hatcher, Al
Iafrate, Eric Desjardins and
James Patrick. At centre Eric
Lindros finished third in the balloting, ahead of Pat Lafontaine,
Adam Oates, Pierre Turgeon, and
Mark Messier, all of whom have
played better than Lindros.
Only when the narrow-minded
fans stop voting for their
favourite players on their
favourite teams, and vote for
those players who are most
deserving based on their performances during the season, will
fan balloting have any merit. ~
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Correction
In the Nov. 28 story about the Lancer volleyball team's trip to the
Guelph Invitational on Nov. 20-22, some information was incorrect or
inad_vcrtently omitted. Correct scores for the Friday game against
Laurentian University were 13-15, 15-9, 15-6, 9-15, and 15-13.
The following paragraph was omitted.
Saturday play began well as Windsor defeated Ryerson, although
certainly not easily. The team struggled once again after taking the
first game, but were able to regroup and win 3-2. Scores were 5-15,
15-6, 10-15, 15-12, 15-9.
We would like to congratulate the volleyball team on their win and
apologize for any inconvenience this omission may have caused.
~

U of W Nite at Vertigo:

New Asian Curry House
We specialize in all kinds of vegetarian
and non-vegetarian Indian dishes.
Daily Luncheon Boffvt
(flll yoo can vat)
Mon. to Sat. 11:30 - 2:30
Fully
licensed

STUDENT SPECIAL

O pen seven
days a week
rvlon - \Ved: 11 - 9

10% Off

Thur - Sat: 11 - 11
Sunday: 12 - 8

LUNCHEON BUFFET
Expires Jan. 31

Where would you rather be
each Friday & Saturday?
It's simple as black & white.
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20 o/o

OFF Resume Copies
(quality paper)

20 %
30 %

OFF Fax (Send/receive)
OFF Do-it-yourself copies
(standard white paper)
(Sale runs through Jan. '93 only)

253-TYPE(8973) FAX: 253-8658

THIS IS IT!

~l!#!J
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comes to the rescue ...
You can have your quality
graduation portrait taken the inexpensive way in the privacy of
the MBA lounge, Odette Building, 3rd floor, on Jan. 11, 12, 13, and
14, 1993. For only $12 plus taxes you can have: • 8-10 poses
taken • Colour change of background • Use of silk
roses, diploma, mortarboard • Proofs to keep

Please sign up for an appointment at Odette
Bldg. Commerce Society Office, Main Foyer.
You will receive the same excellent service our customers have become accustomed to: attention to makeup, help with the graduation
attire, etc. We keep your negatives on file; you can re-order anytime.

Don't wait for Spring, DO IT NOW!!
Groups of students can also buy CLASS COMPOSITES i f we have
75% participation. We look forward to being al your service!
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l\1en' s coach cracks
down on dribblers
r-.
by l)ave Gough
Lance sports staff

The University of Windsor
men's basketball team spent most
of the holidays inside a gym
doing basketball drills and training for the upcoming OUAA
regular season in warm, sunny
Florida.
At the camp, the Lancers had
two-a-day workouts where they
practiced and scrimmaged with a
junior college team.
Head coach Mike Havey
called the training camp "a valuable experience," and said he
would like to make the expedition to a Florida camp again to
prepare them for the OUAA
regular season. T he team usually
competes in a Christmas tournament for which they are not
prerared, or all the players come
<irn'dk down to Windsor for two
workouts a day.

The Lancers opened
same. Osborne's dunk
their OUAA regular
~
with two minutes left
season at home on
. •
in the game moved the
0
Wednesday, Jan. 6.
Lancers within
17
The Lancers' opposipoints but that was as
tion was the tough
close as the score got.
University of Guelph
Osborne led the
Gryphons,
ranked
,t
Lancers
with
18
third in the country.
Mike Havey.
points, guard Jamie
Unfortunately for the
Pepper had 16, while
Lancers their tans were the only
Geoff Astlcs came off the bench
thing that showed from their hard
to score 11.
work in Florida as the Gryphons
The Lancers shot a dismal 33
won 102-76.
percent from the floor. Havey
Guelph came out solid, jump- was critical of his team's selfish
ing out to a 25-10 lead seven
play, saying "players don·t want
minutes into the contest. A few
to set screens, make passes .... "
minutes later the Lancers' most
Havey continued, saying his team
intense player, Patrick Osborne,
"had trouble with emotion. This
was penalized for the rest of the
team is capable of playing at a
first half and the beginning of the
higher level."
second half for three quick fouls.
He stressed that he has been
This hurt the Lancers and they
getting tougher on his players,
went to the locker room at half"with some responding and those
time losing 59-35.
who are not may have to sit [on
The second half was much the
the bench]."
~

G) urcsik leads in win over Brock
sponsored by Pizza Hut
Nancy Gyurcsik, a 5' 10" forward on the Lancer women's
basketball team was the final performer of the week for 1992. She
had an all-round superb game
Saturday Nov. 28 against the

Brock Badgers as Windsor went
on to a close 54-53 victory.
Gyurcsik scored 15 points
(shooting 46 percent on the
floor), collected a total of I 3
rebounds (nine offensive and
four defensive) and also had an
assist.

I n the last two minutes of the
game. she went 3/5 at the line to
score the winning point. She had
played very strong defem,ively
also.
Gyurcsik is in her fourth year
in the Faculty of Human Kinetics
and is a native of Winds0r.
~

campus rec
Intramurals
Intramural entry deadlines
for the winter season are fast
approaching. Team entries for
Men's (volleyball, noor hockey, basketball) Women's (ice
hockey, basketball) and Co-ed
(innertube waterpolo, 6 on 6
volleyball, 3 on 3 volleyball)
intramurals must be dropped
off at the Campus Rec office
by Friday Jan. 15.

CAMPUS PATROL
ESCORT SERVICE
MALE AND FEMALE
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED

Registration

Free skating

Personal
enhancement
registration
for
Fitness,
Aquatics and Sport classes will
take place on Tuesday Jan. 19
and Wednesday Jan. 20 from
10 a.m. - 3 p.m. at Vanier Hall,
and on Friday Jan. 22 from
8:30 - 10:30 a.m. at the St.
Denis Centre.
All courses offered first term
(ranging from Tai Chi and Social Dance to CPR and Self
Defence) will again be offered
in the winter, numbers permit-

Skating night out at Adie
Knox Herman Arena on Wyandotte Avenue West will be on
Wednesday Jan. 27 from 8 - IO
p.m. All you need is your student ID card for this free skate.

APPLICATIONS
AVAILABLE AT THE
SAC TRAILER
DEADLINE:
January 15, 1993
4:00 p.m.
Mandatory General Meeting
for all Campus Patrol Escorts
Monday, January 18, 10:00 p.m.
Oak Room in Vanier Hall

ting. There is something for
everyone!
Some of the Aquatics
programs being offered should
be of interest to advanced
swimmers. They include Stroke
Improvement, Bronze Medallion and Bronze Cross.
Aerobics classes, in which
anyone can join in and participate, will continue as Free
Fitness from Monday Jan 11 to
Monday Jan. 18.

Staff wellness
Staff/faculty wellness will
continue in the new year, including Brown Bag Lunch
Seminars (Feb. 17, March 17)
from 12 - 1 p.m. al Vanier Hall
East, and a variety of lifestyle

enhancement
courses
and
events. Call Sandrn Ondracka
at 253-4232. extension 2456
for details about the walking
program. Computer and Desk
Stretching Program and others.

Floor Hockey
Women's
Floor
hockey
play-offs took place on Tuesday Nov. 24, with the teams of
Ukcno (soccer players) and
T.F.K.T.B. squaring off for the
championship.
There was plenty of physical
action and man) well-played
moments. T he game went into
overtime until Ukeno finally
pulled away, winning by a
score of 8-5.
The winning team members
arc: Captain Erin McDade.
Marnie Shell, Sheryl Joyce.
Nikki Turco. Kathy Rehoric,
and Barb Marcolin.
[D
Proi·ided by Andrew Lindsay

and Ed Vandermeer of the
Campus Recreation Department.

fantwU!!f(DCC£.q~
~

UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR

Available Now: On-Campus Student Housing
(ad1acent to the Leddy Library and the Law Building)
SINGLE MEN AND WOMEN

• Four house units, newly constructed and furnished. Each self-contained house accommodates 12
students in air-conditioned single rooms.
• Seven former homes converted for student living, each self-contained & accommodating 5 • 12
persons in single or double rooms.
MARRIED STUDENTS

• Geoffrey fisher Hall Apartments - - All 38 suites are one-bedroom & unfurnished
• Accommodation available for 1ntersess1on & summer school
• Applications being accepted for 1992/93 & 1993/94 academic years
For information and applications, contact:
Canterbury College, 172 Patricia Rd., Windsor, Ont. N9B 389
(519) 256-6442 Between 9:30 a.m. - 4 30 p.m.
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Loss of captain
will hurt squad
by Ian Fitz-Gerald
Lance sports staff

Ouch! ... Just when things
were starting to look a little
brighter, fate reared its ugly head
once again for the Lancer hockey
team. The same week the hardluck Lancers notched their first
win of the season over the Ryerson Rams, they received the shattering news that they would be
without the services of captain
and last year's OUAA leading
scorer, Rod Anthony.
Anthony has been the "heart
and soul" of the Lancers for the
last two seasons, but nagging injuries have prevented him from
playing up to his potential this
season.
Fans
should
keep
the
cartwheels to a minimum over
the Ryerson victory. It's been
rumoured that this same team
entered a high school hockey
tournament over the Christmas
break for a morale booster ... and
placed third!
The Christmas break is a time
when mid-term report cards play
a dominant role in every
student's life, and it's about time
the hockey team learned what is
being said about it up in the
stands.
Defence (C+) The solid, steady
play of veteran blue-liners Dan
Drouin and Mark Germann have
helped keep the Lancers in a
number of games this year. The
physical play or Bill Mazzoni,
perhaps the Lancers' most consistent player through the first
half of the season, has been a
pleasant surprise to the coaching
staff.
What this team seriously lacks
from
its
defensive
corps,
however, is some offensive support. This begins with breaking

out of the zone effectively; a
phase of the game that has
haunted the Lancers up to this
point. A few goals would be nice
too. (I should have added it to my
list to Santa)
Forwards (B-) The loss of
Grant Larsen and Jeff Mascarin
to graduation has certainly hurt
this year's squad in the points
production
department.
Pete
Deboer and Anthony have carried the majority of the load so
far, with help from Dwayne
Brunet and Randy Stephenson.
Jim O'Neill and Carlo Capaldi
have continued to play effective
roles within the team ·s offensive
schemes.
However, the failure to capitalize in the offensive zone has
proven to be the team's nemesis.
Another important factor is that
the forwards mustn't forget that
backchecking is an important
part of hockey, as opponents are
scoring too many goals on the
transition game. Unfortunately,
the ominous absence of Jeff Gardiner looks to carry through
January.
Goalte11di11g (B) The hot hand
of Steve Thorpe, evident early in
the season, has cooled off considerably. Sporadic appearances
by both Greg Kains and Ric
Keller, who have turned in solid
performances, has allowed Coach
Rick Cranker to substitute with
confidence. However, Thorpe has
remained steady in goal and has
helped save face with what seems
at times to be a poor defence.
With a league record of I-7 -1.
the Lancers' playoff hopes flicker dimly, yet do mathematically
still exist. The team must play
near-flawless hockey if it is to
save Cranker from his first losing
season in eight years as the Lancer head coach.
~

£NIER THE $300

Name the Mascot
CONTEST

-------------------------------------------------SUGGESTION

-----------------------------------------------------ENTRANT'S NAME

------------------------------------------------------ADDRESS

-------------------------------------------------PHONE

---------------------------------------------DATE
Entries can be dropped off 9 a.m. • 4 p.m.
at the Athletic Department in Human Kinetics
or at the Lance. Phase ti Clark residf"nr-~.

$300 for winning name.
(Earliest entrant supplying
the name. Please date entry.)
"1/nner to be announced
January :16, :l.993.

And the envelope please ...
by Elaine Saunders
Lance sports editor

Its finally time for the University of Windsor mascot to receive
its name. The naming contest,
which has been going on for over
a month, will come to a close
with the announcement of the
,, inner on Jan. 16.
The $300 prize for the best
name will be awarded at the St.
Denis Centre between doubleheader basketball games against
the Waterloo Warriors. Game
times are 2 p.m. and 4 p.m. The

games are also going to be
televised live on Cable 11.
The contest winner 'will be
chosen by representatives of the
Lance and the Department of
Athletic and Recreational Services from the approximately 500
entries.
In the event of multiple entries
bearing the winning name, the
entry with the earliest marked
entry dale will be the winner.
Entries for this contest must be
received at the Athletic Department office or the Lance office
by 4:30 p.m. Thursday, Jan. 14. ~

Isn't it time
you got rid
of an old
flame?
Stop-Smoking Classes on Campus
to register contact:

University of Windsor Health Scn·ices
(ext. 3260 or 7002)
Classes arc Thursday from 12 noon to I :00 p.m.
starting January 21st

There are 110 fees for these classes.
National Non-Smoking Week is January 18 - 23!

a

J
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The shuffle
Last week, Prime Minister Brian
Mulroney replaced five retiring cabinet
ministers and shuffled around a few
others. While such a move in an election year is unsurprising, one change
threatens to leave in doubt the basic
human rights of Canadians.
Justice Minister Kim Campbell
moved to defense and was replaced by
Pierre Blais, who has been described as
a "Tory party organizer." Such a
change is conspicuous in the run-up to the federal election. Campbell had been fighting with the Tory caucus
for the last year to protect homosexuals from discrimination. The Conservative government has promised since
1986 to ban discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation but has yet to fulfill this promise.
John Reimer, a Progressive Conservative MP from
Kitchener and a member of an informal "family caucus,"
said "Things that are lifestyle-based should not be in the
Human Rights Act. It's not the same as being disabled ...
whereas sexual orientation is something you choose and
you can change from."
Replacing Campbell with Blais suggests the prime
minister wishes to avoid a divisive showdown with his
conservative constituency. h seems Mulroney considers
human rights for everyone to be a political liability.
The tide is rising for foll rights for gays and lesbians.
While some conservatives argue against "special rights"
for gays and lesbians, they miss the point that
homosexuals don't even have the same protection as the
general population. This mistreatment has been acknowledged in recent legislation of the Ontario government as
well as rulings by the Supreme Court of Ontario and a
provincial human rights tribunal. Campbell tried to draft
legislation recognizing the equal rights of homosexuals
but each time has succumbed to pressure from the Tory
caucus. Perhaps Campbell didn't have the political will
to do the job, but it is extremely unlikely that Mulroney
chose Blais to push through her failed initiatives.
It is already illegal to discriminate on the basis of
religion, race, ethnic origin, age, sex, marital status, disability or family status. Sexual orientation should be on
that list. It seems the Tories, playing to win, are content
to let another six years pass with as much as ten percent
of Canadians kept out of the Human Rights Act.

Hare
gays
heen
dealt a
[o . . .·ing
hand'!
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Grant cuts fair
Dear Editor:
I am writing in response to the
editorial published Nov. 30, 1992 entitled "Grants No Hand-Out." I wish
to disagree with the description of the
NDP's decision to cut OSAP grants
as "regressive."
Throughout lhe years, the grant
system, and OSAP in general, has
been highly abused. I am sure that we
are all familiar with the explanation
of OSAP as an acronym for "Ontario

Stereo Assistance Program." There
are far too many students who view
grants as free money and file misleading applications in order to garner
more money. This is an insult to those
least able to afford the costs of their
education as it means that there is less
money available for those who
genuinely need assistance.
Second, the decision to transfer
grant money towards an expanded
loan system makes good financial
sense. This will ensure that the money
will not be a gift but rather an investment. As this investment will have to
be repaid students will approach their
studies more earnestly and, hopefully,
abuse of the system will be avoided.
Furthermore, if it is free money
that students seek, why don't more

for several months had become literal
wastelands. The area in front and
back of each structure recked with
human urine and feces. Garbage was
strewn everywhere, even on adjoining
sidewalks and streets. Meanwhile the
residents were very hostile to all Germans. At local markets and centers,
one had to be extremely careful to
avoid non-German pickpockets.
When the youths spoke to me about
these conditions and the apparent
favouring of non-German foreigners
hy the German government, I asked
them why they did not protest? They
replied that they had done so countless times, only to be ignored or
threatened by wealthy and hypocritical officials who did not come into
contact with the foreigners.
While I do not condone the
reported violence, I do not at the same
time believe that the young perpetrators have been treated fairly by
their own government. Also, I do not
believe that reporting on the situation
has been fair and impartial. The
processing of a refugee case takes
several years, during which the socalled refugees live without working
and with little or no regard for German laws and customs, to say nothing
of morality and common decency.

D. Lane
Southgate, Michigan

apply for scholanihips and bu~aries?
If the requirements are too high or the
application too much of an inconvenience, then you don 'l deserve free
money.

Kevin Sawyer
3rd Year History

Foreigners
favoured?
Dear Editor:
I write in regards to your article
about mistreatment of foreigners by
extreme rightists in Germany. I was in
Germany in the summer of 1991 as a
student at a small college in former
East Germany. While there, I had the
opportunity of coming in contact with
many of the so-called extreme rightist
youths in various towns and cities.
Everywhere I heard the same story.
The young men complained they had
no jobs, there were few or no
prospects of obtaining any, and the
authorities offered little or no help.
I was appalled to see large numbers
of non-Germans living free of charge
in handsome apartment buildings
provided by the government. The
buildings which had been dwelled in

B.Eds not
apathetic
Dear Editor:
In the Nov. 30, 1992 issue of the
lance you printed a chart of results
from the November 24-25 referendum
results. I would like to clarify one set
of statistics that appear on the chart.
Under the heading of Faculty of
Education it is reported that only 10
votes were cast. The education students on this campus are not apathetic
to the issue - but they are bound to a
strict schedule in their program. The
referendum was held during a week
when B.Ed. students were out in
schools for their practice teaching.
Education students (about 460
people) were very interested in the
bus pass issue. Debates about this
issue were heard in and around our
building as well. We were disappointed in the scheduling of the
referendum and we have sent our
clear message to SAC. They have
heard us and have agreed to be more
accomodating in the future.
R.Lepp

Education Society President

For the boys
Dear Editor:
I would like to take this opportunity to respond to the opinion
column of Judge Brisson: "Hats Off
to Our Boys in Blue Ribbons."
To start off with, I believe the
police officers of Ontario take issue
with neither accountability or
civilians being involved with the control and administration of policing.
Their beef lies in the total control of
decision making by people with no
experience and no first hand
knowledge of policing.
To my knowledge. very few members of the provincial government or
police service boards have ever had
anything close to law enforcement
training.
You really should ask yourself; is it
not simple logic that in order to make
a responsible decision on a profession
the decision should be based on
knowledge of that profession?
Cops have knowledge of things
you and I don't. It comes from experience dealing with tragic, violent,
confused and often silly behaviour of
human beings from every social and
economic level of society.
Incidentally Judge Brisson, the
police chief of Metro Toronto did not
"stand t,y" and use "cowardly moves"
to endorse the police action. Chief
McCormack did apply to the courts
for the injunction of Metro officers
back into full uniform.
He probably sympathized with his
officers, however, they were violating
the Police Act and McCormack enforced those regulations even with
pressure from the Metro Police
Union.
The compromise of assurance
made by Solicitor General Allan
Pilkey that these reports will not be
used for disciplinary purposes is
rather hard to swallow. Isn't this a
minister from a cabinet that has a less
than unscathed track record? Is this
the same government that at one time
said it would never allow Sunday
shopping?
The police - like everything else
in this world - are not perfect. But I
wonder how this legislation will serve
the police and public.
Officers will be less likely to enter
volatile situations where their lives is
on the line for a "democratically
elected government" that prefers to
view society from a textbook rather
than reality.
James Woodcock
Criminology

Nostradamus
Jeanne Dixon
Pope John Paul
Tlte Lance has assembled an
expert team of psychics to chart
the coming year at the University
of Windsor. Previously, our
psychics have predicted the
shocking failure of the bus pass
referendum and the equally startling architecture of the Odette
building.
This year's group, Jeanne
Dixon, Nostradamus and Pope
John Paul II, has even more
amazing revelations for our
readers.

January
Jeanne Dixon
Student council will find
itself involved in a search to
replace a commissioner involved in a controversy last
year.
Tire Pope
I predict - and rememher, I'm infallible the
Basilian fathers will stage a
bloodless coup to return Assumption
University
to
male-only status.
Nostradamus
A new strain of computer
virus will threaten university
records.

..,.

of artificial origin.

power boost for campus radio

Nostradamus

CJAM-FM from 50 to five mil-

The university will note a
precipitous climb in applications
to the biology department after
teaching assistants are found
abusing the scientific hydroponic
equipment donated to the school.

lion watts as compensation for a
Windsor Star article that referred
to the DJs as "lovable white
trash."
Jeanne Dixon
The 7-1 J on Wyandotte will
introduce a food product so
revolutionary that residence students will regain use of their appendixes.

April
Jeanne Dixon
The department of sociology
will lose 20 teaching assistants
after a late frost.
Nostradamus
SAC
President
Kristine
Robinson's opposition to a
campus job fair
for casino positions will prove
dangerous.
I
cannot be sure
of the consequences, but I
see
a
man
named
Tony
'the Nose· Pizzoli in her future.
The Pope
End-of-term examinations are
cancelled when administrators
become concerned by an inexplicable lack of fire alarms and
bomb scares. All students are
granted automatic' A's.

----=:-

February
Nostradamus
Early in the new year, by midFebruary at the latest, a number
of aspiring student politicians
will announce a solution to the
campus parking problem that has
eluded
administrators
for
decades.
Jeanne Dixon
A victory in the SAC elections
will take many students by
surprise: the winner will be seen
as an 'outsider.'
Tire Pope
The city will enforce a ban on
street parking near campus earlier than expected. Student outcry will result in the city
annexing a parking space in front
of the Leamington giant tomato
or some damn thing.

March
Tire Pope
A speaker with the Christian
Culture Series will stun audience
members
by
praising
Catholicism.
Jeanne Dixon
The University of Windsor
will suffer a near-miss from a
falling celestial object, possibly

July
The Pope
As
revealed to
me by the
secret
revelations
of Lourdes,
passed
down to all
popes, I see
Elvis working as a carnie at the
Freedom Festival.
Nostradamus
In response to SAC demands.
the university administration discontinues all English literature
courses leaving 300 sections of
expository writing.
Jeanne Dixon
I, too, sense the thing about
Elvis.

August

May
Jeanne Dixon
Convocation
will
be
marred by unusual disorganization, with students
and administrators milling
aimlessly
about
for
hours.
Tire Pope
An unexpected outbreak of cold fusion research grants prevents
several physics professors
from attending graduation
ceremonies.
Nostradamus
I see education professor
Wilfred Innerd acquiring a new
family member, perhaps a dog. If
it is a dog, it will originate in the
East - a Lhasa Apso or Shih
Tzu.

June
Nostradamus
English department head Ed
Watson may be hospitalized with
a severe case of ennui.
The Pope
The CRTC will approve a

opponents exploit the opportunity
to
cast
aspersions on U of W president
Ron Ianni, who probably wasn't
involved.

rise from a four-month slumber
eight months prematurely. One
vice-president will ask the SAC
cryogenics officer if the university approved his/her campaign
pledge to change the name of the
CAW Student Centre to the Deep
Space Nine Student Centre.

September
Tlte Pope
I predict the University Club
will introduce Cornish Hens to
its menu.
Jeanne Dixon
I see a significant and unexplained decrease in the population of starlings living under the
Ambassador Bridge.

rn-

a
beloved newcomer to the
university
community
Lancer mascot or
Howard Pawley.

October
Nostradamus
Engineering professor Philip
Alexander will be in grave
danger of hubris this month. His
students and colleagues ~ ill act
to prevent serious harm, but they
may be unsuccessful.
Jeanne Dixon
1 see a play with lots of female
parts being staged by the University Players
Tire Pope
By October, the new Subway
Pub will feature many big-time
acts and become a major revenue
source for student council. Jesus
Christ will return to earth to open
for Blue Rodeo.

November

Nostradamus
I predict big business names
like
Lee
Iacocca,
Leona
Helmsley, and Martin Deck will
all be finalists for the Dean of
Business position. However, I
give the edge to Iacocca, who
will win out after promising to
forego a salary, taking U of W
stock options instead.
The Pope
The new SAC executives will

The Pope
I predict an exceptionally cold
winter will cause bricks to fall
off the Odette building. They
will fall into a five-level,
automated parking garage with
420 spaces.
Nostradamus
History professor Udo Sautter
will become distraught over the
inaccuracies in Nostradamus'
predictions. How could someone
who died in 1566 know about
computer viruses? [I guess he
was psychic or something. Ed.]

Jeanne Dixon
The same space
alien who helped
Bill Clinton win the
White House will
advise law professor Emily Carasco
in her campaign to
unseat
Windsor
West MP Herb
Gray.

The Pope
CJAM's excruciating signal
causes corpses in Assumption
Cemetery to rise from their
graves and wander aimlessly
around the neighbourhood, tearing up "permit parking only"
signs.
Nostradamus
Enrolment at Holy Redeemer
College is swelled to capacity as
reformed fraternity and sorority
members study toward holy orders.
Jeanne Dixon
I don·t know, I don't even
care. Okay, okay, Christmas is
cancelled.
[9

"\

What were your New Year's resolutions?

Chris
Barrager

Ryan
Maillet

Denise
Jackson

4th Year
Drama Ed.

1st Year
Social Science

1st Year
Family Studies

Work harder at school, to
get out of Windsor so I can
get out of the dump I'm
living in now and to never
live in any place that awful
again.

Drink less beer. Spend
less money on beer and
more time on work. Whether
or not it will happen ... I
doubt it.

A happy marriage, to take
better care of my babies, do
well at school, not worry
abouteverything,getin
better shape, be more
positive ... etc.

Rita
Graduate,
Faculty of Ed.
I guess it's not to wait
until the last minute to do
the reading for my classes.

January 11, 1993
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THE SAC OSED BOOK SALE

The SAC Used Book Sale is the largest,
most complete used book sale around.
Here's how it works:
During the days marked "drop off" on the
calendar, you bring in your old books, make
some space on your shelves and make
some money, too. You set your own price,
based on what you think your book is worth.
We will put the books on the shelves, staff
the sale, handle all the money in exchange
for a percentage of your sales.
Once the sale is closed, you come and pick
up the cash for the books that sold, as well
as any unsold books.
Because of the volume of books and
money, you must come to pick-up during
the times specified.
THERE WILL BE NO EXCEPTIONS!!

SUNDAY

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY THURSDAY

FRIDAY ·

1

January ·1993
3

5

4
10 - 7
DROP
OFF

10

10 - 7
DROP
OFF
AND
SELLING

17

11

10 - 7
DROP
OFF
AND
SELLING

24

12

13

10 - 7
DROP
OFF
AND
SELLING

SELLING
ONLY

26
1-7
PICK-UP
BOOKS/
CASH

I

.r

14

10 - 7
DROP
OFF
AND
SELLING

10 - 6
SELLING
ONLY

10-7
LAST
DAY TO
DROP
OFF

2

15

16
11 - 3
SELLING
ONLY

10 - 6
SELLING
ONLY

23
CLOSED

29
1-7
PICK-UP
BOOKS/
CASH

9

11 - 3
DROP
OFF
AND
SELLING

22

28
1-7
PICK-UP
BOOKS/
CASH

•

10 - 7
DROP
OFF
AND
SELLING

21

27
1-7
PICK-UP
BOOKS/
CASH

7

10 - 7
DROP
OFF
AND
SELLING

20
10 - 6
SELLING
ONLY

10 - 6

25
1-7
PICK-UP
BOOKS/
CASH

10 - 7
DROP
OFF

19

18
10 - 6
SELLING
ONLY

6

SATURDAY

30
12 - 7
PICK-UP
&SPEC.
REC

J

SAC needs someone to
run its elections, pp. 3. It
also needs someone to
run in its elections, p. 4.

What's with all this
alternative music?
Darrin Keene explains
why it's around, p. 5.

University of Windsor
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Mexico and free trade,
not all it's cracked up to
be. Centrespread.
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Analysis

SAC short
on leadership
..

- -- - - - - - - - - by Ty Daniels
Lance news editor
In less than a month, a fresh
batch of student politicians will
be \') ing for your vote. In the
public interest. the Lance passes
on its evaluation of this year's
executh e. or course, this is onl}
agradc in progress.

Kristine Robinson
President
As the leader of almost 11 000
full time undergrads, Robinson is
the sole student voice on some of
lhc university's most important
bodies. To her credit, Robinson
has been diligent in attending
meetings and has spoken out
\\hen issues [purking. hus passes]
concerned students directly.
But on one important issue,
Robinson "dropped the ball."
While early in the year she
\\as clearly in favour of promot1 mg bus passes, she now denies
I taking an} credit for initiating the
I program. This can be attributed
I lo her wanting to separate herself
I from what has been proven an
unpopular issue.
Rather than using her position
to influence students in what she
believes is their best interests,
Robinson states that she only
wanted to offer facts and let them
make their own decisions.
Students were left with information from the media. Robinson
was conspicuous in the campaign
by her absence.
As the first female president of
SAC, it would be expected that a
more enlightened perspective on
issues such as date rape, sexual
assault and harassment would be
i put forth. Sadly, this has not been
lhe case.
Robinson upgraded the Campus Patrol Co-ordinator to a paid
position, and says she wishes to
get more involved in these issues
during her last semester.
Student activists have expressed
disappointment
at
Robinson's failure to help with
any initiative on social issues.
For example, on National
Students' Day, no events were
planned in Windsor. Rather than
Stage a rally. Robinson proposed
council 'car pool' to participate
in an event in Toronto. She
dropped the issue when few

I

councillors showed enthusiasm.
rt is no wonder that apathy is a
recurring theme for election
speeches on campus, considering
that this apath} is reflected by
students' chosen leader.
Robinson lists bureaucratic
tasks such as ratifying clubs and
silting on committees among her
primary accomplishments. J~st
by showing up regularly, Robinson has outdone some of her
pn:tlei.:cssors.
Sh<.: also credits herself ""1th
negotiating lower fee charges in
the CAW Student Centre, which
will save students tens of
thousands of dollars. Further, she
attempted to have the Universi_ty
Club dining facility expand its
hours to accommodate students.
The question remains then:
where was a cumulative student
voice on campus'>
Robinson has not publicly addressed issues on campus: tuition
increases, funding cuts, crowded
classes.
library
resource
shortages. While these may ha~e
been discussed in private council,
she has done little to bring attention to these problems.
Leadership: Robinson has
chosen to take the politically safe
route and avoided definitive position on many issues. It also
seems that she waits to see which
way the wind is blowing before
deciding on an is'iue. GRADE: F
Initiative/Drive: Simply keeping the position for ni~e months
earns Robinson a passmg grade.
However, she has not met with
her own commissioners as often
as she has with the administration. GRADE: D.
Presentation: Student council
presidents should ~onduct themselves in a professional manner.
At meetings, Robinson sometimes seems unprepared and
preoccupied: fidgeting and unfocussed. Robinson needs . to
present herself as an attentive
representative of the student
body. GRADE: F
Management: A strength for
public administration student
Robinson. She has been able to
deal with the bureaucracy o~ ~he
university and her posi~ion
without having to be hospitalized. GRADE: B-

OVERALL:D

Kristine Robinson.

John Stout
VP affairs
While the president is the official repre"cntative o students,
thge v i~c president university affairs can be described as the student advocate. When students arc
in trouble. whether academic or
financial [OSAP]. Stuut acts as a
liaison between students and the
administration.
If a student was in trouble and
needed an advocate on their side,
Stout fits the description. According to some administrators,
his abrasive personalit} can make
them agree to his demands simph· 10 "make him go away."
• On a more general level. Stout
parallels Robinson in his '.'hands
off' approach to leadership. For
some reason the executive has
the idea that being elected a
leader means not taking a position on issues. His absence as an
advocate of social justice has also
been conspicuous, although he
did help organize the Shinerama
charity fundraiser.
.
The White Ribbon campaign
which Stout helped co-ordinate is
an example of this. If the ?est
campaign that can be orgamzed
is a box of white ribbons at
specific locations on campus, a
,;ad statement .it>0ut student advocacy has been made.
Stout does nol believe that student demonstrations accomplish
anything. While he has been involved with the issues at hand,
the public is largely unaware of
what he or the rest of SAC is
doing for them. Rallies, speeches
and demonstrations can serve the
purpose of informing the public
of issues they need be aware of.
Something that has not been done
in any form.
Stout has acted as an advocate
on maintaining student representation on Senate commit1ees;
his auention to academic issues is
a focus SAC has lacked. He is
planning events for Student
Awareness Month. and was active in this year's phone-a-thon

John Stout.
campJign to raise money for the
uni\'ersity.
.
Earl) in the ye<.1r, Stout credlls
time spent on booking cve~ts. ~or
orientation. but these acll\ 1t1es
se1:m 10 be more the responsibilitv of the Special l:.vents Coordin:;tor or Pub \fanagi.:r
Like Robinson, Stout seemed
pleac,cd he \\ as ahle to negotiate
the lower fees in the new student
centre. This issue seems to be
gelling a lot of politica~ mileag~.
Leadero;hip: Aga10, while
demonstrations and rallies ma}
not be of interest Lo Stout, the)
do serve the purpose of informing the public and showing :..t~dents what it is that SAC 1s
doing. In council meetings. Stout
has been more of a leader than
most of the executive and he
earns a passing grade for that.
GRADE: CDriYe/lnitiafr~e: Stout has
done his designated duties and
maintained representation effectively enough. He does possess
drive for the position and a good
work ethic. It seems too bad that
some of that work couldn't have
been designated toward exposure. GRADE: B
,
Presentation: Part of Stout s
strength and weaknesses lie~ in
his personality and prescntallon.
He can be uncompromising at the
best of times and for this he can
be given an A or an _F, de~ending
on who he is dealing ,nth. He
has alienated as many people as
he has helped, which is acceptable as Jong as it benefits the student body. Eventually, however,
this wears thin. GRADE: C+
Management: No question
that as a law student, Stout has
been able to understand the
bureaucracy and all that it entails.
He has been at the university for
eight years and was instru~e~tal
in SAC's latest by-law rev1s1on.
Where he has failed has been in
communicating the information
he hfts garnered to the public.
GRADE:C+

OVERALL: C+

Jason Clemens.

Jason Clemens
VP finance
The position of vice president
finance;., 15 ~n odd one: the less
you hear about them, the better
thev are doing. Clemens has
made the distinction bet,,een his
personal
and
profess!onal
opinions and managed the fma.nces of SAC well - despite
SAC's $231 000 debt.
It is difficult to compare the
position to the rest of the executi, e but on financial issues. he
made a point of gi, ing both ~ides
of the argument and then takm~ a
side. that is, providing leader:-.h1p.
tn addition to his regular
duties, he compiled information
on the student drug plan, and
produced reports o~tlining alternatives to it. Council conducted a
survey on the issue last semester,
and will hold a referendum on
the plan ·s future in February.
Clemens is approachable and
will provide public documen!a·
tion on all SAC activities - with
one
prerequisite.
Ck_m~ns
demands the right to explain mformation
before
pro\ iding
documentation.
Leadership: While this does
not apply to Clemens as it is does
to the other members, he . has
:;hown leadership when required.
GRADE: B+
Drh ell nitiati\'e:
Clemens'
work on the drug plan this year
certifies his initiative and
creativity in finding solutions to
problems. GRADE: B+
Presentation: Clemens hac;
been professional in me~tings
and puts forth an excel!e~t 1m.age
to the univer!iily adm1mstra11on.
Without buckling under, he uses
diplomacy
ro get
results.
GRADE:A
Bureaucracy: Making sure it
adds up is not exciting, but
Clemens has excelled - not only
at number crunching, but at
translating that information into
lay language. GRADE: A

OVERALL:A·

-
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Lance calendar of events

Monday, January 18
The public is invited to a
tribute to Martin Lther King,
Jr. at 4:00 p.m. in the
MacPherson Lounge, Electa
Hall.

•

T he
Progressive
Conservative Party will meet
at 1o·oo a.m. in the Trillium
Room B, Vanier Hall. Call
Michael Rohres, 969-0128 for
information.

The
Communication
Students' Association is
having a general meeting for
all members at 4:30 p.m.,
second floor of the Grad
House.

Kiundalini yoga meditation
group meets evey Tuesday at
7 p.m. at Recovery bookstore
(1551 Wyandotte W). For
more information call
252-7443.

® Lancer hockey faces oft
against Royal Military College
at Adie Knox Arena, 7:30.

Sunday, January 24
®

Lancer hockey meets the
Brock Badgers at 3:30 p.m.
Adie Knox Arena.
·
Assumpt i o n U n ive rsity
Chapel holds Mass at 10:00
a.m. and 4:30 p.m. Located in
Assumption University
between the University
Centre and Huron Church Rd.

I

Monday, January 25

® Lan cer men 's ba sketball
takes to the court against the
Brock Badgers at 8:00 p.m. in
the St. Denis Centre.

§

Thursday, January 21

If:. No Pink, No Peach, No Per-

simmon prints by Nancy
Johns through Jan. 29 at the
Windsor Printmaker's Forum
(384 Pitt St. E. Suite 204) Gallery hours are 1 - 5 p.m. Mon.·
Fri. For more information call
253-9493.

THE NEWS.

The Windsor Printmakers
Forum offers a 12 week
course in printmaking, starting
today. Classes will be held
every Wednesday from 9:30
a.m. - 12:30 p.m. at its studio
at 384 Pitt St. East. Cost:
$160. Call for registration
information at 253-9493.

i,

If:. There will be a faculty art
show at the Lebel Gallery
through Jan. 22. A closing
reception will be held Jan. 22.
§

ANI) iH AT :S

The Spe cia l B. Com m.
Society presents Gordon
Moore,
president
of
Accucaps, speaking on
Trends in the '90. Room 507
Odette, 11 :30 a.m.

i,

Tuesday, January 19
•

•••

T~he
Art-:--:-Ga~
llery~of
W~i
ndsor
will hold a story hour every
Saturday from 11 a.m.-12
noon for 4-8 year olds. Call
Marie Lopes, 258-7111 for
more information.

The
Environmental
Awa rene ss A ssoc iation
hosts its Winter Semester
Coffee House at Fanny's
Starlight Lounge. 8:30 p.m.

"" The Lance invites all
interested students to its staff
meeting, 6:00 p.m. on the
second floor of the Grad
House.

"" The Womyn's Centre hosts
its Volunteer General Meeting
at 3:00 p.m. in the Centre, 2nd
floor, 496 Sunset Ave. New
volunteers welcomed.

Tuesday, January 26

Iona College presents Bible
Study each Thursday. The
St. Michael & All Angels
l The Lung Association
study will begin with the text
§ The
Communication
Anglican
Church
in
presents a Stop Smoking
Friday,
January
22
Encounters with the Bible Students' Association hosts
co-operation with the
Seminar just in time for
Use and Authority in the
the Second Chance New
Windsor/Essex County
Weedless Wednesday. The
i, The
W o m yn ' s C en t r e
Churches, by Allan Gleason
Year's Bash at 9:00 p.m., 2nd
Prayer Book Society will be
seminar will be held at the
presents Zanana Akande,
and the Study Guide by Dean
floor of the Grad House. Free
holding Evening Prayer at
Comfort Inn. 1855 Huron
MPP speaking on Women
Salter. Both are available
for members, $2 for others.
7:30 p.m. PBSC Annual
Church (on the Central 3 bus
and Political Life at 2:00 p.m.
through Iona College.
Meeting (election year) will be
route) from 7-9:00 p.m.
in room 507, Odette Building.
Everyone welcome. 4:00 Saturday, January 23
held immediately following.
Pre-registration is required,
i, The Humanities Research
6:00, at 208 Sunset. Call
Address 870-0 Jerome Street
call 256-3433.
973-7039 for information.
Group presents Or. Barnaby ® Lancer track and field hosts
For information call 254-1385
or 252-3267.
Wednesday, January 20 "" lnterVa r sity Ch ri st i a n
Barratt
on
Explaining
the Can-Am Invitational
.
Masculinist Dominance: The
Meet. featuring some of the
Fellowship is meeting at 5:30
f p
h
I ·
t
Red Cross Unrelated Bone
Weedless Wednesday. a
p.m in the Oak Room in
ase O
syc oana ys,s a
best teams in both countries.
·00 p m at Iona College 208
Marrow Donor information
3
day set aside Internationally
Vanier Hall. Everyone 1s
·
· ·
·
St. Denis Centre starting at
1
6
____ to encourage smokers to quit. _____ invited·----- - ---------------------~~~:~'~--------------------------!~:.~~-~·~:.~~~-~t~-~u~~~~~~Y.: ______
§ Socials. parties. mixers. etc.
"" Club and society meetings.
If:. Visual and performing arts.
i,

'

l

c

~:~~~~~~~-~ ~~~~~ -~~~~-------

i,

L,

& Sports events.

Notices. demonstrations.

Lectures. seminars, etc.

lie

Fr

re
m

The Most Exciting Wedding Event of the Year •••

m

\'E

WEDDING
EXTRAVAGANZA
'93
CABOTOCLUB
Saturday, January 23rd
11 :00 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Sunday, January 24th
11 :00 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Admission $3.00 at the Door
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AISLE PRIZES

FIRST 300 BRIDES

Toronto Romance Weekend for Two

Sponsored by: The Bay, St. John's
Communications, Brenlyn' s Bride & Party
Boutique, Incredible Edibles, Country Flower
& Gift Shoppe, DOM Video Productions,
Special Event Studio, Hilton Hotel.

Each Day Receive A
Complimentary

Tr.lw,f

Two nights accommodations compliments of

1/'IA
ff I[JnUH

Downtown Toronto

Thca1rc Tickers and Dinner for two.
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2 Fashion Shows Daily Sat. 2:00 & 7:00., Sun. 1:30 & 4:00

Round t rip rail rransportation complimcnrs of
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with and book your wedding needs with over 90
exhibitors. Choose your wedding fashions from the
\VEDDING EXTRAVAGAZA FANTASY SHOW.

Sponsored by
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Plan your wedding in one exciting weekend. Consult
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Wedding~J!

A PRODUCTION OF NOUVEAU EVENT PLANNING - 253-9222.
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Changes to
committee
membership
drawing fire
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by Tran Longmoore
Lance assosciate news editor

Student Senator Morgan Elliot may lose his vote on Senate committees if a plan to rotate
representation is accepted. (Lance file photo)

I SAC officer doesn't return,
I search on for replacement
II
by Teena Ward
Lance news staff

Chief Returning Officer David
Lafreniere handed in his resignalion to executives at SAC on
Frida;. Jan. 8, after surviving a
request for his resignation earlier
m November.
SAC's appointed Search Committee nO\\ has 20 days to fill the
1acant position. If the position is
not filled. SAC will be forced to
I delegate internally to get the
I February general election
I preparations completed.
I Lafreniere's position pays
S500 per semester honorarium
paid at the end of each semester.
I The full years work includes orf ganizing and officiating a byI election in the first semester, as
well as the February general elecI lion.
I The by-election in October
I proved to be problematic. and all legations of election im1 proprieties were made by council
J that
brought
Lefrcniere 's
emp~orment into jeopardy. After
surv1vmg the motion for his
resignation, councillors assumed

I

I

~

~

that the election issue was
resolved and that the general
election would proceed as
planned.
But since the October by-election. Lafreniere has completed
his schooling and secured a full
time job. These were cited as his
official reasons for resigning.
SAC president Kristine Robinson understood Lafreniere 's
decision to resign but was
"bothered with the manner in
which we were informed," that
is, without sufficient notice.
Lafreniere was not available
for comment, but earlier connicts
regarding his performance are
not suspected to have influenced
his decision. John Stout, vice
president university affairs, indicated that the executive had
promised to assist Lafreniere in
order to make sure the next clection ran smoothly.
Stout was displeased that
Lafreniere was ''fighting for his
job in November and a month
later gave us [SAC] the boot."
Stout reminds students that
this is not the first time an elections officer has resigned.

APPLICATIONS
for the positions of

: ~.. ..3- RESIDENT
: ,-, ~ASSISTANT
I
I

I
I

AND

ACADEMIC DON
are now available in

I

ROOM 19 VANIER HALL

J

JANUARY 29,1993

I APPLICATION DEADLINE

"This type of thing has gone
on at least four of the eight years
I've been here, to me they're
[elections officers] robbing students," he said.
Stout also doesn't think that
working onl} on the by-election
merits the same salary as the
second half of the job which entails co-ordinating the February
election,
especial!)
in
Lafreniere's case.
"David
took
it
[the
honorarium] for work he screwed
up. which is unfair to students."
Next year Stout hopes that any
problems of this nature will be
remedied by allocating the larger
part of the honorarium to the latter half of the year.
In this way a resignation
before the larger responsibility of
the job is done would be paid accordingly, rather than according
to the length of time the position
is held.
Robinson says that SAC's biggest problem is finding someone
who wants to do the job.
Applications for the position
can be picked up in the SAC
trailer.
IQ

Student representation on
Senate committees may change
drastically in the near future.
In March of 1992, the University Government Committee motioned to amend Senate by-law
3A. This amendment would
award part-time students representation on Senate committees,
a right already enjoyed by
graduate and full- time undergraduate students.
However,
the
proposed
amendment assures faculty that
they will maintain 60 percent of
the representation while not adding to the actual size of the
committees.
In some cases, this has meant
that certain committees will have
one too many members.
To resolve this problem, the
Uni\ersity Go"ernment Committee proposed the principle of
rotating student representation.
On committees where there were
only two open spaces available,
the three student bodies would
rotate their representatives from
year to year.
For example, SAC and the Organization of Part-time Students
would have voting representatives on a committee in
1993, lea\'ing the Graduate
Students' Society as the sole
member without a vote. The next
year, parti-time and graduate students would have voting powers
and SAC would be present as a
non-voting member.
The amendment was to have
been passed in September but
was tabled by U of W president
Ron Ianni. He wanted to wait
until the Canadian Association of
Uni\'ersity Teachers release its
study on the structure of universities. The report is expected by
the end of January.
John Stout, SAC vice president
university affairs doesn't support
the implementation of rotating
student representation.
"The idea of 10 000 full-time
students without representation

on something as important as the
Academic Planning Committee is
totally unacceptable," he said.
"Full-time undergraduate students are enrolled in close lo
three times as many courses any
other student group. It isn't logical to dictate to them what courses will be offered."
Dr. Alan Metcalfe, Chair of
the University Government Committee, feels that it is important to
give part-time students a voice in
the decisions that affect them.
"Last year, the part-time representative had many good suggestions but had no voting power. It
was apparent that they deserved
the representation."
Metcalfe was frustrated at attempted revisions to the tabled
amendment.
''Last year, the full-time representatives never bothered to
show up for any of our meetings.
Where were they when we carried the motion to amend the bylaw?" he asked.
Stout said that, while last
year's attendance was abysmal,
this year it has been "a thousand
percent better." He thought it was
unfair to take representation from
the students because of the ineptness of last year's senators.
SAC has two different recommendations to the proposed
amendment. 130th, said Stout, are
developed around the principle of
giving each student body equal
voting privileges.
"Include one representative
from each student group on the
committees. To maintain the
faculty's 60 percent majority, add
another faculty member to the
committee," explained Stout.
"If that doesn't pass, we
should consider eradicating the
graduate student's representation
on the committees. They already
have representation on a government body that deals with the
same problem."
Stout will bring his proposals
to SAC's general meetmg on Jan.
27. If accepted they will be
brought to the attention of the
Senate at its next meeting.
[g

THE INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
SOCIETY PRESENTS THE ANNUAL

MODEL
UNITED
NATIONS
To be held OQ Friday, Saturday and
Sunday, January 29 - 31
Ambassadors Reception, Macpherson Lounge. January 29 - CASH BAR, HORS D'OEUVRES
To choose a country, pick up applications in Political Science Office or call 252-2627 for information
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Classifieds

I EMPLOYMENT
WANTED: POLISH-speaking
person for short-term translation. Will pay the going rate.
Please call Annette, 258-9874.
TEACH ENGLISH in Taiwan.
Full 'part-time. finance part of
your travels. Speak Chinese
not required. Send name. address, to: Teach in Taiwan Info
Kit, Suite 165, 615 M2unt
Pleasant Road, TorontQ, Vf4S
11
3C5.

SERVICES
TYPING SERVICE. Resumes,
papers, theses, etc. printed on
laser printer 326-6661 .
TYPING, TYPING, TYPING.
Fast. accurate and professional typing. $1.75 per page
(includes spellcheck) ·· rush
service, laserprinting available
-- call Susan, 977 -7766.
S1.25PER PAGE TYPING. Essays, theses. reports, resumes.
term papers, manuscripts,
graphs/charts etc. Accurate,
professional, fast service and
low prices. Laserprinting available. Call 979-1575 or 7357988.

NOTICES
A SENIOR FILM pro1ect. Blue
Monday, is looking for actors of
all shapes and sizes. Auditions
are being held Jan. 22 8:30
a.m. to 12:00 noon, G107 Erie
Hall. For more information, call
253-6475.
A CALL FOR VOLUNTEERS.

The t',wironmentol Awar&nosa

-

Assoc.iation requires people
willing to help organize in the:
Bicycle Committee, Food Service Committee, Media Committee and the White Wash
Committee. We need people
willing to collect paper and old
flyers for the Paper Reuse
Programme. Please leave your
name, phone and volunteer interests in our mailbox in the
SAC office or come to our
general meeting Wednesday,
Jan. 20 5:00 p.m. upstairs at
the Grad House - a smoke
free event.

I

HOUSING

ROOMS FOR RENT. Walk to
university. Pnvate furnished
bedrooms. Share kitchen,
bath. living room. Clean &
quiet. Parking & storage. Partially owner occupied. Phone
258-6256 or 736-4662.
NICELY FURNISHED room in
quiet home (non-smoking) on
Riverside. Utilities included.
Parking and public transportation Call 945-6966.
ROOM FOR RENT: 10 minutes
to university, laundry tac11ities,
all utilities. female only, nonsmoker. $3501 month. 9730600.
BED AND BREAKFAST. Ider.'
for visiting parents and friends.
Ten blocks from cambus. Call
256-3937.

Dalhousie Universi{y
MARINE GENE
PROBE LABORATORY
rC<Jwros

Research Technician

Applicants v.ith B Sc. or M.Sc. and
.:xpcncnc.: m b10ch.:m1Stry and/or
molecular geneuc~ required
Send resume and 2 leners of reference
By January 29 to: Pamela Games
MGPL Life Science Bldng
Dalhou~1e Untv. Halifax. NS 83H 411
Fax· 902/494-3736

Windsor misses
chance to offer
first midwifery
degrees in Canada
by Suzanne LaCoursiere
Lance news staff
The Ministry of Colleges and
Universities has announced that
three Ontario post-secondary institutions have formed a partership to deliver Canada's first
baccalaureate program in midwifery.
Mc Master University. Laurentian Univcrsil), and Ryerson
Polytechnical Institute will commence the new program in September of 1993, with a combined
enrolment of about twenty-se\'en
students. The four year program
-- to be offered over three
calander years - will be comprised of an academic curriculum
coupled with hands-on clinical
practice.
The ministry of colleges and
universities collaborated to put
forth two proposals recommending institutions qualified to impliment the program. At that point,
an objective panel of professionals [ranging from the past
president of The Inuit Nurses of
Canada, to the chair of the Ontario Council on University Affairs]
were
assembled
to
investigate each proposed institution thoroughly, and to report
findings back to the minislry.
The second rejected proposal

included La Cite collegiale, The
University of Ottawa, Lakehead,
and The University of Windsor.
Nursing professor Dr. Mary
Louise Drake who was part of
Windsor's proposal team was
upset that the program was not
initiated here.
"l am disappointed because the
University of Windsor had a
great opportunity. and we missed
out on it."
Drake however, feels that the
province has taken an instrumental step in assuring that midwifes
throughout Ontario possess the
same academic, training background.
The midwife program is part
of the Ontario government's attempt to cut escalating medical
costs. The program is in line with
the province's shift from institutionalized hospital care, to a
more community based health
care system.
Health
Minister
Frances
Lankin explains that the new
program will help make a move
towards a model of sickness
prevention and away from disease treatment.
The Ministry of Health sees
this program in furthering its
commitment "to midwifery as a
means of giving more control of
birth to women."
~

Safety devices may
not offer protection
by Dianne Small
Lance news staff
Violence against women is an
issue that is increasing in exposure and some ambitious companies are capitalizing on this to
market a variety of personal
safet) devices.
Among the safety devices that
have received the most attention
are the "pepper spray" and the
personal safel) alarms marketed
as PAAL.
The pepper spray that is currently marketed as a dog and bear
repellent is distributed by law
student Ross Henderson.
Henderson became aquainted
\vith the pepper spray on a camp·
ing trip and decided it would
make a good saftey device. The
device fits in the palm of the
hand, and has been around for
more than 20 years.
When inhaled, the condensed
pepper attacks the respiratory
system, incapacitating the person
for up to 30 minutes.
The device also sprays a red
dye on the person, making il easy
for police to identify the attacker.

Another device that is currently being supported by the
Wom}n's Centre is the personal
alarm system. Cathy Morrison, a
volunteer, is an advocate of the
personal alarm and is currently
supplying the product to the
Womyn's Centre.
PAAL is compact alarm
device that is attached to the
body. A pull on the rip cord activates a 104 decibels alarm to
shock the attacker.
The devices however, do have
their drawbacks.
One of the problems with
PAAL is that many people have
become desensitized to alarms
after the frequent sounding of
auto security systems. Conversely, the pepper spray can be taken
by the attacker and used on the
victim.
Jim Foreman, Director of
Campus Police, has been approached by many manufacturers
of personal safety devices but has
not endorsed any of them.
"If you've got time to use pepper spray or to use an alarm, you
have got time to run and scream
for help," said Foreman.
~
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Student newspaper
accused of racism
(CUP)
The
University of Alberta's student
newspaper has refused to
apologize for publishing a cartoon that Edmonton Jewish
groups call anti-Semitic.
The cartoon, which appeared
on the editorial page of the Jan. 5
edition of the Gateway, depicts
an Israeli soldier pointing a gun
at the Virgin Mary cradling baby
Jesus in her arms. The caption
reads "What if ... Jesus was born
in 1992?"
Six complaints relating to the
cartoon were filed last week with
the university's student council.
"This is purely anti-Jewish,"
said Sid Indig, executive director
of the Jewish Federation of Edmonton. " It perpetrates the Christ
Killer Myth which has even been
repudiated by the Church.''
lndig and other Jewish groups
wanted the Gateway's editor-inchief,
Karen
Unland,
to
apologize to the Jewish community in the newspaper's Jan.
13 edition.
While expressing regret al the
community's angry reaction, Unland stated in this week's
editorial the cartoon had only
meant to criticize Israel's treatment of Palestinians and had
been misinterpreted.
The editorial said the paper
stands by the cartoonist and his
intent in the creation of the cartoon.
Unland said the paper received
about 20 phone calls and five or
six people who showed up to
complain in person. Student
union vice-president Jolanda
Slagmolen said Unland and
OTTAWA

Nominations for the SAC General
Election open Feb. 4, 1993 at 9:00 a.m.
and close Feb. 11, 1993 at 5:00 p.m.
Positions open: President, Vice-President.. University Affairs, and Reps.
For more infomation , contact the SAC trailer, 971-3600.
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managing editor Malcolm Azania
would be called to appear before J
the student union's press com- J
mittee next week.
She said if the committee rule1
an apology is in order and the
newspaper refuses to print one.
both editors could be fired.
Ever since the Jan. 5 edition
hit newsstands, Unland and her
volunteer staff have been overwhelmed by letters and a noodof
angry phone calls from irate
readers.
"It 's very stressful," said Un·
land. "Most phone calls ha\e
been reasonable, [but] two or
three have been abusive. It's hara
to take."
The cartoon was drawn by _l'
of A student Ahmed Hus5,in,
who has contributed about eigh1
drawings to the newspaper 5ince
September.
In the cartoon, the soldier sa}1·
"First we had to shoot 3 wi1c
guys trying to cross the River I
Jordan, and now we find you I
having an unauthorized gathering I
past curfew!'' Another caption at I
the bottom of the par!el. ~~)~, I
"That ain't very kosher, ,s 11?
I
U of A president Paul Da,·en· I
port slammed the cartoon at 3 I
Jan. 8 board of governors meet·
ing, reported the Jan. 9 edition of
the Edmonton Journal.
"I find the cartoon to be offen· I
sive and not appropriate to an in- 1
stitution which is committed to
tolerance and understanding for 1
people of all backgrounds.'' said I
Davenport.
The board voted to send a lel·
ter to the newspaper condemnin~
the cartoon.
~
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Dawn of new era for alternatives
by Darrin Keene
Lance arts staff

What was the most significant
event/phenomenon for alternative
music in 1992?
Was it the thriving Seattle
scene. you ask, with its Nirvanas,
Soundgardens, Pearl Jams and
Mudhonies? Well, not exactly.
O.K .. you say, then it must
have been Lollapalooza II, with
all of those cool alternative
bands. Wrong again.
Indeed, the music scene in
Seattle is now world-famous, and
Lollapalooza drew stadium-size
crowds to sec some of alternative
music's more established artists,
hut both of these phenomena
have been overblown by the
mainstream music media. Truth
is, alternative music is thriving in
communities other than Seattle,
and many non-Lollapalooza artists had a successful year on the
road.
For me, the most significant
event of 1992 was the fact that
alternative music became accessible to a mass audience. Seattle
hands and Lollapalooza were but
1..'0mponents of this greater
~chcme.
And why, you ask, did this
happen? Because the music industry decided to give some new
hamb a chance. After major
music
labels
saw
that
·'dangerous" hands like Mctallica
and Nirvana were selling. they
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quickly started signing new, challenging bands in an attempt to
profit on this new discovery.
In 1991, Billboard magazine
- the bible of the American industry - introduced a new research method to determine what
albums and singles were selling
best in the US. The method was
called Soundscan, and it relied on
sales at the retail level in stores
acro-,s America.
Canada also has its own trade
magazine for its music industry.
namely Tlte Record. But all of
Canada's major labels pretty
much follow their US counterparts. Thus even the Canadian

music industry's trends are determined by those in the U.S .... So
please, don't be offended when I
refer to the U.S. music industry
and its trade magazine, instead of
the Canadian's.
Previously, Billboard determined its best-sellers based on
radio airplay and shipments of
units from company warehouses.
This method allowed major
labels to dictate what the bestsellers would be by encouraging
radio stations to play certain artists over others. The labels
would also ship out more units of
a recording that they thought
would sell better than others.
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Top ten Keene albums of 1992
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Lance arts staff

6ToriCrucify
CDS -Tori Amos (Warner)
Amos provides two brilliant songs of her

1 The

End of Silence Rollins Band
(lmago/BMG)
Rock' n 'roll stripped to its bare essentials.
Hammerin' Henry Rollins and his band chum out
a thunderous roar of solid metal grooves and confrontational lyrics. In short, Tire End of Silence is
a surge of aural adrenaline.

own on this CDS, but its true highlights are the
cover tunes. with only a piano and her voice,
Amos turns Lc<l Zeppelin's "Thank You" into a
truly rapturous experience for the listener. She
also proves that there is an underlying melody in
Nirvana's "Smells Like Teen Spirit." All of this,
plus a Rolling Stone cover (.. Angie"), the beautiful "Winter" and the ominous title track.

2

7This
Bricks are Heary- L7 (Slash/Reprise)
all-female metal band delivers with its

by Darrin Keene
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Copper Blue - Sugar (Rykodisc)
Ex-Husker Dii guitarist Bob Mould returns to
his power-pop roots with Copper Blue. Mould
teams up with bassist David Barbe and drummer
Malcolm Travis to create a fabulous, punk influenced pop recording. Replete with melodic
hooks, and soul-stripped lyrics, Copper Blue is
the indie recording of the year. Avoid all the saccharin-coated pop swill that is out there and go
for some Sugar.

3 Hypocrisy is The Greatest Luxury -

first major label release. Bricks are Heavy is a
solid, rock-heavy metal album that blends a punk
sensibility with driving metal guitar riffs. L7 also
shows it has a social conscience with songs that
attack consumerism, censorship an<l the Bush administration.

8TheYourMozz
Arsenal - Morrissey (Sire)
delivers his most focused album to

Disposable Heroes of Hiphoprisy (Island)
Rebels with a cause, The Disposable Heroes of
Hiphoprisy combine intelligent lyricism with industrial hip-hop grooves. Rapper Michael Franti
sounds like Chuck D., but his lyrics read like a
lecture by Noam Chomsky. Social criticism never
sounded better.

<late. He's his usual self lyrically, attacking
British apathy an<l exploring the darker side of
humanity. His revamped band, however. churns
out an aggressive pop sound, incorporating punk
and rockabilly elements into the melodic song
hooks. Mozz even warms up for the charming
"You're The One For Me. Fatty," a light-hearted
reminder that beauty is only skin deep.

4 Stull -

9

Urge Overkill (Touch and Go)
The most schizophrenic release of the year. On
S111l/, Urge Overkill! combine lounge music (a
cover of Neil Diamond's "Girl, You'll Be a
Woman Soon") with hardcore punk ("Stitches").
Add to this two blues-inspired tunes and finish it
off with a couple of pop songs that recall early
Cheap Trick. Whew! This E.P. packs more
variety into six songs than do some box sets.

5 U.f'. Orb-The Orh (Big Life/Attic)
According to the British music press, The Orb
is an "ambient house" band. Such a description
fails to describe the lush aural landscapes The
Orb creates on this sophomore release. Sot)lhing
synths intertwine with everyday sounds and the
occasional dance groove. U.F. Orb is dance music
for the mind.

Joshua Judges Ruth Lyle Lovett
(Curb/MCA)
Equal parts jazz, country and gospel, Joshua
Judges R111h is the best thing to come out of
Nashville in quite some time. Backed by a group
of seasoned musicians, Lovett delivers some of
his quirkiest and most pen.onal lyrics ever on this
album. "She's Leaving Me Because She Really
Wants To" has to be one of the all-time classic
break-up songs.

10 A Picture ofSectar- Phish (Elektra)
For pure musicianship, Phish is one of the best
rock bands in today's scene. The band is in fine
form on this disc, delivering a jazzy groove that
retains an optimistic energy level from beginning
to end
~

In essence, they were already
determining
the
best-sellers
before consumers had even
bought a recording.
Soundscan has changed that
somewhat. In the second week
after implementing Soundscan,
Bil/hoard shocked the music industry by listing that hardcore
rappers N. W.A. had topped the
national sales chart with their independent
release,
'·Niggaz4Lifc." It became apparent
that at the retail level, consumers
were treading into alternative territory. Later, on in the year, the
chart-topping
recordings
hy
Mctallica and Nirvana confirmed
this.
Once the music industry saw
this, A & R representatives
the equivalent of scouts in
professional sports - were on
the war path to sign new alternative acts. While one cannot deny
that certain recordings and songs
arc still preferentially marketed
by music labels, at least many
formerly alternative bands arc
now receiving preferential treatment by their labels.
Ironically, N.W.A remains an
independent artist. as do other
hardcore rap acts such as Ice
Cube and the Gelo Boyz. These
acts arc too taboo for the majors.
And another hardcore rapper,
kc-T, had to remove his controversial anthem ··cop Killer"
from his recent release, Body
Count.
But in the case of the Geto
Boyz, Geffen - one of the more
adventurous major music labels
- gave the Houston-based rap
trio a chance. Upon hearing the
song, "Mind of a Lunatic," which
includes a graphic description of
a murder-rape (in that order,
please), it was concluded by
some sensible executives that the
song was too controversial to
release.
The Gcto Boyz refused to
release their album without the
song, and were dropped from the
label. Even hardcore critics of
censorshp have a difficult time
supporting the Gelo Boyz.
But Sire Records, which distributes Ice-Ts albums, should
not take all the blame for the censorship of ··cop Killer." A growing number of politicians and
advocacy groups were pressuring
Sire's parent company TimeWarner with product boycotts.
Also, it was lce-T who made the
final decision to pull the song
from the album
While one may criticize the
major labels for being too

cautious with their signing and
handling of independent artists,
one cannot <lcn) that the major
labcb have brought many exciting new artists to a mass
audience.
The majors are even inking
Jeal-, \\ ith independent labels to
distribute their bandc;. While
critics daim th,1t major label
signings will inhibit an artist's
self-expression. one must oh~rvc that the majors have been
4uitc liheral in dealing with their
artists.
In all. the lahel representatives
realize that there i-, a demand for
alternative music, an<l they arc
striving to provide this to the
consumer. Asi<lc from the 'Cop
Killer" controversy, there ha-. not
been too much intervention on
the part of the majors. Alternative music now has a widespread
audience an<l many new artists
arc reaping the benefits of their
major label deals.
Have bands changed after
signing to major labels? Personally. I have found that most
bands only benefit from such
Jeals. Be it due to increased
finance-, or accesss to better
studio facilities, I believe that
most hands make better recordings wtth major labels. Some
"sell out" to the majors, but these
arc a small minority.
Even bands who pride themselves on their low-fi sound arc
allowed to preserve their sound
on major labels. Sonic Youth and
Mudhoney arc good examples of
bands that retain a D.l.Y. (do it
yourself) mentality with their
new recordings.
By no means do I sec corporate labels as being benevolent
towards alternative bands. Corporate labels would care b,s
about alternative music if 1t
didn't sell. The irony is that corporate labels are now distributing
bands that criticize concentrated
ownership. consumerism. an<l
other problems which currrcntly
plague the music industry. Perhaps consumers are opening their
eyes.
One final note: I have found
through personal experience that
most advocates of independent
music tend to be self-righteous
individuals who feel bitter that
their cool bands arc now receiving mass exposure. Perhaps these
people fin<l some sort of
gratification in keeping certain
bands within their own little ch4ues. rm sure the han<l members
would prefer to have a larger
audience.
IQ
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BAR AND GRILL
Tuesday, Jan. 19:

Open Mic Night
Thurs. Jan. 21:

Acoustic Cafe
Fri. Jan. 22:

Elvis the King

The Olivier
Award-Winning
Comic Drama
Jan .. 21 - 24, 27 - 31
Box Office Hours:
4:30 - 8:00 p.m.
Jan. 18 - 30

by

fjmbsr~
lake

Wert,en~
baker

Wed. Jan. 27:
Students-$5.00
(Available beginning
Jan. 26, 4:30 p.m.)

~l)

,iAYr1ts

For tickets,
call 253-4565

~

Essex Hall Theatre

The new year will bring changes for Windsor's two outlets for
alternative cinema, The Windsor
Film Theatre and The Capitol.
Dominic Giglio, manager of both
theatres, and responsible for the
boon of meaningful film in
Windsor
in
recent
years,
promises that the impending
modifications to format are based
on the wants of the audience.
These changes are intended to
sustain the presentation of
"quality film product" for which
the two locations have garnered
praise.
The older of the two outlets,
The Windsor Film Theatre
(WFT), located just off-campus,
will undergo less transformation
that its downtown sister cinema.
The only major change slated for
the WFT is the addition of Monday night showings to the
theatre ·s existing schedule of six
nights per week. The format for
content at this location will
remain the same. The theatre will
continue to exhibit what Giglio
labels "first-run art films·· including critically acclaimed works
from North America. such as
David Mamet's Glengarry Glen
Ross and the recent Joe Pcsci offering The Public Eye. The best
in cinema from abroad will continue to be shown.
The Capitol Cinema will be
subject to more revision. The
theatre will show a mix of acclaimed pieces from the current
cinema and classic films from
past decades, ranging from the
1930s to the 1980s. In the past,
the Capitol has, at times, exhibited commercial movies, such
as last year's formula thriller The
Hand That Rocks The Cradle and
Bruce Willis' adventure flick,
Th e Last Boy Scout - purportedly to appeal to mass interest.

PRESIDENT'S RESIDENCE REVIEW COMMITTEE
Notice of Meeting
In May of 1992, the Presidents of the University of Windsor and the
Student's Administrative Council responded to concerns raised with respect
to certain policies and practices of the Department of Residence and
Conference Services by establishing a committee of three to review the
situation and to make recommendations for change. Committee members are
Allan Mcinnis (Chair) - Director - Student Housing Service - University of
Guelph, Joseph Saso - Director - Secondary School Liaison - University of
Windsor, and Lori Frederick - Student - Tecumseh Hall - University of
Windsor.
The committee invites both groups and individuals to make constructive
comments or suggestions for improvements to the residence policies and
operations. Each individual or group meeting with the committee will be
allotted 30 minutes for presentation and 15 minutes for discussion. The
number of people and delegations folmally being invited to meet with the
committee is large and the associated logistics of arranging these meetings is
complex. If interested, please call the Office of Secondary School Liaison as
soon as possible to make appropriate plans (973-7014 or Extension 7014).
Meeting times will be scheduled on an hourly basis beginning Thursday,
January 28 at 9:30 am. Times will be allotted Thursday evening and all day
Friday as well.

If you wish to make comments in advance of the scheduled meetings,
please feel free to forward them to the Chair and they will be shared with the
other members of the committee. You may address your comments to:
A. W. Mcinnis - Director - Student Housing Services
University of Guelph
Maritime Hall
Guelph, Ontario
NlG 2Wl
Telephone: (519) 824-4120 Extension 2238
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The Capitol Theatre's new format will feature films from across
the globe. (photo by SUZANNE NGUI)

However. these films drew less
patronage from the public than
did their esoteric counterparts,
thus setting the stage for a greater
commitment by the theatre to
films of a more intellectual nature. Giglio assures that the
theatre will avoid "schlock"
movies such as those noted
above, and will instead present
only those pictures which have
earned much critical acclaim.
Emphasis in scheduling will be
put on showing a classic film
from the past along sid a
favourable contemporary offering each week. An example of
this is the upcoming pairing of
the recent work, Of Mice And
Men, with the 1969 osca1-winnc.:r
for
Best
Picture,
John
Schlesinger's Midnight Cowboy.
As well, the Capitol will offer
occasional children's matinee

showings. The first of these will
be a Saturday afternoon screening of the Emilio Estevez comedy The Mighty Ducks. Giglio
cites the shortage of children\
films shown at commercial
theatres located at the core of the
city as his reason for the addition
of the matinees. Too often. he
says, films aimed at younger
audiences are regulated to suburban movie outlets, lea\'ing
children from the city's west side
in the dark.
Rates at both theatres will
remain the same; adult general
admission tickets sell for $4.25
during the week (Monday
through Thursday) and studenis
with proper I.D. and seniors ma~
purchase tickets for $3.25.
For more information, regard·
ing upcoming films. or any of the
above changes. call 254-FILM. 0

ATTENTION STUDENTS!
U of W Private Off-Campus Residence: Riverplace
• Excellent location-5 minute walk to U of W, on bus route
• Furnished, clean, quiet, comfortable rooms
• Fridge & phone jacks in all rooms
•Captain's beds with storage drawers
• Lounge with satellite & cable TV; exercise & games room
• Private study rooms; parking & laundry facilities
$290 & $400 including utilities

Call 254-4577 or 255-1697, 10 a.m. - 8 p.m.

THIS IS IT!

/#itll~
•

comes to the rescue...

You can have your quality
graduation portrait taken
the inexpensive way in the
privacy of the Vanier Hall
Trillium Room' A', on Jan.
25, 26, 27, and 28, 1993.
For only $12 plus taxes you can have:
• 8-10 poses taken
• Colour change of background
• Use of silk roses, diploma, mortarboard
• Proofs to keep

Please sign up for an appointment at Odette
Bldg. Commerce Society Office, Main Foyer.
You will receive the same excellent service our customers
have become accustomed to: attention to makeup, help
with the graduation attire. etc. We keep your negatives on
file; you can re-order anytime.

DON'T WAIT FOR SPRING, DO IT NOW!!
Groups of students can also huy class composites if we have 75%
participation. We look forward to hcing al your service!
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Guitarist Healey even delves into rap
frtl JJ,is
Jeff tlealey Band
pol)l~ram
by Andy Lott

Diaphanous
sounds delivered

Lance arts staff

0

g

e

The Jeff Healey Band 's new
an,um Feel This is a strong piece
of work that experiments with
.;eierJI different types of music.
nie album offers material from
blues to rock and roll, to pop, to
country and rap. For this reason
one. the album stands on solid
!found and demonstrates tha
Healey and his band can play
practically anything - and pl 1y
i 1\ell. The highlights of the
album come mainly from
Healey's powerful guitar solos.
Healey will inarguably be one of
the best guitarists of the 1990s.
The album. however. may
1ea1c ..die h. rd" Healey fans
confused. For instance, Healey
attempts a rap number. The song
·1r You Can Feel Anything Els ,,.
is horrible. Written by the Healey
Band with the help of Will Jcnmg.,. who co-wrote "Tears in
Heaven" with Eric Clapton, the
song is rapped by Jr. John. Talk
3tJvut a strange combination! For
JII that talent the song simply
doesn't work.
Another bafning thing is why
Healey decided to release the
mediocre songs as singles instead
of the good ones. The fir..,t
relmc, "Cruel Little Number." is
g1l0d although it lacks originality.
Pcrhap, it is for this reason the
~ng failed to do well commerdally.
De~pite these weaknesses. the
nc11 album ha, a fe"' gems.
·Leave the Light On" is a good

With a Picture i11 Mind

Lava Hay
B\1G

by Stephanie Matheson
Lance arts staff

old-fashioned rocker. " Lost in
Your Eyes,'' written by l'om
Petty, certainly helps the album
along. Although simple, the song
is very effective. Healey clearly
shows that he can be a sensitive
guy as he brings out the acoustic
guitar and tambourines to lay
down this nice ballad. He does
the same on "My Kinda Lover,"
the countryish "You' re Coming
Home." and "Dreams of Love
Perhaps one of the best songs
on the album is "Evil and Herc to
Sta\," written by the Healey
Band Their combination of blues
and hard rock is utterly nostalgic.
Perhaps Hendrix wouldn't have
minded to be credited with some
of llcaley's solos. It's just plain
good
Overall, Feel Tl11s 1s a strong
collection of songs and is certainly worth the money. There's
something here for every taste
One last warning. Paul Shaeffer from he David Letterman
sho"' plays on this alhum The
good news is that he doesn't sing.

Not just a bend
in the road
Pubic Fruit
Cune
Anxious/Charisma/Virgin

by Sanjay Lakhana
Lance arts staff

Curve isn't just a bend in your
average road.
In the expansive world of alternative music. Curve is a height
blacklight in a dark sea of
prerecorded mediocrity.
The 13 tracks of '90s acid-infused g0th spanning thi, compilation provide a wall of
blissfully ~oothing barbed wire
noise surrounding singer Toni
l-lalliday's soft. breath) voice.
The alhum. produced by
Britain's Alan Moulder (Jesus
and Mary Chain). has pounding
dance beats. Halliday·s hums and
sighs and plenty of great d1stinc
t1vely U. K. guitar noise infested
with digital ertects, provided by

Curve 's composer Dean Garcia
(bassist of The Eurythmics).
"We wanted to create music so
delicate it could be broken by a
touch and still be so harsh the
pieces would shred >ou to bits
afterwards," hissed Halliday in
an interview with the l.ance.
Lyrics written by Halliday arc
generally dark and har:-.hly angry
with an underlying sexiness. all
framed within the lullaby of her
VOICC

She carries such cries of
desp1.. ation as "hold me like you
used o," from "No Escape From
Heaven" along side such bitter
demands as "peace in the world
free from religion,'' from the
sweetly titled "Die Like a Dog "
It's a pure mind and car fuck 1s
l nl)' Curve could provid1..
Curve's only other release 1s a
full length album titled Dopplegunger. \\.hich arrived in
Canada in March of 1992. P11h1c
Fruit is a welcome return to
Curve·.., pm\.erfully unique and
moving sound.

On this latest album by
Canada's Lava Hay, Michele
Gould and Suzanne Little attempt
to project a serious image. With
hu.,ncd, strained voices, Lava
Hay weaves a vibrant tapestry of
feeling.
From the catchy melody of
"Don't Tell Mc'' to the
melancholic cello strains of " Lost
You," Lava Hay emotes effectively. In particular their folksy,
unpretentious manner shines in
the song ''3 o'clock" evoking a
picture of love long lost, but
never forgotten .
Also notable arc the hauntingly truthful lyrics accompanying
the diaphanous sound of "Listen
Well":
"I have always thought that the
only way to know is to listen well
and only then decidt/ Sometimes
I feel like \'iC arc all too full of
what we know and there's no
room for any more inside."
On occasion this duo imitates
Sarah Mt·Laughlan. with her
fierce pas,ion and genuine
strength, hut the sound is unmbtakahly their own.
A, Claude Dehussy once said.
"Music i, the arithmetic of
sounds ... " and Lava Hay has apparently put t\\.O and t\'io
together.
~

,

ZANANDA AKANDE, M.P.
Parliamentary Assistant to the Premier

"Women and Political Life"
Friday, January 22, 1993, 2:00 p.m.
in room 507, Odette Building

Poetry where the
nights are long ...
The Lance is calling for poetry
submissions to be published
in our March 15 issue.
The Lance is printing a two-page feature of
students' poetry in the issm.: of Monday, March
15, 1993. Poems of any style and any theme
will be accepted. The poems will be selected
by Arts Editor Sarah Roebuck and poet
Salvatore Ala. Please send submissions to the
Lance office, Phase 2, Unit 10 of Clark
Residence, Walnut Street or drop off at the
SAC trailer in an envelope marked "Att'n
Lance" by FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 26, 1993.

Co-spon~ored by: Office of Employment & Educational Equity. SAC
Human Rights Commissioner, & Black Students Alliance

Back to School Special
TCI 366 DX-40 MHZ System
•
•
•
•

80386 DX-40 MHZ CPU
128K Cache
2 Mb RAM
14" Super VGA Colour Monitor 0.28 dpi
Super VGA Card with 1 Mb RAM

FREE Mouse

$1 2 95

• fOS Mb Hard Disk Drive
1.44 Mb 3.S- Floppy disk drive
IDE HD/FD Controller
• 2 Serial 1 Parallel and 1 Game Port
• 101 Keys Enhanced Keyboard
• Mini Tower Case
• 200W Power Supply
MS Dos 5.0

ll!]
• ~

*'~

2 Years Parts and 3 Years Labour Warranty,·-=-·· ..:;;.__

TCI Data Systems Inc. ~
2175 Wyandotte St. W. (519) 254-2721 FAX (519) 254-3017
Bus. Hrs. Mon.-Fri. 10:30-7:00, Sat. 12:00-6:00
Locations throughout Ontario, Mississauga, Toronto, Ottawa, Whitby

ONl
How NAFTA will affect M
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n October 31, 1990,
16-year-old Julio Cesar
Macias was killed in a factory
accident. He was an
employee at a Mexican
subsidiary of a US-owned
auto company. His mother,
Elizabeth Macias, presented
a testimony to the US
Congress in spring 1991:
My son was hired as a production operator at
the rate of US 45¢ an hour for the auto glass
plant, which Ford Motor Company has set up in
Cuidad Juarez ... His immediate supervisor sent
him to clean, by himself, an isolated underground
tunnel, where, by means of a mechanical belt,
the waste from the factory is transported. My son
didn't return alive from there. Nobody knows how
it was that he died ... since it was only possible to
learn that his comrades found him 15 minutes
later after he had been trapped in the grinder,
with his right arm, thorax, and head destroyed.
The murderous machine had no mechanism
for being stopped in case of emergency. (It) had
no barrier or protection to prevent workers from
getting near it should they fall accidentally ...
Ford does not train its workers for cases of
emergency in that basement.
They sent him to that basement without
providing him with any safety equipment ... He'd
been working at the factory for just five days ...
The factory hadn't given him any training in how
to operate and stop the production belt ...
I have seen that the Ford Company
announces its safety measures for its cars, such
as seat belts, cushioned panels, special designs,
etc., but I've never seen them announce the
standards that they've designed to protect the
workers in their plants in Mexico ...

BY SARAH ATKINSON

Elizabeth Macias· words, especially her
comparison between consumer safety standards
and worker safety, exemplifies the intense
disparity between the rights and privileges of
third world labourers and first world workers and
consumers.
Her son is only one victim of the horrendous
conditions in Mexican factories. Child labour, low
wages, long hours, are de rigeur.
The presence of US-owned subsidiaries in
Mexico, and the accompanying low safety and
labour standards, should come as no surprise to
Canadians. There are already hundreds of US
and Canadian owned subsidiary plants in Mexico.
Critics of the North American Free Trade
Agreement (NAFTA) argue that the agreement
would mean further loss of Canadian

a moot question what value to put on the
signature of a defeated President or an
unpopular Prime Minister in his fifth yearc;
office." And he might have added" ... ano
President of a one-party state who gaineo
through a fraudulent election."
The dismal state of democracy (or lack
thereof) in Mexico, and the companion
suppression of labour organizing, are gooc
points of departure for a critical assessme·
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Ken Traynor of Common Frontiers, a I logi
Toronto-based anti-NA FT A solidarity gro~: I po.,.
draws attention to Mexico's internal politics su~
part of his critique of NAFTA.
~~:
"There are trappings of democracy,"he,
"but Mexico is essentially a one-party stale m~
'
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Union power is not high priority for NAFTA supporte sa,
Clir
It would not take a huge conceptual leap to suggest t/1 em
the suppression of worker-run unions is one of the thi so~
cor
that make moving shop to Mexico so desirable.
loc

Ma
manufacturing jobs to Mexico, where companies
can save from $16 000 to $25 000 per year per
worker by moving south. Since the 1988 Free
Trade Agreement came into effect Canada has
lost 450 000 manufacturing jobs. And as US
factories move south to minimize production
costs, the US workforce suffers even greater
losses.
Conditions for workers of all three countries
will only further deteriorate if a free trade
agreement with Mexico is enacted; NAFTA,
which would facilitate factory relocation, would
send yet more jobs to Mexico and would
concurrently increase industrial development and
environmental and cultural devastation of Mexico.
The average wage of the Mexican factory
worker has actually decreased in the last ten
years. An unskilled labourer in Mexico averages
$4 a day.
NAFTA was signed by Canada, the US, and
Mexico on December 17 of last year. The
agreement, if passed by the legislatures of those
three countries, will officially come into effect Jan.
1, 1994. The agreement proposes the lifting of
many of the tariffs that now govern trade
between Mexico and the other two North
American countries.
Unions, human rights activists, and
environmentalists are up in arms about the
proposed agreement. And they're well organized.
The Action Canada Network is a broad-based
coalition made up of groups that oppose NAFTA.
The loss of Canadian jobs, and the prospect
~hat Canada will become increasingly milked for
its natu~al resources, are very real concerns, not
to mention the concern for the plight of Mexican
workers. NAFTA would make 1t easier for
companies to set up manufacturing plants in
Mexico to process raw goods from Canada.
On the event of the signing, Hugh Winsor of
the Globe and Mail wrote " ... the formal
agreement has no legal clout until it is endorsed
by the legislature of the three countries, and it is

present government of Carlos Salinas carr
about as a result of a fraudulent election.
Traynor said his group's counterparts
Mexico, such as the Mexican NetworkAga
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Free Trade, don't support NAFTA because N~

feet it will not meet the development neecsf en•
Mexico. Trade unions, for instance, often·1· fat;
persecution, including harassment, unjusl
torture, and "disappearance" for their urnc·
activity. Mexico's constitution providesfod
rights of workers to form unions, but in ad
the government has a heavy hand in virtt;~
tolerated union activity.
I
Traynor adds that it's important not to I
downplay the efforts of Mexican unions,~ j
sometimes perceived internationally as :
ineffectual or disorganized.
"They're operating under extremely d
conditions," he said.
As an example of government suppress
organized popular movements, Traynorpc
the mass killing of 300 people in a studer·
demonstration in 1968.
In his book Mask of Democracy: Labor
Suppression in Mexico, Dan LaBotz chro'
decades of popular resistance, and the
consequent violations perpetuated by the
government in compliance with factory
administration. Despite the introductionO'·•
legislation as the 1986 Federal Law to P''.~
and Punish Torture, and the 1991 reforinj
Penal Code to enhance the rights of deta"

ffjj

1

l

there has been little practical change. _
In reference to these legislative chant
LaBotz states, "Actions such as these w
continue to be ornamental as long as
confessions extracted through torture are
admissible in court."
LaBotz cites a study by the Minnesota.
Lawyers' Committee study, which reads.·
when there is evidence that a confessW1
forced, the judge may still allow it in evide
there exists corroborating evidence."

~UISTADOR
Mexican political

ican workers

Also, the law enforcement agents who carry
the out the torture receive immunity from prosecution.
.n
such conditions would not be tolerated in the
~arc1 us or Canada; yet sueh anti-worker activity
ano occurring in US and Canadian-owned factories
ineo, ought to lay some culpability on these foreign
owners.
lack
If Canadians consider the ethical implications
n
of a free trade agreement with a country that
gooc I tolerates only the unions that it controls, and
sme- terrorizes the ones it doesn 't, well, at least a
logical contradiction should arise. But union
a power is not high priority for NAFTA's strongest
groci supporters. It would not demand a huge
olitics conceptual leap to suggest that the suppression
,"he of worker-run unions is one of the things that
make moving shop to Mexico so desirable.
state
Some NAFTA critics are gaining a small bit of
morale from the election of Bill Clinton. Susan
Mika, a consultant with the Benedictine Center in
San Antonio, Texas, has some hope that
Clinton's pledges to improve NAFTA
f/1 environmental and labour provisions will give
some leverage to critics' concerns.
Mika's main focus is the environmental
conditions caused by the Maquiladora Zone,
located in Mexico right on the US border.
Maquiladoras are factories which produce goods
scar duty-free for use in foreign markets.
:ion (Multinational companies operate free-trade
irts~ zones, such as the Maquiladora Zone, in about
k Ag. 50 developing countries.) Mika warns that

)rte
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caus: NAFTA could mean an expansion of such grave

"leeds environmental problems. Extremely high rates of
,ft.en.·, fatal abnormalities in babies born in this area are

.....

._

linked to the toxic waste produced and released
untreated into rivers and the air.For example,
during an 18-month period tin he small
community of Huntsville, Texas, located across
the Rio Grande from a maquiladora area, 50
babies were born with anecephaly, a fatal brain
deficiency.
Whatever solace might be gained from
Clinton's promises must of course be couched in
serious reservation. A trade agreement with
qualifications about environmental and labour
standards looks good on paper, but
unfortunately, on paper might be where those
qualifications remain. Mexico has fairly good
environmental laws, but they are not enforced.
Similarly, the Mexican Constitution contains
plenty of clauses meant to protect human rights,
but these amount to little in a country with such
an oppressive ruling body.
Along with the problems of unchecked toxic
emissions there is another major environmental
(as well as cultural) concern: the loss of
farmland. Geoff Schmitz of the Third World
Recource Centre in Windsor expresses concern
for the large percentage of Mexican citizens who
are subsistence farmers. As the Mexican
government goes ahead with further industrial
growth, Schmitz wonders where these people will
go. Many will be forced off their land in order to
make way for a new economy. Schmitz is part of
a local group called the Windsor and Area
Coalition for Social Justice, whose current
mandate includes fighting NAFTA.
As well as the WACSJ, other local groups who
are speaking out against NAFTA include the

cartoon.
(reprinted from
Latin American
Working Group
newsletter)

Windsor and District Labour Council, and all NOP
MPs and candidates. On Dec. 17, 1992, these,
along with the WACSJ, held a press conference
where they presented a resolution calling for the
abrogation of NAFTA. They will further their
efforts by means of petitions and public
awareness campaigns.
Their common feeling is that a federal election,
due in late 1993, will be the means by which the
trade agreement will be defeated.
It's the efforts of broad-based coalitions across
the US and Canada that provide the greatest
hopes for stopping the agreement from reaching
ratification. Besides labour and environmental
groups, anti-NAFT A forces include churches,
farmers, and consumer groups.
One-time presidential candidate Jesse
Jackson has been loud and articulate on the
subject. In an article originally printed in The Wall
Street Journal (reprinted in the Globe and Mail
on Dec. 26, 1992) Jackson calls the trade deal
"an injustice perpetrated by large US companies
seeking maximum profit with minimal concern for
people."
In criticizing the anti-NAFTA movement, some
economists say that a trade pact may represent
Mexico's best chance at pulling itself out of
poverty. If looked at by those of the business elite
this might make some sense. But what it misses
is the fact that it is Mexican workers who will be
paying off the debt. Activists say that the answer
to Mexico's economic plight is not trade but aid.
A trade pact with a country that is still in many
ways third world is not appropriate.
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losses

by Ian Fitz-Gerald
Lance sports staff

Well. 0 K. ... maybe it isn't
quite the second coming of the
Messiah, but the return of former
junior star Jeff Gardiner to the
Lancer hockey line-up was certainly more than just a breath of
fresh air for the team.
Gardiner, who sat out the entire first half of the season due to
a separated shoulder, scored three
goals and assisted on two others
as the Lancers completed a much
needed two-game sweep of
division rivals Toronto and York.
To say these two \\ ins are a confidence-builder for the team is an
understatement.

by Duncan Edgar
Lance sports staff

The Lancer men's basketball team lost a few close
games this week, but seems
to be developing the consistently high intensity play
needed to win future games.
The team was defeated by
Wilfrid Laurier on Saturdav.
Jan. 9 by a final score of 7972.
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Playoff contender

Seven turnovers

As a result, Windsor vaults itself back into play-off contention
as the team currently sits only
three points behind the fifthplace Brock Badgers, but the
Lancers have two games at hand.
"His [Gardiner's} presence
gi,es these players a huge lift
emotionally," says coach Rick
Cranker. "We need that because
we aren't the most talented team
in the league.''
Gardiner was matched with
sniper Pete Deboer, who together
formed a potent combination and
gained a total uf I I points
through the weekend.

In this hard-fought contest, the Lancers turned the
ball over only seven times,
compared to 17 times for
Laurier.
The halftime score for the
game was 44-36 in favour of
Laurier. With only two
minutes left in the game the
Lancers let a 2-point deficit
grow to seven points.
Lancer coach Mike Havey
attributed this to "some lastminute breakdowns, and a
lack of concentration.''
The Lancers shot only 40
percent from the point, compared to 57 percent for
Lauricr. High scorers were
Jamie Pepper with 21 points.
Pat Osborne with 14 and
Todd Landon with 12.

.hci1
trail

Hard play

Brr

Tenacious
forcchccking
Other notable performances
were on the line of Carlo Capaldi. Kevin Forrest and Robb Barban. The tenacious forechecking
by this threesome produced the
game-tying goal against Toronto,
,vhich saw Barban muscle the
puck away from a Blues defenseman.
He then sent a perfect floating
pass out to Forrest parked in the
high slot, ,., ho let a shot go, evening the score at 5-5. It was appropriately Gardiner who netted
the winner with only I 7 seconds
remaining in the game.
The second game against York
was a familiar story. with yet
another twisted ending. The Lancers found themselves in a position they know all too well,
trailing after the first period following an explosive start by the
Yeomen.
However, the breaks that
seemed to elude Windsor

• ..
,~

Defenseman Rob Kardas (#2) celebrates Jeff Gardiner's goal against the York Yeomen Jan. 1O first of many for the team. The Lancers went on to defeat York 8 · 6. (photo by TED ANDKILDE)

throughout the first half of the
season finally began to fall into
place as the team erupted for five
second-period goals.
fl was another goal by Forrest
from Barban and Jason Day
which ignited the comeback.
Singles from Dwayne Brunet and
Howie Thompson helped the
Lancers take their first lead of the
game.
It wasn't until late in the

second period when Deboer
scored twice within 45 seconds
that the end appeared to be near
for York.
Defensively, Rob Kardas continues to improve and has impressed the coaching staff with
his steady stay-at-home style of
play. Randy Stephenson notched
a goal and two assists over the
weekend and also played a major
role in the two victories.

the

With the exception of Aurelio
Cence out with an injured wrist,
the Lancers are the healthiest
they have been all season.
Visions of first place are certainly far-fetched at this point,
however if this team continues to
play up to its capability and
gathers momentum, divisional
front-runners may soon feel the
heat of a potential giant-killer
wearing Blue and Gold.
~

The Lancers lost another
close game at McMaster on
Wednesday, Jan. 13, with
the final score of 82-77.
The Lancers were ahead
44-41 at halftime, and
played hard throughout the
entire game.
High scorers were Osborne with 25 points and
Pepper and Landon with 13
points each.
Havey was pleased with
the team's performance, and
said
that the Lancers
rebounded well against the
much
larger
McMaster
players.
"We played with a high
level of emotion," he said,
"and we're executing much
better.''
~

Lancer basketball loss to Laurier unexpected
by Alex Meyer
Lance sports staff

The Lancer women's basketball team suffered its first regular
season loss on Jan. 9 as it fell 5447 to the Wilfrid Laurier Golden
Hawks.
"It was not one we expected to
lose," said coach Joanne MacLean. "Everyone had a cold hand,
there was no one to rally around."
Veterans Heather Quick and
Nancy Gyurcsik got into trouble
with fouls in the second half,

hurting their ability to play aggressively. Quick had 12 points
and Karen McCulla had 10 in the
Lancer attack.
"It showed that we need to be
focused and mentally prepared,"
said Maclean. "We're using it as
a wake-up call."
Windsor took the loss to heart,
but looked in danger of repeating
on Jan. 13 at McMaster. The Lancers were being overrun by the
Marauders 32-22 at halftime.
After regrouping, the Lancers
put on a charge that put them

right back in the game, scoring
the first eight points of the second
half.
A late McMaster charge almost tied the game on a foul shot
with 11 seconds remaining, but
Windsor prevailed 51-49. Quick
had 17 points and nine rebounds,
with Gyurcsik adding 13 points
and eight rebounds.
"It was a good comeback,"
said Maclean. "We held them to
17 points in the second half and
forced their errors. With so much
parity between teams, any win on

the road is a good one."
The Lancers seem to be shaking off some injuries as Wendy
Langley is back on the court after
having suffered a twisted knee
and she shot 100 percent in the
McMaster game. Dana McCullough missed six days of
practice and the Wilfrid Laurier
game with a sore shoulder, and
Chris Nugent missed the McMaster game because of recurring injuries.
At 4-1 this is still the best start
the team has had since 1987,

when it went 8-0. However, the
perennial powers in the league.
Western and Lakehead, have yet
to be faced. Windsor has already
doubled its win total in league
play from last year.
The main reason for this is the
added depth on the bench. Mac·
Lean said Quick, Gyurcsik and
McCulla are the "core of what we
are doing." The depth of the team
allows Maclean more chance to
find someone with a hot hand and
relieves any fear of games going
into overtime.
~
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Lancers
master
Mac
Women's
volley ball
wins three
straight
games
by Robert D. Way

Lance sports staff
The Lancer women· s

vol-

;e, ball team powered its way to
1ictorv Jan. 13, soundly defeating the McMastcr Marauders in
1h;ee straight games. Scores were
5-7.15-12, and 15-9.
Despite the relatively close
~cores, the Lancers never lost
1hcir control over the match,
1ra1ling only on a few occasions
and ne\'cr by more than four
points. McMaster has in recent
\'ears been a tough competitor,
;ast season finishing first in the
O\\'IAA West division.
Offensively, the team struck
for 17 serving aces and numerous
kills lead by their captain Renee
\1ichiclc; ( 19 kills) and OWIAA
all-star Jodi Beaugrand ( 18 kills).
Although coach Marge Holman believes her players are
capable of pla) ing better, she
11as pleased with the team's effort. especiall) considering it was
1he first match after the
Christmas holiday.
The next t\\O women's volleyball matches will be on the
road. Jan. 22 against the Guelph
Gryphons and Jan. 23 against the
Brock Badgers.
~

Desrite this return, the Lancers had some trouble keeping the ball off the ground, dropping a match to McMaster (photo by TED ANDKILDE)

Volleyball team fourth in Ryerson tournament
by David Gough

Lance sports staff
The Lancer men's volleyball
team started the new year strong
\\iLh a solid performance in the
Ryerson Invitational Tournament
during the weekend of Jan. 8-9.
Making it Lo the bronze medal
game,
head
coach
Mike
Palenchar was pleased with his
squad's performance.
"It was a good weekend, we
played
really
well,"
said
Palenchar. "We beat WesLern and
Laurentian and we have not
beaten either in over two years."

The Lancers started the tournament with three-straight wins,
beating McGill 2-0 (15-12, 1510), Laurentian 2-1 (15-10, 1315, 15-9) and Western 2-0
(15-10, 15-13).
The Lancers then dropped a
game Lo Guelph, losing 2-0 (159. 15-8) but came back to beat
the tournament host Ryerson in
the quarter-finals 2-0 with two
nail-biting games ( 16-14. 15-12).
In the semi-finals the Lancers
faced Laurier and won the first
set 15-9 but dropped the next two
games 6-15 and 6-15. This loss
put the Lancers in the bronze

medal game where they again
faced Western. The Lancers
played a strong first game winning 16-14 but dropped the next
Lwo 15-7 and 15-12.
The Lancers came back from
their solid fourth-place tournament finish to play a league game
at the St. Denis Centre on Wednesday Jan. 13 against nationallyranked McMaster who are
currently al the top of the OUAA.
McMaster took the first game
15-10. In the second game the
Lancers played well winning 159 as rookie Earl Grant, brother of
Lancer track star Irma Grant,

spiked the ball with authority.
In the third game the Lancer
play turned sloppy as McMaster
scored the first 14 points. The
Lancers managed to avoid being
goose-egged and lost 15-3. McMaster \\On the final game 15-8
to win 3-1 with its super blocking
and crisp passing.
"We played pretty well, we are
too young to come back from this
deficit ... we have to minimize
mistakes... said Palenchar.
The Lancers will travel to
Guelph on Jan. 22 and Brock on
Jan. 23 a~ t~:Y aim to. move up in
OUAA d1v1s1on standings.
~

U of W Nite at the U of W:

Where would you rather be
each Friday & Saturday?
It's simple as black & white.

~12_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _T.:...:..:..:he_La_nce_ _

CAMPUSI ,J :[aj
Captain's Meetings
Intramural teams that have
entered competition for the
winter term are reminded that
captains' meetings will be taking
place this week at the St. Denis
Centre.
A representative from each
team must attend. On Tuesday,
Jan. 19, Coed Volleyball (4:30
p.m.) and Coed 3-on-3 Volleyball
(5:30 p.m.) captains will meet in
room 202.
On Wednesday, Jan. 20, the
meetings for Men's Basketball
(4:30 p.m.) in room 202 and
Men's Floor Hockey (6 p.m.) in
room 201 will be held. Captain's
for Women's Floor Hockey (5
p.m. in room 201), Men's Volleyball (4:30 p.m. in room 201)
and Coed Innertube Waterpolo
(5:30 p.m. in room 202) will meet
on Thursday, Jan. 2 l.

-
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New Registration

Registration for this term\ Fit.
ness, Aquatics, and Personal En.
hancement courses will takt
place on Tuesday, Jan. 19 and
Wednesday, Jan. 20 from 10 a.rn.
to 3 p.m. in the St. Denis Centre
B
After the excesses of the
A
holidays, it's time to make a rny ;
splash, catch the beat, or learn bi and
doing. Hope to see you there!
blue
6:

-

-

Free Skating

University of Windsor's an.
nual ''Skating Night Out" is fast
approaching. On the evening of
Wednesday, Jan. 27, (8-10 p.m.J.
admission at Adie Knox Herman
Arena on Wyandotte Avenue will
be free to anyone presenting theu
University of Windsor ID.
~
Provided by Andrew Lindsai·
of the Campus Recreatio~
Department.

Newcomer Deboer shoots
big for hockey Lancers
sponsored by Pizza Hut

Pete Deboer of the Lancer hockey team is the first performer of the
week for 1993. Deboer, a first-year player on the team, scored two
goals and had four assists in games against the University of Toronto
Blues on Jan. 9 and the York Yeomen on Jan. 10. The team defeated
the Blues on Saturday 6-5 and York 8-6 on Sunday.
Deboer most recently played for Milwaukee of the IHL. He is a
first-year student in the Faculty of Law and a native of Dunnville, Ontario.
~
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Be a part of tradition

JOIN DELTA CHI
FRATERNITY
Corne talk to us at our rush table in
Odette or visit our house at 408 Indian Road
acrqss from Assumption University. Phone

John at 945-1348 or 253-5583.
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The sun worshiping. The primitive dances. The mating
rituals. The primal screams. Only one beach can hold this
much culture on its 23-mile sandy stretch. This Spring
Break, head for Daytona Beach. For more information, call
1-800-854-1234 for your free Spring Break Planning Kit.

BIGBEa.BIGRI\

.IIIIIH.

Are you interested in a sport or
sporting activity that is not covered
by the Lance sports section?
Do you want to write or provide the
information for a story?
Call sports editor Elaine Saunders
ext. 3909 or attend our staff
meeting, every Monday at 6:00 pm
upstairs at the Grad House.

PREGNANT
and need help?

Call. ..

B•rtbrigbt
at 252-3322
or visit our office at
380 Chilver Road
We provide:
Free pregnancy
tests,
Community
~
referrals,
~· .{;. Accommodations
,1,, .... .
;,~\ ~' ·\
and
~~,]~
.\
·
Legal
advice
1t~·•;\I~\ I

<·~1

;' ,·J~

Toll-free 1-800-328-LOVE

How to become a key player in the business world.
If you have a keen inten·s1 in

You will sharpen the analytical

finance and strtve cowards a leading

and smHegic skills that will place

pos111on in industry commerce,

you at the forefront of financial

the gowrnment or public pracuce.

man.igernent.

ll

s ome to embark on a career

The CGA des1gnat1on 1s

path that will enable you to maxi

completely trans[erable bcrn:ct:n

m1ze your potcnual

provmces.

You can become a Ccrt1[1cd

If you're looking for the key

General Accountant wh1k employed

to your success, contact us today

in the accounung held i\s a C<.,A

at (4 16) 322-6520. extensions

you'll be recognized as a top-notch

228,225 or 217, or toll-[ree,

professional m Canada's business

l-800-668-\454

communny
You will earn the des1gnat1on
through a nauonally uniform
comprehensive ceruf1cation process
that provides a full understandmg
of all aspects of the professional
accounung d1sc1plme

Cn1,j1ed Genna/ Accou11tcmts
Asrnciatwn of Ontarw,
240 l:ghnton Avenue fast, Toronto,
Ontario M4P IK8

.\falku I n14hl, BA (C,A, Fi,wnc,· 1'1ce·l'1t·sid, ,u
fht· Mrrcunt1lt~ and Gt·nt'rdl Rrunurw1<t· Group

Stephen f)r,.-lsma BA, ((,A, /)i,a!M o/ lax<Jl1m1 I ,K M,nrt<JI, l.1,/
Sft"ta Nt·td L(,A Puhl,, PrudU1ont·,

Professionals you can count on.
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~IAswimmer's day

take

by Dave Briggs

and

Lance Sports Columnist

1.m.

lire
lhc
ea
I b)

szzzzzzzzzzzz ... Slam!
As my fist makes contact with

,ny alarm clock I groan, roll over

and squint in the dark at the large
blue digital numbers.
6:JOa.m.
Like most university students I
an. have perfected never getting up
fast !)efore 8 a.m. No one has caught
I of rne getting up before then.
Ever.
m.),
Until now.
nan
Just
call me George Plimpton,
Will
heir but I got a brilliant idea the other
dav to attempt to empathize with
~ th~ University of Windsor swim
~ay
rion ieam by getting up at this Satanic
hour to go to practice.
Of course, I came up with the
idea in the middle of the afternoon when my body was in no
danger of going into severe
trauma.
The getting up really early part
is perhaps what I respect most
about the swimmers. They not
only get up four or five times a
the
week at hours hazardous to their
two
health, but they can also swim
into
back and forth eight billion times
lied
in an hour without going insane.
And they do it without talking
is a
10 one another. At basketball
Onpractices the players are en~ couraged to talk. It usually saves
a player from looki ng really
~,upid when he goes one way and
apass goes another.
Unfortunately, a pool is not exactly conducive to successful
communication. Nor is talk especially essential to the sport. It's
not often you hear an Olympic
swimmer say she won the gold
medal because she taunted the
German in lane six.
About half an hour after the
alarm clock went off I had not
only survived driving to the pool

[

with my eyes closed, but was
standing on the pool deck watching the Lancers do endless
lengths.
I had no intention of taking my
roll as an empathizer too far. I
wasn't about to get in that pool
and risk them having to stop
practice to pull my body off the
bottom, even if it did look like a
good place to sleep at that moment.
Sleep is apparently something
Lancer coach Randy Bennett has
not been acquainted with much in
his life. Bennett, who doubles as
the coach of the Windsor Aquatic
Club (WAC), gets up at 5 a.m.
every day to attend a WAC practice before heading over to the
university.
Through it all he actually
manages to look like he enjoys it.
Obviously, he's not from this
universe.
As for the athletes, veteran
swimmer Scott Shelestynsky says
his sport often doesn't get the
recognition it deserves. He says it
takes a lot of dedication to complete seven workouts a week most of which are before dawn
- without the luxury of being
able to talk to one another while
in the water.
Though WAC swimmers will
practice ten times a week, Shelestynsky says most of the club
swimmers are younger and can
afford more time than university
students.
"Not to sound condescending,
but they have high school and we
have university, so we can't afford to put in ten practices a
week. T he majority of swimmers
here have never swam club, to

Introducing the newly-christened Lancer mascot, Jouster. Lee Baker won $300 for the winning name.
The choice was announced at Saturday's basketball double-header. (photo by MOM/KO HINO)

put them through nine or ten
workouts a week, they won't be
abie to handle it."
Bennett, 29, was hired by
WAC last year, and says his top
priority is with them. However,
fo llowing the lead of his WAC
predecessor, Tom Arusoo, Bennett decided to take on the Lancers as well, following the exit of
Matt Butler who solely coached
the Lancers last year after a distinguished career as both a Lancer and W/\C swimmer.
" I fee l there is a need for the
two programs to work together a
little bit." Bennett said. "Ohviously, the aquatic club can feed

the university and develop the
university team."
Considering the number of
times in the last three years that
the program has faced the
executioner's
guillotine
it's
probably a good idea.
Throughout the fight, Shelestynsky has been a key component
in keeping the athletic department from scrapping the team.
He feels part of the problem is
not enough people arc willing to
1.kvotc time to swim for the Lancers.
" I think if we can keep the
people positive and have this
program desired on campus Iit

~
0

00

0
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Bentley's Sunday
Breakfast Buffet

$4.95

will be viable in the future]." he
said.
'There arc a lot of people who
come here who are decent swimmers who don't swim because
they think university is too much
work and swimming is too hard."
Still, considering the number
of workouts a week and their
sheer monotony, being a swimmer is nothing to scoff at.
'·No matter what your schedule
is you have to try and commit
yourself to it. You have to reali:i:e
nothing is going to stop you from
it." Shclcstynsky said.
Not even when your alarm
clock goes off before 6 a.m.
[g

Policy pandering

,t)w, c 'mon , it' {( be
o.. jrea.t UN a.c-tiot1 ~his .time,

How much longer will American foreign policymakers dictate Canadian policy?
The Canadian government certainly jumped on the
band-wagon and gave support to the coalition forces
against Iraq during Desert Storm, even before parliament
was consulted. Now that coalition forces are once again
bombing Iraq, will the Conservative government make
the same mistake?
The 1991 war between coalition forces and Saddam
Hussein's military cost 100 000 Iraqi lives and, according to CBC estimations, over $600 billion damage including rebuilding costs. The environment has been
devastated by an unmeasurable extent.
So now they're bombing again, punishing Iraqi
citizens for the violent, oppressive regime that was supported by the UN and the powers of the western world
for years. The U.S. sold arms and the technology to
manufacture chemical weapons to give Iraq the advantage in its war with Iran. The unstated rationale being
that since the 1979 revolution in Iran, U.S. businesses no
longer had access to Iranian resources. The Iraqi
military, headed by Hussein, used these weapons not
only against Iran, but against the Iraqi people.
For years before the conflict in 1991, Canadians from
the Middle East petitioned the Canadian government to
impose sanctions against the Hussein government. No
one listened and Hussein's power grew.
Canadians should not be involved in the coalition forces and should speak out against further involvement
against Iraq. The Iraqi people have suffered too greatly
for too long. They are a people of rich and proud
heritage, their land was the cradle of civilization, why do

hone.st ii 's no-t l, ke..
yOU 're.. d.o in9 a.nyin/nJ e Is e.
wifh your def en Se bud9ci .. ·

western powers think them incapable of self-determination? L;ft alone by foreign governments, the Iraqi people
may have overthrown Hussein and created a democratic
state, instead the western powers would have us think
Iraq's people are irrational and have no power to rule
over themselves.
There has been no truth, justice or democracy in U.S.
foreign policy toward Iraq. Desert Storm, as much as the
propaganda machines tried to upset us about Kuwait,
was not a noble war. Involvement by the western world
in Iraq is big business and nco-colonial with no respect
for human life. Canadians should be ashamed of their
part in Desert Storm and should steer clear from further
involvement with the coalition forces.
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Green grant
Dear Editor:

I am writing this letter to give
recognition to the many people who
have made the Campus Waste Reduction Grant possible. The En ... ironmental Av.areness Association is now into
its fourth year running on campus.
We have provided quality guest
speakers, ran awareness campaigns,
initiated the lug-a-mug program and
the aluminum recycling program.
The EAA is run by a small group
of dedicated students with little funding from SAC. As a result we often
run into difficulties organizing our
volunteers and keeping our active
members active. This is in part a
result of having to accomplish tasks
much too large for a group of our
financial status and experience.
We have had to come up with alternatives so that some very basic but
large needs could be fulfilled on campus.
One such alternative was to apply
for a grant to fund a Waste Reduction
Program on campus. Through
cooperation with the university administration and the initiative of individual EAA members over the past
three years this application was successful. We received a $10 000 grant
from Environment Canada with that
amount matched by the university.
The only catch was that, as merely a
club, the EAA could not oversee this
grant. After a few political difficulties
SAC agreed to take over the grant and
hire an Environmental Commissioner
to implement the program. Two EAA
members were hired as co-commissioners.
I am very pleased to see that this
program is finally off the ground. My
only regret is that the many individuals who worked so hard over
the past three years to see that this
program occurred are now being disregarded and are not receiving the acknowledgement they deserve.
This is very damaging to the EAA
as a whole. The EAA cannot function
without a large amount of support

from the student bu<ly. faculty and
staff. This group does play a valuable
role on campus and it is therefore
very important that the student
population can sec that we are indeed
accomplishing real and important
tasks on this campus.
Sincerely,
L}dia Stam
Acting President, EAA

Men without
hats
Dear Editor:

It is most unfortunate that the visit
to Windsor of R.C.M.P. officer Baltej
Singh Dhillon a few weeks ago
should give rise to such an outpouring
of subtle and not so subtle racism and
misinformation as expressed in letters
to the Windsor Star.
ln reading some of the attacks
directed against officer Dhillon, one
would think that he had single-handedly set out to bring about the demise
of "Canadian culture'' and the traditions of the Royal Canadian Mounted
Police.
In 1873, the Canadian Parliament
authorized the establishment of the
North West Mounted Police for the
purpose of preserving order and
safeguarding security in the west. The
original uniform included an impractical round pillbox hat held in place
by a chin-strap. At the same time,
white pith helmets were also worn. It
is interesting to note that beards were
allowed in the force and one of the
first bearded officers was the son of
the famous English writer Charles
Dickens.

Over the years, a variety of
headgear was worn by the force including fur caps and felt slouch hats.
The official winter uniform of the
prairies even included moccasins
which represented a borrowing from
another non-white culture. ft wasn't
until 190 l that the wide-brimmed
Stetsons were approved as an official
part of the R.C.M.P. uniform. Due to

their um,uitabilit) fur e,eryda)
modern policing, they are only worn
nov. for ceremonial or slate functions.
It is quite obvious. therefore, that officer Dhillon· s turban is not replacing
the Stetson in the performance of his
day to day duties as an R.C.M.P. of·
ficcr. So much for the argumenl~
about tradition and culture.
One writer to the Windsor Star of
No, ember 18, stated. "I am \\ riling to
say how sickened I v. as to see an
R.C.M.P. member wearing a turban."
Adolf Hitler. the world·~ leading
Master-racist, expressed similar cmo·
Lion in his autobiography. Mein
Kampf. Referring to the caftans worn
by Jews in Vienna, he wrote, "I often
grew sick to the stomach from the
smell of these caftan wearers!"
We all know the terrible price thal
was eventually paid for these
pathological
outbursts
directed
against racial and religious minorities.
The rise of the extreme right and the
increase in racial and religious in·
tolerance throughout the world would
indicate that we haven't learned our
lessons from the not too distant past.
Sincere!),
Les Dickirson
Hons. B.A. Asian Studies
Human Rights Committee.
Local 195 C.A. \\'.

Truly amazing
Dear Editor:

Your amazing predictions for 1993
were truly amazing. But what was
even more amazing was getting the
Pope to give his predictions aboul
Windsor. I mean, that was truly amaz·
ing, eh?
I don't suppose he said anything
about the Superbowl.
Sincerely

Tab Lloydreeder
Funny you should mention that.
The Pope did predict a strange inci·
dent wherein all the players on one
team decide that football is a silly
game and leave the field mid-quarter.
Ed.
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Constitutional
silence ominous
by Mark Crane
Lance news start
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Protocol pulled, police continue to be probed
by Judge Brisson
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Whatever happened to Canada's constitutional crisis?
Some might argue that it was solved by
Canadian 's rcJCCtion of the Charlottetown
Accord in last November's referendum.
More realistically. though, the problem
has yet to be solved, as the three main issues. Quebec's rights, Native People's
rights and a reformed senate are still outside the Constitution.
The media has been silent on the issue
since the referendum died. Considering
that 1993 will be an election year in
Canada, and that the Constitution will undoubtedly be an is!-.ue in he election.
silence about the issue is sure to make it a
problem come election time.
Most people who opposed the Charlottetown Accord did so because they felt
they were not part of the process. Many
argued that it was an clitbt affair, with
negotiations going on behind close doors,
inaccessible to most Canadians. Where arc
those people now? Were they simply content to sec thl. referendum fail. feeling that
their job as critics was done? Well, it is far
from done and now is the time for those
who claimed they ~anted to be part of the
process to get involved.
If the Constitution is ever to ne changed
~ ith the agreement of all or most
Canadians, it will only happen 1f they feel
involved in the process. The Charlottetown Accord is proof of that. But the
prohlem lies in the will ingncss of the
average Canadian to initiate (or at the very

least get involved in) a proces\ of constitutional reform. The reaction to the
referendum suggests that people arc very
willing to get involved, but only after
someone else defines the process.
Granted, many Canadians arc sick and
tired of hearing about the Constitutiim. As
true and understandable as this is, the
problem is not going to go away. It is
something that Canadians will have to
come to terms with eventually. Citizens
really have t~ o choices: start thinking
about it now and have a concrete stance
when the issue comes to the fore again; or
they can wait until a new government gets
elected and goes through the same process
of constitutional
reform
that
left
Canadians angry in 1992. Another more
ominous scenario is that a new government will try to pass essentially the same
proposals through Parliament piecemeal,
completely excluding the Canadian public.
The main issue is that Canadians keep
saying they want to have more involvement in the government, and when put to
the test they don't follow through. !land~ ritten invitations to get involved with
government arc a real rarity in any system,
and it is only through the creation of
grassroots organizations that ordinary
Canadians will have a say in how govern·mcnt policy is made. Furthermore, it is up
to !he citizens to make the agenda for
go,.crnment. not the other ""} around. If
all those people who votc<l no in the
referendum put forward a concentrate<l cf.
fort to put together a constitutional reform
pat:kagc. hy their sheer numher alone they
could not he ignored hy government.
EJ

Lance editorial staff

The Ontario Police Association
is at odds once again with the
provincial government over the
question of policing the police. In
the past. the police in Ontario
would oversee their own internal
investigations. This questionable
practice answered few questions
surrounding those incidents involving shootings of unarmed
citizens, many of whom were
killed.
Moreover, the disproportionate
number of black citizens who
were involved in these incidents
mobilized the black commun ity

to speak up, loudly.
As a result, the provincial
government set up the Special Investigations Unit (SIU), an organization of civilian and police
officials who would conduct investigations
of questionable
police activity. The unit's first
head, Mr Justice John Osler, a
conservative appointee to the Ontario Supreme
Court,
was
criticized in manv circumstances
for not laying charges against officers when many prosecutor's
believed adequate evidence was
present to warrant such action.
His
successor,
prosecutor
Howard Morton, the current head
of the unit, has come under fire

from the police, who question
"the politics·· of his office.
The criticism stems from Mr
Morton ·s endorsement of a law
which states that police officers
must answer the questions of the
SIU. Mr. Justice Osler subverted
the law as written by issuing a
'protocol'' to exempt officers in
cases where death or inJury may
result in criminal charges being
laid against the officer. This
"protocol" had the effect of
neutalizing the power of the SIU.
The union which represents
Ontario's police has advised their
members not to comply with the
law, -which they believe to be unconstitutional. By compelling a

police officer to give testimony
surrounding a shooting incident
for example, an officer may incriminate himself in some way.
As
citizens, every offa:er is
protected from such an inquiry
under the Charter of Rights and
Freedoms.
Docs it follow therefore, that
such a law is unconstitutional'?
The answer is unquestionably

no.
The Supreme Court of Canada
has ruled that an employer has
the right to discipline or discharge an employee who refuses
to answer questions surrounding
criminal activity, even in cases
where self-incrimination may

result. In addition, the Court has
al'iO ruled that the right to remain
silent docs not apply in circumstances involving internal
police disciplinary procedures.
The police arc a para-military
organization with privileges that
arc not bestowed upon all
citizens. They should therefore be
held to an appropriately strict set
of laws governing their activity
th.1t m.. v even conflict with their
rights as citizens. This is not to
sav that police officers may not
enact those rights ensured to
them under the constitution as
citizens, hut to do so may necessitate the forfeiture of their right
to police.
~
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How do you feel about the cuts to OSAP grants?
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Gilson

Darren
Wilcarius

Alex
Gil

Bin Bin
Chang

3rd Year
History

4th Year
Human Kinetics

M.A. student
Comm. Studies

M.A. student
Comm.
Studies

Pat

A lot of people won't be
able to afford :-.chool. T he
govern ment can't afford it
eithe r, hut it's too bad they
can't cut something else. It
seems like every year they
cut from school fun ding.

G reat idea, government
has to cut some place. Too
many people abuse the
system. It will give students
the incentive to find summer
jobs and pay for their own
education.

I think they suck. It's hard
enough being a student now,
working and trying to get
through school without
being saddled by additional
debt when you get out.

I feel sorry for students.
education should be a
priority of the country. They
should give the students the
opportunit} to go to school.

The Lance
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Reflex Fitness Centres extends an invitation
to all those who have a membership at
another health club to take advantage and
continue with our Fitness Programs.

Fitness Centres Inc.

(Reflex will honour all membershipsfro_m_ any.fitness
centre with I.D. card, and add the remammg lime to
your one year membership at Reflex Fitness C~ntres
Inc. If you bring in your expired card Reflex wt/I add
one free month to your new membership.)

Has expanded
into Windsor at
40 Tuscarora ...

•
•
•
•
•
•

NEW MANAGEMENT

NEW EQUIPMENT
FREE PARKING!
Come in &
Inquire about our

•
•

FIRST VISIT
OFFER!

•

HOW TO GET
STARTED
Simply bring this ad along with two
pieces of identification to the club.
Please phone for your initial visit!
Must be 18 years to participate.
One certificate per person.
First time users only.

FOR PEOPLE
THAT DESERVE
THE BEST!

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

DON'T PAY A
CENT EVENT!

Reflex Limited Offer
•
•
•
•

NO
NO
NO
NO

Upfront Fees
Initiation Fees
Maintenance Fees
Registration Fees

PAY MONTHLY

Qualified Staff/ Certified Instructors
Guaranteed Rate Renewal
Compo-Fit Fitness Evaluation
Free Parking
Suntanning
Fully Equipped Selectorized
Training
Individual Fitness Programs
Computerized Cardio-Vascular
Equipment
Renovated Squash, Racquetball and
Wallyball Courts
All New Reflex Free Weight Area
Aerobic Classes/Jazzercise
Step Aerobics
Gravitron
Windracers
Stairmasters
Fitness Evaluation
by Registered
Rowing Machines
Appraisal Staff ...
Olympic Weights
PLUS One FREE
Suntan Session
Tredmills
Life Step

with no paymellls until Jint dues payment

L______ .?!!:~!.!.'!::':'~!!~~!: ______ J
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FREE
FIRST VISIT
Present this ad for
your complimentary
First Visit FREE!
• Gives you use of all facilities
• A FREE fitness evaluation
• And one suntanning session

FREE

Offer expires Jan. 3/, 1993

Fitness Centres Inc.

971-7481

L------------------------------~

-io MILLION TIIVIES
SPECIAL
KAO DIDAK Disks Imprinted
MF 2 DD reg. $1.49
only $.99 each!
MF 2HD reg . $2.49
only $1.69 each!

WHERE THE INDUSTRY REOUIRES WEAR - TESTS OF 3
PASSES,

KAO * EXCEEDS

INDUSTRY STANDARD FOR

.. 0

MILLION.

AND

CLIPPING LEVELS

MILLION

WHERE

THE

IS 45 % ,

KAO

DISKETTES ARE INDIVIDUALLY TESTED TO BE AT LEAST 70 % •
SO IF YOU'RE INTERESTED IN OUALITY AND

RELIABILITY IN

Offer expires Jan. 29/93
A LINE OF DISKETTES, DATA CARTRIDGES AND OATS, THERE'S
ONLY ONE NAME TO LOOK FOR. KAO.
UNIVERSITY

OF

WINDSOR
BOOKSTORE
Open Monoay Fnoay 8 30 4 30 Saruro.i, 10 4

l

Letters come quick when you rate
student councillors. Seep. 15.

Fish-killing research
worth $78,000 to U
of W biologist, p. 3. ~~~~~

lance drama
reviewer says
Our Country's
good. Seep. 7.
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Senators left
out in the cold
Students low in
priority for space
-administration
by Teena Ward
Lance news staff
Students, more specifically,
student senators, do not rate very
high on the university's priority
list for space allocations.
According to Andy Hellenbart, Manager of the U of W
Space Planning and Property
Management, students are last on
his list of considerations for
space needs on the campus.
Morgan Elliot, Mark Gibson,
and Mike Cummins, this year's
elected student senators, found
this out the hard way when they
returned from the holidays to
discover their offices in the
Leddy library demolished. As a
result students have been having
a hard time contacting student
senators with their academic
concerns this semester.
Although aware of an eventual
move from their residence in the
Leddy Library, an actual date for
demolition had not been set
before they left the city for the
holidays.
Hellenbart indicated to Mor-

gan Elliot that the university had
"been thinking about tearing the
offices down [butJ not to worry
about it until after Christmas."
When Elliot returned to the
space after the break, the offices
were gone.
"There were no walls there
anymore," he said. "The contractor just went ahead and tore the
offices down."
According to Hellenbart his
office was also unaware of the
contractors plan until the demolition was already finished. "The
contractor took the time that was
must con 1,;11i..:nt, when no one
was around, to demolish the offices," said Hellcnbart. "{ It was]
upsetting that no one was informed." Hellenbart however
was impressed with the efficiency with which the contractor accomplished the job.
The possibility of the senators
gaining new space for the Winter
semester remains slight.
At present "all the offices are
assigned to faculty members ...
and there is no place to put them
(the senators)," said Hallenbart.
Hellenbart also reminded students of the hierarchy of priority
for space on the campus, saying
"full-time faculty has first
choice, part-time faculty is next
in priority, Doctorates third, and

Students gathered last Monday to pay tribute to slain civil rights leader Martin Luther King Jr.
Womyn's Centre co-ordinator Avonie Brown gives her perspective. Story page 4. (photos by Ted
Andkilde)

students and student groups arc
way down on the list."
Apparently. some faculty are
presently sharing office space
due to the cramped conditions on
campus, and students are bearing
the brunt of it.
Unfortunately. the dislocation
occurred at the busiest time of
the year for the senators. A large
part of their duties involves helping students get into classes
needed to graduate.
Elliot
stressed the need for accessibility
to do his job effectively.
'"What we need is another office accessible to all students,"
he said. "Open past the regular
hours of the University and easy
for students to find.··

Gibson also pointed out that it
is imperative for senators to keep
in touch with students in order to
accurately represent their needs
to faculty.
In order to continue to operate
without a 'home base', Gibson
and his colleagues have had students calling them at home with
grievances, and working out of
the SAC trailer on Tuesday afternoons until an alternate location
can be found.
The senators are also in need
of storage space for committee
reports, minutes and files. With
no place to store these documents adequately, Gibson fears
that next year's senators will not
be able to locate them.

"With so many people to consult. and such a bureaucracy built
up to follow up on, it all needs to
be kept organized. Having a consolidated list of activities (for
next year's senators) is essential," he said.
The completion of the new
CAW Student Centre will not
ensure the senators of a space on
the campus.
Hallenbart said he has not
made plans for space allocation
in the Centre yet. Any space
given to the senators may have to
be taken from SAC's allocation.
So unless SAC plans on including the senators in their new offices, next year's senator.. may
be left out in the cold.
ig

Constitutional debate not over
Retiring PEI premier blames media for accord's failure
the first peoples. No Canadian
can imagine Canada without
Quebec. These issues remain unresolved in our current constituThe continuing constitutional
tion," he said.
challenge was the focus of disGhiz, who was directly incussion for retiring PEI premier
volved with both the Meech
Joe Ghiz.
Lake and Charlottetown AgreeGhiz, speaking last Monday,
ments, also discussed the reasons
docs not believe that the conbehind their failures .
stitutional crises is over just yet.
"The Meech Lake Accord's
"Contrary to popular belief,
Canada's constitutional problems demise incorporated many factors, but an important one that
have not just gone away," Ghiz
was too often overlooked by the
told a group of constitutional law
press was the poor protocal bestudents at Moot Court
tween Ottawa and the provinces:
The liberal leader feels that
in particular Newfoundland," he
with the failure of the recent
Charlottetown Accord, attention says.
"Had Ottawa treated Newhas been taken from some of the
foundland more fairly, perhaps
more pressing issues in governClyde Wells would have dealt
ment.
with the accord differently."
"No Canadian likes the
He blamed the failure of the
patronage appointments of the
more recent constitutional amSenate. No Canadian can deny
the right of self government for. mendment on a wide range of

by Shawn Hupka
Lance news staff
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Visiting PEI premier Joe Ghiz cites the reasons for _the failure of
the last two constitutional agreements. (photo by K,ran Pa()

factors, most importantly the
media's involvement. Ghiz cited
a belief portrayed by the media
that some regions were receiving
more than others.
''Canadians throughout the
country were preoccupied by
what
other
regions
were
'receiving'. The press over emphasized these cleavages and
Canadians voted accordingly.''
The premier's concern over a
fractured Canada with Quebec's
possible
separation,
was
flavoured with nationalist sentiment.
"I am certain that Canadians
west of Quebec will have enough
love for this great country that
they will open their hearts and
allow the Maritime provinces in
[ if Quebec separates);' he said.
Ghiz, who retires this week,
declined to comment on any of
his future career options.
ig
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Lance calendar of events

Monday, January 25
City Council wil consider a
request for financial support
for the purchase of the Capitol
Theatre. Supporters are
asked to gather at the theatre
at 6:30 p.m. and walk over to
the meeting at City Hall.
§

The
Environmental
Awareness Association
invites the public to its Winter
Semester Coffee House at
Fanny's Starlight Lounge, 53
Pitt St East (Upper) starting at
8:30 p.m.

Tuesday, January 26

The
Kundallnl Yoga
Me'dltation Group meets
every Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the
Recovery Bookstore, 1551
Wyandotte West. For more
info call 252-7443.

•

Drop by the lnterVarsity
Christian Fellowship book
table in the Vanier cafeteria
foyer from 1O a.m. until 2 p.m.
The Red Cross will conduct
Bone Marrow Information
Sessions at 1 p.m. and 9 p.m.
at 3909 Grand Marais East.
Please call 944-6866 if you
plan to attend.
"" The University of Windsor
Board of Governors will
meet at 4:00 p.m. in Room
510, Windsor Hall Tower.
;, La Maison Francaise

F

Wednesday, January 27
;,

@

A: The Art Gallery of Windsor
hosts a collection of selfportraits in the Mezzanine
Gallery until May 9. 445 Riverside Dr. West, 258-7111 .
A: Common Ground hosts
Soundworks by
Mark
Thibeault until Jan. 28. 131
University Ave. West.

I

The
World University
Service of Canada Seminar
Series
presents
Dr .
Christopher King, who will
speak on " Non - verbal
Communication Across
Cultures" at 4 p.m. in the Oak
Room of Vanier Hall.

TC

u,

me

Sil

ter

me

po

Lancer volleyball vs . the
W estern Mustangs at St.
Denis Centre. The action gets
underway at 6:00 p.m. for the
men. 8:00 p.m. for the women.

Sil

co

att

Thursday, January 28
;,

•

§

Two Women and Their
Music, a seminar on women
composers. will be given in
the Recital Hall in the Music
Building at 4 p.m.

l

lnterVarsity Christian
Fellowship is meeting in the
Oak Room at 5:30 p.m .
The Criminology Society
hosts a Rhythm and Blues
Benefit for the Reaching Out
anti-vandalism program.
Dinner and entertainment
start at 7:00 p.m .• tickets $12.
Terry's Crown &Anchor, 1521
Riverside Dr West. Call Ian
Brooks at 977-7817 for
information and tickets.

The
Political Science
Association will conduct a
Model Parliament on Friday at
6-9:30 p.m. and Saturday at 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. The Oak Room.
Vanier Hall. Participation is
free.

The Canadian Studies
Lecture invites the public to
hear Jill Vickers of Carleton
University address the role of
womemn in the constitutional
debate in a talk entitled Why
Canadian Women Said No:
Canada in the age of New
Politics. 7:30 p.m . in the Rose
Room of Vanier Hall. The
lecture series is sponsored by
the U of Wand Wayne State
University.

be
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Sunday, January 31

as

cri
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Assumption University
Chapel hosts Mass every
Sunday at 10:30 a .m. and
4:30 p.m . 400 Huron Church
Road, located between the
University Centre and Huron
Church Road, call 973-7034
for information.

Saturday, January 30

ro
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lal
art

Lancer basketball vs . the
McMaster Marauders at St.
l Christian Culture Series
presents Dr. Dianne Bergant.
Denis Centre. Men tip-off at
speaking on Biblical Theology
2:00p.m.,womenat4:00p.m.
and Ecology, 3:00 p.m. at
Friday, January 29
§ The
Political Science
Assumption University, 400
Society will
hold
its
Huron Church Road.
A: The Art Gallery of Windsor
semi-formal
in
the
presents the Southwest BienM Ph
L
t
• You are not alone. Survivors
n,·a1. an exh.,b.rtion of local and
oungewill
a 630
:be
p .cm. earson
The dinner
o f I ncest A nonymous f or
i, Independent curator Bruce
regional artists. in the
buffet-style and there will be a
Lesbian and Bisexual
Ferguson w,11 give a lecture on
Graybiel and Eansor Galleries
cash bar. Tickets are $20 per
Womyn meets each Sunday
ri~~~ts v~r:n~~rfr~~~~o~
the complicated nature of art
until April 11. The public is inperson and $35 per couple
night from 7.9 p.m. at the
making
today.
7:3op.m.atthe
vited
to
hear
juror
Bruce
Ferand
are
available
from
SAC.
Metropolitan
speaking (in English) on
t th
·
Ch
h 3301 Community
Ed"
( 1
Simone de Beauvoir's Adieu.
Art Gallery of Windsor. 445
guson a
e opening
the SSS or from Melodie
urc •
,son a
7
4
4
3
5
A Farewell Ceremony. 478
Riverside Dr West. Everyone
rRt=:cept!donDatW : o P·m_
Barnett at the Poli_tical
fuBrohck)_. fCall ~ 4 8-2536 for
Sunset Ave., 4:30 .m.
rs welcome to attend.
,vers, e r est. 2 5 8 71 1 1·
Science Department Office.
rt er in ormat,on.
_____________________ P --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·-"
A: Visual and performing arts.
"" Club and society meetings.
§ Socials, parties. mixers. etc.
;,

Lectures. seminars, etc.

@

Notices, demonstrations.

@
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TCI 366 DX-40 MHZ System
• 80386 DX-40 MHZ CPU
• 128K Cache
2 Mb RAM
• 14" Super VGA Colour Monitor 0.28 dpi
• Super VGA Card with 1 Mb RAM

FREE Mouse

$1 2 95

• 105 Mb Hard Disk Drive
1.44 Mb 3.5" Floppy disk drive
IDE HD/FD Controller
• 2 Serial, 1 Parallel and 1 Game Port
101 Keys Enhanced Keyboard
Mini Tower Case
200W Power Supply
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GENERAL ELECTION

VOTE!!

I

Positions Open: President & Vice-President
Nominations open Friday, February 5 at 9:00 a.m
Nominations close Thursday, February 11 at 5:00 p.m.
All Nominations must be marked care of the Chief Electoral Officer.
For more information, contact Mark Gibson at 253-4232, ext. 3490
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Ancillary fees
may be capped
fees seen as 'back door' route to hike tuition
by Naomi Klein
courtesy the Varsity
TORONTO (CUP)
The
University of Toronto's plans to
meet funding cuts with higher
student ancillary fees may be intercepted by the Ontario governrnent, which is reviewing its
palicy on the fees.
Ancillary fees arc mandatory
student fees for services not
covered by tuition fees, such as
athletics and health care.
While a hike in ancillaries is
being touted by some members
of the university administration
as the answer to its funding
crisis, student groups say it's .
nothing more than a "back door"
route to hike tuition fees.
The fees are excluded from
the province's cap, which regu!ates the tuition fees universities
are allowed to charge.
A recent document published
by the Ontario Ministry of Colleges and Universities says the
ministry is looking at ways of
regulating the amount of ancillary fees universities can charge.
Among the options being considered by the Ministry are to:
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• deregulate compulsory ancillary fees which may be
charged by the institutions,
with the proviso that the total
amount paid by a st~~ent is
not to exceed a specified per-

• disallow all compulsory ancillary fees and offset the
decrease in revenue with an
increase in standard tuition
fees.
The document says universities using the fees to compensate for funding cuts could
damage the accessibility of postsecondary education.
"This... could pose a financial
barrier to students from low income families, if ancillary fees
arc increased significantly," it
reads.
There are huge discrepancies
in the ancillary fees charged by
the province 's universities. U of
T charges $112 per student.
York University on the other
hand, charges $267 while
Queen's University charges no
compulsory ancillary fees.
Alice Pitt, president of the U f'
of T Graduate Students Union,
said the move has already begun
to hike student user fees. She
said if the university goes in this
financing direction, it must be
met by giving students more
control over how, and how much
of the·,r money ·,s spent
·
"As more and more of the burden is put onto students, the
reigns of control need also to be
put into the hands of students,"
p·tt
a·ct
"Th
h
't
1
s 1 ·
ey
aven
d
t
d th
h
emons rate
at t ey are
·
1
·
serious
Y consi·denng
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When the university installs a new high pressure natural gas turbine at the Energy Conversion
Centre, it expects to save more than $1 million a year in utility bills. lphoto by SUZANNE NGUf)

Co-generation project to save
millions in utility charges
by Steve Rennie

bine engine which is similar in
construction to a jct aircraft en-

Lance news staff
In February:/the University of
Windsor will begin work on a
co-generation system in an effort
to save millions of dollars in
utility charges.
The system will cost about $5
million and will require no further expansion to the existing
energy conversion centre.
The current system uses
natural gas at standard pressure
to generate steam. This steam is
then used for direct heat, or to
power the 'absorption chillers'
which provide central heating
and cooling for most of the
buildings on campus.
The new system wiJl use high
·
pressure natural gas or fuel a tur-

ginc.
The turbine engine drives a
4:2 megawatt gel'lerator which
will be linked to the university's
power grid. Exhaust heat from
the turbine is funnelled into the
heat recovery boilers that create
steam for heating and cooling.
"We've been looking to do
this for some time, but only
recently has the project become
feasible," said Gary McMann,
Director of Physical Plant.
This system has been used by
Ontario Hydro for stand-by
power for years, but without the
added recovery boiler.
"Hydro runs at 35 percent efficiency The new system will
·
· ·
run at 82 percent effic1ency,"

said Project Engineer Dan Castellan. "lt is expected to save [the
university) $20 million over the
next 15 years."
The U of W spent $2.6 million
in electrical costs for 1991 /92
and this system is expected to
save $1 million per year, paying
for itself in about five years.
The co-generation system
could produce excess electricity
above the university's demand,
but there are no plans to export
energy to the community.
The unit, slated to arrive on
the first week of February, is
scheduled to begin operating in
June.
Ontario Hydro, Union Gas and
the Provincial Energy Minister
are assisting in funding the
·
proJect.
~

ir Biology professor given $78 000 to sniff out sea lamprey
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• ei1her regulate or deregulate
the compulsory ancillary fees
~hi~h i:nay be charged by the
institutions;

centagc of the standard tuition fee;
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Windsor Biology Professor
Barbara Zielinski has been the
recipient of $78 000 in funding
for her research into a problem
plaguing the Great Lakes.
Dr. Zielenski, who has been
with the university for three
years, will be using her expertise
of the olfactory organ (used for
smell) in an attempt to reduce the
growing
numbers
of
sea
lamprey.
The sea lamprey, a rather
primitive vertabrate, has been
preying on Great Lakes fish for
over three decades and has been

Free
HAT!

particularly harmful to whitefish.
This predatorv acitivity has
been economically devastating to
the once thriving Great Lakes
commercial fishing industry and
has also affected recreational
fishing.
ft is believed that the sea
lamprey has contributed to a loss
of millions of dollars in revenue
for the communities surrounding
the Great Lakes.
rn the past, govenmment
agencies have tried to combat the
spread of the sea lamprey by
constructing darns in hopes of
deterring the organism from
reaching spawning grounds.
This costly procedure has thus

far provided only mediocre
results.
Chemicals have been used in
other attempts to control the sea
lamprey populations. By applying a selective lampricide (a
chemical compound that kills sea
lampreys in their larval stage) to
stream dwelling lamprey, there
has been a re-establishment of
the native fish in the Great
Lakes.
However, the application of
lampricide is relatively ineffective in large bodies of water. The
procedure is also very costly
since the chemicals must be applied on a regular basis. This is
where Dr. Zielinski's research

has proved to be most valuable.
Zielinski plans to study the
structure and function of the sea
lamprey's olfactory system with
a variety of complex microscopic
techniques and other analytical
processes. By becoming more
familiar with the organism's
sense of smell, she hopes to find
a naturally occuring scent that
will attract it.
By concentrating the larvae in
areas that can be effectively
treated with lampricide, their
numbers can be controlled more
cost effectively.
During her research, Zielinski
will undergo an extensive study
of the lamprey's olfactory organ.

She will analyze it at its cellular
level, even counting the individual cells in the hope of
revealing
more about
the
organism's characteristics.
Zielinski
emphasized
the
benefit to students that the research will provide. She predicts
that as many as 400 students may
eventually take part in her research, through a variety of experiments and data collecting
procedures.
Funding for the research is
provided by the Great Lakes
Fishery Commission and the
University Research Incentive
Fund.
(y
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King Jr. message lives on
by Lillian Camilleri
Lance news staff

The teachings of Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr. reverberated
throughout MacPherson Lounge
last Monday, as the Black
Students'
Alliance
(BSA)
celebrated and mourned the life
and death of the slain civil rights
leader.
King. who was assassinated
April 4, 1968 at his motel in
Memphis. Tennessee, was noted
for preaching non-violence and
racial harmony. His messages
were carried forth at the
memorial including speeches by
several past and present members
of the BSA.
BSA President Paul Martin
emphasized King's impact on the
world in his role as a "leader,
prophet, and messiah," as one
who was ''willing to take a stand
for the people of America.·•
Martin continued with the idea
that blacks must learn to love
themselves if progress is to be
made.
Chris Gillett, former BSA
president, focused on the black

BAR AND GRILL
Tuesday, Jan. 26:

Open Mic Night
Thurs. Jan. 28:

Pariah Brothers
Fri. Jan. 29 & Sat. Jan. 30

Garden Weasel
Wyandotte at Campbell
254-7900

Seven days a week

Attention Grads!
KEVIN CAN HELP YOU THROUGH THE
1st TWO YEARS ECONOMICALLY

Metro 2-dr Hatchback

KEVIN THIELK

'184 46

LEASE
A NEW
1993
GEO
METRO
for 24 mos. for only ...

PLUS
TAX

$750 grad rebat e used as down payment
1st payment, $250 security deposit & licence fee required
Call Kevin r,N) 734-7844 (H) 736-5666

A Tradition of Trust Since 1931

500 FRONT Rd.

LASALLE

734-7644

experience insofar as blacks are
made to feel inferior to whites.
He spoke of King's notion that
"whites never understand, only
tolerate blacks."
Gillet also centred on King's
belief that "the choice is not between non-violence and violence,

but non-violence and non-existence."
Addressing the current situation in Somalia, Gilett said its
people "live as fools because
thay fail to live together as
brothers and sisters."
BSA vice-president Robert
Small addressed the Rodney

King beating as an experien
th~t • "clashes with the [D~
King s] dream of the 'promised
land'.
Small said that the beating
clearly shows that blacks are still
denied freedom of. living where
they want, a quality education
and a well paying job.
He stressed that it is important
for blacks to "break the silence
and invisibility," and to "make
that dream a reality."
Following the speakers, a
video
presentation depicted
scenes of the racial violence and
police brutality that plagued the
United States during the 60s. The
tribute to King was capped off
with a poetic homage by Michele
Green and vocal performances bi
Jackie Russel and "Tony Tough.:.
Anyone wishing to volunteer
their time in conjunction with
Black History Month (February)
is asked to leave their name and
number at the SAC trailer.
Additionally, submissions for
a 12 page newsletter sponsored
by the BSA to commemorate
black history month, are being
accepted in the SAC trailer. ~
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Students fight loggers to save 'Mystic' trees
by Alisa Smith
courtesy of the Martlet

VICTORIA (CUP) - About 50
large trees in the ravine property
adjoining the Uni'versity of Victoria campus were marked with
red Xs this week and students are
afraid the area - now up for
development - is slated to be
logged.
The ravine property Mystic
Vale - one of the few remaining
large greenspaces on the Saanich
peninsula - has captured the affection and loyalty of students
dedicated to preserving its
natural values in the face of

chainsaw-hungry developers.
"A number of students are
prepared to physically intervene," said Bobby Arbess, a
spokesperson for the Friends of
Mystic Vale.
"Our short term solution is to
get into the developers' hair, and
show them there's going to be
problems if the development is
pushed through. We'll use civil
disobedience," said Arbess.
Dr. Alfred Fischer, vice president of administration, said the
university had nothing to do with
the red Xs on the trees, to his
knowledge.
The owner of the part of the

vale in question said it's private
property.
"Do students have any bu~1ness being concerned with c1
neighbour's house?" asked Byron
Price.
The university has long been
interested in the property, but it\
worth millions of dollars - an
expense the university administration says it must justify
beyond purely "natural" value.
The university has created a
committee of faculty members to
report on possible academic"
values.
There are presently no positions open to students.
~
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Nominations.! or the SA C
General Election open Feb.
4,1993 at 9:00 a.m. and close
Feb.II, 1993 at 5:00 p .m.

10 NEW TV's including

2 G I A N T TV's!
•free hotdogs at halftime•

TOUCH DOWN BON US:
Try our Superbowl '93 shooters--

Buffalo Breath
VS

Cheerleaders
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POSITIONS OPEN:
Elected at large
I - President (req uires 100 nominators in addition to
nomination papers)
I - Vice-President University Affairs
2 - University Centre Advisory Board Members
J - Senators
5 - Senate Committee on Student Affairs Members

Elected by Faculty
3 - Social Science Reps
I - Nursing Rep
I - Visual Arts Rep
2 - Business Reps
I - Engineering Rep
I - Science Rep
I - Drama Rep
I - Computer Science Rep
I - l luman Kinetics Rep
I - Law Rep
I - Music Rep
I - Arts Rep
I - Social Work Rep
I Rli_Ft:RE\'OU\1 QJJ..f;.S..TJON SI/Aid_. JJH

tSKliD C®LCh'RN/..NJJ TIIE ()RJJ.G. Pl 11\

BuffaloWings ... 14¢ each*
Texas Chili andChips
... $1.77*
*specials start at 2P.M.
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is produced
using, in part,
recycled paper.
KEEP THE
CYCLE GOING ...
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by Otto Buj

~

Special to the Lance

If I were king and it were
J979, we'd be unreeling Robin
Hardy's The Wicker Man, Jess
Franco's Venus in Furs (and Succubus to be sure), Fellini's City
of Women, George Romero's
Martin,
Jean-Luc
Godard's
Weekend, and just more or less
freaking out to the obscure and
disreputable likes of LOOI others.
But, unfortu nately, it'll never
happen in this lifetime. You sec,
the minds move on, 'grow up',
forget, and die off quietly, and
the TV babies will just never
know any better.
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smells like Walpurgisnacht

The TV babies and their
broken old folks are contributing
members to a disinterested
market that is more inclined to
cable convenience, MTV, and
just interested in keeping their
noses clean and not ending up in
Hell. You see, that's what can
happen to you when you're
caught with a bunch of lecherous
old goats in a 42nd Street grind
joint all-nighter, or nabbed smoking pot at a drive-in double bill of
Three on a Meatlzook and The
Se.xorcist. I mean, nothing will
happen to you if you don't leave
the house. But the bodies have
become increasingly bored and
boring, and their casket couches

have contributed to ghosted
movie houses and industrial
parks in place of drive-ins.
Nobody is intere1,tcd in experience anymore. " Don't worry
about it man, Virtual Reality is
coming." Yeah, but what sadly
goes with the langour of 240 million or so are, among many other
things, lost experiences.
An ever-sophisticated population has killed the demand for the
good •garbage,' and as such too
many incredibly unique film experiences are missed, particularly
in the context of a film theatre as
opposed to video. Prints of fi lms
that at one time coaxed vom it
and taught the ABCs of anatomy

in the back seat are being left behind by bankrupt distributors, or
worse yet, blindly incinerated by
indifferent studios. (Case in
point: Spirits of the Dead, showing in the upcoming Grindhaus
Cinemaphilia fi lmic jubilee, was
miraculously and accidently
recovered from the flooded basement of an abandoned downtown
Toronto theatre.)
And
that
is
Grindhaus
Cinemaphilia, tantamount to
scurrying to collect loose page~
from an old library going up in
flames. It is like CPR, giving
these stupid, but somehow magical strips of celluloid one last
blast of light.

And now, after nearly two
years of screening, I have come
co regard each and every G-Haus
evening as almost like having
'friends' over for a feast of sorts.
However, it is a little diversion
with friends that I do not know. It
is you and I and that sorcerous
filmmaker congregating for a
collective experience, for some
sort of Walpurgisnacht. And it
has been damned beautiful. and
in a ridiculous way, kind of
'spiritual'. Thank you for the inve!.tment, you are brothers and
sisters of a kind. Sec you on
Monday night.
[g
Otto Buj organizes Grtndhaus
Cinemaphilia.

Fantastic films to feed your fetishistic fancies
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out of hiss~ ,tc:m. Whe11 he: got to
this "ision of man ·s last days on
earth. he looked at his subjecl
\\ ith astonishing purity. The terror in Shame i., how prosaically
3\\ ful the end can be. Shame is.
in many ways, Bergman's
equiYalcnt to Godard's Weekend
also an account of what
people do to survive. It is a vision
of the effect of war on two
people. and it puts us in the position of all those occupied peoples
we have seen being interrogated
and punished and frightened until
they can no longer tell friend
from enemy, extermination from
liberation." - Pauline Kaci

by Otto Buj
Special to the Lance

,tonday Februar~· I
Tuesda~· Februar~ 2
Blow-Up. directed b~

le
I·

a

~lichaelangelo Antonioni

,n

(Great Britain 1966; 110 min.)
Based on a s hort story of the
same name b} Argentinian writer
Julio Cortazar, Blow-Up is the
Antonionian reading of the Faust
legend, tracking a fashion
photographer in super-hip mod
London who comes to believe
that he's captured a murder on
fil m. in turn losing his own
foothold in 'actuality'.
Not un like Felli~i·s 8 1/2 and
Bergman· s Th e Magician, it is
Antonioni's invaluable contribution to the subject of the artist's
involvement with his medium,
ultimately questioning the nature
of the photographic image and its
relationship to reality (and with a
dynamite appearance by the
Yardbirds with young pups
Jimmy Page and Je ff Beck jamming "Stroll On ").
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Monday February 8
Tuesday February 9
Amarcord, directed by
Federico Fellini
(Italy 1973; 127 min.)
Amarcord - literally meaning
'I remember' in Roman dialect
- is a dreamlike vision of the
past, a Fellinian document of life
in wartime fasci st Italy, concerned particularly with one
family's sex-obsessed teenage
son, his insane uncle, and the
town's nymphomaniacal tobacconist.
Although marked by his
trademark parade of gross
humans, it is nonetheless one of
Fellini's more tender, amicable
recounts. Winner of 1973 Oscar
for Best Foreign Film (as if that
should mean anything).
Monday February 15
Tuesday February 16
Gimme Shelter, directed by
John and Albert Maysles and
Charlotte Zwerin
(USA 1970; 91 min.)
Gimme Shelter is John and Albert Maysles and Charlotte
Zwerin's 16mm account of the
Rolling Stones' 1969 American
t?ur (read: business trip) that
nghtfully consummated at Altamont with the on-screen murder of Meredith Hunter, a young
black man in attendence carved

~

' 11,',f

DEATH AT ALTAMONT - One of the grislier events of the 1960s is preserved in Gimme Shelter.

up by Hell 's Angels hired as
security. " It is one of the most
unpleasant, bleak, and depressing
films ever made.
It is an end-of-the-world film,"
praised The New York Times.
Psychotronic Video reckons that
it "would make a good doublebill with Night of the Living
Dead."

Monday February 22
Tuesday February 23
The Devils, directed by Ken
Russell
(Great Britain 1971; 108 min.)
"With each new film, Ken
Russell has become increasingly
obsessed with madness. Now in
The Devils, he has made a
delirious fresco about the insanity of the witch hunts in 17thcentury France. It is a film so
unsparingly vivid in . its imagery,
so totally successful in conveying
an atmosphere of uncontrolled
hysteria that Russell himself
seems like a man possessed.
It is like a lunatic opera, an attempt to make a furious poem out
of frenzy. The film does not work
as drama, but as a glimpse of
Hell it is superbly, frighteningly
effective. There are graphic tortures,
profane
theophanies,
demoniac masques and blasphemous orgies. Russell is
enamored
like some preRaphaelite by the stuff of damnation. This gives bis work a
decadent, self-indulgent quality
that makes for a unique and often
stunning spectacle." Time,
1126n1

Monday March l
Tuesday March 2
Alphaville , directed by JeanLuc Godard
(France 1965; 98 min.)
' Secret agent Lemmy Caution
has been sent to Alphaville (in a
Ford Galaxie no less) on a mission to bring back or kill Professor von Braun . Three agents have
already failed: Dick Tracy, Flash
Gordon, and Henry Dickson .. .'
So it begins. Shot in contemporary Paris, Godard 's Alphaville
is far less ridiculous than it all
may imply. It is his "sci-fi in a
baby carriage," his pop culture
nod (inspired by comic strips)
and cinematic equivalent to a
Lichtenstein painting, and was
100 percent ' post-modem' way
before it was hip and legitimate.
Monday March 8
Tuesday March 9
Last Year at Marienbad,
directed by Alain Resnais
(France/Italy 1961; 93 min.)
A masterful collaboration between Resnais (Hiroshima Mon
Amour and Providence) and
novelist Alain Robbe-Grillet,
Last Year at Marienbad has been
heralded as one of the most important and intriguing works in
film history - and influencing a
number of filmmakers since,
from Bunuel and Fellini through
to the ambitious low-brow set,
including Dino
Coscarelli ' s
Phastasm and Radley Metzger's
The Lickerish Quartet. On a superficial level, this hyper-stylized
non-film concerns itself with a

man at an enormous glacial
chateau hotel somewhere in Germany trying to com incc a
woman guest they have had an
affair the year before, and she
should leave the man she is with.
The rest is "entrusted to you''.

Monday March 15
Tuesday l\tarch 16
Cherry, Ha rry and Raquel,
directed by Russ Me)er
(USA 1969; 71 min.)
Lodged between Vixen ( 1968)
and the monumental Beyond the
Valley of the Dolls (1970), Cherry, Harry and Raquel is "as only
bosom-buddy RM could possibly
pitch it" "an incisive probe into
the very soul of those people that
both profit and lose as a result of
the heinous narcotics racket.. .. A
dusty Arizona border town and
vast expanses of baked desert
provide the magnificent scenic
backdrop for fast cars, blazing
guns, and super-ample women ...
each and all hot! " Man, does it
get better than that or what?
Monday March 22
Tuesday March 23
Shame, directed by Ingmar
Bergman
(Sweden 1969; 103 min.)
"Shame is an elegy written in
advance for a civilization that
seems already lost. Bergman
finally took the death knell itself
for his theme, and no one could
say he hadn't prepared. He had
already played around with so
many macabre fantasies that he
may have worked the fantastic

1\londay March 29
Tuesda~· March 30
The Decameron, directed by
Pier Paolo Pasolini
(Italy 1971; 111 min.)
Lavishly
illustrating
his
libidinous view of humankind,
Pasolini adapts 10 of Boccaccio's
100 tales (from the 14th-century
text of the same name) to the
screen. for what is the first segment of Pasolini's 'Trilogy of
Please'. From the director of Accaro11e, The Gospel According to
Saint Matthew, and Salo, the 120
Days of Sodom .
Monday April 5
Tuesday April 6
Spirits of the Dead, directed by
Vadim / Malle / Fellini
(France/ltaly 1969; 117 min.)
Inspired by the mad scratchings of Edgar Allan Poe, Spirits
of rite Dead is a lunatic tryptich
built up by Roger Vadim' s Metzengerstein (with a post-Barbarella Jane Fonda); Louis
Malle's William Wilson, and
Federico Fellini's incredible
Toby Dammit (Or Never Bet the
Devil Your Head). More than
making up for Vadim and
Malle 's comparably pale segments, Fellini concentrates his
gallery of grotesques into an insanely delirious 37 minutes, concerning itself with its damned
namesake (Terence Stamp), a
drunken,
drug-addicted
Shakespearean actor "whose
habitual swearing and betting is
explained only by the fact that
his mother beat him with her left
hand.·• Never released to video. [g
Grindhaus Cinemaphilia is at
the Capitol Theatre, 121 University Avenue West. Admission is
$4 and all movies will be shown •
on 35mm film at 9:00 p.m.
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SUPERBOWL PARTY!!

Time central theme
of life in The Station
The Station
directed by Sergio Rubini
Windsor Film Theatre
Feb. I - 7
by Sharon Roebuck
Lance arts staff

A way of living a life - shift
work. Anyone who has ever had
a night job knows how the little
ceremonies of time can become
very compulsive.
Domenico, the night Station
Master in the Italian film The
Station. juggles each piece of
wood exactly four times before
placing it in the stove.
"It takes that wood ten minutes
to burn," he says, "And two
minutes and 52 seconds for the
coffee pot to perk one cup. Unless, of course, one wishes to
make two cups, in which case it
takes two minutes and 57
seconds, give or take a second."
The thin little man (Sergio
Rubini, who is also the director)
measures out his life with coffee
spoons, literally. Otherwise, we
know nothing about him, though
there are vague references to a
fiance whom he apparently loves,
and a neurotic mother whom he
plainly doesn't.
The only glimpse of the latter
is a quick cut to her bedroom
where her healthy buttocks are
bared to receive a hypodermic
needle.
He studies a German language
note book, uttering phrases out
loud as he prepares for a typical
clerk's vacation and the only
sound is the relentless rain sluicing down the windows and
streaming into the gutters of the

•

cobbled streets. He exists here in
a room between yesterday and
tomorrow, a room where othe~
would only wait for their destina.
tions, not somewhere they would
wish to be for long.
Although through this description it may seem so, this is not a
slow-paced, minimalist film.
From the station, the scene sud.
denly shifts to an upscale party
with chic, Sade-like music where
intrigue is being played out be.
tween two gentlemen who can
only signify white collar crime.
When she, of the lovely ancient name Flavia (Marguerita
Buy) in a form-fitting, off the
shoulder red dress, escapes from
the party and arrives at the station, Domenico's routine is shattered. She must remain with him
until her connecting train to
Rome arrives in the morning.
In
pursuit of her, the
dangerous, demented Danilo is
but a character served up for
dramatic purposes, for it is always the little Station Master
who interests us the most.
A shot of a cross-legged Flavia
on a straight-backed chair, and he
can only excuse his shy, black
eyed stare with: "But you 're so
tall." As he talks with her during
the night, his face seems to lose
its thin-lipped, beak-nosed appearance and becomes rounder
and more sensual. What ensues is
part love story, part thriller.
As a loaded symbol for human
existence suspended in time, Tl,,:
Station is a reminder that often
our most important moments
happen while we arc awaiting
other destinations.
lg

GET A HEAD START ON
SU1\IMER '93

FRIDAY, JANUARY 29, 1993
VANIER EAST DINING ROOM

COMPANIES AITENDING

The City of Windsor
Ford Motor Company
Essex County Assoc. For Community Living Works Corp
Zalev Brothers Limited
Vituel Corporation
Canada Employment Centre
Canadian Armed Forces
Student Work Abroad Programme
Windsor Police Service
United Way of Windsor-Essex County
Michigan Metro Girl Scouts
Action Window Cleaners
Kelly Temporary Services
Student Sprinkler
Sales & Merchandising Group
Camp Trillium
Creative Outdoor Lighting
Suburban Landscaping Inc.
College Pro Painters
R.P. Scherer Canada/Pharmaphil
Boblo Island

Poetry where the
nights are long...
The Lance is calling for poetry submissions
to be published in our March 15 issue.
The Lance is printing a two-page feature of students'
poetry in the issue of Monday, March 15, 1993. Poems
of any style and any theme will be accepted. The poems
will be selected by Arts Editor Sarah Roebuck and poet
Salvatore Ala. Please send submissions to the Lance
office, Phase 2, Unit 10 of Clark Residence, Walnut St.
or drop off at the SAC trailer in an envelope marked
"Att'n Lance" by FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 26, 1993.
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Art celebrates
1,000,030th
birthday

in

by Sarah Roebuck
Lance arts editor
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I WAS SENT TO A LAND DOWN UNDER: University Players offer stellar performances in Our Country's Good. (by SUZANNE NGUI)

Play traces Aussie origins
Our Country's Good
directed by William Pinnell

t:nh·ersity Players
Essex Hall

Jan. 21-24, 27-31
by Lara MacMillan
Lance arts staff

The latest offering of the University
Players, Timberlake Wertenbaker's Our
Country's Good, is thoroughly entertaining.
The play is based on a true story and set
in 18th-century Australia, during which
time the continent was a penal colony.

Our Country 's Good centers around an
ambitious young lieutenant who, to give the
prisoners a sense of dignity and further his
military career, chooses to cast and direct
prisoners in a play.
Most memebers of the student cast play
more than one role, but the characters are
vivid enough that the "doubling up" causes
no confusion.
Stand-out performances were handed in
by Jeff Grujicich and Jennifer Simser.
Grujicich, who plays both the practical
Captain David Collins and the overdramatic prisoner Robert Sideway, is par-

ticularly wonderful in the latter role, adding
just the right lightness when needed.
Simser is truly moving in her portrayal of
the woman prisoner, Liz Morden, facing a
possible death sentence.
The oppressive existence of women in
the penal colony comes across with the
most clarity in her performance.
Danica West's costume design is excellent, William Pinnell's set is simple and
functional with particularly beautiful
sculpted clouds as a backdrop.
Our Country's Good will most certainly
not disappoint.
ID

On Jan. 17, I 963, artist Robert
Filliou proclaimed art to be one
million
years
old,
and
ceremoniously dropped a wet
sponge in a bucket. Ever since.
the birth of art has been
celebrated on this date.
Canada has been recognizing
this day for artists since 1990,
when 1t was celebrated in Vancou\'er. This )ear, Fanny's Starlight Lounge hosted the Windsor
party.
To begin the festivities,
Roderick Johnson performed a
brief,
compelling
Junkanoo
dance, wearing a skirt and globeshaped hat, all of bursting
colours. With a whistle, shaker
and a recorded beat to move to,
Johnson took over the room in
these few moments of cultural
experience.
An auction followed, featuring
hand-designed T-shirts, paintings, and other art objects.
Deirdre Logue, an organizer, said
the auction raised about $250 and
helped cover expenses.
Mother Tongue, a world beat
band, played all original material
into the night. The band's unique
sound stems from its fresh combination of instruments as well as
musicians. Hopefully, they will
return to Windsor soon.
For the first local celebration
of art's birthday, the Windsor
party was a great success. Sponsors included Artcite, Common
Ground, Windsor Printmaker's
Forum, OAM, Windsor Folk
Society, (Compri) Hotel, -and
Fanny's Starlight Lounge.
These celebrations motivate
people to participate in art, but
more significantly,
heighten
modem appreciation of the importance of art.
ID
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Ambassador Plaza - Tecumseh and Huron Church
... for freshness, quality, and economy

1Oo/o student discount!
• snacks • candy • health supplements •
• baking supplies • beans, peas, rice • Pop Shoppe

OPEN: Mon-Wed 9:30 - 8 ; Thurs-Fri 9:30- 9
Saturday 9 - 9; Sunday 11 - 4

THIS IS IT!
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comes to the rescue...

You can have your quality
graduation portrait taken
the inexpensive way in the
privacy of the Vanier Hall
Trillium Room 'A ', on Jan.
25, 26, 27, and 28, 1993.
For only $12 plus taxes you can have:
• 8-10 poses taken
• Colour change of background
• Use of silk roses, diploma, mortarboard
• Proofs to keep

Please sign up for an appointment at Odette
Bldg. Commerce Society Office, Main Foyer.
You w ill receive the same excellent service o ur customers
have become accustomed to: attention to makeup, help
With the graduation attire, etc. We keep your negatives on
file; you can re-order anytime.

DON'T J,VAIT FOR SPRING, DO IT NOfV!!
Groups of stuucnts can also hU) class composites ifwe have 75%
partit:ipation. We look forward to hcing .it your service!

turns
sports
baron
SuperBowl
Sunday

...
eel open their glossy covers and you
enter an alternative universe, a fourtr
dimension most often glimpsed through
beer
commercials
and
daytime
television.
It is a world where students, well-groomed and
grinning, are distracted only by a vast array of
consumer products as they march steadfast along
their tree-lined Career Paths, making the Right
Decisions because they Know Their Options.
When they're not busy charting their futures,
these campus denizens are out doing Interesting
Things: taking trips (sans chemicals) to exotic and
rugged locales, making surprising sums of money
running small businesses, or displaying their golden (always golden) bodies, encased in the latest
career-conscious fashions, to members of the opposite (always opposite) sex. While wearing condoms, of course.
Welcome to the wartless world of Campus
Canada and Looking Up, Canada's full-colour
"student" magazines. For undergrads, reading
Campus Canada and Looking Up is not unlike the
experience prisoners of war must undergo while
watching Hogan's Heroes reruns.
You are transformed into a lurid sitcom-likeness of the Typical Canadian Student and then
told in clumsy and imperious prose exactly what
is supposed to be important in your life. It is a
world stripped of conflict, tragedy, injustice, inequality (unless it is in the process of being solved
by eager young altruists), or any of the countercultural eruptions or gaping frustrations that might
make being young in Canada in the '90s something actually worth reading about.
But if these publications are attuned to students
without souls, they themselves are something
even worse: they are magazines without journalists.
While apparently they are little more than
throwaway chintz, the magazines pose a real
threat to the only source of indepth coverage of
student issues - student-owned and -operated
newspapers. Privately owned and profit-driven,
the glossy magazines are accountable only to
those who can afford to buy space in their pages.
They are part of that quintessential phenomenon
of our time, the "advertorial" magazine, where advertising and editorial material are virtually one
and the same. Needless to say, neither magazine
has ever published anything that could even obliquely offend an advertiser.
trolling across the University of
Manitoba campus one day almost two
years
ago,
Alayne
Armstrong
nonchalantly grabbed a copy of
Campus Canada from a pile. As
entertainment editor of the Manitoban, she made
a point of reading everything she could get her
hands on.
Flipping through it, she was stunned to discover an article on the Rocky Horror Picture
Show - lifted directly from the pages of the
Manitoban.
"They hadn't bothered to ask us permission,"
Armstrong said in a recent telephone interview. "I
was very angry."
Some weeks later, Armstrong spoke to the
editor of Campus Canada. "She basically said
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Most papers are tiny non-profit organiza e th
they had the right to print anything they wanted
from anywhere they wanted," Armstrong remem- with budgets barely above the cost of prir atior
bers, "and we should be pleased that they picked Most get base funds from tuition levies - and :ents
our stuff. She actually said 'You should be flat- rest has to come from selling ads. Many st ·: ex
tered that we did this .'"
press business managers fear that magaz.: ent~
Other newspapers have had similar experien- like Campus Canada and Looking Up are cut er
ces. The McGill Daily was forced to change its thick slices out of their own advertising pie. ·es."
copyright policy two years ago after discovering
There is at least some truth to this, says .ocke
that their writers' articles had appeared, without Kirkham. As executive manager of the stu!!t a m
permission, in Looking Up. And writers from owned ad sales company Campus Plus, K1r ·icle.
literally dozens of papers have seen their stories handles national advertising for 60 s don
paraphrased weeks later, without permission, 1n papers. He is able to list a number of majO! ·pus,
either of the two glossies. And contrary to the ex- vertisers who have abandoned the student;. ouh
pectations of glossies, they are rarely flattered.
for the glossy magazines. "Now other comp?. re tr)
This is partly because of the ,:;ompany their ar- are able to take advantage of the fact that th as
ticles are forced to keep . Both magazines regular- a market out there,·· he says.
~w
ly obfuscate the border between ads and articles.
Because they were not student journalists :J th
A "news" article m a recent Campus Canada founders of Campus Canada and Looking •ex
issue, for example, contains the unlikely phrase never anticipated how seriously students ·yot
"Bauer Precision In-line Skates can provide a fun their papers. They were simply entreprere: ~e. t
and beneficial workout." A few pages later, a after all, who saw a relatively open market in
lavish full-page ad appears for guess whose vertising on campuses. How could they ·
skates. In the latest Looking Up , an article which known that the market had been created,
promises "a snapshot" of the affordable computer tured and tightly held by students?
market names th e products of only two comSpeaking from his Toronto office, Car..
pan ies - Apple and Hewlett Packard - embel- Canada publisher Kim Locke sounds like • ake
lishing them with adjectives like "snazzy" and genuinely bewildered by it all. As far as Loe•·~ 5·
"affordable."
concerned, students really shou ld be gratef. ~.r o
As it happens, there are only two compan ies Campus Canada. "People sit back and say 1 ,.s
which regularly advertise computer products in you 've never put anything back, "' he says. I.,·
Looking Up.
you know, that's not true. "
ec
It gets worse. Both magazines regularly run
material where you're left wondering whether
you've just read paid advertising, gratuitous enSAC needs someone to
dorsement or some combination thereof.
run its elections. pp. 3. It
To understand the rude reaction they have
also needs someone to
run in its elections, p. 4.
received from student journalists, you have to understand that the student press is an almost impossibly fragile organization. Without permanent
editorial staffs, the papers are constantly pulling
themselves up by the bootlaces as their editors
and volunteer staffs successively re-learn their
skills and then graduate. But through successive
generations of student journalism, one problem
has remained constant - finding money to publish.

c

lplossy national niagazines
~trade students for ads,
~nd peg student-run
by DOUG SAUNDERS, Canadian University Press

nizai- ,8 then lists the things he's given students:

pn ations to campus athletics, paycheques to the
and .ents who distribute his magazine, and , sl ;t exciting - the more than $55 000 in prizes
agaz. .ents have won during the past two years,
e c, ch nclude typewriters, stereos, and in-line

e.

·es."
.ocKe doesn't even refer to Campus Canada
stuc· a magazine in conversation . Rather, it's a
Krrt. ,cle."
stu don't know," he says, when asked why some
naic· ~uses, including York University, refuse to
3nt IX oute his magazine. "I hope we can rectify it;
,mpar: etrying to find a solution to it. I wish I knew
tt the:e aschool such as York would have such difiyw1th us."
!lists :o the student press and the glossy mags
Jkmo !exactly speak the same language. And, like
mts· ·yother people who don't speak the same lan)ren ~e. they are bound to come into conflict.
<et •
irst of all, I want to let you know that if
iey t
any of you print an ything negative about
.ted.
me, I'm prepared to sue you. And if you
try to have my magazine banned from
Calli
campus, or thrown out or boycotted, I
ike 11: ·ake you to court. It's as simple as that."
Loe• l'3 said Monte Perlman, publ isher and coatefo er of Looking Up, in an address to a group of
;ay ~ ors and writers from the Ontario student
ys. ss.
eoccasion: an October 1991 meeting to talk
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Mexico and free trade,
not all it's cracked up to
be. Centrespread.

't

campus, Perlman fought back.
Looking Up's cover banner, which originally
read "Canada's Campus Voice," suddenly
changed to an ironically threatening "Threat-free
Journalism.'' Perlman wrote a bitter editorial accusing the student press of "censorship" that
"parallels book-burning." Canadian University
Press, a student-run national wire service and
newspaper support organization, was accused of
"launch[ing) a massive smear campaign reminiscent of McCarthyism in the '50s."
Finally, Looking Up's lawyers sent a letter to
CUP's Ottawa oftices demanding $650 000 in
damages and immediate apologies to be printed
in all 51 member papers. According to CUP officials, the lawyers haven't followed through on the
demands.
For some student press veterans, the whole
story evokes a sense of deja vu.
John Parsons, who was president of CUP in
1980-81, recalls the first time glossy "student"
magazines appeared on campus .
"It was around 1974 when a magazine called
Like it Is started appearing,·· Parsons remembers .
"It was started by two or three entrepreneurs form
Toronto who tried to have it dumped on campuses. It was basically totally blunted, soft, wishywashy journalism by any standard. The
newspapers, finding this thing showing up on their
campus , put two and two together and started to
oppose it from about 1978 to 1979. It was a total
replay of what's been happening over the last little while.
"The people who put that magazine out went
on the warpath, saying that the student press was
fighting free speech. The whole bit. But basically
it was just for commercial reasons."
Once again, Parsons says, the publishers had
no idea that students would actually value serious
journalism
"What these people hadn't counted on is that if
they just popped up on a campus and started
dumping copies around, or tried to get some kind
of connections to have copies dumped - it was
news to them that someone would object, someone who had a very direct interest in the student
community. And that was what really blew them
away."
And they were blown away. By 1979, Like It Is
had shut down and its publishers moved to safer
markets.
Parsons adds that he isn't opposed to the idea
of a national campus magazine.
"If a magazine was launched that was aimed at
Canadian students and people wanted to sell paid
subscriptions to it, or sell it on a campus
newsstand, I think there should be no problem
. with that."
..." . ·
~But he says student newspapers should have
~"'1 . · '<l
• .
the right to protect their existence by prohibiting
~
magazines from dumping thousands of free
Bean~, t~ . ~ · copies on campus. According to Parsons, stuOelilfJe
dents are often falsely accused of censorship for
doing this.
"People are confusing issues of censorship
basically with commercial exploitation," he says.
"There's a material value in having access to students and that is something that should belong to
student-owned media."

about advertising competition from glossy
magazines. Perlman, the guest of honour. has
asked permission to address the gathering.
Perlman graduated from the University of
Western Ontario in 1989 and was immediately attracted to the student advertising market. With his
friend Glenn Eisenberg, he founded Glenmont
Publications and launched Looking Up in 1990.
Neither had a background in journalism.
With that as an opening, Perlman slides into
his pitch.
''I've got an offer. We'll form a national student
magazine. The magazine would be funded by a
group of companies new to the market, who
would offer their advertising support. A section of
the magazine would showcase student journalism
by reprinting the best articles from campus
papers across the country. Both writers and
newspapers would receive a cheque for $50 for
each reprint. You can write whatever you like. It
will be good for both of us. Any questions?"
"Would you let us print anything?"
"Yes, anything."
' Even the word fuck?"
"Even that."
Then the big question: "Last year, many of us
ran an article that got some papers into trouble
with campus authorities. One paper even got investigated by the RCMP for it. It was entitled 'A
gay man's guide to erotic safe sex.' It was intended to make safe sex more appealing to gays,
some of whom consider condoms clumsy and unerotic. It contained vivid descriptions of anal sex
and other acts. Would we be able to print that? "
"Well ... well, I'd have to draw the line somewhere," says Perlman.
Perlman now says that he did not receive any
positive responses from any of Canada's student
papers (though he notes that he attracted some
individual writers with his $50 offer). "But it would
have required co-operation across the country.
They pretty much rejected it. They simply said it
had too commercial a slant."
The meeting was a turning point for relations
between the student papers and the glossies.
Responding to lobbying efforts from the student
papers to no longer distribute Looking Up on
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Doub e wins for Lancer track earns
by Dave Briggs
Lance sports staff

Pickmg up ,, here they left off
last sea!>on the University of
Windsor·s track and field team
,, on two separate meets its first
,,eekcnd of competition.
Coming off a gruelling training camp Ill Puerto Rico, the
reigning national champions
defended their team title in the
universit) section at the Hamilton Spectator Games on Jan. 15
then moved on to Western the
next day and swept the men's
and women·s team titles al the
Don Wright Challenge.
The fear is doubly impressive
considering that only 28 Windsor
athletes competed in Hamilton,
while others joined them the next
day in London. As well. at the
Spectator Games, each team
could only score one athlete in
each event, handicapping teams
strong on depth like the Lancers.
However, despite defeating the
host squad in London, the national rankings listed the Lancer men
in second spot behind the Mustangs. while the Windsor women
helLI down top spot heading into
Windsor's Can Am Invitational
this past Saturday.
At Hamilton, the Lancerc;
walked off with four gold
medals, six silver, and five
bronze. At Lonrlon, they grabbed
13 golds, eight silver, and nine
bronze.
Kelly Dinsmore set a meet
record at the Spectator Games
and qualified to compete at the
CIAU championships with a leap
of 5.65m in the long jump. At
Western she bettered her accomplishment with a 12.57m performance in the triple jump
which was a meet and arena
record.
"Her jump of 12.57m puts
things in perspective,'' Lancer
coach Dennis Fairall said. "For
right now in the ClAU she leads
the country by a metre."
Dinsmore also picked up a silver at the Spectator Games as
part of the 4 x 1 lap relay team,
and a gold at Western as the third
leg in the 4x200m relay squad.
Vetem sprinter Irma Grant
gave no hint of slowing .down.
Grant set a meet and school
record in the 50m at Hamilton
with a time of 6.52. That time
also qualified her to defend her
long-held national championship
in the 60m at the CIA Us.
(n London she won the 60m

,, ith a time of 7.63. and tcammed
up
with
Dinsmore,
Lisa
Laughton, and Venolyn Clarke to
propel the 4x200m relay team to
a meet record. and CIAU qualif)mg performance of 1:41.1.
Sprint king O"Brian Gibbons
won the 50m at Hamilton, the
60m at the Don Wright, and
anchored the 4x200m relay team
to a gold at Western (5.97. 6.91
and I :31.0 respectively). He
qualified for the CIAUs in the
60m. along with the 4x200m
relay squad.
F.reshman dccathlete Mike
Nolan began his career with the
Lancers in fine style by winning
the pole vault at Hamilton with a
leap of 4.35m. The next day he
was third in the long jump with a
performance of 6.71m.
Fellow
freshman
Vince
Trudelle also did well, grabbing
top spot in the triple jump
(13.79m) and a silver in the long
jump (6.72m) at Western.
Lancer shot putters, whom
Fairall says are key to his team's
success at the CIAU and OUAA
level, placed one-two at
Western. The event was not held
at Hamilton.
Rob Robinson won the gokl
with a toss of 14...llm. while
teammate Alex Stanal was a
close second v.ith a 1-HJ9m per-
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Fairall says doing well in the
shot is extremely important as the
competition in the OUAA is stiffer than ever.
"The shot put is probably the
most critical event, and it's
probably our strongest event ...
said Fairall.
He says Toronto. Western and
York have all made improvements in their men's teams. while
Windsor is a strong bet to repeat
as Ontario champs in the women
due to the team ·s great depth.
The loss of Dustin Soulliere,
Ian Hilton, and Carl Folkes has
left a large hole in the Lancer's
sprint attack.
"That has sort of decimated
our sprint program in one year,
outside of 0.8. [Gibbons),"
Fairall said. "O.B. is going to get
the points at the lop end, but
we're not going to get the points
we used to have, the seconds,
thirds, fourths, and fifths."
Coming off the Cam Am lnvitational the Lancers will compete Friday, Jan. 29, at Saginaw
Valley State in Michigan, before
heading to Notre Dame the following weekend.
(g

Team splits weekend games
by David Gough
lance sports staff

(f the last two games for the
Lancer men's basketball team
can be taken as indicators for the
rest of the season, fans at the St.
Denis Centre should expect to
see tight games and a team that
will give anyone in the OUAA a
run for their basketball money.
The Lancers· last two games
were a split. They beat the
Waterloo Warriors on Jan. 16 in
a nail-biting game for their first
regular season win 87-86.
On Wednesday, Jan. 20 the
Lancers played the defending
CIAU champions and held their
own for most of the match but
finally fell short to the Brock
Badgers 89-83.
The Waterloo game was not an
easy road for the Lancers. They
were down by eight points
halfway through the second half

after a 15-0 run by Waterloo but
the Lancers battled back to
within one point to set the stage
for Todd Landon to be a hero.
Two clutch free throws by
veteran forward Landon with five
seconds remaining put the Lancers up by one and they were
able to hold onto this lead.
Landon's second foul shot was
a heart-stopper as it bounced
around the rim before finally falling through. "That was scary,"
said Landon. "I thought it was
coming back out."
Landon had a strong game
scoring 16 points while pulling
down 11 rebounds. Patrick Osborne lead the Lancers with 23
points while he dished out 11 assists to his teammates. Geoff
Hewick chipped in 15 points.
Coach Mike Havey was
pleased with his troops. "We are
improving," he said. "We shot
well down the stretch."

Curling teams advance in playoffs
by Chad Suitor
Lance sports staff

The new year began with success for the Lancer men·s curling
team. Both the men's and
women's teams competed in the
OUAA West Sectional tournament in Waterloo with the men
finishing in first place.
In the men's first game, which
seemed to be bad for every Lancer, the team was defeated by
Western. That game sparked the

Lancers and they went on to
defeat Brock, Wilfrid Laurier,
Waterloo and Guelph to finish
the tournament with four wins
and one defeat, and win the
OUAA West Sectionals for the
first time in four years.

Impressive skip
One of the reasons for the
men's success was the play of
skip Dave Corey. Corey shot
over 80 percent in three of the
five games, including 88 percent
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Lancer Patrick Osborne (#44) shoots the layup while teammate Todd Landon (#54) watches. Landon's
clutch last-minute tree throws gave the Lancers a win against Waterloo. {photo by MOM/KO HINO)

in the second game. This outstanding play earned him a
nomination for Lancer athlete of
the week honours.
The women's team was not as
fortunate, as they finished the
tournament with a one win and
four loss record. The women's
only victory came at the hands of
the Guelph team.
Both Lancer teams travel to
Toronto for the OUAA Crossover Round Robin at the Avonlca Club on Friday, Jan. 22, and

Saturday, Jan. 23. This tournament matches the teams from the
West and East Sectionals.
From this tournament, the six
schools with the best records in
each of the men's and women's
pools qualify for the OUAA
finals held on Feb. 20 and 21 at
the Brantford Golf and Country
Club in Waterloo.
A record of six wins and five
losses would qualify the teams
for the final.
(g
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The Brock Badgers, the
w
defending national champions.
La
had four starters return from last
lhc
season's championship squad fur
h
their meeting with Windsor. The
fie
Lancers came out playing a
·
I
le,
strong first half and at hal f lime
trailed 41-38.
I
The Lancers were trading bas- I
kets with Brock throughout the I
second half but Brock's Allen I
MacDougall hit five of six three- 1
pointers which proved too much
for the Lancers to overcome.
1
Jamie Pepper lead the Lancer I
scoring with 25 points, while I
Patrick Osborne scored 22 points, I
had nine assists, and pulled down I
eight boards.
The Lancers played a stro~g I
game with only four turnovers m I
the game while Brock had 13.
I
The Lancers' next home game
is at 2 p.m. on Saturday Jan. 30
against the as yet undefeated Mc·
Master Marauders.
~

I

Athlete of the Week
sponsored by Pizza Hut

Todd Landon of the Lancer
men's basketball team was instrumental in the Lancer's victory over the Waterloo
Warriors on Saturday, Jan. 16.
With five seconds remaining, Landon made two free
throws to win the game. He
also scored 12 points in the
game.
The 200lb .. 6'4" forward is a
second-year stuLlcnt in the
Faculty of Social Science and a
native of Sarnia.
[g
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Together

we can cllange our world

lnternatlonal Development Week
Fabr ary 1 to 7, 1883
Monday, February 1
Guest Speaker: Michael Casasola,
Director, Office of Refugees, Diocese of London

"Canada's Re!,ponse to Refugee Protection Needs "
Madame Va nier Lounge, Va nier Hall, 7:00 p.m.

Tuesday, February 2
Guest Speaker: .M ario Cha\'arria, Program
Director for the Third World Resource Centre
"The Integration of Central Americans ill Belize"
Madame Vanier Lounge, Vanier Hall, 4:00 p.m.
Lancer Bill Mazzoni (#4) makes sure this Mustang stays down in Windsor's 4 .3 victory over Western.
The much-improved team has yet to be beaten since the New Year (photo by KIRAN PAL)

Keller is stellar in hockey win
by Ian Fitz-Gerald
Lance sports staff

From the way Lancer goalie
Ric Keller pla) ed against the
Western Mustangs on Saturday,
Jan. 17, one may have thought
1he cro\.\.d on hand at Adie Knox
Arena was bursting at the seams
\\ith professional talent scouts.
The truth of the matter 1s that
the only professional games
Keller will auend in the futun::
11ill probably be as a spectator.
We'll overlook that for now-the
real truth is however, that Ric
Keller vitually put on a goaltending clinic with his outstanding
performance.
Keller was the key to a 4-3
Windsor victory which kept the
lancers· unbeaten streak intact
through the early stages of 1993.
II was just another day at the office for this rejuvenated hockey
ream, \\hich now seems to have a
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new lease on life.
Dwayne Brunet opened the
scoring for the Lancers in a wild
first period with Jeff Howard and
Bill Mazzoni drawing assists on
the play.
In the second period, defenseman Russ Press was victimized
on a steal by a Mustang forward,
who beat Keller to deadlock the
score at 2-2. Otherwise, Press
played a strong defensive game.
Western struck again soon on

the powerplay and it wasn't until
the 19:31 mark of a wide open,
action-packed second period that
Pete Deboer netted his second of
the night to send the game into
the final period knotted at 3-3.
Early in the third period,
Randy Stephenson picked up a
beautiful pass at center ice from
Press, who was out seeking some
personal redemption. Stephenson
then displayed an impressive
show of speed as he flew around

ENVIRO-TIP
This week's Enviro-Tip will
address some highly waslelul
practices that arc ca~ily avoided.
These .ire commonly used items
for which non-Y. astcful
alternatives exist.
lhc worst of these items is the.
paper towel. Somehow the public
has hcen fooled into believing
that paper toy, e Is arc belier
bcca.,usc they arc disposable and
convenient. While those so-called
advantages arc disputable, one
cannot dispute the fact that paper
towcb cost a lot, ultimately
absorb less, and are highly
wasteful.
There are two main alternatives
to paper towels; dish rags and
d(sh towels. Anyone that does
dishes owns a number of dish
rags and towels and they are
Usual!) as handy as any paper
towel. What is even better is that
you can re-use these two items
indefinitely.
A dish rag is ideal for soaking
up spills, wiping up messes,
cleaning tables and counters. It is
also very effective at soaking up
and cleaning messes on carpets
whereas paper towels are not.
Dish towels can also be used
for all of these chores. Another
advantage to using cloth towels is
that you can scrub ~pots with
them.

Considering the advantages of
cloth towels. it is obvious that
paper towels arc completely
unnecessary. Anyone that
continue!-> to use these wasteful.
costly items has fallen prey to
marketing ,chcmes.
Another practice that is
common and highlv wasteful is
the use of dispo,able napkins.
The obvious alternative is cloth,
which can be rinsed and washed
and re-used for many }ears.
In that same amount of time
you could spend IO times as
much on disposable napkins.
Another thing to consider is the
appeal of cloth; have you ever
seen a disposable napkin in a fine
restaurant'!
The main advantage of
switching from paper to cloth is
waste reduction. Consider the
huge number of trees cut every
year; trees that are vital lo the
production of oxygen; trees that
arc needed to reduce erosion;
trees that provide habitat for
wildlife and play a role in a
balanced eco,rtem.
Another problem caused by
paper products such as the\e is
the huge amount of energy used
in their production.
In the interests of the
environment, we should ,1void
their use altogether.

Wednesday, February 3
Guest Speakers: Brendan Hickey,
University of Windsor Nursing Graduate, and
l\1ark Crane, U. of W. History Graduate
involved in campus and community media

a Western defender \\-ho looked
like he still had his skateguards
"Refugees from Myanmar:
on, and found the top corner of
The Plight of the 1',fon People 11
the net for what proved to be the
Madame Vanier Lounge, Vanier Hall, 7:00 p.m.
eventual game-winner.
The remainder of the period
saw Keller continually frustrate a
powerful Western offense, doing
everything but stand on his head
while stopping a total of 31 shots Guest Speaker: Mulugcta A. Tedla, University
of Windsor Mathematics Graduate Student
through the course of an extremely physical contest.
"A Refugee's Life in East Africa 11
Keller can also credit veteran Madame Vanier Lounge, Vanier Hall, 4:00 p.m.
blue-liner Mark Germann with an
assist as Germann hauled down a
Western forward in Lancer territory late in the game, drawing a
penalty but foiling a Mustang A Simulation Game-To be announced
scoring opportunity and preserving the Windsor victory. Not just All Welcome; for more information stay tuned to the
next copy of the lance!
another day at the office.
The truth of the matter is, the Madame Vanier Lounge, Vanier Hall, 2:00 p.m.
office is more fun to visit these
days and if Ric Keller has his
say, this office will remain open For Info Call 971-7776 Or 253-4232 Ext 3500
come play-off time.
gJ ......__________________________,

Thursday, February 4

Friday, February 5

WINTER 1993 CONFIRMATION
OF REGISTRATION
Your Winter 1993 "Co11firmatio11 of Registration" has beeu mailetl to
your current LOCAL address.

CHECK IT CAREFULLY!
After Jm1ua1J' 22nd, any further additio11s/correctio11s to your lVillter
registration will be accepted 011/y until-AND UNDER NO
CIRCUMSTANCES AFTER-Friday, February 5th, 1993. To make
such changes, you must complete and submit an "AppealJor Late
Registration Form," which is available from the Registrar's Office.
}'ou will still be able to DROP a one-term course until Friday, March
12th by using the "Course Change Form". The last day for any tuition
refund, however, is Friday, February 12th, 1993.
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Basketball powers to victor

GRADUATION
PORTRAITS

by Alex Meyer

by Phyllis

Lance sports staff

PARAMOUNT
STUDIOS

Watching a game between two
defensive powers in some sports
is not always the most interesting. T he match between women's
basketball teams from Windsor
and Waterloo proved to be a
definite exception.
It was expected to be a battle
of the guards betweeen the
Lancers' Karen McCulla and
Waterloo's OWIAA all-star
Janice Awad. However Awad
was controlled well by the Lancer defense, scoring only one
point.
The game was very physical,
as neither defense was giving
anything away. Dana McCullough and Wendy Langley
were doing everything. They
were after loose balls, rebounding. scoring, playing defense and
offense.
McCulla was hurt in the first
half. but Langley stepped up until
McCulla could return.

327 Ouellette Avenue

-Special Student Rates
-free 5 x 7 gift photo
-no sitting charge
-cap and gown available
also passport photos and
wedding coverage

• n.i!t-r lil ~ ~-trilJ..f-f.'.
~~U..tt-iHo ~
• ¥1:f.t.t1t,:¥:~
• 3t.tt..f-f.'~n

5 x7,

:411}f

Telephone: 253-4833 for appointment.
Evenings call 253-8847

L------'--------

Classifieds
EMPLOYMENT
THE ONTARIO FEDERATION
of Students is seeking an Administrative Assistant for the
periods of February 8-19 and
March 15-19 The Administrative Assistant will be respon·
s,ble for preparing and
co-ordinating all general meeting documents : organizing
reg,stralions: liaising with host
school committee re: conference rooms. schedules,
etc.; completion of general
meeting minutes; various other
duties as assigned. Preference
will be given to bilingual candidates. OFS is an equal opportunity employer. Location·
Toronto, $18.37 / hour. Fax
resumes by 4 p.m., Jan. 27 to
(416) 926-6774.

GREEKS & CLUBS

$1,000 AN HOUR!
Each member ol your frat.
soronty. team. club etc
prtches rn Just one hour
and your group can raise
S1 .000 rn Just a few daysi

Plus a chance to earn
S1 ,000 for yourself!
cost No obhgahon
1-800-932-0528. ext. 65
No

FOR SALE
KORG

3500

CONCERT

electric piano. F ull size
keyboard 948-4466.
BLACK SONY 5-DtSK CD
player. Excellent cond1t1on,
$150. Please call Jennifer at
252-3198.

SERVICES
WORD PROCESSING. Essays, theses. reports, term
papers, manuscripts. Accurate,
fast. low rates. $1 .50 per page.
Call 253-0702.
TYPING SERVICE. Resum!ls,
papers, theses. etc .. Printed on
laser printer. 326-6661.

HOUSING
BED AND BREAKFAST. Ideal
for visiting parents and friends.
Ten blocks from campus. Call
256-3937.

NOTICES
THE LANCE INVITES all stu-

dents interested in experience
in writing, photography, or cartooning to call 253·4232 ext.
3909 for immediate volunteer
work.

Strong defense
The Lancer defense was in full
effect, limiting Waterloo to 17
points in the first half, and 19 in
the second half. Windsor took the
game 50-36.
"[ expected a much tougher
game." said coach Joanne MacLean. "Our defense held them.
We matched up pretty well."
MacLean praised the defensive
efforts of McCullough, Langley,
Georgie Groat, and Nancy
Gyurcsik.
"Our offense was better, exploiting their weaknesses. We ran
the floor. passed and rebounded.''

Windsor forward Dana McCullough (# 15} drives for the basket
against Waterloo. McCullough had 11 points, but it was defense
that led the Lancers to a 50-36 win. (photo by MOM/KO HINO)
McCullough
led
Lancer
scorers with 11 points but
seemed unimpressed with the
performance.
"[ don't really pay attention to
it, but it's good to know that
you ·re scoring," McCullough
said.
"Everyone relies on each
other," said Langley. "We're
taking less shots, but making

more. Your teammates get you
open for easy shots."
Both players look to the Lancer veterans for guidance in some
situations, as they arc new to the
OWIAA.
However, Langley took special
pleasure at defeating Waterloo's
Maureen MacDonald, a former
highschool teammate. but now a
rival.
~

CAMPUSI ,J :(3
The annual "Skating Night
Out" for Windsor students is
almost upon us. From 8-10
p.m. on Wednesday, Jan. 27,
students with identification
can skate for free at Adie
Knox Herman Arena on
Wyandotte Avenue. Skates
can be rented at the arena.
Dress warmly and bring a
friend!
With Intramural league&
and schedules now set for
eight different winter term
sports,
participants
are
reminded to be aware of their
weekly playing times and to
avoid defaults. Pick up
schedules at the Campus Rec
office.
Registration for Personal
Enhancement courses is continuing this week at the Cam.
pus Rec office. A wide range
of courses are still open to interested participants. Some
courses that still have openings include: Social Dance.
Scuba, Self Defense for
Women, Fitness, CPR. Fir<;t
Aid, and Personal Exercise
Programs.
Campus Rec Aquatics is
offering swimming lessons
for people of all ages! If you
feel you need a little help
\l.ith your swimming or want
to become a lifeguard then
take a splash with Campus
Rec Aqautics. All levels of
classes are being offered including: Bronze Cross or
Medallion, Stroke lmpro\'C·
mcnt, Red Cross Leaders and
N .LS. Recertification. Call
the Campus Rec hotline. 2534232, ext. 2456, for more information
and
class
schedules.
[y
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Fourth-place volleyball finish still a success
Robert D. Way

Lance sports staff
Only two days after an impressive three-game sweep of
division-rival
McMaster
in
league play, the Lancer women's
volleyball team took to the floor
in the Carleton Invitational Tournament Jan. 15-17, seemingly on
a roll.

Early win
ln their first match against Ottawa, the Lancers played what
may have been their best match

ever, defeating the opposition
three games to one. Scores were
15-11, 5-15, 15-4, and 17-16.
However, their next opponent
proved unbeatable. Fathers and
Sons, essentially an all-star team
of alumni, and the tournament's
eventual winners, cruised past the
Lancers in three straight.
The next day, the Lancers
looked to rebound against host
team Carleton but were once
again defeated, eliminating any
possibility for a gold medal.
Scores were 11 -15, 15-9,
1215, 13-15.

Later, Windsor met Western
for what turned oul Lo be an incredible five-game match. After
dropping the first two games, 915, 6- 15, the Lancers stormed
back to beat the Mustangs in the
next two 15-4, 15-7, forcing a
fi fth and fi nal game.

Windsor appeared to ha,c the
edge before the game began.
Howe,er, the Lancers came out
nat and were easil\ out-hustled
by their opponenti, losing the
match and the bron1e in thre,
games, 6-15, 6- 15, and 4-15.
Although disappointed with a
fourth place finish, coach Marge
Bronze medal game
Holman still believes the tournaWindsor prevailed in the rally- ment was a success.
point game by a score of 15-8,
" Being on the road, we really
earning themselves a spot in the got to know one another:· said
bronze medal game.
Holman. "From here on in, I ex·
Facing Ottawa, the team they peel we'll be extremely tough to
defeated to open the tournament.,.=<::<& beat."
~

POLITICAL SCIENCE ASSOCIATION
invites the public to a

MODEL PARLIAMENT
Friday, Jan. 29, 6 P.M.-9:30 P.M. &
Saturday, Jan. 30, 9 A.M.-5 P.M.
Oak Room, Vanier Hall
FREE PARTICIPATION!
.... And on Saturday, Jan. 30, at
6:30 P.M. the Political
Science Association will host a

SEMI-FORMAL
• Buffet Dinner • Cash Bar • DJ
$25 per person or $35 per couple
McPherson Lounge, Electa Hall
Tickets available at SAC, Social
Science Society, Model Parliament, or
through Melodie Barnett at the
Political Science Department office.
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~eetMaster a lofty pursuit for Hermiston
_ . by Dave Briggs
Lance sports columnist
Above the finish line in the St.
oenis Centre two steel lofts are
iuspended over the track.
The first was built to operate
the electronic timing equipment
e,scntial to running track meets.
J Ille second was built for Ray
I Hcnniston.
Hermiston. the faculty of
Human Kinetics· ·tong-time computer guru. has been running his
uack results program for the Lancers for the past 13 years.
Officially. the second loft was
idded approximately eight years
lgo to give Hermiston and his
crew of student volunteers their
own space away from the confusion below to compile and
,pew out meet results.
Translation: The second loft
I was built to keep Hermiston from
I killing any idiot who doesn't
] have the sense not to bother him
I during a meet.
I One can hardly blame him for
losing his usual good sense of
humour after sitting in front of a
terminal for upwards of 12 hours
amidst something which often
looks like anarchy.
I Since 1980, Hermiston and his
I invaluable team of travelling
hackers have been trying to make
order out of such chaos. Meets
prior to the advent of his Meet\laster computer program were
like crossing the ocean in a canoe
rather than a 747.
When the program was first
written, Hermiston was the Dean
of Human Kinetics, and current
Dean Mike Salter, was the track
,oach.
··Every time I went into
!Salter's] office he had stuff all
,11·cr the place trying to do heat
,heels and run the Can Am meet
with 900 pcopk in it. So. I said

From the
point of
the Lance
there had to be an easier way,"
Hermiston said.
He has been tinkering with the
program ever since, adding a little piece after every meet. The
program has advanced to the
point where Hermiston feels the
McetMaster is one of the largest
and
most
complete
track
programs going. It's a far cry
from some of the early versions
which used computers that didn't
have hard drives.
'The last track meet we did on
an old Apple system had 90 disk
changes. You had to put in the
program disk, then you had to put
in the data disk, then you had to
put in the results disk."
While that nuisance may have
been eliminated, there's still the
hassle of just getting to learn how
to use such a massive program.
Human Kinetics student Jay
MacDonald was recruited out of
Hermiston's H. K. computer class
four years ago to help run the
program.
This year, following the leave
of Katie Hendrican, a six-year
veteran with the program, MacDonald is the reigning student
king of the McetMaster. He
remembers it was a difficult
program to get accustomed to at
first.
"I've learned a little since first
year,'' MacDonald said. "[At that
time] I just sat up there and stared
like a humhling idiot. I got to see
a goo<l track meet, though."

Hermiston figures it lakes
ahout a year and a half, and at
least three meets to really get a
handle on how the program

Ray Hermiston on the keyboard. (photo by DA VE BRIGGS)
works, and how to run it. That is
the biggest roadblock to selling
the program to other schools.
"The problem with these
programs is that you have to really learn the program before you
can run it, so selling the program
is not a really good idea because
they will not put in the commitment to learn how to use it
properly," he said.
What MacDonald thinks Hermiston should do is set up a company that is paid to send experts
to generate meet results at different venues around the world.
However, both MacDonald and
Hermiston have concluded that
most track and field organizations
aren't willing to put forth the
money to pay for such computer
generated results, regardless of
the case it creates in running
meets.
Still. last year, 1-kn<lrican was
sent to Winnipeg. Man. to run the
program at the CIAU national
track and field championships.
MacDonald and Hermiston have

also been sent to Jamaica to run
the MeetMaster at that country's
national championships, and the
Pan Am junior championships.
Surprisingly, there isn't yet
much of a market for such
programs. Hermiston points to a
program he wrote for compiling
road race results.
At the Ontario high school
cross country championships
several years ago he says he was
able to keep track of 2400 athletes, and get final results printed
out half an hour after the last
race.
"People prefer to use 40 volunteers to do the same thing, and
then what they do is they only
publish the first six people across
the finish line. We puhlish
cvcryhody. They won't put out
the 300 hucks, plus the money to
get the people there to do it. They

the amazing potential of using
computers.
Beyond the track and road race
programs, Hermiston wrote a
program to record results for
Windsor's annual Challenge Cup
in 1977 that is still used today.
Hermiston and his crew are still
responsible for running that
program for the city. The perks of
that assignment are better than
most.
"My crew gets all free meals
and all the beer they can drink for
the day, free. We prohably go
through three or four cases of
beer," he said with a laugh.
He has also written a program
for haskcthall. and has a halfwritten one for foothall that he
hopes to finish soon.
Still. the program he· s hest
known for around these parts is
the MectMaster. At most Lancer

..:nough

track meets you will fin<l him in

money. anJ thl.!n lhl.!y turn around
and have a hanquet at the end for
the volunteers."
He says sport has yet to realize

his loft glm~ering .ii a mon1lor
Just remember not to hother h1111 .
That ' s why there 1s a second
loft in the first place.
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Second class
Students are second-class citizens on this campus.
That"s the message being sent out by the university in
the wake of the eviction of student senators from their
office in the Leddy Library. The senators are upset by
what they consider shabby treatment - they returned
from the \\ inter break to find their office walls torn
down, their files in temporary storage.
On the surface, it may seem like a privileged few are
complaining at the loss of a perk. The three held office
space most of their constituents never knew about. But
their loss is shared by all of us.
Whatever the failings of our current representation, it
is imperative that students maintain a strong voice on the
Senate, a faculty-dominated body that governs all
academic decision-making on campus.
To perform effectively, senators must be able to maintain files covering the span of years, including the terms
of their predecessors. Once they are moved from one
common office, that continuity will cease.
Moreover, do we expect students to track down their
representatives at home to convey concerns and ask
questions? The space accordi!d to other members of the
Senate is sacrosanct on a c-ampus where space is at a
premium. No one questions the need for more library
storage which pushed our representatives aside. If we
plan 10 keep up with other universities, we must continue
to expand our research materials.
However. it angers us that the university has proposed
no contingency. demonstrating again the low priority
given to our needs. The new CAW centre 1s the logical
place for student senators, but there has been no space
allocated there. Some administrators have proposed that
student council should make room in its offices, and if
there is no other option, that may become necessary.
If the university administration continues to deny students access to our own elected representatives, they will
make clear our true standing in their eyes.
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issue.
Having worked closely with the executive throughout the year, we have
found their leadership skills to be
good at the worst of times. We
believe that if it wasn't for their
leadership abilities, the issue [of
space costs in the new student centre]
would never have been resolved.

Dear Editor:
This letter 1s in response to the
analysis (''SAC short on leadership,''
Jan. 18) by Ty Daniels.
I would initially like to clear up
some mistaken ideas with regards to
the Transit Windsor Bus Pass
Proposal. Daniels insists that I started
the ball rolling, so to speak, in relation to Transit Windsor. This is
patently incorrect, as it was officials
from Transit Windsor who approached Or. Ianni, who in turn asked
me if I would be willing to hear what

Representative

Transit Windsor had to offer. Dr.

Dear Editor:

Ianni shifted the onus of the Information Campaign and subsequent
referendum on the President's Advisory Council on Student Life, with
the Department Head of the Student
Centre as CRO.
That aside, there is also a problem
with the manner in which the article
was written. Anyone who has worked
with or, for that matter, against this
year's SAC executive knows that we
have worked together as a team. This
includes the Finance Department and
our front-line staff who help to "hold
down the fort." To claim that our initiative/drive is lacking is also false;
in fact it is inherently superior due to
the circumstances we are under.
I appreciate Daniels taking the initiative to interview us as to what was
accomplished during first semester.
However; to not include our successes, and instead focus on whatever
limited failures is certainly not
providing the student body with a
well-rounded article on the activities
of their student leaders.

I am writing in response to Tran
Longmoore's article on proposed
changes to Senate Committees in the
Jan. 18 edition of the Lance. I must
point out a couple of errors.
First of all, it is only the Academic
Planning Committee in which we
propose that graduate students not be
represented. The reason for this is because all graduate academic issues are
addressed at the Graduate Council
which is well represented by students.
I would also like to say that I did
not accuse last year's senators of
being inept. I simply pointed out
(based on minutes) that of the three of
last year's executive who sat on this
committee, one of them showed up to
only two of the 13 meetings.
What our proposal stands for is
equal representation of student
groups. This has not been the case in
the past, where SAC dominated
senate committees in student representation. I admit that in many cases
our representation was poor. However
this does not mean that we should
lose the right to voice our opinions.
We understand that all student organizations have different interests.
We have sought out input from students and both the GSS and OPUS.
What seems to be important to
everyone is that students are represented. Without a voice students cannot be heard.

Kristine Robinson
SAC President

Executive
Dear Editor:

As members of the Students' Administrative Council, we were dismayed by your recent analysis
entitled "SAC Short on Leadership."
We feel that some points of clarification be made at this time.
The author of your article seems to
believe that the members of the SAC
executive have failed to take a position on major issues concerning students at the University of Windsor.
But the author of your article addressed a major issue that the accused
executive members had formed a very
strong position on, space costs in the
new CAW Student Centre. Your news
editor must not believe that saving
students thousands of dollars is an

Curtis David
Nursing Society President
Brian J. Green
SAC Nursing Representative

John Stout

SAC V.P. University Affairs

Appreciative
Dear Editor:
This letter is in response to your
Jan. 18 article "SAC Short on Leadership." I am extremely flattered and
appreciative of the remarks contained
in the article. I would like to forward
my personal gratitude to Debbie
Quintal, Director of Finance, Margaret Perrault, Bookkeeper, Mary McArthur, Secretary and Kevin Soucie,

Executive As~iMant ror their continued support and diligence.
However, I !l)USt acknowledge thal
in order for SAC to function it mu11
operate as a team. This year significant accomplishments were at.
tained
within
the
Finance
Department. These inroads are a
direct result of the united efforts of
the executive and staff of SAC to represent students.
As well, for the first time in recent
history the SAC executive ha1
negotiated with the administration
with the interest of students in the
forefront whereas previous execuiives
have been overly concerned with 1heir
entry to law school and whe1her or
not they could make the golf ma1ch
with administration.
Leadership does not always mean
being in the forefront. True leadership
is comprised of difficult decisionmaking and the abililty to see those
decisions through. This year's executive as a team made a conscious
decision to enter difficult negotiations
and possibly risk the cordial relation·
ship which exists with administralion
in an attempt to rectify an unequitable
situation. The SAC executive should
be assessed individually but more importantly as a whole. As a whole 11e
offered practical, rational leadership
with the commitment to see our
decisions to their fruition.
J. Jason Clemens
SAC V.P. Finance and Operations

Preventative
Dear Editor:

I am writing in regards to the ar·
ticle "Safety devices may not offer
protection''. I am bewildered and
angered by Jim Foreman's (director
of campus police) remarks about personal safety devices - "If you ·ve got
time to use pepper spray or to use an
alarm, you have time to run and
scream for help."
I wonder if he is capable of under·
standing the fear women feel in our
society. For some women, 1he fear
may be too overwhelming when at·
tacked to scream. The personal alarm
can scream 107 decibels for youh
Which I think would be loud enoug
for a campus police officer to hear..
The personal alarm cannot physi·
cally defend you, but it can bring at·
tention to a sexual! assault - wher~
silence and discretion is the preferre
method of the attacker. In rn)
opinion, the personal alarm has d?n:
more for me in taking a stand again~violencc than campus police.
Cath,· :\forgan
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~ Why become a Boomer consumer?

l

'

by Todd Schaus
Lance features editor

II

Our lives suck. Or so you'd
think if you bought the hype surrounding the "Generation X"
phenomenon.
Normally defined as those
born between 1960 and 1980,
I Generation X is also known as
V: the Slacker Generation, the Baby
I Busters, or the Shadow Genera('l-J1 tion - all but blocked from view
·,.-1 in the media by the Boomers.
- I There are problems inherent in
any stereotype, and lumping entire generations together in an attempt to classify them is no less
problematic.
An unfortunate result is that
people can be swayed to adopt attirudes that are not their own. In
this case, attitudes that are
predominantly media-generated.
The image of a boomer is essencor,. tially a media creation that, over
time, people have come to emthat
mulate.
mu11
The image of a materialistic,
sig· successful Boomer has joined,
at.
rather awkwardly, with the more
ance
human less perfect reality. Many
·e a neuroses have their origins in this
ts of collision.
rep·
Unfortunately, the same trend
can be seen in the handling of the
:cent Shadow Generation. The media
hai has told us we are lazy, apathetic
ition and have no ideals. I'm not interthe ested in commenting directly on
tirn
that. What is of interest to me is
their
the manner in which the media
:r or has taken a fact - that we will
1atch
not have the same economic opporiunities as Baby Boomers nean
and imposed its values: that we
rship
~hould he upset and depressed
;ion·
about it.
hose
Why would the media do this?
:ecuAclose look at the source reveals
:ious
that the maJonty of it is
tions
propagated hy Boomers. From
tion·
ition
table
ould
:im·
~ we
by William Wong
·ship
Lance opinions staff
our
During a day's activities, it is
not uncommon to see several
nens
blue cars with Victorian Order of
ions
Nurses (VON) logos fixed to the
doors, zipping throughout the city
~lreets. Unfortunately many students aren't aware of what VON
represents, the services they
provide, and their contribution to
: ar·
our communities. This is the
>ffer
reason the week of Jan. 24 has
and

")
9

lirl!

1

nm,e and _20120 to Maclean 's, the
med,~ view 1s based on the
premise that the Boomer lifestyle
1s good and we should be envious
if we cannot attain it.
For example, last December,
the Windsor Star ran a four-part
series on the subject, written by a
couple of Baby Boomers. Though
many students were interviewed,
they all reflected a navel-gazing
mentality. Their negativity is not
universal; not everyone is a
frustrated Boomer wannabe. If a
twentysomething reporter wrote
the article, would it have had the
same slant?
It does not need to be repeated
that we cannot find jobs as easily,
we need twice as much education
for half the salary, we will own
smaller homes. I say good.
Seen in a broader perspective,
the Baby Boom generation was a
fluke. The lifestyles and "standards" they are accustomed to will
never happen again on such a
grand scale. To lament that fact is
to suffer from what Generation X
author Doug Coupland calls
"Boomer Envy": Envy of
material wealth and long-range
material security accrued by
older members of the baby boom
generation by virtue of fortunate
births.
The kind of hardships we are
"suffering," which are not very
severe anyway, only seem so in
relation to the mass of privilege
sitting in front of us.
Whether or not you agree that
our future is bleak is not as important as ensuring that you are
living your life as independently
as possible. Rather than accepting
our imposed fate as the Shadow
Generation, depressed and disillusil)ned, it is time that we cast
our own shadows. To do so is to
take the first steps towards fighting manufactured frustration. ~

Reprinted

-gan
log)

Adbusters

Quarterly.

VON: serving our community since 1927
been designated VON Week
1993. This event will be used to
open peoples' eyes to the role
VON plays in our communities
and to recognize the expert service the staff at VON has
provided over the years.
The VON is a national voluntary, non-profit, health organization that has been caring for the
communities of Windsor and
Essex County since 1927. They
provides a wide range of services
such as Visiting Nursing (provid-

ing nursing care on a visitation
basis to people in the sanctity of
their own homes), Prenatal
Health Education (preparing expectant parents for the changes
that their pregnancy will bring),
School Health Support Services
(providing health care to students
with special developmental needs
in the school setting). and the
Meals on Wheels program
(providing nutritious meals to individuals who cannot prepare the
meals themselves).
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With VON making over 18
thousand nursing visits per month
in the Windsor-Essex County
area alone, it is appropriate to
suggest that VON has had a
tremendous impact in our community. Their services, for example, have given the necessary
training for expectant parents and
have allowed the elderly to become more independent of institutional care.
VON has also played an
educational role at the University

of Windsor. Regularly, students
from the School of Nursing perform their clinical rotations at
VON.

For those people who have experienced the unique services of
VON, I'm sure they are very appreciative. And for those who
would like to learn more about
this organization and the activities planned for VON Week, I
encourage you to contact your
local VON branch and get involved.
~

What is your view on CFL expansion in the U.S.?

Mark
Brkljacic

Donna
Robinson

3rd Year
English

3rd Year
Psychology

I agree with it. It's a good
move because the CFL has
become a dying breed over
the last few years. If they
can work with the American
immigration laws, they will
be able to fulfill the
Canadian content

Its about itme the
Canadians have American
teams. The CFL has had
problems with viewers and
atten<lence because people
have been more interested in
the NFL.

Ken Mackesy

John

3rd Year
Computer
Science

Bourne

It will probably
bring in more money for the
CFL. I want to know why
the teams went so far south.
There are lots of states along
the border which would be
more convenient to travel to
for Canadians to see CFL
football.

4th Year
Comm.
Studies/Drama

I don't mind it as long as
they don't change the
Canadian content rules or
the rules of the game.
American businesses have
kept the League afloat for
many years.
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SPECIAL

I
KAO DIDAK Disks Imprinted
MF 2 DD reg . $1 .49

only $.99 each!

•
WHERE THE INDUSTRY REQUIRES WEAR- TESTS OF 3
PASSES,

KAO • EXCEEDS

INDUSTRY STANDARD FOR

"IO

MILLION.

AND

MILLION

WHERE

CLIPPING LEVELS IS

45 % ,

THE
KAO

MF 2HD reg. $2.49

only $1.69 each!

DISKETTES ARE INDIVIDUALLY TESTED TO BE AT LEAST 70%.
SO IF YOU'RE INTERESTED IN QUALITY AND

RELIABILITY IN

Offer expires Jan. 29/93
A

LINE OF DISKETTES, DATA CARTRIDGES AND OATS, THERE'S
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ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY'S CHRISTIAN CULTURE SERIES

"The Earth is the Lord's:"
Biblical Theology and Ecology
Many people have understood their responsibility toward the natural world as one of
domination and exploitation, but the present environmental crisis forces us to look at this
relationship in an entirely different way. An examination of several Old Testament
traditions to see what insights the Bible provides as we look anew at our attitudes
towards creation.

Dr. Dianne Bergant, C.S.A.
*
*
*

Professor of Old Testament Studies at Catholic Theological Union.
Member of the editorial board and former editor of The Bible Today .
Author and speaker in the areas of biblical interpretation, biblical
spirituality, and social issues such as ecology, feminism and peace.
* Collaborator in the writing of the Common Lectionary, and An Inclusive
Language Lectionary and Editor of the Collegville Bible Commentary.

Assumption University
400 Huron Church Road, Windsor, Ontario
Phone: (519) 973-7033

Sunday, January 31, 1993 - 3:00 p.m.
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Another hotspot
hightighted. Myanmar
in the Centrespread.

LC)cal band has
people hearing
Voices. See p. 5

University of Windsor

Windsor's future: too
valuable to gamble
on. See Opinion, p. 15.
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WCB fees threaten
student placements
by Nancy Hui
Lance news staff
Some students may lose their
chance to gain valuable work experience if proposed changes to
Worker's Compensation fees are
implemented.
In August of last year, the
Worker's Compensation Board
implemented an interim policy
until a finalized policy for student placements could be formed
this summer.
Under the interim policy, students in ·,II Qlacemcnt<; are
covered under the general fund
for accidents. University and
College administrators are worried about how the policy will
change.
Post-secondary institutions are
aln:ady feeling the impact of the
proposed modifications. Several
Ontario hospitals have informed
nursing schools that they will
refuse students doing volunteer
work after this semester. The
hospitals do not want to pay
compensation fees for volunteer
students.
Along with nursing students,

the
alterations will
affect
graduate students in political
science, education and social
work.
Universities and colleges have
succeeded in postponing implementation until July 1, 1993.
They now have until the end of
February to compile a presentation to dissuade the Board from
policy changes that will restrict
placements. They hope to stop
the policy change completely or
have it amended so that it can
be more acceptable to all parties
involved

.l\.cith Nelligan, Health and
Safety Mangager for the university. outlined how he perceives
the board can act.
"Right now there are three options. The Worker's Compensation Board change in policy can
be returned to the way it was
before [no assessment of student
claims!, it can stay the way it is
[students covered by Worker's
Compensation general accident
fund! or it can be changed to
focus on the problem," he said.
Elizabeth Brown, Head of the
Communications Department for

the
Worker's Compensation
Board, said it has been listening
to the public outcry against
policy changes that will keep students from their placements.
·'The Worker's Compensation
Board initiated the changes in
policy because all students
weren't covered. The Board was
aiming to make the policy more
inclusive," she said. "before the
changes, no one knew who was
covered and who wasn't."
Brown says many variables
will factor in the policy changes.
"Different universities and ro\legcs have varying coverage
under their insurance policies.
We must consider the level of
coverage and the danger of the
placements the students will be
in. At this point, the Board will
refuse any policy changes that
will keep students from their
placements."
Colleges, to a greater extent,
send students to workplaces
where the possibility of injury is
higher, such as factories. For this
reason, the uni,,..ersity may not be
in immediate danger of losing
student placements.
[Q

Zanana Akande, parliamentary assistant to Ontano Premier Bob
Rae. addresses the university at the Odette building. In her
speech, Akande emphasized the need to "push people forward
so others may attain their goals." She said some women had
made the "costly decision" to settle for secondary political roles
"rather than accepting candidacy." Akande also stressed that, as
a woman in political life, "everything you are must be reflected 1n
your political s tance." The event was hosted by the Womyn's
Centre and co-sponsored by the Office of employment and
Educational Equity, SAC, the Human Rights Commission and
the Black Students' Alliance (photo by CONNIE CHICK)

Windsor laboratory
rated best in Canada
by Lillian Camilleri
Lance news staff

WI NDSOR WINNERS: A team of u of w business students placed first in the 11th
annual Manitoba International Marketing Competition over the Jan. 24_weekend.
Fourth year students (from left to right) Terri Renaud, Dean Masse, Bnan Roge~s
and Stacey Maskery beat out teams from as far afield as Germany and Malaysia.

The Great Lakes Institute for Environmental Research laboratory placed first in
a quality survey conducted by the
Canadian Wildlife Service of Environment
Canada.
The optional survey is conducted every
two years and pinpoints the accuracy and
precision of various labs across Canada.
This includes government, university and
private laboratories. A total of 15
laboratories were included in this year's
survey.
The labs were given four tissue samples
and asked to test them for organochlorines,
PCBs and pesticides. The University of
Windsor's research laboratory tested
highest according to results received midJanuary.
The laboratory placed second in the last
survey and while lab participation is not
mandatory, it allows them to showcase
their ability.
According to laboratory Manager
Rodica Lazar, o nly laboratories with confidence participate in the survey.
"I expected [the lab) to do well. T his is

not the first time the lab has been surveyed, and it always does well," she said.
Lazar said the lab's experience was
responsible for its testing success.
"The institute has been analysing
biological tissue here for a long time, and
the staff is well-trained and know their
work."
The four member staff has approximately 17 years of experience with the
laboratory. The survey results arc used to
decide which labs receive federal research
grants as well as various research projects.
In the past, the laboratory has been contracted by the Wildlife Service to test
samples of plants and animals for environmental contaminants. As a result of their
performance in this survey, their contract
to study herring-gull eggs with the government of the Northwest Territories will be
extended. The ultimate aim of this research
is the preservation of precious arctic
wildlife.
While not directly funded by the university, the laboratory is housed in the Biology Build ing allowing the university
biology students to take fu ll advantage of
the research grants and projects this lab
earns.
[Q
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Grace
Hospital is hosting a
fundraising evening. Cleary
International
Centre
Cocktails will be served at
6:00 p.m. followed by supper
at 7:30 and entertainment
door prizes and an auction
Cost is $125 per couple, $75
single. For tickets and info
call 255-2220 or 255-2223.

Lance calendar of events

Monday, February l

Thursday, February 4

IE The Art Gallery of Windsor
presents the Southwest Biennial, an exhibition of local and
regional artists, in the
Graybiel and Eansor Galleries
until April 11. 445 Riverside Dr
West, 258-7111.

"' The
Muslim
Students
Association hosts a drop-in
general meeting. Con;ie b~ to
network, find out whats going
on, take a break or study.
Odette Building, room 207
between 4-6 p.m. For info call
256-8000

IE The
Capitol Cinema
presents the film Blow Up by
Michaelangelo Antonioni at
9:00 p.m. tonight and tomorrow. Admission is $4:00, 121
University West.

;,

Tuesday, February 2
;,

"' The
Kundalini Yoga
Meditation Group meets
every Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the
Recovery Bookstore, 1551
Wyandotte West. For more
info call 252-7443.

"' lnterVarsity
Christian
Fellowship is meeting at 5:30
p.m. in the Rose Room.

Assumption University
Chapel hosts mass followed
by dinner at cost at 5 p.m. All
are welcome.
Every Tuesday lnterVarsity
Christian Fellowship has a
book and information table in
the foyer of Vanier cafeteria
from 10:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m.

Wednesday, February 3
The
Environmental
Awareness Association will
hold its by-elections at the
Grad House from 1-4:30 p.m.

Lancer volleyball
vs.
Waterloo at St. Denis Centre.
Men start at 6:00 p.m., women
at 8:00 p .m .

©

The Visitors in the Arts
series presents performance/
installation artist Wilma
Needham at the Lebel
Building at 7:30 p.m.

Iona College presents an
"Ethics for the '90s "
symposium on "Challenges
and Opportunities Posed by
an Aging Population" from
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Registration
is free. Lunch may be ordered.
Call 253-4232, ext. 3440.

-..

-

.-.-- ~

--

"' You are not alone. Survivors
of Incest Anonymous for
Lesbian and Bisexual
Womyn meets each Sunday
night from 7-9 p.m. at the
Metropolitan Community
Church, 3301 Edison (at
Brock). Call 948-2536 for
further information.

(photo by Suzanne LaCoursiere)
;,

© Women Lancer volleyball vs
Humber College at the St.
Denis Centre. Game starts at
8:00 p.m.

IE The School of Music
presents Steven Henrikson,
bass baritone and Gregory
Butler. piano. Tickets available at the door or in advance.
$8 for adults, $5 for seniors.
Moot Court, 2nd floor of law
building. 253-4232 ext. 2780

IS
-

Assumption University
Chapel hosts Mass every
Sunday at 10:30 a.m. and
4:30 p.m. Located between
the University Centre and
Huron Church Road, call
973-7034.
Assumption
University Chapel hosts Mass
this Sunday at noon followe<1
by refreshments.

Friday, February S
;,
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Sunday, February 7

The Windsor Parks and
Recreation presents Drawing
with local artist Elio Del Col at
6 p.m. This eight week course
hosts techniques of drawing
including the basic concepts
of still life. For info call
255-7600 or 255-6877.

IE The Art Gallery of Windsor
hosts a collection of selfportraits in the Mezzanine
Gallery until May 9. 445 Riverside Dr. West, 258-7111.

I~

;,

The Humanities Research
Group presents Thomas
Waugh from Concordia
University speaking on
"Looking Hard: Social
Construction of Gay Male
Sexuality Through the Erotic
Image. Odette Building room
104 at 8:00 p.m. For more
info call 253-4232 ext. 3508.

Saturdy, February 6
©

Lancer basketball
vs
Western Mustangs at the St.
Denis Centre. Women tip off
at 2:00 p.m., men at 4:00 p.m.

;,

Windsor
Printmaker's
Forum presents Valentine's
Day card workshop from
10:00-12:00 p.m. for children.
A workshop for adults will be
Monday. February 8 from
8:00-10:00 p.m. Cost is
$12.00. To register call
253-9493.

Iona
College presents
"Challenges
and
Opportunities Posed By An
Aging Population." There will
be guest speakers from
10:00-4:00 p.m.

IE Amherstburg
Performing
Arts presents the Ambassador Chamber Players m
concert at the St. John Baptist
Church, 255 Brock St. in Amherstburg at 7:30 p.m. Tickets are $7.50 adults, $3.75
students and are available at
South Shore Books, 164 Pitt
St. West. For more info call
Bob Sutherland at 736-4890.
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Monday, February 8
"' The Lance, your student
newspaper, welcomes new
contributors. conbtributor
wanna-bes or the morbidly
curious to check out our staff
meeting. 6 p.m .. Grad House
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"' Club and society meetings.

IE Visual and performing arts.
<-

Notices, dernonstrat1orn;.

Lectures. seminars. etc.
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§

Socials. parties. mixers. etc.
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Sports events.
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TEMPORARY HELP REQUIRED
(preference will be given to full time undergrads)

Last 2 weeks of August, 1993
All of September, 1993
All of October, 1993
All of January, 1994
All of February, 1994

BAR AND GRILL

-

Tuesday, Feb. 2:
Open Mic Night
Thursday, Feb. 4:
Acoustic Cafe w/ Sam Hill
• 25¢ chicken wings
Friday, Feb. 5:
M.O.R.
Wyandotte At Campbell
Seven days a week 254-7900

Free
HAT!
(value $27)

Applicants must be available to work a minimum
of two full days per week (9 A.M. - 5 P.M.)
SKILLS REQUIRED:
Typing •Telephone• WP 5.1 • Photocopying
Wage will be $7.25 per hour

RESUMES MUST BE RECEIVED
BEFORE 4 P.M. FEBRUARY 28, 1993 :
Mark Resumes PRIVATE AND CONFIDENTIAL and forward
to STUDENTS' ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL, UNIVERSITY
OF WINDSOR--ATIN: DIRECTOR OF FINANCE
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Custom Designed University Clothing
2053 Wyandotte Street West, 977-5921
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~ Womyn ~ Centre co-ordinator promised wrong pay
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Council briefs

:f SAC pays $500 for salary mix-up
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A confusing set of circumstan-

ces led to a mix-up that almost

SAC president Kristine
Robinson
$500
from
her
honorarium.
Last April Ligaya Byrch applied for the position of
womyn's Centre co-ordinator.
However, one of the members of
I sAC's hiring board was absent.
I Hence the position of Womyn's
Center Co-ordinator was not
filled by Byrch until early Sep1ember.
t'()St

Questions

II

Since the position was filled
on such short notice, there were
many questions that had to be
answered quickly, most imporfor iantly salary.
Byrch was under the impresning sion that she was to receive a
bas, SIOOO honorarium for a year's
·s m
work. Robinson confirmed this
1ptiS1
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my future," said Robinson at the
meeting, alluding to the possibilty of a lawsuit.

Honorarium

Supposed
The Womyn's Centre position
was supposed to pay $500 per
year.
Byrch became aware of the
situation shortly after submitting
her commissioner's report. Quintal then informed her that she
was to receive only $500.
Robinson decided to bring the
issue to council's attention.
"I told Ligaya she would be
paid $1000. She probably had already budgeted the money. It
wouldn't have been fair to take
the money away from her," said
Robinson.
At council's December general
meeting, Robinson made a motion that council award Byrch the

Kristine Robinson. (photo
by MOM/KOH/NO)

money promised her.
The motion was defeated, as a
large number of councillors
abstained from voting.
Before the meeting ended,
Robinson pleaded with the council to reconsider the matter.
"If I have to, I' ll pay her
[Byrchl
from
my
own
honorarium. I' m not going to risk

The council passed a motion to
pay the remaining $500 from the
honorarium of Chris C heng, who
resigned from SAC last summer.
A month later, Robinson says
she was never seriously worried
that Byrch would file a law suit.
"Whenever there is a piece of
paper with your name on it, you
must be prepared. But I know
Ligaya, and there was no reason
to believe that we wouldn't
resolve the problem."
For her part, Byrch was happy
with Robinson's support.
"She made a mistake but took
full responsibilty for it. She stood
behind me all the way," said
Byrch.
Next year the honorarium for
Womyn's Centre Co-Ordinator
position will revert back to $500
per year.
IQ

Council refuses to pay for trial bus passes

1

lSIT'i

amount verbally and in writing.
Robinson said she was told the
wrong amount by finance director Debbie Quintal. The higher
figure is paid to another position,
the Women's Issues Co-ordinator.

by Teena Ward
Lance news staff

Transit Windsor won't be getting any
money from the University of Windsor's Student Administrative Council and neither will
the office of the President.
Last week SAC defeated a motion to pay
the bus company $1000 of student funds to
offset the cost of the trial bus pass program.
SAC president Kristine Robinson indicated
Iha! the university administration promised
Tram,it Windsor $15 000 for the expenses in-

curred with the free bus passes last semester.
Dr. Ron Ianni, president of the U of W, requested that Robinson consider a contribution
from SAC to cover their share of last
semester's trial bus pass program.
Transit Windsor, the city's public transportation agency, extended free bus service to
students while they considered a referendum
on whether to raise student fees to provide
bus passes.
The free service was rcvoke<l when votcrs
rejected the mcasure.
Robinson brought forth a motion to pay the

$ !000 to 'Tranzip' although there had been

no contract or agreement to do so with either
the President's office or Transit Windsor.
Robinson 's motion was opposed by the
majority of councillors. Members <lid not feel
that the services warranted a payment since
they were not involved in a commitment to
do so.
Business representative Jason Farrell
pointed out that the finance commitee was
never informed that payments were to he
made to Transit Windsor for the failed
program, making the motion moot.
~

Council elected Lisa
Colwill (social science),
and Brian Green (nursing)
to its Electoral Monitoring
committee to replace counci llors seen to have a possible conflict of interest.
The committee is responsible for ensuring candidates follow campaign
rules.

**

*

SAC voted to endorse
the Anti-Racism/Anti-Discrimination Fair and the
Pink Triangle Day planned
for later this semester.

* * *

The finance committee
will allocate $300 to cover
costs associated with the
St. Michael's Boys Choir
performance. The charity
event raised over $4000 for
the Downtown Mission,
but no funds had been put
towards overhead costs.
Jason Clemens, vice president finance, organized the
event in co-operation with
U of W president Ron
Ianni.

* * *

Council decided to hold
a contest to name the student-run pub scheduled to
open in the CAW Student
Centre in September. The
balloting will be held in
conjunction with council
elections at the end of this
month. So far, the choices
include
the
Moose,
E.R.T.W. and simply, the
Pub. Councillors hope the
contest will generate intere-;t in the facility and hctll.:r
patronage next year.

APARTMENTS, HOUSES, ROOMS

FOR RENT
(i1 Prime locations - 5 to 1O
minute walk from campus

li1 Central air conditioning

(i1 Completely new buildings

[i1 Quality,

(i1 Parking, laundry available
(i13, 5, & 6 bedroom units
available

Don't wait until
Augi.Jst.
Now renting.

[i1 Stoves,

fridges, microwaves

quiet, comfortable
and energy efficient

li1 Approximately $275/person
plus utilities

Call

971-8200

The Lance

Fundraiser to offer
Salvadorans support

POSITIONS
OPEN
ELECTED AT
LARGE

by Todd Schaus
lance news staff

I • President (requires 100 nominators in

addition to nomination papers)
I - Vice-President University Affairs
2 • University Centre
Ad\ isory Board Members
3 - Senators
5 • Senate Committee on
Student Affairs Memben;
ELECTED BY FACULTY

I - Human Kinetics Rep
I· Nursing Rep

/·Science Rep

I · Vbual Arts Rep 1- Business Reps
I· Engineering Rep / - Music Rep
'7
I • Drama Rep
/ • Soc. Science Rep 1..0

/ Arts Rep
I · Law Rep

/ - Social Work Rep
/ • Computer Sci. Rep

l Re.ft:rwm,m Qcw,tion Sha/Ule • hked
Cut1cemim: the. Vrue_l!lnn.
For info, call SAC at 253-4232, ext. 3600

New Asian Curry House
We specialize in all kinds of vegetarian
and non-vegetarian Indian dishes.
Daily Luncheon Buffet $4.99
(all you can eat!!) Mon-Sat 11:30-2:30
*Free cake when you celebrate your birthday here!
Please book in advance*

Fully
licensed
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As a show of solidarity,
and an attempt to raise awareness of El Salvador's situation. a coffeehouse is being
held Friday, Feb 5 at Artcite,
109 University W. Salvadoran food and music,
along with a guest lecturer,
are scheduled.
The purpose of the coffehouse is to raise money to
insert an ad in Diareo Latino,
a
national
Salvadorean
newspaper.
"The ad will put pressure
on the government to adhere
to the Peace Accord," says
Jose Parada, a native of El
Salvador and a member of
Esperanza.
A peace accord was signed
one year ago to end the war
between
El
Salvador's
authoritarian government and the
popular movement Farabundo
Marti National Liberation Front
(FMLN). The accord demands,
among other things, the removal
of army officers who have com-

-

Ope n seven
d ays a week

courtesy of The Mart/et,
University of Victoria

fvton - \Ved: 11 - 9
Thur - Sat: 11 - 11
Sunday: 12 - 8

VICTORIA (CUP)
The
Young Tory club at the University of British Columbia says it
will continue to try to shut the
school's student-run paper down
despite its first failed attempt.
The Young Conservatives
failed to gather enough names on
a petition to block funding for
The Ubyssey.
"We don't feel too great about
that," said Elizabeth Zinc, president of the Young Conservatives.
But now they have "an 'AntiUbyssey · committee, with people
from our group as well as
others... she said.
While only eight people sit on
the committee, the Young Tories
ha"e garnered support from the
national Progressive Conservati\'e Youth Federation.
"[Student papers] should be
more responsible to their students," said Justin Brown, one of
the federation ·s youth directors.

Expires Feb. 28
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milted human rights abuses.
"The government wants to
keep 15 officers, two of which
are guilty of war crimes and
human rights atrocities," laments
Parada.
Deirdre Logue, an intern at

Artcite, emphasizes the potential
of an advertisement.
"During
times of war.
newspapers are very powerful.
This show of solidarity has the
potential to be read by most of
the country," she said.
~

Conservative group fails to
close UBC student newspaper
by Derek McNaughton

LUNCHEON BUFFET

,tJt, ,~, ,~, '~~
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"[Student papers] have the
right to offer an alternative viewpoint - if the people really want
that. It's usually only the view of
the editorial board who don't represent the views of students," he
said. "It's not what people are
looking for."
Saunderson holds several complaints with the Ubyssey. He has
initiated a lawsuit against the
paper for running a satirical advertisement
labelling
him
"UBC's Young Satanist."
Last September, during campus Club Days, the second-year
physics student launched a petition, which, if it had netted 1000
signatures, would have triggered
a campus referendum on funding
for the Ubyssey, 984 people
signed the petition.
Upset by what he and other
students consider a "left-wing
bias" in The Ubyssey - run by
student volunteers and five paid
editors - Saunderson said the
paper is merely an "outlet of leftwing thought, radical feminism,
homosexual militancy, eco-war-

rioring, and any other anti-cstab·
lishment interest."
Federal cabinet ministers and
local Progressive Conserva1ivl'
party members have distanced
themselves from Saunderson.
"There's a division between
the grown-up Tories and the little
Tories,'' said editor Frances
Foran.
Ubyssey editors said Defense
Minister Kim Campbell talked to
them, denouncing Saunderson's
and the Young Tories' actions. ~

In the Jan. 25 issue of the
Lance, Chris Gillett, SAC
Human Rights Co-ordinator was
quoted as saying the Somalian
people "live as fools because
they fail to live together as
brothers and sisters."
Gillett cited a quotation from
Martin Luther King Jr.: "If
mankind cannot get along as
brothers and sisters, then surely
we shall perish as fools."
~
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FREE Mouse

$1295

• 105 Mb Hard Disk Drive
1.44 Mb 3.5" Floppy disk drive
IDE HD/FD Controller
• 2 Serial, 1 Parallel and 1 Game Port
• 101 Keys Enhanced Keyboard
Mini Tower Case
• 200W Power Supply
MS Dos 5.0
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Correction

Back to School Special
• 80386 DX-40 MHZ CPU
128K Cache
2 Mb RAM
• 14" Super VGA Colour Monitor 0.28 dpi
Super VGA Card with 1 Mb RAM
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South African drama too cerebral
Ron Mitchell is the teacher, Mr. M.,
who believes passionately that education
is the key that will unlock the door to
freedom and who fails to recognize that
there is more to freedom than being able to
read and apppreciate great literature. The
intellectual rather than the emotional nature of his passion is clearly portrayed in
Mitchell's well-articulated performance.
Kamel Amen-Ra is credited with
provided coaching in the African pronounciation but there is Jillie evidence of a
realistic attempt to represent the people in
South Africa both black and white, actually talk.

by Conrad Reitz
Lance arts staff
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Athol Fugard is considered to be one of
today's foremost playwrights in the world,
and has built his reputation on his incisive
dramatic portrayals of apartheid in South
Africa. Therefore, every new play that he
writes is greeted with eager anticipation.
The Detroit Repertory Theatre has
wasted no time in presenting Fugard's
latest work, My Children! My Africa.',
directed by Barbara Bushy.
Unfortunately, this work lacks the stark
human tragedy of The Bloodknot, the
pathos of Master Harold ... and the Boys,
or the humour of Sizwe Banzi is Dead.
The characters spend a great deal of
time lecturing the audience and each other.
Whatever dramatic movement there may
in plot is lost in a welter of words.
However, this is clearly supportive of
Fugard·s argument that it is words, and not
actions, that bring change.

Roots
Chris Ann Voudoukis stuck with a very
British accent, although she had an irritating lisp and she occasionally lost it in the
vowels. ("Owfricar" instead of "Efrica")
Ron Mitchell mercifully kept his muted
middle-class midwest accent, but Rod
Johnson, who has experienced in other
South African roles (The Blood Knot, and
lost in 1/ze Stars) and should know better,
sounded West Indian, \\ith a hint of Roots.
The set designed by Marylynn Kacir
provided an effective and unobtrusive
space within which the actors functioned.
It consisted of a walkway, platforms,
steps, and softly lit gray planes, for pacing,
sitting, standing and climbing.
Unfortunately, the effect was spoiled by
a large relief map of Africa, done up in the
black, orange and green ANC colours,
clinging to the back drop, looking as if it
had been taken from a T-shirt commemorating Nelson Mandela ·s visit to
Detroit.
It presented a brooding and somewhat
intrusive symbolism, which was probably
the intention, but this brooding symbolism
was adequately conveyed by the words of
the author and the actions of the characters.

Cerebral
The opening scene presents a high
school debate, and the entire play becomes
a debate between the forces of conservatism and tradition as well as the power
of youth and impatience. Somewhere
along the way, feelings and emotions get
lost, and the play devolves into a cerebral
exercise.
It is only during the final 20 minutes
that the characters come alive and find
their roles as real people. It is at this point
that they start expressing what is going on
within their hearts, instead of in their
heads.
Fugard is known for taking a small incident, or subtle relationship, and developing it into a metaphor for the tragic forces
that have been tearing South Africa apart.
Hy Children! My Africa! is about an
idealistic black teacher, his articulate but
angry black student, and a to-good-to-betrue hockey-playing schoolgirl.
The main theme is the rejection by the
student of the values and priorities of his
teacher/mentor. Regrettably, the potential
for exploring the relationship between the
two young people, in terms of their vastly
different backgrounds, is neglected.

Good Intentions
The wider context, however, is the lack
of understanding between the generations
and the races. The student, Thami, cannot
explain the need for patience which is explained by his teacher, Mr. M, who
believes that good intentions will overcome all obstacles.
The white student tries to find common
ground with her young black friend, but
succeeds only in being patronizing. She is

Cultural identity

THE GREAT BELIEVER: Ron Mitchell plays Mr.Min My Children! My Africa! The
play is continuing at the Detroit Repertory Theatre until March 21.
unable to see that historical authors Shelley, Keats and Bronta have no relevance to
Thami and his comrades-in-arms in the
black locations.

carried away by intruding on the body
space of her fellow-actors, and clutches
and grabs at them, as if about to knock
them down.

Enthusiasm

Identity

Chris Ann Voudoukis, as Isabel Dyson,
is suitably sweet in a healthy, wellscrubbed way, and conveys the impression
that life is wonderful, and that everything
in the garden is rosy, if only T hami could
be more like her.
In order to express enthusiasm, she gets

Rod Johnson as Thami turns in a
credible performance as a young man who
feels himself being sucked in and subverted by white education. and struggling
to retain his ideals, and his identity with
"the people" without succumbing to
violence and savagery.

The wider relevance of this play addresses not racism, as some critics have stated,
but cultural identity. The play ends on a
note of hope. as Thami sets off on a journey to find himself, and Isabel makes the
point that everyone in South Africa, both
black and white, are ·'Children of Africa.''
Survival, however, depends on the
recognition of cultural differences, and
this surely is one of the most significant
themes in Canadian society today.
~
My Children! My Africa! continues at
t/ze Detroit Repertory Theatre, I 3103
Woodrow until March 21 (8:30 p.m.
Thursdays and Fridays, 3:00 p.m. and
8:30 p.m. Saturdays, and 2:00 p.m. and
7:30 p.m .. Sundays.) For tickets call 313868-1347.

Listen to the calling of The Voice Within
by Sarah Roebuck
Lance arts co-editor
"We must listen to The Voice
Within.·
-John Bourne
Bassist Mark Stapleford, who
provides the backing vocals with
co-producer Jenny Bourne and
dr_ummer Jamie Comper along
\I/1th Bourne on lead guitar and
vocals. have recently compiled a
tape of two songs, "Down on
Wyandotte" and "The Virgin and
the Sinner."
Produced by Bourne, a univers11y Communications/Dramatic
Arts major, and Jenny Bourne, a
\tudcnt at Brock, the band has
released the cassette to three

record companies in Toronto and
Risquc Disque in Vancouver.
The songs were written by John
Bourne for the purpose of
producing experimental music
videos.
"Down on Wyandotte" was
shot in Windsor in the late fall
and edited in St. Catherines. The
Voice Within plans to release the
video
to
be
aired
on
MuchMusic's
independent
program, /11die Street.
"Down on Wyandotte" speaks
of well-known
West end
landmarks, such as the Ambassador Bridge, the Grad House,
Buzz's Bar and Grill, and mentions familiar streets we all
know. The song features acoustic

guitar, a dynamic bass and
developed harmony in the vocals.
Nostalgic impulses, a sense of
familiarity and rootedness pervade the tune.
Bourne sings of the Windsor
experience, common to any observant resident; we find a home.
and we celebrate the familiar,
noting particular details, searching for the universal and express
it in terms of the place from
which we come.
"I wrote this song while in the
Toronto area, while I was away
from Windsor," says Bourne.
"It's a response to being in a big
city. consumed. People trash
Windsor, and I thought it was
about time something positive

was said about it. The song is
basically images of the city. You
could call it sentimental."
"The Virgin and the Sinner" is
a more upbeat song, the energy
of the band is collected into these
few minutes of personal expression in the minor key. The lyrics
are abstract and poetic, in a certain existential tone, and may be
seeking the resolution of something intimately unexplainable.
The Voice Within may boast a
professional sound and wellcrafted material that arc refreshing and musically varied. Within
the next week, the cassette will
be in the CJAM library, and
within the next month, .. Down on
Wyandotte" will be aired on the

local television channel, Cable
11. The video was produced hy
John and Jenny Bourne.
"Local bands don't produce
videos of their own music," says
Bourne, "so it'll be something
new."
John Bourne is also a solo
musician in Windsor, and has
performed at Buzz's Bar and
Grill and The Grad House among
other venues. The name of the
band is derived from the title of a
play wrillen hy Bourne which
was performed at the School of
Dramatic Arts in Windsor two
years ago.
When The Voice Within
speaks, how can one not listen?~
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Tire Ven·e E.P.
Hut/Caroline
Britain's music scene is currently
dominated by the "shoegazer" sound.
which combines extreme guitar feedback
with classic pop melodies. The scene
developed its name from a common tendency for its bands to stare at their shoes
during live performances.
Pioneered by bands like My Bloody
Valentine and Ride, the scene is often
criticized for its self-indulgent musical
leanings.
For instance, My Bloody Valentine will
play one chord over and over, building to
a slow, feedback-laden crescendo that will
make your ears bleed.
Such self-indulgent forays are thankfully excephons to the rule. Some powerful
music has created from this scene, as can
be heard on Verve's eponymous E.P.
Verve emphasizes musicianship, concentrating on melody and song structure
rather than exploding into feedback frenzies at any given moment. The cacophony
eventually emerges, but it comes as a last
resort.
I could wax rhetorical about this
wonderful release. but listening is believing. Call up CJAM and hear Verve for
yourself. I'd recommend the song "She' s
A Superstar." - Darrin Keene
Various Artists

Possessed
Nettwerk
As far as Canadian independent labels
go, none can beat Vancouver-based Nett~erk Prductions.
The label has introduced audiences
worldwide
to the heavy-duty industrial/techno/hip-hop sounds of Skinny
Puppy, Severed Heads, and Consolidated.
The label also features the more graceful
sounds of Sarah Mclachlan and the
Grapes of Wrath, two of Canada's more
cutting-edge artists.
Possessed is the Nettwcrk ·s fourth
sampler, and it emphasizes the label's industrial and techno-based artists. There are
a few exceptions, most notably Mystery
Machine, whose grungy "Valley Song" is
among the sampler's highlights.
Another
standout
track
is
Consolidated's "Crack House". The song

A speeding ticket in the e.s. can cost you
hundreds of dollars.Which could be the
difference between a great spring break, and
no spring break. But with Western Union,
In the U.S. call

1-800-325-6000

~

3 Febt

is a bitter condemnation of the American
socioeconomic bias that keeps drugs flowing into low class Afro-American communities.
Single Gun Theory's "I Am What I
See" masterfully combines Eastern Indian
chants with a chilling, techno-influenced
dance groove. Call it world music for the
rave crowd.
Quality tracks from more established
bands like Severed Heads, Skinny Puppy,
and Tear Garden all strengthen this compilation. In all , Possessed reaffirms the
fact that Nettwerk is on the cutting edge of
modern music. - Darrin Keene
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Consolidated

Play More Music

"

Nettwerk
Consolidated is a band that transcends
normal music stereotypes. Along with fellow Bay Area rappers Disposable Heroes
of Hiphoprisy, the band has emerged with
a clearly defined brand of hip-hop.
Its new release is a driving collage of
tunes that bring out the best in radical,
confrontational, techno-industrial music.
Play More Music addresses a variety of
political and social issues that trouble our
times, such as homophobia, racism, drug
abuse, abortion rights, animal rights, and

AIDS.
The presentation is very interesting,
using sampled news reports and excerpts
from concerts. It is the brainchild of band
members Mark Pistel, Adam Sherbourne
and Philip Steir.
"Gorillas In The Mist" is a rap about
racism that accuses L.A.P.D. chief Darryl
Gates of being the cause of the L.A. riots,
mocking the K.K.K. and so on. It is an infectious mix between rap and industrial
that emphasizes the lyrical message.
"He" is also easy on the ears while telling of man-made crimes on the Earth.
"Crackhouse" is a rap about the evils of
drugs and distaste for the American drug
policy. "You Suck" is a neat package
which offers an alternative to usual boygirl song themes.
Consolidated offers an adventure for the
mind, and the band intends to expand new
musical horizons while educating the
mainstream audience. Play More Music is
an explosive intellectual experience which
deserves - no, make that demands - to
be heard. - Steve Rennie

The Stone Roses
Turns To Stone
Silvertone/BM G
The Stone Roses are pioneers of the
now established Manchester scene. Em.
phasizing dreamy, psychedelic melodies
and funk-oriented grooves, the Roses
sounded like a combination of the Kinks.
Turtles and Sly Stone on their eponymous
debut.
Since then, the band has been caught in
legal red tape with its old label, Silvertone.
The band has now moved on to Geffen,
but Silvertone has decided to release the
Roses' singles and obscure tracks on the
compilation Tums Into Stone (Silvertone/BMG).
The compilation includes the mammoth
dance hit "Fool's Gold," along with a
remixed (and significantly improved) version of "Elephant Stone." Both of these
tracks come from the Roses' debut.
Some of the remaining tracks are much
more atmospheric, especially the ethereal
"Simone." Those familiar with the funky
groove of Manchester pop may be disappointed with these songs. Others, such as
"Mersey Paradise," substitute atmosphere
for direct, catchy pop hooks.
Nonetheless, most of the songs carry the
definitive stamp of a Manchester groove,
and the compilation is a suitable farewell
to the band's formative years. One can
only hope that the Stone Roses will fare as
well with their new label. - Darrin

Keene

you can have money sent to you fron1
Canada to one of over 18,000 U.S. locations
in 1ninutes. So v' hen you need 1noney fast,
call Western l'nion.\Ve re just the ticket.

WESTERNj jMONEY
UNION TRANSFER
The fastest way to send money.™

1

In Canada call

1-800-235-0000
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Gay mag has
100 % appeal

7

Ode to a rock 'n 'roll ego-tripper
Hill Graham Prese11ts
b~ Bill Graham and Robert
Greenfield
Doubleday

by Darrin Keene
Lance arts editor

by Terry Brown
Lance arts staff
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Gay and lesbian rights are in a peculiar state of flux. In Ontario, same-sex couples have been extended some of the respect
and financial benefits that "traditional" unions have always enjoyed.
However, the fe?~ral governmen~ continues to keep
homosexuals from gaining legal protection from discrimination
in the Human Rights Act. The State of Colorado has Amendment 2, which goes one step
further and bans anti-discrimination laws. In the midst
of this atmosphere, a new
magazine has emerged with a
refreshing set of assumptions.
The stylish and well-written
JO Percent, a magazine of "culture, lifestyle and ideas," is a
celebration of the gay and lesbian contribution to North
American society. It doesn't
have an "outside looking in"
perspective, rather, JO Percent
subtly puts across the fact that
tens of millions of people in the
"mainstream .. are homosexuals.
The reader is not presented
with structured arguments or
THOMPSON
pages of statistics; we meet scientists, entertainers, business
people, architects, writers, parents, teachers, et al. It is a unifying vision, stressing similarities rather than differences.
While being a source of positive energy for gays and lesbians,
the brilliance of the approach is that it also welcomes the
"straight'' reader to be informed and entertained. (Pulling Kid in
the Hall Scott Thompson on the cover - in his Buddy Cole persona - is almost insidious.)
The premier issue also has book and music reviews, opinion
piece<;, information indexes, humour, fiction and photography
- all from gay/lesbian perspectives.
As biologist Simon LeVey notes, straight people see only a
small fragment of the gay and lesbian community, "which is,
you know, tlamboyant stereotypical people you might see on the
~treet: gay activists, drag queens, bull-dykes. The thing that you
don ·1 see arc all the sort of mainstream people who are busy filling out these different corners of society.''
The political stance of JO Percent will seem soft to some, but
revolutionary to those who still assume gays and lesbians must
be "brought in" to society.
[Q

The
late
Bill
Graham:
promoter
extraordinaire,
Holocaust survivor, backbone of
the Haight-Ashbury scene. With
1is marketing savvy and organizational skills, he promoted
some of the most important
rock'n'roll shows ever staged.
Bill Graham Presents is a
posthumous autobiography (of
sorts) that offers insight into the
life of rock'n'roll's greatest
promoter. Through the words of
Graham, his friends and enemies,
and writer Robert Greenfield, the
reader is also exposed to a sobering view of what happens backstage during major rock events.
In order to survive in an industry which was (and still is)
replete
with
ego-tripping
musicians
and
managers,
Graham had to fight fire with
fire. As he recalls events,
Graham frequently reveals his
own behemoth-sized ego. It is at
these moments that Greenfield
resorts to seeking a second
opinion from people who were in
c'ose contnct with Graham.
As for the events themselves,
this book reads like a work of
rock·n·roll history. Woodstock,
Monterey Pop, Altamont, Live
Aid, Amnesty International 's
"Conspiracy of Hope" tours ...
the list goes on. If not the
promoter of these events,
Graham at least had an indirect

involvement in all of these
shows.
With regards to Graham himself, this book is quite revelatory.
Within its 545 rnges, the many
tribulations that Graham underwent throughout his turbulent life
are exposed.
As a Jewish boy in Nazi Germany, Graham found himself
soon separated from his family
and on the way to America. In
the U.S., he learned how to maintain his pride in the face of racial
prejudice.
From these unstable periods of

O.K. kiddies, it's time for another cool contest! The Lance and Alliance
Releasing would like to give you a free double pass to see National
Lampoon 's Loaded Weapon 1 on Wed., Feb. 3. All you have to do is answer
this tres facile question: What does tres facile mean in Enijlish? Come to the
Lance office A.S.A.P. with your answer. The Lance office as located in Clark
residence, unit #1 o. Go to the side door to get in. Good Luck!

l

Poetry where the
nights are long...
The Lance is calling for poetry submissions
to be published in our March 15 issue.
The Lance is printing a two-page feature of students'
poetry in the issue of Monday, March 15, 1993. Poems
of any style and any theme will be accepted. The poems
will be selected by Arts Editor Sarah Roebuck and poet
Salvatore Ala. Please send submissions to the Lance
office, Phase 2, Unit 10 of Clark Residence, Walnut St.
or drop off at the SAC trailer in an envelope marked
"Att'n Lance" by FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 26, 1993.

his early life, one can see how
Graham developed his strong ego
in order to cope with his surroundings. As the book progresses, the reader obser-·es how
Graham combined his ego with a
strong work ethic lo become tock
mu!>ic's premier promoter.
Bill Graham Presents is a
poignant look at one of
rock 'n 'rolrs most significant
figures. As well, it is an enlightening chronicle of the music
and culture which has helped to
define society during the last
three decades.
[Q
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Myanmar (formerly Burma) is a country
that Amnesty International has described
as having "no law at all." It is run by a
military dictatorship called the State Law
and
Order
Reconstruction
Council
(SLORC). Amnesty has documented
human rights abuses by SLORC including
suppression of opposition parties, torture
and ill-treatment, detention, and other
such acts.
Since 1988, many Burmese nationals
have fled the country and set themselves
up as refugees in Thailand, Bangladesh
and China. There are over 100 000
refugees
from
Burma
in
camps
throughout the area.

Alan Clements, an American who lived as a
monk in Burma for seven years, has compared
the regimes of Myanmar and Cambodia, and asks
if Burma will be the next Killing Fields. Recalling
that the Kmehr Rouge, under Pol Pot, had
destroyed Cambodian villages, forced relocations
and changed the country's name to Kampuchea,
he writes, "In Burma, SLORC has also destroyed
villages and set up relocation camps. Many
thousands have been intimidated into suomission
.. . There is one way in which things have the
potential to be much worse in Burma than in
Cambodia - it has six times as many people."

BURMA SINCE 1962
A military coup in 1962 brought to power the
military Junta led by General Ne Win, establishing
the one-party state led by the Burma Socialist

People's Party (BSPP).
The democracy movement in Burma began in
force in May and September of 1988,
when student groups, monks and
citizens began protesting against the
government's poor agrarian policies,
which left much of the country starving, and wild currency devaluation
leaving many people who had
amassed savings without anything. In
1988 a general strike in Rangoon led to
reaction by government forces who fired
into crowds of demonstrators, killing
thousands of people (up to an estimated 1O
000). Another 1O 000 students and dissidents fled the country for the jungle
shortly after to get away from
government repression. Shortly
after, the government announced
an amnesty causing many of the
students to return. Once home,
they were either sent to jail or executed.
As a reaction to the strike, the
government was reconstituted as
the State Law and Order Restoration Council (SLORC) headed by
general Saw Maung. SLORC
1 made sweeping changes to the law:
a curfew from 4 p.m. until 8 a.m.,
restrictions on speeches and chanting, a ban on assembly of more than five
persons, search and seizure of unregistered
weapons. Also, it launched a campaign against all
opposition and dissident parties.
In February of 1989, SLORC announced that it
would hold free and fair multi-party elections in
May, 1990. At that time the National League for
Democracy was formed as a political party, led by
Aung San Suu Kyi (pronounced Sao Chee),
daughter of the country's first leader Aung Sang.
While running her political campaign, in July,
1989, she was put under house arrest by SLORC,
where she remains to this day. Several members of her party were also arrested and sentenced to harc:l labour. When the elections finally
took place in May, 1990, Suu Kyi's NLD party
won 392 of the 485 seats.
SLORC did not transfer power to the elected
government, and during the campaign as many
as 30 000 political prisoners were arrested. Suu
Kyi won the Nobel Peace Prize in December of

1991, for her "non-violent struggle for de~ SL
and human rights."
,ve~
Currently, Manerplaw (located in the j·ocic
northeast of Burma) is the base for rebe '.m,
that have set up to fight the military reg1~l Th
All Burma Students' Democratic Front iA JIOdt
was formed after the exodus in 1988, an£ ime
1o 000 original students who had fled ilnd
remain. Many died of malaria in the jung: ·nail
caught or killed by SLORC soldiers, or re: ~ade
back to Burma to face jail and executior eak
escaped into Thailand, were they were a
as "illegal aliens" and deported to Burma
again they faced jail terms and executions An
In February of last year, SLORC ann0t1jious
massive campaign against the forces l~ile
jungle, the objective of which was to o.+reai
Manerplaw and crush the democratic force:l~mr
and for all. Thousands of people fled to the ·no
during the campaign, crossing into Ch--: Th
Thailand. Several people were caught a' ~de
tured, jailed or executed. The campaig' tud~
called off in April, (coinciding with the :nn_1
season, which leaves the jungle area am· 111,
mud) for what the government called reas Jve
"goodwill and national unity." The ca[ e~
began anew in September of 1992.
:epri

Russia

China

BY MARK CRANE

,r de~ SLORC is also trying hard to secure western
1vestment in the country, hiring Van Kleberg Asn the soc1ates, a Washington-based public relations
rebe. m. to try to attract US investment.
reg, The country is currently making money by
:mt IA ;ioducing heroin, and most heroin sold in North
B, arr. 1.merica was grown and processed in Burma.
fled And despite UN trade embargos, firms from
jung:rnailand, Hong Kong, Japan and Europe have
, ~r re-i~ade deals to cut and export millions of tons of
:ulion leak at an alarming rate.
'ere a·1
urma1
HUMAN RIGHTS
tions. I Amnesty International documents human rights
mnoi:t:Juses into two broad areas: "abuses committed
rces i rnle suppressing political dissent in towns and
to Olfreas under strict government control, and those
force:j:Jmmitted during military operations in ethnic
to the ·nority regions."
Chi·: The victims of arrest and torture without trial inght a· ;.\Ide leaders and members of opposition parties,
npaig· :~dents, monks, artists, religious leaders and
1 the nnic minorities. Many have been charged with
3 a .olitical crimes, and for non-violent opposition to
1reas )vernment policy. Amnesty reports that many of
ca eprisoners are tortured, beaten and otherwise
iprived of basic human rights.

I

urma

?•

Some of the abuses Amnesty International survive solely on humanitarian aid. Each camp
reports include, "the use of ankle chains and has a hospital, a school, and there is one high
shackles in cells and in work camps; deprivation school for all four camps.
of light; denial of medicines, food, exercise and
International groups like Doctors Without Borwater for washing; solitary confinement for ders help run the medical facilities, but malaria,
prolonged periods; the threat and use of torture; diarrhea and other medical problems run rampant
and overcrowding in cells."
in the camps.
Another form of ill-treatment of prisoners inBrendan Hickey, a University of Windsor
cludes using them as porters for military equip- graduate in nursing, visited one of the camps in
ment. Prisoners close to the end of their sentence October, 1992. He writes, from the camp: "Aside
are forced to carry munitions and other supplies from the obvious human rights abuses in Burma,
to the front lines. Prisoners are ill-fed and made to the daily problems in the camps are overwhelmcarry heavy loads over long distances. There are ing. The children and the elderly suffer the most
also reports of extrajudicial executions and beat- physically. Beri-Beri (vitamin B deficiency) and
ings along the route.
protein deficiency are rampant, as are all types of
A prisoner who escaped across the border into malaria which has become resistent to all forms
Thailand told Amnesty International that he had of treatment. There is one doctor, one nurse and
seen eight dead porters in one day while march- one lab technician, for all the occupants of the
ing. "These three porters had complained that camp (almost 1O 000 people). These three work
they could not carry the loads, so the soldiers just with an organization called Doctors Without Bortold them to just move on ahead. But when they ders and all of them are from France. They work
virtually around the clock with one week of rest
walked forward they were shot dead."
every three months. Although the camp is supREFUGEES
plied from refugee relief organizations, the diet
Some ethnic minority groups include Karen, consists mainly of rice, fish and more rice and
Karenni, Mon, Kachin and Shan groups. The Mon more fish (thus the health problems). The nurse
National Relief Committee currently runs four at the camp told me that three children died last
camps in Northern Thailand near the border of week from various health problems. He said that
former Burma. The four camps are currently was not an unusual number."
populated by over 12 000 refugees. The camps

we can change our world
International Development Week
February 1 to 7, 1993
Tuesday, February 2
Guest speaker: Mario Chavarria, Program
Director for the Third World Resource Centre
"The Integration of Central
Americans in Belize"
Madame Vanier Lounge, Vanier Hall, 4 p.m

Thursday, February 4
Guest speaker: Mulugeta A. Tedla,
University of Windsor Mathematics Graduate
Student
"A Refugee's Lifein East Africa"
Madame Vanier Lounge, Vanier Hall, 4 p.m.

Wednesday, February 3

Friday, February 5

Guest Speakers: Brendan Hickey,
University of Windsor Nursing Graduate and
Mark Crane, U of W History Graduate Involved
in campus and community media
"Refugees from Myanmar:
The Plight of the Mon People"
Madame Vanier Lounge, Vanier Hall, 7 p.m.

A Simulation Game - To be announced
All welcome; for information call 971-7776
Madame Vanier Lounge, Vanier Hall, 2 p.m.

For more information on International
Development Week, call 971-7776, or
253-4232 Ext 3500.
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U.S. teams
push Lancer
performances
by Dave Briggs
Lance sports staff
Lancer Ryan Leef collapsed
during the 3000m at Windsor's
Can Am Classic Jan. 23 sending
a chill through the team, and
overshadowing all results.
Leef. a freshman distance runner. collapsed midway through
the race complaining of chest
pains. and was hospitalized soon
after.
He was released from hospital
later that evening. and under the
advice of coach Dennis Fairall
will undergo further tests to
determine the nature of his
problem.
Despite the sombre ending to
the meet, Windsor posted strong
results against a host of Canadian
and American talent. Far and
a,, ay the best Canadian team at
the meet, the defending national
champion Lancers found Central
State University from Ohio to be
a formidable foe.
While the Lancers collected
nine gold, eight siher, and four
bronze medals. their Ohio rivals
posted 11 first place, three
second place, and four third place
finishes.
The weekly national rankings
had the Windsor women holding
down top spot for the second
consecutive week, while the men
were still in second place, this
time behind the University of Alberta, and slightly ahead of the
University of Western Ontario.
At the Can Am Classic, Fairall
says his team really showed its
balance by being the top
Canadian team in nearly every
e\enl.
"If you take out the U.S. athletes. we won everything on the
track from the 60m to the
1500m," Fairall said.

Al Herron won the 600m with
a time of 1:22.23, while his
female counterpart Kari Vickers
won the same event with a time
of 1:35.69.
"The 600m really seems to be
my race this year," Herron said.
"l feel very relaxed and am running really strong."
The U.S. competition was useful for pushing Lancers to better
performances, and shaking up
some Windsor athletes accustomed to dominating their events
in Canada.
Veteran sprinter Irma Grant,
for example, finished an unusual
third behind two Central State
runners in the 60m, an event she
has dominated for nearly five
years in the indoor university circuit. Grant also finished second
in the 300m. with teammate
Venolyn Clarke right behind her
in third.
One of the most impressive
Lancer results was the performance of distance runner
Michelle King who easily won
the 3000m, lapping some of the
field more than once. Tn her first
3000m race this year King
qualified to compete at the national championships by over 20
seconds, and set a personal best
time. After the race she could not
contain her glee and grinned
from ear to ear.
"I felt great,'' King said moments after the race. "I usually
run better when I'm in front."
In the personal bests department, middle-distance runner
Alex "'1acLeod shaved over eight
seconds off his personal best time
in the 1500m, placing third with
a time of 4:00.89.
Meanwhile, horizontal jumper
Gini-Lynne Girard set two personal bests. Her leap of 5.55m in
the long jump gave her a bronze

I
The defending national champion Lancers beat out all Canadian competition at the Can-Am Classic
track meet Jan. 23, but lost to Ohio's Central State University. (photo by DEB LAVERY)

L-- - - - - - - -- - -- - - - - - - - -- - - -- - - - - -- - ------'
medal. while her l J.65m effort in
the triple jump earned her a silver
medal behind teammate Kelly
Dinsmore.
"She surprised the #?$! out of
me again today. I don't know
,, here that last jump came from,
but that's the good thing about
long and triple, they don't take an
a, erage, it on! y takes one," said
Lancer horizontal jumps coach
Ritchie Coughlin.
Coughlin 's
group
posted
strong results at the Can Am
Classic, and he says the group
has improved from last year.
"We like to compare where we
arc at this point in the season versus last year at the same point.
we·re doing much better [this
~ear] all the way arounJ,"
Coughlin said.

Sukunda p,,.oduces a11other lvinne,·

by Chad Suitor

Lance sports staff

Lance sports staff

matches are a step above OUAA,
and factor into the process of
qualifying fo r the Canadian national team.
Coach Eli Sukunda was impressed with how his players
have performed.
"Our team transcends OUAA
fencing, we are a notch above all
the other universities in Ontario,"
he said.
Over the 16 years of coaching
the Lancer fencing team, he has

consistently produced winners.
Sukunda has accepted a coaching position at the Harvard
University.
"I have accomplished a lot in
Windsor, but it is time to move
on and expand my horizons,'' he
said.
This year might very well be
the end of an era in Lancer fencing; several key veterans will not
be returning to the team and
neither will its masterful coach. KJ

stranglehold on the 60m, winning
with a time of 6.77, just two onehundredths of a second off the
school record set last year by Ian
Hilton.
Though Fairall realizes some
athletes are still tired from training camp, the coach is \Vorried
about some athletes who didn't
attend the Puerto Rico camp.
"A few of the kids who dido 't
go to training camp arcn ·1 really
showing that much. We're going
to need them to get it together...
Fairall said.
Last Friday the team competed
at Saginaw Valley State University in Saginaw, Mich. and will
be headed to Notre Dame this upcoming weekend before returning
home on Feb. 13 to host the Lancer Team Challenge.
[Q

Curlers head to OUAA finals

by Lorne Bell
Fencing il, one of the most ancient sports around and mavbc
that's why it rises above other
sports to be hailed as an art form.
The Lancer fencing team has
shown that it has this art almost
down to a science. with outstanding performances at several
recent tournaments.
The Windsor squad is small in
number, but it makes up for it in
quality. The team. consisting of
Steve McAdam, Mark Scarphone. Rob Fallenbuchl and
Chris Kierkus finished first in the
sabre division in the OUAA West
Sectional I tournament on Jan.
23-24 in Hamilton.
The team easily defeated
Brock, Western and McMaster to
capture the sabre division for the
14th time in the past 16 years.
Two Lancers also panicipated
in a tournament held in Montreal.
Fallenbuchl was third overall and
Bill Lester was 10th overall at
this elite tournament. These

7

Coughlin said the American
competition was good for a
change. He says it's not often
the} will go to a meet where a
women will long jump over 6m,
as Carolin Sterling from Central
State University did.
''That ·s the kind of thing that
pushes you to a higher level," he
said. "At this point in time we're
not getting it in Ontario.''
Fairall agrees. He says even
though O'Brian Gibbons placed
second in the 300m behind Anthony Pryce of Central State, the
Lancer runner was pulled
through to a "hot time" of 34.43.
"I think the U.S. athletes really
add a lot. Our guys got pulled
through to some really good performances," Fairall said.
Gibbons did maintain his

The men's curling team continued its hot play and the
women had the tournament of
their lives as both teams
qualified for the OUAA Championships to be held at the
Brantford Golf and Curling
Club in Waterloo on Feb. 20
and 21.
The men assured themselves
the number one seed in the
championship by winning all
six of their games at the
OUAA
Crossover
Round
Robin tournament on Jan. 2224.
They started the weekend by
defeating Trent, Toronto anti
the Royal Military Academy
on Friday, then finished off on
Saturday and Sunday by
defeating Queen's, McMaster
and Laurentian to raise their
record to 10 wins and only one
defeat.
The men shot 73 percent as a
,__team and managed to win most

of their games easily. This is
the first time since 1987 that
the men will be participating in
the OUAA finals.
The women had a tougher
task ahead of them then the
men did, but they ended up at
the same place - the championships. Entering the crossover tournament, the women's
record was a dismal one win
and four losses. This did not
hinder the women though, they
were on a mission.
T heir first three games
against Trent, Toronto and
Laurentian were blowouts, and
their final game with Queen's
went to an extra end. When the
tournament was over, the
women had won all four of
their games, fi nished with a
five-wi n and fou r-loss record
and qualified for the championships for the third year in a
row.
The next action for the
men's and women's teams will
take place at the Beach Grove
Club on Feb. 4-6.
(g
__.

_______________________
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Graduation
Portrait

Volleyball playoff hopes fading
Robert D. Way
Lance sports staff

Sign up Odette Building
Commerce Society
Office Main Floor

PORTRAITS
TAKEN
March 15-16-17-18
Vanier Hall
Trillium Room A

Camera Fee
only $12
Let 's talk composite!

~11,,

Graduation Portraits by

J,

Classifieds
EDUCATION
ENGLISH SECOND LAN·
GUAGE? Accent reduction

course, the things you will not
find in books or hear from a
teacher. Satisfaction guaranteed! 736-0016.

TRAVEL
FLORIDA SPRING BREAK 7
nights Beachfront $139-169.

With onl} two regular season
games remaining, playoff hopes
for the Lancer volleyball squads
appear lo be diminishing rapidly.
On the road Jan. 22 at Guelph
and Jan. 23 at Brock, the Lancer
men managed to improve their
chances for a playoff position as
they defeated both the Gryphons
and the Badgers 3-2.
Despite his team·s two
weekend victories, coach Mike
Palenchar wasn ·, excited heading
into their next match. "We
played well enough to win,'' he
said. "but we still could have
pla)ed better."
Playing al home on Jan. 27
against Western, a lack of intensity and poor defensive play
resulted in a 3-1 Windsor loss,
leaving lhe men two games under
.500 \\ ith a record of 4-6. Scores
were 13-15, 15-12. 13-15, 10-15.
After the match Palenchar was
disappointed. "ll just wasn't a
team effort out there tonight ...
number 12 for Western probably
had more digs in this match than
our whole team did, .. he said.
Meanwhile,
the
Lancer
women, whose record stood at 54 before travelling to Guelph and
Brock, have since fallen to 5-7
\\ ith three consecutive losses.
At Guelph, Windsor raced lo a
two game lead, only lo lose the
match in five. Scores were 15-8,
15-12, 7-15, 6-15, and 12-15.
The next night al Brock. the Lancers again wenl to five and were
once more unsuccessful, losing
10-15. 15-8, 14- 16, 15-4, 12-15.

by Alex Meyer

1-800-423-5264

Lance sports staff

KORG

3500

CONCERT

electric piano. Full size
keyboard 948-4466.

SERVICES
WORD PROCESSING. Essays, theses, reports, term
papers, manuscripts. Accurate,
fast, low rates. $1.50 per page.
Call 253-0702.
TYPING SERVICE. Resumes,
papers, theses, etc.. Printed on
laser printer. 326-6661 .

HOUSING
BED ANO BREAKFAST. Ideal
for visiting parents and friends.
Ten blocks from campus. Call

"We didn't show up for either
match,'' said coach Marge Holman. "Our passing was off, our
play mediocre. We simply took
our opponents too lightly."
Lancer power Jodi Beaugrand
concurred. "They [Guelph and
Brock] didn't beat us, we beat
ourselves," she said.

With a return to the St. Denis
centre to meet the Western Mustangs, Windsor had hoped to turn
things around. After an entertaining yet gruelling five games, the
Lancers finally succumbed to
defeat. Scores were 15-7, 4-15,
16-14, 5-15, 13-15.
While neither the men nor the

women arc officially eliminated
from playoff contention. both
Lancer teams will need to come
up big in their last two matches
just to sta} in the hunt.
Next action for the Lancer voile) ball teams will be Wednesday,
Feb. 3 al St. Denis Centre \ ersus
the Waterloo Warriors.
~

Lancer loss not indicative of team 'splay

Reserve rooms now. Call CMI

FOR SALE

Western defeated the Lancers 3-1 Jan. 27. (photo by TED ANDKILDE)

The Lancer women's basketball team worked its way to a
split in the team's latest games,
defeating Guelph bul losing to
the nationally-ranked Western
Mustangs.
On Jan. 23, Windsor .made an
admirable showing, downing the
Guelph
Gryphons
47-37.
Veterans Heather Quick and
Nancy Gyurcsik led with 17 and
13 points respectively.

On Jan. 27, the Lancers were
trampled by the sixth-ranked
Mustangs by a score of 70-44.
"The score is not indicative of
the game," said coach Joanne
Macl ean. "We played poorly al
stages of the second half." With
the halftime score only 30-25 for
the Mustangs, the Lancers were
still in close contention.
"We had a couple of fourminute lapses," said MacLean.
These lapses included nine-point
and 14-point unanswered runs
by the Mustangs.

"We are capable of playing
with them, but we need everyone
to step up their games to beat
them. Nol one or two players, but
five or six,'' said Maclean.
Karen McCulla Jed the Lancers with 12 points and Gyurcsik
played the game, even though
she was barely able to breathe
due lo a cold.
The blow that really felled
Windsor's hopes was the play of
Western 's Lori Bartololla. She
had 29 points, shooting 71 percent from three-point range, and

78 percent from two-point range.
However, Lancer guard Wendy
Langley
held
a
Western
preseason all-Canadian, who
averages 22 points per game, lo
just seven points.
T he Lancers· next games are
on Wednesday. Feb. 3 al Waterloo, and Salurday, Feb. 6 \\hen
they ""ill be hosting the rematch
against Western. Saturday ·s
game time is 4 p.m. Neither of
these games will be easy for the
Lancers but the outcomes of both
will be important.
~

The Lance invites
submissions for the

256-3937.

[

NOTICES

STUDENT LOOKING FOR
RIDE to Toronto Friday, Feb. 5.
Preferably leaving before 3

p.m. Will share gas expenses.
Call 973-3097.
THE LANCE INVITES all stu~ents interested in experience
1n writing, photography, or cartooning to call 253-4232 ext.
3909 for immediate volunteer
work.

[EMPLOYMENT
GREEKS & CLUBS

$1,000 AN HOUR!
Each member of your frat.
sorority. team. club. etc.
Pitches m Just one hour
and your group can raise
S1 000 in 1ust a few days'

Plus a chance to earn
S1,000 for yourself!
No cost No obhgat1on

1-B00-932-0528, ext. 65

Lance
Poetry
Feature
to be published March 15, 1993.

Submit poems of any style and theme
to the Lance office, Clark Residence
Phase 2 or to the SAC trailer in an
envelope addressed attn: Lance poetry
no later than Friday, February 26, 1993.
Dc:lville:: l 'Amour d,:, Amt',.
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Paying the price of
amateur athletics
by Dave Briggs

Lance sports columnist
As Rvan Leef collapsed on the
infield ~f the St. Denis Centre
track in the middle of the 3000m,
a stabbing pain gnawed at his
chest. His mouth and knees
turned blue and his hands were
ice cold.
Tt wasn't the first time he had
chest pains while running, but
none of his coaches knew about
it. Man} of his teammates did,
, et chose to keep quiet.
· These weren't ordinary cramps
an athlete gets when he pushes
himself too hard. This Lime something was seriously wrong.
As a crowd gathered, you
could hear the distress in track
coach Dennis Fairalrs voice calling over the public address system for athletic therapist Kathy
Harvie. Harvie acted fast and an
ambulance crew was rushed to
the scene.
While the crew attended to the
freshman runner, his Lancer
teammates and coaches tried
their best not to draw too much
of a crowd, or look too concerned
lest they worry Leef more.
Their concern would have
been better served before Leef
ran the race in the first place. Instead. teammates irresponsibly
let him continue to chase that
elusive athletic dream well past
the point of common sense.
The first few times it happened
maybe they just brushed it off as
the side-effect of too many
jalepenos or refried beans.
It's more likely no one wanted
to tell and be the one who ended
leef's athletic career.
At a team meeting following
the meet coach Molly Killingbeck said the team was told
that the coaches wanted to be informed when someone was
ha,·ing a heart attack.
While overstating the incident,
she may have served to ease the
team· s tension; it also pointed out
the seriousness of leef's situation.

Tt 's likely there isn't anything
seriously wrong with Leef, but
who knows? Could any of his
teammates have lived with the
guilt of burying a teammate they
could have prevented from
dying?
Still, one wonders why Leef
didn't tell one of his coaches, or

have the problem checked before
he wound up lying on the edge of
a track with his chest threatening
to explode.
Maybe it has something to do

Ottavio Mannarino dribbles the ball upcourt in Windsor's 95-57 loss to Western o.n Wednesday,. Jan. 27.
Lancer high scorers were Joe Davis-Nawagesic with 1O points and Mannarino with 9. Coach Mike
Havey siad the loss was due to Western out-rebounding the Lancers 44-25. (photo by MOM/KO HINO)

with the invincible feeling o f L
youth. No one believes it could
happen to them, or anyone they
know. When it_ does happ~n,
teammates and friends keep qu,~t
rather than cut someone short m
the pursuit, even in their best interests.
It all boils down to the importance that athletics plays in ou~
society. Athletes are encourage
to push themselves further, faster,
higher at all costs to personal
health. For what?
We are told to play above pain
- in effect, to ignore the warning signs. That may be accep_table for professional athletes paid
for the use of their bodies, but not
for amateurs. Yet how does the
amateur in today's climate differentiate between what it takes
to be a top notch amateur, and a
successful pro?
We are told the winners are the
ones who commit, who sacrifice,
who, in effect, push themselves
to the breaking point. How do
you tell an amateur that they
need not go that far?
The spoils to the victors are
mantle trinkets and a small
measure of fame to go with the
aches and pains that came earlier
in their lives than they had
planned.
Some. like Leef, are just lucky
they will be able to grow old. [g

k
an Ce r athlete oif the wee
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.
sponsored by Pizza Hut

Ben Curtis of the Lancer
men's curling team has been
named athlete of the week.
He has assisted his team in its
I 0-1 record this season placing
the team at number one in the

and is responsibl~ for the
majority of sweeping and is
therefore an integral part of the
team.
Curtis is a 6'0", 155 lb.
second-year social science student and a native of Tilbury. ~

]
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The 23rd annual Laurentian
SPAD hockey tournament was
held in Sudbury, Jan. 21-24.
Windsor was represented by the
Don Cherry Busters, fall
semester Division A champions.
With 16 teams from Ontario
and Michigan universities and
colleges, the full contact tournament made for topnotch competition. Windsor advanced to
the semi-finals partially because
its goalie, first-team all-star Tim
Latta. allowed only five goals.
In the semi-finals, the injuryplagued squad was overmatched by Canadian Chiropractic College, losing 5-3.

Men's Ice Hockey
The winter semester schedule
is underway with the next game
taking place Thurc;day, Feb. 4 at
11 p.m. with the Red Ones

ENVIRO-TIP
The amount of paper consumed by our society is
so vast it is hard to comprehend. In the 1990-9 I
academic year, tht: University of Windsor reportedly
spent over $110,IX)O on legal size fine paper alone!
This doe, not include any of the paper used by Ihe students themselves nor does ii com,idcr tht: volumt:s of
photocopy paper consumed in the form of handouts.
All of this paper uhimately takes up precious landfill
space therefore it is important 1hat we do all we can to
ensure that its use is warran1cd. In many cas;cs, the
amount of paper that is wasted is ridiculous and the
costs of th is waste extremely high.
The costs must be considered not only in Icrms of
dollar.; and cents but also in terms of the impact on
our environment. Thus we can include the needless
depletion of our forests, the volumes of energy that
are consumed in the transformation of trees into
paper, and the various forms of pollution resulting
from this process. The first thing to be noted is the
vi1al role that forests play in the ecosystem; they act
as vast r~crvoirs of carbon dioxide and thereby
counteract the problem of global warming (a single
tree absorbs over 81bs of Co2 from the air every year);
trees produce oxygen; they are extremely effective in
comballing erosion which is a growing threat especially in the case of topsoil erosion; and they provide a
needt:d habitat for wildlife.
The costs in terms of energy come in various
forms; hydraulic power disrupts entire ecosystems,
coal-fired generating plants produce volumes of air
polll1tion and tht:n there is the threat of cancer-causing
radiation resulting from nuclear power. Paper production usually involves the process of chlorine bleaching
which results in the formation of various pollutants
which include carcinogens, mutagens and organochlorines.
Considering the ex1rcme costs of using paper, it is

province.
Curtis' play was extremely
consistent at the OUAA Crossover tournament held Jan. 21-23.
His shooting averaged 80 percent
over what his coach described as
a gruelling weekend of play.
Curtis plays lead and second

time we began making sure it is used wisely. The
worst case of wasted paper is in the practice or w,ing
only one side of every page. Do we realize we arc
wasting 50% of every page when we do this?
This wasteful practice should never occur, but it
docs nonetheless. One-sided handouts arc standard
fare around the university even though there is a
policy slating Ihat all photocopied handouts arc to use
both sides of the page. Unfortunately Ihis policy is
only enforced at duplicating services and many of the
photocopiers around the campus do not offer twosided copies. The first thing tha1 can be done about
this is to get photocopies done at duplicating services
whenever possible and to get them done on both sides
of the page! Another we can do is remind our professors of the policy about two-sided photocopies whenever they give us these wasteful handout<; which use
only one side of the page. Stopping the practice of
using only one side of each page is not going to happen anytime soon and considering this, the Environmental Awareness Association has begun a program
of re-using paper that has one blank side.
There arc already bins in some locations like the
Leddy Library (in the basement) and the Law Library,
and the program will soon be expanded 10 include the
residences as well as the S.A.C. office.
The ides is that you put all the paper you h,1ve that
is used only on one side in these bins and that paper
will be collected and glued into scratch pads. These
scratch pads will be distribu1ed. free of charge,
through dis1ribution bins placed around the university.
Many such programs already exist in many departments of the university hut these ignore the rc-U!>able
paper that finds i1s way into the students hands
whether through handout\ or photocopies. Please <ln
your part hy reducing the amount of paper we 11, aste
each year, the costs of such wa ... tc are much too high.

taking on the Wounded Moose
at Adie Knox arena.

Aerobics for Heart
The big day is quickly approaching. Participate in three
fun-filled hours of aerobics and
all for a good cause, the Heart
and Stroke Foundation of Ontario. On Feb. 13 from 10 a.m.
to 1 p.m. the place to be is the
St. Denis Centre multipurpose
room. Sign-up sheets are available at the Campus Rec office.

Skating Night Out
On Wednesday, Jan. 27 Campus Rec held its annual 'Skating
Night Out.' Almost 200 students braved the cold to participate, making it one of the
best-allended Skating Nights
Out in Campus Rec history. Because of the enthusiasm shown
for this event, more events of

this nature are in the works. The
department would like to
apologize for the mix-up in the
starting time.

Personal
Enhancement
For those who have procrastinated in signing up for a Personal Enhancement course
through Campus Rec, virtual!)
all courses are still open for
registration. There are openings
in Aquatics, Self Defense
Awareness, CPR and First Aid
courses. More information is
available at the Campus Rec office in the St. Denis Centre or
by calling ext. 2456.
Information provided by
Andrew Lindsav, Darrell lbbit·
son, and
Burling of tire
Campus Recreation Deparl·
ment.
ig

Gary

~l:m!3i·Hl(~Ji2B§\MIM1~
Ambassador Plaza - Tecumseh and Huron Church
.. .for freshness, quality, and economy

10% student discount!
• snacks • candy • health supplements •
(discount does not apply to cigarettes, lottery or Pop Shoppe)

OPEN: Mon-Wed 9:30 - 8 ; Thurs-Fri 9:30 - 9
Saturday 9 - 9; Sunday 11 - 4

&ASTIR SEAL ~
VOLLEYBALL
TOURNAMENT

PasJ[
~U

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 13th in ST. DENIS CENTRE

• T-shirts • Prizes • Faces $2.99 lunch special
• Live music at Faces $2

$48 per team -- men's, ladies,
Attn:

K. Simon
329 Randolph
Windsor, Ont.
N9B 2T4
or call (519) 258-7953
deadline February 4
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Frustration flares as the Lancers look at the losing end of an 8-1 game against Brock. Jason Day (#8)
was handed a 10 minute misconduct, as was Brock's Cosmo Clarke (#20). {photo by TED ANDKILDE)
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Lancer hockey a roller coaster ride
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Friday, February 5, 1993
8:00 p.m.
104 - Odette Auditorium

by Ian Fitz-Gerald
Lance sports staff

The Lancer hockey team has
had a season that so far is
analogous to a roller coaster ride
- the ups, the downs, the downs,
the downs. There is no questioning the fact that the team has
been snakebittcn throughout this
ugly season.
Now, the emotional high that
the Lancers were riding due to
the return of high-scoring winger
Jeff Gardiner, has been snatched
away. It was announced only two
days before Windsor's last homestand
that
Gardiner
was
scheduled to undergo shoulder
surgery just days later and would
mis~ the remainder of the season.
Despite this shattering news,
the Lancers were still able to extend their unbeaten streak to four
games on St.1turday, Jan. 23, with

a 8-1 thrashing of a gutsy but
severly
overmatched
Royal
Military College squad.
However, notwithstanding the
six-point performance by Peter
Deboer, it was at best a lacklustre
performance by a Windsor team
obviously running thin on emotion. As is usually expected, this
complacent style of play carried
through to the next day's matinee
contest, as a hungry Brock team
drew blood early in the game
leading to a 9-2 Badger win.
Even by midway through the
second period, the only thing
coach Rick Cranker was looking
for on the bench was a white
flag.
To compound matters, defenseman Rob Kardas also contracted the 'shoulder bug,'
compliments of a vicious check
delivered by a Brock forward,
and may be out indefinitely.

~

corner of Wyandotte & Sunset

~

For information, call 253-4232, ext. 3508

*********************
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No matter how much this
game may have meant to the
team's playoff hopes, since
Brock is currently one point
ahead of Windsor in the race for
the sixth and final playoff position, the Lancers are still mired in
the thick of the playoff race.
The team can also take heart in
the fact that Joe Korab and Robb
Barban will return to the lineup
after missing games due to bouts
with the flu, and Aurelio Ccnce
will be returning from a wrist injury.
Four victories in the Lancers·
remaining eight games, which includes six games on the road and
a crucial weekend series in
Montreal, would almost ensure
the Lancers a playoff berth. This
of course is no easy task for any
team, let alone for a team that has
had one too many black cats
cross its path this season.
~

#

LOWER
PRICES!
NO G.S.T.
Rm~-
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All Students $6.99
All Others $8.99
$39.99
PERMS

WINTER 1993 CONFIRMATION
OF REGISTRATION

Longer Hair Slightly More

WINDSOR
1111
5060
1568
3222

Your Winter 1993 "Confirmation of Registration" has been mailed to
your current LOCAL address.

CHECK IT CAREFULLY!
After J a11 uary 22nd, any further additio11slcorrectio11s to your Winter
registration will be accepted only until-AND UNDER NO
CIRCUMSTANCES AFTER-Friday, February 5th, 1993. To make
such changes, you must complete and submit a11 "Appeal for Late
Registration Form," which is available from the Registrar's Office.
You will still be able to DROP a one-term course until Friday, March
12th by using the "Course Change Form". The last day for any tuition
refund, howel er, is Friday, February 12th, 1993.
1

**
**

Ouellette Ave (at Pine)
252-6733
Tee. Rd. E. (Westminster Plaza)
944-2321
Huron Line Rd. (Ambassador Plaza) 252-4053
Dougall Rd. S. (Gateway Plaza)
969-6613

OPEN
MON.-FRI. _ 9 AM - 9PM SAT._ 9 AM - 6

,..................., ,....................,
~iii~ Chl@im: ~ih~ Chl@im
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$1.00 SI.DO
l OFF OFF l
I
I

:
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I
I

One Coupon Per Purchase
Coupon Expires Mar. 15/93
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One Coupon Per Purchase
Coupon Expires Mar. 15/93
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Prosperity?

It seems that everybody from Maclean 's magazine to
Brian Mulroney thinks that university students are to·
blame for Canada's current economic woes. If only you
were a little bit less lazy and a little friendlier with the
computer surely the country's economy would soar.
So we at The Varsity are here to tell all of you good'
. '
for-nothing,
techno-tarded, arsty-fartsy, book-reading,
90210-watching, coffee-sipping, beer-swilling students
to get off your pub-crawling, loan-defaulting, tax-guzzling butts and get a fuckin' job!
You say there are no jobs out there? You think you're
pretty smart, don't you? If you were, we wouldn't be in
the mess that we are in now, would we?
There are no jobs because all the industry moved
away in disgust. They all went to goddamn Mexico • not
because they wanted to exploit cheap labour (that was
just an extra bonus) but because they were appalled with
the state of unskilled Canadian university graduates.
Now, if you want them to come back, there are going to
have to be some changes.
If students weren't to blame for Canada's Jagging behind Japan and Western Europe, do you really think that
the federal politicians (who, unlike yourselves, were
smart enough to get very high-paying jobs) would have
spent $19 million on a Prosperity Report which proves
that students are the problem?
Now, we know what you're thinking. You're thinking,
hey, why not send a couple million our way, maybe get
some quality teaching, a few loans, maybe do a little job
creation? Wrong. The good people in government tried
giving cash directly to the universities who were supposed to get smart and make Jots of money in the private
sector when they graduatt:d. But diu you do that? No.
You started going on about accessibility and opened the
Agt', Mtlbournt
doors and let in the riff raff and now everybody and their
second cousins got a university degree and everyone
wants a high resolution home entertainment unit. So now
the government is left with no choice but to give the
money directly to the multinationals. Let them try their
hands at running the joint. We 're letting the market ll11HN[41lii@~DITOR LITTERS TO THE EDITOR LITTERS TO TI-IE £01TOR LITTERS TO TtlE
decide what courses will be offered next year. It's good
at that - very decisive. No committees, elections, or repand supporting alternative rock over a printcu in the Jan. 25 edition of the
resentation this and accountability that. Profit-oriented,
tong period of time have been doing so Lance. I do not know what happened
higlY-tech. get-your-act-together courses.
because, for the most part, mainstream concerning your recent reporter Lillian
Now who says this government doesn't have an Dear Editor:
music 1.Joes not reOecl the range of ar- Camilleri·::, <lepictiun of what occurred
economic policy? You're it, now get to work crew!
Darrin Keene ·s article (Dawn of tists who are making music at that at our Kingday celebrations as her arReprinted from The Varsity, Unii·ersity of Toronto
New Era for Alternatives) in the Jan. point in time. For the most part, cor- ticle was littered with vibrant and
18 edition of 1/re Lance, while il- porate rock excludes music that is anti- destructive misquotes.
luminating on the commercialization establishment,
For the life of me I cannot recall
race
and
class
of so-called alternative music, misses conscious, and also styles which differ making a relation between the Rodney
the point of what alternative music greatly from the mainstream.
King beating and how it showed that"
really is.
Finally, it is in the corporate interest ... blacks are still denied freedom of
The point that Keene has missed, for major labels to ensure that con- living where they want, a quality
c1long with other writers who cham- sumers maintain a "buying mood" for education and a well paying job:·
Student newspaper of the University of Windsor
pion the major label "alternative" the rest of the products that company Upon reading the article last week 1
Volume LXV, Number 17
February 1, 1993
bands, is that by definition, when a sells. As such, it is only in rare cases am still trying to make a connection as
c o University of Windsor, Windsor, ON N9B 3P4
band joins the mainstream music in- that a band that ignores these interests the beating represented a lot, but it
Editorial: 253-4232, ex1. 3909; Advertising: 971-3604
dustry, they are no longer an alterna- is promoted by a major label, as com- would be stretching things to say that
Circulation: 10,000 weekly
tive, they are in fact part of the panies don't want the music to chal- the beating had anything to do with
Editor In Chief Laila Farrell
mainstream.
lenge the basic ideas of consumerism blacks' ability to gain a quality educa·
News Editor Ty Daniels
Keene \\ rites, " ... the most sig- and corporate benevolence.
tion and a well-paying job.
Associate News Editor Tran Longmoore
nificant
event
of
1992
was
in
fact
that
I respect the jobs done by previous
Arts Editors Darrin Keene
Sarah Roebuck
alternative music became accessible to
Mark Crane reporters in reference to coverage of
Sports Editor Elaine Saunders
a mass audience ... The contradiction in
Philosophy the BSA events and encourage more
Features Editors Sarah Atkinson
this statement is that alternative music
coverage in the future. However, I
Todd Schaus
is a product of dissatisfaction with the
would like the reporters to come with
Photo Editor Suzanne Ngu1
Associate Photo Editor Kiran Pal
mainstream music industry, and thus,
the intention of paying attention.
Ad Artists Lisa Fortin
as the name suggests, it is an alternaLuciana Perfetto
tive to the mainstream industry.
Robert Small
Dear Editor:
Circulation Manager Kevin Manias
Anything put out by the mainstream
BSA \ 'ice-President
At this time, I would like to clarify
Production Manager Kevm Johnson
record companies, however intrinsical- my position in the Jan. 25, 1993, issue
Advertising Assistants Mark Babiy
Robyn Marttila
ly good, does not constitute an alterna- of the Lance; specifically, the number
Contributors Ted Andkilde, Lorne Bell,
tive, as nothing can be an alternative to of errors made in the article covering
Amanda Borysowytsch,
itself.
What in fact has happened is the Tribute to Martin Luther King.
Dave Briggs. Judge
that the music industry monopoly has
As the Human Rights Co-ordinator, Dear Editor:
Brisson, Terry Brown, Gary
Burling, Lillian Camilleri,
selectively chosen some bands, repre- I have worked at increasing student
On behalf of the Political Science
Connie Chick, Mark Crane,
senting a style of music that had not awareness on the plight of the Association, I would like to thank the
Dave Farr, Ian Fitz-Gerald,
traditionally been part of the commer- Somalian people. I am insulted that many people and groups who helped
Dave Gough, Momiko Hino,
cial repertoire, and signed multi-mil- this article has implied my insen- to make this past weekends Political
Nancy Hui, Darrell lbbitson,
Deb Lavery, Andrew
lion dollar contracts to record, market sitivity to this issue which has been an Science Association's Second Annual
Lindsay. Kim Mailloux, Alex
and make money off a new breed of important part of my agenda. I hope Model Parliament a success: Professor
Meyer, Martina Obersat,
rock stars.
this clarifies any discrepancies caused H. Macivor, Dave Benusa, Valerie Al·
Kristen Palmer, Jennifer
If
the
band
was
good
before
it
by the article. If there are any ques- lard, Barbara Faria, the Social Science
Pollock, Conrad Reitz,
signed to a major label, why does it tions or comments pertaining to this Society, the Progressive Conservative
Steve Rennie, Alea
Simmons, Chad Suitor,
suddenly become so bad after they matter please do not hesitate to contact Club, the Liberal Club, the New
Teena Ward, Robert Way
sign to a major label, one might ask. me at 253-4232 ext.3500.
Democratic Party Club, the Reform
There are a few good reasons for this,
Club, SAC, Conference Services, the
The Lance 1s published every Monday of the fall and
winter semesters by the Student Media Corporation. Its
namely that there is still a good deal of
Chris Gillett Political Science Department, Dave
offices are located in Phase Two of the Clark residences,
"alternative" that the major labels
Human
Rights
Co-ordinator
Wright, David McCammon.
on Walnut Street between Sunset and Patricia Avenues.
won't touch, leaving a lot of good
To all those who participated in the
The Lance welcomes letters to the editor, but reserves
music out there that is unaccessible to
the right to reiect or edit letters for length, clarity and
events. Your support was greatly aplegality. No material of a racist. sexist or homophobic na·
most listeners. The big corporations
preciated.
ture will be accepted. Letters should be under 300 words
(Sony,
Warner, etc.) are buying up the
in length, must be signed and include a telephone number
smaller independent labels, putting a Dear Editor:
for purposes of verification.
Scott Delorme
stop to any real competition in the
Contents copyright 1993. Reproduction in any way is
Political Science Association
This letter is in reply to the article
forbidden without the permission of the editor. The Lance
music industry.
entitled King Jr. Message Lives On
is a member of the Canadian University Press.
Many who have been listening to
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op1n1ons
Windsor degraded by casino plans
by Terry Brown
Lance editorial staff

Toe recent discussions by City
Council over the location and
~IZI: of a proposed casino ha\ie
brought to a point an argument I
have been ahle to ignore for
some years. Simply, whether I
~hould continue to live in
Windsor.
I was born in Windsor and
never had a desire to "get the hell
out at the first chance" - a
refrain I frequently heard in high
school Some of my friends have.
moved to Toronto, putting their
~-alues to the test - or on the
market - and they' ve struck a
fine balance But for myself,
Windsor has allowed a balance
between goals and means.
Whatever the Toronto-centric
view of the universe might have
to say about Windsor, I have al-

ways felt safe and my soul unencumbered, until recently.
My concerns arc not moral in
nature. What I am shocked by is
the atmosphere of desperation
coming from our city council
Financially, it would be insane
to turn down the casino offer Bui
this is viewing the negotiations
from an economic perspective
that views the city and citizens as
abstract entities to he trickled
down on However, from an ind1v1dual perspective, all this is
very depressing.
Starting with the council
decision on where to locate the
casino, the city stopped existing
for the the sake of the citizens,
but for narrow business interests.
These interests are compelling,
and I do not begrudge them success, I also appreciate that all
these negotiations will result in
thousands of jobs. However,

there arc a few com,ideratiom,
about the quality of life in
Windsor that have heen ignored.

"Come gamble
in Canada,
home of the
Mountie."
As far as the job ,itualion
goes, it is likely that many of
these new jobs will be in the service industry, which for much of
the last decade has created mainly part-time jobs That 1s. jobs
with unusual hours, low wages,
no upward mobility, and usually
no benefits beyond existing
government programs.
That is, jobs for young people:
those who need only to hve for
the present, who don't need lo

Women count in inclusive language
by Teena Ward
Lance editorial staff

Gender-neutral language has
become a hot issue in light of a
nC\\ \\Ork issued by the Ontario
Women·s Doctorate, and written
by Carol Zeln1ker. The book is
,e
entitled Words That Count
ed
Women In and works as a sort of
811
thesaurus or glossar) of gender·
~J
neutral alternatives in language.
Reactions have ranged from hostility to the enthusiatic embrace
of the implied message behind
the book - that it is possible to
make language inclusive.
The gender pohllcs of Ian·
guage are far from new. Women
have alwa, s been the "other'' in
language, 'echoing their pm,ition
' in society. This can be seen in
basic grammar where the masculing always precedes or usurps
the feminine, and when words
like "man'' and "policeman" arc
used lo indicate both sexes.
Words claimed as male territory
us
led lo the perpetuation of
of
categorical definitions of mas·
ire
culinity and femininity in favour
I
of the male.
th
The male-dominated history of
words and writing is indicative of
the power imbalance between
all I men and women, where the
nt
abilit) to claim and use language
has not been shared. Because
I men historically claimed the use

''
I'

and construction of words and
language they have had the
power to name and claim their
world. The tradition goes back to
the Genesis myth where Adam
claimed ··his'' world b) naming
the animals and his "helpmates",
later perceived as a symbol of
male power.
Allegorically, Word~ That
Count Women In 1s Eve's
response to the Genesis myth.
Kelniker illustrates that then; are
two sides to language, male and
female. By ,uggesting new
gender-neutral terms, she is
reclaiming language for women,
illustrating that the message be·
hind masculine myths have not
been an accurate reflection of our
ever-changing society.
It's important to note that
naming the world on \vomen 's
terms docs not mean leaving out
men or reversing the imbalance
in
the
English
language.
Kelniker's vision indicates that
women's words are C\Cryone·s
wor<.ls, those that feel comfort·
able for both sexes and don't exclude one or the other.
New words present optional
ways to think beyond a heterowhitc male perspective. Zclniker
suggest
Iha.
instead
of
''boyfriend"' or "girlfriend'' the
word "p:1rtner·· be used. that
"firefighter" and "police officer"
be used as substitutes for

'"policeman·· and "fireman·· The
word "ballerina·· too could be
substituted \\ ith the gender·
neutral alternali\ e "ballet dan·
ccr." Such basic changes to the
language open up gender connotations inherent in these and
hundreds of other words reflect·
ing full ownership of the Ian·
guage by both <;exes.
The onset of the modern
feminbt movement called for

language "hich \,as <.en,iti\e
and inclusive to the new po<,ition
of \I.Omen in society. Decades
later our day-to-da) language use
is, more often than not, male
oriented. The exclu.,ivil) of Ian·
guage may seem a trivial
problem. but it is necessary to
remember that the \\ ay that we
think about things hingcc; on the
wa) we use language. When was
the last time you tried lo formulate a thought or concept without
language?
In the academic setting of the
univcr,;ity, it is imperative to
recogni,e the significance of Ian·
guage. for it is the power of idea,
behind words .,._ hich is pcrpertuated here on a daily basb. If we
want our language to indicate
that members of both sexes
studied here at the University of
Windsor in 1993, adjustments
must be made in the spoken and
\\ rillen \\ ord to indicate that. ~

purchase homes and probably
arcn 't rabing families.
Also, lhe un,p<>ken assumption
has been that these jobs will go to
those citizens of Windsor who
arc currently unempll )Cd This
docs not take into consideration
that youthful job hunters from
outside the city might be lured
here by the new prospects. I also
do not begrudge people this op·
portunity to provide for themselves: any new worker would be an
asset to the community. The
point is that while the number of
jobs grow the number of potential workers will also grow, leaving the city with lingering
unemployment problems. A large
worker pool also guarantees that
employers will not be compelled
to offer good wages or benefits.
One may argue that with the
recession officially over, unemployment will not be a pressing concern, however, this is
untrue. Since World War II, unemployment has steadily increased, even in "boom times,"
so that nine to 10 percent unemployment in Canada will be
the norm. even during an
economic ups.,._ ing. And remember that unemployment in our
region has been a few points
higher than the national average.
The casino will seem to be a
financial asset when lookmg :it
the grm,, figures, but it is, cssenti,1lly. an instrument ot unsecured
growth. That is. almm,t none of
these johs "ill pa) a mrc that encourages workers to create an
a,,ct ha,c - ,uch a, through
,a, ing, or h1m11. pun:ha,c,. The
financial bcncl1ts tn nH1"1 ol lhc
citizens would be transient at
best.
Some could argue that "it·,
belier than nothing," but such an
sentiment clearly demonstralc,
an attitude wherein the few arc
valued over the man).
Another con,ideration regard·
ing the quality of lite is the increased human traffic a casino
would bring. mainly from the
United States. This in itself is
good: I don't feel threatened by
the American citizens who cur·
rently visit Windsor on day trips.
However, to give the appearance
of being able to hamJlc
anomalous
situation,,
the
downtown corri<.lor could be
turned into a high-security area.
that is, rclati\ic to the present
situation. Visitors might ap-

preciate a sense of security, and it
would he turned into a marketing
tool, no doubt: "Come gamble in
Canada, home of the Mountie.''
But to those living in Windsor
now, such an atmosphere would
be depressing.
This is to say nothing of the
proliferation of downtown strip
clubs that a popular casino woul<.l
demand.
To me, these arc all effects of
the general mode of municipal
and provincial government, as
shaped by the concept of a
downtown c.1sino.
As the province won' t share
casino profits with the city. gambling revenues will not be used
directly to improve the lives of
the c1uzcns. Therefore, the
generation of benefits will rely
on the city keeping the "trickle
down" flowing. To do this the
city will have to earmark a growing percentage of resources and
brain power to accomodating the
casino and surrounding environment. In a new recession, here
again in eight or so years. this
could put city council into the
position of trying new and improved development to buttress
the downtown tourism industry
That is, more and more resour·
ces diverted to a small area of the
city: increa<,ed stability for business intcrc..,b but not for citizens
in general. The city government
would exist mainly for the
benefit of the few, with these few
husinC'ss
intC'rCsb.
dictating
what's good for the rest of us. To
make a classical distinction. we
could end up \\ ith government hy
coercion rather than by per·
suasion.
1 he arguments I prc,cnt might
not he compdling Ill many, hut
do not be fooled by \l.-1shtul
thinking - the degradation of
Windsor has hcgun. If it wntinucs, I will he more easily pcrsuadl·d lo leave Wind'>or .1s op·
portunity presents itsclt. I don't
want to leave. but this city will
be unrecognizable to me and in
contlict with my values. (A case
in point is the news that the Art
Galler) of I,\, tnd,w is being considered as a site for the temporary casino.)
Unfortunately. our city councillors and some business people.
as well as our provincial leaders.
have given us a patchwork solution to our problems instead of
real progress.
~
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Kevin
Harvey

Chris
West

Lori
Mclean

Jarret
Rimmer

3rd Year
English

4th Year
Psychology

3rd Year
Comm. Studies

3rd Year
Business

II started off strong but as
it progressed it became
emotionally <.listant.

It's 'tltirty.\ometlting in
space. I think it should
swallow itself in its own
wormhole.

I like the idea of human
conflict among the
characters but the acting
isn't up to the level seen in
Next <ie11aation. I like the
ugly Fcrengis.

I like it a little bit heller
than Next Generation. I'm
not a Picard fan. I find
[Deep Space Nine 'sl
commander to he more
personable.
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Thomas Buck Nasty
R&B

SQPer Brawl Ill WCW

Feb. 5 & 6

Feb. 21 7:00 p.m.

The Shannon Bros.
•

5pect

Great

Party with host
Rod Deogrades

Win a Trip to Fun in the Sun!
(Details at the DH!) r: :r!!s
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4th anniversary
Feb. 17 All day specials

IRISH FOLK
Feb. 12 & 13
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Feb. 18
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Black Sheep
'70s & '80s ROCK
Feb. 19 & 20

Super Brawl Ill
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WCW at its FINEST
Feb. 21, 7:00 p.m.

Karaoke
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Every Thurs. 9:30 - 1:00
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Students'
invites
Administrative
applications for
Council the position of

-TC
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sp,

· Vice-President
Finance & Operations ;
re.

w,

Full-time May 1, 1993 - April 30, 1994

ca

d.

dr
C(

,

\

• Preference to current full-time
undergrads
• Preference to students with
business, economics and actual
work experience
• Mature student with time and stress
management abilities
• Great opportunity to pad your
resume and help students
• Deadline 4:00 p.m. Friday, Feb. 12
• Att'n: Jason Clemens, VP Finance
& Operations
• SAC trailer, 253-4232, ext. 4506
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Who wants higher
tuition? An unusual
student lobby, p. 5.

Lancers racing to win.
Seep. 10.

Gay Liberation: Pretty
in Pink. See feature ,
centrespread;
editorial, p. 14.
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Programme to stress
writing instruction

8

by Teena Ward
Lance news staff
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CAPITAL NEWS: City council gave Windsor's arts community a
boost. pledging almost $2 million to help purchase the Capitol
Theatre The full story is on page 3. (photo by SUZANNE NGUI)

Windsor students will encounter a change in the way they
are taught i f the Senate passes a
proposal brought forward by the
UnivcP,ity Affairs Committee.
Referred to a, ··Writing Across
the Curriculum." the goals of the
proposal arc to incorporate
methods to ensure U of W students fully develop their written
communication skills.
The areas targeted for change
to initiate improvements are:
• T ·.:ching prof·s.,o rs th•· ski lls
needed to provide and mark
more written
assignments
without spending a trcmen-

dous amount of ti me on them.
• Getting graduate and teaching
assistants kno w ledgable in
methods of teachi ng sound
writing skills, either for credit
or in conjunction with the
Engl i-.h
department
or
Academic Writing Centre.
• Enhancing present course
evaluations lo a'>se,s library
holdings, class size and a5signmcnt effectiveness.
• I mplementing rccommcnda·
tions
for
i nstructional
development
through
the
Academic Writing Centre.
The l'!'Osl striking o f t hcs.: SU:"
gestions is that of im,tru.: tional
development. It presents the it.lea
that current faculty could revamp

Students warned not to trip on trips
by Nicole Nolan
courtesy of The Varsity
TORONTO (CUP)
The
federal government is warning
~tudents that if they smoke up on
spring break, they may live to
regret it.
In the weeks before reading
week. the Department of External
Affairs is placing ads in student
newspapers and youth travel
magazines
across
Canada
cautioning students on
the
dangers of huying or transporting
drugs while thcy arc in othcr
countries.
The alls warn lhal penalties for
using or transporting urugs can

vary from "hard labour, a life
sentence, or even the death
penalty."
Officials
with
External
Affairs' anti-drug program say
they are targeting students because statistics from the RCMP
and Canadian consulates show
youth form a large portion of
Canadians being charged and imprisoneu for drug carrying.
.. University students have been
picked because they arc usually
in the age group we find arc most
affected by this and spring break
is a time when lots of students
tend to he travelling:' said Jeffery Chapman, a communications
officer with External Affairs.

According to statistics collected by the department, half of
the Canadians in prisons overseas
arc in on drug charges - about
300 people.
Of the total number, 29 percent were horn after 1960,
making them the second largest
age group in foreign prisons after
people born between 1950-59.
Chapman
said
many
Canadians who buy or attempt to
transport drugs when they arc on
holiday don' t realize the kind of
danger they could face.
"They think that hecause they
arc Canadians, some kin<l of
safely net falls uown arounu
them. hut that ·s not the case.

They're subject to the laws of the
country in which they find themselves," said Chapman, adding
the Canadian government cannot
interfere in foreign justice.
Officials at External Affairs
said drug laws vary in severity.
For example, in Jamaica, punishment ranges from a fine to six
months in prison while in
Malaysia. the sentence for drug
trafficking is <lcath.
Government officials say they
do not know
how
many
Canadians imprisoned on drug
chargcs arc stuuents, anu little research has been done on the
number of stmknts who buy
drugs when they travel abroad. (g

their skills to improve the level
of written pro ficiency for students. The report indicated that
research in this area is heing addressed.
English professor Kenneth
Long \.erified the programme's
viabil ty.
" There are holistic marking
schemes that arc easy to Jo and
quick. They (professors) can be
taught to do this easily, which
makes it feasible that teacher:-.
could implement this system ."
The problem the programme
addresses is that of m crcmw<led
d c;c" l!Od r.on written ,... :gnmenls. These methods ha"e
proved ineffective in developing
the marketing skills employers
demand in the workplace.
U of W president Ron Ianni
recognized the problem on the
campus and the nec<l to probe
deeply into it. Ianni cited as an
example a survey of business
graduates, of which he noted that
"the one area where university
business graduates had not met
the mark in the level of proticil:ncy was written communication!>."
Although the problem has
been aduressed at Windsor with
new programs like the Academic
Writing Centre, the dcman<l for
student a,si..,tancc greatly out\1.eigh!> the supply .
Barbara Benson, director of
the centre. stated that in the
period hclween the Oct. 1992
opening and Chri,tmas. they cxpericnceu well nvcr (100 contact,
with students.

JJ

I.
JUST LIKE THE REAL THING: The ··Prime Minister" argues his point over vehement opposition at theUniversity of Windsor mock Parliament. held by the Political Science
Association last weekend. The event competed with the annual Model United Nations for participation. (photo by SUZANNE NGUI)

.....
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IE The Art Gallery of Windsor
presents {he Southwest Biennial, an exhibition of local and
regional artists, in the
Graybiel and Eansor Galleries
until April 11. 445 Riverside Or
West. 258-7111. Don't miss
this great show!
IE The Capitol Cinema presents
the film Amarcord by
Federico Fellini at 9:00 p.m.
tonight and tomorrow. Admis·
sion is $4, 121 University W.

•

Jump rope for heart and
stroke and help fight
Canada's #1 killer at the
Faculty of Education
gymnasium from 12 noon to 2
p.m. For a pledge sheet
contact Terasa Tremblay at
945-5290.

l

The Windsor Printmakers
Forum presents a Valentine's
Day Card workshop for adults
from 8:00 to 10:00. Cost is
$12.00. To register call
253-9343.

;,

•

©

§

;,

l

Lectures. seminars, etc.

•

iii

::,

1-800-325-6000

gr

w

1h

its

•

You are not alone. Survivors
of Incest Anonymous for
Lesbian and Bisexual
Womyn meets each Sunday
night from 7.9 p.m. at the
Metropolitan Community
Church, 3301 Edison (at
Brock). Call 948-2536 for
further information.

;,

Assumption University
Christian Culture Series
presents Joanne Chafe at
3:00 p.m. speaking on
Facilitating Adult Faith:
Contemporary Issues. 400
Huron Church.

tr
tr.

Extend-A-Family Windsor
Essex County will hold a
Valentine Birthday Party from
12:30-4:00 p.m. at the
Tecumseh Legion. 12326
Lanoue St., Tecumseh.

I la
I ~.

The Un-Guard Dog. (photo by SUZANNE NGUI)
formation waters in Southern
Ontario: Implications to
migration and contamination
shallow aquifers". It will be
held in Memorial Hall, room
201 at 4 p.m

Friday, February 12
§

The
College
Ave.
Community Centre will hold
an evening session of line
dancing from 7:00-9:00. Cost
is
5:00.
For more
Robin
Dragich
at 255 info
_6528call
or
6877
255
Patricia at
·
·

IE The Windsor Printmaker's
Forum presents Libby
Hague's Life Feast: Mosaic,
opening at 7:30 p.m. at 384
Pitt St. For info call 253-9493.
§

The International Students'
Society will hold its
International Food and
Culture Night at 6 p.m. Call
253-4232, ext. 3491 for info.

Saturday, February 13
© L ancer h ock ey vs Laurenr,an
Voyageurs at Adie Knox
Arena at 7:30 p.m.

Club and society meetings.

® Sports events.

Notices, demonstrations.

A speeding ticket in the ll.S. can cost you
hundreds of dollars. Which could be the
difference between a great spring break, and
no spring break. But \Vith Western L nion,
In the U.S. call

Cc

Lancer hockey vs Waterloo
Warriors begins at 3:30 at the
Adie Knox Arena.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------§ Socials, parties, mixers, etc.
IE Visual and performing arts.

rn•
m

Assumption University
Chapel hosts Mass every
Sunday at 10:30 a.m. and
4:30 p.m. Located between
the University Centre and
Huron Church Road, call
973-7034.

The Black Students Alliance
will hold a meeting at 5:00
p.m. in Trillium Room A

The
Muslim
Students
Association hosts a drop-in
general meeting. Come by to
network. find out what's going
on, take a break or study.
Completely informal. It will be
held in the Odette Building.
room 207 between 4·6 p.m.
For info call 256-8000.
AIESEC and Citizen
Advocacy Windsor-Essex
will hold its 2nd annual Dream
Auction at 11 :00 a.m. in
Vanier Lounge.
Department of Geology
.
ty
presents f rom th e urnvers,
of Waterloo. Dr. Shaun Frape
on "The geochemistry of

ev
Ci

Windsor
Printmaker's
Forum presents Valentine's
Day card workshop from
10:00-12:00 p.m. for children.
A workshop for adults will be
Monday, February 8 from
8:00-10:00 p.m. Cost is
$12.00. To register call
253-9493.

Sunday,February 14

The
Organization of
Part-time
University
Students will have a meeting
of class representatives.
followed by a light supper,
upstairs at the Grad House at
5 p.m. All part-time students
are welcome. Call 971-3603
for more info.

Thursday, February 11

Tuesday, February 9
IE The Art Gallery of Windsor
hosts a collection of self·
portraits in the Mezzanine
Gallery until May 9. 445 River·
side Dr. West, 258-7111.
• The
Kundalini Yoga
Meditation Group meets
every Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the
Recovery Bookstore, 1551
Wyandotte West. For more
info call 252-7443.
Every Tuesday lnterVarsity
Christian Fellowship has a
book and information table in
the foyer of Vanier Hall
cafeteria from 10:00 a.m. to
2:00 p.m.

La Maison Francaise de
Windsor
presents
·scandalous Improvisations:
Staging
the
Belle·Epoque in Colettes
Cheri" by Or
Lezlie
Hart-Stlvale at 4:30 p.m. at
478 Sunset Ave., La Maison
Francaise.
The Canadian Red Cross
will have a mobile clinic today
and
tomorrow
from
12:00-5:00 p.m. in the Oak
Room. Give life, give blood.

Wednesday, February 10
•

fe

T~he
Art-=-Ga~lleryo-:-=f
Wi~ndsor
presents artist A.G.Smith:
Paper Constructions today
until March 28th at the Hiram
Walker Gallery. For more info
call Mane V. Lopes at 258.
7111

Lance calendar of events

Monday, February 8
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you can have money sent to you fro1n
Canada to one of over 18,000 U.S. locations
in rninutes. So when you need n1oney fast,
call Western Union.We're just the ticket.

WESTERN ! jMONEY
UNION TRANSFER
Thefastest way to send money.
111

In Canada call

1-800-235-0000
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Arts council buys theatre City gets pavilion
by Maurice Souza-Leite
Lance news staff
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After jamming themselves into
very chair and aisle space in
~ity Council chambers, over 100
members of the local arts community rejoiced as Windsor City
Council saved a local arts venue.
Council unanimously voted to
grant the Arts Council of
Windsor $1.8 million to purchase
!he Capitol Theatre and pay off
its 5130 000 debt.
In the 18 months since the Arts
Council took over the theatre,
fundraising
bingos, calendar
sales and box office receipts from
I successful productions such as
Birth of a City have covered the
basic expenses. However, the
council could not cover the
! facility's $14 000 rent. The purchasing of the facility will make
it a viable business, said Nancy
'iicholson, president of the
Windsor Arts Council.
City Council felt it was viable
I on more than financial grounds.
"It is a solid investment in its
payback to the community
alone," said city councillor Rick
Limoges.
I Besides entertaining patrons,
I the theatre is not only an
employer, but also provides job
training for our future generations of performers, said the
Capitol's
general
manager,
Eleanor Paine.
··[n the past, there has been a
lack of opportunities for arts students," she said.
Councillor Tom Wilson, noted
that city sports groups have
focilities. but many of the
l,lmmunity's entertainers do not.
"We need a stage," he said.

At present the city's young
performers are drawn to places
such as New York and Toronto
for an environment like this one,
where they can experiment with
their creativity, said Andrea Gotdiary of Theatre Alive.
The Capitol Theatre, a midsize venue, is seen as a place that
will attract smaller productions,
noted Paine. This in turn will
help local talent since they will
hire students and give them a
chance to learn the business in a
professional setting, he said.
Many of these productions are
home-grown and supply residents
with one of the few remaining
reflections of the city, now that
Windsor
is
without
local
television broadcasts, continued
Paine.
"It's a real jewel in downtown,
and is a very important part of
the fabric of our city," said councillor Donna Gamble.
Furthermore, mayor Mike
Hurst believes that the Capitol
may provide another valuable
piece in the downtown revitalization puzzle. Along with the
casino, the riverfront plaza and
the Cleary Centre, the Capitol
should help to attract the visitors
needed to rejuvenate the area,
and
strengthen
the
local
economy, Hurst said.
Organizations ~uch as the U of
W and the Downtown Business
Association have agreed to help
the Capitol meet these objectives
and pay for its general upkeep.
U of W president Ron Ianni
committed the uniwr.;ity to
providing the Capitol with $5000
per year over the next three
years. Ianni also annliunced the
the university':, faculties of

Music and Dramatic Arts will
stage 10 concerts and two other
events at the theatre this year.
Along with these shows, the
Capitol now has bookings well
into 1994, Nicholson said. She
mentioned that the university's
Faculty of Business and the
Windsor Symphony Orchestra
have offered their management
assistance to the theatre's staff.
The Downtown Business Association has offered the Art
Council another $20 000 in 1994.
The organization already donated
$30 000 to the project.
However, some councillors
were somewhat concerned about
the Capitol's long-term survival.
The Arts Council of Windsor has
yet to secure the federal and
provincial government funding
for the $4 million in renovations
the Capitol needs, said one of the
project's lawyers, Peter Hrastovec.
But if they do secure these
grants and restore the Capitol,
"people will come and the theatre
will flourish and the community
will flourish," he said.
Should the Capitol Arts Centre
fail financially, the Arts Council
would turn the theatre over to the
city. The property is expected to
have an estimated value of more
than $1.6 million within a couple
of years, Nicholson said.
Though after seeing the
centre's feasibility study and it-;
many volunteers in the crowd,
councillor Margaret Williamson
was sure that the Arts Council
would not have to resort to this.
.. I know these people will
make it work. I don't think we're
taking a gambk."
~

by Steve Rennie
Lance news staff

Last year at Expo '92, the
Canadian Pavilion attracted
more
than
two
million
visitors, or more than 12 000
people per day.
The display won the I 992
award of excellence from the
Exhibit Display Association
of Canada.
Last Tuesday, Windsor
mayor Mike
Hurst and
Windsor-Walkerville
MPP
Wayne Lessard announced the
sale of the Ontario Exhibition
to the City of Windsor.
The Ontario exhibit was
considered the most inpressive
of the participants during its
six-month stay in Seville,
Spain.
The exhibit is currently in a
Toronto warehouse and will
be moved free of charge by
the Windsor Heavy Construction Association when city
council decides on a location.
The unit will require 2500
square feet of space and is not
mobile, needing to be stored
in a structure.
"The exhibit itself is something which will require a fair
amount of work to set up and
put into operation condition,''
said Lessard.
The city had been actively
pursuing the exhibit since last
September when Expo '92
finished. and the total cost of
the unit will be about

$800 000.
Both Science North and
Ontario Place had been interested in the di~play.

The exhibit will contain
false rockscapes, an 800 kg
granite floating sphere, a
plexiglass
cascade
water
sculpture, interactive loop
videos about Ontario, a spectacular glass waterworks display, interactive computers
and various other technology
displays.
A robotics display unique
to the pavilion will not be included, but city council will
be looking at several local options, possibly with the
university.
An alternative site for the
glass waterworks display is
being considered.
"Among the alternatives, at
some point, might be the
university," said U of W
president Ron Ianni.
Ianni also pointed out there
could be jobs in the set up of
the unit and when the exhibit
is opened for public viewing.
"There could be an opportunity for part-time employment with
high school,
university and college students," Hurst acknowledged.
The university could play a
future role with the exhibit,
with the individual displays
and with other consultations.
"I think this presents countless possibilities. I can think
of five or six things that
would fit nicely with this exhibit right now," said Hurst.
"The exhibit is coming here
and it'll be yet another valueJ
addition, not only to the
rejuvenating downtown. but to
our entire community_..
fil

APARTMENT~HOUSE~ROOMS

FOR RENT
ri1 Prime locations - 5 to 1O
minute walk from campus

li1 Central air conditioning

ri1 Completely new buildings

li1 Quality, quiet, comfortable

ri1 Parking, laundry available
ri13, 5, & 6 bedroom units
available

Don't wait until
August.
Now renting.

li1 Stoves, fridges, microwaves
and energy efficient

li1 Approximately $275/person
plus utilities

Call

971-8200
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New Asian Curry House
We specialize in all kinds of vegetarian
and non-vegetarian Indian dishes.
Daily Luncheon Buffet $4.99
(all you can eat!!) Mon-Sat 11:30-2:30
tt'Free cake when you celebrate your birthday here!
Please book in advance*

Fully
licensed
Open seven
days a week
~on - \Ved: 11 - 9
Thur - Sat: 11 - 11
Sunday: 12 - 8

STUDENT SPECIAL

LUNCHEON BUFFET
Expires Feb. 28

DESTINED TO WIN

DEGARMO&KEY
T H E C LA SS I C ROC.K TO U R

Sunday, February 28 • 7:00pm
Sanderson Centre • 88 Dalhousie Street
Brantford, Ontario
General Admission: S15.00 (20% o,scount !or Groups 20+)
Ticket OuUets: Sanoen.on Cen1re Sox Office• A Ch,,s.tian 8«)f(store neaf You
Mail Orders ROb S••"' ng. 149 M~mor,al Orr,e, B<antford, Omar,o N3R 5S5
!Order By Fet> 19th!
To Charge by Phone: ·S00-265-0710 0< 15191 758-8090

Critics question use of spray
by Michelle Arruda
The Excalibur, York University

TORONTO (CUP) - l magi11c
how terrif) ing it would be if
someone had the power to completely incapacitate you. Within
seconds you would be on the
ground, in a fetal position, unable
to move or breathe without excruciating pain. A pain so terrible
the only relief would be death.
You'd promise or confess anything in the hope this pain would
disappear.
Starting this month, more than
17 000 uniformed police across
Ontario will have that power.
They will be armed with a new
debilitating ,.,eapon called pepper spray.
The provincial government
prohibited officers from using
choke holds during arrests years
ago "because the results can be
well in excess of what was intended," Solicitor-General Allen
Pilkey told the Torollto Star. Yet
they will be adding pepper spray
to the police arsenal.
The spray, Oleoresin Capsicum, is derived from the
cayenne pepper plant. It has been
used in various forms for over
200 years in countries such as
India.
Sher Singh, a Guelph lawyer,
remembers growing up in India
fearing the spray police used. His
friends and acquaintances were
attacked with pepper spray,
which was and still is illegal in
India.
"I had no problem meeting an
officer with a gun;· he said in a
telephone interview last month.
"If the} killed [or injured} me,
they would have to explain it.
But with pepper spray, there is
more pain than with anything
else in the world, and more importantly there is no accountability."
Singh knows all too well the

damage that occurs when the
pepper enters through the eyes,
nose, or anus. In fact, some
police have been known to first
cut the skin with a knife and then
spray pepper into the wound.
It is the ultimate form of torture - no bruises, no physical
scars, only the suspect's word
against the word of the police.
Metro Toronto Police Chief
William McCormack told the
Star he believes pepper spray is a
"medically harmless incapacitant
which reduces the incidence of
more physical force."
He said Ontario needs the
spray to "serve the public requirement for greater police
restraint, while also giving the
police a valuable tool."
But Singh says he has talked to
doctors and psychiatrists about
the terrifying effects of the spray.
If it is sprayed into the face from
five to 10 feet, within seconds the
victim drops into the fetal position ( not to the knees, as previously suggested in police
reports), experiencing extreme irritation to the eyes, mucus
membranes, and skin. Breathing
becomes almost impossible, as
the victim fights against pain
which has been described as
worse than having acid thrown in
the face.
Alan
Pilkey,
Ontario's
Solicitor-General, acknowledges
that he has seen no research done
on human reactions to the spray.
Admissions such as this
frighten pepper spray opponents
like Mark Doland, a prison guard
at Guelph Penitentiary, who
asked in a recent interview:
"What happens if the subject
sprayed has a weak heart or abnormal blood pressure?"
Not to mention the problems
surrounding the psychological
trauma of being sprayed humiliation, terror of not being
able to move, claustrophobia.

Opponents to the spray are con.
cerned about the lack or
knowledge and training given to
officers.
Police are being told how they
must
react
to
potentially
dangerous situations, yet no one
really knows what should be
done after a subject has been
sprayed.
Remembering that police often
have a split-second reaction time
under conditions of danger and
fear, it's fair to say that pepper
spray increases the "real delay"
between action and reaction. ·
Officers are forced to ask
themselves which weapon to use
- gun, baton or spray.
Mike Sales, spokesperson for
McCormack,
acknowledges
some officers are hesitant to
carry the spray. The officers fear
the repercussions from community groups that could result
from using it. But he says the officers will have to get used to it.
"We are confident the force
will ultimately adapt," he said.
"To criticize is one thing, to disobey is another."
Police across Ontario spent
much of last year protesting new
provincial rules which would require them to fill out a form after
firing their guns. Pepper spray
opponents fear the spray could be
used by officers to circumvent
any controls.
Star editor Harold Levy investigated the spray last year. He
came to the conclusion it will
allow police to exercise violent
power without public control.
In a recent interview, Levy
described the spray as a tool for
enforcing inequality.
"It gives police almost un·
limited power to inflict unbearable pain against minorities,
the poor, the young, the homeless, natives and other vulnerable
people who may not show
respect."
(g

WANTED: CAMPUS TOUR GUIDES
Applications are invited for the position of Ambassador
within the Secondary School Liaison Office fo r the
1993-94 academic year.

Application deadline: March 24, 1993
Applications are available at the Liaison Office, 440
Sunset Avenue, or at the Co-op Education and Student
Placement Centre located in Dillon Hall.

Please get your applications early!

WEEKDAY

AT
BERNIE'S!
Party with 89X's Gnypper every
Wednesday at Bernie's
Take Bernie's Bus for a FREE continuous shuttle from the University every
Wednesday from 8:30 P.M. to 1:30 A.M.
(catch them outside Mac and Cartier)
This Wed, Feb. 10th somebody will win a ski
getaway to Shanty Creek/Schuss Mountain!!
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for higher tuition
by Tran Longmoore
Lance associate news editor

By calling for a 30 percent raise of tuition fees, a
of student associations has forced university
~tudcnts and the government to examine the financine of post-secondary education.
~The Ontario Undergraduate Students Alliance is
made up of student councils from U of T, Brock
University. Queens, the University of Waterloo and
Wilfrid Laurier. The 30 percent tuition hike, a component of the coalition's plan to reform university
education, would cost students $160 million over
three years. The propo..,al submits that the government match student contributions and asks that the
private sector invest $40 million.
Each of the participating student councils is attempting to or already has pulled out of the Ontario
Federation of Students (OFS), a group that supports
the abolishment of tuition. The University of
Windsor student council is an OFS member.
Among the prO\'inccs, Ontario ranks ninth in
terms of post secondary education funding. The
coalition says it is time that students start taking
responsibility for their education.
Stephani Putnikovich, external commissioner of
Uof T's student council maintains that for universities to become more accessible and accountable
students will have to realize that their education is
an "investment for the future."
The full proposal includes:
a 30 percent increase in tuition over the next
three years
• increasing government funding of the universities over the next three years
• reforming accessibility and student aid
programs
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• increasing private sector contributions by 10
percent over the next three years
• making universities more accountable to students and the public
• instituting an income contingency repayment
plan in which students receiving financial aid
repay their tuition costs based on a percentage
of their yearly income after graduation
OFS chair, Ken Craft, called the proposal
"dangerous and irresponsible."
"I don't know how a student council could justify
raising tuition."
Craft said he has doubts about the income contingency plan. "It looks progressive on the surface but
actually it will be a larger barrier for the poorer
people who want to attend school," he said. "Those
people who have higher paying jobs will be able to
pay off their loans more quickly and with less interest. Those with lower paying jobs will pay more
slowly and, consequently, pay more interest."
Craft also questions the coalition's accountability
to students. "The student councils at these universities have not yet put the question to students.
There have been no referendums."
The Ontario government and national media have
been responsive to the coalition's proposals.
On Nov. 20 of last year, a Globe and Mail
editorial commended the coalition's initiative and
then went on to suggest that students should pay the
full fee of the tuition - a 600 percent increase.
Craft believes the coalition is not being taken
seriously.
"The Globe and Mail editorial shows that the
coalition is a political tool used by the government
to justify tuition hikes," said Craft.
The coalition is talking to other Ontario universities about joining on.
~

with GIGANTIC patties
of fresh, lean 100% beef
•
•

New menu soon with
reduced prices
Full rack BBQ Baby
Back Ribs $8.95 all
times

1065 Huron Church Rd.

Open Mon.-Sat. 11 a.m.-11 p.m. Fri. 11 a.m.-midnight
Sun. 12-9 p.m.
Fax your order in advance
Licenced under LLBO
at Fax # 254-6399! !

Z,d",~~

aqa,
FRUIT BEVERAGES

1 Litre Blends

~l: in! 3 i·I ·I·~ ~ril! i4 ,t·i~ LiI~

Apple/Raspberry;
Orange/Banana/Strawberry;
Lemon/Lime; Papaya;
Pink Grapefruit

Ambassador Plaza - Tecumseh and Huron Church

slipped and fe ll on the ice in

.. .for freshness, quality, and economy

front of the Peerless Store at
1750 Wyandotte West,
Windsor, Ont. on March 12,
1992, please contact:

10% student discount!

254-3269

• snacks • candy • health supplements •
(discount does not apply to cigarettes, lottery or Pop Shoppe)

OPEN: Mon-Wed 9:30 - 8 ; Thurs-Fri 9:30 - 9
Saturday 9 · 9 ; Sunday 11 · 4

PAUL M. .\-11NGAY,
Barrister, 256-5-'96

PROFESSIONAL TYPING
Student Papers, Manuscripts & Resumes

*Competitive Prices*
DOWNTOWN OFFICE SERVICES

Monday through Friday

327 Chatham Street West 253-3571

"Get an
education"

PINK TRIANGLE DAY

ft

DANCE

~

- commemorating the struggle

ror
Lesbian and Gay

800 Wellington •
25V-CLUB

Windsor's busiest bar invites
you to a mid-week stress release

MUSIC, FOOD AND FRIENDS
8:00 p.m., Friday, February 12, 1993
MacPherson Lounge, Electa Hall
University of Windsor
(265 Patricia at University W.)

Tickets: $5.00 in advance, $8.00 at door
Call 973-4951 for ticket information
A fundraiser for the Lesbian and Gay Pride Committee

Brendon
T. Basher
Alternative Wednesdays

Friday and Saturday

Graduate into an
"Education in
Entertainment"
Shuttle buses run
Saturday starting at 8:30
V.I.P.s skip line - NO COVER!
STUDENT ID - NO COVER!

Watch for In Concert Thursdays - Live national acts coming soon!
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Nirvana no longer mystically peaking
lncesticide
Nirvana

clever move on the part of DGC.
As it stands, /ncesticide may
have the public questioning
Nirvana's competence.
-Jeremy Price

DGC
"Dive, dive, dive, dive with
me."
No thanks, Kurt; you seem to
be doing just fine on your own.
Nirvana's latest release lncesticide isn't exactly what we may
have come to expact from the
prototypical Seattle grunge band.
Releasing an album of previously
unreleased out-takes and rare
tracks would be acceptable for a
band like the Sex Pistols, who
have a well-documented past.
For a band that has only
released two albums, however, a
retrospective release is kind of
ridiculous. At this point it's time
for Nirvana to pack up and go
home or produce something with
a bit of backbone.
The major concern with Jncesticide is its inconsistency. The

compilation includes Nirvana's
first demo, "Mexican Hairspray",
along with Bleach-era tracks like
"Downer"
and
"Mexican
Seafood." Recently recorded
tracks like "Dive" and "Sliver"
are also included.
lncesticide presents a wide
array of attitudes, beliefs and
emotions. At times contradictory

and unfocused, the compilation
will leave many Nirvana fans disillusioned.
Given the band's recent success, one would suspect that
Nirvana's label has become impatient for a new release. Packaging old tunes into a "new"
compilation and throwing it to an
eager public can be seen as a

Tricks of the Shade
The Goats
RufThouse/Sony
Take the gangster rap style of
Ice Cube, add a bit of new school
style - a la Black Sheep - and
combine this with biting, socially
conscious rhymes that put Public
Enemy to shame. The Goats have
done just this on their brilliant 25
-track debut, Tricks ofthe Shade.
Smooth, funky beats and
hardcore
rhymes
figure
prominently on this release.
Jazzy samples provide the
aforementioned · new
school
flavour. Sandwiched between the
grooves are skits which attack
pro-lifers, Republicans, cops, and

Columbus.
Throughout the skits, a charac·
ter named Chicken Little goes on
a search for his "Uncle Scam."
On the way, he gets ripped off.bl
Columbus, and is offered cocaine
by one of "Uncle Scam's old
buddies," Manuel Noreiga. Later
on, Chicken Little meets a caged·
up Leonard Peltier, is beaten up
by Darryl Gates and participates
in a drive-by shooting. In the last
skit, he blows away Uncle Sea~
with a gun. Not your standar
fairy tale.
While the skits pack a Po1~"1
punch, the real appeal of this disc
lies within the dope grooves 01
songs like "Hip-Hopola" and
"Do the Digs Dug?" Producer
Joe "The Butcher" Nicolo (who
has also worked with the original
gangster rapper, Schooly. D) ad~s
his Midas touch to the mix boar ·
- Darrin Keene
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Smalley's book not good enough
I'm Good Enough, I'm Smart

Lions for Codependents. Hardly a

£,rough, and Doggone it,

promise the book casts scorn on
her movement!
Paragraph Five: I can like
the skits without liking the
hook.
What Franken can get away
with on late night TV - a
denunciation of programs that
encourage lonely people to trade
one dependency for another has been replaced with a massmarket book in which the only
object of fun is Smalley himself.
Paragraph Six: I am big
enough to he even-handed.
That doesn't mean there is
nothing funny in this work.
Smalley ' s aphorisms fluctuate
between real affirmations like
'Tm Good Enough. etc." and
"Today I will Smile" and diary
entries like "My Aunt Paula
Died" and " My Family is Suing

people Like Me!
bv Al Franken
Dell. $1 J.99

by Kevin Johnson
Lance arts staff

Paragraph One: I'm smart

enough to write a review in the
st tie of the book.
·Actually, this is pretty easy,
considering the format of this
book. It's written as a series of
"daily affirmations" by caring
nurturer Stuart Smalley. Under
every date, he offers a theme and
a brief meditation.
Paragraph Two: I'm secure
enough to appreciate the
humour of others.
Sometimes the book is funny.
Paragraph Three: I'm a
good enough reviewer to offer
constructive criticism.
It's only funny if you read it
with Stuart Smalley's voice in
your head.
Paragraph Four: I'm strong
enough to admit the book
doesn't always make sense.
Unlike the Saturday Night live
~kits, which mercilessly pillory
the 12-step programs, this book
can't decide if Smalley is a cruel
parody or a gentle mocking. Just
when you think it will really offend self-helpers with gems 1ike:
·Today I will masturbate - 1[ I
want to!'' the hook relates how
some acquaintance has genuinely
hcen helped by a codependency
support
group.
This
schizophrenic
quality
is
demonstrated hy the fad the
preface was written by Mclm.ly
Beattie. author of Daily Ajfin11a-

Connelly still steady on Black Ice
The Black Ice
by Michael Connelly
Little, Brown and Company
by Louise Mills
Lance arts staff

Los Angeles Times crimewriter Michael Connelly returns
with his exciting second novel,
The Black Ice.

The story of Detective Harry
Bosch, an L.A. cop in the Hollywood division. hcgins when the
body of a narcotics officer (an
apparent suicide) ·is found in a
local hotel on Chnstmus Day.
Uosch soon discovers that the
<lead man. Calexico Mnnrc. haJ

Buffet Style
Lunch and

Dinner...
just $5.75
Feb. 19, 8 pm: Coffee House For TWRC

'Vegetarian 'De{wlit
open Mon -Thurs 12 · 8 pm
Friday 12 - IO, Sat 12 - 8

131 Park Street West

252-1058
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Me." When his editor tells him
her office loves his book, Smalley is ecstatic. This euphoria is
short-lived, however
the
editor and her staff wrongly assumed Smalley's book is intenlionally funny!
Paragniph Seven: I can
reiterate earlier criticisms.
The mix-up with Smalley's
editor is an example of the
book' s unevenness. After poking
fun at this interpretation of
programs, Franken chickens out.
The editor has a change of heart,
sincerely appreciates the book,
and joins Overeaters Anonynmous. These meetings help her
get her life on track.
Paragraph Eight: I'm good
enough to give advice.
Readers might think this is
Stinkin' Thinkin' and that's
okay. Don't buy this book.
[g

The Lance is calling for poetry submissions
to be published in our March 15 issue.
Tne Lance is printing a two-page feature of students'
poetry in the issue of Monday, March 15, 1993. Poems
of any style and any theme will be accepted. The poems
will be selected by Arts Editor Sarah Roebuck and poet
Salvatore Ala. Please send submissions to the lance
office, Phase 2, Unit 10 of Clark Residence, Walnut St.
or drop off at the SAC trailer in an envelope marked
''Att'n Lance" by FRIDAY, FEBR UARY 26, 1993.

crossed the line between crimefighter and criminal. Moore's involvement in the Mexican drug
trade becomes increasingly obvious as Bosch investigates three
other murders on his beat.
The title refers to a new
Mexican drug, competing with
the similar drug "glass" from
Hawaii.
The competition between the
Mexican and Hawaiian drug
dealers sparks at least one of the
other murders in the story.
The plot thickens us Bosch's
friend Teresa Corazon. the county coroner. discover- that
Moore's Jcath may not have

been a suicide.
Bosch travels to Mexico.
where he teams up with Carlos
Aguila, a Mexican detective. The
two men find themselves helping
the Drug Enforcement Agency
take on Humberto Zorrilla. a man
known as the "Pope of
Mexicali," because he employs
many residents of that city in the
drug trade
New insights into Cal Moore's
past lead Bosch to a thrilling
resolution, where he solves not
just one. but all of his involved
cases.
The enJing. of course, is ldt
open for Bo,ch to rc.ippcar.

Connelly has proven with Tire
Black Ice that he can keep the
reader interested. Reading this
hook is a roller-coaster ride with
unexpected turns, twists and dips.
Connelly's style is easy to keep
pace with and Bosch, a Vietnam
vet. is a reah-..tic hero who docs
not demand recognition for his
heroic actions in the line of duty.
The first Harry Bo,ch novel.
The Black Echo. was also critically acclaimed. My,tery readers
everywhere shou Id auu Michacl
Connelly lo their list or hot new
mvsterv writer,. Thcv will he
h~aring from him agai,~.
I!:]

ENVIRO-TIPS
Anyone that has ever used manufactured
household cleaners realizes they are not the
friendliest substances around. Most of these
products come complete with warning labels and
advice on how to treat victims of exposure to
their often harmful mixtures of chemicals.
Since we are all aware of the dangers of these
products, why do we keep using them? Somehow marketers have convinced the public that
these products have magical ingredients which
will win the war against "household germs." Actually, these germs are often harmless and actually live on our bodies all of our lives. The
result of this germ scare is that our society has
wholeheartedly endorsed the use of household
cleaners harmful to one's health. This is the
tragic irony of the situation; we use these concoctions in the hope of living cleaner, healthier
lives and end up willingly exposing ourselves to
the dangers posed by the cleaners themselves.
Consider the following labels found on
various household cleaning products: "Harmful
if swallowed". "Keep away from eyes, ears, face
and hands", "Use under well ventilated conditions", and the ever-popular "Keep out of reach
of children". The manufacturers do not put these
warnings on their products to attract consumers;
they are there because their products are
dangerous! These cleaners contain various carcinogenic substances, (which are poisonous to
people as well as other life forms), and other
toxic compounds that can affect the brain.
There are alternatives to these dangerous
cleaners that are not only harmless but also cost
less. This is mainly due to the fact that these
harmless cleaners can be made at home and do
not include the usual dyes and perfumes commercial cleaners do. These dyes and perfumes
have no impact on the cleaning process itself,
they arc only included to cause a kind of placebo
effect in the user. In other words, if it smells
nice, it must be clean.
The trade-off in switching to harmless
homemade cleaners is that they require a little
"elbow grease" or physical exertion on the part
of the user. This exertion replaces the stronger
chemical agents found in manufactured cleaners,

the same substances that pose a threat to your
health. Simply stated: you may have to do a little
healthy exercise by scrubbing instead of exposing yourself to the health-damaging chemicals
and toxins found in many name brand cleaners.
This exchange is definitely healthy.
The repercussions of the hazardous substances
found in commercial cleaners are extensive. Not
only does their production cause pollution but so
does their use. lt is naive to think that these substances simply vanish when we wash them down
the drain or throw them in the garbage. One way
or another, they end up poisoning the environment in which we all live. This is why waste
management authorities have begun a program
of household hazardous waste disposal. Watch
for the next household hazardous waste day in
your area and bring these dangerous chemicals to
the collection sites for disposal.
As an alternative to these harmful products
you could start by using the following non-harmful recipes for household cleaners. For all your
bathroom and kitchen needs, just mix l part
baking soda with 2 parts white vinegar and four
parts warm water. This should take care of bathtubs. toilets, sinks, tiles and counters. For floors,
just mix 15 parts warm water with 1 part white
vinegar in a pail and, using a mop, scrub the
floor. You can then rinse the floor with pure
water. For simple scrubbing jobs just put baking
soda on a wet rag and scrub. For windows, mix a
small amount of white vinegar with water and
wipe down the glass using a rag soaked in this
solution. Should streaking occur, you need only
wipe it with newspaper.
These simple solutions are quick, inexpensive
alternatives to many of the harsh and harmful
products now on the market. There arc many
other recipes for environmentully sound cleaners
that do not endanger your health that arc not
listed here. To find them. consult The Canadian
Green Consumer Guide (Pollution Probe Foundation: McCldland & Stewart Inc.: Toronto,
Canada, 1989) or Green Future (Lorraine
Johnson: Penguin Books: Markham, Ontario.
Canada, 1990). These two books contain many
useful and harmless cleaning alternatives.

Pink Triangle Day is a day for
commemorating the struggle for
lesbian and gay rights, and an
opportunity for gays, lesbians
and bisexuals to celebrate
their often marginalized
sexualities.
The pink triangle was
originally used by the
Nazis as an emblem
to
distinguish
known gays, who
were persecuted,
tortured,
and
killed in concentration
camps. It
has been
reclaimed, inverted,

and turned into an international symbol of pride and empowerment for
gay people.
-ed.
Five years ago when I began the
process of coming out, l didn't know
what the pink triangle meant. When l
finally asked someone about its
origins, l was saddened but not
surprised.
After all, back then, living and
working in residence, l was dealing
with homophobia on a daily basis,
my own and everyone else's. My first
reaction to the meaning of the pink
triangle was: why are we celebrating
the fact that thousands of gay men
were killed by the Nazis? lt was horrible, why display this symbol?
But then I started to make the link
between homophobia in the past and
homophobia in the present, an all too
common thread in the history and
culture of queers. I began to understand the process of reclamation that queers had adopted this formerly
hateful symbol and turned its
meaning around - it is now a
symbol of queer pride. When
you see the pink triangle worn
with the point down, the
way it was used by Nazis
in death camps, it is a
symbol of death and
remembrance of the
past. Displaying the
pink triangle with
the point facing
up has come to
mean the opposite,
a
symbol of
queer
pride,
and
espe-

cially in the context of AIDS activism, a symbol of life.
Learning about the meaning and
use of the pink triangle, and shortly
after the black triangle, gave me a
sense of linkage to my past, to gay
and lesbian history. It was a positive
step in my coming out process, one
of the first steps to learning more
about myself, my heritage, and my
predecessors. Counsellors with the
Central Toronto Youth Services say
that queer teens who are coming out
want to learn abo 11t their history they didn't know that there was a
past they could be proud of!
The celebratory reclaimed symbol
of the pink triangle is just one example in a rich culture and heritage
of gays, lesbians, and bisexuals.
Many people, including gays, are ignorant of the cultural wealth. It's no
wonder our culture is barely (if at all)
referred to in our educational
process, let alone celebrated. l especially think back to incidents in high
school with my teachers. Why did we
skip over the translations of Sappho
who was she? Why did my
English teacher laugh and deny the
validity of my essay thesis concerning a story where a man killed
another because of his internalized
homophobia?
And
even
if
homosexuality is alluded to by persons m authority, it is rarely
celebrated. I am grateful to my contracts professor for pointing out the
uniqueness of a case involving a
long-term "relationship" between
two men, one that had endured 48
years. The words '·gay" and "queer"
were never even mentioned. Why
does this ignorance of queer culture
continue to exist? Can't you sec what
is in front of your eyes, or don't you
want to? What is everyone scared of'?
We have a culture and a past, one
that we can take pride in. That is why
we have reclaimed symbols and
rnade them into emblems of that
pride. We arc not afraid to show this
is what we arc, to ourselves, to
other queers, to the world. This
Thursday, I will be wearing
my pink and black triangles
with pride, along with my
bluest blue jeans. Hope to
see your's!
- Jennifer, Faculty
of Law

Inside the closet
a young man cries
an ocean of tears
and he has no pride.
He is scared and alone;
he feels he must hide
inside the closet
where life is not kind.
But one day, he meets someone·
he falls in love;
'
he finds his courage
and he comes outside
into a brand new life.
He tells his parents and friends
feelings he can no longer deny.
He is a gay man
and he has found his pride.
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ln one of my classes last week I
overheard a derogatory remark about
homosexuals. I listened to what w~
being said, and it made me cringe.
They were offending me, and I could
not speak up. I was afraid. I even
laughed along with them. I didn't
want them to suspect that I was one
of "those people." Sometimes 1
wonder,
if
God
punishes
homosexuals (as many would like to
believe) it is only because we are not
truthful to those around us - not because of our sexual orientation.
It's been a year since l "came out
of the closet." Many homophobes
make light of this coming out
process. They have no idea what it\
like - all those years of denial and
confusion. Heterosexuals don't have
to go through this. Docs a
heterosexual man question his sexual
identity'? I truly don't think so.
I knew for a long time that I was
gay, yet it was something I tried to
deny. During my teen years, I kept
this "little secret." I tried telling
myself this was just some sort or
phase I was going through. I could
not
be
homosexual.
Bcing
homosexual meant living a difficult
J.ifo, and I wanted tu onjoy life. I
played these mental games in my
head. I was in a deep state of denial.
When l look back on those years,
I realize l had been living a lie. My
upbringing had a lot to do with it. I
come from an eastern European
background where homosexuality is
still considered a mental illness by
many. I was a part of this
homophobic group for many years.
Thankfully, l am not the person I
once was. For the first time, I met
someone who was gay. (The way we
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met is a very long story I'm made it clear they would not he too
saving it for my autobiography.) This impressed, and would even conman changed my life, and I will al- template moving. So I keep my
ways be grateful to him. I ,emember hooks and magazines hidden and my
the first time we got together at the me,Jth shut.
University Centre over a cup of cofI think the hardest part is lying. I
fee. I was so scared; my hands were hate lying. I hate the fact that when I
shaking. He could see that I was go to the on-campus support group I
nervous and he understood why. I have to tell some of my friends and
needed someone who could under- roommates that I have a night class.
stand. He listened to my story, and I Or the fact that I have to change the
listened to his. As we talked, I real- names of the people that I'm interized that I was gay.
ested in, from "Lori" to "Larry," or
My gay friend encouraged me to "Marie" to "Martin." I hate having to
go to one of the O.G.L.S. (Organiza- read all my books and magazines in
tion of Gay and Lesbian Students) private, and hide them when somemeetings. I wanted to meet other one knocks on my door.
gays and lesbians - people I could
But hasn't all been hell for me in
identify with. I saw meetings adver- residence. This year, I have been able
tised but didn't go right away. I to tell four great friends of mine also
started playing mind games again. I living in residence that I'm gay. After
thought the others would laugh at meeting them it took me over a
me. They would see that I was nerv- month to finally '"fess up." Their
ous, and they would never accept me. reaction was positive and reassuring.
1could not contribute to their cause; I I feel so much more at ease when I'm
was not proud of who I was. And around them because now when we
what if my friends saw me going to talk I don't have to lie ....
one of "those" meetings?
-Anon.
This was the most difficult time of
my life. I thought about suicide. I
I perceive sexual orientation as a
thank God my only gay friend was
there for me. He was supportive, continuum rather than as black/white
caring, sensitive. After many months, (gay/straight) or black/grey/white
I went to a meeting. The people did (straight/bi/gay). But I also think that
accept me, and I made some very it is my attraction to both sexes that
special friends. I've been attending affords me this liberal view. I like to
believe that there are as many ways
O.G.L.S. meetings ever since.
I eventually came out of the of expressing sexuality as there are
closet, but I never knew there would impulses. Bisexuals sometimes find
be a mountain outside the closet themselves in a twilight between two
door. This mountain is made of all realities neither of which accepts
the homophobes out there. Each of us them fully. The ability, or the desire,
- gays. lesbians. bisexuals - has to to "travel between worlds" can be
climb that mountain. Sometimes we perceived as noncommital, or somestumble and fall; the bruises hurt. hut how outside of cith...:r gay or straight
we keep on going until we reach the dogma and morality:
A close friend and I used to
top and gain acceptance in this
describe ourselves (and each other)
:,ociety. Happy Pink Triangle Day!
jokingly as "polymorphously per-Z.S.
verse." We were openly affectionate
Living In rcsfdcttct1 has hl:en•\1k w' ith ta<:1'1 .J\Sll'lcr. and comfort~lile
most exciting experience I have ever w,th it, even revelling if our public
had. Being gay in residence has been display provoked homophobic comone of the worst. Because our society ments (which it did - from males
still views homosexuality as "abnor- who seemed threatened by unmal and unnatural" it makes it very mediated intimacy between
difficult for someone like me to be women).
But really comirrg around
open, honest and proud about it.
1 have found that the general at- to a point where I could
titude towards homosexuality in accept intimacy with a
residence has been anything but posi- woman, and deflect the
tive. Imagine how you would feel if derision that its apcaused,
you found out that your roommate pearance
was gay or lesbian. My roommates was a long haul.

The
activity
of
confronting
homophobia, my fear, is complex
and involved. My journey involves
rigorous self-analysis, as well as social and cultural analysis.
But there are pivotal points too points of no turning back. When fear
and discomfort are displaced by the
glorious feeling of dancing in the
midst of an all-women crowd at a
club, by the comfort of a friend's
kind and healing touch.
- T.S.

We're here, we're queer, get used
to it! I remember the first time I
heard this in Toronto. l felt like one
of a larger nation.
Then I came to Windsor. I was
hoping that once I left home l could
be more out than I was. Wrong. I was
forced back into the closet. Why?
Because of the vast homophobia on
this campus. So I lived a lie for four
years, pretending I was something I
wasn't. I would go to Toronto for the
holidays and I couldn't even tell
anyone that I spent my entire vacation in bed with my Jover.
After four years I said 'That's
enough, I have to take control
of my life." So I came out to
my friends in Windsor.
Everyone was very supportive and caring, and
for this I thank you all.
But the feelings on
this campus have
not
necessarily
changed.
This year is
the first ever
Pink
Triangle Day
to be endorsed
by
SAC.

r universities are far ahead: Trent
University has endorsed it for
years, with a $700 budget. Other
universities offer courses in
Gay and Lesbian Studies.
Next year there will be one
course offered thanks to
the efforts of one professor.
Ten percent of the
student population
is queer, so to the
rest "Get used to
it, 'cause we
are queer and
we
are
here."
- L.L.B.
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Team showing
depth and talent
by Dave Briggs
Lance sports staff
The University of Windsor
track and field team's latest meet
at Saginaw Valley State University was a testament to the
Lancers' talent and depth.
Competing without its normal
line-up in the relays, Windsor
still won the meet quite handily
despite competition from NCAA
Division I schools.

Team standings
The women's team compiled
145 points, 28 more than the
second place team, Central
Michigan
University.
The
Windsor men bettered the
University of Toledo by 32
points.
In all, Windsor set seven meet
records, bettered three Lancer
school records, and amassed 26
medals-12 gold, nine silver, and
five bronze.

Mixed line-ups
All the while, coach Dennis
Fairall says he mixed up the lineup in the relays and didn't use
one "A" relay team.
"We did things to create a lot
of enthusiasm," Fairall said,
"And it produced a lot of good
results."

King qualifies in
three events
Michelle King became the first
Lancer athlete this year to qualify
to compete at the national championships (CIAUs) in three different individual events. She set a
meet record at Saginaw in the
1000m (2:56.62) adding that
event to the 1500m, and the
3000m for which she previously
qualified.
Fairall said having King
qualify in three events allows
him a measure of strategy should
other schools load a number of
strong athletes in one event.
In that case, King will run a
different event in an effort to
place higher and collect more
team points.
"It opens up more avenues for
her and for the team," Fairall
said.

55m sweep
The Lancers also swept the
55m with Venolyn Clarke winning the gold (7.10), Gisele
Poulin grabbing the silver (7.32),
and freshman Tracy Higgs finishing third (7.35). Higgs also set
meet and school records in the
55m hurdle with a winning time
of 8.23.

Qualifying
Steve Radovich beat out teammate Al Herron in the 600m and
qualified for the CIAUs with a
gold medal time of 1:21.83.
Sprint king O'Brian Gibbons
set two meet records winning
both the 55m (6.28) and the
200m (21.66).
Meanwhile, Rich Tremain set
a meet record, qualified for the
CIAUs, and won the gold in the
IOOOm with a time of 2:28.21.

Decathlon record
Rookie decathlete Mike Nolan
established a new school record
in the pole va~lt and finished
second with a CIAU qualifying
performance of 4.72m.
Fairall said shot putter Rob
Robinson threw the farthest he
ever has this early in the season.
He placed third with a throw of
14.86m. His female counterpart,
and reigning CIAU champ Tashlyn Chase, won the gold with a
throw of 13.80m.

Relay teams
In order to qualify the men's
4x800m relay team for the
CIAUs, Fairall sent 12 runners to
a meet at Eastern Michigan
University the morning after the
Saginaw meet.
All six Lancer relay teams
have now qualified. Fairall said
the back-to-back meets were
good preparation for two-day
meets like the Ontario championships and the CIA Us.
Besides the relay teams,
Windsor has qualified 24 athletes
to compete at the CIA Us.
On Friday, Feb. 5 the team
travelled to a meet at Notre
Dame University. This weekend
the Lancers will host the Team
Challenge at the St. Denis Centre
on Friday, Feb. 12.
IQ
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Nicole Miller (#11) shoots, but does she score? (photo by KIRAN PAL)

Basketball team second in division
by Lorne Bell
Lance sports staff
On Jan. 30 the Lancer
women's basketball team easily
defeated McMaster 63-46 in
OWIAA regular season play.
With the win the Lancers improved their record to 7-2, ranking them second in the West
Division.
Outstanding offensive contributions by Heather Quick with
17 points and rookie Dana McCullough with 15 points helped
power Windsor to victory.
The Lancers now have two

players in the top 25 in league
scoring; Quick is fourth with an
average of 14. 7 points per game
and Nancy Gyurcsik is 10th,
averaging 12.1 points per game.
Coach Joanne MacLean has
been impressed with the defensive play of guard Wendy
Langley.
"Her play this year has made
her one of the best defensive
players in the league," she said.
Another guard the Lancers
have received strong play from
has been Karen McCulla.
"McCulla has become a team
leader, showing by example,"

MacLean said.
This will be the last year for
Heather Quick, a five-year
veteran of the Lancer basketball
program.
"She is playing her best basketball ever, a strong rebounder and
solid defensively, a real two-way
player," said Maclean.
MacLean has been pleased
with the team's overall play this
year.
"The depth of the team has
shown we are definitely not a
one-player team. Our depth is
better than most teams in the
league," she said.
~

Lancers fall one point short to Mac in game's final seconds
by David Gough
lance sports staff
Oh my, what a heartbreaker.
The Lancers faced the McMaster Marauders who had an
unblemished 8-0 record and sat
alone on top of the OUAA.
On Saturday, Jan. 30 the McMaster cagers came to Windsor
and barely escaped with their unbeaten
record
intact.
The
Marauders rebounded to squeak
past the Lancers by one point 7574, in what was a tough loss for
the Lancers.
After losing two blowouts on
the road to Guelph and Western,
coach Mike Havey said his team
"had to get back to square one."
Obviously
the
Lancers

responded well to Havey's
criticism and were not fazed by
McMaster's lofty record. The
Lancers scraped and played hard
and went into the dressing room
at half time with a 43-31 lead.
With 15 minutes left in the
game the Lancers had built their
lead to 54-36. However, things
went downhill for the team as
McMaster went on a 21-4 run to
get them back into the contest.
Havey said his team has to
realize that they are a good team.
McMaster on the other hand
never lost their confidence, even
when they were down.
The final five minutes were
very exciting as the Lancers
never gave up and fought to
remain in the game. Joe Davis-

Nawagesic hit a couple of threepointers down the stretch including a big one with 2:49 remaining
to put the Lancers up by a deuce,
70-68.
Other key plays were a steal
and a breakaway dunk by Patrick
Osborne, and a key basket by
Geoff Astles which gave the Lancers a 74-72 lead. With 11
seconds left, McMaster's Jack
Vanderpol hit one out of two free
throws to move the Marauders
within one point.
On the preceding in-bound the
Marauders had fouled Lancer
guard Ottavio Mannarino. Mannarino will probably win important games for the Lancers in the
future as he is already one of the
quickest guards in the OUAA.

However, that night Mannarino would not be the player to
ice the game for the Lancers, as
the rookie missed the front end of
a one and one. McMaster's Marc
Sontrop then dribbled the ball
down the length of the floor for a
lay-up with three seconds left, to
put the Marauders up by one.
A subsequent half-court heave
by Osborne grazed the rim as the
Lancers fell painstakingly short.
Fans filing out of the St. Denis
Centre were obviously disappointed with the loss, but there
was a wave of optimism. It was
apparent to the spectators that the
Lancers can compete with the
elite of the OUAA.
Osborne led the Lancers with
21 points, 10 rebounds, and seven

assists. Jamie Pepper shot 50 percent from three-point land and
finished with a total of 17 points.
Davis-Nawagesic ended up with
eight points off the bench.
For McMaster, the 6'8" centre
Vanderpol got 17 points and
pulled down a Dennis Rodmanlike 22 rebounds while Jeff
Zownir chipped in for 18 points.
Havey attributed McMaster's
win to their domanance on the
boards. McMaster out-rebounded
Windsor 48-31. The Lancers
need a rebounding fool like
Vanderpol.
However, with close games
against league-leaders Brock and
McMaster, the Lancers are
making their presence known to
the rest of the OUAA.
[g
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Volleyball
playoff
hopes
kept alive

1GRADUA T/ON
1

by Phyllis

PARAMOUNT
STUDIOS
327 Ouellette Avenue

Robert D. Way

-Special Student Rates
-free 5 x 7 gift photo
-no sitting charge
-cap and gown available

Lance sports staff

With their backs firmly against
the wall, the Lancer men's and
women ·s volleyball teams went
into action Feb. 3 at home versus
the Waterloo Warriors.

also passport photos and
wedding coverage
• W:ut 'f Ii ~~-tr~.....,..'

Women's play
In women's play, the Lancers
kept their playoff hopes alive,
easily defeating their Waterloo
opponents 3-0. Final scores were
15-6, 15-6, and 15-11.
After the match, assistant
coach Jan Caverzan praised the
Lancer effort.
"The team was relaxed out
there tonight," she said. "If things
didn't go their way, they stayed
calm and were able to regroup."

Men's play
On the men's side however,
the results weren't as favourable.
Despite a solid team effort, the

PORTRAITS

f.ll!.Ul.ttlO-~ll ~

• *1:f.t.tit ,.J:t

5 x 7,

~II Ji

• 3t1t..f.-J.''iM..~
Telephone: 253-4833 for appointment.
Evening• call 253-8847

Classifieds
Despite the net covering his eyes, Arnie McFalls (#5) takes the return. urged on by teammates
Montgomery Fergusc,, (#4) and Craig Lanning (#2). (photo by TED ANOKILOE)

Lancers dropped three straight to
the Warriors. Scores were 15-9,
15-8, and 15-11.
Although the loss is a definite
setback, the Lancers still have a
chance at the fourth and final

playoff position in their division.
"We're a young team." said a
visibly disappointed coach Mike
Palenchar.
"We often dwell too long on
tough calls and we don't refocus

fast enough."
Regular season play ends this
weekend for both Lancer teams
as they play their final games on
the road Friday, Feb. 5 at Wilfrid
Laurier University. ·
~

EDUCATION
f.l~GLISH SECOND LANGUAGE? Accent reduction

course - the things you will not
find in books or hear from a
teacher. Satisfaction guaranteed, 736-0016.

TRAVEL
FLORIDA SPRING BREAK 7

nights Beachfront $139-169
RESERVE rooms NOW Call
CMI 1-800-423-5264.

AUDITIO~S
Paramount Parks, formerly Kings Productions, is holding
auditions for our 1993 season at Canada's Wonderland in
Toronto, Ontario. A variety of positions are available including
singers, dancers, instrumentalists, technicians, and specially acts
of all types! For more information, call the Entertainment
Department at 416/832-7000, extension 5095.

NOTICE OF MEETING
There will be a meeting of the
CAW STUDENT CENTRE ADVISORY BOARD
(formerly UCAB)

WINDSOR
Friday, February 12th
MacKenzie Hall Cultural Centre
3277 Sandwich Street
Specially Acts, Musicians: 1O:OOam Registration
Singers, Dancers: 11 :OOam Registration
Technicians: 10:00am-12:00pm
MAPLE - Saturday, February 13th and
Sunday, February 14th
Canada's Wonderland
Canterbury lheatre
Specially Acts: 12:00pm Registration
Musicians: l :OOpm Registration
Singers, Dancers: 2:00pm Registrafon
Technicians, Characters, Escorts:
12:00-3:00pm

Tuesday, February 23, 1993
11 :00 A.M.
Trillium "A", Vanier Hall

Any member of the campus community
may make a submission to the Board for
inclusion as an agenda item.
Submissions should be directed to the
Secretary of the Board
(S. Chapman, Student Services)
by Tuesday, February 16, 1993.

® Rogislered Trode Morb of Conodo' s Wondenond Inc.

O Copyright Canada's Wor.derlond Inc. 1992
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Karaoke

Mania-'s _A,f-.
FAMILY
RESTAURANT

1000 songs

7 days a week

\(( ..

after 9 p.m.

.

Where friends meet

for good times, good
pizza and good beer.

971-9498
1690 HURON CHURCH ROAD

..

At Mama's Karaoke you can
see yourself on the screen
while you sing your
favourite song. Coming
soon, we con videotape
your performance.
0

FOR SALE
FOR SALE AMC 2-door 4
cylinder. good condition ,
$500 00, 253-0187. ask for
Roderick.

I EMPLOYMENT
GREEKS & CLUBS

$1,000 AN HOUR!
Each member of your frat .
soronty. team . club etc
pitches in Just one hour
and your group can raise
S1 .000 in 1ust a few days 1

Plus a chance to earn
S1 ,000 for yourself!
No cos1 No ob119a11on

1-800-932-0528. ext. 65

SERVICES
UNEMPLOYED SECRETARY

available to do typing. Quick
service and reasonable rates.
Call 944-8177.
WO RD P ROCESSING. Essays, theses, reports. term
papers, manuscripts. Accurate,
fast, low rates. $1.50 per page.
Call 253-0702.
TYPING SERVICE. Resumes,
papers. theses, etc.. Printed on
laser printer. 326-6661.

HOUSING
BED AND BREAKFAST. Ideal
for visiting parents and friends.
Ten blocks from campus. Call
256-3937.
SPRI NG/SUMMER STUDENT
ACCO MODATION S, rooms

for rent in large furnished
house close to university. Parking. washer & dryer. central air.
Call for great summer rate, Cas
or Robert, 256-9914.

NOTICES
THE LANCE INVIT ES all students interested in experience
in writing, photography, or cartooning to join up with
Windsor's weekly newspaper.
No pay, great experience. Call
253-4232. ext 3909 or come to
our staff meetings, Mondays at
6:00 upstairs at the GradHouse.
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Programme turning into "something positive"
by Dave Briggs
Lance sports columnist

fn the midst of a slow
metamorphosis. no one is quite
sure what the Lancer men's basketr 111 programme has turned
into.
Most say the team has shed
some of its scales and become
'something positive."
That's about as descriptive as
it gets.
Putting a finger on exactly
what that positive thing is has
been more difficult.
Why things have turned optimistic can probably be attributed to coach Mike Havey,
who has been with the team now
for a season and a half.
Havey has injected a measure
of youth and enthusiasm into a
program needing more than a few
hypodermic needles. More so, his
priorities are in order, given the
highly competitive climate of
basketball in the OUAA.
"Everything in terms of the
success of the programme hinges
on what we're able to put on the
floor as a team. So, to me,
(recruiting] is the most important
task," Havey said.
He ·s made it a priority from
day one to introduce himself to
coaches in the area and make his
presence felt as often as possible
at their games.
Havey's also hrought the Lancer men's basketball alumni back
into the fold. He pumps out a
newsletter three or four times a
year JUSt for those alums.
His computer has 384 alumni
names o n it, some who played for
Windsor as far hack as the ' 40s.
He says 1hc rich hislory of the

programme at Windsor has
helped him rejuvenate the interest
of former players.
The alumni turned out to be a
key component in another of
Havey's new ideas to revitalize
the program. An adopt-a-Lancer
fundraising promotion helped
curtail costs for players to attend
a week-long training camp in
Titusville, Florida over the
Christmas break.
Prior to the generosity of the
alums, the out-of-pocket expense
for each player to attend the
camp was in the neighborhood of
$450. Each athlete ended up
paying $135, making the camp
accessible to even the poorest
student.
T he training camp is something Havey plans to use as a
recruiting tool. His aim is to contact all the blue-chip recruits and
tell them about the success of the
camp which took the team along
with the women's basketball
team to Brevard Community College for a week of focused practice.
The coach hasn't stopped there
with the changes. A prime concern in the coming years is whittling his team ·s exhibition
schedule down and creating a
better balance between U.S. and
Canadian competition, and home
and away contests.
Ha 'Y feels the team should
play roughly
14 e xhib itio n
games, equalling its regular

season schedule. Last year the
team played 32 preseason games,
this year they had 30, and next
year they will play 29 because of
a number of long-term commitments with schools.
He also wants to stop playing
schools, particularly from the
U.S., which arc obviously at a
higher level than the Lancers.
"Orchestrating a schedule that
gives you an opportunity to succeed helps the playen; believe
that they are capable of winning."
Through it all Havey has no illusions that the Lancers are ready
to seriously challenge the best in
Canada, yet.
"We haven't hooked our flight
to Halifax, and r think the players
understand that, but still it is hard
to be a part of that," he said.
Beyond a need for big men,
Havey says they have to look for
a particular kind of athlete - one
that won't shy away from the
challenge of playing for a squad
going through growing pains.
"That's the kind of player that
I think we're looking for. Somebody who says, 'Okay, this isn't
very good right now, but if l
come it's going to be better,'"
Havey said.
Probably the best indicatio n of
this pro-active movement was
winning the University of Toronto National Invitational T ournament early in the exhibition
schedule.
"T hat's probably the best thing
that's
happened
to
this
programme in the last four or five
years. T hat was tremendous for
us. That was unexpected, but hoy,
we really played well that
weekend ..
A lot has to do with Havey,

A LEG UP: Lancer Pat Osborne (#44) gets a hand from an
opponent as he goes for two. (photo by BRIAN ROGERS)

who many compare witl1 successfu l track coach Dennis Fairall in
terms of enthusiasm, work ethic,
and rapport with the athletes.
"My hair is not nearly as gray
as Dennis' but then I haven't
been at this as long as he has."
Havey quipped. " If people want
to compare me to Dennis Fairall I
guess I' m extremely nattered ... I
hope to approach his record of
wins and losses some time soon ...
One well-respected OUAA
referee commented recently that
Havey 's the kind of coach that

seldom talks to refs <luring the
game, but when he docs they li~ten because he only says ~omcthing when it's important.
That's respect for you. Only a
year and a half into his tenure a~
an OUAA head coach and he already has the refs li!->lening. It\ a
sure bet that's "something po~itive."
The hope is that all this f)l>\i·
tive e nergy turn!'> into !'>lll1lclhing
more concrete Llown the line. or
at least we l'inJ oul c,;Klly \\h;11
"somclhing positive" mea11'>. ~
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L"VERS WHO CARE

ONLY SEND KISSES!

SEttOff

Celebrate Valentine's
the SAFE way!

$399 ON THE
BEACH!

'
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Suites Brisas (4 star)
Limited space!

: : 10 WINGS:

7 ni ghts accomodati on on beac h
Round trip airfare

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

2 for 1

VALENTINE'S SPECIAL
Bring in this coupon and
receive the lesser priced
item absolute ly free !*

I I

1
1

:

FREE!

Bring in this coupon and
receive 10 wings (any
style) absolutely free!*

I

:

I I
I
I I ·valid after 4 p m Sunday through Thursday II
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(519) 256-2385

Call STS at
1-800-265-1 799
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Dance for Heart

Campus Recreation will be
staging a "Dance for Heart"
aerobathon on Feb. 13 from I 0
a.m. to I p.m. in the St. Denis
Centre multipurpose room.
Proceeds will go to the Heart
and Stroke Foundation.
Participants can pick up
pledge sheets in the Campus
Rec office.

Scholarships for
graduate studies towards
a Master's Degree Program
in housing
FOR THE 1993-1994 ACADEMIC VEAR

Individual scholarships of up to $14,154 each for graduate
studies in housing are awarded by Canada Mortgage and
Housing Corporation (CMHC) to candidates of demonstrated
ability and high academic promise.
Scholarship winners are chosen competitively by a national
committee representing business, universities and government.
These awards may be used for studies in such disciplines as
engineering, environment, business and public administration,
social and behavioural science, architecture, economics, law,
planning and history.
A Guideline and Application form may be obtained from your
university office responsible for graduate studies or student awards.
Or write to:

Men's Volleyball
In men 's volleyball "A"
division action there is a threeway tie between the Grave Diggers, Genuine Draft, and
Southern Comfort.
In "B" division the race is
not quite so tight. The Hosers
have taken the lead with Cartier
and Last Place close behind.

Over 30 Hockey
Tournament
University of Windsor faculty and staff who are hockey
fanatics are already looking
ahead to the annual "Over 30
Hockey Tournament" scheduled
for Monday, March 22 and
Wednesday, March 24 from 810 p.m. at the Adie Knox Herman Arena. Details about this
event will be available soon.

IC

~-
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Wellness Seminars
The next Brown Bag Lunch
Wellness Seminar at Vanier

Hall East is scheduled for some
time at the end of February.
Stay tuned to the lance for further details.

Personal
Enhancement

Administrator, Scholarship Program
Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation
700 Montreal Road, Ottawa, Ontario K1A OP7

Your request for a form must reach Ottawa by March 9, 1993.
In turn, your application for the 1993-1994 academic year must
be sent to CMHC by your university no later than April 8, 1993.

Registration for C.P.R., First
Aid, and Aquatics courses is
still open for those interested.
Time is getting short so get to
the Campus Rec office with
your cash or cheque as soon as
possible.
[g

Lancer Athlete of the Week

a

sponsored by Pizza Hut

,I\

J.

Walking Program
The
recreation
walking
program is still going strong.
During weekday lunch hours,
from 12-1 p.m, interested participants can walk with a
qualified instructor around the
campus. The group leaves from
the Leddy Library at noon
every weekday.

Wendy Langley of the Lancer women's basketball team is this week's athlete of the week. Langley is a
Master's student in Sport Administration in the Faculty of Human Kinetics.
The 5'8", fourth-year guard played an outstanding defensive game on Wednesday, Jan. 27 against the
Western Mustangs. She held the league-leading score1 to only seven points. Langley herself scored seven
points, had two rebounds and one assist.
On Saturday, Jan. 30 she also played a strong defensive game against the McMaster Marauders. The Lancers defeated McMaster 63-46. Wendy scored 10 points shooting 5/8 from the field, bad three rebounds,
two assists and one steal.
Langley is a native of Antigonish, Nova Scotia.
g)

Freedom of the

PRESS

Graduation
Portrait

BAR AND GRILL
Sign up at Odette Bldg.
Commerce Society
Office, Main Floor
PORTRAITS TAKEN
March 15-16-17-18
Vanier Hall Trillium Room A

~12,

Camera Fee only $12
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Tuesday, Feb. 9:
Open Mic Night with Sarita
Thursday, Feb. 11:
Chuck Baker
Friday, Feb. 12:
Pariah Brothers
Saturday, Feb 13:
Garden Weasel
Wyandotte At Campbell

Back to School Special

At the
Lance,
vve care
about
the news.

TCI 366 DX-40 MHZ System
80386 DX-40 MHZ CPU
128K Cache
2 Mb RAM
14" Super VGA Colour Monitor 0.28 dpi
Super VGA Card with 1 Mb RAM
t05 Mb Hard Disk Drive
1.44 Mb 3.5" Floppy disk drive
IDE HD/FD Controller
2 Serial, 1 Parallel and 1 Game Port
101 Keys Enhanced Keyboard
• Mini Tower Case
• 200W Power Supply
MS Dos 5.0

•
•
•
'•
•
•
•

FREE Mouse

$1 295

2 Years Parts and 3 Years Labour Warrant;J....:.._--,---,==--=:--.......

Fair co,·erage of the issues we face
is important to all uf us. Thar's why
we 're proud to work for an independent
student voice at the C of \Yindsor. Interested?
Call the Lance at 253-4232, ext. 3909 or dsit
our office in =10 Clark Residence.

When the Lance stJlicited submissions around the
event of Pink Triangle Day, an international day of gay
solidarity and pride, responses were enthusiastic.
The co-ordinators of the feature article decided on the
angle "In the Closet/Out of the Closet'' and hoped to include personal accounts by gay, lesbian, and bisexual
students which focused on their "outness": whether they
were out or not, why, how, etc.
"Coming out'' is the process in which gay people
make a public declaration of their orientation. It is a
multi-levelled process involving the individual's self-acceptance and the choice to go public.
Ironically, when the pieces arrived, each contributor
requested we not use full names. So, despite the fact that
most considered themselves "out", none wanted their
identity as a gay person fully revealed to the university
community. A number of the submissions even alluded
to this paradox.
This brings up a serious question: why are people who
~ holeheartedly identify with their gayness still wary of
publicly asserting it? In a word: fear.
Obviously, our campus isn't friendly to the gay lifestyle. Perhaps we arcn 't overtly negative, but neither
could we call ourselves "gay positive."
Being "out" could leave a person open to ridicule,
prejudice, and ostracism. These are responses gay people
must brace themselves for when deciding to come out of
the closet. More painful than these, though, is the
knowledge that those close to you may change their
opinion of you once they know your persuasion. You are
characterized by what you do in your bedroom rather
than b) the; pcr:.un you arc.
For these reasons, covering up may be preferable to
the consequences of coming out to a homophobic
society.
Celebrate Pink Triangle Day and celebrate Jove in all
its forms. All of us, gay or straight, have a responsibility
to build a society that truly includes all its members .
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solution?
Dear Editor:
I would like to comment on your
page two cartoon of Jan. 25, I 993. It
depicted a pro-life person picketing an
abortion clinic while at the same time
shooing away a ) uung child asking for
help.
This is ver) far from the truth.
People who respect life do so at all
stages from conception to death,
though specialization in safe-guarding
its sacredness has naturally occurred
because of the vastness of the issue.
For instance, all lovers of the gift of
life support groups such as Birthright
and Crisis Pregnancy.
These organizaions support young
pregnant '.vomcn with their unplanned
pregnancies.
Birthright originated in 1967 when
the abortion legislation was passed in
Canada.
It has 630 chapters worldwide and
1990 records indicated that more than
two million women have been helped
through their pregnancies since then.
Other organizations that help young
people and their families such as the
Goodfellows, St. Vincent de Paul
Society, The Salvation Army etc. arc
also supported by people who love
life.

I would suggest that your paper investigate the sad situation where upwards froRl 90 000 pre-born children
are killed yearly in Canada usually by
a suction pump 30 times as strong as a

vacuum cleaner.
A society will only grow in love and
concern for all its members by
renouncing abortion as a solution for
its social problems.
Sincerely,
Terry Sn)·dtr

contribution
Dear Editor:
On my return to the University of
Windsor, I received a phone call fromPat Kelly of the Unemployment Help
Centre (UHC).
Mr. Kelly felt the need to express
his appreciation for our contribution to
their food bank. According to Mr.
Kelly, our contributions were a close
second to the Chrysler plant. As well,
Mr. Kelly commented on the quality of
the contributions made by our campus,
specifically the amount of baby food
the UHC's food bank received.
Without a doubt, it was rewarding to
discover that our food drive had made
a difference for the people of Windsor.
As we are well aware, success must be
shared. It is for this reason that I would
like to take this opportunity to extend
my thanks and gratitude to those who
participated in this event.
The success of this food drive is the
result of hard work and dedication of
the students on this campus. The Student Solidarity Coalition, The Law
Society, The Grad House, Huron Hall
and Tecumseh Hall, and of course, the
HREC are to be particularly congratu-

lated fur their effort~ in thi~ drin:.
Again, a much appreciated thanks to
all those who took part in our food
drive to make it a prosperous one.
In keeping with our theme from the
food drive it is indeed e\'idcnt that
together, we students can make a dif·
ference. I look forward to a successful
food drive for 1993.
Sincerely,
Chris Gillett
SAC Human Rights Co-ordinator

>
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pollution
Dear Editor:
It has come to my attention that
your paper has recently begun running
a section callen "Enviro-tips."
I was glad to see an effort being
made to raise people's awareness
about environmental issues.
I have been a student on this campus
for three years and I am continually
appalled by the wasteful lifestyle of
the majority of students. Garbage is
strewn across the campus. Recyclable
items arc being thrown into trash cans
instead of recycling bins. People don't
realize the effects of their actions.
I know that there is an environmen·
tal group on campus that is attempting
to tackle some of these problems, but
we all must take responsibility for
keeping our campus, and world, clean.
Sincerely,
Monica Laroque
Sociology
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op1n1ons
The cost of education
by Tran Longmoore
Lance associate news editor

When I was m high school,
envisioned universities as the
hotbed of political activism.
I would never deny that there
are many groups on the U of W
campus
fighting for just
causes, but there is nothing that
would indicate that we arc on the
verge of change.
However, after reading about
the Ontario Undergraduate Students Alliance (OUSA), I realized there is a student movement
somewhere in our province.
OUSA's major platform has
been to raise tuition by 30 percent over three years. Its hope is
that the government and private
sector will kick in $160 million
each and students will provide
$40 million. Combined, this
would create an extra $360 million to spend on improving
universities.
OUSA has a grievance. It
wants to do something about a
system that is churning out adults
who, should they be lucky
enough to find a job, are inade-

On almost every university
campus you will hear complaints
about the school's cafeteria services. It is difficult to ascertain
whether these complaints have
any solid basis or are simply the
unwarranted admonitions of a
restless student body. In either
case,
quality,
cost,
and
availability are a few of the main
concerns for students.
At the University of Windsor
similar concerns have been
rc1ised. In the past few years the
university Food Services has apparently taken actions to address
these concerns, but there are no
outward signs as testament to its
suppposed improvements.
At present the cafeterias are
poorly managed with untrained
and mostly ill-mannered .,taff
serving a substandard product to
overcharged and unrespected students.
One improvement in recent
years has involved Food Services
separating from Versa Foods and
beginning to run its operations

quatcly prepared for a career.
Organizers' intentions arc
g~od but that's not enough. They
think they arc doing the respon sible thing telling the government
the 85 000 students they represent are willing to pay higher tuition for a better product.
It seems a little irresponsible
that none of the student councils
participating in OUSA have ever
held a referendum to let the students decide if they want to be
represented by the coalition. The
student council at the U of T has
caved into student demand and
will be holding a referendum
regarding the OUSA proposal
next September.
It is obvious that OUSA does
not represent 85 000 students as
they claim to. At this point, the
government must be salivating at
the prospect of dealing with such
"student movements.''
Ontario Federation of Students
chair Ken Craft said it best.
"OUSA is going to give the
other side exactly what they
want. They will have a very successful lobbying record if they
keep asking the government to

raise fees."
We shouldn't treat the government as the "enemy" or the
"other side" all the time.
However, we should be wary
of cutting deals with a government that, time and time again,
continues to show us that we, as
students, don't count.
In 1977, university financing
accounted for 5.9 percent of the
province's budget. By 1989, it
accounted for only 4.5 percent.
Additionally, the government cut
off OSAP grants and raised tuition again this year.
To top every thing off, just two
days after OUSA submitted their
proposal, The Globe and Mail
responded to OUSA's plan by
suggesting that students pay the
entire cost of their education. The
Globe and Mail's two-day
response time is what 1s so worrying about OUSA's agenda. It
proves that, without any defense,
students are cows ready for
slaughter.
Maybe this is why we need a \
strong student movement. Maybe
this is what will spark a new interest in student activism.
(g

food quality and selection. While
a good student relations effort,
this program has failed to provide
any observable results for the students, in fact many wonder if the
suggestions are even read.
Since purchasing a meal plan
is a requisite for living in
residence, students should be
able to expect that the service
outlets will be open when they
need food and that the outlets are
adequately stocked.
It is not unusual for Vanier to
run out of food on the weekends,
and there are few alternatives for
residence students since the
Vanier Deli is not open for d inner on weekends, only a limited
amount of meal card money can
be spent at the Grandmarketplace
or Dividends, and the Crocodile
is only opened in the evenings.
Perhaps Food Services should
conduct a survey to find out the
needs and wants of the students
they serve. From the results important decisions such as menus
and hours of operations could be
made.
It is obvious that such advisory
bodies as the Residence Services

independently. This move was
expected to improve the quality
and lower the cost of the
products. The quality-improvement never took place and food
prices haw increased, rather than

the qu~"
iltQP

Advisory Board (RSAB) arc not
doing a satisfactory joh passing
along information to the people
in charge of Food Services.
Therefore some other means of
information exchange is necessary.
Food quality is always a concern at outlets that each serve upwards of 1000 students daily.
Vague reports of students falling
ill from the food have surL1ced,
but with no confirmation.
More important is that every
item on the two-week rotating
menu tends to taste the same. If it
has a tomato sauce covering it,
students have learned to expect a
bland, tomato paste tlavour, and
there
seems
to
be
a
preponderance of unidentifiable
red tlakes in everything from
soups to macaroni and cheese.
It is the responsibility of campus food service managers to
think primarily of the students,
for in essence that is who they
work for. They must remind
themselves !hat it is possible to
run a smooth-tlowing business
and still serve the students. These
arc not incompatible goals.
(g

What should the new pub be called?

Kevin
Knox

Jennifer
Castronero

Ajay
Kanwar

Joel
Gagnier

2nd Year
His tory

1st Year
English

1st Year
Biology

2nd Year
Psychology

How a bout the Beer
Shed '! The societies should
have more parties with
c heape r beer.

What about the Regal
Beagel? Everything happens
there.

T he Mix! That's where
everyone can mix and
ming le.

Voodoo Entry. That's the
r.ivc that's going on in town,
I guess.
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Election 1993
ADVANCE POLL: Tuesday, February 23,
8:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m. in VANIER HALL

CONSEfl AOMINISTRATIF DES ETUOIANTS

ELECTION: Wednesday, February 24 and
Thursday, February 25, 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
at these locations:
FACULTY
Arts
Business
Computer Science
Dramatic Arts
Education
Engineering
Human Kinetics
Law
Music
Nursing
Science & Math
Social Science A-M
Social Science N-Z
Social Work
Visual Arts

ELECTING
Arts rep + all at-large
2 Business reps+ all at-large
Computer Science rep + all at-large
Drama rep + all at-large
All at-large (rep elected in fall semester)
Engineering rep+ all at-large
Human Kinetics rep+ all at-large
Law rep + all at-large
Music rep + all at-large
Nursing rep + all at-large
Science rep+ all at-large
3 Social Science reps + all at-large
3 Social Science reps + all at-large
Social Work rep+ all at-large
Visual Arts rep + all at-large

LOCATION
Lambton Tower
Odette Building
Essex Hall
Lambton Tower
Education Building
Essex Hall
Human Kinetics Bldg
Law Building
Lambton Tower
Dillon Hall
Essex Hall
Lambton Tower
Dillon Hall
Dillon Hall
Lebel Building

The Chief Returning Officer will host two public
meet-the-candidates forums featuring the candidates for
Executive and Senate to be held:
Tuesday, February 16, 8:30 p.m. Vanier Hall East
and Monday, February 22, 8:30 p.m., Vanier Hall East
Nominations close at 5.00 p.m .. Thursday. February 11. For further information, please call SAC at 253-4232, ext. 3600

ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY'S CHRISTIAN CULTURE SERIES

Facilitating Adult Faith:
Contemporary Issues
The increasing need of adults for on-going formation in faith is challenging the Christian
community. A reflection on the challenges of this formation and a look at the questions
arising from both theory and practice.

Joanne Chafe
*

Project Specialist, Adult Portfolio, National Office of Religious
Education, Canadian Conference of Catholic Bishops.
* Chairperson of the National Advisory Committee on Adult Religious
Education.
* Adjunct faculty member, Saint Paul University, Ottawa.
* Chairperson of the International Consortium on Adult Religious Education
in the Roman Catholic Church.
* Editor of Caravan: A resource for adult religious educators.

Assumption University
400 Huron Church Road, Windsor, Ontario
Phone: (519) 973-7033

Sunday, February 14, 1993 - 3:00 p.m.
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"Lack of
communication"
feeds grad,
SAC split.
See story, p. 3.

Basketballers don't need
luck; they have talent.
See column, p. 13.

University of W-a,dsor

Set design in the
spotlight. Feature
story, p. 6.

Volume LXV, Number 19

Monday, February 15, 1993

Abuse common

g

Four out of fil'e
unii·ersity won1e11
experience date
abuse, study finds

Seeking some answers
THE PRESIDENT'S COMMITTEE ON RACIAL EQUALITY Is distributing a questionnaire on the issue

on campus. mclud1ng an insert 1n this week's Lance. Members pictured are: Adlyn B1eszk. Phil Alexander.
Tory James. Russel Nahdee and Siulvio Pettoval (seated). (photo by SUZANNE NGUI)

SAC campaign underway
by Lance news staff

It's not lonely at the top of
the student council election
campaign.
Ten people arc contesting
the two paid positions, while
14 posts remain vacant after
the close of nominations
Thursday. Seven new representatives ran unopposed and
were acclaimed to council. The
other races will be decided Feb.
24 and 25.
President is the most popular
choice, with seven candidates
vying for the full-time job, including Sylvia Eftimova, Jason
Farrow, Christopher Gillett,
Christopher Maich, Joe Mattson, Jon Ricci and Derek
Robinson.
In the first time the post will
be elected, three candidates are
competing for vice president

university
affairs:
Steve
Alexander, Ligaya Byrch and
Mark Gibson.
Five students have entered
the race for unpaid spots on the
university senate. Doug Brink.
Paula Davis, Mark Holmes,
Gabriel Maggio and Sam Tortola will face off for the three
available seats.
The two business representatives will be elected from
among: Jason Clemens, Aaron
Clogg, Elia Gallo, Mike Groot,
Joe Milicia and Paul Muegge.
Science representative is the
last contested race, with Rachel
Danial and Zayna Khayat
vying for one opening.
Curtis David was acclaimed
as nursing rep, Claudette Kennettc as engineering rep.
Denise Dumont as drama rep.
and four students were acclaimed as social science reps:

Kristine Robinson, Alea Simmons, Emma Talbot and Tiffany Ulch.
The positions left empty will
be filled by by-election in the
fall semester. They arc: the
reps of computer science. law,
arts. human kinetics, music,
visual arts. social work, two
members of the CAW Student
Centre Advisory Board and
five representatives for the
senate committee on student affui~.
~
Next week the Lance will
feature interviews with all the
candidates for swdent office.
The Chief Retur11111g Officer
will host two public meet-theca11didiates forum fea111ri11g the
candidates for executive and
senate. They will be held at
8:30 p.m. in Vanier Hall East
on Tuesday, Feb. 16 and Monday, Feb. 22.

OTTAWA (CUP) - A sur\.CV
released Feb. 8 found a majority
of women at Canadian universities and colleges have suffered
some kind of abuse in dating
relationships.
The sur\'e\' was conducted bv
two Carlcto~ Uni\'ersity socioiog) profec;sors last serncc;ter.
Katharine Kell\ and Walter DcKeseredy SUf\ eyed 3132 c;tudents
- 1835 females and 1307 male,;
- on 44 campuses in all ten
provinces.
The sur\'ey - the first of its
kir.d in Canada - found more
than four out of rive women have
expLricnccd some form of physical. sexual or ps)chological
abuse \\ hile dating in the 199192 academic year.
The survey defined abm,c in a
dating relationship as the following: "Woman abuse in the context
of
university/college
courtship is defined as any inten·
tional physical, sexual, or
psychological assault on a
woman by a male dating partner.
regardless of whether he is married, single, or co-habitating with
someone."
Of those women questioned.
79 percent said they had been
psychological! y abused, 28 percent said they had been sexually
abused or assaulted, and 22 percent said they had been physically abused.
Although 76 percent of men
surveyed admitted to being
psychologically abusive, less
than 12 percent .<.aid they had
been sexually abusive and only
13 percent said they were physically abusive.

Kelly said the var) ing degree
of severity of the abuses is a
rc..,ult of the large number of ... tudents \\ ho participated in the
study. Referring to psychological
abuse'-, she said an insult or
threat has a different effect on
different women.
"You need to consider what
impact an insult can have," she
said. "If it had any affect on a
woman. she will remember it."
The survey 's definition of
psychological abu-;c included insults or S\\ earing. put downs in
front of friends or family. accusations of having affairs or nirting
with other men, and threats of
physical violence.
The rlcfin1tion of ph)sica\
abuse included pushing. grabbing. slapping. hitting, choking.
throv, ing things. and threatening
or using a knife or gun.
The definition of sexual abuse
included a wide variety of situations. It included pressuring a
woman to engage in sex play or
intercourse against her will, using
force to engage in sex play or intercourse or attempt intercourse
against a woman ·s will, and engaging in sex play or intercourse
v. ith a woman against her will
because she was drunk or high.
The report stated "these finding cannot be compared with
other Canadian and U.S. studies
because they did not present
comparable global abuse statistics."
Kelly said universities and colleges should include codes of
conduct and mandatory courses
in gender studies to fight abusive
campus relationships.
·'This is a social problem that
exists outside the university campus," she said, suggesting univerc;ities and colleges can help
prevent abusive relationships
from de\ eloping by sensitizing
students.
{g

Anti-date rape funding called a "goodwill gesture"
by Pat Castagna
Lance news staff

!he $402 000 provided to
universities by the province to
combat acquaintance and date
rape on college and university
campuses may be little more than
a "goodwill gesture" according to
Dr. Barbara Thompson. chair of
the U of W's Campus Safety
Audit Committee.
Thompson explained "the
amount of money is not large
When you com,ider that it will he

allocated to all the universities
and colleges in the country."
Thompson, however. said that
it is not an insignificant amount
either because "every little bit
counts.''
According to Thompson "the
money they will be receiving will
used to support other initiatives
already operative on campus.''
Richard Allen, Minister of
Colleges and Universities, announced the funding in December, 1992.
"It's essential that we strive lo

create a healthy environment on
our campuses that will eliminate
the crime of sexual assault and
wipe away the causes of the existing fears of female students,
faculty, administrators and -.taff."
Allen said at a workshop attended by 135 college and
university representatives.
"Our campus safety initiatives.
the work we're doing right now
relating to harassment and discrimination at our po-.t-sci:ondary
institutions and the materials
we 're presenting here today. arc

all significant steps in this
government's efforts to bring
about an end to violence against
women in our society," he added.
In March of 1991 an audit was
<lone by a committee of students,
faculty. staff and administration
under the auspices of the Campu..,
Safety Audit Committee.
This committee recommended
that the university continue the
ongoing education and awareness
on campus with respect to
women·.., issues. It also suggested
conducting an internal audit of

the environment. Thompson
stressed that ··the university does
care about women's safety on
campus," using the audit as an
example of its commitment.
The 199 l audit was one of the
criteria the U of W had to fulfill
in order to attain previous funding from the government. At that
time the univcristy received
$35 000 in funding used to install
emergency phones on campus
and to hire guest speaker-. to educate and create awarenes-. about
women's issues.
@
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diversions----------=========-Lance calendar of events

Friday, February 19

Tuesday, February 16
SAC hosts a meet-thecandidates forum featuring
those running for president,
vice-president and Senate m
the Feb. 24-25 election.
Vanier Hall East, 8:30 p.m.

A: Artcite
presents
an
installation by U of W student
Bernard Helling, Tireseus/
something in the city. The
public is invited to an opening
reception at 7:30. 977-6564.

Windsor and Essex County
Crime Stoppers and CBC
Radio 1550 presents the 3rd
Annual Crime Stoppers
Pizza Fest '93
from
5:00-10:00 p.m. at the
Teutonia Club. Tickets are
$5.00 in advance or $8.00 at
the door. Tickets available at
Shoppers Drug Mart.

l

Wednesday, February 17
®

Men's basketball challenges
Launer at 8.00 p.m. at the St.
Denis Centre.

•

The Organization of Gay
and Lesbian Students
(O.G.L.S.) w,11 hold an
organization and planning
meeting c/o including
Bisexuality in the organization
name. Meeting starts at 6:45
at the grad house.

l

The Comm. Studies Grad
Colloquium Series presents
Dr. Amir Hassanpour on 'The
Theory and Politics of Cultural
Studies and Post-modernism:
A Marxist Critique". Vanier
Hall. Oak Room at 7.00 p.m.

The Windsor and Area
Coalition for Social Justice
will hold ,ts founding meeting.
7-10 pm. at the ma,n branch
of the Windsor Public Library
For more information . call the
Third World Resource Centre
at 252-1517.

.

A: The Faculty of Law - Court
Jesters present Borderline
Justice tonight and tomorrow
at the Capitol Theatre, 121
University West. Tickets
available at the law school or
from the Capitol box office,
253-7729.
A: The Soundsation Concert
Series
presents
the
Ambassador
Chamber
Players. performing works for
piano and strings by Dvorak
and Brahms. Admission free
with student ID. Moot Court.
Faculty of Law 8:00 p.m.
§

Thursday, February 18
l

The Windsor and Essex
County Committee for
Renewal presents Hard,al
Bains, the leader of the
National Council for Renewal
of the Economy. Democracy
and Federalism. He will
speak on "An Opportunity for
Empowerment of the People
of Canada." 7 p.m at Iona
College, 201 Sunset.

l

Vegetarian Delight presents
a Coffeehouse with an open
mic. drumming circle, and jam
session from 8 p.m.-midnight
with an all-you-can-eat buffet
for $5. $3.00 cover benefits
the Third World Resource
Center.
Daphne Spain . author of
Gendered Species, w,11 speak
on
"Architecture,
Geography and Gender" at
2 ·00 p.m. in McPherson
Lounge. Electa Hall.

{photo by SUZANNE NGU/)

Saturday, February 20
§

The Commerce and Special
B. Comm Societies welcome
you to a Charity Ball to benefit
the A1DS Committee of
Windsor. The semi-formal
includes a late-night pasta
buffet. Tickets $18, available
from the Commerce Society
office 8:00 p.m .. Cleary
lnternat,onal Centre.

Sunday, Fehruary 21
Assumption University
Chapel hosts Mass every
Sunday at 10:30 a.m. and
4:30 p.m. Located between
the University Centre and
Huron Church Road , call
973-7034.
... You are not alone. Survivors
of Incest Anonymous for
Lesbian and Bisexual

Womyn meets each Sunday
night from 7-9 p.m. at the
Metropolitan Commun,ty
Church, 3301 Edison (at
Brock). Call 948-2536 for
further information.
Assumption
Un,vers,ty
Chapel presents Ended
Beginnings: A Remembrance
of Those Not
Forgotten. Call Margaret
Palmer-McCann at 254-6250

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------A: Visual and performing arts.
•

"

Lectures. semmars. etc.

Club and society meetmgs.

§

Socials. parties. mixers. etc.

Notices. demonstrations.

s.><)

Sports events.

A speeding ticket in the l'.~. can cost you
hundreds of dollar">.\Xlhich could be the
difference between a great spring break, and
no spring break. But \Vith Western l"nion,
In the U.S. call

1-800-325-6000

-----

- -·-

you can have money sent to you fro1n
Canada to one of over 18,000 l T.S. locations
in minutes. So when you need money fast,
call Western Cnion.We're just the ticket.

WESTERN' jMONEY
UNION TRANSFER
The fastest way to send money.™

In Canada call

1· 800-235-0000

.._________________________________J

II ~
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Grad/undergrad split
blamed on personalities
Student council
relations strained
by Teena Ward
Lance news staff

y

e
y
t

Poor relations between 'itudent
groups on campus have resulted
in one cutting off all but formal
ues with SAC.
Graduate Student Society
(GSS) president John Cunningham blamed the full-time undergraduate council for his society's
decision to limit relations with
SAC to formal meetings only.
SAC executives say that this
will hurt the ability of each group
to work together lo help their
constituents. President Kristine
Robinson said she was disconcerted over the tensions.
"It is a real travesty this has
happened, informally things got
done in the past," she said.
Cunningham cited the failed
bus pass programme as an example of SAC not conveying information Lo the smaller councils.
He and Mary Schisler, pre..,i<lent
of the part-time stu<lents' council
(OPUS). insisle<l they were never
consulte<l <luring the preliminary
discussions.
Cunningham pointed out that
"Sept. 21 was the first time we
were brought into ii !the discus,inns1:· an<l .it that time "Kri:-tine
Rohin..,on \\.a:- negotiating a S.111
Ice increa-.e and <liJn't infmm
OPUS or the (iSS. Our '>tutknt
Ice" .,re on I~ 'i-111 to ))0. -.11 $30
"a h11rrL·nd11u, incrL·:1..,c ··

Schisler and Cunningham said
they felt their exclu-,ion from
meetings impeded them from
making contributions to the
referendum. Thev believed that if
they had hecn • consulted they
could have made admendmcnts.
Each wanted to sec the addition
of an opting out clause. The two
sai<l that even an informal
notification hy SAC could have
eleviatcd the problem.
Robinson defended her position saying she was not responsible for the meetings with
Transit Windsor.
"During the process. I had no
control over who was in on those
meetings. Dr. Ianni invited me. I
couldn't hand out invitations.
Eventually, when we got down to
the nitty gritty. he did invite them
to the meetings," she said.
The breach of protocol hetween student groups is not an
isolated altercation over one
bsue. According to Cunningham
and Schisler. the Transit Windsor
incident was ju,t the tip or the
iccburg. The worst came at a
Nov. 6 meeting of the Univcrsitv
Centre Adviso;y Board.
·
Cunningham was upsd because at the meeting a propthal
wa-. put forward to nc1.totiate
lower fees charge<l in the - ('AW
,tutknt centre.
.. Not onl~ did it !the propn-.alj
speal- on hcl1alf nf u:- IGSS an<l
OPUS! hut it \\a-. t.,blcd hcfore
l.,nni .111d the .1<lm1nistration."
·1 hi-. inccn ...cd the t\\11 pre,idcnt:-.
-.incc the~ cla1111 th.it it ,,.1, lhc

fir!>t time they saw the document.
Robinson however indicatcd
that she ..wanted their input and
requestc<l that thev go through
the document, read it and gi~e
some feed hack."
She said the loss of the cooperative roles the groups enjoyed before will slow down
action on i..,sues that would
benefit everyone. Before the
break down in relations. Robin-;on said .. that if one group knows
where to go with something, they
should go with it."
Efforts to smooth relations
with head-to-head meetings between the executives of the student groups arc currently in the
works, but there arc doubts to
whether these problems can be
cleared up this term. Both Robinson and John Stout, vice president university affairs. feel that
the problem is rooted in per!>onality conflicts between the
presidents.
··1 know [Cunningham! ha!>
personal problems with me and I
think that is what started it." said
Robinson. "II bothers me that he
would let something pcN>nal interfere with hu.,iness on campus.
but I gue,s I -.hould ""Y the ,ame
thing ahout my-.clt."
All the exccutivcs arc hoping
that with ne\" pe1>plc in 11lfil:c
next year thing:-. -.hould hi.'. h,1d
Ill normal Im student group rcl.1t1nn-.. t\11 hopc to -.cc a renc\\Cd.
united frnnt prc-.cntcd h~ tho""' in
g.11, L'.rtlllll.'.111. .is h;1-. hccn the c1-.L'.
in pa ...t yc.1r-..
I• I

Programme offers experiental alternative
by Momiko Hino
Lance news staff

Going to Florida may not be
the only way to spend spring
break for some financially
strapped university students.
The
''Alternative
Spring
Break" programme is about to
take off at U of W during reading
week an<l is seeking active student volunteers.
Organized by the Student
Volunteer Committee. the new
programme will place student
volunteers in communities to
engage in community services
and experiential learning during
spring week.
Meri Kim Oliver, the co-ordinator of the programme s:11d
the community service they will
be running this year is "a mini-
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Olympics for primary school
children at Drouillard Place."
Drouillard Place. located in
East Windsor, offers after-school
programs for children whose
parents are working. Student
volunteers will help in co-ordinating
the
mini-Olympics
project and working with the
children as well. The event is
scheduled to run from March 2-4.
"It is a great opportunity for
students to get involved in the
community of Windsor and contribute something." Oliver said.
"Students can develop connections with other people that they
may not have had the chance to
before."
Oliver points out that students
may not he in touch with the
community. because they arc
often busy with their homework

••
•

and stuck on campus.
"'It is often easy for students to
spend all of their time on campus,'" says Oliver. "I think students tend to lose touch with the
community and this [the alternative spring break I is a great way
to learn about what the community needs."
Oliver said many students
restrict the use of their spring
break as a reason to go south to
have fun. "Instead of just doing
something for yourself. [this is a
chance to! give something to
someone else."
All students who arc intcrc:-ted
in participating arc welcome lo
attend the meeting held every
Tuesday at 5:30 p.m. in Vanier
Hall. For further information.
contact Meri Kim Oliver at 2:D4232. cxt. 34 to.
fil

Gay male sexual imagery was the topic of Thomas Waugh's
address {photo by SUZANNE NGU/)

Underground erotica:
gays use porno, too
by Suzanne Ngui
Lance news staff

Close to 40 people were
treated to erotic slide shows and
home "idcos as Dr. Thomas
Waugh :-.poke about the social
con!>lruction of gay male sex
through the erotic image.
He is the third guest lecturer
invited by the Humanities
Research Group to speak in their
series of lectures on Constructing
Sexuality.
Waugh has bct:n 1cscarching
the bsuc of the representation of
the gay male image for the last
10 years. He is completing a
book
entitled
Homo-Erotic
Photography and Film through
/969 that focuses on the erotic
images of gay males.
Windsor's Dr. Lois Spanika
described
Waugh
as
the
"Northrop Frye of the Erotica,"
and commented on his ability to
"understand the parallels without
reducing them to simplicity."
Waugh divided the images of
sexual gay malc bodies into five
levels. The political. the scientific, the artistic. the commercial
1)r popular zone and the illicit.
It is the fifth zone. the illicit.
that Waugh spoke to. The "im.1gery forbidden hy the law of the
Jay."
Before the 193(b. erotic 1m.1ges rnnsi:-teJ primarily of
European
pornography
of
heterosexual couples. inclu<ling

pseudo-heterosexual couples. for
example. using tranwestitcs
Since then. the-.e
images.
!>hroudeJ in anonymity. have
been "gay-authored. gay-defined,
and gay-addres,cd." said Waugh.
The illicit lone is further
divided into two streams - the
commercial and non-commercial.
The photography industry
played an intlucncial role in the
advancement of these images by
targeting the nuclear family and
challenging that image.
Waugh poinh:<l oul that thes.:
activities were extn:mdy underground. Canadians involved in
the mail order inJustry hau to U'>C
post office boxes in the U.S. to
avoid persecution.
The underground movement of
illicit erotic images was highly
structured
and
shaped
hy
economic and ...ocial constraints
Pornography plays a social
function in that it i, meant to
arouse. trigger fantas) and
ccstacy. and to he a means of
release. ln that ,cnse. it has communal functions and politicul formations. Culture ha-. hecn .,haped
hy boundaries ot what i... permi,siblc an<l what is not.
Repression -.till cxi-.i.... say-.
Waugh. an<l ii i-. nc<.:L'.s-.ary to
rcmcmha the hi-.torical context
when "icwing erotic 1m,1gc-..
Frotic1-.m. Waugh hclie\cs. i, a
-.y mholi<.: a-. \\. ell a-. a real hattlcfield in the .. at1.1cl- on sexual
representation ...

Buy any product
in the store and
get second item
of equal or
lesser value at
HALF PRICE!
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CAMPUS
WEAi!
HOUSE

(Eg. , Buy one sweatshirt,
get another at 1/2 OFF!)
Custom Designed University Clothing
2053 Wyandotte Street West, 977-5921
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Student Papers, Manuscripts & Resumes

*Competitive Prices*

South African
struggle continues

DOWNTOWN OFFICE SERVICES

"A speedy transition would have denied the
power elites the opportunity to consolidate their
power and restructure the economy to their liking."

by Shawn Hupka
Lance news staff

327 Chatham Street West 253-3571

The struggle in South Africa is far from over, a
Canadian representative of the African National
Congress (ANC) told the International Relations
Society last week.
Jabu Dube, who came to Canada almost 20 years
ago, discussed some of the new problems that the
ANC faces.
"The ANC has encountered many problems in its
8 ]-year history ... the restructuring of the South
African government may be the most important," he
said.

DeKlerk not reformer
CONSEILAOMINISTRATIFOESETUOIANTS

Election 1993
ADVANCE POLL: Tuesday,
February 23, 8:00 a.m. - 7:00
p.m. in VANIER HALL

•...,-

ELECTION : Wednesday,
February 24 and Thursday,
February 25, 8:00 a.m. - 5:00
p.m. at these locations:
FACULTY
Arts
Business
Computer Science
Dramatic Arts
Education
Engineering
Human K1net1cs

Law
Music
Nursing
Science & Math
Social Science A-M
Social Science N-Z
Social Work
Visual Arts

ELECTING
Alf al-large
2 Business reps + all at-large
All at-large
All at-large
All at-large
All at-large
All at-large
All at-large
All at-large
All at-large
Science rep + all at-large
All at-large
All at-large
All at-large
All at-large

LOCATION
Larnbton Tower
Odette Bu•ld1ng
Essex Hall
Lamb ton Tower
Educat,on Bu11d,ng
Essex Ha,
Human K1net,cs Bldg
Law 8u1ld,ng
Lambton Tower
Dillon Hall
Essex Hall
Lambton Tower
Dillon Hall
Dillon Hai
Lebel Bu1ld1ng

Issues to be decided at-large
include the election of the
President, Vice-President
University Affairs, 3 members to ·
the University Senate, s and a
referendum concerning the
student drug plan.

-
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Dube reminded the audience of about 30 that
South African Prime Minister F.W. OeKJerk is not
the liberal reformer that the western media portrays
him to be.
"The oromise of freedom that came in late 1991
was the result of massive resistance from the oppressed, combined with international sanctions and
divestment."
Dube also explained why the DeKlerk government insists on stalling the transition from apartheid
to democracy.

Empty promises
Despite promises of freedom and democracy life
has not changed much for the South African non.
whites. Jn fact, in the last six years over 12 000
people have been killed as a result of tension between the minority ruling class and those who
choose to resist it. Whites represent only 20 percent
of the total South African population, but the system of apartheid allows them voting and other
privileges that has enabled them to dominate all
aspects of life. These privileges have been enjoyed
for so long that many regard them as rights.
The all-white parliament, in anticipation of the
fall of apartheid, recently proposed a Bill of Rights.
Rather than guaranteed inalienable rights of all persons the legislation was designed to protect the S)S·
tern of privileges enjoyed by the white minority.
Actions like this are reminders to Dube that the
fight is not over.
''Continued international pressure is necessary to
ensure the eventual demise of the apartheid rule
The resistance will always remain inside of South
Africa. but it must remain outside as well."
..,
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Fighting the "Beast"
by Tran Longmoore
Lance associate news editor

ln this economic recession. a
Windsor area group is not losing
its sense of hope and purpose.
The Windsor and Area Coalition for Social Justice ic; tr) ing 10
spread that senc;e ot hope to
e, eryone in the Essex Kent '
Lambton area.
Created after a group of people
returned from a conference in
London. Ontario. the coalition is
made up of a di\'erc;e group of
community activist<;\\ hose major
goal is to make the public aware
of what ·s going on around them.
Geoff Schmitz, a member of
the interim comm ittee is trying to
structure the coalition, says
defining the problem is the key to
creating any change.
"Naming the beast is the first
and most crucial step. Once
we've done that, we can start
making people aware of the
problem and then begin our plans
to fight it."
At the first public meeting. the
coalition has designated the
No-th American Free Trade
Agreement (NAFTA) as the
primary "Beast."
"The government has forced

the country into a deal moc;t
Canadians realize will hurt the
econom). This has opened many
e)es. It makes NAFTA an excellent issue for us to focus on because so many people have
feelings about it," said Dean La
Bute, also a member of the interim committee.
The coalition has already had
Maude Barlow speak on the issue
of NAFTA and will have Tony
Clarke, Chair of the Action
Canada Network, speaking at the
Windsor Public Library on
February 18 on the same issue.
The coalition is looking further
than the free trade deal. Composed of environmental activists,
labour sectors, poverty workers,
small businesses, church activists, students, and teachers, the
coalition will have a broad selection of issues to tackle.
Suprisingly, the diversity of
the groups and their interests is
not affecting the coalition ·s
united vision.
"A lot of these groups do have
their own agendas. But with all
the suffering in the community, it
isn't that hard to find a common
ground and work collectively,"
explained Schmidtz.
The diverse cbmposition al-

Class
Act
Jostens gives the highest degree of:
• Quality • Customer Satisfaction • Service • Warranty

lows the coalition to spread their
word without having lo depend
on mediums such as the Windsor
Star, which they feel is "controlled by outside forces and therefore doesn ·1 truly represent the
area's needs."
The coalition feels people \\ill
be responsive to its messages.
··one of the great things about
Canadians is that they are \\ illing
to work for the good of the collective, not just for their individual interests," said La Bute.
The Windsor coaliton regular·
ly communicates with the On·
tario Coalition for Social Justice
which has ties with about 14
other community groups.
Currently, the coalition is
funded through donations. As of
Feb. 18, they will begin to collect
membership fees.
"When I came back from the
conference in London, 1 thought
- My God, there's something
we can do. Things aren't that
hopeless. It's heartening to see
that reaction in other people."
Anyone interested in informa·
tion about the coalition should
call the Third World Resource
Centre, at 252-1517. or the
Citizens Environment Alliance.
at 973-1116.
~

RING DAV:
SAVE 10°/o
Wednesday
February 17
Bookstore
10 am
2 pm
, Don't foreet your deposit of $S7.SO

Order your University Ring now!
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Residents upset
by damage policy
by Tran Longmoore
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Lance associate news editor

Repairs to damaged elevators
I ,1urier Hall have shortened
the fuses of rc,idents \\ ho ha, e
been forced to pay the bill.
On Feb. 7, an ind1" idual
damaged the elevator·, control
panel.
apparent!)
\\ ith
a
,ere,\ driver. The clc1. a tor was
rendered inoperable for two days.
To the disappointment of
,l1me. the bill ""as placed at the
foot ol the residents.
10

Residence agreement
According to rule 5b of the
··t:ndeNandings and Agreemcnh" document that all residents must sign before acquiring
their dormitories, "If damage occur, in common areas and cannot
be allributed to specific indi, 1dual(s). the residents of the
noor. clan or apartment shall be
held jointly re,ponsible for resti1u11on.'"
Despite having signed the contract many residents arc fed up.
.\cc ,rding to Roxy DcnnistonStc" art. Associate Director of
Residence and Conference Scrdcc,. in cases \\ here re1,1dentc:.
collec1ivcl) pay for damage1,,
the~ each general!) pay from $2
10$5.
"ll is juc;t the principle of the
mailer. I had to pa} $2 and I
don·t like it at all. Why should I
ha, e to pa) for 1he damage? I
feel like I O\\ n part or the
elc, awr now," c.,a, s resilient
Wendell Ferc-;. a ffrst-ycnr engineering 1,tudenl.
Rc,ident Peter Eflh) mwu. also
a fiN-) car engineering ,1u<lcnt,
,ays he is tired of being
",cre\\ed" h, the residence.
.. Somcon~ l'lse doc, the
damage and we ha\ c to ray. T he

dorms arc run like a business.
They do anything to sa\'e a buck,
even if it means screwing the
residents."

No securit~· deposit
Denniston-Stewart said that
the rule is necessary because the
dormitories do not collect a
,ccurit) deposit at tte beg1'lning
of the year, as is customarily
done at other universities.
Consequently. an) dam ge
that is not attributed to an}onc 1s
payed collectively.
"I regret that ,rudcnts have to
pa) for malicious damage. Unlortunatdy, it is a question of
paying now or later, ladding it on
to the fees of next year's rc,;idc.ntsJ.
Denniston-Stewart
believes
that "when the students pay for
the damages to the building. they
try to prevent further damage
from occurring. In general, lhis
creates 3 respect for the building."

She cited some pasl examples:
" Last )'Car, students collectively
raid for damage done at ~tacDonald Hall. There was never a
problem with damage after thal."

Damage less
Cumulatively . the cosl of
damage to U of W residences in
the 1991 92 ) ear ""as lower than
in 1990 91. In that year, there
\\as $6526 damage done to the
dorms
Accor<ling
to
Denni<,tonStcwart a ma1ont) of that total
\.\8S charged to individuals.
Studcnl\ who are caught
damaging the dorms face retribution an<l or eviction from the
residence depending on past heha, iour and the ,criousncs, of
the offense.
[y

Students at Ramsey House woke up and smelled the sewage after a drain backed up. (photo by
KIRAN PAL)

Plugged drain floods
residence with sewage
by Amanda Borysowytsch
Lance news staff

On Monday. Feb. I. student...
in Canterbury College s RamsC)
I louse woke up to the smell of
st\\ age Soon after some were
smelling a possible hike in
residence fees.
During lhc Christmas break, a
pipe was apparenlly clogged
"' hen someone nu,hcd french
Irie., down the drain, according to
Kenn MacKcndrick, head of
Ramc;e) Hou,e
The pipe exploded and \\. as
repai red by the college before
students returned for lhe the
Winter semester. Ho\, ever, the
problem resurfaced in Januar)
when the drain backed up pu,hing c;ewagc into the basemen!.
There \\. as no health rb k. but stu·
dents were incon\'enienced.
"The odour from the basement
wa, particu larly strong in the
kitchen area and the students
were give n the option to eat off

campus." said profec;,or Da, id
S) 11ons, principJI of Canterbur}
College. He also slatc<l that 1he
stutlcni... would ccc1n. rcinhur-.cmcnt for !heir meals.
The sewage wasn "t cleaned up
until Feb. 2, \\.hich required digging up the collcgc·s front la\,n
for the repairs. The cost "' as cstimalc<l b} the superintendant.
Bill Anderson at 51500.
"This is not the first time
wc·ve had drainage problems:·
said Mac Kendrick. "Two or three
times last semester "' c had the
basement noo<le<l "' i1h \\ atcr. hut
this is the first time we had
sc,,.,age."
Since mos, of the homes that
the college rents to the ~tudcnt'i
arc olLI an<l need regular repair,.
!his recent sc"' age repair ha,
some ,1udcn1, \\ ondering about
rcmkncy rec increases.
Symons rca1,sured students that
no :~c increa1,e, \\Ould be incurred this year.
"Ahhough this specific repair

""on ·1 reflect on the ,tudcni,:
fee,. the merall co.,, of matntJinmg 1hc re,idenc) huil<ling, ,, 111:·
Syn on, al,o ,1a1c<l that there
"' m 1 icy set aside for general
mainten,ince on all of 1hc college
huildinp.
The ,1utlcnh • fee, arc ah, 3)"
c.1lcul 1te<l a ) t:,ir in adq1nce. ,o
co... t\ 111curred thi.. year" ould not
be incluJed un1il nc\t ) car r he
house e,pecls a moderate fee incrca,c for ne\t ) car and he lie, e.-.
most ol the rcpair1, \\ ill be S\\allov.:ed up b) the home·.., general
opera! ng c,pen,c,.
Stu<lc nt, "' ere ,ii k1\\ ed to uc;e
laundry facili1ies at Da, 1d,on
Hall "hile their ba,emcnt "a<.
being cleaned. Thoc;c -.1udent<
who ha<l rooms on the first noor
were allcmcd 10 ~1.-1~ in a suile in
the admrn1,1ration hu1ldrng. ,f the
smell
from
the
ba...cment
bolhered 1hcm.
Canterbury expects no further
problems nO\\ 1hat thc pipe hac;
hcen repaired.
~
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SAC Pub
is accepting applications for
the September 1993 term for
the following paid positions:
• DOOR STAFF
• BARTENDERS
• WAIT STAFF
• BUS STAFF/ BAR BACK
• LIQUOR SERVICE STAFF
• DAY SUPERVISOR
• NIGHT SUPERVISOR

Applications will be available
for these positions in the SAC
trailer February 15
26
between
the
hours
of
9:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m.
Deadline
for
submitting
applications will be Friday
February 26 at 5:00 p.m.

800 Well ington •
25V -CI UB

Windsor's busiest bar im·ites
you to a mid-week stress release

Brendon
T. Basher
Alternative Wednesdays

Friday

!:d

Saturday

Graduate into an
"Education in
Entertainment''
Shuttle buses run
Saturday starting at 8:30
V .I.P.s skip line - NO COVER!
STUDENT ID - NO COVER!

Watch for In Concert Thursdays - Live national acts coming soon!

-
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Fell is setting the stage for tragedy
by Sarah Roebuck
Lance arts editor
T!ie Uni, ersity Players have
some1hing remarkable happening
lhi" month. For next \\Cck's performance of The House of Ber11arda Alba (written b) Federico
Garcia Lorca in IQJ6). guest cos1ume and set designer Patricia

Fell ha., created a powerful atmosphere perfccll) <;uitcd for and
enhancing the pla) 's themes,
character<;. and passions.
Patricia Fell go1 iO\olvcd in
thealre design in I<J87 after delving in man) different mediums in
fine arts Upon reading The
llo11\e of Rcmarda Alba. <,he di<;co, crcd ""' hat l orca can do in
onl) .20 line<;...
The pla) lake, place in a village in Spain jus1 before the ci\ ii
"Jr. )Ct the \\hole narrali\e i,;
enchi,ed in the four \\alls of the
h1)U<.chold of Bernarda Alba. She
i, an old. t) r:innical \\ itkm
"ho·..., neurosis en.,la,es her fi,e
daughters. The girls ha\ c surpa,c;eu the mnrri.,gcable age. but
rcm;1in ,It home. uue to 1heir
m1Hht:r ·s npprcs,i\ c in,istcncc.
Pepe.\\ ho i, cngagcu to one of
the daughter,. i, ultcn ,;poki:n of.
but never ,ccn: !here .ire only
\\Omen tn thi, pla). along \\ith
,inling ri\'alr) and o\·crbcaring
p.1rcntal pre,cncc. The pla) is
pl..'rmcateJ ,, ith ,cxual and
material repression. ) ct i<.. bur... ting \\ ith ,cn.,ualit:,. and the set
crcati,cly portrays these clement,
..Through script anal:, sis. I
\\anted to follll\\
[l.orca'sJ
\\ 1,hi:<; as c(o<;cl) as possible
"hilc designing the ,ct." says
Fell. "If he wanted something a
certain \\a:,. it "as for a reason.
Wi1h the third reading of the
,i.:ript. I tricu to .issimilatc my
ideas wnh the playwright'-.. and
still make it relevant !(,day.''
lnllucnccd hy early Picas-.o,
among others. Fell'-, -.ct feature-.
large hardwood tlats of figural
rcpre-.cntations of the women of
the house. made of -.crcen door
netting that was stuffed with
crumpled paper.
The rai<,ed figures demonstrate
the temperaments of certain

'

.I

SET DESIGNER Patricia Fell seated be1ore her evocative staging of the University Players' The House of Bernarda Alba.
charai.:tcrs in variou-. scenes. The
colours arc ,tark. gray and arc illuminated by red and purple low
lights to accentuate the figures
and create deep shadow ings.
The warm tones of the overpolished tloor may represent the
undercurrent of heated passion
and sexual ten-.ion. It should also
be noted that all the materials
used for the set arc ··environmentally friendly," as prescribed by
Fell.

Windsor
student
honoured in
composition
competition

The crn,tumcs i.:onsist of hlack,
rayon-linen. full-cirdc ,kirts. The
Jaughter-. arc still mourning the
Ins-. of their father. yet their skirts
- though donning the customary
hlack - have a ,en<..ual Jrapc;
when they move, the audience
can sc-: their thigh:,,. By the end
of the play. the co-.tumc-. arc
white.
Taking into consideration all
the play's <..uppressions and expres-.ions, Fell has designed the

set and the i.:ostumcs that exude
scn ... uality in all i1-. various form-..
"'I here i.., in the play a very obvious sense of -.upprcssion," -.ays
Fell. "hut it is also very subtle.
Though it was written in the 'Jlls,
the play still has a lot to say to a
modern auuience, especially to
women.
"People uren't really all that
different now than they were
back then. We still live under
tho-.e -.ocial values that we've

by Heather Slater
Lance arts staff
University of Windsor student Mark Mor:,,on has been
awarded an honourable mention for his entry to the
Amadeus Choir's "Carols with Brass" Christmas Carol
Writing Competition.

Music president
Morson, a fourth-year vocal major at School of Music
and president of the Music Society, plan:,, to pur..,ue a
career in composition and conducting.
Morson learned of the contest through Lydia Adams,
who directs hoth the Amadeus Choir and the Ontario
Youth Choir, a touring group to which Mor:,,on
belonged last summer.

Biblical setting
Mor-.on 's piece. entitled "Prologue: From the First

hccn given. Lorca was ·1hle to C\·
press these ah'>tracl emotion, in
most concrete term-.."
lL
The Univer.\ity Players 1iill
perform The House of 13crnan.fa
Alhafrom Feh. /8-21 and 1./-28.
at £.\sex Theatre. Curtain for all
performances rs at 8 p.m .. except
Feb. 11 at 7:30 p.m. and Feb. 28
at 2 p.m. For more i11formatio11.

please call the box office at 2534565 from 4:30-8:00 p.m. start·
ing Monday, Feb. 15.

Chapter of John," is a setting of that biblical text. scored
for full choir, bra:,,s quartet, organ and :,,olo trumpet.
The work, which took one month to complete, placed
in the t<lp 25 of 160 entries.

Minimalist composition
Mor.son describes his compositional stvlc a, "a hlcnu
of atonal, serial, and minimalist;" in "Prologue, .. each of
the 14 vcr,c-. arc divided into sections exploring clcmcnh of these techniques.

Exploratory work
He describes the work as "exploratory" in nature, and
cites American minimalist Steve Reich as a primary intluence, as well as contemporary Canadians Harry
Freedman and R. Murray Schaffer.
The work!'> of the latter two composers often explore
experimental sonorities, most noticeably in the genre of
choral music.
~
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Classifieds
TRAVEL
FLORIDA SPRING BREAK 7
nights Beachfront $139-169
Reserve rooms now Call CMI
1-800-423-5264

EDUCATION
LAW SCHOOL BOUND? For
info·rnat or about a com·
prehens1ve manual designed
to gu,de you through every step
of the pre-law process ·• 1 800·
567-PREP (7737)

SERVICES
UNEMPLOYED SECRETARY
available to o typing Quick
service and reasonable rates
Ca 944-8177
TAX RETURNS PREPARED
(Computer venf,ed) Student
rnte $25 00 for basic return
Call J,m for appointment 253·
4632 or 944-5839 file early

sssss
Clive Barker goes cyberpunk: Stephen Gibbs Gender Smasher at the Southwest Biennial. (photo by KIRAN PAL)

Exhibit showcases local work
SouthweM Bie1111ial
\rt Galler~ of W ind,or
until ,\ pri l 11
by Leo Ogata
Lance arts staff
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Sowlnn:w Biennial, an innocuous title to a show thal holds
hoth ,cope and vision, is .i
cclchration of art from our local
region. If art captures the spirit
and perceptions of the artist. then
uur regional artists arc filled .,., ith
insight an<l vision.
A panorama of i<lcas and
per,pecth cs arc dra,\ n ti1gcthcr
b~ Ne" York guest juror. Bruce
ferguson . The catalogue ranges
rrorn David Dal1.icl's comical
painting. / \·e AilraH Wanted to
Pa1111 lcbra Stripes. to the
stygian canvac; of Halyna Mordowanec Regenbogen · s 1'ictim.\
of Clu:mvby[ Nuclear Disaster of
1986. Robin More)·, Som: of
Rebirth
illustrate,
the
pol) chromatic scope of thi-.
\how.
A full spectrum of ideas is
portra, c<l b, the So11t/111·c~1 Hicn11ia/. •
•
Gardcn melds the industrial
character of this region with the
natural landscape in photographs.
The theme of the industrial environment carries through in
other \\ orks presented here. This
is illu<.tratcd in Richard Se" ell's
.Votre Dame and both of Su1annc
Kon) ha ·s work,, but U11dNgro1111cl gives a sombre and woefol expression to the theme.

fl shows two figures huddled
in isolation and loneliness. The
manufactured world intrudes into
the blank serenity of the mind
with Ra} Cronin's Falling and
Faith.
If America is symbolized by
the co,... boy image, then true to
type. Canada is embodied b) the
image of the "Land," and the
landscape painting is its representative form. M,U) Celcstino's
Tomb Scnti11el~ ,\'o. J Point Pelcr
hauntingly reminds the viewer of
quiet summer evenings collecting
1!11: last rays or the sun. A filmic
"ic,,. of the rural feature of this
region is processed and encapsulated b) Gene,; icvc Verhacgcn ·s
Essex
County
l.and.~capes
(rcvi,ccJ and edited).
In Basic l and.\capc 11·itl,
Peach. Margaret Deutsch gi,cs
us a surreal look at countr) life in
1 thoroughly modern cow motif.
Chris llummer·s Dog Dream., of
Fis!, poses the thought of canine
fantasies to the brave willing lo
peer ,,ithin.
Julie Harpcr-Sando's For Vargas and Alexander Skakoon 's
Secrets of the Universe arc
"himsical views lo tickle the
vie,. . cr·s fancy. Greg Hill"s I.one
Rang, r seems to gi" c credence to
the notion that the Masked Man
was larger than life. Mary Bernard Ellis' There lfa~ Sothing
Wrong At First and Fragile
Suspect arc pieces vibrant in
colour with a harlequin-like
motif.

New Asian Curry House
JVe specialize in all kinds of regetaria11
and non-Fegetarian Indian dishes.
Daily Luncheon Buffet $-t.99
(all }OU can eat!!) Mon-Sat 11 :30-2:JO
*Free cake when you celebrate your birthday hae! Plea.,e
book in advance*
Free home delivery (evenings only)

Fully
licensed

STUDENT SPECIAL

Open seven
days a week
Mon -

Wed: 11 - 9

Thur - Sat: 11 - 11
Sunday: 12 - 8

LUNCIIEON BUFFET
Expires Feb. 28

The faces in the pieces seem lo
be rcnecting both the arti,t"s
emotions and that of the subject.
giving a dream-like qualit) of the
images.
The most intrusive piece<, all
contained video within their
form. The three vi<lco art piccc"arc intrusive b) tht• fact that thc:y
arc animated "hile other presentations must be content \\ ith
stat ic images. rather than the
pieces themselves.
Ian Baxter'<, Land~cape is a
great boost to the CBCs mandate, though Channel 9's contributions
toward
Canadian
culture are vacuous. at hest.
Chri,tophcr McNamara and Dermot Wilson ·s videotapes. JJ 7wt
to do ... and How to do it ... ? arc
certainl) more informati,·e. The
former looks like the "Adventures of the Colossus Bab)."
while the latter c:xpla111s the virtues of bicycle maintenance
Ho\,·e, er. one is -;truck b) the
thought, · Will I "atch an) thing?" I'h1s idea is poignantly
capturc<l b\ Slecpleu ... by Bernard Helling.
Stephen Gibh's paintings ~i,c
the \ iewer the impression of
Cli, e Barker going cyberpunk.
They arc bone-jarring. raw nen c

·--

, 1s1on, rooted in post-nudcar
nightmares. Grl'y Matter Pri\011
is as pleac,ant a<; Taha<.co sauce
on a jalapcno sand\\ ich. hut it,
graphic realism strikes a chord. A
Bram A.,.rnult , i,ualizes \\ hal
e, er} student mu<;t feel during
final exam,. c,pcciall) al four
o"cl11d: in the morning after t\\O
pol!-> of coffee.
The most intere,ting olN.:rvation., ,... ere made b) three teenaged girl, ,, hilc , 1ewing Barrie
Jone,· Raseball Player. One exclaimed. "Oh. m) Goel! It"s you!··
Another said. "Yi1ur c~c, arc ,o
blue! .. II was then that <.omconc
came ur ind said ... ,., that ) ou? ..
II \\ as Jones. Sudden!). we were
caught in a rcOexi,·e paradox
, ie,dng the model. the art. and
the arti,t all simultaneousl).
There j., an intcrc... ting qualit) to
Jones· three pieces that e, oke
,·isions of C\pre,,ioni<.t po<;1cr,
calling arfr,1-, to arms. rather than
a, portraits of" omen.
Ferguson ·s selections encompa<;S a greater range of the di, erst) that is Canadian culture than
an) hu reaucrat in Otta,, a could
c, er <letermine ,, ith fO) al commissions. Oddi) enough. an
\mv1can secs us better than "c
sec oursch es. Despite the
lunchhucket moniker gi, en thi-,
region. there is fertile ground
here for e:xpre,sion.
The sho" can he seen at the
Art Gallery of Windsor. 445
Riversi<le Drive West. It runs
until April 11.
~

WORD PROCESSING Essays. theses. reports term
papers manJscripts Accurate
fast low rates S1 50 per page
Cal 253-0 7 "
TYPING SERVICE Resumes
pnpers. theses P.tC Printed on
laser printer 326-6661

I EMPLOYMENT
GREEKS & CLUBS

S1 .000 AN HOUR!
Each me'llber of your frat
sororit~ tea.,, club etc
pitches in 1ust one hour
and vour orouo can raise
S1 0001n ,u~ a tr" cta,s

Plus a chance to earn
$1.00 0 for yourself!
N

~

Ob

~QIU

1-800-932·0528. ext. 6!..

HOUSING
BED AND BREAKFAST dea
for visrting parents and ·· , ·ids
Ten blocks trom campus Call
256-3937
SPRING SUMMER STUDENT
ACCO MOO.ATIONS rooms for
rent in large turmshed house
close to un1vers1ty Parking
washer & dryer. central air Call
for great summer rate, Cas or
Robert. 256·9914

NOTICES
CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS
Exh b tors and other mu
med a presenters rterec-ied n
entering ad splay or other,.,,s,.
parl1cpat1ng ,n the 1993 Ant,.
Rac•sm Arati-O,c;cr ml'1at1on
FAN Fare tMarch 15·211 are
inv ted to appear before the
Core Plannmg Comm ttee
7 OOp m Thursdays al 139
Univers,ty Avenue West g,v,ng
one days pr or not,ce calhg
977 · 7225 Other correspon
dence may be d •ecled to P O
Bo~ 7097 Sandw ch P O
Windsor. ON N9C 3Z1

TEMPORARY HELP REQUIRED
(preference will be given to full time undergrads)

Last 2 weeks of August, 1993
All of September. 1993
All of October. 1993
All of January, 1994
All of February, 1994
Applicants must be available to work a minimum
of two full days per week (9 A.M. - 5 P.M.)
SKILLS REQUIRED:
Typing · Telephone · W P 5. 1 • Photocopying
Wage will be $7.25 per hour

RESUMES MUST BE RECEIVED
BEFORE 4 P.M. FEBRUARY 28, 1993
Mark Resumes PRIVATE AND CONFIDENTIAL and forward
to STUDENTS' ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL, UNIVERSITY
OF WINDSOA--ATIN: DIRECTOR OF FI NANCE

"The problem between landowner and tenant is just a
high level of misinformation. Very few tenants - and
landowners - know exactly what their rights are.''
-

James Yaworsky, Community Legal Aid

tudents live a transient lifestyle. Those
students who live off campus are vulnerable to some housing problems. They
need a place quickly and close to the
campus. As a result, some landowners
take advantage of student tenants who
do not have time to lodge complaints that is, if students even know tlley have
a legal right to complain. Also, many students rent rooms "sight unseen,"
and the place turns out to be sub-standard.
One way to become armed is to familiarize yourself with the Landlord
and Tenant Act which outlines the rights of both tenants and landowners.
The act, however, is worded in complex legalese. Anyone without a
Bachelor of Laws degree will find it difficult to understand. Therefore. the
Lance, with the help of the Ministry of Housing and the University's Community Legal Aid, has provided an unauthoritative translation of some of
the more important sections.
The following is an outline of Part IV of the act, entitled "Residential
Premises.'' For a complete copy, write to the address at the end of the
feature.

TENANCY AGREEMENTS

--

pon renting, the landowner often has the
tenant(s) sign an agreement with requirements that go beyond the act. This
can include everything from "No posters
on the walls·· to "Don't pee on the lawn.''
Most agreements, unless reiterating the
act, are not legal documents. A landowner cannot keep you from putting up

posters or keeping pets, even if the agreement says otherwise. (Peeing
on the fawn is different, though.) James Yaworsky of Community Legal
Aid says that he has seen lease agreements "three or four pages in
length. the only thing valid being the name.
"In one particular instance. a lease stated that tenants could not root
for the Montreal Canadiens because the landlord didn't like the team."
Valid. legal contracts should be adhered to. If you are unsure of the
legality of your lease, contact Legal Aid.

PRIVACY

I

ACCESS

e were in bed one night and we heard
footsteps downstairs. We were scared ...
we didn't know who it was. It turned out
to be our landowner," says a student
tenant. This 1s absolutely illegal. A
tenant has a right to privacy, and, except
in cases of emergency, requires 24
hours written notice if the landowner
wants to enter the premises. Also, the notice must specify the reason for
entry and time of arrival - which can only be during daylight hours.
"Unfortunately," says Yaworsky, "this is a rather nebulous charge. It is
difficult to get a conviction, but if convicted, the landowner can be fined
up to $2000."

REPAIRS AND MAIN TE N A NC E
esponsibility for the cleanliness and
maintenance of the dwelling are shared
by the landowner and tenant. The landowner must:
• keep the dwelling in good repair
• ensure the dwelling is fit for living
• must comply with health, safety and
housing standards set by law
Tenants are responsible for:
• ordinary cleanliness
• repairing any damage they or guests cause to the dwelling
If the landowner does not fulfill their responsibilities, the tenant can
apply to the Ontario Court of Justice, General Division. The court can:
• order the landowner to make repairs, or
• grant a reduction in rent until repairs are made
Be careful, though, as the landowner can also apply to the court if the
tenants do not fulfill their responsibilities.

SUBLETTING
or many students, "home" during the Fall
and Winter semesters is not "home"
during the summer months. Students
take jobs outside of Windsor, and they
do not want to pay rent on a room that
they are not living in. Nor do they want
to break their lease. The answer? Sublet. To sublet an apartment is to have
someone else take possession of the dwelling, but not the lease.
What most tenants do not know is that the landowner must make a
reasonable effort to find a replacement. According to Yaworsky, any effort
at advertising the vacancy is a reasonable effort.
In return, the landlowner can charge the tenant the amount spent on
advertising, which under most circumstances does not exceed $75.
Landowner Alert! - Yaworsky warns of one particular landowner
who must remain unnamed for reasons of libel. This landowner owns a
great majority of the multi-complex dwellings in the university area and
takes advantage of the subletting clause. With typical ad costs, he nevertheless charges $200 per dwelling. Most students do not have the
knowledge or time to take him to court. Yaworsky estimates only 1 in 100
do so. If charged, he merely has to pay the difference ($125), and makes
money on the other 99. Watch for this!

RENT

INCREASES

our landowner can increase your rent,
but only once every 12 months, with 90
days notice prior to the first of the month.
"Any increase occurring in 1993 cannot
exceed 4.9 percent," says Monika Laing,
Rent Review Services Office. If it does,
file a tenant application with the office,
and an order can be issued to rebate the
excess rent. However. the 4.9 percent cap can be waived if necessary
operating costs require it.
"The installation of an energy-efficient furnace is okay, but not a
marble interior in the foyer,· notes Laing.
The landowner must apply for a waiver and it is open to view by the
tenant. If a false application is made, the tenant can invalidate it.
"For example, ·· states Laing, "a landowner can say they put in a new
roof, when you [the tenant] know it was only patched. Tell us [Rent
Review]. and an order will be issued to lower the rent."

E VICTIONS
ometimes the tenants give landowners
legitimate causes for eviction. Knowing
the causes beforehand, and how to
avoid them, could save you from looking
for a new place in the middle of winter.
An owner must give 20 days notice of intention to evict regardless of the reason.
Here is a table of legal reasons for eviction, and the procedures the landowner must follow. If they are not followed, tenants may dispute the eviction. Once the dispute is made known
to the Rent Review Services Office. the tenant is not required to leave
until a court order is issued.
It is important to note that belongings cannot be seized by the landowner when evicted. As well, a tenant can only be physically removed by
a sheriff acting on a court order.
Procedure

Reason

Failure to pay rent on. date due
Undue damage by tenant or guest
Substantial disturbance of others
Overcrowding beyond legal limit
Impairing safety of another tenant
Illegal acts on premises

Tenant has 14 days to pay
Tenant has seven days to correct
situation to invalidate notice. If
offense re-occurs within six months,
landowner can evict in 14 days

Owner can give 20 days notice immediately.

Any other questions about the Landlord and Tenant Act can be
directed to Windsor's Rent Review Services Office:
800 Ouellette Avenue, Suite 302, Windsor, ON N9A 1C7
253-3532 or 1-800-265-6924
You can also purchase your own copy of the statute from the office.

you
smell
piss?
Flaked paint, a broken screen door,
garbage sitting on the porch - this
Rankin Avenue house does not look
promising from the outside. The interior
is just as disappointing. As you enter,
the smell of urine assaults the nostrils.
The walls are cracked. The light switch
in one of the bedrooms does not work. In
the kitchen, the window above the sink
has a large hole stuffed with bed sheets.
The landowner, complete with an Audi
and dressed in expensive clothes
repeats, "I'll be renovating all this, of
course.''
Prior to seeing any potential places,
students should familiarize themselves
with the Landlord and Tenant Act. This
will alert them to any legal reasons for
not renting a place (Does the place need
repairs? Is the rent too high? Is the lease
an illegal document?).
In addition, try to see as many places
as you can, the better ones more than
once (You may notice important details
you missed the first time). As a result,
you will get a feel for the general standard available, not having to settle for
less than the best.
Unfortunately, many students who
work out-of-town in the summer allot
only a day or two to find a decent place.
To simulate this situation, the Lance,
with a "budget" of $350'month, gave itself a day to find a place to live. Only
fuur could be seen. of which two were
unacceptable for legal reasons The first,
mentioned above. needed obvious
repairs (see Repairs and Maintenance
section in the Student Guide).
The other place was nice enough, but
when showing us the place, the landowner knocked on the door, waited a
few seconds and walked rn
''I'm sorry,'' she apologized to her
surprised tenants, "I know I should have
called."
This is illegal. The law requires 24
hour written notice, specifying the time
of entry. (See Privacy/Access section in
the Student Guide). Her actions should
warn potential renters that she either
does not respect the rights of her
tenants, or is ignorant of the law.
Were more students to arm themselves, and take preventive actions, their
stay at university would be more comfortable, and a few landlords would have
to tighten up.
~
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LA-based Blind Melon sounds like Seattle
Blind Melo11
Blind Melon
Capitol

Poetry where the
nights are long...
The Lance is calling for poetry submissions
to be published in our March 15 issue.
17,e Lance is printing a two-page feature of students'
poetry in the issue of Monday, March 15, 1993. Poems
of any style and Jny theme will be accepted. The poems
will be selected by Arte; Editor Sarah Roebuck and poet
Salvatore Ala. Please send submissions to the Lance
office, Phase 2, Unit 10 of Clark Residence, Walnut St.
or drop off at the SAC trailer in an envelope marked
"Att'n Lance" by FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 26, 1993.

L.A.-based Blind Melon's
release is a decent effort, but
nothing truly outstanding- even
the cover is an eyesore. Like the
current plethora of hyper-trendy
Seattle bands, Blind Melon
rehashes '70s-era rock in a '90s
package. "Soak The Sin" is a
rock tune that has Top 40 potential, although it is unexciting.
"No Rain" is lyrically interesting,
but otherwise bland. To make
things worse, vocalist Shannon
Hoon sounds too much like Ax!
Rose. Generally uninteresting.
-

Stevc Rennie

Bea11tif11( Mess
Theloniom, ~1onster
Capitol

The
latest
by
L.A.'s
Thelonious Monster is a surprisingly ordinary release. The
band - a mainstay of the L.A.
alternative scene - tries to capture the t:!el of the Violent femmes on Beautiful Mess, and fails
miserably. Even the better song,
"I Live in a Nice House," is

bland and boring. "Adios
Lounge,'' featuring guest vocalist
Tom Waits, lacks cohesiveness.
In all, Beatttiful Mess seems to be
nothing more than a "safe"
major-label debut.
-

Steve Rennie

should think twice.

Keep It Slammin · - The
Remixes
Toronto-based Devon keeps it
moving with this set of five versatile remixes of his song "Keep
It Slammin'."
Devon covers all formats of
dance music, from light techno to
heavy funk to a rock in· instrumental. Each of these remixes
is a different presentation, linked
by the lyrics and basic melody.
This is get-up-and-dance music,
and if this song is an accurate
reflection of Devon's talent, he
will have more chances to keep it
slammin'. The only problem with
this format is that listening to the
same song five times in a row
does not hold much appeal for
the average listener. This would
be great for a DJ, but anyone else

A MEMORIAL

..

If you have the need to
ritualize the loss of a
child, we invite you to
participate in a simple
memorial service.
The service will be
non-denominational and
open to people of all
beliefs and religious
traditions.
Assumption University Chapel (between the
University Centre and the Bridge)
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 22 AT 7:30P.M.
For more information contact:
Margaret Palmer-Mccann 254-6250
Dorothy McDougall 973-7034

J.J.Cale
Silvcrtone

J.J. Cale's album titles reflect
his music - both are simple and
predictable. But what his recordings lack in originality they more
than compensate for in quality.
Having said that, Number JO i~
vintage Cale - all mellifluous
guitar solos and smooth countrv
blues. "Digital Blues" and "Lo;
Rider" are standout tracks, with
the former demonstrating a
dreamy, psychedelic feel that
recalls Aoxomoxoa-era Grateful
Dead. The only problem with this
release is the tinny drum
machine, which sounds like it
was time-warped in from the late
'70s.
-

Doubleday Publishing
by Duncan Edgar
Lance arts staff

The Doors: The Complete
lyrics is an anthology of lyrics of

every Doors song ever recorded.
lnterspaced with the song lyrics
are short essays by people close
to The Doors and news articles
about the band from the late '60s
and early '70s.
It serves as an interesting
reference book for fans and the
text provides analyses of songs
such as "Soul Kitchen·· and "The
End." But without t~e music,
many of the song lyrics seem

naked.
Jim Morrison had a talent for
crafting some terrific couplets.
"Some were born to sweet
delight/ Some were born to endless night,'· taken from "End of
the Night" eloquentl} sums up
the broad spectrum of human existence.
It's clear from Morrison's
dark, brooding style which end of
the spectrum he occupied. And
anyone who has ever heard "The
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Darrin Keene

Boring intoxication with the Doors
Lyrics

... the need to grieve for
the children we held,
and the children we
were never able to hold...

Louise Mills

Number JO

Dernn
Capitol/EMI Records

The Doors: The Complete

ENDED BEGINNINGS:
A REMEMBRANCE
OF THOSE NOT
FORGOTTEN

-

I
I

End," a song of murder and in·
cest, knows the intoxicating cf.
feet that The Doors' music can
have. But without being set to the
unique combination of organ,
guitar and drums, many of the
words are incoherent and even
boring.
This book is a handy anthol·
ogy for devoted fans of The
Doors who want all the song
lyrics in one place. But to the
casual fan, it doesn ·1 have much
appeal, and the written text does
not give many new insights into
the music.
There have been far too many
books written about The Doors in
recent times. Jim Morrison is
dead, let him rest in peace.
~
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WANTED: CAMPUS TOUR GUIDES
Applications are invited for the position of Ambassador
within the Secondary School Liaison Office for the
1993-94 academic year.

Application deadline: March 24, 1993

I\

Applications are avai lable at the Liaison Office. 440
Sunset Avenue, or at the Co-op Education and Student
Placement Centre located in Dillon Hall.

Please get your applications early!

I\

EIJviro-tips - Heat efficiency
Tiu: ,l\ cra~e Canadian home
ha, it-. thermostat set at 22"C
t7."\ Fl. "hcreas European
homei. 3\Cragc arnund I s·c
(66°Fl.
Lowering the temperature in
~our home to 18'C will drop
energy consumphon in heating by
nearly 20 percent. Th is \\ i II drop
1he
average
heating energy
consumption from 27.000 kwh to
5400 kwh per household a
sa\·ings of O\·er S.300 per year!
To get used 10 the lower
temperatures. cover yourself up in
a blanket or wear a sweater around
the house.
As a result. national energy
consumption would be reduceJ bv
2.5 percent, and the necd for mor~
nuclear
power
plants
and
hydroelectric
dame
\\ ill
be
eliminated. Further sa, ings will
occur if you lower the thermostat
even more when you leave your
home or go to <.Jeep.

25 percent of the encrgJ used
for heating is lost through air
leaks.
Leaks can be found around

door\. \\ indows. and electrical
outlets (e,pecially on external
walls). through cracks in wall, and
under baseboard,, and \, herc"er
wire~ or pipes enter your dwelling.
• Weatherstripping and rubber or
pla..tic edgings can be used
around door'>;
• Seal cracks around windows
with caulking on both the
outside and inside: caulking can
also be applied around wires
and pipes:
• Plaster cracks in walls;
• Install electrical outlet gaskets
around outlets:
• Fill baseboards with caulking or
plaster (depending on size of
cracks), or remo"e baseboards
and fill cracks with a plastic
sheet.
Furthermore, cover wmdows
with a sheet of plastic, to be
re-used every winter. Avoid
opening windbws. and shut doors
quickly.
With the abo,·c measures
taken
and
a
temperature
reduction of approximately 4°C,
you will sa,c lO 000 kwh in
heating energy consumption,
and O\Cr $600 per )Car!
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sports
Lancers clinch
play-off spot
by Alex Meyer
Lance sports staff
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On Feb. 3, the Lancer
11omcn 's
basketball
team
clinched a play-off spot by downinc the Waterloo Athenas 41-38.
'The game was expected to be
c10-.c. 1s Waterloo had just
t,eaten Western and was ranked
s1Xlh in the country.
The game was a tough defen,i,e ba1tle. "Waterloo plays the
[1(,1 defense m the league, when
1hc~ arc up," saiu Lancer coach
Joanne Maclean . This game also
knocked Waterloo out of conten:ion for a pla) -off ,;pot.
Heather Quick led the Lancers
"ith 15 points.
Later m the week, the Lancers
raced Wl.!Stcrn, now ranked
eighth arter thl.!ir loss to Waterloo. and fell 86-53
Nanc) Gyurc.,ik score<.! 16
point,. and Lisa White scored 10.
··We expected better results.
\\'e didn I ph) ,, ell.·· said MacLe.in. \\ mdsor led earl}, but faltered as the game went on.

Western is a tough, talented team
that has the potential to make it
to nationals
The Lancers arc now 8-3, with
two of their losses coming at the
hands of Western. The team is
tied for second place with
Lake head.
The team ·s last regular season
game is on the road against
Orock, Fl.!b. 20, in a game that
will likely decide third place in
the OWIAA The fourth place
team is expected to play perennial power Laurentian in the
OWIAA tournament.
The season schedule has
fa,oured \Vindsor quite hca\ ih
this year. Games against v.eak~r
teams \\ ere earh. ,ind nov. the
Lancer"s last f~ur games are
against pla)-Off teams. Two of
these teams arc nationally
ranked
The changes in the team this
year arc extraordinary. Last year
the team was 2-12 .
"We ·n. achieved some big
goals al read). It· s a reasonable
turnarounu:· saiu Maclean.
[l

Track teams set
to defend crowns
by Dave Briggs
Lance sports staff
Up against '-Ome major :,,.;cAA
compet11ion. the Uni,er-,it, of
\\'inJsor track anu field ·tlam
held its own on Feb. 6 'll Notre
Dame's ~le)O Im itational
J\11 tolu. Windsor posted SC\ en
gold medals. six silver.,. .inu six
bronze, lo keep both the mcn·s
and ,, omen· s teams rankeu rs
mCanada.
Lancer coach Dennis Fairall
\\a, C\Citcd about t'le results.
"\\ e went into Notre Dame
agai'lst four 'Big Ten· schools,
three mid-American conference
~hoot... in total about eight or
mne NCAA Division I schools.
and held our own," he saiu. " It
11asn·1 team score<.!. but if 11 had
been. \\ e woulu ha\e won ."
Windsor's depth surprised a
few U.S schools. and garnered
Fairall"s team a few im ites to
American team m1.:ets next year.
Kelly Dinsmore set a school
record,
meet
record,
and
fieldhouse record in the triple
Jump with a leap of 12.80m. That
places her only 20cm off the
standard for the World Indoor
Championships.
"In Kelly ·s case, she's the only
one close to the world stanuard in
Canada, so if she gets standard
~he goes," Fairall said.
Perennial sprint champion
Irma Grant also had a <,tellar
meet. Grant was named OWIAA
athlete of the week after v. inning
the 55m (7.09), setting a school
record and personal best time in
the 200m (24.72), and anchoring
the 4x400m relay team to the
gold and a meet record (3:48.12).
''She had a reall) good performance. She was chased do,, n b,
Michigan's top sprinter. hut ,h~
held her off, so that was a good
run for her;· Fairall said.
Freshman decathlcte Mike

Nolan ,, on the r., e-c, cnt pentathlon \\ ith a meet .md ,chool
11.!lon.l -,core of 37ll'>. J"uirnll ...aid
if Nolan hau cClmpeteJ in the
decathlon anu hau ,in11l,1r ,core,
in the other fiH-: c,cnh. hi, ,core
\\Oulu rank him ,ccond m
C"anaua hehind ~me Smith.
"He '-Cored Yi99 in a pent.
You uoublc that anu ~ ou·re looking at 7<J00. That \,ould qualif)
him for the Comm""" calth
Games and the \\ orl<l Student
Games:· l"airall saiu.
Anthon~ Black n,mpctcd for
the fiN time this ~car in the high
jump anu placed second ,, ith a
leap of ~.17m. nam)\\I~ mi<,sing
2.20m \\ ,is Fairall ,urpriscu he
u1e1 so\\ ell his fir~t t1rie our>
"Nothing he docs surpri'ies
me:· F-airall said. "~ks ju,t so
talented. I le ah\ ays <,lays fit
Overall, Fairall say., thi, is the
strongest ) car in term" of equity
in the men's di\ 1<,1on in the
CIAU. He figures one of the fi\'e
top teams could take the national
crov.n. Howc,er. in the women ·s
competition Fairall says the Lancers are extreme!) deep and \\ ill
be tough to beat.
Currcnth·. the women arc 50
points ah~ad of second-place
Western in the national ranldngs.
The men have a six-point lead
O\Cr Alberta. and only a 23-point
lead o, er fifth-place Manitoba in
the CIAU rankings.
Last weekend the Lancers
hosted the Team Challenge at the
St. Denis Centre. Sprint king
o· urian Gibbons. along v. ith
Grant and Din.,mtm• \\ill head to
\\ innipcg this \\ eekend for the
Canadian ,cnior track championships to try to qualify for the
World Indoor Championship'-.
Windsor, re igning t\\ o-time
OUAA OWIAA champion!-.. "ill
defend its crown at the Ontario
championship'- at York University Feb. 26 and 27.
~

Lancer Pal Osborne brrngs the ball upcourt aga,nst the Western Mustangs last Saturday. The Lancers
pulled ahead from a tie at the halfway mark to beat the Mustangs 81-77. avenging a 95-57 drubbing
earlier this year.The team plays its last home game of the season Wednesday Feb. 17 against Launer

Rebounding saves basketball
team in match against Western
by Robert D. Way
Lance sports staff
Returning to action for the first
time after a tough 75-74 loss at
home to the d1v1sion-leading McMaster Marauders. the Universitv
of Windsor men's basketbail
team \enturcd deep into enc.my
territory on Wcdnesda'r. Feb. 3,
to take on the Waterloo\Varriors.
Seemingly unaffected by the
large and boisterous crowd, the
Lancers took to the court ready
for their opponents. Through the
fir,t two quarters, Windsor
matched Waterloo point for
point. The first half ended with
both team" dcadloch·d at JR.

Slow start
After a rather slo\\ start to the
second half. Windsor found itself
do,\ n b) IO points \\ ith less than
Hl minutes to pla). Fighting
tooth and nail, the Lancers
managed to c, en the score by

, irtuc of an 1mpress1\ e 0-0 run.
It v.asn't meant to be,
however, as Waterloo promptly
moved ahead -.coring fi, e quick
points in the final 90 seconds to
put the game away. Final score
was 77-72.

A hard place
"Waterloo is a hard place to
play. I thought we played well.
and we could ha\'e won." said
coach Mike Havey. "Unfortunately, we foiled to execute
do" n the stretch."
or note. 6' 1" guard Geoff
Astlcs turned in a great defensive
performance, limiting Waterloo's
Alex Urosevic, a league scoring
leader, to just 17 points, "hich is
seven less than his average 24
per game.
Back at home on Saturday,
Feb. 6, Winusor met the Western
Mustangs in search of a little
revenge. The last time these two
teams played, Western thrashed

Windsor by a score of 95-57.
While matching their opponents once again point for
point through two quarter<., the
first half ended\\ ith Windsor tied
with Western at 41. The Lancers
got their revenge in the second
half, tripping up the Mustangs by
a final score of 81-77.
Leading the way offensively
were rookies Ottavio Mannarino
and Joe Davis-Nawagesic. as
well as third-year player Jamie
Pepper, each with 13 points. Collectively, the Lancers also
recorded 40 rebounds.

Rebounding wins
"We were in the game from
the start," said Have). "We battled, and we competed. It Mt<, ou r
rebounding that won the game
for us."
The team will play its last
regular season home game Feb.
17 at the St. Denis Centre against
Wilfrid Laurier.
IQ
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Curling heads to I~
championships =
1

by Chad Suitor
Lance sports staff
The men's and women ' s curling teams have been preparing
themselves for a chance at an Ontario championship. On Feb. 5-7,
the men' s team participated in a
tune-up tournament at the Beach
Grove Golf and Curling Club.
The team· s first game was an
easy 8-3 victory, but its second
and third games ended in defeats
that took it out of the tournament.
The OUAA and OWIAA finals
will be held at the Brantford Golf
and Curling Club in Waterloo on
Feb. 20-21. Both teams arc going
into the weekend with positive attitudes and with the greatest confidence.

Men's team

Lancer men·s curling is seeded first going into the provincial championships this weekend. Coach
Dave Moncur said he will be disappointed 11 the team fails to bring home a medal.

On the men's side of the tourney, our Lancers arc seeded No. I
and are confident about their
chances. Men's coach Dave
Moncur said. "It's a matter of
getting hot for two days." He said
he likes his team's chances and

"would be &,appointed if thci
did not bring home a medal." '

Women's team
On the women's side, coach
Cathy Moncur and her team arc
abo looking forward to the tour.
ney and arc hopeful that they too
can bring home a gold medal.
The women ·s coach says that
the current performance of skip
Nicole Martin is a key to their in.
spired play.
"Our skip is far more confident
now than she was at the start of
the year," she said. The coach
was also pleased with the
momentum that the team has
shown.
The women's team finished
the Crossover tourney with four
straight wins and hope that the
streak will be kept alive during
the finals. The women qualified
for the finals at 5-4, tied with two
other schools.
The similarities in records and
talent could make for what Cathy
Moncur describes as a "mess}
weekend."
~

Newly found optimism dies
quickly for hockey Lancers

Multiple athletic roles
performed by Cooper
The Campus Recreation
Personal
Enhancement
programme at the Uni, ersity
Programme. managing the
of Windsor is, more than anynumerous athletic clubs, and
thing. about people.
is involved with Safety PlanThe wide range of ac- ning and the Campus Recreativities available to studenh. tion Advisory Council.
faculty. and member-, of the
Cooper plan<, to pursue a
community at the St. Denis Masters degree in Sport
Centre is made possible h)'
Management and enter a
the contnbutions of many career in post-secondary
highly motivated and en- recreation.
lhusiast1c individuals.
"My involvement in both
One such person is Robin
Kinetics and Campus RecreaCooper. a third-year student tion helped me discover exfrom Marathon, Ontario, in actly what I want to do with
the
Faculty of Human
my life," she said.
Kinetics.
Having witnes<,ed firstCooper has served in a
hand the growth of Campus
wide range of athletic roles Recreation in recent years,
during her three years at Cooper emphasizes to those
Windsor. Studying in the who have not yet been inSport Administration stream. volved that there is an activity
her first involvement with for everyone, many of them
Campus Recreation was a co- great releases from the stress
op student placement as an of daily life.
administrative assistant.
She advises those who arc
Since then. her contribu- taking the initial plunge to
lions to athletics have in- consult their doctor before
creasingly diversified.
starting
any
exercise
In addition to being a team
programme about any prior
therapist for both Lancer ailments or injuries. to start
football and women's basket- slowly, find an activity you
ball. she carries the respon- enjoy, and ask lots of quessibility of admini-..trating the lions.
'.iJ

by Ian Fitz-Gerald
Lance sports staff
Two weeks ago, the Lancer
hockey team laid claim (albeit a
short one) to their domain with a
stellar 7-6 road victory over the
Brock Badgers on the eve of
Super Bowl weekend.
As a result. the Blue and Gold
briefly regained the upper hand in
their dogfight with Brock for the
sixth and final play-off position.
Despite dropping a 7-2 decision
to nationally ranked Guelph the
foll )wing evening, Windsor had
shown newly found opttm1sm,
posting wins in five of its last
seven games.
This optimism however lasted
a grand total of four days an<.!

came to an abrupt halt during the
Lancers' following road trip to
Quebec.
Unfortunately. the team ·s lackluster effort in la ville de
Montreal did Iittle to improve its
league rankings. as Windsor
dropped decisions to McGill and
Concordia by scores of 6-2 and 64. So much for that upper hand.
"I was relatively pleased with
the overall performance - all but
for a few mistakes that hurt us,"
said coach Rick Cranker ...That
long bus ride certainly didn't help
our game any, either."
More importantly, the Lancers
failed to cushion their one-point
lead in the OUAA standings over
idle Brock, and have given the
Badgers a new lease on life when

sponsored by Pizza Hut
Mike Nolan. a member of the Lancer Track and
Field team is the athlete of the week. Nolan had a
gold medal performance at the Notre Dame Invitational Meet held on Saturday, Feb. 6.
He competed in the Pentathlon and achieved four
personal bests and made CIAU-qualifying standards

for two events (Long Jump - 7. IOm, and High
Jump - 2.07m). His total score of 3799 set a nc11
meet and school record.
Nolan is a first-year student in the Faculty 111
Science and a native of Dorchester. Ontario. Ht: ,,a\
abo a member of the World Junior Track and FidJ
Champion'.'>hips Team, competing in the decathlon.
last summer.
g

TCI 386 DX-40 MHZ System
80386 DX-40 MHZ CPU
'
128K Cache
2 Mb RAM
14" Super VGA Colour Monitor 0.28 dpi
Super VGA Card with 1 Mb RAM

FREE Mouse

$1 2 g5

.

.

.......

·.:·

.

,..

2 Years Parts and 3 Years Labour Warrant

TCI Data Systems Inc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ._,....~..

w"..-...·..-·---··--·-..-

2175 Wyandotte St. W. (519) 254-2721 FAX (519) 254-3017
Bus. Hrs. Mon.-Fri. 10:30-7:00, Sat. 12:Q0-6:00
Locations throughout Ontario, Mississauga, Toronto, Ottawa, Whitby

they should have been '>ix kct
under.
''It's been the same ,tor) all
year." claimed veteran assistant
captain Mark Germann hdnrc
Wednesday"s team skate. ··we
don· t
have
the
offensive
firepower that most teams hmc
and we rely on a strong ucfcm,ivc
zone game. When this break\
down, it's pretty tough for us 10
come back from a deficit."
With only four games remain·
ing in the schedule, Germann w:1,
ambivalent about the team\
prospects for the play-off,.
"We're just going to have to take
one game at a time."
The way Lady Luck has been
ignoring this team late I}, one
would certainly have to agree. ~

Lancer Athlete of the Week

Back to School Special

• 105 Mb Hard Disk Drive
1.44 Mb 3.5" Floppy disk drive
IDE HD/FD Controller
• 2 Serial. 1 Parallel and 1 Game Port
• 101 Keys Enhanced Keyboard
• Mint Tower Case
200W Power Supply
• MS Dos 5 0
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BAR AND GRILL
Tuesday, Feb. 16:
Open Mic Night
Thursday, Feb. 18:
Pariah Brothers
Friday, Feb. 12:
We Wish we Knew
Saturday, Feb 13:
All Saints Day
Wyandotte At Campbell
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by Dave Briggs
Lance sports columnist

If you ever had a good friend
wget your hirthday then you can
pr,ibably understand how the
women's haskctball team feels.
Near the end of its most sucCt:!>sful season in recent memory,
J lot of people not only forgot to
hriog a card and present to the
party, they missed the celebration
altogether.
I Scanning the standings recentI I\ I was red-faced to notice the
Lancers were 8-3, and in second
place in their division.

8-3! Already? Wait, it's onlyfebruary. Damn.

Of course, the team doesn't
have any more home games so
tho:.e of us a little slow to catch
on have already missed the boat.
If you've missed out too. get
ready to kick yourself even har<lcr. Windsor has also qualified
for the play-offs. All this from a
team that won only twice last
,car.
Veteran
forward
Nancy
Gvurcsik and point guard Karen
\icCulla say the main differcnccs
Jrc talent and depth.
·-We can go deep on our bench.
Jnd !)ring people in and not really
lo\C a heck of a lot," Gyurcsik
,aiJ prior to the team's important
niad trip to Lakchcatl Univer'iity
,1n the \\cekentl. --That's really
~en helpful. compared to last
1car when \\e didn't have the
luxur} or going that Jccp."
,\kCulla atldetl that the t..:am is
<lc,p in maturity as ,,e ll. anti
<l,1c, n·1 -.e..:m to lo-.e gam<..:'> that
arc dose ncar the end.
f a(:t,lr in thc coaching stall of
JJ1annc \,1.icLcan anti John Corkll. \\ ho ( iy u n:si k says pre pa rc
the l.anccrs c,trcmcl) well rnr
~;1mrs. .ind 1 uur sum i-., ;1 lc\cl of
,11i.:i.:c,, not c, pcricnccd hy this

Heather Quick (#14) earns her name. pulling down a rebound . The team is play-off bound at last

Fro1n the
point of
the Lance
-,qu.itl in recent memory. McCulla. \\ho i, in her first year
\\ ith thc L 11H:c1 -. folhm ing ., -.,tint
,v ith the UniH:r-.it) ,if Wate rloo.
sa)" th..: co;1Ching prcp;1ration 1s
the best ,hi.:·., hau.

·Tvc never played here before.
hut l"vc played a lot of basketball
anu I've never played on a team
,, here I was m, wcll-prcparcll
tcl·hnically h} coachc-.,:· McCulla
-.;iiJ.
Alter all this succcs,. G 1 urc,1k
still thinb the Lancers ha\.c yet
to rl.t) their best this SC;J',\lll .
Y11u mean they coulJ gd heller
111st 111 limc for thc pl.t) -nlh"!
Wh.tt .1 com for1111g th,1ugh1
part i,:11 l.1rl) I ro m a s1.:ho11( 11f1L·11
11vi:rl1H1kcd hy it:- 11ppo-.11 i1111.

"Wc·rc still that lilllc school at
thc end 11f the mall . 1t ·s nice to
sec people·-, I.tee, at thc end of
the game \vhcn thcy·\c lo-.,1 Ill
\\. indsnr.
Pcoplc
arc
still
surpri-,ctl to l11l1k 1n th..: ,tanJings
and ,cc u-. X-3. htH ,v c · re not
surpriscJ."" (i\ llrC-.,JK -.,aid. "(t 's
nice fm player-., that h.1, c pl.1ycd
here for., k\\ \CM.... \\ l· · r.: in the
pl,1_\- · llfh r,,r IIK lir,1 [ 1111\.' -. i11cc
I',.: hl'L'll r l ;t) mg h.: rc 11· ... r.:.111)
l'\,·it ing fr1u11 1h.11 p,1i111 ol, ie,, _..
\\ h;1(·-, lllll ;i-., C\Uling ts th.:

dismal fan support the ..,quad has
had all year.
"ll would he nice to <.:ome in
and sec our stands packed, hut
they're not, and our l.111.., arc
faithfu l. so you have to hand it to
them for sticking with u.., in the
good and bad times," Gyurcsik
said. "We've worked hart.I thi'>
year and we've earned our pm,ition, a nd it would be nice to gct
some fans out to sec us win."
McCulla says the biggest
problem is a stereotype that
women's basketball is not cntertaining to watch.
''I'm disappointed when I look
in the stands at the men ·s games
when they play before us. T hey
get a good crowd considering
their position, and then we \',-arm
up 20 minutes later and it's threequarters empty. I don ·1 think
people
have
really
gi\ en
women's basketball a chance."
she said.
The Lancers round out their
season this Saturday at Brn<.:k
before heading to the OWIAA
conference champion,hip tournament Feb. 26-28 at the Univer..,ity
of Western Ontario.
The team's goal v.a.., origin..illy
to make the play-off< Nm.,, v.. ith
that accompli..,hctl. it-. new g11al is
to qualify for the C lt\U champion..,hips held in Victoria.
"We have picture-, of Victoria
all 0\ er our locker ro,1m . I hat
v,as actu,tlly onl.! ol our urigin:il
goals all along. hut it·.., more
real is tic right nm\:· t\kCull.i
-.,;iiJ.
When a glloJ friend torg.:ts
)Our hirthda) )OU inc\ it.1bly get
one lll thllsc ··rm a lunkh.:aJ !11r
mis..,ing y,iur hirthda~ ·· <.:;1nl-.,.
,,,.di ,1ltcr the t,tCl . II s.:n .:-., 111
r.:111 i111.J \ P U 1h.1 1 \<IU \\l.'rl·n·1 fprgollcn altogctha.
\1a,hc I ,h11u(d su1d lllll' It• lhc·
\\ ,1m..:11 ·.., bask..:1hall tc.1111
Ii I
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PROFESSIONAL & EFFECTIVE SERVICES
To Help You STAND OUT
In Today's Tough Job Market:
• Resume and Cover Letter Composition
• Consultation
327 Chatham St. West
Phone: 977 - 5101
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_DIRECT __.RESUME

Serving Windsor for
over Seven Years

NAME THE PUB
During the SAC General Elections, you wil be able
to cast your vote to name the new student pub.
The following names have been submitted:

THIS IS IT!
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E. R. T. W.

(Education Rocks The World)

comes to the rescue ...

You can have your quality
graduation portrait taken
the inexpensive way in the
privacy of Vanier Hall
Trillium Room A, on Mar.
15, 16, 17 and 18, 1993
For only $12 plus taxes you can have:
8-10 poses taken
• Colour change of backg round
Use of silk roses, diploma, mortarboard
• Proofs to keep

•

I•

I'

Please sign up for an appointment at Odette
Bldg. Commerce Society Office. Main Foyer.
You will receive the same exce llent service our custo mers
have heco me accusto med to: attentio n to makeup, help
with the gradua tio n attire. etc. We keep your negatives o n
file; you can re -order an ytime.

DON'T iYAIT FOR SPRING, DO IT NOJY!!
Groups of stuJents can also huy dass composites if we have 75%

participation. We look forward to heing at your serv ice!

Moose Pub

The Pub
Dukes
Scorpios
Come out and cast your vote February 24 & 25!

eElilorialS
Taking to
the stage
U of W gires back a little
Just v. hen you ,, ere com inced the University of
Windsor catered only to the more corporate. upward!)
mobile disciplines offrn:d here. they had to go and do
something for culture.
After cit} cnunc1I approved a $1.8 million loan for the
Arts Council of Windsor to buy the Capllol theatre. U of
\\' president Dr. Ianni announced plan-. to donate $5000
annually for the next three years. And, to top i. all off,
the schools of Music and Dramatic Arts will use the
theatre to perform 12 events this year.
What a dangerous precedent! What's next? A gallery
for Lebel?
The Capitol theatre is a central location in Windsor,
only one block from the main street. Giving students the
opportunity to perform downtown is a profitable move.
and not onl) for the students. but for the patrons as well.
The Universit} Players are a talented group and, unfortunatclv. auendance at their shows has been down.
Statistics 'compiled last year showed the majority of
audience members arc elderly, which can influence the
Players to stick with more traditional plays. The Capitol
theatre may attract a younger crowd more interested in
experimental theatre. pushing drama students to do some
of the wack) stuff they ·ve probably been dreaming of.
After all, the Capitol has enjoyed success with the alternative films, pro, ing that there is an audience for such
arts in Windsor. Residents have had to cross the border
to see quality plays in intimate theatres, that is. unless
thq, suffered through the Stage West offerings that were
often second-rate ..
Another plus ahout the university's plan lo support the
theatre 1s that. finally. Windsor residents have a concrete
example of how the university gives back lo the community. Alter all the complaints about us being drunk
and nois) boors. well. now they get to see our cultural
side
I guess the cool $5000 doesn ·1 hurt either.
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OITOR LITTERS TO THE EDIJOR LITTERS TO THEEDITOR LITTERS TO THE [

dra111atized
Dear Editor:
I hi', 1s regarding the article about
Student newspaper of the University of Windsor
Volume LXV, Number 19
February 15, 1993
c o University of Windsor, Windsor, ON N9B 3P4
Editorial: 253·4232, ext. 3909; Advertising: 971-3604
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me "Pa~ mg the Price of Amateur Athletics:· I "as. to Sil) the least. shocked
at the O\'Cr-dramatization of an unfortunate incident.
Prior to Jan. 23. I had experienced
this sort of pain once before. and only
one frllo,\ track mate knew about this
The article leads us to think that thic;
sort of thing has happened to me many
times before and that most of the learn
members knev,· about it. B) no means
"as this a career-ending problem. in
fact, the first time I experienced the
"cramps.'· I was aule to continue my
workout after a brief rest v.1th no ongoing discomfort. That is why the
coaches were not told. because at the
time it did seem to be quite minor. To
draw the Lancer track team into this by
Sa) ing the teamrr ates were irresponsible for leuing me continue is terribly
unfair to the entire team and staff. Had
most of the team known, and had the
discomfort really happened more than
once, 1 myself would not have started
the race and I am positive my fellow
teammates would have discouraged
my entrance in the race as well.
Secondly, lo say that I ran past the
point or "common sense" is also incorrect. After the initial feelings of pain, I
withdrew from the race. r did not collapse. r \\ as ac;sisted in I) ing down by
the therapists and a teammate. In
claiming that I am a freshman is correct in terms of my eligibility; dwelling on this point encourages the reader
to believe that I am an inexperienced
runner who is unaware of his physical
limits. I have been running competitively for six years and r know when
my physical limitations have been met.
r would like to think that with my
years of experience I have also gained
a great deal of rec.ponsibility in terms
of knowing how far to push myself.
l have never felt pressured by Dennis Fairall. and he would never push
me or any of his athletes "further.
faster. higher at all co!.ts to personal

health:· None of the athldcs on the
track team arc here at Windsor on athletic scholar-.hips Denni., has successful!) built a "inning team \\ ithoul the
pressure to perform that athlete-. may
foci in the United Stales. Like most
coaches. Fairall is a friend lo all of his
athletes; he would not. nor would an)
teammate for that mailer. jcopardi7e
the life of a fellow track team member.
finally. this article could have been
quite accurate had r been asked about
the incident. Where did the information come from?
I must thank Kath) Han ie, Brett
Lumley, Molly Killingbeck and Mark
Brozowski for their quick action and
support as well as the rest of the team
for their concern.
Sincerely,
Ryan Leef

speculatio11
Dear Editor:
I object to the many implications in

the opinion piece "Students fed up
with university Food Services" which
suggest that members or the Food Services Advisory Board are crippled by
an apparent lack of communication.
Further, suggestions or people falling
ill because or the quality or the food,
admiltedly "with no confirmation,"
serve little purpose except to cause unwarranted speculation.
The T-ood Services Auvisory Board
is a formal, consultative body consisting of Food Service staff, administration and representatives of residence
and off-campus students. At our biweekly meetings, policies, services
and comments arc discussed with the
purpose of improving the quality of
tire operations of Food Ser\ ices. To
suggest that FSAB has been ineffective in communication is incorrect.
As the demands and expectations of
students have changed with regards to
health and nutritional concerns, FSAB
has been instrumental in providing services that meet the changing needs of
the student population. Vegetarian
meals and food producLs plus a sy<;tem

of identif) ing foou choice'> for 1110-~
,, ith special dictar) foou requirement\
ha\'e been <,tarted. 111 regard, to the
taste and presentation of loou in
general. there cxi.,ts \\ithin rs \8 a
taste test panel "hcreb:, c;tudent<; ~re
im itcd to tour the operations of FooJ
Scn·iccs, prO\- ided \\ ith a meal and
asked to e\·atualc all aspects of Food 1T
Services including taste. ingredient~
I cil
and their general npcration'i.
It is ironic that the writer would I rccc
claim that food prices arc overpriced I Jth
when. al a meeting of FSAI3 last week. I ep,d
Food Services released a stud) of food I ~erti
prices at nine Ontario univcrsitic~. l rmi'
three of which offer an a la car1e I repo
1pre;
programme similar to Windsor. In the
likel
study.
Windsor
ranked
either
:uno
equivalent or lower in price to the onl)
the
two other universities that offer an ala
coun
carte programme (paying for each
ciall·
item separate!)). rn comparison to the
linle·
other six uni, ersitics, Windsor ~till
cial
I
ranked among the least expen~i\'e
n
programmes. Members have been
mem
asked lo post the '>tudy within their
Acac
residence hall.
was
rn regards to the comment that
the I
"Food Services has apparent!) taken
mutt
actions to address these concerns. hul
there are no outward signs as testa·
mcnl lo its supposed improvements ... I
would suggest that the recent additio~
of a fine dining establishment, unani·
mously approved by FSAB last year. is
such an "outwarJ sign."
At any time if any slu<lcnt feels that
they have received scf\- ice or food that
is unacceptable there are man)'
avenues for a student to correct the
problem. I would suggest that students
speak to a manager immediately and
address the problem. There are also
FSAB delegates in each residence hall
who represent their respective building
population. In addition, I also hold
regular office hours in my capacity 3)
SAC Residence Issues Commissioner
and r am willing to hring an issue
before the board that any students arc
concerned about.
Sincerely.
Peter Smith

Political Science

•

•

op1n1ons
Anita Hill and the betrayal of black women
by Adrian Harewood
The McGill Daily
From lhe onset there was
something exceedingly perverse
and bit:arre about the Anita
Hill/Clarence Thomas affair. The
entire
proceedings
oot:ed
hypocrisy and mediocrity, contrndiction and outright barbarism.
The overt sexism and racism that
laced this saga was an appropriate indictment of a society
firmly built on the foundation of
oppression.
With Thomas, Bush had a conservative who would follow the
Republican right wing agenda
and better yet he had a black
man, "a minority." No one could
accuse him of racism or discnmrnation. Bush understood
that the question of Thomas'
competence would effectively
split the African American
population in half, between those
who wanted a black person on
the Supreme Court because of his
or her hlackness, and those that
were so opposed to his
philosophy that they could not
support him at any cost.
This was the kind of ambivalence that existed in the community before Hill's allegations
that Thomas had sexually
harassed her some years earlier
surfaced.
This
information
polarize.d opinions even more.
The entire affair from star! to
finish was an exercise in politii..:al
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socially invisible

Lance editorial staff

The National Research Council in the United States has
I recently published its findings in
a thorough study of the AIDS
q>idcmic. The conclusions arc
(ert1an to be a relief to some and
I terribly distressing to others. The
I report states quite clearly that the
I spread of the fatal disease will
I likely remain concentrated
I .unong drug users, homosexuals,
I the poor and uneducated. The
I '?uncil described them as "soI ~1ally margina lized groups with
• h.ttle economic, political and so~ cial power."
II The panel of 11 scientists arc
tnembers of the
National
I Academy of Sciences. The study
f was fu nded by the Congress and
I the results were reviewed by a
J:nultitude of different organiza-

I

I

tions.
smallpox, it will have been
Panel leader. professor Albert eliminated, but because those
R. Jonsen of the University of who continue to be affected by it
Washington in Seattle, states that arc ·· socially invisible, beyond
"AIDS has devastated the per- sight and attention of the
sonal I ivcs and social commajority population."
munities it has touched, but the
When little was understood
epidemic has had little effect on about the nature of the HIV virus
American society as a whole or and AIDS, a fear of all citizens
its way of doing business."
mobilized an information camThe panel summarized the ef- paign which commanded the atfects of the AIDS epidemic on
tention of the government and the
social structures saying, "the media and resulted in a great deal
HIV-AIDS epidemic has affected of· publicity. At a point when
many transient changes in the in- most of 1he public felt threatened
stitutes we studied but relatively by this puzzling fatal disease, the
few changes we expect to be per- degree of attention paid to it
manent.··
made it a central political issue.
The panel agreed that funding Now, it becomes more clear that
will likely become more scarce the spread of the disease is likely
as the disease becomes more con- to be limited to an underclass
centrated in those communities with few opportunities and little
unable to support such fund ing.
political clout, it is the duty of
It also concluded AIDS will government to see that it protects
"disappear" not because, like its most vulnerable citizens.
gJ

: lithe qu~n
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opportunism for the two parties.
Some might argue that Hill and
Thomas were their pawns.
The image of 14 white men in
suits, sitting in very prestigious
and powerful positions as they
judged two black people was a
harrowing one.
Just to behold the wit:ened old
cracker from South Carolina
Strom Thurmond support a black
man, Clarence Thomas, was
enough to make one nauseous.
The white supremacist republican
had opposed every Civil Rights
Bill that ever crossed his desk.
He was one of the chief engineers of the filibuster that
delayed Thurgood Marshall's appointment lo the court in 1967. If
Strom had had his way Clarence
would still have been picking
cotton in Georgia.
The sight of Ted Kennedy on
the Senate Ethics Judiciary Cl>mmittcc cxaming questions about
sexual harassment was a <lisgrace. He even seemed emharra-..st:d Lo he there.
II mu,t he stated unequivocally
that
a
racist
component
dominated the proceedings.
/\s a hlack African woman.
Anita Hill was mocked and
derided for having the temerity to
challenge the white patriarchal
system in its own house.
Would the Senators have exhibited the same type of overt
callousness an-, contempt had
Hill been white?
Throughout American hbtory.
it ha, been a common assumption
that black women cannot he
raped or otherwi'ie sexually
abused. African women living in
Canada and the U.S. have often
been stereotyped as being licentious
anti
lustful
sexual
provocateurs. whose hunger for
sexual gratification is insatiable.
Paula Giddings. the noted
African American Women's historian, argues that racism has
been based also on sex differences. Indeed in the late 19th century, alleged sexual differences
got black men lynched and black
women raped.
The majority of talk shows and
news programmes on the air
during
the
affair featured
panelists who were white. Many
African American women questioned whether white people.
white women in particular, could
truly understand what was going
on.
"As African American women
we arc always trained to value
our community," said Anita Hill.
"We don't want to say things that

will reflect negatively on ii. We
arc constwincd from cxpres'iing
our negative experiences because
they arc perceived in the larger
community as a had reflection on
African Americans"
Many people in the African
American community kl! I !ill
should have kept her allegations
quiet, "for the good of the race."
fn the words of one man from
Macon, Georgia, head of the
local NAACP (National Association for the Advancement of
Coloured People). "She should
have let the sleeping dog rest."
The question is then posed:
where do black women go to express their anger and their pain?
What happens to these women,
the unsung activists, the mothers
and nurturers when they arc
forced to internalize and suppress
their frustrations? Must they
'>acrificc their physical and mental health for the betterment of
the race? How can they divide
themselves so finely?
A false dichotomy has been
erected concerning questions of
race, gender, class, and sexual
orientation.
The problem lies in the fact
that some people in the black
community do not see the sexual
harassment of a black woman as
a betrayal of the community; yet
a report of such abuse to the
wider community is regarded
with contempt.
There were definite perverse
racist sexist overtones in the
Hill/Thomas proceedings. Be\.Jusc their t:.l(ists a collective historical memory of the lynching of
hlack men. but not the same kind
of understanding of the hrutaliLation that black women have suffered. many who watched were
sensitive to Thomas·s contention
that he was the victim of "hr-tech
lyching for uppity hlack-..."
Thomas. \\ ho had always
n:jectcd the "race card.·· chose
lhc most opportune moment to
cxercise his "privilcge." He knew
he could effcctivcly silence his
r>cmocrat opponents. who in
their attempts to he -..cen a,
lihcral, were afraid to be dccmc<l
racist 1f they attempted to pin
him down.
It is important to point out that
white men never lynched a black
man, and certainly not a white
man, for the brutal treatment of
black women. This is a small
point Thomas left out, when he
started arguing that it was he who
was the real victim m the
process.
(g

What are the most important issues in the SAC election ?
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Mike Drago

Lisa Pignotta

2nd Year
International
Relations

4th Year
English

Try to get
newer books in the library
- most arc out of date,
more buildings because
classes arc getting kind of
cramped, giving SAC some
presence o n campus, people
arc kind of apathetic about
them.

Definitely the
size of classrooms
and number of students in
class. There are far too many
people in class and direct
contact w ith professors is
nil. We do n't have much
fecdhack, they don't make
themselves heard.

Jordynn
Gloster
3rd Year
English/
Commun ications
I think they should
concentrate on tuition
increases, class sizes, and
availability of classes. I
know so many people who
can't afford to return and
who can't get into classes.

Sue Morin
Grad. Studies
Sociology and
Human Kinetics
Education about social
justice and stimulating
student activism on social
justice. Student councillors
w ho arcn 't afra id of
confro ntation with the
administration and arc
willing to fight for students.
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DRUG PLAN REFERENDUM
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«

t« The following is the referendum question for the current Student Drug & Health

!« Plan for the February 1993 election:

••
•

f• 1
•

:••
:•

•••

:

i

Do you support the current drug plan at a cost of 94.90 for 1993 - 94:
with an inflation adjustment for the next two years?

«
«

•
•

-

i
'

: Basically the statement inquires as to whether or not the student wants the current i
£plan to be continued for a three-year period with an allowance for inflation within i I
: the cost structure of the plan. The current plan includes:
i •
!
• Full-time undergrad coverage
~
i ,
£
• 80% coverage for prescription drugs
:

®

~
j
~
:

j: ~P,
..

•• 0Max
imumt $10t?O cover_age d d. th
ra1 con racep 1ves are inc1u e 1n e p 1an

:

• Pay-direct card system
• Emergency out-of-province hospital, surgical & medical
expense benefit package
• Accidental Death & Dismemberment Plan which includes
repatria tion?dtuto~ial, ambulance, accidental dental &
genera 1 acct ent1nsurance
• Opt-Out & Opt-In process available twice yearly
• MUST have proof of alternate coverage to opt-out of plan

i

:

£

j

i

t
~

~
tl!I...
. .

~

:
:
:

!

!
t

i

! l_

¥ • • ••••• • • ••••••••••••••••••,,,. •••••••• •••• ,,,. •••••••••••••••••••••••• ,,,.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

'

ATTENTION
ALL:
Elementary,
Secondary, &
PostSecondary
students,
faculty and
staff!

-

993

Oscar nominations
are in - let the
second-guessing
begin! See p. 6.

'-

Special SAC election
r pull-out
feature. All
the candidates are
• interviewed, pp. 7 - 1o.

Black History Month
feature on the back page.

L.__ - -
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Two ca~didate~· forums h~ld last week kicked off this year's SAC campaign . Despite having the purpose of expos ng the stude nt body to the issues at hand . the forums were
largely ineffective. At the first forum on Tuesday less than 25 people attended. The ,ext day, the candidates were on display at the Grand Ma rket Place a nd few s tudents paid
any attention to the speeches. For a complete description of all SAC candidates' platforms see pages 7 through 9 (photo b y TED ANDKILDE )

Referendum slated for drug plan
by Teena Ward
Lance news staff
On Feh. 23 to 25, students will he asketl
oimc nn inflationary fee increases in the
~'Ug plan as well as the feasibility of ad,mg more insurance c,ivcrage.
J;Mn Clemens, SAC vice pn;..,ident of
finance. has been researching po'>sihle
'a), of lowering the drug plan fee but has
\'1:n unsuccessful. He contactcJ eil!ht inl-.irancc companies and used an int·ormal
l:X1ll conducted last October lo make the
l;tcision lo remain ""ith Green Shield.
I 'The Finance Committee tlocsn ·1 have
11~ righ1 ,,mount of input from '>ludenls to
, ~c.1k dn\.\.n and change or a lier the plan I _,my change'> occur in the drug plan it
I 'II probably he ~ext year,"' ,aid Clemen,.
I ~u changes will be made 10 the current

l!
I

drug plan except a fee mcrcase from
$73.50 to $94.90. Clemens explained the
Jifficulty of finding a cheaper drug plan
that guarantees the same sav1ces. including oral contraceptives and facial creams.
..A lot of insurance companies are getting out of student health plans bcL·ause
they haven't made any money. Green
Shield was the only one who quoted u-., on
1he same plan. and that was with a sub-,tanLial increase." he said.
Clemen., in<licatcd that all SAC can tin
now is appeal to Green Shield for lower
Ices. hut su,pccts the 23 percent increase
thi.., year ,,mild prohahly apply in the coming year a:-. well.
( 'kmcn'> has been ,,mking on a
fea'>ibility ~IUtl) of a ,tutlcnt insurance
plan that \H1uld complement the pre~enl
drug plan in the areas of Jental. optical.

and tenant msurancc. To thb end SAC has
prepan:<l a ,urvey to sec what kcs stutlcnt..,
would accept for this wverage.
In order to implement any plan h\ September 1994. SAC is lo1)king for a 70 pLrcent re'>p11n..,e to the ,urvcy. lie '>tn:,ses
that results will not he legall) hinJing.
He said that ··100 man) times SAC has
done things without \tutlcnt con,cnt"' ,1l
this time he ··\, ,rnh a ,tati,tkal sun ey. a
number of ads in the /.1111n•. circular-.. anJ
seminar period, hccau ...e it i, important
that students undcrsta11J \\ hat the plan is:·
At pre,cnt there arc three propos..:d options for the implcrncnration of a denwl
plan.,\ basic plan at S140 per year (nivering ro11t1nc cleaning. check-up~ .ind
llouridc treatments). :"in emergcrll'} plan al
'1(15 per :ear (cm,ainf cmcrgem:y ,urgcry
inclu<ling \\i,dnm teeth). ,ir .1 pn:mium

plan ,it $225 p..:r ) car covering. a comhinalH>n ol the has1c anti emcrgcm:y plan'>.
Student.., will he given onl) t\\O choice,
1n the , i,ion care por1i,1n ,if the insurance
package. A ha..,,c plan \\Ill co~t ,,ppm, imatcl y S7 511 per ) car ,111<l l'll\ er
SIOtl 01..cr a four-)car period. If the
premium package i, ch(1,cn a SI II per ) .:.ir
Ice \\ill c11\cr S150 mer ,1 lour-,car
perioJ .
lhe linal p,1r1i11n of the: ,une) 1ndi\.-;11c,
lhJI 1hc dental anti ,1p1il'al in,uranu. plan,
would he offered 1in an Ppl-0111 h;..,1s. '>luJcnh co\cred under allern.11e 111, 1rancc
plans \\.llulJ he cli_!.!ihlc l11r refund,
through an opt-out reimhur,cmcmt ,imilar
111 1h.11 ,1r the current drug pbn.
AccorJing hi Clcm.:n,. ,r ,tudcnt-.
ch1i11~e 11111 111 ,upporl the incrc.1,c 1hcy
m,1) 1101 h,I\\.' \.'O\erage IIC\t )C,lf.
li]

!Arts
complex
next
in
line
for
campus
construction
I
.
.
I
j

by Maurice Souza-Leite

Lance news staff
an effort to promote
j'\rn~sor's thriving arts com,un11y, the university is planning
:ohuild a new arts complex.
During the Feb. I City Council
~ceting that saved the Capitol
-\rt\ Centre from becoming a
'Jrking lot, a packed audience
~lcnl(y listened to U of W presi~nt Ron Ianni talk about creatiga new arts complex.
lie stressed that the Capitol,
llong with places like Artcite and
\fackcnzie Hall, will complelent the university's future arts
Complex.
l'he U of W is one of the few
~itutions that have schools of
~ma, Music and Visual Arts.
0wever, there is no venue to

I ,.'n

display their talcnls to the local
community. Ianni said.
This will change m just o~er
two years when the un1vers1ty
plans to begin building the oncampus arts centre.
Ianni said that the facility will
bring the three arts schools
together under one roof, in a
building situated across from the
Odette Building, on the present
site of parking lot J.
Visual Arts Professor Robert
Ferraro believes that the arts
tradition
is
struggling
in
Windsor. He hopes that by bringing them together under one roof,
students in the three disciplines
will learn from each other and
grow as artists.
According to Ianni, the complex will be a world-class
facility, along the lines of the

Odette Building.
Ianni :-.aid visitors to the city
s~ould he able t~ identify with a
rich culture 1~ Windsor.
_..T_he., proJC~t is our next
priority, he said.
Ferraro said that the facility
should attract more high-calibre
artists and help create a greater
campus presence for the little
known arts schools.
Dramatic Arts Professor William Pinnel says this project is
not a new idea.
"It has been a carrot dangling
in front of us for the past 20
years, and it has been leading us
towards anticipation and frustration," he said. Pinnel added that
other projects always got first
priority.
How_ever, three years ago Ianni
recognized the need for such a

centre and assemhkd an inlo~mal
committee to '>tudy the prnJect.
Pm~el. r:er~aro an~ -~r Paul_
MacIntyre trom the St:hool ot
Music sat on the committee.
""We·re in dire straits in terms
of facilities," Pinnel said. "Essex
Hall Theatre was originally a
Psychology Department lecture
hall."
The former grocery store that
houses the Drama School holds
only three classrooms for its students.
Similarly, the Lebel Building.
once a fire extinguisher plant, has
too many students anti not
enough room to store their work.
According to Pinnel, the new
building will have more classrooms, workshops and storage
space, and is expected to include
recital halls, along with a larger

thealr~ anti gallc~y:
. Bc,1Jc.., pro, ,ding lhe puhlic
\~ IL~ ~'ct'.er ac_c~"' .to art: Pi_n~el
lo_re..,e~s .in muedse m, lh1: ~~alil)
of,. the 'hork th.it the) '>c1: .m<l
hear.
.
.
_ ··~e?pl~ perlo~m belier in .~cw
lac1l1t1e~. Ianni agreed. Wc
must '>tu~ulatc our students Ill
reach _their h1ghi.;s~ Ic,.~I ,if accompltshment possihlc.
He noted that as soon as t~c
CAW Studc~I C~ntre. opens. its
~oors ~h~ unJ\,ersil~ Mil begm ~
funtlraising campai~n. ~lumn,.
corporate sponsors and each 01
the three !evels of go,,emment
are considered as possible
revenue sources.
Ianni expects that the university will get the necessary funds
to break ground on the project by
September, 1995.
IQ
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"Necessary
Fictions:
Reconstructing Sexual
Identities· at 8 p. m. in
Madame Vanier Lounge.

Monday, February 22
§

..

The
Environmental
Awareness Association and
CJAM presents a benefit
performance for the Third
World Resource Centre with
bands Luxury Christ, King
Kool Flipped and Archilles
Other Heal. It begins at 9 p.m.
at Fanny's Starlight Lounge.
Cost is $3-$4. For more info
contact Cjam.

IE The Windsor Printmakers
Forum presents Libby
Hague's Life's Feast:
Mosaic until Sunday Feb 28,
384 Pitt St East.
IE The
Capitol Cinema
presents Ken Russell's film
The Devils today and
tommorrow at 9 p.m.
Admission is $4.00

;_,

Iona College presents
"Contemporary Understanding of the Parables
7-9 p.m. every Monday until
March 22. It is designed for
licensed lay preachers and
registration is $30.00. For
more info call 253-4232 ext
3440.

Jump rope for Heart and help
fight Canada's #1 killer at the
faculty of Education gym form
12:00 noon to 2 p.m. For a
pledge sheet contact Teresa
at 945-5290.
"" There is a Kundalini Yoga
Meditation group every Tues
at 7 p.m. at the Recovery
Bookstore. For more info call
Sheila at 252-7443.

"" lnterVarsity Christian
Fellowship 1s meeting at the
Rose Room at 5:30 p.m.
Everyone welcome.

l

<,

Lectures. seminars, etc

0

IT

tt
C

Thursday, February 25

Tuesday, February 23

IE Visual and performing arts

n

"" The EAA and Windbag
present Bicycle Video Night,
an evening to discuss bicyle
activism in Windsor and
videos on history of bicycle
and the activist movement.
Begins at 7:30 p.m. at the
Grad House.

i,

i,

rt

Wednesday, February 24

IE The Hiram Walker Gallery
presents the exhibition
"Selected Book Illustrations
from the Permanent
Collection" until March 28.

Questions about Christianity?
Stop by the lnterVarsity
Christian Fellowship book
table in toyer of Vanier
· trom 1o-2 p.m. tor
ca fe t ena
some answers.
The Humanities Research
Group presents Dr. Jeffrey
Weeks
to speak on

((

•

The Humanities Research
Group presents Or. Jeffrey
Weeks speaking on "Living
with Uncertainty" at 4 p.m. in
Madame Vanier Lounge.
The
Communications
Students
Association
presents
lndependant
Film-maker Dan Noga at 7
p.m. Admission is free at Iona
College Auditorium. For more
info 252-3806.
The
Windsor Police
Services Board wilt hold a
public meeting at 4 p.m. at
Council Chambers, City Hall.
•

h
cc

{photo by PAT SULLIVAN)

Assum pt ion
Campus
Community is sponsoring a
retreat for university and
college students and young
working adults. March 12-14.

The
Muslim Students
Association Drop In Centre
is open from 4-6 p.m. in the
Odette Building, room 207.
Everyone welcome. For more
info call 256-8000.

Saturday, February 27

Friday, February 26
IE The Univ. of Windsor
Collegium features Medieval
Renaissance Music with
period instruments at the
Glenwood United Church at 7
p.m. Proceeds go to support
the Third Worl d R esource
Centre. Cost is $5.00 single
and
$10.00
family.
Refreshments will be served.
For more info call 252-1517.

§

There will be a party at 1517
Marentette. Lancaster Hall at
7:30 featuring food from
"Latino America". Advance
tickets are $5.00 and $6.00 at
the door. Call 252-3720.

S un d ay, Fe bruary 28
Assumption University
Chapel hosts Mass every
Sunday at 10:30 a.m. and

...

t'C

4:30 p.m. Between the
University Centre and Huron
Church Road, call 973-7034

SL

·~

'f

You are not alone. Survivors
of Incest Anonymous for
Lesbian and Bisexual
Womyn meets each Sunday
night from 7-9 p.m. at the
Metropolitan Communil)
Church, 3301 Edison (al
Brock). Call 948-2536 for
further information.

S,

th

\I

Monday, March 8
The Lance will resume
regular publication after
taking a one-week hiatus IOI
Study Week. Also. classes
recommence.

Club and society meetings.

§

Socials, parties. mixers. etc.

Notices. demonstrations.

l><)

Sports events.

r.')ERFECT

rPAPERS

An On-Campus Student Service providing
Professional Output at Reasonable Rates
We Do:
• Term Papers
• Resumes
• Cover Letters

• Group Presentations
ACCIS Forms
• Flyers, Overheads. etc

Full FAX service, (incoming & outgoing) for students.
Photocopying and Laser copies also available.
Hours:

8:30 A.M. - 7:00 P.M. Mon - Thurs
8:30 A.M. - 1:30 P.M. Fridays

Location:

OPUS Office
496 Sunset Avenue
971 - 3603

Phone:

It's as easy as ...

MR. IANCER
MARCH 25
TICKOS ON SAU AT UNlllfRSITY CINTRE

April 1st
Vertigo's
2nd Anniversary
V.I.P. Party
See Leo for details

To be Lance editor
for the 1993-94
publish~ng year.

:'\ •
\

Nomination forms
available in the
Lance offices.
Nominations close
March 15. 1993.
Election March 22.
For more info
call 253-4232.
ext. 3909.

lI
II

I
I
I
I
I
I
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Centre director
disputes SAC
space complaint
by Ted Andkilde
Lance news staff

Recently. SA(' issued a memo

II

10 ils council memhers informing

them that there would 11()1 he as
much spacc for council in the
ncv., studcnt centre as was
originally planned.
Although the director of the
centre claims SAC has 50 percent
more spacc than in the old centre.
the memo stated there b 1101
enough space to operate all SAC
~crvice~ in the same offices.
Furlher, the memo places the
hlarnc entirely on last year·, executive. stating that they failed to
convey their needs tl) the u111versity administration and now it is
"giving a sub-.tantial amount of
,pacc to the Graduate Student's
Society out of SACs allocation."
While reviewing the plans to
1he facility. Jason Clemen-.. SAC
\ice president finance. stated !hat

the

luron
034.

vors
, for

(Ual

nday

I the
1111ty
I (al
> for

··the alloca1ion in the new cenlrc
j.., .1ppro:dmately one-third less
1han the original space we had in
the old SAC office.''
The executive 's main concerns
arc that there arc only two offices
alloca1cd for three sludent
senators, two env1ronmen1al
comm1ss1oners, Campus Patrol.
the Special Needs and Accessibility Committee, 1he human
rights co-ordinator and a chief
returning officer.
Other complaints were that the
area for drug plan administration
was far too small and storage
space was minimal.
According to Mary Lou
Thibert. department head of the
centre. the space allocated for
SAC offices has jumped from
2304 to 3469 square feet, an increase ot over 50 percent.
It abo has acce.,s to another
14 73 square feet of space designated for society and duh use.

The space that was "given
away'' to the graduate society
amounts to only 298 square feet,
or approximately eight percent of
SA C's office space.
Thibert ,aid that she was

perplexed h) the memo, especial
ly consiJering the large mcrca-.c
in SAC'-. space ,1lloca1ion. She
abo C\pres...ed concern mer 1hc
tone ol the memo.
"I ha1,;e a major concern that

they arc l;1) ing all ol l hl· ,>nus on
I.isl year's SAC e\Cl'Ull\C wl
have \\.orkcJ with the la... t three
)Cars of S,\C e\eC.:UII\C'i in order
10 formulaic !he CAW Studenl
Centre plans.'' ..,he -,,llll

Universities concerned about new super-ministry

ume

by Nicole Nolan

1fler

The Varsity University of Toronto

sses

l'ORONTO (CUP) Uni1,;ers111es ,m: v.arning the
government that higher education cannot he put on a
political hack burner in the ncwl) cr...·atcJ eJucation
~uper-ministry.
In a wries of dramalic cabinet -.hurtle., aimed Jt
..,trcamlinmg the NDP go\:crnmcnt. Premier Uoh Rae
c:omhincd the former mini..,trie-. of collc~cs and uni1,;er~i1ies. skills development anJ education. ·

s fO(

Cooke heads new ministrv..

ing

tes I

I

sffic

The new airplane hangar/ student centre 1s still under construction (photo by TED ANDKILDE)

I
I

II

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Former House Leader David Cooke (WinJsor
Riverside) v.ill head up the new minis1ry. replacing colleges and universit1eo; minister Richard Allen.
The changes - which included the formation of two
other super-ministries. finance and economic development - were meant to send a ··strong and clear indication" that the government will work m0rc effecti\.cly.
and concentrate on job creation and economic renewal.
Rae told The Toronto Star after announcing the -.huftlc.

"In previou-. altl'mpts 10 combine m1n1,tric,. the
u111versity ended up heing an afterthllufhl bec.:au~e !he
education ..,ystem '>Ccms to present '>uch l'hallcnge-..
There \\,IS not much poliC) development in 1he u1fr,crsity sector anJ \vhen there w.i-.. it wa ... n't gi,en 1hc ministry's lull a11ention,tt ...aid Glen Bnmn. communic.::1tion ...
officer ,v rth the Ontario Confederation of Un1vasit)
Faculty Associations .

However. univer..,ity lobby groups arc reluctant to
have their sector combined with a high-profile portfolio
hke education. They say their experience with previous
super- ministries in the Bill Davis and David Peterson
era-, have not been good.

s
e

.. , think to the extent that all issues currently underway havt.: the support of the cabinet. l don ·c expect
much.'. George adJed. "But six months ago. people
didn't cxpt.:ct a supcr-miniMry either.''

WINDOWS 3.1

e

3.

CORELDRAW 3.0

TO DOS
EXCEL I LOTUS

1.
WORD PROCESSING
WITH WORDPERFECT

0

1.
l.

AND OTHERS .•.

The Computer Training School for the 90's.
We teach you what you should know, and we do it
in a language that you can understand.
Why spend weeks and weeks of your time and
learn nothing?
Learn quickly and easily.
~ Basic Concepts.
Simple.

,.

,C'-¥1
,

\

Call us Today for information!

.972-3855
280 Edlnborough, Unit 2
Behind Boston Pizza (Howard)
Windsor, Ontario, N8X 3C4

"\\. ith Mr. Cooi..e. \\C re -.t.irtmg w,rh a mini,ter \\ i1h
1.!Jucation .rnd intelligence but \\ ithout a ... trong .,genda
in univer...ity issue... :· !>aiJ U of T pre... idenl and ( Ol
member Roh Prichard .
Despi1e Cooh.c ·., rcla11ve inexperience in the Uni\ cr"il) sec.:1L1r. the appointment of a high-powered mini.,1er
to head up the supcr-mini... tr) i... one of the kw a"pec1 ...
of Rae's shuffle 1hat 1s gi\ ing univcr... 1ty lohb) gnH•fh
hope .
.. The new minister will he a \cry "ignificant force in
gtivernment anJ at the cahmet !able. As a rc,ult \\e
should expect the ministry to recci\e more senior political attention.'' Prichard sai<l.

Attention on lower levels

Low expectations

AMI PRO 3.0
PRACTICAL
INTRODUCTION

;.

0

Mcmhcrs of Ontario·.., two sludent lohby groups o;ay
the) arc .:oncerncd the~ w1>n 't get enough of th~ new
minista'.., time.
Gn,ups arc also wondering what will happen IO a
varie1y of initiatives on rnllcg.:s and universities hegun
hy Ric.:hard Allen.
·There's a lot of unfini-.hed busrness the pre,iou ...
minister set in moti,10." said Council of Ontario Uni\.ersit1es (COU) president Peter George, referring to.
among other projects. the ministry's program to re~1ructure universities and its attempts to make university
governing boards more representative of their commun1t1es.

I

HOW TO BUY
A COMPUTER

No strong agenda

Student groups concerned

Previous experience not good

Although they m.iy 11.1\.e suspu:i(ins .ihou1 1hc I uturc
of their porifnlio. un1\ersity group, :,,.1\ thc, \\ ill med
w i1h the ne\\ minis1er before dr;m rng conclu ... 1,in, \t
the moment. lhcy -..ay the} .ire not e, en l.1rnil1Jr w11h
C ooh.c ., po,itilln on un1versit\ and colle!!.e ,..,sue.., Srnl'C
hcing clecteJ to pmvrncial parliament rn llJ77. (.111Jl,.c
has said littk on post-...econJ,1r} educ.11i,>n pohn

But so far. Cookl.!'s altcntion ...eems to he focused on
lower levels of education. Although he has yet to comment on universities, in the 1hree days after his .. we.iring
in. Cooke made two public <,latements on standardiLed
testing for school children.
gJ

Back to School Special
TCI 386 DX-40 MHZ System
• 80386 DX-40 MHZ CPU
• 128K Cache
2 Mb RAM
14" Super VGA Colour Monitor 0.28 dpi
Super VGA Card with 1 Mb RAM
105 Mb Hard Disk Drive
. • 1.44 Mb 3.5" Floppy disk drive
IDE HD/FD Controller
• 2 Serial, 1 Parallel and 1 Game Port
• 101 Keys Enhanced Keyboard
• Mini Tower Case
• 200W Power Supply
• MS Dos 5.0

FREE Mouse

$1 295

:2 Years Parts and 3 Years Labour Warrant

TCI Data Systems Inc. . .................."_ . _. _ _ _

M

2175 Wyandotte St. W. (519) 254-2721 FAX (519) 254-3017
Bus. Hrs. Mon.-Fri. 10:30-7:00, Sat. 12:00-o:OO
Locations throughout Ontario, Mississauga, Toronto, Ottawa, Whitby

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .- .
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Resource Centre
kicks off serious
fundraising drive
by Mark Crane

announces a meeting
for all Class Reps.
Begins at 5:00 p.m.
Tuesday, March 9, 1993
496 Sunset Avenue
Call 971-3603

Lance news staff

Windsor's Third World Resource Centre is feeling the
crunch of hard economic times.
''We're in trouble," said director Geoff Schmitz.
"We've seen it corning for a while am! we are looking for
ways to deal with it."
Vito Signorile, a U of W sociology professor and centre
board member, said the centre will be facing a cash flow
problem over the next three months.
"We arc slated to have our next fiscal year's grant coming, but there is a delay of about three months. We need
extra money to bridge that period.''
Signorile said that their budget should come out
balanced, hut that if additional funds arc not raised
(around $10 000), the centre may have to scale back
operations.
··we must reach out to the community to make sure the
centre continues to run," he !>aid.
Funding for the operation comes through a match grant
from the Canadi,m International Development Agency
(CIDA) and funding raised through the communit).
A committee ha, been struck to look at fundraising possibilities.
"Our problem is that we've let fund raising c;lide, and
have allowed people to get the image that we arc not a
priority, and that anything we get at the community level
is just grm') ... said Schmitz.
The com'l1i1tee has come up with a three-part strategy,
including re, i'ving a donor campaign, reviewing grants,
and promot;ng funtlraising activities. Some of the upcoming activities include a benefit concert at Fanny's Starlight
Lounge on Feb. 22, in conjunction with the En, ironmcntal
Awareness Association and CJAM-FM.
As well, the Universit) Colloquium will perform a
benefit concert at Glemvootl United Church on Feb. 26.
The centre also has many benefits for university students. Schmit7 said. It has a resource library that Signorile
calls "a gooJ addendum" to both the uni, cr,;ity and public
I ihraries.
ll has a wide array of books, periodicals and newsletters
that could benefit students doing research. It also has a
gro\\ ing audio \'ideo library on issues that pertain to international development and sociul justice.
Signorile added that ··1t is also a place where nedgling
organizations for social justice can meet. It is a place
where students and community members can take values
and beliefs and put them into action."
[I]

r------------------------------------------------ -----------------------------,

Campus Blotter
by Ty Daniels
Lance news editor

Campus and Windsor Police are ..,ecking information regarding an assault tha1
occurred Thursday, Feb. 12. at ap. ,
proximate!} 7 p.m. near the universitv.
A female stutlent was walking ~long '
Alexander Street near Sandwich Strcc1
when a male walked past her and then
grabbed her from behind.
The suspect grabbed the student bv the
arm at which point she turned. struck
him, and he ned.
Police are looking for a white male.
about six feel tall. weighing approximately 250 pounds. The individual has been
described as having a stocky build \\ ith
dark, wavy hair. At the time of the assault
he was wearing a tlark bomber-SI) le jack.
et and jeans.
Any information regarding this incident can be relayed through Campu,
Police at 253-4232. ex. 1234. Windsor
Police at 258-6111, or anon, mou,11 J
through Crirncstopper... at 966-2246.
·
In January, 27 incidents of a criminal
nature "ere reported, tlown frnrn 38 in
the same period last year. The incidcn1,
that did occur in\'oh etl lc'-S ,criou~
breaches. Three break and enter com.
plaints were filed. all occurring in
Tecumseh and Huron Hall residence. 1'.;0
report of stolen property ,,as made from
the break-ins.
Seven occurrences of property damage.
mainly damaged cars and broken \\indows, eight disturbance complaint<; and
nine minor thefts filled out the tnlal for
the month.
Director of Carnpu-; Pulice Jim
Foreman att, ihute, the decrea<.e in seriou,
crimes to raisctl awarcne<;s on campus
and an inerca,e in police acth.itv.
"Unfortunate!~. \\ ith the m'urtlcr thal
occurred at the Uni,·er,it, of Watcrl<'n. I
think everyone i, more apprehcn<.i, c than
the~ normall 1 would he. We ha,·e al,o
begun a new programme of propal)
protection on the night shifts \\ hich I
think has contributctl to the reduction ... hl'
said.
This. in conjunction with the <;ucct:,,
and high visibilr} of the Campu, Patrnl
escort sen ice. has deterred "ould-hc
criminals from targctting the U of\\'. r

ATTENTION STUDENTS!
Riverplace Reserve Your Room NOW for Sept. •93

1. MOZZARELLA
2. CHEDDAR
3. SWISS
4. PARMESAN

·,
I

• Excellent location-5 minute walk to U of W, on bus route
• Furnished, clean, quiet, comfortable rooms
• Fridge & phone jacks in all rooms
• Captain's beds with storage drawers
• Lounge with satellite & cable TV; exercise & games room
• Private study rooms; parking & laundry facilities
$290 & $400 including utilities

5. MEXICHEESE

Call 255-1697 or 254-4577, 10 a.m. - 8 p.m.

6. BACK BACON
7. ALFALFA SPROUTS

8. STRIP BACON
9.HOTBANANAPEPPERS
10. FRIED MUSHROOMS
11. FRIED ONIONS

12. JALAPENOS
13. PIZZA SAUCE
14. BBQ SAUCE
15 MAYO
16. 1000 ISLE
17. CHILI
18. GRAVY
19. HAM
20. PEPPERONI

•

755 OUELLETIE AVE, WINDSOR ......................... 256-2385
The ff B' B.
·ngs19&, Sk'Q· 1g Burger (includes fries) ......................... $ 2 .95
ins .. .. .. .. .. ..........
$
Wl
Wings & Rib
............................................. 4 ·99
Chicken Win~~·(·;~ ·~~de~~-~f..
$5.99
2
Monday to Wednesday, 4:00
each 0C

Bring in your
completed Burger List

M
on day thru Wednesday
4:00 p.m. - 12:30 a.m.,

l.........................................
place your order and
p~~'. ·t~·1iio ~.-;;;.........
receive your beverage free.
---------·----····Expires March 31, 1993.
----------------------------------------------------------'

Enviro-tips -

Waste reduction

Lmdtillin~, groundwater con1amina11on, and the impact of garllage on wildlife
arc JU,t a few example, of lhe effects of mindle,, pollution and energy. lantl. anJ
rc ....1urcc con,umplmn. To deal with this prohlem costs much money.
One lhird ol household waste "packaging. In mo,t ca,es. more mom:v i, ,pent
on the package. rather than the product.
·
The followi~g tip, will help you avoid wa,tcful p,1<,;kaging, particularly in
regard to groceries:

*
*

rcu,e grocery haw; or a~oid pta,tic hag., altn,.:ether by hrini:ini: can,a1
hai:1 to the i:rocer}' store.
huy produce that is ,old indhidually, rather than wrapped in plastic with
* tray,.
.,, lluy. me~t, deli products, and haked g0ti<ls that are wrappt'd in paper.
a,o,d rl"po,allte products, such as paper or ,t)TOfoam cups and plate,,
paper tmtels ;~nd napkins. di,po,ahlc pens, diapers, and ramrs.
huy product, m hull. and separJte them into reusahle rnntainers at home.
chome products with the h:asl pacl.aging or pni<lueb ,old in reqcl·
ahte reusahle container,.

*
*

lf'l'MS JO AVOJ[) Al. TOUET!IER
Smgle-\ttr'.tng package.,; these arc popular in ,nack foods and condiments.
Ju~n· ho.tn; instead. lluy larger containers and pour Juice into singlc-..crving
contamcrs ,1t home. Although Tctra-Pah arc rccyctalllc in ,omc areas. they arc not
recycled in Windsor.
Comhmed packaging; packaging made of llnth cardboard and plasllc (lllistcr
packs) should bt: avoided llccause it cannot he rccvch:d .
Bulkt!d-up padc~gv,;. watch out for package~ that arc much higgcr than 1he
product they contain. Wisc con,umcr,, consider thi: weight rnthcr than the ,izc of
the package.
Plea,c save these tips and bring them with you when lluying groceries. You can
also help reduce waste lly talking to grocery store managers and staff alloul over·
packaging.
One allcnlion-grablling strategy is to leave all your over-packaging at 1hc
grocery store once you have paid for your groceries. Perhaps th is will get the point

acros., ...
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directed hy Rod Carley
plaJing at Es11cx Hall
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All the passion of Federico
Garcia Lorca·s play The House of
Bernarda Alba is captured in the
University Players· production.
Toe play penetrates the characters of one family, a widow and
five daughters who are confined
to the windowless house of the
tyrannical Bernarda.
Catholic undertones permeate
the play; all the women arc
dressed in black and a church
bell is often heard.
Bernarda leads the girls in
prayer and demands they fol low
every obligatory ritual of mourning - looking at no other man in
the eye but the priest, wearing no
other colour but black, refraining
from making efforts to be attractive. There is an clement of irony
here, as Bernarda believes she
runs a holy house of young
women, while the girls arc bursting with sexual tension and Bernarda
herself is
physically
abusive and emotionally cruel.
Holly Lee Dwyer as Bernarda
Alba provides the hovering
maternal presence. and evokes all
the anger and self-righteousness
of the character. Dwycr"s energy
level and her ability to concentrate on the complex implic..1tion~ of Bernarda·, explosive
pasonality arc perfect for her
role; she is un,wcrvingly attcntrvi; anu channels her passion into
lhc character.

Lance arts edrtor
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The girl!> live in fear, trembling under Ucrnarda 's ruling
stick and trembling with their
concealed womanly de..,ire to be
with a man.
Unfortunately, there is only
one man between the three
daughters.
Angu11tius
(Julie
West), the oldest daughter, is
engaged to Pepe. She is the
richest of all the daughters, and it
is clear this is the reason Pepe is
interested. West expresses the anguish of premarital uncertainty
through Angustius; her disposition suggests the virtues of a
good Catholic, yet in her situation, she is worthy of pity, as
Adela, the youngest, has already
left her mark on Pepe.
Gisele Mathia as Adela picks
up on the subtleties of her role the sneakiest, the most beautiful
and the most sexually expressive
of all the girls. Adela's presence
is a great catalyst for the advancement of action in the play.
Martirio
(Michelle-Lynn
Taylor) is meeker than Adela, but
more assertive than Angustius.
She abo falls in love with Pepe,
but never finds a chance to
proclaim it.
There arc two other '>istcrs
who are not involved in the
lovcsickness of the family,
Amelia (Dana Vranic) and Magdalena (Leslie M. Dupuy). They
,ecm to serve as a stable founuation for the others. They arc emotionally secure. less complicat~·d
ant.I unruffled company \vho may
give frc,h pcrspccl i\> c, and who
may also laugh at the lnvc-in111,icatcd state of lhc other three.

The mature voice of reason,
however. is I .a Poncia (Catherine
Mackinnon) who is uhi4uitous,
knows all secrets. and gives
,ound aJvicc to all. Sh;.; is lhc
most challenging with Ucrn:irda.
raise, hcr voice when nccucd
(which i, rno,t ol the time) and
always upholds hllncsty. En:n as
a maid. she 1s the mo,t

knl)wleugeahle and speaks with
certainty and uignity.
I !er aging face tell, a long
:-tury of experience uml the \\. isunm tkrived from it. though shi;
i, aggrl'"i"C :tnd i-. uri\.en lo
proclaim the truth. \\'hen lkrnard,. claim,. ··How hJd Imy
uaughters/ arc!.. Lt P\lncia
rc,ponu,.
·'The) ·rc
women

A scent ofpolitics
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by Darrin Keene
Lance arts editor

The presidential race in the
U.S. has been decided. but in
Hollywood the political hatllc
has Just begun.
I ast Wcuncsdav. the Acad.:my
of Motion Picture Arts ant.I
Sciences .innounced ib nomini;cs
lor the annual Academy A\\;mls
ccremon}. This year"s lineup
reflect, the Academy\, effort in
recent vc.irs to concentrate more
on
artbtu.::
integrity
and
ongrnJhty
rather
tli,m
the
popularit, of J film or a<.:tor
A, in pre, 1011, v ar.,, however
the Ac,1 111y did rca ,ts i •nor:wl
hea<... Am >ng thm,e m erlook d
th1-;
ir ar
~pike
Mulu Im \.

\11 t
A Im n s
/' ,na
btttnl' condemnJt11 n ul m
clav Holl w ~ u fa11Ld to •i.: t.t\ •
a ht,t ltlm romtn t on althlll1!.,11
11 \\ ,.., 1.11 II ro.;ll'thd hy both
1111.:, JO mo, c.: •ocrs
:\!though a t. 1<.e can h.: m di;
t.ir ( ru..,e h"re ,., no cxcu .; tor
,,, crloo!l.in!.!. l cc .,s he,t director
or h, ltlm for best ptchtrc. 01
l'<'ttr,c, l cc h,ts 11cen \ ch1.n1 c11t tn
crtl1c11.1ng Holl\ 1.11011d !or its
,1p.1thl.11c ,,ttituJc t1m,1rus Afro\merican d1rel·10r,.
lnh.:rcstim.:h
enough.
the
,\caJl'm) h:t; aho man;igeu to
-..iimi;hm\
o,crlook
B;irbara

Strci,and in previous years for
the best director and hcst picture
award'>. even though she has
dirlcted such brilliant cincm..ttic
~orks .is Yem/ and lite Prince of
Tide\. Is it any coincidence that
she has aho hcen Vilca! in
cntici/ing Hollywood for its ignorance towards fem.tic directors'!
lhc foreign selection of
nominees for best actress and
best '-Upportint• actre'is 1-; indicative of Hollywood"s poor treat
mcnt of its m, n Jctrcsses l:.mma
Tr.ompscm. Catherine Dcncu, ••
Jud, D,1\ ts, Joan Plow , •ht

Washington has hcen previouslv
recognized hy the Academy for
his work in the U.S. Civil W.ir
film Glory. and he is b,:- critil·al
of Hollywoou regarding hlack issues.
And who, pray tell. w;i,
chosen mer thc,e acclaimcJ
director., and films'' Why. nonl'
other than director Martin Bre,t
and his film .\cent of A Uoman.
Gi,cn. Brc,t'c; ltlm is a touch1111.,
and cntcrta1r11ng work. but It i'> \
no means an cxtrJordin<1rv cff rt
that will he remembered m ~e
to o>me Quit· s1mplv, It 1c; n u h
too formu l uc to be \\ orrti nl
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THE SPANISH TRAGEDY: The University Players' production
revolves around sexual energy (photo by SUZANNE NGUI)

without men. that's all!"
Bernarda·..,
mother,
Maria
Josefa (Corrine Murray), believe,
she is young again, and is locked
upstairs alone in her senility. She
may represent the neurosis of
Bernarda Alba; she locks her
fears away and puts on ..tirs ot
self-assurance and ,trcngth, as ti
grows and becomes unmanageable.
The lighting for the play alsn
demonstrates
the
changing
moods of the characters. At tw<,
intervals. the daughters. break out
into a Spanish dance in the absence of their mother.
The lights dim to a red glow.
as the girls stomp in passionate
unison. In an explosive scene of
death, the set's illumination,
rapidly turn a deep blue as the
girls gather for the last dance.
The University Players· interpretation of Lorca ·s The House of
Bernarda A/ha ic; a colourful.
passionate production that deab
directly with the deep raw emotional energy of a household uf
women who suffer together }Ct
~ ho arc torn by their own conflicting intcn:sts.
The play may also he seen a,
Lorca's metaphor for the political
compkxit1es nf despotic Spain.
The Players have created an atmosphere of urgency and pa,sion, whatever way 1he mctaphm
works.
W
The
U11in·nir,·
l'larcn ·
prod11ctio11 of Thc H11u~e of [kr·
narda Alha h \/,mrntg Fch. l../ :!8. Call tltc ho\ oj]icc ,11
:!53-./565 hctll'<"c'll ./:30 u11d S:00
p.111. for more• i11j,w111,1tu111.

WHAT ABOUT SPIKE? Denzel Washington has deservedly
received an Oscar nomination for hts role as Malcom X One d
must question, however. why X's drrector Spike Lee was ignore ·

U rt.:Ct:l\l. I
norrnn 111 r I l hest J,r1.:1: .r ,ut
1111, 1. t'l l' '-~·en Js rr1•\l: ,n the
p.,r! ot Acau1.m\ m1.:mhi.:r, to
r1.1.o~t11/l' Altm in tor h1!\ pr1.:
\ mu, \\ 1•r11. on o;u1:h dJ',',fl"S ,..,
\ll\J 11/le ,ind \/ I .\*IP. A"
\\ ell. Den/cl W,,.,hin1?,lon - \\ ho
pl,t) cJ the lead in \J;tlrnlm \" rcccl\ cu a nPm111.1t1on for bc,1
:i1.·tor. Unlike l c1.·. h11\\e\cr,

I l:S

( , \I IIJ;,

(,um

fcar.iri..-. <1 ph n 1rn1. n I put l\\ ,
rc1.:e1\ .:J I total ot
nomtn 1
11\ln,. mdullm,• b1. o;t p1t.lJri.: J ll
'1l'st director
N,mcthcb,s, \\ hen I lo,,k h.1d.
at thi, ) car·, nominee,, I undnuhtcJI) \\ 111 1ullc thu ... i; th,11
\\Cn: mi-.sing lrom 1he li,t mer
those\\ ho mat.le it.
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Led Beach Boys? (

t

Ka-Bloom!

Flowerhead
Zoo,Bl\lG
Think of Led Zeppelin jamming with the Beach Boys, and
you'll get the idea of what
Flowerhead sounds like. On Ka8/oom!, bombastic hard rock
grooves converge with bright pop
melodies. Of course, this combination has been attempted ad
nauscwn by hundreds of bands.
What sets Flowerhead apart from
the leagues of incompetent retrorockers is its sense of humour.
The band docs occasionally delve
into self-indulgent forays, most
notably on "Acid Reign, .. which
rc\'Ol\'eS around a sluggish guitar
riff and whining vocal harmonies. Taken as a complete
package, however, Ka-Bloom.' is
an impressive debut.
- Darrin Keene
Gla:.ed

:C'M SEl=JdNG

f=MPLOYME=Ni, gu,
I'M NOT Nf:C~SA~ILY
LOofc:&NG Fop?. WOF!t< ,

ARE YOU HUNTING??
ARE YOU PREPARED??

!\lyster~· l\Jachinc
Ncttwerk
While critics are still waxing
rhetorical about the so-called
"grunge .. scene of Seattle, they
should be looking northward to
Chilli\\ack. B.C. Herc the hypertrendy music press would find
M)stcr) Machine. a band whose
o;ound resembles that Clf early
Dinosaur Jr On its debut release.
Gla:.<.'d,
M)stery
Machine
generates a level of sonic intensity that would send most
"grunge" bands skimpering away
,., ith their tails between their
legs. Comparisons could be made
to Sonic Youth with regard to the
noise level, but the songs on
Gla::ed are more melodic than
anything that Thurston Moore
and company have ever created.
- Darrin Keene
Rockhead
Rockhead
Capitol/El\11 Records
Rockhead'!t self-titled debut
certainly does the band credit.
Their talents are showcased by
the single "I leartland:' and the
hard tocking ··Hell's Back Door''
(with guest guitarist Billy Duffy
of The Cult). Lead guitarist and
renowned rock producer Bob

Rock has obviously been in.
nuenced by the styles of the artists he has produced for, perhap~
too much so. The listener is often
left feeling that the music sounds
like some song by another band.
As it stands. Rockhead may need
time to develop a more unique
style.
- Louise Mills
The Unloi-ed

The Unloved
Bl\IG, Eureka
This band is aptly named. The
Unloved's performance, while
not spectacular, is competent on
this self-titled debut. However,
the band's obscure lyrics have no
balance with the hard rock sound.
making the whole package seem
ludicrous. There arc a few worthy songs. such as the instrumental "lnterplanct Janet" and "Lost
in the City," but "Farawa}
Smell'" and the rest of this
recording outnumbers the fell
good parts.
- Louise l\Jills
We H'i'ih ffe Knew

\Ve Wish \\(' Knew
Independent
Free yourself from mundane
mainstream music. and indulge m
the music of We Wish We Kne11.
The Windsor band's self-titled
debut has little in common \\ ilh
"middle of the road" (MOR)
music. This cassette - which includes a musical interpretation of
T.S. Eliot's famous poem, "The
Love Song of J . Alfred Prufrock"
- whisks the listener away to a
land of intrigue, serenity and
change. Unlike other new bands,
We Wish We Knew avoids stealing riffs or covering other band's
tunes on its debut. T hrough gripping vocals, electric violin, and a
synchronous bass/drum groove.
the band has set a precedent for
others to follow.
- Jeremy Price

CO-OP EDUCATION AND
STUDENT PLACEMENT
YOU WON'T BE SORRY!!
~
~ --- \
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CREATIVE JOB SEARCH
TECHNIQUES SEMINAR
Thursday, Feb. 25 3:30 -4:30
Room 115 Dillon Hall
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Poetry where the
nights are long ...
Tile Lance is calling for poetry submissions
to be published in our March 15 issue.
The Lance is printing a two-page feature of students'
poetry in the issue of Monday, March 15, 1993. Poems
of any style and any theme will be accepted. The poems
will be selected by Arts Editor Sarah Roebuck and poet
Salvatore Ala. Please send submissions to the Lance
office, Phase 2, Unit 10 of Clark Residence, Walnut St.
or drop off at the SAC trailer in an envelope marked
"Att' n Lance" by FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 26, 1993.
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MEET THE CANDIDATES FOR
SAC VICE PRESIDENT
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STE, E .\LC\ \NDER is a secondmajor\\ ho has been
inrol\'ed 11 ith a varict~ ~lf committees on
I campus. He sat on the committees for
human rights and university affairs. and
I participated in this year·s Shineram:i camI pJ1gn.
I Alexander says he attended all of this
I ).car's SAC meetings and add~ that he ac;11el) participated in several.
I His primary issue in this campaign is to
make the organization more accessible to
{ students.
I "They used to print agendas and
I budgets for the students to sec. Now they
I aren't entitled to see budgets unlL% they
I answer a barrage of questions first. You
I wo~ldn·t see a shareholder of Gt\1 being
I denied access to this type of information;'
I he say,:;. "The executi, e has lost sight of
I what it is they are there for."
I He believes SAC should return to this
policy and would pay to have agendas and
I budge~, published. Alexander believes that
I oy bemg more open there will be an inI crease in student involvement in the orI ganization.
I _The vice presidential candidate says he
I w111 be in the office full-lime for students
I lo handle their concerns and to viably run
I 1 corporation as opposed to what he perI cc,vcd has happened in this and past years.
I "This year certain executive members
Wouldn't be in the office from 9 to 5 but
from 5 to Jo:·
Alexander promises that he will never
vote to increase salaries within SAC.
"Every single executive member this
Year has complained about money to the
extent that they tried to give themselves
bonuses. I would never vote to approve
such an increase.''
He would like to see the executive work
to repair the damages that have occurred
between SAC and other bodies across
campus. Specifically, he feels that this
Year the University Centre Advisory

I l"Car political c;cicnce

I
I

h:

Board (UCr\ B) has been alienated bv SAC
hy being "threatened" with a possible lawsuit to reduce fees charged in the centre.
"I don't ,,·ant to back the administration
up against a wall. If SAC ha<, a good
working relationship. that al0nc 11 ill help
to solve any problems that will occur:·
Alexander would like to address the
park ing issue around campus b) initiating
a park ·n · ride programme that he has been
working on with Jon Ricci. Ile al-;o plan,;
to lobby the cit) to put two-hour parking.
in place at the lot on Riverside l)ril'e.
To help promote a safer campus.
Alexander would like to increase the
budget of the campus patrol programme
another $.500 to SIOOO. "You c.:an·t put a
price on student safety:· he said.
He is also in favour of keeping the drug
plan but insists that SAC revie,\ the
premiums yearl) to ensure that students
arc getting value for their mone). The addition of an oplic.:al and dental coverage to
the plan would be pursued in his term if
elected lo the vice presidency.

LIGA YA BYRCII is in the first year of
a Special Bachelor of Commerce degree
and has a Bachelor of Arts degree in Asian
studies. She has been women·s issue coordinator for the past two years for SAC.
She feels this has allowed her considerable
experience in being able to negotiate the
bureaucracy of SAC.
While in residence, she was a house
representative for Clark, she sat on the
judicial board, worked for two years on
the food drive and has worked for a year
with CJAM.
Byrch says she is in touch with the concerns of the student body. "Having been a
student here for the past five years I know
the issues that are important to student
life."
To facilitate better use of groups already
on campus, she would like to sec theme
weeks be used for thi~ purpose. Byrch also

says that the Ontario Federation nf 5tudents (OFS) and the Canadian f-c:derat1on
of Student" (CFS) could be of Qrcat a,<-i,tance tlmard thi" purr,o..,c. £3~ r'ch \\'a" invoh ed \\ ith O FS in that ,he helped in
making next ~ car', ··"sl1 mean, :'\:o"
pamphlet.
"Right no"' there is a fcc:ling of alienation on rnmpu, toward the hierarch: of the
administration. f3y u,ing OFS CfS we
could make their inf0rmatil1n accc,..,ibk to
~ludcnts through the 1c indi, idual programmes.
Student job-.,, ithin SAC arc of concern
to Byrch. Spccificall~ • ..,he feel<; that mo'-t
of the job<; at the SAC office can be handled by student!-..
"SAC is an organization of and paid by
students. An) joh, a, ailat,Jc \\ ithin it
should be given to them first ··
B)rch would like to <.cc the idea.., hehind the Transit Winthor hus pa<;s
programme used again hut with a pos..,ihly
different type 0f package this time.
If elected to the post. she feel<. that it j..,
time thlll SAC and ,;;tudentc, hcgan working
together "to create a central voice "hich
will effect change:· ~he says. "For too
long the two ha,·e acted ..,cparately:·
To facilitate thi-.. Byrch would like to
sec the creation of a volunteer committee
to help out in holding opcn forums and to
,:;tart campaign dri,·es on campus. If this is
done she feels that she "ill be successful
in raising awareness on campus.
" If we blast the campus with an i,;;suc
and then lake il to the administration \.\.e
can prove to them that we want action and
that we care:·

Gibson ,, as a member of the instructional de, elopmcnt committee "hich
"'orkcd toward initiating a course in
pcdiolog:. that is. teaching profc,;<;ors ho,,
to leach
He feds he i,; qualified for the position
of l'ice president uni, erc,ity affairs since a
large numher of the duties arc similar to
those he performed as a senator. Marnlv.
Gibson was an advocate for ..,tuuent rights
and assisted in appeals. as he sat on the appeal board.
Issue!'> facing the student bod\' arc t\\ ofold, he S3) S. ~
"First. ,tudents have to be able to gel
into the cour,cs that thev need, and the
uni\ersit, has to be acces~ible both physical!) and financially:·
He sayc, he woulu coniinuc to lobby the
adminic;tration to maintain the current
course load but he would like to sec
greater substitution between the discipline,;. That is. the ability for one course
in a certain faculty to be counted for credit
in another, different specialization.
To ease the financial burden on students. he proposes creating an alumni canvasser ,,. ho would approach local
busmec;ses lo donate funds to the uni\'er·,ity for bursaries based on need and merit.
"The university already uses a similar
approach 10 drum up support and I believe
SAC could do the same."
The individual conducting the fundraising would not be paid an honorarium but a
commission, which Gibson feels would
encourage initiative.
To increac;e c"posure of SAC, he suggests that they enclose in the Head Start
package a clearly written document outlining what it is that SAC can offer students.
He would also encourage executive members to speak to residence noors and to
even periodically set up an information
table to bring them in close contact with
their constituents.
Gibson would like to see further in\'cstigation into the drug plan. Specifically. he
would like to see SAC provide one that if
people didn't want to use it they wouldn't
have to lose their money. He would also
like to see the opt-out period better advertized and even extended. To facilitate in
the advertisement of the opt-out period, he
would request councillors lo speak to classes to inform students.

MARK GIBS0:'11 is a third-year social
work major who has been a student
senator for the past year and previous lo
that was the Special Needs and Accessibility co-ordinator. In that capacity Gibson says he lobbied the university for
greater physical accessibility to the campus.

least one major act perform on campus per
semester, a task he believes is realistic.
"I would like to keep it as open as possible to students by utilizing the quad area
or the pub. For a minimal fee to students

If elected, Gibson would like to see at

we could probably bring down a highprofile band such as the Barenaked Ladies
for about $4000."

MEET THE CA DIDATI
Sylvia
Eftimova
is a fourth year
psychology
major who is
running
for
president because she feels
that
she can bring issues lto the attention of council] that
have been neglected or not resolved.''
Eftimova has been a member of the psychology departmental council for the past year and
participated in the committee responsible for the
1994196 calendar changes. She I ists as part of her
qualifications the fact that she founded and maintained a housekeeping service in her last year of
high school.
Eftimova has worked with the Head Start
program at the U of W and was on her student
council in high school.
If elected president. she would address campus safety during her term. Specifically. she
v.ould like to sec more and better lighting installed on and around campus.
"Jf !->omcthing isn't done at this point, the
situation will only regress to the point where we
may see weapons on campus. I would hate to see
Windsor have a name of being an unsafe campus."
One of her initiatives to make the campus
safer i-. a proposal to lobby the administration to
reduce parking fees at M lot between the library
and the student centre. Since this lot is close to
campus, well lit and patrolled, commuters would
be safer while travelling to night classes.

Eftimova feels it is imperative for SAC to
maintain its financial position in· reducing its
deficit so that student services can be improved
in the future. The Jack of resources in the Leddy
Library is one area that she feels SAC can adJ1~ss.
"Right now there is about a two week wait
just for the CD ROM psych-lit services in the
library. Once the !student council! debt is gone
we can use any of the surplus for productive purposes."
To improve communication between SAC and
the student body, Eftimova proposes that the
council take a more proactive stand on issues.
She would also like to see SAC publish a
newsletter to show the student body exactly what
SAC does.
"There isn't enough in the media about SAC
and what they are doing. I would like to see SAC
work fully with the media for more information
disclosure."
Concerning the drug plan. she would like to
see further investigation into possible alterantives to the one being offered now.
''Maybe there is a way to get coverage for students that want it but not at the expense of those
that don ·1 want it."
If elected. Eftimova promises to maintain an
'open door' policy. "If a student has a problem
they could bring their concern directlv to me and
I \ \ ill address it personal I}."
'

Jason
Farrow
a second year
business stuwas
dent.
"heavily
inwith
volved
student council
in
his
high
school." He was
Pnme Minister of
his school for two
years and sat on the Secondary School Student
Association organizing conferences and forums
to raise student awareness.
At the U of W Farrow has been business rep
for a year; he held a position on the finance comm ittce and was made vice-chair. He feels he
would bring a "new perspective" .to SAC since
he is "not a part of the SAC group of people."
··Normally all SAC and society people form a
type of clique. I'm from outside this and can
bring in some new ideas."
Farrow secs community spirit and school
pride as fundamental to his campaign. He would
I ikc to sec more money spent on bring bigger
name entertainers to frosh week and the
homecoming parade. Funding for this would
come from cutting the hudgets 0f those areas that
arcn·t using their subsidies efficiently.
Specifically. he thinks that Peer Counselling is
one area that money could be drawn from since
ii docs not seem to be making the most efficient
use of its funds.
He would like to see collegiate clothing at the
university be improved which he feels contributes to a lower school spirit.
"A good percentage of the clothing at the U of
W is of a low quality and I would like to investigate ways to change that."
Farrow would like to run SAC as a
'corporation' meaning that its first priority would
be to pay off its debt and secondly to rebuild itself to its level prior to its Jcmisc. lie abo fceb
that it would be his responsibility to impart upon
councillors a feeling that they not only represent
their constituents but are directors of a multi-m iilion dollar corporation.
Areas of priority in Farrow's administration
would be entertainment, educational orientation,
the Head Start program, and pro\ iding the
residence commissioner with greater support.
"There are other areas in SAC that don't require as high an influx of cash such as the environmental associations since they can get
money from the government that we can't.''
Parking problems are of concern to Farrow
but he feels that SAC is limited in its ability to
affect a great deal of change and that it should
concern itself with issues it can deal with.
"Other candidates are barking up the parking
tree but there isn't a lot we can do without more
information. J would continue to lobby the administration and city council to represent student
concerns but r won't make the campus any false
promises.··
He would also like to sec further re-.earch into
the drug plan which he feels is good but expensive. To increase the acccssibilit} of SAC to the
student body Farrow says he would set up booths
in buildings across campus to bring the executive
in greater contact with students.
"The executive needs to get out of their offices more. I plan to take meals at Vanier. and
gel out intu the campus to talk lo students about
their concerns."
He would like to sec SAC publish a
shareholders report at least twice a semester to
further inform students of what SAC is doing
and where their money is going.
''These aren't radical expensive changes that
will make me famous but they arc smaller. logistical changes that will make SAC work better.''

0

Christopher
Gillett
is a thirJ year
political
science student
who served as
SAC's Human
Rights Commissioner for the
past year. He was
also vice-president
of the Black Students·
Alliance and has been involved in a variety of
community organizations in Toronto and
Windsor.
He sat on the committee pressing the university for the implementation of a Black Studies
program and was involved with the Windsor
Afri-Canadian Youth centre.
Gillett feels he would make a good president
because he possesses those "qualities that the
leadership needs in order to create a sense of
community."
Creating a sense of community on campus
and throughout the area surrounding the university is a central theme of his campaign. Gillett
believes that he will be successful in this aim
since as the Human Rights Commissioner he had

to deal \\·ith a variety of different groups, sectors
anJ phikisophies.
He describes himself as "articulate, approachable, diplomatic, energetic, and sincere." Gillett
would use these qualities to increase the profile
to the residence issue co-ordinator. He would
mandate the commissioner to chair two meetings
each semester with SAC and Residence Services
to address problems within the residences.
"We, du11 '1 need lo change the bureaucracy (of
SAC]. just the attitude, from that of elitist to an
inclusionary body that seeks to represent
students· interests, not just their own. Residence
students have to live here for eight months of the
year and that should mean something to SAC."
Gillett feels that it is imperative that SAC improve relations with the Lance and he seeks to
end what he sees as an adversarial relationship
that has developed between the two.
"We need to change the attitude of leaders. If
the lance criticizes them that may be an area
where they need to improve.''
The role of the Womyn's Centre on campus is
also of concern to Gillett. He feels that the
Centre serves a vital purpose since the campus is
over 50 percent female.
He feels that SAC needs to take the initiative
to have a multi-level parking structure constructed on M lot behind the renovated CAW
student centre. He stresses the fact that any
proposal would have to be approved by the
Safety Audit Committee and the Womyn ·s
Centre. In the interim, he would like to
rejuvenate negotiations with Transit Windsor to
bring back the bus pass program. He also suggests the use of a park · n · ride program.
While Gillett describes a sense of community
as the "basis of the administration" he refers to
the issue of safety as the "litmus test." He docs
not feel there can be any sense of community
without pro,. iding safety for its members.
''In the last two years we have seen ,\omen
being assaulted just off campus; this is a tra\esty.
I would approach the city. Windsor Police. Campus Police, and the administration Lo look at
designating safety zones."
He ~ays he would lobby to improve lighting.
increase patrols and perhaps make the campus
patrol a paid service to improve safety just off
university property.
Gillett maintains that if elected he .. won't forget why I was elected and I will seek to work for
[ the students] with all of the energy I can conjure
up.''
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'I FOR SAC PRESIDENT
Christopher
Maich

is a third year
politcal science
major and has
been involved
with SAC for
the past three
,cars as the Camp~s Patrol Co-ordinator. Maich feels
,al the program has
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Joe
Mattson
is a lourth )Car
geography
major who has
heen a part of
the campus at
the club level.
For the past three
semesters he has
been with campus
radio station CJAMfm doing news and music shows. Mattson feels
that his activism at this level gives him the
ability to understand the views of students.
As part of his campaign, Mattson has had a
special telephone line installed to give students a
direct line to himself. The number, 254-VOTE,
is an idea that he would continue if elected to
bring SAC into greater contact v. ith the student
body.
"Something like this line could pay great
dividends because people may feel intimidated
coming into the SAC office to raise an issue."
Mattson has political experience ha" ing
\\ orked in the recent provincial campaign; he
also helped in a mayoral race in Kitchener. His
student activism also includes working with the
Freedom Action Network and working on the
food dri\'e.
Having attended recent SAC meetings. Mattson did not like \>.·hat he saw.
"I don ·1 like the way SAC goes in camera at
meetings. They should be kept open and made
even more accessible to students. Students seem
to find out what is happening after it is too late."
Matts'on wou!LI ·11kc to sec SAC meetings be
held in the open meeting room in the renovated
CAW student centre which he feels would allow
for greater student participation.
He also feels that there has been a "disintegration of university services.'' He feels that students arc no longer getting value for their money
v. ith the reduct inn of hours at the compuh:r
centre and the continually shrinking library
resources.
If elected, he would push SAC to take a
greater advocacy role on issues such as these to
put more pressure on the administration to
respond to student concerns.
In the interest of safety, Mattson would like to
see the creation of priority parking for women.
His plan would give women closer <.pots to the
university at night.
He also plans to create an exam bank which
would actively seek out old copies of examinations to be made available for a nominal handling fee.
"Other universities such as McMastcr and
Waterloo already have extensi\'e collections of
tests on file for their students. I think that this
would help students a great dca1.··
Along with this theme Mattson proposes using
SAC funded clinics to increase the level of
education of students in critical areas. He would
like to see clinics on how to use OSAP. student
housing rights, employment rights. safety issues.
and international student services a\·ailahle.
If elected Mattson plans to make the job his
only dut) for the next year taking no classes and
holding down no other jobs.

..

Jon
Ricci

Derek
Robertson

a third ycc1r
is a third year
history major.
sociology stuwas
elected
dent who has
Social Science
worked
for
rep at the end
CJAM for the
of his first year.
past year and
After an unsuchas kept abreast
cessful bid at the
of issues on SAC
vice-president
through his work
secretary position last
with the radio station
} car. he was appointed the director of student
and by attending meetings and reading the
club affairs on the Social Science Socict) ExecuLance.
tive. He worked on the Shinerama campaign and
Rohcrtson secs the efficient operation of the
acted as special events co-ordinator for SAC this
puh as one of the most pressing issues facing
year.
SAC next year.
Ricci feels it is imperative for SAC to im"I want continue the work that Nino and Chris
prove communication between itself and the studid to make the pub a more , iablc entity this
dent body. He believes he can restore this h}
~car. We can in no way afford to start off the
initiating three things.
year with a loss."
First. he \\.ants to install campus wide hulletin
Rohertson would like to encourage the fraterhoards that SAC and other societies or cluhs can
nities and societies to use the pub.
use to inform students of activities. Second he
The condition of residences on campus is also
,,ould like to sec the creation of a co-ordinator
of concern to Robertson. He says he would lobby
council consisting of all commi~sioncrs and cothe administration to refurbish them to "make
ordinators to meet on a regular basis to discuss
them at least livable."
issues directly with the president. Finally, he
"If we give students better living conditions.
v.ould allocate specific hours for students to
then the residences won ·1 have c;uch a bad
hring their concerns directly to SAC.
reputation anJ we will sec an increase in the
'Tvc been in the office when lthe executivcJ
grade point average."
have turned students away because they didn't
Robertson believes that SAC should support
\.Vant to meet with them. This shouldn ·t happen
activist groups on campus such as the Black
since SAC belongs to the students and should be
Students· Alliance. He would also like to see the
responsible to them ...
Sexual Assault Crisis Centre receive more supRicci would also like to see SAC meet on a
port from SAC.
bi-wcckl) basis to improve the accountability of
He favours extending the time period of the
the executive.
Campus Patrol program and would like to see
To solve the Jack of parking spaces around the
them in operation outside of the new pub to offer
university, Ricci would like to sec a Park 'n ·
added protection.
Ride program implemented. He also plans to
To keep contact with the student body, he
lobby city council to install two hour parking at
promise-; to keep an 'open door· policy. This
the Riverside lot.
would involve going to classes to inform stuAnother area on campus that Ricci fed, has dents of what is going on. reducing the number
been neglected arc the residence<;.
of in camera meetings and keeping contact ,vith
"For years they have been promised support the Lance to show how money is being spent.
by SAC and have been turned down later.··
If elected, he promises to look into providing
To service their needs. he would pres<.urc food the student senators with new c;pacc and to find
services to eliminate the service fee charged out just why their offices were removed in the
before money is refunded on the food plan He first place.
would also like to sec SAC sponsor contests in
the residences such as best dressed window at
Christmas to raise school spirit.
Ricci believes that SAC could help the Leddy
library keep more journals in stock by giving
them any extra resources.
"If at all possible we could allocate some
funds after our bills are paid for the purchase of
journals. For some faculties like nursing. ha" ing
the most recent journal is a necessit). A lot of
students have to pay $25 to use Wayne State
University to gain access to the resources the}
need.·'
Ricci is in favour of keeping the drug plan and
would like to investigate the pos-.ibility of adding
dental and optical coverage.

CANDIDATES for STUDENT SENATOR
(three to be elected)
DOt..:G BRINK is a second-year political science student. He has held many student government positions in his time at
the U of W. including social science representative. first-year OPUS representative
and he currently sits on the senate committee for admission requirements.
Brink feels that students must be made
aware of the services that senators
provide. This. he says, can be accomplished through advertising the job
description in 1/ie Lance.
In contrast to last year's changes, Brink
feels that the university senate should emphasize the accessibility of smaller and
specialized third- and fourth-year courses
needed for graduation over the breaking
up of overcrowded fir.,t-year courses.
Brink is abo focusing on the creation of
Native studies and African studies courses.
Brink has worked on developing a
reputation as someone who doesn ' t easily
let things get past him, citing SAC meetings as an example.
"Too may councillors pass every motion that comes their way. They've all become friends and don ·1 want to step on
anyone's feet. I'm here to take care of
business. "
PAULA DA VIS. a third-year sociology
student. was once a student who complained uhout things. Now she ·s dc.:cidcd
to do something about it.
Da" is is the secretary of the Social
Scicm:i.: Society. social director of the
C.irihhcan Students Association. and a
member of the Black Students· Alliance.
At the top of her platform is her desire
to help -.rudenh "get involved in thc ,trut.·turing of their cour.,cs." Davi, think... that

the key to this is accessibility. She plans to
have the senators' job description put in
the Campus Compass and flyers. and is
willing to give her home phone number to
any student with a concern.
Davis is concentrating on just a few is'>Ues so she doesn't spread herself too thin.
She wants to investigate updating
library resources.
Additionally, she is concerned about
third- and fourth-year students who cannot
get the classes they need to graduate. She
would like to sec accessibility to these
courses improved, even if a solution adds
to the sizes of first-year classes.
"Third-year students are staring the
definite future in the face. while first-year
students tend to change their minds over
the next year or so. Especially with the absence of grants. students can't afford to
come back for another semester for one
more course."

MARK HOL'.\1ES is another Social
Science Society member who is running
for senate. Additionally. Holmes serves as
president of the Windsor Society of
Criminology and is a board member of the
Windsor-Essex John Howard Society,
which he feel<; has given him leadership
and organizational ,kills.
Holmes· campaign focuses on four issues. He is concerned about the policies
surrounding the hiring of si.:ssional instructors.
Holmes. like each of thi.: other candidates. wants to make the senate accessible to students. lk plans to include
mak:ing first-yi.:ar ..,tudent... aware of the
-.cnate joh Lb,cipt1on through the u,c of
orientation pacbgcs. A centrally located

student senator office is also an important
factor in increasing accessibility, says Holmes.
Holmes' third issue involves pressing
the university to translate exploding new
occupational fields into new fields of
study.
Holmes also feels that something must
he done about overcrowded third- and
fourth-year courses. He wants to investigate the possibilities of creating more
senior-level classes without taking away
from first-year courses.
"I want to voice student concerns in
their academic pursuits in an appropriate
and professional manner...

GABRIEL \IAGGlO is a first-year
student who says that the fact that he cares
about students and has excellent communications skills qualify him for the
position of student senator.
This explains why he views the loss of
the student senators' office as a blessing in
disguise. ''It forces the senators to get out
on campus and let students know they are
there." Maggio stresses the importance of
making students aware of the services that
senators offer. '"Most students don't know
that the appeals process is available 10
them if they feel they've been unfairly
treated."
Maggio is ..ilso focusing on making
courses, such as expo,itory writing. more
available to studi.:nts. I le endorse:-. a
programme ,imilar lo thc one that the P)"·
chology department us\.!., when ii sets a:-.idc
coun,e ... for nursing students.
The prohati1>n ,y,tem is another issue
that Maggio i., aiming ..ti. He fi.:cb th..it
many peorh:: arc thrown out of school

Candidates for business rep (two to be elected)

.JASOt'I. t:LEMEI\S approaches
the position of husinc:-.s represcntativc "knowing what ;.., fca:-.ihlc
and realistic." Currently. Clemens 1s
SAC vice president of finance and
has servi.:d as chair nf the financial
structuring committee and as busine~ rcpresi.:ntative in 1990-91.
Much of Clemens' plan involves
following up current SAC projects. "I
think we have to concentrate on
making what we do have work before
we begin funding new things."
Clemens·
campaign
stresses
making the university accountable to
its students. "The university never
gives us detailed reports that explain
exactly how money is being spent.
We need to know. Until they do. how
can we seriously consider possibilitics like a parking garage."
Student apathy is another issue
that Clemens addresses. He hopes to
convince SAC to allocate a
reasonable amount of money to hire a
major entertainer to perform at the
university.
"SAC has to do something to get
in touch with student<;. It's a perfect
way to give something back, and an
act like the Barenaked Ladies would
be feasible."
Clemens thinks his experience in
SAC will help him get elected.
"I'm knowledgable of the issues,
honest, dedicated and accessible.

AARON CLOGG:
The candidate could
reached for comment.

not

be

MIKE GROOT is a third-year
business/economics student who has
become interested in how the university is run. Groot, who has no experience in student government, is
running hccause he wants to he a
"watchdog over SAC.•·
..I want to make sure that tuition
fees don't go up. I'm not going to let
SAC spend their money irresponsib-

7

ly."
Groot say, that he doesn't atlvoca1e the building of more parking becau:-.e of high co:-,ts. In:-.tcad. Groot
plans to lobby the univer.,;ity administration to pressure cuy council
into scrapping the area's parking permil plan.
Groot wants to expand Campus
P..itrol and would like to look into the
possibility of paying volunteers a
small amount of money for their
work. Safety. Groot says. can also be
increased with better lighting and
emergency phones.
While Groot feels apathy is an
issue, he thinks that it is starting to
improve. "Seven people are running
for president and six are running for
business rep. That shows that students care."
Groot feels that the new student
centre will help increase student
spirit. "I will work hard to make sure
that business students have their concerns met by SAC."

mvesltgate the feasibility of an optout bu~ p..iss system. Milicia would
also lobby the city and U of W for a
parking garage.
Past business repre:-.cntatives have
forgotten business students. says
Milicia, which is why he is focusing
on their needs. Milicia will press for
a <;tudy room in the Odette building
and more business-oriented guest
speakers to visit the campus.
"1t·s time to let business students
know that their student council is
working for them."

without university officials looking into
the student's personal background to sec
what may have caused the poor grades.
"Students must realize that they have a
lot a power and that (university
employeesJ arc our servants."
SAM TORTOLA is attending the
university ''for an education, not for fun
and games." The third-year political
science student got a feel for governmental
processes serving on a city council standing committee dealing with bicycle racks.
Tortola believes that the pcsition of student senator is, itself, a privilege. According to Tortola. most students aren't aware
of a student senator's purpose, which takes
the meaning of the position away. ''It\
like having a hockey stick. If you don't
know how to shoot a puck, what's the
use?"
Tortola is focusing on just a few issues
rather than "promising to work on everything and then getting nothing done."
The co-op issue is something that ha:.
caught Tortola's attention. Tortola
believes that one reason for the success of
the Business, Law and Engineering
schools has been their co-op programmes.
Tortola wants to investigate the recent
Workers' Compensation changes and sec
if there is a way 10 expand the co-op
programmes to other faculties.
Tortola would also like to addre~,
minority i-;sues by creating a rnmmittcc
that would report concerns to the ,tuLlcnl
senators.
"This pm,ition ..,hould be used a., a [(IOI
lo address educational need~. We must
mak:c it known Ill studi.:nts that they haH'
acces, to such ..i powerful t11ul. ..

CANDIDATES for
SCIENCE REP ..
(one to be elected)
RACHEL DANIAL is
a third-year biology student who understands the
demands of being a student
IO
the science faculty.
Danial,
who
1s
the
secretary of the Science
Society, says that her job
will he to ensure that the
concerns of science students are voiced on each
SAC issue.
''You can't expect every
student to get involved in
every issue. They don't
have the time. That's why
there is one science representative on student counci I."
Danial says that the new
student centre will help
cure student apathy. "If
events are planned correctly, the student centre will
give the students a relea<;e
and allow them a chance to
socialize."
From her own experiences, Danial realizes that
safety is an issue that must
be dealt with. "Many
people are hesitant about
using
the library at
nighttime. We have to improve lighting on campus."
"SAC has to represent
the interests of the students
they serve."

PAUL MUEGGE had student
council experience in high school
and is a member of Alpha Sigma
Chi, a combination he feels has given
him the leadership and interpersonal
skills to fill the job.
Muegge is a third-year business
student whose campaign motto is
''put business first." Muegge wants to
give something back to the school.
'' Business students deserve the best
representation possible because, to
JOE MILICIA, third-year busi- me, they are the most important
ness student. says that most students group on campus."
do not feel the presence of their stuMuegge feels that student '-pirit
dent council. Milicia has never been has been damaged by a lack of coninvolved in student government, but fidence in SAC. The success of the
feels his motivation and leadership new pub is central to Meugge's camqualities will make SAC a part of paign. "Students put so much money
their student life.
in SAC and get little in return. If run
Milicia wants student councillors successfully, the pub will boost stuto have office hours to make them dent spirit tremendously and give the
accessible to students. "Some stu- students a sense of unity."
dents have problems they'd like to
Although Muegge has "felt Cambring to their representative but don't pus Patrol's presence" he wants to
have the time to try and chase them investigate the possibilities of exdown."
panding Campus Patrol off-campus
He demands financial breakdowns and into the local community.
and explanations. from both SAC and
By hosting more special events
the university administration, to be and guest speakers, Muegge feels
available to students.
that the Odette building can become
"Students arc paying all this the feature of the university and immoney and deserve to know how and prove the business school's academic
why it's hcing spent."
by TRAN LONG MOORE
standing.
To combat the parking problem
"I want to put business first and Lance associate news editor
that the university faces, Milicia will bring spirit back to the U of W."

All interviews
on this page

ZAYNA KHAYAT. a
first-year
biology/chcmistr) student. has
served as presitlcnt of an
association of Windsor and
Essex County high school
student council-; - a position that she says taught
her a lot about leadership
and organization.
Those skills, Khayat
says, will help her give
science students the representation they dc:-.i.:rve on
SAC.
Khayat's feels that student apathy is the mo:.t
pressing issue of her campaign. Respectful treatment of first-year students
is the key to curing apathy.
according
to
Khayat.
"First-year students can ·1
get into the classes they
need because of the first
letter of their last name.
They quickly get the feeling that, though they an:
paying money for their
education. they arc powerless in many respects."
Khayat believe:-. thal
having more entertainment
on campus will also help
improve student spirit. a:-. it
brings students together.
"I want to make science
students feel like they arc
an integral part of the
school. I have the motivation
and
leadership
qualities to accomplish
that."
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Fencers Track team maintains supremacy
first in
OUAA

110
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by Dave Briggs
Lance sports staff
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by Lorne Bell
Lance sports staff
The Lancer men's fencing
team proved once more that
it is in a class all by itself. At
the OUAA finals on Feb. 13.
the team captured first-place
in the sabre division, with
some outstanding individual
efforts.
Windsor placed
second overall at the tournament.
Lancer veteran Roh Fallenbuchl placed first in the
sabre division. with Steve
McAdam finishing in fourth,
and Mark Scarphone in fifth.
Fallcnhuchl
won
the
George Tully Award. given
10 the top fencer at the tournament. Coach Eli Sukunda
had great praise for his extraordin,H) performance.
"No one could touch him,
he was unbeaiable." said
Sukuncla. "He \\ as head and
shoulders above the other
fencers at this tournament."
Rookie Chris Kierkus
gained some valuable experience at this tournament
and should make an even
greater imract next <,cason.
Lancer fencing has been
top notch for the past 16
years and i~ has dominated
the sabre di, isinn for 14 of
those 16.
Sukunda. who will not be
with the Windsor team next
season. was pleased with the
performance of his squad.
"I am happ) with this
year, our team was small but
the quality of the fencers
was incredible ...
Another successful season
has ended for the Wind~or
fencing team, but there are
doubts about next year. An
era in Lancer fencing could
end if the athletic department
does not find another highly
qualified coach.
[g
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Despite competing again1.,t
teams that \\.Cren 't all at full
s!rcngth, the Lancer track and
field '-quad easil! maintained its
\upremacy at its own Team
Challenge Fch 12.
Ranked the Nn. 1 men ·s and
,,omen·s team in the nation
heading into the meet, the Lancer, nailed do,, n dual lop team
honours at the St. Denis Centre
ahead of their rival!, from
\Ve<;tern. and squads from
Saginaw Valley State Univer">itv,
and
the
Univcrsitv
~f
Sherbrooke.
·
This Frida) and Saturdav the
teams "i II tr:, to repeat thai reat
at the OUAA OWIAA champion\hips al York Univcrsit\'.
Currently the t,,o-timc men\
and women ·s Ontario champs.
the Lancer, arc looking to increase their ,tranglehold on the
pro\'incial cro,, n he fore returning 10 Toronto March 9 and 10 to
defend hoth the men's anJ
women ·s national champion<;hip
titles at the Sk, dome.
In that aim: Windsor used its
la'-1 home ml'ct to qualify c;ix
more athktes for CIAU competition. incrLa<.ing the depth of both
squads.
For the ,, omen.
Kelly
Din,;morc and Lisa Laughto~
qualifieJ in the JOOm. Competing in her first triple jump competition this year Sue Dykxhoorn
mana~ed to make the CIAU cut
,, ith "'a surprising silver-medal
performance of 11.6:::m. Al Herron
(600m ).
Jason
Petro
( 15tl0m). and Rich Tremain
( 1500m) qualified for the men.
Sprint king O' Brian Gibbons
,, as named male athlete of the
meet after hrcaking the meet
record in the 60m (6. 76) and
,, inning a gold for his work on
the 4x400m rdav team. His 60m
time is the best ·in the Canadian
uni,ersity circuit this year.
Male shot pullers Rnh Robinson. Alex Stana!. and Jim Harrison. who are keys to the team ·s
success at the provincial and national level, placed fir!>!, second

Ath ete of the meet O'Brian. Gibbons earned gold medals for the 4 x 400m relay and the 60m dash. His
hme m the 60m 1s the best m Canadian university compet1t1on this year. (photo by DA VE BRIGGS)
and fourth respective!}, though ( I l.62m). anti Uini-1.)nne Girard
the order wasn ·1 decided until the wa, third ( 11.50m). Din-,more
last round.
also took a gold for her effort in
Stanat. ,,.. ho jokingly claims the 300m (40.17). and a "i Iver in
Robinson ah,ays beats him on the long jump (5.73m), just two
the last throw, pulled ahead of millimelrcs ahead of teammate
hi!'> rival on his last throw wit!i a Gisele Poulin.
put of I5.19m. Now in the
Lancer men placed one. lwo.
dri,·er' s seat, Stana! preceded to three in the 1500m. Jason Perro
taunt Robinson, v.ho popped a led the way with a pL'rformance
15.19m throw of hi.., 01.>.n 10 win of 3:55. 7. Rich Tremain was
the compct1t1on.
Robinson's ,ccond (3:56.0). and Alex Macsecond best throw of the night
I cod was third (3:57. I).
pro\'eu longer than Stanat's,
Michelle King continued her
giving Ronin,;on the la,1 laugh.
track dominance by breezing to
amJ the gold.
the gold in the 1500m (4:35.0)
All told, the team ran away and c;etling a new meet record in
with 33 medals - 15 gold. 10 the process. 1 he multi-talented
silver, and eight bronze.
runner is now ranked second in
The potent Lancer women's the nation in the 3000m, third in
horizontal jumpers swept the the 1500m, and fifth in the
triple
jump
competition.
1000m.
Dinsmore placed first (12.45m),
Other Lancer gold medal winDykxhoorn
was
second
ners included: Tanya Bielby

(f)lHlm. I :37.00). Cn ...1al Garrell
(3000m. 10:25.0). T~,;hl\n Cha.,e
(sp. 13.75m). Ja..,on· Bm k
( I000m. 2:29. 7). Anthon\ Bl~ck
(hj. 2.10m). and Craig P~lole (IJ.
6.82m).
Both the \\Omen·, 4x21lllm
and 4x,Hl0m relay learn'> \\On top
honours. while the
men·._
4x400m and -hXOllm rela\ team,
al'-O won gold.
•
La'-l Frida). the Lancer,; competed at Ea..,tern Michil?an
Univcrsit~ a<. a tune-up for ~hi.,
Frida~ ·s OUAA OWIAA championship at York. Mean,, hile.
Gibbons. Dinsmore, and Irma
Grant took a trip to \\'innipeg in
an effort lo make the national
squad in lime to compete at the
World Indoor Game, that follows the CIAU championships at
the Sk~ dome the second \\ eek of
Ma~h.
~

I Basketball teams head to provincial championships
f

I

Women lose to Lakehead
b Al M
Lay ex rt eyer
t ff
nee spo s s a
. When the competiton is nahonally ranketl, games against
them can be more a measuring
\lick for your performance than a
chance to win.
This was the case when the
Lancer women ·s basketball team
went to Lakehead University for
a pair of games on Feb. 12-13.
~kehead is currently ranked
\1.Xth in Canada.
The first game was a solid performance for the Lancers, even
though they lost 56-41.
"We played well," said coach
Joanne Maclean. "rt was an
e~or-free game. We only had
nme turnovers.''
Tht: Lancers executed their
&ame plan well. slowing down
lite tempo, and taking away the
Lady
Nor'Westers'
running
game.
Nancy Gyurcsik had 14 points.

Lisa White added 12. and
Heat her Quic
· k c h.1pped ·m 11 .
Windsor fared worse the next
day. losing 81-50. The Lancers
couldn't slow the game down
enough after a tough game the
night befort:.
Windsor was in the game until
four minutes were left in the first
half. They were down by four
points at that time and the Lady
Nor'Westcrs pressed. The Lanccr, were soon down by 17
points, and the game was out of
reach.
Overall. Maclean is pleased
with the team's performance on
Friday. and accepting of Saturday.
"We didn't expect to heat them
this year," she said. "It's ~till
been a successful season."
That season isn't over yet
either. The Lancers are bound for
the OWIAA Championships.
held at the University of Western
Ontario on Feb. 26-28.
[Q

Men on a roll as regular season nears end
by Dave Gough
Lance sports staff
In the NHL the team that gets
hot in the last few weeks of the
season usually docs well in the
Stanley Cup playoffs. If this
theory is used for the OUAA baskethall playoffs, t!ie Lancers arc
in good shape, having won three
of their pa~t four games.
The Lancers trekked to the
great white north on Feb. 12-13,
to
forward
Joe
DavisNawagesic 's
hometown
of
Thunder Bay, to play two games
against the Lakchead University
Nor'Westers. The Lancers split
the two games, winning Friday
but falling short on Saturday.
On Fnday. the Lancers won
78-59. lead by third-year sharp
shooting guard Jamie Pepper who
shot 63 percent from bt:hind the
3-point line. Pepper led the team
with 23 points.
On Saturday. the Lancers were

on the wrong end of a 84-69 loss.
Cam Becher and Peter Brem n of
the Nor'Westers were too much
for the Lancers as they scored 30
and 29 points respectively. The
Nor'Westers lead 43-29 at
halftime and the Lancers could
not rebound into the contest.
Pat Osborne lead the Lancers
with
18
points,
EvertonShakespeare had L3, while Ke,..in
Gallivan scored 12 off the bench.
The Lancers came back to
Windsor to battle the Wilfrid
Laurier Golden Hawks who had
previously beat the Lancers for
their only win of the season. The
Lancers played well, giving the
Golden Hawks an old-fashioned
butt-kicking and winning 87-58.
The Lancers were up 48-25 at
halftime and built their cushion to
36 points in the second half.
Coach Mike Havey called on his
reserves in the middle of the first
half and kept them in as things
seemed to be easily in hand.

Pepper shot 67 percent from
the floor. lead the team with 20
points in only I 8 minute!'. of pla)ing time. lead the team in
rebounds. and his dad won the
50/50 draw. All in all not a bad
night for the Pepper clan.
Gallivan scored 15 points, and
impressed Havey.
"Kevin had a good game," said
Havey. "He had lacked confidence in his shot, but tonight he
was making his shot and he
looked good."
Havey was pleased with his
squad's progress "We are better.
and this is something to build on.
we believe in ourselves."
Depending on the outcome of
games still to be played. Windsor
will face either Guelph or Brock
in the first round of the OUAA
West playoffs. Havey said his
team feels they are going to do
well. They are not concerned
about who they will be playing.
"We get who we get."
[g
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Lancer Randy Stephenson (#24) had an early Valentine's gift for his teammates - four goals in an
11-5 romp over the Laurentian Voyageurs Feb. 13. The next day, the team dropped a 9-3 decision to
the Waterloo Warriors. The Lancers are hunting for a playoff berth. (photo by TED ANDKILDE)

Hockey split could lead to playoffs
by Ian Fitz-Gerald
Lance sports staff

New Asian Curry House
We specialize in all kinds of l'egetarian
and non-Pegetarian Indian dislzes.
Daily Luncheon Buffet $-l.99
(all you ca n eat! !) M on-Sat 11 :30-2:30
*Free cake wizen you celebrate your birthday here! Please
book in advance*
Free home 1.k livcry (evenings only)

Fully

licensed

STUDENT SPECIAL

~ -~11

The Lancer hocke) team continued its performance as ''the little engine that could" as it moved
yet another step closer toward
capturing that elusive sixth and
final playoff position.
A split in the Lancers· last
regular-season humestand brings
the team· s playoff hopes closer to
becoming reality. and also increases the pos<,ibility of its
entering post-sca<,on pla) placecJ
as high as fifth in the toughe<,I
di, ision in CIAU hockc).
The Feb. 12 penalty-filled encounter \.\ ith the Laurentian
Voyageurs sa,\. the Blue and
Gold explode in a nurry of offense . as the Lancers· Randy
Stcrhcnson became a one-man
\Heeking crc,.,. The \'Ctcran
ccntrcman scored three of the
lirst four 1.aneer goals and tallied

for another in the third period,
collecting a total of six roints.
With Windsor dominating
earlv in the second period. Lancer · Kevin Forrest picked up a
loo'>e puck and blasted a shot
through the "5-hole .. of the shellshocked Laurentian netmindcr,
making the score 5-2.
Five minutes later on the
powcrplay. captain
D\.\ayne
Brunel sent a seemingly harmless
clearing shot from center ice into
the Laurentian zone. The puck
denecte<l off a dcfcnscman into
the Voyageurs· net.
By the game's midway point,
Windsor had shifted back into
cruise control ancJ, \.\ith the help
of a two-goal effort b) Jason
Day. roe.le to a 11-5 slaughter
over a Laurentian team rich \\ ith
former Junior "A" talent.
The
following
afternoon.
Windsor's valiant efforts in the
game ·s ear1 1 '-lages against a

by Robert D. Way

Mon - Wed: 11 - 9
Thur - Sat: 11 - 11
Sunday: 12 - 8

lh de'-l im alreacJ, cJetcrmincd. the Unh·crsitv of
Wi ndsor n{cn·s \t~lleyha ll team confronted· the
\\'ii frid l.auricr Goldcn llawks on Frida\. f·eb. I 2,
ha, ing nothing to lose - and nothing to gain.
A'> a resu lt or unfa, ourahle inter-di, i"ional outcomes in the linal ,, eek of play. the Lancers entcrccJ
their game again!'>! L1uricr well a'Aare that. win or

Lance sports staff
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Volleyball season ends 011 a low note

Open seven
days a week

LUNCHEON BUFFET

powerful Waterloo squad fell
short. as a close game was soon
transformed into a 9-3 routi ng of
an ovcrmatched Lancer team.
Goals by Dan Drouin, Pete
Deboer. and Bill Seagris were
not enough, as a 3-3 deadlock
after the first period was slowil
dissolved hy a hungry Warri~r
offense. Debocr's absence in the
third period due to equipment
problems certain!) did not help
the cause.
Despite suffering numcr<ius
setbacks and battling advcrsit)
throughout the year. this lancer
team ha.., sho,, n a great deal of
character in a gutsy secontl-half
performance in a season that h,I\
but two games remaining. Don't
book your tickets to The Nationals in Toronto just yet ... but
don· 1 be surprised to hear these
boys arc still playing hockey
when you arc sipping margarita~
during Spring Break.
~

lose. thq had no chances of making this year\
playoffs.
Considering thi<. fact. head coach Mike Palenchar
s trayed away from his regular starting lineup. suhstituting player,; frequent ly in an auempl to give
more playing-time to those Lancer<, usuall)
restricted to the bench.
PrccJictablv. Windsor offered lilllc resistance a~
Lauricr cruis~d to a 3-0, ictory. Score<, were 15-10.
16- I 4. and I 5-9.
r
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body
sugaringR

To be Lance editor
for the 1993-94
publish;ng year.

Nomination forms
available m the
Lance offices.
Nominations close
March 15, 1993
Election VI arch 22.
For more nfo
call 253-4232.
ext. 390 J.

Now You Can Get Rid of Unwanted Body Hair!
• Alexandria Body Sugaring is the gentle, modern
version of the ancient Egyptian method of harr
removal that has taken North America by storm
Now thrs ,.mtque and famous method of harr removal
rs available rn your area at affordable prices
• It rs a safe and natural way to remove unwanted

body h 1r from legs, eyebrows. b1kin1 'rne, arrT'
and face. Takes 3-6 weeks for regrowth
• Only naturdl product used 111 treatment
• No chemicals whatsoever n our product

• Alexandria Body Sugaring is the most refreshing
way to teat today's harr problems. In fact, once
you havetrred 1t we are sure you will not return to
any other method of harr removal!
CALL JEANNE LEW at 252-6022 TODAY for
your appointment and get rrd of unwanted hair!

20% OFF body sugaring until April 1
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Unexpected loss
costs playoff berth
by Robert D. Way
Lance sports staff

The Lancer ,vomen·s volle,ball season came to a climacti~ finish on Feb. 12, ironically
ending as it started - with a loss
10 the division·s weakest team,
the Lauricr Golden Hawks.
Outplayed early. the Lancers
quid,ly found themselves on the
,crge of being swept as Laurier
took the first two games of the
match. Down but not out.
Windsor rallied to '"in the thin.I
and fourth games, extending the
match to five.
Momentum shifted once more
however. and the Golden Hawks

I

s

fell

)On

put_ Windsor away to claim only
theJT second victory of the
season. Final scores were 15-12
15-13, 10-15,5-15,and 15-10.'
Adding insult to injury, the
loss, coupled with \\i aterloo ·s
upset victory over Western earlier in the night, dropped the Lancers to fifth place in their
division, one place out of a
playoff spot.
"We knew we had to win:·
said
team
captain
Renee
Michiels. "The girls from Waterloo showed up late in the match
and started cheering for Lauricr.
We were under a lot of pressure.
We lost the killer instinct and
couldn ·1 get it back.''
~

Lancer Athlete of the Week

: or

sponsored by Pizza Hut

'etc

ere

Roh Robinson of the Lancer Track and Ficld team is the athlete of
the" eek. Robinson captured a gold medal in the c;hot put at the Lancer Team Challenge held on Feb. 12. llis toss of 15 metres 19 centimetres rank'> him number l\\O in the countrv.
The six foot. ~05 pound c;hol putter is a ·fourth year student in the
Department of Kincsiolog). Robinson i<; a gra<luate of Harrow District
High School.
~
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_ CAMPUSl,1 ; ( 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1hl I h:a1 I a11J Strok..: Foun<lation Acrobathon, organi1ed
by Campus Recreation. took
place Feb. 13, at the St. Denis
Centre. For three hours, the
participants moved and stepped
to raise funds for the Foundation which. along with sponsors, provided pri/.es. Thanks
lo those big-hearted individuals
who gave their time. Thev
should be reminded to get their
pledge money to Sandra
Ondracka in Campus Recreation as soon as possible.
The men ·s volleyball league
has many closely matched
teams which make exciting and
competitive games. Jn "A''
division. Genuine Draft and
Southern Comfort are still tied
for firo;I place. Last Place and
the Hoscrs have taken the lead
in "B" division.
After four weeks of competition in the men's basketball
league only two teams remain
undefeated. In "A .. division,
Varc;ity Out fillers hold do"' n
top <,pot thanks to the outstanding play of Craig Mille, and
Graham Brown. Close on their
heels arc the hm c, from the
Bridge Tavern anJ Hang Time.
both with records of 3-1.
In the men·s "B" di,ision
the Lav.· Kings have proven
early that the) arc the team to
heat. However, both Ja11y" s

Classifieds
TRAVEL
FLORIDA SPRING B~EAK 7
n ights Beachfront S139-169.
Reserve rooms now Call CMI
1-800-423·5264

EDUCATION
LAW SCHOOL BOUND? For
rnformallon about a comprehensive manual designed
to guide you through every step
of the pre-law process·- 1 800·
567-PREP (7737)

SERVICES

Crc..... and the Cartier Duck,
ha\'c <.howe<l to he formitlahle
opponents, each just '"' o points
Sh) of firc,t place.
Week four in \\Omen·., ha,kcthall play featured a ... hm\ dci ..... n hctween the top I\\ o
teams. Us anti the Jammer,.
The game came dm, n 111 the
,~ ire "ith u.. edging out the
Jammer, .... ith a "core ol ..i2.Jx.
giving them lir,1 place. an<l ,m
undefeated -.ca,on at 4-0.
Prol'ided
hr
A11dn.> w
l.md,c11. Dchh1,• Hamt/1011. and
Paul Gmrn11 of the Ca111p11,
Recreation 0<'pt11'1111c111
':'1

lU~

Lancer track set to lose its intimidation factor
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by Dave Briggs
Lance sports columnist
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Intimidation.
For Irma Grant Ihat· s the name
of a game she· s played particular!) well <luring her entire
uni, cr,il) track career.
'-:o,, nearing the end or her
long n:ign ac; the faste<;t female
alhklc in Canada·, uni,ersity
rnru11. Grant want, to use the intimidation factor one more time
to ,, in her r0urth consectHh·e
60m gold medal ut the CIAU
championships.
Forget th::it she i<; actual!) quite
I shy: like a great actor. the
I Jamaican-born runner presents a
I fa~a<lc difficult to penetrate.
I In the starting hl0cks her face
I is that of rock-soli<l dctcrmina1 lion. It's her \l..a) of flexing her
I mu,cles. of telling the world that
I \he\ not willing to be knocked
I off the hill.
'Tve never used tha1 intentionall). but T think I intimidated a
lot of people just because of my
f looks." Grant admitted last week
I during the Team Challenge, her
I last home meet at Windsor.
I I leek, the first time I met her
I four years ago Twas intimidated.
She has a way of just looking

I

I

I

right through you, her large. dark
eyes burrov,ing into your skull.
As disconcerting as that can be.
the fact 1hat she doesn · t SJ)
much can be .... or,c.
Ask Irma a question and she
can just stare al you until you feel
like )OU should slink away
h<,ping she <lido ·1 notice you
there in the first place.
She has hecome more articulate and open over the years.
Once quite introverted and en, doped by the individual nature
of her sport, she has learned to
embrace coach Dennis Fairall's
team , ision of track and field.
Take a look at the size of her
muscular legs and you will know
part of the reason why she·s a
special athlete. They look like
they should belong to Lions running back Barry Sanders.
It's those legs that powered
Grant to a record of track
supremacy rarely equalled at the
university level in Canada. The
sad part is that those legs will
walk away next year. something

Graduation
Portrait

mo<,t people aren ·1 a<lc4ua1ely con..,1'>lenC) 0f Irma Gr.int.
prepared for - Grant indudctl.
Fc\, Wind,or fcm.ik tr;ick ;1th··1 ha"en·1 renll) done mud, lctc, ha, c been ,o ,ucce,,1111 lor
reflection because ever) time l 'iO long. She ha'> I\\ ice hecn
do I c;tarl crying:· Grant said. named the uni,er.,i1, ·, female
'Tm really happy \l.ith \\hat hapathlete of the :car. <ihc "on the
P~ nc<l. Each year I\ e seen a lot
60m champiun,h1p in thc
of progression. I'm really happy
prcn incc three out 0! tour trie,.
that this environment brought out ,, ith the '>ame le, cl of '>llCCC'-' ,1t
a lot of my potential that I c.lit.111·1
the national champ11in<.hip,.
really redi;e in high '>chool."
In al I. you cnu Id prohahl:
She is the foundation on which count on one h:in<l the numha nf
one of the most dominant univer- tir-ic, ,he·, lost a fl!lm race in the
sity track programmes in Canada pa...1 Ii ,·c year....
was built. Her rookie )Car. Fairall
When ,he lost her 1.i,t nOm
gavc her the job of running the race 1.i-.L \\ eek Lu Sherhrookc ·,
anchor lt.:g of the 4x200m relay Sonia Pa4uc1te. it ,, a, a ,au wa:
team al the national champion- to end a chapter \\ ri11en h: a
ship<;. Jt was a move Grant says master. particular!) "hen Grant
built her confidence right from <.ct a ,chnnl rccor<l an<l per,onal
bc~t time of 7.56.
the beginning.
That time edged the 7.57 mark
" I will always remember r11)
very firc;t 4x200m leg al lhc she c;ct in dramatic fa<.hion la,;;t
Canadian champiom,hip<, hecause year at the Canadian championthat was my very first year and I ships at Winnipeg. lnjurc<l for
dido ·1 have a lot of experience. I four week<; prior to that race.
felt somewhat pressured because Grant ran ..... ith a hea,·il:
I was a rookie and I was anchor- bandaged thigh. pushed her body
to the max. won the 60m gold
ing:· Grant said.
The Lancer women are strong and helped the women·, team
favourites to repeat as Ontario win itc; fir<;t CIAU title.
Intimidating.
champion, for the third-<,traight
But nowhere near a, much a<.
year, an<l Canadian champs for
the thought of the Lancer track
the second time in a ro,1..
~
One of the major rea<;ons? The team without her.

TRY OUR
FAMOUS
HAMBURGERS
with GIGANTIC patties
of fresh, lean 100% beef

BAR AND GRILL
Sign up at Odette Bldg.
Commerce Society
Office, Main Floor
PORTRAITS TAKEN
March 15-16- 17-18
Vanier Hall Trillium Room A

Camera Fee only $12
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New menu soon with
reduced prices
Full rack BBQ Baby
Back Ribs $8.95 all
times

1065 Huron Church Rd.

254-3269

Open Mon.-Sat. 11 a.m.-11 p.m. Fri. 11 a.m.-midnight
Sun. 12-9 p.m.
Fax your order in advance
licenced under LLBO
at Fax # 254-6399! !

Tuesday, Feb. 23
Open Mic Night
Thursday, Feb. 25:
Pete's Dragon
Friday, Feb. 26:
Rats in the Drainpipe
Saturday, Feb 27:
Black Cat Bone
Wyandotte At Campbell

UNEMPLOYED SECRETARY
available to do typing Quick
service and reasonable rates.
Call 944-8177
TAX RETURNS PREPARED
(Computer verified). S1udent
rate S25 00 for basic return.
Call Jim for appointment. 253·
4632 or 944-5839. file early

sssss.

EMPLOYMENT
GREEKS & CLUBS

$1,000 AN HOUR!
Each member of your frat
sorority. team club . etc
pitches in 1ust one hour
and your group can raise
S1 000 in Just a few days'

Plus a chance to earn
S1,000 for yourself!
N re , N ot111ca1,on
1-800·gJ2-0528. ext. 6!.

HOUSING
BED AND BREAKFAST Ideal
lor vo&ilong parents and Ir ends
Ten blocks from campus. Call
256-3937
SPRING SUMMER STUDENT
ACCOMODA TIONS. rooms lor
rent ,n large furnished house
close to umvers,ty Parking.
washer & dryer. central air Call
for great summer rate, Cas or
Robert, 256·9914

NOTICES
CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS
Exhrb1tors and other mull•·
media presenters interested in
entering a display or otherwise
part,cpat1ng 1n the 1993 Ant1Rac1sm Anto-D1scrim1natoon
F.A N Fare (March 15-21) are
invited to appear belore the
Core Planning Committee
7.00p m Thursdays at 139
University Avenue West. 91v1ng
one days prior notice calhg
977-7225. Other correspondence may be directed to P 0.
Box 7097. Sandwich P 0
Windsor, ON. N9C 321

Make your move.

•

•

op1n1ons
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No good choice? Spoil your ballot
by Ty Daniels
Lance news editor
Politici,111, arc funny.
While politicians at the
federal or rrovincial level
have the temkncy of making
/
promises and then not
delivering,
student
pohticiam, are worse because the) prombe things
they have no power to
<lei iver.
Case in point: Eai.:h year
we hear tab. of solvmg the
..parking prohlcm" around
campus. In past years this
has amounted to not hdng
ablt! to find a free spol.
While the implementation of
permit parkmg will cause
panic. y. hat i.:an SAC do'!
Not too much.
Can they force the administration or the private
sector to build a strucurc'!
Doubtful.
Other pledges arc even mure
Con-.idi:ring that a pJrking
spot on the ground costs about humourous.
One senatorial candidate has
$400 per unit. and a structure ha,
hcen estimated at more than even gone so far as to promise
that ii' he is elected, IO\\l!r tuition
$1400 per unit. it is doubtful the
uni,.ersity \\Oulu fork out the llif- is on the way. This i, especially
fcrencc. Also. once ii structure is 111terc ... 1111g considering that it i,
built. th.at lanll is rcnJcn:J un- the l3oarJ of Governors, not thc
usahle for Jc\elopment 111 the tu- sen.Ile. th.at controls finances.
Lun:. I·\ en 1f the uni\ er-,ity did
It ,.., aho an intcre,11ng initiaha\ e the nwnc\ or cou Id nm- ti\ e to gi\e surplus funds Imm
\IOCe the pri\ale sector IO 1mcst SAC', budget to the lihrarv 1(1
in a mul11-million Joll,1r .,trul··
im prm c
rc..,ource
m.atcrial
lure. \H>uld the nwne~ not hc hel- ,1\ailabil1I)
Con,idcring th.at
ter placed 111 impro\ ing er.amped S \C ,.., saddkd \\ 1th a ~20() 0110
tkht, ,, ith thc tin.ii payment duc

in 19%. it is doubtful the Leddy
is holding its breath waiting tor
that windf;,il I.
It a-. als,i doubtful that Transit
Wind ...or is counting on the
university for a rencv,:al of
providing reduced fare bus pas"c:-. cither. While the largc-.t, otcr
turnout in recent history ,md thc
Ol(hl resounding dcti:at or an)
rckren<lum in years may not tell
the i.:.,n<lid ates that -.1udents don ·1
want a hu~ P"""· Transll \\'indsor
rrohahlv know" it. \fo) he the
l'anJiJatcs -..hnuld read th\! p11lls
before the~ rcad their ... pcechc,

Students '>hould be wary of
thcse candidates that promise the
heaven and earth if only they are
elected. Truth hc known the best
leader is one that rccognizcs their
limitations and promises to work
,vithin them.
Further. it is a good indii.:ation
of a candid.1te's initiative ii \OU
never oni.:e '>CC them in your dasses and (>111) ,cc their l'asi.:imilc
plastered likc so mui.:h 111,ic
\htllpapcr al'r<1"s Lhc campu,. It i"
doubtful a leader will talk lo y11u
later ii' the) don·t C'-en t:lik 1<1

What to do then?
Last year more than 20(1
people spoikd their hal101
in tht! race for stutkm
senator. The third-plate
winner narrowly heat o:.
the number of spoiled hul
lots in fact.
As a resu It. senator,
paid attention and at lcaM
two of the three made ,ll·
tempts to increase thw
role in stutknt and administrative government.
Hy not voting you lend
legitimacy to an institution
you may not respect and
councillors you may even
loathe. If a candidate doc,
impress you with then
platform then vote. In fac:
try to convicc as mam
people as possiblt: to d;,
the same.
However. if no one
takes the time to speak ln
your concerns, has a hoJ.
low platform, and seems h•
only want the position as a wa,
to add a ft:w inches to their
resume. then spoil your hallot.
It costs each full-time stuJcni
S 151.50 in SAC and drug rlan
tees each year to ha\e the right tn
hire the reprcsentativl! the) Jed
will ai.:t in their best 1nleresh.
II no c.indidat(: lih th.it
description. then a sr11ikd halh11
\V ill -.end a messa!!~· th.it stutknt
government and pol11ic1a11s arc
irn.:lli:ctive and that it is i.:ostin~
us too much for th;ll pnvill')!e. ,

) \Ill rill\\.

'Pink' tactic leaves him blue
by Darrin Keene
Lance arts editor
Fehruary 11
Pink lnanglc
Day - was surpo..,ed to he a day
\\hen pcliple \\ear a symbol
showing the) -.upplHt the gay :ind
lesbian community. fhis symholic l!vent became an exercise in
mampulatinn.
I have no problem with the
idea of a Pmk Triangle Da).
Anyonl! who supports gay,
bisexual and lcshian rights
should use such a day Lo wear the
cho-.en symbol and thus voice
support for the cause.
What I do have a problem with
is the symbol chosen to express
~lidarity with the gay/bi/lesbian
movement. By choosing blue
jeans as the symbol, the or-

g,111izers of Pink Triangle d,1y
rulled a ma111pubtive trick on Lht!
,tudent population.
Blue jean-. arc commonly worn
h) most "tudents. I ha,. c friends
who own nothing hut blue jeans
for pants.
Pink Triangle organizers were
well a\\arc that any student who
kncw nothing about their cau,c
wnuld mo-.1 likely wear hlue
jeans on Feb. 11.
Is that what these organizt:.rs
consider to he a voluntary
demonstration of solidarity for
their cause? One thing i'> certain:
it was an unethical move on their
part.
Regardless of a student's
opinion on the subject of gay
rights, if s/hc wore blue jeans on
Feh. 11, then that was interpreted

as a show of support for the Pink
Triangle cause. Many studcnts
\\ ho Jisi.:ovcrcd what their blue
je.ins ,ymholized upon arriving
at ...chool felt tricked.
Organizers will most likely
criticize such students for not
being aware of their day. and
claim that they ha<l every right to
he manipulated.
But consider this: activists
such a" the Pink Triangle mganizers are fighting for proper
ethkal treatment of gays,
bisexuals. and lesbians. What
kind of ml.!ssagc are they sending
out hy manipulating students into
showing support for their cause?
Put qu ite simply, the organizers of Pink T riangle should
question their own ethics before
they challenge those of others. ~

What is your reaction to the proposed changes in U.I.?

Peter
Smith

Dan
Wascher

Carolyn
Campbell

Vanessa
Scott

3rd Year
lnt'I Relations

2nd Year
Int I Relations

1st Year
Musical
Theatre

2nd Year
Comm.
Studies

These may not be the best
reforms but al least the
government ha-, realiLed that
the system i-. in dire need of
revamping.

I think it will reduce ahuse
or the current system where
people count to 21 weeks
and quit but I believe it
di-.;criminate-. against people
who arc victim-. of sexual
hara-.smcnt.

I feel the current system i-.
bad due to abuses like taking
a "vacation." hut the new
proposal i.:reatc-. a new
problem. Victims of sexual
haras-.ment will he punished.

Only a man hopelcssly
caught in a primitive time
warp like Cro-.bie would
considi:r sexual hara!'.srnent a
compliment.
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Take your pick.
Seven candidates for president might indicate an exciting resurgence of interest in student council.
Or it might demonstrate the desperate lack of student
jobs.
Sure, 10 people want council's two paying posts.
Being a member of the council executive is a great experience and a way to help your fellow students.
But you can help students as an unpaid member of student council, and seven of those seats are empty for Jack
of interest. Seven others were filled by acclamation.
This pronounced lack of competition leads cynical
students to conclude the executive posts are more
popular because they offer office space, a high profile,
and full-time employment.
We wish we could disagree.
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Leadership = recruitment

nc

The Lance admires the dedication of the current SAC

lo
:1J.

executive Prec;ident Kristine Robinson and Vice
President Jason Clemens are determined to see the job
through. To this end. both threw their hats in the ring to
sit as reps on next year's council.
Their experience will be instructive to the new council. However, we arc sorry they were unable lo convince
any students to run for the CAW Student Centre Advisory Board. especially since council has recently had
complaints about its relations with that body.
Of course. we ·re not in a position to see the amount of
effort any of our student leaders put into recruiting new
blood. But we notice several current representatives will
leave their constituents without a successor.
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Pride
Dear Editor:

am a C. hri- •hn ,lid I ha!..: sin.
1lomn<.exuali ty is a sexual sin.
Sexual sin is dilferenl from other sins
in that it is committed against your
own body.
Sexual sin can include adultery.
masturbation. premarital sex, beastiality or ~omosexuality. To get down
lo the point, if it isn·t sex between a
husband and wife it is sexual sin.
Because of the problem of sin, God
sent His Son Jesus Christ, who was
without sin, to die for our sins. He died
for everyone including gays. lf you accept \\ hat Christ did for you and
choose to follow His example. you
will go to Heaven. lf you don't accept
and don ·1 follow Christ. you will go to
Hell. It's that simple. There are no exceptions to the rule.
1 cannot be silent. I must speak the
Truth. This is because as a Christian. I
should love gays and not be cold or
negative towardc; them. I am to hate
the c;in and not lhe sinner. However.
God will send the sinner with their sin
to Hell. Who would wan! to see a person go to Hell because they did not
share the Truth with that person? This
is the same burden that has caused
men and women throughout history to
give up their careers and even their
Jives to bring !he hope of Heaven
through Jesus Christ to new peoples.

b.1,i ... to r~\i_ ,\ (1 •,,u 'Jllal i l ), ~\Jt only
do ,,e lis11.. n to their (Onci.:rns. we incorporate de'>ired menu item\ into thi.:
menu on an ongoing bac;is.
It is true that no case of food borne
illness has been confirmed. With
medical rests that can accurate!) diagnose food borne illness. how can
Saunder<; imply that people arc falling
ill from the food without confirmation? Is this what she refers to as "the
unwarranted admonition" of a member
"of a restless student body? ..
Contrary to the author·c; opinion.
Food Services regards student input as
essential to offering a program that
will satisfy our cuc;tomer'> Concern,;_
comments and sugg.est1onc; arc taken in
the dining halls b) supervi,or) ..,,arr. at
the Food Ser\ ices office, in Vanier
and Lauricr Halle;, at noor meetings
and through the Food Sen ice Advisory Board.

Thank you for your positive
coverage of Pink Triangle Day two
week ago in the lance. The fact that
gays, lesbians and bisexuals are heginning to tell their stories publicly and
slowly come out to friends and family
signals a more positive attitu<lc of selfacceptance and pride. It clear!) illustrates that things arc changing for
the belier here in Windsor. And while
these changes may not be occurring as
quickly or completely as we in the gay
community would like, there have
been c;ignificant strides ma<le even
within the last year.
The first annual Lesbian and Ga}
Pride Day was held in Windsor last
July. Many were pessimistic about its
success: the) were convinced that
gayc;, lesbians and bisexuals \\Ould not
L~ ncla Smith
feel ·'safe" participating in such an
Director, Food ~en ice"
event here. for many of the same
reasons which keep your contributors
silent on campus.
But contrary to these expectations.
nearly 1000 people attended Pride Day
Dear Editor:
1992. We arc now in the process of
Early in the new year. we displanning Pride Day 1993 which will
covered that E.R.T W. 's had been subbe held Sunday, July l I. Our slogan
mitted as the new name for !he student
for the dav is, "Pride Starts Herc." And
pub and that students \\OUld have little
we arc lo~king forward to an even bigMatthew Core or no voice. Tt was al thi<. point that we
ger turnout.
Geologl decided to offer an allernative to SAC
So as you can see. progrcsc; is being
so we came up \\ith ·The Moose."
made in the struggle to overcome fear
Why the Moose? Please look in
and prejudice: to accept \\ ho we are
your course calendar (p. 12) to note
with confidence and pride. 11 won't all
that the moose is part of Unh,ersit) of
Dear Editor:
happen overnight. But it \.\. ill happen.
Windsor's Coat of Arms. II 1c; placed
Where did Sports Editor Elaine in the position kno\\ n as the guardant.
DaYid Grenier
Visual Arts Saunders obtain her material for her The moose is part of our school's
Lesbian Ga~ Pride Committee critique of Food Services ("Students heritage, and tradition. and should be
Fed Up with University Food Ser- represented justly.
vices'') that appeared in the Lance on
From an advertising and marketing
Feb. 8. 1993? Several statements in the perspective, the name The Moose Pub
article were incorrect and we would lends itself to creative uses of media.
like to Lake this opportunity to correct This moose character could also be
Dear Editor:
used effectively in pub decor, and staff
How do vou feel when vou hear them.
Food Services was managed by clothing. Other possibilities for this
someone bo;sting about the n·umber of
sexual partners they've had? Is it good Marriott not Versa until July of 1990. character include paraphernalia such
for a man to be proud of the fact that The decision made by the university to as t-shirts, ball caps and boxer shorts.
he beats his wife? Do you think a liar operate the department independent of all of which would be revenue generator a thief is proud of himself? Maybe a caterer has resulted in improved ing ventures for the pub.
some of these people are proud of quality and lower cost of products.
The name The Moose Pub gives a
Food Services has not increased the distinctively Canadian navour to the
themselves but does that mean that I
should feel comfortable with it or minimum financial meal plan commit- student gathering place. This is imporment students must make lo live in tant given our close proximity to the
share in their pride?
I can say one thing for sure. I residence since 1990. It should be United States, and U.S. media dominawouldn't be proud if I were promis- noted that Windsor also offers the tion over Windsor It is a Canadian
cuous; if I were a wife beater; if I were lowest a la carte basic meal plan com- name for a Canadian pub at a
a liar or if I were a thief. I wouldn't be mitment fees to resident students of Canadian university.
proud if I were gay either.
any Ontario university offering a
On the ballots this week, you will be
Don't get me wrong. I'm not saying similar style programme. As for items asked to select a name for your bar.
that gays are promiscuous, wife- sold a la carte, Windsor's cash prices Join the movement, vote "the Moose!''
beaters, liars or thieves. l don't hate are some of the lowest!
Tim Kearns
The Food Service Advisory Board
gays. I'm just as opposed to
Geography
homosexuality as I am to premarital taste test panel meets with the Food
Keith Jolie
sex or adultery. The bottom line is I Services' production team on a regular
English

Incorrect

Sexual sin

Moose heads
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Breaking silences beyond the dream
.
by Avonte Brown
special to the Lance
am a black woman and a
black feminist Jiving in a ~ociety
"here often nobod) "ants to
knO\\ who I am. to know my
name. to hear my voice. This invisibilit) hac; created an atmosphere of fear for black women
and men.
Consequent!), too many of us
wallow in the illusions of the
status quo. because ,ve fear
reprecussions if we ad,·ance the
re\'olutionary politics in our
li\'es. Since T want m) life's passage to be acknowledged. I serve
notice 1ha1 T will not be silenced.
Fear will have no part in the
decisions I make as a black
woman. nor in the freedom to express thoughts.
It will be because I have freed
myself. I have made the choice to
define tor myself my gender,
race, class and sexual identity.
The mere fact that we as black
students arc here in this setting is
no coincidence. The ability to
free I) choose has not come QUI of
a \acuum.
In 1993, we represent the heirs
to the legacy of Mary Ann
Shadd. Martin Delany. Josiah
Henson. Grace rowler, Harry
Gairc). Rosemary Brown and the
thou,ands of Canadian black
women, men and children who

sacrificed and continue to serve
as a bridge that we "alk on dail).
They included social, cultural.
politic~! and religioU', theorists
and activists. The civil rights
struggle was not .,ingularly based
on the hope that a racist society
will come to recognize the basic
humanity in all individuals; but
more importantly that we actively assume and assert the right to
define. our own humanitv.
Our historical stru-ggk for
rights has often been represented
b) the dichotomy of integration
vs. separation. but this is a misguided belief propagated by the
ignorant. Our historical vision
was and continues to be one of
complexity that, over time, has
been reduced to popular sound
bites, without context.
The struggle is for our right to
live anywhere in the country we
choose, the right to a meaningful
well-paying job, and the right to
a quality education. It does not
suggest that we have to become
carbon copies of the white middie class. It means having the
right to become whatever we
want to become; having the inalienable right to choose.
Historically, black activism
has included core values from
which black women and men can
draw strength today. As a black
feminist, I realize many of our
leaders were victims of the

patriarchal society that was not
only racist. but sexist as \\ell
Otl J dismiss them because
their gender politics were less
egalitarian? No! The univcr.,ality
or their vision has enough depth
to allow black women the potential for their own concurrent empowerment
T say this because for them
love was. and is, the basis of
community. Love of self. Jo,·c
between individuals. love of a
higher spiritual po"cr can shape.
empower and sustain social
change. If I cannot begin to love
black womaness, how can I then
profess to love my black brother,
my black sister, my African identity and other progressive communities around me?
Love is active, dynamic, and
love determines and generates
our motive and drive for justice
for the black community.
Everything moves toward
community and the expression of
love within the context of community. So saying, in our
philosophy of racial primacy, we
cannot relegate segments of the
community to the back burner.
As a black woman, anyone who
insists that I assume a 'race first'
analysis renders me extinct.
Similarly, if my advancement as
a woman is at the expense of my
African identity and community,
I accomplish nothing.

A fundamental under.,tanding
of our hi.,torical pn:.,encc. contnbution and <.trugglc in Canada
"ill gi\'e us a vision that can suslain the reconstruction of our
cornmunit) politics and ,a,c the
lives of sisters and brothers in the
struggle.
Where do we go from here?
That's a question that i., ah\ays
asked in our community. We
have to move toward 111crcas111g
imaginati,c world \\ here the
thorniest issue'> of gentler. race.
clas-,, and <;Cxuality can be
wrestled\\ ith and included in our
public discourse.
It needs to be more than
militancy , s. non-, iolcncc; black
women crying sexism and black
men Cr) ing slander and cmasculation. Our lives and identities
are too complex for us to be so
reductive.
Where we are going require"
confronting where we are today
and where we h.ive been. Most
importantly, no change will occur
if we maintain a complacent altitudc. We have to consistently
break silences where ever we arc
to ensure our \isibility. We know
what the nightmare is. and we
have been dreaming for over 400
) cars, and I am sick and tired of
dreaming.
The struggle is bigger than one
woman or man, group ,trcngth is
the kc~.
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The loss
of African
heritage
by Robert Small
special to the Lance
African histon month. Black
history month, ~·hat's the difference~ The difference between
the t" o goes hevond the mere
spelling of the· words. The
degradation that African people
faced upon arri\ al lo the West Indies and North America. within
the institution of slavery has led
10 this confusion between what is
African and what is black. Unfortunately, as the wide acceptance
of the term black demonc;trates
we c;till suffer from the slavery
experience.
In order to become slaves. the
Africans of old needed to be disconnected from their heritage,
their history, their language, their
culture. everything that had to do
with Africa needed to be discounted and degraded.
As a result, slaves who shared
the same language were dispersed, and their heritage, which
is a source of strength, was
replaced by one that was both
alien to them and purposefully
destructive. An African history
that was laced with accomplishments ranging from the building
of the great pyramids, to the creation of the alphabet which we
commonly use today and was
replaced by a restricted history
within the confines of our arrival
upon the shores of America.

It was upon these shores that
Africans were be bestowed the
greatest injustice of all. They
would be deprived of their own
name. They would no longer be
given names that meant "African
Prince" or named after 19th century Zulu kings such as
Mzilikazi.
This would be no more. As
their feel touched the cold sands
of North America they would no
longer be African, but a nigger.
Our names would C'ventuallv
be Steve meaning "Steve" ~r
Robert meaning "Robert.'' The
name alone, given its nonAfrican ong111, would stand
throughout the test of time as a
mark, branding the slavery experience into the psyche of those
African descendants who never
felt the cold lash of a whip.
The quest to name ourselves
has been a torturous and extensive battle. It has been a battle
waged against those who are
white, but moreso again<:t ourselves. We have waged, and continue to battle our own mentality.
One that has been made to
believe that anything African is
somehow bad, that African
religion is one of heathens and
that we were cannibals befo;e we
were civilized by our well-meaning slave-masters.
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Although this mentality has
been slowly disappearing over
the years, it has not completely
left. We no longer call ourselves,
or are called "coon", "negro'',
"sambo'·, or other terms \\ hich
are indicative of a certain time.
However, calling ourselves black
merely falls into another generational term denoting our accomplishments and our historv.

"Black" is too confining a term
for a people whose history spans
the globe and has shaped untold
societies and civilizations. We
are African people.' It is with this
proclamation that the Black
Students' Alliance wishes lo
celebrate African History within
this month of February.
[g
Robert Small is vice president
of the Black Students' Alliance.
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Results of the
SAC elections
-p.5.

Camille Paglia feminist or misogynist?
Seep. 9.
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'No' vote may
kill drug plan
by Laila Farrell
Lance news staff

Windsor students voted to discontinue the SAC drug plan by a
753 to 485 vote during the
February elections.
Although these results indicate
students don't want the existing
plan for next year, many people
are
concerned
voters
misunderstood the referendum
question or, perhaps more importantly, didn't understand the implications of having no drug plan
at all.

Track Lancers reign
by Dave Briggs
Lance sports staff

TORONTO The reigning
kings and queens of university
!rack and field will rule for yet
another year.
So it was decreed March IO at
the Skydome a.; the University of
Wind<;or defended both its
women's and men's national
championships.
The women, who are clearly
the deepest and most talented
track squad in the land, outgunned second-place Toronto 75
to 32 in team points to win their
second straight CIAU crown.
"I think they would have to
look a long way to find a team
that is that strong across the
board," said coach Dennis
Fairall.
The men, however, needed key
second-day performances to pull
off their third-straight Canadian
championship with a 62 to 49
margin over the University of Al-

berta.
"This is sweet. I think it was
great. We were underdogs and to
come up this big is incredible,"
Said captain Jason Petro. "We
were relaxed, but we were
focused this week."
Lancers Kelly Dinsmore and
O'Brian Gibbons were named
respective female and male athletes of the meet, while Fairall
Picked up coach of the year

honours as the top women· s
coach.
Peaking at the perfect time.
several athletes keyed the dual
championships.
"There were a lot of clutch
performances," Fairall said.
·'Their character really showed.
They laid it on the line the
second day."
In her swan song Irma Grant
walked away from university
ttack and field with four more
CIAU gold medals. She won the
60m for the fourth-straight year,
narrowly beating Sherbrooke's
Sonia Paquette with a lean at the
line that earned her a school
record time of 7 43 seconds.
"I've cried so much I can't
even think. I'm just happy, so
happy," Grant said choking back
the tears after learning a finish
line photo bad declared her the
winner. "I'm a teacher, now. I'm
just going to teach and coach my
kids in sprinting."
Grant also won the 300m just
ahead of teammate Venolyn
Clarke, and competed on the gold
medal winning 4x200m and
4x400m relay teams.
Meanwhile, Gibbons broke
former
Olympian
Desai
Williams'
IO-year-old
60m
record with a 6.63 second performance. The win was something
of a personal victory after Gibbons finished third at last year's
CIAUs when his starting blocks

slipped at the :~un. This time be
said that episode played on his
mind somewhat.
• I thought about last year. J
came into the blocks in the final
hoping they wouldn't slip again,"
Gibbons said.
He also won the 300m before
being taken out of the 4x200m
and 4x400m relay teams by
Fairall to rest him for the World
Indoor Championships held this
past weekend.
The decision to pull Gibbons
from the 4x400m line-up signalled a victory for the men's
team late in the second day.
Please see ·'Track," p. 17.

Tu n.. t...n.:1 dun que uon 1\ JS
,\ orded: "Do you support the current Student Drug Health Plan at
a cost of S94.90 for the 19931994 year with an inflation adjustment for the next two ycars·r
Voters were to indicate a yes or
no answer.
SAC vice president finance
Ja<o;on Clemens is concerned that
the question was ambiguous and
students may have thought they
were voting on an increase only
and not the actual existence of
the drug plan.
·'Many students thought they
were rejecting only the increase
in costs," he said. "People have
said they didn't know that voting
·no· in the referendum would
cost them the drug plan enurely."
Clemens.
whose
position
demanded the most work on the
drug plan. was surprised and disappointed by the results of the
referendum.
During the fall semester. he included questions about the drug
plan on a SAC questionnaire distributed to about 100 students.
The answers seemed to indicate that students not only

wanted to keep the existing plan,
hut desired more coverage and
the possible inclusion of dental
and optical coverage
He also believes that students
were not sufficiently infonned
about the referendum question
before they voted. Having no
University Centre this year bas
forced SAC to campaign in alternative ways.
"We used the Lance and
CJAM more extensively than we
ever have in the pa,;t to get the
facts across. We did everything
we co~ld to get the message

acr

~~. h ~ •
central locauon lo set up a booth
and make students aware of the
situation."
Unless quick action is taken to
force another referendum before
the end of the school year. the
University of Wind<;or will be the
only university in Canada
without a student drug plan next
year.
If students fully understood the
referendum question. and do indeed want to discontinue drug
coverage. SAC and university
employees hope students know
the implications of having no
drug plan.
Health Services will be
moving from Cody Hall to the
new CAW Student Centre next
year and they anticipate a significant increase in patients in
their new location.
Dr. J V. l(jdd. director of
Health Services. said he wac; dismayed with the referendum
results and thinks that having no
drug plan will hurt the overall
health of students.

See ..Drug plan," page S.

IAnce back after extended break
by Lance news staff
..Technical difficulties" lie behind the Lance failing to publish
March 8 as scheduled, according
to the newspaper's production
manager.
"It's the first time we've
missed a deadline in the three
years I've been here," Kevin
Johnson said.
The student newspaper's laser
printer suffered what Johnson
called a ''breakdown," leaving
the staff with no way to finish
production of that issue.
Lance editor Laila Farrell said
the break in schedule came at a

bad time.
"This issue was to be our special women's issue and it also
contained the SAC election
results. Plus, because of slack
week, it's been three weeks since
our last issue," she said.
"To be honest, because of the
week off, most people won't
even notice we skipped an issue.
But I'm disappointed for our
writers wbo worked so hard to
get things done during the
break."
The newspaper bas purchased
a new laser printer to replace the
previous one, which Johnson said
was the only one of its kind in

Windsor. D.W Jolly, the company which sold the printer. no
longer deals with the manufacturer and is unable to provide
repair service.
''Usually, with enough paper
clips, siring and chewing gum,
we can get the thing going again,
but this time, it is irreparable,"
Johnson said.
Farrell added she doesn't expect the newspaper's finances
will suffer because of the mishap.
The Lance had already budgeted
to buy a laser printer next year,
and almost all advertisements
will run this week instead of last,
she said.
[g
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diversions- - - - - - - - - - IE The School of Visual Arts
presents the GNP student
photo show, a Juried exhibition
by photography students. The
show runs until April 2 in the
Atrium, third floor, Odette
building. Opening reception
today at noon.

IE The

Capitol Cinema
presents Russ Meyer's film
Cherry, Harry and Raquel
today and tomorrow at 9 p.m.
Admission is $4.

Iona College presents
Contemporary
Understanding of the Parables 7-9
p.m. every Monday until
March 22 . For more
information, call 253-4232 ext
3440.
IE The Art Gallery of Windsor
presents Selected Book
Illustrations from the
Permanent Collection until
March 28. 445 Riverside Drive
West. 258-7111.

-

Tuesday, March 16
"" There is a Kundalini Yoga
Meditation group meeting
every Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the
Recovery Bookstore. For
more info call Sheila at
252-7443.
Volunteers are needed to be
involved ,n sports activities
with adults who have
psychiatric disabilities every
Tuesday 1:00 • 2:30 p.m. at
the YMCA. Please contact
Programmed Activity for
Therapy and Health at
256-7330.

lntervarsity Christian
Fellowship has a book table
between 10:00 am · 2 p.m. in
the foyer of Vanier Hall

r~~ ~H

~~E~

The Greater Detroit
Aquarium Society presents
the annual Spring Tropical
Fish Auction at the St. James
Catholic Church Community
Center. Admission is free and
registration for sellers is from
9-11 a.m. only. For more info
call Phil Anderson at
377-2472.

IE The Arts Council Windsor
and Region Benefit show
present The Ides of March at
Fanny's Starlight Lounge from
9 p.m. to close. Tickets are $5
or $3 for ACWR members.
For more info call 252-6855

Thursday, March 18

Sunday, March 21

"" lnterVarsity Christian
Fellowship is meeting at 5:30
p.m. in the Rose Room,
Vanier Hall.
Everyone
welcome.

Assumption University
Chapel hosts Mass every
Sunday at 10:30 a.m. and
4:30 p. m. Between the
University Centre and Huron
Church Road; call 973-7034.

IE The Art Gallery of Windsor
presents Jamelie Hassan, a
working artist, writer and free
lance curator, at 7:30 p.m.

l

Stop Smoking Classes for
staff and students will be held
Thursdays from 12 to 1 p.m.
starting March 25 to April 5.
No fee. Register at 973-7002
or ext 3260.
March Break /93 will bring a
horde of interested high
school students to visit the
University of Windsor campus
today and tomorrow. The
program is co-ordinated by
the Office of Secondary
School Liason.

"" You are not alone. Survivors
of Incest Anonymous for
Lesbian and Bisexual
Womyn meets each Sunday
night from 7-9 p.m. at the
Metropolitan Community
Church, 3301 Edison (at
Brock). Call 948-2536 for
further information.

(photo by KIRAN PAL)

Friday, March 19

l

IE DuMaurier Arts Ltd presents
20th Century Adventures at
the Windsor Symphony
Concert at 8 p. m. Student
Special is $5. Tickets at door
with student ID.

The Graduate Communication Students Colloquium
presents
"Women
in
Journalism: Not the Mary
Richards/Murphy Brown
Story" at the Odette Building
Rm B 1 O4 at 7 P. m. with
Windsor graduate Lisa Priest.

"" Club and society meetings.

Lectures, seminars, etc.

~\$~

of Music
presents its grad recitals
featuring soprano Catherine
McKeeverat B p.m.

Capitol Theatre
presents the Windsor
Symphony kick off for Toronto
preview concert from
11 :30-12:30. Admission is
free.

IE Visual and performing arts.

i

IE Symphony

IE The

l

Notices, demonstrations.

--

- since 1B7B -

9:30 - 1 A.M.
KARAOKE
PARTY
with
Rod
Deogrades

March 17th

THE
SHANNON
BROTHERS

Socials, parties, mixers, etc.
Sports events.

15°/o Student
Discount off
any meals

March 26 &27
D.J. and
Dancing!

SP .M.-close
St. Patrick's Day
Specials:

Great Daily
Specials!!

The Department of English
is holding a tea to raise funds
for Wayzgoose, featuring
readings and music from 2·4
p.m. at the Art Gallery of
Windsor where tickets will be
available for $15. There will
also be a cash bar and door
prizes.

§

3140 Sandwich Street

Book your year
end party now! !

§

@

11.Bominion ~ouse

March 25th

-

"' The Windsor-Essex Barter
System presents WEBS. an
exchange program for
everyone. To find out more
attend the potluck dinner at 6
p.m. or 7:30 meeting at St.
Johns Church Hall, 3254
Sandwich. For more info call
Anne Beer, 258-2726.

Wednesday, March 17

Deadlines for nominations to
the position of Lance Editor
for the 1993-1994 publishing
year, 3:30 p.m.. Also,
All-Candidates Forum at the
regular 6 p.m. staff meeting,
2nd floor, Grad House.

1

Saturday, March 20

Lance calendar of events

Monday, March 15

M

March 15, 1~

•Corned Beef and Cabbage
•Irish Stew
•Green Beer and Irish Coffee

March 19 & 20

THE
SHANNON
BROTHERS
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Street fair to fight racism
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by Steve Rennie
Lance news staff
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Women take back the night. (photo by SUZANNE NGUJ)

Women march for safety
by Suzanne LaCoursiere
Lance news staff
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Last Tuesday evening about 75
women walked in unison for
safety. The walk, appropriately
titled Take Back The Night ancl
hosted by the Womyn's Centre,
is just one of the many events
being held to commemorate International Women's month.
The evening began with an inspirational video shown to a
standing room only crowd at the
Grad House, followed by the
walk around
the campus
perimeter.
The women set out with winter.
wear, flashlights, a dog, and banners proclaiming "Womyn unite,
take back the night."
Take Back the Night surfaced
in the I970's at the height of the
women's movement, ancl is now
a common occurance throughout
North American cities espescially
on university campuses.
The concept calls women to
band together to combat violence
against females while the rally

reflects the notion that women
reconize their vulnerability to assault - especially at night.
"Women realize we can do
something as a collective. We are
trying to advocate responsibility
for each other, putting together a
united front. Safety is one of the
priority issues in our lives, and as
women on campus we know we
are not isolated from the issue,"
explains
Avonic
Brown,
Womyn's Centre Co-ordinator.
Janis Lesperance, who walked
with the group, is tired of allowing fear to affect her life.
"From the time we are young,
we (women) grow up being
afraid of everything. We learn to
be cautious and fearful, especially at night. It's time we should be
able to walk alone, without constant fear".
Both students and faculty were
well represented at the activity.
After the march, which drew
positive reaction from neighbours, the group met back at the
Graci House to celebrate the successful night-taking.
ig

Focusing on the issues of antiracism and anti-discrimination
the Freedom Action Network
(FAN) is hosting a street fair,
from March 15-21, on the U of
W campus.
The FAN's mandate is to
eliminate all forms of discrimination of any kind from the streets
of our city.
The street fair,
named
"FANfare," will attempt to bring
the issue into the open for discussion and to raise awareness.
Stonefish Jacobs, representing
the First Nations people, stressed

the importance of attending the
event. In the past, the government has refused to fund similar
events that would have given Natives a chance to make people
aware of their concerns.
"If aboriginal rights aren't
recognized then we cannot say
we are human beings,"said
Jacobs. "I am proud of who I am.
I want my daughter to be able to
walk into law school and feel that
she is walking in as a young
Mohawk woman."
Since the beginning of March
the coalition bas conducted
"roundtable" forums exploring
anti-racism in public institutions
such as the school system, the

media and literature.
DISCrimination is not only
racism against various people of
colour worldwide, although that
is a big part of it. First Nation
peoples, the aged, lesbians and
gays, women, the poor and the
physically challenged all face
discrimination.
By hosting the street fair on
campus, FAN volunteers hope to
spread the message of antiracism to those who have not
been exposed to anti-racism issues before. "Much of the time
when we talk, the audience is already converted," says Elliot.
"We need to reach out to the unconverted."
IQ

OSAP changes hit single parents hard
TORONTO (CUP) - Changes
to the Ontario Student Assistance
Plan (OSAP) may deter single
parents from going back to
school next year.
The prospect of facing huge
debt loads after graduation might
keep some student parents from
coming back, said David
Sidebottom,
financial
aid
manager at U of T's Office of
Student Awards.
"I'm concerned how this will
affect the decision of parents to
return to school. Especially older
students, who might be worried
about heavy debt," he said.
On average, a single parent
with one dependant received
about $5800 last year. Nearly all
of this was given in non-repayable grants. Those grants will no
longer be awarded to students
under the new loans-only OSAP,

announced by the government
late last year.
The grant system has been
replaced by a new "loan forgiveness program," where the provincial government will forgive
loans over a certain amount after
students graduate.
The government has promised
that students who graduate in
1993 will not have to pay back
more than $5570 per year of their
education.
Sidebottom said, however, that
graduates who received over
$5570 in one particular year may
not necessarily qualify for loan
forgiveness.
"A student may borrow $9000
one year, and only $2000 for the
next couple of years, but the total
will then fall under the amount
needed to have your loan forgiven," said Sidebottom.

He also said that because the
amount after which loans are forgiven is likely to be reset each
year, students will have trouble
planning finances around their
assistance.
However, Sidebottom said
many student parents would be
allowed higher loans than before,
such as part-time and mature students, and those who have already spent more than four years
in a college or university.
Under the old system, students
were ineligible for full OSAP
after their fourth year of postsecondary education.
"Anyone who has already exceeded their grant eligibility
period of eight terms will now
receive more money than they
did before. They will be treated
like other parents when loans are
given out.',.
ig

Do your grad photos look just like they
did when y_ou were in High School?
MAINSTREET GRAD PORTRAITS reflect maturity and
sophistication from a local studio where quality and service are #1.

Packages starting
from $55.00
FULL NEGATIVE RETOUCHING AND FULL
ARTWORK ON ALL GRAD PORTRAITS
(call the studio for details)
I

PHOTOGRAPHIC STUDIO INC.

1495 Tecumseh Rd. East

973-0205

Your official grad photographer don't be fooled by others

On Campus March 16 - 19
Sign up today at SAC (in double trailer)
Bring in your university grad photos that look like those from
high school and we will discount your package $10.00
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New databases facilitate J
student exchange abroad
Amanda Borysowytsch
Lance news staff

Or you could go where the real action, power,
prestige, privilege and money are: The Lance.
•

The lance is seeking an editor for '93-94.

•

Candidate forum 6 p.m., March 15
Election March 22
For info, contact CEO Terry Brown at Ext. 3909

•
•
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All Others $8.99
PERMS
$39.99
Longer Hair Slightly More
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Government
bailout rescues
threatened
placements
by Anna Rehak
courtesy of The Varsity

TORONTO (CUP) - The Ontario government ended a controversy between employers and
the Worker's Compensation
Board (WCB) on Feb. 18 when it
announced it will pay WCB
coverage for unpaid student
training positions.
The WCB had said it would
force employers to pay WCB
coverage for unpaid student
trainees after concern arose over
who would be liable for damages
if student trainees got hurt on the
job.
In the pa<;t, student trainees
were not taken into account when
the
WCB
assessed
rates
employers would have to pay.
But some employers said if
they were forced to pay insurance
fees for their unpaid student
placements, they would eliminate
their training programs al-

together. (Many students must
serve unpaid apprenticeships and
co-op work placements to fulfill
degree requirements.)
Under the new plan, the
government will ensure Ontario's
78 000 unpaid student trainees
against injury on the job, said
Christopher Trump, executive
director of the Association of Applied Arts and Technology.
There will not, however, be a
fund of assessments or premiums
paid to the WCB prior to an accident as there are with paid
employees.
"The coverage will be on a
pay-as-you-go
basis,"
said
Elizabeth Brown, WCB senior
policy analyst. "[IfJ there is an
accident the government will pay
the benefits."
"The student will be covered
in case of injury and the
employer will be insured against
liability. Everyone seems happy,"
Brown added.
Pat Phillips, communications
advisor for the Ontario Ministry
of Labour, says the plan will cost
the government $1.5 million.
"If a student nurse was injured
she could sue the hospital for a
million anyway. If it's going to
cost the government a million

and a half for the whole shebang,
that seems like a pretty good
deal," she said.
However, there are still questions about what WCB benefits
students will be eligible for.
Trump said be was glad
trainees will now be covered, but
he warned of inflated assessments if unsalaried students fake
or exaggerate injury in order to
be eligible for income in the form
of benefits.
If, under the new system, un·
paid student placements are com·
pensated as if they were making
a starting salary, Trump said,
"phantom wages could make a
bad back seem like an attractive
option."
For instance, ''the starting
salary of an ambulance corps
where we have unpaid student
placements is $35 000," be said.
Trump suggested students
could be assessed in line with the
Ontario
Student
Assistance
Program measurement of the cost
of living.
"Medical and rehabilitation
costs could be covered. Students
would not be out on the street but
they would not be given a salary
that is wildly out of context," he
said.
~

ENVIRONMENTAL AWARENESS ASSOCIATION
invites you to an

969-6613

OPEN
MON.-FRI. - 9 AM - 9PM SAT. _ 9 AM - 6

OFF

OFF

One coupon per Purchase
Coupon expires Apr. 15/93

One coupon per Purchase
Coupon expires Apr. 15/93
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Ontario covers student trainees
Worker's Compensation fees

252-6733

111 l Ouellette Ave (at Pine)
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The University of Windsor International
Students' Centre bas got something new for students thinking of going global.
Through funding from the Canadian International
Development Agency, the Canadian Bureau for International Education has received databases called
"Sourjoums." These databases can access 1300
study and 1200 work programs around the world
and in Canada.
International
Students'
Advisor
Richard
Lanspeary said, "This new database will save students valuable time," and added that "students
would no longer have to leaf through brochures and
filing cabinates searching for information on the
programs available."
Lanspeary also stated that the new program
speeds up the processing time for students who are
interested in exhanges of three months to two years.
"With the JOb market being as competitive as it is
right now," Lanspeary said, ''students are looking in
different areas for job-related experiences."
Lanspeary also stressed that students can obtain
new and alternative experiences that are invaluable
on a student's resume.
"Jobs are not available around here," said

we

university student Camille Shako, who used the
program. "The program gave me a different
perspective on employment and studies in other
countries." Shako said studentsare interested in the
program and could benefit from the experience.
The U of W already has 15 exchange pro&ram5
currently being used by most faculties. The ex.
change has brought students from Japan, Italy, Ger.
many, France, Britain and the United States.
While in Canada, students from foreign students
are allowed to enter into the study programs.
However, they are not allowed to work in the
country. According to Lanspeary, the federal
government restricts their employment to ensure
that their earnings do not leave the country.
On the other band, Canadian students are allowed
to participate in study and work programs abroad
but their earnings there are expected to cover living
arrangements.
Study programs also offer bursaries that help pay
for tuition and residence fees. For those students
eligible, the program will also pay for their airfare.
Interested students are welcome to fill out a form
in the International Students' Centre office located
on the first floor of Cody Hall.
Students can expect a printout listing opportunities within a few days. The cost for using the
program is $2.
~

ENVIRONMENTAL CONFERENCE
Saturday, March 27, 10 to 5
U of W Law Building, Moot Court
free admission and lunch
ISSUES TO BE DISCUSSED:
• LOCAL GARBAGE CRISIS • DETROIT AND LITTLE
RIVER POLLUTION • NON RESIDENTIAL WASTE

AWARENESS is the 1st step.... BE THERE TO TAKE IT!
Students·

Administrative
- ··
Council
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Canada

ENVIRONMENTAL PARTNERS FUND
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Drug plan failure sparks concern Voters

I

Continued from page 1.
''My concern is that students
won't be able to buy the prescrip1ions we write," he said. "We already have students who say 'I
have a choice of eating or buying
my pills this week, · and my fear
is that a lot of people will put off
filling their prescriptions and
their health will be affected in a
·gnificant way."
51
The loss of the drug plan will
be particularly upsetting for

the
rent
!her
the

ams

ex}er.

~nts

ms.

women who use oral contracepuves. Health Services prescribes
the pill to a large number of
th.
women on IS campus. For this
and other medications, women
make up the majority of students
who profit from the drug plan.

the

era)

,ure

Wed
Dad
ing

Before the pill was included on

~

the drug plan, Health Services attempted to distribute pills at a
small discount, from their ~ffice
but the demand was too great and
the office didn't have the staff to
do an adequate job.
"Birth control ills will
$240 _ 250 r e!
cost
now insteafo/$4 ; ; ~i::e:
they were under the dru Ian ..
K"dd
·d
gp '
1
A sat. · B
C
.
vome rown
o-ordmator
of the w
,
d ~my~ s entre, is concetrme u· ut e loss of oral conacep ve coverage
"I k
d ·
have ~;~~~t~a: stufl~ts : o
. e.
g
p~anll because ~f its birth control
pt coverage she said "It ·
h'
.
ts
;o~e.n ~ o make up the
aJonty 0 . ~pie who use the
plan, and 1t 1s women who wiU

C

suffer"
·
h The l~~s 0 ~ the.~g plan also
. as po tllcal unplicatJons. Space
~: th~new aiiAW Student Centre
s en
ocated for a pharmacy, but tho~ plans have been
~ut on hold untJI some resolution
~o~ound for the drug plan situa.. ·

.

V:'~

are. m the process of
receivmg bids for a pharmacy,"
said Da M M
di
ve c urray, rector of
Student Services. "Without a student drug plan, they might not be
p11e ed
· ..
par to move 10 •
C Accordin.g to CAW Student
entre Drrector Mary Lou
Thibert, the loss of the pharmacy
1
eaves the Student Centre in a
d~ficit situation, and that money
will have to be replaced in
another way.

.

Ricci, Alexander..

McMurray warned that a student fee increase for the new
centre was a future possibility.
"If the pharmacy doesn't go in,
other retail options will have to
be looked at to alleviate the loss,
and a student fee increase 1S
something we'll ~veto look at."
Students can sull save the drug
plan by signing a circulating petiLion to hold another referendum
'
but time is running short. According to SAC bylaws two
weeks' notice is needed before
.
council can run the referendum
~utting an extremely close dead~
hne on the completed petition
If another referendum is h·eld
'
there is no guarantee of a different result. The reality may be
that voters don't want studentrun drug insurance.
IQ
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by Tran Longmoore
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On February 23, 24 and 25,
more than 1300 students hit the
polls to vote in the SAC general
election. The results of the election indicate two things. One is
that students are seeking change
in the way SAC is run. Next
year's SAC will be made up of
an executive who ran on the platfonn of change, as well as a
number of newcomers to student
government.
The second thing the results
seem to indicate is that working
hard during an election campaign
is I.he key to victory.
Jon Ricci, a third-year history
major who ran under the slogan
"For a Change Today," will he
the SAC president for the 199394 term. He collected 312 votes.
34 more than second-place
finisher Christopher Maich.
For the vice-presidential position, Ricci' s running mate. Steve
Alexander, collected over 200
votes more than runner-up
L1gaya Byrch.
Ricci and Alexander were optimistic about the upcoming year
on the U of W campus.
·'In the pa~t SAC has not been
visible on campus. That's going
to change," said Ricci, who plans
to appoint a campus spirit co-ordinator and make use of bulletin
boards to help remedy the
problem.
They hope to allocate more
money to the Human Rights
Education
Committee
and
Womyn's Centre so they can
reach more people with their
message. Additionally, they plan
to set up monthly meetings with

·~
.,..,~~

STEVE ALEXANDER AND JON RICCI received a massive mandate, winning approximately five and
three percent support, respectively, from the student body. (photo by MOM/KO HINO)

residences and faculties to meet
Presiden t - - - - - - - - - their interests.
Sylvia Eftimovo ..
. ... l 02
Jason Farrow.. . . .. ....
139
Chris Gillett, who finished
Chris Gillett... . . . . .•.
234
third in the presidential election,
Christopher Ma1ch .. . .. ..
.278
credited Ricci for his hard work.
Joe Mattson .. .. ..... . .. .. . .2 '4
Jon Rlccl ................................ 312
"Truthfully speaking, Jon
Derek Robertson . .. .. . .. .. . 54
showed me that hard work
Vice President University Affo,rs
produces rewards. He put his
Steve Alexander ................... 553
time, energy and money into his
Ugaya By•ch . ... . ... . .. . 342
Mork Gibson . .. .. . . . .. 291
campaign and ii showed."
Senate - - - - - - - - - "I will help Jon in any
Doug Brink .............................477
capacity." said Gillett. who plans
Paula Davis ........................... 505
lo stay active in fighting for stuMork Holmes .. .. . . .. . ..
449
Gabriel Maggio .................... 552
dent concerns.
Sam Tortola
.275
Gillett. however, would like to
sec Ricci make SAC become honoured to be a student serving
more involved in student ac- my fellow students," said Maggio. who credits his victory to a
tivism.
"His platform was a bit vague strong campaign. "I talked to a
concerning human rights issues · lot of people during my camand never addressed student ac- paign. I plan to continue talking
tivism. It seemed conservative. 1 to people during my term and
hope he becomes more involved make peopJc aware of the duties
senators perform."
when he takes office."
Doug Brink, a second-year
Gabriel Maggio was the top
vote-getter (552) among can- political science student, and
didates for student senator. "I'm Paula Davis. a third-year socio!-

ogy student, were the others
elected to serve as student
senator:;.
The two SAC business represen1atives for the 1993-94 term
are Jason Clemens and Joe
Milicia.
Clemens served a~ the SAC
business rcpresentau ve in 199192 and is currently SAC vicepresident of finance. Joe Milicia
is another newcomer. having
never been previously involved
in student government.
Milicia actually finished ·third
in voting. Elia Gallo. who had
four more votes than Milic1a.
would have won the second business rcpresentati vc spot if he
hadn't resigned his nomination
prior to balloting.
The 1993-94 SAC science representative is Zayna KJ,ayat, a
first-year biology\chemistry student. Khayat defeated third-year
biology student. Rachel Danial,
70 - 53.
IQ
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by Elaine Saunders
Lance news staff

"Meet me at the Moose!"
will soon be the commonly
heard phrase around campus
when the new student pub
opens this September in the
CAW Student Centre.
The Moose was the winner
of the pub naming referendum
held during the SAC General
Election, on February 23-25.
The Moose won with 502
votes over The Pub, Dukes,
ER1W's, and Scorpios.
Naming the pub seemed to
be an important pursuit in the
minds of many students. More
voted for a pub name (1320)
than for a vice-presidential
candidate (1186).
Geography student Tim
Keams and English student
Keith
Jolie
were
the
proponents behind the Moose
name drive. The two contributed
time
and
approximately $100 of their own
money to campaign and encourage students to vote for
The Moose.
"We liked the name The
Moose and wanted the pub to
have that name," said Keams.
''We didn't get anything out of
it except the satisfaction of
winning."
When put to student
referendum The Moose won
handily over ER1W's which
was, at one time, the only
choice in front of the Pub AdviSOl)' Committee.
..Jason Clemens [SAC vicepresident fmance] wac; instrumental in bringing it to a
student vote." said Kearns.
The closest competition for
The Moose was The Pub, the
facility\ name before it was
dubbed the Subway and still a
popular nickname. It lost by
less than 20 votes.
"No one else campaigned al
all." said Keams
Kearns' and Jolie's campaign stressed that the name
The Moose would allow pub
management many options in
promotion. advertising and
even staff or patron clothing.
Theme parties
revolving
around the Moose name could
also be organized.
..We thought it would make
it more interesting and eac;y to
remember," said Kearns.
(g

.

The Social Science Society is now accepting resumes
and cover letters for the 1993-94 executive:

g

/J

o e / a ~

ge/el(ee
goe/et?

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Chief Electoral Officer
Chief Returning Officer
Treasurer
Secretary
2 Social Events Coordinators
Executive Assistant
Director of Student and Club Affairs

Deadline March 29, 1993; Apply at G130, Windsor Hall North,
or call 253-4232, ext. 3490 for more information
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Free trade cause of 'devastation'
by Mark Crane
Lance news sta ff

-

"This community [Windsor]
has bee n, in my mind, a symbol
of the economic devastation that
has been going on in this
country,"
proclaimed
Tony
Clarke, chair of the Action
Canada Network, at an organizing meeting of the Windsor and
Area Coalition For Social Justice.
Clarke was in Windsor to talk
about w hat he calls the devastating effect of the Free T rade
Agreement (FTA) and the
proposed North American Free
Trade Agreement (NAFTA) between Canada, the United States
and Mexico.
"The so-called corporate agenda, the centrepiece of w hich is
the FTA, continues to wield its
blows
on
the
institutions,
programs and vital aspects of our
economy and society w h ich
make it highly questionable if
this country will stay intact," he
charged.
Clarke
spoke
specifically
about the influence of the Business Council on National Issues,
w hich he says has been determining the economic amJ social
policies of Canada for the last
decade, and its American cousin,
the Business Roundtable.
The Action Canada Network
grew out of opposition lo the
FTA in 1987-88, and continued
to grow. as Clarke explains. h\!causc "it wasn '1 just hilling one
-.ector of the popul.1tion - Johs
and lahour - but hi! a whole
,cction: th\! farm community, tlK
cnvirnnm\!nl community, -..ocial
rmgram,. It hit right .11.:ro,s the
,p..:clrum n f llur !-.<>c.:icty anJ

econo my."
After losing the
fight against the
FTA, groups still
wanted a way to let
their views o n the
economy and social
policy be know n.
"We may have
lost on the FT A, but
we won something
much, much bigger,"
C larke says. What
they won, he says, is
the forging of ties
between
these
groups, which could
later mobilize forces
to
affect
public
opinion, now oragainst
ganizing
NAFTA.
Clarke
says
NAFTA, as well as
the FTA, is not
simply about the exchange of goods and
services, "it's about
a hell of a lot more
than that."
Action
The
Canada
Network
secs the deals as
constitutions,
beOpponents lost the fight against the free trade deal, but may have won something
cause "it contains inbigger, says Tony Clarke - a progressive coalition. (photo by MARK CRANE)
struments that arc
Contrasting it with Canada's
designed to transform the way we govern itsdf, as the deals superconstitutional debate la:,t year, he
sede any legislation that will
govern oursdves, and the way
come into heing after the deal is says that deal, a 26-page set of
W\! actually function as an
amendments, had to have a nacl'onomy."
sign\!d.
Finally, NAFfA will set up tional referendum, while the
Clarke argu\!s that hoth trade
several thousand page trade deal,
committ\!cs of experts which will
agreements deal the power away
define economic and social
that will have as gr\!at afkct nn
from gov\!rnments into the hands
Canaua·s future. will he pass\!d
policy. In elfrcl. C lark\! says lhat
of' the husin\!ss elite in hanking
in Pa rl iamc nt.
and mu It i-nal ion a I corporal ions.
Nt\Ff/\ is presented to the
puhlic and in lh\! media as ,imply
"As an economic conslitulinn,
f'unhcr. he scc-. th\! deals as
a trade i,su\!, wht.:n in lal't is
Ni\l·Tt\ rcally strip, gmcmmcnl
prcs\!nling a body of rules that
\\ ill dclermin..: how CanaJa will
cover, many o ther topics.
of lho~e powa~ nce\!~sary r,,r

speaker
developing economic
policy,"
he . says,
which wi ll impede
job creation, and the
tools for economic
development will be
taken
away from
government.
Further, as a social
constitution,
"the
tools that are neccs.
sary to bring forth so.
cial programs are
really
seriously
stripped
under
NAFTA," he says.
By redefining na.
tional standards, the
deal
will
lo'wer
Canada's standards
because of the "risk
assessment," which
will put profit gain
over social considerations.
" In this country we
don't operate that
way,"
asserted
Clarke.
What can pcopk
do if they arc dbil·
lusioned with the
proposed NAFTA?
According
10
C larke,
we
can'1
count on the Clinton
administration in the U.S. to
change the core of the deal, nor
can we count on a diffacnt par!)
taking power in Canada 10
renegotiate the deal.
H is answer, then. is 10
abrog.al\! lh\! deal. "Y11u·vc go1
sumelhing like thi-.. i1·, rotkn 10
lhc l'orc. you ca11·1 p.11d1 ii up.
,111nd10w you have In t·:111n:I 11
an<l begin a procc.::,-.. 11! lut1k111,:
for a ncw m,idd."
[,
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ASSUMPTION UNIVE:RSITY'S CHRISTIAN CULTURE SERIES
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is pleased to announce the 1993 recipient of

The Annual Gold Medal Award
I

ch2
La,

me

Rev. Mark Owen Lee, Ph.D.
The A wardee is being recog nized as an outstanding exponent of
Christian ideals through his scholars hip in Greek and Latin poetry,
comparative literature, art, mus ic and film.
He is best known for this expertise as a panelist and commentator
during the intermiss ions of S aturday live- broadcasts from the
Metropolitan Opera.
As a Bas ilian priest his pastoral ministry, for the past thirty-five years,
has been in paris h liturgy on Sunday a nd the counseling of students
throug h the week.

The Nledal will be presented at:

Assumption University
400 Huron Church Road, Windsor, Ontario
Phone: (519) 973-7033

Sunday, March 28, 1993 - 2:00 p.m.
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Ombudsman calls for
flexible legal system
by Suzanne Ngui
Lance news staff

ial
he
:s.

Attitudinal change within
(be legal system was the
central theme of Ontario
0·
Ombud<;man
Roberta
re
Jamieson's lecture at Moot
,ly
court on Tuesday, March 9.
:er
Jamieson, Ontario's fourth
Ombudsman, delivered the
aannual George Duck Lecture
he
dealing with law in a changer
ing society.
ls,
As technology sweeps the
sk
planet and global infrastrucch
rure alters, people will have
iin
10 change and adapt.
Roberta Jamieson visited Moot Court
·aAccording to Jamieson,
Tuesday. (photo by SUZANNE NGUI)
Canada is a microcosm of
'IC
this change, with repreTo meet the many demands of
1at
sentatives of all countries and a changing Canada lawyers need
ed
ethnic groups entering its bor- to have "attitudinal flexibility."
ders.
The legal system must deviate
,le
In order to avoid a breakdown from its European tradition of
iiof the democratic tradition the punishment to a more holistic aphe
law must keep pace with this proach of focusing on harmony
everpresent
change,
says and
accountability,
says
10
Jamieson.
Jamieson.
Within the last 20 years the
In this respect the legal system
un
\y5tem has altered drastically. can learn from aboriginal people
10
For example, internationally whose traditional methods of
1or
televised trials and the use of maintaining harmony involved
'I}
I DNA evidence are only two of all members of the community,
10 I
the many changes.
holding everyone responsible for
To maintain its usefulness. the balance.
lo
legal structure will have to funJamieson feels it is necessary
:01
damentall y change. Success in to reconnect the broken link belo
law will be determined by a tween justice and community.
111
·
person·
s degree of flexibility, One suggestion she has is lhe inII
their willingness to understand tegration of the courts and the
11:!
[,
and accommodate differences.
community.
"We can and must be the creaCourts would be more effective architects of the future," tive if they were not as isolated.
Jamieson said.
Facilitating improved underI As lawyers it is necessary to standing between the courts and
I "use precedent not as a means of the people in a community a
defending the status quo." said relationship of understanding and
Jamieson. "but to incorporate reciprocity could develop.
new insight<; ... into our personal
Equality can only be achieved
databases."
through understanding, adaptaIt is essential that institutions tion and acceptance.
change along with the individual.
As equality stands today. it asLawyers in this society need to sumes all people are at the same
I meet the challenge of coping starting gate and are in the same
I with technological change.
position to run, said Jamieson.

,.,

Be

oar

DoSs.
The Lance is
inviting
public
nominations for
the positions of
news
editor,
associate news
editor,
photo
editor, associate
photo editor, arts
editor,
sports
editor and features
editor. Interested
people should call
the Lance office at
253-4232j
ext.
3909.

This,
according
to
Jamieson, is not true.
Privileged
groups
take
equality for granted but true
equality still eludes us.
People seeking equality
have been labelled as ''special interest groups" by
those in power. They aren't
demanding special right<;
and privileges, they arc
seeking their fundamental
constitutional rights
equality.
The
special
interest
groups in our society are the
elite, the ruling class.
As ombudsman, Jamieson
notes the trend of people
demanding
more
than
equality - people arc also
fighting for equity.
Canada, being a multicultural
country, has to learn to accommodate its ethnic diversity, particularly within its legal system.
Disputes arising in today's
society are better served by arbitration and mediation. Fonnal
and informal meetings bring
people together to find satisfactory solutions while establishing
harmonious relationships.
These are skills people learn
within their community. skills
which better facilitate the diversity of Canadian culture.
It is essential for lawyers and
judges of the present and the future to begin thinking in terms of
accommodation to effectively
deal with our multicultural
country.
Unfortunately, attitudes are ingrained so the change has been
slow. Despite the resistance to
new conflict resolution methods
some law schools have implemented classes dealing with Alternative Dispute Resolution.
Windsor is offering two such
classes in September.
Jamieson feels law schools
should have a more active role in
establishing this form of conflict
resolution.
[g
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PIZZA
4-5 Items

Delivered

S 1 3.50 (incl. tax)

with valid student ID
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KARAOKE NIGHT
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Visit the

University Club
and enjoy the dinner buffet for only

$9.95 Cash
$8.95 on Meal Plan
(Residence Flex)

for the month of March
Open Tuesday to Saturday, 5 - 9 p.m.
Reservations: 253-4232 ext. 3293
Menu information: 973-7054
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HOUSING
SINGLE MOTHER AND fulltime student looking for same
to share a house. Are you suffering the slings and arrows of
society, juggling your social life
with sugarpops. spending
sleepless nights with bottle and
books? Well, misery loves
company! Beautiful house,
very reasonable rent. Call 977·
0964 between 6 · 9 p.m

I

(

-

I

SERVICES

-

FACULTY OF EDUCATION
students need teaching
resumes for interviews. Call for
your Teacher's Resume
Workbook. Step-by-step in·
structions, sample resumes,
worksheets, cover letters.

(416) 229-9884.
UNEMPLOYED SECRETARY
available to do typing. Quick
service and reasonable rates
Call 948-8177.

~ 5.E.J. W.N. MARKETING

t;1'Let Us Prepare Your
1992 Tax Returns
Two Day Service
Reasonable Rates
Student Discount
Refer 3, get yours free

rem

(AT PRICES LOWER THAN YOUR G.P.A.)

}-

Believe it or not,

it oosts even less to get to Europe this summer than it did
last summer. Flights are the cheapest they have been in ov~r 1~ years ~nd T~AVEL CUTS
is just a phone call away to provide Windsor students with Just the nght ticket to Europe!
(And railpass, and hostel card, and travel insurance, and ISIC, PLUS any other travel needs
students may have).

CALL:

Am
fon
art

tair

uor
imr

~

inte

1-80 0-667-CUTS

Autlcttzed E-file Agert for Revenue Ca113ja

The Student Travel Experts

COMPUTERIZED INCOME

•·Student Class• fares are avallable exclusively
through TRAVEL CUTS and are available to full time
students only. These incredible fares won't last long.
If you are planning a trip to Europe this summer, hurry
to TRAVEL CUTS and book space soon!

(1-800-667-2887)
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Excellent prices are available for non-students as well.

nol
cal

ESL (English as a Second Language) tutor available. Call
David at 735-5231.
LSAT - JUNE 14!!! Classes
are now forming for our courses for the June LSAT. Our
programs range from 6 weeks
to 1 weekend. Call to find out
which program suits your individual needs. 1 ·800-567 ·
PREP (7737).

amc
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256-'1 7 11

TAX RETURNS PREPARED

haV

tim

A DAY

(Computer Verified). Student
rate: $25.00 for basic retun.
Call Jim for appointment 2534632 or 944-5839. File early: $.

C
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tod:

Electronic filing means you'll
have a refund in 14 days
CALL 24 HOURS

tax returns. inexpensive, fast
and efficient serv1ce. Software
& printing approved by
Revenue Canada. Pick-up and
delivery can be arranged Call
Ted at 252-0789.
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The Travel Company of the
Canadian Federation of Students
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You shouldn't have to pay a tax on your
textbooks {or to read this newspaper).

COi

cal

But you do. The GST is the first federal tax ever applied to reading material in Canada.

Books, magazines and newspapers were free of all federal taxes from Confederation until 1991.
The tax on reading has·reduced reading in Canada and harmed students, libraries, writers and publishers. ·

The facts:
The GST is taking books, magazines and newspapers out of
the hands of Canadians and out of Canadian libraries.
Book sales dropped lOOA> in the firstyearof GST. Magazine sales dropped 10-15%. The GST
has caused the largest drop in Canadian newspaper circulation in fifty years. This isn't
because of the recession; during the 1982-83 recession, sales of books and magazines
increased, and newspaper sales dropped by less than 1%. Llbraries and schools are
supposed to receive GST rebates, but the rebates take up to six months to be processed.
In many cases, rebates aren't going to the libraries and schools that bought the books. The
result: a 7% cut in acquisitions budgets.
The GST is a tax on literacy.

The federal government collected more from the tax on reading material last year than total
federal spencling on adult literacy and publishing combined. Most canadians think their
government should support literature and literacy; this government is doing the opposite.
Even student newspapers pay the GST - the first tax in Canadian history on newspaper
production costs.
When the Prime Ministerunveiled his education and prosperity policy last year, he stressed
the importance of learning and literacy to Canada's future. Yet it was his government that
in1roduced the first federal tax in Canadian history to apply to reading material. Our
international competitors:-the U.S., Britain,Japan, Ireland, Mexico, Australia, and many
other countries- know the importance of literacy. That's why they refuse to tax reading.

We can get this tax removed Here's what you can do.
The Prime Minister promised in October, 1990 to review the reading tax after a year.

1

It's time for that review. Please send a card, letter or fax to the Prime Minister and the
Minister of Finance, and to your local MP. (No postage is required on mail to these
individuals).
Pre-addressed postcards to the Prime Minister and Minister of Finance are available from
the Canadian Federation of Students or from the Don't Tax Reading Coalition.
Ask your student association what they' re doing to fight the reading tax, and how you can
help. Ask your Board of Governors, faculty association or union to write to the Prime
Minister.

fe
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h,

to
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nc
Hon. Brian Mulroney
Office of the Prime Minister
80 Wellington Street, Ottawa
KlA OA2 Fax: (613) 941-6900
Rt.

Hon. Don Mazankowski
Minister of Finance
140 O'Connor Street, Ottawa
KlA OA6 Fax: (613) 995-5176

The Don't Tax Reading Coalition has a variety of materials available - many are free.
Please call or write the Coalition for information.

SC
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Canada will pay tomorrow for the tax on reading today.
Tte Donl Ti!X Reading Coalitloo 1el)(esentsCanada'swr11ers, publishers, booksellefs, ibrarans, teachers, sl!Jdentsaoo rt.aders: ~ia'I ~ l e r s ~ olCnda,A.m:JiiiooolCarajiiVIRJblishlrs, Calaoon~ers~ canaim !t,okPubishers' Council Ca'ladanCoolmunly~
AssocS!lOn. Cndiln OatJ ~ Asscxiwl. canadian federatJon ol Students. Cnliirt I.bay~ em.tan~ Pul*ihers ~ Qnadan Tead'iers' ~ Carajm Ulwerslty Press, Peri:ldic.il ~rsol CWla, Canadian Associalion ol School Adm1111s11a1ors, Canadian Council
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by Sarah Roebuck
Lance arts editor

"[ wanl Lo save feminism from lhe
feminists."
_ Camille Paglia in Sex, Art and
American Culture. 1992.
Camille Paglia is lhe most ouL<;poken
essayist and the fastest orator around
today.
Her bold criticisms of modem feminism
have sparked raging, heated debates
among readers and academics in North
America. An apostate Italian Catholic, a
fonncr '60s flower child and a professor of
art history in Philadelphia, Paglia has ccriainly made a name for herself in a short
umc, exploding w1lh straightforward. mat1cr-of-facL rapid-fire comebacks lo questions from lhe press of pacnnial
importance concerning women's issues.
She is labelled an "anti-feminist'' by her
intellectual enemies, and ''the bravest,
most brilliant critic of our day" by her
,ympalhizers. Her essays and lectures span
topics from the media 10 history. from sex
roles to education relonn, Imm literary
criticism to the symbolic presence of
transvestites in our culture. She treats each
ubjcct with authority and provides insight
for further investigation
However, she is oflcn misunderstood,
her motives and targets for her attacks
misconstrued. and her ideas seen as reacuonary. Yet centrally. Paglia is cril1<.:1zin
lhe academics and the radical fcmmisls.
not tih.: \\ 11rldng women in geneml who
caJI themselves such. She's mainly here to
tell all women that they're only a, oppressed as they feel.
Paglia· s reputation rests largely On her
11cws on date rape. Date rape 1s an evcrgrowmg reality, especially on campuses,
but Paglia doesn't buy the "No Means No"
slogan. Her theories are hascd on the tenet
!hat lhc ba<;ic biological diflcrcnces bclwcen lhe sexes is the immutable dilenuna.
"Man's body ts hullt for inva<;i()n, atlack; woman remains hidden, a cave of archaic darkness. No legislation or grievance
comm11tce can change these eternal facls
. Hunt, pur,;uit and capture arc biologically programmed m the male."
Paglia bolds that fcm111ism docs not
prepare girls to deal wilh rape. Also, men
should be "educated away from brutishness and anarchy." In her view, feminism
perpetuates lhc illusion lhal women can do
anything. wi.; 1r anylhing and go anywhere.
Still, women arc in danger. Why arc
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Paglia: gender differences common sense
feminists presenting women as accidents
about to happen, she a<;ks Paglia is nol
blaming the victim; she prescnbcs sclfprotcction, self-criticism, caution awareness, wits and personal respo,whilitv for
both sexes. She righlly calls it common
sense.
One of her criticisms is the feminist tendency to perpetuate the image of woman
as oppressed. She views women as lhe
possessor-. of power, recogmzahle in history. mythology, literature. art and media.
Feminism, Paglia !\lates, covets social
power, yet is blind to woman's cosmic
power. What about Helen of Troy.
Cleopatra. Delilah, Lady Macocth, and
Lohla'? She writes: "In literature, we constanlly sec men's anxiety ol women's

dominance." Women have more power
than they think. Paglia states lhat some
feminists' views arc as reactionary as lhe
patriarchy they claim 10 attack.
Another of Paglia's criticisms is lhe fact
some feminists seem to undertake a persistent search for evidence of what lhey
consider "subliminal sexism." waging
lheir cause again t innocent men.
Finally, Paglia addresses the problem of
sex roles today. What is her idea of a
man'! Women want to work. and a,;k lhe
men to take care of the children. But
women seem to have a fund:unental
mistru,t in the caregiving abilities of men.
In the end, women play several roles at
once, get humed out, and have no energy
to do either well. How can men assist

New talents light way out of torch song hell
by Darrin Keene
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women? Paglia seeks to affinn what she
sees as the underlying reality of lhe all-encompassing implications of feminism:
lherc never will be sexual harmony. How
could there be? The roles of women and
men arc now blurred, both seeking to be
nurturer and breadwinner. The genders
need to initiate an effective dialogue to envision a new kind of complementarity.
It must also be recognized lhat Paglia
respects motherhood.
"There· s nolhing more unportant lhan
molhcrhood - not because of its caregiving. but because n is the primal source of
all life and contains its own dark, ambiguous dualities .... Daycare moms.
however, arc not molhers. My feminist
models arc mdcpendcnt and speak of t11e
delusion of women having it all.''
A fervent hope of molhers today who
have given birth to girls is expressed b)
Erica Jong. Her poem EOn the First
Night" alludes to lhc seminal book b)
Simone de Beauvoir: "I am lhc second
daughter/ oJ a M:cond daughter/ of a
second daughter/ but you shall be lhc
fir,tJ You shall sec the phrn el 'second
sex'/ only in pu11lcment,/ wondering how
anyone/ could call you 'second."' Unfortunately. we haven't attained this plateau
of acceptance, nor have we reached lhc
point of takmg "for granted" the fact that
women arc nol second. We have accepted
It 111 lhcory, but we arc still reminded of
the stretch ahead of us in reading such
verse.
A signihcam clement to consider is lhc
impact of Paglia's ideac; had a male written the same and published lhem today. I
bclkvc her wake is much larger because
she is a woman wnling about women. She
1s a reliable source: she lives her
philosophy, she is not extrapolating from
an academic male pcrstx'Ctivc.
Paglia is not carelcssl} ba,hing anyone:
she helps us in lhc nel·cssary process of
rethinking our pcrspccll, c
To round off her view she writes: "All
human needs will nevc.r tie t.11ly met. To
think otherwise would be a w1~hful fiction.
I vigorously support feminism in its quest
for lhc complete poht1cal and legal
equality of women. hut I oppo c it when it
!\,mct.imoniously asserts women's moral
upcriority to men when 1t supprcssc
recognition of the vast achievements of
male civilization ''
Rainer Maria Rilke wrote: "Learn, inner
man. to look upon your inner woman."
TI1c reversal may be Just a, valuable.
Q

What is happening to the great
female singer/songwriters of
recent times?
Sin6td O'Connor and k d. lang
have relegated themselves to
torch song hell. For lang. her
Grammy Award symbolizes her
newfound musical mediocrity.
Kate Bush has had only a box
\Cl to talk about in the past few
Years. Enya is now doing (gasp!)
Volkswagen ad jingles. Only
S~ Mclachlan is keeping lhc
faithful entertained with her stellar, new live release.
. As these once-challenging arhsL-; (Mclachlan excepted) stray
towards middle-of-lhe-road territory, new female talents arc
replacing them at lhe fringes of
lhc modem music scene. Most
notable among lhesc new artist
arc P.J. Harvey, Juliana Hatfield
and Tori Amos.
Pony Jean Harvey, only 22,
has fallen into lhe limelight wit11

her critically acdaimt J dc.:hut
rclca._e, Drv. Consumer response
has been extraordinary espec1aJly for a release from a previously
unknown female singer.
Harvey's confrontational approach to singing and songwriting 1s what makes Dry so
appealing. She conjures up
evocative images of rage, oppression and sensuality in her lyncs,
and supplants this wilh a gntty,
grungy musical backdrop.
The hyper-trendy music press
has been quick to label Harvey as
a grunge artist. This is rather unfair, given that her music has
more in common wilh lhe blues
of the Mississippi Delta lhan it
docs wilh the "Scaule sound." Indeed, lhe blues 1s lhc ideal fonnat
for Harvey because of her musical maturity and emotionally
charged lyrics.
Harvey
remains
finnly
entrenched in blues tradition on
ongs such as "Oh My Lover"
and "Water." But she also will
delve mto full-blown rock'n'mll

to cxpres, her :inger on a tune
such as "Dress."
A born-and-bred Briton wilh a
keen sense of American musical
tradition, Harvey is an artist to
look out for in years to come.
Ba...ed out or lhe Boston/Cambridge area. Juliana Hatfield relics more on British pop
tradition than ,he dO\.:s on the
roots music of her American
homeland. The former Blake
Babies lead singer/songwriter has
retained her old band's simple
pop sound on Hey Babe. her first
solo release.
While Hatfield's vocals and
melodics arc sugar-swcel, her
lyrics arc r.1lhc1 personal and
often cynical. Song titles such as
"Evcrybod) Low, Mc But You"
and "Ugly" say it all.
Even on a seemingly cheerful
track like ''Nirvana," an old
Babies tune, Hatfield sings in lhc
chorus that she "wants to go fuck
shit up." Ren and Stimpy would
be proud of her.
Hatfield continues on in lhc

tradition of lhc Smith, by combining her cynical and occa~ionall y self-derogatory words
with an infectious. uphfling pop
sound. And her voice is much
mere appealing lhan Morri,sey's.
While Hatfield takes a simple
and direct approach to songwriting, Tori Amos chooses to be
more
profound.
On
her
sophomore
release
Llltle
Earch4ual.:es. Amos weaves lush
aural tapestries wilh obscure
stream-of-consciousness lyrics.
Listening to the disc, it becomes clear lhat Amos has yel to
exorcise the ghosts of her past.
Images of guill, persecution,
dominance and lost innocence
figure prominently in Amos·
wonls. Tracks like "Mc and A
Gun," ''Crucify" and "Leather"
explain lhemsclvcs.
Musically, she has been often
compared to Kate Bush by critics
and fans alike. Indeed, Amos'
vocals and dramatic composing
style arc similar to the modemday "Kalherine the Great." Lyri-

cally. however, the two arc
worlds apart.
Amos also 1s a competent
cover artist, a.;; can be heard on
her Winre, and Crucif.v EPs. On
thn,e relca..es. Aml• provides
stunning
covers
of
Led
Zeppelin's ''Thdllk You," the
Rolling Stones· ''Angie" and
Nirvana's "Smells Like Teen
Spirit."
Some grungehcads and classic
rock fans may misinterpret lhes..:
covers as mockeries of their
heroes. Amos is dead serious in
her treatment of these classics.
and she tastefully emphasizes
their underlying melodies with
only her voice and a piano.
Harvey. Hatfield and Amos
have established themselves in
the pop music world by combining musical virtuosity with
brooding, intro pcctive lyric~.
Taken collectively, lhcy provide
a refreshing alternative to the
plethora
of
grungc/Lcchno/metal/bip-hop
acts
that
dominate today's music scene. EJ
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Leery of Leary:
book reviewer
warns against
self-destruction
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No Cure for Cancer
by Denis Leary
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"Happy people suck. They are
annoying ... Anyone who is that
happy must be an idiot. because
if you can read and there· s a
newspaper stand near your house
- you have nothing to be happy
about."
No Cure For Cancer is a play
... sort of. Actually, it's a
book/comedy recording. Comedian Denis Leary has distilled
the best bits of his stand-up
routine into a one-man. one-act
play.
Leary's stage persona is a
living belch. He embodies all that
is politically wrong: be eaLc; red
meat ("This is America; I want a
bowl of red meat"), drinks beer
ac; a meal in itself and smokes
three packs a day.
On the spectrum of abrasive
comics, though, Leary is on the
end of those with a conscience (a
belch with a conscience?).
Amoral belches like Andrew
Dice Clay have no jokes. they are
just annoying. Leary, like Lenny
Bruce. ha<. a pomt embedded in
his act "Life is too tragic to be
sober and healthy, so we gotta
stay fucked up to bear it."
Leary feels that individuals
mean less and less in a society
that is overrun with "death and

disease
and
cancer
and
catastrophe." Why joke about it?
"Because it is funny."
His persona is just bis way of
reasserting his seltbood. He is
like Bruce in this respect. The
difference is that Bruce situated
himself firmly on the margins. In
the •60s, he rebelled by speaking
about what was unacceptable
(drugs, sex and profanity), in a
manner that was unacceptable
(fuck, shit, etc.). Bruce was
repeatedly jailed for his act.
Leary is the little rebel that
couldn't. He screams that he'll
smoke 'til he gets cancer. eat
meat 'til his heart explodes, drink
•ti! his liver corrodes ... all to
play it bis way. Yet within acceptable margins.
Leary's rebellion is exhibited
through self-destruction. He
rebels against nothing but
modern social decorum. He sees
his lifestyle as an escape, but it is
one that tragically leads nowhere.

No

Cure

For

Cancer

is

hilariously funny. But the laughs
are costly. Ironically, it is tempting to get the jokes and miss his
point. If you do as Leary does.
you' 11 end up like him. and that's
no joke.
~

Helling and work. (photo by LISA FORTIN)

Challenging works worthwhile
Recent Works by David Acheson
and Bernard Helling
at Artcite until March 21

by Lisa Fortin
Lance arts staff

Do not be alarmed. It's art.
David Acheson and Bernard
Helling's joint show at Artcite is
challenging, and a little noisy.
Nonetheless,
these thoughtprovoking installations are wellexecuted - definitely worth the
time to amble over and check
them out.
Acheson is a Burlington-based
artist who gratefully accepted the
invitation to Windsor for his first
exhibit. For the show, he features
some rather whimsical recent
pieces that he claims are less
serious than his earlier work.
The most eye-catching of these

pieces is a sculpture from his

Zoophyte series. It appears to be
the lower body of a giraffe, constructed entirely of plastic fruit.
At its feet shines a green light,
and it stands on a piece of
Astroturf made to resemble its
shadow. The shape of the turf
makes no sense in relation to the
light source, however. Acheson
explains that zoophytes are creatures that science classifies as
both animal and vegetable, such
as amoebae .... Clever.
The work is more than a pun,
however. It makes a statement
about the artificiality of our "(;xperience" of "nature" through
television and other modem
media. Helling's installation fits
well with this theme.
One of Helling's works, an
enonnous blow-up of a city
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blueprint section, is "watched
111
by an oscillating fluorescent tube
P<
Accompanying this piece is a ra
computer voice. which recites
T.S. Eliot's "The Wasteland".
sr
The central area of focus on
F,
the blueprint is pale and faded
st
The Windsor artist suggests that
ri
this section of the piece is worn
re
out by the unrelenting "eye".
ei
Again, among other impJica.
s,
tions, there seems to be a comal
ment here about the alienating
force of television. We are losing
rr
our humanity. Isn't pretty, but the
p
artist forces us to confront what
tt
bas happened to our society
t1
These works need to be seen
first hand to experience their
philosophical nuances. There 15 I
considerably more here than I
meets the eye. The show runs
until March 21.
~ De,
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START
SPREADING
THE
NEWS

CD-OP EDUCA'VON A1f/D STUDENT
PLACEMENT PRESENTS;

••••

• • • •

Experience the
real world of
journalism
broadcast

YES!!!

PLAN TO ATTEND ONE OF THE
FOLLOWING WORKSHOPS HELD DURING MARCH, 1993

F'll

u

FANSHAWE
COLLEGE

--------

FANSHAWE COLLEGE
·
·
:
.

Take your first position in the
broadcast industry through
Fanshawe College's Broaacast
Journalism Diploma Program.

·
·
:
.
.
·
·

Gain valuable hands-on
experience as a newcaster,
reporter, interviewer and
sportscaster while producing
news from real- life work
assignments for our broadcast
facilities:

· • CFRL Radio
· • 6X-FM Radio
:
.
·
·

Tuesday,

March 16 -

Thursday, March 25 -

PLACE:

1:00 p.m. - 2:00 p.m.

?

3:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
11:00 a.m. - 12:00

ROOM 115 - DILLON HALL
CO-OP EDUCATION AND
PLACEMENT

~?

. ·,
~

f?
-.

,

-~
;,-

You could be fast-tracking into the
second yearof this two-year
program based on your university
education.

: To learn more about becoming a
. part of Fanshawe College's
· broadcast news team, call today:

CELEBRATING TWEN1Y·f1Vl: •

Wednesday, March 10 -

• FCIV
• Cable 13

ONTARIO
COMPUTER
fAIR

(519) 452-4274
Between 50 and 70
companies will be
offering great buys
in computers, games,
software, shareware,
peripherals, courses.

Whether you are buying for home or
college, this is the place to go.
You will even be able to find ideas,
information and membership details from
local computer clubs. Admission is $5
(ir.cluding PST and GST), but you can
save $1 by bringing this ad. Not
valid with any other coupon. Children
10 and under free. Hours 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.
SUN. MAR. 21 -· CLEARY INTERNATIONAL CENTRE
201 RIVERSIDE DRIVE WEST, WINDSOR
Sponsored by COMPUTER literate Publication
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Photos push the envelope Loose and big:
Diverting the Image
Donigan Cumming
Art Gallery of Windsor
until March 21

..

Sloan on the
meaning of
'alternative'

•••
...

by Leo Ogata
Lance arts staff

The
words
"shocking,"
"graphic," "offensive" and ··unsettling" are among I.he initial
!!Ut reactions of some patrons
~hen viewing I.his exhibit.
Toese photographs are meant lo
challenge us in holh our notion
of art and our ideas regarding
photography as "documentary."
Photographs are traditionally
~tatic images that capture moments. or a series of sequential
events. Cumming has introduced the dimension of sound
to create a plateau between I.he
still photograph and the fullblown visuaVaural experience

1if film.
"The Stage, 1990" is a wall
of 250 silver prints. A
soundtrack accompanies tbese
images with pa-.sages of Cecil
B. DeMillc's The Ten Commandmencs being recited. The
patchwork of stills spans the
range of banal to bizarre.
Some photographs are like
snapshots from a family album.
For example, there are shot<;
such as a haby in an infant carrier sitting in the middle of a
room. and young lovers in quiet
embrace. 01.hers are offbeat.
,uch as an inflatable Godzilla
above a dog on a bed.
"Pretty
Riblxms.
1993"
mixes silver prints wilh colour
prints and a soundtrack. By far.
this is the most difficult part of
lbe cxhibll to \ iew.
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by Sarah Roebuck
Lance arts editor

Detail from Donigan Cummings' The Stage, 1990.

The photographs are mostly
of a nude 82-year-old woman.
Nettie Harris is the paid model.
We are forced to face our own
mortality, and tbe indignity of
aging.
We are given glimpses into
I.he life of this character. She offers us one of her poems as well
as some stories.
Nettie's nakedness becomes
a metaphor. This is a woman at
the end of her life. Symbolically
she is saying that her life is an
open book. She has nothing to
hide.
"Reality and Motive in
Documentary Photography. Part
3, 1986" is a collection of 16
silver prints, five letters and six
soundtracks. Al times, it sounds
like Elvis Night at a karaoke
bar.
The nine characters shown in
1.hese prints hold the common
lhread of being fans of the
King, Elvis. We are serenaded
by each with their favourite
Elvis songs.

In some photographs, we are
shown I.he microphone with the
subject There is even an Elvis
record.
Something
for
Everybody, in one portrait.
There is a tabloid-like quality
to these images. This idea is
captured in I.he newspaper clipping advertising a limited offer
of Elvis' sweat. "He was a Mao
... Now he's a Legend."
Cumming is using these
pbotographic sessions as a stage
to allow his models to portray
hidden elements of our society.
These characters represent
people on the fringe.
These
photographs
arc
portraits of Americana which
defy explanation. An illusory,
dream-like character is staged
as a backdrop to a pbenomenon.
not unlike religious zealotry.
Dnerting the Image is a difficult exhibit, but il challenges
us to make the effort, or walk
away. The exhibit may be
viewed at I.he Art Gallery of
Windsor until March 21.
~

Dangerous chronicles of love and death

nm.I

Deathly Delights
1tories by Anne Dandurand
translated by Luise von Flotow
Vehicule Pr~ss

~

by Lisa Fortin
Lance arts staff

Anne Dandurand· s Deathly
Delights is a bomb waiting to
detonate in the reader's brain as
J

soon as it is picked up.

These eight stories of mystery,
and
passion
are
dangerous in I.heir beauty. They
cast an unforgettable spell,
I plunging the reader into a quietly
I mad Montreal where desire can
kill and goddesses are real. From
the first page it is captivating.
"Inside Killer" is written as a
chronicle. as are three other
stories in I.he collection. In this
J

l murder

I

instance. it is a series of Journal
entries by a woman who must
"write my life before I explode"
after eight years
of sexual
harassment at work.
Strange things start happening
to her doll collection and around
her apartment. She wonders
whether she's going crazy. When
her boss, and later, a strange
young transvestite who had
crossed her path, are murdered,
she suspects an old lover who
bad walked out on her ....
Bizarre crimes fuelled by unrequited love are the common
thread in these pieces and Dandurand writes exquisitely about
them. Her writing simply catches
fire in the second half of Deathly

Delights.
"Victim of the Shadow Where

New Asian Curry House
We specialize in all kinds of vegetarian
and non-vegetarian Indian dishes.
Daily Luncheon Butfet $4.99
(all you can eat!!) Mon-Sat 11 :30-2:30
*Free cake when you celebrate your birthday here! Please
book in advance*
Free home delivery (evenings only)

Fully
licensed
Open seven
days a week
l\1on - \Ved: 11 - 9
Thur - Sat: 11 - 11
Sunday: 12 - 8

STUDENT SPECIAL

10% Off

LUNCHEON BUFFET

the Senses Meet the Heart." a
woman's journal of her erotic,
obsessive love affair, is so painfully beautiful, so unbearably
true. The olher three stories are
sensual and fanciful. but pale a
little next to "Victim."
Though this is Dandurand' s
third volume of short stories, il is
her first to be translated into
English.
Perhaps it is I.he translation
that makes I.he language seems so
startling, the idiom so fresh.
Louise von Flotow gives the
reader no sense that something
was lost in the meaning or the
tone.
Deathly Delights may be the
first we read of Anne Dandurand
in English, but definitely not the
last.
~

Sloan, a new Canadian band
fresh on the scene. is smearing itself all over the world.
The band ha-; recently embarked on a European lour which
is laking them to major centres
such as Amsterdam. Brussels,
Paris and Berlin.
In a telephone interview with
the lance. guitarist/vocalist Jay
Ferguson told of this Halifaxbased band's genesis and their
experience since I.he release of
I.heir first album, Smeared.

Self-taught
·'J' ve been in different punk
rock bands, and [bassist and
vocalist] Chris Murphy and I
have been playing together since
university. None of us have any
musical training; r took a few
guitar lessons in high school, but
we're all mostly self-taught. As
for lhe name. a friend of ours
worked in a factory and bis boss
called him ·slow one· We just
shortened it."
Ferguson claims audience
response has been remarkable
while touring. Their pure, honest
rock sound is pan of their apJX:al.
D~veloped harmonics. varied
lyric topics as well as experimentation wilh guitars are significantly consistem elemenL,
throughout I.he release.

Personal tone
Though not always audible or
comprehensible, I.he lyrics have a
discemablc personal tone I.hat is
unique, individual and penetrating. The songs often tell of certain situations one may find
oneself in - mostly romantic and I.he intimate reactions one
has lo I.he outside world in
regards to where one may fit in
it, with or without the love object.
Sloan's singles, often played
on Windsor's 89X, are noteworthy in I.heir own right. "Underwhelmed" is a
stream-ofconsciousness.
conversational.
four-distortion-chord tune I.hat is
lhoroughly entertaining.
The unorthodox metre and

rhyme is what makes the song
remarkable: it break~ I.he rules
and stands out on iL,; own to
recount minute details of social
and academic life in university.
''She skips her classes and geL,
good grades .. . She told me the
slory about her life/ I lhink it included something about me/ I'm
not sure of lhal, but I'm sure of
one thing/ Her spelling's atrocious ..."
"Sugartune" is reminiscent of
I.he original alternative music
sound. The lyrics are simple and
fun.
"We chose ·Underwbelmed'
because it was a popular song,"
said Ferguson. "Originally it was
a poem written by Chris about a
lot of different girls in university.
We chose 'Sugartune' as another
release because it's radio-friendly
enough. I think both songs represent us fairly well."

Seasoned style
Otber noteworthy singles on
Smeared include ''Left of
Centre," which celebrates Lou
Reed's seasoned style. Spoken
word in rhylhm and a simple
plucked guitar characterize the
song. "That was 1977 when I was
in grade lhree/ Since then l got to
thinkin'/ I really can't remember/
The last time I was I.he centre of
I.he target of pop culture ... "
Also discussed with the Lance
was the issue of labelling certain
bands as "alternative."
"That word means nothing,"
Ferguson replied. ''To lhrow
bands like Nine Inch Nails.
Morissey and Pearl Jam in the
same category is ridlculous. Tom
Waits won I.he best alternative act
on the Granunies. What does that
tell you? I'm not mad Sloan is
considered alternative. It's just a
loose, big media term."
Sloan heads back to North
America next week for another
set of shows across the conlinenl.
Sloan will perform at Windsor's
Masonic
Temple
Thursday,
March 18 for an all-ages show.
Other bands playing thal evening
include Eric's Trip, Jale and
Pelch. Tickets are $13 in advance
at Dr. Disc and $15 at the door.
Call 253-3615 for mformation. ~

Back to School Special
TCI 386 DX-40 MHZ System
• 80386 DX-40 MHZ CPU
• 128K Cache
2 Mb RAM
14" Super VGA Colour Monitor O 28 dpi
Super VGA Card with 1 Mb RAM

FREE Mouse

$1 295

105 Mb Hard Disk Drive
. • 1.44 Mb 3.5" Floppy disk drive
IDE HD/FD Controller
• 2 Serial, 1 Parallel and 1 Game Port
101 Keys Enhanced Keyboard
Mini Tower Case
200W Power Supply
• MS Dos 5.0

r·

:2 Years Parts and 3 Years Labour Warrant
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eclaiming_ gornograghy

by Rachel Giese

...

reprinted with permission from The~

Annie Sprinkle worked as a porno film star and prostitute before moving into performance art in 1985. Her performances and written work,
like the contents of such magazines as On Our Backs and Bad Altitude, celebrate sex while subverting dominant mainstream notions of it.

While some feminists have been fighting
to censor pornography on the basis
that it degrades women, other women
have been busy creating it.

Marilyn leans against a rock
eyes are closed. The tall, thin, d phy
locked black woman is naked ex hetCf'
for a pair of combat boots and~ drls g
shorts pulled down around her an ·as nc
I turn the page. More photogra~ Stec
Marilyn. Showering, standing iw fc
in a doorway, leaning up aga1
fence and looking seductively in
camera. Marilyn is a single Seo. t th~
farmer. Her favorite part 1 _ it 1
woman's body is "the curve of vs.
waist" and her obsession is "girb Sus
roll around in orchids." Despltt acks.
Playboy-style spread, Marilyn· . re~
bunny. She's the centerfold ofB ntati
Entertainment Corp.'s publication e h,
Our Backs, the magazine for "the tisf;
venturous lesbian."
1gra1
On Our Backs is part of a gr "01
genre of sexual material maJe nee.
women for women. While tss,
feminists have been fighting toci 11ips.
pornography on the basis th
degrades women, other wom~n
been busy creating it.
'"I feel my work is cmpowen
women. Women are in control
the images in Bad Attitude.
could be more feminist thank
in charge of their own crotrc
tasies?" asks Jasmine St
publisher and editor of Bad A111ru
lesbian
sex
magazine
Cambridge, Massachusetts.
Over the last decade, a ballk
pornography and sexual cxpr
has raged in lesbian and feminill
munittes. Andrea Dworkrn
Catherine MacKinnon, the reco:
leaders of the anti-pornograph)' r its
ment,
argue
that pornog ·om •
demeans women and is, in pa!1,
cause and symptom of sexist
sion. Or as the slogan says, "P
raphy is the theory. Rape
practice."
Pornographers like Sterling tai
other pro-sex feminists challen,- tic;
titudes of Dworkin and MacK olog
and what they perceive to be all col
sex stand. Kay Armatage, Ur/. ome
Women's Studies professor 5,1 lis
think it's good to have porno.
Sexual experience, even if vi
or solitary, is energizing an~
powering."
On Our Backs and Bad .4 n
along with Quim fro m Britain.
most popular and widely dis reer
lesbian sex magazines. Sin11 ck
style, they include photographs. Vogl
short stories, sexual advice,
I
and interviews. The magazines
provide something for e\
Material ranges fro m hard-co
to the "Marilyn''-style ch
shots, exploring a whole spec
lesbian sexual expression. "
titude shows women having

ays most heterosexuals aren't even
rware of," says Sterling.
When Sterling became involved in
:ri:ating lesbian pornography in the
re 1970s, it was because the pornogphy available
to
her
was
heterosexual fake-lesbian stuff. Two
nd ~ .iris getting it on for a man. There
· as nothing for gay women."
Sterling, then, set out to create a
1g 1,w forum for women wanting access
1ga1 pornography-.
I inw "The kind of sex in Bad Attitude is
Seo it the kind you would have everyday
1 o( it requires too much energy," she
e v'. ys.
girl~ Susie Bright, editor of On Our
spit: 'IJCks, began making films, not only
yn · · response to the lack of repreof ntation of women 's pornography in
e hderosexual press, but also to
lisfy a gap she saw in lesbian porgraphy.
"Other lesbian filmmakers are very
ncerned about projecting tenderile iess, love, and long-term relationtoce 1ips. In the Fatale videos, sex is the
; th re. and any softer e lements are
ded as part of the eroticism, not as
~surance that it's okay to be watchg this video, nothing bad will hapn to you." Bright said in ,\.lother
II('.} maga7.inc commenting on a line
pornographic videos for lesbians
oduced hy Fatale Films, Blush
ntertainment's film company Corp.
Both the hard-core magazines and
e
~ films have been a recent dcvelop,nt, starting up in the early to mid
8lb. But the beginning of women ·s
adern erotic literature may have
rt~d with the publication of Anais
m's Delta of Venus. Published in the
40s, it has been enjoyed by women
r its frequent depictions of sexuality
>rnog om a woman's perspective. Colleen parl. ns of erotica for women are now
isl blished regularly. The themes range
m lesbian S/M anthology, Macho
uts, edited by Pat Califia. to
erotica, a collection edited by Bright
raining both straight and leshi<tn
tica and Intricate Passions, an anlogy of lesbian erotica by women
be aJlof colour, white women and disabled
U omen. Toronto-based,
feminist
Jr 5.1 blishing company Women's Press
ntly produced an anthology of lesn erotica entitled, Getting Wet:

ain.
dis
Sinn
aphs.
ce.

/es of lesbian Seduction.
Mainstream artists have always
n quick to co-opt minorities and
cultures - Madonna has made a
eer out of it. After raiding gay,
ack and latino culture for her
Vogue" video, the blonde ambitious
has now become an icon of
ale sexual power and lesbian
na-be-ism. Her video ''Justify My
e" depicts lesbianism, S/M and
Yeurism, challenging any critics
th its closing statement: "Poor is the
n whose pleasures depend on the
-rmission of another."

states, "How did we do it? We showed
Madonna's latest project Sex, a
them the porn ... - and among the
128-page book by photographer
seized videos were some horrifically
Steven Meisel, and its companion CD
violent and degrading gay movies. We
Erotica by
Madonna,
contains
made a point that the abused men in
photographs of the singer's sexual
these
films were being treated like
fantasies. As Maureen Orth describes
women and the judges got it.
it in Vanity Fair, images include
Otherwise, men can't put themselves
Madonna engaged in "fondling and
in our shoes. Porn makes women's
sucking threesomes with two tattooed
subordination look sexy and appealand barebreasted lesbian skinheads."
ing; it doesn ' t threaten men's jobs,
As questionable as Madonna's mosafety, rights, or credibility."
tives may be, she is seen by many
While some feminists have been
women, both straight and lesbian, as a
celebrating the decision as a landmark
role model - a woman· in charge of
victory for women, members of the
her own sexuality. As one woman
lesbian and gay community have
said, "I don't care what Madonna's
taken to the streets in protest of the
reasons are for doing what she does
new obscenity laws and the sub- kissing women, masturbating on
sequent raid at Glad Day. The
stage, shocking people. Isn't it imporbookstore has long been the target of
tant that someone is doing that, espeseizures
by police and customs. Many
cially someone as famous and
lesbians and gay men feel the new
influential as Madonna?"
obscenity laws are being manipulated
This sexually explicit material,
to censor lesbian and gay material
whether it's a Femme film, a copy of
while heterosexual pornography is igOn Our Backs, or the more
nored by police.
mainstream work by Madonna, is
"Targeting Bad Attitude is not
meeting the demands of a growing
about pornography. It 's about an atnumber of women
Increasingly,
tack on gay rights .,. It's ridiculous for
sexual pleasure ts not laden w irh guilt
anyone
to control images," says Sterland the political rhetoric of the 1970s.
ing.
Women are enjoying the gains made
Kimhcrly Mistysyn, manager of
by feminism, and there is a general atGlad Day says the impact and intitude of freedom and playfulness
fluence of IJad Aaitude is minimal
towards sexuality.
compan.:d
to heterosexual pornogHowever. not everyone 's attitude
raphy.
has changed. The cover of the latest
.. We get Bad Attitude about once
issue of Bad Attitude features a
every
two months. We sell maybe 10
dominatrix in full costume with a bancopies
and we don't sell to minors.
ner across her chest reading
The lesbian magazines we sell are
BANNED IN CANADA. H's true.
created by lesbians for lesbians. It
Bad Attitude can no longer be bought
really pisses me off that the straight
in Canadian stores, only subscribers
women at LEAF are saying that alescan get an issue.
bian sex magaine is degrading to
On April 30, 1992, the O.P.P.'s
women. It's not their community and
Project Pornography raided Glad Day,
it's not their business. Using gay porn
Toronto's lesbian and gay bookstore.
to argue their case is particularly ofOwner John Scythes was charged for
fensive and homophobic.''
selling obscene material. The item in
For all their differences, both sides
question was an issue of Bad Attitude
share the same perception of themselfeaturing images of bondage and anal
ves as persecuted minorities, taking a
penetration.
radical, outlaw stand which no one
The charge was based on a ruling
can
understand or appreciate. In this
made in February by the Canadian
political
climate, honest and open disSupreme Court. Encouraged by the
cussions about pornography rarely
Legal Equality Action Fund (LEAF),
occur.
a feminist law-reform organization,
Censorship is clearly not the soluthe court ruled that obscenity is to oe
tion.
With the new obscenity ruling,
determined and defined by the threat it
decisions
regarding what constitutes
poses to women's equality.
pornograp)ly
now lie with the state.
LEAF lawyers argued successfully
Naively assuming that the state will
in court that the freedom of speech
only act in the best interest of its
laws which protect pornography viocitizens, LEAF lawyers have played
late women's equality by allowing the
into the hands of conservatives on the
production and distribution of material
right who look for any excuse to centhat demeans women and children.
sor material they consider subversive.
Pornography involving degradation,
ln an atmosphere of freedom of exbondage, children and violence is conpression
however, criticisms will still
sidered obscene and now illegal under
need
to
be
made. Some pornography
Section
163(2)(a) of Canada's
is offensive; some of it may even be
Criminal Code.
harmful and this is an argument that
In an article by Michael Landsberg
few anti-censorship activists seem
in the May issue of Ms. magazine,
willing to accept.
LEAF lawyer and University of CalAny critque of sexually explicit
gary professor, Kathleen E. Mahoney

material is regarded as prudish and
oppressive.
These current events have re-ignited the sex debates of the 1980s,
with both sides as polarized and
entrenched as ever. The LEAF-style
feminists argue that they alone are the
defenders of women's rights. The
anti-censorship feminists feel the way
to liberation is through sex. And both
groups find themselves keeping company with strange bedfellows.
The conservative right have appropriated the pro-censorship feminist
argument in an attempt to silence the
voices of lesbians, gays, feminists, activists, and other marginalized groups.
On the anti-censorship side, feminists
find themselves aligned with the
creators of Hustler, Screw, and Nazis
out to prove the holocaust didn't exist.
ln 1990, Vancouver photographer
Susan Stewart, in collaboration with
artists Lizard Jones and Persimmon
Blackbridge toured their art show
Drawing the Line, an interactive
photo event in Canada, the United
Staks and Aus tralia. One hund red
photographs depicting lesbian sex and
sexuality were hung and arranged
around the room from least to most
controversial.
Women were asked to write comments and criticisms directly on the
wall beside the photos. The images
ranged from kissing and nuzzling, to
masturbation
and
lingerie
to
threesomes, leather and fisting.
Drawing the line was one of the
more intelligent and creative ways to
address the issues of censorship and
sexual imagery. Comments varied
wildly and it was clear that no one
monolithic feminist opinion on sexual
expression exists. Images bored
women, offended others. Women
were able to discuss each image in a
safe environment, without being
silenced by censors or each other.
Under one photgraph of a woman's
bare torso, the following was written:
-

Great tits!
If we say "great tits," aren't we
just copying the patriarchal way of
fetishizing bits and pieces and ignoring the woman as a whole?
No, we're responding to a
limited view of a whole woman, that
invites us for a moment to focus on
her tits.
- Can't we just admire her tits? Is
this a crime?

-

Fortunately, it's not a crime, although female sexuality is· often seen
as criminal or taboo. Each issue of
Bad Attitude contains this quote:
"This magazine is called 'Bad
Attitude' because that's what women
who take their sexuality into their own
hands (so to speak) are told they
have.''
Let's honour bad attitude.
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The Third Coming of Jesus (Jones)
Perverse
Jesus Jones
Capitol
Stigma

EMF

•

.

Capitol
During the first summer of the
new decade. Jesus Jones and
EMF invaded the American pop
charts with songs that incorporated elememts of techno and
rock music. Their success had
some observers prematurely talking of a new breed of music that
would dominate the decade.
Just two years later the fickle
music
industry
is
touting
·•grunge" as the music of the '90s
and both bands are struggling to
prove to the world that their success was not a fluke.
The title of Jesus Jones' third
album indicates the group is
trying to shed the image that almost had it play "Right Here,
Right Now" at Bill Clinton's inaugural. Lead singer Mike Edwards likes to harp that his music
is a fusion of the clanging guitars
of Sonic Youth and techno.
There is less emphasis on guitars
than in the band's past efforts.
Appropriately, "Zeroes to
Ones," the album· s first song,
reflects on the digital revolution.
A few tracks are built entirely
around keyboards in the style of
Depccbe Mode. Unfortunately,
Edwards doesn't have the voice
for such hollow-sounding music.
When EMF's dance-pop tune,
"Unbelievable," reached unexpected heights on the American
pop charts. none other than
Casey Kasem labelled the hand a
Briti\h vef\.ion of New Kirl\ on
the Block. Additional!). the

British music press has often
joked that the pubescent band
will grow up to be Jesus Jones.
The band has spent two years
working on an album in attempt
to break this ''stigma." Rather
than make an album full of tracks
that rehash "Unbelievable," they
arc learning to play and trying to
restructure their sound.
EMF still has a long way to go
before being taken seriously as
musicians. Still,
the
band
manages to make an interesting
and brave choice at the first
crossroads it ha,; faced in a short
career. Tran Longmoore

The Boxed life
Henry Rollins
Imago
Henry Rollins is known Lo
mosl as being the outspoken
leader of the appropriately named
Rollins band. But while he makes
eardrums bleed with his hardrocking endeavours, he also has
cstahlished himself as a potent
spoken-word performer.
The Boxed Life is a 100-minute
dissection of mainstream institutions like U2, Rolling Stone
magazine, heavy metal and Las
Vega'>. Fans of previous Rollins
!.poken-word releases will relish
Lhis one - Hammerin · Hank is
in typical fonn here - but newcomer), may find his caffeine-induced allach on mamstrcam

ideals an acquired taste.
Bul then, it took time for most
people to warm up to the in-yourface humour of the late, great
Lenny Bruce. I expect that Rollins - a fitness advocate with
only a bad caffeine habit to speak
of - will he around longer than
Lenny was. - Darrin Keene
Bitter Sweet and Twisted
The Quireboys
Capitol/EMI
The Quireboys have made an
effort to showcase a variety of
styles on therr latest release, Bitter 'iweet and Twisted. The attempt
however,
has
not
succeeded. The lyrics arc at best
shallow and al worst, repugnantly
sexist. The mstrumcntals arc
mundane, except for Chris
Johnstone's
outstanding
keyboard work on "Can't Park
Here." Of course, this performance alone cannot salvage the
album. - Louise Mills
Gogh Van Go
Gogh Van Go
Audiogram
The sweet and melancholy
harmonics that Sandra Luciantonio and Dan Tierney (a.k.a. Go
Yan Gogh) produce to complement Tierney's lyrics make this
release an inspiring look at real
life. Theme:-. such as love are
covered on their self-titled debut.
It is done in a unique way. so the
listener is swept from song to
song without losing interest.
Gogh Yan Go's talent is proven
hy a beautiful cover of John
Lennon's "Instant Karma." In all.
thi" recording i, an outstanding
effort. - Louise Mills

Heavenly Bodies
Gene Loves Jezebel
Savage
Gene Loves Jezebel's first
release on the Savage label is
definitely that of a "new" band.
The entire first side of Heavenl_v
Bodies has GLJ engaged in a battle between the ~st and present.
Take
the lcadoff single
"Josephina" as an example. The
song is a confusing array of ·sosera alternative dance grooves and
the stripped-down GU sound of
the '90s.
The la11er half of Heaven!,•
Bodies proves that the band has
retained its trademark sound, albeit through a slightly different
approach. Infused with Jay
Aston's whines, howls and poetic
lyrics is a more naked sound.
Those who started with this
band during the '80s may miss
the old "dancy" GLJ for a moment. But after a listen to
Heavenly Bodies, one will appreciate the fact that the band has
matured into a more serious
musical unit. - Kim Mailloux
Dusk
The The
Epic
What a bitter disappointment.
The The leader Matt Johnson
finally assembles a bona fide
group of competent musicians to
accompany his soul-searching
poetic musings, and he produces
the worst album of his career.
Vusk is especially disappointing_ when you consider the
promise the revamped The
showed on 1989's Mind Bomb.
The acquisition of ex-Smiths
guitarist Johnny Man wa, in-

tcgral to Bomb's success. Not
only do the songs on Dusk lack
Marr's melodic polish, but
Johnson's lyrics are less than inspiring.
Sample these lyrics from
"Lonely Planet": "If you can't
change the world/ change yourself." Such a superficial statement would be expected from the
likes of Michael Jackson (or any
politician, for that matter).
For Johnson, a man who delves headlong into the complexities of life through his
poetry, such words tarnish his
reputation.
In all, only "Slow Emotion
Replay" and "Helpline Operator"
do justice to The The's reputation
as being a challenging musical
outfit. Only on these tunes does
Johnson's intelligent lyricism
combine with Marr's catchy pop
hooks. - Darrin Keene
Native Tongue
Poison
Capitol
Having made its mark by
being a controversial band with
that appealing L.A. glam-metal
sound, Poison has come out with
a new (old) sound on its latest

release,Native Tongue.
Gone is axeman C.C. deVille
and his boppy, catchy style that
stamped
out
the
band's
trademark sound. Gone is the
band's controversial style and appeal.
A done-to-death bluesy, soulful sound is now provided by sixstringer Richie Kot1en. In all.
Native Tongue's only worthy atLributc is its cover art. - Jim
Mailloux

TRY OUR
FAMOUS
HAMBURGERS

Available: a career that's
• rewarding • fulfilling • beneficial
• professional • in demand

with GIGANTIC patties
of fresh, lean 100% beef
•

New menu soon with
reduced prices
Full rack BBQ Baby
Back Ribs $8.95 all
times

•

1065 Huron Church Rd.

254-3269

Open Mon.-Sat. 11 a.m.-11 p.m. Fri. 11 a.m.-midnight
Sun. 12-9 p.m.
Fax your order in advance
lice need under LLBO
at Fax # 254-6399! !

Learn more about chiropractic medicine
-drug-free health care as new as tomorrow.
Day/Date: Mon., Mar. 15

Riverplace off-campus residence
RESERVE YOUR ROOM NOW
FOR SEPTEMBER 1993!

T1·me·. 10 - 2 p.m.

Place: 1. In front of Vanier Cafeteria
2. Lobby of Odette Bldg.
If you can't attend, and
want to know more about
chiropractic as a career,
contact l-800-533-9210.

Attention Students!

lOGANf
C.OllfCf t Of t CHIROPRACTIC

Yourfuture is LoRan!

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Excellent location - 245 Detroit Street
5 minute walk to U of W campus
Furnished, clean, comfortable rooms
Fridge & phone jacks in all rooms
Captain's beds with storgae drawers
Lounge with satellite & cable TV
Exercise and games room
Private study rooms
Parking & laundry facilities
$290 & $400 including utilities

Call 255-1697 or 254-4577, 10 am - 8 pm
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Daily Beer Specials

BAR AND GRILL

Wednesday, March 17

St Patrick's Day BandDrainpipe

Corned Beef & Cabbage Mea
Thursday, March 18:

Pete's Dragon
Friday, March19:

Sam Hill
Saturday, March 20:

Drainpipe
Wyandotte & Campbell 254-7900

Audience, hosts, deserve each other
by Stevie Rennie
Lance arts staff

There i,; something happening every Friday
morning on CJ AM that is going unnoticed by the
average student.
The Friday Offensive Morning Show, with hosts
Diamond Dave (Dave Smanni) and Quinn (Derek
Moran). is an in-your-face mixture of "depraved
and maniacal material".
"There's too musch seriousness out there," says
Quinn, "so we give people an alternative to tune in
Friday mornings and just laugh."
Of course. Dave and Quinn arc not out to actually
offend people Such a move which would overstep
CRTC guidelines. Rather. they aim to entenain their
audience through "clever theatrics".
"It's pseudo-offensive, like a gunmick," says
CJA."1 program director Sanjay Lakhana. "A lot of
stuff the) really skims the edge of the CRTC
guidclmcs."
Oft n heard on the show is a mix of heavy tunes
and hip-hop. Artists such as Pantera, Black Sabbath,
Ministry, Icc-T, Ice Cube and House of Pain
dominate the playlist. along with skits by comedian
Dennis Leary.
Dave and Quinn (along with a third part-time DJ,
Dehydrated Bob) maintain that they bring a fresh
wave of idea1; to CJAM. particularly in bow they

respond to the listener.
"We want to play what the hstener wants," a1;serts Dave. "If not, they won't listen or call back.
Next thmg you know, you're talking to yourself."
You can be guaranteed that your name will be
"shouted out" on the air when Dave and Quinn play
your requested song.
.. A lot of people wonder why CJ AM 1sn' t so
popular," says Qumn "A lot of DJs walk into the
studio with their own show and play what they want
to hear We're the opposite. We announce
everybody's name over the air and try to make [the
show] more audience-related."
Basically. this dynamic duo likes to have fun.
There is an abundance of personal jokes, belching,
nose picking and humourous criticism of various
people.
"We like to offend the listeners out in audienccland. because they deserve it," says Quinn.
..People who regularly listen to us like the talking
because we crack them up".
"We all want to have fun." adds Dave. "If we can
get the listeners to have fun a,; well. it's hener for
everyone".
If you need a pick-me-up or just a rea,on to laugh
on Friday mornings. then Dave and Quinn's show
may be the remedy for your woes. The Friday Offensive Morning Show 1s on between 8:00 a.m. and
noon.
~
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WINDSOR

GRADUATING CLASS OF '93
YOU'RE INVITED TO A

PIZZA PARTY!

1'11lST CO.VB. FTRST SB/tYED!

YOUR HOSJ'S • omcES OF ALUMNI AFFAIRS & Sl1JDENT SER\1CES

SAC EVENTS
THIS MONTH
Monday, March 15
• Opening Ceremonies of Anti-Racism,
Anti-Discrimination Campus Street Fair for
Freedom Action Network.

•
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Tuesday, March 16
• Filling Space Vocally and Physically: A workshop
facilitated by Womyn in the Arts, McPherson
Lounge, 1 - 4 p.m. Registration forms available at
the Womyn's Centre and from the Office of the
Dean of Arts. Enrolment is limited.
• F.A.N. Fare presents TheatreNisual Arts and
Co-operative Gamesrrasks.

Wednesday, March 17
• The F.A.N. Fare will present a keynote speakers
forum, and Issues Day

Thursday, March 18
• Conference on Equity and Access, 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Through a series of workshops a series of issues
will be analyzed, including:
The curriculum and the First Nations student;
womyn and access to services; racism and law
enforcement. (Co-sponsored by Womyn's Centre,
Native Law Students, Black Law Students of
Canada, Black Students' Alliance.)
12:00-1 :00-The Burning Times, Faculty of Law,
Rm 1111 (Co-sponsored with the Office of
Employment and Educational Equitry)
5:00-6:00 - The day culminates with a dramatic
reading by Dione Brand, director of Sisters in the
Struggle and the author of No Burden to Carry and
San Souci and Other Stories and her latest,
Language is Neutral.
• F.A.N. Fare presents TheatreNisual Arts and
Co-operative Gamesrrasks.

Friday, March 19
• F.A.N. Fare will present a major conference and a
multi-band concert. For more information, call
977-7225.

Saturday, March 20
• Today features F.A.N. Fare's special work shops
and open houses.

Sunday, March 21

..,

• The United Nations International Day for the
Elimination of Racial Discrimination.
j

Tuesday, March 23

i

• Filling Our Soace Vocally and Physically 6 - 9 p.m.,
McPherson Lounge (repeated - see March 16)

•

• Womyn and Health Issues - II
Stop the Whitewash: Womyn and Hygiene Products.
Liz Armstrong of WEED (Women and Environments),
Madame Vanier Lounge, Vanier Hall, 7:30 p.m.
(Co-sponsored by Environmental Awareness
Association and Womyn's Centre)

Wednesday, March 24
• Concerned Aboriginal Womyn
12:00 - 1:00, Faculty of Law, Room 1111

Thursday, March 25
• Acknowledging Womyn's Diversity: The voice of

womyn of the First Nations Video screening: Mother of
Many Children. Discussion facilitated by Ms. Barbara
Benson, 3:00 - 5:00 p.m.

• Enviro-Week continues with video showing of Silent
Spring, followed by discussion led by Citizens Against
Pesticides. 7:00 p.m., upstairs at the Grad House.

Friday, March 26
• Papermaking in the CAW Student Centre all day.
Displays by the U of W Recycling Program, Students
for Global Awareness, Citizens Environmental
Alliance, the Body Shop, Green Earth, Third World
Resource Centre, International Joint Commission all
day in the Odette Building lobby.

Saturday, March 27
• Environmental Conference 10 a.m. - 5 p.m. in the
Moot Court, Law Building. Admission is free and
includes a lunch. Displays in the Law Building foyer.
.

Monday, March 29
• Video screening: Media and Society: Images of
Women. 7 p.m., Windsor Library, Ouellette Branch

Friday, April 2
• Womyn and Health Issues - Ill
Womyn, sexuality and AIDS. Workshop facilitated by
Ms. Dionne Falconer of the Black Coalition for AIDS
Prevention
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Windsor track teams retain crowns
Lancer
dominance
continues
Continued from front page.

"Really it was the second day
that won it. The kids came in and
they knew that we really had to
la} it on the line so O .B. [Gibbons] wouldn't have to be called
into duty." Fairall said.
Performances by Chuck Canfield. Mike Nolan, Anthony
Black and Geoff Hewick made
that decision possible.

Bronze performance
Canfield, ranked eighth in the
country in the 60m hurdles coming into the CIAUs, came
through in the clutch and placed
thrrd with a time of 8.34 seconds.
Nolan, ranked sixth in the nation
in the pole vault. recorded a
surprising third-place finish with
a leap of 4.80 metres.
"I was looking to place top six.
hut the fact that I got third I'm
just ecstatic about," Nolan said
after finishing the competition.
"It is really big coming up
against the Alberta guys."

Vault important
With Alherta as Windsor's
main adversary. scoring ahead of
them in the vault wa<; particularly
important.
Black and Hcwick placed
second and fourth respectively in
the high jump. scoring valuable
team points.
It was Black's last meet as a
Lancer. and he was particularly
thankful to Fairall for making his
experience at Windsor a good
one.
"The University of Windsor
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Sprinter Irma Grant needed a photo finish to confirm she won the 60m; she has owned the event for four years. (photo by DAVE BRIGGS)

.

wa<; probably the best decision
I've ever made in my life. Hooking up with Dennis Fairall was
probably the best thing I could
ever do. He wasn't just a coach.
he was like a substitute dad,"
Black said.

Tremendous meet
Meanwhile Dinsmore had yet
another tremendous meet. She
smashed the CJAU triple jump
record by 65 centimetres, nailing
down 13.01 metres and qualifying at the last second to compete
for Canada with Gibbons at the
World Indoor Championships.
"I honestly thought at the time
that it was a good jump, but she

didn · 1 hit the last phase that well.
Then I saw the little red number
come up [on the tape measure]
and I knew it wa~n·t a 12." said
Lancer jumps coach Ritchie
Coughlin. ''That was great. I was
really happy for her."
"I was hard to get used to the
runway because it is really bouncy," the soft-spoken Dinsmore
said following her record
achievement. "The first round
everyone had trouble with their
hop."
She then grabbed silver medals
in the 600m ?.nd long jump. and
two more golds in the 4x200m
and 4x400m relays. earning the
admiration of her coach in the

process.
"How many people could win
the triple jump. run over and win
a silver in the 600m and come
back and place second in the long
jwnp?" Fairall said. "She's such
a clutch performer."

Middle distance
One of the tnaJOr contributions
to the men· s cause came when
three middle distance runners
stacked the field in the 1000m
and 1500m. Ja,;on Petro. Alex
Macleod and Rich Tremain
placed third. fourth and fifth
respectively in the 1000m.
Tremain then won a silver in the
I500m followed by Petro in

fourth and Macleod in eighth
All three women's relay teams
notched top spot, including an
exciting performance by the
4x800m relay team al the end of
the first day in which Kan Vickers hung tight with Dalhousie's
Tracy Hoskin on the anchor leg
and passed her on the la<;t lap.

Finish her off
"I didn't want to take her too
early in ca<;C I couldn't finish her
off." Vickers said. "l just fdt I
could take her on the last lap.''
Veteran Tanya Bielby ended
her career with a personal best in
the 1OOOm. and a gold for her efforts as the first leg in the
4x800m relay.
"The girls in the last two
relays ran so tough. they ran their
hearts out. I just didn •t know they
could give any more." Bielby
said. "Last night over at the restaurant they had an all-Canadian
burger. and I told the girls that if
we won it we would go in there
tonight and have some allCanadian burgers."

Shot put

The Lancer men needed every point to hold off a determined University of Alberta. (photo by DA VE BRIGGS)

Despite a poor showing by the
men's shot put crew. Tashlyn
Chase won her third stra.tgbt
women· s shot put championship
with a put of 13.87 metres.
Meanwhile, the men were expected to score nine points and
ended up with only three.
Rob Robinson placed fourth.
while Jim Harrison and Alex
Stanat were eighth and ninth
respectively. It was a far cry from
the 21 points they scored at the
OUAA championship a week
earlier.
All told. the Lancers have now
won five national championships
and six provincial titles in just
the past three years.
~
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Painting the country Blue and Gold
by Dave Briggs
Lance sports columnist

TORONTO - ln the end, like
true champions the Lancers rose
to the occasion; peaking at the
ideal moment.
Jumping
higher,
running
faster, leaping farther.
They dug I.heir heels in and
flatly refused to be toppled from
the bill The Canadian championship of track and field belonged
to I.hem. Again.
Saving the best performances
for last, Windsor brought borne
two more CIAU banners to add
to a growing collection banging
from the rafters of the Sr. Denis
Centre.
From the sheer dominance of
the women· s team to the gritty
performance of Lhc Lancer men
Lhe result wa,; the same.
Paint it Blue and Gold.
There Liley were. bugging.
whooping. laughing, <-"l)'ing.
Savouring Lhe moment. mugging
for pictures agamst Lhc cavernous
background of Lhe Skydome.
It seemed like the first time
they allowed Lhemselves to relax
all season. finally letting down
Lhe guard that kept Lbem from
crumbling under Lhe burden of
being defending CIAU champions. At least for the moment
there wouldn't be anyone gunning for them.
The images that will remain
from Lbis championship should
be locked away like precious
photographs to be opened 40
years from now and cherished by
the champions and Lhcir families.
Herc was Kelly Dinsmore
thundering down the runway and
leaping her way to a CIAU Uiple
jump record of 13.0lm and one
of five medals.
There was Inna Grant wilh
tears streaming down her face
hugging coach Molly Killingbeck after winning the 60m

Sp~inter Irma Grant {left) seeks consolation from coach Molly
K1lhngbe~k.after what she thought was a losing effort in the 60m.
A photo finish revealed Grant set a school record with her gold
medal performance. (photo by DAVE BRIGGS)

~
From the
point of
the Lance
for the fourth straight year, running it faster than sbe ever bad
before.
There was O'Brian Gibbons.
powered by his smooth-a<;-silk
stride. breaking the CIAU record
in the 60m. bettering a mark
former Olympian Desai Williams
held for 10 years.
Here was the women's
4x800m relay team bent over in
exhaustion, yet bubbling with the

excitement of its beautiful tactical exhibition that earned them
the gold.
There was Mike Nolan pumping his fist into the air after clearing 4.80m in the pole vault,
bettering his personal best and
surprising many with a bronze
medal finish.
Here was a group of men's
middle distance runners slapping
high-fives after stacking the field
in the l 000m and 1500m and
scoring valuable points for their
team which clinched the Lancers
the title.
Paint it Blue and Gold.
Yet the strongest images that
will remain are those of a team.

Not one men's and one women's.
One cohesive unit. Separating
them doesn't do justice to the
program.
Around the track at straightaways and banked comers, near
the shot put circle and long jump
pits, shot putters and hurdlers,
sprinters and long jumpers came
together clad in their bright blue
and gold warm-up jackets to
shout encouragement to teammates.
It's something you see a lot
with this team. Dennis Fairall
purposely planned it that way.
Fairall bas made bis track team
more than an eclectic group of
individuals. Everything is done
for the team. There's no other
way to succeed a<; a unit at such a
h~h level of competition.
And succeed they have. In
three years, the Lancers have
amassed a legacy which includes
five national championships and
six provincial ones.
Yet it is unlikely both teams
will be CIAU champions next
year. Confronted with a high
graduation rate of some of it<; top
athletes. the men· s team will be
hard-pressed to win the CIAU, or
even the OUAA title again next
year. The women meanwhile are
deep enough to remain virtually
intact despite losing some athletes.
Thus. the memories of
Skydome '93 will always hold a
special place. It's one of those
perfect moments in time that
make athletics so exhilarating, so
breath-taking. You want to hold
onto it forever, basking in the
glory of being on top of the
world, lest you forget what it's
like years from now.
So let's celebrate the greatness
of the University of Windsor
track and field team and put a<;ide
tomorrow.
1993 Canadian Champions!
[g
Paint it Blue and Gold.

Men's season
ends abruptly
by Dave Gough
Lance sports staff

The Lancer men's basketball
team saw its season come to an
abrupt end with a disappointing
85-47 loss to the Guelph
Grypbons in the first round of the
OUAA West playoffs.
The Guelph team wac; much
bigger and had more playoff ex.
perience than the young Lancers
Coach Mike Havey said, "W~
have trouble matching up against
Guelph, and they just seemed to
have our number."
The Lancers were led by
Patrick Osborne who was the
high scorer in the game wilh 24
points. Rookie Mark Baggio
saved his best game of the season
for the end, playing a strong
game scoring 11 points and grabbing six rebounds.
Osborne wac; chosen as a
second-team all-star in the
OUAA West Division after leading the Lancers in points,
rebounds and assists this season.
Looking to next year, the Lan.
cers will lose two important
players who are graduating.
Geoff Astles and Geoff Hewick.
Astles has been the captain of the
Lancers the past two years, while
Hewick has been a two-sport
star, also competing as a high
jumper with the Lancer men's
track and field team.
The Lancers will look to fill
these voids, especially looking
for help from inside.
"I am satisfied with our
perimeter people, and ac; well the
inside people we have now." said
Havey. "We just have to get big·
ger if we want to compete with
Guelph and Brock."
The Lancers improved a great
deal this year and with a strong
nucleus of returnees should do
well in the 1993-94 season as
Havey slowly builds a strong
program.
~
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Everybody knows where the
real action is... The Lance.
The Lance is seeking applications for:
• News and Associate News editors
• Photo and Assoc. Photo editors
• Arts editor
• Sports editor
• Features editor

Applications must be in by March 29.
Elections will be held April 5.
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Lancers pass
quarterfinals
by Ian Fitz-Gerald
Lance sports staff
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What's that old cliche? Anything can happen in the playoffs it's a whole new season! Well,
the Lancer hockey team finally
got a chance to test this
hypothesis, thanks to a crucial
two-game sweep over the final
weekend of the regular season.
The team made the trek up
Hwy. 401 to Kingston and posted
victories over Queen's and an annoying RMC team by scores of
8-7 and 6-5 (in overtime) as the
league brought down the curtains
on another topsy-turvy regular
season.
In addition, the Lancers also
avoided a potentially suicidal
first-round encounter with league
powerhouses
Waterloo
and
Laurier, due to the Laurentian
Voyageurs dropping their final
regular season game.
What did all this mean? It
simply meant that with a record
of 9-12-1, the Blue and Gold
would clinch fifth place and a
playoff berth.
As a result, the Lancers now
earned the right to focus their
sights on the Western Mustangs
who finished with a record of 128-2. The two teams faced off in a
one-game series in London on
Feb. 23 for "all the marbles."
A flat performance by the Lancers early on led to a 3-1 deficit
after the first period, and the fat

lady had started to hum off in the
distance.
However, a defiant Windsor
team came out flying in the
second period. Goaltender Steve
Thorpe was little short of outstanding, facing over 50 shots
through the game.
An offense dormant in the first
period awoke in an ugly mood,
led by the line of Jim O'Neill,
Bill Seagris and Peter Deboer,
who struck a total of five times ..
Deboer, the team leader in
scoring over the course of the
regular season amassing 21 goals
and 27 assists in a mere 19
games, helped ignite the comeback fire with a three-goal performance. The Lancers took a
5-3 lead into the dressing room at
the end of the second period.
A wild third period saw
Windsor net three more goals,
much to the dismay of the partisan crowd, as Thorpe manhandled every Western forward
who dared to challenge him. The
end result was a huge 8-4 upset
victory for the Lancers over a
heavily favoured Mustang team.
As a reward for this feat, the
team was given a rest period of
exactly one day before facing a
nationally-ranked Guelph team,
waiting in the wings. It will be
interesting to see if this Lancer
team has any more tricks up its
sleeve.

Stay tuned to next week's
Lance for hockey playoff news. [g

Lisa White (#10) had 10 points against Laurentian. (photo by ELAINE SAUNDERS)

Top honours for women's basketball
by Alex Meyer
Lance sports staff

All good things must come to
an end. The Lancer women's
basketball team had a good year,
but it came to an abrupt end on
Feb. 27 at the OWIAA championship tournament.
Windsor qualified for the tournament by tying for third place in
the West Division with an 8-6
record. The Lancers lost the tiebreaker for third place, as Brock
defeated Windsor 61-44 in the
last league game.
Brock won the tiebreaker on
point differential, as Windsor's
earlier victory over Brock wac;
only by one point. Nancy
Gyurcsik had 18 points against

the Badgers in the last league
game.
In the tournament, the Lancers
were paired against perennial
power Laurentian.
The Lady Vees were undefeated in league play this year.
Their roster includes a national
team player, a 1991 all-Canadian,
last year's CIAU player of the
year, two members of the provincial team and many veterans.
Laurentian won 60-45, with
four players scoring in double
figures. Windsor won the
rebounding batUe 32-22, but had
18 turnovers to Laurentian's
seven. Heather Quick had 14
points and Lisa White added l 0.
This loss put Windsor into the
consolation round.

Curling teams earn twin bronze medals
by Chad Suitor
Lance sports staff

The women's curling team
continued its hot play, posting a
three-win and two-loss record on
its way to winning a bronze
medal at the OUAA championships in Waterloo on Feb. 20-21.
The women used the momentum that earned them a 4-0
record at the Crossover tournament in January to earn their impressive 3-2 record and a share of
second place.
Their victories came over
Waterloo, Wilfrid Laurier and
Brock, while they were defeated
by Queen's and Western. A
three-way tie for second place in

the final standings forced the
Lancers to play a shootout to
decide the silver and bron1c
medals. In the shootout, the
Windsor curlers finished tied for
second, eliminating their chances
for the silver.
To break that tie, skips from
both Windsor and Queens had to
have a draw to the button, at the
centre of the house.
Windsor skip Nicole Martin
drew her stone eight inches from
the button and the Queen's skip
was only able to draw to the top
of the 12 foot, giving Windsor
the win and the bronze medal.
The men· s curling team had
some difficulty, but managed to
finish tied for third, losing the

medal by virtue of its head-tohead record with the teams they
were tied with, McMaster and
Wilfrid Laurier. The men
defeated Western and Guelph
while losing to Queen's, McMaster and Wilfrid Laurier.
The men's team curled 74 percent for the weekend but just
couldn't make the big shots when
they had to.
Coach Dave Moncur said, "I
wasn't as disappointed as could
be expected with their finish."
This was based on the fact that
the team was seeded No. 1 going
into the tournament. Moncur also
said he was looking forward to
next season when four veterans
will return.
~

The Lancers met Queen's in
the first round of the consolation
playoffs. Led by OWIAA all-star
Vicki Wilson, the Golden Gaels
took the game 72-68. Gyurcsik
had 22 points and 10 rebounds.
Quick added 16 points.
Both Gyurcsik and Quick were
named OWIAA West Division
AU-Stars, and Coach Joanne
MacLean was named OWIAA
West Division Coach of the
Year.
The All-Star award caps
Quick's five-year career at
Windsor. She is repeating as an
All-Star and MacLean was
Coach of the Year for 1987-88.
MacLean led the team from a
2-12 last-place finish last year to
an 8-6 tie for third place this

Small squad affects
swim team results
by Alex Meyer
Lance sports staff

The Lancer men· s swim
team placed 11th place out of
a field of 15 competitors at the
OUAA championship tournament held at the University of
Ottawa on Feb. 20-21.
Windsor scored a total of
58 points at the meet, 18
points behind the 10th-place
Ottawa Gee-Gees.
The McMaster Marauders
handily took over the championship tournament with

853.5 points, 400 more than
the third-place team and over
l 00 more than the second
place finishers.
One chronic problem all
season for the Lancer swim
team has been the small size
of the squad compared to the
squads at other schools.
At this meet Windsor had
only 29 entries. That made
them the fourth-smallest team
entered in the tournament.
The winning Marauder
team had 77 entries in the
tournament.
~
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Lancer Athletes of the Week
February 15-21
Nicole Martin
Nicole Martin shared athlete of
the week honours for the week
ending Feb. 21. Martin led the
women's curling team to a
bronze medal finish at the
OWIAA Championships. Her
shooting percentage was consistently at or above the 80 percent
range.
At the conclusion of the roundrobin portion of the competition,
the Lancers were faced with a
tie-breaking shoot-out.
This led to a subsequent tie
with Queen's for the bronze
medal - Martin threw the first
rock and landed within eight inches of perfeccion.
Martin provided leadership,
strength, and composure that the
Lancers needed to capture third

place. She is a fourth-year student in the Faculty of Social
Science, majoring in Political
Science.

school record. Her jump of 12.83
metres was just 17 centimetres
short of the world indoor standard of 13 metres.

February 15-21

February 22-28

Kelly Dinsmore

Irma Grant

Kelly Dinsmore was the other
recipient of the athlete of the
week. At the Eastern Michigan
Jnvitiational she broke former
all-Canadian Elaine Week's
eight-year record in the long
jump, becoming the first Lancer
woman ever to break the six
metre barrier with a jump of 6.03
metres. She also captured a gold
medal in the 400 metres and set a
new school record with an outstanding time of 56.32 seconds.
At the Canadian National Indoor Championships/World Indoor Trials, Dinsmore won the
triple jump title with another

Irma Grant was the athlete of
the week for the week ending
Feb. 28. Grant led the Lancer
track and field team to their third
successive OWIAA title.
She won the 60 metres with a
magnificent time of 7.50 seconds
(OWIAA record), the 300
metres, and was a member of two
OWIAA record-setting relay
teams (4x200m and 4x400m).
Grant finishes ber career with an
impressive eight OWIAA titles
over five years.
The 22-year-old sprinter is a
Chatham native and a student in
the Faculty of Education.
~

Campus Rec a future benefit to Mum/ord
AL the
Campus
' · ··: ·· · ·
Recreation department.
Peter Mumford prefers
being involved in "the
wet thing." Ar; the supervisor of aquatics for
Campus Rec, Peter is
responsible for teaching Bronze Cross and
Aquatic
Emergency
Care.
scheduling
lifeguard
hours.
lifeguarding
himself
and refereeing the
Inner-Tube Water Polo
league.
A
native
of
Brampton. Peter 1s enrolled in his second
year at Windsor. intent
on mo, ing his focus
from hhtory 10 international relations. He is getting
ready to take part in both the Heart and Stroke Fitness Swim and a dual Lifeguard Compelition in
Prince Edward Island. He is actively involved with
lx)th the Heart and Stroke Foundation and the Royal

·

· .,. ··

Life Saving Society of
Canada He cites his involvement in Campus
Recreation as a benefit to
his career growth and future prospects.
"Even though I have
been
with
Campus
Recreation for a short
time I have found that my
skills as an administrator
have improved greatly. I
have been able to make
some new friends and
have found new contacts
within the aquatic circles.
"Anyone who wants to
be more physically fit
should definitely take a
look at aquatics. Being in
the water is very relaxing
and you can burn calories at the same time. It's
great for those with back problems, as there is less
pressure on the back when one is swimming."
~

Provided by Andrew Lindsay of the Campus
Recreation Department.
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Heart and Stroke
Fitness Swim
On March 27, from 12:301:30 p.m., Campus Recreation
is putting on the annual Heart
and Stroke Fitness Swim.
Those interested can pick up
an entry form at the pool. Participants should try to get as
many pledges as they can because there are tons of prizes
to be won.
There will be a meeting
March 20 at 12:30 p.m. on the
pool deck at the St. Denis
Centre for all those interested
in participating. All those who
have collected entry forms
and those who are interested
in signing up should attend.
If you cannot make the
meeting or want more information about the swim, please
contact Peter Mumford at
253-4232,ext.2456.

Volunteer
Volunteers are needed to
work at the March 27 Heart
Fitness Swim. Assist in a
fundraiser to help fight
Canada's no. 1 killer - heart
disease and strokes.

Jobs Jobs Jobs
There are on-campus job
opponunities galore for the
1993-94 school year available
in the Campus Rec department. A wide range of leadership and teaching positions
need to be filled including fitness and aquatics instructors,
and supervisors of intramural
sports.
These positions offer great
work experience and the opportunity co develop valuable
organizational and administrative skills. Applications can be
picked up at the Campus Rec
office and must be dropped
off by Friday, March 10.

The men's ice hockey
season bas come to close, and
playoffs have now begun.
Congratulations to the Beer
team and the Huron Hawks
for finishing first overall in
their respective divisions.
A special thanks should go
out to Darryl lbbitson for his
hard work and dedication in
organizing another successful
hockey season.
Best of luck to all the
players in the playoffs, and
thanks for your participation
this semester.

Men's Floor Hockey
The men's floor hockey
season is slowly coming to a
close. At present, the Chubby
Puppies and the Boyz 'n
Parole are both undefeated in
their divisions.
Thank you to all the players
who
participated
this
semester, let's all give an effort for a successful playoff
schedule. We should all
recognize Gary Slaght for his
effort and contribution in running a successful floor hockey
league.

Men's Volleyball
On Monday, March 15, lhe
men's volleyball teams will be
playing their final league
game.
Genuine
Draft
and
Southern Comfort continue to
hold the lead in division A,
while Lase Place and Hosers
are tied for first in division B.
Playoffs begin soon and each
team has a chance at the
championship.

Provided by Peter Mumford, Andrew Lindsay. Tim
Weber, and Debbie Hamilton
of the Campus Recreation
Department.
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• High-Speed Copies • Full Colour Copies
Resumes • Public Fax Service
• Advanced Typesetting & Design Service

Self-Serve
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UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR

Available Now:
On Campus Student Housing
(adjacent to the Leddy library and the law Building)

SINGLE MEN AND WOMEN

MARRIED STUDENTS

• four house units, newly
constructed and furnished .
Each self-contained house
accom- modates 12 students
in air-conditioned single
rooms.
• seven former homes
converted for student living,
each self-contained and
accommodating 5 to 12
persons in single or double
rooms.

• Geoffrey Fisher Hall
Apartments
• all 38 suites are one-bedroom
and unfurnished
• accomodation available for
intersession & summer school
• applications being accepted
for 1992/93 & 93/94 academic
years

For information and applications contact:

Canterbury College
172 Patricia Road
Windsor, Ontario N98 389
(519) 256-6442

Between 9: 30 am. 4: 30 pm
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Official-Languages
Monitor* Program
Under a program funded by the Department of the
Secretary of State of Canada, the Ministry of Education
and Training in conjunction with the Council of Ministers
of Education, Canada, invites students to apply for the
position of second-language monitors (French or English)
for the academic year 1993-94.

Monitors (part-time}

Official-languages monitors must be full-time postsecondary students usually studying in a province other than
their own. They will work between six and eight hours
per week under the supervision of a second-language
teacher. Some francophone monitors will be assigned to
French schools outside Quebec. For eight months participation in the program, they will receive at least $3,500
and one return trip between their home and the host
province.
To be eligible for part-time monitor duties, students
must have completed at least one year of postsecondary
studies or will have completed such studies by the end of
the 1992-93 academic year.

Monitors (Full-time}

BUSINESS BEATS LAW: Law student Liam O'Connor (right) clinches with business major Dan
Deschamps. Deschamps went on to win the bout on a TKO. {photo by SUZANNE NGU/)

Loss for Battling Barrister
by Robert 0. Way
Lance sports staff

Recently christened the "Battling Barrister" by the local
media, University of Windsor
law student and amateur boxer
Liam O'Connor returned to the
ring on March 1 for the first time
since December.
Fighting out of the Windsor
Amateur Boxing Club, O'Connor
faced fellow U of W student Dan
Deschamps on a card at the
Caboto Club. Deschamps is a
fourth-year business major and

member of the Border City
Boxing Club on a card at the
Caboto Club.
After a relatively close first
round in which both fighters
landed many punches, Deschamps took control of the contest in the second, knocking
O'Connor down on two

oc-

casions with a pair of powerful
overhand rights.
The assault continued in the
third and final round as Descbam ps staggered O'Connor
once more with a flurry of shots
to the head, forcing the referee to

PROFESSIONAL TYPING
Student Papers, Manuscripts & Resumes

*Competitive Prices*
DOWNTOWN OFFICE SERVICES
327 Chatham Street West 253-3571
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comes to the rescue ...

You can have your quality
graduation portrait taken
the inexpensive way in the
privacy of Vanier HaH
Trillium Room A, on Mar.
15, 16, 17 and 18, 1993
For only $12 plus taxes you can have:
• 8-10 poses taken
• Colour change of background
• Use of silk roses, diploma, mortarboard
• Proofs to keep

Please sign up for an appointment at Odette
Bldg. Commerce Society Office, Main Foyer.
You will receive the same excellent service our customers
have become accustomed to: attention to makeup, help
with the graduation attire. etc. We keep your negatives on
file; you can re-order anytime.

DON'T WAIT FOR SPRING, DO IT NOW!!
Groups of students can also huy class composites if we have 75%
partil:ipation. We look forward to hcing al your scrvicc!

stop the fight. Officially, the victory was scored as a technical
knockout (TKO).
Deschamps was pleased with
bis effort. "I lost my last fight last
month so this was kind of a
comeback fight for me," be said.
"I wanted to win big."
O'Connor managed to retain
his sense of humour despite the
loss. "I consider it a victory every
time I get in the ring regardless
of whether I win or lose .. . and
any time I can enjoy a beer after
a fight. well that's a second victory."
~

Full-time monitors must have completed at least one year
of posJsecondary studies. Duties consist of assisting
second-language teachers (French or English) in rural or
semi-urban areas usually in a province other than their
own for 25 hours per week. Some francophone monitors
will be assigned to French schools outside Quebec.
Monitors will receive up to $11,400 for 10 months of participation. They will also receive two return trips per year
between their home province and the host province.
They may also receive a settling-in allowance of a minimum of $300 and a maximum of $1,110 for commuting
expenses within the host province.
Application forms and program brochures may be
obtained from placement offices in postsecondary institutions, or from the address below:
Provincial Co-ordinator, Monitor Program
Ministry of Education and Training
Curriculum Policy Development Branch
16th Floor, Mowat Block, Queen's Park
Toronto, Ontario
M7A 1L2
Duly completed application forms must arrive at the
address indicated In the Information package, postmarked no later than March 19, 1993. Qualified candidates will be required to attend an interview.
• applles to men and women equally
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Just say yes

Student councillors were surprised by the fai lure of
their referendum to increase drug plan fees.
They were sure students favour the plan and would
choose to continue it. That's why they, and many others,
fear that voters did not understand that rejecting the increase is tantamount to ending prescription insurance.
After bearing voters express confusion over the wording of the question, including those who opposed the increase but want drug coverage, the Lance believes there
is enough doubt to call another referendum. We urge
those who agree to sign the circulating petitions urging
SAC to stage a new vote with a clearer indication that a
"no" means opposition to any drug plan.
Above and beyond the chance to vote again, the Lance
endorses voting "yes" to continue to make the drug plan
available to students.
The Green Shield drug plan we have enjoyed for the
last year is one of the cheapest offered to students in the
province. The increase indicated on the referend~
question is about $20 more than we currently pay, still
less than plans at most other universities.
All places of employment strive to provide a decent
drug plan for employees. It's hard to believe that students at the university don't want one. Unlike the failed
bus pass scheme, this plan can save lives.
To take just one example, last semester a U of W student claimed $1900 for medication to treat a viral infection that could have been a life or death situation. No
student has that kind of disposable income.
More commonly prescribed are antibiotics, especially
during the flu season. Oral contraceptives, covered by
the plan year-round, must be taken regularly to be effective. Without a plan, birth control may be irregular.
Another common medication treats chlamydia, a nasty
veneral disease that, if left untreated, can cause sterility.
The market price for chlamydia treatment is almost $50.
Although the opting-out process is a drag, at least
those already covered have that option. If the university
installs its own plan, it may be mandatory.
For these reasons, urge SAC to run another referendum on the drug plan. If it does. vote "yes."
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No kidding
Dear Editor:
I am writing this letter to you because of my serious concerns as a
result of the recent student referendum that appears to have rejected the
drug plan.
There is no doubt that students are
taking a financial battering from all
directions and on the surface this may
appear to be some place to start
making economics. No one hopes or
plans to be sick, but some people require regular medications to function
and most of us require a prescription
at one time or another.
The following price list of frequently prescribed medications may
give some food for thought: Pondocillin for 7 days (an antibiotic)

$19.72, Yibra.mycin for 10 days (antibiotic for chlamydia) $48.62, oral
contraceptives for 1 month $20-22,
Anaprox * 20 (for menstral cramps)
$23.44, Zantac for one month (for ulcers) $52.33, Yentolin Inhaler (for
asthma) $16.07. Beclofortc Inhaler
(for a<;tbma) $86.43.
I hope that this information is considered should there be any further
debate on this subject.
Dr. J. V. Kidd
Department Head
Medical and Health Services

Propaganda
Dear Editor:
In response to the AIDS propoganda circulating the campus, we would
like to ask - what is the point? AIDS

11
..

is a serious problem and ignorance is
deadly.
Aside
from
the
inherent
homophobia in these tasteless flyers.
they foster a false sense of security.
AIDS is everyone's concern. It needs
to be publicized and supported.
Trying to assign blame to the gay
male population is backward and
senseless. The people that created
these posters knew that when they
withheld their identities.
It is easy to target a marginalized
group and pretend it is responsible for
an epidemic. History is full of such
instances. What is difficult is the
unity and compassion required to
come to grips with the challenge of
AIDS. We need to work together for
awareness.
Tracy Robinson
and nine others

C
(

On selling
victimization:
The marketing of the
incest-survivor machine
by Judge Brisson
Lance editorial staff

In an essay entitled, ''Beware
Tbc Incest Survivor Machme."
(New York T1111es Book Rev,ew.
Jan. J 1991) social psychologist
and femimst cnllc Carol Tavris
pulls no punches in her indictment of the authors and
"therapists" of the incest-survivor
machine.

Coherent analysis

•

Tavris' coherent analysis of
~tatistical exaggerations as well
as her scathing criticism of diagnostic and treatment methodology lead her to the conclusion
that the incest-survirnr machine
creates victims, rnnsequently expanding the market for therapy
and sell-help books.
One certainly hecomes aware
of the hostility m the tone ot
Tavris' diatrihc and is required to
question the oversimphficauons
of her summancs: "In these

books the rule 1s: 11 you feel
abused. you were abused."
However. the hooks themselves.
in order 10 reach a mass
audience. rely on these same sort
of ovcrsimplificatiom,, thus lending credence to Tavris' argument.

Cause celebre
Survivmg incest has been the
cause ce/ebre of a number of
public figures including Suzanne
Somers, Rosanne Arnold and
Latoya Jackson In two of the
above cases, it has rejuvenated
stagnate or non-existent careers.
High-profile cases such as these
arc used by many in the business
to show that ,exual abuse can
happen to anyone. even your
favourite TV star, which in tum
translates to mean. everyone.
Ta\ ris 4-hows how this sort of
jump in logic has become common m this area. as one author
quotes another· s conclusion a,
fact. giving it the weight to he infinitely puhlished and quoted.

Tavris conclude,: ·•contemporary incest-survivor books encourage women to incorporate
the language of vicllrnhood and
survivaJ into the sole organizing
narrative of their identity ... and
its moraJ rarely goes farther than
'jom a group and talk about your
feelings."'
"Backlash," cried the supporters of the incest-survivor
movement. In a series of letters
published in a subsequent issue
of the New York Tuner Book
Review, condemnation poured
from the pens of authors and
therapist<, and \ ictims, who acCU4-Cd Tavris of gross insensiti\ 11y. a cavalier attitude and
distm1cing herself from human
cruelty
in short, a poor cxcu,c
for a feminist.

Intelligent debate
The arguments rarely addressed Tavris' salient point-. ol
criticism and offered little in the
way of intelligent dchatc. One

could not help hut hear a taint cry
in the distance, metaphorically
calling for the head of the messenger.

Side-stepping critics
The term ''backlash" is significant m that it is used in much
the same way by the ince4-t-sur\wor machine as by Tavri's her4-elf and others in previous
wnlmgs addre.,sing issues surrounding contemporary femirnsm.
The popular usage of this tenn
has served those under attack
quite well.
In this case. it is clear that the
incest-survivor machine ha, "idcsteppcd much of the empirical
critici,m hy rallying around the
backla'ih banner and bringing the
debate to the floor of an emotional forum where legitimate critics
arc maligned for being cruel and
in,cn4-itive.
The kind of criticism levelled
hy Tavri on the incest-survivor

machine mirrors that of lemini<;ts
who argue against the woman a'i
victim model. II is mteresting to
note that the reaction to their
work was strl.kingly similar.
The incest-survivor machine
would be better served by analyzing the kind of mllcism brought
forth hy Tavris, evaluating its
merils and incorporating those
clements which will enh,uicc the
treatment of sexual abuse victims.
Femi111sm as a whole would be
better served by maintaining a
climate where ideas from all
points of view are recogni,ed and
evaluated intelligently. Criticism
can only serve feminism in a
positive way 1f it is considered a
vehicle hy which to strengthen
one· s position
Deflecting such criticism by
shouting "badl.tsh" because 11
threatens one' s current belief will
continue to ,ervc the victim
ideology and endanger real empowerment.
[Q
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I don't think students
understand the ramifications.
The old drug plan was good,
it was really effective,
especially if you just need
antibiotics.

It's ridiculous. We should
get the plan back. I don't
think we should have gotten
rid of it in the first place. I
also think we should have a
dental plan.

I think it should have
remained optional. My
parents don't have a drug
plan I can be a part of. I
work part-time and have to
pay rent and food. I relied on
it a lot.

Maybe SAC could work a
deal with one of the drug
stores around here and
maybe get a discount on the
dispensing fee.

24
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Artistic license: Will
the Art Gallery of Windsor ,
cash in its chips?
See opinions, p. 15.

Dekin', dunkin', dribblin':
Havey teaches basketballers
the three D's. P. 12.
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, Students get
~ second chance
~ at drug vote
~
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by Tran Longmoore
Lance news editor

Just when it appeared that students at the U of W would be the
only ones in Canada not
protected by a drug plan, the
board of governors has accepted
a petition that will allow the
question to he reconsidered m a
new referendum.
Jon Ricci. president-elect of
SAC'. and Ste\'c Alexander ~ AC'
\'ice prcsidc111 c1cct ni mu, cr,11y
affairs, were key figures in a petition drive that called for another
referendum based on the wncem
that
people
may
have
misunderstood the question of
the original referendum.
The petition, containing 507
signatures, was presented to the
board and it was announced that
another rclcrcndum will he held
on March 30 and 31 .
In the Feb. 2~-25 SAC General
Election, students rejected a
proposal to increase the drug plan
fee from $71.50 to $94.90.
According to Jason Clemens,
SAC vice president of finance
and operations. several voters

told him they didn't know that a
"no" vote would totally dispose
of the drug plan.
The referendum will ask voters
basically what Clemens says was
misunderstood the first time. The
new question reads: "Arc you in
favour of the current Student
Drug Health Plan at a cost of
$94.90 for the 1993-94 year with
an inflation acl1ustmcnt for the
next two iears?" The original
question hegan "Do you supporl ... ' an•J hmshecl the !>a.rnc.
A "yes" victory in tJ1e referendum, saicl Clemens. does not
necessarily mean that studenL<;
will have a drug plan next year.
"If 'yes· wins. but gets less
than the 75~ votes that defeated
the drug plan in t11e previous
referendum, can we legally overturn the result? This is t11c type of
thing that we must fincl out."
While SAC has decided to
remain neutral on the issue, it has
budgeted money for anyone
wishing to run "yes" or ''no"
campaigns. Anyone intcrcstccl in
running either campaign should
reach Ja<;on Clemens al the SAC
u·ailer. extension 3600.
(g
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GINO MASTELLOTTO solicits donations for the c anned food dnve timed t o coincide with
Ant1-D1scrimination Week. The s1ory is on page 3. (photo by MOM/KO HIND)

h
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by Steve Rennie
Lance news staff
The street fair, hosted by the
Freedom Action Network. got
off to a bang start Jast Monday

in the Grand Marketplace.
The street fair, namoo
F ANfare, dealt with a broad

range of issues surrounding
discrimination. Some of the issues faced ate: racism, sexism,
homophobia, and discrimina·
tion against the physicaUy and
mentally chaJlenged ~ well as
the. poor and the elderly.

Many students were suprised

to hear that such an event was
tiling place at the univer~ity.

minority groups," said Dungy.

"I think it's great. We have
to be open miooed abou1 these
issues," said Paul Chima. a

ganizers ol FA...~fare. claimed
the kickoff was a wcccss.
..It's good to ~ the community and the students come
together for this kind of iliing.''
said Elliot.
Elliot believes tbat tlic street
fair and other similar events arc
ati important !.lep in breaking
down some of the barricades in
our society.
"We have to traw,cend aJl or
the dichotomies in our world to
bc(omc a truly 'humane'
human race."
ill

business student.
During
the
opening
ceremonies Brian Dungy sang
a sparkling vetsmn of ..Forced
From Home:· a song about
blacks being forced from lhc
homelands and sold into
slavery in North Amcric~.
"We have -0ur preconceived
ideas about what and how
I.biogs should be done. and
society enforces that upon

Kim Elliot. one of the or·

• Windsor to see film highlighting Palestinian conflict

"

by Teena Ward
Lance news staff

Canadian filmmaker Simcha
Jacobovici is bringing his highly
acclaimed documentary on the
Israeli/Palestinian conflict to the
Windsor Jewish Community
Centre on March 23.
Jacobovici is celebrated for the
lilm which is creating dialogue
between groups traditionally at
each other's throats.
Jacobovici does not speak with
politicians in his film, but rather
brings viewers into the street·
level reality of t11e Israeli/Palestinian conflict on the West Bank.
His interest is in "showing the
deadly ideologicaJ, political, and
religious currents that are flowing there."
As a result. he found himself
and his crew caught in several
potentially life-threatening situations: dodging rubber bullets in a
riot, losing their Palestinian guide
in a dangerous area, filming the
interrogation of a suspected col-

lal~)rator. as well as being the
first to interview a member of the
United Leadership of the Intifada
(one of the most wanted men in
Israel).
Although Jacobovici stated
that he docs not have a poliucal
agenda for the film. viewers
worldwide have found it useful in
opening channels between Israelis and Palestinians.
Arab and Jewish student
groups have been drawn together
for the first lime in joint presentations of the film on Canadian and
American campuses.
Jacobovici pointed out that
"the Isreali ministry of education
for grades 10 and 11 want to use
the film in classrooms." In addition, private groups of Palestinians and Israelis in the Middle
East have presented the thoughtprovoking film.
Humanizing the issue was a
big part of this project for the
Toronto filmmaker who has seen
the "conflict reduced to total
stereotypes" in the popular

media. ( )vcr t11e years he has
watched as Palcstimans arc constantly portrayed as "victims or
tetTorists," while Israelis "became the shadow of a soldier. not
a person." Jacobovici wanted his
"audience to get to know some of
the people in the conflict, and
complexity of those people."
The groundbreaking footage
which emerges in the film has
been praised for iLc; equal
portrayal of both sides of the
conflict.
Born in Israel, the son of
holocaust survivors and raised in
Montreal, Jacobovici is very
close to the issue psychologically. intellectually. ancl physically
and "would have never thought
of making a film about other
people's family. not your own."
With the prodding of fellow
film executive David Greene his
eyes were opened to the possibililles of documenting the
troubles on the West Bank.
Jacobovici explained that he
"didn't go into the project with

the idea of balance" and tried not
to "delude myscll into feeling objective because I knew I wasn't.''
The guidelines that he set for
himself led hun naturally to the
"inherently fair" product.
"I don't want to be a
propagandist. I wanted to go in
and tell an honest story as deeply.
profoundly, subtly, and honestly
as I could . .. balance emerged
from the filming and editing
room. It had to feel balanced,"
said Jacobovici. As a result he
found that he had "more access
to both sides than either side ever
had."
Part of the reason this
documentary is seen as revolutionary is the technical a'-pcCts
which lend an "unbiased" feeling
about the conflict. Unlike most
documentaries this one has no
narrator, it lets the story tell itself
without imposing outside judgments.
It is also "conscious of the
camera's presence there" and that
"there is no pristine reality once

the camera is turned on a situa·
lion." The camera is turned on
the journalists and cam1:ra crews
of the popular media who have
become a major factor in the Israeli/Palestinian
s11ua11on.
Jacobovici wanted to illustrate
the "pack mentality of the Journalists" yet "didn't want to say
my own camera is okay. When it
comes to images people forget
that there is an author "
J acobovici doesn't profess to
have found any solutions to the
Israeli/Palestinian conflict. but
rather hopes to illustrate that
there are no quick fixes for their
problems.
He emphasizes that the issues
in the Middle ~ l are those that
effect us all: violence. the role of
the media, and the question of
national identity.
··we can·t condescend to
people over there. we must address the complexity of the
problem. So much separates them
that we must have respect for the
issue," he said.
[Q
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Lance calendar of events

Back to School Special
• 80386 DX-40 MHZ CPU
128K Cache

FREE Mouse

• • 2 Mb RAM
14" Super VGA Colour Monitor 0.28 dpi
• Super VGA Card with 1 Mb RAM
• 105 Mb Hard Disk Drive
. • 1.44 Mb 3.5" Floppy disk drive
. • IDE HD/FD Controller
2 Serial, 1 Parallel and 1 Game Port
• 101 Keys Enhanced Keyboard
• Mini Tower Case
• 200W Power Supply
• MS Dos 5 0

$1 295
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;, How to Prepare a Tax
Return: seminars today,
tomorrow and Thursday,
March 25. Bring a calculator,
pencil tax returns and
releva~t information slips
and receipts. Admission:
donation of $1 or one can of
food. 4 - 6 p.m. For info, call
Sandy, ext. 3128.
The
Environmental
Awareness Association
presents Liz Armstrong
addressing the unhealthy
bleaching in feminine
hygiene products. 7:00 p.m.,
Oak Room, Vanier Hall.

;,

"' The
Progressive
Conservative Campus
Club will hold its final
meetinr at 12 noon, 2nd floor
Grad House. For info, call
Mike Rohrer at 969-0128.

;,

The
Environmental
Awareness Association
presents the video Silf?nt
Spring,
followed
by
discussion .. 7:30, upstairs at
the Grad House.

;,

The University Players
present Girls in the Gang.
Call 253-4565

Saturday, March 27
;,
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ENVIR()NMENl'AL C()NFERENCE
Saturday. March 27. IO to 5
U of W Law Building. Moot Court
free admission and lunch
ISSUES TO BE DISClJSSEO:
• LOCAL GARBAGE CRISIS • DETROIT AND LITTLE
RIVER POLLUTION •NONRESIDENTIAL WASTE

AWARENESS i., the /st step .... BE THERE TO TAKE IT'
Students
·ro•ve
Council
_._,

...... -1,
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Environment
Canada

ENVIRONMENTAL PARTNERS FUND

"'The
Campus
New
Democratic Youth invite all
interested students to meet
national president Maya
Russell
to
discuss
involvement in Canada's
NOP youth movement. 1:00
p.m., Grad House.
;,

Campus Police presents a
Personal Safety Seminarfor
women. 8:00 p.m., 1120
Erie Hall.

;,

presents its 1993 graduate
recitals. Today, Ross
Osmun on piano, 8:00 p.m.,
Moot Court. Free admission;
call ext. 2780.

A: Gina Lori Riley Dance
Enterprises presents Dances off the Wall, solos and
duets from the company
repertoire, tonight and
tomorrow at 8:00 p.m. 384
Pitt St. East, tickets $10, call
977-5438.
§

The
Environmental
Awareness Association
Bike Nite upstairs at the
Grad House, 7:30 p.m.

The Grad House is hosting
a
progressive euchre
tournament. 7:30 p.m., entry
fee $5, no partners
necessary.

Sunday, March 28

Thursday, March 25

.

The
Environmental
Awareness Association is
holding an Environmental
Conference all day, 10 a.m.
- 5 p.m. in the Moot Court,
Law School.

A: The School of Music

Wednesday, March 24

ENVIRONMLN I Al ,\ \\ t\l<I '\I,",\

A: The School of Music

Stop smoking classes every
Thursday, noon - 1 :00 p.m.
No fee. Register at
253-4232, ext. 3260.

presents its 1993 graduate
recitals. Today, Monique
Vanaudenarde on vi o Ii n,
3:00 p.m., Moot Court.

--------------------------------------------------------------A: Visual and performing arts.
l Lectures, seminars, etc.

§

Socials, parties, etc.

"' Club and society meetings.

®

Sports events.

Notices, demonstrations.

NQw vou can be all over the map. Cheap.

7 days

$179.00

15 days

$239.00

30 days

$329.00

60 days

$429.00

plus GST
Now you can hit the road and head anywhere in Canada that regularly
scheduled Greyhound or Gray Coach buses go, for one low price!
Travel as far as you like, as often as you like, for a price you'll love!

Call your local Greyhound Canada or Gray Coach representative
for details on the Canada Travel Pass~
•EX202C

GRAY COACH LINES
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The Muslim Students'
Association
wishes
everyone "Eid Mubarak" the
Drop-in Centre is open 4 - 6
p. m., Room 207 Odette. Call
256-8000.

Tuesday, March 23
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Professor calls for
aboriginal law school
lation to make it impossible to have land claims or
settlements," said Wilson Plam. chamnan of the
Southern Ontario First Nauon's Justice Committee.
Symposium 199l hosted by the First Nat.ion's
There 1s much conLem about tht:. Indian Act of
Law Students Society lac;t Fnday at Moot Court, re- 1876. Many would like to ~cc large scale changes to
lated lo non-native participants the feeling of aliena- act.
tion natives feel and
'"I think the lndi,m Act
have felt when they go
hac; served a purpose up
to public schools and
until now," ,;aid Stephen
univcrsiues.
Point Chief ot tl1e
'"Everything is -;o difSkowkalc
band
in
ferent and strange."
British Columbia. '"It
said Windsor graduate
should he ammended to
Geri Gcncral, originally
allow hands who want
from
Six
Nations
to, opt out of the act and
Reserve. "The values
go into self-governhere arc not the same as
ment."
back home."
The
symposium.
There are close to
while
takmg
place
400 law students at Ulc
during Anti-discnminauniversity and only
tion Weck wac; not part
nine arc aboriginals In
of the Freedom Action
contrast. there arc 30 or
Network· s street fair
40 aborigmal students
··we did approach
of law al the University
Kim Elliot and FAN. but
of Ottawa.
decided againc;t off1c1al
"It's time we had an
participation."
said
aboriginal law school,"
Beverly Jacobs, an orsaid Patricia Momurcganizer of the symOkanec. a law profesposium and a law
sor at the Universlly of
student.
Ottawa. "Maybe we
"By the end of the
Aboriginal nghts activist Geri General 1s a law
could
travel
from
day. I wanted to be able
graduate of Windsor. (photo by KIRAN PAL)
school
to
school.
to reach the non-native
spending a year here and a year somewhere else. '>O community for awareness and education." said
we can get to know the different areas ot Canada."
Jacobs. "A lot of people don't undcr-,tand where \\C
The symposium dealt with many of the issues come from."
tllat face the First Nation people everyday. These
Although disappointed by the lack of attendance
include racism. the Justice system. legislation land by the non-nauve studenL,. Jacob-, hopes those who
claims and education.
did attend will go away "'ith some in-,ight of the na..We feel the government 1s going to make legis- tive community.
(g

by Steve Rennie
Lance news staff

Cantpus food drive runs out of gas
by Steve Rennie
Lance news staff

La,t week, in the centre of the
U of W campus. a fey, students
spent Ule1r days and nights a
cold. damp van to collect food
for the city's hungry However,
student response was even
colder.
As of Ja<;l Thursday morning.
just one recycling box of food
was collected.
· I hate this campus. People arc
so apathetic," said volunteer Colleen Hendrican ''I'm fucking
frustrated."
To emphasize the importance
of Ulc cause, organ11ers decided
to keep the food van open for
donations 24 hours a day for the
entire week.
Organi,crs put on the dnvc to
meet U1e demands of Windsor

area food banks. Currently. the
food banks arc experiencing
crisis and are in dire need of contributions. particularly food that
1s high m protein .
"We need to look at this. not
only as students. but as members
of a community to deal with
hunger actively." said Sue Morin.
another volunteer. "This van is a
visible reminder that people are
indeed hungry "
Monn says that most students
don't realize the neccessil)' of a
food drive.
"In most cases. students have
family or friend<; to fall back on
during an emergency.'' said
Monn, adding that homeless
people don't have the same advantage.
Despite tlle response. Morin
was happy to see different people
volountecr for the food drive.

"For the la.,t lew years it i, always the same peolc working on
every drive 11·-, great 10 sci! that
there arc other people on campus
who arc willing lo put their time
and effort in lo a good cause."
According to Morin. the food
drive. \\hich was facilitated h>
the Freedom Action Network's
An11-D1scrimination week, \\as
necccssary because people tend
to think of food hanks close after
Chrisun.as.
"We must look at all people
who arc marginal11ed by society.
and that includes the homeless
and the hungry," said volunteer
Gino Mastellotto.
Although the campus food
drive 1s over, donations of food
and money can sull be given at
the Uncmpl0)1DCnt Help Centre.
Voluntecrs arc also needed at Ulc
Downtown Mission.
fil

Kwame Ture, revolutionary. (photo by MOM/KO HIND)

Knowledge key to
struggle: speaker
by Mark Crane
Lance news staff

"Some people think racism is

an a111tude. Raci-,m is not an attitudc. it is a tJUestion ol power
Rau,m i-, the power to he raci-,1."
This i'> how K wami Turc. a member of the All African People'-,
Revolutionary Party ( AAPRP).
define-, raci,rn. He secs racism
and cap11al1sm working together
to give tho,e who need the power
to he raL1s1 the ability to keep the
sy-,1em afloat
The AAPRP seeks to unite
Africans from all countries. a'>
\\ell as liberate and umf> Africa
under sc1enuf1c ...oc1ali-,m
"There is no other route 10
power Ulan through the organ11ed
mc1",, and r.1- 1,m Lan v. tlk .Ill
over U'> hccau,c we· re powcrles..,," he said
"Oppressed people must not
look for the C,L,y way out. You.
a, Afru:an,. must aniuirc
knowledge for your people. They
arc oppre'.s..,Cd because they lack
knowledge.'' he said. adding that
the people need this knowledge
lO advance tl1eir '.struggle for
lihcra11on Th1: key to this thinkmg. he says. is threefold: there
mu,1 oe prinnplcs. there mu,t be
people, and the people mu~t have
fidelity to the,e principles.
H<l\\ 1s thi, achieved'! For
Tun:. 11 1s orga.ni,ing the ma'is of
Africans around the world to
"bring about IJ1e unity of thought.
to advance the struggle, because
one can only think based on
one· s actions."
Students. then. have a re!',ponsihility. through their acquired
knowledge, 10 further the strug-

glc of oppn:s,cd peoph!. This
"'a, the me-,sagc that student acti Vl',I Sue Morin picked up at
Turc's talk during ·he Freedom
Action Network's A..nti-Raci,;m
and Anti-Di,cnmination week .
"I got empowered by his message, a, a white fcmimM." said
Monn. new, director at CJAMFM . "You can sec the parallels
het\\een the hlack strugglL and
the struggle for women. First Nations people - any non white
groups. We all have to read more
and get active more ..
As for the state of ,tudent activism on this campus. Morin
,ay'>. ·1t such!"
" If there 1s any, it's not coming
trom where it is supposed to.
There are certain people who are
aL·t,, · hut 11 , not coming from
,tudcnt government,'' ,he said.
"I agree with [Kwami Ture]
that people arc ignorant. and
people are misinformed - if not
uninformed - '>O fucking find
out. and seek out alternative
sources of informauon "
Kristine Robinson. SAC's
pre idem. thmks that ,1udent
politicians ,hould alw be partume activis~. "I have a bit of a
problem with student politicians
who devote all of their tune 10
activism,'' she said, adding that
actmsm wa, covered well this
year by student commissioners.
while conceding that shc could
have done more.
·•1 thmk it is important for a
stud1.:n1 politician to reali,c that
there 1s so much you have 10 do.
and mayhc delegating that work
to someone "'ho does it better
and cnJoys :1 more, can get things
done better.' said Robinson. ~
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~
Campus Wearhouse has lost its mind. While 0
quantities last, you can purchase an item of
clothing and receive another item of equal
value free! e.g. Buy a T-shirt, get one free!
In these economic times, you can't afford to
miss this one!
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P.S. Mambosoks have arrived directly from
Seattle! Be radically different, impress your
friends! Come on down and take a look at
our new stuff. It's way cool...

Custom Designed University Clothing
2053 Wyandotte Street West, 977-5921
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Equity focus of rights discussions
by Teena Ward
Lance news staff

-

Although the turnout was
much lower than expected, those
students who did attend any of
the FANfare events were treated
to expert opi111ons in the areas of
equit} and discrimination.
During I.he fair. Dr. Urooj
Zaidi.
Ontario
Ami-Racism
Secretariat. and Anne Carrick of
St. Clair College. met wit.h
groups to lead discussions pivotal
to I.he anti-racism - anti-discrimination issues addressed by
FANfare.
Zaidi' s Tuesday workshop
deal I with I.he employment equity
and tar!!eted areas from its definition 10 I.he postula1ion of its solutions Zaid1. who is also I.he
Regional Consultant for the Ministry of Citizenship, explained
that "when we narrow down to
employment equity. we are talking about a syndrome which must
go back 10 a discussion of racism.
anti-racism. and discrimination.
If we do not discuss it we will not
understand why we have discrunination based employment
problems."
To do I.his, Zaidi qualified I.he
1erms of prejudice and discrimination. According to Zaidi.
feelings (prejudices) are not I.he
concern of government legislation while "disc:rimina1ion. or acting on a prejudice by trying to
someone·., life difficult. is not
tolerated."
Zaidi also stressed I.hat "while
-.ome people believe I.hat employment equit) b only out I.here for
women. it is much broader. We
are talking about a workplace
that must treat everyone with digmty. equahty and justice."
Narrowing
I.he
various
manifestations of employment
equity. I.he group questioned
whet.her wholistic soluuons were
pm,,ihk in this area. Zaidi
pointed out that "no one is a,

STUDENT'S
ADMINIST~
RATIVE
COUNCIL
is now accepting
applications for the
positions of:
powerful as the community itself,
as seen wit.h I.he women·s rights
liberation movement."
However, Zaidi indicated the
pivitol importance of I.he individual in working towards
employment equity.
"Every time a person feels his
or her rights are violated, is must
be registered somewhere t.hrough the human right,; commission. an employer or even the
media."
This would build a representative file of case histories in
I.he area of employment inequity.
From this, according to Zaidi,
prescriptive measures could pave
I.he way for smoot.her work relations in the future.
Zaidi also hosted a discussion
on the related topic of educational equity. At this seminar she
stated I.he the importance of
education in achieving an antiracist and anti-discriminatory
society.
The concept of educational
equity. where one "disciplines
your soul and orgamzes yourself
from within," was the cmph ao;is
of Thursday's seminar. Zaidi approached the concept esoterical1y, seeing education a<; a personal
concept rather t.han ac; a stepping
stone to a career.
This approach to education en-

tails ''seeking the trut.h" where
"I.he best code of life is a code
which doesn't allow people to do
hurt to each other .. . where you
have commitment or empathy
regardless of sex race or
nationality"
According to Zaidi, this commitment should extend to "institutions imparting education,
that should think about educational equity because they have
larger responsibilities."
Tuesday's discussions, lead by
Anne Carick of St. Clair College,
looked at trying to smooth I.he
relations for women in society in
I.heir focus on women and discrimination.
Carrick related her research in
actual cases of discrimination
against women in societal situations.
Carrick noted that her job as
an investigator is getting "difficult in the court of law because
people are becoming more polite
and smarter regarding anti-discrimination legislation." Carrick
bas found that I.hat people are exploiting loopholes in the laws
through which I.hey can legally
discriminate.
Despite the problems, Carrick
stresses that I.he law does work
adequately enough to enforce
human rights.
~

1

Vice-president
Secretary,
Womyn's Issues
Co-Ordinator,
Womyn's Centre
Co-ordinator,
Human Rights
Co-ordinator,
Residence
Commissioner,
Chief Returning
Officer.
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Make your student
government work for
you...Become a part of it!

Shuttle bu1e1 run Frl••Y &
Saturday 1tartln1 at 1:30

Undergrad, grad, faculty, staff
Everyone is welcome!
.•. :•:•

• Featuring a fine selection of domestic and
imported beer, wine & liqueurs
• A healthy lunch menu that includes soups,
fresh salads. sandwiches. kaisers.
subs, vegetarian lasagna. gyros
Mon - Fri 11 :30 am-2:30 pm
• Conference facilities
- Meeting rooms for up to 30 people
- Television. VCR overhead projector & screen
- Easy booking procedure - just call 256-4196

Open Monday -Friday 11:30 am - 1:00 pm
Saturday 6 pm-1 :00 pm

458 Sunset Avenue Windsor
256-4196
Handicapped accessible • Operated by the Graduate Student Society

Licensed under L.L.8.0.
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Making the mundane into the profound
Time Present and Time Past
A.G. Smith
Art Gallery of Windsor
until March 28

by Leo Ogata
Lance arts staff

We nonnally associate art gallery shows with the fine arts.
Rarely does lhc commonplace
enter into lhis arena for display
and consumption.

The illustrations that we sec in
children's books, textbooks and
ot11cr works require the talenL-; of
artists. Due to the mundane nature of lhc fonnat. we sec the
commercial arts differently from
t11e ··fine'' arts.
The works of A.G. Smith
range from cut-and-a'\semble
hooks to installation pieces. A
certajn a.mount of engineering
seems to predominate in his
works.
Smith's work is both exploratory of forgotten tcchniqucs
-rnd educational within a histnri

Is this present or past? A.G. Smith at the AGW. (photo by SUZANNE NGU/)

cal context. His books maintain
lhis theme of educational exploration.
They range from ilie mailiematical Cut and A.ue111ble 3-/J
Geometrical Shapes, to ilic
primitive £as,· to Make n111osa11r
Panorama to the inquisitive
What time 1s It'.'
On display 1s a mix of pcnand-ink drawings. watercolour-..
on 11lu<;1.ration hoard. card,tnck

Music therapy week
results in luncheon
by Amy Clements
and Jenny Frith
Special to the Lance

To cekbratc National Music
Thcrap) Weck. the Music
Therapy Cluh at the Univer-..ity of
Windsor sponsored a luncheon
The guest speaker was Jenn)
Dickson, a music ilicrapi,t from
Delroil.
Thl' luncheon provided interested
students aml
music
therapists from the Windsor/
Dl.!Lmil area with a chance to
cell'hrntc their rclt1tivcly new disc1plinl'.
Music therapy a, we know it
today began in vctl.!ra11s · hospitals alter tJ1e Second World War.
These wards were overcrowded
with amputees who had fallen
mto deep deprcssmn or had mental hieakdowns. Because ot iliis.
t11ey were unahle to return to llu:
communily.
Conventional
modes
of
lherapy had proven ineffective.
As a last resort. tlu: hospitals
hired professional rnus1c1ans.
simply to combat horcdom.
Upon hearing music. Lhe
patients starlcd to express suppressed feelings and emotions.
This allowed ilicrapists Lo work
wiili ilie patients Lo resolve their
inner conflicts.
Hope was restored into ilie
lives of iliese men. through Lhe
use of music from happier tjmcs
in ilieir lives. When the veterans'
hospitals reali,ed ilic power and
impact of music in rehabilitative
processe!'.. they hired these
musicians to full-lime positions.
This marked the hcginning of

mu-,ic therapy as a t1lse1plinc.
Thi, di:-..1:1pli111: u-.es mu,i1: m, a
tool to i111luencc and aid in ilie
heaJin!! pmces'-. Music therapy i:-..
used to restore. mamtain and 11nprove mental. physical and emotional heaJU1.
It '>eeb to improve ilie quality
ot an individual's Jile and
provides a sate. comfortable envirrnunent suited to growth and
dl.!velopmcnl.
Today. music therapy is involved in many more treaUTicnt
areas. Mu,;1<.: therapists work with
the ph) -..ically and men Lally impaired. lcc1rning tl1sabled. elderly,
neonatal. psychiatric patients.
emotionally
disturbed
and
-..exua1ly ahused.
Employment may involve
working in hosp1<.:es. nursing
homes. hospital scltings and evcn
the home tor individual or fainily
therapy. Oilier areas where Lhe
discipline is being applied arl.!
prisons and rnrrectional institutions.
The music therapy program at
Wmdsor is a four-year program
which incorporates clements. ol
psychology. music. drama and
dance studies. Windsor is one of
only lour universities in Canada
that offers this program.
Before accreditation hy the
Canadian Association for Music
Therapy. a graduate of ilie
program must complete a sixmonlh internship.
Music Therapy Weck and ilie
Music Therapy club at the
University of Windsor serve to
educate people on this exciLing
discipline
[I

construction and photographs.
One of ilie more stunning examples of iliis artist's precision is
"Carousel Horses, 1985." a
watercolour on illustration board.
Most of the pieces arc constructions from his ·'Cut and Assemble" books. Pieces such a-. a
circus Fems wheel go hcyond ilic
realm or mere paper dolls in
complexity and detail.
"Coracle, 1989" is an actual

work111g model ol a water vessel
con,trnctcd from wood and canvas. Smith can he seen usmg il in
three
hlack
a11d
white
photographs. "Coracle in Lhe
Detroit River. 1989."
The most interesting pieces on
display deal with ca-..Ue designs.
"Island Castle Plan. 1981" (pen
anti ink on Myler) and "One Man
Castle Floor Plan. 1980" (pen
and 111k on paper) arc plans for

constructing full-scale structures.
The latter was actually huilt.
Through funding by ilic
Michigan Arts Council in 1980.
iliree sites were selected for a
program called "Art Out There."
Smith's castle wa'\ one of iliesc.
"One Man Castle. 1980." (two
Polaroid photographs) shows us a
sLrucLure built from materials
available locally. It was located
in eastside Detroit.
"One Ma11 Casile Burning.
1984."
another
Polaroid
photograph. shows a winter scene
of the same ,tructurc in a-..hes.
The castle lasted for four year-..
and was set to flames by the art1st No one noticed.
A.G. Smiili was raised in
Rocky Mounta.111. North Carohna.
He received a Masters of Fine
Arts in prinLmaking trom t11e
Uni,ersity ot Iowa.
Sm1t11 has taught pnnLmaktng
and drawing al ilie Univcr-..ity ol
Windsor. At present. he live, anti
work, 111 Wind-.or as an illu-..trator and paper engmccr wiili
over 50 books published.
[I
A. c; Smtih ·s 11·011.: can be seen
Ill th,, Hiram Walke, Callen· at
the Art Callen• of W111dmr. 445
Rll-ers,de /Jm·e West 111111/ March
28. A smallet d,splar can /Je 1·ee11
111 the.fover <!{ the Leddr Ltlm11r.

Irish eyes smiling for Arcady
by Todd Schaus
Lance arts staff
A few paper shamrock!> next to the lartan
tapestries on the wall:-.. of the Scoai.;;b Cluh. and
Windsor was ready to hos! lrish folk band Arcady
on March 1 L (The Irish and ScoHLsh working
togetl1cr? l was reminded that they both bave a
common enemy: the English.}
Arcauy h riding across the Atlantic on a wave
of renewed interest in Celtic music. Unlike The
Pogoes or The Hothouse Flowers, though, ilie
ban<l plays "purer" tradit10nal music like theit
cousins to the south. the Chieftains.
The Lance interviewed the band leader,
hodhrain-playcr Johnny Mcdouagh.
Lance: Why the renewed interest in Celtic
music. especially among the younger listener,'!
McDonagh: It's roots music. Young people
are feeling like they have nothing to hold on Lo.
So they turn back to the past and embrace ilic
pure stuff. The more you go back. the beuer it is.
Besides. it is a music a lot like blues. lt tcUs a
story and it's been lived. Ireland, I.be working
cla-;s, ha.,; ~uffered its share of oppression and

that's in the music.
Lance: Some musicians say that traditional
mush; is limiting and a little boring. so they experiment wiU1 it How dci you keep playing lhis
music and keep il interesting'!
Mcl>onagh: Ach! You can phl) tbe same wnc
29 times aud not play il the same way twice. lt's
i_..o close to mw emotion and you don't fecJ the
exact same emotion twice, do you'! Besides, we
Afcn't c-0mplctcJy pure. "Pure" bands, so-called,
play nothing but jigs. reels ood airs. We play
hompipes and two-steps and Derek plays "Tico
Tico" on tbe accotdian and that's an old da.uce
haU tune. Niamh sings a lot of folk stuft a.s well.
On our album. there's a Stru1 Rogers song {"The
Field Bebiud the Plough,'' on After the. BaR
released in 1991 on Sbanachic Records}. Thcce·s
a lot of new songwriters writing in a lraditional
i,tyle like him.
L~nce: How have you been received in North
America?
Md)onugh: Great! We were in Kansas and
Boston before here and we're going to Chiq,-go

-

next but our best receptions are in Cauada. The
Edmonton Folk Festival was one of our best
venues. The Winnipeg and Mariposa Festivals are
brilliant. too. You've gol aJJ these great Canadian
musicians keeping the tradition alive. Stan
Rogers is still listened LO everywhere back home.
His lyrics are brilliant. Loreena McKennitt, too.
And you've got some of tbe fit1est fiddle players
in the world in Newfoundland. They're as Irbh as

we are.
Lance: Is there a new album~
McDonagh: No. Not yet. I want lhc band to
season itself a little more. We need to get il right,

first. [Niamh Parsons has recently retea.~cd a solo
album, Loosely Connected, on Green Trax.. CD
52.J
.Atcad.y was btougbt to Wiud-sor by the trlsbCanadian Cultural Club of Windsor. Member~

ships are $10. which make available lessons in
the tin whistle. bodhrai.n, lri~ cboral singing and
ceilidh (party) dancing, among others. Call Lynne
Reid at 973-1263 for more iufonnation.
IQ
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PROFESSIONAL & EFFECTIVE SERVICES
To l-lelp You STAND OUT
In Today's Tough Job Market:
• Resume and Cover Letter Composition
• Consultation
327 Chatham St. West
Phone: 977 - 5101
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"Calgon, take me away," implores Sloan as Windsor natives got restless. (photo by SUZANNE NGUI)
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Everybody must get Sloaned
newfound

by Darrin Keene
Lance arts staff

EUROPF
for 18-35s

FREE
Airfare

When booking a "European
Contrasts" tour, limited time
only and certain restrictions
apply. For information:

Its

album,

reviews and sales, as is the single
The recent "indie-rock" ex- . ''Underwhelmed".
The band's whirlwind transatplosion has changed the face of
popular music. The past two lantic tour arrived in Windsor last
yea.rs have seen the emergence of Thursday night. The Masonic
grunge, techno and shoegazer Temple was the scene where a
rambunctious group of grunpop as mainstream formats.
Another popular fonn of music gchcads celebrated the arrival of
is the power-pop sound that pays Canada's latest music sensation.
A notable opening act wa-;
homage to '70s bands like Big
Star and Cheap Trick. Scottish Eric's Trip, whose feedbackbands such as Teenage Fanclub, laden show left an initially
apathetic crowd standing in awe.
Eugenius and Superstar lead this
Resembling Dinosaur Jr. with its
revisionist movement.
uncompromising aural assault.
Ironically, a power-pop hand
from "New Scotland" - Halifax, Eric's Trip played a shaky but inNova Scotia - is currently the spired set. The band's finale was
toa<;t of musical circles on hoth an car-bleeding exercise in dissides of lhc Atlantic. Sloan, tortion that conjured up images
whose sound combines Nirvana's of a Buttholc Surfers show.
While less extreme on the
primordial guitar attack wilh
Teenage Fancluh 's candy-coated feedback scale, Sloan's performance was energetic and intense.
melodics and harmonics. is curA few novice moshcrs and some
rently reaping the benefits of its

~
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BUIMER
BUSINESS
PRODUCTS

genuine assholes attempted to
stonn the stage midway through
"Underwhelmed," the band's
smash single, which set things
back a few minutes.
''Hey guys, this isn't 1977,"
asserted bassist Chris Murphy.
''This isn't a Sex Pistols show.
Let's not act like punks and
nobody will get hurt." After a
few idiots were weeded out, lhc
show was underway once again.
Highlights of the concert were
·'Sugartune," "Underwhelmed,"
and ''Pretty Voice," an obscure
song from the hand's Pepper111i111
EP. These songs captured the essence of Sloan· s appeal: infectious pop hooks juxtaposed with
sugar-sweet vocal harmonics and
a gritty guitar sound.
While the choice of venue wa.\
questionahlc the Masonic
Temple is more ,uitcd for
hallroom affair!-> - the show was
a spirited success.
g

A Complete Line of
Business Machines
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Photo Copiers
Fax Machines
Typewnters
Calculators
Paper Cutters
Poster Makers
Folders

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Word Processors
D1g1tal Scanners
Overhead ProJectors
Binding Equipment
Paper Shredders
Lettering Equipment
AMI High Speed Pnnters

RENTALS
AVAILABLE
We service and provide supplies
for most makes and models of
typewriters and calculators.

3612 Walker Road
Tel.: 966-4311 Fax: 966-3337
1-800-265-507 4
A DiVJsion of Velkre Business Machines Inc.

Nominations open for:
/, -~===================1
r('I
News and associate news
.t.:··~
Attention Students!
editors, arts editor, sports
f
Riverplace off-campus residence
editor, fea~ures editor, ~hoto ...f~
RESERVE YOUR ROOM NOW
and associate photo editors. f 1
FOR SEPTEMBER 1993!
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Applications must be in by
3:30 P.M. March 29. For info, call ~
~.
253-4232, ext. 3909
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Excellent location - 245 Detroit Street
5 minute walk to U of W campus
Furnished, clean, comfortable rooms
Fridge & phone jacks in all rooms
Captain's beds with storgae drawers
Lounge with satellite & cable TV
Exercise and games room
Private study rooms
Parking & laundry facilities
$279 & $399 including utilities

Call 255-1697 or 254-4577, 10 am - 8 pm
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Holden an Oscar grouch
Behind th e Oscar: The Secret
History of the Academy A wards
Anthony Holden
Viking
Many prominent Hollywood
fi gures will undoubtedly consider
Behind the Oscar a work of blasphemy. And indeed, author An-

thony Holden pulls no punches in
this expose of Ho llywood's
weathered
institution,
the
Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences.
Holden offers a thoro ugh history of the Academy, noting that
its inception was a ploy by Hollywood studio owners (most
notably Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's
Louis B. Mayer) to counteract
the unions which were quickly
winning over studio employees.
As he recounts every Academy
Awards show, from the original
1926 private ceremony to the billion-served mass media spectacle
of 1992, Holden outlines a recurring theme: politics within the
Academy
and
sentimental
favourites
have consistently
hcatcn out better performers.
songs, directors and pictures.
Holden compares Oscar winners
LO hox office winners, while also

The Client
Jo hn Grisham
Doubleday
John Grisham' s third novel,
The Client, weaves an interesting
tale of legal thrills and mafia intrigue, all wrap ped in the style of
a child's adventure story.
It is the story of 1 l -year-old
Mark Sway, who unwittingly
witnesses the suicide of a
prominent New Orleans defense
lawyer for the mafia.
The boy is entrusted with the
man's dying secret - the location of the body of a U.S.
outlining the annual picks from
Senator.
prestigious critical circles.
Grisham main characters arc
The book's message is vividly
communicated when it acknow- well-drawn. Reggie Love, the fifledges Dances With Wolves as tysomething woman lawyer, is
being victorious over Good/el/as retained for one dollar and befor the 1990 best picture Oscar. comes the Huckleberry Finn to
Holden secs the victory of Kevin young Mark's Tom Sawyer.
Costner's grandiose western over They arc up against "The Blade",
Martin Scorsese's bleak gangster a mafia hit-man out to protect his
secret at all costs.
film as being deeply symbolic:
Add to these characters the
"Which one of the two fil ms
various
judges, lawyers and FBI
reflected the real values of contemporary America, rather than agents that guide the reader
through a thoroughly entertainthe phony American dreams peding,
action-filled and colourful
d led by Hollywood for eighty
story.
years, was not a matter of discusAs the last page of The Client
sion."
Although Holden occasionally is turned, one will genuinely miss
overwhelms the reader with his the characters that have become
extensive research - one can so familiar over the last 421
question his decision to dedicate page~.
It's definitely a story that
whole chapters to both the 1990
you'll
never want to e nd. The
and 1991 O,car winners - Behind The Oscar is an enlighten- Client is highly recommended.
- Kim Mailloux
(g
ing work. - Darrin Keene

FasTax Services
4455-67 Tecumseh Rd E
Behind the Eastide Big V near Pilette
Call FuTu Services for your Income Tu: needs students! At just
$20.00 (includes EFILE and there is NO TAX), you get tbe most
economical, cost effective tax preparation around for your student
dollar. Come to a REAL Income Tax Office - not to just any 'ol person!
FasTax is an Authorized EFILE Agent of Revenue Canada, so you know
your taxes are safe with us.
Floor managers - come talk to us about a floor discount ABOVE the
already great price of $20.00!
Remember - EFILE offers fast, effective, error free tax preparation
plus any refund due is recieved in 14 days or SOONER!
Great for cash strapped University Students!
Pick up available by appointment from the University!

945-1146
Monday - Saturday
11 am to 8 pm

BAR AND GRILL
Tuesday. March 23

Open Mic Night
Thursday. March 25

Acoustic Trio
Friday, March 26·

We Wish We Knew
Saturday. March 27:

Garden Weasel
Wyandotte & Campbell

254-7900

L.

The University Players &
The School of Music
present
_ . c ; l ~. . .

TO AVOID DEFAULTING, KEEP IN TOUCH WITH YOUR BANK:
•
•
•
•
•

by
Raymond Storey
and John Roby
March 25-28,31
to April 4

CONSEQUENCES IF YOU DON'T:
•
•
•
•

All tickets $12
(students and
seniors $11 )
Wed, Mar. 31 :
students only $5

l+I
Box Office hours : March 22 - April 3,

4:30 P.M. - 8:00 P.M
Essex Hall Theatre

Call 253 - 4565

when you begin a new school year;
at the end of your studies;
if you move:
if you drop out;
if you become a part-time student.
poor cred it rating;
no further Canada Student Loans:
collection action:
withholding of income tax refunds.

Department of the Secretary
of State of Canada

Secretariat d Etal
du Canada

Canada

Still Birth
In the rumbling red of noon, she caught her hair on a branch
She saw, through pin-prick pupils,
people and obJects stretched to transparency
And then a trembling,
Until all colour drained in fire works
And dripped slowly in the open air.
Evening's populous purple brimmed with bodies,
Hands carried lanterns and set them in a circle around her,

.

pushing darkness inward and over her.
After rain depletes into thin spider showers,
Wings beat at dazed irises -

-

'The purpose of poetry Ure,
how difficult it ~ to
for our house ~ open, t n
and invisibk guests come ~

Still fresh with the sweat of mind runs,
Still marked with dried heart's saliva.
The gripping green fingers of morning
seek the space between her toes,
Anchoring her to earthy dreams of consenting angels.

-Karen Marrero

Flute and Lyre
When the gentle zephyr navigates
His course to the eastern horizon,
To meet the warm face of apollo
Eclipsed by the silent celeste sea,
You will hear the sound of a flute and a lyre
That awaken the soul from an infinite sleep.
This orphean song fills the light air
Taming the beasts of unbridled wild,
Washing the sky and moving mountains
With the music of gods and poets,
Who give back to nature what is stolen by sin
Forever restoring this long lost paradise.

--Judge Brisson

taste
as the harpist undertones
two lavender ladies
engage in pleasant chit-chat
and finger
sandwiches or
bad poets
-dvilized dismemberment of
plot and character
while spring sails a riverscene
of jade and crystal by
care-less faces from the
permanent collection
peer over their shoulders
turn up noses to
inhale the irises,
hyacinths, tulips
sworn to secrecy.
yes, it all goes very well
and everyone seems to be.

-Laurie Smith

In the Temple
Swim in the atmosphere
Build a temple in your head
Explore it
Chant, awaken
Dance on the temple's foundation
Build it higher
Banish the turn-on
Banish the revulsion
Laugh for as long as you have not
In the temple

- David Knight

kerygma

the wind spirited
curls into me
breath lifted
changes form
bursts out
the body as sound
filling the room
welling the hole that's never closed

- Terry Brown

Andl10\I
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The Cat
Stalking sleek through summer grass
that is his sacrificial jungle,
perfect muscles ceremoniously tense,
slivered eyes fixed on idle
sparrows lulled by the rhythm
of the day's comforting sun
he springshis body an uncoiling dance of violent ritual.

-Maria Furioso

t one person,
t re no keys in the doors,
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Hard Boiled Man
You could be the stranger
in an old black and white
western movie,
with a name like Rialto
or Diablo .
Youd saunter in the bar
saloon doors swinging fierce

I will make you my lilac tree
veiled in purple
and stand you in summer's damp
a flame blue morning
I will have you breathe in birdsong
blossoms leaves and roots
I'll keep
an ink blue evening
and the moonlight will be mine.
- Genny Lisk

behind you
spurs clanking
heads turning.
Sitting at the bar
you'd order the drink
no one else drinks,
lean to the side
spit out black leftovers
of chewing tobacco
on someone's boots.
Hard boiled man
won't eat fluffy things
only buffalo
and moose
because it's hard
to chew.
I asked you
to put me in a poem
make me dance
make me immortal
but you trapped me
ugly and dumb
in your stone fortress
of words.
You can hurt people
just by thinking
about them.
I'm a man. you say
ripping the filter
from a soggy marlboro
and if I'm gonna kill myself
dammit I'll use a gun

- Kelly Van de Bovenkamp

Elemental
I hate the tide for directing the sand;
foaming white-watered mouth
and corrosive curled fist.
That pendulum hand
strikes like a swinging mallet
bouncing off the skin of a drum.
I stand barefoot
my feet secured in the sand,
waiting for the next
snow covered mountain top
on watered wheels.
I slice my hand
through the flesh of the tide
but it heals itself instantly.
Pushing on it takes hold,
innocently
rolled under a watered arm.
Sometimes it tosses and teases a starfish
shooting ,t against the rock.
Five arrowhead hands from the tides bent bow
falling at the waters wish
upon the course stubborn stone.
Maybe, to be a stone fixed in the sand,
another element
to match the waters potency.
Yet, stone and water are polar forces
as permanent and sequenced as the sun.
To be an immovable force I fear to undertake:
a loyal subject to the ripple of the wake wishing to be the wind.

-Brady Rivard

,.
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New

Friends
So you don't know
a soul in T.O. Stay at
Neill-Wycik this Summer
and you'll soon find
soul-mates. For a very
friendly $300 a month!

,i?

1'1EILL-\WCIK
Write l\eill-\\'yc1k Co-op College Inc.
96 Gerrard E. Toronto MSB IG7
Call 1-800-268-4358
Toronto (416) 977-2321

Classifieds

I

SERVICES

TAX RETURNS PREPARED
(Computer Venfied). Student
Rate: $25.00 forbas1c retum. Call
Jim for Appointment, 253-4632 or
944-5839 FILE EARLY $$$$$

UNEMPLOYED SECRETARY
available to do typing. Quick service and reasonable rates. Call
944-8177
$1.25 PER PAGE TYPING. Essays. thesis, reports. resumes,
term papers , manuscripts,
graphs, charts etc. Accurate,
professional fast seNice at low
pnces. Laser pnntmg available.
Call 979-1575 or735-7988.
COMPUTERIZED INCOME tax
returns. Inexpensive, fast & efficient service. software & pnnbng
approved by Revenue Canada
Pick up and delivery can be arranged. Call Ted at: 252-0789.
ESL (ENGLISH AS A second
Language) Tutor available. Call
David at735·5231 .
LSAT - June 14111 - Coming
home to Toronto this summer?
Dunng the first week of May our
unique 6 week LSAT Preparbon
program begins. This program is
offered only for the summer
exam! 1-800·567-PREP(7737)
LAW SCHOOL BOUND? - For
information about a comprehensive manual deStgned to guide
you through every step of the prelaw process - 1-800-567PREP(7737)
ESL TEACHER: LEARN English
hourly at your place or mine.
Speech reading & wnt1ng skills
taught by Cornne. Call: 966·
8513.

HOUSING
FOR RENT: 2 bedroom apartment, five minute walk to campus. Available May 1 1993. Call
and leave message for Jim Lovell
anybme - 977-2614

Living Colour's Stain is infectiousStai11
Living Colour
Epic

Tbe disappointing Biscuits EP
excepted, Living Colour is now a
perfect three-for-three with their
longplay releases. Much like
Vivid and Time's Up before it.
Stam is an infectious combination of riveting guitar riffs,
leaden, jazz-intused drum beats
and socially conscious lyrics.
While guitarists will undoubtedly drool at Vernon Reid's
dynamic guitar leads. many
metalheads will probably cringe
at the lyrics of "Bi," a tribute to
bisexuality. As well, the smooth,
ambient feel Lo "Nothingness"
reflects a newfound subtlety on
the part of the band.
In all. Living Colour has
deHvered a trademark first-class
effort on Sta111. - Darrin Keene
Raids on the U11speakahle
Gregory Hoskins and the Stickpeople
True North

Gregory Hoskins and the
Stickpeoplc have recorded a
spectacular second relcac;e, Raids
011 the Unspeaka/Jle. It proves
without a doubt that the critical
acclaim and bright predictions

on Million Seller's cover - has a
talent for rehashing infectious
pop hooks from the glory days of
'70s AM radio.
Unfortunately, Williams' nasal
vocals fail to do his songs justice.
Perhaps on future releases he
should relegate himself to
songwriting and find a real
singer. - Darrin Keene

surrounding their first relea.c;e,
Moon Come Up, were welldescrved.
The lyncs are a combination of
Hoskins' view of the world, the
cxpericuces of his friends, and
poetry by American poet Robert
Williams. With exquisite harmonies and unique sound effects,
the band weaves a tapestry
depicting life and the hope for
something better. Louise

On the Cross of Commerce

Mills

Low Pop Suicide
Capitol

Million Seller

Low Pop Suicide's latest
release is a throwback to the mid' 80s sound lhat made Sisters of
Mercy and the Jesus and Mary
Chain so popular.
On the Cross of Commerce
features interesting lunes such as
"Kiss Your Lips" and "Your God
Can't Feel My Pain." As well,
"All In Death [s Sweet" is an arresting instrumental. Behind the
dense wall of guitars lie some
very intense lyrics, which feature
brilliant religious imagery. Unfortunately, many of the tracks
sound the same.
Jesus and Mary Chain fans in
particular should enjoy this
release, but others may find its
redundant aspects too overbearing. - Steve Rennie

The Pooh Sticks
Zoo

If Hue ''Pooh" Williams bad
his way, lime would have ceased
functioning during the 1970s.
Thal way, we'd all still be indulging in the peacenik feel-good
anthems of that decade.
His band, The Pooh Sticks,
would have us believe that it is in
fact still 1975, and that a pop
song can save the world from its
misery. Millwn Seller is the
Slicks· second release. continuing from where their debut The
Great White Wonder left off.
Sugar-sweet melodics reign
supreme on Millwn Seller. Williams - who bears a striking
resemblance to Star Trek's "Q"

•

- -$.

Foolish Thing Desire
Daniel Ash
Polygram

Daniel Ash is now on his own
with a fresh new sound after his
stints with Bauhaus and Love &
Rockets. Foolish Thing Desire is
a sultry, exotic release, featuring
dark rhythms and Ash' s secluctive, sometimes whispery vocals.
Ash often holds one note
through a tune, letting tbe driving
beats and layered sounds take
over. This is not monotony, thi.~
is musical consistency combined
with technological precision. The
single "Get Out Of Control" is
the most upbeat song on the
release. Its spirit lies in its rebellious,
mindless,
danceable
groove. This is a song you'd
want to hear on a slow. snow}
Saturday night.
Ash's contribution to rock may
yet be recognized if more people
take time to consider Fooltsh
Thing
Desire.
Sarah
R~buck
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How to become a key player in the business world.
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Professionals you can count on.

SPRING/SUMMER STUDENT
accomodations, rooms for rent in
large furnished house close to
university. Parking, washer &
dryer, central air Call for great
summer rate Cas or Robert, 2569914

ROOM

FOR RENT IN completely remodelled house. To
share with 5 fourth year students.
Female no-smoker only. Large
pnvate room, large furnished
living and dining rooms, 2 full
baths, laundry (washer & dryer),
2 frost-free fridges, fully carpeted,
very clean. Off-street parking
Available May 1 or September 1
974-3646

FOR SALE
YAMAHA 550 MAXIM, 1982
Pontiac Acadian , 1981 Chevy
Mahbu. All w/new paint. Best
offer 972-1126

FOR SALE: FOUR Chrysler
Rally rims. 2 with new BF
Goodrich tires, $300. 751b canvas
heavy bag with cham and gloves.
$125. 971-0524

C
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''Pressure''
too much
by Robert D. Way

n

Lance sports staff

s

The 1992-93 sea<;on was
;, di.:.appointing for the Univers
~ity of Windsor women's
g
volleyball team. After an excellent
exhibition
pre~eason,
the
Lancers
had
.e
hoped
their
fine
play
would
g
carry over into regular
~
season competition. It didn't.
d
"We weren't able to handie ' le the pressure of league
play." said assistant coach
is
Jan Caverzan. "If we would
1e
have played in our league
Imatches
like we did in exle
hibition
ones,
we could have
'd
ea-;ily been first in our
'Y
division."
Instead, the team ended up
ly
fifth,
with a final record of
le
six
match
wins and eight losrh
ses.
Two
of
the eight losses.
th
I.he first and last matches of
the year. coming against the
division's weakest team.
Wilfrid Laurier.
Regardless of this fact
however, CaverLan said the
team will re-group, and
despite the year' s disappointments. she wa<. very
pleased with hl!r players.
··As a group of young
women off the court, these
werl! probably I.he nkest
ladies
vc ever worked
~

The Guelph goalie smothers a chance for Windsor, much like his entire team did over the course of the series. keeping Windsor from
advancing past the second round in the OUAA playoffs. (photo by TED ANDKILDE)

Hockey season lacks storybook ending
by Ian Fitz-Gerald

r

with."

For 1991-9-+. the Lancers
will be without two of this
year's
starters:
Yvonne
11 Richard, and Debbie St10\\.
hoth of whom will have
graduated All of the remaining players are eligible to
return though. and head
coach Marge Holman will
also be back.
To prepare for next
season.
Caverzan
said
regular work-outs will begin
i starting in May for those
players who live close to the
University, as well as any
local high school players
who commit to attending
Windsor next year.
Finally, based upon her
outstanding
individual
achievements, Lancer Jodi
I Beaugrand was named to the
OWIAA
all-star
team.
Beaugrand led the league in
total number of digs (228),
and was third in the province
for average kills per game. [Q
1
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The Ci11dcrclla-,1rny ending
tba1 tbc L,mcer hockey team wa,
a11cmpting to re-enact came to a
SlTCCChing hall on Feh. 27
without ,o much a, an encore a,
I.he Guelph Gryphom, finally disposed of this pesky hunch and
laid w rc:-.t all hopes of a Lancer
~rll1 111 CJ AL' hockey" s ··final
four".

The Gryph:-. took the hcst-ofthrcc scrks by scor~, of 5-4 in
overtime. and 4-1. and laid a persistent Windsor team quietly 10
rest, along with dreams of sipping from "I.he hig cup".
We could sit hack and analyze
all the negative aspects of this
team. much the way The Windsor
Star did in its brief, yet empty
season synopsis. However, the
Lancers were a prime example of
the sum being greater than iL<.
parts. and credit must be given
where credit is due.
First. need you be reminded
that this team started out a
blistering 1-7-1 to kick off the
siason, and were counted out by

many OUAA hockey ··experts"
by mid-November? It is true that
the forward ranks were depicted
uemendou,I) from the loss of
Grdllt Larsen and Jeff Mascann.
two of the 1eam · s leadmg s~:orcrs
from last sea,;on.
It is also true that the team felt
a huge let-down whl!n goaltender
Mark Seguin. perhaps the team's
most valuahlc a,set last year. did
not report to training camp.
In addition. this team had such
a vicious. constant attack by I.he
111jury bug I.hat even by the last
week of I.he season. Coach Rick
Cranker wa<; still juggling lines, a
trade he had numerous opportunities to perfect throughout the
year.
All this ac;ide, Pete Deboer still
emerged as a team leader and a
dominating force. both on the ice
and the scoresheet, and finished
with a total of 48 points on the
year. Forwards Dwayne Brunet
and Randy Stephenson also
managed to finish among the
league leaders in sconng, totalling 34 and 37, respectively.
It was the unheralded grinders
like Kevin Forrest, Jeff Howard,

Rohb
Barban. and
Howie
Thompson I.hat played an integral
ro le in the team· s resurgence
dunng tJ1c ,ccond halt ol the
season. and led I.he tl!am hack IO
respectability.
Defensively Mark Germann
wa" unqucsuonably the team· s
MVB (most valuable "hlucliner")
and \\as consistent throughout. a,
was veteran Dan Drouin . Until
his sea,on-cnding shoulder inJur,. Roh Kardas had also
"earned his wings", and had
developed into a steady performer. Ja1;on Day and Russ
Press both had solid seasons and.
like good wine. will improve
with age.
The
platooning
system
employed for the position of
goaltender was effective for the
most part, despite the Lancers
usually being out-shot by their
opponents, game in and game
out. It is no question that both
Steve Thorpe and Ric Keller
could put together some pretty
impressive highlight films from
the year.
The end result of all this is the
season that was not to be, almost

wa<;, and I.he whole in this equation wa'> indeed greater than the
sum of iL\ parts.
The ream s ,lutstanding performance in I.he season·, :second
half \\it.h an 8-5 record gave
them a playoff berth instead of a
post-mortem. and carried t.hrough
as far as I.he seconJ round - a
mere four \ICtories away lrom
The Nationals~
This k.ind of success wac; unt.hinkabk at the Chnsuna, break.
especially with the number of
player., who decided to go
AWOL during the year. You sec,
this team could have easily written off the remamder of I.his
season due to its miserable start
and tenned it a "rebuilding year".
That. however is an ea,y way
out.
Wit.h names like Seguin. Dunham, Pella, all of which were to
grace the Lancer roster this year,
and the services of both Rod Anthony and Jeff Gardiner, two
snipers who only played a combined 15 games this season due
to injuries, one can only wonder
what havoc this team could have
wreaked on its division.
[Q

Conditioning led to underachieving season for men's volleyball team
by Robert D. Way
Lance sports staff

The 1993-93 season saw the
University of Windsor men's
volleyball team improve substantially, yet according to coach
Mike Palenchar, his team still underachieved.
"We underachieved in a lot of
ways," said Palenchar. "Too
often we lacked the killer instinct."
Palenchar also cited conditioning as a determining factor. "Our
conditioning wasn't poor, but it
could have been better," be said.
"We were one of the bigger
teams in our division and it
seemed as though we'd break

down easier - physically speaking.''
The team finished in fifth
place, with a final regular season
record of four match wins and
eight losses. Overall, the team
finished the year 15-18 against
university-level
competition.
This total includes league play,
plus results from tournaments
held at Brock, Ryerson, and
Guelph.
Looking towards next year,
Palenchar, who will return to
coach the team, said be' d like to
begin the season by taking his
players on a weekend retreat - a
chance for the team to get to
know one another and establish
its goals.

Most important of which will
be to make the playoffs. "Our
goal this year was to make the
playoffs and we didn't," he said.
"Obviously, that will be our immediate goal again next year."
In terms of players, all 12 team
members who ended the season
with the team will be eligible to
compete again next year. In addition, a pair of local high school
players, described by Palenchar
as "potentially key people,'' have
already expressed interest in
Windsor for 1993-94.
Of particular note, first-year
player Steve Ray was selected as
Rookie of the Year runner-up,
and given an honourable mention
as OUAA all-star.
19
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FANSHAWE COLLEGE

START
Take your first posit10n tn the
industry through
SPREADING ·· bro.idcdst
Fansh.iwe Collegl'S Broadcast
THE
. Journalism Diploma Pnigrdm.
• C.iin v.iluable hands-on
NEWS
exprnencr a, a nl'wcastcr,
• •••
Experience the
real world of
journalism
broadcast
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. reporter, tntl'rVtL'WC'r and
sportsca,ll'r whtll.' producing
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. !JllliltC',:
· • CrnL Radio
• rcrv
· • oX l·M l<.!dto
• Cat-It• D
: You rould t,c /a,t-tracking tnlo lht•
. Sl'Olnd Vl'drlll th,, twO-Vl'dr
. progr,1m l>,1,l'd on yourimt\Wstly
• l\lll(,llllln

: To learn more dbo11t bl>aiming a
. part of Fdnshawl' Coll~c·s
. bn1Jdc.i,l new, tcam,call today-

CLllHM.AllNG 1Wt.Nn 11\'l .

(519) 452-4274
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Coaching is more than a
nine to five job for Havey
by Ian Kelso
Lance sports columnist

You spend hours watching
games. talking to players. and
learning the stats of the men's
basketball team, but do you ever
look al or think about the coach?

Profiles
•
1n
coaching
This i, the man who gets the
team motivated and mobile. This
man i, Mike Ha\'ey. an enthusia,tic coach with 10 years of
post-secondary coaching experience. Have, is beginning his
second year a... coach here at the
Uni\'Crsity of Windsor.
His career began while at the
University of Onawa where he
played from 1978-81 and was assistant coach from 1982-85.

•

From 1985-91 he was at is a plus in Havey's eyes. "It tS
Medicine Hat College. He was an opportunity to meet a lot of
chosen ACAC coach of the year people from across the counll)
twice (1987-88, 1989-90) and in and out of the country."
The job as coach is more than
1989-90 he wru. awarded the
CC AA coaching excellence a nine to five job. The hours keep
him away from home and h11
award.
Finally, in 1991 he joined the family; he has three children
University of Windsor a,; head aged seven, five and 22 months.
"I try to incorporate them into
coach.
what
I do," he says. He takes th11
"I decided early on in my
academic career that if I got the two oldest children to games a
opportunity to coach for a Jiving, home and away.
The family feeling of the team
I would pursue it." Havey said.
is
very important to Havey. "I
The qualifications arc there but
don't
think people realize ho11
what of the man himself?
He feels his JOb is to help the close you become to the player,
team "handle what is on the court The job of coach "becomes lik,
from day-to-day", and decide parenthood." he said. "If you gc,
"what things we will teach. and to work with young people !l
helps to keep you young."
what style of play to adopt."
Havey is a person who enjoy1
"People arc talking about the
University of Windsor in a dif- family life and his team and
ferent way." They arc talking works hard to balance the two of
about the team's improvement them. This b the portrait of a
dedicated and and enthusia,uc
since Havey began to coach.
~
The constant travel of a coach coacb.
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Northwestern College of Chiropractic
is accepting applications for its next three entering classes.
(September 1993,January 1994, April 1994)

General requirements at time of entry include:
• Approx. 2-3 years of college in a life or health science degree program.
• Aminimum G.P.A. of 2. 5.
a A personal interest in a career as a primary care physician.

Northwestern offers:
• Aprofessional school of 500 students with student faculty ratio of 12: 1.
a &.. well rounded education in Ba.sic and Clinical Sciences, Diagnosis,
X-ray. and Chiropractic.
• Full accreditation b} ~orth Central i\ssociation of Colleges and Schools
and the Council on Chiropractic Education
Call:

1-800-888-4777 or

Write: Director of Admissions

250 I West Eighty-Fourth Street • Minneapolis, M,~ 55431-1599

Paying big to watch just a ''game" ~i
I
¥
b Y ROb ert D · W3

Lance sports columnist

If I wae to ask you to explain
t11c concept of a .. game". what
would you ...a,! Would you
describe a ··game·· a, a contest usually of skill or strategy?
Would you ai1..,wcr that a "game"
1-. a fonn of recreation?
Official!). a "game" is ddined
in Uh.! Nev. Webster Encyclopedic Dictionar) of the

finally we see that Bonds will
make rouohly S<W 958.85 per
"game". e
Now. is it just me. or docs this
not seem a li11Je odd? If the iruth
be told, I think ll's fucking
obscene.
Ycs. Barry Bonds is indeed an
excellent baseball player - he's
been named National League
most valuable player (MVP)
twice in the pru.t three years. but
no. he docs not deserve to make

English Language as: "Sport of

$45 000 per ··game". No haschall

any kind: je-.1: play: some coniri\·ancc or arrangcmem for sport.
recreation. testing skill. and the
like."
Why. you a..,k. is this so importam'! Well. in case you didn't
hear. Barr) Bonds. a Major
League ha,chall player for the
San Francisco Gianh of the National League. signed a contra<.:!
late last year which will pa} him
•
almost S+i million over six
year,.
Thi, figurl.!. divided by l11e
length of hi:- contract in yea.rs.
works out to about S7.28 million
annually Dividl.! this total b> the
162 regular ,cason game:- and

player does.
Nor docs any football. basketball, or hockey player cill1cr.
Sure you can argue that if someone is willing to pay them that
much then tlley must deserve it.
You might even argue that hecause a-; "stars" they bring in
millions of dollars. the, should
he paid millions in return.
However. let me ask you
another question. Who really
pay:- for these athletes· outragcous salaries! The ov.ncrs'?
Wrong. The sponsors? Wrong
again. The fans pay. that's who.
You. me. and everyone else who
likes to take in a live "game"

C

h,

every now and then. We pay.
Take for instance a ,u,n
which ran Ill The 7oronro Siar.
few years ago. The author I!\·
11ma1ed that a family of ltiur
would pay S80 to wat<.:h a
haschall game from avera~e
seats. including only the cost of
food. not souveniers.
Eie<•htvJ bucks! How could
anyone realistically justify ~pending 80 hard earned dollars to take
in a Jew. sometimes cxcclknt
sometimes lousy hours of em~rtainmcnt"! I couldn't and I won't
And neither should you.
If major league :-porn. team,
and owners personal]\.'J want l
pa,·J their "'star" athletes su<.:h tn·
credibly ridiculous ,unount~ of
mone) to play their "grun,i"
fine. that's their business. But
don't 1.!xpcct u-.. to do so.
I thmk it'-. time we. the fan,
say enough is enough.
~

NATUROPATHIC
MEDICINE
CCNM offers a four-year,
full-time program leading to a Doctor of
Naturopathy (N.D.) Diploma.
Prerequisites include three years
of university studies including biology,
general chemistry
and organic chemistry.
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WEST SIDE VIDEO ---located at corner of Sandwich & Mill

First Year Anniversary
March26-31
Specials, Draws

Come See Us!
3223 Sandwich St. 971-9291
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Spectators are welcome to
come and cheer on faculty
and staff of the University of
Windsor as they take to the
ice for the annual "Over 30"
Hockey Tournament. The
wumament will take place at
Adie Knox Arena on Wednesday. March 24 from 8-10

by Dave Briggs

..

Lance sports columnist

Surrounded by the echo of basketballs and squeaking sneakers
on the hardwood. even the loud
pop of volleyballs cannot detract
from a master quietly at work.
In a comer of the St. Denis
Centre, fencing coach Eli Sukunda is in his own world with his
athletes. Anonymous behind the
impenetrable fencing masks. they
train almost camoul1aged in contrast with the chaos.
All the while. Sukunda is in
the thick of it - thrusting, parrying - amidst the sound of steel
on steel. He teaches his athletes
one-on-one like be always has.
Starling next year he will be
doing it somewhere else.
After 16 years as the
university's fencing coach, and
with unparalleled success teaching his love. Sukunda ha,; finally
had enough of Windsor.
Doing hi:-. best 10 be
diplomatic. Sukunda brushes
everything ac;ide by saying he
doesn · 1 see eye-to-eye any longer
with the university about what
the fencing program needs.
He simply wams to move on.
Despite the uncertain future of
fencing at Wind:-or it's prohably
for the hest. Sukunda deserves to
be somewhere his talent is better
appreciated.
"It's heen only in the last
couple of year:- that thing~
haven't heen especially good in
tcnns or fencing." Sukunda said.
"Then: ~eem:s to be a high turnover of eoaehe:s at tllis university
and now I'm one of them for one
rea--on or another."
Sukunda wa, a mcmoer of
Canada· s natif)nal fencing team
tor the first seven years he
coached the Lancers. His career
highlights include competing in
the 1976 and 1984 Olympic
games. winning a major international tournament in Poland.
being a Commonwt!alth Games
champion and captaining the
1988 Canadian fencing contingent al the Seoul Olympics.
Based in Windsor while on the
national team. he trained by himself without a coach. There's no
question that was a difficult task
requiring tremendous dedication.
along with considerable mental

p.m.
Come watch guile, cunning and seniority triumph
on skates.

Intramural
Playoffs
Playoffs in every inuamural spon have now
t,cgun so tearns are reminded
to make certain they know
when they are playing. A
default is a sad way to end a
l!reat sea<;on.
~ Call the Campus Recreation office at ext. 2456 to
confirm playing times.

Information Available
University of Windsor
students who are interested
in ohtaining information
about health and lifestyle
topics are reminded that the
Campus Recreation office
has a wide range of
pamphlets and brochures
availahle on nutrition and
cxcn:i:se.
Provided by Andrew
L111dsay of the Campus
Recreation department.

,IOI)

·:: Athlete of
:~g: the Week

st of

The final athlete of the week
:ould for the 1992-93 athletic season is
1end· O'Brian Gibbons of the Lancer
take
track and field team.
%:nt
Gibbons wa-. named Athlete of
nt~(·
the Meet at the CIAU champion·on'L
1h1ps held on March 9-10 at the
Skydome in Toronto.
At the meet Giblx>ns broke the
60-metre record held by fonncr
Olympian Desai Williams with a
time of 6.63 seconds. He also
won the 300 metres.
Gibbons also competed for
Canada in the 4x400m relay at
the World Indoor Garnes held
~1arcb 12-14 at Skydome.
V
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Sukunda refuses to be fenced in

'Over 30' Hockey

l ~
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Rob Fallenbuchl lunges for instructor Eli Sukunda. (photo by DA VE BRIGGS)

and physical toughness.
Since his career ended he ha"
developed a penchant for taking
raw athletes with no fencing experience and turning the vast
amount of them into extremely
competent fencers. No other
coach at this univen,ity can boast
such a track record.
It is a rare occasion when they
have to work with athlete:-. unfamiliar with their spon. For
Sukunda, it's a reality with almost every athlete he's taught 10
fence. For him that is the best indicator of bis talent.
"It's not the success I've had
with good fencers. it's the success I've had with people who
weren · t very good and hadn't
fenced." he said.
He employs his own fencing
style that he says is in stark contra<;t to what is taught elsewhere.
It's something of an eclectic style
that goes heyond the tradition
hand-eye coordination techniques
taught around the world.
"Most people train in hand to
eye coordination. We not only
use that. but we add eye to foot
coordination. We move our feet

in a different way. Then I put that
together with the way we i,la,;h
the blade," Sukunda said. "We
don't tell anybody what we do.
People just watch it and wonder
what we're doing."
He says the success of this
style is in the ability to react to
the strengths of the opposing
fencer by out-thinking him.
"Everybody does the same
moves. Everybody does the same
parries. everyone does the same
attacks. The way they develop
them in Europe and Eastern
European countries is they do it
with speed and reaction."
His success with molding
young talent has made him a hot
prospect in the fencing community Already he says he ha~
heen offered posiuons at Harvard. North Carolina. Dartmouth.
McGill, Carleton. and Ryerson.
He is interested in moving his
wife and two-year-old daughter
Adrian to the US if he can get a
green card. He's not interested in
a work visa because of the uncertain future when it expires.
Through it all he says he never
had a full contingent of nine fencers needed 10 comprise a complete tea.in of three fencers for
each of the three fencing disciplines of sabre, epee. and foil.
"We were never able to put
that many into the OUAA. We
just never had that many sbow

up." he said.
Still. he says he was able to
guide the Lancers to no worse
than second-place overall in the
OUAA 14 of bis 16 years here.
What Lancer team has done
better?
"For me ifs important 10 win.
but the process of getting there is
more important than wmning.
You win if you go through the
process. If you handle yourself
properly you'll win," Sukunda
said.
In a sport under-appreciated.
misunderstood. and generally
brushed aside hy those ignorant
of it. some probahly won't mis,
Sukunda when he b gone.
Not one to mince words he ha,;
the tenacit) to stick up for himself and his sport. I!· s 110 ,cert:!
his willingness to speak his mind
is not popular in the administration.
"It would be nice to go somewhere where fencing 1s really
part of the curriculum."
Should the loud drone of bar.;ketballs. voJlcybalh and other
athletes finally engulf the fencing
program there will be one less
thing this university can he proud
of in terms of athletics.
The loss of Eli Sukunda will
hurt more than most people will
ever know. Sadly, many probahly
didn't know he wa.., here in the
first place.
fil
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and need help?

GRADUATING CLASS OF '93
YOU'RE INVITED TO A

PIZZA PAR1Y!

Available Now:

at 252-3322

(adjacent to the Leddy Library and the Law Building)

or visit our office at

SINGLE MEN AND WOMEN

MARRIED STUDENTS

• four house units, newly
constructed and furnished
Each self-contained house
accom- modates 12 students
in air.conditioned single
rooms.
• seven former homes
converted for student living,
each self.contained and
accommodating 5 to 12
persons in single or double
rooms.

• Geoffrey Fisher Hall
Apartments
• all 38suites are one·bedroom
and unfurnished
• accomodation available for
intersession & summer school
• applications being accepted
for 1992/93 & 93/94 academic
years

Canterbury College

172 Patricia Road
Windsor, Ontario N9B 389

{519) 256-6442

YOUR HOSTS - OFF1CF..S OF ALUMNI AFFAIRS & STUDENT SERV1CES

IOtttl)rigbt

On Campus Student Housing

For information and applications contact:

FTRST COMB, FIRST SERVED!

Call. ..

UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR

Between 9:30 am -4:30 pm

380 Chilver Road
We provide:

Free pregnancy
tests.
Community
referrals,
~· ·~ . Accommodations
•<·~
;1"·
·':·....
~'.I.'·
an d
Legal advice

(~'f. '~\v~,.l\1'

.':,/,.,. '"'~'""'
,:sr

Toll-free 1-800-328-LOVE
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Grasping
at straws

•

....

I

A recent ruling in the Ontario court proved that some
are still grasping at I.he proverbial straws to keep from
legally recognizing homosexual couples
The case involved a homosexual couple who were
denied a marriage licence in Ottawa. The court decision
t>y Justice James Southey found I.he two men were not
discriminated against when demed I.he licence because
they arc physically unable to exist in I.he institution of
marriage. Marriage. -.aid Southe)', 1s intended to encourage I.he procreation of children.
This statement is another lame attempt at I.he family
values ploy that ha,; become so tired we can't even joke
about it anymore. Southey's definition of mamage - to
have babies - is a clear attempt to legitimize disrrimination against homosexuals.
What Southey may have forgotten - I guess I.here is
no male homosexual sitcom counterpart to Murphy
Brown to expose his narrow politics - is that modem
families are created by many different situations. How
many straight marriages exist without children, and wil.h
no intention of raising any? How many married couples
have children not biologically their own?
Leshiarn, are capahle of carrying and giving birth to
children. So t>y Soul.hey· s definition they should be allowed to legally marry. But if they tried, you'd better
bclieve he would have racked his brain for another
reason it was wrong.
The ruling is fallacious, so obviously so that it exposes
anol.her clear-cut case of prejudice and homophobia in
the coun system.
We hope it is ovenumed quickly.
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Immorality
Dear editor:
Normally I enjoy reading the
Lance. I find many of the articles interesting. but I.he article "Reclaiming
Pornography" offends me greatly. As
a Chrb,tia.n woman, this article is contrary to everything I believe in.
A few weeks ago, the Lance gave
prominant coverage to the Pink Triangle Day. Now lesbian pornography
is being spread across I.he pages. I do
1101 hate homosexuals but I am opposed to I.heir lifestyle and I am opposed to pornography. When I open
rhe Lance and see a woman in a suggestive pose, it sickens me.
The Bible says that "the body is
not meant for sexual immorality." (I
Cor. 6: B) To me this means that
modesty is what is right and in a
public paper. modesty should be obsen·ed. The article is bad enough, but
to publish suggestive photographs is
unfair. If the article is there, we can
judge by the title if we want to read it
or not. But with a picture, once we
have seen it, I.he image is there. My
freedom to choose to protect myself
from those images is taken away.
It disturbs me that the Lance appears to be giving so much space to
homosexual articles. I am opposed
because this promotes sexual sin.
Anyl.hing that 1s not between a husband and wife is sexual sin. Christ
died for us on the cross to pay for our
sins and so that we could spend eternity in heaven wil.h Him. I do not
want anyone to go to hell. I cannot be
quiet because I am a Christian and the
Bible commands me to love all
mankind. I am to do all I can to
prevent them from gomg to hell,
which means I must speak up against
sin. I am not homophobic, I disagree

with any sexual sin and any agency
that helps promote it.
Kelly Wood
Geography/French

Bad attitude
Dear editor:
In the "Reclaiming Pornography"
article on March 15, I.he last line
states to ''honour bad attitude." This
bad attitude wac; defined as "women
who take their sexuality into their
own hands." Honour means to
respect. Respect cannot be earned by
exposing one's naked body to the
public in distasteful magazines, or
otherwise.
After all, I.he real issue in the article is tbe struggle for respect in
order to obtain power and control. It
seems some feminist and lesbian
movements desire power and respect,
but exercise futile means to achieve
bol.h. In reality, they only undermine
their efforts by producing pornographic trash and articles that
portray indecent material as a victory
of control. Is I.his somel.hing to
celebrate? These repulsive methods
only exhibit a lack of respect for their
body and themselves.
Honouring our body indicates
respect for ourselves. God bought us
at a price by giving His son Jesus
Christ. In return we should honour
God with our body as God's temple.
In our free country everything is
pcrmissable, but not everything is
beneficial. This article and its crude
accompanying photo did not benefit
anyone. I have something better to
offer: knowledge of Jesus' saving
grace that revels true worth and
brings the power of His Holy Spirit.
Rat.her than having a "bad attitude," it is more beneficial to renew

it. Renewed minds result in changed
behaviour. My purpose is to see a
change in disgusting parades of
women's sexuality and in articles tha1
condone I.hem.
Deborah Kohn
1st Year
Music Therap)
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Dear editor:
Why would Sarah Roebuck defend
a backward and disturbed individual
like Camille Paglia in her article
"Camille
Paglia's
Nouvelle
Feminism?"
There is a huge difference between
natural attraction of the sexes and tile
behaviour of rape. How dare she,
after we were gaining footage on this
subject, blur I.he lines and relieve tile
blame.
"Man's body is built for invasion.
attack ... Hunt, pursuit and capture are
biologically programmed in !he
male." These ··eternal facts," as
Paglia calls them, are completely
bogus. By this reac;oning, violence in
any form in our society, simply by
precendent, is in our nature.
Why did I.hey put Jeffrey Dahmer
in prison for kidnapping. murder and
cannibalism? He had the natural wits
to get young men to go home with
him, he bad the strengl.h to kill them.
and is biologically capable of diges·
tion. So, how could we be appalled
by what he did?
Just because we are physically
capable does not excuse unacceptable
behaviour. How Roebuck could think
Paglia's critics have "misunderstood''
or ''misconstrued" her messages is
beyond me.
Marilyn Kunt7
Social Science
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Rembrandt
and
roulette:
a
debate
Should the Art Gallery of Windsor be used as an interim casino? The pros and the cons
by Judge Brisson

by Terry Brown

Lance editorial staff

~\!d
!

a

Lance editorial staff

Discussions surrounding I.ht. site for an
interim casino in Windsor have madc the
Art Gallcry front pagl' news. The
proposal to hou,e a ca,ino in this edifice
has divided the arts community and it,;
patron, and continues to he one of the
most hotly debated local issue,.
Following the logic oJ tJ1e ledger.
!hose in favour ot this plan insist that the
f'C\'COucs generatcd by the rcntal of gallery space to the casino operation \\ 111
secure the gallery's place in Windsor's
cultural community for years to come It
has been rep<>rted that said revenues
could tmal a" much a-; S6 million.
Opposition voices are denouncing the
moH! based on the tear that once closed.
the gallery ma} never reopen. Man)'
others view the situation as the first step
ma pallem of compromises the city will
ha, e to endure m order to accommodate
the gambling juggl.maut.
ln the face of federal and provmcial
funding cuts. and the fiscal rcstramt of
lhe lean and mean corporate image of the
"90s. the galler)' •s hst of benefactors is in
jeopardy. The stimulu1, from a lease arrangement could provide for a fund to
under,\ rit1.: the operaung costs of the galkry or assist in ac4uisitiom.
The success of any gallery depends
large!) upon the mterest generated h\ its
oolh!etmn. To establhh such a collection

La-;l month, \\bile Wmdsor City
Council was discussing possit>le sites Jor
the new ca,ino. I \\ rote ahout the ..atmosphere of desperation'' generated b)
the negotiations. I suggested that "the
city stopped existing for the ,akc ol tJ1e
citizens" and that the "degradation of
Windsor has hcgun ."
Alannisl stall:mcnts, perhaps, hut
,adly they have t>ccn 1,hown to he true.
The hoard of the Art GaJlt.'r) of Windsor
is seekmg to hou..,e an interim ca....ino in
the gallery building .
The hoard, headed h) Univcn.ity of
Wmd...or president Ron lanm. hopes to
reap up to $6 million in space charge,.
The argument is that the tcrnporar} di,ruption \\ ill secure the long-term surv1 val
of the gallef'}.
There 1s no doubt that the gallery is
struggling frnancially. and S6 million
would allow acquisitions and improvements that could put Windsor on the cultural map. However, men.! arc concems
that oncl. the gallery closes. it will never
reopen . This 1s not fatalistk if one considers the financial situation ol the
province. With an interim casino in a
spaciou.., building. hringmg in money.
commitment to financing a SIOO m1lhon
structure could wane.
Also. the i\UP is in the third year of a
five-year mandate and the full -time
cac;ino will r.il.'e nearly two years to
build. If constructmn is delayed. another
party, less friendly to Wind.,or. could
take p<m er
Rather than commit money to a region
that pcrcnniaJly elects NDP memtlcrs, a
Liberal or Conservative govcmmem
could decide tl1e temporary casino suits
their financial and p<)lit.ical needs.
Now that the auto companies have
committed billions to expanding their
Windsor opcrauon,. there 1s le,s pressure
on the cm,ino to gencrntc johs. Any
prO\ inc1al government. regardle,s of tl1e
party. might thmk a part-tune ca,mo 1s
stimulus enough lrom the government.
It is disconcerting that the president of
our universit) eems to approve of an mterim ca-,ino m the gallery I'm sure Dr.
Ianni t>clievcs this proposal h in the hest
interest of tl1c gallery and the community. He might be right from a financial pcr,pcctive, hut the furtive gnt,ping
for dollars is demoralizing.
A casmo in the An Galler}' 1s the fiN
(and least painful) in a 1,cnes of degradat10ns t.hc community will he asked to endure. It ts the first retreat from principles.
There will be more.
[g
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tion enhances the reputat10n of the gallCI) in tJ1e arh community giving it the
necessary exposure to acquire a longcr
hst of hcnefacwr,
Interest 111 the Art Galic!) of Windsor
1s on the wane a\ is the money needed to
1>pera1e it. Staff cuts have paraly.1e<l galk:I)· sen kcs which now rely too hca, ily
on shorter and shorter list, of ,olumecrs.
The writing is on the wall and those most
doscly allied 10 the gallery arc endorsing
lhc mtenm ca,1110 plan. Among them is
gallery board chaJr Ron lanm and senior
curator Vince Varga.
But facing fiscal rcaliucs is not tJ1c
trong :-.uit of the naysa}e~. uncom 1111:cd
by the tJ1rca1 the gallery faces from
government and corporate cut hacks ..
Arrogw11 patrons who sec the casmo
opcra110n a,; the worst sort of postmodern prank should get off their cultural high horses and consider the I uturc
of the gallery in the light of cold hard
financial truths. The imcrim casino
proposal is a reasonable compromise to a
nuation
which
demand,
drastic
measures.
[I
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What do you think of housing an interim casino in the Art Gallery?

Cheryl
Lanstrom

Scott
Emmerton

Andrew
Sinnott

4th Year
Comm.
Studies

2nd Year
Comm.
Studies

2nd Year
Social
Science

II is a IittJc like putting the
World Wrestling Federation
in the library. The casino is
fi ne on iL'i own, but nol in
Ute art gallery.

I do11·1 agree with the
casino in the art gallery. I
think thc art gallery is for
art. not gamhling. Some may
think gambling is ru1 art. but
come 011.

-

We have to sec how it will
tum out, but it's a fOOd idea
basically. Casino gambling
is coming herc anyway. It
will give people before-hand
experience running it.

Donna
Kinsman
3rd Year
Family
Studies

I think having an interim
ca~mo is a good idea. but I
don't suggest the art gallery
as a location. Windsor
,;hould hang on to the little
hit of culture we have.
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Education minister
cookin' against
discrimination. P. 3.

University athletics on the
road to gender equity.
Dave Briggs tells
the story thus far, p. 12.

Players'
Gang a bang.
See review, p. 5.

Windsor Centennial:
The Lance offers our
readers a taste of
history by reprinting
an iuue from 100 Y•••
ago this week. A lot has
changed, a lot remains
the same. Centre section.
University of Windsor

Volume LXV, Humbel' 23
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New exec saying 'yes'
by Tran Longmoore
Lance news editor

The Freedom Action Network (FAN) commemorated United
Nations International Day for the Elimination of Racial
Discrimination with a 45 minute march to do.vntown Windsor.
The rnarch, which concluded FANfare's anti-racism and
ant1-discriminat1on week, began with a rally at the Assumption
Church parking lot and then proceded under police escort to the
FAN offices next to the Capitol Theatre on University Ave. (photo
by RICHARD LACHANCE)

After playing key roles in bnnging the rejected
drug plan back to another referendum, Jon Ricci and
Steve Alexander, next year's SAC president and
vice-president of university affairs, have decided to
run a campaign to bring the plan back to life.
Ricci and Alexander, rejecting the cuO"ent SAC
executive'!> neutral stance on the issue. ran a successful petition dnve that will hring the question
hack to rcfcrndum on March 30 and 31. Now they
have dec1ded to lake charge of the "yes" campaign.
"The successful petition drive showed us that
many students didn't rcah1e that the implications of
a 'no· vote in the referendum They'\'e told U'> how
much they need a drug plan so l feel that \Omcone
:-hould run the campaign," said Jon Ricci
The drug plan was r~jccted by students m the
Feb. 24 and 25 SAC general election - leaving
Windsor ,tudcnts without a drug plan for the 1993-J.:.J year.
SAC i" currently communicating with lawyers
regarding Ute lcgalttic:- of overturning the tiN
rdcrcndum.
Immcdiatcl) after learning that the drug plan had
been rejected in February's SAC General Election.
Ricci called an emergency meeting with the current
SAC executive to discus" implications and future

strategics SAC, Ricci and Alexander decided to
remain neutral about the issue.
"At the meeting we basically went along with the
current executive's stance," explained Ricci. ''But
once we heard the studenLs' shock because they'd
unknowingly killed the drug plan, we saw how important the drug plan 1s to the 4200 students who
use it. My campaign slogan was 'For a Change
Today.' Unlike the current SAC executive, we're
not going to sit on any fences ''
To help avoid legal questions. Ricci and
Alexander arc hoping to gamer more than the 753
votes that the "no" got in the first referendum.
According to Alexander, they arc planning a
poster campaign and will visit re"idenccs and many
of the larger cla'>ses to make people aware of the
significancl! of the referendum.
"Communication is l!ven more important when
you consider that the ambiguous question has been
cha.11gl!d only slightly," :-aid Alexander. adding that
he lobbil!d SAC lo includl! the rcferl!ndums
ram1filat1011s on the hallor
Ricci is abo hoprng to n:1..·civc a kttcr of support
from university administration.
"We've been elected lo the,e Jl()'>llions by the
students. It wouldn't be fair to the students ii we
just sat around and watched the drug plan slip away.
Real leadership would not let that happen." said
Ricci.
[g

Mexican activists fear free trade will worsen exploitation
by Tran Longmoore
Lance news editor

"The Mexicans, after aJI or our
factories move down there, arc
the only ones who will benefit."
In a local W indsor coffee
,hop, it isn · t out of the ordinary
10 hear people make such statements ahout the impending North
American Free Trade Agreement.
To the contrary, the 60 people
who aucnded a forum at the
CAW Local 195 Union Hall
learned that many Mexicans
liclievc NAFT A will only increase the exploitation their
country's land and its people.
The panel discussion. NAFT A:
The Myth of Benefits for
Mexican and Canadian workers,
was
co-sponsored
by
the
Windsor & District Labour
C'ouncil. W indsor & Arca Coalition for Social J usticc, the
C'anadian Labour Congress and
the Lalin American Working
Group & Solidarity Works.
The Keynote speakers were
Angeles Lope,. a member of the
Authentic Workers Front Union,
Anuro Solis, from the Centre for
Frontier Studies and Human
RighLs, and Larry Bauer. President of CAW Local 444
Whik Mexican President Carlos Salinas de Gortari has been
pressing lo complete the trade
agreement. Lope, and Solis have
been touring Canada to speak
ahout the dcvcstalion that the

dcaJ would cause in Mexico.
Lope, fears that the N AFT A
will won,en the already poor environment that workers face
today.
Currently. Mexican workers
arc "represented" by unions that
arc controlled by the foriegn
owners of Maquilas. or manufacturmg and assembly plants. In
many ca-,es, says Lopez, the
workers arc not even aware that
they have a union.
According to Lope,, workers
who try to organi,e their own
unions arc "snuffed out" in many
ways.
"When workers try to unioni1e
they arc threatened with unemployment or sometimes physically," explained Lope,.
Although the Mexican governments
legislation
pcnmts
unioni,ation
they
have
"thousands" of strategics to
hinder that right.
"How can President Salina-;
say he supports unions and at the
same time say to multinational
corporations 'come to Mexico.
We have the cheapest labour in
the world?"'
Without the right to unioni,e,
Lopez believes that Mexican
workers will never have the
quality of life they want
Many Mexicans currently live
with substandard housing, education. labour conditions and health
care.
Arturo Solis is from Reynosa,

located on the Rio Grande, the
river that divides Mexico and
Texas.
As six million Mexicans in
other border communities do,
Reynosa' s people depend on the
waters of the Rio Grande a, a
life-line in the desert.
Solis says that the maquilas
have destroyed the Rio Grande.
the river that Mexicans have used
for agriculture and water.
"The Rio Grande is a dead
river. lt is filled with organic and
toxic waste a,; well as pesticides,"says Solis. citing recent
:-tudics that have shown the
chloride count in the Rio Grande
to be 250 000 times greater than
Mexican evironmental standards
allow.
In the past year, several publications have printed horror
storie:- about the toll that chemicals have taken on the region· s
people. The negative publicity
has forced the Mexican government to stiffen and enforce environmental policies.
Solice, however. docs not
believe that the govenment will
keep their promises
"The Mexican govcnuncnt has
broken many promises in the
past. In 1983, the Mexico and the
US agreed to prohibit the huilding of of any chemically
dangerous factories within 100
miles ol the Rio Grande. In
Texas. there arc three dumps
being built to dispose toxic wa1,-

tes from New York."
Solice believes that NAFTA
will also destroy what remains of
Mexican-owned industry.
'There were 100 Mexicanowned electronic industries. Because they could not compete
with the foreign-owned corpora-

lions. there arc only two left
today."
"NAFTA will kill Mexico's
right to self-determination. We
are entering an unequal partnership with a country I the US l that
will exploit our land and our
people."
[g

Editor plans critical coverage
by Lance news ablff
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diversions---

ALL JEANS ... ON SALE ... ALL THE TIME

Lance calendar of events

0

I

-

Tuesday, March 30

Friday, April 2

"' There is a Kundalini Yoga
Meditation group meeting every
Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the Recovery
Bookstore. For more info call Sheila at
252-7443.

A: School of Music presents its grad

l

l

party will feature the Kildare Trio. The
first 50 people through the door WI
receive a free Elvis stamp.

The Jewish Law Students and the
Jewish Student Organization
present Edward Greenspan Q. C.
discussing The Prosecution of Ernst
Zundel at 7 p.m. in the Moot Court,
Law Building.

The 21st Annual Easter Seal
Walkathon begins at 9:30 at the
Windsor Raceway. Call now for pledge
material, 253-6382.

A: School of Music presents its grao
recitals featuring Adrian Peters on
clarinet at 3 p.m. and Lisa Driedigeroo
mezzo-soprano at 8 p.m.

The Child and Youth Worker Info
Expo 1993 will be held at St. Clair
College, main lobby 10 a.m. -3 p.m.
Free admission, guest speaker and
activities for kids.

The Assumption University Chapel
presents a Communal Celebration of
the Sacrament of Reconciliation at
7:30 p.m. Sunday April 4th is
Passion/ Palm Sunday · mass,
blessing and distribution of palms at
10:30 a m. and 4:30 p.m

Sunday, April 4

MENS & LADIES JEANS
10% off any regular
pltce Item In the store
(w,th presentation of valid student ID)

w1Naaa"

Monday to Wednesday 9-6; Thursday and Fnday 9-9: Saturday 9-6: Sunday 12-4

•

lerbeck at 7:30.

A: Local bands the Tea Party and Porcelain Mary will appear n concert at
the Capitol Theatre. Doors open at
8·00p.m.
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You are not alone. Survivors of
Incest Anonymous for Lesbian and
Bisexual Womyn meets each
Sunday night from 7-9 p.m. at the
Metropolitan Community Church
3301 Edison (at Brock) Call 948-2536
for further information
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A: Visual and performing arts.

Notices demonstrations

(,

lectures, seminars. etc

§

•

Club and society meetings.

® Sports events

Socials, parties, mixers, etc.

Graduation should be a memorable experience.
Let us at Mainstreet provide you with memorable portraits to complete the experience.

Packages starting front $55.00
Full negative retouching and full artwork on all grad portraits (Call the studio for details)

--CASUALS AT NO EXTRA CHARGE

;t'fA1,JSt'HJ 1 %1
PHOTOGRAPHIC STUDIO If.JC

1731 Wyandotte St. East

l
aid

C
Assumption University Chapel
hosts Mass every Sunday at 10:30 of
am. and 4:30 p.m. Between thel ent
University Centre and Huron Churcn COl
Road, call 973-7034.
110

Thursday. April 1

Ca/ch tfat
FREEDS

pol

Saturday, April 3

the GNP student photo show, a juried
exhibition by photography students.
The show runs until April 2 in the
Atrium, third floor, Odette building.
Opening reception today at noon.

EDWIN • GUESS • BUFFALO
BIG STAR • REQUEST

da)
rac

The IVCF and the Navigators present
a film, The Eye of the Storm. 7:00 p.m.
Erie Hall 1120. Admission $2.00.
·

A: The School of Visual Arts presents

A: Artcite presents sculptor Wanda El-

Mu

u

"' Out on Campus, the lesbian, gay and
bisexual student group meets at 9:00
p. m. every other Friday starting tonight
at J.B. 's Restaurant, 1880 Wyandotte
Street East.

The SAC Annual Meeting will be held
at 5:00 p.m. in Madame Vanier
Lounge.
Revenue Canada Personnel present
How to Prepare a Tax Return from 4-6
p.m. Admission is $1.00 or a 1 can
donation for the downtown mission.
Bring info slips from employment, a
calculator, pencil and tax returns to the
Odette Building, room 507. For more
info call Sandy at 253-4232, ext 3128.

b]

A: The Spotted Dog·s first anniversary

Wednesday, March 31
•

-

recitals featuring Henriette Joth on
piano at 8 p.m.

973-0205

Your official Grad Photographer - Don't be fooled by others!
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Education minister heads
campus equity discussion

Attention Students!
Riverpla.ce off-campus residence
RESERVE YOUR ROOM NOW
FOR SEPTEMBER 1993!

by Amanda Borysowytsch
Lance news staff

MPP Dave Cooke, Ontario
Minister of Education, was at the
University of Windsor on Saturday, March 20, to address antiracism and anti-discrimination
p01Jcies in education.
However, because Cooke's
aide failed to tell the media of a
scheduling change, the seminar
was poorly attended. Cooke
apologized for the mix up but
capitalized on the opportunity to
personally address the concerns
of the ten people who attended.
The discussion, part of the
FANfare anti-racism and antidiscrimination week, focused on
many current educational issues
including, streamlining, university entrance policies and equity.
Cook felt strongly about
streamlining of high school students. Cooke said that streamlining would give students and their
families more freedom in making
Jccisions on the level of education that would be most beneficial.
Cooke also discussed the issue
of the Faculty of Education's
entrance policies. He is encouraging universities to begin
newing the applicant's life expmences, as well as grade
averages, when permitting students to enter programs.
Mark Lefebvre. a FAN orgamsor. stated that he felt there
1,n't enough empha~is on
Canadian and Aboriginal hi<;tory
in education.

• Excellent location - 245 Detroit Street
• 5 minute walk to U of W campus
• Furnished, clean, comfortable rooms
• Fridge & phone jacks in all rooms
• Captain's beds with storgae drawers
• Lounge with satellite & cable TV
• Exercise and games room
• Private study rooms
• Parking & laundry facilities
• $279 & $399 including utilities

*'JI

•
... Mt'J.
.:
Scheduling mix-up turned Education Minister Dave Cooke's
speech into a roundtable discussion. (photo by SUZANNE NGUI)

Cooke assured Lefebvre that
policies are being put in place for
more equity in education, but
said that development has been
hindered because most educational professions arc still
dominated by white males from
wealthy families.
Cooke felt !hat if students
wanted to bring about equity in
education that they "should support government strategies while
still pushing the govcmmenL to
be more pro-active." Cooke
added that organizations such as
FAN were essential to making
the public aware of racism and
discrimination.
Cooke was skeptical that antiracism programs will receive
more funding from the government, thought that the amount of
money they receive already ~o be
substantial.
"WitJ1 a $12 to $13 billion

deficit, no new money will be allocated this year. Money cannot
change attitudes, public education is the key."
Cooke also spoke about personal issues that the governmnet
has not yet addressed. He discussed his view on the Heritage
Front Organization, which is in
the process of renting a conference room at the University of
Toronto.
"Organizations that spread
hatred and racism should not be
allowed a conference room in a
public institution. I would like lo
sec the university review their
positiou on this matt.er."
Throughout Cooke's discussion, he cmpha,;ized the need to
educate students, parents and
teachers on anti-racism and antidiscrimination, and strongly supported the efforts made by FAN
and other organizations.
[g

Call 255-1697 or 254-4577, 10 am - 8 pm

A Complete Line of
Business Machines
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Photo Copiers
Fax Machines
Typewnters
Calculalors
Paper Cutters
Poster Makers
Folders

BUIMER
BUS I NESS
PRODUCTS

We service and provide supplies
for most makes and models of
typewriters and calculators.

3612 Walker Road
Tel.: 966-4311 Fax: 966-3337
1-800-265-5074
A D1Vts1on of Velkre Business Machines Inc.

Easter Special

We specialize in all kinds of vegetarian
and non-vegetarian llldian dishes.

TCI 486 DX-33 MHz System

Fully
licensed
Ope n seven
days a week
Mon - Wed: 11 - 9
Thur - Sat: 11 - 11
Sunday: 12 - 8

STUDENT SPECIAL

1~% Off

LUNCHEON BUFFET

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Intel 80486 OX-33 MHz CPU
128K Cache Memory
Math Co-Processor
2 Mb RAM
14" Super VGA Monitor 0.28 dpi
Super VGA Graphics Card
105 Mb Hard Disk Drive
1 .2 or 1 .44 Mb Floppy Drive
IDE HD/FD Controller
2 Serial, 1 Parallel and 1 Game Port
101 Key Enhanced Keyboard
Mini Tower Case

FREE Mouse
&Pad
FREE
PROGRAMS

$1 4g g
.,:

2 Years Parts and 3 Years Labour Warranty

Tc.;1

Word Processors
D1g1ta1 Scanners
Overhead Pro1ectors
Binding Equipment
Paper Shredders
Lettenng Equipment
AMI High Speed Pnnters

RENTALS
AVAILABLE

New Asian Curry House
Daily Luncheon Buffet $-'.99
(all you can eat!!) Mon-Sat 11 :30-2:30
Free cake \1'he11 you celebrate your birthday here! *Book,,,
advance*
Free Home Delivery (evenings only)
NOW SERVING COLD DRAFT ON TAP

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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2175 Wyandotte St. W. (519) 254-2721 FAX (519) 254-3017
Bus. Hrs. Mon.-Fri. 10:30-7:00, Sat. 12:00-6:00
Locations throughout Ontario, Mississauga, Toronto, Ottawa, Whitby

TWO FOR ONE TWO FOR ONE TWO FOR ONE TWO FOR ONE TWOi
Campus Wearhouse has lost its mind. While 0
<D

U')

::J
0

~

quantities last, you can purchase an item of
clothing and receive another item of equal
value free! e.g. Buy a T-shirt. get one free!
In these economic times, you can't afford to
miss this one!
P.S. Mambosoks have arrived directly from
Seattle! Be radically different, impress your
friends! Come on down and take a look at
our new stuff. It's way cool...

Custom Designed University Clothing
2053 Wyandotte Street West, 977-5921
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summer and , .
scholarships to p a y - In the fall. Work available In
your home area or travel
throughout Ontario & B.C.

New recruits required to fill
Crew Leader & Registration Agent positions.
For more lnfonnatlon,
see your Career Placement Centre
or call STN Student Recruitment Program
1-800·795-8022

'%sf :I smart
talk
network~ - - -

DPENING

,
,

in the new
CAW Student Centre for
the 1993 - 1994
academic year at
Co-op Education and
Student Placement
beginning Monday,
March 29 through
Friday, April
'"
Co_-op Educa.tion
~J
, ·~
1s located
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in

~,~"\~ '' ~,
1

Room 115
Dillon Hall
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UP A WHOLE NEW WORLD OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS

Now vou can be all over the map. Cheap.

7 days

$179.00

15 days

$239.00

30 days

$329.00

60 days

$429.00

plus GST

GRAY COACH LINES
'EX202C
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·------------------------------------These girls just want to have fun
• Girls in the Gang
by Raymond Storey and John
Roby
University Players
directed by Diana Belshaw

by Kevin Johnson

•

Lance arts staff

The current offering of the
University Players, Girls in the
Gang, is that most uncommon
play - a Canadian musical.

r
Set in postwar Toronto, the
story concerns the bank-robbing
Boyd gang and the women in
their lives. As playwright
Raymond Storey notes, the story
has everything: "sex, crime, sex,
fast cars, sex, murder, and sex."
In Storcy's script, though,

what he says is most exciting
about the tale takes place offstage. The sex, murder and fast
cars are never shown, and the
crime is of a stylized type.
The play involves a fair bit of
glamourizing of its principals.
These bank robbers are jaunty,
jazzy, just trying to make a
living. They are never violent,
until one is forced into a comer,
and his mistake costs them all.
Their women are primarily a
virtuous lot, from Dorreen Boyd
(Jennifer Grant) who tries to convince her husband to give up
crime to the long-suffering Anna
Camarro (Jennifer Simser), left
alone with a gang member's love
child.
Of course, it is music theatre,
so we can expect some prettification of the material. The 'girls'
celebrate the gang's success with
the song "Real Style", a paean to
maintaining a cool attitude, and
the play encourages such a view.
Obviously, the point is to have

fun, not learn a lesson.
To this end, the musical numbers are mostJy '50s-era jazz,
with a strong Andrews Sisters
flavour. Grant, Simser, Esther
Jaciuk as Ann Jackson and Kathleen Pearson as Mary Mitchell
contribute some beautiful harmomzmg. In the rehearsal
preview I saw, they seemed tentative with the choreography.
In fact, several of the performances appeared unsure, so
Simser's and Grant's confidence
was especially attractive.
As for the male members of
the cast, Sean Carthew turned in
an amusing performance as Willie (the Clown) Jackson; F.dward
S. Daranyi was solid as
gangleader F.ddy Boyd. David
Smith's Lenny Jackson is unmenacing, Steve Suchan, as
played by Ty Chid low, is the
stereotypical mixed-up kid.
Appropriately Canadian, the
characters are multi-cultural.
This poses a problem for the

Jennifer Simser, Esther Jaciuk, and Jennifer Grant croon for Ty
Chidlow as gangster Steve Suchan. (photo by STEVE GILBERT)

Players; their accents are inconsistent and sometimes unrecognizable.
Despite this drawback, the
play is entertaining and it is a
treat to see dramatization of

Canadian history.
[9
Girls in the Gang runs April I
- 4 at the Essex Hall Theatre. For
showtimes and tickets, call the
University Players· box office at
253-6545.

Jammin' at the
Jammies ceremony
by Sarah Roebuck
Lance arts editor

The annual CJAM DJ awards,
known a<; ''the Jammies". were
held last week at The Coach and
Horses to recognize the contribution of volunteers to the campus
radio station. Democratically
chosen. the certificates were
given to those most dedicated to
quality programming in the eyes
of the voters.
"How has CJAM done this
year? I'm not one to say that
years ago we were better," said
Station Manager Marc Fedak.
"Years ago. the station didn't
have the bad karma of the disappointment of not getting a power
increase. Our spoken word
programmes have improved,
even after the 25 percent increase
demanded by the CRTC. And
considering we're in a trailer this
year, it's been hard, but it's not
going too badly."
Here are the Jammics winners
as announced at the ceremony:

~.
The Freedom Action Network held its Unity Jam on March 19 at the St. Denis ~ieldhouse to a Sf'!laller
audierice than had been expected. Here, Zoom wows the faithful attendants wrth her soulful stylrngs.
The program also included Lesser Known. Jagged Edge and Razor Blayd, The Avenue, M Bay, the
Thomas Buck Nasty Band, Luxury Christ and Messenjah. (photo by KIRAN PAL)

by Leo Ogata
Lance arts staff

With Academy Awards Fever
in the air, the major studios are
engaged in some last minute
promotion of their hopeful,s.
After the winners arc announced, most critics disagree on
lhe choices. Siske! and Ebert tum
theirs into television shows.
Inevitably, this year's successes could easily become next
year's sequels. Hollywood is
drowning in "sequelitis".
One need look no further than
last year's Academy Award win-

Favourite Special Interest
Information Program - Dave
Bachner of Subgenius Hour of
Slack Ost place)
Ann Cornelius, Roxann Reads
(tied 2nd place)
Steve Harvey. Chris McIntyre
and All 111 a Day's Work (tied
2nd place)

Best Researched Program Ann Cornelius. Roxann Reads
Favourite
Ethnocultural
Program - Steve Riley of Red

Hori::.ons
Favourite Newscaster - Sue
Morin
Favourite Cart Dave
Bachner of Hour of Slack and
Frank Prcsello, Ren~e Angers
and
Andrew
Barlow
of
Stagediv,n · (tied Isl place)
Most Dedicated VolunteerLisa Fells
Most
Eclectic
Music
Programmer - Iris Kohler
Favourite Special Interest
Music Program
James
Nemeth and Kevin Kostecki of

Fire in mv Bones
Favou.rite 6-8 a.m. Music
Program - Marc Fedak of /

Can't Believe I'm Awake
Favourite 8-12 noon Mosaic
Music Program - Chris Gangier
Favourite 1-4 p.m. Mosaic
Music Program - Iris Kohler,
Lisa Fells (tied 1st place)
Favourite 5-7 p.m., pre-2
a.m. Mosaic Music Program Chris Gangier. Billy J. Coombs,
Nadia D'Ambrosia (tied 1st
place)
Favourite 2-6 a.m. Mosaic
Music Program - Joe Mattson
Favourite Weekend Mosaic
Music Program - Dave Bachner
[g

,•
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Paul Weller

Classifieds

Paul Weller
Go! Discs

Weller's debut solo effort is
one that definitely carric.,; the
baggage of his associations with
the Jam and Style Council.
This so-called bagg 1ge is nothing to complain about in this
case. Weller's distinctive style
has graduated into a mix of
psychedelia, funk and jau.
All the cuts on Paul Weller arc
equally enjoyable in their own
way. from the upbeat "Into
Tomorrow" and ''Uh-Hub! Oh
Yeah!" 10 the slow. pleading
"Rememhcr How Wt Started"
and ..I Didn't Mean To Hurt
You."
Paul Weller is far from gone!
Wben's the next album'? - Kim
Mailloux A+

Stone
Crash Vegas
London

Stone is a catchy collection of
upbeat. but typical, pop songs.
With the heavier tracks. Crash
Vegas' c;ound tends to overpower
Michelle McAdorey 's gentle
voice, but on others her distinctive vocals shme
Crash Vegas is particularly
potent on the infectious "Nothing
Ever Happened," and the mournful "My City Has A Place."
Although the lyrics are somewhat obscure and repeut1ve. the}
remain secondary to the music,
which shows the promise of a
might future for this Canadian
band. - Stephanie Matheson B

-

I
Book of Rejection
Leslie Spit Treeo
Capitol

Leslie Spit Trceo's nev.
release, Book of Re;eccion. is an
exciting album with a driving
rock 'n' roll beat. The winner of
the 1991 Juno for most promising
new group proves that its suc·
cessful debut album. Don ·c Cry
loo Hard, was not JUSt a flash m
the pan .
Although most of the songs are
straight out rock 'n • roll, two of
them especially stand out from
the pack "Book of Rejection"
bas a country and western
flavour, without being cloying or
corny. The thrashing, eardrumpiercing "She's a Slut" is as
angry and controversial as any
hardcore rap song today.
The grungy guitar and Laura
Hubert's strong, emotional voice
make you sit up and take notice
The songs· catchy melodies instantly imprint themselves onto
your memory. In all, there isn't a
dud track on the whole album. Duncan Edgar A

Fire of Freedom
Black 47

EMI

Black 47' s musical extravaganza F,re of Freedom combines the Celtic sound of Big
Country with the lyrical reflections of a troubled urban society .
Beauti.flu
The Bronx-based sextet displays
Bone Club
a notable high intensity.
Imago
The band avoids creating a
At variou points on Reawiflu. wall of noise. opting instead 10
Bone Cluh resemble the hkes of cmpbasi,e a traditional Irish
Mctallica. lhc Rt'd Hot Chili Pcpsound. Unfortunately, the novelty
perc;, and Pearl Jam Ohviously. of hearing t 1llean pipe. and tin
thb, Minncapofo,-ba:,ed quintet h
whistles wear, off after the fiN
still scarchmg for an identity.
fe\, tracks. Three moces of the
Led bv brothers Andrew and single "Livmg In America" don't
Dacey Ara,hiha. Bone Club help things l!ithcr.
definitely shows prom1">e on thi
Noncthele!>s, Black 47 doc,
EP. Fonned not quite four years offer a break from the ear-bleedago m 1989, the band b still ing grunge and shocg,vcr sound~.
maturing.
Fire of Freedom may not be
If you like high-intensity. ba.c.s- somcthmg you'll play everyda)',
heavy alternative rock. then but it will open your ears to a difBeautiflu 1, worth the money.
ferent side of lbc music world. Robert D. Way B-

Jeremy Price B-

A Public Forum
on Education and Training

HOUSING

with Dave Cookei Minister of Education and
Training and M.P.P. for Windsor-Riverside.

lWO BEDROOM APARTMENT avaiable
1mmed1atety Upper ~1ex very clean
$650/month 1ncluslve 3446 Sanowich Cal
Peter or Denise. 9«-6271
FEMALE TO SHARE 2 t>e<room apart·
mert. Use ol al .ipp«:ances washer and
dryer $300 / montlt 9n-7196a!ter5p.m.
SPRING'SUMMER STUDENT accomoda·
tions. rroms lor rent 1n large furnished house
close to unlvel'Slty Parking washer and
oryer,central ar Calllorgreat $\Jfflmer rate
Cas or Robert. 256-9914
FOUR OR FIVE BEDROOM ~ouse avaiable from May 1 f1Ye m1nutes to university
Laundry and parking $1100/month CaU
Peter or Denise 9«-6271
FOR RENT: 2 BEDROOM apanmenl. fNe
rrunt(e wa, to campus Ava'1abl8 May 1,
1993 Can and leave message for Jm Lovel
anytime sn-2614
ROOM FOR RENT IN completely
remodelled house To share Wl1h 5 fourth
year student~ female noD-smoker o~
Large 1)1?,'ate room, laige fumiShed llvv1Q
and dining rooms. 2 luff t>aths lal.flOY
(washer ano dryer\ 2 frosHret lndgeS
Fully carpeted. very clean. off-street pant·
1ng Available May 1 or Sept 1 974·3646

I

Spon.'lored by the Federation of Catholic Parent Teacher
A.'J.'IOciations and the Ontario Federation ofHome
and School Associations
The Ontario government wants to hear Y.Q.Ut views.
We want you to tell us what kind of education and training
you think Ontarians need for a successful future.
From the Junior Kindergarten classroom to the university
research lab to the workplace education and training are a big
part of our lives and their importance is growing.
Anyone \\ith an interest in education and training - students
of all ages, parents, taxpayers, teachers, professors, trainers, the
unemployed, workers, employers - is invited to attend this public
forum on education and training:
Saturday, April 3
2:00 - 4:00 PM
Dougall Avenue School
811 Dougall Avenue
Windsor

SERVICES

Seating Capacity: 600

UNEMPLOYED SECRETARY AVAILABLE to do typing. au1ek seMce and
reasonablerates CaU 948-8177
COMPUTERIZED IHCOME TAl returns
inexpensive fast and efficient serv1Ce
Soltware & pnnting. approved by Revenue
Canada Ptek·~ and delivery ~n be arranged can Ted at 252-0789
$1.25 PER PAGE TYPING. Essays.theses
reports. resumes term papers.
manuscnplS gril)hs charts etc Ace.irate
profess,ona fast serv,ce aod IOw pnces
Laserpnnting ava"able caw 979-1S75 or
735-7988
TAX RETURNS PREPARED Student rate
$20 00 for baste retun Cal Jim lor appoint·
ment at im-9905 Arr, <lay Aimost any
t,me
ESL TEACHER LEARN Engllsh hourly at
your place or mine Speech. reading &wrrt·
1ngskdlstaughtbyComne CaH· 966·8S13
LSAT - JUNE 141!! COMING HOME to
Tororilothlssummet> Du mg the t rstv.eeK
of May our ur.que soc week LSAT Prepara·
uon program begins This program s of.
fered only lor the summer exam
1·800·567.PREP (n37)

Free on-site child care.
For further information call the
Ministry of Education and Training office at (519) 973-1441
or 1-800-663-5609 (toll-free).
Ces re:nseignements sont disponibles enfranfm's.
lnterprellng services for people who are deaf
(American Sign Language) will be available.

®Ontario
PLACE: Erie Hall Rm. 1120
TIME: 7:00 P .M.
DATE: Friday, April 2
ADMISSION: $2.00
(
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GAYS. LESBIANS. BISEXUALS Ideas ,5.
sues volunteer writers neeoed for
Gait'~ Windsor a new a Lhty
new51>ap11rtor111egaycomMun.r,. Ca 19n,
9905 lor nlo
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Down
Town
Neill-\\'yc1k. Hight

where Summer happens.
You can see it all from
our 2]rd. floor roof deck.
Yours ior just
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THE

Northwestern offers:
• Aprofessional school of 500 students \\ith student facul~· ratio of 12:I.
• Awell rounded education in Basic and Clinical Sciences, Diagnosis.
X-1'2}~ and Chiropractic.
• Full accreditation by ~orth Central A.ssociation of Colleges and Schools
and 1he Council on Chiropractic Education.
Call:

LASER'S
EDGE~
computerized secretarial service

• essays
• assignments
•theses
• resumes

I \f fll nu SlOHM 15.111,·-.(Utn~ lll'''\ UMIU,11
rnoh<.Nl lMClure horn \"l.o,ld \\N'.Ir l'teturt's,
[ht" hlmrr\'Oh("SIUr•alClin.'l'Ntl\\ WWl>J.! I\
rrptJf1("f Trvn ~<twartl..., UCFf ( fll',i \\\ , , • wJ I
...........~(l."1gtnn Jtllll>llltlH\11 II hi C II
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ot hc!i. wd~s clf:'nth Turn ,nwnM'-«""
lum~tf 111 h~ work lt'mmg, U huu ,uvt.,Jne t

,~"'~'°

The-" s111 11!U,tllng ant.1np1~ 10 u•,K'h, "' iu,
4 IW-f S,ef'\t"

fast and accurate
competitive pricmg
pickup and delivery

or,I')
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A World Wide Pictures Release
t 20\ Hennep,n Avenue
PO Bo, 59235
M ,meapor MN 55459-0235
6 I 2 338·3335

1-800-888-4777 or

Write: Director of Admissions

2501 West Eighty-Fourth Street • Minneapolis, MN 55431-1599

j

...,< ·Ill 1 < ct

Toronto 14lh19,i 2321

• Approx. 2-3 years of coUege in a life or health 5dence degree program.
• A minimum G.P.A. of 2.5.
• Apersonal interest in a career as a primary care physician.

l

NOTICES

\~

General requirements at time of entry include:

i.:

LI

:\EIU: i)UK
\\'rite .'.\e11l \\ \Ctk Cn-or L llcgc Inc
46 Gerrard E 1i,ront > '15B lGi'
Call I Clo 2fi 435~

is accepting applications for its next three entering classes.
(September 1993,January 1<)<}!,April l99i)

l

l

S300 a month!

Northwestern College of Chiropractic

h
I

CALL 944-2773

Sponsored by IVCF and Navigators

April
1st.
1893

~~

~~G)

PROUD recipients of a Canada 25 Award

College's
brand-new
library
technology
has some
worried,
others not

Instability problem
perplexes community
Students call
for multi-level
hitching
structure

FILES,
SHELVES

by Mr Clyde Stale

MAKE

)

''"

''"

'"

11.,11•

LIBRARY
MODERN
by Mr Dewey Congress
Typewr1tt>rs.
Index
cards. card files. sht>lves.
In a ltbranf?
The 20th Centurv has
Indeed arnved at As
sumptlon
College
Library.
Although somt> of the
older
students
a.re
having difficulty with the
new systt>m. most a.re
quick takt' to Its lnh<>rrnt
advantages.
·1rs great. SubJ<>cts
are listed In alphabetic
order In the card flies
and a m1111her code tells .
me wht>re to n11d the
book on thos<> shelf
things." says Mr Robert
Watson. who Is In the
Fl,ed Celestial Bodies
pro~ramme.
To
Ond
rt'searrh
111,1terla I. st 11dcnt s no
longer havt> to "fJf'ncl
srveral we<'ks dl~lng
throu~h th<> big pile
Which llSt"d to how,r tht'
collect Ion.
·1t once took mt' thrre
wreks to nnd Oarw1n·s
Oriq(11 q/ Sp<'Clcs: said
Mr Patrick Crick. a Orst ·
year student In the
Humonculus
Blolozy
department
"The library staff was
no ht"lp. They claimed
thry wt're there Just to
empty out the sug,gestlon
box.·
Many
are
fearful.
however
"They !>Ot/ only the
title. author. and Index
1111111ber wtll go on those
little cards: says Mr Bob
Shudadye. a third year
student In tht" Con
sptracy Sclt"nce depart ·
111ent
"But what's to prt"vent
them from Just typing lit
lie summaries of the
books on the cards? Students won·t read the
hooks. Just the stun·
n1arles. It will be the end
of learning as we know
It. Universities will be
rome one big production
line,
churning
out
workers for faceless cor
porat1011s. Blah. hlah.
hlah.-

Bell jar experiment
makes Virgin sweat
APPARITION
APPEARS IN
COLD HEAT
by Mr Cole Creme
Cht>mlstrv Professor Fr
Pons X. N.lhllo Is In a
re-llgtous ecstasy because
of his latest t'XJ>er1rnt"nt.
Intending to draw out
the ethereal essence of
water with mag,n<>ts and
a pallad1t1m fllament. In ·
stead. Fr Nlht1n·s tx-11 Jar
apparatus ha,:; facllltatt>d
an apparition of the Vlr
~In Mary.
-There was a suclclen
radiation of heat - a lot
of heat.- says Fr Nlhllo.
-1 didn't know whert' It
was comtng fiom 1111111 I
looked over at the statue
of Mary 111 mv lab. and I
saw there was sweat on
ht'r brow.The
professor
hypothesizes that !ht'
combination of mag11t'ls
and pallad1t1111 pulkd the
Divine Ec;senct> out from
between
the
water
molecules. resultln~ In
an Holy Apparntlon and
Heavenly Waste ffrat.
·or
tht>
water's

hydm~en Is u11clt'rgo111g
some sort of fusion In a
cold medium Though
111
tht"st'
winter
months
the
professor·s
p<>rpetual
heat source (".Just acid
watern ts an amuse
ment. Fr Nlhllo sees no
pract le-al appllcat1011<;
·who nt'eds all that
waslt' heal. anvwa~·r he
asks. -n1e f'arth has
enou~h clran. chf"ap oil
to last I 00 yra, s ·
Fr Nlhllo I~ hoping to
have thl" apparltto11 cer
tlOccl by thl" V.1t1ca11. so
thnt ht' CAil ... rt 11p a
shrine for pllgnmc;
"Tht'n
the
lo11r1-;m
ht irt'a u can fu 11d a II my
rt'search. •
Until
new
f1111dl11~
comes th1 c111gh. Fr Ntlltlo
has bolt l<'d s111all por
tlons
of
t ht'
Holy
Mother's swl"at and wlll
be selling It by mall
order.
·one rt 1h of I hi" Swet'1
Vlr~ln's sw<'al.- s:11d Mr
Falu
Mc Dougall.
an
eklerlv blind man. ·and I
co11lcl hear even the
smallest noise. What a
miracle!"

"This used to be a
good neighbourhood for
a horse to grow up tn:
says Mr Frt>d Standish. a
local Ice maker.
Residents are tn an
uproar because Assump·
Uon College students
have overrun neighbourhood stables. hitching
posts. watering troughs
and grazing pastures.
-when I moved ht'rr. It
was all glaciers." says Mr
Standish -n,ert" wert>n't
no students on their
fanc\'
quartt"rhorses.
dash1n· atl over ... there
aln t no reason for a
horse to go that fast.·
The lncreast>d traffic
along London Street and
Sand\.\.·I h Street has not
gone unnotlct-d by the
local constabularv
111ere 1"11 be ha\'lng a
good fried dumpling and
a cup of tea ,rnd one of
thrm will go r1pp1ng by. savs Lt. Or,llle Miranda.
"Son1et1mt'S as late as
eight o clock. t'ven. \\hen
decent folk are In their
horn rs.
with
thrlr
families. staring at the
dirt noor TI1e
Sandwich.
Windsor
and
Am
herstburg Railway Com
pany has pro1x,sed a
unique solution to thl"
present stahle shortage.
·M,1ny of us are awart> of
the ~1arwl of modern
sclt"nce the rlectrlc
trolley car
betng
opcratt>c1 by thr rom
pan\':
begins
the
comparw·s
rommuntty
servlct' ofncer. Mr 8111
Panacea .
·students ran. for a
modest fe<>. leave their

horst's and carria~r,:; at
one of our satrlllte
stables and take thi- trol
lt"y to Assumption Col
lege.· {\.\.11en asked Mr
Panacea could not ex·
plain what ht' mrant by
·satellite.")
The collrgr·s Board of
Olrt>ctors Is endorsing
the proposal. although
some students are ll\"ld.
"\Vhy
would
any
reasonable man give up
the con\'f'nlrncr of their
O\>. n horse and carriage
for a tumblrdown trol
lev"· asks Mr Steve
Boethlus a student In
tht'
'-1etaphyslcal
Therapy
program mt'.
"Tht' rt>,il answer to our
problem ts a multi le\'el
horse stable like they
have at V1ctor1a Collrge
In Toronlo 't ou can nt
400 horc;l"s In one ~true·
tun· .. once you teach
them to cllml> stairs.·
Thr Colkge s Finance
Oepartmt>nl.
however.
says It c:rnnot afford
su.ch an t'lldt'avor at this
time
According
to
Fatht'r Hlam N. Selnt'.
-our total budget Is
$1.234 16. there·s Just
no fat to grease tht>
wheels. 'r'0u ran·t spin
any hncks without some
goiden straw. No ust'

r~·1ng over spilt llquldc;,
But If the students want
to pay for It through a
tuition lncrt'ase .. ·
SAC
president
Mr
Jephthah X. T!>mpor<>
says he Is cate~or1call}
against tuition lnrreases
of all kinds
-It
would
set
a
dangerous
pre,t'dt'nt
Tuitions already a nick
el If they tncrrase It tn
six cents. thats an In
crease of I\\ t'nt) pi-r
rent. It's mismanage
ment rm totally against
all fee lncreast>s. unlesc;
It s for thr st udt' n t lit' n
t me plan I propo-.,rcl but
that won't cost a11vth111g
bt'cause .. wt"II. I m onh
In offirt' for a .ve,1r
an~'\l.·ar. but othnwlse I
stand nrm aga1n-.,1 all ft·1·
Increases.
altho11e,h
I
have an op<'n mind: but I
stand by Ill\' pr1nrlpl<'s. ·
savs Mr Temport"
City
Alderman
Mr
Horace Malthu,:; ~.,ys th,·
problem stem-; from .111
the peare In lht· C'om
monwealth.
·1f It werrn't for all thr
wars tht')' aren t ha\ 111c,
anymore. we \\ould111
ha\'e so many !-I 11der11 ....
ergo so man)' da t"d
horst's." says Mr ~1al
thus.

CHARITY EVENT ENDS IN CANNIBALISM
by Mr Joseph K.
Popovich, BA
The annual Midnight
Fun Run across the
frott"n surface of the
Detroit River has ended
In tragedy for nine semi nary students and the
organlz<>r. Brother Charles I lamshah Gervais.
A police surgeon suggests Gervals's Purple
Hand of Jesus charity
group (a SAC-ratified
club) came across a
group of flshennen who
had been trapped on an
Ice-floe without food for
thirty nve days.
The pattMn of bone
fragments and cassock

llbres Indicate the stu
cit"nts wt>re eaten and
then lots were cast for
their robes.
Although It Is apparent none of the fun
runners survived. many
In the community hold
out hope that Last Rites
were administered.
Pa.rents are. understandably. outraged that
the administration allows students to engage
In dangerous acts of
charity.
Assumption
College's president was
quick to defend the
tracllllonal good works.
however.
Christian
-n,ey'rt'

!II fated

111r111hcr.1

of the Purvlc lland of J~u"

martyrs: said Father
Francis Carling J. Ack
ladder. ·AJt of us could
learn from their selnessness. I mean. was not

Christ himself a fisher of
men? Old he not walk on
water? Okay, he wasn't a
cannibal.
unless you
count that This Is my

body, this Is my blood,'
stuff from the Last Sup
per ... um. I exp<>ct to s<·e
a ropy of this before you
print It. young 111a11.-
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ANGRY PRIESTS BESIEGE IBM to bring
new technology
TEMPERANCE
MEETING
-----------------~--~

Word of God
employed
against
uppity
women

to Windsor

'

.. . .

. ..

by Mr Augustine Paglia

1

Scripture flew like hot v
lead last week after
rumours spread that a
group
of
Sandwtch
Towne women proposed
to speak !n publtc about
temperance.
Local clerics moved
quickly.
·My God, I'm against
.
the demon rum. but they
Tnumphant dergy at burned-out ruin of Sandwich Towne Ladies' Tea Hall
wanted to speak In full
"It's my body. It's my
After a few moments of
L'teu• of men - unmar· small ark.
right!"
~hnuted a young
mute
shock,
a
woman
Father
Taln
Petard.
rled men: said a shockwoman
Just as she
stood
and
rejoined
wtth
of Assumption
ed Rev. Archibald Pltnth. head
creased
Fr
Petard's skull
Joel
2:28:
•
..
.
your
sons
College's
department
of
Police cordoned off
with
a
samovar.
and
your
daughters
shall
and
Other
three city blocks and Geology
Police refused to say
evacuated the homes Physical MantfestaUone prophesy .... •
Fr Petard shot back what happened next. but
around the Sandw1ch of God. crashed through
Towne Ladles· Tea Hall. the oak doors first. with two more verses according to sources at
Dleu
Hospital.
from
I from Timothy: •Adam Hotel
minutes
before
the screaming
Timothy 2: I 1- 12: "Let a was fonned first, then some combatants will be
public forum
With local clergy per- woman learn In silence Eve: and Adam was not shlpperl to Lourdes for
ched on rooftops and with full submission. I deceived. but the woman special treatment.
·sugar tongs figured
hidden behind grassy permit no woman to was deceived and be·
or
to
have came a transgressor. Yet Into the decision.· says
knolls to provide cover. a teach
will
be
saved the anonymous source.
phalanx of presbyters authority over a man: she
through
chlldheartng
.... •
she
Is
to
keep
slli-nt
...
•
stormed the hall with a

.

A WOMAN'S VIEW

MY PLACE IS IN THE HOME
by Mrs Jonathan
Underthumb
All of this nonsense
about young ladles attending the College ts
ridiculous. The ladles
who are picketing for
this have forgotten that
no young man v.111 many
a woman who can't get
her nose out of a book.
Education ls absolute !~ unfeminine.
Real ladles ari- more
concerned with cartng
for their husbands and

children than wrtnkllng
their brows W1th mathematical problems.
I myself ha\·e 14 or I 5
children and have never
bothered myself W1th
books. other than the
Bible. Books misdirect
the female mind and can
cause hysterta and perverst" thoughts
If a young lady reads
too much. her uterus
wtll become atrophied.
making It difficult for her
to carry ht"r husband's

children This. and other
decidedly
masculine
physical effects (such as
frowning).
shew that
reading ts unnatural for
ladles.
The female anatomy Is
too deltcatt" for the
rigours of learning. I've
heard
stones
about
young ladlt"s who have
developt"d hairs on their
chtns
from
reading
philosophy texts: engorged t"yeballs from
squinting
al
blark ·

boards: and humps on
their backs from hover
tng over school work.
1 went to school until
grade seven. and yet I
was chosen by a good
husband. I have established a fine home. and I
havt" produced beautiful.
Innumerable children.
Mallwmallcs projessor
Jonathan
L'ndcnhumb
gaL'<! his u·!f<.' p<'nnlss(on
to u-rllc' lhb article.

$900 TOTAL
INVESTMENT
WILL HELP
ENSURE
INDUSTRIAL
BASE FOR
ROSE CITY
by Mr Gates Wozniak
A plan announced by
Imperial Buggy Makers
(IBM) to retool and expand Its local buggy
whip shop. at a cost of
$900. wtll mean long·
term Job securtty for
seven craftsmen and
open up summer positions for students.
Describing It as the
biggest Investment In Its
250 year history. IBM
revC"aled last week that
the project will gtve the
shop the flexthlllty to
build the ni-xt iseneratlon
of the popular mini whip
as we II as the strC"tch
VC"rston.
IBM
president
Mr
Nyves
Anderthal
Plthecus. speaking at an
anti . suffrage pillage. said
the project wtll ensure
current
employment
levels.
"'The mtnt -whtp has al·
ways been popular with
one horse families." says
Mr Plthrrus. ·Now that
Judges are making It to
thts
area
and
are
prosecuung police assaults on widows who
dr1\'e carnages. I think
you·t1 start to see In·
creased demand for the
eas\' handltng mint whip
from women.
"And onre the horseless st1·am carrta~e and

the bicycle pass as fads.
there wtll be a big return
to four-horse teams. re .
qulrtng the stretch ver.
slon of our whips. Jobs
Jobs,
Jobs.
Money'
money, money. We see
such growth. we might
even start a newspaper.·
The prospect of more
jobs Is especially good
news for the students at
the college.
"It's the best summrr
Job you can get In
Windsor." says Mr Simley Zootour. a third-year
Natural Law student.
1'wenty -five cents for
a sixteen -hour day. and
a pound of salt pork
every
other Tuescfay
which comes once a
month but you hardly
notice because the work
Is so good and the heavy
bales of hemp hardly
crush
anyone
these
days.·
Second year student
Mr vs Dlxflngers ts
eagerly anticlpaUng 1hr
employment
oppor
tunltles with IBM
·rve had e\'ery kind ol
Job you could tmaglnr
since U1e age of O\'i- . llr
breathed e\'ery kind of
unventilated
pob,on.
been bumed bv rim
kind of out of ·rontrc;I
fire. and been caught tn
every kind of J>OOrlv
maintained machine
Perilously balanced two
ton bales of twine ~ound
like a real gas to work
around for a whole sum
mer~·
Mr Dlxflngers aho
noted that !>elltn~ the
hemp
tr1mm1ngs 10
tourists can bi- lucr;:it11r
• I don ·t know 11 hat
they do with It. but onre
they buy It. they si-:·m to
get hooked I don t rrall)
understand all tht!> n,·11
technology •

COMPANY TO DEVELOP
USELESS PARKLAND,
BRING PROSPERITY TO
CITY'S DOWNTOWN

;1 \. ,
' fl c\ ~

\V/N/)SOR
FATIIERS
iVELCOME
RAIL TRACKS
ALCJNG
RIVERFRONT

' ~,

1A &~~G~~

''

One of these CigMettes gives IMMEDIATE RELIEF in the worst
c1ttack of ASTHMA, HAY FEVER, CHRONIC BRONCHITIS

by Mr Ooch R. T.

d~~::r~~1'. y~ank

~;lv~~s;:~k~~~~u~~:

Is
Windsor has hope that
may all be changing. An
announcement by the
Essex Tennlnal Railway
Co. that It will add ratl
tracks along the full

IN~LUENZA, COUGH, and SHORTNESS OF BREATh, c1nd thei;
~~f~~ont ~as ~~~~~~:·~
daily use effects A COMPLETE CURE. Persons who suffer c1t
local businessmen.
night ~vith COUGHING, PHLEGM, c1nd SHORT BREATH, Find
"The best thing ts we'll
them invaluable,. as they insti\ntly check spasm, promote sleep,
finally
havf'
some
ilnd ;:i llow the p;:it1ent to pass a good night.
development on that
Only c1t Assumption College Tuck Shop.
usrlrss. empty stretch of
~ - - - - - ~ - - - : - - - - ~ ~ - ' : - _ . . . ; ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...) trees and flowers that
0

has lwi-n such a blight
on our downtown." says
aldrrman Mr L11r l'lene
al the la<;I city counrtl
meeting.
City englnen Mr Fin ·
ni-gan
Pi-ahody
has
proposcrl en•cttng an
elt'vated road over the
tracks Just east of the
Hiram Walker factory.
which wtll allow trains to
pass below the flow of
pedestrian and carriage
traffic.
The plans for the
elevated road (or bridge)
show a state-of-the -art
structure which wlll last
100 years, Mr Peabody
says.
(At present there Is a
full -srale papler mache
replica of the elevated
road at the site. which
the
city
has
been
promising to knock down
for years.)
The full text of the announcement by railway
owner Mr Robert Barron
follows :

Ort

(/il.s

Ca'>IOn. ll'I'

('AC'llf119

(K°

Cl/(' p/1•/l.'><'d IO

ClrtrtOlHIC'<' Ollr fJll<'lllfOII ICI
£' xpa nd
011r
rail

lcrpr l.s< S0111£' pl't>Jll• ·
tt •0171-1 uia1 !rm'< ·111119 at
ltt'<'rlll/ mfle.s 011 hour cclfl

£' n

make you qo cr<1.tt/ I wn
a.:,sure you IL do<':,11 I
happen
unless
like
Pro,ru:Llww, 11ou (L'lll/JI
the gods ()1('111.!>dl'<!S and
trauel .J!lll; mile.•:, an ho11r
u•hlle
llslc.•nfnq to a
· Sousaphone qua,WI a<
companied by an acou.,
lie cat tongue. Anyu·c111
our
neU'
rrack:,
demonstrat.L' our /C1flh
thal rail and ./eny LrCl//1<
u,{11 remain lhe prtmofl/
m.c.>ans of mouing peopll'
and gcxxis. conclnufng 10
supplant hors<'carts In
the long run. amblt1011:,
plans 10 blJ pass 1J1l'
Lachlne rapfch mat/ on<'
clay comL' lo /ruWon. !Ink
Ing Windsor clln'Clh/ 10
Ulc' sea. and Jrom 1hcrc

to the rL'~I q/ L11e Emplrt'
God bless the Queen
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STUDENT PRANKS
CONSIDERED 'UNCHRISTIAN' BUT FUN
by Mr Caitiff Bawdstrot

Is,
rn
·e -

"If lt ain't them fraternity pledges come a -for/
nlcatlng with my sheep,
It's thtsl" says an angry
Mr Guy ComplaJny.
The farmer alleges that
Assumption College students set fire to his outhouse
late
Saturday
night.
Mr Complatny
says It ts 1n retaliation
for his refusal to allow
students to use his
latrine for the latest
campus fad: outhouse
-~- .- • ·
stuffing.
• . ~ · , ,, .. \"-'
·
The college crau calls·• .;%f .,., -:;r-!j:.~ · ·.-;,,, ~;.) .... - ~~ ~
for cramming as many~!~~·" -~ "(i'.r;",111,...1,,;:it., ,~-'\'1:,;,.,11,;r,.--;:_- --· - .
· .,,.
~0.." ., ~ d '.i! ~ I. IJ~
" 1,.; • I
,,,
...
,
''''"'''
r,
I
11
1
people as possible Into a ~. •. ,
~·\i, .. ·w,~' ·)1
l•z• ' 'u·'1''1•' ',i: : ·
11
standard-slzed latrine. It
_.,., ~ ~ · " ' ~ "" ,1, ' ~ ) / · 1
:·
began by accident at the :~.t ~ ·
1t,v. •:~. '- ;
,., ~•.. • W,.
MIA-" ,4._, • ,. , .
College·s
annual _...::;::::;;;;
,, •• ,,
• •·
''llt~
\.:.~
Ecumenism ls Just a : _ - ~ ~ ~ ~ - - ~
Word Banquet. after a
Y-,;.'/~&5i~::,,
donation of triple fibre
·
bran muffins. Jalapeflo Fr Elton Goebbela promlaea to come down bud on &peppers and some un- aumptlon C0Ue1e atudenta who refute to amw,e theauelcooked turtle meat made -.ea ln a ChrbUan manner. (drawing courtuy Pere
for a potent purgaUve.
CoW16elltng Centre.}
Since then outhouse move next door to a tlsm.
stuffing has become so Catholic Boys College
"There
are
morepopular that reslrlence and thc-n complain about wholesome and t"dlfylng
houses have fonned their the patriarchy ·•
ways for a young Chrl<own teams.
College administrators ttan man to ha\'e fun .·1 !Pit you oni- thing. arlmlt they are lnn~s - says father Elton Got·h
lt's a great way lo meet tlgatl11~ rf'ports of othe-r belc;, although hi- reft1<-nl
tlw ladles!· said Jedidiah student social artl\'ltes. to f'laboratP ·But lnr
Vanl<'r. a firc;t y('ar Iron ~ hlch lnrludi-: font lip
now. we can nnly scr.,t r h
srneltlnp, 111:iJor.
pill'?,, cow
balancing. our head,; and man rl , 1-,
\\'hen tolrl of !hf' char· ronfesslon box racTs on yPt :rnothrr ~an~ ,,1
g<'s raised by Mr Com
thf" try Detroit Rl\·Pr. rowdv yo1111~ sc hol.11 ....
plainly.
Mr
Vanier hazing deaths. nm11111g uses an 011tlH;1,se as C c·rl
<'Ot11111C'nted . "You know se111111arlans
up
flag rn·,er lntrndrd ·
th<' old adr18._e: ·oon·t polt's . and Protestan -

·r·

>s.
·y.
,ee
;ht

,re
od
at

lf't

In

Prtme Minister Sir John A MacDonald. once thought to be deceased.
"hoists a few· wtth War of 1812 veterans at the Dominion House.
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ALE1'1ER TO
THE EDITOR
Dear Sir,
Regarding the arUde
In your last edlUon In
support of open trade
with the Yankee hordes
(·Take It all. we·\'e got
rnough for a hundred
)ParsT I must say It Is
the sort of tr<-aso11011s
talk that lands 0111' In
g;ciol. or worsl'. 011 the
g:1llows. (I ha,e !Will a
ropy of the article to the
QtJl'{'ll)
It was 011ly a kw c;hort
dt>( ades
a~o that WI'
fou 11,h I
th; Aattle of

.'l~'f!~ttt" (

bq1
1

.''."'

4,i/,'' ,~;;/' · 1~·,,,_ '.

,~·

11//' ~•'A
''

e-~~-;:

-=-=- -

Windsor against thosl' perfe<'tly goorl worrls Into
ruffians. But now I sup- a diluted shadow of our
pose U1at you would Queen·s tongue. We can
prl'fer Yankee foodstuffs Judge the end result by
to good British stl'el.
the urine flavoured swlll
More rerrntly. their they dart> call ·ate.·
talk about Manifest Dec;
Cle-arty your author Is
tiny Is IIHitcatJ\·e of noncompos mrnttc; (not
Washington's tnll' tntn
of rlPar mlncll wht>n stt'?,
ests. and trs not be,H"er gesttng that we lc·t per
pelts.
TI1i1110'-l
sona non grctta buy all
da11~rro11s 1':<port tlrnt they ra11 see
we. l?,<•od British s11h
I <;11µp11c;e 11ext he wtll
Jr<'IS. de• 1101 nerrl t._ tht>lr s11g~rc;t that woml'n be
d- Y:rnket> English.
g1ve11 the \'Ole.
The boors Insist 11pon
Yo11rc:; clls111tc:;sf\'ely.
rh,u1~l11~ tht" <;pt"lltng,; of
U.S. Thrasher

"Basketball" invented by someone who's not really an American
by Mr I.M.I.M.
Te.tragrammalon
"The lclea hr1d hf'en
bo1111rlng around In my
head for years.· says
YMCA
lnstnictor
Dr
James Naismith ·But I
always passed on It.
until one- day when I was
travell111g after a roman
tic break up (I was on
the rebound). my water

fouled and so I wrnt Into
hospital for a lay up.
Dunking a kipper. tea
dnhblln~ the len~th of
lh<" cup. I µC'erecl at the
lop of the- key that had
been a field goal of mine
(my flt>ld helng antique
keys) At that mome-nt I
Invented 'basketball.'"
It wasn·t as easy as
this Canadian sports In

novator makes It SC't'lll
l>r Naismith 011t!lne<.I Ihe
slow. fJ.\lnful drvi-lop111enl of ha'>ke-thall
"At first. one had lo
throw a hoop a.round a
hall. whld1 was quite
p0p11lar with rarntval
people a no
r1ve-rfro11 t
developers."
savs
Dr
Naismith. "Thrn the lads
at th<" YMCA .ill got axe

ha11cllt>s lor Cht tstmas.
set 11 p a S('r1f'<, of
me-tal ard1e-s alonR, th~
floor for thrm to whack
lhe- hall through·
Eve11t1 ,a !Iv.
grasping
thi- hall rrt11m<"d as th~
,•n 1•oq11c terhnlque. TI1e
metal hoop '.l.ac:; c;ootl
hohll'd onto a pole. hut
the final fonn of the ball
re-111ah1<"d a prolilr111
!:>O WI'

·som<>olli- prnposed a
Tlw
nrhlwr sphr1t'
hnllow n1liber spline. Idea was re\'lvrd ;tll(( ht,
h11t we tho11ghl II too tOT)' W:l<; 1t1:1cll'
lt~ht to h<" ~ood as ext.>r
·rve !,eel\ ttn·ttrd to
rise.· savs Dr Naismith. dt·stgn haskrt h,dl cnur
·so we 11c.ed a hall made- ses In Cal llom la I 111
ol loaclc;ln11i- •
work In,I! 011 a 70 ,11'1 I'.
Thie; was fo1111d to he nine hoop rotll'it'. 111v
app1op11.11ely stre1111011s. favourltr hctng a r;20
·1>u1 oner we 111,111agC'd to yard dog leg lo t lw ldl.
hi-ave tlw d
thin~ up with a rl\'eJ
<'11lll11g
lh<'r<>. II <;t.iyecl 11p.·
across the middle.·

:from this...
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SMITH'S
Mint & Laudanum
Teething Drops.
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Prepared by a NEW and SCIE~TIFIC prol.'ess. Medil.'al opinion
rel.'omnU'nds them for the health - supports the spine & prevents
ill-posture. C0'1FORTABLE, DURABLE and STYLISH!

British playwright
& !Esthete

Stockbridge & Son
15 Ouellette Avenue

OSCAR
WILDE
will address all

Windsor, Ontarto
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MARI.A.NI WINE Qnickly Re~to~s
HEALTH, STRENGTH,

ENERGY & VITALITY.
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HASTENS
CONVALESCENCE
upeclally •tkr

INFLUENZA,

I

MARIANI WINE
FORTll'IE8, S'l'&&NO'flDINS.

STllltJLATl:8 • REFBESB:ta
TBS BODY a: B&UN.

His Holiness
THE POPE
..,uu that he bu
f111ly appreciated the
benellcent eNecb of
thl.1 Tonic Wlae ud
bu forwarded to Mr.
Mariani u • token of
bl• cratltude • Cold
medal bearlnr hla au.

1u.1t etlisy.

GAOL&THE
I YOUNGMAN
I

at the
UNNERSITY
CLUB
on April 15 at
7:00pm.
Benefit for the YMCA of
Windsor
21! admission.
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LADIES TO BE INVITED TO CAMPUS
by Mr Folic Gormless
·we weren't certain
about thls change. but
now we see the wisdom
of havlng ladles at the
College." says Fr Brace
Pommel.
Starting ln September
there wtll be a ladles·
sporting team at the College. Although women
are not admitted to the
College as students. the
community
has
demanded
a
female
presence on campus.
·we have boys here as
old as 20 years and not
even married yet,· says
Last year's Ursuline College winner begins a national speaking
Fr Pommel. •And some tour on the virtues of health. Her chaperone is unidentified.
from good families, too.
young
men
deemed
The parents feel let posure.
The
second
and
thJrd
proper.
The
husband
of
down.·
The ladles wtll com - events wtll be ldenUcal to the hostess wtll stumble
In for a quick word.
pete In a decathlon of the first.
The fourth . fifth and
The ninth event wlll
events centred around
makJng a desirable mar- slxth event wtll consist of consist of takJng tea wtth
taking tea with the the female relaUves of
rtage In society.
The sequence of events young female relatives of one young man deemed
men
def'med most proper whilst the
will closely mimic the young
proper. Politics wtll not young man In question
process of courtship.
rides his horse In a nearThe first event wtll be be discussed .
The st>venth event will by field .
comprised of taking tea
The tenth event will
with the elderly female requlre the young lady to
politely
cancel
the
event
consist
of the young man
relaUves of young men
deemed
proper.
The owing to the fact that entering to ask the ladles
young lady's steel corset she has been Invited to If they would like to walk
to the lake. sorry he
will be lighted untU con- dine with a Judge.
The eighth event wlll didn't know there was a
sciousness ls threatened.
Points wUI be awarded consist of laking tea wtll guest. didn't mean to Infor grace and com - all the female relaUves of terrupt. hello I don't

NEW RULES
IN WORKS?

believe we've been introduced. etc .. all the whtle
the young lady must
have her eyes averted.
but wtth her fine features available for view·t once threw tt far.
ing.
ther,· says Mr Jeter, "but
The winner will then
not this Ume. •
be married to the son of
A second-place finish
a millionaire.
was all the team could
There wtll be some Inmuster tn the spectator
teresting
competltlon
favourite - the Graeco ·
from the other teams In
Roman cow chip blath·
the area, Including the
ton. The Purple's nval at
Ursallne Sisters' College
the Upper West Very
tn Chatham. which so
Prosperous
Middlesex
far has a record of 1407
College took the first half
marrtages, naught anof the event when Mr
nulments.
Lane Grackle correctly
Another team that the
guessed In which hand
Assumption ladles will
bare-chested
Assumpby Mr Eammon
probably meet ts the
tion
lad
Mr
Robert
WaifShattingchair
Downtown Ladles· Social
Halfway to the City of heft had hidden his cow
Club, although they play York, lt crossed a few chip. The crowd was
In the European style, minds that a rule change stunned . as Mr Walfheft
which has fewer rules,
had placed both his
was In order.
allows discussions of
·tt ts not fair that the hands behind his back
literature, and uses a title holders are allowed - a clever tacUc . The
much wider coffee table.
strapping
to host the
They play on Wednes- next year's
Mr Grackle
days and Fridays and competltlon
clinched
have been known to yet
the btalh
the
dance.
Ion
when
other teams
It ts good to see the must
he
threw
all
ladles finding a poslUve
the chip so
walk there.·
outlet for themselves.
far as to
says
Fr
Perhaps In the future, If
cause
a
Sebastian
there Is sufficient InterJudge
to
Pleddesplum
est, another type of
comment.
bus.
similar team can be
·rm feeling
Despite
formed.
a
wann
travel
sensation
fatigue. the
at the top
AssumpUon
of
my
rnen set a
thighs that
colkge
can·t br t'X
rt>c-ord
In
plalnf'd to
thf'
lhrt'e
arre
my
sat 1~
<.turnp clear Ir <; rha<11an P1cJdr•plu111hLL<
fartlon Ing rn11tesl. n,elr time of
Aflf'r all w,1-; s .lld and
two days. 1 R ho11rc;. 27 done. 011r 1111'11 n·turnrd
teas«> d .
According
to
Mr
minutes
.llld
four with hf'ads lwld high .
Dougherty.
Gt>rman
seconds will be In the
Howe\'f'r . our colk11.r
literature studf"nt Mr
rernrd hooks for many has come 1111df'r do<,("
Bertrand Brf'chl has
yl':Hs to romi' . Another scrutiny \n rl'cen\ yl'm·~
stuck
Mr
Mac
glortous marker for our for Its so callt-d narrow·
Corklndale wtth the unrt>markablt' Purple lf'am.
view of sport Radical
fortunatt>
nllkname
The row plow relay forces want to tntrod11n·
'Mac the Knife .·
crnv.n wa,; taken from undtsclpllned
tra< k
·B<'r1rand
alc;o
our
toughl'st
com
e\'ents Into !ht' re,llm ol
clalm<>d my sporra 11 Is
pd It ors.
Rlclgetown flrld sports
TI\ls In
lmmodf'stly Lugf'. hut
Agricultural
Collt·ge. tniston would h,l\'C ath
believe me. he's J11st
despite a penalty for not ktes runnlnis In clrrl,·s.
guessing."
says
Mr
n·b 11ry1ng thf' skelt>ton of trying to he fa..,tl'r th.\n
Dougherty.
a fallllly pt'I
the next person S0111c·
The
A.s.sumpllon
A dlsappolnlln~ perfor- ·track· C\'t'nt~ \\Ottld t'Hll
Players· can b<' .S('('n
111anre ca111e In the As · call for ol>st..tdes to I><'
scarttnq n!:'xt montli and
s 11 mpt1011
tt,tm·s placed In the wa~ of n111
([ u·tll run unltl llw In
tradltlnnally
strongest nt>rs . causing tht'm to
L1entton q/ an d£'clrlcal
t'\'elll. the pitchfork toss. li-ap at times.
det•tce lltal beams cul
Mr Peter J1•ter·s throw of
These nt'W. so calll'cl
cure
right
tnco
our
only 12 yards and th rt'e sporting evt>nts w11l lcmer
horn.L'S. and mo(Jbe nol
lnrht"s was n ot enough the dignity of tr.1d1tlnn,1l
even tJwn.
to f'arn
e\'<"n a third
field competition

OUR
FIELD
TEAM
DOES
WELL

Out, out, accursed spot ... get out
to see the Assumption Players!

PLAYERS SHINE IN NEW PRODUCTION

h as never b een per·
cording to Mgr Lavelle. formed
In
Windsor
The
Assumpttnn ·Both boys ha\·e fathers bi>fore. and has at
Pl,\\ f.'rs
have
trut>h from thr. high cou11try. trar-tt'd a lot of attention
ciont> a One lum with ,;o thry ha\·f' mac.tt>red from Detroit as well. Fr
tltt'lr current staging of the dlctlect pre-tty well: Winston. who Is In
tlw Scottish play Under Mgr Lavelle !:>ays ·AJ
charise- of tlrke-t sales.
the :::.kllkcl hands of though nl'llher of the says he sold two dozen
drnma , oac-h l\tonslgnor f,Hhns were kin~..,_- he to Amer1can citizens
W\t•lle . the actors have added (lUlckl)
(attn recf'Mn~ proper
The troupe abo has
h10111?,ht Shakt>spran··s
ltaw from tht' offlct> of
t r.1~t>d\' to Ilk right hnt' madt' other chan~es to the Ro}al Monitor of
the play
111 011r own cafrterla
Revolutionary Peoples).
·well. tht're arr many
This yt>ar. the play
Mr
MacCorklndale
ha'> ..t spt>clal twist: the scene!:> with wltclws: said playing tht" In·
lt·,Hb
arr
act11al explains Mgr L.-1vt"lle
famous role of the
"As this Is a Christian
Scotsmen .
scheming Lady was no
Titc· role of ~.1rheth Is school. and as tlwre will problt"lll Since he Is
ladlf'S
In
the
playrd b} Mr Sean be
sl11sht and his voice has
Dougherty . and Lady aucllf'llCt", Wf' f<'lt com
not yt't changf'd. he Is
pelled
to
have
the
!\1adJ<>th le; playrd by
often called upon to
wilt hes kllkd In the
Mr
Sean
Mac
take the women·s parts.
Corktndale
TI1e two VCI)' first sre-nf.' ·
It I!> Lady Macbeth's
Tilt' grip pt 11'1; talf' of
ha\'e no trouble speak
betrayal and l>loodshed bloodlu sl that gets him
Ing with a · burr.· ac
p==~~==:=;===;:;~;::::==:~:=======:,.~===~==~==============:--1prl-a_ce_p_r_tz_e_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,

by \1r Hale Fustilarian
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Buy the FINEST hemp:
because you've got so much
at the end of your ROPE.
\

'
"MERRITT."
THE PEOPLE'S TYPE -WRITER.

,•
EVEN THE BEST OF ua
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Sport Selecting for love or money
by Kevin Johnson
Lance sports staff

Betting on sports has been
around a long time, but never like
this.
The new Sport Select lottery
has legitimized a practice long illegal in Ontario, and so far, it's
proving popular with bettors.
"It's not like a regular lottery
that's pure luck," Jack Todd said
right after placing his bets at a
local convenience store. "With
this, you get some sort of say in
it. Your knowledge and skill
makes a difference."
The lottery sets odds on a list
of chosen sporting events in the
coming week, and bettors are allowed to choose bow much to bet
and on which events.
"It's more like the racetrack,
without having to go out there,"
said Todd, who conceded he has
never bet on horses. In fact, this
is his first legal gambling.
"But before this came along, I
would play in football pools and
side bets on the Rose Bowl, that
sort of thing," he said. "I guess
I'm more of a sports fan than a
gambler."
According to one clerk who
sells the tickets, that description
applies to many of those buying.
"For the most part, I sec a totally different bunch buying these
things instead of Lotto or
·scratch and Win,'" she said.
"For one thing, it's more guys,
for another, it's a lot younger
crowd."
The age factor may be related
to the fact that her outlet is
dircctJy across from a high
school. The clerk admits she
never refuses to sell Sport Select
to underage bettors.
"If they have tl1c money. who

'
•

am I to say no?" she shrugged a,;
she handed over a ticket 10 15year-old Atul Gozal, a student at
Kennedy Collegiate.
GozaJ and his friends all play
regularly. he said. hut usuaJly
place just the minimum S2 het.
"I hardly think it'!-- corrupting

me." he laughed. ''If it wasn't
this. maybe I'd be spending my
money on cigarettes, and how
would my parents like that? At
least this docsn · t kill me."
Natalie Riendeau, a student at
nearby Catholic CentraJ. agreed.
"At school. teacher<; sell foot-

ball pools to raise money for the
mi'isions [overseas charity). and
we arc a,ked to work bingos to
get money for different things."
she said. "1 don't see how getting
a little money for yourself can
hurt so much."
She says she h<b never won at

the game, but blames herself.
"I don't know anything about
betting, I just like sports," she
said. "I play way too many long
shots."
Those who play to win take
the lottery more seriously, but all
have their own strategy. Social
science student Michael Amand
claims to have made money at
the game.
"I just play the odds," be said.
"Stick with the safe bets, don't
go overboard. You don't win
much, but it starts to add up
eventually."
·
Amand says Sport Select is
just an extension of the pools and
rotisserie leagues he plays in, just
a "social diversion." But his
friend Gerry Gauguin takes a different approach, saying he thinks
the "exact opposite way" about
the game.
"Why play piddly money
when you can go for it?" he asks.
He always bets on unlikely
scenarios, decreasing his chances
of winning in favour of a big
payoff if he does. In fact, he says
it has been successful so far.
"I've only won once since the
thing started, but that was enough
to catch me up to break even so
far."
Win or lose, people are playing.
"It's been phenomenal," said
the manager of a 7-1 l outlet
which sells the lottery . 'T ve
never een such a response. even
when the !Lotto) 6-J9 gets
humongous. I just hope the
novelty doesn · 1 wear off."
That shows no signs of happening. If anything, the lottery
has satisfied a pent-up demand
among sports fans that docsn' t
appear likely to go away.
[g

Turbos playoff-bound Musselntan: a no-nonsense coach
by Duncan Edgar
Lance sports staff

The Detroit Turbos Iacro!--se
team is revving up in anticipation
of the playoffs as thr regular
season draws to a close The Turhos arc members ot the Major Indoor Lanosse League. Their
record 1s currently three wins and
five losses.
Under coaches Shane Sanderson and Bob McMann. the team
boasts 17 rookies this year,
which General Manager Tom
Wright believes is a real asset
''The two coaches have done a
great job of molding together the
rookies into a team," said Wright.
The game of lacrosse is
divided into four IS-minute
periods. As in hockey, one goal
is equal to one point. The
players' sticks have webbing on
the end, and players carry the baJI
down the court by moving their
sticks back and forth.
Detroit lost a close home game
to the New York Saints on March
6. with a finaJ score of 15-14.
Detroit was losing 6-1 after the
first quarter, before tying the
game and taking it into overtime.
"But we couldn't seem to capitalize on <.coring opportunities in
overtime." said Wright.
The Turbos played an away
game in Buffalo last weekend,

loswg 20-1-+ to the Bandits. Buffalo is last year's champions and
arc undefeated in the cum:nt
season. Top scorers for Detroit
were Peter Park with four goals.
and Jerry Hilt with three goals
and two assists. ''We don't
detend against the long shot very
well," said Wright.
Detroils players hail from
many far-Bung places. including
Orillia, Brantford. Toronto and
even Kentucky. It makes for
quite a commute for their once-aweck, Friday night practices.
Some of the players arc
veterans of the Ontario Lacrosse
League. Two of the team's
fonncr players, John Rosa and
Dean Cccconi, arc University of
Windsor students, but both were
sidelined with injuries at the
beginning of the season.
Ted Sawicki, the Turbos goalie
and a school teacher from Toronto, is one of the top ncuninders in
the league. In a recent home
game against Boston. Sawicki
made 61 saves.
Fans wanting to see the Turbos
play on their own turf at J~
Louis arena will have to wail
until next year. Playoffs start this
weekend. and will not bring the
Turbos back to play in Detroit.
Detroit's first playoff game is an
away game at Boston next Sunday.
rg

by Ian Kelso
Lance sports staff

Football is one ot the
roughest.
toughest
sports
around. To handle a team in this
,port you need a no-nonsen<;e
coach who is strong-willed yet
knowledgeable. The man filling
this role for our tean1 is John
Musselman. a six-year veteran
coach for the Lancers.

Musselman was no stranger
to the University of Windsor
wben he became the coach here
in 1987, after moving around
for 12 years.
His football career began
with a four-year stint with the
Lancers, two of those years as
team captain. Musselman spent
eight years on the coaching
staff of St. Francis Xavier
University in Nova Scotia. In
1984 transferred to the University of Guelph where he
coached the Gryphons to a National Championship in that
same year.
"The most positive thing
about the job is watching young
players develop and grow." said

Musselman.
His concern is
the
professional
system that they
may later enter. It is
one part of sporting
society that Musselman is ··not nuts
about."
He feels that "the
attitude society is
projecting towards
its sports figures 1s
not positive." This
"what's in it for
me?" approach is
having a negative
affect on players
and on the sport.
''We arc blessed
with players wbo
want to contribute
to the entire team," he said
about
his
experience
in
Windsor. ''These are the players
who gain the most positive experience."
The memorable points in his
career were "centred around the
players." The two event,; that
come to his mind were the antithesis of one another. The
"tremendous success of the
1987 team" was the most uplifting highlight while the worst
point was the "death of Thomas
and Chisholm" because of
separate accidents in the 1990
season, and the effect it had on

the team members. He said,
"This will always be with me."
For Musselman it is difficult
to single out one event as his
favourite memory. ··1 wish I
could tell you it wa,; the day
when they broke ground on the
new stadium." But that will be
in the distant future.
This is a man who cares for
his team and wants to bring it
back mto the company of victory. With his coaching experience he should have no
difficulty getting the team behind him and the rest of his
coaching staff.
~
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Equity in sports improving but still a way to go
by Dave Briggs
Lance sports columnist

For obvious reasons, I'll
probably never fully understand
the issue of equity in sports.
I do know this: umversily athletics is and always has been a
male-dominated realm, and it bas
to change.
In Canadian interunivers1ty
athletics, the "high profile" sports
such as football, men's basketball, and men· s ice hockey still
get the majority of attention. One
need only look at the scale of the
national championship games or
tournaments for these sports to
get an idea of where the CIAU
places them in iL'i hierarchy of
importance.
Football's Vanier Cup is
played in the SkyDome. Men's
hockey is now being showcased
in Maple Leaf Gardens, and
men· s basketball has become a
fixture in Halifax. At university
level in Canada there is no equal
spotlight for women's sports.
Yet the question of sport equity goes beyond that. There· s a
long list of differences between
men· s and women· s sports that
must be addressed and rectified.
To affect positive change, universities have a responsibility to
provide sport in an equitable environment that molds the leaders
of tomorrow's young.
At the University of Windsor
the equity issue is important. yet
several key women involved in
athlettcs at the university say
there is still a long way to go.
In terms of sport equity.
J>rofe,;,;or Marge Holman ha<:

been the main catalyst for
change. Holman was formerly
the faculty of Human Kinetics·
Director of Women's Sport prior
to the creation of the Department
of Athletics and Recreational

Services.
"If you were looking atjusl the
situation for women you would
think that there is a long way to
go to achieve equity, yet I think
we are probably one of the better
institutions in the province, and
probably in the country for sensitivity to equity and trying to
achieve some equity," Holman
said.
Joanne Maclean, the Co-ordinator of Women's Athletics,
credits Holman for instituting
some of the policies that make
Windsor an example other
schools in Canada must follow.
"I'm really proud of the way
female athletes are treated at the
University of Windsor. I'm really
pleased that we have developed a
stance on equity," MacLean said.
"The approach has been to try
and treat all our athletes the
same."
Holman fought to reach nearequitable
positions
between
men's and women's sporL'i in
tenns of dollars spent on women
athletes. practice times. uniforms,
travel, and athlete's meal money.
For example. Maclean says a
female tennis player gets the
same amount of meal money on
game days as a football player.
Y ct. Holman says the University or Windsor has had setbacks
along the way. Prior to the
department~ization of athletics
and recreational services, there
were two parallel posil1ons
responsible for overseeing men's
and women· s sport. Now there is
a department head. and a men's
and women· s co-ordinator of

sports.
"This I think was a real setback for women. We had two
directors of two programs who
worked closely together, but had
a lot of autonomy," Holman said.
"I really thought women lost a lot
of voice in that kind of decision."
The complexity of the issue
leaves no easy solutions. For instance, a university interested in
equity in terms of the number of
sports it offers is faced with a lot
of differences between what is
offered in women· s sports and
what is offered for men. There
isn't a women's football league,
but by the same token, there isn't
men's field hockey. The problem
is, women's field hockey and
men's football are hardly
equivalent sports.
Add to that the problem that
field hockey is not played in
local high schools, and at least as
far as this university is concerned, you will discover it is not
a viable option.
Regardless. there is still an intent by the administration to
equal the number of teams offered to men and women without
resorting to tokenism.
"I would like to sec us have
the same number of viable
women's sports as we do men' s
viable sports. rm not interested
in having token female sports
here." MacLean said.
Women' s ice hockey is one alternative Maclean likes as a future option The sport is growing
internationally. and locally there
is ~considerable interest in the
Campus Recreation's women's
ice hod cey leag ue.
Instead of merely writing off
certain sports because they arc
not offered to women. Maclean
says more work has to be done at
the grass-roots level to offer
more alternatives for women.

She says instead of trying to
find a "women's" sport that is a
close equivalent to a men's football program, why not try to
develop interest at a young age in
women· s football?
Such an idea hinges on the
female students the university
sends into tbe workforce. Both
Maclean and Holman say it is up
to these students to provide
young women with an equitable
environment in order to provide
women with more sport options
down the line.
"It· s the kids, and particular! y
the females who need to be exposed in grade one, and grade
two and grade three to being active, and learning to enjoy being
active. If you start at the high
school level it's too late," Holman said.
There is still plenty of resistance at other universities to the
improvement of women· s status
in sports. The vast majority of
athletic directors arc men, some
of whom are known to have "old
school" attitudes with respect to
the importance or women in interuniversity athletics.
The OWIAA and OUAA must
have a firm commitment to equity in order to change some of
these traditions.
Subtle issues prove equity is a
long way off. Holman says when
the university advertised tor a
women· s basketball coach they
had applications from men and
women. However. when they advertised for a men's basketball
coach Holman says there was a
point in some of the department

years. That's kind of an example
of climate issues, that people
have to be more aware and sensiti vc to those ideas," Holman said.
Instead, Holman has presented
a motion to departmental council
that they try to hire women as
coaches of their women· s teams.
"The role-modelling effect is
so important. If our athletes are
going to be the future leaders
then they have to see that there's
an opportunity for them to aspire
if they want to become a coach."
The motion was amended and
approved with the stipulation that
if the university cannot hire a
woman then there must be a
female assistant coach for the
athletes to identify with.
Another concern is that the
three coaches hired by the department in an Ancillary Academic
Staff (AAS) position have all
been men. For instance, Mike
Havey was hired to be the men's
basketball coach, while Mac.
Lean, the women's basketball
coach, is also a member of the
university faculty.
Despite
having
nearly
equivalent
workloads
with
respect to non-coaching related
matters. there is still an inaccurate perception that Havey is a
full-time coach, while Maclean
hru; to divide her time between
coaching and faculty responsibilities.
··r think that's a problem of
how you educate people. How do
you socialize people to believe
the women· s program is as important as the men· s program·?"
Holman said.

m aterial where hiring a male was

For men, sporL<; have always

justified because it was someone been a career option. while
who was going to coach a men· s · women tend to downplay the imbasketball team.
portance athletics has in Lheir
"I resisted that. We do that al- ltvcs.
most out of retlex because of the
Universities must take the lead
way we're socialized over the in eliminating this disparity.
[g

Shuttle bu••• run Frltlay &
Saturday starting at 1:30

UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR

Available Now:
On Campus Student Housing
{adjacent to the Leddy Library and the Law Building)

SINGLE MEN AND WOMEN
• four house units, newly
constructed and furnished.
Each self.contained house
accom- modates 12 students
in air-conditioned single
rooms.
• seven former homes
converted for student living,
each self.contained and
accommodating 5 to 12
persons in single or double
rooms.

MARRIED STUDENTS
• Geoffrey Fisher Hall
Apartments
• all 38 suites are one-bedroom
and unfurnished

• accomodation available ror
intersession & summer school
• applications being accepted
for 1992/93 & 93/94 academic
years

For information and applications contact:

Canterbury College
172 Patricia Road
Windsor, Ontario N98 389
(519) 256-6442
Between 9: 30 am - 4:30 pm
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NHL future being discussed
by Lorne Bell
Lance sports columnist

A new NHL era began on Feb.
1 when Gary Bettman was named
the league's first commissioner.
Although the board of governors
meeting on Feb. 7 did not resolve
anything, he earned praise for bis
leadership.
Such issues as the 1994
Olympic Dream Teams, expansion, and NHL realignment were
discussed at this meeting, and the
governors were given some ideas
to think about.
The
hiring
of
Stephen
Soloman to the newly created
position of senior vice-president
wa,; a crucial step for the league.
Soloman joins the NHL after 21
years with the ABC television
network and his experience will
be needed if the league wants to
be considered a world-class organization.
The idea of Dream Teams is
still alive. A new plan wa,;
proposed that would see the
league shut down for about 20
days in February. The idea would
be that the U.S. and Canadian

teams would play the All-Star
game in New York City as a way
of a preparation for competing in
the Olympics being beld Feb. 1227 in Norway.
Many questions continue,
especially the disturbing fact that
key players could be injured at
this tournament thus creating an
impact on a team's post-season
performance.
Many governors raised concerns regarding whether the expansion clubs in Miami and
Anaheim will be able to ice
teams for the 1993-94 season.
Many questions still need
answers, including whether the
new franchises have time to
negotiate advertising, a TV contract, and season tickets.
Only time will tell the fates of
both expansion teams, and if they
become operational next year
then realignment of the divisions
is probable.
The idea of realignment was
given to Bortz and Co., of
Colorado, of course hired by Bettman. They put forth three ideas
for the governors to consider for
future discussion. One proposes

the NHL divide into three conferences (West, Central, and
East).
The other two proposals were
variations of the present fourdivision format. A suggestion for
playoffs in the three-conference
fonnat is that the top five teams
in each conference qualify plus
one wild-card team for a total of
16. Many thought-provoking
concepts are coming out of these
meetings.
The fundamental focus for
Bettman will be television exposure for the league, especially
in U.S. markets. In the past the
NHL has been criticized for
being a regional league and Bettman wants to change that attitude.
The league is thinking about
moving the draft up one day,
from June 26 to 25, and televising the early rounds. Also, a fivegame playoff package on ABC
was recently announced.
The NHL has entered a new
age, and the leadership of Gary
Bettman will determine the success of the league in the next few
years.
~

Co-ordinator anticipates trends
towards increased recreation
As if pursuing a Masters degree is not enough of a load to
carry. Sandford Carabin served
in the capacity of intramural coordinator in the Campus
Recreation department this
year.

Interests developed
A Human Kinetics graduate
student from Toronto, Carabin
came by his interest in sport administration during bis undergraduate studies in Applied
Health Sciences at Waterloo,

where he was student co-ordinator of intramurals.
When he isn't keeping intramurals running smoothly he
spends his time reading and
playing a variety of sports including varsity soccer, basketball and hockey and be has
recently taken up competing in
triathlon.

recreation and varsity sports,"
he said.

'Wellness'

Stress on recreation

"lntramurals will lean more
toward recreational play and
less on competitive leagues.
There might be a trend toward
incorporating
recreation
programs under the umbrella of
campus-wide
"Wellness"
promotions."

··1 think more and more the
universities will be moving
toward an equal emphasis on

Provided by Andrew Lindsay
of the Campus Recreation
Department.
~

BAR AND GRILL
Tuesday, March 30:

Open Mic Night
Thursday, April 1:

Pete's Dragon
Friday, April 2:

Sam Hill
Saturday, April 3:

Drainpipe
Wyandotte & Campbell

254-7900

THIS IS IT!

/#itll~
.

comes to the rescue ...

You can have your quality
graduation portrait taken
the inexpensive way in the
privacy of the Vanier Hall
Rose Room, on April 5, 6,
7 and 8, 1993
For only $12 plus taxes you can have:
• 8-10 poses taken
• Colour change of background
• Use of silk roses, diploma, mortarboard
• Proofs to keep

Please sign up for an appointment at Odette
Bldg. Commerce Society Office, Main Foyer.
You will receive the same excellent service our customers
have become accustomed to: attention to makeup, help
with the graduation attire. etc. We keep your negatives on
file; you can re-order anytime.

SPRING IS HERE, DO IT NOW!
Groups of stullcnts can also huy dass tomposites if we have 75%
parlicipalion. We look forwaru lo hl!ing at your service!

Come Celebrate With Us!
LENT & HOLY WEEK
AT ASSUMPTION
UNIVERSITY CHAPEL

I

!

Undergrad, grad, faculty, staff
Everyone is welcome!
• Featuring a fine selection of domestic and
imported beer, wine & liqueurs
• A healthy lunch menu that includes soups,
fresh salads, sandwiches, kaisers,
subs, vegetarian lasagna, gyros
Mon - Fri 11 :30 am-2:30 pm
• Conference facilities
- Meeting rooms for up to 30 people
- Television, VCR, overhead projector & screen
- Easy booking procedure-just call 256-4196

Open Monday -Friday 11:30 am-1:00 am
Saturday 6 pm-1:00 am

458 Sunset Avenue Windsor
256-4196
Handicapped accessible• Operated by the Graduate Student Society

Licensed under L.L.8.0.

/

• Wednesday, March 31
Sacrament of
Reconciliation
7:30P.M.
• Palm Sunday, April 4
llA.M.Mass
followed by a
Pancake Breakfast
• Holy Thursday, April 8
7:30 P.M. Mass
• Good Friday, April 9
3:00 P .M. Mass
• Easter Vigil,
Saturday, April 10
10:00P.M.
• Easter Sunday,
April 11
12P.M. Mass
Assumption Campus Community Assumption Chapel 973-7034
University of Windsor Campus Chapel located next to the University Centre.

Gimme
_drugs
,·

Sludents will gel another chance to decide the fate of
our drug plan. This week - March 30 & 31. student
council will bold a referendum on an increase m the insurance premium. If voters tum it down, SAC says. there
will be no drug plan ncxl year.
When the referendum failed in February. many voters
expressed concern they didn •t understand tbe implications of a no vote. Specifically, tbey said SAC never
warned tbem thal turning down the fee bike would end
drug coverage altogetber.
March 30 and 31, studenlS have tbe opportunity to
reconsider. Afler looking at the high costs of medication
and the importance of providing oral conttaceptives. we
are confident tbey will support the plan.
Our plan is a generous one. Not all plans cover oral
conttaceptives. but Windsor students have recognized
the risk of pregnancy far outweigh the costs of our plan.
In fact. according to SAC vice president finance Jason
Clemens. a student survey showed strong support for extending tbe plan to cover dental and optical costs.
We will have tbe chance to reverse the February
decision because concerned students led by incoming
SAC executives Jon Ricci and Steve Alexander collected
signatures complaining the first referendum was unfair
because voters were given too little infonnation.
Ricci and Alexander have also undertaken to head up
the yes campaign leading up to the referendum. This active stance is in contrast to tbis year's executive. who
have argued elected representatives owe it to their constituents to remain neutral.
It 1s a sign of a welcome change in SAC We agree tbe
executive should continue to influence students on importanl issues.
Campaigning for studem support should not end once
elections are won.

-Slance- ,Student newspaper of the University of Windsor
Volume LXV, Number 23 March 29, 1993
c/o University of Windsor, Windsor, ON N9B 3P4
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Discriminate

Acceptance

Dear Editor:
This leuer is in response to
whoever produced tbose neon green
posters entitled ..Diseases Do Discriminate." You say tbal AIDS is a
gay male disease and then give tbis
railing cry. "So let' s help them asswne
responsihility
for
their
problem." Your own figures quoted
on the poster state that 22 percent of
all AIDS ..cases" m Canada are
among groups otber tban gay or
h1sexual men How tbcn can AIDS be
solcl) a gay male disease?
You arc anxious to help gay men
a,sume responsibility for tbeir
problem. Do you mean that you want
we, the readers of the posters. to join
you in helping individual gay men
learn the facts about safe sex? If so,
may I suggest anyone interested in
learning about safe sex call tbe AIDS
Committee of Windsor and ask for
the infonnation confidentially.
Or do you mean tbat you want me
to join you in helping gay men as a
whole? Do you mean tbat we could
help tbem assume responsibility for
infecting 22 percent of tbe AIDS
"ca<;es" in Canada who are not tbemselves gay men~ Jf so. I have a question: what good does it do to
convince everyone HIV positive gay
men directly lransmitted the disease
to lesbians. slraight men and women?
Kate Monks

Dear Editor:
I anxiously await tbe time when all
the right-winged. Christian. 'family
values' paranoia will cease.
Reading tbe editorial page of tbe
last Lance issue. March 22. I found a
fellow student's affinnation that she
is not homophobic entirely lacking in
conviction. It seems tbat when people
resort to quoting tbe Bible, tbey ultimately surrender tbeir capability of
comprehending human compa,;sion.
respect and understanding.
Helerosexual society must reali;,e
that homosexual issues musl be addressed. By not making puhlic our
needs and opinions, we are basically
forfeiting our lives and existences. It
is simply no longer acceptable to
believe tbat homosexuals should
merely exist and have human rights
as individuals. The so-called ·special'
rights we are fighting for are only
special to us, but are generally accepted as normal for the resl of
society. Not accepting our lifestyle
and barring us from tbe right to marry
sends homosexuals tbe message tbat
tbeir fight for survival and acceptance
will be a lengthy one.
Heterosexuals must understand that
the cha.c;te life cannot be imposed
upon homosexuals. No one has the
right to view our behaviour as sinful
or to label us as conupt or perverted
and dismiss our relationships as being
groundless and immoral.
Gays will not succumb to a society
that is intolerant. Gay men and lesbians are everywhere. We're your
parents and your siblings, your priests
and professors. your locker room pals
and your beer buddies, your colleagues and your best friends ... and
we're not going away.
Name withheld on request

Concern
Dear Editor:
We are writing you concerning the
upcoming drug plan referendum.
There is a concern that studenlS
misunderstand the cost of tbe plan.
The $94.90 will be divided over two
semesters; tbat is each semester studenLs will pay S47.45.
The reasons for the increase in
costs are tbat more students are using
the plan and tbal tbe cost of prescriptions are aho going up.
We feel that tbis drug plan is
necessary to many students and to
vote it down would be a lravesly.
Should this referendwn fail, we
would be the only university in
Canada without a drug plan. Furthermore. it would be impossible to obtain tbe plan again at the same rate.
We encourage each and every one
of you to vote on March 30 and 31.
Brian Green
Nursing President
Curtis David
SAC Nursing representative

Ignorance
Dear Editor:
It seems that ignorance prevails al
tbis so-called institution of higher
learning. Two recent examples of
rampant sexism and homophobia include the right-wing Christian letterwriting campaigns to the Lance and
tbe sexist Mr. Lancer contest. I tbink
we have to overcome this ignorance
by educating ourselves (since our
university isn't going to) and opening
our minds.
People have been constantly saying
the Lance is tbrowing homosexuality
in our faces . Well. turn the tables ignoramuses. ac; heterosexuality ha.\ al-
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Loathing
Dear Editor:
I am writing in response to the
recent barrage of "2nd Annual Mr.
Lancer and (Ms.) Summer Swimsuit
Fashion Show" flyers around campus.
The highly enlightening evem.
sponsered by tbe SAC ratified duh
A.C.E. (Association of Collegiate
Entrepreneurs) was held at Vertigo
last Thursday evening.
Last year's inaugural dolt-fest
competition was met by a prolest of
women wearing Barbie and Ken dolls
around their necks. They pa,;sed out
fact sheets about tbe effects of exploitation/objectification
on
an
individual's body image/self-esteem
and bow this in tum. often lranslatcs
into eating disorders. fiUless obsession. steriod use and cosmetic
surgery, among otber forms of hody
abuse and sclf-loatbing.
Obviously,
such
knowledge
doesn't get grac;ped by some. as exemplified hy tbe A.C.E. duh organizers and tbe management al
Vertigo. But in tbese times. where letters from right-wing fundamentalist
Christian homophobes flood the
Lance - nothing surprises me.
Sue Morin

Responsible
Dear Editor:
Regarding "Reclaiming Pornography" article, March 15, 1993.
Responsible journalism involves attempting to offer a fair representation
of all sides of an issue. even tbe unpopular; especially tbe controversial.
Thank you for meeting that responsibility in your presentation of a
viewpoint tbat I would otberwisc
have had no opportunity to consider.
Nancy Nadalin
Philosophy
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Not indecent: the nature of the breast
by Teena Ward
Lance editorial staff

Judge Katie McGowan's
decision lo aquit five.: women of
committing an indecent act hy
baring their breasts says something about the way Western
society thinks about the female
body. In her legal opinion of this
case, the female breast was not
deemed indecent as was previously considered under law.
A woman baring her breasts is
not indecent but rather natural
mamory glands which become
sexual just as males do - when
they arc treated as such. Laws
which enforce the coverage of
the breasts show that society 1s
not willing to deal with age-old
taboos.
The indecency law is still in
place and cases of exposed
breasts will be contexualized according to the moral standards of
each community, individualized
circumstances, and the precedent
of the McGowan ruling.
Going topless is not really a
big deal though, rather it has
been made a big deal by taboos
which have been developed in
patriarchal Western morality. In
Europe and many tribal cultures,
exposed female breasts are the
norm and the inhibitions and titillation associated with the hare
breast ts not found as it is in
Canada and the U nitedStates.
Hyper
self-consciousness
about one\ body is not healthy,

NUDE, NOT LEWD. These protestors for women's equality were cleared of indecency charges.

so the case with which other cultures accept bare breasts indicates a positive outlook on
women. Freedom and case about
one's body leads a person to be
more comfortable with themselves and others.
Taboos are society's prescriptions of what is improper, and by
putting a woman's bare breasts
into this category, it insinuates a
sense of unnaturalness. Yet is a
wt>man who breast feeds in
public lo be deemed indecent?
The breast is exposed but this is a
natural function of the human
body.

By creating a mystique or
taboo around the breast, it is
given extra 'attention' or is found
titillating whether covered or uncovered. People who objectify
women's breasts will most likely
continue to do so whether women
take their shirts off or not.
But how feasible is it that
women in Canada will feel safe
enough lo bare their breasts if
they feel unsafe when totally
clothed. One can postulate that
going topless may put women in
danger of e.xplo.il.atiOJl and
violence from unaware people
The abuse of women that

presently occurs can be related,
in part, to the eroticism connected to the female body.
Women's bodies are compartmentalized, then the parts arc
focused in on and deemed erotic
or only human. Why should
women have to wait until men
arc ready to be educated on the
nature of the female body?
Women have waited long enough
to gain status as human beings
rather than objectified erotic
bodies.
In order to _stop the violence
against women, men muc;t he
able to recognize the female body

as natural rather than on strictly
erotic terms. If ever such strong
taboos are to be broken it is by
women who are willing lo take
radical action in order to normalize and humanize the fcmale
body, specifically here, the
breasts.
Unless the deeply ingrained
taboos about the female body are
directly challenged, Western
society will not be able to see
women's breats as simply glands
and not primarily erotic appendages.
This does not mean that
women all over Canada will attend lectures topless, or take off
their shirts while walking down
the aisle at the grocery store? Just
as is the case with men taking off
their shirts, there is a time and a
place where the behaviour is appropriate - on the beach, to
make a statement (as was the
case in the McGowan ruling) at a
protest or rally, or in circumstances ofextreme heat.
The point is that the law which
treats men and women unequally
was challanged by the ruling by
Judge McGowan. By challanging
the interpretation of an age-old
rule, women's choices expand
and grow and give them the same
rights and freedoms as men in
this society.
Althougbt the ruling may seem
a trivial one, it 1s a small step
towards a goal of equality that
women have hcen working
towards for a very long time. Q

I like to watch television. Is that so wro-o-ong?
by Andreas Ohrt
I love television. I love to bask
in its warn electronic glow. I Jove
it like the.: friend it has been to me
since childhood, like the friend
still with me as an adult. We
have all hecn embraced by
television's
electromagnetic
charm.
Its lifeblood courses through
our veins, entertaining, informing, and amusing us. It is the ultimate achievement of the
modern world.
Surprisingly, thistcchnologkal
wonder is now under attack. II
has bccome fashionable.: to blame
the world's ills on our harmlc!>...,,
26" friend. Television has somehow hecomc the evil c.mldron of
subliminal suggestion, mesmcriz-

ing our children into a hypnotic
stupor.
What the critics of television
fail to mention is the many enriching qualities of our ever flickering window upon the world.
Instead, they refer lo such lopsided studies as the one by the
American Psychological Association (February 25, 1992),
which states that the average
child watches "8000 murders and
100 000 acts of violence on
television hy the lime he or she
leaves elementary school." Perhaps ~o, but do thc!>C same
uiligent physchologists bother to
count the number of heartwarming sccnes of upstanding social
behaviour that these same
childrenarccxposcdto?
After all. tckvision is chock

t he qu9.§.ttQp

back lo the 20th century and have
telcvis1on commercials to thank.
Still. it would seem for the m~
ment that our vision is blurred.
Today, commcricals arc more
beleaguered than the programs
themselves, though without a
steady flow of commercials, our
economy would swiftly collap~e.
Could it be, then, that this hatred
of television is lo hlame for our
modern ills? How better to explain the worst recession we've
witnesses in many years?
Television teaches desire.
which in turn stimulate~ the
capitafo,t ethic upon which our
culture was born. Put otherwise,
a strong and vital economy is the
direct result of a,·id viewing. Our
go1.ernments, rather than toss
ahoul useless statistics concern-

ing interest rates and inflation,
should
begin
to
develop
programs to encourage television
watching. in the hope of jumpstarting our slug,gish economy.
One final thought: our society
is plagued by a growing illiterate
population that we can no longer
educate through the standard
met hods of textbooks and written
examinations. Herc, tele-.ision
provide.., the only prayer for
cducationalsalvation.
There you ha\C it, in black and
white (make that Tcchicolor), a
powerful ne\\ ,ociety brought to
you by the power of television.
So let's give credit where credit
is due. I love television, and so
should you.
G]
Repri11ted v.ith pen111ss1011
from AdbustersQuarter ly.

----Wh-a_t_d_o_y_o_u_t_h_in_k_o_f_t_h_e_n_a_m_e_'_C_A_W_-S_t_u_d_e_n_t_C_e_n_tr_e_'_?_ _ _,

Laura
Del Do

Michelle

Education

2nd Year
Electrical
Engineering

I think it
could have a flashier name,
likc"thcMooseStudent
Centre."

full of Bill Cosbys and Richie
Cunninghams. In their final
minutes, even the most violent
shows manage to discover a
moral high ground, as the v1llian
either finds redemption or an action-packed death. It is in this
wa) that children learn that crime
docs not pay.
And what of the commercial
breaks that intercede the
"violent'' programs'! Whal of the
thousands of soap, shampoo,
toothpaste and clothing ads? Has
anyone studied the effect of this
stimulation on young minds?
Aren't they lessons in good
grooming, cleanliness, health and
style?
Perhaps. one da) far in the future.·. when ill health and disease
have hcen erased, we'll look

Spence

I think that it's a dumb
idea because it sways us lo
approve ofwhoever
sponsors a building. It's
nothing more than an ad for
theCAW.

Mena
Biafora
2nd Year
Social Work

Norm
Billion
1st Year
Comm.
Studies

I think it's perfectly fine.

If they took the time and
money to invest in the
building, thcn they deserve
to be recognized for it. What
we need now is a CAW
parking lot.

It's okay, considering the
$4 million they've invested.

What concerns me is the
influence the CAW will
have on policies concerning
the Centre.

March 29, 1993
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Drug Plan Referendum
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The following is the referendum question for the current student Drug & Health Plan for March voting:

SIU

"n1

~·

"Are you in favour of the current drug plan at cost of $94.90 for
1993-94 with an inflatien adjtJstment fer the next two (2) years?"
Basically the question asks whether or not students want the current plan continued for
a three-year period, with an allowance for inflation within the plan's cost structure. The
current plan includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Full-time undergraduate coverage
80°/o coverage for prescription drugs
Maximum $1000 coverage
Oral contraceptives are included in the plan
Direct pay card system
Emergency out-of-province hospital, surgical & medical expense benefit package
Accidental Death & Dismemberment plan which includes repatriation, tutorial, ambulance,
accidental dental & general accident insurance
• Opt-out & opt-in process available twice yearly
• Must have proof of alternate coverage to opt out

I

Voting will take place on:
Tuesday, March 30, 1993 between 11 :00 a.m. and 7:00 p.m.
Wednesday, March 31, 1993 between 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m.
Students must present a valid student card
Students may vote at any poll:
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Ricci's righthand man
in hot water.
See story, p. 3.

Motivating students to vote:
the non-violent option.
See opinion, p. 15.

Penguins fishing
for three-peat.
Seep. 13.
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"Yes" vote revives student drug plan
by Tran Longmoore
Lance news editor

Windsor student<, will he
covered hy a drug plan for I.he
1993-94 year.
On March 30 and 31. D3 I students hit lhc polls to vote "yes"
or "no" on a second-round
referendum for lhe Green Shield
drug plan. The 4uestion asked
students if they were ·'in favour
of I.he current drug plan at a cost
of $94.90 for tlle 1993-94 year
\"ith an inflation adjustment for
the next two years."
The "yes" voie won wilh 1085
s1udeni votes, 241 students voted
"no" and five votes were spoiled.
'Tm very happy that students
\\ it; have a drug plan next year.

But. even more importantly. rm
glad that the numhers were so
overwhelming." said Jon Ricci.
SAC president-elect, who ran the
"yes" campaign v.. it11 Steve
Alexander, SAC vice pre'>idenlclcct of university affairs.
The lopsided resulls allow I.he
SAC executive to implemi.:nt lhe
plan without any thn:at of legal
actions.
In the Feb. 24-25 SAC general
election, student, voted "no" to a
similar question in t11e original
drug plan referendum by a count
of 75~-485. Students petitioned
for another referendum stating
the question asked on lhe first
referendum was misleading.
Jason Clemens, SAC vice
president of finance, had said that

unless students overwhelmingly
voted "yes" in I.he second
referendum. SAC would have
had legal prohlems trying to
overturn the rc.,ulls ol the lirst
4ue... tion.
"We met with legal council
thi" morning !Thursday, March
31 J and they have told us that
both referendums arc con-.idercd
lo be opinions. However, I.he
re!'.ults will save the new executive a headache when trying to
implement the new plan." explained Clemens.
Mark Gibson, SAC chi~f
returning officer, was suprised by
the turnout.
"In lhe past, mo<,t by-elections
have had an average turnout of
400 to 500," said Gibson.

e

so

Are ou nfa

ro

the current dr g pla at
a cost of $94 90 for the
1993-94 year with an tn·
flation adjustment for
the next two years? '

Unofficial vote totals:
YES ..........................1085
N0 ..............................241
Gibson said that there were
few by-law infractions during the

campaign. For example, to gain
publicity for I.he ''yes" vote,
Alexander spoke to the Wmdsor
Star about the referendum

Arts think ''team''

DEVELOPMENT ON TR/At.

New courses stress
inter-disciplinary
approach to arts
by Mark Crane
Lance news staff

•

A jury of six young women from the Students for
Global Awareness found "Development" guilty of
"ethnocide" in a mock trial held at Mackenzie
Hall, Saturday, March 27.
Judge Howard Pawley handed down the
probationary sentence after hearing testimony
from a former missionary to Namibia. as well as
questions from prosecuting attorney Charles

Quist Adade, formerly of Ghana.
He appointed the people of Canada as its
overseers. Close to 60 people attended the trial
which was organized by Ten Days for World
Development, a coalition of activists across
Canada who organize events to focus attention
on third world issues during a ten day period
every year. (photo by TED ANDKILDE)

Death threat has U of T professor worried
by Susan Fisher
Courtesy of The Varsity

T< >RONTO (CUP) -

U of T
police arc monitoring a faculty of
art,; and science cla<;s after a
professor received deatll threats
on one of his examination papers.
The threats were written on an
optional make-up exam which
wa<; signed with a false name and
~tudent number. After giving a
partial answer to one question,
lhc aulhor proceeded to fill tlle
exam
witll
dcatll
threats,
profanity and an anti-Semitic
remark. The professor is not
Jewish.
"The exam had threatening
messages on it and lhc instructor
was concerned about personal
saJcty. At I.he request of their
deparunent we've had plain
clothes officers in the cla,s or

without the consent ol SAC or
the finance department. an inlraction of SACs corporate pohcic<,.
Gihson abo had to reject Ricers
and Alexander's "yes" posters
hernuse he ruled they were laclually misleading.
However. Gihson said that
none of I.he mfrac1mns were
serious enough to contest the
results.
Ricci and Alexander promised
that their active stance in t11e
drug plan referendum is a sign of
things to come from the new
SAC executive.
"This is only the heginning."
said Alexander. "We won't be
afraid to take a stand on issues
that arc important to students.
You can bet the farm on that." {g

uniformed officers stationed outside the class for the last two
weeks." said U of T police sergeant Len Paris.
Altllough tlley currently have
no suspects, police arc comparing
handwriting samples of students
in lhe class wilh tllosc on tllc
threatening exam. But say they
arc having trouble narrowing I.he
list of potential suspects because
the exam wa, not carefully supervised.
"The professor didn't control
who came into tllc class, studenLs
could have left at any point
during I.he exam and lhe instructor knew I.hat there were people
there who didn't hand in tests,"
said Constable Earle Cook.
A copy of the U of T Police
report has been sent to Metro
Police Hate Crimes Division and
52 Division for investigation.

Members of the U of T administration arc refusing to comment on lhe incident for fear of
jeopardizing the
professor's
safety.
But other members of the
university community arc objecting to U of T's silence on the incident.
Faculty
Association
president Bill Graham was
shocked to learn of the threats.
"We as an academic community have to know tllings of
lhis sort arc happening so we can
respond to il. To not publicile
that these things go on is, in a
way, to cover tllem up," said
Graham.
"People need to know what's
happening oul tllere and tlle victim shouldn't have to feel isolated." he added.
Investigation by U of T and
Metro Police is continuing.
~

Students who feel lhey need a
broader hase in the field of
western culture will soon hr ahle
to take advantage of four new
courses in the arts department.
Tiu.: lOutscs will be taught hy
teams of professors, from different academic units and schoob
in the arts department. Teams include professors from fine arts,
cla<;s!Cs, music. religion and
philosophy. as well a, guest
speakers.
''What 1 really hoped would
happen was lhat the artists and
the scholars would come together
and teach togelher and do lhis in
conJunction with the course so
tllat students could get lhe benefit
of lhe excitement I.hat it would
cause," said Dr. Sue Marlin, dean
of arts.
She added lhat tllc courses
were the result of over two years
of consultation witll professors
and various committees.
"We wanted to combat tllis
fragmentation of knowledge, like
taking one course sporadically
here, anotller one there, which is
out of sync. I mean you often
learn about nco-classicism before
learning atxmt cla,sicism," explained Dr. Charles Fantaui
from the dcparunent of classical
and modem languages.
What I.he instructors arc looking for is a way to teach student,
about culture through several diff'crcnt media, including dramatic
rcadmgs drama. guest artisLs and

lecturers, 10 give the student a
feeling for the material.
"'We don't want to he
sanctirnoniow, ahout t11cse courses. We'd like to make sure that
lhese 11.:xt:- arc open to our
dchate. and look at them Imm lhc
poi111 of view ol ,mother culture,"
added Fan1an1.
By providing a broad base for
studying culture, the mstructors
hope to expose students to
professors lhat they otherwise
would not have had access lo .
··we want students (al tlle end ol
lhc course) to look at a painting
and rccogni,e it as :something
tJ1a1 is not completely foreign 10
lhem." said Dr. John Wnght ol
lhe philosophy department
"We've designed a course not
only for arts students. What is
important is I.he student"s frame
of mind, someone who will come
to learn to understand our culture
and tlle depth of our culture and
how lhmgs have changed." said
Wright
All.hough tlle courses <1re not
directly related to any hands-on
skill. Wright feels I.hat lhe courses could be an important part of
anyone's education. "I think the
university is not a job-training
factory It makes people active
witll their own mind, and makes
them in a general way happier
and more creative. By understanding culture belier they will
become richer human beings and
I think business recognizes tllat
makes a heller employee."
Culture and Ideas I (Fall '93)
and II (Winter '94) will be offered in tlle 1993-94 year, and I.he
following academic year will feature two more courses: The Creative Process and The Critical
Process.
[Q

-
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The Grad House presents 4
paintings by Dale Horton.
Until April 5-12.

;,

The Academic Writing
Centre Workshop Series
presents a session in
Grammar: Agreement. 11 :451: 15 p.m. Enrolment limited,
sign up early.
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School of Music
presents another entertaining
evening of Grad Recitals.
Maria Varano will perform an
evening of piano music at
Moot Court. 8 p.m. Free
Admission. Call 253-4232,
ext.
2780 for
more
information

wh
fac

~ Grindhaus Cinemaphilia

he

presents Spirits of the Dead,
three short films by Roger
Vadim. Louis Malle, and
Fellini about scary dead
things. Weird and vile. A must
see . 9 p.m. at the Capiol
Cinema.
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Tuesday, April 6

ret

"' There is a Kundalini Yoga
Meditation group meeting
every Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the
Recovery Bookstore. For
more info call Sheila at
252-7443.
The Academic Writing
Centre Workshop Series
presents a session in Verbs:
Tenses. 5: 15 - 6:45 p.m. Sign
up early.

l

~

That dead thing movie from
Tuesday is on again' Spirits of
the Dead, a three-part film by
three famous directors is
playing at the Capiol Cinema
at 9 p.m.
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(photo by KIRAN PAL)

Wednesday, April 7
l

The Academic Writing
Centre Workshop Series
presents a session in Parallel
Structure. 11 :45 - 1:15 p. m.
Sign up early.

Thursday, April 8
~

Yes, another exciting evening
of Grad Recitals from the
School of Music. Tonight

Dustin O'Neil will play the
piano and conduct something.
Don't miss it! 8 p.m. at Moot
Court. Free Admission. Call
253-4232, ext. 2780 for more
information.

Friday, April 9
Good Friday, a school
holiday. Consult your local
congregation for religious
services.

Sunday, April 11

Saturday, April 10
~

A full day of Grad Recitals
from the School of Music.
Today at 3 p.m., Baritone
Mark Morson will perform in
Moot Court. Later at Moot
Court, 8 p. m., Brian Alexander
will play guitar. Both concerts
are free to the public. Call
253-4232, ext. 2780 for more
information.
Holy Saturday.

Visual and performing arts.

;,

Lectures. seminars, etc.

@

I' ...
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Monday, April 12
Last Lance issue of the
school year. Publication will
begin again in September '93.
Have a good summer.

l

A session in Writing The
Essay Exam. 11 :45 - 1:15
p.m. Sign up early.

"' Club and society meetings.
Notices, demonstrations.

aft

Easter Sunday.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---§ Socials. parties, mixers, etc.
~
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You shouldn't have to pay a tax on your
textbooks (or to read this newspaper).
But you do. The GST is the first federal tax ever applied to reading material in Canada.
Books, magazines and newspapers were free of all federal taxes from Confederation until 1991.
The tax on reading has·reduced reading in Canada and har~ed students, libraries, writers and publishers.

The facts:
The GST is taking books, magazines and newspapers out of
the hands of Canadians and out of Canadian libraries.
Book sales dropped 10% in the first year of GST. Magazine sales dropped 10-15%. The GST
has caused the largest drop in Canadian newspaper circulation in fifty years. This isn't
because of the recession; during the 1982-83 recession, sales of books and magazines
increased, and newspaper sales dropped by Jess than 1%. Llbraries and schools are
supposed to receive GST rebates, but the rebates take up to six months to be processed.
In many cases, rebates aren't going to the libraries and schools that bought the books. The
result: a 7% cut in acquisitions budgets.

We can get this tax removed Here's what you can do.
The Prime Minister promised in October, 1990 to review the reading tax after a year.
It's time for that review. Please send a card, letter or fax to the Prime Minister and the
Minister of Finance, and to your local MP. (No postage is required on mail to these
individuals).
Pre-addressed postcards to the Prime Minister and Minister of Finance are available from
the Ganadian Federation of Students or from the Don't Tax Reading Coalition.

The GST is a tax on literacy.
The federal government collected more from the tax on reading material last year than total
federal spending on adult literacy and publishing combined. Most Ganadians think their
government should support literature and literacy; this government is doing the opposite.
Even student newspapers pay the GST - the first tax in Canadian history on newspaper
production costs.
When the Prime Mirusterunveiled his education and prosperity policy last year, he stressed
the importance of learning and literacy to Canada's future. Yet it was his government that
introduced the first federal tax in Canadian history to apply to reading material. Our
mternational competitors-the U.S., Britain.Japan, Ireland, Mexico, Australia, and many
other countries- know the importance ofliteracy. That's why they refuse to tax reading.

Ask your student association what they're doing to fight the reading tax, and how you can
help. Ask your Board of Governors, faculty association or union to write to the Prime
Minister.

Rt. Hon. Brian Mulroney
Office of the Prime Minister
80 Wellington Street, Ottawa
KlA OA2 Fax: (613) 941-6900

Hon. Don Mazankowski
Minister of Finance
140 O'Connor Street, Ottawa
KlA OA6 Fax: (613) 995-5176

The Don't Tax Reading Coalition h~ a variety of materials available Please call or write the Coalition for information.

many are free.

Canada will pay tomorrow for the tax on reading today.
The Donl Tax Readvig Cool.'llon represents Caruida's writers. publishers. boolisellers, ibrartans, teachers, students ard readers; Antiqu.rtrl Boocsel1ersAm:elixl olcaiada,Assooaion ol C:araliirl Ni6hers. C;rafen Boolisel~rs~ CW!lirl ~Puttshers' Counci~ ~Bll Communly ~
~eta\ ca-ooan Datt Ne,yspa~ AssooaiOO, canadian Federation of Stooents. cararm URy ~ caiaden M.Qa2Jle Pubishers~. Ccramn Teadlers' ~ Ci!ta!l.rl Unllnly Press. Peib:lk:al lv'erketers or canooa. Canadian Association of School Administrators. Canadian Counci
ol Teachers of Enghsh, Canadian School Boards Assoclaoon, Freelance Editors' Assoclatoo of Canada, League ol Canadian Poets, Perkxlical Wrws' Associm of Canada, ~~hts' Union of Canada, The WrilBrs' Union ol Canada. This ad Is sp:msored ~ Canadlan University Press and this newspapet

Don't Tax Reading Coalition, 260 King St. E., Toronto, Ontario, MSA 1.K3 {416) 361-1408/Fax {416) 361-0643
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Alexander rattled
by allegations of
wrong-doing
by Tran Longmoore
Lance news editor
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VP under gun
An hour into its first official
meeting, the 1993-94 SAC was
rattled by the "I" word. A rash of
allegations concerning policy infractions
has
left
Steve
Alexander, the newly elected
vice president of student affairs,
with his back against a wall.
Alexander seconded a motion
which basically states that he will
face impeachment proceedings if
he breaks another SAC policy.
Since the Feb. 24-25 SAC
general election, Alexander bas
been
given
five
written
reprimands from Jason Clemens,
SAC vice president of finance.
and one from Mark Gibson, chief
returning officer.
In each of the incidents.
Alexander claimed to have good
intentions but a poor understanding of the policies.
"It all comes back to the fact
that I care about the students. But
after being here only a few weeks
r ve realized that these policies
are here for good reason."
According to Clemens, the
first violation occurred when
Alexander tried to acquire his
Jrug plan cheque in the SAC office rather than through channels
other students must go through.
Clemens also reprimanded
Alexander for his dealings with
puh manager Dave Benusa.
"'[SAC president-elect] Jon
Ricci and Steve bave been trying
10 become more involved in pub
hiring and il isn't in lheir jurisdiction. Steve asked Dave to accept the application of bis friend,
~ven though it wa<; a few days
past the deadline.'' said Clemens.

Alexander defended his action.
saying "the applicant's father
was very ill. He had to take over
his affairs for the week and was
unable to apply before deadline."
Alexander
was
also
reprimanded for an interview be
gave to the Windsor Star to gain
publicity for the second drug plan
referendum. He released information without consulting the
SAC finance department, whose
policy is to verify all financial
statementS that council makes to
the media. Clemens said insurer
Green Shield was upset some of
the information was incorrect.
The final reprimand was issued after Clemens learned
Alexander was misappropriating
funds from an unspecified club.
Alexander charged this club the
cost of posters he had made for
the "Yes" campaign.
After Clemens became aware
of the situation he sealed all of
the clubs financial records a11d
began an audit. Clemens learned
that Alexander had taken and lost
the receipt that proved the transaction. Consequently, be was
reprimanded for interfering with
an investigation.
Alexander said he planned to
pay the money back to the club
later in the day.
Clemens supported Alexander's claim of good intent.
"It isn't that he does things
maliciously. He just does't understand that SAC is a corporation. We must enforce our
policies. He should stick to his
portfolio if he wants to avoid
these problems in the future."
The infractions have also
caused delays in SAC' s finance
deparunent.
"We're two or three weeks he-

hind right now because we· ve
had to spend so much time in
meetings discussing these infractions," said Clemens.
[g
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SAC looking at Mr Lancer
by Teena Ward
Lance news staff

The Association of Collegiate
Entrepreneurs
(ACE)
was
brought under investigation at
Wednesday's SAC meeting because of a possible infraction of
anti-sexism policies.
As a SAC-ratified club. ACE's
"Mr. Lancer Contest" was considered offensive to some students. and therefore contradictory
to those policies.
SAC first became aware of a
problem after Womyn's Centre
co-ordinator Ligaya Byrch suggested the event (held Thursday.
March 27) was of a sexist nature.
In a memo to the council. vice
president of university affairs
John Stout stated that "only after
careful scrutiny was the club
recommended for ratification."
Although ACE had also held
the "'Mr. Lancer Conte!'.>t'' last
ycar1 it was not a SAC-ratified
duh at lhat time SAC president
Kristine Robmson. who was also
a memher of the dub committee.
indicated that she "knew the 'Mr.
Lancer Contest' existed last year

but not who sponsored it."
The "careful scrutiny" with
which the club committee investigates applications for ratification does not however include a
clear outline of their anti-sexism
policies.
New clubs are asked to present
budgets. constitutions, a list of
members. and any listed complaints to the committee. Each of
them is then given a handbook.
which, according to Robinson.
clearly states that '"any club
which fails to comply or disregards any by-law, rule, regulation or policy of SAC may be put
on probation or have ratification
revoked and lose all privileges at
the university." Robinson added
that "'I don't think ignorance is
any defense."
Right now, Robinson is "in the
middle of writing a letter to the
Lance advising students we had
no knowledge of the event and
we conform to the University of
Windsor
anti-discrimination
policy."
In the future. Robinson "would
suggest each September, when
they have club seminar day ... to

have a copy [of anti-sexist
policies] on band to read out the
policy to the clubs." This would
he a preventative approach to
anti-sexism. rather than a reactionary one.
SAC is now laking steps to investigate the problem. The policy
presented by Stout at the SAC
meeting outlined a five-point
plan which included:
• the club committee's discussion of the allegations
• an explanation from ACE
• refraining from selling tickets
to or advertising for sexist
events in the future
• that all parties have a fair
chance to respond to allegations
• recommendations on how
SAC should respond to the
situation
Furthermore, Stout explained
that "to protect students from
being sued for slander. (SAC
must} first settle it in a private
place before making accusations.
that is, find out from ACE what
they have done."
ACE could not be reached for
comment.
[g

Attention All Graduates!
Take your classmates home
on a Class-Composite ...
the best way to remember

"the way we were ... 11
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Make your appointment now at the Co~r:1erce Society
Office, main foye r, Odette Building.
Grad Portraits will be taken
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Victims get guide through legal jungle
by Pat Castagna
Lance news staff

Vicllms of violent crime are
able to receive a new service in
Wmdsor. The Victim/Witness
Assistance Program wa,;; implemented to provide help, free ol
charge. to those who are involved
in a criminal case either because
they arc victims of a crime or because they have been called as
witnesses to testify in a case.
The trauma which follows an
assaull will only be intensified if
the victim 1s left to cope with the
legal process alone. Our legal
system has proven to be apathetic
at times and the tenninology used
in court proccedmgs can he confusing for victims.
Assistant
co-ordinator of
Windsor's
Victim/Witness
program. Barbara Sharron, said,
"court is a world on to its own
and unless you have a navigator
to help you through it, good
luck."
The program, which was implemented in 1987, works in conjunction with the Crown's office
and is under the auspices of the
a11omey general. It extends all
over Ontario and is completely
funded by the government.
Furthermore, its implementation is another example of the
growing awareness of issues concerning victims of sexual and
violent offenses. Sharron says
that before 1987, there were no
services availahle to help victims
and witnesses of crime through
their court day.
The program receives its
clients from the various services
in our community that come in
contact with victims of crime.
Sharron explained, "We have a
wide umhrella of people and services who rder to us. For instance. the police thffercntiate

among their files and they clearly
mark domestic a<.,sault so that
when they go to Victim Services.
they can call us and give us all
the people in need of our assistance.
Hiatus House also refers to us
when the battered women go in
and decide to press charges. The
Sexual Assault Centre lets their
sexual assault victims know we
are here, and that we will help
them through the court process."
If the victim decides to accept
the assistance of the program, the
staff provides a pre-court interview. In this interview. staff
answer:-. any questions the client
has and cxplams to the victim/witness the process of their
case and what fonn of assistance
the program will offer to them.
After the interview. the staff.

along wilh their volunteers. attempt to make their clients as
comfortable as possible. They do
this by giving clients a tour of a
courtroom. Also, given the difficulty some people have in
facing a group of strangers, the
program arranges for someone to
sit with the victim/witness before
and during the court proceedings
so they will sec at least one
friendly face in lhe courtroom.
The staff member or volunteer
who assists the victim/witness is
knowledgeable of court proceedings and terminology and can
answer questions about the status
of the client's case.
The assistance offered by l.he
program is only extended during
the case. Once the ca<.,e is over.
the program can only refer clients
to other groups and agcncic~ to

provide further assistance.
Although the program is willing to help both men and women,
the majority of clients arc
women. Sharron explained that
''We don' t only work with
women, in fact, a lot of our
clients are children not only of
child sexual abuse but of
violence." However, she estimated that only one quarter of
the people they worked with are
adult male or male children.
Sharron attributes the discrepancy in the numbers partly to
lhc reluctance of men and young
boys to come forward and report
sexual violence.
·•we do sec more women.
However. with children we see
almost as many young hoys as
we do young girls. J <.,uspect the
reason for not ,;;ecing more adult

male victims is not only that
there are fewer but that teenage
hoys and adult males are much
less willing to report sexual a\.
sault."
The program. from its implementation, ha<., grown in tenns
of the work force. A part-time
position wa,; upgraded to full.
time and a secretarial position
was upgraded to support worker
"We arc definitely getting
more referrals, lhc office is very
busy," Sharron said. ''We certainly would not be able to provide
the wide spectrum of services if
it was not for the volunteer\.
They really case the burden for
both ourselves and the clients."
If there is anything Sharron
would like changed, it is the conviction rate of sexual and violcn1
offenders.
"We would like more convictions for sexual assault victims."
she said. "We find that we have a
poor conviction rate at the moment. And the laws of Canada
have been changed to encourage
this reporting, unfortunately although we have seen a lot more
cases coming through the coun~.
our conviction rate has not improved."
As for the future, Sharron
remains quite optimistic. She explained that "the Victim Witness
Program in Ontario has committed itself to opening up one
more centre each year in differen1
cities in Ontario. As far a\
Windsor is concerned, I see that
in 1996 we get the new court
house and we will he in it. We
anticipate that we will get more
walk-in business, because right
now not everyone is aware of
us."
"It is rewarding for me 10
know that I played a part in -;topping that downward spirnl ol
violence," said Sharron.
jg

• Easter Sunday,
April 11
12NOONMass
Assumption Campus Community, Assumption University Chapel 973-7034
We are located on campus next to the University Centre.
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Anniversary Specials

chf

$5 .00 off reg. price
$5.00 off reg. price

$7 .00

With every service:
Enter our Draw
l st prize: Gift certificate for
The Olive Garden

• ~aster Vigil,
Saturday, April 10
10:00 P.M.

-

~~ISEX SALON

Perms
Tints
Haircuts

HOLY WEEK & EASTER
AT ASSUMPTION
UNIVERSITY CHAPEL

• Good Friday,
April 9
3:00 P.M. Mass

-

Second /?eneralion ~:

Come Celebrate With Us!

• Holy Thursday,
April 8
7:30 P.M. Mass

A

Exp. April 30/93

2"d: Perm ($35.(Xl value)
fd: Basket of Hair Care Products

1830 Wyandotte St. W. 256-0424
'~lways a Friendly Atmosphere"

Attention Students!
Riverplace off-campus residence
RESERVE YOUR ROOM NOW
FOR SEPTEMBER 1993!
• Excellent location - 245 Detroit Street
• 5 minute walk to U of W campus
• Furnished, clean, comfortable rooms
• Fridge & phone jacks in all rooms
• Captain's beds with storgae drawers
• Lounge with satellite & cable TV
• Exercise and games room
• Private study rooms
• Parking & laundry facilities
• $279 & $399 including utilities

Call 255-1697 or 254-4577, 10 am - 8 pm
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Angst and espresso at the Night Cafe
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by Teena Ward
Lance arts staff
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Senior film 1uden1s al the
Univcr-..ity of Wind-..or took on an
ambitiou-.. design for their final
project.
The cla,-.. wa-.. divided i1110 two
,ection-.. ol 16. and worked independently on thl•ir film, . The
product of one ol these group,
"a' the film entitled Night Caje
which focuses on eight cccenlric
character, who ,urvivc a nuclear
holocau,t.
Every year student\. in the
senior him-making das, concentrate their effort, on a Ima!
dc,ign, to create a six-minute
,horl lilm to exhihll their skills.
Thi, year's cla-.s has made a
major investment of tune and
energy in the project. logging approxunatcly 60 hours in shooting
trmc alone.
The commitment invol\cd in
the pr11d1H:tion ol N1gh1 Ci{/<' is
not only e, nknn:d in the -.calc of
produrnon. but in the philo,ophy
behind it Both Michael Allcock
1cincmatographcr> and Berna
o,unal hcreenpla) writer and
director) agn..-c<I that there wa, a
"preoccupation v. ith acstJ1et1cs
and shooting it a, hcautifully as,
we could"
Dcsp1h.: the political implica11orn, of the film, O?Unal feels
V1Rhl Cafe i-. ··more of a
p:..ycholog1cal film ... looking al
the dynamics ol how people interact rather t.llan the '-<Kial or
political."
"The major thru-..t of the him is
that everything i, civili1cll and
organi1cd at the hcginnin)!. in the
cafc." she explained. ··1hut I the
rc,cmhlance to order fall, apart
and everyone hccomcs cannibals."
0/llnal sa), ,he modelh.:d her
character-. on the ,cYcn deadly

John Bourne (above) is 1ust one of the talented members of the cast of N1gr.t Cafe. (photo by NANCY OLESKOVICH)

!-.ins. and included in the cast of
eight arc a drag queen. bcatmk ....
a11d a ,:1t1omasochi,tic couple.
She added that "the characters
arc all eccentrics in the cafc
dmng their own thing; lhe} · re
very exaggerated hccausc we
only had six minutes for charactc1 development."
Crcatrng a world blasted hy
nuclear war wa, no easy ta<,k for
the team who were working on a
\ludent huclgct. The film wa-..
,hot at Mackcn1ie Hall in the
main gallery and two outs1tle
locations in Windso1
The frce,ing winter weather
pro\'ided the perleet outs1dL scttmg. taking on the connotatton of
a "nuclear wasteland," comhined
with the wreckage of a junkyard
and a location at P10tech. The

hhning was taxing frn ca-;t and
crew despite its aesthetic end.
"( >nc weekend we were shooting tn a hh1 ,arJ from hell and
dragging all those huge bones
around for effect." recounted
Otunal. "The main actor was
running around in nimsy clothes
in hclow-,ero wcatber."
<>,unaJ feels that the group ha,
"taken it he ond lhc ex •ctations
of the coun,1· This fi lm has gone
further. just hccausc of the eight
cast memhcr, .. there. were a hell
of a lot of people to co-ordinate,
16 people we had to rely on to
work wilhout pay."
Allcock indicated that the
situation on the set wa-.. a comphcatL·d yet educational expl'riencc.
While on the ,ct. he tx·c.·mnc vcr)
aware of the medium. with the

tangle of the continully camera.
N, ~//I Ccife's own camcraperson.
the
cmncrn
ol
01unar,
documentary crew. and still-life
photographers.
''The ftlm-makmg experience
1s the intcrestmv part. in a ,ituation like lhts," he said "Things
can't go as smoothly as you expect them to
n ,., mtcre,ting to
work your way out of it."
The J llm is in the edit mg room
al prc,cnt and 01unal explained
that "there arc two different
crew-.,'' due to the large nurnhcr
assigned to tJ1e group project.
"WL have to ,trike up two work
prints ,o we could all do the
Iediting I. Whiche\'er one i, the
heller mt will he printed," ,he
,aid. Two crew!, will work 10 mt
Olk hall hour of footage 11110 a

six-minute film
Although in past year, students have not had a chance to
publicly showc.,1sc their mm,.
this year students arc planning to
take the pa,t IO year, of
neglected U of W !o.horts (along
with tlle1r own) and put lhem on
display.
o,unal :md Allcock indicated
that although no date ha, hccn
,ct. lhcy hope to provide ,tullent
filmmaker, the exposure lhcy
need.
The m.... " looking for
original scores of music to f111al11e the work. Anyone with
original :md/or experimental
music ran contact Cal Moore in
the
Communication
Studic-..
department.
G I07
Lambton
Tower.
[D

Revealing our primal instincts
through sculptural archetypes
Inuit Sculpture: T he Williamson Collection
Art (;allery of Windsor
March 27 to May 2

by Leo Ogata
Lance arts staff

The art of primitive cultures
provides us with a startling in-.ight into the human condition. II
is the simpler and unrclmcd clements of this art which evoke the
-.trongcst reactions.
These figures of stone stir up
cmotmns wtlh our primal selves
Like Jungian archetypes, we arc
brought face to face witJ1 our ancient. prehistoric voices.
To foreigners. Canada evokes
images of the Rocky Mountains,
Niagara FaJls. the Mountie, and
Eskimo art Inuil sculpture is a,
styli,cd as the prin ts we often
sec. These p1ct·es go hcyond the
popular view uf"cu1e" ~,111:~als
The ,ubjcct matter rnnrcs from
motlier and child imavcs to
shamani-..tic dreams. T he medium
is primarily soft soapstone. hul
ivory. wha lehone and po ttery arc
also used to express Inuit visions.
The Williamson Collection i.;

prohahly the hest collcct10n of
John Kavik's work and a gooc.l
overview of the ,cope of Inuu
expression. TIIIS comc1, from a
lifetime spent hy Rohert Wil·
liamson.
an
antllropologist,
among the artists.
Madeleine
Is,crkut
Kringayark's Rem and R,rds is
created from hone. ivory. and
grey-green stone. It looks like a
polar hear on an ice floe.
John Kaunak's Owl is a styli1cd reduction of the bird's essence 111 green-grey stone. Both
piece, arc good examples of the
Repulse Bay style
Tommy A,hcvak·s Shnmanis1,c 'frt111.~fomu11w11 1s hauntmg in
its primitive expression of fanta,tic nightmares. Eli Inukpaluk's
One Leg,:ed Shaman carries a
ghost-like impression accented
b) the hollow interior of the
whalcl~)nc.

John Kavik's work moves
ca,ily lrom his comical Bmls Are
Amusing to the rustic. primal Ice!
of Rust. In Fow Figures: Vis,1111~
Sptrtts and J>e1110111c F1g1oe.
Kavik expresses the ancient. fearful !errors of the mght.
Remimsccnt of the drcamt1me
o f the Australian hushmen, the
figure, of Michael Angutituak
explore thb mysucal \\Orld. Man
11·11h Helpmg Spa 11 shows a rnan
wi1h a hood that is actually the
bear spmt. Angutituak again
combines two images in one
figure in 1:arlv Summn: Bird and
Ftsh.
Norman Zepp, the curator of
Inuit Art at the Art Galler) of
( >ntario. gave a walking tour of
the cxhihtl. He stated that hi, personal fa,ourites v.erc Ntcholas
Jkk.uti's Shaman with FOJ.. Ht'lpmr: Spmr. Eli Tikcayak's Head.
and Kavik's Somersaulling Mm1:

As I 17unk of Myself
ff you need a reason to go to
tJ1c AGW, this show is the best
reason to do so. If you never go
to another art show. at least sec
this one. If there is an event not
to be missed, this b it.
~
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Confessions of a country music fan ]
by Lisa Fortin
Lance arts staff

BAR AND GRILL
Tuesday, April 6:

Open Mic Night
Thursday, April 8:

Rough English
Friday, April 9, and
Saturday, April 10:

Jessie Grooms Band

,•

Wyandotte & Campbell

254-7900

CAN-AM DATA PROCESSING
SPECIALISTS IN:

* DaJa Organization
* DaJa Entry
* DaJa Analysis using (spss)
* Graphics/Charls
* Report PreparaJion Support Services
For Students & Faculty
Conveniently located at:
400 Huron Church Road, Suite 207
(Assumption University Building)
Windsor, Ontario N9C 2J9
(519) 252-9632

Yes. I Jove country
music. I used to be
ashamed to admit my
guilty pleasure, but no
more.
A few weeks ago
on Friday Night with
Ralph
Benmergui,
Leonard
Cohen
proclaimed his love
for country music,
saying it contains a
great deal of "truth."
Since then, I have
quit hiding behind my
"eclectic tastes" when
telling people what
kind of music I like.
Though my music
collection covers a
wide range of styles.
from classical and
jan to pop and modem rock, my
passion for the past year and a
half or so has been country.
This love has not made me
popular with friends. No matter
what their own preferences, none
of them seems to think country is
"cool." I suspect many of them
haven't actually listened to
today's country music.
The bland electronic pop arrangements. the •80s excess of
Kenny and Dolly, the "urban
cowboy" fakery they associate
with country - all that is mostly
gone now. I too would still hate
country if it hadn · 1changed.
Many people credit Randy
Travis with almost single-handedly rejuvenating U1e entire genre
starting in the late '80s. This is
due to his distinctive \ oice. good
looks and especially his pure.
simple acoustk arrangements.

By bringing the music back to
its roots, Travis became enormously successful. Naturally, the
singers who followed in the next
few years took his cue. starting a
movement the critics dubbed "the
new traditionalists." They gave
country the jolt it so desperately
needed.
Through my parents, who had
always loved country, I became
vaguely aware of what was happening - I could even sing
along to a couple of Randy
Travis tunes - but I didn't really
start paying attention until two
years ago. I would sit with my
mother as she watched videos on
The Nashville Network and she'd
point out young singers she liked.
Either the South was growing
some incredibly good-looking
people or the image consultants
had come to Nashville and made

sure the record
companies weren't
just hiring talent.
but physically attractive talent At
times the marketing
seemed a little
crass, but I couldn't
take my eyes off
these sexy new
stars, both male and
female who really
could sing!
Vince
Gill,
Trisha Yearwooct.
Travis Tritt, Marty
Stuart.
Mary
Chapin-Carpenter.
Clint Black, Pam
Tillis, Alan Jackson,
Suzy Bogguss, Hal
Ketchum ... the list
goes on. Not only
did they sing well
and look good, they
had the sense to write intelligent.
well-crafted songs and set them
to palatable "new traditional" arrangements.
It's become exciting to watch
the seeming explosion of talent
being noticed by more and more
people drawn in by the ubiquitous Garth Brooks and this year,
the rather irritating Billy Ray
Cyrus.
Still. if I'm sometimes embarrassed to admit that I like country
music, now it's for fear of being
thought trendy rather than tasteless.
The Billy Ray trend will pass.
just like the "urban cowboy" did.
Other artists of the past five year,
will endure. however. If they
continue to create the same
calibre of music they are now. I
will remain an unaba,hcd fan ol
country music.
(g

Now vou can be all over the map.Cheap.

-

7 days

$179.00

15 days

$239.00

30 days

$329.00

60 days

$429.00

<

plus GST
Now you can hit the road and headan:;where in Canada that regularly
scheduled Greyhound or Gray Coach buses go, for one low price!
Travel as far as you like, as often as you like, for a price you'll love!
Minimum 7 day advance purchase required. Other conditions
may apply. Offer valid to December 15, 1993.
Call your local Greyhound Canada or Gray Coach representative
for details on the Canada Travel Pass~
·F.X202C

GRAY COACH LINES

li1-eyhaund
Canada+
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Keener makes the grade on new spring tunes
of Voodoo's "Mexican Radio."
Conversely, White Flag's cover
Lance arts editor
of Kate Bush's "Wuthering
Heights" is nothing more than a
punkish lampoon.
Regardless, most of the tracks
on Freedom of Choice arc tasteful tributes to some of the more
memorable and obviously influential songs of the '80s.
What's more, proceeds from the
recording go to Planned Parenthood, a non-profit pro-choice organization (B+).
Randy Bachman - the guitar
force behind Bachman-Turner
Overdrive and the Guess Who is hack in the saddle with his new
relca,;cAny Road (Ranbach).
While "Prairie Town" (in both
its rock and country versions)
and "Why Am I Lonely" recall
Bachman's glory days, other
tracks like "One Step Ahead of
The Law" and ·• 15 Minutes of
Fame" drown in tired lyrical
clichcs.
In the taller song, Bachman
sounds like an arrogant classic
with
Freedom
of Choice rocker: "They all go to London/
(Caroline), a compilation of '80s Just to play the game/... They
covers performed by some of change their hair, their sex/ Their
makeup and their name." Such
today's more exciting new bands.
Highlights
include
Sonic bumptious remarks disregard the
Youth's version of Plastic many talented new artists that arc
Bertrand's "Ca Plane Pour Moi," emerging from abroad.
While Bachman proves that he
Ercctus Monotone's faithful incan
still rock hard on Any Road,
terpretation of Missing Persons'
"Destination Unknown," and he fails to put in a consistent efSuperchunk's thrashy cover of fort (C+).
Afler a decade on the Japanese
Devo's "Girl U Want."
music
scene, Shonen Knife is
Like
most
compilations,
now
poised
to
receive
Freedom of Choice also ha<; its
mainstream
recognition
across
duds. Polvo basically clones Wall

by Darrin Keene

the Pacific in North America.
The talented female trio's
latest release, Let's Knife (Virgin), doesn't stray from the
standard Shonen Knife sound.
Juxtaposing girl-group vocal
harmonics with New York
Dolls/Ramones-inspired
punk,
Shonen Knife offers a refreshing

Sand Rubies fail to shine
Sand Rubies
Sand Ruhie.-.
Polygram
1f the Sand Rubies tour to support their self-titled debut, they
should consider doing spokenword shows. Their anal-retentive
sound doesn't support their lyrical versatility.
Their melodic pop-rock style
features mildly distorted chords
and lagging drum beats that fail
to reflect their talent. An attempt
at Neil Young's "Interstate"
proves to be a minor victory, but
this alone does little for the
band's credibility.
Essentially, each song is a
mere reiteration of the previous
one with a few minor changes.
The album offers little diversity
and constantly reminds us that
this is a debut release. - Jeremy
Price C-

Home
Base
Neill-Wycik.
We turn T.O. into your
home base this Summer!
Not quite for free ...
but close ...
just $300 a month!

'~

NEILL-WYCIK
Write Neill-\\'ycik Co-op College Inc.
96 Gerrard E. Toronto M5B 1C7
Call l-800-268-4358
Toronto (416) 977-2321

unhappy with lhc world in which
he lives. -Jeremy Price B-

Being There
Martyn Joseph
Epic
Martyn Joesph combines his
words with a folkish acoustic
sound that twists each of his
songs into something they're not.
Admittedly, Joseph has a truly
amazing voice and is backed up
by a highly involved hand. But
the public is confused enough,
they don't need to hear beats of
happiness combined with wails
of depression.
"Sad But True" appears to be
the theme of the album, projecting Joseph as yet another man

Split Milk
Jellyfish
Charisma
Jellyfish· s latest rclca,;c, Split
Milk, is filled with neat melodies
and clever words, yet embodies
the worst attributes of '70s-era
pop music.
The hand is heavily influenced
by Supertramp and mostly by
Queen. The vocals even sound
familiar to those of the late Freddie Mercury, using the patent
Queen operatic style. "Sebrina,
Paste and Plato" seems to have
been taken from the Supertramp
book of gimmicks.
The lyrics on Split Milk are
somewhat interesting, but taken
as a whole the recording is a
write-off. - Steve Rennie C-

computerized secretarial service

• essays
• assignments
•theses
• resumes

fast and accurate
competitive pricing
pickup and delivery

CALL 944-2773

pop ditties rich in melody and
energy. Indie-rock deity J. Mascis even graces a couple of tracks
with his elliptical guitar leads
(A).

I recently became painfully
aware of the damage that TV
commercials can do to one's cognitive capabilities. While listen-

ing to Ballirnora's late '80s hit
''Tarzan Boy" on the Teenage
Mutant Ninja Turtles Ill
Soundtrack (SBK). visions of
vine-swinging Listerine® bottles
started to dance in my head.
The worst part of this experience was the fact that "Tarzan Boy" is the only redeeming
quality of this pathetic release.
And now, thanks to Listerine®)
ads, even this song has been
ruined for me (D).
ls nothing sacred?
fil

The Challenge of Learning
- - -in an Era of Global Change

T THIS YEAR'S Couchiching Conference, we'll look at issues surround-

ing education and learning. If you're 25 years old or younger, you're
A
eligible for a special rate that covers lodging, meals and registration from

Thursday evening till Sunday afternoon. Or apply for a Kurt Swinton Memorial Award before June I. 1993. Contact Julia Grossman at 4161920-4331.
(OUCHICHING INSTITUTE ON PUBLIC AFFAIRS • 250 CONSUMERS ROAD• SUITE 301
WILLOWDALE, ONTARIO • M2J 4V6 • TEL" 416/494-1440 • FAX: 416/495-8723

PROFESSIONAL & EFFECTIVE SERVICES
To Help You STAND OUT
In Today's Tough Job Market:
• Resume and Cover Letter Composition
• Consultation
327 Chatham St. West
~
Phone: 977 · 5101

D/REiCT -

Serving Windsor for
over Seven Years
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Sweet combined with the words
of the Marquis de Sade, and
you've tapped into the essence of
Ultra Vivid Scene's creative
process. One cannot resist Rev's
appealing melodics, however. A
juxtaposition of innocent pop
sounds with risqu6 subject matter, Rev is an impressive release
(A-).
Equally impressive is the
"debut" from Ralksc's labelmatc,
Frank Black. Black is actually
former Pixies leader Black Francis with a reversed pseudonym.
One listen to his eponymous
release will confirm that he
hasn't strayed far from his former
band's sound.
If anything, Frank Black
(4AD) is a more accessible version of the Pixies· Doolillle.
Black still molds fragments of
surf music with a punkish rage,
and his bizarre stream-of-consciousness lyrics still render the
tunes incomprehensible. BuL this.
of course, is what made the
Pixies so enticing.
Black has definitely matured
on this release, in that he no
longer pushes the limits of
tolerance with
his
primal
screams. In essence, he has emphasized the best attributes of his
former band on this solo effort.
(A)
Gumball is a band that combines the gritty guitar sound of
the Georgia Sauclitcs with a
D.I.Y. punk mentality. On Super
Tasty (Columbia), the band
teams up with producer extraordinairc BuLch Vig to create juicy

Intel 80486 DX-33 MHz CPU
128K Cache Memory
Math Co-Processor
2 Mb RAM
14" Super VGA Monitor 0.28 dpi
Super VGA Graphics Card
105 Mb Hard Disk Drive
1 .2 or 1 .44 Mb Floppy Drive
IDE HD/FD Controller
2 Serial, 1 Parallel and 1 Game Port
101 Key Enhanced Keyboard
Mini Tower Case

FREE Mouse
&Pad
FREE
PROGRAMS

$1 499
r. ·
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by Bernard Helling
Don't you consider this piece to be a radical
departure from what we ha1·e seen of your work?
It's so contrm·ersial, and aggressire
The ,isiting artist looks gcnuindy pu11lcd. But
it's not the language that's giving him pause. He
rolls the question around in his mind: aggressive?
more aggressive? controversial? What could possibly be controversial about a room full of flies?

Theory stop -

5 minutes

Above all, we value the artist's work for the unique point of view that it expresses. The eiaboration
of the unique point of view, as a token of individuality, has been the hallmark of Western art
since the rise of a mass bourgeoisie in the 19th century, whether this view is classed as romantic,
modernist, or postmodern. That an individual can
express an individualistic worldvfrw nnt only
validates the concept of individual identit} (as opposed to collective identity), but serves, pace Marx,

as the prototype for the elaboration of the idea of
the commodity in a mass society. But catain rules
arc supposed to apply: as an American tourist expects to be able to get a cup of coffce anywhere in
the world by flashing a greenback, so is the indi,·idual view supposed to conform l,> a loose,
presumably worldwide, and equal!) pre!'.umably
common, matrix of core social assumptions. Call it
an aesthetic, or an imposed, taste, or a new world
order; it is assumed that art will follow the general
syntax of this trade language, or be cast into the
outer darkness that we sometimes politdy refer to
as ''third world." folk, or indigenous art
This i~ not a simple case uf chauvir::sm at its
worst; the role of the artist is not only that of innovator and discoverer. Like the intrepid crew of a
..ci-fi TV series starship, the artist j:, aiso expected
to translate and assimilate new views and new
ci\.ilintions. This is part and parcel of the greater
process whereby the "west" clawed its way to the
top of the cultural and economic food chain.
Thankfully it is no longer considered necessary to

kidnap anybody and bring them back in irons. Nor
is it necessary to buy up all the native artifacts for a
song, ship them back home, copy them, pass the
copies off as new wave, and then destroy the
originals. We've made significant advances in the
last century, we have ... we have a nice cushy understanding. really .... And we industriali1:cd firstworld types arc pretty well all in agreement about it

Please re-board, the bus will be leaving
It works almost all of the time. The visiting artist-in-residence, Peter Vermeulen, hails from
Amsterdam. He has shown us his work. and it
would be at home m any contemporary art gallery
in Toronto, New York, or L.A .. let alone in any
major European gallery. Yet m one moment, our
smug unden,tanding crumbles, as we hear of the
rage of an upper-class neighbourhood in Amsterdam over what we thought was an essentially
whimsical and restrained work: A bunch of push
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VISITING

\\n ~ like insecLs Lo the side of a liLtle
nge in the middle of a park.

No flies

arc whimsical, the push
wn • aggn;ssive and controversial.
1
aybe0ple have this thing about lawns?
t European perversion involving
1\n
we don't know about? Around
csc pJVC to Lhreaten to crush a bab) rat
1th a ng raw meat in Lhc National Gair) 1 ·<1od art comroverw. If wc can't

ircc 1hings like how to shod the bour:ois1cJmn! Thcrc gocs the whole world
arkJ1 to hell i; a handhasket. The
1pan1ing us era/)', hut we thought we
iuld t on Europ1.. '93.

Pct :n is enjoying thc jokt:. He underands tourist shcick, as th,lroughly as
l} sel;I writcr. Get used to 1t, his works
11 us,iurists and tourist allractions now.
:inor andings an, wha, \\-L paid for
lien our tickds. Misundastandings.
rama,al shifts. Step ntht up! \'i<;1t
tun:~ tomorrow toda:;'.

Ass our culture, that's what
e's I

Th L,t has 10 days. and a.n c.mpty
:trch ~h1ch 10 moun, a ~olo shllW.

uropc:ri.:s, 10 dayc; \,\I inJ.:.,ir· seven
cm. "he anist is stu<.:k in a post-in1s1ri1 no car, no bicyck, and a four
i~-M if ,•.:inter w1..aLher · ithre am I
mg 1h1111les'?·'
Shull
'Btrd

Birdl
"Tri~

Lanfms.

Idiom proolcms. Transport

oblc i1Sed the bus to Puera .\ue\'O,
d th a·on 't catch !he 5''1y ro the 1sui1 .

Deally, about your hats

P.:tc!'n i:. based m Am::.terdam. The
uri\l Qhis departure poinL for a number
moi1ccptual themes, that re-occur
roug11'.rks: Instrumentality, the world,
tun: t the other as convenience, com:idity. -\ persistent feeling of vertigo. A
;ling insulated, isolated, packaged.
ccd· tence. Disneyland hyperdrivc.
>WCT .hout source. Nature as an apiancc liance as naturc. He has arrived
Win 1ag full of souvenirs of his home
.untr} of his works. Conveniently, the
·o t~n to fall into one another. IL keeps
c baglo manageable proporLions.

Ovc1' blue windmills on them. The

:rfect

the Lowlands. Originally in-

oded American and Canadian artists
· has ~~rdam, they arc pressed into ser-

;e, ,t · spokes of a wheel set to the
111 o use. Below them, a foot-high

w of up from a bar/ propane burner
t to t mitts turn slowly in the updraft,
the eir tips.

City on the edge of forever
··you buy maggoLs at the fishing sLore. If il's
warm. thc:, hatch out in thrcc days, huL you can
:<eep thcm in the rcfrigcraLor for monLhs. ' Tht:
\isitmg artisL is surprised Lhat wc find this strang1...
Hc sccm~ taken ahad th.1t wc·d use worm\ instead.
"Worm'>?' Hi.: appears shockcd at the idt:a.
A gross ,1f badminton btrds
the good kind,
with real bird feathers - hold v-formatinn on opposik-fac:ng 3t)-tooL walls. Pc:tcr Vermeulen has
managed LO track down a bulk supply of badminton
birds, in Wmdsor, in th.; m1ddl.! of :\larch. The
\I.alls a1-: painted sky oluc. Someho\.\- :c.omcthmg i\
not right. The birds arc migrating. perhaps to LOuch
down at hck Miner\ \Vny is the blue so glossy?
What kind of feathers arc thos1..? Arc Canadian
tourists in the Nethcrlands known for their badmintlln fixation? Is badminton some kind of thing over
there?

It just keeps going, and
~omconc has brought wine for the afternoon
t)pening, closing of the warehouse :;ho\\-. No one
ha!> brought a corkscrew. The assembled staff and
studenLs note Lhat two of the: work, in the slide
show lcct urc have madl.! it to Windsor A li~tle sailhoat souvenir made from a wooden shoe ID rates in _ _ _ _ _ _ __.,..
front of a postcard reproduction of rt famous
.Japanese 18th-ccntury woodblock pnnt. The Saale
at Volendam is a humourous rcpl) to tne polite but
rclc:ntlcss invasion of J apanesc tourists in the historic disLrict of Ytllcndam. From thl? artist's
description, \ olcn<lam sounds l1kc a typical cosLumcd, hisLoric. pionccr villagc set-up. The artisL
nnt..:s that Hnkosai's 100 riewy of _\f J,t,1/ Fuji anticipated the postcard landscapl'.' by a c.rnLury. Perhaps there is hope ior a li11guu franca after ali. An
E,cn:ady hallery scL hdov.. Lh<: card pov,:ers the lit:k motor that bobs Lhe boat.

... I'll round this cape, if I ha\·e to beat
against these winds 'til the last da)
The wine has run out, tht.: people arc leaving.
powerful photo lights are being set up as a prelude
to documenting the show. 8) tomorrow morning,
all ,viii he down, craLed, and ready to move on to
somewhere. Unless you had volunteered to help set
the whole thing up, or had seen the litllc flyers at
galleries around town, you would never have
known Lhat it had happened. Usuall), it's Lhe
1ourists \vho swoop dt)Wn on a galler). breeze
through, and thcn vanish. Nov,: the galL~y n.:pays
thc favour. Off in the corner, a toy train engine
circlcs a three foot ring of Lrack Lhat dips and bol'is
in mid-air: The crack is suspended from the lincs of
a ring of floor-mounted fishing poles. The engine
never waivers; a countcrweighLing line is strung off
a short bar that sticks out of its side. At the end of
the line, a teardrop fishing sinker traces a circular
path over the cold stone floor.
By the following Monday the artist is gone. The
slides arc back from the lab .... Why not come over
some time and 1'11 show them to you.

The Lance
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Classifieds

I

HOUSING

FOR RENT: 2 BEDROOM
apartment, five minute walk to
campus. Available May 1,
1993. Call and leave message
for Jim Lovell anytime, 9n2614.
NEEDED: someone to take
over lease for 1 bdrm. apt 'til
Dec '93 . Near U of W ,
$608/mth (negotiable). Includes utilities and par1<ingl Call
253-1360.
SUB LET: 553 Askin , 5
bedroom ,
furnished ,
washer/dryer, fndge/stove , 2
bathrooms, newly renovated,
backyard wrth porch, 2 blocks
from un1vel'Slty. Contact Denise
or Tracey at 9n·0237.

I

FOR SALE

EARLY 70's Italian sport/touring bicycle. Vintage Campagnolo components. Chromed
forks and rear tnangle. New
paint. Completely rebuilt $375
frrm M1ehael Kurak 966-0368.

I

SERVICES

SUMMER JOBS. $5000-$20
000. House painting for yourself. not for a company. New
videos and books teach everything. 1-800-2-MANAGE
CO MPUTERIZED INCOME
tax returns Inexpensive, fast
and effec1ent service. Software
and prrntrng , approved by
Revenue Canada Pick-up and
dehvery can be arranged. Call
Ted at 252-0789
$ 1.25 PER PAGE TYPING. Essays, theses, reports. resumes,
term papers, manuscripts,
graphs. charts. etc. Accurate,
professional, fast service and
low pnces. Laserpnntmg available. Call 979-1575 or 7357988.
TAX RETURNS PREPARED.
Student rate $20.00 for basic
retun. Call Jim for appointment
at 977-9905. Any day. Almost
any time.
ESL TEACHER : LEARN

A useful guide for children's TV
The
Penguin
Guide
to
Children's TV and Video
by Jack Livesley, Fra nk Trot1.
Penguin
The
Penguin
Guide to
C/11/dren 's 1V and Video could
be considered a required rc,ource
hook in the hbrary of all parents
and l'dm...ttors.
This Canadian reference book
includes review:-. of over 400
show" and videos in order to help
make TV a positive force in
children's lives.
The hook looks at not only
Saturday morning cartoons but
also prime time and educational
television for children .
It examines the future or TV
and video. both at home and at
,chool. and mdicates what to
look tor in a good video store.

with sm.h a comprehensiv1,; look
at this topic and which also include helpful analysis.
The main goal of the authors is
to help parents hccome better
equipped to aid in their children's
selection of viewing material .
This is vitally important 10 the
age of thL media which we arc
now in.
Parents and teachers can m.d e
utili,.ation of this tool. hoth as an
educator and a sociali11ng agent
but only if they themselves arc
conversant in what is available
The author:-. have extensivL
backgrounds in education and the
media. Jack Livcsley has been a
teacher. TV producer. ,cnpt
writer. program host and coauthor ol several hooks 011 the
media. while Fnmk Trot, ha<,
worked a, manager ol children's
programming at both the CBC
and TVOntario.
The book i, al,o lorcwordcd
hy Fred Penner or the children's
serie, Fred Penner 's Place.
The book focu<.es on the positive q ualities of telev1:-.ion. drawing to the reader'" atlcntion what
is wort11whilc and how it can he
utili,cd.
It even has ,omething positive

Acceptable
In contrast to other attempts at
this type 01 n..:,ource book, this is
not ,olcly the listing of acceptable viewing for children.
In a di,cu,sion lonnat it delve,
deeper into the elfects of viewing
and the learning process.
Rather t11an offering short
reviews ol TV shows and video,.
it gives an in-depth look at the
positives and negative, of
Canadian television. prime-time
television for children (separated
into age group c.ttcgorie,).
daytime television. and Saturday
morning viewing.
There arc few guide, available

Let Us Prepare Your
1992 Tax Returns
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And a FREE IGLOO
COOLER if you qualify.
Call 1-800-932-0528, Ext. 65.

Long Quiet Highway
by Natalie Goldberg
Bantam
Long Quiet ll1gl11rny is the
story of Natalie Goldberg' s personal struggle to balam:c her
desires of being both a writer and
a student of Zen.
This is not a typical autobiography, mind you . Goldberg
reveals how both Zen and writing
have shaped her life.
Her poignant memories of an
unhappy childhood and influential teachers draw the reader into
her life. From ht.:re, one can better unders tand how she left theSt·
behind to live her own way.
Goldhcrg's
two
prcviou,
hooks, WritinR /)own the Bones
and Wild Mind. are manuals for
the writer in training. Long Qwet
Higlnmv discussl.!s some of the~
techniques. as Goldherp u<.cd
them to write her other books.
Her wann . mclusivc style
makes her seem like an old
friend, and makes the book hard
to put down. The reader is left
with the profound sense of life's
continutty. which is a baslC principle of Zen. Goldberg's book is
a joyous celcbrauon of lite, and
definitely worth reading.
Louise Mills
~

SEE10U

Two Day Service
Reasonable Rates
Student Discount
Reier 3, get yours tree

Almi

Thi-. infonnativc. sometimes
even enlightening, book has
something to give to alm<ht any
reader.
You can learn what types of
programs you were force-led
during your childhood. help your
children choose their viewing
wisely. or !cam how to integrate
TV and video into your cla,sroom as an educator.
These arc only a few of the
beneltc1al treatments of this
hook Money spent to learn more
about somethmg that influences
all of us, as television docs in the
present day, will never he a
wa..,te - Elaine Saunders

j

d

ts

5.E.J.W.N. MARKEnNG

Force-fed

Zen and the art
of writing good
autobiographies

II!

mine. Speach, reading & wnting skills taught by Connne
Call· 966-8513.

i

to say about The Simpsons.
which is chronicall)' under tire
for the ills 11 cast<; on children.
(However, only certain episodes
arc given the thumbs up for
young children.)
A focus in the hook is on the
educational possibilitcs of t11e
media.
There arc many suggestions of
ways educators can encourage
children to -. ,cw quality telcvison
that might otherwise he overlooked in viewing selections.
There even is a chapter entitled
"Into
the
Classroom
and
Beyond" which speak\ entirely
on the place of television in tl1e
classroom today and the pm,:-.ibilitic, tor the future.

ki

English hourty at your ptace 'U,

LSAT - JUNE 141!1 COMING
HOME to Toronto this summer? Dunng the first week of
May our unrque six week LSAT
Preparation program begins.
This program is offe red only for
the summer exam• 1-800-567PREP (7737).
E-Z-Y WAY STORAGE 1s ideal
for business or personal use.
Weekly, monthly, yearty ren·
tals. Call tor you r storage
needs• 972-5491.

April 5 , 1993
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Evening of boredom
by Dave Briggs
Lance sports columnist
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With a song on my lips and a
houncc in my step I've finally
rcali,ed why I love this time of
the year so much.
My thoughts arc far from Lhc
NCAA ha,ketball toumaml!nt,
the u[)\:oming hockey and ba,kctball playoffs. or even the start of
the ba'ieball season My new attitude comes from waiting with
haited breath for the annual
University ot Wmdsor athletic
banquet
There it is. circled on my
calender like a goo<l friend's
birtbcla) After all. that'<, what Lhe
athletic gala has become.
Where else can you spend an
entire e\'enmg munching cheese
from a part) planer and listemng
10 a seemingly endless list of
award, 1n Lhe company of a group
of athlete, who usual I) look rcal1) uncomfortabie in their spiffiest
attire'.'
hn · t there a heller way to do
uus '
That's not 10 ,a) that the athletic banquet - or "evening of
excellence.'' as they like IO call it
- is particularly had a, banquet,
go It , u-,t a banquet. And we all
knO\\ him mud1 fun thl!y can he.
After a uiuplc of them. you get
numb 10 the whole procc,-.. c,pedally after r.:on . . urning a ,enou . .
numl'l\.•r of ,tiff dnnk, a
rcrommcndcd prcn:4u1s11e for
,uf\ i\ ing the ordeal.
Dnnkmg ,ecms to tie lhc
pnmar) mOli\'C for going in the
liN
pl ICC. Thi, 1,11·1 lhl!
Academy Awanh. It'" not like
,Ul)OllC
1!-. d)mg lrom t11e
,u,pe1he of \\ ho \\ 111 he n,uned
mak al11le1c ot the ) car
What's more fun 1:-. \\ailing to
,cc whid1 team will decide 10 gl't
hli11cd :md then spent! the re,1 ot
the
1..•\cning
making
,ure
everyone else i" well aw arl'
they're aJI heyond the hlood-alrnhol levcl required for walking.
At lca,t Lhey look like they're
having fun. After one reaJi,cs
how long it takes 10 give out one
award. the rest of the evening is
spent counting the number of
awards left to give out. and carefully calculating the e.t.e. (cs-

timatcd time: of escape).
After 10 minutes it becomes
clear lllcrc are simpl> too many
awards. and the same six people
are wmnmg them all anyway
What the) should do is bring
cacb athlete up once. hand them
all their awards, and get them off
the stage a<; quickly a'i possible.

And the winner ,s ... Irma
Granr 1 Imw, w/11/e vou're up
here rake that shopping cart full
of rroplues away with vou.
They're all vour's'
The fiN rule for culling down
the length of these things is to
keep the microphone out of lllc
hand, of the award winners. unless ,omeone is a member of that
year , designated alcohol drill
team. Then it makes for good
entertainment.
Another good idea would be 10
band out \Orne of the award,
before the banquet. We all kncm
wbo the OUAA and CIAU champions arc. ju,t mention Lhl!ir
names, don't have them all trudge
up 10 the \Lage. The major awards
:-.hows have caught on to this
idea. That', why you never actuallv ,cc them l.!1vc out Ilic
Gra.r~m) for the tx:,t adaptation
of animal noises m torl.!ign movie
soundtracks. The · do I.hat before
thl! bu.? ,how.

Lei\ be hone,t. do \\e need to
have every team represented at
the banquet! How ah<mt we just
honour ll10se which ha\'e done
real!) well. Thi, a\Cnd, the emharra,sing ,cenano or be111g
named MVP of a te.un that wa.,
l-19. I, anyone really proud to
,ay they're thl.! best athlete on Ilic
ta. . , place team in I.he league!
Every athlete already gets
recognized with a yearly award
anyway, so they arc amply rccogni,ed for their contribution to the
program
That· s a sure way to shorten
I.he program. and help it live up to
its high hilling. Then ilic banquet
could truly be an evening of excellence.
[g

Joanne Maclean gets down to coac, her team. (Lance file photo)

Interaction vital to MacLean
by Ian Kelso

Profiles

• ance sports staff

•

1n

Joanne Maclean i, on,: of

W1nd,or's most accompli,hcd
r.:oachc" and has hccn the
drnam1c forcL' behmd the
\,'.omen·, ha<.kethall team for t11c
\\'lulc ,t pla)Cr at the Unn er,il) ol :--:ev. Brunsv. 1ck she
ad111..·, 1..'d All-Canad1.1n honour...
bclorL' she began to coach at a
\',triet\ of Je\'cl\.
Beiorc coming to \\ ind,or !.he
. . pent tv.o )Car" as ass1s1ant coach
at the Uni,·er. . ily of New
Bruns\\ ick and then wem on to
r.:o.ll'h at Frcdencton High
School. While at Frcdencton ,he
coached the team to a .. AAA''
pro\'incial championship.
~fore
rer.:cnlly.
Maclean
recciwd her PhD in <;JXlrt
ManagLmcnt from Obio State.
wa, honoured for her service to
the CIAl, Women's Basketball
Coache, A,soc1ation for her work
a'i associauon president, and wa,
named OWIAA ha'ikctball coach

coaching
lhL \'Car for 1992-93.
M· ·bean' duties do not differ
g•L , . from other coachc,, but
,he does try to do ,omething a hit
d flcrcm.
"I ,pend one hour a week pl'r
athlete working on a new shot or
mm e. or Just SIi and talk to keep
Ille communication lines open."
she said.
Mad.can consider, the mo,1
po,itivc ,idc of her job 10 be in
II'tc111c1ing w1l1l her playi:n, She
says that "helping an athlete get
to their potential or goal 1s what
it'.., al I ahout for me."
Her only complaint with Lhc
coaching profession was "the
hour!. it entails, along with the
commitment for long days 10
even be a good coach."
The commitment that must be
given to ilie job also causes what
01

MacLi:an calls "the burnout !actor." This factor ,.., cau-,cd bccau"e a coach docs not ..have a
period of time where you can forget ahout coaching."
MacLean's
two
mos,
memorable coachmg expcncnce,
ocr.:urred here at Wind,or.
"Eighty-~ ·en wa!o. a memorable
sca,on, it was my third year
here," she said .., had a team that
ovcrnchkvcd."
She also believes this season
will hold a ~pecial plar.:e for her.
"It v. ill be a memorable ) ear for
me, because of the group of
players we had." She felt that the
players were extremely focu!-.ed
and they drove 1hcm,elves extremely hard.
"IWmdsorJ ha great place for
women· s haskcthall." she said. "I
can· 1 say enough about lllc opportunities I ha\ c been given at
iliis univen,ity to build this
program."
This coach hrings dynamic and
!.trong leadcr:-.h1p to her team
which will enable the program to
grow and flourish.
~

You can call us Lancers, not Lllncerettes or Lady Lancers
by Dave Briggs
Lance sports staff

Lancer, and Lanccrcttes'?
It is hard lo believe that only
six years ago the team name for
all women's varsity teams at the
I "niver,ity or Wind..,or was the
Lanccrl!ttcs.
Windsor is far from hcing the
only Canadian univcrsily to make
this sports blunder. In an age
where new sports franchises arc
taking on non-offensive, politir.:ally co1rcc1 names such as t11e
Storm, or the Lighu1ing. it's
about lime some universities
caught on.
At Acadia t:nivcrsity the
men's teams arc called the
Axemen, the women arc Lhe
Axcttcs. L.akchead has the Nor· Westers anti the Lady Nor' Wcsters. Ryerson has the Rams
and ilie Lady Rams, Alberta has
the Golden Bears for the men and

the Panck1s for Ilic women.
Laurentian u..;c:, !he Voyageurs
and the Lad) Vccs. St. Francis
Xavier has the X-Mcn and t11c
Lady Xaverians. And 111y
favorite, the Unh·crs1ty of Winnipeg, ha-; l11e Wcsmcn and lllc
Lady Wcsmen .

Lady Wesmcn'?
lsn · 1 that a contradiction'?
A lot of these
name, give the impression tliat ll1e
women·-.. program,
were an afterthought
easily rectified by
slicking "lady" in
from ol the current
team
name.
an
"ettc" after it, or
givmg them a name
they figured suited
women's teams helter, such as the Pandas.
Still. dropping Lant·ereltcs and
nammg all vari,ily teams the Lancers was not a complete solutmn
to the problem of inequity in
sports at this university. Now
women arc represented by a male
figure that was mitiated back
when Assumpllon University was

an all male inslitution.
When debating the name
change. Professor Marge Holman
says she tried to find a separate
name for the women's team, that
would be a proper representation.
The Univcrsit) of Waterloo is a
i;ood example
Its men· s ll:ams go by the
name Warriors, while the women
use the name Athena .....
De,pitc in-depl11 rc~earch, Holman say . . she could not find a
~imilar tcmalc equivalent to the
Lant·cr. She even ,uggestcd they
drop Lancers altogether, which
didn't
meet
with
much
favoumblc rcsponst' Irum her colleagues. One thing was elem,
Lanccrette had to go.
''Lancerctte was like kitchen
and kitchenette. It's somethmg
that is less significant, smaller.
Jess important," Holman said "I
u,ed to believe iliat language
didn't maucr, th,tt really it wa,

the image. Now I realize Lhat language creates the image."
Part of the problem was that
when they dropped Lancerctte.
certain women's programs were
ovcr. . hadowed by the men.
Holman says Lancer ha,;ketball has alway, hccn a"ocanted
with the men's progran1; when
the women shared the same
name they becami: secondary.
She sa) s the reverse happened
in vollcyhall. The women's team
at Windsor existed long hcfore
lllc men's program, yet will1 the
name change, volleyball became
associated with the men·s team.
Another problem is a desire by
some lo refer to women'!. te.uns
as the Lady Lancers, which Holman says is the srunc a callmg
them the Lancercttcs. She pomts
out that we don't call the men the
Gentlemen Lancers.
So what's in a name?
Apparently quite a bit.
19
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We seNice and provide supplies
for most makes and models of
typewriters and calculators.

3612 Walker Road
Tel. : 966-4311 Fax. 966-3337
1-800-265-5074
A D1v1s1on of Velkre Business Machines Inc.

LOWER~
PRICES!
NO G.S.T.
HAIR€UT-S--===--.=J
All Students

$6.99

All Others $8.99
PERMS
$39.99
Longer Hair Slightly More

WINDSOR
Ouellette Ave (at Pinc)
252-6733
Tee. Rd. E. (Westminster Plaza)
944-2321
Huron Linc Rd. (Ambassador Plaza) 252-4053
Dougall Rd. S. (Gateway Plaza)
969-6613

OPEN
MON.-FRI. - 9 AM· 9PM SAT._ 9 AM. 6

,...................,,....................,
1Fli1r~ (Jhl@im: IFll1r~ (Jhl©>im
#~

,$1.00 $1.00
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One coupon per Purchase
Coupon expires May 15/93
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Coupon expires May 15/93
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• Pho·o Copiers • Word Processors
• Fax Macl'ines • D1g1tal Scanners
• Typewoters
• Overhead Pro1ectors
• B nd ng Equ ;,ment
• Calcu alors
• Paper Cutte·s • Paper Shredders
• Pos!er Vak8i's • Lettenng Equ pment
• AM1 High Speed Pnnters
• Folders

Ifii1f:H (Jh@iQ

11111
5060
1568
3222
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A Complete Line of
Business Machines
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CFL's U.S. move ''unfortunate''
by David Gough
Lance sports staff

It

nm\ off 1cial. Sacrrunento
will JOin Ille CA.. for the upcoming foothall ,;;eason. Due to
Amen can
lahour
laws.
Sacn:unento can field an allAmcril:an tcrun for lhe 199 ~
,c.1,on. This is tcrnhle.
The CFL' s purpose ,hould he
de\'cloping Canadian-horn and
rni.,cd pla)crs. and prov1d111g a
..,tag!! tor them. Instead Ilic CFL.
\\ hich is in dire financial smuts,
has gone with a short-tcnn solution of expanding 10 the Un11ed
Suues for financial gain.
Gino Fraca,. who wa, the
legendary. long-time Lancl!r foot1s

ball • • ·

19

1986.

t·alb the CFL move to the C' S
··mo:-.t unfortunate." He said, ·· 1t •s
,ad to sec it lcxpansionl happen."
Fraca, feel, that the CFL wa-;
"a great opportunity for Canadian
kid, to develop." He fears that.
..With the lower quota,. eventually thert.! will he fewer Canadians.
ju,t the ones who arc impact
player, with ouL.,l.alldmg abilily."
He calls the CFL "a husincss.
and to accommodate the Stales.
and irKTea,c revenues. Canadians
arc being pu,hcd out." Fraca, 1s a
big tan ol the Canad1,m game.
sccmg ii as ru1 "cxcitmg game.
w11h many exciting lcatures."
,uch a, three downs. the larger

pla) mg field and the pun! return,.
Howen.r Fracas feel, lllat the
lJnited States will not emhracc
1he ( m· J. m fonn oJ foo1hall.
explaining I.hat ··u1c United Staie,
foothall tans arc hard-nosed" II
will he hard lO convert the U.S.
fans' altitude, as well as loothaJI
personnel who. according 10
Frm:a-,. "treat Canadian, a,
second-class citi1ens in the foothall world."
rraca, fed, tha1 instead ot
quo1a-. going down. they ,hould
rise He loves 10 sec Canadians
play m a Canadian league. Fracas
fcc1' that if the quotas wcrcn · t in
when he was a player for the Edmonton Eskimos. ··J would not
have had a chance to play in the
ca for eight cars n
Present Lancer coach John
Musselman feels that the expansion is ··something I do not want
to sec. however it is a fact of life.
ii was a logical move for the
CFL"
Musselman. the eternal op11mis1, secs a positive point in the
CFL expansion. in that it will
"prove Canadian kids can play
with the American players."
"It could change the attitude of
the Americans" and pro"c that
Canadians can play in their own
league as impact players. Accordmg to Musselman. "a lot of
American-.· eyes will open. a,
Canadians will prove themsel-

,cs:·
Forml!r All-Canadian Lancer
Gt.!rald Hlady. who is lighting for
a CFL ro,tcr spot. will not he affccccd b) the cxpan,ion Accordmg to his fonncr coach
Musselman. "tbe stalus for
Canadian players will not go in10
effccl for anotllt.!r couple of year,.
By then Hlady will he an established player and in a couple ot
years good. estahlished players
will ..,tay in tl1l! CFL "
On the other end of tht.!
spectrum is the fact the CFL.
teams arc in1erested m Ben
Johnson.
the -;candal-ridden
sprinter. and the Blue Bomhers
arc interestl!d in a guy who murdered his girlfriend and arc
hoping he can get a day pass to
try out for Lhe Blue Bomtx;r,
With the cxpan'>ion to the
United States and player-. \\ho
arc not readily unidentifiable to
Canadians. the CFL 1s close to
putting the nails mto ils own coffin .

The CFL should he a Canadian
league for Canadian players like
Hlad). ms1cad of a league the
Umted States will not even tak-:
interest in With two teams
named the Roughridcrs and
givmg riff-raff like Ben Johnson
an opportunit} to play. frankly I
understand why the American,
will not caich on to the Canadian
brand of flx>tball
IQ

STUDENTS
When you have a problem of an academic, administrative. or race rel ated
nature with any part of the university, its departments or units, and have
exhausted all normal grievance channels. contact:

Ii THE UNIVERSITY OMBUDSPERSON

11

You will receive independent advice in an informal and confidential way,
and where possible, a mediated solution to your problem. The
Ombudsperson has been given broad investigative p(m:ers. university-\.\ idc
access to personnel and information, an<l the authority to ask questions and
require ansv.·ers that may rc:mlvc your problem.

For an appointment ...

Sublws Ramcharan, Ph.D.
Office of the Omhudsperson and Race Relatio11s Officer
253-4232, Extension 3400
Office Hours: Mo11day - Friday I I am - 3 pm
310 Sunset Avenue
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Predicting the route to the Stanley Cup finals
C

Robert D . Way
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Lance sports columnist
..:

Ya, ya, I know the NHL
playoffs arc still a couple of
weeks away, but seeing ac;
everybody docs some sort of
playoff prediction piece, I just
thought I'd be the first. Of
course, being first docs have 1Lo;
disadvantages. Like, Jet's say I
predict the Islanders to win the
Patrick Division, and instead,
they don't even make the
playoffs at all. Oh well, as Tobias
Smollet (who?) once said, "Who
bravely dares must sometimes
risk a fall."

Adams Division
This yea,·s Adams Division
playoffs will likely showcase
some of the best hockey anyone
has seen in a long while, so you
won't want to miss a minute.
Hahs fans arc no doubt positive
the Canadiens will win the
division, and they arc right.
Quebec, Boston, and Buffalo are
all good teams, but the bottom
line is, the Canadicns are belier.

••

Patrick Division
Surely the hardest division to
decide which teams will make
the playoffs, all of which is really
irrelevant anyway. Whether it's
Washington, the Rangers, the Islanders, or New Jersey in the
division final versus Pittsburg. it
won't matter. Now that Mario is
back, none of them stands a
chance. Give the Patrick Division
to the Penguins.

Smythe Division
Not as tough a call as it has
been in pn:vious years. the
Smythe division will likely he
won hy the Vancouver C'anucks.
Calgary will provide some stiff
competition. hut without key for-

ward Gary Roberts they don't
have quite enough firepower to
take out the Canucks. L.A. and
Winnipeg are decent hockey
clubs - championship material
they· re not.

Norris Division
Probably the one everybody
around here is most looking forward to. the Norris Division
playoffs won't be a disappointment. Chicago, Detroit. Toronto
are all pretty evenly matched so
it' II definitely be a dogfight to
sec who wins. As much as I'd
like to pick Toronto or Del.roil. I
give the nod to the Blackhawks.

Wales Conference
Semi-Final

Campbell Conference
Semi-Final

Montreal vs. Pittsburg. Both
teams have had a great hockey
year, both play the same "run and
gun" type of game. The question
is, who plays it better? This style
is new to Montreal. but not to the
Penguins - they've been doing
it ever since Mario Lemieux ar1ived.
So, will Pittsburg win the

Chicago vs. Vancouver. After
getting off to a slow start to the
season, the Blackhawks have
regained their form and are playing great hockey again.
However, the team is still
having trouble scoring goals. and
even in the playoffs. you can't
win with defense alone.
Vancouver. on the other hand.
has loads of offense and although
their defense isn't as gurnJ a,
Ch1cago·s. they'll manage.
Vancouver in six.

W-al . Con .:r

l'

'mwn again:l

Yes. but 1t won·t be quite as easy
as it wa.s last year. Pittsburg 111
seven.

Stanley Cup Final
Pittsburg
vs.
Vancouver.
Wondering if anybody can stop
the Penguins, you probably
wouldn't choose Vancouver to
try. Still, I like the Canucks'
chances. and with big performances by Pavel Bure and Kirk Maclean. I think they can do it but
it's not likely. Pittsburg is as
good a team as there ha" ever
been. and the player. are out to
prove it. Although the Canucks
are far beucr than the team that
Jost 10 the Islanders in · 82. the
outcome won't he any different.
Pittsburg in six.
[g
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Undergrad, grad, faculty, staff
Everyone is welcome!
• Featuring a fine selection of domestic and
imported beer, wine & liqueurs
• A healthy lunch menu that includes soups,
fresh salads, sandwiches, kaisers,
subs, vegetarian lasagna, gyros
Mon - Fri 11 :30 am-2:30 pm
• Conference facilities
- Meeting rooms for up to 30 people
- Television, VCR, overhead projector & screen
- Easy booking procedure - just call 256-4196

Open Monday -Friday 11:30 am-1:00 am
Saturday 6 pm-1:00 am

458 Sunset Avenue Windsor
256-4196
Handicapped accessible• Operated by the Graduate Student Society

Licensed under L.L.B.O.

We solve all your problems!
EVERY THURSDAY

Jello Shots
Come in & try your
favourite flavour!
L••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• J

•r••w·--------------------------,
FREE!
•
I
I
I

! 10WINGS

:I Bring in this coupon and receive 1O
: wings (any style) absolutely free!* :
•

l

I

I

•valid after 4 p.m. Sunday through Thursday •
: Limit one coupon per customer. Expires 04/30/93 :
1

L••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~

755 OUELLETTE AVENUE
DOWNTOWN WINDSOR
(519) 256-2385
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A question
of choice
Food Services bas taken
a step backward in its
structunng of residence
meal plans.
The current system allows a student to purchase
exactly what they want to
eat. when they want to eat
it (albeit, only on campus).
The new plan will force
students to eat three full
lunches and three full dinners a week or they will
lose the money allotted to this portion of the meal plan.
The amount of money deducted for these full meals
will be the same for all students on the same meal plan.
This does not take into consideration different eating
habits or appetites.
That is, this plan ac;sumes that men eat the same
amount of food as women, that large people require the
same nourishment as those of us who are small, and that
we all eat full lunches early in the day at times when
many students attend class.
Food Services claims that it wants to encourage proper
eating habits for the students but, more aptly, it wants to
control students' eating habits.
Food Services has no right to impose how much we
should eat at meals, and when we should eat full meals.
just to fit their own administrative and budgetary needs.
It's bad enough that residence students have no choice
regarding whether or not to purchase a meal plan. Now
they will have little choice in when and how much they
eat.

University
food services'
new meal
plans will
give residents
even less
control
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equitable?
Dear Editor:

Before signing any pet1t1on or
similar document. the issue involved
- the CFS/OFS drive to eliminate the
in1ema1ional student fee differential should be seriously considered from
hoth sides.
The Ontario Graduate Association
has decided 10 fight a disproportion in
graduate student tuition fees between
Canadian and foreign students. What
they do not mention is the motivation
for such tuition differences.
Ontario students, through tuition,
pay for about 20-25 percent of the cost
of their education. The province of
Ontario covers the r~t of this c,ist.
Foreign students pay the full cost of
their education.
This is both fair and equitable. Why
should the province of Ontario subsidize the education of students out,;ide
the country? Few foreign states would
subsidi?e the education of a Canadian
student studying abroad.
Most importantly. tbe subsidization
of tuition for foreign students would
not necessarily be neutral to Ontario
students. This would more than likely
cause a significant tuition increa,;;e for
Ontario students.
The equali,ation of tuition for Ontario and non-Omario students is very
noble. Unfortunately. it will do more
to erode an already financially tight
university system. Support a quality.
Ontario education.
Eric Johnson
Chemistry and Biochemistry

lighten up
Dear Editor:

I would like to tell one of your
writers, Robert D. Way, to lighten up.
Baseball rs only just a game when you
compare it to other forms of entertainment.
In bis "From The Bteacher Seats"
article in the March 22 issue of the
Lance. Way. suggested that Barry
Bonds· new contract is ample reason
for fans to stop attending games.
This season the Tigers have set the
price of all scats at S20 or under,
bleachers are only $4 and there are
many Family Value specials where
reserved seats arc only five bucks.
Meanwhile, Red Wings tickets range
from S 12 to S36. and the Pistons' floor
seats are S 175. even though basketball
has salary caps and they only have to
pay half as many players.
How often have you spent S6 at McDonalds, S8 for a movie and then three

to four dollars a drink for the rest of
the night in some dark bar? Not only
would you spend more money than
you would for a night ·'at the comer"
(that is, Tiger Stadium). but the experience doesn't even compare to
being out in the fresh air, under the
open sky, taking in a ball game.
Let's face it, it's almost impossible
to go out without spending money. If
you don't enjoy live baseball enough
to warrant the inconvenience of opening your tightly held wallet, don't go.
Enjoy it for free on the television.
Bill Humphrey
Special B. Comm.

enlightened
Dear Editor:

I am pleased that your paper hac;
taken such an enlightened approach to
reporting on the many issues that impact the Gay and Lesbian Community.
Your editorial comments under the
heading "Grasping at Straws," in the
March 22 edition of the Lance. were
quite valid.
However, I must remark on your
choice of cartoon on the same page.
The depiction of a "Casino and Gay
Marriage pla,,a" with the not-so subtle
marque advertising Seigfield & Roy.
effectively trivialized the importance
of your editorial comment. r think that
your cartoonist should meet with Kelly
Wood. the writer of the letter to the
editor on this same page, and discuss
the real meaning of homophobia and
how it manifests itself.

born homosexual. If this is the case.
can it not be argued (from natural law)
that God created them this way? D1d
God make a mistake? Not likely. Gay
people deserve our love, respect and
support, not our fear, hatred and hostility.
Gay people are fully capable of
having loving, sexual relationshipll
with others, just as with heterosexuals.
Both are equally pleasing to the God
who Loves. If God had wanted gays to
be chaste, they would certainly no1
have been born with sex drives.
Dear friends in the gay/lesbian/bisexual community: know that
many Christians do not hate you for
who you are.
You are welcome in many congregations of our faith. On campus.
there is an independent (non-Roman)
Catholic group that meets at Iona College at 2 p.m. on Sundays that you are
invited
to
atrend.
Also.
the
Metropolitan Community Church in
town will welcome you.
Don't give up on God because of
misguided homophobic "Christians"~
Rev. Shawn P. Brennan
Grad. Student, Philosophy
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liberal-minded
Dear Editor:

I usually enjoy reading the le1tcrs in

The Lance Most of the opinions stated

are interesting, even those recent letters which have annoyed me greatly.
As a liberal-minded person, these lettl!rs arc contrary to the freedoms I
Guy Laporte believe in.
Toronto, Ont.
In the last few issues, the Lance ha<,
printed letters from "outraged Christians." Their diatribes are being spread
across the pages. I do not hate rightwing, self-righteous Christians. hut I
am opposed to their beliefs and to their
Dear Editor:
This letter is meant as an alternative program.
When I read the Lance and sec such
Christian viewpoint on the topic of
homosexual rights. I have been dis- material, it sickens me.
It disturbs me that the Lance apturbed lately by the ra,;h of ultra-conservative letters published by my pears to be giving so much space to
Chrisuan brothers and sisters on this close-minded opinions. l am opposed
to their viewpoints, but not to The
very sensitive and important concern.
At no place in the gospels will you Lance printing them.
I don't want to censor anyone, but I
find Jesus referring to homosexual
love as a sin In fact, some current cannot be quiet. I have my own
biblical scholars argue that St. John. opinions and my conscience com"the one Jesus loved," could have been mands me to respond lo those I disgay. Whatever the case, the central agree with, but I believe all opi01ons
Christian message is one of love, not should be voiced no matter how much
I disagree with them. I have to do all I
of fear, judgment or hatred.
A moral sexual relationship exist-; can to let a variety of opinions be
where the partners truly love and heard. including my own.
I am not a sinner. I just disagree
respect one another, and they honour
with
these Christian viewpoints and
one another with their bodies.
Medical science ha'i given us fair anyone who helps promote them.
James Bell
evidence to believe that gay people are

alternative
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How to get more voice for your vote
by Terry Brown
Lance editorial staff

The recent Students' Adminstrative Council (SAC) elections were disheartening and
inconclusive.
Of the 10 500 eligible voters,
just under 13 percent cao;t hallots.
The winners of the presidential
and vice presidential races were
endorsed by a mere three and
five percent of full-time students.
While the low percentages
might seem particular to this
year, with the large field of candidates, SAC executives have
had traditionally low voter support.
In the last 10 years, the SAC
president averaged a mere 829
votes.
Although
"winners''
arc
declared, low voter turnout
makes for inconclusive results.
The elected representatives in a
·'first past the post" system have
such a low rate of declared support that it gives them little indication about how students feel
about their ideas. But even if
there was I00 percent voter turnout, the elected representatives
arc still only supported by 20-40
percent of voters. The other 6080 percent have no indication if
their votes will influence the winners.
Obviously, there is a desperate
need for electoral refonn. A
clearer mandate can be achieved

AND f_\Jt.R SINC~ THA, DREADl=UL DAY
lN \915, LUTHER. REG~ETTED E\J€~

GfT-

TING INVOL\J£0 IN ORl~\(E PoltTICS.
by giving the 60-80 percent of
voters more influence.
First, to be declared the winner, a candidate should be required to gamer a majority of
votes cast (50 percent plus one
vole). This is not an unreasonahlc

requirement as a true plurality
would require over 5000 votes to
he cast for one candidate. That
would be ideal, but it's too great
a leap at this time (it should always be the goal, nonetheless).
As it is unlikely a candidate

would receive a majority of why should that voter have to
votes, especially in a large field, rank them all'? A "none of the
subsequent rounds of voting above option" should be included
could be affected by having the on the ballot so as to avoid "invoters rank the candidates on the complete" balloL<; being arbitrari1y declared a,; "spoiled." (If
ballot
The first round of balloting ··none of the above" received the
would be identical to the present fewest number-one rankings, il
system, in that the votes would would not be dropped in succeedbe distributed to the candidate ing rounds. Once a ballot reaches
ranked first. If a candidate the "none of the above" pile, it
receives a majority of votes, a would not be redistributed.)
This is a much better system
winner is declared. However, if
there is no majority consensus, a than the existing one wherein low
second round of balloting would voter support might cause our
occur. For that, the candidate elected representatives lo act tenwith the fewest number-one tatively or not at all . Or worse
rankings would be dropped from yet, representatives might take a
the race, and that candidate's bal- three percent endorsement from
lots redistributed to those ranked students as sufficient support to
second on those ballots only. pursue their platforms.
This proposal docs not directly
This process would be repeated
until a candidate received a address the problem of low voter
turnout. While giving more
majority of ballots cao;l.
Such a system would be more weight to votes might encourage
rcpresentati vc of students' wishes students lo vote, others might
Llian the current procedure. Even find it confusing. However, it is
if it produced the same winners, an improvement over doing nothat least the new representatives ing.
A long-tenn solution to inwould have a belier sense of how
the other 60-80 percent of voters creasing voter tunrout must be
found, and it should be under the
fell about their ideas.
Of course this procedure as- auspices of a SAC committee
sumes that the voters support all headed by the chief returning ofthe candidates to some degree. ficer.
New SAC members have all
This is obviously untrue, and so
opens the door to a ''none of the summer to study and implement
above" option. Thal is, if a voter alternative voting procedures, in
supports none, just one, or only a plenty of time lo run an educafew of the candidates and finds tion campaign for the October
[g
the others totally reprehensible, by-elections.

Globescope '93 helps students explore environmental issues
by Danielle Chandler, Gary
Henson, Claudia Santoro
Special to the Lance

It was not an auspicious bcgin11ing: U1c road from Windsor to
the Glnbescopc ·93 environmental conference in Dearborn,
Mich .. snaked through some of
the bleakest. rankest industrial
wai;telands imaginable. 1l wa" a
testament to the environmental
damage lo be addressed during
the weekend.
The conference, subtitled
"Processes for Sustainability Great Lakes Iniliat1vcs and Opportunities," wa<; sponsored by
the Global Tomorrow Coalition
(GTC). The GTC' s goal is to
make sustainable development
the hallmark of decision-making
in the United States by the tum of
the century. The Dearborn con-

r

fl.:rcnce i1, one in a series being
held all across the U.S.
The sustainable development
concept is geared to mcc.:ting the
needs of our generation without
compromising the planet's future. Donald Lesh, president of
the GTC, contmstcd the payoffs
from this long-tenn management
strategy with the perils of the
''Jesus Christ" method. In the latter approach. a minor problem is
allowed to become a crisis so
acute that one involuntarily exclaims ·'Jesus Christ!" before
finally dealing with it.
Noel Brown, director of the
North American Liaison Office
for the United Nations Environment Program, gave an inspiring
speech advocating proactive
citizenship in support og Agenda
21, the world blueprint for environmental action tabled at the

Earth Sunumt m Rio de Janeiro
last year. Individuals can work to
empower governments to tackJc
issues such as global poverty, a
major threat to sustainable
development. Citizen action is
needed 10 make the fast-growing
industry of ecotourism environmentally sustainable, and lo implement the Agenda 21 goal of
reducing emissions of carbon
dioxide. a greenhouse gao;. hy 20
percent by the year 2005.
One of the major issues at the
conference wao; the need for an
environmental management plan
for the Great Lakes Ba"in. Discussion was generated on topics
such as the introduction of exotic
species and fish stocking, water
quality and quantity, land use
planning, and the need to focus
on the management of local areas
first.

Richard ThOmas of ll1c
University of Waterloo said U1at
the current fisheries industry in
the Great Lakes is not self-sustaining. Almost all of the fi,;h in
the lakes arc stocked by lhe
government. costing us millions
of dollars each year. According
to Thoma,;, the stocking of fish is
not ecologically responsible. He
also spoke of the importance of
protect111g local resources before
going to alternatives which may
appear preferable and cheaper at
first glance.
The consensus that seemed to
emerge from the conference was
the need for worldwide holistic
healing, from the health problems
that plague all species and the social dislocation wrought by
economic decision-makers, to the
river systems, the food we eat
and the waste we create. It is

wi1.hi11 U1e contrnl of each and
every one of us - through our
consumer choices, our own waste
management, our perceptions of
others and our<.clves - to affect
construcuve change.
Environmental
Awareness
Week has now come and gone
but there arc numerous opportunities available throughout the
year to become infonncd and to
participate on-campus and in our
community.
As we made our way home
from the conference, through the
choking fwncs and drudgery of
Dearborn, Mich., we remembered the hopes. dreams and
dctennination of the Michigan
residents al the conference who
wanted to gain control of their
city. These citizens truly believe
that when citi1ens lead, the
leaders will follow.
~
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Arthur
Williams

lrfan
Khokhar

Debbie
Lostracco

Christine
Wright

2nd Year
Geography

2nd Year
Computer
Science

1st Year
Business

3rd Year

Evcrbody has the right to
their own behaviour, as long
as it doesn't offend others ....
Geez, I sound like a
politician!

I don't think in a public
area it is proper. I would be
offended with topless
women on campus. I am in
favour of private areas, such
as nude beaches.

I think it's disgu~Ling.
Women shouldn't have to
exploit themselves like that

Law
I don' l know why women
need to do il. but I suppose
it's every individual's
decision.
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...Before you head off into the world ...
On Graduation Day the Alumni Association of the
University of Windsor is making available a

DIPLOMA FRAMING SERVICE
AT THE CONVOCATION SITE
• ready in minutes, while you wait • high quality,
Canadian-made polished gold colour frame • total cost
~ - incl. taxes! under $50 (payable in cash, VISA, or M/C)
~

Look for our display table when you pick up your diploma
on Graduation Day in the St. Denis Centre!

Looking tor
••• excitement?
... fulfillment?
... $75 a 1Neek?

concert

April 8

~,~~ .

SPINE, Boris is Back
Hynotic Bidets, Acid Mud Flower

Look no further.
The lance has

positions Vlilh

Four bands, four bucks

and gratuitous use
of ~ and colour
available for the
1993-94 school year.
Applications for ad assistant,
circulation manager, or ad artist
will be accepted until April 12
at the Lance offices, Clark .Hall.

93

U of W honours its excellence.
Seep. 11.

~~~

University of Windsor

BC pay
hikes may
break bank.
Seep. 3.

Everyday heroics:
on riding a bike.
See centrespread.
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Campus
Rec seeks
education
gym time
by Duncan Edgar
Lance news staff

Frustrated campus intramural
participants may be getting a
break next year. Campus Recreation director Sandra Ondracka
will meet with representatives of
the faculty of education this summer to negotiate use of the it<;
gym for campus intramurals.
The gym i.., attached LO the
CAW Student Centre. and is used
hy faculty of educaoon clao:;ses
during the day. and by practising
teachers who wish to upgrade
courses at night.
Campus Rec has frequently
had difficulty in finding the space
to allocate it., programs. Activities such as fitness cJa.,ses
often \'ic with varsity teams and
the faculty of human kinetics for
space in the St. Denis Centre.
At one point Ondracka wa<;
forced to look off-campus to find
space for intramural floor hockey. It cost $1600 to rent the gym
at Century High School. with
some of the money coming from
participants.
""There is also the question of
safety because there is no Campus Police when students go offcampus for intramurals." said
Ondracka.
According to education dean
Michael Awenda. the problem is
that the faculty's daytime requirements for the gym vary
dramatically, from 30 to 60 hours
in any given week. This makes it
difficult for outside parties to
reserve day-time hours at the
same time every week.
Education professor Vern
Stenlund said that vandalism is
also a concern. During March
break, someone broke into the
gym and ripped down a backboard. The university could also
be liable if someone was injured
in the gym when there was not
proper supervision.
However, there was no indication the gym is occupied during
practise teaching. when education students get two weeks of
field experience four time a year.
Parties wanting to use the
facility must make formal application to Conference Services
in Vanier Hall. However, it is ultimately the faculty of education
that decides who get'\ to use it. KJ

Students led a march from campus to City Hall to demonstrate their fears of what free trade with Mexico will mean for the environment.

Students lead anti-NAFTA rally
Lance news staff

NAFfA brings up questions
about the nature of our society.
"I think NAFf A is ai;king us
to question what the meaning of
development is," said Mastelotto,
adding that NAFrA is also raising questions as to how we are
governed.

Students. workers and other
activists met at the Leddy Library
last Sunday for a rally against the
North American Free Trade
Agreement (NAFT A).
The rally was organized by
Lydia Starn of the Environmental
Awareness Association. along
with other interested students
such Gino Mastelotto and Judy
Remigio, who feel that the

Remigio, an activist and
graduate of the U of W. said ·'it
really makes me question if we
are living in a democracy.
"People were at the rally for a
whole variety of reasons, but I
think that a lot of people are concerned that Mexico does not have
any enforced environmental

En vi ronme ntalists,
others question
benejlls offree trade
by Mark Crane

Democracy

standards. and that we are
making a deal with someone
wbose situation is entirely
broken. I am not opposed to
trade. but I am opposed lo trading
with a country that has no enforced environmental standards,
and that does not respect human
rights." said Remigio.
Mastclotto added that the concept of the trade deal uplifting
environmental and living standards for Mexico is flawed.
"I question that we will be
uplifting them to our level. What
the hell is our level? We have
acid rain. and the Exxon Valdez
- are we going to teach them all
these wonderful things? We've

got a long way to go ourselves."
said Mao;telotto.

Objection
Remigio feels that dt.:monstrations are a good way for people
to show their objection to
NAFfA. "It's a good way for
them to meet other people who
feel the same way. and they can
work together to take more control over the process. so they
don't feel like they're all alone.
or marginalil:ed."
Remigio is currently working
with the Windsor and Essex
Coalition for Social Justice to
meet with other groups in opposition to N AFTA.
Kl
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diversions------------i
Lance calendar of events

Tuesday, April 13

Saturday, April 17

® The Detroit Tigers will open
the 1993 baseball season at
the corner at 1 :30 p.m. Wish
you were here!

If. Wayzgoose will hold a
reading at Iona College from
10 a.m. 5 p.m. All are invited.
Winpex '93 Postage Stamp
Show and Sale kicks off at 1O
a.m. at the Knights of
Columbus Hall, 1140 Goyeau
Street (near Giles). Door
prizes, etc., free e~try.
Continues Sunday, Apnl 18,
11 a.m.

There is a Kundalini Yoga
Meditation group meeting
every Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the
Recovery Bookstore. For
more info call Sheila at
252-7443.

Wednesday. April 14
"' The
Environmental
Awareness Association
closes nominations for
executive positions today at
noon. Nominations for
president, vice-president,
secretary and treasurer will be
accepted at the SAC trailer in
the EAA mail slot, and must
include a nominator and a
seconder.
§

The English Department will
host a mixer for all English
majors and Eglish graduate
students at McPherson
Lounge, Electa Hall, at 4:30
p.m.

Friday, April 16
If. The School of Visual Arts
presents its BFA Graduation
Show; 20 graduating students
showing their artistic stuff. At
the Lebel Gallery in the
School of Visual Arts.
Everyone invitedl
Student literary annual
Generation will hold its 1993
launch at the Press Club. 83
Riverside Drive West tonight.
Performance, music. read
your own short stories and
poetry.

§

If. The School of Music Grad
recitals continue, with
soprano Claudia Belsito
performing at 8:00 p.m. at the
Moot Court, School of Law.
Admission is free.

Sunday, April 18
Assumption Univers ity
Chapel hosts Mass every
Sunday at 10:30 a.m. and
4:30 p.m. Located between
the University Centre and
Huron Line.

"' You are not alone. Survivors
o1 Incest Anonymous for
Lesbian and Bisexual
Womyn meets each Sunday
from 7 • 9 p.m. at the
Metropolitan Community
Church, 3301 Edison (at
Brock). Call 948-2536 for
further information.

Monday, April 19
Final examinations begin in
all faculties except Law and
Education.

Tuesday, April 20
l

Mass hysteria as students
realize the Lance really was
finished publishing for the
year as of April 12. Mad

(photo by KIRAN PAL)

scramble for half-read back
issues to satisfy weekly Lance
addiction.

Thursday, April 22
The
Environmental
Awareness Association and

SAC
Environmental
Commissioner invite all
members of the campus
community to celebrate Earth
Day with the creation of
e nv i ro me ntally-f rie n dly
sidewalk art. Outside the SAC
trailer at 12 noon.

Wednesday, September 8
Classes begin, day and
evening, in all faculties. Field
work begins in the School of
Social Work. Summer is over.
Summer job is over. New pub
is open. Life has meaning.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------§ Socials, parties, mixers. etc.
"' Club and society meetings.

If. Visual and performing arts.

l

©

Notices, demonstrations.

Lectures, seminars, etc

EMPLOYMENT
/

-

Sports events.

:C'M SeEldNc.
l:MPLCJYMeN.. Bu,rM NOT' N&C:E:rS"J'PILY
l.OolclNG Fo~ V.C~fc ·

••

...
GAIN VALUABLE EXPERIENCE
Become a Co-op Education & Student Placement Volunteer
By donating only 3 hours a week, you will:
• Keep up-to-date regarding job opportunities
• Gain exposure to career options and potential employers
• Develop the transferable skills that.employers are looking for
• Get career-related experience
• Have a great experience to put on your resume
Positions vary from organizing a Summer Job Fair
and writing a weekly Newsletter to Administrative
Assistant and Promotion Co-ordinator.

For more information visit the CE & SP office, rm.111 Dillon Hall.
APPLICATION DEADLINE IS MAY 20H

SUCCESS
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Campus blotter

Students mourn death of education

by Teena Ward
Lance news staff

The U of W's crime statistics "match very favourably
with other universities." according to Jim Foreman.
chief of Campus Police.
Although there wa.c; a
small increase in reported incidents, Foreman feels that
students are getting smarter
about their safety. He said
the increase in reports from
last year meant there was
more awareness.
The instances of criminal
reports are down and
Foreman says Campus Patrol
is the biggest factor.
"With the high visibility
of those volunteers, potential
offenders who see them are
wary."
Campus Police extended
the escort !:>ervices when
volunteer shifts were over,
assisting l 03 students to
their destinations.
This did not prevent the
three reported sexual assaults hetween September
and March. Foreman said
that other sources may have
indicated higher figures, but
that Campus Police only addressed figures that were
reported to his office.
"I wish [sexual assault
victims) reported all instances. lf they were recorded
we could tell people about it
and make the campus safer.
We don· t have to handle the
details if the victim doesn · 1
want us to, but it would be
good to get people aware."
According to Foreman,
the year-end statistics indicate a heightened awareness
of crime that hadn't existed
in the pai;c.
Between September 1992
and March 1993, Campus
Police dealt with: 252 towed
cars, 89 parking problems.
103 escort requests, 16 liquor complaints. 91 thefts,
eight reports of breaking and
entering, 74 cases of property damage, and three sexual
assualts.
This is just a portion of
the reports gathered.
• University By-law Investigations - 342
• Assistance Related Calls

-3436
Insecure Premises - 420
Federal Statutes - 259
Provincial Statutes - 275
Miscellaneous Occurrences - 1343
• Total - 8075

•
•
•
•

by Elaine Bellio
Excalibur, York University

TORONTO (CUP) Postsecondary cducauon is dead, or
so says a York University student
group whose members buried it
last week at a mock funeral .
Students from Direct Action
dressed as the Grim Reaper and
turned a campus building imo a
cemetery to mourn the cost of
higher tuition and underfunding.
The ceremony began with a
pcrfonnance piece written by
York student Mike Wisnowski
aimed at educating students
about the suffering quality of
education.
A "politician" opened the skit
by announcing funding cuL'i and
promising that tuition would in<-Tease 10 over $4000 by the tum
of the century.
A "student activist" yelled
back. explaining that after the
cuts university enrollment will be
slashed and university services
will be less efficient. Classes will
also be overcrowded and students
will not be able to afford university, he argued.

AfLer a short argument, the
"politician" closed by saying the
country ha.'> a deficiL which has to
be paid, calling the student a
traitor, and singing "O Canada."
"It is a way of letting people
know what's going on." said
Wisnowski. "A lot of students
don· t take time to educate themselves about issues that concern
them and if they don't know
about things. they can't do anything about it."
The ceremony included a eulogy to mourn course cuts,
Ontario's latest tuition hike of
seven percent, the death of student assistance grants and the end
of York's winter-summer session. All of the students' losses
were represented by tiny graves
with tombstones.
"We're not against NDP a.,; a
government, we're just against
any fonn of hindrance against
progression and freedom of
education,"
said
Catherine
Mondragon, a student initiator of
Direct Action. "We think the
government needs constant prodding - our sole purpose will be
education," she added.
Kl

Speaker denounces "demonization" of Serbs
by Robert D. Way
Lance associate news editor

The air was tense at McPherson Lounge Friday, April 2,
a" a large audience was on hand
to take part in a discussion of the
on-going crisis in the fonner
republic of Yugoslavia.
Leading the hour-long discussion wa.s Dr. John Peter Maher,
professor of linguistics at North
Eastern lllinoi. Univ r ity. and
fonner United States army intelligence ~fficer.
In his lecture. Maher dealt
with many of the issues affecting
the Yugoslav conflict. Some in-

eluded economic sanctions, the
role of the media, human rights
violations, and the quest for
peace.
He suggested economic sane-

tions, if there were to be any at
all, should be levied against all
sides. not just Serbia. Maher also
denounced "the demonization of
Serbs" in the Western media,
which he said is being perpetrated by journalists who really
know little or nothing of the
events they are covering.
This apparent pro-Serbian
stance aggravated man)' in the
audience. a.,; evident by the number of early departures. and the
frequem challenge~ to hh claims.
Most of those protesting labelled
bis comments as "crap."
Once those wbo wished to
leave bad departed, the discus-

sion continued. Maher charged
that the much-publiciLed death
and rape camps were fake.
"I' 11 believe them when I see
them," he said.
Maher then moved onto the
subject of peace, stating that "if
you want peace. give self-determination to the people in question."
To conclude the discussion.
Maher responded to the many
questions from his audience.
Demonstrating the complexity of

the conflict, topics ranged from
past historical strife and their link
with the present, to the origins of
the Serbo-Croatian language. gJ

University pay hikes circumvent BC public sector freeze
by Andrew Macleod
The Martlet, University of Victoria

VICTORIA (CUP) - With 1uition going up again. British
Columbia students can expect no
apologies from a University of
Victoria administration willing to
hend B.C. law to serve its own.
The Compensation Fairness
Act frote all public sector
salaries over S76 000 when the
Social Credit government introduced it two years ago.
When it was repealed last July
the B.C. finance minister, Glen

Clark. sent a letter to affected institutions including UVic, requesting them not to pay
increa,;es retroactively.
..What they lUVic) did I don't
think was technically illegal."
said Ron Wickstrom. assistant to
the finance minister. ..[But) it
sure wa.,;n 't in the spirit of the
law," he said. "It probably wa,;
within the law though."
The legislation affected about
a third of UVic faculty and administration.
An editorial in Monday
magazine last summer accused

the university of paying the
amount of the illegal increases
imo a fund to be paid out later.
Bob Worth. UVic's acting \i<'e
president of finance. said there
was no hidden fund.
"In fact, at that time, the increases had been budgeted." said
Worth. The increases were
budgeted while the Act was in
place. and then paid out retroactively after its repeal.
"I think it's a real slap in tbc
face for students thaL the university placed that kind of priority
on people who earn more than

S79 000." said Kelly Greenwell.
director of services for the UVic
Students' Societ)'.
Greenwell said he believes the
amount of increases paid out
retroactively are equivalent to the
revenues expected from this
year's tuiuon in<-Tease.
..If the
universit)
made
sacrifices in other areas the tuition hike could have been
avoided," he said.
He also said since the freeze
wa.5 pro,ince-wide. UVic was;
not falling behind the provincial •
industry standards.
gJ

~BIG SALE• WHAMMY CHEAP STUFF • BARGOONS • EVERYTHING
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Before you leave... Stop by Campus
Wearhouse and pick up your cool --t
university garment to wear this G)
Q
summer!
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THANKS FOR YOUR PATRONAGE-

~
Custom Designed University Clothing
~ 2053 Wyandotte Street West, 977-5921

•

HAVE A WONDERFUL

SUMMER!
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Environmental club looks to build on successes
by Tran Longmoore
Lance news editor

Thanks in part to an injection
of new blood and the appointment of envirorunent commissioners
to
SAC,
the
Environmental Awareness Associauon (EAA) members were
rejuvenated.
According to EAA executive
member, Gino Mastellotto, 199293 was the group· s most exciting
year since its inception four years
ago.
"In the first year everyone was
real excited because it was something new. After that the excitement died down until this year.
This year everyone has been so
positive, and it shows when you
look at all of the projects we have
finished and began." said Mastellotto.
The EAA has been consistently active since the beginning of
the year. Starting with the leaf
composting drive in October. the
group has been gaining positive
feedback from the community.
"People arc used to seeing
drunken students trash their
neighbourhood.
They
were
surprised to sec students raking
the leaves off of their lawns.
When people notice us, it gives
us the chance get our message
across, to make people aware,
which is really what the EAA is
all about."
A fairly small group of volunteers raked over 1.5 tonnes of
leaves that were later to be composted.
The group abo promoted Junk
Mail Return Day and a petition to
replace current photocopiers with
new models that are able to use

both sides of a piece of paper.

The EAA also hosted the U of
W campus Enviro Week, which
was. highlighted by films such as
Silent Spring, a profile of Rachel
Carson, who opened the eyes of

Western white civilization to environmental issues. Also featured
wa,; a documentary called Deadly

Deception: We Bring Good
Things to Life, which blasts
General Electric's involvement

with nuclear weapons.
Enviro Week, which also included Bike Night and a speech
by Liz Armstrong ("Stop the
Whitewash"), concluded with the
Environmental Conference. The
March•27 event was the best-attended conference yet, attracting
more than 50 people during peak
hours.
"We're beginning to learn how
things get done and things are
getting bigger and better every
day," said Mastellotto.
He credits the group's success
to a dedicated volunteer core, the
creation of SAC environmental
corrumss1oners, and alliances
with other community activist
groups. The EAA has made a
habit of co-sponsoring events
with unions and social justice
groups.
"Many of these groups have
been given invitations by the corporate world to have their say in
what goes on. It's time to write
our own invitations and crash the
party and it is a lot easier to kick
in the door when you've got a lot
of feet.," said Mastellotto.
He hopes that the friendly relations between SAC and the EAA
continue through the years.
"Having environmental positions on SAC forces them to
recognize us. They just can't
brush us off," said Mastellotto.
The commissioners, Jennifer
Jackson and Chris Sheridan. have
been working ardently to implement a recycling program that
has been facilitated by a $ l O000
grant through the Environmental
Partners Fund.
"The government is beginning
to open its eyes to the problem,
which in tum is making it a little

easier for us to make other
people aware," explained Jackson.
Jackson also credits SAC for
being supportive throughout the
year.
''It was SAC that applied for
the $10 000 grant and the finance
deparunent has been extraordinarily helpful in helping us to
keep the finances in line."
Along with a new recycling
program, Jackson and Sheridan
are planning to bring blue boxes
to the residences.
"We're going to place blue
boxes on every floor and have
volunteer enviro-reps responsible
for the program on each floor,"
explained Jackson.
Jackson is looking forward to
the upcoming school year, but
has a lot to do in the meantime.
April 22 is Earth Day and the
commissioners are planning to
decorate the campus with
sidewalk art. They arc also planning to examine environmental
studies courses to see what can
be added or updated to the curriculum.
The EAA will spend the summer reconstructing their constitution because of the growing pains
they have experienced this year,
says Mastellotto.
"We want to take what is good
and make it better. We also have
to learn to court the media if we
want to make the public aware of
the situation. Bui most importantly, we have to make sure that
everything we did this year
doesn't get lost when old volunteers are replaced hy new volunteers. We don't want to have to
rediscover fire everytimc we pass
the torch."
~
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•we Light The Night With Colour•

BY

NEON KNIGHTS

I

Choice of 12 Colours
Also Available ...
Ground Effects - Spoilers
Neon Licence Frames - Tinting

COMPLETE CAR CARE
$51 Interior Shampoo• $25
Engine Shampoo • $65 Two
step Polish and Wax• Fabric
Guard • Paint Sealant
We Want Only One Kind of Customer ... SATISFIED!

783 Wyandotte St. East, (rear) Horwitz Plaza 252 - 6087 :

•.....•......•.....••...................•.•••...........•...•....

Attention Students!
Riverplace off-campus resulence
RESERVE YOUR ROOM NOW
FOR SEPTEMBER 1993!
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Excellent location - 245 Detroit Street
5 minute walk to U of W campus
Furnished, clean, comfortable rooms
Fridge & phone jacks in all rooms
Captain's beds with storgae drawers
Lounge with satellite & cable TV
Exercise and games room
Private study rooms
Parking & laundry facilities
$279 & $399 including utilities

Call 255-1697 or 254-4577, 10 am - 8 pm

I
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Lill's Sisters

--

Windsor Feminist
Theatre presents
a look at Native
cultural genocide
by Sarah Atkinson
Lance arts staff

A point of frustration for nonNatives is the lack of creative articulation about what a white
person can possibly say about
racism and, in particular, racism
against aboriginal peoples.
A theatre production that has
broken through that frustrallon is
Canadian playwright Wendy
Lill's Sisters, currenUy showing
at The Capitol Theatre and
produced hy Windsor Feminist
Theatre.
The play chronicles. in nonhncar fashion. the experiences of
Sister Mary. From her youth.
before she becomes a novice in a
Catholic order of nuns; her years
as a sister and teacher at an Indian residential school in the
1950s; and finally her life after
the school is closed, when she
then deals with the aftennath of
1S years of residential school.

I

Through a series of vignettes
that swiLch back and forth between three frames of reference,
we sec. in her character. the
transformation
from
piety.
naivete, and good intention to
bitterness, authoritarianism and
depression.
Sister Mary docs not find
resolution; she is not freed from
the pain of her confusion and disillusionment.
Director Tory James. whose
early experiences in a nun-run orphanage arc reflected in Sisters,
has worked with an obviou'>ly
sensitive cast Lo proi.uce a piece
which begins to articulate the
complexity and the impossiblility
of consciou'> resolution. of the
fallout of hurtful cultural practices.
Sisters opens a challenging
dialogue to all of m, - Native or
not - who inhabit a country that
has seen the cultural genocide of
its aboriginal people.
[Q

Planned local newspaper to address gay issues
by Sarah Roebuck
Lance arts editor

Windsor will soon sec the
monthly publication of its own
gay,
lesbian and
bisexual
newspaper.
Initiated by the Henry-Hollister Group, Ganymedia will fulfill a journalistic need the city
has failed to accommodate to
date.
"We need a newspaper in
Windsor that actively addresses
issues that are directly related to
the gay and lesbian lifestyle,"
said publisher James Henry.
"We're looking at a circulation

for Ga11.v111edia in Toronto, Lon-

opm1ons and specific issues ...

don, Windsor and throu ghout the

take

Detroit and Chicago corridor. We
would then be able Lo exchange
ideas with that whole market."
There has been a growing need
for a ga)', lesbian and bisexual
forum in Windsor. As border
cities arc more prone to ''infenorily complexes," interest
groups and minorities in Windsor
may have been too afraid to
"come out of the closet."
The publication of Ganymedia
may help facilitate the process of
disseminating infonnation and
uniting gays all over Windsor.
"We want to focus on news.

Henry. "so that anvone could
pick up the paper and learn, be
informed. and enjoy it."
An arts section. headed hy
Toni Rai, will include art work
and reviews of books, movies
and art shows.
"There won't be a specific emphasis on gay art," said Rai.
"Everybody appreciates art. A
gay lifestyle is only one variety
available to people, and art is a
part of that."
Ganymedia.
the
perhaps
esoteric title of the newspaper, is
a combination of two words

a

polit1cal

<:tanrl."

saio

which the editorial staff agreed
would he indicauvc of their
specific position and prqjcctive
audience Ganymede and
media. In Greek mythology. U1c
chief god Zeus fell in love with
Ganymede, the son of a
shepherd. Zeus Lransforrned himself into an eagle. captured the
young man. and placed him in
Olympia
where
Ganymede
remained. A sincere mythological tale of homosexual love, this
story dcmonsLrates the presence.
impact and acceptance of samesex pairings found in our cultural
psyche, whose symbols contribute meaning to the archetypes

wilh which we arc all familiarc:.. .~~
The first issue will he ready

for release on June 2. in time for
previews of Gay Pride Week.
Jr you arc interested in conLribu ting articles. opinion pieces.
or columns. or if there arc any issues you would like addressed
letters
may
be
sent
to
Ganymedta, P.O. Box J.t7. address 225 Wyandotte Street East,
Wmdsor, N9A-3HS. or calls will
be received at 977-9905 for
James Henry.
The deadline for submissions
for the first is'>ue will he May 19.
Discretion is guaranteed, and
openness encouraged.
[g

Afourfold art show
by Leo Ogata
Lance arts staff

Traditionally, we think of displaying artworks in gallery space
designed for that purpose. The
lucky among us arc able to own
and show pieces in our homes.
The favourite spot in most houses
is the refrigerator door.
On campus, art among us tries
to exhibit works by university artists and works owned by the
university. 1t attempts to use
more common venues for exhibition. It has brought another show
to the Atrium.
We arc presented a sampling
of art from four different
pcrspecti ves: the work of Christine Bisctto, Jordan Massengale,
Mandy Salter, and Genevieve
Verhaegen.
Verhaegen's Observation suggests a seaside view of blue
water, a seashell, and a lifeguard
post. Her piece King ·s Hwy. No.
3 ( sunday) captures impressions
about the drive along that road-

way. It mixes metaphors about
c~s pieces and a bowl o( fruit.

Mandy Salter's works are
framed prints. Umque Print is a
blue grey shape reminiscent of a
Roman column agamst a brown
background.
Christine Bisetto's Lemons
and Stool has an unusual shape
resisting the urge to be square or
rectangulru- Her Metal Bo).es is
noteworthy for the texture given
to the green foreground suggesting an organic association.
Jordan Massengale' s pieces
arc the only sculptures amongst
the four artists. Mallet, Punching
Bags, and /11-Line-Skote are all
larger in scale than their
namesakes, elevating their fonn
above the banal. The soft metal
used in the pieces imply a
weathered appearance.
The offering here is a
reasonable view into up and coming talent. The possibilities for
larger venues still loom on the
horizon for these four artists.
The show can be seen in the
third floor, Atrium, of the Odette
Business Building. It runs from
April 2-16.
IQ

SAINTS ALIVE! All Saints' Day will appear at Buzz's Bar and Grill April 16, and at Calttornia's April 25.
While the band may look relaxed in their promo photo, on stage their show is teemng with intensity.
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Classifieds

I

SERVICES

WANTED: MOTIVATEO bass
gu1tanst with lead vocals to do
ong1nal matenal. 948·4518.
SUMMER JOBS. $5000$20 000. House painting for
yourself, not for a company.
New videos and books teach
everything 1·800·2-MANAGE.
COMPUTERIZED INCOME
tax returns. Inexpensive. fast
and effecient service. Software
and printing, approved by
Revenue Canada. Pick-up and
delivery can be arranged. Call
Ted at 252-0789
$1.25 PER PAGE TYPING. Es·
says, theses, reports. resumes.
term papers, manuscripts,
graphs, charts, etc. Accurate,
professional. fast service and
low pnces. Laserprint1ng avail·
able. Call 979-1575 or 735·
7988.
TAX RETURNS PREPARED.
Student rate: $20.00 for baSJc
retun. Call Jim for appointment
at 977-9905. Any day. Almost
any time.

GREEKS U CLUBS

RAISE A COOL

s1,ooo.oo
IN JUST ONE WEEK!
PLUS $1000 FOR THE
MEMBER WHO CALLS!
And a FREE IGLOO
COOLER if you qualify.
Call 1-800-932-0528, E.xt. 65.
ESL TEACHER: LEARN
English hourly at your place or
mine. Speech, reading & wnt·
1ng skills taught by Connne.
Call: 966-8513.
LSAT - JUNE 14111 COMING
HOME to Toronto this sum·
mer? Dunng the first week of
May our unique SIX week LSAT
Preparation program begins.
This program 1s offered only for
the summer examl 1·800-567PAEP (7737)

I

A veritable cornucopia of spring ditties

HOUSING

FOR RENT: 2 BEDROOM
apartment, five minute walk to
campus. Available May 1,
1993. Call and leave message
for J1m Lovell anytime, 977·
2614.
NEEDED: someone to take
over lease for 1 bdrm apt. 'Ill
Dec '93. Near U of W
$608/mth. (negotiable). In·
eludes utilities and parking! Call
253-1360.

by Darrin Keene
Lance arts editor

Where 10 start?
This is the question I keep ru;k.ing myself There is a cornucopia of amazing new spring
releases that are ushering in the
new sea,;on. Unfortunately. there
1s an even larger amount of superfluous sugar-coated swill t11at
is heing spewed out. This article
will cover hoth areas.
First things first. Last week, I
mentioned the latest Sbonen
Knife release, noting that It
didn't stray far from the typical
Shonen Knife sound. What I
failed to mention is that most of
these songs arc re-recordings of
old Knife singles. Where was my
mind'?
Most likel}. it wa,; diverted hy
the funky beats and enticing
lyrics of Basebead. Led by
How2rd University film graduate
Michael Ivey, Basehead emphasi,es a low-key new school
rap sound that literally almost
evaporates out of the stereo s:rstem.
Not In Kansas Anymore
(Imago) is the band's second
rclc~e. hut it remains within the
territory that the dehut Pia\' Wah
Toys established. Incredibly
funky heat<; (which are created au
narurelle courtesy of drummer
Brian Hendrix) mix with Ivey's
laidback but oh-so-cynical lyrics.
Might it be added that Ivey
portrays an intelligence that other
male rappers either do not have
or don't care to expose. While be
plays the pure hedonist on tunes
like "I Need A Joint" and "Do
You Wanna Fuck (Or What)?".
Ivey also displays a social awareness that many olbt:r rappers fail
to realize.
Early on in me album. he dedicates a two-second blast of noise
to ··me problems that the white
male faces in America today."
And how many rappers will attack police brutality (··Brown
Kisses. Pt Too") and hlack-onblack violence ("Greener Pastures") on the same alhum. Only
a handful come to mind.
Given. Ivey may not have the
most affirmative voice in the rap
world. but his mellow lyricisms
make more sense to me when
compared to those of Sir Mix-ALot or The Geto Boyz(A).
I will be the first to admit mat
Arrested Development wac; a

refreshing alternative when it
first appeared in the mainstream
hip-hop scene. The hand's
spirituality and belief in ha.sic
human values separated it from
most of the ,;tandard gangster rap
that monopoli,ed rap music.
This is not to say that gangster
rap is bad. Hell. if I came from
the same socially and economically deprived environment that
most gangster rappers came
from, I'd probably share their
ideals.
But not all rap outfit<; come
from this environment. and a little variety is desperately needed
in the rap scene.
Along with Disposable Heroes
of Hiphoprisy, Arrested Development have proven that the rap
world also bas a social conscience
With Unplugged (Capitol). I
have become disillusioned with
the hand. Previously reserved for
mainstream dinosaurs like Paul
McCartney and Eric Clapton. the
M1V Unplugged series has al·
lowed artists to demonstrate their
musical virtuosity in acoustic settings.
A few artist,; excepted. the
series has heen a nostalgic reflection on the pac;t glories of those
involved. Arrested Development
ha.., released one album. yet tlle
band is already reha-;hing the
songs from mat alhum on this
acoustic relea,;e.
It wouldn"t be such a shame if
the songs were actually cleverly
reinterpreted, like what Clapton
did with bis half-tempoed shuffle
version of ''Layla." What rapper/band leader Speech and the
rest of Arrested Development do
with their songs is merely replay
them with less dynamic texture.
Add a B-Side's wortll of instrumentals and a few selfrighteous statements, and what
you get is a bitter disappointment. If anything, this band has
arrested their development with
Unplugged (C-).
LL Cool J is a rap artist who
uses his Unplugged performance
to full effect. Utilizing little more
than his voice and a stripped
down rhytllm section, Cool J's
riveting rendition of "Mama Said
Knock You Out" could send
chills down George Foreman's
spine.
Say what you will about his
hedonistic
ways
and
his
mainstream stature, but be is one

of the most versatile rappers
around. He can easily shift from
a gangster attitude to a smoother
jack-swing style. 14 Shots To
The Dome (Def Jam) confirms
this.
The sound doesn't stray too far
from me minimalist. pseudohardcore grooves that producer
Marley Marl focused on during
Cool J's lac;t release, Mama Said
Knock You Out. As tlle old
saying goes. ··don't fix what ain't
broke." For LL Cool J, such a
philosophy works (A-).
The Prodigy is a techno oufit
that
combines
Italo-House
flavourings with hyperactive
dance grooves. On Experience
(XL). the hand flaunts this combination to me point of overkill
Fortunately. it employs a wide
variety of sound effects and pop
hooks. thus maintaining an accessible but nonetheless intriguing
sound (B+).
Tha same cannot be said for
Finitrihe, whose new release An
Unexpect.ed Groovy Treat (One
Little Indian) is anytlling hut.
Standard tecbno grooves figure
prominently in Finitribe's music.
The only worthy track on Treat is
"Come And Get It," which
cleverly
incorporates
voice
samples from the film adaptation
of Umberto Eco's The Name of
the Rose (C).
Monster Magnet generated
considerable praise for its 1991
release, Spine of God. The band,
which flaunts its excessive ~ys,

is the Black Sabbatll that even
Black Sabbath never wanted to
be.
The Magnet's major-lahel
debut, Superjudge (A&M), is an
aural sludgefest. The band's
music epitomizes all that is evil
in this world. Elements of
psychedelia, blues, grunge and
grindcore all masterfully converge in tllis tightly-knit package.
As for the lyrics, who cares?
Anyone who takes this band
seriously is heing over-analytical.
Essentially, Superjudge is a
refreshing and cathartic bout of
auditory mayhem that challenges
tlle anal-retentive nature of our
society (A).

The God Machine could take
a few lessons from Monster Magnet. While members of the Magnet are content to revel 111 their
various vices anti indulgences.
the Got! Machine's members opt
to lose tllemselves in masturbatory lyrical and musical explorations that would make Sting
blush.
The result of the God
Machine's strenuous efforts is a
debut alhum that gives new
meaning to the saying "don't
believe the hype." Scenes From
The Second Story (Fiction) is a
self-indulgent,
noise-infested
voyage into the depths of mundanity.
Dull, distorted guitar riffs and
generic drum beats dominate tllis
release. If you can bear listening
10 sixteen minutes of endless
guitar drone on the pinnacle track
··seven." men you need 10 get out
more (D-).
For pure industrial overkill.
one need look no further man tlle
self-titled effort from Peace,
Love and Pithulls (Nettwerk).
Distorted sound samples. thrash
guitars and half-tempo jack.hammer drum heats are the standard
fare here.
To quote Dana Carvey's
··Church Lady" character: isn · t
that special? I guess it is.
provided you've never beard an
industrial band like KMFDM or
Skinny Puppy hefore. Otherwise.
Peace, Love and Pithulls is merely a clone band that most likely
will be forgotten in a month or
two (C).
Considerable hype is being
directed towards tlle major lahel
debut by Quicksand. Slip
(Polydor) is replete with lurching guitar riffs and skeletal
rhythms.
The New York-ba,;ed quartet
has its roots in the city's hardcore
scene, which explains the band's
penchant for loud volumes.
Musically,
comparisons
of
Quicksand
to
D.C.-hased
hardcore heroes Fugazi are inevitable.
Lyrically, Quicksand overindulges in violent imagery while
making a futile attempt to say
sometlling profound. Like most
of its hardcore comrades. the
band merely reha,;hes standard
gloom-and-doom themes mat
have become quite tiring over the
years. Thankfully, the music on
Slip drowns out tlle lyrics (B). ~

... Before you head off into the world ...
On Graduation Day the Alumni Association of the
University of Windsor is making available a

DIPLOMA FRAMING SERVICE
AT THE CONVOCATION SITE
• ready in minutes, while you wait • high quality,
Canadian-made polished gold colour frame • total cost
incl. taxes, under $50 (payable in cash, VISA, or M/C)
Look for our display table when you pick up your diploma
on Graduation Day in the St. Denis Centre!
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Buttholes now surfing
•
on a mainstream
wave
Independent Worm Saloon
Butthole Surfers
Capitol

by Mark Crane
Lance arts staff

This crazy Texan band has put
out a new record, their first with
a major label. Capitol Records
has in the Buttholes a band which
has released several albums, most
on the fiercely independent
Touch and Go label, as well as
releases on Alternative Tentacles
(owned by Jello Biafra and also
fiercely independent).
Riding the success of their last
release Pioughd, especially the
single ''Hurdy Gurdy Man," they
must have impressed someone in
the industry who thinks that they
can sell a lot of records.
The irony in the marriage of
the B uttholes and Capitol
Records is evident upon opening
of the cassette.
The record company placed a
public service announcement in
the liner notes which reads:
''AIDS: Another Way Drugs Can
Kill."

This from the band that has
claimed in interviews that a day
in the life consists of waking,
doing like 50 bong bite;, and playing music in their kitchen, which
doubles as a recording studio.
Following in the fooL<;teps of
other Texac; bands, like the Thirteenth Floor Elevators in the
'60s, the Buctholes' music cries
out for a heavy dose of LSD.

Independent

Worm

Saloon

starts out a little bit lame. The
first four songs sound like
average hard rock ballads. After
that. we get a taste of real Bu..tthole craziness. In the song
"Chewin· George Lucas' Chocolate." a man is pulled over by a
state trooper and this dialogue
ensues:

State Trooper: "What'cha
doing?"
Man: "Chewin' Chocolate."
State Trooper: "Where'd ya
get it?"
Man: "Doggie dropped it."
From there it continues to
degenerate into lots of noise and
strange lyrics, tunes that any
fonner B utthole fan would be
proud to include in their music
collection.
The release ends with "Clean it
Up," a mix of someone puking
(in smashing realism) mixed with
distorted neo-psychedelic guitar,
and incomprehensible mumblings for which the B uttholes
are famous. A fitting end to an
exasperating hour of fear and terror.
Is this the beginning of a long
and fruitful relationship between
the Buttholes and the major
labels?
It is hard to say, but based on
the major labels' record, including dumping Ice-T when the
going got rough, if the Buttholes
don't sell a whole bunch of
records, their contract will be
quickly ended.
On the other band, perhaps the
record industry is opening up to
acts that provide something different from the average fare and
aren't the bad guys that some
would have us believe they are,
trying to control society by
PJ.QJ.DQ.UAg,
establishm~
music and excluding anything
that doesn •t push the status quo.
I doubt it, and I doubt we'll
see another Butthole release on
Capitol.
~
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Congratulations to all students & best re~ards to tlie 1993 Graduating Classes.
Glad we were able to belp you ~et there. For information on routes, timetables
or bus charters, please call {519) 944-4111.

IT'S BEi I ER
O N THE BU S.

Easter Special
TCI 486 DX-33 MHz System
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Intel 80486 OX-33 MHz CPU
128K Cache Memory
Math Co-Processor
2 Mb RAM
14" Super VGA Monitor 0.28 dpi
Super VGA Graphics Card
105 Mb Hard Disk Drive
1 .2 or 1 .44 Mb Floppy Drive
IDE HD/FD Controller
2 Serial, 1 Parallel and 1 Game Port
101 Key Enhanced Keyboard
Mini Tower Case

FREE Mouse
&Pad

$1 4g g

FREE
PROGRAMS

/

e

Thursday April 15
I OAM-2PM *lQ§}JJ!j§.

u OF WINDSOR BOOKSTORE
Your last chance to order before graduation!
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CIS

by Mark Buckner, Andy Convery, Pat Dunn, Gino Mastellotto, Craig Noren

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

AUTO-EROTICISM:
cOCJOo000:0,0 0,0 0,

an obsessive pnvileged
desire for the rhythm of
petroleum-fuelled internal
combustion engines and
the concomitant speed of
motton produced.

THE DOOR PRIZE:
')_l),()0,00,0 00 OC

t

' " - ~ - ~what liappens when the
driver-side door of a
parked car suddenly
opens in front of an
oncoming cyclist. One of
riders' worst fears.

ROAD ACNE:
,c,- 00 o,o-o,o_.o,o-0!(

The mynad of blemishes
one encounters on
Windsor streets, from
ore-puncturing bumps to
cavernous quarries known
to swallow the occasional
commuter.

-.

SUICIDE SQUEEZE:
.0:-00.0<) Oo00-0:0-0

Finding oneself stuck
between two converging
walls of vehicular metal,
such as being caught
between a bus and a hard
place.

ROAD RASH:
-0-0-0 0-0 0,0 0-0

°"'

A skin condition acquired
by a cyclist becoming
intimately acquainted with
the asphalt. Often follows
face-plant. Topical cure
for road rash:
1) Intelligence;
2) Balance;
3) Tires;
4) Sobriety.

April is here and the calender heralds the

beginning of a new seasonal cycle. Spring's arrival means it ' s time for a bicycle tune-up or
the purchase of a new/used bike.
Windsor graduate student Pat Dunn is no
fair weather cyclist. He rides the 14 kilometres
from his Riverside home to school all year
round. Winter's icy chill is just one of the
obstacles he encounters as a cyclist in
Windsor. Others on his list: careless motorists
on Wyartdotte who freely give the "door
prize." bumps and crevices that scar the surface or the road. lungfuls of cxhausr. playing
tag ~ith buses. and the general hostility of
motorists towards cyclists
Chemistry professor Phil Dutton is another
who braves these hazards. cycling 26
kilometres from Belle River. He offers some
of the benefits of getting to the university by
hike: "Cycling is an excellent aerobic exercise
and a great form of stress relief. And a tank of
gas lasts me a month."
While Dunn and Dutton cite the physical
and psychological advantages of cycling. they
regret the fact that cycling is discouraged and
scorned. and therefore the means or trc..nspon
least taken. Their sense of alienation is a common one in a culture geared to automobile dependency. This North American phenomenon
manifests itself intensely here in Canada's
automotive heartland.
The dream that sees cycling becoming a
safe and viable mode of transit is not an impossible vision. In fact. the realization of this
dream has become essential. Check out the
box on this page for some of the facts on our
ever-growing automobile dependency.

Without even mentioning the thousands of
deaths annually in motor vehicle accidents, it
is clear that the costs of our continued addiction to cars arc too much for society to sustain.
And while the enormity of the problem may
seem overwhelming. we can start by looking
in our own backyard here at the U. of W.
Furthermore. how do the U of W parking
woes and bicycling go together? The ill-fated.
unfocused and rushed bus referendum notwithstanding, the unive,sity has been operating with a so-called "bulldoze and pave··
approach to the fearful parking dilemma; an
attitude and method that at once feeds the
dangerous and destructive fascination with the
automobile.
Planners and developers know that expandmg parking area docs not stem the demand for
parking; instead, people who have access to

"Each tim, a clrivM makes a trip by bicycle
instead ofby automobile, not only the cyclist
bm society n a whole rtaps the ~nefits. One
of the greatest mmiu of the 20th cenluly {$

that around the globe, vast amounts ot sfk;#t
priceless things such as land, petroleum, and
clean air have been relinquished tor

.moto.riza.tion - and y.i mostpeople in 'the

world will mwer own an automobO.."
- Marcia D. Lowe
• Automobile •missions are the number Oil$
cause of air pollution, and cause an
estimated 30 000 deaths annuaffy in the U.S.
~ percenloT'Uie urtiinspace 1n tne lJ.S. 1s
devoted to roadways.
• Average American male spends 4 hours a day
driving his car or prep.1ring to do so.
• Number of bikes that can be produced for the
energy and resourees it tak.s to buftd one
medium-sil;ed automobile: 100.
• Losses of productivity due to lung or heart
disease, increased medical costs. and crop
losses or property damage caused by
automobile pollution take a loft that has been
tabulated by researchers at the University of
California at up to $200 billion.
• 54 percent o1 Americans live less than Smites
from their job place.
• Percentage of Arnerieans who commute by
bike: 1.67. in Japan: 15 percen~ Gronin~
Netherland!: 50 percent, Tianjin, China: n
percent.
• Although bikes outnumber cars 2 to 1 in the
world, only 2 percent of traffic deaths involve
bicyclt$; 90 percent ~sutt 1rom coffisions
with cars.. When bibs and cars are given
their own space, the risk of death is 500 times
greater in cars;. (World Watch Institute)
• Av«age cos~ In years. ot personal income, of
an automobile in developing countries: 30. Of
a bicycle: 0.5 •
• Equating~lori&S to guolinet number of
miles per gallon that oould bt travelled by the
average cydi$l: 3000.
• There are more than 3 million bwicles and 2
million cyeli$1$ in ontario.
• 6 percent of Ontarians {460 000) over the age
of 15 use bicycles for primary transportation.
• 6 percent of Ontario individuals use bikes as
theirprimary mod• of transportation and save
an tstimated 156 million titJff of oil a ytar or
i1s million.
• Ontario utilitarian eydista reduce the amount
o1 pollutants by an estimated 80 000 tonnes,
by not drivmg cars.
• Aperson riding 6 kitometresi 3 times a week
is main&aining Rtness canada'sminimum
fitntss tevet.
• The city of PaJo Altoi California, requirff each
new commercial building to have one ,hower
for tVfK'/ 10 000 $C1Uafe feet and one bike
lock&r for every 1o car spaces.

motor vehicles feel freer to rely upon thcm:EL·
a way to go. The U of W's sad parking sag~o,,,
adequate evidence of this.
J)'le t
The campus should be made friendlier nght
cyclists and the bane of motorists who h!Bsily
ready alternative means of commuting; Id ov
cling being but one example of alternal.
ways of transport. mass transit and car-pooli
being others.
So what could. should and is happening EL·
campus to make it cyclist friendly'! Some st~ 0
have already been taken. Bike racks rnsta~gra
--a:ro-unel campus (with more to come) h~gs 1
been a commendable first step. Perhaps !ay, 1
best of all possible worlds would sec shd~ to
over the new racks. bike rooms in all cam~use
buildings, bike lockers that can be rented y nee
ly (and just think of how many would fit 11
one parking lot). showers and lockers
cycli<;ts, and at least one main east/west E-F
north/south anery closed to automobilcs~ 1
give cyclists the right-of-way. Dream on? n
Well. how ahout preferred parking for n, u
poolers (this actually exists at the big yac
manufacturers). a rehash of the bus pack.lsiv,
for city dwellers with an opt-out clause as wk tas looking at more innovative solutions. sw
as bike/transit combinations? The Univcrs1
could work in cooperation with the City H.
Windsor to promote alternate modes TEi
transportation (do I hear bike path?).

J

The Windsor Bicycling Committee is an\~

colen

visory committee of City Council. The
mitree includes 12 citizen members. as well ov,
a City Councillor and the representatives o s c
number of City departments. Its mandlllthe
states that: "Its purpose is to enhance 1i-na
safety and viability of bicycling. As well. d 1
acts as an advocate for the growth of bicyclilun
as a form of recreation and transportation~~
is affordable, energy efficient, non-pollutiJ
quiet. and promotes fitness."
The committee uses as its guide the Bicy
Use Development Study, adopted by Wind! LS
City Council in 1991. The study include{E~
master plan for a city-wide system l"CJ
bikcways. with a timetable that would
have to be described as ambitious. The stu~e
recognizes, however. that it is not enoughlac
just sit back and wait for the City to build I .n
hikeways. It recommends the Commit!
adopt the .. four E's" approach: Enginccri c
Education, Enforcement and Encouragcment1
Up until now. "engineering" has bci
limited to the fcw miles of bike paths whi
have been built moslly in city parks.

mf.~·

;r

"It is not a question of
choosing between 'modern
growth' and 'traditional
stagnation.' It is a question
offinding the right path of
development, the middle
way between materialist
heedlessness and
traditionalist immobility, in
short, of finding 'Right
Livelihood."'
- E.F. Schumacher, Small is Beautiful

ll1cTTtEL-BENDERS: Bicycle Use Study lahcls these as "rccreation? sagi)o,o-oc, 0000 wa)s," rccogm11ng that they must be shared
le bike racks with
with pedestrians and other recreational users.
ldlicrnght support. Bikes
Thb year. the Parks and Recreation Departho h sly fall, or be
ment is scramhling to find funding lO widen
ing: over, ruining the
and expand the Ganatchio Trail in the cast
crna
end. v,:hich has hccomc over-crowded. a vic-pooll
tim or lls own success
For people \\.ho commute by hike. however.
ning EL-EATERS:
the Study proposes engineering solutions
me t oooooooc which arc mostl 1 on-ro..d. These include hike
insta grates with
routes. which would he dcsimated b\ s11ms:
cl h s parallel to the
anll hike lanl::-., which would h1.: ~cpara11.:d
ilaps ay, usually 1ust wide from traffic hy pavement markings C11nncct: she for a bike wheel.
ing links. such as mcrpasscs. arc recomcamrause a sudden and
mended for certain ohstacles such as E.C.
cd )cfilled stop.
Row Expressway and railwa) tracks he1wcen
) fit if
Howard and Dougall.
km
A hig hreakthrough came last )Car when the
Prm incial Ministry of Transportation finally
0,0-00 0,,
announced that it was recogni1ing biC)clcs as
I
in
n results of
,·chides and would provide fonding to huilJ
l ror 'l unplanned stops. on-road facilities. The City of Windsor has set
big accompanied by
aside $105 000 this ) car. \\ hich is expected 10
pack!s1ve gymnastics
he marched hy the ~hnistr) 'lhis money
: as \\~ handlebars.
would huild some of the routes which were
s. s
originall) recommenJed in 1991.
1vcr
The Bicyding Committee has also set up a
Cit) HMO,
program to get hike racks installed downtown.
ldcs TER, CLUNKER: solid1ing funding from businesses \\hich
i!o-oo ~ 0 0 O • would henefit hy attracting hike-riding customers. The first or these racks should he
foeat-up bike used
s an ~ commuting.
springing up any day now.
he co enough to be
While there arc lots of other "engineering"
, well over all the
solutions to making Windsor a more hikevcs o of city streets, in
friendly ci1y. the other " I ., are just as impormand ther with minimal
tant.
mcc t nance. Should be
Education is essential. not only in terms of
well. dirty enough to
bike skills traini ng. but also to make the
iC) ch unprotected for
puhlic. and especially motorists . .iwarc of the
f m t1i nods of time
rules
ol safe C)cling. The committee is ,,ork~:lutiJI being stolen.
ing on ways or getting cycling education
taught in schools, as well as seeking out
BiC)O
partnerships with service club:; and other comWimJslLSON
munity groups.
_1uctes!ELS:
Enforcement of the rules of the road is
tcm ..
PIQCl"t!OiOIIO"O~ICOlJOCOCOr.1.0>
equall) essential. Anyhody \\ho has spent any
,1ld n .II-honed balancing
time cycling the streets or Windsor has had
e stu ~rrying a case of
their life endangered b) inconsiderate. incomough cecl precanously
petent. or hostile motorists. But no one can
>uild ~n the brake levers
deny
that lots ol bike riders regularly break
tt s up-turned
mnu bars.
even the most basic rules of traffic. It is the
ccn
job of the Bicycling Committee to work \\ ilh
the police to sec these rnlcs arc cnforcc<l. hut
also to help them understand the cyclist's
point of view and why many riders do not feel
sate on our streets.

Encouragement is the last of the ··rour E's".
The Committee's task is to find ways to get
people to leave their car parked and use their
hike. ""hcthcr it be for a shon trip to the corner
store. or to ride lO school or work evcryda).
One of the most successful ways of doing
this is the annual Bike to Work Weck. held in
Toronto and many other cities at the end or
Ma). l11erc are a number of things in the planning stages for Bike to Work Weck in
Wind1,or Among these arc a bike art auction
sale featuring old hikes turned into art: a C)cling 1our map ol historic sites in Windsor as
well as events and awards for people who ride
to work or ~chool.
l11e Committee will also be registering
fX!Ople for the ·'Get Cycling Challenge" sponsored h) Canadian Tire Corporation during
Canada r11 Weck. May 30 - June 5. This is an
d'tort to get as many Canadians as possible
out q cling. with unofficial contests between
ciucs. and between workplaces and schools.
with a hig pri1c drawing for all participants.
To tine! out more about these events. cc the
Resources list on the back page for how to
:-.uhscrihc to The Chain Le1ter. the newsletter
ol the Wmdsor Bicycling C<.1mmi11cc.
Many cities no\\ have bicycle advisory
committees. Most of those grew out of
demands hy grassroots activist cycling groups.
formed h) fed up cyclists. This , . as not the
case in Windsor. where we have an advisory
committee. but have never really had such an
activist group. That is. until now ...

"T

he Car is. at the very least. the common
enemy for cyclc-,tctivists around the globe.
Most politicians and powerhrokers arc caroricnted. they Jin~ in the suhurbs. drive 10
\\Ork; no wonder we end up in a drive-in
civili1.a11on.'' Le Monde a Bicyclcttc. 1992
For several years, cycling activist groups in
vanous cities throughout North America have
staged "radical'' actions intent on changing rhc
urban lamJscapc. 'Dlcsc actions have ranged
from group rides that take command of lanes
to guerrilla painting of cycling lane on Cit)
streets.
The Bicycle People in Vancouver have
staged such events as group rides dunng rush
hours. and responding to comments such as
.. Get a haircut'' and "Get a job,.. organited a
ride in full ··v.ork'' unifom1 such as dresse
and suits to display that most Bicycle People
do work (although they say they need to work
le s as they do not have to pa) for cars).
In Montreal. Le Monde a Bicyclene has

operated since 1979 and has staged very
theatrical d\;monstrations in that city over the
years. Highlights of this group's actions have
provided several choice hits:
·'Dk Ins' c n downtown streets, suggesting
that cydists and other clean air commuters arc
tired of dying.
Painting hicycle lanes on ch) streets at
night (for which some were caught '\\ hitchanded" and spent the night in jail. watching
happ) cyclists moving along the paths unscathC<;l).
A
"space demo" which involved
automobile-si1cd wooden frames strapped IO
cyclisb to recreate the space \I, a:-.ted b) car'.!! in
a gridlock. One motorist was so enraged a1 this
demonstration that he drove up onto a busy
sidc\\alk to pass.
A campaign to allow hicyclcs on the subv,ay involved such tacucs as carrying various
allo\l.able item on first (such a1; ironing
boards. ladders. crc.) to demonstrate how
ridiculous il was Lhat a bicycle not be allowed.
When bicycles were turned away, a bicycle
wa.., diguiscd a a hippopotamus. hut as explained by Le :vtonde ... through some ,oological intuition. security guards were able to
detect the presence of two-wheelers: our poor
hippo was turned back at the gate.'' As a result
of their fight, bicycles are now allowed on the
suh\\ay during non-rush times.
Jn Windsor, there is a little-known group
callee.I WindBAG that was begun to cause
some stir. Loosely based on the Bike People of
Vancouver. WindBAG (Windsor Bic)cling
Activist Group) is a grassroots cycling acth·ist
group that intends to raise bicycle a\\ arencs"
in Windsor. l11ese folks do not ha,e an) affiliations with other groups. thereby maintaining per onal and political freedom to stage an)
guerrilla actions they ·ce fit. You can he involved simply hy a sympathetic attitude
to\\ ard the plight of the Wind. or cyclist and
showing up to an event.
WindBAG was formed in the fall of 1992.
and held its fir t action with a ride from the
university to City Hall in order 10 dispute the
conspicuous omission of bike lanes in the
proposed waterfront project. Approximately
20 cycli h bra,cd the cold November eve and
circled City Hall before entering, and the
image or these folks enten ng the meeting. helmets in hand. helped to sway council'
decision to revamp the plan.
Look for flyers, posters and word of mouth
for details on upcoming actions for the pring
of '93.
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What a differenee a decade makes -

Limiting the Proliferation of
Weapons
by Jean-Francois Rioux, ed.
Carleton University Press
Ten years ago, many people in
the West were caught up in a palpable fear of nuclear war fuelled
by books like Jonathan Schell's
Fate of the Earth, films like If
You Love This Planet, and
television programs like The Day
After. The insane anti-Soviet
rhetoric of U.S. president Ronald
Reagan made the unthinkable
very thinkable. The hands of the

Bulletin of Atomic Scientists·
Doomsday clock were never so
close to zero hour.
Now, with the Cold War over,
the fate of the earth seems much
less imminent. The issues of arms
proliferation and trade have largely passed from public discourse. If anything, many are
caught up in self-congratulation
as they proclaim the "triumph of
the West" and the end of history.
The recent announcement by
South Africa that it will dismantle its secret store of nuclear
weapons may yet shake this
smug
attitude.
Proliferation
remains a serious threat to peace,
and war is a problem even if it
does not kill North Americans.
When the Gulf War served to
temporarily revive doubts about
weapons sales, the primary concern was not to sell them to
countries who would use them
against us. Exports to Israel,
Saudi Arabia, Egypt, and other
regional powers friendly to
Western interests shot up in the
aftermath of that conflict.

The value of limiting the arms
trade by cutting off the supply is
the topic under study in Limiting

the Proliferation of Weapons,
edited by Jean-Francois Rioux, a
former
researcher
at
the
Canadian Institute for International Peace and Security.
The failure of the Nuclear
Non-Proliferation Treaty (the
classic supply-side example) to
stop powers such as South
Africa,
India,
Israel,
and
presumably
Pakistan
from
developing their own bombs does
not mean it is without value. Certainly the list of nuclear powers
would have been longer without
the treaty, but most contributors
to Rioux' s book are hesitant to
endorse supply-side strategies as
the primary means to halt
proliferation.
Instead, as Rioux himself
writes, the preferred strategy is to
reduce demand for weapons,
especially those of mass destruction. This approach is at once
simplistic in design, and complex
in execution.
From our safe distance, it is
easy for Canadians to look at
conflicts in the former Yugoslavia, South Asia, or Somalia and
ask, "Why don't those people
stop killing each other?" But the
task of building an enforceable

international law and a program
of security-enhancing measures
will prove more difficult.
In the interim, say Rioux et al..
there is a role for limiting sales
from the suppliers especially for
those weapons - ballistic missiles, chemical and biological
nightmares - most likely to be
used by an angry Third World
against the First World.
This bias continues through
the book, as the authors tend to
identify the greatest threat to the
non-proliferation regime from
desperate former Soviet types
and the newly industrialized
countries,
with
their lessdeveloped sense of what is best
for the world.
The final fault of this work is
the short shrift given to the
problem of supply-push resistance to transfer limits. The end
of the Cold War will hurt the
finances of arms manufacturers
both East and West, according to
the authors, but it is more likely
fadlities will close than that
powerful capitalists will seek to
subvert treaty talks.
Unfortunately, the role of industrialists in the arms trade has
never been so quiescent. Rioux
would have done well to seek a
submission from a political
economist to add this subject to
the discussion.
On balance, though, his impressive list of international
politics experts have provided
what will be the first word, if not
the last, in the new search for
ways to limit the destructiveness
of war. - Kevin Johnson
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WEEKS OF
UNLIMITED
CLASSES ...
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Check out our wide
variety of bench
stepping classes!

•

~
WINDSOR
INDOOR

Call now 966-2141
2475 McDougall Street

The Media Monopoly (Fourth
analysis of the effects of con.
Edition)
centrated ownership on the U.S.
by Ben Bagdikian
media. While many media acBeacon Press
tivists will only address the social
When Ben Bagdikian' s first ramifications of concentrated
edition of The Media Monopoly ownership,
Bagdik1an
digs
was published in 1983, it out- deeper.
lined his concerns about the fact
A
particularly
interesting
that 50 major national and multi- aspect of his criticism exposes
national companies owned the the shortcomings of traditional
majority of American media. In economic theories. He states that
this recently published fourth advertising prevents new com.
edition, be notes that the number petition from entering the
has now dwindled to 20.
marketplace, although American
It is Bagdikian's dedication to economic theories assume otherthe true libertarian view of jour- wise. The details of bis discus.
nalism - the same ideology that sion are beyond the scope of this
mainstream journalists preach but review.
rarely practise - that makes The
As a Canadian, one can see
Media Monopoly one of the most certain parallels of the American
important books written in the In- media system with our own. Our
formation Age.
newspapers are dominated by
As he notes in the fourth
two major companies, Southam
edition's preface, "In the earlier and Thomson, while American
editions of this book. I made TV and films have bombarded
some predictions. Had they our marketplace.
proved wrong, it would have
Anyone interested in modem
pleased me ... I derive no North American culture should
pleasure from having been cor- read this book. The media shapes
rect."
our culture with the message~
In those earlier editions, he they design for our consumption.
predicited that the channels for It is up to us as consumers to beinformation and entertainment come responsible for what is ofthe very root of modem fered to us.
American culture - were beBagdikian
outlines
the
coming more homogenized by mechanisms that determine how
concentrated ownership of U.S.
these messages are designed in
media outlets. The above num- our society. He shows how the
bers attest to the fact that owner- design has centred around the inship
has
become
more
tercsts of a few powerful figures
concentrated, and Bagdikian
who own the media.
proceeds to update his evidence
In doing so. truly free exprcsthat the mainstream media have sion - the essence of democracy
become more uniform.
- has been sacrificed.
Bagdikian is extensive in his
- Darrin Keene

~~~~~~~~~~~[t

IYIRYBODY'S
COMIIG!
ATTENTION ALL
PART-TIME STUDENTS
Proposed amendments to
the OPUS constitution
will be ratified at the
Annual General Meeting
Tuesday, April 13, 5:00 p.m.
at the Grad House

ALL PARTTIME
STUDENTS
ARE
ENCOURAGED~=-~-~
TO ATTEND
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rcs·acy 'OP AWARD WINNERS: Nancy Gyurcsik, O'Brian Gibbons. Kelly Dinsmore. Irma Grant, and Dwayne Brunet. (photo by TED ANDKILDE)

~?.i~?.d?.ri~;c,c.~~~~~!l~~,c-~y ~~""Lancer a~~~~!!,~~~kcy.~~
iance s orts editor
p

new and cla<;sy locale, and a
•what shortened agenda.
noticeable factors adding to
:clcbratory atmosphere of the
:er Evening of Excellence
ds banquet on April 6.
be elegance of the Cleary Intional Centre, with a pie;que view of the Detroit
ne, was the perfect backnd Lo the acknowledgment of
Lancer athletes who have
eduring the pasl year.
JC Lancer track and field
,, as anticipated, received
billing for their outstanding
>93 perfonnances. The
llpic Shield, for outstanding

star O _Bnan Gibbons. The Ban-

ncr Shield for female athlete of
the year honours was shared by
Inna Grant and Kelly Dinsmore.
Grant was a top Canadian
sprinter in her five years at the
university. Dinsmore. also last
year's Banner Shield recipient.
set a Canadian record in the triple
jump. All three winners were instrumental in their teams' wins al
both the provincial and national
championships.
The
DeMarco
Awards,
presented to the male and female
student/athletes who best combine both academic and athletic
achievements were awarded to
Dwayne Brunet and Nancy
Gyurcsik. Brunet was captain of

Gyurcsik. who also _won the
award last year, was a high scorer
and an OWIAA all-star for the
women's basketball team this
season.
The Gino Fracac; Coaching
Award. for the outstanding Lancer coach of the year. wa<;
presented to Dr. Joanne MacLean. MacLean led women's
basketball to an exceptional
finish with the team advancing to
the West Division playoffs. She
had also previously been chosen
women's
basketball
West
DivisionCoachoftheYear.
Even team managers are
honoured at the banquet, for the
invaluable services they perform
for their teams. This year the

COACH OF THE YEAR:
Joanne Maclean. (photo
byTEDANDKILDE)

Dave West Award, presented to
the student-manager of the year.
was shared by Mike Sesar, of the
women's basketball team, and

Carson wa., also the recipient of
the award at last year's banquet.
In all, the banquet was wellreceived, and compared 10 past
years. extremely well-attendcu.
This may have been related to the
shortened agenda for the evening.
The presentation of several
academic/athletic awards wa<;
completed before the banquet
and greatly improved the flow of
the ceremony.
The sports staff at the Lance
would like to congratulate this
year's award recipients and commend all the sport teams and
their support staff on an exceptional 1992-93 vear ,n Lancer
athletics.
~

nee column writer would rather be respected than hated
by Dave Briggs
Lance sports columnist
y. am I a jerk!
.at may not be a revelation to
of you. hut it's becoming a
ty I see in my writing more
ore as time goes on.
all likelihood this will be
last Lance article. In five
I've written for almost
issue, and now it's time to
y move on.
10king back on my work for
per I've noticed I have an
mg capacity to he a smart
1n occasion. For that I am
sorry.
1ng a jerk would be great if I
tntcre~ted in going on to be
~r those guys paid to write
ons that mark one for death,
don' l think that's really for

ame to my senses last week
an overly sarca.-;tic column

about the department of Athletics
and Recreational Service's annual Evening of Excellence.
Before going to the banquet I can
remember looking at the column
and wondering why I had written
it in the first place.
ll wac; unnecessary. crude. and
a blatantly negative look at the
departmental
banquet.
Thi.-;
reali1ation came long before I
was unexpectedly given an award
at the affair: tJ1at event merely
served to strengthen my shame in
this matter.
I offer no excuses. I can't take
it hack now. I can find no justification for writing it, except to
say I must have been particularly

grumpy that day.
By writing this colwnn I am
breaking a cardinal rule of journalism. By bringing up the subject a second time I'm probably
drawing unnecessary attention to
something better left to be forgotten. However. my conscience
simply wouldn't let me get away
with that.
When you write a column you
constantly walk a fine line. 1t has
never been in my interest. nor is
1t now, Lo be loved by all the
readers. Opinions sometimes hurt
people. Unfortunately, that's just
the nature of the business. I certainly don't apologize for any
opinion l have expressed in my
columns. I just wish l bandied
some issues with more professionalism.
To be honest. the vast majority
of my articles have been completely inoffensive. However, it's
ea.-;y to see how a couple of bad

ones can adversely affect how
my work is viewed as a whole.
I have come under some fire
over the years for critically appraising the performance of athletes and coaches. which some
think 1s not the role of a student
newspaper.
The Lance is not a spirit rag.
and docs not exist as a means to
promote campus activities. That
would be a disservice to our
readers who don't need any more
candy-coated twaddle than is already available.
This has been a difficult concept for many people to understand. l realize criticism requires
carefully constructed tact. but I
know I haven't always succeeded
in handling every issue this way.
I hope to learn from my mistakes.
Over five years I've experienced a lot at this newspaper.
There were days when I walked
into the office at noon and didn't

leave again until 4:30 a.m. There
were times when I met deadlines
despite having more pressing
school assignments. I've paid my
own way to just about every
university in this province at one
time or another to cover a football game, or a track m\!et. Yet.
for the most part. I've enjoyed
working for the Lance immensely.
I have had the good fortune to
meet a lot of terrific people.
When I look back on my univer5ity experience I'll do so fondly;
mostly because I was involved in
more than just school.
Many people have told me that
the controversial writers arc the
ones who get noticl!d. I've never
really subscribed to that theory.
but for some reason I seem to fit
the mold.
Even if people don't agree
with me, I'd rather be respee Led
than hated. There's still hope. ~

"Athletics is about excellence'C
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Keeping fit
Recreational activities
continue during the summer
For those unfortunate souls
who are doomed to spend the
entire summer in Windsor
either attending university or
working, there are some
recreational sporting activities
lo keep you active.
This year the Campus
Recreation Department al the
university has extended its
program because of increased
demand by the greater numbers of students choosing to
remain in Windsor through
the summer months. The
Windsor Department of Parks
and Recreation also has
programs at iL.., community
centres and parks across the
city.
Campus Rec will feature
several spring and summer
programs geared to not only
students but also staff and
faculty. Fitness classes will
run from May 3 to August 27
but the schedule is not as extensive
as
the
regular
program. The Staff and Faculty aerobics will continue to be
held in Elccta Hall.
Red Cross Swimming lessons will also be offered.
Classes arc scheduled for
Saturday mornings but exact
times will vary depending on
the level required.
A new program called
W.O.W.
Women on
Weights is being offered on
Tuesday and Thursday evenings. This is an eight-week
personal program for women

introducing them to proper exercise programs and nutritional guidelines. Included in the
program fee is a fitness
evaluation,
nutritional
analysis, personal
fitness
program, and an aerobics
class.
The
co-ed
three-pitch
softball league for students,
staff, and faculty will begin
May 11. You can register at
the Campus Rec office as a
team or individually before
April 20.
During the hot summer
months. advanced swimming
certifications will be offered
evenings and weekends and
there will also be a summer
basketball league. This league
is open to high school and
university students and the
entry deadline is May l.
For more information on
any of these activities contact
the Campus Recreation office
at 253-4232 ext. 2456.
There are many programs
offered throughout the city by
the Department of Parks and
Recreation.
Aerobics
programs, baseball, volleyball
and basketball leagues and
other special tournaments are
only a part of the wide selection of activities available.
Call them at 255-6270 for
more information regarding
these progams and the community centre nearest to you.

Compiled by Lance sport
staff
[g

l

by Ian Kelso
Lance sports staff

Jim Weese has a peopleoriented quality that makes him
ideal for leadership. His career
path displays this orientation and
highlights his involvement in athletics.
He began his career by obtaining his BA and MA from the
University of Windsor in the area
of human kinetics. While obtaining these degrees he played for
the Lancer hockey team for a
period of five years, two of those
five he was team captain. He was
also on the golf team for three
years.
After leaving the University of
Windsor he went to Ohio State to
get his PhD in sports management. He then was assistant
coach for the Lancer hockey
team for two years. After a stint
at the University of Regina as coordinator of Campus Recreation
and a professor in sporLs management, he returned to the University of Windsor in 1986 to take
over as co-ordinator of Campus
Rec and the newly formed
Kinesiology Co-op program.
La,;t year Weese covered the
position of interim deparunent
head while Dr. Boh Boucher was
on a year-long sabbatical. He
considered his experience as
head of the dcparuncnt a posillvc
one. "I really enjoyed it," he said.
"There arc a lot of great people
there."
He feels his "practical and
academic interest in leadership"
allowed him to contribute and
learn much from his experience.
The cnthusia<;m he put into his
joh as department head is also
transferred to his role as golf
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coaching
coach which he took over last
year. When he became coach he
decided to change the way that
the team selection was done.
Originally the team was narrowed down to 10 players then
down to the five best. The new
system which he borrowed from
his time al Ohio State allowed
three more player to participate.
They have weekly qualifying
rounds to see who will make up
the five-person team to play in
the upcoming event. This
promotes competition and makes
for a sharper team.

was able to win two and come
second in several tournarncn1Mt
One of the second-place finisl)n h·
was at the OUAA championsh'isior
against Guelph.
mina
Weese "believes athletics yoff
about excellence, and feels lhils 1
"the role of inter-university at.ared.
lctics is to be co-curricuiar re tr
what education is about."
isior
W ecse still agreed that ··uver t
most important thing is thal vToe
don't lose sight that we arc isior
educational institution," he sai~11ks
Weese is certain to conhnatulat
using his energy and enthus1a~all tl
to increase interest in Lancer auami:
letics. His skills as a leader a1V
his enthusiasm for sports ar 0 1
people will greatly benefit lhThe •
ns t
university.
:rs
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THANKS U of W ?!
for your patronage ,~
and anybody we forgot. You know who you are!

Welcome and congrats to new residence presidentsl

SUMMER

+ VERTIGO

-

Have a
SUPER
SUMMER
Here's how
to start!

0

Buses far both bashes leave at 8:30.

EXCITEMENT
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~Campus Recreation
layoff round-up
\1any of the championship
s for Campus Recreation inurals have been played in
nt weeks.

uneni Men's Ice Hockey

rinish,n hockey final action, both
ion,hisions ran a single-game
nination, tournament style.
:tic~ ,off with a two-game total
:ls ilitls final. When the smoke
it} atiared, Don Cherry Busters
ular re triumphant, winning Lhe A
ision by a narrow margin of 6at "tJver the Beer team.
lha1 vThe MBA squad took the B
arc ;ision, edging out the Huron
: saidiwks in both games. Conon1ine1Ulations to both teams as well
1usia. all the other participants in the
cer a!raIDural hockey program.
der at

rts

6 on 6 Volleyball

Men's Volleyball

.\ fiercely contested season of
prnural men's volleyball came
an end March 29 with the A
~ B division finals taking
ie. After defeating the M.J.
~ress (29-22) and the Ph/Art
mons (28-19) in earlier
nds, the Gravediggers capd the A title with a 30-26 triph over Team X.
Taking the B title was the Last
ce squad, which beat Cartier
default and then the Pilams
-18). Congratulations to mem~ s of both champion teams.
:ome

aiVomen's Basketball

{it thThe women' s basketball chamns for 1992/93 are the Jam~s courtesy of a 31-25
te-from-behind win over the
ica.m. The Ja.mmers are Deb
11nilton. Michelle Whitby. Des~n Burnett. Nicolleuc Stewart.
~ Panic. Caroline Lynch. Pat
·t!). Colleen Bourner.

•, ,'Qi.~
' .
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victory, scoring the winning goal
with 30 seconds left. Final score
5-4 for the Chiefs.

Men's Basketball
The men's basketball A
division final wa~ contested between the Varsity Outfitters and
the Bridge Tavern, with the
Bridge coming out on top by a
score of 48-42. Congratulations
to the 1992/93 hoops champions.
The Bridge Tavern team includes
Tom Zinca.ri, Jim Kolonelos,
Chris Kolonelos, Larry Rogers,
Rob Lynch, Mike Brkovich,
Chris Wydrinski, Doug Sprague,
and Len Kanei.
The B division final was won
by the Law Kings who defeated
Jazzy's Crew, 44-42. The B
champs for this year are Kai Abdelburr, Dom Glavota, Tim
Cecil, Joe Marra, Toby Hoffman,
Duncan Emburg, and Kim Bertholctte.

Women's Ice Hockey
In women's ice hockey play.
five teams competed this year in
a highly competitive league. The
Basics, who went undefeated
during the regular season, were
led by Julie Pallot and were highly favoured going intQ. the (inal
game.
But the Cody Chiefs. led by
such inspired leaders as Laura
Parent. Shannon Riesberry and
Carolyn Dutot squeaked out a

G1Bif'S
FAMlh.Y F~NESS

~-,~-.t,W:

Forty-six teams competed in
the popular 6 on 6 volleyball
league which met on both Wednesday and Thursday nights.
In the recreational league,
Spike Force led by John Tossier,
won the championship. Moose
Attack won the semi-competitive
league mostly through the great
play of Eugene Lee.
In competitive, it was Eau-Ya
defeating the Sudden Strikers in
the finals. Eau-Ya wa<; led by intramural volleyball veteran Cleve
O'Ferguson and Todd Amlin.
Both put on a virtual clinic in
volleyball skills. Other team
members were Shannon Riesberry, Tracy Beaudoin, Jodi Zimmer, and Henry Kaari.

3 on 3 Volleyball
In the A division play in 3 on 3
volleyball, Team Red Sand
defeated Huge Jeans in the finals
by a score of 17-15. The winning
team members were Doug Hay.
Duncan Macgregor, and Sandee
Newman.

Waterpolo
In the small (just four tea.ms)
but highly competitive waterpolo
league Lhe Oil Tankers defeated
the Aqua D ucks and Hot and Wet
in the playoffs in two of the best
games of the year. Lorenzo Bla.ssalto played a large role in helping bis team o victory.
Provided by Veb Hanulron.

Darrell /b/Jl(son. Tony Fleming,
Paul Gowan and Andrew
Lindsay of the Campus Recrealion Depanment.
[g

Dave Briggs shows his plaque. (photo by TED ANDKILDE)

lance writer honoured
by Elaine Saunders
Lance sports editor

A Lance writer was honoured
at the Lancer Evening of Excellence. Sports columnist Dave
Briggs received an ''A" Award.
presented to persons contributing
most to the planning, organization. prestige and calibre of Lancer athletics.
Briggs has been a fixture
around t.he Lance. offices for his
enl.ire five years at the University
of Windsor.
In his years here he has written
for every sport. spent a two-year
tenure as sports editor, and

recently settled into following the
national championship Lancer
track and field team, and focusing on writing a weekly column.
Also honoured aiong with
Briggs were John Garinger, Dr
Charles Mcfarlane. and the Martinello family for their contributions.
The newspaper is now losing a
faithful volunteer to the University of Western Ontario where
Briggs will be studying jour-- - ~ - nalism. We wish b1m the best of
luck in London and thank him for
his dedication of the past five
yea.rs.
[g
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3 on 3 BASKETBALL &
SAND VOLLEYBALL LEAGUES!

Register Now!
944 - 1545 Ask for Nick

CAN-AM DATA PROCESSING
SPECIALISTS IN:

r

5

300

AMONTH
* Data Organiumon
* Data Entry
* Data Analysis using (spss)
* Graphics/Chans
* Repot1 Preparation Suppon Services
Lance and Alliance Pictures would like to send
ij to a promotional screening of The Dark Half. The
~ is based on the book by Stephen King and directed
famed horror film director George Romero. If you
in name one other movie that Romero has directed,
n you could win a double pass to the advance
eening. Bring your answer into the Lance office on
nday, April 19 and you could win! GOOD LUCK!

For Students & Faculty
Conveniently located at:
400 Huron Church Road, Suite 207
(Assumption University Building)
Windsor, Ontario N9C 2.19
(519) 252-9632

That's all it costs
for your Summer home
at Neill-Wycik.
The downtown location
and new friends
you'll make are free!

,t

NEIU-\WOK
Write ~eill-Wycik Co-op College Inc.
96 Gerrard E. Toronto MSB lGi
Call 1-800-268-4358
Toronto (416) 977-2321

Final analysis
Now that the school year is nearly over, it's appropriate to reflect on the news and issues that affected
students.
Toe absence of the University Centre (and pub) has
had a dramatic effect on the campus this year. In the first
few weeks of school it rained and students were scattered in search of shelter. It was then that we truly felt
the loss of the UC.
A transient feeling settled on those who were previously housed at the centre. When the Grand
Marketplace was re-opened. it was unheated and filled
with a cloud of cinder-block dust.
Students came very close to losing their drug plan.
Two referenda had to be held hefore the fate of the plan
wa,; determined. The lessons learned were 1) that students need to be reached more eITectively by SAC and 2)
SAC needs to take a firm stand to rally student support
for important issues.
Too had more students weren't as inspired to attend
social and political events. The Food Drive. FANfare,
and the SAC candidate forums had embarrassingly small
turnouts. Voter turnout in the October and February SAC
elections was less than five percent and 15 percent
respectively.
Students in nursing and education held their breath
over the changes in Workers Compensation that could
have kept them from completing their mandatory internships. Fortunately, the provincial government listened
to complaints from students across the province and a
compromise was found.
The sports season ended on a high note with both the
men's and women's track and field 1eams winning not
only the Omario championships but the Canadian championships for the second year in a row.
The Lancer football team celebrated its 25th anniversary. Homecoming events included the unveiling of a
new school mascot.
September will see the opening of the new CAW Student Centre, however. there will also be permit parking
(i.e. no more free parking). a tuition increase several
points above the inflation rate, no more OSAP grants, a
temporary casino. and perhaps a change of government.
It is hoped t.J1al t11is year's relatively mild inconveniences will gird us for the long fight ahead.

-Slance
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D lSgus ti ng
Dear Editor:

"Disgusting" - the last word l
would use to describe women's
brca.;;ts. The first word r would use
for the views some people on this
campus seem 10 have. Upon reading
the April 5 issue of the Lance, I was
honestly horrified to read that a
woman on this campus views
women's brea-;ts as dbgusting. Whal
is so disgusting about a woman's

body and what is a woman exploiting
if she legally and rightfully bares her
breasts'? Men have been doing it since
"society" has been in existence. Are
they exploiting themselves?
Many use the argument that
women's breasts are a object of
sexual desire and because of this.
should not be a subject of public display. Why does such a "progressive"
socie1y such as Canada's hold these
conservative and backward views?
The answer is that men have made
it this way. I do not want this to be a
man-hashing letter but rather I want
people 10 realize that society is
changing - it is moving forward.
And 1f women wish to bare their
breasts m public, as men do. then
why not? No one is being hurt by this
action. So people, grow up and open
your eyes - this is not a subject of
exploitation and disgust but rather
one of equalily.
Katherine Walsh
4th Year
Psychology and Criminology

Obligation
Dear Editor:

On March 19, 1993, four students
and one professor from the Communication
Studies
Graduate
Program accepted an invitation to
present an oral submission to the
Canadian
Radio-television
and
Telecommunication
Comrrussion
(CRTC) structural hearings. A joim
enterprise by the university and the
City of Windsor, this undertaking enjoyed the full support of Mayor Mike
Hurst and council. Prior to departing
tor Ottawa. the students were interviewed by the Windsor Star, Trillium
Cable. and twice by CBC radio. In
spite of a hand-delivered press
release, the Lance failed to investigate or make any mention of this
project.

A

Ironically, the submission before
the CRTC wa,; intended to focus on
the need for a small community to
have some fonn of local media
through which it can seek information
and gain a sense of identity. In the
university contexL this responsibility
falls to the Lance. As a campus
newspaper, it has an obligation to
. h stuprovide a window through whic
dents can see themselves.
I hope that in the future the Lance
. an d
will make efforts to cover stones
events thal will contribute to the
sense of community and '>Choo! spirit
the university desperately needs and
deserves.
Cathy Wiley
Jacqueline Smrke
Alex Gill
Comm. Studies

ACE in the hole
Dear Editor:

Regarding the issue of the Mr.
Lancer contest and the recent letter
written by Ligaya Byrch, I would like
to clear up any confusion that exists
about SAC'S involvement.
It is true that SAC' s Club Committee ratified the club in question, the
Association
of
Collegiate
Entrepreneurs (A.C.E.), after careful
scrutiny of the requirements as outlined in our Club Handbook. It is also
true, however, that the committee bad
no prior k.-nowledge that this group
sponsored this particular event.
The incoming Club Committee
(struck at the April 7, 1993. council
meeting) will be forwarded the
recommendations as presented al the
transitional council meeting of March
31. It will then be up to the new committee to deal witb this issue according to the policy as outlined in the
Club Handbook, which reads: "Any
club which does not comply with the
requirments set out by SAC shall not
be ratified. Further, any club which
fails to comply or disregards any
Bylaw, rule, regulation or policy of
SAC may be put on probation or have
ratification revoked and lose all
priviJedges at the university."
This statement, in conjunction with
the preamble to our by-laws and the
fact that we uphold the university's
Anti-Discrimination and Sexual
Harassment policies will aJJ be taken
into account in the decision-making
process.
Should any student wish to discuss

this matter further, I would apprecia Ilka
tern·
thal they contacl myself at the SA I.1 h.
office (971-3600). In addition. ' r
would like to advise the student hoc r
that there are two scats on the Ck~\'hl:
Committee for students-at-large art ~
that their input and opinions are cor '.me
sidered valuable in the ratilicatic tant
process.
l'u;s:
l trust th'1s cIears up the con1·U\tC Ullt\.
h
surrounding this issue and SAC\ i1' at
volvement
mat,
K ns
. t'me R ob'in~< Dan
he
SAC Preside! , lCin
1

7

ACE is the plac,;~~

gnu
We would like to direct this lei! C
to Ligaya Byrch. After reading ctd1sc
April 5, 1993. edition of the Lance and
seems that some clarification prol
needed with regards to the Mr. Lalahil
cer event on March 25, I 993.
an<l
Ligaya Byrch ha'i brought alleg,imp
tions of possible infractions of ct V
anti-sexiam policies against our clu \he
A.C.E. However. the event wru. be c1dc,
off-campus at Vertigo Nite Cluh ar u11x
there were no anti-sexism polici1ccn
broken at the event. A.C.E. has bcl\CX
a ratified club since Sept. 199 l aJ intc
held a similar event at the Subwicon
Pub on March 18, 1992.
1cm
A.C.E.' s
intentions
wt:fcrs
honourable and we took cve1and
precaution to ensure that no mfcn:
would be subject to discrimina1ion
sexism. Perhaps if Byrch had a
tended the event, she would have ct_
served that there wac; no infraction I
the anti-sexism policies. The M
Lancer event was done in good tll!
and the audience approved.
The Mr. Lancer event wa, done
raise money for our club and
promote school spirit by suppor111
the male competitors and athlete~
the University of Windsor. A.CE.
an Entrepreneurs Club and v
promote young talent and leader~H
in starting new ventures and hu!
nesses. We hope that the public re
izes that A.C.E. only had g<
intentions in holding this event.
Finally, we know that this type
event is not approved by everyo~
however, you cannot take away u
right that people have to hold and j
tend such an event.
Keith A. Nugal

Dear Editor:

A.C.E. PresidL
on behalf of uA.C.E. Executi

•

•

by Linda Fisher
Special to the Lance

··1 want to save feminism from
the feminists." Camille Paglia.
)e\. An. and American Culture

Wilh lhc publication of her
controversial
cultural
study
'iernal Personae in 1990 and
then Sex, Art. and American Culwre in 1992. Camille Paglia's
own persona - culturaJ critic,
renegade
academic.
media
curiosity. iconoclast, '60s radical,
and Madonna interpreter ,ecms estahlished. The wideranging impact of her views is
undcniahle. fed partly hy lhe
groundswell of criticaJ reaction
that greeted her hooks and partly
by lhc media publicity lhat has
docwnemed her dramatic rise.
She has appeared on television
news programs and phone-in
,hows. hcen widely discussed
m iU1d inten·iewed in lhc press. and
has been tlie subject of cartoons.
As is well-known hy now. her
. ,llea:-, about popular culture.
rec1a
. . .
th e aca dem1c
. csta11"'
~ SA 1t:m11w,m.
lishmem and - most nolOriously
ion.
ho - rape. ha\'C generated a wave
11
Cle ot criticism and denouncements.
e "While admi11cdly she does at
"C al' .
.
.
"
tune, makl: ms1gh1lul and 1mporre
co,
.
.
.
. . tam pomt:-,. 1or examp1e 111 d'1sicauc russ111g
· thc current p1·1g hI o1· lhc
. . univcrsi1ies. such poinls arc over1!USIC
. flam. . ,hadowcd "'11)' her more 111
C ~ 11
.
mator} and dangerou!-. c 1aims.
. Dangcrow, because far from
b im<..__.·
eside,,a.:;ing
rad.1ca I. h 1p. and savvy a,
,he secs them. U1ese clrutm arc
rcar1ionary and damaging: and
'.lC• dangernu, hccause given her unusually high prohlc. her ideas, arc
going to he heard and reported.
1s let! Central 10 man) of Paglia's
ing auisCU\\iOnS IS the Ule111e Of !->eX
.ance and particularly her selfion profe,sed and apparently unique
r. La:ahili1y to gra,p lhc true natun.:
and implica1ions of lhe sexual
allcgimpube in Western l..'.Ullure.
of tl \\'hat is wrong \\ ilh feminism.
Jr c1J,he claims. is its inahilit) to deal
as Mallcquatcl) with sex in its
tub arthcorics or 10 apprecia1e tl1e
polici1centrali1y and cosmic power of
as be<sex in practically any ..,ocial and
191 atinterpersonal dynamic. Indeed.
;ubwicontcmporary
American
feminism. Paglia contends. c;ufwt,fers from a profound puritanism
evcland fear of sex. which ha, led
no otfcminists 10 attempt to deny and
ation

destroy lhe sexual impulse More rape). it follows. Paglia lhinks.
importan1ly. this incomprehen- lhat in gaining sexual and politision has caused feminism to miss cal free<!gms - hviQ.g the cosmic
Ulc p01m when it comes to rape. power of sex - women must be
vulnerable to rape and their only
according to Paglia.
Rape. she says. is n01 an act of defense is knowing lhese ba-;ic
\'1olence hul of sex. "All rape is facts of nature and using comerotic. All rape is sexual'' (Se.,. mon sense. In other words. 11's
not lhat women today. as in any
Art, and American Culture. p.
71 ). On the olher hand. every so- other historical time. might he
cial encounter is a potential vulnerable to rape and attack.
sexual encounter. and on yc1 Ralher. given the nature of
anotl1cr hand. sexuality is sexuality and lhe connection he"nature' s red flame": clcmcnta.J. tween sexualily and rape. rape is
powerful. and irresistible A" not only a real possihili1y. hut not
such. when women acquired cer- a completely negative or unextain freedoms, they had 10 acl'ept pected event.
In fact, she says. it's the "si1the risks. such as rape. lha1 went
zle"
in sex. lhc danger. lhat
along w1lh such freedoms.
Given lhat sex is inseparable makes it truly exciting. Small
from aggression and domination wonder. lhen. lhat her critics
and rape has a sexual dimension have charged her wilh condoning
(in possibly her most outrageous (if not approving ot) rape. The
remark yet, she daims lhat the problem wilh feminism, Paglia
problem wilh feminism is lhat it concludes. is that it failed to indoesn't see what is for men lhe fonn young women ahout lhese
eroticism or fun (!) element of unavoidable and uncontrollahle
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cosmic forces of na1ure. deceiving lhem instead into believing
that they could do wha1 they
want and still be safe. Thus
Paglia· s world view consists of
her models of virile masculinity
on lhe one hand. like foothall
players and rock slars (I'm not
making this up). and lhe puritanical, nay-saying femimsts on lhc
other (Betty Crockers. "hangdog
dowdies," "parochial prudes"). In
lhe middle, of course, is Paglia.
here 10 explam everything to us
and save us.
It is because of such views lhal
Paglia ha-; come to deny the
validity of datc-rnpe. whose
reality femin1s1s and olhcrs
fought hard to establish. In her
favourite example, Paglia says
lhat if you go 10 a fra1 party. gel
drunk. and lhen accompany a
man to his room, you can't he
surprised at whal happens next.
nor should you cry rape.
She denies tl1at lhis is a ca,e of
"blaming the victim": ins1ead.
she is hcing rcalistir. using common :-,ense. aware or all lhe
sexual implications and expectations. However. her ha,ic point
is: pul yourself into a compromising 'iiluation and when
you get compromised, it serves
you right. What 1s lhis. if nor
blaming the victim? Moreover.
given the natural play of seduction/aggression in sex for Paglia.
and lhe unstahle combu!-.tihility
of male sexuaJi1y. what else
should we expect"?
Thus, she also provides a
rationali1at1on and cxcu"e for the
perpetrator of lhc act. The s1gni ficant difference here 1s between e1,p/ain,ng why somelhing
happened - elaborating lhc circumstances and fac1ors - and
excusing II Explaining docs not
excu!->C. ycl Paglia ,;eems incapable. of differentiating the
two. Despite her frcquen1 claims
lhat "real" rapes arc an outrage
that should he punished. and that
she is not hl..uning lhe \'ictim.
again and again her language
suggc,L.., that she is excusing the
rapist. rationali1ing lhe crime an<.I
- most despicable of all - almost celehrming rape a, one instance of the
supposedly
uncontrollahle. primal. exciting.
cosmic power of sex. It is views
like this I find most dangerous.
Not just the feminists. hut
many critics have argued that

mpc is nor about sex. but about
aggression and violence; about
using sex a,; a weapon Paglia acknowledges lhat she has never
hcen raped herself. Would she
find rape a<; erotic close-up as her
overheated imagination finds i1 at
a distance? The point is, no one

ei er asks for or consents to rape.
No matter how compromising the

si1uation you find or put yourself
into. no matter how irresponsible
you might be. no one is ever justified in assaulting you.
Paglia', simple-minded thinking fails 10 grac;p a straightforward moral principle: if you
harm someone, even if lhey
allow you, even if they ask you.
you have done a wrong. Paglia's
world is a cros., between convenLilmal. reactionary, excessively
romantici,cd and mylhologi1cd
dreams of pagan cosmic forces
,md a suhvencd posUnodcm Harlequin romance mcntaJity. If she
relinquished her own Don Juan
fan1asies aboul sexuality. she
would not be so quick to ,cc the
rnsmk surging forces a, the
origin. explanation. and justification of every action. even morally wrong and criminaJ ones.
Certainly aJI women have to
take rcsponsihility for lheir Jives
and safety. Certainly all women.
especially given our society and
dangers it hold, for women. have
to he alert and commonsensical
in the situations lhey encounter.
But 11 can never he lhe case that
we appear to ,hrug pff or rationaJi,e a wrong and violent action
1us1 hccausc thl! \ ic.:1im ma> not
or could not present absolute
resisumcc. Getting drunk at a frat
party may he unwise for any
numhcr of reasons. hut it docs
nol justify. cxc.:u-.e, or condone a
suhsequenl assault and it cannot
mean. a-, Paglia states. lhat lhcre
has hcen consen1.
C,unillc Paglia's idea., do not
ad\'ance feminist principles or
women's issues, hut set them
hark immeasurahly. Her views
arc self-serving, wrong, and
dangerous - aJl lhe more so, as I
stated at lhe outset. because she
has garnered so much media attention lhrough her rdentless
self-promotion. No thinking per-.on, lea,t of all women. can afford to ignore Camille Paglia.
Before we aJlow Paglia to save
us from anyone, it is crucial lhat
we save ourselves from Paglia. ~
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What do you plan on doing this summer?
V
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done

and
)portil
1letes
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II.

type

veryo~
way d
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Cheryl
Brown

Terry
Harnadek

Jason
Clarke

2nd Year
Nursing

1st Year
Engineering

2nd Year
Comm.
Studies

I' 11 be attending summer
school and working
part-time. Hopefully, I'll
find time to go to New York
and do some shopping.

Hopefully, I'll have a job
to pay off some bills.

I'm going road trippin'
down South in a friend's
jeep. I'll be swiing the West
Coast and avoiding all
responsibilities or
conunitments.

Laila Farrell
Editor
The Lance

I'd like to be
on Star Search as a
spokesmodel. But then, who
wouldn't want to be in the
presence of the great Ed
McMahon?
(I hear he 's single again.

-copy ed.)

1lfoftl-----------------------------------------------------------'
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Physical plant installed 10 new bike racks on campus in the fall
of 1992, and more are on the way. Send suggestions for
placement to the university's physical plant department, in care
of director Gary McMann. (photo by GINO MASTELLOTTO)

Continued from Centrespread
WindBAG will host a hike ride
for Earth Day on Sunday, April
25. All are invited to meet at City
Hall at 11:00 a.rn. to ride to Earth
Day festivities at Lillie River
(noon-5 p.rn.). Also, there will be
a guided tour of the Little
Ri ver/Ganatchio Trail area.

Resource List
A list of "Car Dependence" articles and books that can be found
in the Leddy Library:

Books
flink. James J The Car Culture
Camhridge. Mass.: MIT Press. 1982.
Jacobs, .Jane. The Death and L({e of
Great American Cities New York:
Random House, 1961
Lowe. Marcia D. [he Bin'Cle:
Vehicle for a
Small Planet
Worldwatch Institute papc1 90. Scptemher 1989.
Renner. Michael. Rethinking the Role
of the A111omohile W-0d<lwatch In-

stitute paper 84, .June 1988.
F .f. Schumacher Small is Bec111tif11/
Great Britain: Blond and Briggs.
1973.

Article ..
fowler. E.P. "The Mystery of the
Disappearing Car." Altematives Vol
18:l. Winter 1991
Lea, Chris. "Urhan Visions: Auto
and the Economy." City Magazine
Vol 12. No. 3. Summer 1991.
Little. Bruce. "'Tilting the Smokestacks" Glohe & Mail 20/07/91, p.
818.
Lowe. Jeff. "Green Urhan Transport"
City Maga;ine Summer/Fall 1989.
Vol.II. no . l.
Lowe. Marcia D. ··out of the Car into
the future." Worldwatch Nov./Dcc
1990. p. 20-25.

To s ubscribe to The Cha111 Letter. please write to:
Windsor Bicycling Committee
c/o City Clerk's Office
Box 1607
Windsor. ON N9A 6S l

Starting May 1 st. .... Everyday from 4 p.m. to
9 p.m. Make a purchase and sign in the Mission

Tuition book. Every day we'll draw one name at
11 p.m. The winner enters the final draw for a
chance at $1000 to be applied towards tuition
and books at any Educational Institution . (details

BAR AND GRILL
Tuesday, April 13:

Open Mic Night
Thursday, April 15·

Katydid

available at Bentley's; restrictions apply)

Friday, April 16,

All Saints Day

Grand Prize Drawing takes place August 25th
(Bentley's 9th Anniversary Bash)

ATLANTIC
CITY TRIP
GIVEAWAYS!

Saturday, April 17:

Drainpipe
Wyandotte & Campbell

254-7900

Do you have one or
two years or
and are not sure about

Science
a career?Ryerson

offers a new

degree option in Occupational Health and Safety. It is the first fouryear degree program in this rapidly growing and rewarding field of
managing health and safety in the workplace. • If you have one or
two years of university-level science. you could become a direct
entry student and complete the Occupational Health and Safety
program

in

two or three years depending on your academic record.

• To learn more about this career opportunity, contact: Brian Jones

755 Ouellette• Downtown Windsor • 256-2385

at (416) 979-5154 fax (416) 979-5341, or write to: School of
Environmental Health, Ryerson Polytechnical Institute, 350 Victoria
Street, Toronto. Ontario M58 21<3.

RYERSON

